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LIST OF SESSIONAL PAPERS
Arranged in Numerical Order with their Titles at full

length; the dates when presented to the Legislature

;

the name of the Members who moved the same,

and whether .ordered to be Printed or not.

CONTENTS OF PART I.

Xo. 1

Xo.

No. 3

Xo. 4

No. 5

No. 6

No. 7

No. 8

No. 9

Public Accounts of the Province for the year ending 31st October,

1916. Presented to the Legislature, February 22nd, 1917.

Printed.

Estimates—Supplementary, for the service of the Province for the

year ending 31st October, 1917. Presented to the Legislature,

February 22nd, 1917. Printed. Estimates, Supplementary,
for the year ending October 31st, 1917. Presented to the

Legislature, Marcli 26th, 1917. Estimates for the year ending
31st October. 1017. Printed.

April 2nd, 1917. Printed.

Presented to the Legislature.

CONTENTS OF PART II

Report of the Department of Lands, Forests and Mines for the

,
year 1916. Presented to the Legislature, ]\Iarch 16th, 1917.

Printed.

Report of the Bureau of Klines for the year 1916. Presented to the

Legislature, April 6th. 1917. Printed.

Report of the Inspector of Division Courts for the year 1916. Pre-

sented to the Legislature, March 2nd, 1917. Printed.

Report of the Inspector of Legal Offices for the year 1916. Pre-

sented to the Legislature, March 23rd, 1916. Printed.

Report of the Inspector of Registry Offices for the year 1916. Pre-

sented to the Legislature, March 23rd, 1917. Printed.

Report of the Provincial Municipal Auditor for the year 1916.

Presented to the Legislature, April 6th, 1917. Printed.

Report of the Queen Victoria Niagara Falls Park Commission for

the year 1916. Presented to the Legislature, April 6th, 1917.

Printed.
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CONTENTS OF PART III.

Xo. 10 Report of the Superintendent of Insurance for the year 1916. Pre-

sented to the Legislature, April 6th, 1917. Printed.

Xo. 11 Report of the Registrar of Friendly Societies for the year 1916.

Presented to the Legislature, April 6th, 1917. Printed.

ISTo. 12 Loan Corporations' Statements, being Financial Statements made
by Building Societies, Loan Companies, Loaning, Land and
Trust Companies for the ^^ear 1916. Presented to the Legis-

lature, April 6th, 1917. Printed.

CONTENTS OF PART IV.

No. 13 Report of the Department of Public Works for the year 1916. Pre-

sented to the Legislature. March 21st, 1917. Printed.

No. 14 jReport of the Department of Game and Fisheries for the year 1916.

Presented to the Legislature, April 6th, 1917. Printed.

Xo. 15 Report of the Department of Public Highways for the year 1916.

I

Presented to the Legislature, April 6th, 1917. Printed.

No. 16 Report of the Bureau of Labour for the year 1916. Presented to

the Legislature, April 6th, 1917. Xot Printed.

No. 17 Report of the Department of Education for the year 1916. Pre-

I

sented to the Legislature, April 6th, 1917. Printed.

No. 18 'Report of the Board of Governors of the University of Toronto for

the year 1916. Presented to the Legislature, February 20th,

1917. Printed.

No. 19 Report of the Secretary and Registrar of the Province for the year

1916. Presented to the Legislature, April 6th, 1917. Printed.

CONTENTS OF PART V.

No. 20 Report of the Registrar-General upon Births, Marriages and

Deaths for the year 1916. Presented to the Legislature, April

6 th, 1917. Printed.

No. 21 Report of the Provincial Board of Health for the year 1916. Pre-

sented to the Legislature. April 6th, 1917. Printed.

No. 22 Report upon the Hospitals for the Insane for the year 1916. Pre-

sented to the Legislature, April 6th. 1917. Printed.

No. 23 Report upon the Hospitals for Feeble-minded and Epileptics for the

year 1916. Presented to the Legislature, April 6th, 1917.

Printed.
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I CONTENTS OF PART VI.

]Sro. 24 Report upon the Feeble-Minded of the I'rovinee for the year 1916.

Presented to the Legislature, April Gth, 3 017. rrinied for

distribution.

ISTo. 25
I

Report npon the Hospitals and Charities of the Province for the

j

year 1916. Presented to the Legislature, April 6th, 1917.

I

Printed.

i

No. 26 I Report upon the Prisons and Peformatories of the Province for

the year 1916. Presented to the Legislature, April 6th, 1917.

Printed.

Xo. 27 Report upon the Xeglected and Dependent Children of the Province

for the year 1916. Presented to the Legislature, April 6th,

1917. Xot Printed.

No. 28 Report npon the operation of the Liquor License Acts in tlie Pro-

vince for the year 1916. Presented to the Legislature, March

I

2nd, 1917. Printed.

No 29 Report of the Department of Agriculture for the year 1916. Pre-

sented to the Legislature, April 6th, 19L7. Printed.

No. 30 Report of the Ontario Agricultural College and Experimental Pann
for the year 1916. Presented to the Legislature, April Cih,,

1917. Printed.

No. 31 Report of the Ontario Veterinary College for the year 1916. Pre-

sented to the Legislature, April 6th, 1917. Printed.

No. 32 Report of the Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union for

I
the year 1916. Presented to the Legislature. April 6th, 1917.

Printed.

No.
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Ko. 38

Ko. 39

Xo. 40

Ko. 41

Iso. 42

Ko. 43

X(.. 44

Xo. 45

No. 46

CONTENTS OF PART VII.

Report of the Live Stock Branch of the Department of A^-riciilture

for the year 1916. Presented to the Legislature, April 6th,

1917. Printed.

Report of the Stallion Enrolment Board for the year 1916. Pre-

sented to the Legislature, April 6th, 1917. Printed.

Report of the Farmers' Institutes for the year 1916. Presented to

the Legislature, April 6th. 1917. Xot Printed.

^5
, .

Report of the Women s Institutes of the Province for the year

1916. Presented to the Legislature, April 6th, 1917. Printed.

Report of the Agricultural Societies of the Province for the year

1916. Presented to the Legislature, April 6th, 1917. Printed.

CONTENTS OF PART VIII.

Report of the Horticultural Societies of the Province for the year

1916. Presented to the Legislature, April 6th, 1917. Printed.

I Report of the Fruit Growers' Association of the Province for the

year 1916. Presented to the Legislature, April 6th, 1917.

Printed.

Report of the Bureau of Industries of the Province for the year

1916. Presented to the Legislature, April 6th, 1917. Printed.

icport of the Inspectors of Factories in the Province for the year

1916. Presented to the Legislature, April 6th. 1917. Printed.

I

CONTENTS OF PART IX.

1^0. 47 'Report of the Temiskaming and Xorthern Ontario Railway Com-
mission for the year 1916. Presented to the Legislature, April

6th, 1917. Printed.

Iso. 48
i Report of the Hydro-Electric Power Commission for the year 1916.

Presented to the Legislature, April 3rd, 1917. Printed.

CONTENTS OF PART X.

ISTo. 49 Report of the Ontario Railway and Municipal Board for the year

1916. Presented to the Legislature, April Gth, 1917. Printed.

No. 50 Return from the Records of the several By-Elections. Presented

to the Legislature, Februarv 15th. 1917. Printed.
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No. 51

No. 52

No. 53

No. 54

No. 55

No. 5G

No. 57

No. 58

No. 59

No. 60

No. Gl

No. 02

No. 63

Keport of the Bureau of Ardhives for the year 1916. Presented
to the Legislature, April 6th, 1917. Printed.

Report of the Librarian upon the state of the Library. Presented
to the Legislature, February 15th, 1917. Not printed.

Report of the Provincial Auditor for the year 1916. Presented to

the Legislature, February 22nd, 1917. Printed.

T^eport of the Workmen's Compensation Board for the year 1916.

Presented to the Legislature, April 6th, 1917. Printed.

Report of the British Red Cross Fimd for the year 1916. Presented
to the Legislature, March 2nd, 1917. Printed.

fieport upon the ^Monteith Demonstration Farm for the year 1916
Presented to the Legislature, April 6th, 1917. Printed.

Report of the Commission to investigate the administration, manage-
ment, progress and welfare of the Ontario School for the Blind
Presented to the Legislature, February 20th, 1917. Printed.

CONTENTS OF PART XI.

(^opy of Order-in-Council under section 78 of the Surrogate Courts

Act. Presented to the Legislature, February 20th, 1917.

Xot Printed.

Statement as to distribution of the Revised and Sessional Statutes

for the year 1916. Presented to the Legislature, February 20th,

1917. Not printed.

Return to an Order of the House of April 19th, 1916, that there be

laid before the House:—A Return shcAving, 1. If the T. k N. O.

Railway quoted any special rate not authorized by its tariff or

has been a party to the quotation of a special rate from any jioint

OT points in Ontario or Western Canada. 2. If so, to what
shipper or shippers has such rate been given. Presented to the

Legislature, February 20th, 1917. Mr. Mnnro. Not Printed.

Copies of Orders-in-Council made under the authority of the De-
partment of Education Act, or of the Acts relating to Public

Schools, Sei^arate Schools or High Schools. Presented to the

Legislature. Februarv 20th, 1917. Not Printed.

Report of the Nickel Commission.

March 26th, 1917. Printed.

Presented to the Legislature,

Return of an Address to His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor of

the 16th February, 1917, praying that he will cause to be laid

before this House, a Return:—1. Shewing all correspondence
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(including telegrams) since January 1st. 1916, passing between
the Government of the Province of Ontario or any member,
officer or official thereof, and the Government of the Dominion
of Canada and any officer or official thereof in reference to the

machine guns purchased out of the moneys of the Province of

Ontario. 2. All correspondence since January 1st, 1916, pass-

I

ing between the Government of the Province of Ontario, or

I any member, officer or official thereof, and the Imperial Govern-

ment, and any officer or official thereof, in reference to machine
guns purchased out of the moneys of the Province of Ontario.

Presented to the Legislature, March 1st, 1917. Mr. Bowman.
Not Printed.

No. 04 Return to an Order of the House of the 26th February, 1917, for

a Return shewing :—1. How many charters or licenses have been

issued to racing associations operating in Ontario since the year

1912. 2. What are the names of the racing associations or com-

panies and the dates of the issue of the licenses or charters re-

spectively. Presented to the Legislature, March 1st, 1917.

I

Mr. Carte)'. Printed.

No. 65 Return to an Address to His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor of the

11th April. 1916, praying that he will cause to be laid before

this House a Return shewing:—1. Copies of all letters or tele-

grams, since the 1st January, 1915, which have passed between

the Government or any official or agent thereof, and the Inter-

national Xickel Company or the Canadian Copper Company
or any officers or officials thereof, in reference to the damages

done to the property of the farmers and others interested in

the lands adjacent to the plant of the Canadian Copper Com-
pany. 2. Of all letters and telegrams which have passed be-

tween the Govermnent. or any officer or official thereof—and

particularly the Departments of Lands, Forests and Mines and

of Agriculture—and Mr. Chas. McCrea, M.P.P., of Sudbury,

in reference to the matters aforesaid or the operations of the

International Xickel Company or the Canadian Copper Com-

pany, and the damage being done to the property in the vicinity

of the operations of the said companies; and particularly the

correspondence between either of the Departments and Mr. Mc-

Crea and Mr. Ponton and Mr. Jarvis. Valuators for the Can-

adian Copper Company. 3. Of all Orders in Council with-

drawing lands from sale for agricultural purposes, at the

instance or suggestion of the Canadian Copper Company. Pre-

sented to the Legislature, ^larch 2nd, 1917. Mr. Carter,

Printed.

No. (jQ Return to an Order of the House of the 19th February, 1917 for

a Return shewing how many patients were regularly cared for

in the Whitby Asylum during the year 1916. Presented to the

Legislature, March 2nd, 1917. Mr. ^Yigle. Printed.
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Ko. 67 Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd February, 1917, for a

Eeturn of copies, 1. Of the pay-rolls of the Industrial Depart-
ment of the Reformatorv for the Porvince of Ontario, com-
mencing November 1st, 1915, and ending October 31st, 1916,
specifying the nature of the services rendered by those whose
names appear in the Return. 2. Of the monthly payments bj
the Industrial Department of the Reformatory for the Province
of Ontario to persons whose names do not appear upon the

monthly pay-roll of the Industrial Department, specifying the

nature of the services rendered by those whose names appear in

the Return. Presented to the Legislature, March 2nd, 1917.

Mr. Boivmnn. Not Printed.

Xo. 68 Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd April, 1916, for a Return
shewing: 1. The number of acres occupied b}' bona fide set-

I tiers on the lands purchased from the Government by Willis K.
Jackson et al. under agreement bearing date the 14th day of

June, 1912, particularizing the number of acres occupied each

year since the date of the said agreement. 2. The number of

settlers occupying such lands since the date of such agreement
and the number respectively occupying the same for each year

since the date of said agreement and the number of acres oc-

cupied by each settler. 3. The number of settlers who have
lived up to the requirements of The Free Grant and Homestead
Act and tlie regulations thereunder, and the number in default.

4. The number of farms required to be cleared by the Minister

under Clause 4 of said agreement, and the actual nimiber of

such farms cleared, the amount of work performed, and the

number and kind of buildings erected in accordance with the

request of said Minister. 5. The number and extent of roads,

bridges and other improvements, designating the nature of such

improvements, required by the Minister to be done under Clause

5 of said agreement and the number and extent of such roads,

bridges and other improvements completed in accordance with

such request, 6, Ti^e number of schools and school buildings

erected under Clause 6 of said agreement, and whether same
are established and erected to the satisfaction of the Minister,

also the location of such schools, particularizing those which
are not satisfactory to the Minister and the reason for such dis-

satisfaction. 7, The amount of work required to be performed
under Clause 7 of said agreement that has actually been per-

formed, particularizing the nature and cost of such work, and
the date each work was commenced and completed. 8. The
number of acres cut over by the purchaser under Clause S of

said agreement, and whether same cleared in accordance with

the terms of said clause and to the satisfaction of the Minister;

and whether the terms of said clause as to leaving 20 acres of

wood for each farm have been complied with, and the kind of

wood so left. 9. Whether all the timber cut by the purchaser

has been manufactured in the townships of Kendry and Haggart,
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and if not, the amount not so manufactured and tlie amount
of timber disposed of outside of such townships, and to whom
the same was sold. 10. The amount of timber that has been pur-

chased from the settlers by the purchaser, and upon what terms

were such purchases made; and how much and at what rate

were the settlers paid for cutting and removing timber; and
w^hat was the rate charged to the settler for the use of the pur-

I

chaser's teams. 11. The number and date of sales that have

been made bv the purchaser to settlers and the terms of such

sales and copies of all agreements between such settlers and
purchasers and as to whether the same have been approved of

bv the ]\Iinister. 12. The number of patents issued to settlers

under Clause 13 of said agreement. 13. The extent of the

lands upon which patents have been issued to the purchaser

under Clause 14 of said agreement, and the nature and cost of

the buildings built on same for which such patents granted. 14.

All correspondence between the Government or any officer or

official thereof and the purchaser or any of them, or any officer

or official of such purchaser, and between the Government or any

i

officer or official thereof and any settlers, relating to the ^^''hole or

! any part of the subject matter of the said agTeement. Presetned

to the Legislature. ]\larch 6th, 1917. ^fr. Lang. Xot Printed.

No. 69 .Return to an Order of the House of the 10th February, 1917, for

a Retiun shewing:—1. All statements furnished by the Canada

Copper Company, International Xickel Company, Mond i^ickel

Company, and any other company producing nickel, under sec-

tion 8 of The Mining Act, respecting taxation since the 1st of

January. A.D. 191.5. 2. All reports from any Government

]\Iine Assessor, made under the provisions of The Mining Act,

in respect to the mining operations of the Canada Copper Com-

pany, the International Xickel Company or the Mond Xickel

Company., particularly wnth reference to the taxes to be paid

by the said companies, or any of them, under The ^Mining Tax

i

Act. 3. All correspondence since the 1st day of January, 191."3,

! between the Minister of iands, Forests and Mines, or the Pro-

vincial Treasurer, or any officer or official of the Government,

and the Canada Copper Company, the International Xickel

Company, the Mond Xickel Company, and any other companies

producing nickel, or any officer or solicitor for or on behalf of

the said companies, or any of them, wdth reference to the amount

of taxes or royalties paid or to be paid by the said companies or

any of them,' to the Provincial Treasurer of the Province, in

respect of the ore mined or the mining operations carried on by

them in the Province of Ontario. Presented to the Legislature,

March IGth. 1917. Mr. Carter. Not Printed.

1^0. 70 Return to an Order of the House of the 9th March, 1917._ for a

Return shewing:—1. The number, kind and cost of buildings

comprised in the Burwash Prison Farm property. 2. What is

the number of a^rcs of land lielonging to or included in the Bur-
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wash Prison Farm property, and of such land, how many acres

are nnder cultivation, and how many acres are nsed for the

purpose of pasture. 3. How many prisoners are there at Bur-

wash Prison Farm. 4. What is the number of employees at

the Burwash Prison Farm, and what is the amount of salary

paid to each employee. 5. Were cattle or other animals shipped

from the Burwash Prison Farm in the year 1916, and if so,

what was the number so shipped, the total value of such ship-

ments and the amount paid as freight charges thereon. 6.

Were cattle or other animals brought to the Burwash Prison

Farm from other places in the year 1916, and if so, what was

the number so brought, and what were the names of the places

from which said cattle or other animals were brought. Presented

to the Legislature, March 16th, 1917. Mr. Mageau. Printed.

'No. 71 Return t(i an Order of the House of the 16th February. 1917, for a

Return:—1. Shewing the names of all the Townsites estab-

lished by the T. & N. O. By. Commission. 2. Shewing all the

townsite lands sold by the T. k X. O. Ry. Commission on or

after July 29, 1916, the towns in which they were situated, and

the amounts received for eaeh. Presented to the Legislature,

March 20th, 1917. Mr. Bowman. Not Printed.

Xo. 72 Copies of contracts with The Kinleith Paper Company, Limited, St.

Catharines, Ontario ; The Georgetown Coated Paper Mills,

Limited, Georgetown ; The Provincial Paper Mills Company,

Limited. Toronto; authorized by Order in Council dated Febru-

ary 20th, 1917. Presented to tlie Legislature, March 21st, 1917.

Printed.

ISTo. 73 Return to an Order of the House of the 19th February, 1917, for a

I

Return shewing if the Canadian Northern Railway Company
applied to the Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines to desig-

j

nate the lands or any part of the lands to be granted to the said

!
railway as provided in section 3, 9 Edw. VIL, chap. 71. 2. Has
the Minister of Lands, Forests and- Mines designated any such

lands or any part of the same. 3. If such lands .or any part of the

same have been so designated, what is the total acreage so desig-

nated, and of what townships or part of townships does the same

consist. -1. Have the said lands or any part of the same been

surveyed. 5. If the said lands have not been so designated, why
have they not been designated. Presented to the Legislature,

March 21st, 1917. Mr. Davidson. Printed.

ISTo. 74 1 Return to an Order, of the House of the 23rd February. 1917. for a

Return shewing:—1. What amounts have been paid and upon

what dates since January 1st, 1916, to the firm of Gunn,

Richards and Company, Production Engineers and Public Ac-

countants of 43 Wall Street, 43 Exchange Place, ISTew York, or

to anv one actine; for them, or on their behalf, on account of any
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Department of the Government. 2. What amonnts. if anv. are

still owing to the said firm or any one acting for them or on

their behalf. 3. What were the services rendered in res]")ect to

which such payments were made or liability incurred. 4. By
what authority was the employment of the said firm authorized.

Presented to the Legislature, March 21st, 1917. Mr. Ricliard-

son. Not Printed.

Return to an Order of the House of the 19th February, 1917. for a

Return shewing :-^l. The total capital expenditure to the end

of the fiscal year for all purposes in respect to the Gnelph Prison

Farm. 2. Any further capital expenditures contemplated, and

if so, to what amount. 3. How many prisoners, on the average,

have been accommodated at the Guelph Prison Farm during

the year 191G. 4. How many i)risoners are now at the Guelph

Prison Farm for offences against the criminal law. 5. What
was the average number of prisoners at the Gnelph Prison Farm
during the year 1916 for offences against the criminal law.

Presented to the Legislature, March 2Sth, 1917. Mr. Fergu-

son {Kent.) Printed.

Return to an Order of the House of the 28th March, 1917, for a

Peturn shewing:—1. What was the total cost of the knitting

plant installed at the ^Nfercer Reformatory, Toronto. 2. From
whom was such knitting plant purchased and what was the date

of purchase. 3. When was the said knitting plant installed. 4.

What amount was paid to operatives up to the 1st of March.

1917, for operating the said plant. 5. What is the value of the

goods produced from the knitting plant. 6. Have the goods

produced by the said plant been sold, and if so, to whom. Pre-

sented to the Legislature, March 29th, 1917. Mr. Ferrjuson

(Kent.) Not Printed.

Return to an Address to His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor of

the 19th February, 1917, praying that he would cause to be laid

before this House a Return :—1. Of copies of all correspondence

])assing between the Government of this Province, or any mem-
ber, ofReer or official thereof, and the Government of the Do-

minion of Canada, or any ofHcer or official thereof, in reference

to the care of Returned Soldiers.- 2. Of all correspondence

passing between the Government of this Province, or any mem-
ber, officer or official thereof, and the Government of the Do-

minion of Canada, or any officer or official thereof, in reference

to the establishment of Convalescent Homes for the care of Re-

turned Soldiers. 3. Of all correspondence passing between the

Government of this Province, or anv member, officer or official

thereof, and the Government of tlie Dominion of Canada, or any

officer or official thereof, in reference to the relations between

the Soldiers' Aid Commission and the Military Hospitals Com-

mission of the Army Medical Service Corps. Presented to the

Legislature, April 2nd, 1917. Mr. RoivelJ. Not Printed.
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Iso. 78

Xo. 79

Xo. SO

Xo. 81

Return to an Order of the House of the 31st March. 1917, for a

Return of copies: 1. Of all correspondence and documents at

anv time passing between the Director of Industries. Ontario

Reformatory, and the Assistant Provincial Secretary, referring

to Alexander McPherson, foreman, Ontario Reformatory In-

dustries, and Fred. W. French, Assistant Director of Ontario

Reformatory Industries, or either of them, or relating to any

matters arising between the said Alexander McPherson and

Fred. W. French. Presented to the Legislature, April 2nd,

1917. Mr. Richardson. Not Printed.

Copies of all Orders-in-Council made under the authority of the

Department of Education Act or of the Acts relating to Public

Schools, Separate Schools or High Schools, passed since the

opening of the present Session of the Legislative Assembly.

(See No. 61.) Presented to the Legislature, April 2nd, 1917.

Printed.

Return to an Order of the House of the 30th March, 1917, for a

Return shewing: 1. What has been the cost of the Ontario

Nickel Commission since the 1st day of February, 1917: (a)

For salaries or payments by way of remuneration or honorarium

to each member of the Commission respectively ; (&) For travel-

ling expenses of each member of the Commission respectively

;

(c) For allowance in lieu of travelling expenses to each mem-
ber of the Commission respectively: (d) For other purposes,

specifying such purposes and amounts. 2. What honorarium,

remuneration or salary is payable or to be paid to the members
of the Commission other than G. T. Holloway. 3. Is the Chair-

man, G. T. Holloway, still in the Government employ at $20,000

per year and $10.00 per day in lieu of travelling expenses, and

if so when will the obligation of the Government cease. 4. Are
the travelling expenses of the said G. T. Holloway from Toronto

to Great Britain to be paid by the Government in addition to

the allowance made to him. 5. What were the services rendered

by each of the following parties in respect of which payments

were made to them for salary as shown in the Return of the

16th February, 1916, respectively: Professor George A. Guess,

salary, $1,25*0; F. Clithero, salary, $388.54; G. W. Dixon,

salary. $359.03 ; A. L. Clark, salary, $600.00 ; R. K Dickson,

salary, $485.00; A. Stanfield, salary, $200.00: E. M. Tozer,

salary, $306.60; E. A. Wilson, salary, $210.73. Presented to

the Legislature, April 4th. 1917. Mr. Deirart. Not Printed.

Return to an Order of the House of the 19th March, 1917, for a

Return of copies of all correspondence between the Govern-

ment of Ontario or any ^Member, officer or official thereof, and

the Devonshire Rftce Track Company or any member, officer or

official thereof, and in particular the correspondence between

J. T. White, Esq., Solicitor to the Department of the Provincial

Treasurer, and Hon. Dr. Reaume. Presented to the Legislature,

April 4th. 1917. Mr. WigJe. Not Printed.
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Return to an Order of the House of ttie 28th March, 1917, for a

Return of:—1. Copies of: (1) Charter of the Gore Bay Ridin;^

and Driving Association. (2) Supplementary Letters Patent,

dated 17th November, 1915, increasing capital stock to $25,000,

and changing name to " Northern Riding and Driving Associa-

tion." (3) Supplementary Letters Patent, dated 12th Febru-

ary, 1916, increasing capital stock to $200,000. 2. Copies of

all annual returns made by the said company.. 3. Copies of all

correspondence, and documents filed with the Government on

the application for the issue of said Supplementary Letters

Patent. 4. Copies of application for license to the Provincial

Treasurer, and all correspondence and communications in con-

nection with the issue of said license to hold a race meeting at

Windsor. Presented to the Legislature, April 6th, 1917. Mr.
Wigle. Xot Printed.

Report of the Horticultural Experiment Station, Vineland Station,

Ontario, 1906-1915. Presented to the Legislature, April 6th,

1917. Printed.

Report of the Soldiers' Aid Commission of Ontario, 1916. Pre-

sented to the Legislature, April 6th, 1917. Not Printed.

Return to an Order of the House of the 12th March, 1917, for a

Return shewing what was the number of prisoners in all gaols,

reformatories and prisons in the Province of Ontario, on the

thirtieth day of September, 1916. Presented to the Legislature,

April 6th, 1917. ^Ir. Parliament. Xot Printed.

Return to an Order of the House of the 26th March, 1917, for a

Return shewing:—1. What was the total number of members

of the Inside Civil Service of the Government of the Province

of Ontario and the total number in each department thereof on

the 31st day of July, 1914, the 31st day of July, 1916, and the

28th day of February, 1917, respectively. Presented to the

Legislature, April 6th, 1917. Mr. Elliott. Not Printed.

Return to an Order of the House of the 16th March, 1917, for a

Return shewing:—1. What tenders were received for each and

every of the lots advertised for sale by George W. Lee, Commis-

sioner of the Temiskaming and Northern Ontario Railwav m
the "North Bay Times"' on Thursday, October 12th, 1916.

2. Which of the said lots have been sold by the said George W.
Lee, the Temiskaming and Northern Ontario Railway Commis-

sion or any officer or official thereof. 3. What were the prices

and terms at and upon which each and every of the said lots

were sold by the said George W. Lee, the said Commission or

any officer or official thereof. 4. Which of the said lots sold

by the said George W. Lee, the said Commission, or any officer

or official thereof, within the municipalities of Porquis June-
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tion, Matlieson, Cochrane, and Englehart, or what proportion of

each and every lot so sold lies within the municipalities. Pre-

sented to the Legislature, i^pril 6th, 191T. Mr. Mageau. Not
Printed.

Return to an Order of the House of the 21st March. 1917, for a

Return of copies:—1. Of all reports for the year ending Oc-

tober 31st, 1916, of the superintendents of each and all the

asylums, government prisons and reformatories in Ontario. 2.

Of letters between Assistant Provincial Secretary and Fred Hill,

relating to the dismissal of the said Fred Hill from the staff

of the Ontario Reformatory at Guelph. Presented to the Legis-

lature, April 6th, 1917. Mr. Grieve. Not Printed.

Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February. 1917, for a

Return shewing:—1. What amount has actually been paid since

January 1st, 1916, for war purposes, by the Government, out

of the proceeds of the Provincial War Tax. 2. For what par-

ticular purposes have such payments been made and what are

the date of such pa^Tnents. Presented to the Legislature, April

6th, 1917. Mr. Bowman. Not Printed.
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CANADA
Province of Ontario

GEORGE THE FIFTH liy the Grace of God of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland and of the British Dominions Ijeyond the Seas, King, Defender of the Faith,

Emperor of India.

To GEOBGE THOMAS HOLLOWAY, of the City of London, England, Associate of the

Royal College of Science, London, A'ice-President of the Institution of Mining and
Metallurgy

:

WILLET GREEX MILLER, M.A., LL.D., of the City of Toronto, in the County of York,

and Province of Ontario, Provincial Geologist

:

McGregor YOUXG, M.A., of the city of Toronto, one of His Majesty's Counsel, and

THOMAS WILLIAM GIBSON, of the said City of Toronto, Deputy Minister of Mines:

GREETING

:

WHEREAS in and liy an Act of the Legislative Assembly entitled '*An Act respect-

ing Inquiries concerning Public Matters" it is enacted that whenever the Lieutenant-

Governor in Council deems it expedient to cause inquiry to be made concerning any matter
connected with or atfecting the good government of Ontario, or the conduct of any part of

the public business thereof, or the administration of justice therein, and such inquiry is not

regulated by any special law, he may, by Commission, appoint a person or persons to conduct
such inquiry and may confer the power of summoning any person and requiring him to give

evidence on oath, and to produce such documents and things as the Commissioner or Com-
missioners may deem requisite for the full investigation of the matters into which they are

appointed to examine, and the Commissioner or Commissioners shall have the same power to

enforce the attendance of witnesses and to compel them to give evidence and to produce
documents and things as is vested in any Courts in Civil Cases:

AND WHEREAS Our Lieutenant-Governor in Council of Our said Province of Ontario

deems it expedient that full inquiry shall be made into and report made upon the resources,

industries and capacities both present and future of this Our Province in connection with
Nickel and its Ores, and at the same time, into and upon a just and equitable system of
taxation by Our said Province of the mines, minerals and mineral industries thereof, and
generally into and upon all such other matters or things as you may think relevant or

germane to any of such inquiries, and that the powers authorized by the said Act be conferred
upon You

:

NOW KNOW YE that we having and reposing full trust and confidence in you the said

George Thomas Holloway, Willet Green ]\Iil]er and McGregor Young, DO HEREBY by and
with the advice of Our Executive Council of Our said Province APPOINT you the said

Geoige Tliomas Holloway, Willet Green Miller and McGiegor Young to be OUR COM-
MISSIONERS in this behalf with the powers authorized by the said Act to inquire into

and investigate and report to Our said Lieutenant-Governor upon the matters and things
hereinbefore mentioned, and for greater certainty but without restricting the generality
tliereof upon the following, that is to say:

(o) The modes of occurrence, deposits, supply, mining, products, by-products and alloys

of nickel in Our said Province and elsewhere, together with the present probable and possible
uses thereof and of such products, bv-products and allovp

:
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(fe) The smelting, refining, manufacture and treatment of nickel, its ores, products, by-

products and alloys within Our said Province and elsewhere, with special reference to

treatment, refinement, employment and uses thereof within the said Province:

(c) The demand and market for nickel, its ores and products, by-products and alloys:

(d) Nickel and allied industries with their probable development and requirements, and

with special reference to their extension and development within Our said Province:

(e) Such matters as in your opinion will assist Our Lieutenant-Governor in Council to

provide a system of taxation upon mines, mining lands, claims or rights, minerals and

industries connected with mining that will be just and equitable and in the best interests of

Our said Province:

(/) Such further and other matters as in your opinion may relate to or have any bear-

ino- upon any of the foregoing subjects of inquiry, having regard to the liest interests of

this Our Province and of Our Dominion of Canada and of Our Empire:

AND WE DO HEREBY APPOINT YOU the said George Thomas Holloway to be the

Chairman, and you, the said Thomas William Gibson to be the Secretary of this Our Com-

mission, which shall be called and known as ''The Ontario Nickel Commission."

AND WE DO HEREBY GIVE UNTO and confer upon you. Our said Commissioners,

the power of summoning any person and requiring him to give evidence on oath and to pro-

duce to you Our said Commissioners such documents and things as you may deem requisite

for the "full investigation of the premises, together with all and every other power and

authority in the said Act mentioned and authorized to be Ijy us conferred on any Com-

missioner appointed by authority or in pursuance thereof:

AND WE DO HEREBY GIVE UNTO and confer upon you. Our Commissioners, full

power to procure such assays and analyses, make such tests, demonstrations and experiments

and to make ail such engagements and contracts and secure expert or other assistance for

any such purposes as you may require, provided that no charges or expenses for any

particular service exceeding Five Hundred Dollars shall be incurred without the written

approval of Our Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines for Our said Province, and with

such approval to erect, equip, maintain and operate such plants, laboratories, works, build-

ings, machinery or appliances within Our said Province as in your opinion may be required

for or in connection with any of the foregoing inquiries:

WE HEREBY ORDAIN AND DECLARE that the fees and expenses of you Our said

Commissioners and of you Our Secretary and the reasonable and necessary witness fees and

conduct money of witnesses giving evidence before you Our said Commissioners according to

Hie tariff of "fees of the Supreme Court of Ontario and the fees and expenses according to

the recognized government tariff of the Court Stenographer or any stenographer or steno-

graphers required by you, together with any fees, costs, charges, payments or expenses

incurred and certified by you Our Commissioners under any powers or authorities hereinbefore

conferred upon you be paid by Our Province of Ontario

:

AND WE DO REQUIRE you our said Commissioners forthwith after conclusion and

completion of your inquiries to make full report to Our said Lieutenant-Governor touching

the said investigation, together with all or any evidence taken by you in connection with or

concerning the same, or any further or other material you may consider advisable:

AND WE DO FURTHER ORDAIN AND DECLARE that you the said Commissioners

and you the said Secretary shall have, hold and enjoy your said offices and authorities for

and during the pleasure of Our said Lieutenant-Governor in Council:

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF We have caused these OUR LETTERS to be made
PATENT and the GREAT SEAL OF OUR PROVINCE OF ONTARIO to be here-

unto affixed

:

WITNESS:—HIS HONOUR SIR JOHN STRATHEARN HENDRIE. Knight

Commander of Our Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,

Commander of Our Roval Victorian Order, a Lieutenant-Colonel in Our ^Militia

of Canada, etc., etc., etc., LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR OF OUR PROVINCE
OF ONTARIO, AT OUR GOVERNMENT HOUSE, in Our City of Toronto, in

Our said Province, this ninth day of September in the year of Our Lord one

thousand nine hundred and fifteen and in the sixth year of Our Reign.

BY COMMAND: F. V. JOHXS,

Acting Assistant Provincial Scrrctanj.
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to 9

p.- ;s CANADA
^ "^

Province of Ontario

GEORGE THE FIFTH by the Grace of God of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Ireland and of the British Dominions beyond the Seas, KING, Defender of the Faith,

Emperor of India.

TO GEORGE THOMAS HOLLOWAY, of the City of London, England, Associate of the

Roval College of Science of the Citv of London, Vice-President of the Institution of

Rliiiing and Metallurgy; WILLET GREEN MILLER, M.A., LL.D., of the City of

Toronto, in the County of York, and Province of Ontario, Provincial Geologist

;

McGregor young, M.A., of the said Citv of Toronto, One of Our Counsel; and

THOMAS WILLIAM GIBSON, of the said City of Toronto, Esquire, Deputy Minister

of Mines

;

GREETING

:

AVHEREAS pursuant to the provisions of an Act of the Legislative Assemlily of the

Province of Ontario entitled "An Act respecting Inquiries Concerning Public Matters" a

Commission was issued under the Great Seal of Oui' Province of Ontario, dated the ninth

dav of September, 1915, wherebv vou the said GEORGE THOMAS HOLLOWAY, WILLET
GREEN MILLER, McGREGOR YOUNG and THOMAS WILLIAM GIBSON were

appointed a Commission to bo called and known as The Ontario Nickel Commission;

AND WHEREAS it is deemed advisable that the said Commission shall be called and
known as '

' Royal Ontario Nickel Commission '

'

;

NOW KNOW YE that with the advice of Our Executive Council of Our said Province

WE DO HEREBY DIRECT that the said THE ONTARIO NICKEL COMMISSION be

called and known as ROYAL ONTARIO NICKEL COMMISSION with all the powers con-

ferred liy Our Commission aforesaid bearing date the ninth day of September, A.D., 1915.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF We have caused these OUR LETTERS to be made
PATENT and the GREAT SEAL OF OUR PROVINCE OF ONTARIO to be
hereunto afifixed

:

WITNESS: HIS HONOUR SIR JOHN STRATHEARN HENDRIE, Knight
Commander of Our Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
Commander of Our Roval Victorian Order, a Colonel in Our Militia of Canada,
etc., etc., etc., LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR OF OUR PROVINCE OF
ONTARIO, AT OUR GOVERNMENT HOUSE, in Our City of Toronto, in

Our said Province, this nineteenth day of March in the year of Our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and seventeen and in the seventh year of Our Reign.

BY COMMAND:
W. D. McPherson,

Provincial Secretary,
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LETTER OF TRANSMISSIOX

To the Huuourable,

Sir Juhx Stiutiieakx liEXDiai:, K.C.M.G., etc., etc., etc.,

Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario:—
The Commissioners appointed to inquire into and investiirate and report upon

the resources, industries and capacities, both present and future, of the Province of

Ontario in connection with Xickel and its Ores, and at the same time into and upon

a just and equitable system of taxation by the Province of the mines, minerals and

mineral industries thereof, as is more fully and particularly set out in the Com-

mission issued to the undersigned under the Great Seal of the Province on the 9th

day of September, 1915, have the honour to subriiit their report.

The Report begins l)y presenting under the heading " Summary and Con-

clusions " a brief statement of its contents, and the conclusions at which the Com-
missioners have arrived on the matters referred to them. The detailed discussion

of these matters is contained in fourteen chapters, as follows :

—

I Agitation for Home Refining of Xickel.

II Historical Sketch of Nickel Discoveries.

Ill The Operating Nickel Companies.

IV Nickel Deposits of the World.

V The Properties and Uses of Nickel and Its Compounds.

YI Non-Ferrous Alloys.

VII Nickel Steel and Other Alloys of Nickel Containing Iron.

VIII Smelting Nickel Ores.

IX Refining Processes.

X Recovery of Metals of the Platinum Group.

XI Recovery and Utilization of Sulphur.

XII Statistics.

XIII Taxation of Mines.

XIV Bibliography of Nickel.

There is an Appendix to the Report, in a separate volume, which contains the

testimony of witnesses who appeared before the Commission with regard to the

questions under investigation, together with memoranda, written arguments, and
other papers submitted 1)y those interested in the Commission's proceedings. A
considerable quantity of such material was received, and the Commissioners have

exercised their judgment as to what appeared advisable to be printed. Other infor-

mation of a confidential kind was placed in the possession of the Commissioners,

and has had its due influence upon the decisions they reached. In view of its

nature and the conditions under which it was received, such information has not

lieen ]>rinted.

The whole is herewith respectfully sul)mitted for Your Honour's consideration.

(Signed) George T. Holloway, Chairiuan.

\\. G. Miller.

McGregor Youxg.

Thos. W. Gibsox, Secretary.

Toroxto, March 1!), ID IT. Royal Ontario Nicl-el Commimon.
[xxi]
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Summary and Conclusions

Introduction

The inquiry into the resources, industries and capacities of the Province in

connection witli nickel and its ores, directed to Ije made by the Commission dated

tlie 9th day of Septeml)er, 1915, was entered upon at once, and prosecuted with

diligence.

The Commissioners have endeavoured to equip themselves in a variety of ways

for the task of making a satisfactory report. By visiting the working nickel mines

in the Province, as well as some of the unworked deposits, -by studying geological

data, by making inquiry of men qualified 'by years of experience and work in the

nickel industry of Ontario, and by the perusal of reports made by competent

investigators who had already worked in the same field, they have sought to

obtain a basis for estimating the probable extent of the nickel resources of the

Province; and in order that they might be enabled to compare the extent and

quality of these resources -with valuable nickel deposits in other countries, they

have searched the literature of the su'bject, and availed themselves of informa-

tion, some of which has not hitherto appeared in print, placed at their disposal

by persons who had obtamed it at first hand. One of the Commissioners, accom-

panied by the Chief Inspector of Mines for the Province, visited nickel mines

and smelting works in New Caledonia, and obtained much information concerning

the industry in that French colony. They also visited the small nickel deposits of

Tasmania. A Commissioner and the Secretary visited one of the large deposits

of nickeliferous iron ore now being worked in Cuba, as well as other extensive

occurrences there lying idle. The Chairman spent about three weeks in Xorway,

where there are ores similar in composition to those of Sudbury, and where he

had an opportunity of examining the operation of the plant in which the Nor-

wegian nickel is refined. The whole Commission spent about two months in

England, and during their stay there visited a numher of plants manufacturing

nickel steel, and using nickel in various forms at Sheffield, Birmingham and else-

where, nickel refineries at Erdington, 'Clydach and Swansea, copper refineries at

Swansea and Ditton, zinc refineries at Swansea, chemical manufactories at Widnes,

numerous chemical and physical laboratories and testing works at London and

elsewhere, and held a number of sessions for the taking of testimony from persons

engaged in refining and other branches of the nickel industry. They also obtained,

at these places and from other sources, much information of interest and value, by

means of conversations and interviews. A member of the Commission and the

Secretary went to France, and interviewed M. Maurice Carrier, Administrator-

Director of La Societe le Nickel, regarding the operations of that company, and

to pave the way for the visit to New Caledonia mentioned al)ove. At the request

of His Majesty's Government, credentials for use in New Caledonia were kindly

granted by the Government of France.

While in England, the Commissioners had the advantage of a consultation

with the Eight Honourable A. Bonar Law. then Secretary of State for the
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Colonies, and found that gentleman deeply interested in the question of nickel,

and much imjDressed with the importance of the Ontario deposits, especially for

such times of emergency as then existed and still exist. At Mr. Bonar Law's

suggestion, the Commissioners subsequently conferred with Mr. C. T. Davis and

Mr. PI J. Harding of the Colonial Dei)artment. to whom they are indebted for

courtesies and assistance. Sir George Perley, acting High Commissioner for

Canada, and Mr. AY. L. Griffiths, Secretary, freely extended their good offices

in the Commissioners' behalf, and much facilitated their communications with

the Imperial authorities and in other important quarters. To Mr. Eichard Eeid,

Agent-General in London of the Ontario government, the Commissioners owe

tlieir sincere thanks for timely help and guidance.

The Chairman remained in England after the return of the other Commissioners

to Canada, to continue his metallurgical and other enquiries and the collection of

data, and also to keep in touch with the Colonial Office regarding the special

sulijects of discussion with that department.

In the Laiited States the Chairman visited and examined the nickel refining

works of the International Nickel Company at Bayonne. N.J. (Constal)le Hook),

and the Maryland Steel Company's works at Baltimore, and, with another of the

Commissioners, made enquiries as to the utilization of the nickeliferous iron ores

of Cuba in the manufacture of nickel steel. The officials of the Federal govern-

ment at Washington were waited on, and matters of interest pertaining to the

industry discussed with them. In New York, two of the Commissioners and the

Secretary interviewed, in ^lay last. ^Ir. "W. A. Bostwick, assistant to the President

of the International Nickel Company.

One of the Commissioners and the Secretary, with special reference to the

question of mining taxation, visited the capital cities of Michigan, Wisconsin aiid

Minnesota, and, from the members of the Tax Commissions of these states, and

their officials, obtained much useful data regarding the respective methods of

taxation in vogue. They attended the Convention of the National Tax Association

at Indianapolis, and received material assistance from experts in taxation there

assembled, especially from those representing mining states. Subsequently, the

Commission held puldic meetings at Sudbury. Cobalt and Timmins, where testimony

was invited and obtained from persons interested in the inquiry.

All the refineries in Ontario, where nickel and cobalt products are obtained,

and all the nickel smelting plants, were visited liy members of the Commission and

the processes in use inspected.

A large number of witnesses were examined on various aspects of the nickel

question, and the evidence taken in shorthand is printed in the Appendix.

The Commissioners are pleased to state that they were everywhere received

with courtesy and kindness, and, with few exceptions, every facility was afforded

them in obtaining the information they desired. Government officials and

others in Great Britain, France and the United States (including the several

States of the Union which they visited), Norway, New Caledonia, Australia and

other countries, received them with cordiality, and took pains to render their

labours effective.
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The firms, works and places visited, and the persons to whom the Commissioners

are under obligation for information and assistance, are so numerous that it seems

advisable to include them in a separate list. This will be found, together with

the acknowledgments of the Connnissioncrs, on a later ])age.

Conclusions

The two questions that have ))een uppermost in the numerous discussions

that have taken place concerning Ontario's nickel industry during the last twenty-

five years are: (1) Can nickel be economically refined in Ontario? (2) Are the

nickel deposits of Ontario of such a eharacter tliat this Province can compete

successfully as a nickel producer witli any other country? It will be seen that

the Commissioners have no hesitation in answering both of these cjuestions in the

affirmative.

The Commissioners are of o^Dinion :

—

1. The nickel ore deposits of Ontario are much more extensive and oft'er

better facilities for the production of nickel at a low cost than do those of any

other country. Nickel-bearing ores occur in many }>arts of the world, hut the great

extent of the deposits in this Province, their richness and uniformity in metal con-

tents, and the success of the industry, point strongly to the conclusion that Outario

nickel has little to fear from competition.

2. Any of the processes now in use for refining nickel could lie successfully

worked in Ontario, and conditions and facilities are at least as good in this Province

as in any other part of Canada.

3. In view of the fact that practically no chemicals are required, that there

is a much more complete saving of the precious metals, especially platinum and

palladium, and that electric power is cheap and al)undant, the most satisfactory

method of refining in Ontario will lie the electrolytic.

4. The refining of nickel in Ontario will not only benefit the nickel industry,

but will promote the welfare of existing branches of the chemical and metallurgical

industries, and lead to the introduction of others.

5. The methods employed at the Ontario plants of the two ojjcrating nickel

companies are modern and efficient, although there are differences in both mining

and smelting practice. It is the consistent policy of both companies to adopt all

modern improvements in plant or treatment. Even during the present time of

acute pressure the Canadian Copper Company has materially increased its output

without substantial enlargement of its plant, and the losses in smelting are less both

at Copper Cliff and the Mond plant at Coniston than they were a year ago. These

companies have each had their experimental stage, neither has asked nor received

any Government assistance, and l)oth have earned the success which they have

achieved.

6. The present system of mining taxation in Ontario is just ami equitable and

in the public interest, and is the best system for this Province. Any question of

change is rather one of rate than of principle. This important question is dealt

with at length in Chapter XII.
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Experiments have been nndertaken by the Commission in the production of

nickel-popper-steel direct from Sudbnry ore, and also in the electrolytic refining

of nickel. Certain improvements in the latter process have lieen made the suliject

of application, on behalf of the government of Ontario, for patents in Canada, the

United States and Great Britain.

Home Refining of Nickel

The opening Chapter of the Report deals witb the agitation which has gone on

from the beginning of the industry, in favour of the refining of nickel in Ontario.

This agitation has at times been very active, and at times less so, l)ut has always

been alive. The various steps which Governments and Parliaments have from

time to time taken to realize this desire, and the negotiations witli the Imperial

Government for the same ])nrpose. are summarized.

The Commissioners are gratified at the assured prospect of the erection in

Ontario of two large plants for the refining of nickel; one by the International

Nickel Company of Canada. Limited, at Port Colljorne, and the other l)y the British

America Nickel Corporation, Limited, })robably at Sudbury, if a supply of electric

power can there be obtained. Tlie deveh)pment to date as given by these companies

is set forth in Cliapter III. It may bo added that when the Commissioners began

their work it was asserted by the c(mii)anies interested that nickel could not be

economically refined in Ontario.

The conijik'tion and operation ol' tb.t'se ])hints, especially in view of the probal)le

extension of the facilities now being provided, will go far towards a solution of this

question, which has so long exercised the public mind. The output of the home
refineries, added to the nickel now being produced in England from Ontario matte,

will fully meet, if not surpass, the entire requirements of the British Empire.

There is reason to believe that the cost of refining in the International Nickel

Company's new plant at Port Colborne will be less than at their existing works in

New Jersey; and if so, the natural tendency will l)e to enlarge the refining capacity

in Ontario from time to time. Provision for doubling or even cpxadrupling the

initial output of 7.500 tons has been made in planning the refinery.

As to compulsory measures for ensuring that the whole of the nickel output of

Ontario should be refined within her borders, the Commissioners are advised that

the Provincial Legislature has no power to prohil)it export or to impose an export

tax directly, and the power of the Province in effect to regulate export by differential

taxation in favour of nickel refined within the Province is a matter of grave doubt.

The question of a market for nickel ore or low grade or other matte by small

producers has received the attention of the Commissioners. Little ore is being

mined at present, except by the large companies. Eepresentatives of the British

America Corporation have expressed their desire to discuss the subject of custom

smelting and refining with the government. An arrangement for custom smelting

and refining with this corporation, in which the British government has a con-

trolling interest, should serve all the aeeds that mav arise.
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Public Ownership

The suggestion has been made that guvernnient ownership would solve many

of the questions which have been raised in connection with these deposits. To

expropriate the deposits and plants of the Sudbury nickel area would, judging

from sales of company shares, probal)ly cost not less tlian $100,(M)U,UOO. This is a

sum ajiproximately equal to the total paid-up capital stock of all the chartered

banks in Canada.

There is no certainty that large profits can be made every year from the nickel

industry. The present activity is in part due to well understood causes, which it is

to be hoped will never recur. In the past the output has had to be curtailed at

times. If the price of nickel should fall, profits will naturally decrease. The

nickel industry is to a considerable extent dependent for its success on the

higldy ti'aincd and s])ecialized technical men wlio superintend it. and who command
salaries far beyond those which are paid in the government service to the most

highly placed employees. Besides, nickel is not a necessity of life nor an article

of universal consumption or use, and the nickel business is in no way comparable

to those connected with the operation of public utilities, where government owner-

ship may be beneficial or expedient.

In short, there does not seem to be any good reason why the people of Ontario

should Ije asked to adventure so large a sum of money as would he required for

the purchase of the nickel deposits and plants.

Uses of Nickel

The important question of "" the demand and market for nickel, its ores and

products, by-products and alloys " has called for full investigation of all present

and jjrobable uses of nickel in its various forms and alloys.

The uses of nickel are fully described in Chapters V. VI and Vll. They

may l)e divided into the following groups :

—

1. As a component of alloys. 3. As a surface coating for other metals. 3. As

a chemical or catalytic reagent, i. As pure metal.

Of the alloys, nickel steel, as ordinarily termed, is the most important. It

contains about three and one-half per cent, of nickel, has great strength and

ductility as compared with carbon steel, and is used in various forms in a wide

range of industrial operations, ami also in the manufacture of armour-plate,

ordnance, projectiles, protective de:'k plate, gun shields, and many other articles

of naval and military cqui|)ment.

The properties of toughness it imparts to steel have rendered its use for

industrial purposes of increasing importance, and this field has widened very rapidly.

As a structural material nickel steel has been employed in the construction of

the Manhattan and Queensborough In-idges in New York city; in the St. Louis

municipal In-idge over the Mississippi; in the Kansas City viaduct and bridge over

the Missouri; in the emergency dam, locks and spillways in the Panama canal;

and in the reconstruction of the Quehec bridge, St. Lawrence river.

Among other uses of nickel steel the following may be cited: For locomotive

forgings, electric railway gears, marine engine works, stationary engine construe-
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tion, automobile parts (a rapidly increasing use), mill marhinerv, wire cables,

axles and railway rails, especially in tunnels or on curves.

Lionel Metal, an invention of tbe International Xickel Company and named
after the president of that company, contains approximately 67 per cent, nickel, 28

per cent. copiDer, and 5 per cent, manganese and iron. It possesses great incorro-

dibility and high tensile strength, which have led to its use in many industries. A
fcAv of these uses may be mentioned : Propeller blades, valves, castings for oil stills,

permanent roofing, tie rods, bolts and nuts, enameling and burning points, shafting

and puiup rods.

C'upro-Xickel is an alloy of approximately 20 per cent, nickel and SO per cent,

copper. It is largely used in the manufacture of bullet jackets and other munition

purposes. Bullet casings contain from lo to 20 per cent, of nickel, and are used in

order to give a surface to the l)ullet that will not be destroyed by the rifling of the

barrel.

Coinage alloys, as a ritle, contain al)0ut 25 per cent, of nickel and 75 per cent,

of copper. This is the material used in the United States five-cent piece or

•' nickel." It is now usually called nickel-l)ronze. A novel alloy of 22.5 per

cent, nickel, (in per cent, silver, and IT. 5 per cent, zinc is now (191T) l)eing

suggested for two new coins of small denomination in connection with the proposed

decimalization of British coinage.

Down to 25 per cent, of nickel the copper-nickel alloys are white; with less

than twenty-five per cent, they show a reddish-white tint. There are a great

nuinber of such copper-nickel alloys used for plumbers' supplies, piping and castings.

Xickel Silver alloys contain from 12 to 25 per cent, nickel alloyed with copper

and zinc, say 50 to 66 per cent, of the former, and 20 to 40 per cent, of the latter.

They are used for tableware, railway-car fittings etc.

Nickel enters into a great many alloys for electrical use as resistance materials,

such as nickel-chromium and nickel-manganese.

The use of nickel in the electroplating of metallic objects is widely known, and

requires no explanation. A sheet of iron heated in contact with two sheets of

nickel can be rolled so as to produce a perfect nickel coating. This material has

been used to a certain extent in Germany for the production of kitchen utensils.

As a finely divided metal, nickel is used as a carrier of hydrogen in the manu-

facture of fats from oils, and this property of nickel is largely made use of by

soap-makers. Xickel oxide is useful for colouring or decolourizing purposes in the

manufacture of glass, and there are many chemical uses of nickel and its compounds.

In the pure metallic form nickel is used in the manufacture of sheets which are

stamped into watch cases, cigarette cases, cooking utensils, and the like. It is drawn

into wire which is often used for spark plugs and electrical leading-in wires. Pure

nickel is also employed in some of the European countries for coins of the smaller

denominations.

The Commissioners have had the advantage of consulting producers and

leading consumers for different purposes in Great Britain and the United States.

The opinion is general that the uses of. nickel will be extended, and that when

normal peace conditions are fully restored, the demand Avill l)e greater than it Avas

before the war. A reduction of the price Avould undoubtedly enlarge the con-

sumption and call for increased production.
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Nickel Deposits

In chapter II is given an historical sketch of the earl}- discovery of nickel in

Ontario, and of its re-discovery during the construction of the Canadian Pacific

Railway, and particulars are given regarding the dates and circumstances of locating

the various mines and deposits which form the hasis of the industry here.

The Report contains a comprehensive account of the known Xickel Deposits

of the AVorld (Chapter IV). Those of Sudbury and Xew Caledonia are described,

and details as to geology, methods of mining, etc., are given. Mention is made of

nickel deposits and nickeliferous iron ores in other parts of the world, such as

those of Madagascar, Seboekoe (Borneo) and Cuba, some of which have hitherto

been but little known.

Competition

The question of competition from other countries is of primary importance.

While competition is not to be feared, it would, he futile to try to shut off the

supply of nickel from almost any of the great nations. As will be seen from the

description of the deposits of the world, nearly every important country has supplies

of nickel ore which can Ije worked if the demand is great, thus ensuring a high price.

In the early years of the development of the Ontario nickel industry grave

difficulties were encountered. Of the three pioneer companies, only the Canadian

Copper Company h<is survived. The chief difficulties were the economical treatment

of the ore, the prejudice of the trade against Canadian nickel, and the limited

market. Gradually, and not easily, the ohstacles were overcome, and from a

weak and })recarious infancy, the Sudbury nickel industry has grown to 1)e one of

the great metal industries of the world. The market for nickel is much more

restricted than for iron, copper, and other so-called common metals. Production

has to be more closely .considered in relation to consumption. Statistics show that

at certain periods the outj^ut of nickel from Sudbury ores has not shown a normal

increase: it has occasionally decreased. This has been chiefly due to the fact that

consumption has not kept pace with production. !Much has been done l)y the

refiners of Ontario nickel by means of advertising and research to increase con-

sumption and to enlarge the markets.

The proven, or positive, ore of the Sudlniry area can be conservatively put at

TO million tons, while it is safe to say that the proven, together with the probaljle

and. possible ore supply, exceeds 1-30 million tons. The International Xickel Com-

pany's pul)lished estimate of their ore reserves is 57 million tons, which is for

three mines only. Although tlie Sudl)iiry deposits have been worked for twenty-

nine years, there is vastly more ore proven in the district to-day than there was

five years ago.

In the last few years the proven reserves in the Creighton, Frood, and Crean

Hill mines of the Canadian Copper Company (International Xickel Company) have

been very largely increased. The historic Copper Cliff mine is not exhausted, but

is lying dormant simply because the company can mine ore more cheaply from

other properties.

Of the Mond Xickel Company's properties, neither the Victoria, the oldest

mine of this company and the deepest mine of any kind in Ontario, nor the Garson,
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another of its older mines, shows signs of exhaustion. Th.e great Levack property

has been developed onl}- within the last three or four years into a mine now known

to have at least 4,500,000 tons of ore, and it may be added that the ore of this mine

has been found to be of higher grade than was thought to be the case in any of the

properties in the north nickel range. The Worthington mine, that lay unworked

for years, has lately been reopened and possesses important reserves.

The Murray mine, now owned by the British America Xickel Corporation, was

operated in the early years of the nickel industry in Sudbury and thought to l^e of

little importance. This mine lies right on the main line of the Canadian Pacific

Eailway, three miles from Sudbury, and is one of the best examples that can be

cited of a great mine lying for years, after its discovery and after considerable work

had been done on it, with its importance unrecognized. Several companies had

options on it at various times after the Vivians ceased work over twenty years ago,

but it is within only the last four or five years that its greatness has been determined.

Diamond drilling has proved that it and the adjoining Elsie property contain at

least 8,500,000 tons of ore.

The apparently important discovery by the Longyear syndicate, during the last

few months, of nickel ore bodies underlying the heavy covering of drift in the town-

ship of Faleonbridge, east of the Gai'son mine, should also be mentioned. The dis-

covery was made by means of diamond drills and jjroves, what the geological condi-

tions would suggest, that not all the nickel deposits of the district are exposed at

the surface.

The existence of the Alexo mine, Timiskaming district, in actual operation,

so far from Sudbury, is significant of possibilities outside of that area.

Xo such vast deposits of workable ores, considered as a source of metallic nickel,

are known in any other country, and there is no reason to believe that anv com-

petition will arise Avith which Ontario cannot cope.

The sources of competition are discussed in the Ciiapter (tn the Xickel Deposits

of the World.

The competition of Xew Caledonia calls for special mention. The cjuestion

has received careful consideration from the Commission, and in view of its import-

ance, one of the Commissioners, accompanied 'by the Chief Inspector of Mines,

visited and spent some time on the island, Avhere by the courtesy of the French

government and the officials of the operating companies, they were able to secure

first-hand information in regard to its resources and prospects.

For many years Xew Caledonia dominated the nickel market of the world.

With its accumulated experience, the financial support of the Eothschilds, a trade

prejudice in favour of its product, and long and favoured connections with the

principal consumers in Great Britain and elsewhere in Eitrope before and after the

advent of Ontario as a producer, Xew Caledonia has been unal)le to keep pace

with her younger rival.

When the Sudbury industry began, practically the whole of the world's demand

for nickel was supplied from Xew Caledonia. In 1900 aljout 65 per cent, of the

world's nickel came from Xew Caledonia and about 35 per cent, from Canada. The

world's output has increased fivefold since that time, and Ontario now produces over
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80 per cent, of the whole. The production of Ontario in the hist 15 years has

increased ninefold; the production of New Caledonia by less than 20 per cent.

The chief factor that has enabled Sudbury to outdistance its only serious rival

is the difference in the size of the ore bodies in the two countries. The principal

Ontario deposits contain ore that is measured in tonnages of millions, while those of

New Caledonia are reckoned in a few hundreds of thousands. The greatest of her

deposits contained about 600,000 tons; few reached 250,000.

A determination of the ore reserves in New Caledonia is not possible owing to

their uncertain character, Init it is probably fair to say that the colony possesses at

least as much high grade ore as she has already mined in the forty years of her

existence as a producer. This would give a total of say 160,000 tons of metal,

wliicli would represent about four years' out[)ut from Sudbury at the present rate of

production.

There being many deposits for selection, the first mines to be worked were

naturally the most accessil^le, and usually those near a harbour. Many mines that

were once worked are now abandoned, including the Bornet, which has the record of

having been the largest producer. The production of the larger mines is decreasing,

and mines such as the Emnui in more inaccessible situations are now being opened,

necessitating the extension of the railways farther into the interior of the island.

There is no evidence to show that any of the new nickel mines are larger than some

of the old ones, or that ore can be produced more cheaply from them.

The essence of tlie whole matter in so far as competition from New Caledonia

in the open market is concerned, is the cost of the refined nickel produced from its

ores. More than a dozen years ago the cost was approximately 19 cents a pound.

Immediately pi'ior to the war it had not lieen lowered. At present with excessive

freight rates and increased prices for supplies, the cost is much increased. As

long as the price of nickel remains about the same as it has been during recent years,

New Caledonia will have an important industry. It will probably expand to some

extent, owing especially to the activities of the newer of the two companies that are

shipping ore and smelting on the island. But there is no good reason for believing

that the competition with Ontario will become any stronger than it has heen in the

past. Should the price of nickel fall to 25 cents a pound or less. New Caledonia

will have difficulty in keeping her mines in operation.

Wliile it is true that Ontario has no monopoly it posessses many advantages

over all competitors, even under the present conditions of the market as to

prices and trade connections. In any keen competition as to prices it is doubtful

whether any other locality at present known or suggested could compete with

Ontario. It is a matter of record that at one time of low prices the leading New
Caledonia company was compelled to suspend all dividends. It may be doubted,

further, whether anything but an arrangement of the market between the great

interests can prevent the complete domination of the world's trade by the nickel

industry of Ontario making the best use of its exceptional resources.

A Chapter of -the Eeport is devoted to the history and development of the

principal operating companies connected with the industry in Ontario from its

inception.
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Relining Processes

There are three processes, ^vhich may be described as standard methods, in use

for the refining of nickel from ores like those of Sudbury. These are (1) the

Orford lorocess, employed for the treatment of the matte produced by the Canadian

Copper Company, (2) the Mond process, and (3) the Electrolytic process. For all

these processes, the production of a matte is essential. Matte is made by sub-

stantially the same method for all three.

The Orford Process is the oldest of the three. It is cheap to operate, and

permits of a large output in a confined space, but it does not recover more than

a small proportion of the precious metals present in the ores, and there is reason

to think that losses of nickel and copper are heavier than in either of tlie other

two processes.

In the Orford process, the matte is smelted with sodium sulphate and carbon-

aceous matter, such as coal or coke, so that a large proportion of the copper is

separated as a double sulphide of copper and sodium, when tapped from the furnace

;

this separates as an upper layer above a matte which is much richer in nickel and

poorer in copper than the original matte. A repetition of the smelting of this

highly nickeliferous matte results in a further separation of copper in the same way,

so that finally, the bulk of the copper is obtained as a slag (which is smelted to

produce blister copper) together with a matte so rich in nickel and so poor in

copper that, after being roasted and leached with acid, to remove the remainder of

the copper which it contains, it can be smelted in a reverberatory furnace, for the

production of metallic nickel. The leaching processes result in the production of a

considerable amount of copper sulphate and nickel sulphate. The former is treated

for the production of metallic copper, but the latter is, to a considerable extent,

crystallized out, and either treated electrolytically for the production of high grade

electrolytic nickel, or sold as nickel sulphate or as the doul)le sulphate of nickel and

ammonium for electro-plating and other purposes.

The Orford process, l)eing partly chemical, produces large quantities of nox-

ious effluents. At the Bayonne works over 150 million gallons are annually rui;

into the sea. The plans for the new works at Port Colborne, Ontario, provide for

the elimination of this discharge.

The Mond Process treats a matte of somewhat different composition, because,

although it contains al)out the same total quantity of nickel and copper, the relative

proportions of the two are very different. The matte from the Canadian Copper

Company averages about 54 per cent, nickel and 25 per eeiit. copper, whereas that

from the Mond Xickel Company is much richer in copper and averages about 41

per cent, nickel and 41 per cent, copper. These difl^erences are due to the com-

position of the ores treated by the two companies. The matte is refined at Clydach

in "Wales. In this process there are probably the smallest losses either of nickel,

copper, or the precious metals.

The process comprises roasting to remove the sulphur, leaching with sulphuric

acid to ol)tain a large proportion of the copper, which is ultimately crystallized

out and sold as copper sulphate, and the reduction of the oxides of nickel together

with the small quantity of copper left in the roasted and leached matte with pro-
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diicer gas, which reduces the iron, copper and nickel to the form of finely divided

metal. This material is next treated in a vertical chamber or tower with producer

gas at a sjDecial temjDerature, by means of which the nickel is converted into a volatile

compound known as nickel carbonyl. This passes to another cham'ber or tower, where

it is exposed to a higher temperature, whereby it is decomposed so that the metallic

nickel is deposited on a number of slowly descending grains of nickel previously

added in the form of small shot. The residues from the first treatment are either

again treated with sulphuric acid to remove the copper and iron, or are smelted

again, after which the nickel they contain is recovered by repetition of the treat-

ment. The residues are finally separated and sold for their precious metal contents.

The nickel produced is of high purity, and has an excellent reputation.

It may be mentioned that the leaching descril)ed as being done upon the original

roasted matte, dissolves a consideral)le quantity of nickel as well as of copper. This

is recovered and sold as nickel sulphate, or as nickel ammonium sulphate, for

electro-plating and otiier purposes. The Mond Nickel Company does not make or

sell any metallic copper.

The Hybinette Process, employed in Xorway, and about to be employed in

Ontario by the British America Nickel Corporation, deposits the nickel electro-

lyticalh", using soluble anodes made from partly roasted nickel copper matte. The

copper is obtained as a crude blister copper, by treating it with the scrap anodes

from the electrolytic nickel production. The copper thus produced is melted into

anodes and electrolytically purified. AYithout going into details, it may Ije stated

that the Hybinette and other electrolytic processes produce nickel and copper of high

quality and with small losses, and that they recover the bulk of the precious metals.

One great advantage of the electrolytic process is that although the plant

occupies considerable space, it can be erected at short notice, and units can be added

to the plant, to any extent, as the output reqitires.

No attt'm])t is at present made in working any of the above-descril)ed processes

to recover the sulphur, which all goes to waste as fumes, except a small portion

which, in the electrolytic method, becomes converted into sulphuric acid and is used

as such in the process.

A large number of other processes, many of which are feasible and some of

which may become commercially workable, have been proposed; but the whole

question of Eefining is fully dealt with in Chapter IX.

I1ydro=EIectric Power

The Province of Ontario is fortunate in possessing an abundance of water

power. In the absence of coal mines this is a feature of great importance in connec-

tion with her mining and mineral industries. In the " Water Powers of Canada,"

(191(5 ). published by the Dominion AVater Power Branch, Department of the

Interior, Ottawa, the following estimate of the available water power in Ontario,

and the amount of power so far developed, is given by Mr. H. G. Acres, hydraulic

engineer. Hvdro-Electric Commission of Ontario.
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Division. ' Potential n.P. Developed H.P.
Ottawa River and tributaries 688,000 71,000

Great Lakes tributaries 446,000 137,000

Hudson Bay slope 250,000 22,000

James Bav slope 1.500,000 30,000

International Boundary waters 2,045,000 462,000

4,929,000 722,000

For electric furnace work and the manufacture of chemicals, electric power has

come into extensive use, by reason both of the high temperatures it is capaljle of

producing, and the power it possesses of dissociating compounds by electrolysis.

Particularly is the electric current rapidly taking over the field for the manufacture

of special metals and alloys, such as metallic aluminium and ferro-alloys, including

ferro-chrome, ferro-molybdenum, ferro-tungsten, ferro-nickel and ferro-silicon.

Where the current is cheap, it is also being successfully employed in the direct smelt-

ing of ores, including those of copper and, in Sweden, iron ores for the manufac-

ture of Swedish charcoal-iron and steel. The great advantage of the electric

furnace is the absolute control which can be exercised as regards the output, the

extra purity of the products, and the possibility of desulphurizing and otherwise

purifying the fir.st product by return to the furnace with the necessary reagents

or fluxes.

The scale upon which electric power is now utilized in electro-chemical and

electro-metallurgical manufactures is strikingly illustrated by the great develop-

ment of such industries in the neighbourhood of Niagara Falls, on both sides of

the boundary line. This concentration is wliolly due to the cheap electric power

generated from the great cataract.

Further, in every important mining camp in Ontario hydro-electric power

is in use for mining, treatment and all other purposes at a cost of about one-

third that of power produced from either coal or wood.

A description of the power plants of the Canadian Copper Company and the

Mond Nickel Company is given in Chapter IV of this Eeport, under the heading

" Methods of Mining," and a concise and interesting review of the hydro-electric

developments and possibilities of the Province and their relations to the mining and

refining industries, by Mr. H. G-. Acres, will be found in the Appendix under the

heading "Ontario Water Power and the Mining Industry" (Section F). The

schedules there printed, which were furnished by Mr. E. T. Jeffery, show the cost of

electric current in various parts of the United States and elsewhere, in comparison

with the cost in Ontario, greatly to the advantage of the latter.

The special bearing of this abundant and cheap supply of water power on

the nickel industry, consists not only in the use of electric energy generated there-

from in the operation of mines, smelters, etc., but also in the fact that

it enables the electrolytic method of refining nickel to be employed under advant-

ageous conditions as to cost. The Hybinette electrolytic process is the one adopted

by the British America Nickel Corporation for the refinery it is to erect at j\Iurray

Mine.

In the Appendix, under the title " Water Power Development in Norway," a

brief history is given of the development of water power in that country. This is

rendered interesting owing to the resemblance between Norway and Ontario in

climatic and other conditions, and in the fact that both countries are Avithout coal.
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Costs of Refining

There are three steps in tire production of refined nickel, namely, mining,

smelting and refining. Heretofore as regards the Sudliury industry, only mining

and smelting have been done in this country, the ]\Iond Company refining in "Wales,

and the International Company, of which the Canadian Copper Company is the

Ontario branch, in New Jersey.

The Mond Company have furnished the Commissioners, confidentially, a com-

plete statement as to the costs in each of the three stages ; the International Nickel

Company have furnished a statement of costs for mining and smelting, but have

declined to furnish costs for the third stage, namely, refining. The British America

Nickel Company, now beginning operations in Sudbury, have supplied an estimate

as to cost of refining nickel tby their process, as well as the cost of operation

of this process in Norway, where it has been employed for some years.

Eegarding processes and costs of refining nickel, the enquiries made by the

Commissioners have led them to the following conclusions :

—

The respective costs of producing refined nickel from the Sudljury ores l3y each

of the three processes mentioned do not differ to such an extent as to give any one

process a material advantage over the others in competition.

An electrolytic process has been a commercial success on lower grade ores in

Norway. The use of electrolytic processes by all the companies operating in Ontario

would not prevent their meeting competition from any other quarter.

The costs of production are gradually falling through increased efficiency and

larger output, and may be still further reduced. AVar conditions, resulting in

scarcity of labour and increased cost of supplies, are for the present exercising an

influence in the opposite direction.

The International Nickel Company, until recently, contended on commercial

grounds that the Orford process could not be profitably operated in this Province.

These contentions were largely based on comparative costs as between New Jersey

and Copper Cliff. Evidently they do not now apply to the north shore of Lake

Erie, where, at Port Colborne, this company is building a refinery.

The Mond Nickel Company allege that by reason of the greater expense due to

hiaher wages, increased cost of fuel and chemicals, and higher freight charges, refin-

ing in Ontario would make a material addition to the cost of their products, namely

refined nickel and sulphate of copper. The company have supplied the Commission

with figures in support of this view. A special argument is based upon the necessity

of quick delivery for copper sulphate, Avhich is marketed in the vine-growing coun-

tries of the Mediterranean, and is required only during a limited season of the year

for destroying blight on vines. A concise statement of the reasons the company have

urge-1 l)eforc the Commission will be found in a memorandum submitted by them,

and i)rinted in Section "I" of the Appendix.

There is nothing to prevent the H3-binette ])rocess, of the British America

Corporation, being operated as cheaply and as efficiently in Ontario as elsewhere.

The costs at Sudbury will l^e less than they have been in Norway, owing to the

larger scale of the operations in Ontario.
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NickeI=Copper Steel

The possibilit}' of iitiliziug the iron in the Sudbury ores by direct smelting has

always been recognized. This iron, amounting to say 40 or 45 per cent, of the

weight of the ore, is now wholly lost in the present processes of treatment ; and the

practical solution of the metallurgical and commercial problems involved in util-

izing the iron would conserve our resources and add to our industries.

The steel might be made either from the raw or roasted ore, or from the slag

which would contain l)oth nickel and copper, together with nearly all the iron

originally present in tlie ore. Taking a typical Sudbury waste slag as an example,

there is a theoretical possibility of obtaining from one million tons (about two-

thirds of the 1916 production) over 400,000 tons of nickelifcrous pig, containing

3,000 tons of nickel and 2,500 tons of copper.

It may be added that in the production of nickel-copper steel direct from the

Sudl)ury ores, the precious metals (gold, silver, platinum and palladium) will be

entirely lost. If it should prove practicable to use the slag, instead of the ore, as

the source of nickel-copper steel, this objection will not obtain.

There is a trade prejudice against the presence of copper in steel, which it

would be necessary to overcome. This prejudice does not appear to be justified,

and seems to be lessening. Much independent research work has been published

on the subject, and the results are presented in Chapter VII of the Eeport. The

conclusion is reached that th^ ^^esence of copper within limits available when

using the Sudbury ores or slagp. is not objectionable and may be a benefit.

In view of the practical importance of the question, the Commissioners ob-

tained the services of Mr. G. A. Guess, Professor of Metallurgy in the University

of Toronto, to make experiments in the ]3roduction of nickel-copper steel direct

from Sudbury ore, and also to investigate the quality of nickel steels containing

copper.'

Professor Guess produced a series of SVz per cent, copper-nickel steels, with

varying ratios of copper to nickel, in order to study their proi^erties. The

steels were forged l)y the John "Whitfield Company of Toronto and found to be of

good quality. The percentages of nickel varied from 1.8 to 3.43, and the copper

from 1.3 to 0.03. In concluding the description of his experiments Professor Guess

says :
" The value of this process of producing nickel-copper steel is based on the

belief that copper may replace a very considerable amount of the nickel in a 3.5

per cent, nickel steel without producing an inferior article, which belief is, I think,

well founded." Details concerning the experiments are given in Chapter YII.

Nickel Statistics

The Commissioners have endeavoured to obtain reliable statistics hoth of pro-

duction of nickel and its consumption for the different uses in which it is

employed. On account of the fact that the prevailing practice is to refine

nickel in countries other than the country of origin, it is not possible to procure

absolutely complete and satisfactory figures. There is confusion and frequently

duplication, by reason of the statistics of export and import being given for

differing fiscal years; ore or matte must be converted into terms of nickel on an

assumed basis, and in manv instances, statistical authorities differ amon^ them-
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selves. Further, the ligures annually obtained and puljli.shed are those of the

estimated contents of the ore and matte exported, and no allowance is made for

losses in refining,

Notwithstanding these difliculties, the statistics presented in Chapter XII deal-

ing specially with the suhject. may be regarded as fairly correct for the production

of nickel, at any rate for the two main sources, New Caledonia and Ontario, and

also for Norway.

It is unnecessary to recapitulate the figures here, Imt a perusal of them will

convince anyone of tlie fact that at the present time the position of Ontario as

the world's leading source of nickel is indisputable. This position has not been

won without a struggle, which especially at the beginning was severe. It should

be realized that this position is maintained not merely by virtue of the size and

quality of the deposits, and the proximity, of the markets of the United States and

Europe, but also by the care and skill which the successful companies have exer-

cised in the management and working of their mines. In times like the present,

when demand is imperative and prices high, these latter qualities may not seem so

important, but seasons of depression have occurred in the past and will recur in

the future, when close economy and a high order of technical ability will l)e required.

Figures showing the imports and exports of nickel as regards the United

States are also given. That country is a very large user, and at present the largest

refiner, of nickel. II er imports consist almost wholly of unrefined material, prac-

tically of matte only, since the transportation charges on crude ore from any avail-

able source of supply would be excessive. Ore and matte are admitted free of duty,

but refined nickel is dutiable at the rate of 10 per cent, ad valorem. The United

States is not without deposits of nickel ore within her own boundaries, but so far

no ore bodies comparable to those of Ontario have been fouml. It would quite

accord with the tariff policy of the United States, should her domestic sources of

nickel supply continue insufficient for her needs, to reduce or wholly abolish an

import tax which increases the cost of manufactured articles for which nickel is

required.

Interesting statistics have been furnished by the International Nickel Com-

pany showing by years and countries the shipments of nickel by that company for

the ten years preceding the present war, and also of the shipments since the war

began. These will be found in Chapter III, dealing with the Operating Nickel

Companies.

Satisfactorv information as regards the exports and imports of Germany are

not obtainable for recent years. Such figures as can be had do not agree.

Germany's owm mines, normally, give a very small production; but that

country before the war was a large refiner of ore and matte, principally from

New Caledonia, also a large importer of refined nickel from the United States,

and to a much smaller extent from England. In the latter country it had practi-

cally obtained control of the market for certain minor articles. According to

the British Diplomatic and Consular Ticport, the quantity of New Caledonia ore

imported into Germany in 101-2 was 13,1:23 metric tons: in 1913 it was 7,906 tons.

According to the Mineral Industry, the total imports into Germany in the first

half of 191-1 were 13.043 metric tons of nickel ore and 1,0G6 metric tons of nickel
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The imports of cobalt and nickel ores are given as 14,98? tons in 191"^ and 13.658

tons in 1913, while the figures for metallic nickel imported in these years are

2,027 and 3,315 tons respectively. It is difficult to determine the quantity of

nickel that has been produced from ores mined in Germany. In statistics available

the quantity' of nickel ore is not given separately, but with those of cobalt and

bismuth. The ores of these three metals produced in 1912 amounted to 12,861

tons, while the production of nickel ore in Prussia alone is given at 12,091 tons in

1912 and 13,538 tons in 1913. Doubtless much more nickel ore has been mined in

Germany since the war began.

The quantity of ore and matte from Xew Caledonia imported by Great

Britain, France and other countries are given in that part of Chapter IV devoted

to Xew Caledonia. Statistics as to production in various countries are given in

connection with the description of the ore bodies.

Nickel as a By=Product

Although most of the nickel of commerce is obtained by the direct smelting

of nickel ores, a considerable quantity, but small in proportion to the whole output,

is obtained as a by-product from the treatment of such ores as those of the Cobalt

district, from the refining of '''
blister," i.e., crude metallic copper, and from the

working-up of waste metal, etc. The capper from some districts is much richer in

nickel than that from others, but there are few important works where blister

copper does not yield nickel during refining. The ore from the Katanga district,

Belgian Congo, South Africa, contains nickel as well as cobalt. Prior to the war,

large quantities of blister copper, stated to contain about 3 per cent, of- cobalt and

nickel, were sent from there for refining to Germany, where the cccbalt and nickel

and the precious metals were recovered. One estimate indicates that Germany

obtained about 800 tons of nickel and cobalt in a single year from ore from this

source.

A considerable quantity of nickel is obtained in the electrolytic refining of

blister copper in the United States. There are, in the vicinity of New York,

nine large refineries Avhieh in 1914 had a total capacity of 889,000 tons of copper,

the smallest having a capacity of about 24,000 tons and the largest about 200.000

tons. According to United States government statistics, approximately 423 short

tons of nickel were produced in that country in copper refineries in 1914, and 822

tons in 1915. Owing to the difficulty of collecting such statistics, these quantities

are doubtless too low. The marked increase in the copper production of the

United States during the present war will correspondingly increase the quantity

of by-product nickel obtained.

There is also an unknown quantity of nickel obtained from the treatment

of waste or scrap metals. The quantity of metal thus returned into circulation

every year, either as pure nickel or in the form of alloys, is probably luore than

that obtained by the refining of blister copper.

Price of Nickel

At about the time mining began in Xew Caledonia, in 1875, the price of

nickel, according to a report made to the government of Prance, was 18 francs a
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kilograiii ($1.58 per lb.). It fell successively to 10 francs, 5 francs (1892),

4 francs (1894), 3 francs (1895), and, owing to Canadian competition, to 3.40

francs a kilogram (21 cents per lb.) at the end of 1895. In 1902 the price was

between 3.50 and 4.00 francs a kilogram (30 to 35 cents per lb.). During recent

years the price has been about the same. A higher price has been charged in

selling small quantities, and at times a considerably lower price for large quantities

on long-term contracts.

The Commissioners were informed by the British Government in May last

that it was obtaining all its supplies from four companies at £175 sterling per long

ton. This is equal to 38.8c. per lb. The ruling price in England was then £225

sterling, about 49c. per lb. Prior to the war the price to the British government

was £160 sterling per ton (34.8c.) ; on the other hand, a user in Birmingham

stated that in May, 1916, he was purchasing in five-ton lots at £200 per ton

(431/^c.), and that the steelmakers paid less. Henry Wiggin and Company,

Limited, of Birmingham, quoted before the war, in September, 1913, £165 per

ton for hundred-ton lots, rising to £171 per ton for lots under five tons, or Is. Sd.

per lb. for smaller lots.

Since the war began there has been an increase in price, but not a large one

compared with other metals, little, if anything, more than sufficient to cover the

increase in cost of labour, freight and insurance. The influence of long-term

contracts, upon which nickel is usually sold, has no doubt tended, along with the

elimination of Germany as a market, to keep down the price.

Eeference may he made to the evidence of Sir Alfred Mond, which will be

found in the Appendix, that there was no arrangement between the producing

companies for the regiilation of prices or the division of the markets.

The statistics of value placed upon the nickel and copper contents of the

matte in the returns of the producers to the Ontario Bureau of Mines, are merely

nominal, heing for the Canadian Copper Company, 10 cents per pound for nickel

and 7 cents for copper, and for the Mond Xickel Company, 15 cents for nickel and
7I/2 cents for copper. These figures remain stationary from year to year, not fluctu-

ating with changes in the prices of the metals. In the case of the Canadian Copper

Company, they appear to have been adopted l^ecause they represent the price at

which the company sold the matte to the Orford Copper Company before both

concerns were merged into the International Xickel Company in 1902. The

practical effect is to credit the entire profits of the business to the refining stage,

and to eliminate them from the mining and smelting stages. This is a con-

venient method for the companies, since no real change of ownership takes place

between the mine and the finished metal. The result, however, is to unduly

depress the figures of valu2 in the Ontario statistics, and in dealing with the

figures for 1915 the Bureau of Mines adopted a valuation of 25 cents per pound

for nickel and 10 cents for copper in the matte. The latter figure has been increased

to I8I/0 cents for 1916, since the price of refined copper has risen to a height

!iot hitherto approached diiring the last forty years.
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Losses in Mining, Smelting and Refining

The losses in each dejjartmeut are considerable, but in mining and smelting,

at any I'ate, they are well recognized by the two large operating companies. It

may be taken for granted from what the Commissioners have seen of the efficient

working of these companies, and from the analyses supplied, that everything is

being done to minimize these losses, so far as meets the requirements of companies

having large quantities of rich ore for immediate use and in reserve, and very

large supplies of low-grade ore proved and ready for working when needed.

As to losses in refining, it may be said that there is more room for improve-

ment in the treatment of a matte containing about 80 per cent, of metals, nickel

and copper, than in the simple production of such matte.

The losses on the roast-heaps through leaching are not definitely known,

although they have been estimated Ijy the Canadian Copper Company at about l^j

per cent, of the total copper and nickel.

In addition to losses in mining, and the leaching losses on the roast-heaps,

the losses by the Canadian Copper Company in the slags from the smelting at

Copper ClifE amounted in the year ending March 31, 1916, to about 8.9 per cent,

of the total nickel, and about 9.6 per cent, of the total copper. Although their

work is carried on with great efficiency, and it is not suggested that these losses can

l)e reduced, the total, reckoned on 1,"^2?,187 tons of ore raised in 1916. reaching,

as it does, 3,100 tons of nickel and 1,400 tons of copper per annum, indicates the

importance of any improvement which can be made in metallurgical practice.

Tlie smelting losses of the Mond N"ickel Company may be taken as similar,

except that their roast-heap losses are less, as they employ heap-roasting to a

much smaller extent.

The Commissioners have to express their appreciation of the frankness with

which fcoth companies have discussed the question of losses, and their willingness

to consider any possible means of ks-ening them. They point out, however, and

the Commissioners agree, that there is no reason to anticipate much further saving

on smelting operations, and that the losses in the smelting of nickel-copper ores

are alwavs likely to be greater than those inherent in ordinary copper smelting,

with which the treatment of the Sudl)ury ore is fairly comparalde.

The losses in mining will be gradually reduced as the grade of ore mined

becomes lower. That processes of flotation will in the future he applied to the

Sudbury ores there is good reason to expect, and it is most probable that such

processes will enal)le a larger proportion of nickel to be obtained from a given

mine than at present. Tliis will be effected, however, rather Ijy making it possible

to treat low grade ores necessarily or conveniently raised while extracting those of

better grade, than by stopping actual leaks now existing in any of the stages of

treatment. These leaner ores are now left in the mine, or in some cases are stored

in dumps, but as the cost of obtaining them is small, being largely covered by that

of mining the better ores, they could probably stand the additional expense of

concentrating Ijy flotation. A positive gain of this kind is as beneficial as an

improvement in metallurgical processes for the prevention of actual smelting and

refining losses, and is quite in keeping with the tendency of modern metallurgical

methods.
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It may be added that although the amount of nickel and cupper varies from

time to time in the difterent deposits, the average of the ore from the several

mines has not shown any serious falling off. The copper may have increased

relatively to the nickel, or the reverse may have been the case, but any increase

ui the amount of co])])er, so far as the Canadian Copper Company's deposits are

concerned. a])i)ears to have been due to the inclusion of more rock matter, which

is richer in cupriferous mineral than the massive ore. The whole of the Sudbury

deposits have shown wonderful continuity, and the ratio of nickel to copper, com-

monly given for the whole field as two to one, is remarkably near the truth. The

Mond Nickel Company's ore averages more nearly one to one, but this is due

to the fact that the company has acquired properties which are inherently richer

in copper than nickel, and that it is actually desirous of having a larger pro-

portion of copper in their ore, on account of the ready sale of 'the copper sulphate,

which is one of the primary products of its process, as contrasted with that of the

International Xickel Company.

Sulphur Fumes

A Chapter of the Report is devoted to the discharge of sulphur, in the form of

sulphurous acid, in roasting, smelting and refining the Sudbury ores. While the

subject has received attention from the operating companies, it has not been found

possible to make any economic use of the large quantities of sulphur that are thus

wasted. Attempts are constantly being made to minimize the damage caused b\ the

escape of sulphur. It is believed that in the not distant future smelting methorU

will be developed that will do away with conditions that now exist.

The roast heaps are the worst offenders both in quantity and in injurious

results. Eoasting during the winter months is less harmful than at any other

season of the year. The Mond Xickel Company is not now roasting during the

summer months, and is making arrangements with a view of discontinuing roast

heap ipractice altogether if possible. The British America Nickel Corporation

does not intend to use roast heaps. The Canadian Copper Company has roast heaps

continuously in operation carrying a total of al)out 250.000 tons of ore. The in-

jurious effects will be consideraljly lessened hy the recent change in location of

the roast yard. Apart from the question of nuisance and injury, the roasting of

the ore in heaps is not the best or most efficient metallurgical practice, and involves

unavoidable losses of both nickel and copper. The sulphur driven off at the roast

heaps, amounting to over half of the total discharge, cannot he recovered. The
Commission estimates that the total yearly discharges from the heaps, smelters

and refineries, is not less than 300,000 tons of sulphur discharged in the form

of sulphurous acid gas. and capable of producing nearly a million tons of ordinarv

sulphuric acid. This is equal to aliout one-quarter of the total annual consumption

of the United States, of which one-fourth (1 million tons) is produced from the

discharged gases from smelters, and exceeds all probable requirements of Canada for

many years.

In other countries the recovery of sulphur and other noxious gases has ulti-

mately resulted in the development of important industries. Sulphurous acid gas

could he utilized direct in pulpmaking and other industries, but the present con-
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ditions are not favourable for such iise, owing to the distance of such plants from

Sudbury. Freight charges on sulphuric acid to points of consumption are consid-

ered to be too great to permit of the development of this industry at present. The

most desirable method of recovering the sulphur, if feasible, would be as free

sulphur, which can be easily transported and for which there is a good demand.

Precious Metals

The Sudbury ores contain minute quantities of the precious metals. Besides

gold and silver, these include platinum, palladium and other rarer members of tlie

platinum group. The ores cannot be profitably treated for these metals alone, but

the smelting process automatically concentrates them in the matte, and thus makes

it practicable to recover them. The subject is dealt with in Chapter X under tlie

title, Recovery of the Metals of the Platinum Group.

In view of the usefulness and scarcity of platinum, the supply of which is

being eked out by substituting palladium wherever the latter is suitable, every source

of the metal is worthy of investigation, and every effort should be made within

economic limits to obtain it.

Trade Conditions

The demands and markets for nickel are discussed in various Chapters through-

out' the Eeport. Prior to the war nickel was sold like any other metal to any

country in which there was a market for it, and it was treated solely as an article

of commerce without regard to international relations. The Commissioners found

no evidence of any arrangement for dividing the markets between the great pro-

ducing companies, although the International Nickel Company has the benefit of

the United States duty on imports against its competitors.

The great French company, La Societe le Nickel, had a branch works in

Germany at which it refined part of its New Caledonia output. The whole of the

Norwegian supply of metal has been sent to Germany during the war. In the

United States, where by far the greater part of the nickel refined is of Canadian

origin, considerable nickel is produced from New Caledonia matte and as a by-

product from the refining of crude copper, and scrap metal containing nickel is

also available. Almost every great power has deposits of nickel ores which can be

worked when the price of the metal is sufficiently high, and from which its require-

ments in time of war could largely be secured.

There has been much discussion concerning the possibility of Canadian nickel

reaching enemy countries during the war. While the question is not within the

jurisdiction of the Commissioners, it was referred to in the conferences with

officials of the Imperial Government. For reasons of public policy the measures

taken by the Government in regard to nickel, copper, rubber and other contral)and

materials cannot be disclosed.
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Great Britain

Sivansea: Mr. A. F. Eden, Anglo-French Nickel Company, Limited; ilr. A. ^^^

r; mmill, Anglo-French Nickel Company, Limited; Mr. F. L. ^lerry; Mr. J. H.

Veils, English Crown Spelter Company.

Clydach: Dr. C. Langer, Mond Nickel Company, Limited.

Llansamlet: Mr. Marmion, Swansea Yale Zinc ComiDany, Limited.

Birmingham: Mr. G. A. Boeddicker, Henry AViggin & Co., Limited; Mr. E. R.

Canning, W. Canning & Company; Prof. Thomas Turner, University of Bir-

mingham.

London: Sir George Perle}', High Commissioner for Canada; Mr. W. L.

Griffith. Permanent Secretary, High Commissioner for Canada; Mr. E. Eeid, Agent-

General for Ontario; Mons. Jean Perier, The French Commercial Attache; The

Et. Hon. Sir Alfred Mond, Bart., P.C. The Mond Nickel Company, Limited;

Mr. E. J. Harding, Secy. Dominions Eoyal Commission, Colonial Office; Dr.

Wyndham E. Dunstan, Director Imperial Institute; Sir James J. Dobbie, Govern-

ment Laboratory; Sir Thomas H. Elliott, K.C.B.. Eoyal Mint; Sir Thomas K.

Eose, Eoyal Mint; Sir Edward Eigg, Eoyal Mint; Mr. c". T. Davis, Colonial Office;

Dr. E. T. Glazebrook, C.B., National Physical Laboratory, Teddington ; Dr. Walter

Eosenhain, National Physical Laboratory, Teddington; Dr. E. G. Spilsbury; Mr.

G. C. Brown, Anglo-French Nickel Company: Mr. V. H. Goodchild; Mr. H. N. G.

Cobbe; Mr. A. G. Charleton; Mr. D. C. Griffith; Mr. R. H. Humphreys, Eoyal

Societies Club: Mr. J. E. Dunn, British America Nickel Corporation, Limited (also

Toronto) ; Mr. W. A. Carlyle, British America Nickel Corporation, Limited (also

Toronto) ; Mr. J. Allen Howe, Geological Survey: Mr. G. C. Lloyd. Iron and Steel

Institute; Mr. Eobert Mond, Mond Nickel Company, Limited; Mr. Bedford McNeill
Mining Engineer; Mr. C. Williaijison Milne; Mr. C. McDermid, Institution of

Mining and Metallurgy; Mr. W. E. F. Powney, London County Council Labora-

tories; Mr. G. Shaw Scott, Iron and Steel Institute; Mr. B. M. Yenables: ^^Ir.

W. G. Wagner, G. T. Holloway & Company, Limited; Mr. W. ^\. Ware. Home
Office, Whitehall.

Sheffield: Mr. Sydney Jessop Eobinson, W. Jessop & Sons; Mr. Arthur
Balfour (Dannemora Steel Works): Mr. E. Y. Hall: Mr. Wm. Hall: Mr. L
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j\[uiins, Cammell, Laird & Co.; Mr. E. H. Saniter, Messrs. Steel, Peech & Tozer;

Mr. B. N. Watson and Mr. E. A. Smith, Assay Office; Sir Eobert A. Hadfield,

Hadfields, Limited.

Liverpool: Mr. W. E. Munlsdale.

United States

Anaconda, Mont.: Mr. Frederick Laist.

Baltimore, Md.: Dr. J. Singewald. Johns Hopkins L'niversity ;
^Ir. F. "\V. Wood;

Mr. F. A. We}anouth.

Humholdt, Ariz.: Mr. G. M. Colvocoresses, Consolidated Arizona Copper Co.

Niagara Falls, X.Y.: Dr. E. G. Acheson, International Acheson Graphite Co.

New York: Mr. W. A. Bostwick, International Xiekel Company, Limited;

Dr. David H. Browne, International Nickel CompaDv, Limited; Dr. A. E. Lcdonx,

Assaj-er; Dr. Parker C. Mclllhiney, Society of Chemical Indnstry; Dr. Bradley

Stouohton, Secy. American Institute of Mining Engineers; Dr. Joseph Struthers,

Engineers' Club; Dr. Wm. Campbell, Professor of Metallography. Columbia Uni-

versity; Mr. W. E. Ingalls, Engineering and Mining Journal; Mr. H. W. Gepp,

Amalgamated Zinc (De Bavay's), Limited: Mr. Chas. F. Eand. Pres. Spanish-

American Iron Company.

Washington, B.C.: Mr. C. G. Gilliert, United States National Museum; Dr.

W. F. Hildebrand, Bureau of Standards ; Dr. Frank L. Hess, United States

Geological Survey; Dr. G. Otis Smith, Director U. S. Geological Survey; Dr. F. E.

Wright, Carnegie Geophysical Laboratory.

Oakland, Cal.: ^h\ J. ^litehell, State Board of Equalization.

Denver, Colo.: Mr. J. B. Phillips, Chairman Colorado Tax Commission; Mr.

C. P. Link. Colorado Tax Commission.

Lansing, Mich.: Mr. B. F. Bartless, Secretary State Tax Commission: Mr.

E. C. Allen, State Geologist.

Minneapolis, Minn.: Mr. F. B. Snyder, Attorney-at-Law.

St. Paid, Minn.: Senator S. Lord, Chairman State Tax Commission; Mr. J. G.

Armson, State Tax Commission ; Mr. James T. Hale, State Tax Commission ; Mr.

Eukard Hurd, Engineer, State Tax Commission.

Carson City, Nev.: Mr. L. F. Adamson, Nevada Tax Commission.

Santa Fe, N.M.: Mr. A. E. James.

Oklahoma, Okla.: Mr. E. B. Howard, State Auditor.

Salt Lake City, Utah: ^Iv. H. Bennion. State Board of Equalization; Mr. W.

Bailey. State Board of Ec[ualization.

Madison, }Yis.: Mr. Nils P. Haugen. Chairman State Tax Commission: j\Ir.

Thomas E. Lyons. State Tax Commission: ^\y. C. Atwood. State Tax C;'mmi>s!on :

Mr. W. 0. Hotchkiss, State Geologist; Prof. T. S. Adams, late State Tax Commis-

sioner, now of Yale L^niversity, New Haven, Conn. ; Mr. C. K. Leith. Professor of

Geology, L^niversity of Wisconsin.

Cuba

Santiago de Cuba: Mr. M. I. Quiros : Mr. D. B. Whitaker.

ElCohre:UY. E. B. Nagle.

Camaguey: Mr. Chas. L. Drake.

Felton: llv. W. M. Shoop : Mr. A. H. Weaver
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Canada— Ontario

BellcviUe: ^Ir. -I. W. Evans, Tivani Steel Company.

Coball: Mr. Arthur A. Cole, Mining Engineer, Timiskaming and Northern

Ontario Eaihvay Commission.

Coniston: The Mond Nickel Comjjany, Ltd.; Mr. C. V, Corless, Manager, Mr. 0.

Hall, Mr. F. J. Eager, Mr. A. L. Sharps, Mr. W. J. Mumford, Mr. Y. P. Row; Mr.

R. N. Palmer.

Copper Cliff: Canadian Copper Company; Mr. A. 1). ^iilcs. President, Mr. J. L.

Agnew; Mr. J. C. Nichols, Mr. Charles Collins, Mr. W. J. Trestrail; Mr. Charles

Miller;. Mr. W. J. Hamhly; Mr. A. F. Brock; Mr. J. Rogers; Mr. C. H. nitchcock;

Mr. E. T. Corkill.

Deloro: Mr. Thos. Southworth; Mr. S. B. Wright; Prof. S. F. Kirkpatrick,

Deloro Smelting and Refining Company, Limited.

Kingston: Mr. M. B. Baker, Professor of Geology, Queen's LTniversity.

Murray Mine: Mr. E. Hibbert, British America Nickel Corporation, Limited.

Xinr/ara Fails: Mr. J. H. Jackson, Supt. Queen Victoria Niagara Falls Park.

Ottawa: Mr. R. G. McConnell, Deputy Minister of Mines; Dr. Eugene Haanel,

Director, Mines Branch; Mr, G. C. Mackenzie, Mines Branch; Mr. Albert L.

Entwistlc, The Mint.

St. Catharines: Lt.-Col. R. W. Leonard, Coniagas Reduction Company, Lim-

ited; Mr. Robert L. Peek.

Sudbury: Mr. Thomas Travers, Mayor; Mr. P. Gorman, President Board of

Trade ; Mr. H. M. Roberts, of the E. J. Longyear Company.

Sulphide: Mr. A. Dubois. Nicholls Chemical Company.

Tii)imins: Mr. P. A. Robbins, Manager, Hollinger Consolidated Gold Mines,

Ltd. ; Mr. A. R. Glolje, Hollinger Consolidated Gold Mines, Ltd. ; Mr. ^\. J. Wilson,

Mayor.

Toronto: Dr. A. P. Coleman, Professor of Geology, Lmiversity of Toronto;

Mr. G. A. Guess, Professor of Metallurgy, Fniversity of Toronto ; Mr. H. E. T.

Haultain, Professor of Mining Engineering, University of Toronto; Mr. W. Lash

Miller, Professor of Physical Chemistry, University of Toronto; Mr. H. G. Acres,

Engineer, Hydro-Electric Commission; Mr. T. R. Jeffery, Engineer, Hydro-Electric

Commission; Mr. C. AV. Knight, Asst. Provincial Geologist; Mr. Alfred Burton,

Secy. Society of Chemical Industry; Mr. E. P. Mathewson, British America Nickel

Corporation, Limited ; Mr. J. AVatson Bain, Professor of Chemical Engineering,

School of Practical Science ; Mr. ^Y. K. McNeill, Provincial Assayer ; Mr. George R.

Mickle, Mine Assessor, Bureau of Mines; Mr. A, Nieghorn, Nicholls Chemical

Company, Limited; Mr. W. R. Rogers, Topographer, Bureau of Mines; Mr. T. F.

Sutherland, Chief Inspector of Mines, Bureau of Mines; Mr. AV. J. Bell,

Cartographer, Bureau of Mines; Mr. P. A. Jackson, Surveyor, Bureau of Mines.

Welland: Mr, J. H. Charles, Metals Chemical Company, Limited.

Windsor: Mr. E. G. Henderson, Canada Salt Company, Limited.

Montreal, Que.: Prof. Alfred Stansfield, McGill University.
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Agitation for Home Refining of Nicl<el

Importance of Sudbury Deposits

The large bodies of niekel-copper ore iu the Sudbury district are, all things

considered, tlie mo.-t important and valuable of the mineral deposits yet found

in Ontario. Their Avorking requires more labour than the mines of any other

branch of the industry. Their number and dimensions are such as to predicate

a long life for the nickel business, and to fully warrant the large investments of

capital which have l)een and are still being made for their equipment and operation.

The profits realized l)y nickel mining companies of late years have been large,

and were never larger than at the present moment.

A considerable portion of the population of the Sudbury district is directly,

and a large portion indirectly, dependent upon the mining and treatment of the

nickel-copper ores for its maintenance and retention on the ground. Lumbering

is an important business. l)ut it must be admitted that in the Sudbury region it is

a disappearing business, for lumbering methods as practised in Canada, have in

the past mainly coucerned themselves with only one crop of trees, namely the first.

It would be wrong to belittle the agricultural resources of the district. In

the central plain, enclosed hy the nickel-bearing band of ancient rocks, there is

a tract of good and well cultivated land, the products of which find a ready and

insatiable market in the mines and mining towns and villages. Btit no one

acquainted with the area, extending say from Lake Wanapitei to Windy lake, or

from the Mond smelting works at Coniston to the High falls of the Spanish river,

will claim for it a fertile soil or general suitability for farming purposes. The

surface is, in tlie main, rough and rocky, and there are many swamps. In the

valleys between hills of granite or gneiss or greenstone, or in the "flats" bordering

the rivers and streams, good crops of hay, oats and potatoes can be grown. In

short, tlic district is neither better nor worse, from the farmer's point of view,

than the territory of which it forms a part—the hard and rugged pre-Camhrian

area, stretching along the north shore of Lake Huron, from which in the geologic

past, the glaciers swept and ground the surface rocks and deposited them as

gravel, sand and clay in the southern parts of the Province.

But the importance aud significance of these ore bodies are not confined to

the district in which they are situated. Ever since it became known that a small

proportion of nickel added to steel greatly enhanced its strength and lessened

its tendency to corrosion, it has become increasingly clear that in these nickel

deposits Ontario possesses an element which can and ought to be made to con-

tribute materially to her industrial progress.

Discovery of Nicke!=Steel and its Effects

After the results of James Eiley's classic experiments were announced in 1889

on the nickel-steel alloys made by Marbeau in France, corroborated as they were

1 N* [1]
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by the work of Hall, Gamgee and many other observers, it speedily became

established that nickel was essential for the manufacture of high-class steel. So

extensive a field of usefulness was thus opened up that nickel, previously employed

in the arts on a very small scale, came by degrees into large demand which, especially

of recent years, has gone on at an accelerating rate.

The chief sources from which the small amount of nickel required had been

supplied, were New Caledonia, ISTorwaj^ Sweden, Germany and the United States.

In all of these places, except the first, the deposits were small and apparently in-

capable of extended production, save j^erhaps in Xorway.

In the island of jSTew Caledonia, situated in the South Pacific ocean, and for

many years used by the French as a convict colony, nickel deposits were discovered in

1874, and began to be Avorked in 1875.

In the early stages of the industry New Caledonia was able to maintain her

lead in meeting the grooving demand, and in fact her mines increased their output

more rapidly tlian did those of Ontario. Thus in 1893 New Caledonia produced

3,180 tons of metallic nickel, Ontario, 1,653; in 1897 the New Caledonian output

was 3,458 tons, that of Ontario 1,999. Five years later, in 1902, the figures were

7,045 tons and 5,945 tons, respectively. In 1903, for the first time, Ontario took the

lead with 6,998 tons, as against 4,177 tons for New Caledonia. The latter regained

her place in 1904 with 5,327 tons, compared with 4,729 for Ontario, but in the

following 3'ear, 1905, the Ontario output rose to 9,503 tons, while that of New
Caledonia reached 6,765 tons only, and the superiority thus established has since

been retained. Indeed, as the statistics show, although the industry in New
Caledonia is still vigorous, the gap between its production and that of Ontario

has been Avidening year by 3'ear.

Why Not Refine in Ontario ?

One of the early uses for which nickel-steel Avas found to be adapted was the

manufacture of armour-plate for war vessels. France was early in the field in exjjeri-

menting with nickel-steel armour-plate. Trials carried out in 1890 and 1891 by

the Navy Department at Washington shoAved that with a covering of the new

armour a battleship Avas Avell nigh invulnerable compared with vessels clad with

the armour previously in use. The supremacy of the British fleet is synonymous

with the maintenance of the British Empire, and popular feeling in Ontario Avas

not long in draAving inferences and conclusions. If nickel-steel armour was the

best, of course the British fleet would adopt it. After a somewhat prolonged trial,

it did so. Popular feeling was gratified by the fact that the element which con-

tributed so strongly to Britain's naval superiority was produced from Ontario

mines, although as a matter of fact. New Caledonia nickel only was used in

British armour-plate until 1904. It Avas known that the ore Avas mined and

smelted in this Province, but that the refining took place mainly in the United States,

and popular feeling began to ask "^liy is nickel not refined in Ontario ?"

It may not be jjossible to enumerate all the elements of this insistent and

persistent inquiry, but analysis will reveal at least some of them. There is, first,

the natural desire to have all the work on raAv material Avhich is produced here

done at home, up to the point of turning out the finished article. Employment
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is given to Canadian workmen, Canadian chemists and Canadian experts. The

rewards of this labour are spent in Canada and swell the volume of Canadian

business. There is a feeling of impatience at seeing Canadians hewers of wood

and drawers of water, while in another country, technical and skilled work is per-

formed in refining an article of Canadian origin. It is felt that Canadian prestige

would be enhanced l;)y the establishment of a]i important industry of the kind,

which would "build up Ontario." For some time after smelting began at Sudbury,

low grade or '"standard"' matte only was made, containing say 40 per cent, of

nickel and copper combined, and when the production of high grade or Bessemer

matte, containing about 80 per cent, of the metals became the established practice,

it was considered that a decided step in advance had been taken. But even

Bessemer matte failed to silence the query '*lYhy cannot nickel be refined at home?'*

War Reveals Real Reason for lnquir>

The outbreak of the great war made clear the most deeply seated and most

potent of the feelings which underlay the inquiry. Xickel was a necessity in

modern warfare; it was needed for armour-plate, for rifle-liarrcls, for heavy

ordnance, bullet coverings, cartridge cases, automobile parts, and the whole

catalogue of military and naval equipment. Not an ounce should go to the enemy I

Every pound of Canadian nickel must l)e placed at the service of the Mother

country and her Allies ! Yet how to ensure this while the metal is refined in a

foreign country, by a foreign company, with the countless opportunities of its

passing into the hands of Germans or German sympathizers?

It is true that arrangements satisfactory to the British and Canadian govern-

ments were made to meet this situation almost immediately after war was declared;

but a certain amount of uneasiness has remained, fed by newspaper articles and

editorials, which was aggravated by the arrival at Baltimore in July last of the

German submarine " Deutschlaiid," bringing a cargo of dye stuffs and advertising

its intention of returning with a cargo of nickel, and also by a subsequent repeti-

tion of the feat, in November. It is the fact of the British Empire being at war,

and at war with a shameless and ferocious enemy, that gives special point to the

desire to have our nickel refined at home. The plan adopted to ensure that no

Canadian nickel shall find its way into German hands during the war was bej^ond

doubt well calculated to accomplish that end; but it is asked, who can say that

should another world-struggle involve our country or our Empire, a like happy

condition will recur? Suppose the United States were to decide she needed for

her own use the nickel now being refined there from Canadian ore. Canada

might indeed restrain the exportation of matte, but this would not put her

in possession of the refined nickel, were there no refineries here. The result might

well be a shortage of nickel while the need was at its height, and a shortage of

nickel might be a weakness sufficient to determine the issue of a war.

Governmental Efforts to Establish Home Refining

It is not surprising that it has been an object of governmental endeavour to

establish the business of nickel refining in this country from the time the mining

of the ore began in Ontario. The question has been in no sense a party one.

Every Provincial administration and every Legislative Assembly for the past
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twenty-five vears has oiven time and attention to it. Xor has the discussion been

confined to the Provincial arena. The Parliament of Canada has time and again

discussed the c|uestion, and as long as nineteen years ago placed in the hands of

the Governor-in-Council jDOwer to impose a duty of ten cents a pound on the nickel

and two cents a pound on tlie copper contents of matte exported from Canada—

a

power which has never been exercised. It will not be out of place to record here,

in a summary way, the exertions put forward by governments and Parliaments and

their officials to give effect to the popular feeling.

At the very outset, and even before the ores of Sudbury were known to contain

nickel, a committee of the House of Commons, in the year 1886, took action to

ensure that the ores should be refined in Canada. The committee refused to report

a bill authorizing the Canadian Copper Company—an Ohio ^corporation—to carry

on operations in this country until its promoters promised to establish their refinery

works here, and agreed to have the lull amended accordingly. Unfortunately, the

amendment as drawn was permissive only, not compulsory, and it failed of effect.

The story is more fully told at page 62.

Sir Charles Tupper and Mr. S. J. Ritchie

Another early effort arose out of the search for a market for the products of

the Sudlniry mines, which naturally exercised the minds of their owners after the

ores were found to contain nickel. The first president of the Canadian Copper Com-

pany. Samuel J. Ritchie, of Akron, Ohio, was not slow in recognizing the significance

of the discovery that the mines of Sudbury were, in reality, nickel rather

than copper mines. Xickel steel_ had already been used in France for the making

of armour-plate for war vessels. It contained 5 per cent, of nickel, and showed a

tensile strain of 90 tons with an elongation of 8 per cent. ISTot being averse to

combining business with patriotism, Mr. Ritchie thought it would be a good thing

for the United States, as well as for the Canadian Copper Company, to clothe

American battleships with nickel steel. Armed with the results of Riley's experi-

ments, he interviewed Gen. B. F. Tracy, Secretary of the ISTavy at Washington, and

succeeded in having that gentleman institute an inquiry into the merits of the new

material. Mr. Ritchie also l)rought the Ontario deposits to the attention of Sir

John A. Macdonald, Premier of the Dominion of Canada. The former being about

to visit England and the continent of Europe to push Ontario nickel. Sir John

requested Sir Charles Tupper, then High Commissioner for Canada at London, to

accompany Mr. Ritchie in his travels, and especially to .give him every assistance

with the British Government, since the Sudbury deposits were "the largest in the

world,"' and the extended use of the metal would ol)viously be a great advantage to

Canada.

Accordingly, in the autumn of 1889, Sir Charles and Mr. Ritchie, along with

Lieut. B. PI. Buckingham, of the L^nited States navy, representing his government,

visited a number of the leading steel and ordnance makers in Britain and Europe,

as well as the principal companies engaged in the production and refining of

nickel. Among these were : Societe le Nickel, which brought New Caledonian nickel

ore and matte to France, Britain and Germany, and there refined it; the Krupp
gun and steel works at Essen; the Steel Company of Scotland, Glasgow; Sir
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Hussey Vivian's smelting establishment at Swansea; Henry AViggin and Com-

pany, at Birmingham, nickel refiners ; the crucible steel works of William Jessop and

Company at Sheffield, and also the Eio Tinto copper mines in Spain. They found

all these companies very much alive to the importance of nickel, especially in its

use for nickel steel, and also greatly interested in learning about the new source of

the metal opened up at Sudbury. Several of the company presidents or managers

expressed a desire to become associated with the ore deposits, or offered to contract

for the purchase of the Canadian Copper Company's output of matte.

Sir Charles' Report

The High Commissioner, in making his report to the Canadian Government

in November, 1889, emphasized the value of nickel in producing the new alloy

steel which the experts with whom he had conversed Avere certain would work a

revolution in the manufacture of guns and armour-plate. He pointed out that

there was at the time a dearth of nickel to such an extent that tlie development of

the nickel steel industry was being hindered, the Jessop firm in Sheffield having

orders for thousands of tons whicli they could not supply for want of nickel. As

regards the special interest of Canada, which owned " the governing supply of

the world," Sir Charles Tupper pertinently asked :
" Why cannot Canada herself

make this steel?'" Aid from British capitalists and steehuakers would be forth-

coming, and Sir Charles saw no reason why, in Hastings county for instance, a

smelting industry could not be established where the iron ores of that district

might be reduced and comluned wdth the nickel of Sudbury to make ferro-nickel.

Nay, he asked :
" Why should Canada not go further and make the nickel-steel and

armour-plate on her own territory r" Pie concludes thus

:

If the Government takes the proi^er action, there is no doubt that the Lost skill and the

strongest financial backing in England could be had to carry it on, and it really looks as if

it were i^ossible for Canada to control the character and efficiency of the guns and navies

of the world. I am glad to say this much from the statements of every expert with whom I

have talked. ... I cannot but feel that it is Canada's golden opportunity to move and

produce her own iron and steel as well as nickel-steel for other countries.

It is possible that Sir Charles Tupper may have been looking through Mr.

Eitchie's spectacles when he wrote this report. That gentleman's company owned

iron lands in Hastings as well as nickel mines at Sudbury, and to bring the two

metals together to form the basis for a large Ijusiness enterprise, was at that time

one of Mr. Eitchie's ambitions. It turned out that the ores of- Hastings were

unsuitable for the purpose, and his hopes in this particular were never realized.

Events, however, have shoAvn that both Sir Charles Tupper and Mr. Eitchie were

correct in judging that the discovery of the nickel deposits of Sudl)ury was an

event of first-class importance in the industrial history of Canada. Sir Charles

did not indicate the nature of the " proper action " Avhich he suggested that the

Canadian government might take, and it does not appear that it took any; but

it may be that the offer made by the government of Ontario spoken of below

owed its origin to the European visit of S. J. Eitchie and Sir Charles Tupper.

That visit, at any rate, bore fruit across the border. After receiving

the report of the United States' representative, Lieut. Buckingham, Gen. Tracy

lost no time in testing whether the French Government was on the right track in
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introducing nickel steel armour into its navy. He ordered a nickel steel plate from

the Creusot works in France, also a plain steel plate from the same works, and

one from Cammell and Company of Sheffield. These he subjected to a trial at the

government proving-grounds at Annapolis, in September, 1S91. The plates were

fired at by eight-inch guns, at short range, and the superiority of the nickel steel

plate over both plain plates was overwhelmingly established. Gen. Tracy at once

requested Congress to appropriate one million dollars for the purchase of Sudbury

matte, to be used in making nickel steel and armour-plate for the United States

navy, and Congress complied with the request. Further trials in France and

Germany and also in the United States, confirmed the results already obtained,

particularly when the nickel steel armour had l)een subjected to a process of face-

hardening l)y one or other of several approved methods. United States, Germany,

France and Eussia adopted nickel steel plate for the vessels of their navies. The

British Admiralty were more conservative, but eventually did the same, and nickel

steel armour is now recognized as the l)est possible protection for battleships by all

the navies of the world.

Offer of Ontario Qovernment in 1891

In 1891 an earnest effort was made by the Ontario government to interest the

government of Great Britain in a joint undertaking which would have for its object

the establishment of nickel refineries and nickel steel works in Ontario, with the

view of ensuring an ample supply of nickel for British military and naval use, and

at the same time of developing the manufacture of nickel and iron in this Province.

Sir Oliver Mowat, then Premier, and Hon. A. S. Hardy, Commissioner of Cro'WTi

Lands, placed the matter in a despatch before the Imperial authorities. After

rehearsing the great nickel resources of Ontario, and the importance which the

metal a short time before had, by Eiley's experiments and those of the United

States Navy Department, been conclusively shown to possess, especially for armour-

plate, tlie despatch goes on to say

:

In view, therefore, of the important national uses to which nickel is being applied by
foreign governments, and of the consequent demand for mining locations here, it has occurred
to the undersigned tliat an arrangement might be made under which tlie government of the

United Kingdom should acquire a substantial, possiljly a controlling, interest in the nickel

deposits of this Province.

In anticipation of making this offer, and also to permit of the adoption of a

new mineral law better suited to the circumstances, all the nickel-bearing lands in

the Province had been withdrawn from sale in December, 1890, and the govern-

ment was therefore in a position to recommend the undertaking to the Legislature

should the Imperial authorities concur. The area within which nickel had been

found was represented as being very large, and although considerable land had been

sold for mining purposes, no doubt was entertained of the existence of rich and

extensive ore ranges in much of the unsold territory' yet in possession of the

Crown. Nor were the possibilities of obtaining revenue for the Provincial chest

overlooked.

Should the Imperial Government be inclined to enter upon a proposition for negotiations,
evidence may be furnished of the existence of nickel-bearing ore in economic quantities
throughout the district referred to, from scientitic surveys and the reports of explorers, with
a view of entering into arrangements (with the assent of the Legislature) for granting to
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the Inij^erial Government, conjointly with the Province, or in such other manner as may be

agreed ujion, control over part or all of the nickel ore in the Crown lands of the district,

subject to such arrangements for the establishment in Ontario of nickel-steel works or manu-
factures, the development of the mines and considerations of royalty on tlie ore, as may be

mutually agreed upon and as shall be approved by the Legislature.

The irou miiiin<i- iiidustn' uf Ontario which was then (and still is) in a

languishing condition, would also be benefitted, for the production of nickel steel

was one of the primary features of the proposal

.

It is part of the scheme of the government that the iron ores of the Province, of wliich

there are large deposits within easy reach of railway transportation, should be utilized with

the nickel ore in the production of nickel-steel ; and for this purpose a sufficient quantity of

iron lands belonging to the Province could be set apart and held by the two Governments,

subject to tlie same arrangements as might be agreed to respecting the nickel lands, and
with a like provision for paA-ment to the Province of royalty upon the ore.

Patriotic attachment to the British Empire, as well as a desire to promote the

welfare of the Province of Ontario, moved Sir Oliver and his colleagues in making

the offer.

As a colony of Great Britain and as a part of the British Empire, our Province is

concerned in all things which contribute to the greatness and stability of the parent State,

and recognizing especially how much depends upon the maintenance of her liistoric position

as a naval power, it would be agreeable to our people that the Legislature should further in

any way consistent with its obligations to the Province, and the people of the Province, the

means whereby that position may be more effectively safeguarded and preserved.

The proposition, on being received at the Colonial Office, was referred to the

Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty for consideration. The Lords of the

Admiralty did not take long to make up their minds. The suggestion did not

commend itself to them, and while appreciating the courtesy and consideration

that prompted the offer, they reported that they did not anticipate any difficulty in

obtaining sufficient nickel for the requirements of Her Majesty's service through

the ordinary channels. They concluded by expressing the hope that the govern-

ment of Ontario would, for some long period to come, retain under its control some

of the lands in Avhich the nickel ore deposits were to be found.

Could the Offer Have Been Implemented?

It will he observed that the offer of Ontario was to convey to Great Britain

" a substantial, possibly a controlling interest in the nickel mines of the Province,"

or in the alternative to enter upon an arrangement by which the authorities of

Britain and those of Ontario might exercise a joint control, w4th the object of estab-

lishing the refining of nickel and the manufacture of nickel steel.

In 1891 the nickel-bearing areas had not been so carefully delimited and were

not so well known as they are now. Ore bodies had been found over territory whose

dimensions were given in the despatch as seventy miles in length by fifty in breadth,

"containing nearly two and one-half million acres." The relations of thost;

bodies to the rocks surrounding them had not then been worked out. It was
apparently surmised that nickel might be found at any place over this extensive

area, and that probably many rich deposits still remained rmdiscovered in the rough
forested country of which the tract was composed.

Closer examination by prospectors and geologists since 1891 has given a

clearer view of the actual mineral-1)earing belt or belts, and it is now recognized
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that instead of occupying a widespread tract, the nickel deposits are associated with

a comparatively narrow 'band or bands of an intrusive rock called norite, which

ferms the rim of an ellipse about 36 miles long and IT miles wide. Some pros-

pectors prefer to speak of the southern or main, northern, eastern and western

ranges, for the continuity of the elliptical belt is hroken in a number of places, or

at least is obscured by areas of drift. The investigations and studies of Coleman.

Barlow and others, have reduced the gross area favourable for the occurrence of

nickel ores to much smaller dimensions than those which the state of knowledge in

1891 seemed to justify. As a matter of fact, most of the large and productive

deposits of nickel-copper ores which have in the past, or are now, being worked,

had already been discovered and had been granted by the Crown before the offer

to the British government was made. The considerable deposits found since 1891

on lands then held by the Crown are few in number. They include the Whistle,

an important deposit; the Kirkwood, a useful mine, though not among the

largest; the Gertrude and the North Star, which have been less productive; also

a number of the deposits on the eastern and northern ranges whose actual size has

not yet been determined. During the jjresent year (1916) the diamond drill has

revealed the presence of a considerable quantity of nickel ore where the norite

contact is covered with more' than 100 feet of drift between the Garsou mine and

the known outcroj)s in Falconbridge to\^Tiship.

It can therefore be seen that the offer of the Ontario cabinet in 1891,

although undoubtedly made in good faith, to give the Imperial government a

" controlling " interest in the nickel deposits of Ontario, was one which it would

have been difficult to carry into effect, if the offer included only the nickel properties

then remaining in the possession of the Crown There was, of course, and yet is,

the possibility of ore bodies being still undiscovered. Such there may be

—

probably are—hidden by lakes, swamps or overlying soil, like those newly found in

Falconbridge, but the norite bands of the Sudlniry region have for years been

subjected to the keen-eyed scrutiny of intelligent and experienced prospectors, and

it cannot be said that the probabilities are in favour of many such deposits being

located. Nevertheless, the action of the Ontario government was a notaljle one,

and argued an insight into the future which may be described as remarkable. Had
the offer been met with an equal degree of imagination on the part of Great Britain,

it is not easy to say what the results would have been. Even with the deposits

found since 1891 a good deal of nickel could have been obtained, and it would

always have been possible to purchase privately owned properties.

The proposals of the Ontario government having fallen through, the Order-

in-Council witlidrawing the nickel lands from disposal Avas rescinded in June,

1891.

Royalties on Nickel and Copper

The records of the Department of liands. Forests and [Mines (formerly called

the Department of Crown Lands) show that as soon as the speculative public'

learned that nickel was a valuable metal, a rush to obtain nickel-bearing landa

set in. Certain localities, like the township of Denison, were regarded with special

favour. Practically every lot in this township was acquired from the Crown, gold

as well as nickel having been found here. It may bo well to explain the regulations
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then in force governing the disposal of Crown lands for mining purposes. They

were extremely simple. They did not require proof, or even assertion, that a

discovery of mineral had been made, or that the lands were valuable for mineral.

All that was necessary was to show by the affidavit of two "credible and disin-

terested" persons that the land was unoccupied, and that no adverse claim was

asserted by anyone else, and j^ayment having been made for the land, patent

followed by title in fee simple. There was no obligation to work the deposit, and

the owner was at lil^erty to alhjw his land to remain in a state of nature, if he

chose to do so. The price of Crown lands was for a long time $1 per acre: in

1886 it w^as raised to $3 per acre. The excitement over nickel lands rose to a great

height in the year 1890, and many speculators based their hopes for a fortune

on the chance of their lands in Denison, ]\IcKiin or Snider proving to contain

a rich body of nickel-copper ore.

At the instance of the government, the Legislature amended the mining

laws during the session of 1891, but the amendments were directed more towards

obtaining a larger revenue from mining lands, by way of royalty and an increased

purchase price, than to secure the refining of nickel or other ores in the Province.

The latter object, it had no doubt been hoped, might be achieved if the Imperial

authorities should decide to entertain the proposal submitted to them in April

and under consideration while the Legislature was still sitting; but the session

closed early in May, and the reply from the Home government, which put an

end to its hopes, was not received until more than a month after prorogation.

The proposed royalty on nickel and copper ore was 3 per cent, on the value at

the pit's mouth. This was lowered in 1892 by allowing the cost of labour and

explosives in mining and raising the ore to be deducted from the value of the

same. In 1894 the rate was reduced to 2 per cent., and was abolished altogether in

1900. The royalty provisions never brought in a dollar of revenue, and were

unpopular from the beginning, largely because they applied to future grants only,

and not to lands already patented, thus being discriminatory in their efl:ect.

Dominion Imposes Export Tax

The feeling that Canadian nickel should be refined in Canada was never long

dormant, and next found formal expression in the Parliament of Canada. In 1897

the tariff 'policy of the United States, naturally at all times a matter of interest

in this countr}-, was pressing upon the Canadian lumbering industry by reason of

an imjDort tax on sawn lumber. As a counter-measure, the Canadian government

proposed an export duty on logs and pulpwood to restore the equilibrium of tarifE

taxation between the unmanufactured logs and the sawn product, and thus favour

the manufacture of the raw material in Canada. The occasion was deemed

opportune to connect with this proposal a similar one respecting the ores of certain

metals, namely, nickel, copper, lead and silver. As regards nickel and copper.

Parliament enacted that ^'^on nickel contained in matte or in the ore, or in any

crude or partially manufactured state, and uj)on copper contained in any matte

or ore Avhich also contained nickel" when exported from Canada "an export duty

should be levied nol, exceeding ten cents per pound on nickel and two cents per pound

on copper."
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These provisions were not to come into effect until proclaimed by the

Governor-in-Council. This left it optional with the government to make the

enactment effective, and the necessary proclamation has never been published. As

the United States continues to admit nickel matte and nickel ore free of duty, and

maintains an impost of 10 per cent., ad valorem on refined nickel, it is evident

that the tariff arrangements of that country, v\iiich furnishes the largest market

for Canadian nickel, are unfavourable, and beyond doubt designedly so, for the

development of the nickel refining industrv^ in Canada.

The oljject aimed at by j)roviding for export duties on unmanufactured saw-

logs and pulpwood was, as has been stated, to induce the manufacture of these raw

materials in Canada itself. This was a matter of considerable moment to Ontario,

since large rafts of logs were year by year being towed from the north shore of

Lake Huron across that lake to be sawed in the mills of Michigan, and smaller

quantities were rafted from the west shore of Lake Superior to mills at Duluth.

The exports of pine sawlogs amounted to many millions of feet board measure. In

1893, 236,000,000 feet board measure were exported: in 1S9G, 218,000,000; and in

1898, the last year of exportation, 236.000,000 feet.

The iVlanufacturing Condition for Sawlogs

The threat of an export duty on logs rafted to the States was met by a pro-

vision adopted by Congress for doubling the import tax on sawn lumber from any

country imposing an export tax on logs. The government of Ontario, however,

solved the situation and saved the sawmilling business to the Province. An Order-

in-Council was passed, dated 17th December, 1897, providing that all pine timber

cut on Crown lands should be manufactured into sawn lumber in Canada. The

logs exported were, for the most part, cut on Crown lands imder authority of

timber liceiises issued annually by the government. This was confirmed by a

statute at the following session of the Legislature (61 Vict., Chap. 9), and when

the timber licenses came to be renewed on the 1st of May, 1898, the " manufactur-

ing condition," as it was called, was found to be contained in all of them. Suit

was brought to test the validity of the legislation, Imt the courts held it to be good.

]\Iills and machinery were transferred from Michigan to the north shore of Lake

Huron, where villages and towns grew up devoted to the sawmilling and wood-

working industries.

It has been argued, and with some speciousness, that similar action regarding

nickel would bring about similar and ecpially satisfactory results. The cases, how-

ever, are fundamentally different. The pine trees grew on soil belonging to the

Crown, and only the right to cut and remov^e them was disposed of. This was

done, not by a grant outright, but by licenses issued for a year only, and it was

witliin the power of the government to insert in the licenses when renewing them

such conditions respecting the cutting of timber as might from time to time seem

desirable. Nickel ore, on the other hand, is extracted from land the fee simple of

which has l)een sold and granted by the Crown. No requirement of refining the

ore within the country formed part of the original bargain and sale. It was not

open, therefore, for the Government to provide by Order-in-Council. that as a

condition of the use of their lands, the owners should Ije obliged to treat their ores

up to the point of refinement within the Ijoundaries of Canada.
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Ontario Qovernment Authorizes Second Offer

But the question of refining nickel at home would not down. The Spanish-

American war of 1898 had demonstrated the excellent qualities of the nickel steel

armour-plate carried by the United States battleships, and the '"just and reason-

able claim " for '" the largest possible employment of capital and lal^our in the

country which supplied the raw material " for refined nickel, was brought to the

attention of the Provincial Government by the then head of the Bureau of Mines,

]\rr. Archibald Blue, who recommended [1) A renewal of the negotiations with

the British government, in the hope of inducing them to enter the field of nickel

refining in Ontario, for the supply of Imjierial requirements; (3) A request to the

government of Canada to impose the export duties authorized by Parliament on

nickel-copper matte exported from the country; (3) A clause in all future grants of

land that nickel and copper ores found thereon should be refined in the Province,

upon penalty of forfeiture of the grant. The government approved these sugges-

tions, and an Order-in-Council embodying them was passed 24th Xovember, 1899.

It does not appear that any communication was ever addressed, either directly

or through Ottawa, to the authorities in Downing street inviting them to recon-

sider their decision of 1891, nor .can it be found that the powers at Ottawa were

ever formally invited to levy the export duties. The form of land patent was

changed so as t© bind future grantees of nickel-copper lands to refine the ores in

the Dominion of Canada, and for a time all grants of mineral land were issued

subject to this condition. By the Act to Amend the Mines Act, 63 Victoria, chapter

13, section 3, this provision was rescinded, and the requirement was annulled as

regards all grants already made.

Provincial Legislature Tries Licensing System

The last-mentioned Act. passed in 1900. exhibits the first attempt by the

Legislature to set up machinery which Avoiild operate to provide reventie, and at

the same time exercise pressure on mining companies to refine their nickel and

copper ores in the Province. To some extent its provisions were modelled on those

which regulated the cutting of timber on Crown lands. No one, it was enacted,

should carry on the l)usiness of mining except under authority of a yearly license

issued l)y the Department of Lands, Forests and Mines; the fee for such a license

should be based on the gross quantities of the ores or minerals raised by him during

the preceding year, computed for ores of nickel at $10 per ton, or $60 per ton if

partly treated or reduced, and for ores of copper and nickel combined at $7 per

ton, or $50 per ton if partly treated or reduced. The license fees were to form a

charge on the mine which should have priority over all other charges thereon, and

non-payanent was declared ground for forfeiture of the lands. To offset these

provisions, where ores were treated in Canada so as to yield fine metal, the fees, or

a proportion of them, were to 1)e remitted. The Act was not to take effect until

proclaimed by the Lieutenant Governor-in-Council.

Some of the nickel mining companies petitioned the government of Canada

to disallow this Act, partly on the ground that it interfered with the right of that

government to regulate matters of trade and commerce, and partly because, as

they alleged, its provisions practically amounted to confiscation of their properties.
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Club house, built by the. Canadian Copper Company at Copper Cliff, SudVmry area,

Ontario. Photograph taken Xov. 21st, 1016.

CuppLT Cliir School, Cupper Clili', feuubury area, Ontario-
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The Minister of Justice, Hon. David Mills, impressed by these representations,

communicated his objections to the government of Ontario. The Attorney-General

for the Province, Hon. J. M. Gibson, defended the legislation, and it was eventually

agreed (May, 1901) between the two governments, that the constitutionality of

the Act should be referred to the Supreme Court. No reference was ever made.

Owing to the Act not having been proclaimed by the Lieutenant Governor-in-

Council it remained a dead letter, and was repealed by the Mines Act, 1906.

imperial Government Shows Interest

This is an appropriate place in which to summarize some interesting corre-

spondence which passed between the governments of Great Britain and Canada in

1901, and which throws not a little light upon the importance placed upon nickel

for naval and military purposes by the British Admiralty. Mr. T. M. Kirkwood,

a citizen of Toronto, offered for sale certain nickel deposits in the Sudbury district

to the British Government at a price of $450,000, describing them as being three

miles from the Canadian Pacific Eailway, and showing 1,200 feet of solid ore on

the surface, etc. In a postscript to his letter Mr. Kirkwood added that the

Americans were buying up nickel lands in Ontario, and that if he did not succeed

in disposing of these properties in England, they would soon own these also, which

were " the only undeveloped properties on the market." Mr. Kirkwood, who went

to London for the express purpose, had the assistance of Sir Charles Tupper as

High Commissioner, in laying the proposal before the Imperial government. The

properties in question were the " Big Levack " and " Levack " mines. The Lords

Commissioners of the Admiralty declined the offer, declaring themselves satisfied

that no necessity existed for incurring a large outlay in the acquisition of nickel

properties. The mines named are now owned by the Mond Nickel Company, and

the Levack is one of the chief sources of that company's present ore supply.

]\Ir. Kirkwood's postscript, however, was not lost on their Lordships of the

Admiralty. They deemed it advisal^le to make inquiries regarding the nickel situa-

tion in Canada, and did so through the ordinary channels of communication. Going

back to the ofEer of the Ontario government in 1891, they referred to the hope they

had then expressed, that notwithstanding the proposals for a joint undertaking to

develop the nickel industry in Ontario had not been accepted, the Provincial govern-

ment would for some period retain under its control some of the nickel-bearing land.

Outlining their practice as to nickel, they stated that the armour-plate manufac-

turers of England were required to maintain in that country large stocks of nickel

for a numl3er of years ahead, the existence of which Avas the suljject of periodical

verification by Admiralty officers. Their Lordships added that they were taking

steps to ascertain the suitability of the nickel produced in Canada for the manu-
facture of armour-plate, etc., for His Majesty's navy, with the view of its utiliza-

tion for this purpose, if found in all respects suitable. They deemed it prolDable

that even in Avar time, there would be no insuperable difficulty in obtaining

supplies of ore from Canada if necessary, and were satisfied that the position was
already sufficiently safeguarded. Nevertheless, in view of the possibility pointed

out by Mr. Kirkwood that foreign companies might acquire further nickel-bearing
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areas in Canada^ their Lordships inquired whether the government couhi not

retain riglits over a considerable extent of ore-bearing land, or rights of pre-

emption over the output, so as to secure adequate sujjplies in case of necessity for

Imperial purposes. The Colonial Secretary supplemented this suggestion by ask-

ing whether it could not be provided in future grants of nickel-bearing lands, that

any company working the same should be British and should not pass under foreign

control.

The Ontario Government's Replj

The reply of the Ontario government, to whom the correspondence was re-

ferred, expressed doubt as to the feasibility of the British proj^osals. With respect

to retaining unalienated nickel lands under its control, the difficulty was to say in

advance of exploration and discovery, whether any particular tract contained

nickel deposits. The law declared the public lands to be open for prospecting, and

when a discovery was made, the discoverer naturally perfected his title in the

manner prescribed by law. If lands were withdrawn from exploration, prosj^ectors

would have no inducement to examine them, and no discovery would be made.

All known deposits had already passed into the hands of private owners. Whereas

in 1891, a former administration had offered to convey to the British Government
" a substantial, possibly a controlling interest " in the nickel deposits of the

Province, it was noAV questionable whether, even at that early date, the promise

could liave l^een made good. The suggestion as to retaining or acquiring rights

of pre-emption over the nickel output invited action by the government of the

Dominion, not of the Province. Finally, as to the proposal that in future nickel

lands should be granted only on condition that any comj^any working them should

be and remain British, the fact already cited that all the known nickel deposits

had already been disposed of, seemed to make it doubtful whether any substantial

results could be exjiected from its adoption.

A memorandum by the Director of the Bureau of Mines accompanied the

Lieutenant Governor's despatch conveying to Ottawa the Ontario government's

reply. It was pointed out that in the existing state of the Canadian nickel industry

there was some ground for the apprehension implied in the Admiralty's corre-

spondence that the nickel mined in Canada should not, in a time of emergency, be

available for Imperial defence or offence, since by far the larger part of the nickel

left Canada in the form of matte to be refined in a foreign country, to wit. the

United States, no refining whatever being done at home.

Xickel, which plays so important a part in modern armaments, can now be olitained

in commercial quantities practically from only two sources, viz., the Province of Ontario and
the penal colony of New Caledonia. It is conceivable that under certain circumstances

exports of nickel ore from New Caledonia would be prohibited, or the supi:)ly cut off. which
would leave the mines of Ontario the only remaining source of nickel. It might then

become a matter of iirgency to His Majesty's government to procure, and procure quickly,

nickel in sufficient quantity to meet large requirements; and if some machinery were not

already in existence by which such supplies could be obtained, regardless of the complications

or difficulties to which the largely non-British ownership of the mines of Ontario might
possibly give rise, a serious situation might confront the Imperial authorities. Whether the

power to take possession of nickel ore or nickel matte would of itself be sufficient in the

absence of the necessary means of treating Sudbury minerals (which are quite distin.ct in

their character from those of New Caledonia, and require very different methods of treat-

ment) may admit of doubt. It would, however, enable the Iraperial government to obtain

stocks of the raw material, for the refining of which provision would have to be made.
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The memorandum concludes as follows

:

It is perhaps not yet too late for the British government, if it entertains any such
desire, to acquire nickel lands in Canada, but' it would seem that it must oljtain them from
private owners, since it is problematical whether the Crown domain has much nickel-bearing
property left upon it. Should the Imperial authorities contiiuie unwilling to enter the field

directly, perhaps the most practical method of ensuring a sufficient supply of nickel at all

times would be to vest j)ower say in the hands of the Governor-in-Council to expropriate or
take possession of nickel ores, matte, etc., and possibly also the mines themselves whenever
the necessity arises, whether for purposes of Canadian or Imperial defence or warfare, pay-
ing, of course, the fair value thereof. To enable this to be done, it would seem that
legislation would have to be enacted liy tlu» Dominion Parliament.

It will be observed that at the date of the despatch, 1904:, the Admiralty had

not yet decided that Canadian nickel was suitable for the manufacture of armour-

plate and other equi])ment for war. Up to this time all the nickel used in the

government arsenals, or by contractors for armour-plate, ordnance, etc., was of

New Caledonian origin. In this year, however, the ]Mond Nickel Company suc-

ceeded, after much effort, in convincing the British authorities that Canadian

nickel was just as good as New Caledonian nickel, and since that time metal from

])oth sources has been freely accepted.

The question of a supply of nickel from Canada continued to occupy the atten-

tion of the Admiralty authorities, and in 1907, Hon. F. Cochrane, then Minister of

Lands, Forests and Mines, was asked for information as to the powers possessed by

the Ontario government, by which the exportation of nickel ore or matte, from

Canada to foreign countries, could be prohibited in case of national emergency,

also as to the position of affairs in regard to keeping nickel-bearing lands in

British hands.

^[r. Cochrane's reply was to the effect that the government of Ontario had

no power to prohibit the exportation of nickel ore or nickel matte to foreign

countries, either in time of national emergency or otherwise. As to the owner-

ship of nickel lands, the most important mines were owned by the Canadian

Copper Company and the ]\[ond Nickel Company. The former which was much
the larger producer, was an American, the latter a British company. There were

still remaining nickel-l)earing lands, mostly undeveloped, not controlled by either

company, i)ut owned l)y British subjects resident in Canada.

Ontario Offers Bounty on Refined Nickel

In 1907, the Legislature of Ontario decided to try rewards instead of

penalties. By the ]\letal Refining Bounty Act, (7 Edward YIL chap. 14,) a

bounty was provided ''on refined metallic nickel or on refined oxide of nickel," at

the rate of "6 cents per pound on the free metallic nickel, or on the nickel

contained in the nickel oxide.'' Refined metallic copper, or refined sulphate of

copper, was also subsidized at the rate of one-half cent per pound on the metallic

copper contents. Bounties were provided for metallic cobalt and refined cobalt

oxide, and on arsenic made from mispickel ores. Not more than $60,000 was to

be paid -out in any one year for either nickel or copper. The term of the bounty

was to be five years from 30th April, 1907, but a further five-year period, provided

m 1912, extended it to 30th April, 1917.
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So far as solving the question of refining nickel in Ontario on a large scale is

concerned, the Act has not been effective. There is nickel in the silver ores of

the Cobalt camp, from which both nickel oxide and metallic nickel have been pro-

duced. On these, as well as on very considerable quantities of cobalt oxide,

bounties have been paid under the provisions of the Act. It may be that the

inducements are on too small a scale, but to provide a bounty of 6 cents per pound

on the output of nickel say for 1916, amounting to 83,000,000 lbs. would require the

very substantial sum of $4,980,000.

House of Commons' Committee on Mines and Minerals

In 1910 the standing committee of the House of Commons on Mines and

Minerals, undertook to investigate the nickel question, and particularly to find

out why nickel was not refined in Canada, ilr. James Conmee was chairman

of the committee. Arthur Wilson, an English engineer, and John Patterson, of

Hamilton, who was connected with the Dominion Nickel-Copper Company of that

place, were called before the committee. The former alleged the existence of a com-

bination among nickel refiners for the regulation of sales and prices. The govern-

ment contractors in Europe were granted a special price of 25 cents per pound to

prevent them combining to enter the refining business; while other steel trades

paid 35 cents per pound, and white-metal workers and platers from 40 to 70 cents

per pound, according to the quantities consumed. These high prices had the

effect of restricting the demand for refined nickel. New Caledonia could not

compete with Ontario as a source of nickel supply, but the Eothschilds in the

former place, and tlie International and Mond companies in the latter, worked

in agreement, limiting the output, fixing the price, and dividing the market. Mr.

Wilson placed the cost of producing refined nickel at 15 cents per pound, and the

profit at about 18 cents jjer pound. Notwithstanding there was abundance of

ore at Sudbury not owned by existmg companies, it was practically impossible to

establish a rival industry in the face of the opposition of the International Nickel

Company, which was a very powerful concern. Besides, the large consumers of

nickel were tied up with long-time contracts. Mr. Wilson's remedy was to levy

an export duty on the matte, and to bonus the manufacture of nickel-steel in

Canada. Nickel refining and cognate industries would thus be established here.

The imposition of an export tax on matte would not, in Mr. Wilson's opinion,

outweigh the advantages of the Ontario nickel mines, or cause the International

company to bring their ore from New Caledonia. Mr. Patterson narrated the

difficulties which had beset him and his associates in trying to enter the nickel

business in the Sudbury region; they had been checkmated in their financing by

adverse influences in New York: they had found the duty of $120 per ton on

refined nickel going into the United States a serious obstacle; the existing com-

bination controlling prices and sales was very formidable; and in the end they

sold their Sudlmry lands to certain capitalists in OttaAva.' There was no doubt

that nickel could be refined in Canada, but the United States duty on the refined

article created a serious situation. He advocated the imposition of an export

^ .J. E. Booth, Ottawa, and M. J. O 'Brien, Renfrew. These gentlemen subsequently sold
to the British America Nickel Corporation, Limited.
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tax with the view of bringing about the abolition of the United States duty. Mr.

Patterson thouglit that nickel could be produced in Canada for about 15 cents

per pound.

The Case for the International Nickel Company

The other side of the case was presented to the committee by Wallace Xesbitt,

K.C., A. P. Turner, president of the Canadian Copper Company, E. F. Wood, vice-

president of the International Nickel Company, and George M. Colvocoresses,

mining engineer. The evidence given by these gentlemen, with the exception of

Mr. Colvocoresses, who spoke from personal experience about conditions in New

Caledonia, may be summarized thus :

—

Tl^e development of the Sudbury nickel industry was traced, and it was

asserted that the International Nickel Company, which was formed in 1902, was

merely a consolidation of the mining and refining industries formerly carried on

independently by the Canadian Copper Company and the Orford Copper Company

respectively, and was in no sense a trust. The latter company had a cheap and

efficient process for refining matte. Proximity to chemical and oil works at

Bayonne, New Jersey, gave it unusual facilities for operating this process

economically, in addition to low freight rates for assembling other necessaries such

as coal, coke, acid, etc. The companies concerned, first, the Canadian Copper

Company, and later the International Nickel Company, would be glad to refine

in Ontario. They had spent hundreds of thousands of dollars in attempts to

develop a refining process to take the place of the Orford method, and one which

could be operated here. They had experimented with the processes put forward

by Garnier, Hoepfner, and others, both in the United States and at Copper Cliff.

They had had a representative for a year in the ]\[ond Nickel Company's works

in Wales, studying the operations of that plant, and had tried electrolytic and

all other known expedients for the refining of nickel, but in vain. They had

failed to find a substitute for the Orford process, which being dependent upon

cheap chemicals and fuels, could not be worked successfully at Copper Cliff.

Certainly nickel could be refined in Canada, but not at a price which would enable it

to compete with nickel produced abroad. If the industry were attempted in

southern Ontario, the sulphur fumes would be considered a nuisance. An export

duty on matte would close up the works at Copper Cliff, and consequently the mines

also, in ^vliich case the company would bring ore or matte from their nickel lands

in New Caledonia to be refined at Bayonne. The New Caledonian ore is easier

and less expensive to refine than that from Sudbury; the disadvantages are, the

heavy freight rates and the great distance from New York. As to profits, the

profit on refined nickel was about 714 cents per pound. There was no under-

standing between the International Nickel Company and the Societe le Nickel or

the Eothschilds. On the contrary, they were rivals and competitors.

The evidence was reported to the House of Commons, but it does not appear

that any action l^y that body was either recommended or taken.

Finally, in September 1915, the present Commission was appointed to study

the question, and to report, among other things, whether any insuperable difficulty

prevents the refining of the nickel-copper ore of Sudbury, within the boundaries of

the Province in which the ore is produced.



CHAPTER II

Historical Sketch of Nickel Discoveries

Beginnings of Mining on North Shore oi Lake Huron

Sixty years ago that part of L'pper Canada lying north of Lake Huron, was

almost imhrokeu wiklerness. Save where devastated hy fire, it was densely wooded,

mostly with pine and other conifers. The inhabitants Avere scattered remnants

of the old Indian tribes, who lived by fishing, trapping and lumting. The fertile,

southwestern peninsula, of the Province, lying in the angle formed by the great

lakes, was filling up with immigrants from across the seas, but the territory

fronting on the north shore of Lake Huron had little attraction for settlers. The

virgin forests stretching from Lake Nipissing to Sault Ste. ^larie were almost

as remote from the clearings and settlements of Upper Canada as if they had

been in i\.laska. Fertile areas there were, but of comparatively small extent. Trap-

pers and fur traders travelled the route up the Mattawan river, across Lake

Nipissing and down the French river, or pushed their canoes up the Wanapitei,

the Mississaga, the Thessalon and other streams which drained the watershed

sloping down to Lake Huron; but practically the only fore-runners of civilization

who had here and there broken in upon the solitude of the "Xorth Shore" were

the lumberman and the miner; and their numbers were few.

White and red pine, then almost the only kinds of timber which had any value

in commerce, still stood in large quantities in the Ottawa valley and along the

rivers running into Georgian Bay. Consequently the lumber trade, which at a

later period was to supply the sawmills of Michigan with great rafts of pine saw-

logs, towed in booms across the lake, had in this region scarcely begun. The sale of

timber limits,, by which the Crown dispossessed itself of forests covering 3,200,000

acres back from the shore of the lake, and including a large part of the Sudbury

mining area, was not held until 1872.

Reconnaissances by Logan and Salter

In a remarkably al)le and full report dated 31st March, 1857, and dealing with

a great variety of subjects within the scope of his department, Hon. Joseph

Cauchon, Commissioner of Crown Lands, treats of the wild lands of the Province

of Canada, as constituting the home of future settlements, and endeavours to

estimate the value for agricultural, mining and lumbering purposes of the territory

north of Lake Huron. The materials for such an estimate were scanty. The

principal sources of information drawn upon by the Commissioner are the report

of Sir William Logan, Provincial Geologist, made in 1848", and the report" by

A. P. Salter, Provincial Land Surveyor, who in 1855, at the direction of the Com-

missioner, had ascended the various rivers emptying into Lake Huron from Sault

Ste. Marie eastward, and furnished a general description of the tract.

^Report on Xorth Shore of Lake Huron, 17lh .Janiiary, 1849. (Geol. Sur. Can.. 1S47-S.)

^Journals Leg. Assy., 1856, Appendix .37.

[20]
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Logan's report presents such information as was then avaihible regarding the

geology and minerals. It is, in fact, largely taken np with a description of the

copper ore deposits at Bruce mines, in examining which he and his assistant,

Alexander Murray, had spent the summer of 1848. Although the ore at Bruce mines

contained no nickel, this earliest effort at mining on the north shore merits a few

words here, not only for its historic interest, but also for the spirit with which it was

begun and continued against a crowd of difficulties.

Tlie discovery of large and showy veins of copper ore in quartz led to the

opening of the Bruce -mines in ISIG. and for a numl)er of years thereafter the

merchants and professional men who composed the directorate of the ^Montreal

Mining Company were working with vigor to realize tlie fortune which they

believed the veins to contain. A Itustling mining village with offices, stores and

warehouses rose on the sliore of the lake, and concentration works were erected in

which the copper ore was treated before being shipped to England. Attempts at

smelting even Avere made at a later date, but these did not prove successful and were

discontinued. Logan describes and maps the lodes which had been discovered at

Bruce mines, and records that up to July, 1848, some 1,475 tons of copper ore

and undressed Aein-stuff liad been raised, the average assay of which was 8.01 per

cent of copper.

Unfortunately, alter Logan's visit, as work proceeded the ores became

poorer, and the original company after many tribulations, reduced the scale of

its workings and sold off the western part of its property, the purchasers

being; known as the A^'est Canada ]\fining Company. The new owners found fresh

veins resembling tlie original discoveries, luit even richer, and the Wellington

mines were opened upon them; subsequently, they also acquired the Huron Copper

Bay location. From these deposits the West Canada Company was enabled to

pay several handsome dividends, and it eventually took over from the Montreal

Mining Company the entire Bruce Klines location. But the old troubles recurred.

The lodes became leaner as they were sunk upon, and the heavy expense and losses

of copper in concentrating, together with the high costs of freights to England, at

length extinguished profits altogether.

Xo other mineral Avorkings are mentioned in Sir "William's report, doubtless

for the reason that there were no others of importance in the region, though discov-

eries of mineral, mainly copper ore, had been made elsewhere. " Copper pyrites," he

states, ^'in one instance was accompanied by rutile, and in another by the arseniu-

retted sulphuret of iron and nickel containing a trace of cobalt." The latter

reference is most probably to the nickel mineral found at the "Wallace miue,

spoken of below. Sir William was favourably impressed by the prospects for

copper mining on the north shore, being persuaded, he says, that although some

of the lodes {i.e.. at Bruce Mines), vastly surpassed in richness any which camo

within his observation in the interior, others would yet he found to equal them.

He sums Tip by saying

:

In no part of the countiy visited from the vicinity of 8ault Ste. Marie to Shebawenahning'
was any great area wholly destitute of cupriferous conditions, and it would appear singular
if a region extending over a space* of between one and two thousand square miles, and so
marked by indications, did not in the course of time yield many valual)le results.

^ Xow Killarney.
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Plan showing copper veins and ^YO^king•s at Bruce Mines, on the north shore of Lake Huron.

Mill at Bruce Mijips. mi the iinrtli slmii' of Lake Huron.
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As will afterwards be seen, Mr. Salter was a good surveyor, but he expressly

disclaims any skill in geology. As regards minerals, he contents himself in his

report with saying that indications of such m the most sterile sections were

constantly met, which led him to hojje that at some future period these portions

would serve to increase the revenue of the country.

The resources in timber were more easily appraised, and Salter's report leaves

no doubt as to the great extent of the forests then standing on the north shore.

These consisted not only of pine, hemlock, spruce, cedar and balsam, but also,

though in lesser degree, of hardwoods such as elm and oak. At that time only one

sawmill was to be found on the north shore, that erected at Collins Inlet iDy

Messrs. Waddell and Murray. Salter tells us it was driven by water j^ower and

had two upright saws, a circular edger and a siding machine. In this region

the lumberman has now ])een at work for forty-five years, and his labours,

together with the numerous and disastrous fires, have made sad inroads upon the

forests. Nevertheless, they still provide annually large quantities of timber. In

consequence of the government imposing what are called the "manufacturing

conditions," which prevented the export of. sawlogs cut under license on the Crown

domain, and required them to be sawn into lumber or otherwise manufactured

Avithin the Province, the rafting of sawlogs across the Lake to ^Michigan came

to a close in the year 1898, and all such timber has since been sawn in Ontario.

William Qibbard's Report

An interesting glimpse at the early mining operations is detained from a

report made to the Provincial government in 1860 by William Gibbard, P.L.S.

A condition of the grant of mining locations by the Crown at that time was that

they should be actually worked, and Gibbard was commissioned to visit all the

locations that had been granted, and to report whether this condition was Ijeing

-fulfilled. His report is published in the Report of the Commissioner of Crown

Lands for 1860 as Appendix No. 22.

At the Bruce Mines (east part Cuthl^ertson location) Gibbard found employed

25 miners and 25 labourers. For several years all work had been carried on by

individual miners on their own account, either on tribute or royalty. The company

kept the machinery in repair, and the miners got the ore into merchantable shape.

For 13 per cent, dressed ore the miners were paid by the company $112 to $128

per ton, and more for ore of a higher percentage. The royalty miners paid all

expenses and 5 per cent, to the company for the use of the ground. The deepest

shaft was 306 feet. The total shipments from 1818 to 1860 Avere 10,729 tons

(dressed ore), valued at $661,789; the total expenditure was $1,326,000. The

"Wellington (west part Cuthbertson location) and Huron Copper Bay mines

(Keating location) were in the heyday of their prosperity. The com.pany was

known as the Wellington Huron Bay and West Canada Mining Company, and it

held its lands under lease from the Bruce Mines and Copper Bay companies. At

the "Wellington 330 hands, of whom 125 Avere miners, Avere employed. The copper

shipped in 1859 amounted in value to £38,728 12s. 3d. sterling, and the dividend,

for that year was £6,350, the capital invested being £20,000. The superintendent

estimated that the shipments for 1860 Avould clear, OA'er and above all expenses,

sufficient to reimbu]-se the shareholders their full investment, or, added to the
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dividend for 1859, would equal the whole capital. On the Copper Bay property,

the lodes lately opened up were rich and very promising. For the eight months

ending 31st July, 1860, the expenses of receiving the ore from this location were

£3,852 10s. od. sterling currency; the products were £7,485 10s., and the profit

within a fraction of 50 per cent. The ore was all shipped to England via Buffalo

and jSTew York or Baltimore; if by Buffalo, the freight charges were £2 per ton,

if by New York or Baltimore $8.60 per ton. The ores shipped were a mixture of

peacock, horse-flesh, yellow and gray. Gibbard comments enthusiastically :

'" I

doubt whether there is a safer or more promising investment in Canada."

From first to last the production of copper from this group of mines amounted

to a considerable quantity, given by a competent authority ' as 9,653 tons of

copper, valued at $3,300,000. The active career of Bruce Mines came to an end

in 18T5, and although several attempts have been made by subsequent owners to

bring about a revival of mining, they have been without much success.

For many years vast heaps of '" skimpings," as tlie silieious tailings from the

ore-dressing machinery were called, remained to testify to the scale upon which

operations had been carried on. These are all now gone. Most of the material

was removed and used for ballasting the road-l)ed of the Sault Ste. Marie branch

of the Canadian Paoific railway, and the remainder was conveyed to the Sudbury

smelters to be used as linings for the converter furnaces. The latter use permitted

the recovery of most of the copper contained in the tailings, said to be on an

average not less than one per cent. It is known, however, that considerable quan-

tities of these skimpings contained up to 2 per cent, of copper. The mines have

recently been bought, and are now being worked by the Mond Nickel Company,

which naturally prefers cupriferous to barren quartz for use in its converters at

Conistou.

However, the mining industry was of slow growth. That little work outside

of Bruce Mines was being done is clear from the work of Gibbard already quoted,

made twelve j-ears after that of Logan. Out of sixteen properties granted on the

north shore of Lake Huron, several of them comprising two or more locations,

Gibbard found that on five no work of any kind had been done; on eight others

openings had been made, but had been abandoned or were lying unworked; and

on three only were mining operations actually being carried on. These were Bruce,

Wellington and Copper Bay, and Eankin's. The last mentioned was at Eoot river,

where a couple of shafts were being sunk, one having reached a depth of 24 feet,

and the other of 33 feet. Eankin's location and the work done on it looked good

to Gil)bard, who endorses the enterprise thus :
" If any mine ought to succeed from

the result of a sensible and economic commencement, from the richness of the lode,

from the position close to the great highway of navigation, and also on the imme-

diate line of the great northern road, this should." Gibbard's prophecy, however,

failed of fulfilment, for the Eankin location on Eoot river never developed into a

mine.

First Discovery of Nickel

The first discovery of nickel in Ontario was at the "Wallace mine, a short

distance west of the point where the AVhitefish river enters Lake Huron. Sir

^ H. .J. Carnegie Williams ; The Bruce Miues, Ontario, 1846-1906 ; Journal Can. Mg.
Inst., Vol. X, 1907. Mr. Carnegie Williams was manager at Bruce Mines in 1906.
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A\'illiani Logan's assistant, Alexander Murray, who had spent the early part of the

season of 1848 in assisting his chief to examine the Bruce Mines and adjacent

territory, devoted the latter part to surveying the coast farther to the east, and

included the AVallace mine location in his visit. Here some six mining blocks,

containing in all 2,000 acres, had been taken up ' by the Upper Canada Mining

Company, on the strength of a discovery of copper pyrites accompanied by nickel.

Murray says " that among the quartzose and chloritic slates close to the shore, a

shaft had been sunk for several feet, and a channel in the surface rock excavated

for a short distance on either side. These openings at the time of his visit were

filled with water. All mining operations had been suspended, and the opportunity

of making a satisfactory examination was lacking. He noted, however, in the

drifted channel at the surface, strings and launches of copper pyrites, which

appeared to be interlaminated irregularly with the slates of the formation, and

specimens of " a very pure yellow sulphuret of copper," accompanied Ijy an ore of

nickel and arsenical iron pyrites, were found in the same position. Murray's visit

was apparently too short to enable him to satisfactorily determine the geological

conditions of the location, and he failed to discover a definite vein or any surface

characteristics indicating the existence of one. He submitted a specimen of the

nickel-bearing material, as free as possil)le from copper pyrites, to T. Sterry Hunt,

who reported^ as follows upon it:

The specimen was a mixture of a steel gray arseuiuret, the sjjecies of which I liave not

yet determined, with white iron pyrites, and probably some arsenical sulphuret of iron. As
the immediate object of the analysis was to determine the proportion of nickel and other

valuable materials in the crude ore, a mass weighing forty-five ounces was reduced to

powder, and submitted to analysis by the usual methods, with the following results:

Iron 24.78

Xickel, with a trace of cobalt 8.26

Arsenic (mean of two determinations) .3.57

Sulphur 22.63

Copper 0.06

59.30

Silica 28.40

Carbonate of lime 4.00

Magnesia 4.40

Alumina 3.21

40.01

99.31

In the process of dressing the ore, the earthy parts being removed by washing, the com-
position of the ore in 100 parts, as deduced l^y calculation from the above, would be

Iron 41.79

Xickel
1 3 Q3

Cobalt '
^''^''

Arsenir- 6.02

Sulphur 38.16

Copper .10

100.00

The small proi^ortion of arsenic shows that a great portion of the metals must exist as

simple sulphurets, and that, contrary to what might have been supposed at first sight, a

large part of the grayish ore must be wliite iron pyrites.

^ The locations at the Wallace Mine, 2,000 acres, were not patented until 4tli March,
1864, but the x^lan of survey was made by Alexander Yidal, P.L.S., in 1848, the year of
Murray's visit.

^'Geol. Sur. Can., 1S4S-9, pp. 43-5.
" Ibid. pp. fil-2.
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No mine, either of copper or nickel, has ever been developed on the Wallace

Mine location, which from the days of Murray and Hunt has remained practically

undisturbed. Subsequent observers have also failed to discern any ore body, and

in the report of the Commission on the Mineral Eesources of Ontario (1890) the

Commissioners have the following to say :

^

Some particles of copper pyrites are to be seen iu the rock at the dump, but otherwise
no sign of vein or vein matter or ore of any value. It may be said that at the places
visited by us on this property there appeared to be small iiiasses of copper pyrites and iron
pyrites, and in one place some nickeliferous and arsenical iron pyrites in a quartz stringer
in dioritic rocks, chloritic schist, and to a less extent in quartzite, but we were unable to
detect any satisfactory sign of a permanent vein, or of segregated masses of mineral matter.

Nickel on Michipicoten Island

In the Geology of Canada, 1863, page 505, Hunt mentions the occurrence of

nickel on Michipicoten island, but no particulars are given regarding the deposit

or its exact location, and the date of discovery is alluded to only casually as " a few

3'ears since." Tw^o varieties of ore are described, both said to be from the same

vein, which was found cutting a bed of am_ygdaloid. The first sample was a

mass of ore associated with quartz, having a lirilliant metallic lustre, and a colour

rarying from tin-white to bronze yellow. Its hardness was 5.0, and its specific

gravity from '7.35 to 7.40. The mineral was variable in composition. Four

analyses are given. Arsenic was present in samples one and two to the extent of

37.36 per cent, and 44.67 per cent, respectively; copper ran from 10.28 per cent,

in sample four to 44.70 per cent, in sample one, while the nickel contents of the

four samples were 17.03, 24.55, 27.29, and 36.39 per cent, respectively. It was

inferred from calculations that these varying results were due to the ore being a

mixture of nickeline (niccolite or kupfer-nickel)—an arsenide of nickel containing

44.1 per cent, of nickel and 55.9 per cent, of arsenic—and domeykite, an arsenide

of copper, containing 71.7 j)er cent, of copper and 28.3 per cent, of arsenic. The

second variety of ore occurred as a gangue of native copper and native silver, both

being scattered through it in grains. The mineral was amorphous, greenish yellow

or apple-green in colour, with a waxy lustre and conchoidal fracture. It was very

soft, polishing under the nail, and falling to pieces when immersed in water. It

was decomposed -by acids, and was found to be essentially a hydrated silicate of

nickel. Analysis of one specimen dried at 212 P. gave oxide of nickel 30.40 per

cent.; another dried at a higher temperature yielded oxide of nickel 32.20 per

cent., and contained besides traces of cobalt and copper, being identical with nickel-

gymnite or genthite. A third specimen, which contained small grains of the

native metals disseminated, gave silver 2.55 per cent., copper 18.51 per cent., and

oxide of nickel 20.85 per cent.

But the discoveries at the Wallace mine and on Michipicoten island, while

significant as showing the presence of nickel, have so far not been shown to be of

considerable extent or of commercial value. Large industries cannot be built up

on mineral occurrences barely sufficient in size to provide cabinet specimens. The

real nickel field of Ontario is the Sudbury district, and the story of the discovery

of nickel ore there is interesting.

'P. 91
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The Creighton Mine Foreshadowed

In 1856 Salter, who in the j^revious year had made the exploratory trip
^

along the northern shores of lakes Huron and Superior already referred to, was

again in the field for the purpose of running base, meridian and range lines pre-

paratory to a general survey and svibdivision of the territory lying l^etween lake

Nipissing and Sault Ste. !Marie. Starting at a point on the Sturgeon river near

its entrance into lake Xipissing, Salter ran a base line westward. On arriving at

Whitefish lake he surveyed a meridian line due north twelve miles, which was

continued the following year eighteen miles farther. In his report ' Salter remarks

tliat the character of the country on the meridian line closely resembled that of

the last section of the base line from the Wanapitei river to Whitefish lake, except

that the valleys were broader and the soil generally lighter in character. He says

:

Between the fifth and eighth mile on this line I discovered considerable local attrac-

tion, the needle varying from 4 degrees to 14 degrees westerly. The existence of iron was
plainly discernible on the rock.

Turning to the field notes of the survey, on file in the Department of Lands,

Forests and Mines, it is found that the normal variation of the magnetic needle

for the first five miles of the meridian line was about 3 degrees and 30 minutes

west, but that at six miles 30 chains and 50 links, it deflected to 5 degrees 30

minutes west, and continued to show marked variations ranging to 14 degrees

10 minutes west at 7 miles 33 chains 50 links, and approaching the normal again

only at 8 miles 17 chains 25 links. In the marginal column for remarks Salter

makes the note, " Appearance of iron in trap."

Although not a geologist, Salter recognized the significance of this marked and

extended attraction, and meeting Murray, wlio during the same season was con-

tinuing the geological explorations near lake Xipissing and on the north shore of

lake Huron, upon which he had also been engaged during the two previous years,

he mentioned the matter to ^Inrray. and gave him particulars of the exact locality.

In reporting on his season's work" Murray tells how he followed up Salter's

hint

:

At the fiftli mile a dingy green magnetic trap, with a large amount of iron pyrites,

forms a ridge, and that rock, Avith syenite, continues in a succession of parallel ridges to
the seventh mile, beyond which the country becomes low and marshy. These i^arallel ridges
strike nearly east and west, and small brooks or marshes occupy the intermediate valleys.

Previous to my visit to Wliitefish lake, I had been informed by Mr. Salter that local

attraction of the magnet had been observed by himself, Avhile he was engaged in running the
meridian line, and he expressed it to be his opinion that the presence of a large liody of iron
ore was tlie immediate cause. "When, therefore, I came to the part indicated by Mr. Sailer, I
made a very careful examination not only in the direction of the meridian line, but for a
consideralde distance on each side of it, and the result of my examination was that the local

attraction, which I foimd exactly as described by Mr. Salter, was owing to the i)resence of
an immense mass of magnetic trap.

The compass was found, while traversing these trap ridges, to lie deflected from its true

bearing upwards of ten degrees at several different parts, and in one place it showed a
variation of fifteen degrees west of the true meridian, or about twelve degrees from the true

^ In this exploration Salter was accompanied by Count de Kottermund in the capacity
of geologist. De Kottermund 's report is to b& found in the Journals of the Legislative
Assembly of the Province of Canada, 1S56, Appendix 37. It is of little value, owing to the
extraordinary theories regarding geological and mineralogical phenomena which the autlior

entertfiined.

= Rep. Com. Crown Lands of Canada. 1856, p. 265.
' Geol. Sur. Can,, 185.3-6, pp. ISO, 181.
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magnetic north. Specimens of this trap have been given to Mr. Hunt for analysis, and the
result of his investigation shows that it contains magnetic iron ore and magnetic iron pyrites
generally disseminated through the rock, the former in very small grains; titaniferous iron
was found associated with the magnetic ore, and a small quantity of nickel and copper with
the pyrites.

Murray further states :

^

The magnetic trap discovered on Mr. Salter's meridian line north of Whitefish lake was
observed to hold yellow sulphuret of copper occasionally; and Mr. Hunt's analysis of a
hand specimen of the rock, weighing ten ounces, gave twenty grains of metalliferous
material, of which eleven were magnetic, and consisted of magnetic iron ore, with a little

titaniferous iron ore, and magnetic iron pyrites containing traces of nickel. The nine grains
of non-magnetic mineral consisted of iron pyrites containing from two to three per cent, of
copper and about one per cent, of nickel.

The location of this nickeliferous material is easily found. Salter's meridian

line was retraced in 1883, and was made to form the west Ijoundary of the town-

ships of "Waters ' and Snider." The point which is located -±3 chains north of mile

post VI on Salter's meridian is one and the same point as that which is located

43 chains north of the southwest corner of Snider on the west boundary of the

township. It was here that Salter found nnusual deflections of the compass and

here noticed '" the appearance of iron in trap." Here also, or near by, it certainly

was that Murray discovered the '' immense mass of magnetic trap," * containing

disseminated sulphides of nickel and copper. This locality is only 200 yards west

of the great open pit of the Creighton mines. Unquestionably then, Murray walked

over and examined the long gossan-stained ridge, at the foot of which in later years

the greatest nickel mine in the world was discovered.

Salter and Murray duly reported to the government, which put their reports

in print, and there they may be found to-day by those interested in the early

history of the mining industry of Ontario. Doubtless the real significance of the

discoveries these pioneers had made was not apparent to the public of their day, or

^ Geol. Sur. Can., 1S53-G, p. 1S9.

- The first six miles on Salter 's meridian, which now constitutes the west boundary of
Waters township, was retraced by "W. R. Burke, O.L.S., in 188.3, who states in his field notes
filed in the Department of Lands, Forests and Mines, as follows: " From my south boundary
I worked northward, retracing Provincial Land Surveyor Salter's principal meridian (whicli

is my west boundary) as I proceeded. This I found somewhat difficult to do in the northern
part of the township, as it has l)een overrun by fire, some of it the second time, thus destroy-
ing nearly every trace of the Hue. Succeeding, however, in tracing it, I failed to find his

post marked ' '' vi miles, '
' which you instructed me Avould be the northwest angle in my

township. ... In Provincial Land Surveyor Salter's meridian I found a slight bend
about the fourth mile." Burke mentions that he met with no deposits of mineral in sur-

veying the township.

^ Snider township lies directly north of Waters. The west boundary of Snider is a con-
tinuation to the north of the west boundary of Waters, and therefore of Salter's meridian
line between mileages 6 and 12. Snider w^as surveyed by I. L. Bowman, O.L.S., in 1883, but
his notes do not state that he found any trace of Salter's old line. Bowman met with no
valuable minerals in the course of his survey, which shows that the Creighton mine had not
been rediscovered up to that time, or at any rate w^as not generally known; the we.st

boundary of Snider township is only 200 yards from the open pit of the Creighton mine. The
township of Creighton, which is directly w'est of Snider, w^as surveyed in 1884 by J. McAree,
O.L.S. He noted a disturbanca of the compass in passing over the rock at the southeast
corner of the township, i.e., near the Creigliton deposit. This rock was found in after years
to be norite. The Gertrude nickel mine is also situated in this locality, being on the south half
of lot 5, in the first concession of Creighton.

*Geol. Sur. Can., 1853-6, p. 180.
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even to themselves. Probably the financial results of the mining ventures on the

north shore, virtually confined as these had been to the Bruce Mines copper group,

were not of a kind to awaken lively hopes of large profits and quick returns.

Xickel was not in great demand sixty years ago, even though its price was many
times that of copper. x\ mineral deposit on Salter's principal meridian line, at

least thirty miles north of the navigable waters of lake Huron, in a rough country

entirely destitute of means of communication, was so inaccessible as to be of little

immediate interest. At any rate, the mass of magnetic trap and the reports alike

passed out of mind, and Avere only recalled when the Creighton mine was re-

discovered: and this did not take place until the construction of the Canadian

Pacific railway in the early eighties had brought to bear on the latent resources

of the Sudbury region the vivifying influences of transportation and population.

Finding the Alurray Mine

The building of the railway through this region in 1883 quickly led to the

discovery that it was rich in minerals. The first deposit of nickel ore to be

actually found was what afterwards came to be known as the Murray mine. The

right of way for the railway was cleared for some distance west of Sudbury in

1883, and in August of that year a blacksmith on the construction gang named

Thomas Flanagan observed an area on the right of way covered with gossan, and

dug some holes in it which showed copper sulphide. When the " grade " reached

the spot, a cutting in the rock was necessary, which exposed the deposit. A little

later, the attention of John Loughrin, of Mattawa, afterwards for years member of

the Legislature for Xipissing, who had a contract for making ties on that section

of the line, was attracted by a deposit of " red mud " on the wagon road close

by, and by the appearance of mineral in the rock cut. Doubtless others afterwards

remembered that they, too, had noted the peculiar appearance of the place. This

led to an application being made to the Department of Crown Lands by Thomas

Murray on 25th February, 1884, for permission to purchase the lot, 11 in the

fifth concession of the township of McKim. It was accordingly patented to him-

self, William Murray, Henry Abbott of Brockville, and John Loughrin, on the

1st of October, 1884, the price paid being the statutory one of one dollar an acre.

The mine received its name from the Murray brothers, Thomas and William, then

well-known merchants of Pembroke. The former was a member for several terms in

the Legislature at Toronto, and also sat for Pontiac countv, Que., in the House of

Commons at Ottawa.

The patentees sold to H. H. Yivian and Company, of Swansea, Wales, who

began mining operations in October, 1889, after having tested the quality and

character of the Sudbury ores by smelting and refining them in their Swansea

works. A smelter was erected and hlown in, September, 1890; a second furnace

was added a j'ear later, and a third in 1892. These made a low grade matte, con-

taining about 8 per. cent, of nickel, which was bessemerized to a product carr\-ing

35 or 40 per cent, nickel and 20 to 25 per cent, copper. Mining and smelting was

. carried on with more or less success until 1894, when the mine was permanently

closed down. The property remained unworked until it was sold for $75,000 to

J. E. Booth, M. J. O'Brien and associates, who prospected it by the diamond drill.
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The photograph illustrates how the building of the Canadian Pacitic Railway was
the means of discovering a great nickel-copper mine ; namely, the Murray.
The railway cut intersects the ore body, the latter being shown to the left of
the track beside the man. Photograph taken Sept. 2ud, 1916.

South

c^zu:^

leo'Level \

Scale of Feet

Old workings at Murray mine. The British America Nickel Corporation is

now beginning to work this mine on a large scale.
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and were successful in discovering a very large tonnage of ore previously unknown

—

now jolaced at eight or nine millions of tons. Messrs. Booth and O'Brien in turn sold

to the British America Xickel Corporation, Limited, which now owns and proposes to

work the mine on an extensive scale.

•The copper exposure in the C.P.E. right of way gave puhlic notice of the

discovery of mineral, and as soon as the snow had disappeared in the spring of

1884r, prospectors were attracted to the locality, and took to the hush in the hoj^e of

finding other deposits.

Prospecting in the early stages of the Sudbury field was entirely a matter of

searching for outcrops, and the prospectors, many of whom had had little or no

previous experience in the work, soon mastered such rudiments of geology as they

found essential. Their favourite rock was " diorite "—now known in the Sudbury

literature as norite—and the unfailing surface indication was a " burn " or gossan-

covered area. Prospectors quickly established the rule that ore bodies were to be

found at or near a " diorite " contact, and by their untiring labours during the

first three or four years located most of the important deposits that have yet been

found. The region was not mountainous, and the numerous waterways, made up of

lakes, rivers and creeks, enabled the prospectors to penetrate with their canoes to

almost any quarter and in almost any direction ; but on the other hand, there was the

disadvantage that the surface of the coimtry was rough and broken, and covered

witli forest growth, green or already burnt. Pocky ground was plentiful, but the

mantle of moss had sometimes to be removed before the formation could be inspected.

Forest fires were of frequent occurrence, and the assistance they afforded by clearing

the ground of timber and moss gave rise to the suspicion that in somd cases the pros-

pectors, if not actually guilty of setting out fire, were at any rate indifi:erent to its

occurrence, and lukewarm in attempting to extinguish it. Other advantages the

prospectors enjoyed were found in the greater part of the territory having been

surveyed into to^vnships, concessions and lots, thus permitting any finds to be easily

and accurately located, and the presence of the railway, which facilitated travel and

made supplies abundant and cheap.

No. 4 and No. 6 Alines

jSTaturally their search was directed first of all to the neighbourhood of the

first find. Among the early prospectors was Einaldo McConnell, and in point of

time his discovery of what was afterwards called b}' the Canadian Copper Company

Xo. 4 mine, situated on the south half of lot 1 in the fourth concession of the

township of Snider, was the second ore body to be located in the Sudbury area.

]\IcConnell on 16th May, 1884, applied on Ijehalf of himself and Joseph Eiopelle

for this parcel and also for the southeast quarter of lot 2 adjoining, and the land

was patented to them 25th July of the same year. Some years ago Xo. 4 mine was

worked by the Canadian Copper Company, and yielded 43,700 tons of ore averag-

ing 2.91 per cent, nickel and 1.26 per cent, copper, but it has been idle now for a

long time. On the same half lot is situated Xo. 6 mine, or the Clarabelle deposit,

from which 4,048 tons of ore were taken by the Copper Company in 1899 and 1900,

the average contents of the ore being 1.99 per cent, nickel and 1.69 per cent, copper.

The probabilities are that there is still ore in these deposits, but there is no neces-

sity for the company to work them at the present time.
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Einaklo McConnell's connection with the Sudbury nickel region, begun at this

early date, has continued until to-day. Physically robust and a man of energy

and intelligence, Mr. McConnell in the capacity of prospector and middleman has

played no small part in the development of the nickel-copper industry.

The Elsie Mine

The Elsie mine is situated on the south half of lot 13 in the fifth concession

of the township of McKim, adjoining the Murray mine location. It was applied for

on 9th May, 1884, by Henry Totten, and patented to him 2nd March, 1888. The
discoverer was Francis Charles Crean. The property passed into the hands of the

Lake Superior Power Company, which began work on the deposit in July, 1900.

After making the necessary railway connection, the company shipped the ore to its

smelter at the Gertrude mine, the first shipment being made 36th October, 1901.

Work was stopped in 1902, and the company failing in 1903, nothing further has

been done. While the mine was in operation 40,635 tons of ore were mined and

shipped.

The Elsie mine, like the Murray, is now owned by the British America Nickel

Corporation, and the whole property is sometimes called the Murray-Elsie.

Locating the Frood or No. 3

Another of the early prospectors was Thomas Frood, who had been a wood
ranger in the employ of the Crown Lands Department, and was familiar with the

physical features of the Sudbury area. Mr. Frood relates ' that having heard from

one William Nelson, a trapper, that there were indications of mineral on a creek in

the northern portion of the township of j\IcKim, he set out on 18th Mav, 1884,

accompanied l)y A. James Coekburn. anotlier prospector, to examine the loealitv.

He succeeded in locating a vein of pyrites on lot T in the sixth concession, and

traced it across the boundai-y to lot 6. A dispute afterwards arose between the two

prospectors, Avbieli tliey settled by allotting lot 6 to Coekburn and lot 7 to Frood.

Cocklnirn's claim was transferred to J. H. Metcalf and W. B. McAllister, -in whose

names the grant issued on 16th July, 1884. Frood took out the patent for the

soutli half of lot T in the same month. The mine subsequently opened on this

deposit, though not containing the richest ore, has proven to be the largest of the

great ore l)odies of Sudbury so far developed, and bears the name of Frood, who
was a man of education and ability. It is also known as No. 3 mine of the Cana-

dian Copper Company, wbidi now owns the bulk of the deposit.

The Frood was not opened until 1899; from 1900 to 1903 110..54o tons of

ore were raised, and the mine then remained unworked until 1914. Extensive

l)orings by the diamond drill have proved the existence of an enormous reserve of

ore, estimated to be not less than 45 millions of tons. In 1913 and 1914 prepara-

tions were made for a large production, as the company anticipated that hence-

forward mucli of their ore would he drawn from the Frood, instead of from the

Creighton. A town site was laid out, a water system installed, and numerous
dwellings erected for the workmen and officials. Meantime drilling operations had

'Letter dated 25th June, 1885, on file in Dept. of Lands, Forests and Mines.
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been going on at the Creighton, the result of which was to show that mine to con-

tain supplies of ore sufficient for many years to come. The necessity for working

the Frood no longer existed, and the mine was closed in 1915. In I'Jll and 1915

17-4,354 tons of ore were taken out, making the total production from the mine

284,899 tons, the average contents of which were 2.05 per cent, nickel and 1.45 per

cent, copper.

Much the larger portion of the ore body is on lot G, Ijut part is on the south

half of lot 7 adjoining, called the Frood Extension mine, and owned by the Mond

Nickel Company. The average contents of the ore extracted from the Frood

Extension were: nickel, 2.15 per cent.; copper, 2.22 per cent.

The Worthington Mine

The Worthington mine, south part of lot 2 in the second concession of the

township of Drtiry, was next in the order of discovery. This also was found on the

right of way of the Canadian Pacific railway, Algoma branch, and is about twenty-

five miles southwest of Sudbury. On 14th June, 1884, F. C. Crean applied to the

Department of Crown Lands for a tract comprised witliin the southeastern four

square miles of timber berth No. 93, then in process of being subdivided into lots

and concessions by order of the Department. Six weeks later, Crean, having ascer-

tained that the land required was the parcel above mentioned, paid in the purchase

money, and obtained a grant which issued on 25th November, 1884. As soon as the

snow was gone next spring the owners put a force of 22 men at work, and sank a shaft

to a depth of about 60 feet, but only a small quantity of ore was disclosed, and

nothing further Avas done at the time.

Better success attended the efforts of the Dominion Mineral Company, which

reopened the deposit in 1890 and worked it until 1894, during which time some

25,000 tons of ore were extracted. Some of the ore was exceedingly rich. Ship-

ments were made averaging 8 per cent, nickel; one of 123 tons in 1893 contained

10 per cent, nickel and 3 per cent, copper. Large masses of ore have shown as

much as 17.48 per cent, of nickel, due to the abundant dissemination of. pentlandite,

and again considerable quantities of chalcopyrite have been obtained carrying up to

18 per cent, copper and 2.5 per cent, nickel.

In several respects the Worthington mine is unique among the mines of Sud-

bury. It is very rocky, and contains compounds of nickel carrying high percentages

of the metal, such as niccolite and gersdorffite, as well as a variety of other minerals

in small proportions. The mine has passed into the hands of the Mond Nickel

Company, and is now being worked by them. The property was at first called

the Crean mine, after the purchaser from the Crown, but received its permanent

name from James Worthington. manager of railway construction at the time the

discovery was made, who was one of the directors and a large shareholder of the Do-

minion Mineral Company. The total production of ore to 31st December, 1915, was

117,794 tons. The average contents of the ore as shipped arc nickel 3 per cent.,

copper 3.46 per cent.

McAllister or Lady Macdonald and No. 2 Mines

On 21st November. 1884, John H. Metcalf filed an application for the west

half of lot 12 in the third concession of the township of McKim and the east half
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of lot 1 in the third concession of the township of Snider, immediately adjoining

on the west, accompanied by an afRdavit by Thomas Frood that in the month of

September previous he had examined these lands and that they were in a state of

nature, etc. At that time the law did not make discovery of mineral a pre-

requisite for a purchase of land for mining purjioses, and Frood's affidavit makes no

claim of discovery. The presumption, however, is that Frood had found mineral on

the land. A o:rant issued to Metcalf on 20th March, 1885. On the north part of the

parcel in Snider, Metcalf and his associates did some development work. This was

at first called the McAllister mine (from Metcalf's partner), but afterwards came

to be known as the Lady Macdonald mine, from the fact that Lady Macdonald, wife

of Sir John A. Macdonald, paid the property a visit in 1886. The deposit was

purchased by the Canadian Copper Company, and it is termed by them No. 5 mine.

It has never been extensively developed. From an open pit some 8,092 tons of fair

ore were taken, of an average tenor of 2.84 per cent, nickel and 1.06 per cent, copper.

The parcel in McKim, afterwards known as No. 2 mine, or McArthur No. 2,

proved to contain one of the most productive mines which the Canadian Copper

Company, who purchased it, has yet possessed. It was not opened up until 1898,

and was worked steadily for five years. When the great Creighton mine, with its

rich and easily quarried ore, was beginning to meet the company's requirements,

No. 2 was closed. It was again opened and worked in 1906 and 1907; closed in

the last mentioned year; and re-opened in 1911., since which time it has been pro-

ducing on a moderate scale without interruption. Up to 31st March, 1916, it had

yielded an aggregate of 719,911 tons of ore. The ore of No. 2 is of good grade, and

carries considerable rock. It averages 2.63 per cent, nickel and 1.79 per cent, copper.

Howland Mine

A showing of coi)per ore was discovered by Francis C. Crean on the north half

of lot 1 in the second concession of Drury in 1881. and Henry Totten a])plied for a

grant on 27th May, 1885, filing Crean's affidavit in support. Patent issued to

Henry Totten 11th March, 1886. A pit displays a "crushed conglomerate with

greenstone boulders two or three feet through, enclosed in ore." ^ This is known
as the Howland prospect or mine, and the ore gave an assay of 5.1 per cent, nickel

and 2.1 per cent, copper. Some 1,724 tons of ore were mined from this deposit in

1916, of which 486 tons were purchased by the Mond Nickel Company.

The Creighton Deposit Re=discovered

The success whicli liad attended the efforts of the prospectors in 1884 naiurally

led to more extensive search in the following year, and in 1885 a number of

important discoveries were made. Metcalf and McAllister were again on the look-

out for copper properties, and Thomas Frood was associated with them as scout.

The great Creighton deposit, whose influence on the magnetic needle had caused

the aberrations noted l)y surveyor Salter and geologist Murray twenty-nine years

before, was re-discovered, apparently by Henry Eanger; The latter states that after

liaving finished the season of 1886 as prospector for Einaldo McConnell, he set

oat on his own account and located the Creighton deposit that autumn, l)ut

'The Nickel Industry, by A. P. Coleman, Mines Dept., Ottawa (191.".), p. -iG.
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Copper Cliflf mine, Copper Cliff, Sudbury area, Ontario, from a photograph pub-

lished by the Canadian Geological Survey, about the year 1890.

(•"nsffllB**^

Showing Copper <:iiil hhik >m July 3rd, 1916. The mine has not been operated

since 1905.
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that he was forestalled in his application to the Department by others. Metcalf

and McAllister had applied to the Department 10th July, 1885, more than a year

before, for several lots in the townships of Denison, Creighton and Snider, includ-

ing the north half of lot 10 in the first concession of the last-named township, the

Creighton lot, but there is nothing in the Departmental record to show that any

discovery had been made, beyond the presumption raised by the application itself.

This presuni])tion is weakened by the unusual delay in securing title. In 1885

Samuel J. Eitchie, president of the newly-organized Canadian Copper Company,

obtained a transfer of the rights of Metcalf and McAllister in the lands they had

applied for, and on 21th January, 1887, patent issued to the Canadian Copper

Company. Mr. Eitchie desired to know the exact situation of the outcrop with

regard to the survey lines, and sent J. W. Evans and Thomas Baycroft to locate it.

After tracing up the lines they found the post which marked the junction point of

the townships of Waters, Graham, Creighton and Snider standing right on the hill

of the Creighton mine. The deposit itself lay a short distance to the north and east.

Until the building of the Algoma Eastern railway, there was no means of

trans23orting ore from the Creighton mine to the company's smelting works at

Copper Cliif. In 1900, however, it began to produce and in steadily increasing

quantities. Up to olst March, 1916, the shipments had amounted to 4,753,433

tons. As is well known, the ore is of high cpiality, being especially rich in nickel.

The average so far has 1)een 4.44 per cent, nickel and 1.56 per cent, copper. The

ore body is freer from rock matter than that of any other important mine, aljout 70

per cent, of the ore being sulphides.

The Creighton mine has been pronounced, and no doul)t with truth, to l)e the

greatest nickel mine in the world. At the present time it is supplying the larger

part of the ore smelted in the furnaces of the Canadian Copper Com^jany, and as

the nickel output of this company is much greater than that of any other concern,

the Creighton mine is actually furnishing the bulk of the nickel being used by the

world. Some years ago borings by the diamond drill revealed the presence of

reserves of ore at depth estimated at 10 millions of tons. The first workings were by

the open pit inethod. Init the mine is now worked l)y shafts and levels in the

usual way.

The Copper Cliff Mine

Another of Thomas Frood's discoveries in 1885 was the Copper Cliff mine,

situated on the north half of lot 1*2 in the second concession of the township of

McKim. Application was made for this parcel by J, H. Metcalf 29th May, 1885,

and W. B. McAllister's affidavit was filed showing personal inspection by himself.

Grant was made to Metcalf and McAllister 17th July, 1885. The Copper Clift'

mine, so named from the steep, gossan-covered hill which marked the outcrop of

the ore body, was the first property on which serious mining was done, in 1886.

It was the first mine from which shipments of ore were made, and it provided the

site for the erection of the first smelter, which was blown in 24th December, 1888.

The modern town of Copper Cliff, with its extensive metallurgical plants, spacious

company offices, hospital, schools, club house and residences for officials and work-

men, has grown up around this pioneer opening. An electric street railway con-

nects its well-paved streets with those of its neighbouring town, Sudbury.
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The surface ore of the mine was rich in copper, running up to 15 and 20 per

cent., hence it is not surprising that the first consignments to the Orford Copper

Company's refining works at Capelton, Que., and Constable Hook, New Jersey, were

regarded as copper ore only. It was while treating one of the early shipments from

this mine in 1887, at Constable Hook, that the discovery was made that the ore

carried an important percentage of nickel. Mining began in 1886, and continued

until the mine was closed down in 1905, the ore from the Creighton replacing the

product of the other mines in the company's operations. The ore body had dimin-

ished in size, but was not worked out when the lowest level was reached at a depth

of 1,052 feet. In all, the mine has yielded 376,739 tons of ore, averaging 3.52 per

cent, nickel and 5.13 per cent, copper. In carrying a higher proportion of copper

than of nickel, it resembles the Crean Hill mine, l)ut the ore is richer.

Mount Nickel Mine

Mount Nickel mine is situated on the soutli lialf of lot 5 in the second con-

cession of the township of Blezard. The deposit was discovered in August, 1885,

by James Stobie, another of the early and active prospectors, who transferred his

right as discoverer to Martin L. Eussell, and patent issued to the latter and Alex-

ander Eussell on 15th December, 1886. In 1899 the property was bought by the

Great Lakes Copper Company, which opened it up by means of a shaft put down

to a depth of about 165 feet, also by some drifting at the 75-foot level. Tlie woTk-

ings showed considerable ore, and a smelter was built to make high-grade matte

without preliminary roasting, the process being one designed hy Anton Graf, of

Vienna. It did not succeed, and operations ceased in May, 1901. In 1911 con-

siderable diamond drilling was done, and the ore body more closely defined. In 1915

the mine was leased by T. Travers, T. Smith and J. A. Holmes, who raised a quantity

of ore and disposed of it to the Mond Nickel Company, the average contents being

2.4 per cent, nickel and 1.2 per cent, copper. This is one of the few developed mines

not owned by one or other of the large operating companies.

The Stobie Mine

The Stobie mine, situated on the south half of lot 5 in the first concession of

the township of Blezard, was also discovered in the same year. The discoverer was

James Stobie, after whom the mine was named. On the 1st of September, Stobie

and Einaldo McConnell applied for the location, the former making affidavit that

he had found thereon a deposit of copper pyrites, and that there were no indications

of any previous discovery. A grant accordingly issued to Stobie and McConnell

on 18th March, 1886. It was afterwards purchased hy the Canadian Copper Com-

pany. The Stobie mine was opened in 1886, and continued in operation until 1901,

during which time it produced 418,991 tons of ore. The workings were mainly by

open cut. The ore, though not rich, consisted largely of massive sulphides, and

hence was useful in mixing with more silicious ores. The average contents were

nickel 2.05 per cent, and copper 1.53 per cent. The ore body is hy no means worked

out, but not being up to the Creighton standard in quality, is in the meantime being

held as a reserve.
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Crean Hill Mine

In 1885 -was located the Crean Hill mine, south half lot 5 in the fifth con-

cession of Denison township, so called after F. C. Crean, who applied for and

obtained a grant in the name of his wife, Ellen Crean, 25th Xovember, 1885.

Crean's a])plication was made on August 5th. There are no details as to the

discovery among the papers in the Department, but doul)tless Crean himself, wlio

was early in the Sudbury field as a prospector, was the discoverer. Crean Hill

'

mine passed into the possession of the Canadian Copper Company, but was not

opened up until 19<>5. The ore was useful for mixing with that of the Creighton

mine, being quite silicious, and containing more copper than nickel, in this respect

being the converse of the ore from the Creighton. Up to 31st March, 1916,

744,747 tons of ore were taken from the Crean Hill, the average tenor of which

was 2.14 per cent, nickel and 2.91 per cent copper.

The Evans Mine

In this year also the Evans mine, south half lot 1 in the first concession of

Snider, was discovered and taken up. The grantee was Samuel B. Eyre, who kept

a boarding-house at Chapleau. His son, F. J. Eyre, is said to have been the

discoverer.' The deposit was first called the Crean mine, but was afterwards named

the Evans, after John D. Evans, who was the Canadian Copper Company's first

engineer, and general manager from May, 1890, to June, 1893. It became the

property of that company, and was worked from 1889 until the close of 1899. The

ore was of good grade, containing 3.02 per cent, nickel and 2.73 per cent, copper.

It produced 234,428 tons of ore. The mine was tliought to have l)een bottomed,

but it is now considered more than likely that the ore body Avas cut off l)y a fault.

The Blezard and Little Stobie Mines

The Blezard deposit, on the south half of lot 4 in the second concession of

Blezard. though not granted until 9th ]\[arch. 1888. appears to have been known as

early as 1885, as on 16th September in the latter year George Morgan and James

Craig applied to purchase. For some reason, not now apparent, this application

was not followed up, and in Feljruary, 1888, Colbert Ducharme and Edward

William Ilillman. of Ottawa, made application, and received a grant on the above

date. The Blezard mine was purchased by the Dominion Mineral Company, who

opened it in 1889 and ceased working in 1893, during which time the production

is given at about 100,000 tons of ore. The mine was worked chiefly hj the open pit

method. Two shafts were sunk, the deeper of which was about 150 feet. A smelter

erected on the property converted the ore from this mine, and the "Worthington

deposit, owned by the same company, into low-grade matte. Tire ore is said to

have carried about 4 per cent, nickel and 2 per cent, copper. After the Blezard

ceased working, the smelter continued to operate mainly on Worthington ore until

July. 1895. The l)uildings have since disappeared. The Mond Nickel Company
now own the property and are at present prospecting it by the diamond drill.

^ There is no authovity for the spe]liiio~"Krean" Hill.

"J. W. Evans, in Proceedings Can. Mg. Inst., Vol. VII, 1904, ]}. 49;
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What is known as the Little Stobie mine, north half lot G in the first con-

cession of Blezard, was discovered by James Stobie on 10th August of this year,

and patented to George C. McKain 18th May, 1886. This mine was operated for a

short time by the Mond Nickel Company, in 1902, 1,584 tons of ore having been

taken out.

Three of the deposits discovered in 1885,, namely, Copper Cliff, Stobie and

Evans, were the chief sources of supply for the Canadian Copper Company's

smelters during the first eleven years of that company's operations.

The Totten Prospect

The north half of lot 2 in the first concession of Drury was patented to

Henry Totten 29th May, 1885. Francis C. Crean seems to have been the dis-

coverer in this case also. A few hundred tons of ore were taken from the deposit

a number of years ago for experimental purposes, but no serious mining has

been done.

McConnell or Victoria Mine

In 1886, Henry Eanger, ofiginally a wood ranger, Avas prospecting for

minerals on behalf of Einaldo ]\IcConnell. Though without previous instruction

of any kind, Eanger developed keen prospecting instincts, and was looked upon

as one of the best in his line. At this time the particular scene of his labours

was the township of Denison. He tells us^ that he found copper on lot 8 in the

fourth concession, also on several lots in the immediate locality, and j\Ic-

Connell applied to the Department for the lands, namely the north halves

of lots 8, 11 and 12 in the fourth concession, the north half of 1 and the south

halves of 6, 8 and 9 in the fifth concession, in all 1.165 acres, 26th Octoljer, 1886.

Patent was issued 25th January, 1887, to Emma McConnell. Alexander Mclntvre

and Joseph Eiopello, ]\IcConnell having assigned a one-half interest to the two

latter. The property was developed to some extent by ]\IcConnell. and sold l)y him

in 1899 to Dr. Ludwig Mond. This work and further development by the pur-

chaser by means of the diamond-drill and otherwise, proved the presence of several

bodies of nickel-copper ore, and particularly a valualile and persistent deposit

on the north half of lot 8 in the fourth concession. Until a comparatively recent

date, when other sources also began to be drawn on, this deposit furnished the

bulk of the ore treated by the Mond Nickel Company. It is still being operated

by that company, and shows the deepest workings of any mine in the Province, the

lowest depth at the present time being about 2,600 feet. The ore shows no diminu-

tion in metallic contents resulting from depth. At first the property was called the

McConnell mine, after the original grantee, but was renamed Victoria mine by the

Mond Company.

Ore began to be drawn from the property in 1900. the total production to

31st December, 1915, being 619,612 tons. All of this but 8,225 tons came from

Victoria No. 1. The average ore contains 1.62 per cent, nickel and 3.36 per

cent, copper.

'Rep. Roy. Com. Min. Res. Out. (1890). p. 425.
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The Vermilion Mine

A notable find in the year 1887 was also by Henry Ranger who continued

to prospect in his favorite field, the township of Denison. Here, Eanger states,'

he found gold on several lots, and on 3rd September, gold and copper on lot 6

in the fourth concession, subsequently called the Vermilion mine, from the river

of that name. On ]3th September L'obert John Tough applied for lots 5 and 6

in the fourth concession, and filed affidavits of Henry Eanger and Samuel

McMartin showing no adverse claim. On 9th October, 1887, the patent issued

to Mr. Tough. The papers show that Einaldo McConnell had made an application

for lot 6 in the fourth concession on 12th October, 1886, supported by affidavits

of Wabumaki and Joseph Faille, l)ut he subsequently withdrew his claim as

regards lot 6 in the fourth concession and the southwest quarter of lot (> in tlie

fifth. In the files is also a letter dated 7th November, 1886, from Mr. S. J. Eitchie,

president of the Canadian Copper Company, claiming tlie lands mentioned in

McConnell's application l)y virtue of their having been included in an application

made the year before by J. D. Evans, the company's engineer. Mr. Eitchie

expresses the view that a company like his, making so large an outlay at Sudbury,

amounting to hundreds of thousands of dollars, had a lietter claim than

speculators, who only ^^'ished to sell to the company at an advanced price. Mr.

Eitchie was given an opportunity to renew his protest when Tough's application

was being considered ])y the Department, but apparently he failed to do so, and the

grant issued to Tough.

The Yermilion mine is unique among the Sudljury deposits. It was at first

regarded as a gold mine, and part of the property was worked as such, a small

stamp mill having been erected to treat the ore. Wire gold was found freely

distributed through the gossan and the upper portion of the deposit. In all,

several thousand dollars' worth of gold has been recovered. Platinum in the

form of sperrylite, or arsenide of platinum, was discovered in the gossan in

Octolier, 1885, by F. L. Sperry, chemist of the Canadian Copper Compan}^, after

whom the new mineral was named by the chemists Wells and Penfield, who studied

it and determined its composition. The gossan was also found to contain palladium,

and both platinum and palladium occur as well in the solid ore. Coleman states^

that by assay, 198.28 tons of ore ol)tained in 1902 carried four ounces of silver,

four ounces of palladium, one and one-half ounces of platinum and one-third of an

ounce of gold per ton. The ore body is not a large one, as ore 1)odies go in the

Sudbury district. Ijut the nickel and copper contents are unusually high, running

from two to four times as much as in other mines, and the precious metals

contained enhance its value. In the case of the nickel, this is doubtless due to

the mineral polydymite, which carries up to 12.35 per cent, nickel, and occurs

abundantly. The mine is owned and worked by the Canadian Copper Company,
who treat the ore separately from that of their other mines. Its production has

been small, amounting at 31st March, 1916, to 4,01-4 tons, containing 6.64 per

cent, nickel and 6.89 per cent, copper, together with other metals.

'Rep. .Roy. Com. Min. Res.. Out. (1S90), p. 425.
='The Nicivel Industry (191.'^.). p. 45.
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Tardy Recognition of Nickel in the Ore

Considering the imjDortance which the nickel fiekl of Sudljury has assumed,

it seems strange that the element which made these ore deposits really valuable

was not recognized until nearly four years after the first discoveries of ore were

made. Until 1887 no one had any idea that the ore contained any other metal

than copper. The ore hody in the rock-cut which afterwards became the Murray

mine, was broken into by the railway navvies late in 1883. In July of the next

year Dr. A. E. C. Selwyn, then chief of the Canadian Geological Survey, visited

the deiDosit' and took a sample of ore which was analysed by G. C. Hoffman,

the Survey chemist. The latter's report thereon is found in the Survey's volume

for 188.5, page 19 M. The analysis showed the sample to contain 9.08 per

cent, copper; 27.36 per cent, iron; 18.69 per cent, sulphur; 36.63 per cent.

Insoluble matter (gangue) : mere traces of gold, and 2.187 ounces of silver per

ton of 2,000 ll)s. There is no mention of nickel, and it is not stated that any

examination was made for this metal. In his report of 1887, Dr. Selwyn speaks

of "the extraordinarily massive, cupriferous ore bodies in the vicinity of

Sudbury"' which were being actively developed, but he says not a word about

nickel. It is not until a year later, namely in 1888,'' that the first mention is

made in the reports of the Geological Survey of the occurrence of nickel in the

Sudbury deposits. Dr. Selwyn stating that he had spent the whole of .August

of that year in studying the great mineral belt extending from Sault Ste. Marie

to Sudbury, in which were situated "the newly discovered nickel-copper and gold-

bearing deposits in the vicinity of the latter place."
*

How the Nickel \\as Identified

What the assayers and geologists for nearly four years failed to recognize was

discovered by the smelters of the ore. The Copper Cliff mine was opened up in

1886, and in 1887 a shipment of some 1,200 tons of the ore was made to the

Orford Copper Company's works at Constable Hook, Xew Jersey, to be smelted.

In the manipulation of the ore difficulties were encoimtered, and on investigation

these were found to l)e due to that '"'

spirit of the mine," which the old Germaa
miners blamed for inciting their copper ores to bad behavioin-—in other words, to

the presence of nickel. S. J. Eitchie tells us^ that when the chemist of the

Orford Company was analyzing the furnace products of these ores, he found a

metal with which he was not familiar, and which after numerous tests he foimd

to be nickel. Mr. Eitchie adds that he himself happened to be in the laboratory

when the discovery was made, along with Eobert M. Thompson, the president of

the company and owner of the works. In narrating the incident J\Ir. Eitchie

says
:

°

.

The discovery of this nickel in these ores Ijy the chemist of the Orford Company was
unexpected news to both Thompson and myself. " AYe had no suspicion that they were any-
thing but copper ores. This discovery changed the whole situation. We found we had a great
nickel deposit instead of a great copper deposit, or to be more correct, we had a great nickel
and copper deposit.

^ Nickel and Copper Deposits of the Sudburv Mining District, bv Alfred Ernest Barlow,
Geol. Sur. Can. (reprint), 1907, p. 24. = Geol. Su'r- Can., 1887-8, Pt. I, p. 2-A. ^ Ibid, p. 5S-A.
* It is only fair to say that the earliest specimens of nickel ore in Ontario, tirst at tlie

Wallace location, and afterwards at what is now the Creighton mine, were found by Alexander
Murray and assayed by Sterry Hunt, both of whom were members of the Geological Survey.
But the recollection of these discoveries seems to have 1ieen lost. " Ont. Bur. of Min.,
Vol. XIV, 1905, Pt. III. p. 170. = Ibid, p. 170.
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It does not appear that the knowledge that, the Sudbury ores contained nickel

as well as copper had much elfect in stimulating the discovery of new deposits.

This was probably due to the majority of the outcropping ore bodies having already

been found and taken up.

The Search for Gold

The discovery of remarkably rich gold ore at the A^ermilion mine in 1887 before

nickel Avas known to be a constituent of the ore bodies, gave rise to the hope that

the region would prove to be valuable for gold as well as for copper. Dr. Selwyn

regarded the general geological features of the region as corresponding very closely

with those observed around Lake of the Woods/ Avhere also a number of gold-

bearing veins had been discovered, and expressed the opinion that the most

important gold district in Ontario was in the vicinity of Sudbury.' A closer

study of both areas has ere this dispelled the idea of similarity in their geological

conditions; but it is certain that during 1887 and for several years afterwards,

prospectors were as keen in searching for gold as for deposits of chalcopyrite and

pyrrhotite, whose nickel contents were to prove of incomparably greater value than

all the gold up to that time or even yet recovered in Ontario. An attempt was

made by the Creighton Gold Mining Company to work for gold parts of lots 11

in the fifth and sixth concessions of the township of Creighton, where gold had

been found liy J. E. Gordon in 1889. Considerable development Avork Avas done,

and a mill operated for a short time in 1893, but the venture did not have lasting

success. The only returns of any account Avhich have resulted from gold mining

in the nickel area Avere those obtained at the Vermilion mine already mentioned.

To this should be added the gold recovered in refining the nickel-copper mattes.

A Find in Falconbridge

The first discoA"ery of nickel ore in Avhat is now the toAvnship of Falconliridge,

then called timber berth No. 48, Avas made in November, 1887, l^y Eichard S.

Donally, a fire ranger and timber scaler in the employ of the Emery Lumber

Company, aa'Iio held the timl^er cutting rights on the berth. Owing to the objec-

tions of the company. Avho feared an influx of prospectors, and consequent danger

to their timber from fire, Mr. Donally did not open up the deposit, or even apply

to the government for the land, until 1890, when he found some other employees

of the company had located his find and Avere attempting to ol^tain a grant. Patent

issued 38th October, 1891, to himself, John Paterson, and the Emery Lumber

Company. The township not then having been subdivided, Donally's location was

surA'CN'ed as M 2.

Robinson, Mclntyre and Sheppard Mines

Michael Corrigan discovered ore on the west half of lot 12 in the second con-

cession of Denison on Ic'th October. 1887. and this b.alf lot Avas patented to him

and Hiram Eobinson 5th April, 1888. The showing is in the northwest corner of

the lot, but little ruining has been done upon it. This prospect is knoAVii as the

Eobinson. The Mclntyre location, lot 11 in the third concession of Denison, was

patented to David L. Locker])y, 3rd January, 1888. A pit shoAvs ore and iiorite

enclosing '•' numerous rounded masses of country rock.'"

'

'Geol. Sur. Can., 18S7-S, p. 59-A.
-Ren. Roy. Com. Mhi. Ros. Ont. (1890), p. fi(i.

^Coleman, The Nickel Industry, p. 46.
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What has been called the Shep})aid, and also the Beatrice or Davis mine, on

the south half of lot 1 in the third concession of Blezard, was applied for by Oliver

B. Sheppard 16th December, 1889, and was patented to Thomas Henry Sheppard

12th June, 1890. John H. Balx-ock seems to have known or suspected the presence

of mineral some three years earlier, for he had done a little work on the ground,

but did not file an application with the Department until 24th January, 1890.

The grant to Sheppard was conditional upon his paying Babcock the fair value of

the work the latter had done. A shaft was sunk in 1892 to a depth of 110 feet,

and a couple of drifts run. About 125 tons of ore were taken out^ of which the

nickel contents averaged 5.75 per cent., this high proportion being considered due

to the i^resence of polydymite. Copper was Ioav, about .35 per cent. Work was

suspended in April, 1893, and has not since been resumed. The slfowing of gossan

on this property is considerable.

Chicago or Inez Mine

In 1889 the Chicago, also called the Travers or Inez mine, was located on the

20th June by Benjamin Boyer, who was prospecting for James B. Miller of Sault

Ste. Marie. The property is situated about the centre of lot 3 in the fifth con-

cession of the township of Drury, and patent issued to Sophronia E. Miller 12th

July, 1889. In 1890 it was purchased by the Drurj^ Nickel Company, which began

working it the following year. A smelter was erected in 1892, and the ore was

reduced to matte in a water-jacketed furnace. About 3,500 tons of ore, taken

mostly from open cuts, were thus treated. The matte was sent to the Emmens
Metal Company, of Youngwood, Penn., for refining. . In the same year the mine

was closed down; re-opened, but again closed in 1893. It is stated that the

Emmens company's process of refining was unsuccessful, and that the matte was in

the end refined by Joseph Wharton, the nickel refiner of Philadelphia. The

company having undergone reorganization as the Trill Mining & Manufacturing

Company, mining was commenced again in 189G, the name of the property having

been changed to the Inez mine. After operating until August, 1897, work was dis-

continued, and has not since l:)een resumed. The Drury Nickel Company went into

liquidation, and the mine l)ecame the property of Mr. Wharton. On the amalga-

mation of his interests with those of the International Nickel Company, it passed

into the hands of the Canadian Copper Company.

In 1890 prospecting was inactive, or at any rate unsuccessful, for no important

deposits seem to have l)een located this year.

The Qersdorffite Location

On the 29th November, 1890, Daniel O'Connor applied for lot 12 in the third

concession of Denison. During the winter months following O'Connor built a

shanty and sank some test pits on the land, and obtained a grant 1st May, 1891.

There is an outcrop of ore in the southeast part of the lot, on which some specimens

of the rich nickel mineral gersdorffite were found—hence the name, Gersdori^ite

mine or location. The deposit has not been worked in a commercial way.

The Qarson Mine

Better success was had in 1891. While prospecting in the midst of a tract

of standing pine. John Thomas Crydernian discovered a large showing of gossan
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on the south portions of luts 4 and o in the third concession of the township of

Garson. The discovery was made on 30th April, 1891, and on 2nd June the fol-

lowing year, Cryderman and his partner William Mayhew applied for the location.

Desirous of protecting the pine timber from the danger of fire, the Department for

a time declined to sell, but subsequently, on 28th January, 1895, granted a lease to

William Mayhew and others, and patents issued for the separate parcels in

1897. The mine, which was at first known as the Cryderman, but afterwards as

the Garson mine, passed into the possession of the Mond Nickel Company, and

proved to contain a large tonnage of good ore. Considerable diamond drilling was

done in 1905 to locate the ore bodies, and shipments to the company's smelter at

Victoria Mines began in 1908. Eaising of the ore has continued without inter-

ruption since that time, and in yearly increasing quantities. Up to 31st December,

1915, the total quantity mined was 872,179 tons. The average contents were 2.4

per cent, nickel and 1.7 per cent, copper.

Sultana and Trillabelle Properties

The Sultana property was taken up in 1891 by Sophronia E. Miller, wife of

James B. Miller, the grant issuing 19th December, 1891. The deposit is situated

on the south half of lot 8 and the southwest quarter of lot 7 in the first concession

of the township of Trill, and tho discoverer was Benjamin Boyer, who made the

find in the summer of that year. Several test pits have been sunk, and a shaft put

down to a depth of 110 or 120 feet. The dump from the latter shows considerable

ore, mainly pyrrhotite, but the property has never been extensively operated.

Boyer also discovered at the same time a body of nickel ore half a mile east of

the Sultana mine on lots 6 and 7 in the sixth concession of Drury and first con-

cession of Trill, known as the Miller claims or Sultana East, on which drilling

is now going on.

Ealph Gillespie, a prospector employed by William Oscar Washburn, dis-

covered nickel-copper ore in September, 1891, on the northwest quarter of lot 10,

and the northeast quarter of lot 11, in the third concession of the township of

Trill, and Washburn obtained a mining lease of the lands 28th October, 1892.

This lease was converted into a patent to George Washington Mann 17th July,

1894. Washburn's application was contested on behalf of Sophronia E. Miller, on

the strength of discoveries made in the same locality by Alexander McKay in

August, 1892, but the dispute was decided in AVashburn's favour. The property is

known as the Trillabelle or Gillespie. Mrs. Miller's application was allowed for

the north half of the southeast quarter, and the south half of the northeast

quarter of the adjoining lot 11 in the fourth concession. The latter property was

transferred to the Great Lakes Copper Company, and the lease to Mrs. Miller was

merged into a patent to that company 27th ^lay, 1902.

Cameron Mine

What is known as the Cameron mine on lot 7 in the first concession of Blezard,

was discovered in August, 1892, by Robert McBride, who applied to purchase 3rd

September following, and patent issued to him 2nd November, 1895. McBride

was a captain at the Blezard mine a short distance away, operated by the Dominion
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Mineral Company, and associated with him was Ian Cameron, then tlie company's

manager, after whom the mine or prospect was named. The company under-

took development work on the Cameron property, put down a shaft to a depth

of 65 feet, and ran a drift ahout 66 feet long. On 2nd Xovemher, 189g', Mr.

Cameron writes' that tliey had found ore of good grade, and if only they could

get enough of it, they would he ahle to make a mine of the property. The

Dominion Mineral Company, however, went out of business in 1895, and the

Cameron mine has remained idle ever since.

Cryderman Claims in Falconbridge

In the township of Falcon Ijiidge, on lot 7 in the fifth concession, south of

location M 2, wKere Eichard S. Donally had discovered ore in 1887, Albert Harvey

made a similar find on 3rd May, 1892. Like Donally, he was deterred from assert-

ing his claim ]jy the opposition of the owners of the timber, who feared the

Introduction of fire, and by the consequent refusal of the Department to sell the

land. In the meantime, a dispute arose between himself and John T. Cryderman,

who was prospecting in this neighbourhood in 1898. The dispute was decided by

the Department in Harvey's favour, l)ut he never took out a patent, and the claims

were again staked in May, 1911, by Newton Cryderman, in pursuance of Avhose

application grants were issued for two parcels of 46J/ acres each to Charles McCrea,

Newton Cryderman, Frank Eioux and Louis Laforest 29th October, 1915.

The Kirkwood Mine

On 4th June, 1892. William McVittie and George Jackson discovered the

Kirkwood mine, south half lot 8 in the third concession of Carson, and a mining

lease was applied for by their partner Alexander Mennie. Standing pine on the

lands delayed the issue of the lease until 31st August, 1898. The property was

leased by the o-«Tiers to T. M. Kirkwood, who did a large amount of stripping, sunk

a couple of shafts and made preparations to erect a smelter. The Canadian Copper

Company bought out Kirkwood's interest, and allowed the mine to lie unworked

for seven or eight years, when they surrendered the lease. The buildings erected by

Mr. Kirkwood were burned down in 1898. Three 5-ears ago the owners leased the

property on a royalty basis to the Mond Nickel Company, who extracted ore to the

extent of 71,208 tons. On 1st January, 1916, the company purchased the mine

outright, but closed it down with the view of equipping it with heavier machinery.

It has not yet been re-opened. The average contents of the ore were, nickel 3.19 per

cent., copper 1.55 per cent.

Gertrude Mine

The Certrude mine is on the south parts of lots 3, 4 and 5 in the first con-

cession of the township of Creighton, in the area where surveyor John McAree,

who laid out the township in the year 1884, noted local magnetic attraction, and

about two miles west of the great Creighton deposit, whose influence so dis-

turbed the compasses of Salter and Murray in 1856. William McA^ittie and George

Jackson located the Gertrude deposit in October. 1892. and their associate

' Letter on file Dept. Lands, Forests and Mines.
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Alexander Mciiiiie obtained a mining lease of the lands in December of that year.

Subsequently, on 2oth February, 1899, the lands were patented to ^lennie.

The mine was purchased in J 899 by the Lake Superior Power Company, who

at once set about developing it. Two shafts were sunk, one 120 feet deep and the

other 80 feet, and the company's railway, the Algoma Eastern, was built from

Sudbury to the mine. The primary object the company had in view was to

produce ferro-nickel or nickel pig iron, after a process devised by E. A. Sjostedt,

the company's chemist, to operate which a jilant had been put up at Sault Ste.

Marie. The process was also designed to utilize the sulphurous gases obtained

in treating the ore, in the manufacture of sulphite j^ulp. The Gertrude ore was

considered to be specially suited for ferro-nickel because of its high content of

nickel and low proportion of copper, the latter being regarded as detrimental

to the quality of the product. Nickel in the ore ran up to 6 per cent., as against

less than 1 j)er cent, copper. However, as the body was opened up, the copper

contents . increased, and the process did not produce the results hoped for. In

1902 a smelter was erected, and the ore made into low grade matte. Ore was

brought from the Elsie mine, also owned by the company, to the roast yards at

the Gertrude, and the smelter ran from June to October, 1902. The company's

collapse in 1903 lu'ouglit all work to a close, and the matte on hand at the time

remained unsold for several years. The mine was bought by the British America

Nickel Corporation, l)ut has not yet been re-opened. About 18,000 tons of ore

were raised during the period of its operation. Over 13,000 feet of dianKttid-

drilling was done on the Gertrude, and over half a million tons of ore proven.

Tarn O'Shanter and North Star

Tlie Tam O'Shanter property consists of the northwest part of lot 5 and the

north lialf of lot 6 in the tliird concession of Snider. Thomas Baycroft discovered

nickel ore on these lands 2nd September, 1893, and they were leased for mining

purposes to Catherine Baycroft his wife, on 31st October, 1895. The title was

subsequently acquired l)y the Canadian Copper Company, Avho also l)ought the

southeast quarter of lot 6 on 30tli September, 1913. There are some small out-

croj^s on these lands, but no mining has l)een done upon them.

The North Star mine on the south part of lot 9 in the third concession of

Snider, did not pass out of the possession of the Crown until 1898. It is in

the neighbourhood of a number of older mines, and has sometimes been referred to

as a deposit which the early prospectors overlooked. In September of that year

Aeneas ^IcCharles applied to the Department for the south half of the southwest

quarter of lot 9, the part on which the mine is situated, showing discovery of nickel

ore by himself on ITth September, 1898. He filed assignment from Geo. Cobb

and Alexander McDonald for adjoining parcels, and a lease of the property issued

to his nominee. ]\lary Poteher, 13th September, 1899. On the departmental files

was an old application made in October, 1893, by D. P. Shuler, supported by

affidavits from Edward Townsend and James ilcVeigh. An attempt was made
to revive this application Avliile that of ^IcCharles was pending, but the Depart-

ment took the view that as an opportunity to obtain title had been given but

not taken advantage of, the ai^plication had lapsed and was not a bar to a grant
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to McCharles. A still earlier claim had been put forward by the Canadian Copper

Company in 1890, on affidavits made by Thomas Baycroft and John Walter Evans,

but this, too, had never been followed up.

In 1903 the North Star mine was taken over by the Mond Nickel Company,

who opened it u]) and took the ore to Victoria mines for treatment. The ore

carried on an a^e^age 2.1 per cent, nickel and 0.8 per cent, copper. Coleman

remarks on the similarity of the ore of the North Star and Gertrude mines to that

of the Creighton, on the opposite flanks of which great deposit these smaller

bodies are situated,^ the ore in all three being high in nickel and low in copper.

The mine was closed in 190-1, but re-opened in 1912. In 1915. at wliich time

the workings comprised a shaft 375 feet deep and three levels, the returns did not

warrant further expenditure, consequently the property was abandoned, the

machinery removed and the buildings torn down. The total production of ore

from this small deposit was 54,2T4 tons.

More Finds in Falconbridge

On the strength of discoveries made by John T. Cryderman 8th November,

1898, a grant was issued to Charles Edward Ritchie of the north half of

the north half of lot 7 in the fourth concession of Falconbridge and the south

5iy2 acres of lot 7 in the fifth concession, to Harry Russell Leyden of the north-

west quarter of the south half of lot 7 in the fourth concession, and to John

Moodie of the whole of lot 8 in the fourth concession, the date of the grant in

each case being 21st November, 1900. This last mentioned group of properties

is now owned by the British America Nickel Corporation, and diamond-drilling

has proven the existence upon them of over a million tons of nickel ore. Strictly

speaking, they should probably be regarded as situated on the eastern range.

From the Garson mine easterly to the properties in Falconbridge referred

to above, the surface is composed of sand and gravel, and the actual course

of the norite contact is hidden from view. In places the drift overlies the rock

to a depth of 50 to 130 feet, yet during the present vear (1916) a considerable

deposit of nickel ore has been located by diamond drilling. A syndicate from

Minneapolis consisting of E. J. Longyear and others. Avho have had long

experience in searching for ore bodies by the drill in the iron

ranges south of Lake Superior, thoiight well of the chances of

finding ore in Falconbridge, and after studying the ground, set four

drills at work. They succeeded in locating ore over a length of 8,000

feet in the fourth and fifth concessions. The work of drilling is still incomplete,

but the core sections show the deposits, which dip steeply, to have a width of

10 up to 150 feet. No estimate is possible of the total quantity of ore the

deposits contain, since no borings have yet been made to determine the depth,

but enough is known to warrant the statement that the discovery will prove of

importance. It is undoulitedly the largest find of ore that has been made on the

nickel range since the large bodies were located on the Frood, ]\Iurray and

Creighton mines some years ago, and more recently at the Levack. The diamond

drill has abundantly proved its value in the exploration of underground deposits

in the nickel region.

' The Nickel Industry, p. 60.
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The Eastern Range

The find on ]\I 2 (Falconhridu'e township) in 1887 does not seem to have

attracted much attention to tliat neiglihourhood, the distance from the nearest find

then known on the main range (Blezard mine) being about 12 miles, and the

district, except for himbering roads, being devoid of means of communication.

Notwithstanding, the prospector was al)road, and in 1888, the year following the

discovery on M 2, evidence was forthcoming which showed tliat the right conditions

for the occurrence of nickel existed even farther from the deposits in the kno\\Ti

or Sudbury area.

Locations W 1, W 2, W 3

An Indian travelling through the woods was intelligent enough to recognize

indications of nickel ore on the southeastern bank of Clear lake in the region west

of lake Wanapitei, now included in the township of Capreol. Einaldo McConnell

investigated the find, and purchased the Indian's rights. He had the showings

surveyed as mining location W 1, and two other finds near by made by himself,

as W 2 and ^^' 3. The grant for these loca'tion-s issued to ^IcConnell, seven-

eighths interest, and John B. Hall one-eighth interest, 21st October, 1889. This

was the first discovery on what may be called the eastern range, namely, the

stretch from the locations in Falconbridge north to the Whistle mine.

Coleman descril)es the nickel showings as follows '
:

—

Across the northeast expansion (of Blue lake) a small outcrop of ore occurs ... in

location W 1. From this point the edge of the norite runs northwest to the eastern shore
of Clear lake, in W 2 and W 3, where there are strippings and small pits showing ore, mostly
close to the water's edge, but sometimes 100 or 150 yards up the hillside. . . . The lake
basin was evidently formed hy the weathering out of the basic norite with its fringe of ore.

No actual mining has been done on these locations, which along with others

in the vicinity are now owned by the British America Nickel Corporation. The

previous owners, the Dominion Nickel Copper Company, did some drilling, and

located a large quantity of ore, in one place 800 feet thick.

The finding of deposits in this locality of the same type as those of Sudbury,

and under similar geological conditions, clearly indicated the possibility of other

discoveries of like character, and the hint thus given was soon followed up. In

1889 Edgar J. Jarvis applied for and obtained a patent of location W 7, which

lies between Selwyn and Skinner lakes, about three miles north of Clear lake.

Nickel on Blue and Pyrrhotite Lalies

The following year, 1890. the Sudbury field proper having ])y that time l)een

fairly well gone over, and most of tlie important outcrops now known having

been discovered and taken up. prospectors found their way to the eastern range,

naturally examining first the neighbourhood of the finds already made. Locations

F 5, F 6, F 7 and F 8 were taken u]) on discoveries made in June, 1890. by Eobert

AVoods, John Watson and Chas. E. Fitton, O.L.S. They are situated southeast of

Blue lake on the north and east sides of ]\Ioose lake, or as Coleman re-christens

it, Pyrrhotite lake. That author describes" the eastern shore of this lake as being

' The Nickel Industry, p. S6.
' Ibid, p. So.

4 N^^ •
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almost entire!}' covered with gossan, a number of large test pits, as well as two

or three small shafts, showing sulphides, mainly pyrrhotite. He adds :

^

This dipping of the gossan and ore into the lake suggest that there may be considerable

deposits under its bed, especially since very little uorite can be seen above or mingled with
the ore in the pits. . . . Xot far to the south the eruptive has a width of about a mile

and a quarter, and one would not expect a very large body of ore to segregate from so

moderate a thickness of magma; nevertheless the gossan and ore at Pyrrhotite lake extend
for 1,200 feet, following the shore, and for 760 feet in a straight line, with a breadth in

places of 200 feet, so that surface indications are favourable, and the ore is unusually coarse-

grained and licli.

"W D 1 on the east shore of Blue lake and W D 4 within the limits of what

may be described as lot 10 in the 3rd concession of ]\Iaclenuan, were patented

in October, 1890, to John K. Leslie and George S. Macdonald. According to

Coleman, the former location shows norite spotted with gossan, but displays no

large body of ore. AV D 1 has been acquired by the British America Nickel Corpor-

ation, Limited, by whom it is known as the Victor mine. Drilling by them

disclosed considerable ore of good grade. The same description applies to AV D 6,

which adjoins AA' D 4 on the northwest, AV D 3, immediately northwest of AV D 4,

and F S, which lies west of the latter. AV D G, along with AV D 7 and AV D 8,

were located by AA'. B. Poulton in May, 1891, and were subsequently leased by the

Crown to Edgar J. Jarvis. AA^ 5 and AV G, west and north respectively of Clear

lake, were applied for by James F. AAliitson in November, 1890, and patented to

him in May, 1891.

Clear and Ella Lakes

Following up the contact in a northwesterly direction from Clear lake, ore

has been found on AA' 11 H, AV R 10 and W K 9, and at the southwestern corner

of AA' R 2. All these locations lie on the eastern margin of Ella lake, and the

occurrence of the ore close to the water's edge here as well as at Moose or

Pyrrhotite and Clear lakes, has led prospectors recently to stake out mining

claims on the beds of these lakes, the indications being that the deposits extend

under the water. AA'addell lake lies north of Ella lake, and lake Selwyn north of

AA'addell. From Ella lake northward to the AAliistle mine in lots 6 in the fourth

and fifth concessions of the township of Norman, a line of mining locations

occupies the eastern shores of AA'addell and SelwjTi lakes, but the position of the

contact is not ^'ery clear, and nothing of importance has yet been found upon

them. It may be noted that it is characteristic of the entire chain of lakes on

the eastern range that their longer axes are northwest and southeast parallel to the

line of contact between the norite and the greenstone, which, for the most part, is

close to the eastern shores of the lakes.

A Showing in Maclennan

Prospecting continued on the eastern range during the years 1891 and 1892,

and most of the lands taken up from the Crown were acquired before the end

of the latter year. Later prospecting, however, has not been wholly unrewarded.

For two miles or more north of M 2 in Falconbridge a heavy deposit of gravel con-

ceals the rock formations, but on the northwest quarter of the north half of lot

8 in the second concession of Maclennan, Frank Dennie discovered nickel on 10th

' The Xiokel Industry, p. 86.
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April. I'JO'-i, and a iniiiiii_u' lea>o was issued to him Gth August. rJUS. On IGth

Xovember, 190?, a discovery Avas made by Abraham G. Bowdand. on the southeast

quarter of the north halt of tlie same lot. The claim was transferred to the

Canadian Copper Company and patent issued to the latter 21st December, 1909.

There has been little development work done on the eastern range, one reason

being that railway facilities until lately were wanting, so that operations were

necessarilv expensive. This difficulty has been removed In* the construction of the

Canadian Xorthern Ontario railway, which crosses the range on its way north-

westward from iSTorth Bay and runs parallel to a considerable portion of the range

at a distance of a mile or more to the west. A spur of the same line connects

Nickelton Junction with the Whistle mine, so that transportation conditions can

now he said to be good. A number of the most promising properties on the eastern

range were acquired from their owners by the Dominion Nickel-Copper Company,

which in turn parted with tliem to the British America Nickel Corporation, with

whom their present ownership rests.

The Northern Range

The northern range runs westward along the norite contact from the Whistle

mine in the township of Norman in the east to lot 5 in the second concession

in the township of AVisner. where it bifurcates. A string of mining locations

follows the more northerly l)and of the norite to the Eoss mine or W E 5. and

another the contact of the southerly or main norite formation to lot 2 in the

sixth concession of tlie township of ]^I organ. From this point the contact runs

in a southwesterly direction through the townships of Levack. Dowling, Caseaden

and Trill to the Sultana mine, which may be regarded as the most westerly body

known on the main or southern range.

The Levack Mine

In the autumn of 188? James Stobie undertook a careful examination of the

rock cuttings and gravel pits on that part of the Canadian Pacific railway lying

between the stations of Larchwood and Cartier. Near Windy lake, and also in the

township of Levack, he found some boulders containing ore of the Sudbury type,

but snow fell l)efore he could locate ore in place. Two years later he resumed his

-search and located the outcrop on the south part of lot 7 and lot G in the second

concession, also on lot 2 in the fourth concession. During the year intervening,

the deposit on the north lialf of lot G had been found by a couple of Indians on

behalf of Einaldo McConnell, who on 30th November, 1888, applied to purchase.

Patent for this parcel issued to McConnell 30th October, 1889. and for the south

three-quarters of 7 to James Stol)ie. 1th November of the same year. The Levack

mine, as it came to be called, was the first deposit located on the northern range.

The discovery was made before any clear idea could have existed as to the numljer

or arrangement of the " ranges," and was the result of an appreciation of the

relationships between the norite contact and possible ore bodies. The property was

held for a long time by the owners, James Stobie. Eobert J. Tough, and Einaldo

McConnell. Ijut was eventually sold l)y them to the ^lond Nickel Company. In

the course of diamond drilling the latter found a large body of ore separated from

the out-cropping by rock and beneath the marshy ground adjoining.
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Operations at the Levack mine were begun in 1913, a spur from the Canadian

Pacific railway was built to the property, and in 1914 and 1915, 48,'46T tons of ore

were extracted, and con^•eyed to the smelter at Coniston for treatment. The ore

averaged 3.2 per cent, nickel and 1.5 per cent, copper.

W R 5 or Ross Mine

The second discovery on the northern range seems to have been that of the

Eoss deposit, or W li 5, in 1890, where the norite offset from the main formation

terminates on lot 6 in the third concession of what is now the township of Foy. The

discoverer in this case was an Indian named Winge-kissinaw, who disposed of his

find to Thomas B. Eoss, and a grant from the Crown issued to the latter 23rd

Uaj, 1891.

Some exploration of the northern range Avent on in 1891 and 1892 con-

currently with the exploration of the eastern area, but the larger number of the

mining locations were taken up after the discovery of the Whistle mine in 1897,

that event, no doubt, reviving the interest of the public, and especially of the

prospectors, in the nickel resources of this part of the region.

The Whistle and Wildcat Mines

At the extreme eastern end of the northern range and on the north part of lot

6 in the fourth and the south part of lot 6 in the fifth concession of the township of

Norman is the Whistle mine. It is so-called after the discoverer, Isaac Whistle,

who along with Arthur Belfeuille found here on 24th July, 1897, a hillside covered

with gossan, one-half mile long from the southeast to the northwest, and 250 yards

wide at the widest part. Whistle and Belfeuille transferred to Emma McConnell,

wife of Einaldo McConnell, to whom a patent issued 30th July, 1900. The latter

transferred to the Dominion Xickel-Copper Company, Avho sold to the British-

America Xickel Corporation, the present owners.

Beginning in 1910 the Whistle mine has been systematically tested by means

of the diamond drill, shaft, pits, etc. A tunnel run into the hillside half way up,

cut into a body of ore for 432 feet, and in a drill hole in the swamp l)elow the hill,

ore was found at a depth of 893 feet. The only ore actually produced so far is

several thousand tons. Avhich was taken out in driving the tunnel above mentioned,

but the drill showed the Wliistle to contain at least 1.300.000 tons of ore. The

extensive gossan showing proved deceptive, resting on little ore, most of that which

was found being in other parts of the property. It is said, too, that magnetid

readings proved of little assistance in locating the ore shoots. A spur was built by

the Dominion Xickel-Copper Company connecting the mine with the Canadian

Xorthern railway three and one-half miles away, and connection has been made

with the Wahnapitae Power Company's transmission line to ol)tain a supply of

electric power. The ore is low in copper, and of medium grade as to nickel. An
analysis given by Coleman shows .10 per cent, of the former and 2.76 per cent, of

the latter. It was at one time j^roposed by the Dominion Xickel-Copper Company

to establish roast-yards and a smelting plant at or near the mine for the treatment

of the ore, and some 2,000 acres of land in Xorman were purchased from the

government with this end in view. But on tlie finding of unexpectedly large

reserves in the Murray mine, the company's successors, the British America Xickel

Corporation, decided to change the location of the smelter to the latter property.
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^^'hat is douljtless an extension of tlie main gossan area of the Whistle, shows

on the southwest quarter of the north half of lot 5 in the fourth concession of

Norman, the outcrop here receiving the name of the Wildcat mine.

Westward of the Whistle

Westward from the Whistle to the crossing of the Vermilion river—a distance

of about three miles—are a number of claims in the fourth concession of Xorman,

but the contact for the most part is buried under deposits of drift, and though some

gossan and mixed ore have been found, no body of consequence has yet been

located.

The same condition prevails in the adjoining township to the west, Wisner,

for three miles or more, although prospectors have taken up claims in the third and

fourth concessions on the assumption that the contact runs in a southwesterly and

then Avesterly direction as far as Joe lake, half way across the township. Locations

W E 14, immediately north of Joe lake, and W B 16, adjoining to the west, show

much gossan, and in the latter location considerable ore has been disclosed in test

pits and diamond drill holes.

Proceeding westward, gossan and ore are found on W R 13 and also on W D 15.

Across the boundary line in Bowell township, ore outcrops on W D 13, where there

is a promising show, with much gossan, on the face of a hill on which some

stripping has been done. The ore apparently dips under the adjoining swamp.

W D 208 shows ore; so does W D 210, where it occurs on a flat.

The Ross Mine Offset

At this point a smaller band of norite diverges westerly and northwesterly for

about six miles, ending at the so-called Eoss mine. What may be called the main

contact continues southwesterly to the southwest corner of Bowell township and

beyond, as already described. Tracing first the course of the smaller band, which

varies in width from 20 to 500 feet, it is found that several locations round a small

body of Avater known as Nickel lake show gossan and ore. The lake bed itself has also

been staked out. On W D 150, at the southwest end of the lake, some 15 holes were

put down with the diamond drill, proving a considerable body of ore, and'a smaller

quantity was located on W D 151, at the northwest corner of the lake. W D 155,

adjoining W D 150 to the east, also contained ore. To the west of Nickel lake, ore

is indicated on W D 228, but the norite contracts in width and does not appear to

contain anything more of importance except perhaps at the termination of the

band, where there is a body of ore on W E 5, otherwise known as the Eoss mine.

An assay of the ore here gave 2.75 per cent, nickel.

Ore and a Barren Stretch on Main Contact

The main contact from the point of Ijifurcation shows ore at several places as

it runs southwesterly through the toAvnship of Bowell. AY D 37 and W D 238

display gossan and some mixed ore; on W D 231 a little work has disclosed ore

about 15 feet wide and 50 feet long; while test pits prove ore to be present on

W D 241 and W D 251. Beyond a small showing of gossan in the northeast corner

of lot 1 in the sixth concession of Morgan, the contact in its course in a general

southwesterly direction across the full width of this township to the point where
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it crosses the boundary line ou lot 12 in the fourth concession, seems quite biirreu

of ore. The rocks throughout are fairly well exjjosed, but the band of intrusive

is unusually narrow, varying from three-quarters of a mile on the east side of the

township to a mile and a half on the west, and is acid throughout, the basic edge

which marks it in other areas being absent. This is Coleman's explanation of the

lack of ore in this stretch of the northern contact.' Entering Lcvack township, the

eruptive band expands in width, and speedily resumes its normal character, some

gossan and ore marking the contact between the norite and the granite on the

north part of lot 1 in the fourth concession.

Bij; Levack and Strathcona

To the west, on the north parts of lots 2 and 3 respectively, are the properties

known as the Big Levack and Strathcona mines. James Stobie discovered the

former outcrop in 1889, and obtained patent therefor on the loth Xovember of

that year. There is on tliQ Big Levack a large exposure of ore and gossan, but

according to Coleman, th« ore body is very thin, not sufficient in places to conceal

the underlying surface of granite. " ]t appears," he states," " that most of the

norite and ore has been weathered away, leaving only what was protected in the

hollows of the harder rock beneath. It may be, however, that the swamp at the

foot of the gentle slope hides the thicker parts of the ore l)ody."

On the Strathcona property the conditions are similar, the ore being

widely, Init irregularly, spread. Ximierous test pits have been sunk, also two shafts.

Xo. 1 shaft is 45 feet deep, showing 8 feet of Ijarren cap rock, 25 feet mixed ore

and 12 feet of solid pyrrhotite. The latter continued, as shown by a drill hole, at

least 10 feet further down. Shaft No. 2 is 30 feet deep, 6 feet being in cap rock

and 24 feet in solid pyrrhotite. From data furnished by the late E. A. Sjostedt,

the workings put in sight about 60,000 tons of ore. The average of a large nimiber

of assays showed the ore to contain 2.82 per cent, nickel and 1.70 per cent, copper.

The Strathcona deposit was discovered by an Indian named Michel Winde-

Kenisaw' lotTi July, 1889, and patent issued to Thomas Barnetsou Eoss and Donald

Campbell MacTavish 21st October, 1890. Both grantees were in the employ of

the Hudson Bay Comj^any, and named the mine after Lord Strathcona. long the

governor of that company.

Still proceeding southwesterly along the contact, one comes to the Levack

mine, an account of the discovery and taking xi]) of which has already l)een given.

This mine is being actively opened up and Avorked by the Mond Xickel Company,

and constitutes one of that company's most important sources of ore supply.

The Contact Again Concealed

Between the Levack mine and "\Mndy lake, a distance of three miles or more,

partly in Levack township and partly in Dowling, the contact is hidden by gravel.

Magnetic readings indicate the presence of ore under the drift, and a number of

claims have been staked on the strength of these indications by Einaldo ^IcConnell

and others. Xo actual bod}- of ore has yet been located.

' The Nickel Industrv, p. 91.
- Ibid, p. 91.

^ Piolialilv the same as the discoTerer of the Ross mine. W R 5.
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Southwest of AVindy lake, in the township of Cascaden, on lot 4 in the third

concession, Henij Eanger has staked a claim on a showing of ore. Between the

lake and lot 8 in the first concession, where the norite contact crosses the northern

l)Ouudary of Trill into that township, Henry Eanger and Michael McCorinick

have taken up claims on some five exposures of gossan and ore. There is said to be

a good showing on the creek which crosses the northwest part of lot T in the first

concession.

As already stated, the contact continues through the township of Trill in a

nearly due south direction, until the vicinity of the Sultana mine is reached, where

there appears to be some uncertainty regarding its course. An account of the

discoveries in Trill is given above.

The greater part of the work of searching the northern norite horizon was

carried out in 1897, 1898 and 1899. Among the leading prospectors were the

Eangers—Xavier, Fred and the veteran Henry—Isaac Whistle, Ernest McBride,

Fred Brisebois. Arthur Belfeuille, John T. Xewton. Eussell Cryderman and

others, mainly from Sudlmry. Much of the surface, both on the northerly ])and

or "• off-set " and on the main contact, between the norite and the granite or gneiss

which abuts upon it, is covered with soil, and so is hidden from view, and there

appear to be barren stretches of rock in which the conditions favouring the deposi-

tion of ore were absent, but little real exploratory work has been done on any of

the locations west of the AVhistle mine. Not all of the locations which have been

surveyed and taken up on the northern range can be expected to produce ore in

paying quantity, but on the other hand, the fact tluit large and important ore

bodies have not been uncovered, is not to be taken as indicating that such bodies

do not exist. The lack of transportation facilities; the ability of the mines of the

southern range to supply the demand for nickel, practically up to any point which

that demand is likely soon to reach ; and perhaps also the reputation of the northern

ore for carrying less nickel than that of the older areas, have combined to retard

the development of the newer sections. Coleman, who examined the l:)asic edge of

the norite band from east to west, says
:'

Takiug- the uortheni range as a whole, the number of ore bodies of promise is not great,

though at least two portions, northwest of Joe's lake and at the beginning of the Foy offset,

are known to contain deposits of importance.

The Alexo Aline

That nickel ore of the Sudlmry type is not peculiar to the area or the

geological relationships of Sudljury was shown ))y the discovery of highly

nickeliferous pyrrhotite in the township of Dundonald, some 130 miles due north of

the nearest point on the northern nickel range, say the Whistle mine. 0. L. S.

Gnffin, who laid out the township in 1901, noted " a very strong variation of the

compass" along a ridge of rocks in the southeastern part of the township. Following-

up the hint, a prospector named Alexander Kelso, on 23rd Feb., 1908, discovered a

vein carrying nickel and copper which he staked out as a mining claim, and for which

patent issued to himself and others uiuler tlie name of the Alexo Mining Company.

16th December. 1909. The deposit lies at the contact of a soft serpentine rock.

' The Xickel Industry, p. 90.
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derived from peridotite, and a hill composed of audesite. It is situated on the

northeast quarter of the south half of lot 1 in the fourth concession of the town-

ship, and is about three-quarters of a mile from the Porcupine branch of the

Timiskaming and Northern Ontario railway, on which a switch has been built for

loading the ore. Assays of the ore give as high as 11.46 per cent, of nickel, but

a considerable proportion of the ore is of lower grade. Compared with typical

Sudbury ore, there is much less copper. The production of ore up to 31st December,

1916, amounted to 31,650 tons, all of which went to the Mond Xickel Company, by

whom it was smelted with the ore from the company's own mines. The shipments

averaged over 1 per cent, nickel.

In comparison with the large ore bodies of the Sudbury district the Alexo

deposit is of small size, l)ut it is significant of the possibility of other deposits

being found where the geological conditions permit. The neighbourhood of the

Alexo is in the main covered with drift, and so far no extensions or duplications of

the vein have been found. An examination of the geology of the area was made

during the summer of 1916 by M. B. Baker, of Queen's University, Kingston,

on behalf of the Bureau of Mines, Avhich may be ex})ected to throw some light on the

prospects for further occurrences. In the township of McCart, which lies north

of Dundonald, prospecting in 1915 and 1916 has located other areas of serpentine

witli pyrrhotite carrying nickel, mostly in too small proportion to be classed as ore.

In some stringers, however, the percentage of nickel is high.

The Cobalt Silver Mines

The silver ores of the Cobalt district should also he mentioned here as a

source of nickel. Though the first find, made by James McKinley and Ernest

Darragh, at the southeast corner of Long (now Cobalt) lake, in the late summer of

1903, was of silver, samples of a bright copper-hued mineral from the same neigh-

bourhood were passed from hand to hand in the early autumn of the same year,

under the impression that the ore was one of copper. Examination showed it to

be niccolite, and investigation of the source revealed that the chief value lay in

the silver, and that as a matter of fact, one of the richest silver fields ever found

in any part of the world had been located. Besides niccolite, the ore of Cobalt

contains other arsenides of nickel, including smaltite and chloanthite. The avidity

with which the silver mines have been worked has brought to the surface many

tons of nickel, much of which has been wasted, but methods of treatment have been

steadily improved until now a large part of the output is obtained at the silver

refineries in the form of nickel oxide or metallic nickel, or is disposed of l)y the

mills at Cobalt as residues which carry cobalt as well. As nothing is paid for the

nickel in the ore, no assays are made for it by the mining companies. Definite

statistics cannot therefore be given, either of the quantity of nickel which has been

raised from the mines of Cobalt, or the quantity which has been recovered. To the

end of 1916, it is probable the nickel contents of the Cobalt ores amounted to at

least 1.000 tons.



CHAPTER III

The Operating^ Nickel Companies

Introduction

For nearly fifteen years the whole of the great and highly profitable industry

connected with the production of refined nickel from the vast deposits of nickel-

copper ores in the Sudbury district has been divided between two powerful corpora-

tions. Both companies mine, smelt and refine their own ore, and possess their own

process of refining; both produce their refined metal product outside of Canada, and

neither is a Canadian company. Other companies, British, American, and Canadian,

some of them with excellent promise of success, have operated mines, erected

plants, or have been otherwise engaged in the industry. In no case has any of

their undertakings been permanent or successful. The history of the nickel com-

panies is, in large part, the history of the industry. Their operations, personnel

and experiences of failure or success, have been factors in its development, and

with other aspects of their internal affairs, are accordingly matters of public

interest. The material facts down to March, 1912, can be gathered from the pre-

vious publications on the district, and in what follows free use has been made of

the information contained in them, and especially in the standard reports of Dr.

A. E. Barlow' and Dr. A. P. Coleman".

The Eeport of the Royal Commission on the Mineral Resources of Ontario

(1890) makes many interesting references to the growing importance of the Sud-

bury district. The then recent experiments and discoveries of Hall and Riley in

connection with alloys of nickel and steel, first published in 1889, which have

so powerfully influenced the demand for nickel in later years, are described at some

length, and the statement is made that '*'

if the claims made for the alloys are fully

borne out by practical application in the metallic arts, the importance of the inven-

tions to this Province can hardly be over estimated." With acute prevision the

report states, " the most promising mineral works in the Province at present

are the mining and smelting of copper and nickel ores in the vicinity of Sudbury."

It is interesting to observe that this prediction has been confirmed. Xotwith-

standing the growth of the mining industry, and the great j^roduction of precious

metals from Cobalt, Porcupine and other new sections of Ontario in the intervening

years, the nickel-copper ores of Sudbury have maintained their pre-eminence and

still constitute the most important mining industry of the Province.

The report was made at a time of great activity in the Sudbury district.

Although mining in earnest had commenced only in 1886, there were three sub-

stantial companies then in operation : the Canadian Copper Company at Copper

Cliff, the Dominion Mineral Company at the Blezard and Worthington mines, and

the long established metallurgical firm of H. H. Vivian and Co. of Swansea, at the

^ Nickel and Copper Deposits of the Sudbury Mining District, Geol. Sur. Can., 1904,
reprinted 1907.

='The Nickel Industry, Dept. of Mines, Ottawa, 1913. Also The Sudbury Nickel Field,

Ont. Bur. Mines, Vol. XIV, Part III, 1905.
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Murray. Two furnaces were in operation at Copper Cliff, and the two other com-

panies were erecting similar furnaces at their respective properties. The peculiar

qualities and value of nickel steel were attracting the interest of the armour-plate

houses of Europe and America. In the previous year, Sir Charles Tupper, the High

Commissioner for Canada at London, in company with a representative of the

United States Navy, and of the Canadian Copper Company, had visited the leading

steelmakers and ordnance manufacturers in Germany, France, and the United

Kingdom in the interests of the Sudbury deposits and his report of November,

1889, to the Prime Minister gives a highly encouraging account of the result. A
few months later, as a result of tests made at the Annapolis Navy yard, nickel steel

was definitely adopted by the United States Government for armour-plate, and a

million dollars was appropriated by Congress to purchase Sudbury nickel matte

for that purpose. The Sudbury deposits had been well advertised to the world.

Early Conditions of Nickel Industry

It is doubtful whether the report of a Commission a few years later would

have been so hopeful in its tone. Of the three pioneer companies, only the Cana-

dian Copper Company had survived. Of the two that failed, one was identified

with an English house of world-wide reputation, and its withdrawal from the

field in 1894. after sustaining a loss, said to be $37 5,000, was a severe blow to the

Canadian industry. The Dominion Mineral Company, which had the support of a

strong group of Canadian business men, stopped mining in 1893, and its smelter was

closed down as soon as the accumulated ore had been treated. The new industry

was beset by grave difficulties. The first great difficulty was to secure an economical

treatment of these troublesome ores. The second was the limited demand

for nickel, aggravated by a trade prejiidice in favour of New Caledonia nickel,

whu-li controlled the market. The total consumption of the world in 1888 did not

exceed 1,000 tons a year. The new Sudbury field was capable of producing m^ny
times the total quantity of nickel required by all consumers, and the vital question

immediately arose of finding or creating a market for the nickel its deposits would

produce.

As late as 1900, two years before the International Nickel Company was

formed, approximately 65 per cent, of the world's market was supplied by nickel

made from New Caledonia ores, and 35 per cent, from Canadian ores. New Caledonia

nickel, moreover, had not only an established market, but it had an established

reputation. British specifications for the Imperial government all specified New
'Caledonia nickel. The Mond Nickel Company found serious objections among
the British armour-plate manufacturers to the use of Canadian nickel for the

requirements of the Imperial navy and army, and it was only after elaborate and

•expensive experiments and tests had been made at the company's expense, includ-

ing trials by the Admiralty, that they were finally removed, and Canadian nickel

accepted for these important uses. New Caledonia nickel has enjoyed for many
years, moreover, a tied market of the principal consumers in Great Britain and

other countries, through the close business connections of the leading French

producer. Le Soeiete Anonyme le Nickel—generally referred to as Le Nickel

—

with the great Euro])ean armament houses. Tliis strong company, which has
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the financial backing of the Eothschilds, is the chief rival of the Canadian com-

panies. It has had for many years, and still operates, two nickel works in Great

Britain, near Glasgow and near Birmingham, one in France at Havre, and one in

Germany at Iserlohn in Westphalia. Sir Charles Tupper refers in his report to this

Company and to these fonr refineries, and says :
" This company has up to the

present time produced nearly all the nickel consumed in the market of tlie

world, and of course has regulated the market for this article." His party called

at the company's office in Paris, and found tlie management quite unwilling to

believe that there were any nickel deposits in the world outside of their own, of

any importance.

The Anglo-French Nickel Company. Limited, an English company with refin-

ing works near Swansea in Wales, wliich ])roduces roughly 4,500 tons of refined

nickel a year, obtains its raw material wholly from Le Nickel. All the shares are

held by leading British armour-plate and steel companies, and by Le Nickel in

practically equal holdings among them.

Another company, the Steel Manufacturers Nickel Syndicate, Limited, incor-

porated in 1901, with a small capital, is in very close corporate and business rela-

tions with Le Nickel and the Anglo-French Nickel ('()mi)any. The shareholders

of the latter company and two other British houses (including A^ickers, Limited,

and Armstrong, Whitworth & Co.), Fried. Krupp of Essen, Germany; Schneider

& Co., of Le Creusot in France, an establishment which is to France what Krupp

is to Germany; two other French armament companies; an Austrian company, and

an Italian company, all holding 135 shares each, are the shareholders. The Com-

missioners understand that the Nickel Syndicate had acquired an option on nickel

properties in New Caledonia, with the intention of procuring their own supplies

of ore. Soon afterwards the Syndicate entered into a long term contract with Le

Nickel for the total requirements of the Syndicate members. At the same time

arrangements were made by the Anglo-French Nickel Company (the refining com-

pany) Avith Le Nickel (the Caledonian producer), by which the latter agreed to

supply the Anglo-French Company with all the raw material required for its

refining works in Wales, of which the product is dou1")tless taken by the share-

holders of one or other of the associated companies.

This is not an association of nickel producers, but a combination of the leading

armament makers of Great Britain and Europe, avIio control between them the

principal sources of demand to secure their supplies of nickel on special terms from

New Caledonia ores, owned by the French company Le Nickel, with holdings in

Ijotli the English companies. The British shareholders in these companies are

represented on the board of Le Nickel. The community of interests has undoubt-

edly influenced prices and strengthened the demand for New Caledonia nickel.

The Mond Nickel Company, presumably l)y accepting its conditions, is said to have

secured an opening for its Canadian nickel for a fair share of this trade.

New Caledonian Rivalry Overcome

Notwithstanding the advantages that have been indicated, the statistics show

that New 'Caledonia has not been able to keep pace Avith Ontario. In 1900, as

already stated, Ncav Caledonia produced 65 per cent, and Ontario only 35 per cent.
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of the world's nickel. The world's output has increased sixfold since that time,

and Ontario now produces al^out eighty per cent, of the whole. The production of

Ontario in the last fifteen years has increased ninefold in quantity, the production

of Xew Caledonia hy one-sixth only. The output for Ontario for 1916, stimulated

by war demands, was eight times as much as that for Xew Caledonia in 1915,

the last year for which statistics are available. The chief factor that has

enaV)led Sudbury to out-distance its only serious rival is the great difference in the

size of the ore bodies in the two countries. The Ontario deposits are measured in

millions of tons, the deposits of Xew Caledonia in hundreds of thousands at the

highest.

The able manner in wliieh the operations of the two Sudbury companies have

been conducted in cheapening production, and the success of their efforts to widen

the markets and extend the uses for nickel, have made the most of the conditions

in their favour.

The history of the Sudbury companies supports the conclusions of previous

writers that the control by a producing company of a process which can refine the

ores at reasonable cost is of vital importance. Dr. Coleman says/ " Most of the

companies which have failed did so because of lack of capital, or of experience, or

because they had no well worked out method of refining the matte. The smelting

of roasted ore to make standard matte and the treatment of this matte in bessemer

converters, so as to raise its contents of nickel and copper to 70 or 80 per cent., is

comparatively simple. The real difficulty comes in the refining of the bessemer matte,

and up to the present (1904) only two processes' seem to be successful on the large

scale, and Ijoth are in the hands of comjianies which have their own supplies of

ore." Dr. Barlow is of the same opinion, as follows •!" " Tery early in the history

of the region it was patent to everyone that to share in the full henefits of tho

industry the same individuals or company must control the whole of the opera-

tions necessary to manufacture the finished product."

The early history of the nickel industry is a record of continuous struggle

against the difficulties which centred about these two questions of economical refin-

ing and a limited market. Unfailing ore supplies, the remarkalile expansion of

the nickel steel trade, new markets, new uses for nickel, and the business ability

and technical skill of the executive and operative staffs, have Ijeen the chief factors

in the great success in later years of the two companies that have been able to over-

come them.

The Canadian Copper Company

The history of the Canadian Copper Company possesses peculiar interest, for

as Dr. Barlow has said :' " The history of the development of mining in the Sudbury

district is in the main that of the Canadian Copper Company."

The company was promoted by tlie late S. J. Eitchicj of Akron, Ohio, to whom
the inauguration of the great nickel industry of Ontario is more directly due than

to any other man. Mr. Eitchie had been interested for some time with capitalists

from Ohio in extensive holdings of iron ore lands in Hastings county. Consider-

'

^ Out. Bur. Min., XIV, 1904, Part III, pp. 144-5.
- Since 1904. a third process, the electrolytic, has been introduced and used with success.

Dr. Coleman alludes to this process in his later Report on the Xickel Industry, p. 164.
^Xickel and Copper Deposits of the Sudburv Mining District (Reprint 1907), p. 45.
* Ibid, p. 25.
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able work had been done and money expended in developing the properties, and a

controlling interest in the Central Ontario railway had been acquired to provide

the necessary railway facilities. By reason of the composition of the iron ore, the

undertaking had not been a success.

Mr. Eitchie had faith in the mineral wealth of the Province; he had strong

financial support; and he had a railway on his hands that had power to own and

operate mines. In the course of a systematic search for mining properties that

would provide Ijusiness for the railway and protect its securities, he investigated

the reported discovery of large copper deposits north of Georgian Bay, with the

result that the Canadian Copper Company was organized liy him to take over and

operate a number of promising prospects he had secured in the Sudbury region in

the summer of 1885. These properties included what have since become the Copper

Cliff, Stobie, and ]\IeArthnr or Xo. 2, mines, as well as the great Creighton, and

from his purchases the bulk of the ore supplies of the company to the present

time have 1)cen derived. The Evans mine, the Frood and other properties were

bought shortly afterwards.

The company was incorporated on 6th January, 1886, with a capital of

$2,000,000, afterwards increased to $2,500,000, under the general laws of the State

of Ohio, and throughout all its extended operations in Ontario it has remained a

foreign corporation. The head office of the company is still Cleveland, Ohio, and

its annual meetings are held in that city. Mr. Ritchie and his Ohio associates in

the Central Ontario enterprise were the incorporators and first shareholders of the

company. In addition to himself, these were Senator Henry B. Payne, Judge

Stevenson Burke, H. P. Mcintosh, for many years secretary of the company, Myron

W. Keith and George G. Allen. Mr. Ritchie was the first president of the companv,

and Judge Burke the first vice-president. Thcanas W. Cornell became president in

September, 1886, and occupied the position until January, 1891, when he was

succeeded by Judge Burke, who remained president of the company until* the for-

mation of the International Xickel Company in 1902. Mr. Cornell became vice-

president in January. 1891. and was succeeded in 1893 by Charles ^Y. Bingham,

who was tlie vice-president until June. 1902.

Nickel as Well as Copper

As the name of the company implies, the Sudbury properties Avere at first

regarded as copper deposits only. The discovery that the ore contained nickel as

well, which was made in 1887, completely changed the situation. The combination

of circumstances that led Mr. Eitchie to recall his experiences with nickel ten

years before, and to enable him to secure the interest and co-operation of the Sec-

retary of the United States Navy, are detailed in an extremely interesting com-

munication from him, which has been preserved in the appendix to Dr. Coleman's

first report.^ Mr. Ritchie says :

—

We fountl we liacl a great nickel deposit instead of a gveat copper deposit, or, to be
more correct, we had a great nickel and copper deposit. As the world's annual consumption
of nickel was then only about 1,000 tons, the question was -what was to be done with all the
nickel which these deposits could produce. I at once recalled the experience I had with John
Gamgee at the Xavy yard at "Washington, ten years previous to this time, and it occurred to

me that nickel could be used with success in the manufacture of guns and for many other

purposes as an alloy with iron and steel.

'Ont. Bur. Min., Vol. XIV, 1904, Part II, p. 170 et seq.
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Mr. Gaingee, to whom he refers, was an English inventor who had interested

a committee of the United States Senate in a remedy he had devised for yellow

fever, which involved the huilding of a refrigerator ship on which a frost tempera-

ture to destroy the germs could he maintained. It Avas necessary to find an alloy

that could withstand the pressure from the ammonia gas he intended to use for that

purpose, and the association of nickel and iron by nature in meteorites suggested

the possibility of a similar alloy for his requirements. With the assistance of Mr.

Kitchie, a small quantity of nickel was procured, and a number of experiments and

tests with the additions of varying percentages of nickel and iron were made, with

surprising results. Mr. Gamgee's conception for other reasons was never realized^

but the experiments played an important part in subsecjuently providing a demand

for nickel for the United States navy, which materially assisted in the early develop-

ment of the Sudbury properties. ^Ir. Ritchie's conclusion that, '' from the sulphur

in iron ores in Hastings county in Ontario, aided by the composition of the

meteorite, has grown all the nickel and nickel steel industry of this hemisphere, as

well as very much of the industries in the old world," requires a good deal of

qualification. The fact remains, nevertheless, that he is entitled to be regarded as

ihe founder of the new industry in this Province.

Terms of Company's Charter

To obtain the necessary authority to exercise its corporate powers in Canada,

the company obtained a short special Act from the Dominion Parliament in 1886

(49 Vic. cap. 99). The first clause vests the company with its corporate powers in

Canada. Clause 2 is as follows :

—

The company shall have full power to sell the produce of their mines in any part of
Canada or elsewhere, and to establish treating or smelting works in any Province of Canada
as in the interests of the company may be found exj^edient.

The recital states that the incorporators desired power to " sell and treat its ores in

such part or parts of Canada or elsewhere as they deemed proper." The inference

that the distinction between the powers requested and the powers granted was

deliberate, is confirmed l)y the proceedings in the Private Bills Committee.

The late Hon. W. B. Ives, in a letter written to Mr. Eitchie under date of

April 29th, 1897, states in reference to this Act and a similar Act respecting the

Anglo-American Iron Company:

—

I was Chairman of the Private Bills Committee of the House of Commons at that time,

and have to-day refreshed my memory by looking over the original records. I tind that the

l)ill as brought before the Committee asked power to establish treating or smelting works in

any Province of Canada or elsewhere. The words "or elsewhere" were stricken out by the
Committee with a view to forcing the companies to treat and refine their ores in Canada.

Mr. Ritchie himself says on the subject :—

-

I procured the jiassage of both these Acts. . . . The matter of refining and producing
fine metals liy these companies was raised in Committee while the bills were under con-

sideration, and I was obliged to agree on the part of the company that the company should
do its refining in Canada as a condition of the passage of these Acts by the Committee.
.John Bell stood by my side, and as attorney for the companies, made a like pledge to the
Committee.

Mr. Bell was the well known solicitor for the Grand Trunk Railway, and was

solicitor as well for the Central Ontario Railway and for this company.
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There is no doubt that the coinijaiiy ol)tained its corporate status iu Canada

upon the faith of this undertaking, and, as will be shown, the compau}^ intended to

refine in Canada, and made re2)eated efforts to obtain a process of its own with that

end in view, vmtil the amalgamation with the refining works in New Jersey in the

formation of the International Nickel Company gave a new complexion to the

situatio]!.

Beginnings and Growth of Industry

The Lady Macdonakl mine was the first property on which any work was done.

This Avas during the summer of 1885, before the company was formed. In May,

1886, work was commenced at the Copper Cliff, and Dr. Barlow says that the first

shipments of ore made from the district were obtained from the surface openings

of this mine. Tlie Stobie and Evans mines were opened up in that year, and these

three properties supplied all the ore that was produced until 1898.

The total production of ore for 1887 was 4,800 tons, which was increased in

1888 to 11,840 tons and in 1889 to 45,988 tons. The Evans mine appeared this

3'ear for the first time as a producer, supplying 11,368 tons. In 1890 the total

output had advanced to 71,778 tons. In the next three years there Avas a marked

decline. These were the days of trial for the industry. The Vivians withdrew

from the field in 1894, and the Dominion Mineral Company stopped mining in 1893

and closed down its smelter. The Canadian Copper Company had 2,500 tons of

standard matte on hand for which no sale could be obtained. A very fortunate

order from the United States Government relieved the situation, and in the follow-

ing year the company was able to pay its first dividend. The Spanish-American

Avar may have had some influence in the enlarged output of 1898, when the highest

production of the company so far, amounting to 137,578 tons of ore Avas reached,

which was increased in 1899 to 177,568 tons. In 1901 the total production was

268,706 tons, or over 35 per cent, higher than in any previous year. The groAA'th of

the industry since that date may l^e shoAvn liy the folloAving figures. The total j)ro-

duction for the period 1887 to 1902 inclusive Avas 1,581,505 tons of ore, containing

46,336 tons of nickel and 40,309 tons of copper. The production for 1903 to 1915

inclusive Avas 6,034,952 tons, the metal contents being 237,354 tons of nickel and

106,614 of copper. The Creighton mine alone, since it began producing in July,

1901, lias accounted for 4,753,433 tons of ore to March 31st, 1916. This is un-

questionably the greatest nickel mine in the AA'orld, and its ratio of 4.43 per cent, of

nickel to 1.56 per cent, of copper explains the great increase in the nickel contents

as compared Avith copper since it became the principal source of the company's ore

supply. During the calendar year 1916, 1,227,187 tons of ore AA'ere raised and

1.167,070 tons smelted liy this company.

The First Smelting Works

The report of the Eoyal Commission on the Mineral Kesources of Ontario

(1890) describes the smelting works and practice at that time. The first furnace

Avas blown in on December 24tli, 1888, but, owing to a fault in the construction,

regular Avork Avas not commenced until Fe'bruary, 1889, and in the four months

ending Avitli May, the total product of matte was about 1,200 tons, which Avould

give at the refinery 320 tons of (opper and 170 tons of nickel. A second furnace of
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the same capacity of aljoiit 150 tons a day, was set up during the summer of 1889

and was blown in on the 1th of September. The secretary of the company gave the

following j^articulars of operations :—

No. 1 furnace had used 31,268 tons of ore and produced therefrom 3,849 tons of matte,

averaging al)out 18 per cent, copper and 13 per cent, nickel. Furnace No. 2, running 78 days

to December 31st, had used 9,740 tons of ore and produced 1,210 tons of matte, averaging

about the same per cent, of copper and nickel contents.

In 1889 the East smelter, as it was called, was capable of treating TOO tons of

ore a day and had cost $250,000. ]t ceased operating in 1902, and was subse-

quently burned. In 1891 and 1892 a bessemer plant was provided which was able

to bring the matte up 75 per cent. In 1899 an additional smelter, called the West

smelter, which commenced operation in December of that year, was erected near

No. 2 mine. The West smelter was also destroyed by fire, on l^th June, 1904. In

1900 the Orford Copper Company put up a plant called the Ontario Smelting

Works near the present C. P. R. station at Copper Cliff, for the production of high-

grade matte by a new method. These works were l^ought by the Canadian Copper

Company in 1902, and were operated until destroyed by fire on 19th February, 1904.

The plant was restored, and was used for refining Cobalt ores until 1912. It has been

idle ever since, and is practically dismantled. Construction of the present smelting

plant began in April, 190;], and the first tap was made on the 17th of July, 1904.

The new bessemer plant was started o]i the 21st of October, 1904, and l)lo\vn in on

the 14th of May, 1908. The existing plant, which is one of tlic most modern type

and equipment, is described elsewhere. For a short time, and while the Ontario

Smelting Works and the West smelter were both in ashes, the Victoria ]\Iine

smelter was leased from the Mond Nickel Company. The low grade matte was

bcssemerized there until the converter plants at Copper Cliff were finished. In tlie

winter of 1915-16 a new roast yard was constructed near the Vermilion river, which

is reached l\v a siJur from the Algoma Eastern Eailway at mile 16. The yard is

7,oOO feet long and contains four parallel railroad tracks. There is room for at

least 350,000 tons of ore. The cost of plant to March 31st, 1916, is given as fol-

lows: Mining plant,_ $1,684,420 ; smelter, $3,818,952; railways, $635,870. This

is exclusive of the plant ecjuipment and railway lines owned l)y the power company,

the Huronian Company. The cost of its hydro-electric plant, including dams, etc.,

was $681,089.

Experimenting witli Refining Processes

The practical question of refining its matte has always been a critical one with

this company. The Commission of 1890 was informed that shipments had been

made to Philadelphia, New York, Swansea, Liverpool and Hamburg for treatment.

Sir Charles Tupper's report mentions the treatment of the Sudl)ury ores at different

works in Great Britain, among them the well known firms of Tennant & Sons, the

Vivian Works at Swansea and Henry Wiggin & Co. at Birmingliam. James Eiley,

who made the famous report on nickel steel alloys, was the manager of the first

named firm. The Hamburg house, which Avas connected with the largest factory

of German silverware in Europe, located at Berndorf. was much interested in the

Sudbury product, and was willing to make a ten years' contract for a sul)stantial

supply. Le Nickel, the New Caledonia company, then had the two nickel plants in
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Great Britain which it still owns, and a few consignments went to its works at

Iserlohn in Germany. The American refineries that were tried would doubtless be

the works of Joseph Wharton & Co., near Philadelphia, and Col. Thompson's

Orford plant in New Jersey. The charges in Europe were exorbitant, and on a

shipment to the Vivian works the company, according to Dr. Peters, did not realize

a dollar a ton. There were works which could refine nickel, but a process specially

adapted to the Sudbury ores was not easy to find. The saltcake process with

repeated smelting of " tops " and " bottoms," which was finally adopted, is said to

have been brought over from Wales, but was undoubtedly much modified and im-

proved at the Orford plant.

Dr. Edward Peters, the manager of the company until 1890, and an experienced

metallurgist, had been associated with Col. Thompson at Constable Hook and else-

where, and he was fully alive to the importance of the refining end of the industry.

In 1889 he had recommended the erection of a refinery at Cape Breton, and it may

be noted that the suggestion of the Canadian seaboard was renewed by the Inter-

national Nickel Company in its correspondence with the Dominion government in

1916. In 1891, M. Gamier, a French expert on New Caledonia ores, was retained

by the company to work out a process for the Sudbury ores. He put up a small plant

at Cleveland, where he was able to produce an 80 per cent, matte, but he got no

farther. In a letter written in 1891, the president, Judge Burke, says:

—

It is the purpose of the company to smelt all its ores in Canada and to refine all its

nickel and copper there, except such as may be required for use in the United States. The
company is now erecting bessemer refineries at Sudbury at a cost of about $50,000, by
means of which it expects to bring its matte up to a fineness of about 95 per cent. It is

che purpose also to erect, at Sudbury, works for making pure alloys of nickel and copper, and
also pure copper and pure nickel as soon as the best works can be considered. The company
has erected no works in the United States, and has not even selected a location or site for its

works there. We regard our mines and works as essentially Canadian, and intend to conduct
them as such as far as it can be done consistently.

The company experimented without satisfactory results with the Hoepfner

process, afterwards transferred to the Hoepfner Eefining Company at Hamilton,

which contemplated the refining of Sudbury ores in that city. The metallurgist of

the company was sent to England to study the Mond process, which was eventually

rejected after a year's investigation, on the ground that it was probably unsuited to

the climatic conditions of the Canadian winter. A small electrolytic refinery was

established at Cleveland, and refined nickel was produced from it. It is alleged,

however, that its cost in comparison with the Orford process precluded its adoption.

In the meantime. Col. Thompson's Orford company at New Jersey was doing the

bulk of the refining, and after its process had been perfected, it was giving better

results to the company than were promised by any of its independent efforts to

secure a method of its own.

Reasons for Refining in Canada

It should be assumed that the company was endeavouring to comply with its

undertaking to the Parliament of Canada that it would refine its nickel in this

country. There were cogent commercial reasons, apart from this obligation, in

favour of that policy. It would be better business for the company to sell nickel

instead of matte; to do its own refining, and be independent of the Orford works.

5 NT*
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yir. Alexander Gray, whose monograph' gives intrinsic evidence of relialjle private

information, thus describes the attitude of the company:

—

Eealizing that political and economic considerations invited the provision of a Cana-

dian refinery, the Canadian Copper Company sought a process of its own, rather than be tied

up to one refinery in Xew Jersey. In this endeavour there was the additional incentive,

that it would be injudicious to patronize the Orford Works and leave it witliin the

power of Col. Thompson to operate nickel mines on his own account. To meet this latter

contingency, and to satisfy Canadian sentiment, if possible, the Canadian Copper Company
decided it must have its own process of refining, and further that this process of refining

must be done in Canada-

In objecting to the imposition of a duty on nickel matte before the Com-

mittee of Ways and Cleans at Washington in 1896, President Burke is reported to

have said :

—

And of course the putting of a duty upon either nickel ore or nickel matte would result

necessarily in the refining of this product in Canada, or in Great Britain, or in Germany.

To which he adds :

—

We have preferred to have this work done in this country (the United States). We
have preferred to give our people the benefit of it.

While allowance may be made for the occasion and purpose of these remarks, it is

not easy from the available material to determine the real intentions of the

company on the subject. In any case, the objections that have been so strongly

urged in recent years on commercial and metallurgical grounds against refining

in Ontario, were not pressed until a later date, and after the combination of the

mining and refining companies in the International Xickel Company.

Down to the end of 1901, the company had spent on these various experiments

on refining $300,000, and large sums had also been laid out in the erection and

improvement of plans and buildings. The surplus earnings of the company were

largely absorbed by capital investments, and no dividends were paid until 1891,

when a dividend of 8 per cent, was declared. In 1895 and 1896 the dividends were

7 per cent, and 8 per cent, respectively, and from 1897 to 1901 the annual dividends

were 12 per cent.

The costs of refining were high in proportion to other operating costs and, as

the Orford process had no real competitor, probably excessive. The earlier agree-

ments with that company are not available, but in after years the prices paid by the

Orford company in purchasing the matte were fixed by agreement at 6^4 cents

a lb. for copper and 81/2 cents for nickel contents, subsequently increased to 7

cents for copper and 10 cents for nickel per pound, f.o.b. Copper Cliff, which was

all the company received from the product of its mines.

The nickel question had recently been engaging public attention in Ontario,

and by the Act of 1900 (63 Vic. cap. 13) a royalty which the producers regarded as

prohibitive, had been imposed upon nickel not refined within the Province. The

competence of the legislature to pass such legislation was called in question. A

petition for disallowance on that and other grounds was presented to the Dominion

Government, and after communications between the Dominion and the Province,

it was finally agreed to refer the validity of the impeached statute to the Supreme

Court. The question was never so referred ; the royalties were never imposed under

~
> Organization and Equipment of The Canadian Copper Company, by Alexander Gray

(1911).
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the statute, which was repealed in 1906. It is not unlikely that the company inter-

preted the net result as removing any danger of the enforcement of refining in

Ontario. The ]\Iond Company claim that about this time they received the ap-

proval of the Ontario Government to their proposal to erect their plant and do all

their refining in Wales.

Amalgamation of Producing and Refining Interests

The crucial requirement of the company was the possession of its own refinery.

There was no ground for concern on the subject of ore. The Orford Copper Com-
pany had a refining plant that had demonstrated it could refine Ontario nickel

cheaply. It has been suggested that the Orford Company, on its part, was anxious

to acquire nickel ore to be independent of the mining company, and that it was

looking for that purpose towards New Caledonia. It was the day of mergers and

combinations. All conditions were favourable to a consolidation in one strong cor-

poration of all the competing interests concerned in the production and sale of

nickel. The amalgamation of the producing and refining companies had mutual

attractions, which were enhanced, having regard to the recent Ontario legislation of

1900, by the opportunity to acquire substantial acreage in the rival field of New
Caledonia. With the assistance of friendly interests in the steel trade, the outcome

of negotiations for amalgamation was the formation of a holding company, " Inter-

national Nickel Company," which was incorporated under the laws of New
Jersey in April, 1902. The future history of the company is merged in that of the

new holding company.

International Nickel Company

The authorized capital of the new company was $"?4,000,000, divided into

$13,000,000 of preference shares and $12,000,000 of common shares, with an

authorized issue of $12,000,000 in bonds. The company acquired the whole of the

capital stock of the Orford Copper Company and the American Nickel Works, and
of the New Caledonia company, Societe Miniere Caledonienne ; 24,900 shares of

the Canadian Copper Company; 33,559 shares of the Anglo-American Iron Com-
pany; 2,3731/^ shares of the Yermilion Mining Company of Ontario, Limited; and

110,906 shares of another New Caledonia company. Nickel Corporation, Limited,

giving a strong majority control of these corporations all possessing nickel deposits.

The consideration was the issue of first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds to the extent of

$9,890,836.51, and 6 per- cent, preferred stock and common stock of the par value of

$8,912,626.09 each, making a total bond and stock liability of $27,716,088.69. All

the remaining shares of the Ontario mining companies, the Canadian Copper Com-
pany, the Anglo-American Iron Company, and the Vermilion Mining 'Company,

and 912 shares of Nickel Corporation, Limited, were eventually purchased for,

roughly, $160,000 cash. In October, 1902, an additional issue of $500,000 of bonds

was sold at par and the proceeds used for working capital. The Huronian Company,
Limited, incorporated in Ontario in March, 1902, was purchased for cash at a later

date.

From this time forward, the Canadian Copper Company is a subsidiary of the

new company. All the properties in Ontario, other than the Avater power plant and
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accessories, continue to be held in its name, and it conducts all mining and smelting

operations up to the production of high-grade bessemer matte. The refining is

done exclusively at the Orford works at Constable Hook in New Jersey.

It is deplorable that the new arrangement did not provide for refining in

Canada. The acquisition of refining works in the United States and of properties

in New Caledonia, was tantamount to a declaration to the Ontario government that

the new corporation did not intend to abide by the undertaking and reiterated

promises of its predecessor, the Canadian Copper Company, that the product from

Ontario ores would be refined in Canada, and it is unfortunate that the challenge

was not accepted. The enterprise and achievements of the company have not been

received with the pride and satisfaction the people of the Province would have

taken in a successful Canadian industry that had kept its faith and produced refined

nickel within the Province.

A short account of the constituent companies may be of interest, as follows :

—

The AngIo=American Iron Company

The Anglo-American Iron Company has already been mentioned. It was incor-

porated in the State of Ohio on the same day as the Canadian Copper Company

(6th January, 1886), with the same incorporators, and was authorized by special

Act of the Parliament of Canada (49 Vic. cap. 98) to exercise its powers in Canada.

The petition for incorporation was treated by Parliament in the same way as the

similar petition of the Canadian Copper Company, and the same undertaking was

given on its behalf that its treatment work should be done in Canada.

The company was formed to take over the iron properties of the promoters in

central Ontario, all of which were duly conveyed to it by the original owners,

Messrs. Ritchie, Payne and Maclaren, and William Coe, of Madoc, in consideration

of the issue to them of paid up shares in the company. Its chief interest in the

nickel industry lies in the fact that the inception of the Canadian Copper Company

was due to the failure of the undertaking with which its promoters had been asso-

ciated. The authorized capital was $5,000,000, of which $3,400,000 was issued

fully paid. Substantial control of the company had been acquired by the Canadian

Copper Company, and for some time prior to 1902 its directors and executive were

provided by that company, which was able to carry $3,355,900 of the capital stock

into the consolidation. All the outstanding shares were finally purchased by the

International Nickel Company. The Crean Hill mine was bought by this com-

pany and was operated in its name. The annual returns of the company show that

it continued to do a little lumbering and development work in connection with

its large holdings of lands in Hastings county. In the reorganization of 1912,

hereafter mentioned, the assets and liabilities of the company were transferred, its

capital stock cancelled and its corporate existence duly terminated.

The Orford Copper Company

The Orford Copper Company was incorporated under the laws of New Jersey,

July 25th, 1887, with an authorized and issued capital of $350,000, the whole of

which was acquired by the International Nickel Company. This company gets its

name from the township of Orford in tlio Province of Quebec, its president. Colonel
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Thompson, having been interested many years before in a mine there, which

contained a small amount of nickel. A company called the Orford Copper and

Smelting Company was incorporated by special Act of the Province of Quebec in

1878, investing the company with powers to mine, manufacture and sell nickel, phos-

phate, copper and other minerals. The authorized capital was $300,000, and the

original incorporators were Charles C. Colby, Eobert G. Leckie, Walter W. Beckett,

William E. C. Eustis and Eobert ]\I. Tbompson. Small Ijeginnings were made in

the way of treating the ore in Quebec, which were not successful, and the owners

turned their attention to a low grade copper ore from property near at hand. The

United States tariff laws, which placed a duty on cojjper and gave free entry to

matte, were the principal reasons for the erection of a refinery for the copper at Con-

stable Hook in New Jersey, which received the name of the company, and was the

nucleus of the present refining plant of the International Nickel Company. The

name of the company was changed by different special Acts for special purposes,

and finally in 1888, to the Eustis Mining Company, of which Mr. Eustis appears as

president. Mr. Eustis had been associated with Col. Thompson in the New Jersey

refinery and similar enterprises, and this probably represents the stage in the

negotiations between them by which he took over the Quebec company and its assets,

and transferred his rights in the refinery to Col. Thompson, who appears to have

formed the Orford Copper Company in New Jersey during the preceding year, to

carry on that business.

In the reorganization of 1912 all the assets and liahilities of this company

were transferred to the reorganized International Nickel Company ; its ca]utal stock

was cancelled, and its corporate existence ended.

The capital investment of the company in buildings and equipment was valued

at $3,436,206, and it owned in addition 33 acres of land including riparian rights

valued at $500,000. It had also acquired for purposes of extension, 111.4 acres of

land with large water frontage, situated at Carteret, N.J., at a cost of $500,000.

Its refinery works are now operated under the name of the " Orford Works " l)y the

Internationa] Nickel Company, in whom all its assets liave been vested.

The American Nickel Worlds

The American Nickel Works represents the business which had heen carried

on for many years at Camden, near Philadelphia, by the late Joseph Wharton, Avho

was a director of the International Nickel Company until his death. Mr. Wharton

had been connected for many years Avith the refining of nickel, chiefly from the ores

of Lancaster Gap, Pennsylvania. It was from his works that Mr. Pitchie and Mr.

Gamgee got their nickel for their yellow fever experiments in 1876, to wdiich refer-

ence has l)ecn made, and some of the early shipments from the Canadian Copper

Company were consigned to it.

Through dealings Avith the Drury Nickel Company and the foreclosure of a

mortgage, Mr. Wharton acquired the interest in the Chicago mine Avhich that com-

pany owned, and it was through the consolidation of 1902 that the Canadian Copper

Company obtained the one-third interest it noAV possesses in that property.

The Camden 1)usiness Avas incorporated in Pennsylvania under the name of

the American Nickel Works in April. 1902. no doul)t Avitb a vicAv to the ]M'oposed
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combination of nickel interests, with a capital of $100,000, all of which was acquired

by the International in 1902. On October 31st, 1901; the company was merged

with the Orford Copper Company, which took over all its assets and liabilities. Its

corporate existence was terminated in the course of these proceedings.

The Vermilion Mining Company

The Vermilion Mining Company of Ontario, Limited, was incorporated by

letters patent under the Ontario Companies Act on the 21st of February, 1888,

with an authorized capital of $240,000, on which $151,200 had been paid. The

incorporators were Robert J. Tough, and James Stobie, of Sudbury, Alex. G. Dun-

can of Marksville, Ont., and V. W. Foster and Robert Hill of Chicago. Shortly

after incorporation the company obtained a large tract of land in the townships of

Denison and Graham, which included the property known as the Vermilion mine,

on the issue of partly paid up shares.

The Vermilion mine was first treated as a gold mine. A small mill was put

up and some work done on the property at various times, but from lack of capital

and other internal causes the practical operations of the company were very limited.

Nearly all of the shares were acquired by interests connected with the Canadian

Copper Company, and from 1896 the affairs of the company were under the latter's

control, and its executive offices occupied by officials of either the Canadian Copper

Company or the International Company. There were internal dissensions which

resulted in litigation, and an action was brought in 1901, without success, by the

few minority shareholders to restrain the contemplated sale of its assets. The few

outstanding shares were eventually purchased for cash. In reorganizing the

International all the assets and liabilities of this company were taken over l^y

the Canadian Copper Company on the 31st of December, 1911, and its corporate

existence duly terminated by surrender.

The two New Caledonia companies which were brought into consolidation,

presumably by the Orford Copper Company, which had been looking for connections

in that field, had large holdings of nickel lands in New Caledonia of uncertain value.

Nickel Corporation, Limited, was one of the Whitaker Wright promotions. The
authorized and issued capital of this company, which was incorporated in Great

Britain, was £7£O,000, of which the International owns 141,818 original £5 shares.

In 1910 the capital stock was decreased by roughly £75,000, the shares being reduced

from £5 to 10 shillings par value, and a few forfeited shares of the original sub-

scription cancelled. Societe Miniere Caledonienne was incorporated locally in

November, 1900, with an authorized and issued capital of 440,000 francs, all of

which is now held by the International Nickel Company. No perpetual charters

are issued by the New Caledonia government, and the charter of this company will

expire 10th November, 1920.

The two New Caledonia corporations own 9,217 hectares^ of mineral lands,

and are joint owners of 3,848 additional hectares of mineral lands, in the Island of

New Caledonia.

The International Nickel Company did some work on the properties of these

companies for a few years. In recent years, however, active mining has been dis-

^ 1 hectare = 2.47 acres.
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continued bv the company, although a part of the ground is worked under lease by

a subsidiary of Le Xickel.

Huronian Company, Limited

The Huronian Company, Limited, is another subsidiary company wholly

owned hy the International Nickel Cojupany. This is also an Ontario company.

which was incorporated by special Act in 1902 (2 Edw. VII., Ont., cap. 101) as

a power company with ancillary objects. Col. E. 31. Thompson, Major E. G. Leckie

and Hon. Wallace Xesbitt being three of the incorporators and of the first five

directors.

The authorized capital is $1,000,000, of which $500,000 has been issued and

acquired by the International Nickel Company on a cash ^^ui'chase. The water

power rights and plant including the hydro-electric plant at High Falls, from

which the Canadian Copper Company obtains the electric power for working

its mines and smelters, together with 3',865 acres of land, are held and operated

in the name of this company, which also holds all the shares of the Upper Spanish

Improvement Company, Limited, another Ontario company which had rights on

the Spanish river. The cost of the High Falls plant, including the dams, etc.,

is given as $681,089. The company also owns the right of way and railroad

from Turbine to High Falls, as well as the spur to the Crean Hill mine,

amounting together to 6.7 miles. This company was at one time employed by the

International Nickel Company as a selling company to handle its European sales,

and the recent contracts for the supply of nickel to the British Government were

made in its name. This arrangement was explained to be a matter of convenience

to keep certain branches of the foreign business of the company separate from its

American sales, and it has been terminated.

As already stated, the International Nickel Company now owns all the shares

of the Canadian Copper Company.

Career of the Consolidated Company

The shareholders of the consolidated company received little encouragement

for the first years of its activities. The company passed its dividends even on the

preferred shares, which were not cumulative, until the fiscal year ending March 31st,

1906, during which 3 per cent, was paid, and no dividends were paid on the com-

mon stock until the eighth year of operation in 1910. when a dividend of 51/4 per

cent, was paid. In June, 1910, however, the common stock was increased by the

issue of $2,670,000. which was issued at par to both preferred and common stock-

holders to the extent of 15 per cent, of their holdings, following a 25 per cent,

cash dividend on the common stock. A further dividend of 7 per cent, in 1911

made a total of 32 per cent, on the common shares for that fiscal year.
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The following is a statement of all dividends to the end of the last fiscal 3^ear.

All preferred dividends of 6 per cent, have been paid to date since the first payment

of 11/2 per cent, in the last quarter of 1905.

Fiscal year U
g^ j^

ending March n;.,;j....io ;

Rate
31st.

Dividends.

;t c. [Per cent.

1910 487,977 87 ' 54
1911 8,026,859 25 32~

1912 2,143,411 69 18^
1913 3,491,948 89 5| per cent, on the stock of the old company plus 7i per cent.

on the stock of the reorganized company equal 9.18 per cent.

on the latter.

1914 4,753.150 00 10
1915 3,803.937 50 124
1916 13,234,953 00 23 plus stock dividend of 10 per cent.

Total .... 30,942,238 20

Various factors have contributed to the success of later years. The general

expansion of the nickel steel industry in Europe and America, the naval pro-

grammes of the great nations of the world, and the demand for ordnance and arma-

ment, together with a steady increase in the use of nickel for other purposes, have

created a continuous and growing demand for nickel in large quantities. The

enormous deposits of rich nickel ore in the Creighton mine have been a source of

strength to this company, and it may fairly be added that the manner in which the

business has been conducted at Sudbury and by the sales department has made the

most of all favouring conditions. There has been constant education of the public

in the use of nickel steel and nickel products. Plant and equipment are maintained

at the highest point of efficiency, and the cost of production has been reduced by all

modern improvements in appliance and operating methods. The company has not

hesitated to expend large sums of money on experiments, and quite recently the

sum of $266,000 was spent on an elaborate trial of the Knudson roasting process,

which was not adopted in the end. More than $400,000 has been expended on

experiments in smelting and treatment since 1902, and the whole industry has

derived substantial benefit from the elforts of the Company to investigate all sug-

gestions of improvement.

Out of its authorized capital, International Nickel Company made a first issue

of $8,912,626 of 6 per cent, preferred stock, and $8,912,626 of common stock, and

an issue in addition of $9,890,836.51 of first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds. After

the further issue of common stock in June, 1910, already mentioned, the total issue

of stock and bonds at that date stood at $10,391,836.51 of bonds, $8,912,626 pre-

ferred shares, and $11,612,626 of common stock. The bonded indebtedness had

been reduced by payments under a sinking fund in September, 1912, to $7,900,-

153.88. All the outstanding bonds were then called at 110 and interest and were

redeemed, and the bond mortgage for their security satisfied and discharged. The

financial afEairs of the original International Nickel Company were reorganized on

the 5th of September, 1912, pursuant to the laws of New Jersey, by means of a con-

solidation of the company with Colonial Nickel Company, which had been incor-

porated in the previous July for that purpose.
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The Reorganization of 1912

The new company, called '' The International Nickel Company," the word
" The " being added to its first corporate name, has an authorized capital of

$62,000,000, of which $12,000,000 is in non-cumulative preferred shares, both as

to dividend and as to assets in liquidation, and $50,000,000 is in common shares,

all shares being of the par value of $100 each. In the re-organization, preferred

stock in the original company was exchanged for a like amount of preferred stock

in the new, and holders of common stock received 2i/^ shares in the new company

for each share in the old. By agreement with Colonial Nickel Company $9,000,000

was provided in cash, which was used to retire the outstanding bonds. The stock

issue to raise this fund was offered at par to shareholders in the new company, to a

prescribed amount of their holdings. The net result was that the new corporation

obtained all the assets of the old company and $9,000,000 in cash against an issue

of $8,912,626 of preferred shares, and $38,031,500 of common shares. The un-

issued balance of either preferred or common stock must l^e first offered to share-

holders of the company for subscription to the extent of their pro rata shares. On
January 2nd, 191-1, a stock suljscription department was organized which gives

employees an opportunity to acquire common stock of the company on liberal terms

as to payment, which is similar in nature to the systems in force in a number of large

corporations. A stock dividend of 10 per cent., payable 1st November, was authorized

to common shareholders of record on October 15th, 1915. The last statement

issued by the company as of December 31st, 1916, shows that the common stock

then stood at $41.83-4.600, the preferred stock remaining at the original amount of

$8,912,600, making a total share liability of $50,747,200. On January 18th, 1916,

the par value of the common shares was reduced from $100 to $25. The shares of

the company were listed on the New York stock exchange in September, 1915,

and, as a result, the number of shareholders has been largely increased. At the

end of the last fiscal year there were 7,145 shareholders. The Commission is

informed that according to the latest record the holdings are distributed geo-

graphically as follows :—

•

Distriliution of Shares

Country.

United States
Canada
Great Britain
France
Germany and Austria
Other Countries

Total

Preferred.
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was provided for their annual reduction. The following is a statement of the

surplus account of the company showing the annual profits for the several fiscal

years since its incorporsttion, in all cases ending on the 31st of March.

1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909

$ c.

559,148 65
204,102 05
224,379 18
R80 JS79 34
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Huronian Company, Limited, and of the " Orford Works " of the International,

have been already summarized.

Expenditures in Sudbury

The cost of the properties of the Canadian Copper Company represented in

the preceding statement of its assets is distributed as follows :

—

Land, exclusive of ore reserves, $1,999,996.39; mining plant, $1,684,403.43;

smelter, $3,818,952.26; railways, $635,870.50; dwellings, $817,881.34; hospital,

$304,150.26; club house (uncompleted), $13,212.34. The club house has since

been completed at a total cost of $63,580.45.

The aggregate pay roll for salaries and wages to March 31st, 1916, amounts

to $16,357,449.80, which does not include wages paid by contractors on construc-

tion work. The salaries and wages paid during the calendar year 1916 were

$3,567,549.37, and in addition an average of 300 men for the whole of the year

were employed by independent contractors on construction work for the company.

The freight paid in that year was $924,820.04, exclusive of the freight on the

matte shipped to Constable Hook, which is paid at destination.

The following information has been furnished in regard to the municipal

expenditures of the company:

—

The municipality of the town of Copper Cliff was incorporated by a specia)

Act in 1903. The population in May, 1916, is given as 4,064. Nearly all the are^

of 1,700 acres within the town limits and about 55 per cent, of the 730 dwellings,

are owned by the company. The company does not operate any stores, boarding

houses or places of amusement itself. A well equipped hospital and a recreation

club were built and equipped by the company at a cost of $304,000 and $63,580

respectively. All the street grading and a large part of the permanent street im-

provements have been done by the company directly, but all street maintenance is

met by municipal funds. The water works and street lighting systems were

installed by the company, no charge being made to individual users. A complete

sewerage system, which will be paid for by the company, has been designed and is

ready for construction. The company has paid to the town of Copper Cliff for

taxes, $15,900 for the year 1913; $37,180 for 1914; $31,143 for 1915, and $38 347

for 1916. The total municipal taxes paid outside of Copper Cliff for these years

respectively are $4,600, $6,977, $4,633 and $5,380.

The company built the Creighton road, seven miles in length, from Copper

Cliff to the Creighton mine, at a cost of $25,800, and the Frood mine road, five

and a half miles long, costing $40,000, l:)oth of which it also maintains.

Executive Officers of the Companies

The executive officers of the International Nickel Company are : Ambrose

Monell, president ; Eobert M. Thompson, chairman of the board : E. F. Wood, first

vice-president; J. E. DeLamar, second vice-president; W. A. Bostwick, assistant to

the president; Jas. L. Ashley, secretary and treasurer; Jas. W. Beard, auditor;

Sullivan and Cromwell, general counsel. The directors are Robert M. Thompson,

Ambrose Monell, E. F. Wood, J. E. DeLamar, William Nelson Cromwell, Alfred

Jaretzki, S. H. P. Pell, Edmund C. Converse, William T. Graham, Willard H.
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Browiison, Seward Prosser, W. A. Bostwick, James L. Ashley aud W. E. Corey.

Mr. Moneli has been president of the company continuously since its incorpora-

tion, and there has been very little change during that time in the personnel of

the directors, all of whom are men of prominence in the financial and business

affairs of the United States. The late Mr. Duncan Coulson, president of the Bank

of Toronto, was a director of the company for a number of years, and Mr. Charles

Cassils, a capitalist of Montreal, has also been a member of the board. All of the

present directors are Americans.

The administrative staff of the Canadian Copper Company in charge of its

operations in this Province, is as follows : Arthur D. Miles, president ; John L.

Agiiew, general superintendent; George E. Silvester, assistant to the president;

John C. Nichols, superintendent of mines; William Kent, smelting plant superin-

tendent; James W. Rawlins, metallurgist; J. T. "Watson, electrical superintendent;

Frank Ludlam, New York purchasing agent; E. N. Ladd, local purchasing agent;

Frederick P. Bernhard, chief clerk; and E. T. Corkill, safety engineer.

A. P. Turner was the first president of the company after the formation of

the International Nickel Company until the 11th of April, 1913, when he was

succeeded l)y John Law^son, who occupied the office for a few months. A. D. Miles

became president of the company on the 30th of August, 1913. The vice-presi-

dents during that period have been F. S. Jordan, from June 7th, 1902, to Decem-

ber 1st, 1912; John Lawson, who took his place until April 22nd, 1913; B. G.

Slaughter from that date to the 11th of October, 1914, when F. S. Jordan was

a^ain appointed to the office, which he still fills.

In vieW' of the interest that has been taken in the destination of Canadian

nickel, the International Nickel Company has been good enough to comply with a

request for information on the sul)ject, by submitting the following statements

covering all shipments of its metallic nickel to different countries for the past ten

years preceding the war. and also during the war for the three several periods given.

-••

Canadian Copper Company, Copper Cliff. Matte yard, West Smelter, as it was in 1902.
The Imildiiios were destroyed by fire June 14th, 1904.
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Shipments of Metallic Xickel Since War Began

(In pounds)

Country.

Great Britain

France . . .

Eussia
Italy

Japan
Australia
Mexico
Denmark
Spain
China
Marine Losses
Canada
United States

Total

Period
from Aug. 1,1914

to

July 31, 1915.

Period
from Aug. 1, 1915

to

July 31, 1916

Period
from Aug. 1, 1916

to

Dec. 31, 1916

14.465.234
2,824,936
5,967,392
2,524,612

515.216
22,400
3.584

794
130.636

17,513.505

14,932,583 i 6,400,653
3.224,919 1,075,200
5.689,600 ! 4,480,000
2,043,000

!
851,200

470.400
67 , 200

38!68()
"""

....'..'.'..'.'.'.'..'.'. '.

112,000 2.240
4,480

99.'2i2 .54,"756"

25.945.839 15,400,432

43,968 309 52,-560,113 28,331,675

Refinery in Ontario

The announcement in the public press that, since the appointment of the

Commission, the International Nickel Company had expressed its intention of

establishing a refinery at some suitable point within the Province has been received

with peculiar satisfaction. The Commission is gratified to report that all neces-

sary arrangements for that purpose have been concluded by the company, and

has much pleasure in submitting the following report from the company as to the

progress made towards the construction of the works at the present time (Febru-

ary 5th, 1917). The report from the company is as follows:

—

The site selected by The International Nickel Company of Canada, Limited, for its

Canadian nickel refinery is at Port Colborne, Ontario, somewhat to the eastward of the

entrance to the Welland canal. The site consists of approximately three hundred and fifty

(350) acres in extent, with a frontage on Lake Erie of approximately one (1) mile, this

frontage immediately adjoining the Lake Erie frontage of the Canadian Furnace Company.
Transportation facilities for the refinery will be provided by direct connection with the

Grand Trunk railway, a branch line of which passes the northern boundary of the refinery

site. The position of the site with respect to the Welland canal is such that recourse may
also be had to transportation by water for such commodities as will be utilized in the
refinery in large quantities, such as coal and coke, and where, owing to their points of origm,
such water transportation may be deemed advisable.

This site was selected and options taken upon the property about the first of August
last after examination of many possible sites in various parts of the Dominion. Preliminary
engineering work, and surveys and testing of the suitability of the sites for foundation pur-

poses were then proceeded with, concurrently with the examination of title, and certain

necessary legalities with the local councils were arranged. Title was taken to this property
early in October, and active construction on the ground immediately commenced. After the
preliminary engineering work had sho-u-n the suitability of the site for the plant, a contract
was entered into with The Foundation Company, Limited, of Monfreal, which company
has charge of the entire piece of construction. This company, in conjunction with the
operating and engineering departments of The International Nickel Company, engaged
actively in the preparation of the general and detailed plans of plant buildings and equip-
ment, and by so doing, were in position by the time title to the property had been taken, to

immediately commence construction and to let contracts for the more important building
materials and equipment, on which delayed deliveries were expected.

The estimated cost of the completed refinery will be appruximatly $4,000,000, and it is

expected that the refinery will be completed and ready for operation in the autumn of 1917,
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provided no greater shortage of labour is experienced than that already apparent, and that
the sub-contractors will be enabled to fulfil their promises of delivery.

On the construction work now in active progress, about four hundred (400) men are
being employed, and preparations have been made so that by next spring emplojTiient will be
available for about one thousand (1,000) men on this construction. The railroad connections,
sidings and yard tracks, in •which there are about 18,000 feet of track, requiring four hun-
dred (400) tons of rails, together with the grading, amounting to 270,000 cu. yards, are
well under way. The excavating for foundations of buildings is well along, and many of the
foundations of the permanent structures are already in place. This will ultimately amount
to about 80,000 cubic yards.

The basis of the lay-out of the refinery provides that the buildings are so placed that
various stages of the process are segregated, and the economical handling of the labour and
materials is obtained, liberal allowance being given to provide for future extensions. Prac-
tically all of the buildings are of steel and brick construction, 10,000,000 pounds of struc-
tural steel being estimated for this work. It is to be noted that this structural steel will

be supplied, fabricated and erected by the Dominion Bridge Company of Montreal. There
will be 51,000 tons of concrete for building foundations, and 350,000 square feet of forms
for concrete work. Contracts have been placed for the 6,000,000 bricks required, these
being manufactured in the Hamilton district. The great bulk of general supplies is being
purchased in Canada, and only under special circumstances are materials for construction
and process equipment being imported.

The two main refinery stacks of radial brick construction will be amongst the largest yet
built, being 350 feet high and 12 feet diameter at the top, the base of each of these stacks
being of massive concrete construction 40 feet by 40 feet.

Special attention has been given to lighting and ventilation, there being 130,000 square
feet of windows in the main buildings and 300,000 square feet, or over seven (7) acres of
roofing. The workshops are to be most complete and equipped with modern machine tools

and labour saving devices. The initial output of the refinery will be on the basis of
15,000,000 pounds of refined nickel per annum, but the company, in the design of the plant
and process equipment, have kept in view the possibility of this output being doubled or
even quadrupled, within a few years.

The operating force, on the initial basis of 15,000,000 pounds of nickel per annum,
will be about 400 men, and the company has reserved a site 300 feet deep by 4,000 feet long
to provide for housing of employees. An attractive club house and recreation hall, and a
large residential club for single men, are now in course of construction, but in view of the
building of houses in the vicinity by local interests, the company has decided not to proceed
with building of workmen's cottages until next year, at which time any requirements not
arranged for will receive attention.

In operating the nickel refinery, a large number of products come into use, but apart
from the large tonnage of copper-nickel matte, which will be supplied from Northern
Ontario, there will be bituminous coal, coke, cordwood, fuel, oil, nitre cake, charcoal, silica

rock, salt, soda ash, nitrate of soda, sulphuric acid, fire clay and fire brick, estimated
annually at about 100,000 tons.

A subsidiary company called '^ The International Nickel Company of Canada,

Limited," was incorporated under the Dominion Companies Act on the 25th of

July, 1916, with comprehensive powers to produce, manufacture, refine, smelt and

deal in, nickel, copper, iron, steel, manganese, cobalt, coal, coke, platinum, palla-

dium and other metals, minerals and mineral substances, and other incidental

objects. It is understood that the Ontario refining works will be operated by this

new Canadian company, and that all the assets and properties connected with them

will be vested in it.

The Mond Nickel Company, Limited

The ^lond Nickel Company, Limited, is the only other company at present

pi'oducing matte and conducting operations on a large scale in Ontario. It is a

British company, and was incorporated under the Imperial Companies Act on the

20th September, 1900. By a voluntary liquidation the company was reorganized

under the same statute, and the new company was incorporated on the 22nd of

July, 1914.
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Refining Process Precedes Ore Supply

In striking contrast witii the Canadian Copper Company, the Mond company

possessed a process for refining nickel before it had ore, and came to Ontario to

procure the ore to utilize its process. This unique process, which is known by the

name of the inventor, and is fully described elsewhere, was originated by the dis-

tinguished scientist. Dr. Ludwig Mond, F.E.S., in 1889. After laboratory demon-

stration, an experimental plant on a small scale was put up at Smethwick, near

Birmingham, at which it was developed for industrial purposes. The process was

first offered to English steelmakers, and, as mentioned before, it was investigated

and declined by the Canadian Copper Company in 1895. It is reported that the

proprietors had the opportunity at this time of purchasing the entire holdings of

the latter company in this province.

The success of the process having been definitely assured, Dr. Mond began to

look about for ore, and finally decided in favour of the Sudbury district. Con-

siderable time was spent in looking over the ground, and what was then known as

the ]\IcConnell property, in the township of Denison, was purchased in the summer

of 1899. Development work was pressed forward at the mine; roads were built;

a roast yard levelled and prepared, and in February, 1901, the mine, thereafter

known as the Victoria mine, was ready for operation. A smelting plant of the

most modern type was installed on the Sault branch of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way, 22 miles west of Sudbury, and with the accessories of offices, storehouses,

shops and comfortable dwellings, formed the village site of "Victoria Mines."

The plant was steam driven and had a capacity of 60,000 tons of ore a year, but it

was remodelled for electric power in June, 1909, and its capacity increased to

140,000 tons. A bessemer matte containing 80 per cent, nickel and copper in

nearly equal parts was produced, but for reasons connected with the early opera-

tion of the refining plant in Wales, the smelter was shut down, except for a few

months in 1903, from December, 1902, to the end of 1904. The ore was brought

from the mine to the smelter by an aerial tramway, two miles in length. The

roast yard was on the line of the tramway, about midway between the mine and the

smelter.

The refining works were located at Clydach. near Swansea in "Wales. The

selection of this point was determined by the advantages of the locality in the way

of anthracite, cheap chemicals, experienced labour, sea transport, and the facilities

for shipping sulphate of copper to the vine-growing countries of the Mediterranean.

The site covers 45 acres, and was acquired in freehold with the underlying coal.

The whole of the matte produced in Ontario is refined at the Clydach refinery.

From 1901 until 1913 the company conducted its smelting at Victoria Mines,

but with the final perfection of its refining plant, and good prospects of increasing

business, the limitations on the Victoria Mines site, which was not adapted to

further expansion, were felt to hamper the company's operations. There was rail-

road connection with but one line, and after the purchase of additional mines, the

smelter was found to be too far from the centre of the ore supply.

New Smelting Plant at Coniston

After careful investigation of the whole district, a site at Coniston, which is

eight miles east of Sudbury, was finally selected as the location of the Canadian
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plant. It is on the main line, both of the Canadian Pacific and Canadian Northern

railways, and is served by the Toronto branch of the Canadian Pacific Eailway

which joins the main line a little farther west. The site comprises 3,700 acres, and

the greater part of the land now occupied by the works and village was cleared from

tlie hush. The excellent new plaiit now in use was completed and smelting com-

menced on the loth of May, 1913.

The company's village is situated immediately north of the C. P. E. main line,

about three-quarters of a mile from the smelter. In the development of the village

over two miles of streets were graded, and over two and a half miles of side-

walk built. Electric street lighting was provided, and drainage, water supply and

fire systems constructed. The water supply is pumped from the Wanapitei river,

a distance of over two miles, and one and a half miles of pipe lines were laid, in

addition, for local supply. The water system, which serves the plant en route, was

installed at a cost exceeding $50,000. Two three-roomed schools were built and

presented by the company to the school sections, and the company also built, at its

own expense, a fire-hall, a combined municipal building and jail, and a customs

office. Up to the present none of these several utilities has been imniicipalized.

The total expenditure by the company on Coniston village is said to amount to

$260,000. Similar expenditures, though on a smaller scale, have been made by

the company at the Levack, Worthington, and Garson mines, making a total dis-

bursement to date for these purposes of $400,000.

Company's Mines and Power Plants

The company gets its ore from the Garson, Worthington, Levack, Victoria and

Ivirkwood mines, all of which are owned and worked by it, and from small pur-

chases which have been made from the Alexo, Mount Nickel and Howland mines.

It is curious that with its excellent process and splendidly equipped plants for

both smelting and refining, the company should liave had some concern for a time

in regard to its supply of ore. Large sums have been spent on exploration and

survey work in the district, in the course of which a nimiber of properties, includ-

ing the Murray mine, have been examined and declined. The Garson mine,

originally known as the Cryderman mine, one mile from Coniston, was bought in

1907. This mine has up to the present been the chief producer of ore for the com-
pany, with an output to December 31st, 1916, of 987,571 tons, as against 675,735

tons from the Victoria. The Victoria has the deepest shaft in Ontario at its No.

1 mine which is now at a depth of 2,618 feet vertically. For the past ten years

this mine has been shipping about 4,000 tons a month, which it is now exceeding.

In 1910, the property known as the Frood Extension, adjoining the Frood mine
of the Canadian Copper Company, was bought. An important source of ore has

been opened up in the Levack mine, on the northern range, bought in 1913

from the well-known pioneers, Messrs. Tough, Stobie and McConnell. Although
development and equipment were started only within ilic last two years, the out-

put is already between 5,000 and 6,000 tons montbly. Diamond drilling has

proved reserve* in this property of 4.500,000 tons, aiul the companv is thus assured

an ample supply of ore for many years to come. Tlie total production of all mines

to December 31st, 1916, was 2,053,674 tons.

6 N*
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The company is well supplied with power from its own power plant at Waba-

geshik on the Vermilion river, and from the Wahnapitae Power Company. An
additional plant has recently been completed at Xairn Falls on the Spanish river,

which was ready to supply power in February, 1916. The electric power obtained

from the j>lants owned by the company is distributed through its properties over

a common transmission line about 90 miles in total length. The entire power

system is operated by the Lome Power Company, a subsidiary of which all the

shares are held by the Mond company. The investment in water powers and trans-

mission lines is over $1,100,000,

The company owns and operates approximately 21 miles of railway, which it

has built in connection with its mining and reduction works. The total cost, to

date, for construction, has been about $300,000, and the company has, roughly,

$150,000 invested in rolling stock. Of the total mileage the company operates

about three-quarters with its own engines and crews.

The Refinery at Clydach

The works and metallurgical practice of the company are described in detail

in the Chapter on Eefining Processes. It may be observed here, however, that the

plants, both at Coniston and Clydach, are excellent in layout, construction and

equipment. The refining plant in Wales is admirable in every detail. It operates a

process entirely unlike that anywhere else employed, it is largely automatic, and

in smoothness of working will compare favourably with any metallurgical works in

Great Britain or elsewhere. The company provides a commodious club for its

employees and a subsidiary company owns a number of attractive cottages for

housing. A new unit, identical in type with those already in use, has recently been

added to the plant and is now in operation. This will permit an output of 5,000

tons of metallic nickel a year, in addition to the copper sulphate, and a large

amount of nickel sulphate produced annually. Xo metallic copper is produced.

There is space adjoining the new unit for two units of similar capacity, and room

elsewhere on the site for further imits, which could Ijring up the capacity of the

plant to 10.000 or 12.000 tons of nickel ]}ev annum. The copper sulphate is used

to prevent blight on vines in the vine-growing countries of southern Europe. This

is an important and profitable branch of the business, and the necessity for quick

transport in the short season during which it is required is one reason urged by the

company against the location of the refining plant on this side of the Atlantic.

Another is the fact that copper sulphate is more than three-fourths water, and that

to pay freight charges for carrying so much water across the Atlantic would so

increase the cost as to close the markets for the company's product. About l.OOG

hands are employed in Wales in normal times, and about 1.700 in Ontario.

The nickel produced by the Mond process is of exceptional purity, and this

very fact was urged against its use for ordnance and armour purposes. All objec-

tions of that nature, which were wholly matters of trade prejudice, have fortun-

ately disappeared, and there is now a decided preference among British users in

favour of Mond nickel for many special purposes.

The Company's Finances

The authorized capital of the original company was £600.000, divided into

50.000 cumulative preference shares of £5 each, 300,000 ordinarv shares of £1
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each, and 50,00U deJierred shares of £1 each. The preference shares carried 7 per

cent. In 1908 the authorized capital was increased to £850,000 by providing for

tlie issue of an additional 50,000 £1. cumulative preference shares, of which £30,000

was issued. This raised the issued capital to £750,000, of which £J:00,000 was

preference shares, on wliich the stipulated dividend of 7 per cent, has always been

paid. The share capital remained in this position until the fiscal year ending

April 30th, 1914, during which the remaining 30,000 preference shares were offered

ior subscription to debenture holders and shareholders, and allotted at a premium

of 15 per cent. In July, 1911, £250,000 of an authorized issue of £375,000 of 5

per cent, first mortgage debenture stock was allotted to provide further capital for

the new site and smelting works in Ontario. In November, 1913, the unissued

balance of £135,000 of this stock was offered to stock and shareholders at a premiuiu

of 3 per cent, and was fully subscribed.

The assets of the company are given in the balance sheet for the fiscal year

•ending April 30th, 1913, at £1,638,316. It may be assumed that the large increase

in capital expenditure required for the provision of the new site and works in

Canada and the purchase of the Levack and other properties, was the principal

cause for the reorganization of the capital of the company, pursuant to the Imperial

Companies Act, which was effected according to resolutions passed at an extra-

ordinary general meeting of the company held on the 18th of June, 1911. The

reorganized company was incorporated on the 23nd of July of that year.

The authorized capital of the new company is £3,400,000, consisting of

500,000 7 per cent, cumulative preference shares, 1,000,000 7 per cent, non-cumu-

lative preference shares and 900,000 ordinary shares, all of £1 par value each. In

the reorganization, five 7 per cent, cumulative preference shares were exchanged

for one similar £5 share of the old company, and one 7 per cent, non-cumulative

share and one and a half ordinary shares of the new company, for one ordinary

share of the old company. The deferred shares which had received such plienomenai

-dividends, were abolished. The whole of the cumulative preference shares and of

the ordinary shares, together Avith 480,000 of the non-cumulative preference shares,

have been issued, making an issued share capital of £1,880,000. Debenture stock

has been issued, in addition, amounting to £875,000, which makes an existing

share and stock liability of £3,755,000.

Of this amount, £180,000 of the non-cumulative preference shares and a new
issue of £500,000 6 per cent, redeemable debenture stock, were offered for sub-

scription in 1914, to meet contingencies that might arise from the outbreak of

the war; and it is a tribute to the good standing of the company that the issue

for the debenture stock was over-subscribed.

The balance sheet for the fiscal year ending April 30th, 1916, shows assets

amounting to £3,679,888; mines, freehold and leasehold land, houses and smelting

works in Ontario are valued at £1,536,278 ; lands, freehold and leasehold property

and the refining works at Clydach, Wales, at £598,194.

The Canadian assets do not include the properties held by the power com-

pany, the Lome Power Company of Ontario, which represents the substantial

part of the item of £380,786 for shares in associated and other companies.

Tj^e company owns the Victoria, Garson, Levack, "Worthington, Blezard, Kirk-
woom. North Star and Little Stobie mines, in addition to a large acreage covering
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undeveloped properties. The Bruce copper mines have lately been added to its

holdings, the ore being used as a flux in the converters. Drilling is now being done

at the Blezard mine, which has not been worked for 23 years. The investments in

power plants and properties, railways and village sites have already been given.

Expenditures and Dividends

During the past four years the total expenditure of the company in Canada

is given as $13,300,000; the expenditure on operation alone during the calendar

year 191G being $2,750,000. The total wages paid in Canada to December 31st,

1916, is $7,978,000. The freiglit paid to railways during the year 1916 was

$695,000.

Verv large sums have been spent in Canada, in addition, on exploration

work, by diamond drilling and magnetic surveys, and upon various experiments

in connection with treatment of the ore, which are said to approximate one

million dollars.

The development of the company's business will be slio^\n by the following

summary of profits and dividends in recent years:

All dividends on the preferred shares have been paid.

The first dividend on the ordinary shares was declared in 1905, when a

dividend of 7 per cent, was paid. In 1906 the ordinary shareholders received a

dividend of 10 per cent., which was followed by dividends of 121/2 per cent, in

1907, 15 per cent, for each of the three years, 1908, 1909 and 1910, and 16>4 per

cent in 1911 and 1912. In 1913 and 1914 the dividends to ordinary shareholders

v'(^re 2114 ^'^^^ 35 per cent, respectively.

For the two fiscal years since the reorganization of the company, the dividend

has been at the rate of 20 per cent, on the ordinary capital of £900,000.

Deferred shares, amounting to £50,000, paid 18 per cent, in 1906, 33 per

c'jit. in 1907, and 48 per cent, for each of the next three years, 1908, 1909 and

]910, and 551/2 per cent, in 1911 and 1912. In 1913 they received a dividend

amounting to 84% per cent., and in 1914, the last year of their existence, of 168

per cent. All dividends are subject to income tax. The company's fiscal year

ends on 30th April.

Under the articles of association, 5 per cent, of the profits for the year,

is distributed to the board as directors' fees.

The company has always made prudent provision against contingencies by

a substantial reserve and a good balance forward for the ensuing year. The

balance sheets show net profits as follows:

For 1910, £120,112; 1911, £148,214; 1912, £154,364; 1913, £201,102; and

for 1914, on the original capital of £850,000 and £375,000 of debenture stock,

£361,146. The profits of the new company on its operations for the two fiscal

years of its existence are £300,296 for 1915 and £322,589 for 1916.

A very large increase appears in the balance sheets during the war, in con-

nection with the stocks of ore, raw materials and products on hand, which have

been accumulated to enable the company to continue its output of refined nickel

in the event of any interruption in ocean traffic. The stock in reserve for this

purpose amounted in 1915 to £607,015, and in 1016 to £756,050. The im-

portance to tlio Empire nf jliis wise precaution is obvious, and the services
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rendered by this company in this and other material respects as a British company

during the war, give great force to the contention that the whole of the operations

coniKjcted with the production of refined nickel should be conducted and com-

]ilctcil wLtliin the Empire.

War Taxation

The reserves of the company are invested in the Imperial "War Loan, and

substantial contributions have been given to Canadian and English organizations

for different forms of war relief. The company is a controlled estaljlishment,

and is liable accordingly to pay the heavy taxation imposed by the war legislation

of the Imperial Parliament. The excess profit tax for the year 1915, which is

retroactive, amounts to £37,000. Expenditure for allowances -to families of

employees on active service, war subscriptions and war bonuses, together with this

tax, amount to £56,866 during the j^ear.

Although its employees and staff are exempt from military service, as opera-

tives of a controlled establishment, a large percentage have joined the colours

since the outbreak of the war. The company keeps open the position of all these

men and pays them half wages, while those who are tenants of the company's

houses are relieved from the payment of rent while on service. Employees on

the staff are paid the difference between their salaries and the pay they receive

on service. The Commissioners would be sorry to think that the company has

been handicapped in any way by the fact that it is a British company, and subject

accordingly to special burdens resulting from the war, from which its competitors

are free.

In view of the interest that has been taken in this country in the association

of the Canadian nickel companies witli the metal broking firm of H. E. Merton

& Co., of London. l)y reason of its reported affiliation with enemy concerns, Sir

Alfred Mond explained the connection of his company with Messrs. Merton & Co.

in his interview with the Commissioners, of which a report will be found in the

Appendix, as follows

:

jMessrs. Merton & Co. acted as metal brokers to the company (as they

apparently did for all the companies selling nickel in Great Britain). They

never had any control or interest in the capital, policy, finance or manufacture

of this company. All the products of the company other than nickel, such as

(topper, sulphate, nickel salts and the precious metals residue, have been dealt

with by the sales department of the company, without the intervention of any

other company or firm. These products, in tonnage and value, represent the

largest part of the company's output, and in the year 1913, preceding the war, of

the company's total sales only 17 per cent, were made through the metal brokers,

and in 1914. 28 per cent. The company liad always reserved to itself the whole

of its business with the British and Dominions' governments.

The total shares and debenture capital was held in April. 1916, liy 4.729

shareholders or stockholders, of which only .61 i^cr cent, in value was held by

thirteen alien enemies, residing in German.y and Austria.

The executive officers of the company in Canada are: Manager. C. V. Corless

;

mine superintendent, 0. Hall ; superintendent of reduction works : J. F. Eobertson

;

chief engineer, W. L. Dethloff : cashier. W. A. McDonnolh
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The directors of the company are: Eobert L. Mond, Sir Edmund Walker,

Sir Eobert A. Hadfield, tlie Eight Hon. Ellis Griffiths, M.P., Carl Langer, Eohert

Mathias, Bernard Mohr, Emile S. Mond, and Saxton W. Noble.

The Eight Hon. Sir Alfred Mond, Bart., M.P., who has been recently

appointed president of the Board of Trade and a member of the Imperial gov-

ernment, has been the chairman of the company since the death of his father in

December, 1909. Upon his resignation from the Board, in consequence of taking

office in the Government, Mr. Eobert L. Mond was elected Chairman in his place.

The late Sir George Drummond was one of the early directors in the original

company, and continued in that office until his death. Sir Edmund Walker

succeeded him as the Canadian director. The Eight Hon. Ellis Griffiths, M.P.,

late Under-Sectetary to the Home Office, and Sir Eobert A. Hadfield, Chairman

of the firm of Hadfields, Ltd., of Sheffield, were added to the Board at the last

general meeting.

The Alexo Mining Company, Limited

This young Canadian company is the only other company at present con-

ducting active operations in Ontario in the production of nickel. It is engaged

in mining nickel ore at the Alexo mine, situated in Dundonald township in

the district of Timiskaming, three and a half miles southeast of Kelso, on the

T. & N. 0. railway, and more than one hundred miles distant from the nearest

point of the northern range of the Sudbury deposits. The mine was discovered

by Alexander Kelso, in Ecbruary, 1908, and the directors and shareholders are

composed entirely of the original members of the syndicate which staked the

property. Some stripping was done in 1908, but with the exception of

diamond drilling, no further work was done until the winter of 1912, when the

late manager, E. F. Pullen, took out 1,862 tons from surface pits and from a

shaft which had been sunk on the vein. This ore was shipped to the Mond Nickel

Company at Victoria Klines, and an arrangement was subsequently made by which

the output is sold to that company. Shipments have been made regularly since

that time, with the exception of a short interval following the outbreak of the

present war.

The company was incorporated under the Ontario Companies Act on January

8th. 1913, with an authorized capital of $40,000, composed of 40.000 shares of a par

value of $1.00 each, of which 30,005 shares have been issued. In 1913 a small

steam plant was installed, and the ore mined from an open pit and a short drift at

the bottom. In 1914 drifts were run from both ends of the open cut, from which

the tonnage of that year was taken. Drifts have since been run from the 125-foot

level, and the shaft continued to a depth of 200 feet.

The ore is teamed three-quarters of a mile to the mine siding on the Porcupine

bi-anch of the T. & N. 0. railway. During 1916, 8,288 tons were raised, making

the total output from the mine to the end of that year 34,650 tons. The company

employs an average of 20 hands, and its operations are confined entirely to mining

its ore.

The company's assets coiisist of 600 acres of mining lands, buildings, plant,

accounts receivable and cash on hand, of a total value of $69,473.96. There is no

bond issue or preference stock, and only a few small dividends have as yet been

declared. The wages paid to date amount to between $60,000 and $70,000.
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The officers of the company are as follows :—President, Major E. Y. Pullen

;

vice-president, G. F. Hanning; secretary-treasurer, H. X. Eoberts,

The directors are:—Major E. F. Pullen, G. F. Hanning, Alex. Kelso, Major

C. W. Allen and Captain Frank Pullen, who are five out of the seven shareholders.

William Anderson is at present manager of the company. Major Pullen, Major

Allen and Captain Pullen are on active service.

British America Nickel Corporation, Limited

Within the last few weeks the British America Nickel Corporation, Limited,

a strong British-Canadian company, which is controlled by the Imperial govern-

ment, has broken ground for the construction of large smelting and refining works

near Sudbury for the production of refined nickel. The operations of the com-

pany, as contemplated at present (Feb. 1st. 1917), will be unique in the history

of the industry in the important particular that the mining, smelting, and refining

of its ore will all be conducted not only within the Province, but within the Sud-

bury district; and for this and other special reasons the progress of its undertaking

has been followed with unusual interest.

The company owns approximately 17,600 acres of mineral land which include

the following copper-nickel properties, namely : The Murray, Elsie and Lady Violet

mines; the Gertrude mine; the Whistle and Wildcat mine; the Victor and Blue

Lake group; Nickel lake; and what are known as the Falconbridge properties. All

its nickel holdings were bought from the Booth-O'Brien company called The

Dominion Nickel-Copper Company. It has acquired the exclusive rights for North

America in the electrolytic process for producing metallic nickel, known as the

Hybinette process, which the company Avill use for refining the Sudbury ores. This

process, which is fully described in Chapter IX, has been in practical operation

for some years at the works of the Kristianssands Nikkelraffineringsverke at

Kristianssands in Norway. It was first employed in America at the plant of the

North American Lead Company at Fredericktown, Missouri, in connection with a

lead-copper-nickel property there, and it was indirectly through this connection that

the promoters of the present company first got in touch with its owners for the

subsequent purchase.

The late Dr. F. S. Pearson, the well-known financier of New York and London,

took an active part in the protracted negotiations and series of transactions which

finally resulted in the purchase of all the Ontario assets of the Dominion Nickel-

Copper Company, and of the rights in the Hybinette process. In September, 1912,

an option was obtained on all the properties and assets in Ontario of the latter

company, which included a short line of railway called the Nickel Eange railway,

for a large purchase price, of which $1,000,000 was payable in cash. After consid-

erable exploration work which established new ore bodies, especially on the Murray-

Elsie properties, the option was taken up, and an agreement for purchase concluded

between the owners and Pacific Securities, Limited, an office company incorporated

under the Dominion Companies Act for the purposes of the transactions in hand.

It is said that $800,000 was spent in diamond drilling on the various properties.

In the meantime the Hybinette electrolytic process had been carefully investi-

gated under option by a number of experts who studied its working in the refinery
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in Norway, and reported i'avourably upon it as an efficient process for Sudbury ores

adapted to operation in Canada. By agreement, dated December 12tli, 1913, with

the Norwegian owners, the exclusive rights for North America in the patents and

processes were granted to Pacific Securities, Limited, and on February 27th, 1914,

all the rights so obtained were transferred to this company.

The company is incorporated by letters patent under the Dominion Companies

Act, dated July 2nd, 1913, with full powers for all primary and incidental pur-

poses connected with the mining, treatment, marketing and sale of ores, minerals,

metals and their products, and an authorized capital of $20,000,000. The whole

of the capital has been issued, and $6,000,000 of 6 per cent, first mortgage bonds,

secured by a mortgage to National Trust Company, Limited, has also been issued.

Of an authorized issue of $10,000,000 of 6 per cent, debenture stock, $3,500,000 has

in addition been issued to date, making a total bond and stock liability at present

of $29.500,(!U0. A special Act of the Dominion Parliament (1-5 George V, cap. 132)

empowers the company to issue share warrants and redeemable preference shares.

A second Act of 1916 (6-7 George Y, cap. 57) authorizes a board of twenty directors,

if desired, and provides that the majority of directors shall be British subjects. No
share warrants or preference shares have as yet been issued.

The promoters were engaged in financing the enterprise in London when

Dr. Pearson was drowned on the Lusitania in May, 1915. Dr. Pearson's death and

the financial stringency following the outbreak of war arrested progress for a time,

but the negotiations in London were subsequently resumed by his associates and

brought to a successful conclusion. The company was so fortunate as to secure

the material co-operation of the Imperial government, in the form of substantial

advances in money and a long term contract for a large annual supply of nickel

from its Canadian works. It is understood that $3,000,000 of bonds, or one half

the total issue, and $14,500,000 of the $20,000,000 of the issued capital stock are

held in trust by the Public Trustee for the Imperial government. The shareholders

of the Kristianssands company, which has been operating the Hybinette process

in Norway, have considerable holdings of the stock, and, with this exception, the

whole of the capital stock and of the securities is held by British subjects.

Locating Works at Murray Mine

The first intention of the company was to follow the plan of its veiidors, and

build its smelter at the Whistle mine as the main source of its ore supply. The

prospecting of the Murray properties disclosed such large reserves reported at

8,500,000 tons of ore, which is said to be increasing in quantity and improving

ill nickel contents with depth, that it was decided to locate the smelter plant at this

])oint, which has other advantages for the purpose. There is railroad connection

with the main line of the Canadian Pacific railway and with the Algoma Eastern

railway, the benefits which will be derived from the proximity of the town of

Sudbury. Until quite recently, the company contemplated locating its refinery at

some other point in the Province convenient to electric power, probably in the Wel-

!and or Niagara district, but it has now been decided to build both the smelter and

refinery side by side on a site about a mile south of the Murray mine. There is a

force of men at work preparing the site for this plant, for which the details are
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now (February 1st, 1917), being drawn. The specifications and estimates

for buildings and machinery are being prepared, and tenders will be called

for shortly. The critical question of power supply has not been definitely

settled at this date, but the officials of the company have had conferences with

the municipal council and board of trade of Sudbury, from which they report

that encouraging advance has been made towards procuring the necessary power

from the French river through the Ontario Hydro-electric Commission. The

negotiations contemplate the supply to the company of 8,200 horse power for the

first unit, with further supply to be provided within a year from the commencement

of operations for the additional units that will be required. If the necessary

arrangements to that end are concluded, the company will rely on the town of

Sudbury to supply the housing for its employees, and provision has already been

made for transporting the operatives from the town to the mine and plant when

operations are commenced. There are 50 men working at the Murray mine, in

which the shaft is down 700 feet, and when the limit of the present equipment is

reached, a hoisting engine driven by electricity, together with the rock house and

sorting plant, for which plans have been prepared, will be installed. It is said that

diamond drilling has proved approximately 12,000,000 tons of nickel-copper ore

on the several properties, and that when the plant is completed the works and

properties of the company will represent an investment of $10,500,000. The amount

to be expended in plant and machinery is given as between $4,000,000 and $5,000,000

and the company expects to produce 6,000 tons of refined nickel a year.

The officers of the company are as follows :—President, James H. Dunn ; vice-

presidents, J. Frater Taylor, W. A. Carlyle; secretar}^-treasurer, W. H. Coade;

general manager, E. P. Mathewson; directors, Alan Garret Anderson, H. Malcolm

Hubbard, London, England; Admiral Borresen, Sam Eyde, Y. N. Hybinette,

Norway; E. E. Wood, J. S. Lovell, Eobert Gowans, E. Home Smith, Toronto. Tho

president is a Canadian capitalist residing in London, England. Mr. Carlyle, late

professor of metallurgy in the Eoyal School of Mines in London, was for some time

manager of the Eio Tinto copper mines in Spain. Mr. Mathewson was manager

of the reduction works of the Anaconda Copper Mining Company until his connec-

tion with this company. Both are Canadians by birth, and Canadian metallurgy is

fortunate in receiving this accession of administrative and technical skill.

Other Operating Companies

The history of the several companies that have been engaged at different times

in the past in the mining or treatment of Sudbury nickel ores, has been largely

anticipated in Chapter II. which deals with the history and development of mining.

Their respective activities are mentioned there in connection with the several

properties which they have worked, and they have been sufficiently described by

Dr. Barlow and Dr. Coleman. Their operations have in all cases entirely ended,

and their history is of little interest, except in its occasional bearing upon later

developments of the industry.

H. H. Vivian and Company

The great firm of II. H. Vivian and Company, of Swansea, AYales, was one of

the first companies to undertake practical operations in the district. The Murray
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mine on the main line of the C. P. R., about three miles west of Sudbury, which had

developed from the cutting of the right of wa^^, was prospected under option in the

summer of 1889, and was bought from the patentees in October of that year. A
smelting plant was put up near the mine which was ready for operation in the fall

of 1890, and a bessemer matte was produced containing between 55 and G5 per cent,

oi-aieket-and €eppef,'whieh-wa& shipped to Swansea and there refined. The com-

pany also owned the property known as the Lady Violet mine, about a mile and a

half southwest of the Murray. Some preliminary development work was done on

it and temporary buildings erected, but the supply of ore was obtained from the

]\Iurrav mine, at which ample provision was made in the way of plant and acces-

sories for operations on a large scale. Mining and smelting were carried on until

the summer of 1894, when all the works were shut down, and they were never

operated again by the Vivians.

The advent to the district of this celebrated metallurgical firm of world-wide

renutation, whose resources and- experience promised vigorous and skilful develop-

ment, was naturally regarded as an event of great importance to the industry.

Previous writers agree that the withdrawal of the Vivians after sustaining a con-

siderable loss had a depressing effect upon it for some time. It is understood that the

failure of the undertaking was mainly due to defects in management and lack of co-

ordination between the local executive and the head office in Wales. Dr. Barlow says'

that ''from the very outset a seeming lack of energy, and often even of

ordinary business ability, on the part of those who had control of the work, was a

subject of common remark, being in marked contrast to the alert methods character-

izing the operations of the rival corporation, the Canadian Copper Company. This

was evident in almost every department of the work."

It should be borne in mind, however, that as shown elsewhere, the general con-

ditions of the industry at this time were bad. The production from the new field

at Sudbury by three operating companies had glutted a small market which was

dominated by New Caledonia. A large order from the United States government

gave the Canadian Copper Company an outlet for its product which its competitors

did not enjoy, and assisted materially in preserving that company from a similar

fate.

About 10,000 tons of ore were left in the roast yard near the smelter when the

works were shut down. This was subsequently sold to Joseph ^Vharton and Com-

pany, and smelted by Thomas Travers between July, 1897, and February, 1898, at

the'^ilurrav smelter to a 25 per cent, matte. The Murray mine has been under

various options. The Mond Nickel Company prospected it with a diamond drill

under an option which they did not exercise.
' Toronto capitalists did some drilling

as well, and forfeited a cash payment of $10,000 on the property. P. H. Clergue

entered into an agreement to buy the property for his enterprises, which, after

making a substantial papnent. he did not complete. The property was eventually

sold to the Dominion Xickel-Copper Company, which disposed of it in turn to the

British America Corporation. Limited, and the latter now propose to make it the

site of their principal operations.

' Xickel and Copper Deposits of the Sudbury Minino; District, p. 31.
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The Dominion Mineral Company

This is the third of the three pioneer companies actively working at the timo

the Eoyal Commission on Mineral Eesources made its report in 1890. The period

of operation corresponded closely with that of the Vivians and, like them, it was

not able to overcome the trying conditions of the early 'nineties.

The company was incorporated by a special Act of the Dominion Parliament

in 1889 (52 Vic, cap. 103), John Ferguson of North Bay, James Worthington of

Toronto, and Louis S. Forget of Montreal, being three of the first directors. A
number of prominent business men of Montreal became shareholders, and the com-

pany had excellent connection and support. It owned the Blezard and Worthington

mines and carried on its mining there during the four years of its activity. The

Blezard mine was opened up in the summer of 1889^ and shut down finally in 1893,

having produced about 100,000 tons of ore, the greater part of which was taken from

open pits. Mining was started at the AVorthington in the summer of 1890. In the

following year a small shipment of ore was made which contained 10 per cent, of

nickel and 3 per cent, of copper, and work was continued on this property until Sep-

teml)er. 1891. A smelter was built at the Blezard. and a standard matte containing

from 18 to 20 per cent, of copper and 24 to 26 per cent, of nickel was produced.

After the Blezard was shut down, the smelter was kept running until July, 1895, on

ore from the "Worthington. With the exception of a little development work in the

fall of 1895 on the property known as the Cameron mine, about two miles southwest

of the Blezard, no further work was done by this company. Internal differences in

the management and the market conditions are given as the cause for cessation of

work; Barlow ascribes it to "bad business management." The Worthington prop-

erty was bought by the Mond iSTickel Company, and is now being worked by them.

In 1916 the same company took an option on the Blezard, on which diamond drilling

is now being done.

The Drury Nickel Company, Limited

This company was incorporated under the Ontario Companies Act on January

11th, 1892. The authorized capital was $£-00,000, of which $150,000 was pre-

ferred. E. P. Travers of Chicago and his American associates were the principal

shareholders. Thomas Travers, late Mayor of Sudbury, was mine captain, and

subsequently ]jecame business manager of the company. Mining operations were

confined to the Inez mine in the township of Drury, which was called locally the

Chicago and also the Travers mine. A one-third interest was bought outright, and

the remaining interest leased from the owner, who still retains it. The property

was secured in 1890, and mining began in February, 1891. A roast yard was pre-

pared, suitable buildings erecte.d, and a plant installed at the mine, at which the

ore was smelted to matte. The greater part of the mining was done by means of

open cuts. While the ore was rich, the output was small; the overhead charges

were too heavy for the returns, and the company was compelled to stop mining in

1892. Mining and smelting were resumed in 1893, and abandoned finally in a

short time.

The matte was carried by a one-rail overhead tramway to Worthington sta-

tion, seven miles distant, and consigned to the Emmens ^Metal Company, near New
York, to be refijied. While a eonsideral)le shipment of matte was in its possession.
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the refining company got in financial difficulties. There was some trouljle in

recovering the matte, which could not be sold in the regular market when finally

obtained, owing to the general depression of trade. It was eventually sold to

Joseph Wharton and Company, who advanced funds to the company to enable it to

renew its operations, taking a mortgage on its assets as security. An option was

taken on some deposits in Trill township, in the hope that an enlarged ore supply

and increased production would put the business on a better basis. The company

was reorganized under the name of the Trill Mining and Manufacturing Company,

Limited, and a new Ontario company incorporated under that name on July 11th,

1896, with a capital of $1,000,000, of which E. P. Travers held substantial control.

Work was resumed in May of that year by the new company, and mining and

smelting continued vigorously for a time, but both were again stopped in the fol-

lowing summer and never resumed. It had been demonstrated that the company

could not operate profitably under the existing conditions, and the enterprise was

abandoned. Mr. Wharton's mortgage was in due course foreclosed. The one-third

interest in the Chicago mine he obtained in this way was eventually vested by the

amalgamation with the Wliarton interests in the Canadian Copper Company, which

now owns it.

The Hamilton Companies

A short-lived enterprise which made its venture into the industry of 1889

under promising conditions is represented by two companies promoted by the late

John Patterson, of Hamilton, and supported by a number of the leading business

men of that city. Hoepfner Refining Company, Limited, was incorporated under

the Ontario Companies Act on July 24th, 1899, with head office at Hamilton, and a

capital of $600,000, consisting of 6,000 shares of $100 each. The yjroceedings on

file show that stock amounting to $550,000 was issued in consideration of an agree-

ment with Carl Hoepfner for the use of the patents covermg his electrolytic process

for refining nickel for a period of thirty years. The inventor had been retained a

short time before by the Canadian Copper Company to experiment with his process

for that company at Cleveland, but without satisfactory results. His services,

together with the right to his process with improvements, were then secured by the

promoters of this company, with a view to the establishment of refining works at

Hamilton. A plant was built in 1900 to operate the process on Sudbury

ores. Hans. A. Frasch was the resident manager, working under Hoepfner's

supervision. The enterprise was hampered by unfortunate construction

and arrangement of the plant, which involved expense and delay, and in the end the

process could not be made a commercial success. The inventor died suddenly in

Colorado, and the company attempted to operate a new process that had been

worked out in the meantime by Frasch, which also proved a failure. The opera-

tions of the company ex-tended over a jDeriod of about two years, and are said to have

resulted in heavy loss. Honourable J. M. G-ibson was president: John Patterson,

secretary; John Mood)', treasurer; J. V. Teetzel, Dr. Hoepfner, A. T. Wood and

W. F. Fuerst. of Xew York, directors.

The Nickel Copper Company of Ontario, Limited, was a closely associated

Ontario company incorporated on January 9th, 1900, with a capital of $5,000,000, of

which more than half was issued. The executive and the shareholders, chiefly
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prominent business men of Hamilton^ were substantially the same as in the refining

company. The arrangement presumably was that this company would operate the

mines and furnish the supply of matte, which the refining company would refine

to the finished metal. The AVhistle mine was bought, and considerable testing

and development done on the property by this company, which experimented

with a self-roasting plant. Some ore was taken from the Whistle mine,

but commercial operations were never carried on either at the mine or at the refinery.

The mining properties were sold to the Dominion Nickel-Copper Company and the

Whistle mine was the first Sudbury property acquired by the latter. It is now

owned by British America Nickel Corporation, Limited.

Lake Superior Power Company

From 1899 to 1903 this aggressive corporation was engaged in active opera-

tions in mining and smelting nickel as one of its associated imdertakings. The

connection with the mining industry is interesting in the attempt to co-ordinate

it with its other industries by utilizing the sulphur in the Sudbury ores in the

manufacture of pulp, and the metal contents in the production of ferro-nickel. As

a result of experiments on different ores in the district, the Gertrude mine was

thought to be the most suitable for the special requirements of the company, and

it was accordingly purchased in 1899. Development work was continued at the

mine during the following year, and after railway connections were made the con-

struction of a smelter was commenced and finished in June, 1902. "With a view to

extended operations, the Elsie mine near at hand was also acquired. Mining began

at the Elsie in July, 1901, and in October of that year shipments were made to the

roast yards at the Gertrude mine. The company made an agreement with the

Vivians for purchase of the Murray mine, which was not concluded, although a

substantial pajTiient was made and forfeited. The smelting plant continued to

operate for some time ; but in 1903 the financial difficulties of the parent enterprise

terminated all operations at the mine and the smelter. The properties were finally

sold to the Booth-O'Brien interests, and by them transferred to the British America

Nickel Corporation, the present owners.

The Dominion NickeUCopper Company, Limited

This company has already been mentioned in connection with the sale of its

properties to the British America Nickel Corporation, Limited, which is now making

arrangements to operate them as already described. Dr. Coleman refers

to this company in his statement that, " an important advance in the development

of the region has been made within the last three years in the formation of a strong

company for the opening up of the eastern and northern ranges," to which he adds

that " with its strong financial support and ample supply of ore. the prospects for

the new company seem bright."

While the company spent large sums in valuable exploration work and in

the purchase of mines, it never reached the stage of commercial operation. Its

principal part in the history of the industry is in the proving of ore reserves and

in the accumulation of different groups of properties which have been transferred

to its vendee, the British America company, already mentioned. It acquired all the
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properties of the Hamilton companies, wliicli included the AVhistle mine and a

nmnber of other locations on the eastern and northern ranges. It subsequently

bought the Murray mine from the Vivians, and about the same time the Gertrude

and Elsie mines and all the other holdings of the Clergue interests. A large

amount of money was spent in exploration work, which added 4o the reserves at

the Murray and Whistle mine, and established the value of other properties. The

management concentrated its attention on the Whistle property, and made all

arrangements with a view to the erection of the proposed smelting plant at that

mine. A surface plant was put up, and much development work done on the mine,

from which several carloads of ore were shipped as an experiment to American

steel works for making ferro-nickel. A short railway called the Nickel Range

railway was built from the Canadian jSTorthern Ontario railway near Selwood

Junction to the AVhistle mine, and power transmission lines were also constructed

from the plant of the Wahnapitae Power Company. A site had been selected, and

the plans made for the erection of a plant at the Whistle property, when in

September, 1912, as already stated, an option on the Ontario assets was given^

which eventually resulted in their sale. The company was incorporated under the

Dominion Companies Act on August 30th, 1907, with a capital stock of $10,000,000.

The principal shareholders were J. E. Booth of Ottawa, M. J. O'Brien of Eenfrew,

F. B. Chapin of Toronto, and a few Ottawa capitalists. J. X. Glidden was the

iirst manager of the company, but was succeeded by J. A. Holmes.

The foregoing does not exhaust the list of all the concerns that in various ways

have been connected with the industry. The Great Lakes Copper Company did

substantial mining at the Mount Xickel mine in Blezard township, and put up a

smelting plant to operate the process of Anton Graf for the production of high

grade matte from unroasted ores. The company owned other properties and carried

on diamond drill explorations. Its operations extended from October, 1899, to

May, 1901, when the proposed methods having proved unsuccessful, the works were

shut down.

The Algoma Xickel Company sank a number of shafts and made test pits on

deposits in the township of Lome in 1891. Other concerns, among them the

Emmens Metal Company, have had no better success.

Thomas A. Edison, the famous inventor, proposed to enter the field of nickel

mining in order to secure a supply of nickel for a newly invented storage battery.

He spent a good deal of time and money in diamond drilling on sites located by

magnetic instrmnents, but did not find any deposits of ore.

Xone of the undertakings of any company other than those at present operat-

ing has been successful, and their several failures represent the loss in the aggre-

gate of many hundreds of thousands of dollars. A^arious reasons, local and

personal, have been assigned in explanation of the common result. Looking back

from a later date at the development of the industry, it may be questioned whether

the true reasons do not lie deeper. Failure was inevitable unless a solution could

be found of the problems inherent in the industry of a limited market, technical

skill, command of capital, and an economical method of refining.



CHAPTER IV

Nickel Deposits of the World

INTRODUCTION

AVhile nickel is widely distributed in nature, occurring as an essential or as

an accessory constituent of numerous minerals, and having been found even in the

ashes of certain marine plants, known workable deposits of the metal are confined

to fewer localities than are those of the more common metals. The deposits of

two countries, the Province of Ontario and the French island colony of New
Caledonia, as has been shown on preceding pages, control the market for the

metal.

Nickel is found native, alloyed with iron, in meteorites and in a few terrestrial

minerals, but this form of the element, while of scientific interest, is of no economic

importance. It has l3een detected in numerous igneous rocks, especially magnesian

varieties, where it probably occurs most frequently as a constituent of the silicate,

olivine. According to F. W. Clarke, in 262 analyses of igneous rocks made in

the laboratory of the United States (Toological Survey an average of 0.0274 per

cent, of nickel oxide was found. Had it been sought for in all cases, this figure

might have been slightly reduced, but perhaps not materially.'

As a constituent of the solid crust of the earth nickel occurs in greater

quantity than copper, a fact that would scarcely be credited from a consideration

of the much Avider distribution of workable deposits of the latter and the

production of the two metals. In a discussion of the relative aljundance of the

elements, Clarke shows that the igneous rocks contain iron and nickel in the

porportions, approximately, of 4.56 of the former to 0.020 of the latter;' the pro-

portion of copper is probably about 0.010, while the proportions of two other

connnon metals, zinc and lead, are still less. It can thus be said that nickel is less

amenal)le to concentration by the agencies that tend to produce workable deposits

than are the other nietals mentioned.

A small percentage of nickel usually, if not always, occurs in certain iron

ores, especially in the titaniferous variety and in those of a residual nature derived

from the weathering of basic igueous rocks. Ores of the former class that occur

in Ontario universally contain small percentages of the metal, varying from 0.08

to 0.80.^ Nickeliferous iron ores of residual origin will be described on later

pages.

Basic igneous rocks in various parts of the world contain nickel in quantities

sufficient to show that, while it occurs in few countries in deposits that are of

economic importance, still the metal is often present in one-tenth or more of the

'The Data of Geochemistry, p. 691, 3rd Edition, Bull. 616, U.S.G.S. - Ihid, p. 27.

' W. G. Miller, Eept. British Ass. Ad. Sei., 1897, p. 660, and Ont. Bureau Mines, Vol. VII,
p. 230, and F. J. Pope, A.I.M.E., Vol. XXIX, 1899, pp. 397 et al.

[95]
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quantity that is of commercial value. For instance, a trap dike that outcrops at

the edge of the Rideau canal in southeastern Ontario, was found to contain as

much as 0.612 per cent, of nickel.'

Few analysts have taken the trouble to determine the percentage of nickel

in rocks. In analyses available of Canadian rocks the presence or absence of

nickel is rarely mentioned. It will be seen that this statement applies even to

most of the analyses of the Sudbury norite that are quoted from various

authors in this volume. Analyses of Canadian rocks have not been collected and

published in readily available form, as have those of the United States, but the

content of jSTiO in a few may be given. " The serpentines of the altered Silurian

rocks in Eastern Canada [Quebec] often form vast masses, almost without

admixture. . . . The almost constant presence of small portions of oxides

of chrome and nickel is to be remarked in the analyses, not only of these serpentines

but of the other magnesian rocks of the region.'" In two specimens of serpentine

from Orford, Que., the percentages of NiO are given as 0.26 and 0.15 respectively.

A peridotite (dunose) from the junction of Eagle creek and Tulameen river.

British Columbia, was found to contain 0.10 per cent, of ISTiO.'

Doubtless if it is looked for, NiO will be found in similar percentages in

immcrous other Canadian rocks. Analyses showing a lower percentage are

available from a number of localities.

In the chemical laboratory of the United States Geological Survey many

detailed analyses of rocks have been made. The following list giving the per-

centage of NiO in rocks from widely separated localities serves to illustrate the

statement that nickel is widely distributed.' In the analyses selected the percent-

age of NiO is in all cases 0.05 or more. Numerous analyses showing a lower

percentage might be given. Similar nickeliferous rocks are found in various

parts of the world, but in many analyses the percentages of the metal have not been

determined.

Nickeliferous Rocks

(A) Massachusetts, serpentine from seven localities, 0.17, 0.21, 0.45, 0.53, 0.40, 0.47, 0.33.

(B) Connecticut, hornblende norite 0.9. (C) New York, peridotite 0.9. (D) Pennsylvania,

pyroxenite 0.5. (E) North Carolina, pyroxenite 0.11. (F) Kentucky, peridotite 0.10.

(G) Missouri, granite 0.20, porphyry 0.15. (H) Texas, nepheline basalt 0.06. (I) Michigan,

peridotite 0.21, diabase 0.10. (J) Minnesota, hj-persthene gabbro 0.06, olivine gabbro 0.16.

(K) Yolluwsto'iis National Park, Elecnic Peak, pyroxene-mica diorite 0.09, quartz-p;^Toxene-

mica diorite 0.05, augite-andesite porphyry 0.06, Absaroka range, monzonite 0.10, quartz diorite

porphyry 0.19, quartz-mica diorite porphyry 0.17, banakite dike 0.14. (L) Montana, horn-

blende picrite 0.09, pyroxenite 0.11, peridotite 0.16, shonkinite 0.07. (M) Idaho, diorite 0.12.

(N) Colorado, perofskite-magnetite rock 0.05. (O) Arizona, mica basalt O.OS. (P) Nevada,

andesitic perlite 0.07. (Q) California, quartz diorite 0.05, altered peridotite 0.09, diorite 0.05,

pseudo-diabase (ornose) 0.10, andesite 0.20, basalt 0.41, black serpentine 0.33, pyroxenite 0.07,

gabbro 0.06, serpentine (pyroxenite) 0.11. (R) Oregon, peridotite (saxonite), the matrix of

the silicate nickel ores, 0.10, olivine separated from the same 0.26, hypersthene-augite andesite

0.05, serpentine 0.13. (S) Hawaiian Islands, picritic basalt 0.09, plagioclase basalt 0.05,

porphyritic gabbro 0.12, olivine basalt 0.08, olivine separated from latter 0.34.

^Ont. Bureau Mines, Vol. VII, p. 231.

^Geology of Canada, 1863, p. 472.

' Geol. Sur. Can., Memoir 26, p. 53, and U.S.G.S. Bull. 591, p. 210.

*Bull. 591, U.S.G.S
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Nickel Minerals

Among the numerous com2:)Ouuds, in which nickel occurs in nature, the

following, from the economic point of view, may be said to be the most

important:

—

Pentlandite (Fe, M) S.

Millerite Xi S
Niccolite Xi As.
Chloauthite Xi Aso

Gersdorffito Xi As S
Breithauptite Xi Sb
Annabergite Xij As^Os+S H.O
Garuierite.

Pentlandite, which contains varying percentages of nickel and iron, is believed

to be the source of nearly all the nickel produced from the pyrrhotite-chalcopyrite

ores of the Sudbury area. In the ores of certain mines, such as the Worthington,

the mineral can l)e readily disthiguished in liand specimens. Usually, however,

it is identified only on polished or etched surfaces. Details concerning the

Polished and etched surface of ore, showing pentlandite

iu veins cutting pyrrhotite; magnified 50 diameters;
Copper Cliff mine, Sudbury area, Ontario.

Fhotomicrograph hy Wm. Campiell.

occurrences of the mineral with the ores of Sudbury are given in the reports of

Barlow, Coleman and other writers and need not be repeated here. Illustrations

of the modes of occurrence of the mineral will be found in following pages.

Gersdorffite and millerite have been observed only occasionally m the Sudbury

ores. It may be added that polydymite, Ni^Sg or XigFeSg, occurs at the Vermilion

mine and doubtless in other Sudbury deposits.

Niccolite, chloauthite, breithauptite and annabergite are of common occur-

rence in the veins of tlie Coljalt area. The first mentioned mineral has been

found in small quantities in two or three of the Sudlniry deposits.
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Polished surfaces of sulphides and norite, Creighton mine, Sudbury area, Ontario.
The white areas are the sulphides—pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite and pentlandite; the

dark areas are norite. Magnified 70 diameters.

Photomicrographs }i/ TVm. CamphcU.
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Linnseite, a sulphide of cobalt, C03 S^, in which the cobalt is replaced by nickel,

and to some extent by iron and copper in varying proportions, occurs at Mine La
Motte, Missouri, which has been a small producer of nickel and cobalt.

Garnierite is second only to pentlandite as a source of nickel. It is essentially

a hydrated silicate of nickel and magnesium, but is of somewhat indefinite chemical

composition. Dana says its formula is "perhaps H2 (Ni,Mg) Si O4 + aq, but

very variab]e in composition, particularly as regards the mutual replacement of

nickel and magnesium, and not always a homogeneous mineral. Liversidge has

attempted to distinguish two varieties, one of which is dark green and unctuous,

noumeite; the other rarer, pale green and adhesive to the tongue, garnierite.'"'

There are other hydrous nickel-magnesium silicates, more or less related to

garnierite, such as genthite, pimelite and schuchardite. Garnierite is an altera-

tion ijroduct of serpentine, derived from peridotite, and is the essential source of

the nickel in the ores of New Caledonia and elsewhere, although other compounds

of the metal, the products of weathering, occur in association with it.

Classes of Ores

The ores that are worked primarily as sources of nickel fall naturally into

three classes— (a) Sulpliides, represented especially by the pyrrhotite-chalcopy-

rite ores of Sudbury and Norway. Ores of this class have been mined to a much
smaller extent in Pennsylvania, Tasmania, Sweden, Italy, South Africa and else-

where. The sulphides of iron and copper that are associated with the lead ores

of southeast Missouri should also be mentioned as they have been worked for cobalt

and nickel, (b) Silicates or oxidized ores, of which the chief occurrences are those

of New Caledonia. Similar ores occur in Greece, Madagascar, North Carolina,

Oregon and in other countries, (c) Arsenical ores, usually containing both nickel

and cobalt, the principal working mines being those of Cobalt, Ont. Ores of this

nature have been worked in Saxony, Bohemia, France and elsewhere.

Other sources of nickel are (d) blister copper, which contains nickel and other

metals, (e) manganese ores of the earthy class known as wad, sometimes rich

in cobalt and to a lesser extent in nickel, (f) nickeliferous iron ores, such as

those of Cuba, the nickel forming a valua1)le ingredient in the iron or steel

produced from such ores, but not being separable, commercially, from the iron.

By=Products of Nickel Ores

Nickel in commercial quantities in pyrrhotite-chalcopyrite ores may be said

to be an accessory constituent, since many deposits of this class do not contain

the metal in workable quantities. In addition to nickel and copper these ores that

are worked contain gold, silver, platinum, palladium and other metals as by-pro-

ducts. These are discussed in the section devoted to precious metals. At Sudbury,

as is shown on other pages, no use has yet been made of the sulphur or the iron in

the ores. The platinum in the Sudluiry ores is known to occur essentially as the

arsenide, sperrylite, but the form in which palladium occurs has not been deter-

mined. Discovery of compounds of the latter metal would be of great interest,

both from the scientific and the economic point of view.

* Descriptive Mineralogy, 6th Ed., p. 677.
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The silicate ores of nict:el liave been treated essentially for the one metal,

although attempts have been made to utilize the iron by smelting to a nickel-

iferous pig. Excepting these two metals the silicate ores contain no con-

stituents of value.

The cobalt-nickel ores of Cobalt contain several constituents in commercial

quantities. The chief of these is silver. Then there are cobalt, nickel and arsenic.

Certain of these ores also contain an important quantity of mercury.

Historical Notes on Nickel Mining

The history of nickel mining may be conveniently divided into two periods,

nameh', that preceding the working of the New Caledonia deposits and that

which has followed. During the last 30 or 40 years the production has increased

enormously and Xew Caledonia and Sudbury ha^e dominated the market.

Although the metal nickel was discovered by Cronstedt in 1751, in niceolite

from a cobalt mine in Sweden, an alloy, containing copper, zinc and nickel, had

been in use in China for thousands of years. Coins, found in Persia, dating

from prior to 200 B.C., contain percentages of copper and nickel similar to those

in coins made at the present time. It is interesting to note that use was also

made, in early ages, of the closely related metal cobalt, glass coloured with this

metal having been found in the ruins of Troy and in the graves of the ancient

Egyptians.

Owing to the hardness of nickel and the temperature required to melt it,

there is little likelihood that any use was made of the metal except in alloys until

modern times. In considering the use liy the ancients of nickel alloys, it may be

pointed out that tin had a similar history. Bronze, an alloy of copper and tin, was

used for ages before the latter metal was employed in the unalloyed state.

It was some time after Croustedt's discovery that pure nickel was prepared,

Bergman extracting it in IT To. The first refining of the metal for commercial

purposes appears to liuve been done at Schneeberg, which had long been the site

of the cobalt industry. For some years the ores of nickel treated were those that

occur in the coljalt deposits, especially of Saxony and Bohemia. In 1838 it was

found that the pyrrhotite ores of Sweden contained nickel, and a refining plant

was erected. Nickel ores were also discovered in Norway and several plants were

erected in that country which became the largest producer of the metal. Norway

continued her lead until 1877, when she was eclipsed by New Caledonia, export of

ores from this country beginning in 1875. Immediately prior to the advent of

New Caledonia as a producer, the world's output of nickel appears to have been

about 500 metric tons a year. Norway's greatest annual output is said to have

been 360 tons in 1870.

In the i)eriod preceding the beginning of mining in New Caledonia several

countries, in addition to Scandinavia, Germany and Austria, were producers of

nickel ore. Mines in Piedmont, Italy, were operated between 1860 and 1870, the

ore produced being similar to the Norwegian, but the deposits were of smaller

size. The United States had one important mine, that at Lancaster Gap, Penn.

Although its total production is given as only about 2,000 tons, its annual output

at one time represented about one-sixth that of the world. This mine is said to
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Blezaid Mine. Blezard Mine.

Blezaid Mine. Ciei<;Iiton Mine.

The three specimens from the Blezard mine, Sudburv area. Ontario, are polished
sulphides (white), and norite (dark). Magnihed 70 diameters. The polished
specimen from the Creighton mine shows a veinlet of peutlandite, with good
cleavage, in pyrrhotite (white). Magnified 70 diameters.

Phoioni'icrographs hy Wm. Campbell.
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have been worked for copper prior to 1774, and suljsequently at various periods

without much success. It was not until 1853 that the ore was found to contain

nickel. Ten years later the mine became a nickel producer. Owing to competition

from New Caledonia and Sudbury, the mine was finally closed in 1891. It may
be added that the ores from Lancaster Gap contain pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite and

in this respect resemble those of Sudbury, Scandinavia and Italy. In this earlier

period of nickel production the copper and iron sulphides that occur in certain of

the lead deposits of southeast Missouri received some attention. Small shipments

were made to England witli the object of extracting the nickel which the ores

contain.

Eeference should also l^c made to the fact that nickel was produced from

Canadian ores before the discovery of the Sudbury deposits. These ores came

fro2n the Silver Islet mine. Lake Superior, discovered in 1868, and contained

nickel and cobalt, in addition to being very rich in silver. Prior to 1873 and

later nickel was extracted from the matte produced from these ores at the

Wyandotte, Mich., smelting works.

Nickel ores were refined at an early date in England. Johnson of Hatton

Garden introduced nickel refining about 1830. The plant of Henry Wiggin

& Co., Ltd., near Birmingham, was established, under the name of Evans &
Askin, in 1832, for the treatment of cobalt-nickel ores.' A process for the separa-

tion of nickel from cobalt on a commercial scale was developed at this plant about

the year 1836. These were the first works to refine nickel, by a wet process, in

England. Arsenical nickel ores were treated almost exclusively until mining began

in New Caledonia in 1875. The arsenical ores came partly from Hungary and

partly from South America and elsewhere. After the New Caledonia ores came on

the market another company erected a plant to treat them at Erdington, near

Birmingham. Both plants are still in operation, as is also the Vivian plant, now

known as the Anglo-French, in Swansea. This Vivian plant was also a pioneer

in the treatment of cobalt and nickel ores.

Since the coming of the New Caledonia ores on the market, 1875, and later

those of Sudl)ury, 1886, other sources of supply have played only an insignificant

part. The difference lietween the price of refined nickel and the cost of production

has enabled the Norwegian mines to operate, and small quantities of ore from

other countries, valuai:)le for its nickel content, have been sold from time to time.

Moreover, there will always be a small production of nickel as a by-product in the

refining of copj^er, cobalt and other ores.

Nickel Deposits of Various Countries

The geology, ore deposits and mining methods of Sudbury are described

on pages 103 to 227, and Alexo mine, 228 to 232. Then follow descriptions of the

nickel resources of New 'Caledonia, pages 234 to 263, Norway, 264 to 265, and

other countries in alphabetical order, 266 to 286.

Birmingham Handbook, Brit. Ass. Ad. Science, 1913.
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90° Xon^itu-de "VVest. S5° frojn &reen^vich 80°

tjeological Map of Province of Ontario, Canada, showing location of tbe Sudljury Area.
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GEOLOGY OF SUDBURY AREA*

The surface geology of the Siulliurv iiiekel-copper area has been described

in considerable detail by various authors. The present report deals especially with

the size, structure and character of the ore bodies and their relations to adjacent

rocks.

While this report will be confined mainly to a study of the ore bodies, it may be

helpful to give a brief outline of the geological history of the area. The reader

who desires to obtain more details regarding the general geology may do so by

consulting the reports referred to in the l)il)liography on following pages of this

Eeport.

The rocks have been divided into the groups indicated in the following table,

the oldest formations being shown at the toottom of the eohnnn. This classification

differs somewhat from those employed by other authors.

TABLE SHOWING THE ROCK GROUPS IX THE SUDBURY NICKEL-COPPER AREA

PRE CAMBRIAN

r Olivine Di

Trap Dike
Olivine Diabase Dikes

ikes

Keweenawan Series '
!
Granites

Xorite-micropegmatite
' Gabbros

Intrusive Contact.

f Chebiasford Sandstone
Onwatin Slate

Animikie Series
I

Onaping Tuff
Lake Conglomerate, Ramsay

Lake Conglomerate

- Onapii
Trout

y Lai

Unconformity

Greenstones, including Sudburite

'

Intrusive Contact.

Timiskaming Series

r Wanapitei Quartzite

< MeKini Grevwacke
(^Copper Cliff Arkose

Unconformitij *

( CrA'stalliue Limestone, Quartzite,
Grenville Series [various Schists and Gneisses

* Mr. Cyril W. Knight, Assistant Provincial Geologist of Ontario, who has spent some
months, during each of the years 1915 and 1916, in a study of the Sudbury nickel-copper
deposits, has kindly furnished the Commissioners with the following descriptions of the
geology and of the ore bodies, together with his views on the origin of the latter.

^ Some of the intrusives here grouped with the Keweenawan are possibly of later age.

_

•' These rocks have not been observed in contact with the Animikie series, but they are
believed by some observers to be older than the Animikie. They may be Keweenawan in age.

' In this area these rocks are given the name of Sudluiry series by some authors.

*The unconformity has not been seen in the Sudbury area, but is known elsewhere in
Ontario.
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Qrenville Series

The oldest rocks in the area are named the Grenville series. They consisted

originally of sediments which have now been changed to various schists and

gneisses. In addition to the schists and gneisses there are also quartzites and, very

rarely, crystalline limestone. The Grenville series has not yet been found in actual

contact with the Timiskaming series, but it is thought to be older than this series

because it is more highly altered, or metamorphosed. The formations on which

the Grenville series rested originally are unknown. In southeastern Ontario,

however, about 200 miles to the southeast, the series rests on pillow lavas and

green schists called the Keewatin series'. Certain green schists associated with

iron formation, in the township of Hutton, a few miles north of the Sudbury

area, may be of Keewatin age. In the Sudbury area Coleman has mapped an

extent of the Grenville rocks to the south of the Mond Xickel Company's smelter

at Coniston, about eight miles from the mines." It may be added that Eobert Bell

originally described the Grenville rocks in the Sudbury area.^

Timiskaming Series

The next youngest group of rocks is the Timiskaming series, the Sudbury

series of certain authors. It consists of quartzites, greywackes, arkoses, slates and

conglomerates. The series is supposed to have a total thickness of 29,000 feet*.

The rocks were no doubt laid down under the ocean in horizontal beds. They

have since been subjected to mountain-building forces which have often tilted

the beds into steeply inclined positions. Fig. 2, the greywackes and slates some-

times being changed to schists and gneisses. The Timiskaming series, between

Worthington mine and Victoria mine station on the Canadian Pacific railway,

contains coarse boulder conglomerates. There are boulders of granite and granite

gneiss two or three feet in diameter. The presence of the granite fragments shows

that there was a granite formation older than the conglomerate. This old granite

floor has not been discovered in the Sudbury area, although it has been found else-

where in the Canadian shield. It may be added that every granite yet found in

contact with the Timiskaming series in the Sudbury nickel-copper area is younger

than these sediments.

Greenstones, Including Sudburite

Associated with the Timiskaming series there are some greenstones whose

age is not definitely ascertained. They are evidently younger than the Tim-

iskaming series, but whether they are pre-Animikie in age or Keweenawan is

not certainly known. Tlie greenstones are basic rocks, sometimes having pillow

structures and amygdaloidal textures when they are called sudburite, Fig 59, or

"older" norite.° They are often altered to schists. They occur mainly on the

. ..a

' Miller & Knight, Ont. Bur. Mines, Vol. 22, Part II, pp. 3, 9, 11, 34, 35, 45, 50, 88.

- Ont. Bur. Mines, Vol. 23, Part I, p. 204.

^ Geol. Sur. Can., Vol. 9, 1896, pp. 9-11, I.

*Ont. Bur. Mine?, Vol. 23, Part I, p. 214.

'Ibid., p. 215.
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southern nickel range immediately adjacent to or near the norite. Sudburite is

found at the Murray and Gertrude mines, and elsewhere.

The Animikie Series

The Animikie series consists of sandstones, slates, tuffs and conglomerates,

having an estimated thickness of about 9,500 feet '. At Earasay lake the con-

glomei'ate rests uncoiiformably on the Timiskaming series. The Animikie rocks

are found for the most part in a remarkable depression known as the Sudbury

basin. The latter is surrounded l)y prominent hills of the Animikie conglomerate

and the acid part of the norite-micropegmatite. The conglomerate contains j^ebbles

and boulders of quartzite, granite, and other rocks, and is regarded as an ordinary

basal conglomerate.

These Animikie rocks at Sudbury are believed to be of the same age as the

Cobalt series at Cobalt, Gowganda and elsewhere.

The Keweenawan Series

The Keweenawan series is the most important group of rocks from an

economic point of view. During this period the nickel-copper ores were formed.

In other parts of the pre-Cambrian region, notably at Cobalt and on Keweenaw

point on the south shore of Lake Superior, the Keweenawan period was also a

time during which valuable minerals were deposited, e.g, the silver, cobalt, nickel

and arsenic ores at Cobalt, and the native copper deposits at Keweenaw point.

At Cobalt and Sudl)ury the Keweenawan series consists entirely of igneous

rocks, but at Keweenaw point the series is made up of a stupendous pile of inter-

bedded lavas and sediments.

In the Sudbury area there appear to be igneous rocks, of the Keweenawan

series, of several ages, as shown on the table on page 105. The oldest group

consists of gabbros which are medium to coarse-grained rocks resembling some-

what the norite of the area. A prominent intrusion of the ga])liro stretches

from the town of Sudbury southwest to Kelley lake. Gabbros are also met with

at Murray, jMount Nickel and Frood mines, and elsewhere. The age of the

gabbros has not l)een definitely ascertained. It is known that they are younger

than the rocks of the Timiskaming series, since they have Ijeen intruded into this

series. On the other hand, they have not been observed in contact with the

Animikie rocks in the Sud])ury basin, and therefore it is not possible to state

definitely whether they are older or younger than the Animikie. It may be, of

course, that the gabbros are not all of the same age.

Tbe next youngest rock of this series is the norite-micropegmatite which occurs

in such large volume. It is younger than the gabbro at Murray and Mount Nickel

mines, at both of which places it has caught up fragments of the gabbro. The form

and composition of the norite-micropegmatite are described on pages 115-121.

The granites appear to be the next youngest rocks. There is, however, some

difference of opinion regarding the age of these rocks, but this matter is discussed

more fully elsewhere in the report, pages 122-125. It is certain that some of the

' The Nifkcl IiuUisti y, De])t. of Mines, Canada, 1913, p. 9.
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granites arc younger than the norite-micropegmatite since they are enclosed

wholly by it and have evidently been erupted through it. These granites have

come to be spoken of as " later," or " younger," granites.

The formation of the nickel-copper ore bodies probably closely followed the

intrusion and consolidation of the granites.

After the formation of the ore bodies there followed intrusions of fine-grained

trap dikes, now having the composition of uralitie diabase. These traps are

met with at Creighton, Crean Hill and Worthington mines. Their age relationships

were determined by C. H. Hitchcock.

The last important event in the geological history of the area was ushered

in by the formation of great cracks or fissures and l)y the eruption into them of

olivine diabase dikes. Certain of these dikes are several miles long and two or

three hundred feet wide, and they intersect every rock in the area, including the

Animikie sandstone in the Sudbury basin and the nickel-copper ore bodies. They

are widespread throughout pre-Cambrian areas not only at Sudbury but at Coljalt,

Gowganda, Porcupine and elsewhere.

While the eruption of the olivine diabase dikes constituted the last important

event in pre-Cambrian times, of Avhicli there is record in the Sudbury area, it may

be added that those dikes are cut by small veinlets of granitic materiar.

Granite and Qranite=Qneiss

In addition to the rocks l)riefly described in preceding pages there is a great

belt of granite and granite-gneiss immediately north of the norite-micropegmatite,

on the northern nickel range. This granite and granite-gneiss are older, in so far

as known, than the norite-micropegmatite, but their age relations to the Timiskam-

mo- and Animikie rocks have not been ascertained. Another l)elt of sranite and

granite-gneiss is found from 6 to 10 miles southeast of the southern nickel range;

these granites are intrusive into the Tismiskaming series.

Topography, Sudbury Area*

A word may be said regarding the character of the topography. The country

has an average elevation of about 1,000 feet above sea level, the highest hills not

being much more than 1,400 feet above the sea. The main line of the Canadian

Pacific railway crosses the area, so that a cross-section, Fig. 3, along the railway

track gives a fair idea of the topography. It will l^e understood, of course, that

there are some hills which rise 200 or 300 feet above the railway track. It is hardly

necessary to point out that the well-known, characteristic feature of the area consists

of a distinct, oval-shaped l;)asin. often as level as a plain, while, in striking contrast,

hills as high as 600 feet encircle the basin. The latter, where crossed by the Cana-

dian Pacific railway, has an average elevation of 900 feet above the sea. The nature

of the rocks which underlie the l3asin partly accounts for its shape, since the central

part consists of soft sedimentary formations, while the encircling hills consist of

^ Ont. Bur. Mines, Vol. 14, Part III, p. 125.
* The entire surface of the rocks in the Province of Ontario has lieeu glaciated during

the Glacial period. Much of the surface, including that at Sudbury, is covered with super-

ficial deposits of sand, gravel, clay and boulders.
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harder, igneous or sedimentary rocks. Beyond the basin the country consists of

rugged hills, 100 or 200' feet high. The drift-covered valleys between these hills

sometimes have farm lands of toleral)le fertility.

Fig. 3—Section from Eomford Junction, near Sudbury, Ontario, to Windy lake,

along the main line of the Canadian Pacific Railway. This section crosses the

Sudbury basin and shows the elevations above sea level along the railway track.

Horizontal scale 8 miles equals 1 inch; vertical scale 1,600 feet equals 1 inch.

Crush=Conj>:lomerates and Crush=Breccias

Crush-conglomerates and crush-breccias, Figs. 4 and 5, are rocks which have

been formed by disturbances resulting in crushing and brecciation. The rocks may
occur in all the formations of the Sudbury area, they having been met with in

quartzites, greywackes, slates, greenstones, granites, norite, and other rocks. The

fragments composing the rocks are generally rounded, this variety being known as

crush-conglomerate. When, on the other hand, the fragments are angular, the rock

is known as a crush-breccia. The matrix which cements the fragments together

consists of the more finely crushed material of the rock which has been disturbed.

Sometimes the fragments in the crush-conglomerates and crush-breccias are 10 or

15 feet or more in diameter. An example of the rock in greywacke or quartzite may

be seen on the hill immediately to the south of the Canadian Pacific railway station

at Sudbury, Fig. 5. Here the crushed zone evidently formed a pathway for the

circulation of sulphide-bearing waters, for the rock is "spotted" with blebs of

sulphides.

The crush-conglomerates and crush-breccias referred to in the preceding para-

graph differ only in one respect from the crush-conglomerates and crush-breccias

which constitute the commercial ore bodies. In the case of the ore bodies it is the

sulphides which largely form the cementing material for the rock fragments. Figs.

6, 14, while in the case of the non-mineralized crush-conglomerates and breccias it

is the finely ground-up rock which forms the matrix.

Commercial Ore Bodies Made up of Crush=Con8:Iomerates and Crush=Breccias

As already said crush-conglomerates and crush-breccias may occur in any

of the rocks, but they are most commonly found along the rocks adjacent

to the norite and along the so-called offsets. They furnished convenient zone!-
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for the circulation of hot mineral-hearing waters, and consequently where they

occur near the edge of the norite or in offsets they have been heavily mineralized

with sulphides, thus forming the commercial ore bodies. The fragments and

blocks are cemented together by the sulphides. The sulphides also

impregnate or replace the rock fragments, occurring in veinlets, m irregularly

shaped masses, and in disseminated grains—"spots" or "blebs."

Yicr 4—('ru.li-<M.n.'l..nuT:ih> and crush-breccia, Copper Cliff, Sudbury

"area, Ontario. Width of face is 2 feet 6 inches. The rock has been

formed bv crushing and brecciation; the more finely crushed material

constitutes the matrix for the larger fragments. The commercial ore

bodies consist largely of these crushed rocks, but in the case of the

ore bodies the matrix consists mainly of sulphides instead of the more

finely crushed rock fragments, the more finely crushed rock having

been partly or ^vholly replaced by ore. "

The "conglomerate"—like character of the nickel-copper ores was noted

by one of the ''earliest observers, Eobert Bell, who described the ore more than

a quarter of a century ago in the following words^j
^

' Geol. Sur. Can., 1890-91, Vol. V, Part F, p. 48.
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In each case the ore-mass consists of a breeciated or agglomerated mixture of the

pyrrhotite and ehalcopyrite along -n-ith the country rock. The included fragments of the

latter are both rounded' and angular, and vary in size from that of pebbleg to large boulders,

but the average is a few inches in diameter. Immense blocks or 'horses' also occur in the

midst of the ore.

The geologists who Avorked in the field after Bell have also noted the "con-

glomerate''-like nature of the ore, hut little emphasis has been laid on it, except by

C. W. Dickson.'

Fig. 5—Crush-conglomerate and crush-breccia on hill immediately south of

Canadian Pacific Railway station, Sudbury, Ontario. The rock was
formed by crushing and brecciation, and may occur in any rock such

as quartzite, slate, greenstone, norite, etc. The length of the rock

surface represented in the drawing is 12 feet.

Occurrences of the Ore Bodies"

-T!- ^ - 1. iMarginal Ore Bodies

The ore deposits occur for the most part along the outer, Ijasic, contact of the

norite-micropegmatite, but the commercial ore bodies are rarely found in the norite.

On the contrary, they occur largely in the rocks adjacent to the norite, there ])eing

a comparatively small quantity of commercial ore met with in this rock. Examples

of ore bodies which occur wholly or mainly in the rocks adjacent to the basic edge

of the norite are the Crean Hill, Creighton, Levack, and Whistle. The Creighton

is found about at the contact. Fig. 21, while the Levack ore body is wholly in the

underlying granite gneiss at an average distance of about 175 feet from the contact

of the norite measured at right angles to the dip of the contact. Fig. 40. While it

is true that little commercial ore occurs in the norite, there is at times light, non-

commercial mineralization in this rock, impregnating or replacing large masses, the

sulphides often being found in the form of hlebs about the size of peas, giving rise

^ Trans. Am. Inst. Min. Eng., Vol. .34, pp. 1-67. The breeciated or conglomerate-

like nature of the ore bodies is again and again referred to by Dickson; see pages 37, 43,

45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 54, 55, 59 of Dickson's report.
^ The mine workings of the nickel-copper deposits at Sudbury have proved that the ore

bodies, as they are found to-day, have neither been enriched nor impoverished by the action

of surface water?. There has been formed on the surface of the ore bodies, however, a little

gossan, caused by the weathering and decomposition of the ore, where the deposits are not

protected by a covering of clay, gravel or other materials. Before glaciation took place, the

upper part of the deposits no doubt contained a comparatively thick zone of weathering and
impoverishment due to the action of surface waters-. But the glaciers have long since scoured

awav this zone.
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to -what has been called " spotted " norite. The notal)le example of this non-com-

mercial variety of mineralization is met with at the Creighton, where a zone three-

quarters of a mile long and about 600 yards wide is thus mineralized. It may be

repeated, however, that the commercial ore bodies are found almost wholly in the

rocks adjacent to the norite—not in the norite.

The deposits described in the preceding paragraph are known as " marginal

"

deposits.

2. Offset Ore Bodies

The second class of deposits has been called •' offset " deposits. The offsets are

mineralized dikes. There are four main occurrences of the offsets, namely,

Wortliington, Copper Cliff, Frood and Foy. In the case of the first three it may
be pointed out that they cannot be traced directly into the norite or so-called

nickel eruptive, although they are ])elieved by many to be of the same age as this

eruptive. This relationship has not been proved nor disproved. The offsets have

a maximum length of six miles and a width of from a few feet to TOO or 800 feet.

The marginal and off'set deposits occur along extensive and well-defined lines

that have either a northwest-southeast or northeast-southwest direction. These

directions constitute lines of crushing, brecciation and shearing. It has so hap-

pened, in the case of the marginal deposits, that the lines of disturbance occur

along the contact of the basic edge of the norite-micropegmatite and adjacent

rocks, largely in the latter, thus accounting for the occurrences of the ore bodies in

this position. The disturbances referred to have broken the rocks along their path

into crush-conglomerates and crush-breccias. The ore occupies or fills the spaces

between the rock fragments composing these disturbed zones. The ore also impreg-

nates or replaces the rocks in the form of irregular veinlets, masses, and in

disseminated grains.

The origin of the ores will i^robably remain a controversial subject for many
years. All that can be said with certainty is that the sulphides were introduced

after the norite-micropegmatite had solidified. This is proved beyond doubt, even

if there were no other evidence, by the presence in the ore bodies, which occur

exactly at the contact of the norite, of both round and angular fragments of the

norite cemented together l)y pure sulphides.

It appears, indeed, to be a common experience to find that ore deposition is

later "than the igneous rock with which an ore body may be associated. The

remarks of J. E. Spurr are of interest in this respect :

'"' Where ore bodies occur in.

near, or following the contact of igneous rocks," writes Spurr, "' there is evidence

in every case that I have seen (with the exception of certain pegmatite veins and

pegmatitic quartz veins), that ore-deposition was distinctly subsequent to rock

consolidation : and hence that the ore was derived from some deeper horizon."
^

The origin of the Sudl)ury ores is more fully discussed in succeeding para-

graphs.

A word may l^e added regarding the surface outcrops of the ore bodies. Some
of the deposits outcrop in valleys, while others outcrop on hills. For instance, the

Frood, Victoria, Crean Hill, and Garson occur on hills, while the Worthington,

Creighton, and particularly the Levack, are examples of deposits which occupy

pronounced valleys.

^Economic Geology, Vol. II, Xo. S, December, 1907, p. 794.

8 N*
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The Shape of the Ore Bodies

The shape of the commercial ore bodies is for the most part rudely lenticular,

the Creighton, Murray, Garson, Levack, and numerous other deposits having

lenticular outlines. Other commercial ore bodies, like the Victoria and Copper

CliS, have the form of irregular cylinders or tubes. Some ore bodies are distinct

veins.

Character of the Sudbury Nickel=Copper Ores

The character of the Sudbury nickel-copper ores may be described as being

more or less "rocky." That is to say, the ore is always accompanied by rock,

generally in the form of fragments. Figs. 6, 19. These fragments vary from

microscopic specks to great blocks 5, 10, 15 feet or more in diameter, and they

consist of granite, greenstone, norite, quartzite, greywacke, schist, or the individual

minerals constituting these rocks. The rocky nature of the ore bodies makes it

pig_ 6,—Character of ore at Creighton mine, Sudbury area,

Ontario, ninth level, 15 feet from footwall. Green-

stone boulders and fragments enclosed in sulphides .

(shaded area). Width of face 8 feet.

necessary to hand-pick from the ore from 10 to 60 per cent, of rock, and even this

hand-picked product contains U to 35 per cent, or more of silica. The cleanest ore

in the whole field is that which is mined from the Creighton deposit, but even from

this ore there is hand-picked from 10 to 16 per cent, of rock. This hand-picked

product still contains 18 to 21 per cent, of silica. The character of the ores from

important mines is shown in the following table

:

Per Cent, of Silica

Remaining in Hand-

i
Picked Ore.

Kame of Mine.
Per Cent, of Rock Hand-

Picked from Ore.

Crean Hill .

Creighton . .

Garson ....

Victoria ...

Levack . . .

.

Worthington
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paratively insignificant quantities. Coleman' and Barlow' have described the
minerals in great detail. Pentlandite is the nickel bearing mineral, and it contains

23 per cent, of this metal. Chalcopyrite is the copper bearing mineral, containino-

as it does 34.5 per cent, of copper.

The INorite^Micropegmatite, its Form and Composition, and its Relation
to the Nipissing: Diabase

The norite-micropegmatite has been mapped by Coleman as an oval area sur-

rounding a basin composed of conglomerates, sandstones, tuffs and slates, Fig. 1.

The average width of the intrusive on the southern nickel range is 3.1 miles and
on the northern range 1.9 miles. The length of the area is about 36 miles and
its width, including the sedimentary basin, 16 miles.

This great mass of igneous rock has been shown by the workings of the various

mines and by diamond drilling to have sometimes a gigantic dike-like form, Fig. 7,

and sometimes a sheet-like form. Fig. 8. On the southern nickel range, where

most of the mines occur, more is known about the dip of the basic edge of the

SOUTH NORTH SOUTH NORTH

X X
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dip of the intrusive is from 70° to 90° to the north, in one instance 85° to the south.

On the eastern nickel range there is little definitely known about the contact of the

intrusive, but I am informed by C. H. Hitchcock that there are places, proved by

diamond drilling, at Avhich the intrusive dips towards the east—under the green-

stones. In addition to the above localities, where it has been proved that the intru-

sive has a dike-like contact with adjacent rocks, the Victoria ore body may be men-

tioned. The ore body has a vertical dip, with a pitch of 70° to the southeast. If

the intrusive has the same dip as the ore body, then here also it has a dike-like form.

The Kirkwood ore body, a mile and a half west of the Garson mine, has also a

vertical dip; if the intrusive has a similar dip it will likewise have a dike-like

contact.

Some of the various dips of the outer edge of the intrusive on the southern

nickel range referred to in the preceding paragraph, are illustrated in Fig. 7,

which shows the dike-like nature of the norite-micropegmatite.

The sill-like nature of the norite-micropegmatite, on the southern range, has

been proved at the following localities: Lot 2 in the fifth concession of Denison

township, Creighton mine, Elsie mine, Murray mine. Mount Xickel mine and

Blezard mine. The contacts at these localities dip at angles of 45°, 45°, 29°, 36°,

30° and 50° respectively to the northwestward. Some of these inclinations are

illustrated in Fig. 8.

SOUTH
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below aroimd the faulted block, -would intensify this inward dip of the beds. The

character and origin of the Sudl)ury basin is more fully discussed elsewhere in the

Beport.

The mineralogical and chemical composition of the norite-micropegmatite

may now be briefly discussed. It has been shown by "Walker, Coleman, and

others that the rock has been subjected to magmatic differentiation as it cooled

and solidified. The more basic minerals are said to have segregated towards the

outer edge, while the more acid minerals segregated towards the inner edge. The

basic portion consists of norite, gabbro, diorite and diabase. These rocks appear to

grade, throtigh syenite, into granitic rocks, known as micropegmatite, at the inner

edge.' The micropegmatite contains abundant graphic intergrowths of quartz and

feldspar, xlccording to Barlow : "There is no sharp line of demarcation between the

acidic and basic portions of the nickel l)earing eruptive, bttt the change, though

gradual, is usually sharp enough to enable a Ijoundary to be placed between these

two types, with tolerable accuracy."'

'

Analyses of the rock are aiven in the followinsr tal)le:

Table Showing Chemical Composition of the Norite-Micropegmatite iu the Sudbury Area.
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Four of the analyses are from the basic edge, two are from the middle of the

intrusive, and four are at or near the acid edge of the intrusive. The analyses,

in so far as they go, appear to demonstrate that the rock is more basic at the

outer edge than at the inner edge, but they also demonstrate, at the same time,

that the middle portion of the intrusive is even more acid than part of the inner

edge itself. Judging wholly, then, from the analyses, one is not able to say

that there is a gradual transition from basic to acid rock as one goes from the

outer to the inner edge.

It is desirable, indeed, that more chemical analyses be made to ascertain

the precise character of the magmatic differentiation which has taken place in

the intrusive. Its general nature is already known. To obtain more information

at least six complete sections could be made across the intrusive at strategic points

on the northern and southern ranges, specimens being collected at desirable intervals

and rock analyses made. Perhaps it might be found, as a result of this work, that

the character of the magmatic differentiation is not as regular as it has been

considered to be.

This investigation has already been begun in a small way for the Ontario

Nickel Commission, the Creighton and Murray mines having been selected for

the purpose. At the Creighton mine seven samples of the intrusive were collected

at the following distances respectively to the northwest of the Creighton open

pit:—140, 200, 300, 750, 1,200, 2,000 and 3,250 feet. The analyses of these

samples, shown in the tiible below, demonstrate that practically no differentiation

has taken place in the intrusive for about two-thirds of a mile from its outer edge.

Table, Showing Chemical Composition of Xorite at Creighton Mine.
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mine at the following distances respectively from the edge of the intrusive: 30, 150,

300, 600, 900, 1,400, 1,900 feet. The analyses are shown in the following table.

Table, Showing Chemical Composition of Norite at the Murray Mine.
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Fig. 9—A residential part of the town of Sudbury, Ontario, October 26th, 1916.

Fig. 10—Showing rugged nature of country near Murray mine, Sudbury area, Ontario.
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ably both belong to the Keweenawan series and resemble each other in many strik-

ing respects. It is not unlikely that they were intruded at the same time and will

be proved some day to be one and the same rock. At Cobalt the Nipissing diabase

has the form of a sill, while at Sudbury the norite-micropegmatite has a dike-like

and sill-like form. Some years ago Miller and Knight compared the two rocks, the

following quotation being extracted from their paper.'

These eruptives both show differentiation, or insensible gradations, from such basic

rocks as diabase, gabbro and norite to acid rocks with the comi^osition of granite. The
differentiation appears to have taken place on a larger scale at Sudbury than at Cobalt and

the surrounding region. Although the basic portion (norite) of the nickel eruptive is coarser

in grain than the Nipissing diabase, it nevertheless resembles petrographically the latter

rock. For instance, in the descriptions by A. P. Coleman and A. E. Barlow, it is brought

out that the nickel eruptive sometimes shows " distinct traces and, at times, well marked
diabasic or ophitic texture." Furthermore, the basic facies of each contain quartz, usually

intergrown in micrographic fashion with an acid plagioclase. When this micrographic

intergrowth increases in quantity until it finally becomes the predominant constituent, a rock

with the chemical composition of granite results, which is commonly called micropegmatite,

granophyre or aplite.

The Sudbury Basin— Its Origin

Tlie Sudbury l)asin. originally referred to by Eobert BelT, forms the central

part of the Sudljury nickel-copper field. It consists of a very distinct basin about

Northwest

Levack Mine

Southeast

Scale of Miles

Fig. 11.—Theoretical cross-section tlirough the Sudbury area, illustrating A. P- Coleman's

conception of the shape of the norite-micropegmatite, the so-called "nickel eruptive."

It is seen that the intrusive is supposed to have the form of a sill. In other parts of the

Sudbury area, however, the norite-micropegmatite has a dike-like form; this is true at

Crean Hill, Garson, Longyear, and other properties. See Fig. 7, page 115.

36 miles in length and some 16 miles wide. Most of it is covered with clay, sand

and gravel. AVhere the rocks are exposed they consist of sandstones, slates, tuff,

and conglomerates of the Animikie series. The basin is often perfectly flat foi

miles, although it is relieved here and there by gentle undulations in the strata. Its

edges are surrounded by rugged hills of conglomerates of the Animikie series, while

immediately beyond are somewhat lower hills consisting of the acid edge of the

norite-micropegmatite. The latter entirely surrounds the basin. Fig 1.

> Eng. and Min. Jour., June 7th, 1913, pp. 1129-1132.

'Geol. Sur. Can., Vol. V, Part I, 1890-91, p. IIF.
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There is one reiiiarkable feature coticerning the basiu which requires ex-

planation. Its inner edge is surrounded by the continuous belt of coarse con-

~~glomerate already mentioned. Beyond this is the encircling mass of the norite-

micropegmatite which completely cuts off the conglomerate. Why this conglom-

erate does not occur immediately along and beyond the basic edge of the norite-

micropegmatite is a question which has occupied the minds of those who have

studied the physiography of the basin.

It has been suggested by A. P. Coleman that the norite-micropegmatite

was intruded in the form of a sill or sheet which forced its way along the

contact between the Animikie series and the underlying older rocks, lifting the

former bodily upwards. " The collapse of the foundations of the older rocks,"

writes Coleman, "•caused the cooling sheet of magma to settle into a basin shape,

and the nearly flat sediments above it took the same form." ' Fig. 11. If this

solution of the origin of the basin is the true one, then it is an extraordinary thing

that not a trace of the conglomerate, not a fragment, not even a pebble has been

found below the intrusive. This means that every vestige of the Animikie series

was broken off and raised from the uneven surface of the rocks on which the

series rested, and that the intrusive was injected precisely along this contact.

As an alternative explanation to Coleman's the following origin of the basin is

suggested. This explanation is given because mining operations have shown that

the norite-micropegmatite has a gigantic dike-like form as well as a sill-like form.

Figs. 7 and 8.

The alternative explanation suggests that the preliminary stage in the

formation of the basin may have begun by a great block of the earth's crust

gradually faulting down for several thousand feet, carrying with it Animikie

sediments. It may be further supposed that the norite-micropegmatite then forced

its way upwards and around the faulted block. After the consolidation of the

intrusive there followed a prolonged period of erosion, and the rocks were denuded

to their present level. The conglomerates, tuffs, slates and sandstones of the

Animikie, which extended beyond the outer edge of the intrusive, were thus every-

where carried away by erosive agencies, except the Eamsay lake conglomerate and

similar rocks in Falconbridge township. The immense block of these sediments in

the basin, however, was preserved from annihilation by the depth to which it had

been carried down by faulting.

" Later " Granites

There are several areas of granites which have come to be spoken of as " later,"

or " 3'ounger," granites, meaning that they are later in age than the norite-micro-

pegmatite. The later granites were origiuallv referred to by Adams", and after-

wards by "\Valker\ Some of these intrusive masses occur within the norite-micro-

pegmatite itself, as, for example, those about two miles northwest of the Murray

mine and those near "WTiitson lake. There are other granites which are met with

' The Nickel Industry, Canada Dept. of Mines, 1913, p. 10.

'Jour. Gen. Mining Association of Quebec, 1894-95, p. 49.

^ Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc-, London, Vol. 53, 1S97, pp. 40-66.
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Fig. 12—Coarse-grained granite dikes cutting norite, lot 2, concession IV, Snider

township, north of the town of Copper Cliff, Ontario. Many of these granite

dikes intersect the norite between Crean Hill mine and Copper Cliff, apparently

showing that the main mass of the granite is younger than the main mass of

the norite.
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at the contact of the norite. One of these occurs to the east of the Murray mine.

It has a length of three miles and a width of ahout a mile, and is believed by

Coleman to be " distinctly younger '' than the norite-micropegmatite.' The evidence

for believing that this granite is younger is that the granite sends dikes into the

norite.

The age relations of the granite masses referred to in the preceding paragraph

are probably as outlined above. There is a larger mass of granite, however, whose

age relations to the norite are not agreed upon. This mass is 13 miles long and

from one to two and a half miles wide. It occurs as a continuous belt between

Copper Cliff and Crean Hill No. 2 and forms the footwall of the Creighton mine.

To the writer this granite appears to be younger than the norite because it sends

coarse and fine-grained dikes into that rock. Fig. 12. It is only fair to add that

Barlow and Coleman have not arrived at a definite decision regarding its age. The

importance of knowing its age relation to the norite is great because of the bearing

it has on the origin of the ores, pages 131, 151. If, for example, the granite footwall

at Creighton mine is younger than the norite, then it was manifestly impossible for

the sulphides to have settled from the norite l)y gravity on this granite.

The views of Barlow and Coleman on the subject of the later granites may

be quoted. Barlow's opinions are summed up in the following paragraph:'

The nickel-bearing eruptive, which, in its fresli condition is now referred to as a

quartz-hypersthene-gabbro or norite, is decidedly later than, and intrusive through, the green

schists and associated diorites. The relations between the so-called 'younger' granite are

much more complex and anomalous. For the most part, the nickel-bearing eruptive has cooled

against the granite, as may be seen aii the junction between these two rocks, on the west

side of the large pit known as the No. 2 mine at Copper Cliff. Here the norite is distinctly

finer in grain at the immediate point of contact, this rock growing visibly coarser farther away
from the line of junction. This cooling of the norite against the granite, and the production

of a finer-grained or chilled selvage, is especially well seen in the vicinity of the openings

made by the Vivians on lot 9, concession VI, of McKim township. On the other hand, in

some localities, certain dikes or apophyses of the granite seem to penetrate the norite, as may
be noticed along the line of junction to the northwest of No. 2 mine, at Copper Cliff; while

the intrusive nature of the granite, and its apparently later age in relation to the norite, is

quite marked to the north of Clarabelle lake, where the line of junction between the two

rocks is well exposed for a consideraljle distance. Besides, near the Creighton mine, the

granite becomes decidedly more basic in the vicinity of the norite, and a certain zone or

belt is formed by the commingling of the material of both rocks, as a result of actual

fusion. It has been suggested that the granite and norite may have been differentiates of

the same magma, but a more reasonable explanation would seem to be that their periods of

intrusion were so closely synchronous, that they overlapped in their time of crystallization,

and that the later secretions from the slower cooling granite magma, forced or ate their way
into the norite in certain places-

Coleman's views on the subject of the later granites are given in the follow-

ing quotations :^

As explained before, the nickel-bearing eruptive is younger than the series of sedi-

ments which rest upon it, but it is by no means the latest eruptive of the district. Pene-

trating its edge near Murray mine and Copper Cliff there are flesh coloured to grey, medium

^ Ont. Bur. 'Mines, Vol. XIV, Part III, pp. 8.3, 14, 15, 82, 123, 124.

= Geol. Sur. Can., Vol. XIV, Part H, pp. 53, 54. '

' Ont. Bur. Mines, Vol. XIV, Part III, p. 14.
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grained granites, and within the eruptive north of Murray mine and near Whitson lake, as
well as in other places, there are pale or flesh-coloured granitic rocks, probably later dikes
or irregular bosses; so that the main laecolithic sheet was followed by more acid flows of a
somewliat later age, but perhaps before the sheet had completely lost its heat.

Besides the granite and granitoid gneiss of the Laurentian, whjch are much older than
the sheet of nickel eruptive and underlie it, there are coarse and medium-grained granite
and granitoid gneiss, probably not very different in age from the nickel eruptive, but some-
times a little older and sometimes younger. As they occur in bands parallel to the southern
nickel range and at no great distance from it, they may be supposed to have some con-
nection with the nickel rock in origin, perhaps having segregated from the same magma
before or after the magma of the laecolithic sheet reached its present position. The coarse
textured granitoid gneiss, often porphyritic, is, in my opinion, generally older than the nickel

rock.*

\Yhile the coarse granitic rocks are generally older than the norite, there is a medium
grained flesh-red granite covering considerable areas from near Elsie to Little Stobie, which
is undoubtedly later in age, since it penetrates the edge of the norite at Murray mine.-

Later than the ''older norite" lava streams came eruptions of deep-seated acid rocks,

coarse granite, syenite and granitoid gneiss, generally flesh-coloured, and frequently carrying
off fragments of the greenstones just mentioned and also of greywacke, and sending dikes

into these rocks. The most irnportant area of granite runs from Copper Cliff southwest to

near Crean Hill, as a Ijand from one to two and a half miles wide, forming the country rock
of the nickel range for more than half of this distance, which includes the famous Creighton
mine. These rocks are of various textures and ages, some being undoubtedly older than the

nickel eruptive and others vounger.^

The granite to the south [near the Vermilion river] becomes coarse and red and
markedly porphyritic as one approaches the river, and is probably older than the norite, though
this is not i^ositively proved.*

The preceding quotations show that the age relation of the granite, between

Crean Hill and Copper Cliff, to the norite-micropegmatite is not positively proved

according to Barlow and Coleman. If it can be demonstrated that the Copper Cliff

offset (dike) is part of the norite-micropegmatite then a portion at least of the

granite is older than the norite-micropegmatite, since the Copper Cliff offset is

undoubtedly younger than the granite. This offset, however, is separated by a lake

from the main mass of the norite.

It may be added that at many places between Copper Cliff and the Crean

Hill Xo. 2 there are irregular, elongated masses of greenstone intervening between

the granite and the norite-micropegmatite. These greenstones may have acted as

a buffer, so that the norite was protected from the metamorphosing effect of the

intrusive granite. It is otherwise difficult to explain why the norite has been so

little altered by the granite, except for a zone several feet more or less in width

along the contact.

On the northern nickel range, at the Levack and Strathcona mines, for example,

there are granites and granite gneisses which are undoubtedly older than the norite-

micropegmatite.

' Ont. Bur. Mines. Vol. XIV, Part III, p. 123.

- Ibid, p. 121.

'The Nickel Industry, Department of Mines, Canada, 1913, p. 8.

* Ibid, p. 53.
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THE ORiaiN OF THE SL'DBURY NICKEL=COPPER ORES

It has been remarked that in the case of many ore deposits throughout the

world which have been closely studied no agreement has yet been reached regarding

the source of the ores, or the manner in which they arrived at their present posi-

tions. Certain authorities, for example, consider that the Eio Tinto pyritic deposits

in Spain, among the largest and oldest known of copper occurrences, are sediments,

while others believe they are magmatic segregations—two widely differing theories.

Then there are, even yet, different opinions as to the origin of the famous Rand

gold deposits. The great Sudbury nickel-copper deposits have likewise proved, from

the time they were first discovered, a source of controversy regarding their origin,

and it is likely that many years will elapse before unanimity will l)e reached in

respect of their manner of formation.

Two main theories have been proposed to account for the origin of the Sudbury

deposits. One suggests that the nickel, copper and iron sulphides cooled and segre-

gated from a molten condition like igneous rocks. This is known as the igneous

or magmatic segregation theory; it is, indeed, what may be called the fashionable

theory of the day, in so far as it concerns the Sudbury ores. The other theory

accounts for the origin of the deposits by supposing that the ores have been formed

by heated waters circulating through crushed, brecciated, fissured and sheared zones.

The waters carried in solution the components of nickel, copper and iron sulphides.

These two theories regarding the origin of mineral deposits in general were the

cause of controversies throughout Europe long before the Sudbury deposits were

worked.

The theory that certain ore deposits cooled and solidified from a molten con-

dition like igneous rocks is a very old one indeed. It was proposed by Fournet and

others sometime prior to 1838. The language used in explaining the theory was

clear and unmistakable. Veins " were formed similarly to the igneous rocks, by

means of an igneous fluid injection"; and, again, "the material has been intro-

duced by an igneous fluid injection and has then solidified in the fissures."

'

This is not only a very old theory, but it was at one time a very commonly

accepted one. Von Cotta has remarked that when the igneous origin of many

rocks which occur as dikes had once been recognized, many persons were inclined,

during the first half of the nineteenth century, to consider all lodes as igneous fluid

injections.''

The theory that ore deposits were formed by heated circulating waters is also

a very old one—older than the theory of igneous origin. It appears to have first

been clearly defined by Lasius in 1789. The waters were believed by Elie de

Beaumont to have been derived from volcanic exhalations.^ This remarkable state-

ment was made in 1846.

^ Von Cotta 's Treatise on Ore Deposits, Prime's Translation, 1870, pp. 71, 75, 76.

- Ibid, p. 75.

'Bulletin de la Societe Geolog. de France, 2nd Series, Vol. 4, p. 1349; Von Cotta 's

Treatise on Ore Deposits, p. 73.
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Igneous or Magmatic Segregation Theory

The igneous origin of the Sudbury- ores has been advocated by Bell, Walker,

Barlo^v, Coleman, and man}- others. Coleman has published more information

regarding the character and origin of the deposits than has any other worker, and

his views may therefore be given rather fully, especially as his suggestions have met

with much recognition. He believed that

:

. . . the ore bodies form part of the edge of a great eruptive sheet having a
length of 36 miles, a breadth of 16 miles, and a tliickness of a mile and a quarter. While
cooling, this molten sheet underwent magmatic segregation in which gravitation played a large
part, so that the heaviest ingredients, the ores, sank to the lowest points, merging upwards
into norite, the next heaviest rock, which passes upwards into granite, the lightest rock of
the sheet.' [Fig. 11.]

This conception of the formation of ore bodies of igneous origin was fore-

shadowed in a crude but remarkable manner by D. C. Davies prior to 1888. Speak-

ing generally of ore bodies of this type, although not referring specifically to Sud-

bury, Davies wi'ote

:

The eruptive mass would also be itself charged with whatever metals prevailed in it

as it lay quiescent in the furnace below. In the process of cooling, especially if this were
slow, this heavy metallic matter would sink to the bottom of the overflowing mass and
gravitate towards hollows in the underlying rock. This affords an illustration of the way
in which a contact deposit lying underneath an eruptive rock may have been produced.

-

The conception of the settling of sulphides by gravity was also advanced many
years ago in connection with the Meinkjar nickel mine in Xorway.^ Bell likewise

suggested this idea regarding the Sudbury ores.* "' If the diorite," Bell wrote,

" flowed out originally upon the nearly horizontal surface of the other rocks, the

constituents of the ore which it contained may have sought the lower portion of

the mass.'' The theor}^ was later applied by 'Coleman, as shown in the above quota-

tion, to explain the formation of the Sudbury ores.

Wliile Coleman believed that the theory of magmatic segregation accorded best

with the facts, he considered that there had been some subsequent rearrangement of

the ores by solution and redeposition in all the deposits." Indeed, he went so far

as to say that a few deposits, such as the Worthington and Vermilion mines, may
have been formed principally through the action of heated water circulating along

fissures at distances, sometimes, miles, away from the edge of what he called the

great eruptive sheet or silF

Coleman divided the deposits into the following types

:

'Jour. Geol., Vol. 15, 1907, pp. 759-782; Out. Bur. Mines, Vol. 12, 190.3, pp. 276-281.

- A treatise on Metalliferous Minerals and Mining, D. C. Davies, 4th ed., 1888, p. 30.

^ Ore Deposits, bv Bevschlag, Vogt and Krush, 1914, Truscott's translation. Vol. I,

p. 292.

* Bull. Geol. Soc Am., Vol 2, 1890, pp. 125-137.

"Ont. Bur. Mines, Vol. 14, 1904, Part III, p. 17.

' Ibid., p. 19.
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Marginal—
a.

'
' Dipping toward the axis of the basin—ores with comparatively little rock and more

than twice as much nickel as copper." Examples: Creighton, Elaie, Murray.

b. " Faulted marginal—irregular in shape and character—usually mixed with much rock

and carrying as much copper as nickel, or sometimes more." Examples: Crean

Hill, Garson.

Offsets (dikes)—
a. " Columnar offsets, roughly cylindrical bodies nearly vertical and going to great

depths. Ore usually rich in copper and the precious metals." Examples: Copper

Cliff, No. 2.

b.
'

' Parallel offsets—not columnar, but sheet-like, dipping inward toward the basic edge.

Ore like that of the usual marginal deposits." Examples: Frood, Stobie.

He advanced the following arguments to prove that the ore bodies were formed

by magmatic segregation:'

A. " The ores are everywhere associated with the norite of a single eruptive sheet. No
ore occurs without norite. No long stretch of the lower edge of the norite or its

dike-like offsets is entirely devoid of ore.

B. " Norite and ore are mixed in every degree from rock enclosing scattered particles of

ore, to pyrrhotite-norite in which ore and rock are in equal amounts, and finally to

almost pure ore with a few rock-forming minerals scattered through it. This
relationship is found at every mine. Norite spotted with ore is sometimes found in

bands a long distance from the nearest ore body and separated from the basic edge
by rock free from ore.

C. '
' The adjoining rock, granite, gneiss, greenstone or grev'wacke, is never spotted with

ore, and separated bodies of ore are never enclosed in it, but veinlets of ore may
penetrate the country rock, and almost always blocks of it are enclosed in the ore.

The shattering and crushing of the country rock took place when the nickel eruptive

forced its way between the upper sediments and the lower crystalline rocks, and
the heavier and probably more fluid sulphides filled all the spaces thus opened.
There are often clean walls of country rock against large bodies of pure ore.

D. '
' The freshest norite is generally close to the ore bodies and is often shotted with ore.

The best preserved hypersthones at the Murray, Creighton and Gertrude mines are
in sections containing sulphides and not in specimens free from sulphides at a dis-

tance from the mines. No considerable amount of rearrangement caused by water
could have taken place without changing so susceptible a mineral as hypersthene
into secondary minerals.

E. " The marginal ore bodies show hardly a trace of hydrothermal or pneumatolytic action.

There are seldom any of the minerals usual in deposits formed by water except very
small quantities of quartz and calcite, and these are often in seams cutting the ore
and evidently of later formation. There is no banding such as one finds where
cavities are filled with minerals deposited from solution ; nor are there concentric
structures about the rock fragments enclosed in the ore.

F. " The deposits are extremely uniform, as shown by Dr. Barrow, a fact hard to account
for in mines scattered along a length of 35 miles with entirely different country
rocks on one side, unless they have had a single source, the norite, which is as
monotonous as the ores themselves.

G. " The largest ore bodies are where bays of the norite project into the country rock or
on offsets from such funnel-like bays; there is seldom a deposit of importance
along a straight margin; and no ores are found on parts of the margin which
project inwards instead of outwards. This is intelligiljle if the ore settled into the
hollows under the molten sheet, but quite unaccountable if it was brought in
solution- from elsewhere along the channels furnished by the contact."

'Ibid. pp. IS, 19.

9 x^*
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There are some objections to the theory of magmatic segregation. Before

giving these objections, however, it may be pointed out that all observers agree there

is some connection between the origin of the ores and the norite, just as there is,

for instance, between the cobalt-silver ores and the diabase of Cobalt and the sur-

rounding region.

In argument B it is stated that ore and norite are mixed in every degree from

rock enclosing particles of ore, to pyrrhotite-norite, in which ore and rock are in

equal amounts, and, finally, to almost pure ore with a few rock-forming minerals.

\Yhile it is true that norite and ore are " mixed," as Coleman points out, it is also

true that granite and ore, greenstone and ore, and quartzite and ore are also

" mixed " in the same manner. Nevertheless in marginal deposits it has been found

that the commercial ore bodies occur almost wholly in the rocks adjacent to the

norite, not in the norite. The contact between commercial ore and norite is

generally a comparatively abrupt one. This is particularly true at the Creighton

mine where the massive sulphides occur more or less sharply defined against the

lean " spotted " norite.' Indeed, at this mine it may be said that as soon as the

norite hanging-wall is encountered the commercial ore body ends.

In the case of argument C it may be said it has since been found that granite,

gneiss, greenstone, greywacke, schist, quartzite, and other rocks are " spotted " with

ore. The " spotted " granite at Creighton mine is quite fresh. It has, further, been

pointed out in the preceding paragraph that the commercial ore bodies do occur

almost wholly in the adjoining rock, the conspicuous example being the Levack

occurrence. The Levack ore body occurs entirely in the granite gneiss, and is

separated from the norite by 40 to 220 feet of granite gneiss, Fig. 40.

It is urged in argument D that the norite is too fresh to have allowed the

sulphides to have been introduced by solutions. The norite is very fresh at most

deposits, but at such occurrences as the Garson and Victoria mine it is often

so l)adly decomposed and altered to a schist that it is difficult to distinguish it from

other altered rocks. At deposits where it has remained fresh, the explanation seems

to be that the rocks generally were but slightly affected by the introduction of

sulphides, as the granite at the Creighton, for instance, is as fresh as the norite.

Proljal)ly at the time when argument E was brought forward it was not known

that, at such deposits as the Garson, Victoria and Crean Hill, quartz and calcite,

particularly the former, are present in such quantities as to suggest that the ores

were deposited from solutions. At the Garson mine, for example, some 35,000

tons of quartz have been mined and shipped, and there still remain in the ore body

many thousands of tons of this mineral.

In the case of argument F it is agreed by those who support the theory of

deposition from heated waters that the norite, or the reservoir from which it was

intruded, was the source of the ores and of the heated waters.

Finally, it may be pointed out. in the case of argument G, that there are too

many notaljle exceptions to the statement that the largest ore Ijodies are found
" where bays of the norite project into the country rock." One of the largest

ore bodies in the entire area, the Levack deposit, does not occur in a " bay " in the

norite. This is also true of the Crean Hill mine, the second largest producer in

1916, belonging to the Canadian Copper Company.

^ See pages 146, 147.
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In addition to the objections above outlined, there are other reasons which

make it difficult to accept the theory of magmatic segregation—particularly that

variety of segregation in which gravity is thought to have played an important

part. It has, for example, been found that in many deposits fragments and blocks

of norite are found cemented together by sulphides. Figs 24, 25. It is, therefore,

evident that the norite had solidified before the sulphides were introduced.

Microscopic studies also bear out the fact that the sulphides had crystallized later

than the rock-forming minerals of the norite. This being true, it is not easy to

accept the statement that the sulphides settled through a molten norite magma.

In another part of this report, pages 122-125, it is shown that the granite foot-

wall at the Creighton mine is younger than the norite hanging-wall. This age

relationship between the granite and norite also presents an obstacle to a belief in

gravity segregation.

Little or no magmatic differentiation has taken place in the norite at Creigh-

ton or ]\Iurray mines. Chemical analyses of the norite at these two mines show

that the rock is remarkably uniform along the basic edge. At the Creighton, for

example, for a distance of 3,250 feet from the contact the^'e is scarcely any change

in its composition.

Even the most ardent l)elievers in magmatic segregation declare that heated

waters may have played the principal role in the forn.ation of some deposits—the

Worthington, Vermilion, and perhaps^ the Crean H'".' There appears to l^e, how-

ever, no essential difference between such ore bodies as the Worthington and

Crean Hill, on the one hand, and deposits like tlie Creighton and Garson on the

other. It would seem that an explanation of the formation of one class would also

account for the origin of the other. All of the commercial ore bodies are of the

same monotonous character; that is to say, they consist largely of rock fragments

cemented together by sulphides. " Spotted " rocks, i.e., those with " spots " and
" blebs " of sulphides about the size of peas, occur at all the deposits.

Theory of Deposition of Ores from Heated Waters

The difficulties confronting a Ijelief in magmatic segregation seem to make it

necessary to turn to an alternative explanation as to the formation of the ores. That

explanation is the one which suggests that the ore bodies were formed l)y the cir-

culation of heated, mineral-bearing waters through openings and lines of disturb-

ances—crushed, brecciated, fissured and sheared zones. The heated waters con-

tained in solution the components of nickel, copper and iron sulphides, and prob-

ably to a minor extent lime, magnesia, silica, and other materials. The nickel,

copper and iron were precipitated mainly as pentlandite, chalcopyrite and

pyrrhotite. Eegarding this explanation of the origin of the ores Kemp," although

a believer in magmatic segregation, has remarked: this theory is a time-honoured

one; it involves nothing unreasonable, and has the support of some of the ablest

investigators.

* Ont. Bur. Mines, Vol. 14, Part III, p. 19, and The Nickel Industry, Mines Branch,
Ottawa, 191.3, p. 52, A. P. Coleman. Economic Geologv, Sept. -Oct., 1915, pp. 5.36-542, T. L.
Walker.

'' Ore Deposits of the United States and Canada, J. F. Kemp, 1903, pp. 61, 62.
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It suggests that the rocks have been crushed, brecciated, fissured and sheared or

otherwise disturbed. In marginal deposits, tliese disturl:)ances took place mainly in

the rocks adjacent to the norite and only to a minor extent in the norite itself. In

offset deposits (dikes) the crushing did take place largely in the dikes. There is

ample proof of these disturbances, since the ore bodies consist mainly of fragments

and blocks of rocks of all sizes, cemented together by sulphides, Figs 14, 20. These

fragments possess great variety in shape, and they consist of granite, greenstone,

norite, gabbro, quartzite, greywacke. and other rocks. They may be almost wholly

replaced or impregnated l^y sulphides; the process of replacement is particularly

well seen at the Creighton mine, where all gradations are found between coarse-

grained granite fragments that are slightly replaced by pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite or

pentlandite, to ore in which only a few specks of granite remain. Eeplacement or

impregnation has also taken place in fragments of norite at Creighton.

Fig. 14.—Character of ore at Levack mine, third level,

Sudbury area, Ontario. Black represents sulphides;

white represents granite-gneiss. Width of face 4 feet.

The walls of the marginal and offset ore bodies are also universally replaced

or impregnated by ore whether they consist of norite, granite, greenstone, or any

other rock. Usually this process of replacement or impregnation is accompanied

by little or no alteration of the rocks, this being particularly noticeable in the case

of norite and granite at Creighton. The walls of ore bodies such as the Garson and

Victoria, however, have usually suffered great alteration. N'orite and greenstone

at these two deposits are often entirely altered to schists and gneiss.

In the case of offset deposits (mineralized dikes) the process of crushing and

brecciation has also taken place. The Worthington and Rowland ore bodies are

examples of this type of deposit. The sulphides have been introduced through

the crushed offsets, the latter being partly replaced or impregnated by the ore.

There is not lacking direct evidence to show that the sulphides were introduced

by heated waters. Such minerals as quartz and calcite are of common occurrence,

as previously mentioned, at the Garson, Crean Hill, Victoria and Chicago mines.
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Quartz is found in large quantities at the Garson. Quartz and calcite are com-

monly formed by deposition from circulating waters. In the majority of deposits,

however, these two minerals constitute a very unimportant part of the ore bodies.

To the question :

'" "Where did the heated, circulating waters, which formed the

ore bodies, come from ?" it must be replied that it is not possible to give a definite

answer. It may be pointed out, however, that, prior to the formation of the ore

bodies, igneous activity, i.e., the eruption of masses of igneous rocks, took place on

a stupendous scale in the Sudbury area. One of the earliest eruptions appears to

have been the greenstone (sudburite). This was followed by intrusions of gabbro,

after which the norite-micropegmatite was injected into the crust of the earth.

Then came the intrusions of '" later " granites. Thus there were at least four

distinct eruptions of igneous rocks prior to the formation of the ore bodies. "With-

out doubt each one of these eruptions gave off heated waters during and after its

injection. Inasmuch as the ore bodies are more closely associated with the

norite than with any other rock, it would appear that the heated waters given off

by that immense mass of igneous material, or from its deeper seated, molten

reservoir of rock, may have played an important part in the formation of the ores.

Finally, in speculating as to the origin of the ore-bearing waters which formed

the Sudbury deposits, there is the possibility that these solutions may have

emanated directly from the same deep-seated reservoir of igneous material which

gave off the successive intrusions of greenstone, gabbro, norite-micropegmatite. and

" later " granites.

In the preceding paragraphs the discussion on the origin of the ores has been

given in order to bring out both sides of the question, and to show that unanimity

of opinion has not yet been reached.*

" The most recent publication on the Sudbury deposits, and similar occurrences in

Norway, Sweden, South Africa, California and elsewhere, is by C. F. Tolman, Jr.. and
Austin F. Eogers. This publication' Avas received while the Report of the Ontario Nickel

Commission was going through the press. Tolman and Eogers do not appear to have visited

the Sudbury area in order to study the deposits in the field. Their work was done in the

laboratory. Nevertheless the writer is in entire agreement with their statement that the

ore bodies were not formed by the sinking of the sulphides in the molten magma. Objections

to the theory of gravity segregation were pointed out liy the writer in the Engineering and
Mining Journal for May 6th and September 23rd, 1916. Tolman and Rogers concluded

that ores of this class throughout the world have been introduced at a late magmatic stage

as a result of mineralizers, and that the ore-minerals replace the silicates. They regard
sulphur as a mineralizer of importance. They believe that a sulphide melt, similar to that

in the reverberatory furnace, does not exisrt after the final consolidation of the silicates of

the magma. They believe that the "molten" condition of the sulphides must be due to

mineralizers in such amounts that the characteristics of the mixtures are those of a high-

temperature solution and not a melt. They find no support whatever for the idea that the

sulphides separated as molten mixtures and solidified later. Regarding the Sudbury ores in

particular these authors state that the ore bodies were not formed by the sinking of the ores

in the molten magma. Summing up their conclusions in respect of the Sudbury ores

Tolman and Rogers say: "Although the ores are believed to be magmatic they have been
formed at the end of the magmatic period by the replacement of the silicates." (Leland

Stanford Junior Universitv Publications, University series, 1916, "A Study of the Magmatic
Sulphide Ores." Eng. and Min. Jour., Feb. 3rd, 1917. pp. 226-29.)
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DESCRIPTION OF SUDBURY ORB BODIES

During the latter part of the summer of 1916 eight mines were producing in

the Sudbury area, namely, the Crean Hill, Creighton, No. 2 and Vermilion of the

Canadian Copper Company, and the Garson, Levack, Victoria and Worthington of

the Mond Nickel Company. Development work was being done on the Murray

mine of the British America Nickel Corporation. The Mond Company pumped out

the Blezard mine and were testing it by means of diamond drills. Important

diamond-drilling operations were also being carried on by the Longyear syndicate

in the township of Falconbridge. It may be added that, in addition to the ore

obtained from the mines mentioned, the Mond Nickel Company was purchasing a

comparatively small quantity of ore from the Alexo mine, which lies beyond the

boundaries of the Sudbury area.

Descriptions of the deposits at the properties mentioned, where ore was being

produced in the summer of 1916, will be given under the heading of Working

Mines. Afterwards descriptions will be given of tlie deposits that were lying idle.

An estimate of the tonnage of ore developed in the Sudbury area is given

on a preceding page.

WORKING MINES

The Crean Hill Ore Body

The Crean Hill mine is located on lots 4 and 5 in the fifth concession of

Denison township. It is served by the Algoma Eastern railway, and is distant from

the town of Sudbury about 18 miles. The ore reserves at the end of 1916 amounted

to about 2,000,000 tons.

The oldest rocks in the vicinity of the deposit are quartzites and greywackes

belonging to the Timiskaming or Sudbury series. They constitute a relatively

small part of the formations and appear to be mainly inclusions in the greenstone.

The greenstone, which is younger than the quartzites and greywackes, is a fine or

medium-grained rock of about the composition of diorite or other closely related

type. It is the most important rock in connection with the Crean Hill mine

because the ore occurs largely in it. After the greenstone there followed

the intrusion of the norite, and, v/hen it solidified. In-ecciation, crushing and shear-

ing took place along the contact, Init mainly in the adjacent greenstone. Then

followed the introduction of the sulphides along this crushed and disturbed zone,

forming the ore body. When the formation of the deposit was complete, it was

fissured, and a dike of trap rock was injected through it and the adjacent green-

stone and norite. Finalh', as is often the case in the deposits throughout the area,

fissures were again formed and dikes of olivine diabase were injected, intersecting

the trap dike, ore body, norite, greenstone, and quartzite.

In addition to the rocks above mentioned there are dikes and irregular in-

trusions of granite intersecting the greenstone and norite.

The shape and size of the main ore body are shown in the composite plan,

facing page 134, which gives the outlines on the surface and on various levels down

to the ninth. The main ore body has l)een worked to a vertical depth of about 750
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feet (the ninth level) below the collar of the shaft. On the surface it has a maxi-

mum dimension in a north and south direction of more than 300 feet, but with

depth it api^ears to become smaller, the width being about 100 feet on the ninth

level. On the fifth level, which is about 300 feet vertically below the collar of the

shaft, another ore body is being worked at a distance of about 500 feet westward

from the main deposit. This ore body is smaller than the main deposit. There is

a third deposit about 1,600 feet westward from the main ore body. It has been

worked by an o|)en pit, the latter having a length of 150 feet, a width of 45 feet,

and a depth of 25 feet. No work was being done here in the summer of 1916.

Fig. 16—Crean Hill rock house and shaft, November 24th, 1916, Sudbury area,

Ontario.

The main ore body occurs largely in the greenstone. Down to about the

fourth level the ore occurs wholly in greenstone, but at this level norite forms the

north wall of the deposit, and at lower levels some ore does occur in the norite.

The second ore body, which is being developed on the fifth level some 500 feet west

of the main ore body, occurs about at the contact of greenstone and norite, some

commercial ore being found in the norite, but mostly in the greenstone and to a

certain extent in quartzite. The third ore body occurs at the contact of norite

and greenstone, mainly in the latter.
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The mineralized zone in which the ore bodies described above occur has a

length of about two-thirds of a mile or more and a maximum width of 500 or 600

feet. It occurs at the contact of norite and greenstone, but mainly in the green-

stone. The ore bodies consist largely of crush-conglomerates and crush-breccias of

greenstone. The fragments and blocks of these crush-conglomerates and crush-

breccias are cemented together by sulphides. The sulphides also occur in veinleta

and in disseminated grains.

Tlie contact between the norite and greenstone has been encountered at

various places in the workings, and its angle of dip has been determined. In the

Fig. 17—Showing character of ore at Crean
Hill mine, second level, Sudbury area,

Ontario. White represents greenstone

;

black represents ore. The width of the

face indicated in drawing is 15 feet.

shaft section, for example, Fig 18, the norite dips to the southward under the

greenstone at an angle of 50' or 60 degrees to about the sixth level, below which^it.

becomes about vertical. Some 500 feet westward from the main ore body the

angle of dip is 80 degrees, more or less, to the northward. In the pit 1,600 feet

westward from the main ore body the contact appears to be vertical.

In several parts of the mine well defined faults have been encountered. They
consist of crushed zones averaging 3 or 3 feet in thickness, the fragments

being made up of brecciated rock and ore and much soft, clay-like material. Two
of these faults, Fig. 18, intersect the shaft between the third and fourth levels.
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Fig. IS—Cross>-section A B, see Fig. 15, through Crean Hill ore body along the shaft section,

Sudbury area, Ontario. The upper portion of the deposit occurs entirely in the green-

stone, while the lower portion occurs at the contact of greenstone and norite, partly in

the greenstone, partly in the norite. There appears to have been little or no displacement
of the ore body along the faults in the upper part of the deposit. From cross-section

by the Canadian Copper Company.
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They rise towards the northeast at an angle of about 20 or 25 degrees, and appear

on the second level in the great open pit. It is evident that these two faults were

formed long after the deposition of the ore body. Xo trouble has been

experienced in following the ore on opposite sides of both faults. The throw, if

appreciable, has not been determined. At no place in the mine have these two

faults, or any others, been found in contact with the olivine diabase dike at the west

side of the open pit. It would appear, however, that the faults were formed after

the dike had solidified. The reason for believing this is that the material in the

faults is recent-looking, soft, and loosely cemented together, and it would seem that,

if the faults were older than the dike, molten material from the latter would almost

certainly have found its wav throudi this loosely cemented material. It may be

Fig. 19—Showing character of ore at

Crean Hill mine, iifth level, Sudbury
area, Ontario. White represents

greenstone ; black represents ore.

The width of the face represented in

the drawing is 2 feet.

added that similar dikes and faults occur at the Victoria mine less than two miles

distant. Here the faults are younger than the dikes.

The sulphides which form the ore bodies at Crean Hill appear to have had an

origin similar to those in other deposits in the Sudbury area. They have probably

been deposited from heated, mineral-bearing w^aters which circulated through the

crushed and disturbed zone along or near the norite-greenstone contact. The
presence of noticeable quantities of quartz and calcite in the ore gives confirmation

to this opinion; and the fact that the greenstone is completely altered at times

to a schist is additional evidence.

The Crean Hill ore is very rocky, and it is necessary to hand-pick from it

50 per cent, of rock. The hand-picked product still contains 28 to 35 per cent, of

silica; it carries 2.14 per cent, of nickel and 2.91 per cent, of copper.
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The Creighton Ore Body

The Creighton ore body is the largest nickel mine which is being worked in the

world, and, at the same time, one of the greatest metalliferous mines of any kind.

Although the Frood mine is a larger deposit, and probably has four times the

quantity of ore blocked out, it is of lower grade and more rocky, and for these

reasons is not being worked at the present time. Probably the great importance of

the Creighton mine justifies a more detailed description than is given to other

properties.

There are said to be 10.000.000 tons of ore in the mine, estimated by actual

workings and diamond drill.

The mine is located at the southwest corner of Snider township, on lot 10 in

the first concession, about 11 miles by wagon road west of Sudbury. A colored

geological map on a scale of 200 feet to the inch accompanies the Eeport. The

Algoma Eastern railway passes within a stone's-throw of the shafts.

Geological History

The history of the rocks and their relation to the ore l)ody are outlined in the

legend below, the older rocks being shown at the bottom of the table and the

younger at the top. It may be repeated that these rocks are all of pre-Cambrian

age.

Olivine diabase dikes

Trap dikes

Ore body

Granite

Norite

Greenstone

The oldest rock in the vicinity of the Creighton is what has been called

greenstone. It is generally coarse-grained and looks like a gabbro or diorite; there

are also fine-grained facies of the rock. The coarse-grained greenstone resembles

somewhat the norite, but it appears to l3e more decomposed than the norite and has

a greener shade, the norite having a grey tint.

The eruption of the greenstone was followed by the great norite intrusion.

That the norite is younger than the greenstone is shown by the fact that it has

chilled against the latter. It also holds inclusions of the greenstone, one of these

larger masses being shown on the map about 1,000 feet to the north of the open pit.

The character of the norite has been described elsewhere in the Eeport, but it may
be repeated that, mineralogically and chemically, the composition of the rock is

very uniform for a distance of at least 3,250 feet northwestward from the Creighton

pit.

After the norite had solidified, the granite mass, which occupies parts of

Graham, Waters and Snider to'wnships, was intruded. It broke its way through the

crust of the earth along the norite-greenstone contact. The age relationship of the
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granite is shown in an outcrop about 800 feet north of the Creighton open pit, where

the contacts are well exposed. Here the somewhat schistose norite is brecciated for

about 10 feet from the contact into angular blocks from a few inches to 2 or 3

feet in diameter. These fragments of norite are cemented together by the coarse-

grained granite; or, put in other words, dikes of the granite penetrate the norite

through this brecciated zone. It is clear from this and other evidence that the

granite is younger than the norite. The age relation is well shown at the east side

of a small lake on lot 2 in the fourth concession of Snider township, where dikes of

the coarse-grained granite may be traced into the norite. Hundreds of granite

dikes penetrate the norite along the contact between Copper Cliff and Crean Hill

mine.

Fig. 20—Character of ore at Creighton mine, Sudbury
area, Ontario, eighth level,' 10 feet from hanging
Avail. White represents rock; black represents
sulphides. Width of face 5 feet.

The next event, and the one which immediately preceded the formation of the

Creighton ore body, was that which was represented by a period of tremendous

crushing and brecciation along the norite-granite contact. A great crush-breccia

and crush-conglomerate, of granite, greenstone and norite fragments, were formed.

A period of ore deposition closely followed the crushing and brecciation ; and

magmatic solutions, carrying sulphides, circulated upwards through the crushed

rocks and deposited nickel, copper and iron sulphides in the spaces between the

rock fragments, replacing the latter to some extent. Thus was the Creighton ore

body formed.

After the formation of the ore body fissures were formed in all of the rocks in

the vicinity of the deposit, including the deposit itself, and dikes of trap were in-

truded into greenstone, norite, granite, and the ore body. Ore deposition had

practically ceased before this took place, for the trap dikes are free from Ore except

for small veinlets along the edges. The dikes do not cut entirely across the ore

body, but appear to have penetrated it only a relatively short distance.
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The final chapter in the history of this marvellous ore Ijody was closed by the

formation of another series of fissures through which were erupted coarse-grained

olivine diabase dikes. These dikes cut the ore body and the trap dikes described in

the previous paragraph. Their relationship to the trap dikes is beautifully shown

about 1,100 feet northwest of the open pit. Here a coarse, olivine diabase dike

cuts across the trap. Actual contacts are exposed which show the olivine diabase

to have cooled and chilled against the trap dike. The same relationship may be

seen about 3,000 feet north of the pit. The width of the trap and diabase dikes

varies from about 20 to To feet or more. It may be added that C. H. Hitchcock,

of the Canadian Copper Company, first recognized these trap dikes as distinct in

age from the later olivine diabase dikes. On the map of the Creighton mine in

the office of the company the diabase dikes are shown intersecting the trap dikes.

Shape and Size of Ore Body

The shape of the Creighton ore body is shown by a model, facing page 142,

constructed by officials of the Canadian Copper Company. The white, horizontal

lines represent the various levels, and the altitude of these levels above or below sea

level are noted. Fig. B is a photograph of the model looking at the west side of the

ore body; Fig. C is a photograph looking at the south end, and Fig. A looking at

the north end of the ore body.

The upper part of the model was constructed from information ol)tained

mainly from actual workings, while the lower part was outlined by means of

information derived from diamond-drill cores. In July. 1916, there were but two

crosscuts and no stopes in the ore body on the twelfth level. Three months later

there were five crosscuts on this level and stoping had already begun. On the

tenth and higher levels, however, the shape and extent of the deposit had been

ascertained mostly from workings which consisted of crosscuts, drifts, and stopes.

From the model it is seen that the central part of the deposit is lenticular;

tliat is to say, its length is much greater than its width, so that the ends " pinch "

or taper oi;t gradually. The upper and lower parts, on the other hand, are roughly

oval in outline. It may be stated that its known depth is about twie-e its maximum
length. Of course it is not possible to say how much of the deposit has been eroded

during past geological ages. And it may also be noted that the depth to which the

deposit goes has not yet been ascertained.

The ore body has a knoMTi depth of about 2,000 feet measured along its

average dip of 45°, hut the model only shows the ore body to a depth of about

1,600 feet measured along its dip. Diamond drilling ceased at about 2,000 feet, but

the last drill cores still showed the presence of ore. The maximum length is

about 1,000 feet. The width on the surface is about 180 feet. Between the fifth

and sixth levels its width becomes abruptly less, so that on the sixth and eighth

levels it has only a width of ahout 50 feet. Below the eighth level, however, it

again becomes wider, and on the tenth it has increased to about 130 feet. Below

this the diamond-drill cores show it to be even wider, in fact wider than in the

great open pit on the surface.
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There is a small isolated ore body, near the surface, southward from the main

one. Its relative size and position are shown bv the model.

More precise information than is given in the preceding paragraphs regarding

the length and width of the deposit may be obtained by consulting the composite

plan facing page 144. The plan shows the horizontal outlines of the ore body on the

third, fourth, fifth, sixth, eighth and tenth levels. The outlines have been obtained

largely from actual workings. Since the plans are horizontal sections, it is

necessary to allow for the average dip of the ore l)ody in ascertaining the actual
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ends before the norite is met with, in which case massive granite forms not only

the footwall but the hanging-wall. The strike of the ore body is about north

and south—really a few degrees east of north. The exact strike on the third,

fourth, fifth, sixth, eighth and tenth levels may be seen by consulting the composite

plan facing page 144. The dip of the ore body is about 45° to the westward, and

there appears to be no change on the lowest parts of the deposit.

An examination of the stopes, crosscuts, drifts and other workings has shown

that the ore body consists of a mass of rock fragments cemented together by

sulphides. Diamond-drill cores from the lower part of the deposit have also

demonstrated this feature. Therefore, when the model of the ore body is looked at,

it must not be thought of as consisting of pure sulphides. The " rocky " nature of

the ore is demonstrated by the fact that from 10 to 16 per cent, of rock is hand-

picked from the ore, and there still remains from 18 to 21 per cent, of silica in this

Fig. 22—Character of ore at Creiglitou miue, Sudbury area,

Ontario, ninth level, near hanging wall. White repre-

sents greenstone boulders ; black represents sulphides.

Width of face 41/2 feet.

hand-picked product. Of course the number of rock fragments in the deposit

varies greatly in different parts of the mine. At and near the footwall and hanging-

wall, and at the north and south ends the rock fragments are most nmnerous and,

on the whole, largest. Here they may occur in such numbers as to make the ore

too rocky to be of commercial value at present. )Sometimes, on the eighth level,

for instance, many blocks of rock of large size—5, 10, or 15 feet in diameter

—

occur in the centre and all parts of the ore body. However, it may be said that,

generally speaking, the ore body is less rocky in the central portions than on the

sides or ends.

The size of these rock fragments varies from great blocks 100 feet long down

to specks which are visible only under the microscope.

The hand-picked ore contains 4.44 per cent, of nickel and 1.56 per cent.

of copper.
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Probably the average size of the fragments ou the hanging-wall and footwall

and the ends of the deposit varies from 5 or 6 inches, and less, to 2 or 3 feet.

This rocky variety of ore on the hanging-wall and footwall may at times extend

into the central parts of the deposit for as many as 30 feet before the fragments

become smaller and less numerous, thus forming the purer or massive ore.

But even in this massive type of ore it is rare to find sulphides in which tiny

specks of rock do not occur.

The shape of the fragments is infinite in variety, varying from round or oval

to sharply angular. Sketches showing their outlines are illustrated in Figs. 6,

20, 22 and 25.

The rock fragments consist of granite, greenstone and norite, or, where they

are very small, of the various minerals which constitute these rocks, i.e., feldspar.

Fig. 23—Polished surface of ore, showing reiulets of sulphides (white)

replacing or impregnating rock; magnified 88 diameters; Creighton
mine, Sudbury area, Ontario. The sulphides replace or impregnate
all the rocks at Creighton mine, whether they consist of norite,

granite or greenstone. Photomicrograph iy Wm. Cainpiell.

quartz, hornblende, pyroxene, and other minerals. The presence of the greenstone

fragments is to be accounted for by the fact that frequently the granite footwall

holds immense inclusions of greenstone. The diamond-drill cores, indeed, show

that in the deeper part of the deposit the greenstone forms the footwall. The

granite and greenstone fragments are most numerous, and are found in all parts of

the ore body. They extend across the deposit to the norite hanging-wall. The

norite fragments, on the other hand, appear to be confined largely to the proximity

of the hanging-w^all. Of course some of the norite fragments may have been so

much altered that it may be difficult to distinguish them from the greenstone.

The contacts of many of the fragments with the sulphides are sharp and knife-

like. As contrasted with this, there is frequently a transition between the frag-

10 X*
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ments and sulphides, as if the outer parts had been replaced and replacement had

ceased before it had extended into the central parts. Sometimes, however, the

replacement has continued until a particular fragment has been almost wholly

replaced. Often veinlets of sulphides ramif}' irregularly through the fragments,

and if the latter are schistose, as is frequently the case with the greenstone, the

veinlets of sulphides follow along the schistose planes. Sometimes it is found, too,

that " blebs " of sulphides about the size of peas occur in the fragments, whether

they consist of granite, greenstone or norite. When the " blel^s " occur in the

norite, the latter has been called '" spotted " norite.

It is common to find veins of sulphides extending from the ore body and

penetrating the granite footwall and norite hanging-wall for 25 or 50 feet.

Fig. 24—"Diagrammatic drawing illustrating the character of the contact between
massive sulphides (black) and norite (white)," Creighton mine, Sudbury
area, Ontario. Drawing by E. Howe. The face represented in the drawing
has a length of 20 feet. The drawing illustrates the fact that the ore was
introduced after the norite had solidified.

Contact Between Ore Body and Norite Hanging=WaIl

The character of the contact between the ore body and the norite hanging-wall

has given rise to discussion. It has been stated that there is a gradual transition

between the pure sulphides and the norite, but this statement does not agree

with more recent observations, including those of E. Howe. The contact between

the ore body and hanging-wall of norite is, comparatively speaking, abrupt. It may
be three or four feet, sometimes more, sometimes less. In places it is a few inches,

the commercial ore body ending abruptly against norite which is sliglitly impreg-
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nated with sulphides. Probably the relationships have been described Ijest Ijy Howe

in the two following paragraphs
:'

Aside from the impressive size of the Creighton ore body, its most striking feature is

the character of its contact with the norite of the hanging-wall. At a number of places in

the open pit and in stopes at lower levels the change from ore to rock with no sharp line

of separation is well shown. The transition may take place within a space of three or four

feet, or may extend over as many yards. The character of this gradation of rock into ore

calls for special consideration, as it constitutes one of the criteria upon which is based the

tlieory of gravity segregation of the sulphides from the magma. According to most of the

descriptions one expects to find the nearly pure sulphides pass by imperceptible increase in

the quantity of associated silicates into a rock in which sulphides are sparingly present as

accessories or altogether absent. While there is undoubtedly a gradual change from ore to

rock, it would appear to be due to a mechanical mixture of sulphides and norite in the

transition zone and not to a graduation in a mineralogical sense.

In all places where transition from ore to rock is suppo.sed to exist, the norite has

been extensively shattered in the neighbourhood of the ore, and the sulphides appear to have
penetrated the norite along the cracks and fissures so formed, while angular fragments of

Fig. 25—Shows relation of sulphides to norite hanging wall.

White represents norite; black represents sulphides.

Eighth level, Creighton mine, Sudbury area, Ontario.

Width of face 15 inches. The drawing illustrates

the fact that the sulphides were introduced after the

norite had solidified.

norite are included in the sulphides close to the rock, Fig. 24. The veinlets of sulphides die

out gradually in the norite away from the massive ore, while the rock fragments included in

the sulphides become less numerous and smaller in size as their distance from the hanging-
wall increases. There is thus a transition from ore to rock in a mechanical sense, and, from
a mining standpoint, the expression is justifiable. Neither megascopically nor with the aid

of the microscope could the writer recognize a petrographical graduation.

Generally the norite for several feet from the contact of ore body or granite

becomes finer in grain. The explanation of this appears to be that it originally

chilled against the greenstone. At a later time the granite was intruded at the

contact between the greenstone and norite.

Contact Between Ore Body and Granite Footwall

The contact between the granite footwall and the ore body is much the same

as that between the ore body and the norite. There is, however, a slight

preponderance of chalcopyrite in the ore body at its contact with the granite.

The contact is more irregular along the ffranite footwall than along the norite

* Economic Geology, Vol. IX, September, 1914, p. 514.
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hanging-wall. To illustrate this, CTOsscuts Xos. 9 and 10 on the twelfth level may

be cited. The contact of the ore body and massive, barren granite in Xo. 9 crosscut

is sharp, comparatively speaking, the transitional material having a width of only

two feet. On the other hand, in Xo. 10, the adjacent crosscut to the north, the

transitional material has a width of about 50 feet or more. Here veins of sulphides

6 to 15 inches in width are found intersecting the granite. They increase in size

until blocks of granite several feet in diameter are enclosed in sulphides. The

granite blocks become smaller and smaller as the ore body is approached, until,

finally, more massive ore is found.

Alineralization of Hanging=\ValI and Fcotwall

The hanging-wall is mineralized for a distance of about 2,000 feet to the west

of the ore body. This mineralized area extends in a northeastward and south-

westward direction for about three-quarters of a mile. The general outlines of

this " gossan," as it is called, are shown on the large scale map of the Creighton

mine which accompanies this Report. Considerable drift covers the gossan, and it

is difficult to obtain the outlines accurately, so that the boundaries as shown are

to be considered approximate. •

The mineralization is most intense near the ore body, and its intensity

decreases irregularly as the distance from the ore body increases. Some of the

mineralized norite near the deposit contains from II/2 to 214 per cent, of nickel and

copper combined, but it does not at tlie present time constitute commercial ore.

Part of the mineralized norite is fresh-looking, and it has been stated by

Coleman and Barlow that undecomposed hypersthene is found closely associated

with the sulphides. However, it is equally true that much, it is difficult to say

what per cent., of the mineralized norite is slightly sheared or brecciated and

altered. It often contains great numbers of angular and round inclusions of other

rocks, including greenstones. It would seem that there has been enough shearing

and brecciation to have allowed sulphide-bearing solutions to circulate through and

penetrate the rock, thus accounting for its mineralization.

The trap and olivine diabase dikes, described elsewhere, cut sharply across

the mineralized norite and ore body, showing that the period of ore deposition

took place before the dikes were intruded. They are practically barren of sul-

phides. In places the trap dikes have chilled against certain well-defined shear

zones in the norite, proving, further, that some of the shearing of the norite took

place before the dikes were intruded.

The mineralization of the granite footwall is much less intense than that of

the hanging-wall. It extends into the granite a maximum distance of about 100

feet, but for the most part it is much less, probably 25 or 50 feet. During the

process of impregnation the sulphides sometimes formed "blebs" about the size

of peas in the granite, resulting in what may be called " spotted " granite, Fig.

26, which is analogous to the
'"' spotted " norite of certain writers. The remarkable

point about the granite, which has been partly replaced or impregnated by sul-

phides, is the freshness of the minerals Avhich constitute it. The feldspar retains

its pink colour and bright, shining, cleavau-e faces. Evidently the solutions did

not decompose the granite to any appreciable degree.
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Faults

In many parts of the mine, particularly between the sixth and tenth levels, a

fault or slip has been encountered. It has not been proved to be continuous, and

occurs about at the contact of the ore body and the norite hanging-wall. Fre-

quently mining operations are carried to the fault, but rarely beyond, so that the

fault often constitutes the limit to which the commercial ore body may be mined.

It has not been ascertained if any great movement has taken place along this fault,

which is two or three inches wide, or more, and often has clay-like material

in it. The rocks on each side have sometimes been rendered schistose. The
fault was evidently formed after the ore body, but a little deposition of ore has

taken place after the fault was formed, for some sulphides occur in it, and frag-

Fig. 26—"Spotted" granite, actual size. Black represents sulphides; white represents
granite. The sulphides replace or impregnate the rock. Creighton mine, Sudbury
area, Ontario.

ments of the schistose rock from the sides of the fault have been found cemented

together by sulphides.

Less frequently a somewhat similar fault is found in the footwall. between the

granite and ore body. Other faults occur elsewhere in the mine.

Dikes Intersecting Ore Body

There are two series of basic dikes which intersect the ore body. The older

set is the trap dikes referred to elsewhere. The map of the Creighton mine shows

one of these dikes at the northwest side of the open pit. On the third level

of the open pit what is probably this same trap is found on the hanging-wall at the

northwest end of the pit. The workings show that it extends down to about the
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sixth level. A similar trap has been observed on the tenth level and at other parts

of the mine. These dikes are barren of ore, though sometimes they have been

slightly brecciated, thus allowing stringers of sulphides a few inches in width to

ramify through them, particularly along their edges. The deposition of these

sulphides along the edges of the dikes must have taken place long after the forma-

tion of the ore body. The traps are intersected by numerous jointing planes which

are often slickensided. The presence of the joints sometimes causes trouble in

mining operations when the dikes are met with, the rock having a tendency to fall.

The dikes consist essentially of plagioclase and hornblende, with an ophitic texture.

They are properly named uralitic diabase, but have been called trap in this Eeport

in order to avoid confusing them with the olivine diabase dikes.

The younger series of dikes is the olivine diabase. One of these occurs on the

surface at the northwest end of the open pit, and it may l)e traced to the southeast

across the ore body. It is well exposed on the first level of the open pit, where its

fine-grained, chilled edges are seen in actual contact with the sulphides. Before

reaching the granite footwall it breaks up into four or more smaller dikes. Even
in the case of these diabase intrusions there has been a small amount of mineral-

ization after they solidified, for small veinlets of sulphides cut them at and near

the edges. The formation of the ore body and the mineralization of the hanging-

wall and footwall were practically completed before the intrusion of the trap and

diabase dikes.

An analysis of the trap dike is given in the table below.

Table showing Chemical Composition of Trap Dike in the Open Pit, at Creighton Mine, on
the Hanging-Wall of the Third Level at the North End.

SiO. 52.54

AljOs 16.10

Fe.Oa 5.88

FeO 9.94

CaO 7.35

MgO 1.66

Na.O .3.02

K,6 1.58

H,0 1.84

CO, Trace

Total 99.91

Origin of the Ore Body

From what has been said in preceding paragraphs it is evident that the forma-

tion of the Creighton ore body was preceded hy a period of tremendous brecciation

and crushing along the contact of granite and norite. That this crushing took

place largely in the footwall is shown by the fact that most of the rock fragments

in the ore consist of granite and greenstone, while the norite fragments are con-

fined mostly to the vicinity of the hanging-wall. In other words, the commercial

ore body occurs in the granite footwall—not in the norite. Sometimes indeed

the granite actually forms the hanging-wall as well as the footwall. Generally

speaking, it may be stated that, when the norite hanging-wall is met with, the

commercial ore comes more or less abruptly to an end.
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In searching for an explanation of the origin of the Creighton ore body an

observer is soon confronted with the fact that the gravity segregation theory does

not appear to be a suitable one. That theory supposes that while the norite was

still molten the sulphides settled to the bottom of the norite, largely by means of

gravity, and rested on the granite footwall. Now it has been shown elsewhere that

the granite footwall is younger than the norite hanging-wall. Thus it is clear tha^

the sulphides could not have settled on the granite, since the latter rock was not

intruded until the norite solidified. While the Creighton ore body is not referred

to, nevertheless .this objection to magmatic segregation was pointed out many

years ago by Frank D. Adams,' and later by L. P. Silver.'

A second point which presents an obstacle to a belief in gravity segregation is

found in the character of the norite hanging-wall. The norite at its contact with

the ore body is brecciated into fragments for a distance of from 3 to 12 feet

or more, Figs. 21, 24. The sulphides cement these blocks and fragments together.

It is evident, therefore, that the sulphides were introduced after the norite had

solidified. This being so, it is apparent that gravity segregation cannot be accepted

as an explanation of the origin of the ore.

It would seem that it is necessary to fall back on the time-honoured theory

of deposition from heated solutions. This theory requires little explanation. The

crushed nature of the granite footwall and of part of the norite hanging-wall

presented an ideal zone for the circulation of heated aqueous solutions. These

solutions possibly carried little else than sulphides. It is supposed that they came

from great depths, and nearer the surface the sulphides were precipitated, filling

the spaces between the fragments in the crush-breccia and crush-conglomerate. As

might be expected, the hanging-wall and footwall and the fragments composing

the crush-breccias and crush-conglomerates are more or less replaced or impreg-

nated by sulphides. Since the ore body dips at an angle of 45°, it is obvious that

the solutions in rising along the contact would also tend to rise vertically and

penetrate into all the cracks and crevices of the norite hanging-wall. This appears

to be exactly what took place, for the norite is impregnated or replaced by

sulphides for as much as 2,000 feet or more from the granite. The impregnation

is naturally greatest near the contact, and it becomes gradually less as the distance

from the contact increases. It may be added that, under present economic con-

ditions, there appears to be little commercial ore in the norite. The granite foot-

wall is mineralized only for a maximum distance of about 100 feet beyond the ore

body.

An examination of the mineralized portion of the norite for 1,000 feet from

the ore body shows that a minor amount of crushing, shearing and brecciation has

taken place. This was accompanied by some alteration of the rock. At the same

time it is true that much of the norite in this mineralized zone is perfectly fresh,

even when heavily impregnated with sulphides. It is also true that the granite

where it has been replaced by sulphides remains fresh, the feldspars retaining their

colour and lustre. The immense stopes of the Creighton mine demonstrate that

there are all gradations between granite slightly replaced or impregnated with

^ Jour. Gen. Min. Ass. Province Quebec, 1894-95, p. 49.

'Jour. Can. Min. Inst., Vol. 5, 1902, pp. 5.36-542.
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sulphides and granite which is almost wholly replaced. In the latter case the

remaining specks of feldspar still retain their fresh appearance.

It is evident, even to those who favor magmatic segregation as an explanation

of the origin of the deposit, that some of the sulphides were deposited from hot

waters. The sulphides, for instance, which occur along the brecciated edges of the

trap and diabase dikes were unquestionably deposited from hot waters long after

the norite solidified. There appear to be no special characteristics which dis-

tinguish these sulphides in the trap or diabase dikes from the sulphides in the

ore body.

It may be added, in connection with the origin of the ore body, that the

suggestion has been made by E. Howe ' that the sulphides were injected in a

molten state as a later intrusive after the norite had solidified. The writer is

in entire agreement with Howe's statement that the sulphides came in after the

norite had solidified, but whether they were introduced in a molten condition

or by means of hot magmatic waters may be a debatable question.

No. 2 Ore Body, Canadian Copper Company

The mine belonging to the Canadian Copper Company, known as Xo. 2. is on

the northern outskirts of the town of Copper Cliff.

The deposit occurs in a dike of diorite or gabbro, which is considered by some

writers to be connected with the norite about a mile to the north. The

dike, which is from 100 to 180 feet in width, intersects coarse-grained granite and

greenstone. The youngest rocks in the vicinity of the mine are diabase dikes which

cut all the rocks mentioned.

The shape and size of the ore body on the various levels are shown on the

composite plan. Fig. 29.

The character of the ore body does not differ from that of other deposits in

the area. The ore consists of fragments of the diorite dike cemented together by

sulphides; and of stringers and irregular masses of sulphides which replace or

impregnate the dike. Much of the diorite is
'" spotted " with blebs of ore. The

mineralization appears to be confined wholly to the dike. The fact that fragments

of the diorite dike are enclosed in the sulphides shows that the sulphides were

introduced after the dike had solidified.

A fault intersects the dike of diorite in which the ore l)ody occurs. The

plane of this fault dips about 48° to the northwest, Fig. 27. The horizontal dis-

placement, or throw, has been proved by workings to be about 350 feet, but the

vertical movement has not been ascertained. The fault completely cut off the ore

body, and although the dike itself, spotted with ore, has been found 350 feet to the

southwest. Fig 28, the commercial ore body has not yet been located, in spite of a

vigorous campaign of diamond drilling. It has not been determined whether the

fault is normal or reversed. If it is normal in character and the throw is great,

thousands of feet, it may be that ISTo. 2 mine is simply the faulted-down portion

of Copper Cliff mine, which is about half a mile to the south. If the throw is

' Economic Geology, September; 1914.
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Scale of Feet

Fig. 27—Cross-section through No. 2 ore body, Canadian Copper Company,
Copper Cliff, Ontario. The section shows the position of the fault
which has cut off the ore body. Cross-section by Canadian Copper
Company.
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less than this and also normal, it may be that the lost ore body occurs below the

drift at some point between Copper Cliff mine and No. 2 mine, in which case

it might be advisable to run an exploration drift, following the dike, from the

underground workings of Copper Cliff mine to No. 2 mine.

Very little ore was being broken in the fall of 1916, but ore was still being

raised from the stopes. Unless the continuation of the ore body on the other side

of the fault can be located, the main ore body of the mine is worked out. It

has been one of the important mines of the area.

There is ore along the dike to the northward of No. 2 mine as far as Lady

Macdonald Lake, a few pits having been opened here and there.

The Vermilion Ore Body

The Vermilion was the smallest deposit in the area which was being worked in

the year 1916. It is of value on account of the presence of the precious metals,

gold, silver, platinum and palladium. Were it not for these metals it would

not pay to operate the property for the nickel and copper contents alone. The

mine is situated on lot 6 in the fourth concession of Denison township, about a

mile south of Crean Hill.

The deposit consists of a number of small veins or irregular bodies of ore from

a few inches to about 15 feet in diameter. The largest ore shoot yet encountered

is only 38 feet long by about 15 feet wide. These ore bodies occur in an irregular

fashion in the rocks, making it difficult to discover new ones. The ore is found in

greenstone, quartzite and norite. It is evident that the rocks were fractured and

that the ore was introduced into the irregular fissures and cracks so produced. Ore

shoots have been found to a depth of 115 feet, but exploration work has been

carried to about 150 feet in depth.

The deposit contains an unusual number of minerals, including pyrrhotite,

chalcopyrite, bornite, chalcocite, native copper, cassiterite, native gold, sperrylite,

millerite, polydymite, and quartz.

It is generally agreed by all observers that the ore was introduced by hot

water, circulating through the cracks and irregular fissures in the rocks.

Aside from its interest as a producer of precious and rare metals, the Vermilion

is noteworthy on account of the fact that the mineral sperrylite, PtAs,, was dis-

covered at the property. Sperrylite was afterwards shown by G. R. Mickle ' to occur

mostly in chalcopyrite. It was found by F. L, Sperry, after whom it was named.

Sperry forwarded the material to Messrs. "Wells and Penfield, who made the deter-

mination.

The Qarson Ore Body

The Garson ore body is located about 10 miles northeast of Sudbury, on lots

4 and 5 in the third concession of the township of Garson. It is connected with

the main line of the Canadian Northern railway between Toronto and Winnipeg by

a branch line.

* A. p. Coleman, Ont. Bur. Mines, 1905, Vol. XIV, Part III, p. 161.

The Nickel Industry, 1913, p. 29, A. P. Coleman.
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The mine occurs on a hill at the north edge of a great sand and gravel plain;

these deposits of sand and gravel have covered much of the contact between the

norite and adjacent rocks and also much of the ore bodies, Fig. 31. The drift

and the schistose and mineralized character of the rocks have obscured the age

relationshijjs of the formations. Judging, however, from general geological con-

ditions elsewhere in the Sudbury area, the oldest rocks at the Garson mine appear

to be schistose quartzites and greywackes of the Timiskaming series. Probably the

rock next in age is greenstone. The latter is generally fine-grained, some-

what schistose at times, consisting almost altogether of dark green minerals,

Fig. 31—Geological map of Garsou mine, showing outline of ore bodies on first level, and
location of cross-section A B C, Sudbury area, Ontario.

hornblende, etc. Pillow structure and amygdaloidal textures were noted in the

greenstone in one instance about a mile to the east of the mine, but these appear

to be rare. Following the greenstone the great norite intrusion then broke into

the crust of the earth. This rock in the vicinity of the mine for 200 or 300 feet

from the contact has been partly altered by shearing and other stresses to a schist

or gneiss, and is much decomposed, resembling in these respects the norite at

Victoria mine. It is intersected by dikes of medium-grained granite as wide as

30 feet, which contain only small amounts of coloured minerals, i.e., mica or
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hornblende. The rehition of these dikes, which are probably aplites, to the ore

body has not been observed. After the shearing of the uorite and adjacent rocks

took place the ore body was formed. This is evident from the fact that fragments

of the schistose norite are found embedded in the sulphides, and stringers of

sulphides often cut across the schistose planes of the norite. Finally, all the rocks

previously mentioned, and the ore body as well, are cut by fresh diabase dikes

which resemble in texture and freshness the olivine diabase dikes which are of

common occurrence elsewhere in the area. One of these dikes, having a width of

17 feet, cuts the ore body on the sixth level, and another is found on the surface

about a quarter of a mile northeast of the shaft. A stringer from the latter dike

intersects one of the granite dikes referred to above.

The Garson ore body is probably the most complex, in respect of its form, of any

of the deposits which were being worked in the summer of 1916. It has been

referred to by other writers as a faulted marginal deposit. Mining has been carried

on to a depth of 600 feet vertically, but exploration by diamond drill has demon-

strated that the deposit continue^^ to at least a depth of 1,800 feet measured along

the dip of the main ore l)udy.

The occurrence really consists of three ore bodies; i.e., (1) the main ore

body, (2) the northwest ore body, and (3), No. 16. The outlines of these ore

bodies on the first, second, third, fourth and sixth levels are shown by the composite

plan, facing page 158.

The main ore body has a general northeast-southwest strike and a dip of

53 to 60 degrees to the southeast. It will be seen from the composite plan that

it is lenticular in shape, and forms, roughly speaking, an arc of a circle, the

northeast part bending easterly, and the southwest part bending southerly. Of

the marginal deposits, i.e., those which occur at or near the contact of norite and

adjacent rocks, the main ore body at the Garson is unusual in respect of its dip

to the southeastward, most of the other marginal deposits along the southern

range dipping vertically or to the northwestward. The main ore body has a length

of about 1,000 feet, or more, and, in places, a width of 100 feet, or more. It

has been mined to the sixth level, about 600 feet vertically, but diamond-drill cores

show that it extends to at least 1,800 feet in depth measured along its dip.

The northwest ore body, as its name implies, strikes to the northwest. It has

a steep dip of 80° or 90° to the southwest. The deposit consists of three lenses

which pitch towards the southeast. Little mining has been done on the northwest

ore body below the fourth level.

The ore body, known on the surface as No. 16, is a narrow vein-like deposit

which strikes to the southwest and dips at about the same angle as the main ore

body; i.e., 53° to 60° to the southeast.

The three ore bodies have probably been formed along lines of Assuring, the

Assuring having been accompanied by shearing and brecciation. The shearing has

often been so intense that the wall rocks have been altered to schists, making it

difficult to determine what kind of rocks these schists were originally, whether

norite, greenstone or greywacke. The schistose character of the wall rocks is in

strong contrast to the wall rocks of such ore bodies as Creighton, Murray, Worth-

ington, etc., where the rocks usually retain their massive character.
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The main ore body occurs near the contact of norite and adjacent rocks, the

latter consisting of greenstone, greywacke or quartzite. The ore appears to occur

for the most part in the adjacent rocks, although some is found in the norite.

However, the schistose character of the wall rocks, including norite, makes it

difficult to always ascertain whether the ore bodies do occur in the norite or the

other mentioned rocks. The jDroblem is sometimes complicated also by the occur-

rence in the norite of great numbers of quartzite or other inclusions, as may be

seen on the surface at the southwest end of the main ore body. When the norite

with these inclusions has been rendered schistose, the difficulty of ascertaining the

character of the rock, particularly below the surface, is readily appreciated. On

the sixth level, however, the ore body appears to occur mainly in schistose grey-

wacke and quartzite.

Fig-. -Diagrammatic drawing along line A B C, see Fig 31, showing ore bodies at
Garson mine and their relation to the norite and greenstone.

At the northeast end of the main ore body the rocks on the surface are massive

and non-schistose, their character and relation to the ore being shown in a pit and

winze near the northeast end. The sulphides here are found along the brecciated

contact of greenstone and norite, angular fragments of both rocks being cemented

together by the sulphides, while veinlets of ore penetrate into cracks in the norite

and greenstone.

Although the relation of the main ore body to the wall rocks may not always be

clear, for the reasons given above, the relation of the northwest ore body, on the

other hand, to the wall rocks seems quite clear. The northwest ore body occurs

it the contact of the norite and greenstone or greywacke, mainly the greenstone.

, he ore body, while following the contact, occurs nevertheless almost wholly in the

greenstone. Figs. 31 and 32.

The relation of the third ore body, that one known as No. 16, is also simple.

It occurs wholly in the greenstone, and is undoubtedly a fissure vein in which the

wall rocks are impregnated or replaced with sulphides.
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A diagrammatic cross-section through the three ore bodies is shown in Fig. 32,

and it illustrates the relation of the ore bodies to the enclosing rocks.

The walls of the ore' bodies are for the most part commercial, that is to say,

mining ceases when the amount of sulphides in the rocks becomes too small to pay.

Rarely are sharp contacts between the sulphides and wall rocks found. Mineral-

ization has followed along the fissures and brecciated zones and has penetrated

every crack and crevice. The ore bodies, like the other deposits in the Sudbury

area, contain great numbers of fragments of the adjacent rocks : norite, s-reenstone,

Fig. 33—Diagrammatic sketch showing ore body and schistose

rock on hanging-wall, Garson mine, Sudbury area,

Ontario, sixth level. Black represents sulphides. Width
of face 12 feet.

greywacke and quartzite, or their schistose equivalents. The rocky nature of the

ore is shown by the fact that 25 per cent, of rock is hand-picked from the ore, and

this hand-picked product still contains about 24 per cent, of silica. Like other

ore bodies the large stopes often contain great masses of rock, too low-grade to

work, surrounded by richer material. The ore contains 2.4 per cent, of nickel

and 1.7 per cent, of copper.

Norite

\_i-'-i
re Quartz vein
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A marked feature in tlie main ore body is the unusual amount of quartz

associated with the sulphides. Between the surface and the fourth level the quartz

occurs in the form of a vein cutting the norite; the vein constitutes the footwjtll

of the ore body for a few hundred feet in length and down to the fourth level.

This quartz vein averages about 6 feet in width, but the width is variable, being

from a few feet to 12 or 14 feet. The contact between it and the sulphides is not a

sharp one, Fig. 34, the sulphides ramifying into the quartz in veinlets as if

they had been deposited a little later than the quartz. This assmnption is

strengthened by the presence of well rounded fragments of quartz embedded in the

sulphides. About 35,000 tons of the quartz have l)een mined, demonstrating the

large amount of the material whicli is present. There still remain in the mine

many thousand tons. x\part from this quartz vein on the footwall of the main

ore body, the ore bodies contain an unusual amount of quartz, so closely inter-

mingled with the sulphides that it is impossible to escape the conclusion that the

two were deposited during the same period of mineralization. In addition to the

quartz there is a lesser amount of caleite, also closely intermingled with the ore,

Fig. 35.

Fig. 35—Veiulet of caleite aud quartz containiug also

sulphides, Garson mine, sixth level, Sudbury area,

Ontario. Cross-hatched area represents caleite and
quartz, with some sulphides; black represents sulphides;
white represents rock. Width of face 12 inches. The
caleite, quartz and sulphides appear to have been
deposited during the same period of mineralization.

Veinlets, an inch or so wide, of caleite and galena, occasionally intersect the ore

l)odies.

A well-defined fault occurs on the sixth level 190 feet southeast of the

shaft. It strikes north and south and dips at an angle of about 30° to the east.

Tlie extent of the movement along the fault has not been ascertained, but it does

not appear to have disturbed the ore body to any appreciable degree. Along the

fault the rocks and ore body have been crushed and the rocks altered in part to

clay-like material. Slickensided surfaces are common. This fault appears to have

formed long after the deposition of the' ore bodies. It is similar in character to the

well-defined faults at Crean Hill and elsewhere.

11 X*
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Fig. 36—Sixth level, Garsou mine, Sudbury
area, Ontario, showing manner in which
the sulphides replace the schistose rocks.

Width of face 3 feet. Black represents

sulphides; white, rock.

Fig. 37—Character of ore at Garson mine, Sudbury area,

Ontario, sixth level. 'Wliite represents rock fragments,
some of which are schists; black represents sulphides.

Width of face 5 feet.
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The origiu of the Garson ore bodies seems reasonably clear. The schistose and

altered character of the wall rocks, their replaced and impregnated condition, the

presence of large amounts of quartz, and to a less degree of calcite, and the vein-like

nature of some of the ore bodies appear to indicate that the deposit was formed by

deposition of the sulphides, the quartz and the calcite from hot circulating

waters.

Fig. 38—Fragment of scliist in siilxjhidcs, sixth level, Garson
mine, Sudbury area, Ontario. The majority of rock

fragments in the ore at Garson mine are schists or

schistose rocks. Width of face 15 inches.

The Levack Ore Body

The Levack mine is situated on lots 6 and 7 in the second concession of Levack

township. It is about four miles to the northeast of Levack station, which is on

the main line of the Canadian Pacific railway. A branch line of the railway has

been built to the mine.

The geology of the deposit appears to be comparatively simple, the rocks in

the vicinity consisting chiefly of granite-gneiss and the norite-micropegmatite.

The granite-gneiss contains many fine to medium-grained greenstone

inclusions. Sometimes these are drawn out into long schistose or gneissoid lenses,

in which veinlets of granite have been injected parallel to the schistose or

gneissoid planes. This has produced a banded gneiss. At other times the green-

stone inclusions are brecciated into round or angular fragments, and the granitic

magma has been injected into the spaces between the fragments. These basic

greenstones, which now constitute a part of the granite-gneiss complex, appear

to have been described as sudburite by C. Brackenbury.' Cutting this complex

there are several fine-grained basic dikes near the mine. These have not been

seen in contact with the ore body or the norite, so that their age relation to the

deposit and to the norite was not ascertained. The norite at its contact with the

gneiss strikes to the northeastward; and the workings and the diamond-drill cores

show that the contact dips to the southeast at an average angle of 45°. The

contact between granite-gneiss and norite is not exposed in the vicinity of the

mine. About 4 miles to the northeast, however, at the Big Levack, a good contact

is met with, and it is seen that the norite is younger than the granite-gneiss. The

norite comes sharply against the granite-gneiss, there being no transition zone

between the two rocks.

^ Ont. Bur. Mines, Vol. 23, Part I, pp. 194-201. An excellent potrographic descripti(;n

of the rocks at Levack mine is given by Mr. Brackenbury.
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Although the Levack ore body occurs near the norite, it nevertheless is found

wholly in the granite-gneiss, this rock forming both footwall and hanging-wall,

Fig. 40. The norite occurs from 40 to 220 feet, or an average of about 175 feet

from the ore body, measured at right angles to the strike and dip of the norite.

Xo commercial ore occurs in the norite, but this rock is lightly " spotted

"

with sulphides near the contact.

In August 191 G mining was being done on the first, second and third levels,

the depths of which were 150, 250 and 350 feet respectively. An irregularly

shaped ore body occurs on the first and second levels, about 300 feet southwest of
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Fig. 40—Lovack ore body, Sudbury area, Ontario, showing how the deposit
occurs in the granite-gneiss.

the shaft. On the third level this ore body becomes larger and assumes a some-

what lenticular form, having a length of 500 feet or more, and a maximum width,

measured horizontally, of 150 feet. On this level, about 160 feet northeast of

the shaft, there is a triangular-shaped ore body which projects into the granite-

gneiss footwall about 340 feet. These two ore bodies do not seem to be connected

on this level. Below the third level no development work had been accomplished

at the time referred to, but diamond-drill cores showed that the ore body extends

to a depth of nearly 1,300 feet measured along the dip.

The Levack ore body is a replacement or impregnation deposit in granite-

gneiss. It is evident that the granite-gneiss was fractured and brecciated, so that
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the introduction of the sulphides "^vas readily accomplished. The sulphides occur

in irregular masses, u\ veinlets, and in disseminated grains. The larger, irregular

masses of sulphides may he several feet in diameter and he made up of almost

pure ore, with only specks of rock fragments enclosed. Sometimes these large

masses of sulphides enclose ^boulders of rock of various shapes and sizes. Fig. 41.

Tliese boulders in the ore body are not, however, as common and characteristic as

tliey are at Creighton, Worthington and elsewhere. The sulphides occur for the

most part disseminated through the gneiss in a very irregular fashion. Fig. 42.

All gradations are found Ijetween gneiss whicli is but slightly replaced or im-

pregnated with ore, and gneiss which has been almost wholly replaced. Granite-

gneiss " spotted " with sulphides often occurs.

There are no sharp walls on either the hanging-wall or footwall. ]\Iinerali-

zation gradually becomes less intense as the walls are approached. Alining ceases

Fig. 41—Character of ore at Lcvack niiuc, Sudbury aiea,

Ontario, first level. Black represents sulphides ; white
represents granite-gneiss. Width of face 3 feet.

when the grade of ore becomes too low to pay. As is to be expected the com-

mercial ore body contains many masses of almost barren rock.

Above the commercial ore body the hanging-wall is impregnated with ore

for 50 to 350 feet measured at right angles to the dip and strike of the deposit.

I'lio minercilization becomes less and less intense as the distance from the ore

body increases. The norite itself is "spotted" with ore for 25 to 250 feet from

the contact with the granite-gneiss, measured at right angles to the dip and strike

of the contact. The footwall below the ore body, on the other hand, appears to

be mineralized only for 50 or 60 feet beyond the limits of the commercial ore body.

About 3'3 per cent, of rock is hand-picked from the ores, hut the hand-picked

ore still contains 14 per cent, of silica.

The sulphides were probably introduced by means of hot aqueous

solutions which circulated through the brecciated granite-gneiss and deposited

the sulphides in every crack and crevice, replacing and impregnating the granite
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gneiss. The feldspar of the granite-gneiss retains its fresh appearance; in other

words, the introduction of the sulphides appears to have produced little or no

alteration in the <rranite-gneiss or, indeed, in the norite.
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of about two miles, the rock adjacent to the norite is sometimes quartzite or grey-

wacke. The bedding of these sediments at the contact is more or less vertical, so

that, if the norite follows the bedding planes in its downward extension, it will

possess a more or less vertical dip. The workings at Crean Hill prove that the

contact is more or less vertical.

The ore bodies occur about at the intersection of a northwest-southeast and a

northeast-southwest zone of shearing, crushing and mineralization. The main

ore bodies of the Victoria mine are found on the northwest-southeast zone of dis-

turbance ; in addition to the main deposits which are being worked there are several

smaller deposits on this zone to the northwest and southeast of the shaft which

have been prospected to a minor extent by shafts and other workings.

The northwest-southeast zone of shearing, crushing and mineralization is the

more important one in connection with the Victoria mine. Crush-conglomerates

and erush-l)reccias are found along it at various points, and the mineralized zone

has a length of more than three-quarters of a mile. It follows the contact of the

norite and adjacent greenstone for half a mile to the northwest of the shaft, along

which part both of these rocks, norite and greenstone, are often altered to schist

or gneiss at the contact, so that it may be difficult at times to decide where one

rock begins and the other ends. In this part northwest of the shaft the mineralized

and sheared zone has a width of as much as 300 feet in places. To the southeast

of the shaft the mineralized zone leaves the norite contact and passes into the green-

stones, extending for about one-third of a mile or more to the southeast. In this

part of the mineralized zone there are two or more small, irregular intrusions of a

rock which looks like norite but which appears to have no surface connection. with

the main mass of the norite to the north.

Along the entire length of this mineralized zone tlie rocks, whether they are

norite or greenstone, have been impregnated or replaced by sulphides and to a

less degree by calcite and quartz. The sulphides in the non-economic portion are

present in disseminated grains, in ramifying veinlets, or irregularly shaped

masses. The extensive workings, to a depth of 2,312 feet, have shown that this

zone has a vertical dip. The shaft has a depth of 2,618 feet.

The economic part of the zone consists of two distinct ore bodies which have

been named the west ore body and the east ore body. They are found about the

centre of the mineralized zone. The west ore body has been mined to a depth of

about 2,312 feet, the sixteenth level, the east ore body to a depth of about 1,200

feet. The workings at these depths are still in ore. These ore bodies are from

80 to 185 feet apart, Fig. 44. The length of the west ore body varies from 60 to

150 feet. The east ore body is smaller, its length being from 65 to 100 feet. The
two ore bodies do not appear to have any regular strike, but they pitch to the

southeast at an angle of about 70°, Fig. 44. Both ore bodies occur in fine-grained

greenstone and quartzite, or schistose rocks which have resulted from the shearing

of the greenstone and quartzite. The west ore body is about 200 feet or more
south of the main mass of the norite, while the east ore body is found still farther

from the main mass. The crosscuts from the shaft to the ore "bodies intersect an

intrusion of a rock resembling the norite. This intrusion is on the footwall side of

the ore bodies, sometimes removed from them a distance of 300 feet. Fig. 44.
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In addition to the above economic ore bodies, there is another smaller

economic deposit to the southeast. Several thousand tons of ore are blocked out

here, but it is not being worked at present. Beyond this, to the southeast, there

is a hill which contains economic ore, but which is also not being worked. The

rock on this hill is greenstone, and the sulphides are found in disseminated grains

and in vein-like occurrences alone: sheared zones.

Fig. 45—Composite plan showing size of west ore body on the fifth to sixteenth levels,

inclusive, Victoria mine, Sudbury area, Ontario.

The shapes of the Avest and east ore bodies in the various levels are shown

in the composite plans, Figs. 45 and 46. It is to be remembered, however, that these

outlines are of commercial ore, and that mineralization, like the inineralization at

Creighton, AYorthington and other deposits, occurs beyond the limits of the com-

mercial ore bodies. The structure of the two ore bodies is often vein-like,

Shah

Scale of Feet

Fig. 46—Composite plan showing size of east ore body on the fifth to eleventh levels,

inclusive, Victoria mine, Sudbury area, Ontario.

Fig. 47, the sulphide coming sharply against the wall rock. On the other hand,

the wall rock is often replaced and impregnated with sulphides in the clearest

manner. AYhere the wall rock is schistose the sulphides may follow the schistose

planes in the process of replacement or impregnation. As a general rule the rocks

adjacent to the ore bodies are schistose. Veinlets of ore from ihe main ore bodies
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often ramify in all directions into the wall rock. Like other commercial deposits

in the Sndbury field, the west and east ore bodies of the Victoria mine contain

great niunbers of boulders and fragments of the country rock, the presence of which

constitutes proof of the crushing and brecciation which took place before the intro-

duction of the sulphides. These inclusions are of all shapes. Their size vsR-ies from

microscopic dust to masses several feet in diameter. Sometimes, of course, the

massive ore is practically free from these inclusions.

To the northeast of the two ore bodies described above there is a crushed,

sheared and mineralized zone extending for a few hundred yards. It occurs in the

main mass of the norite at the contact with adjacent rocks. Fine examples of

crush-conglomerate and crush-breccia are found along this northeast-southwest

zone. It may be added that commercial ore has not yet been discovered here.

On the 2,312-foot level the west ore body is intersected by a dike of fresh

olivine diabase which has a width of about 30 feet measured at right angles to the

walls of the dike. Fig. 44. It strikes northwestward and dips at an angle of about

65° to the northeast. In a raise some 80 feet above the level the fine-grained edge

of the dike may be seen to have chilled against the ore body, proving that it was

intruded after the formation of the deposit. While the edges of the dike are dense

and fine-grained, the central parts are coarse-grained. On the north side of the dike

a well-defined crushed zone, or fault, about two feet or more wide, containing

much soft, clay-like material, follows the contact of dike and wall rock, but the

crushed material is inside the dike about 3 feet from the edge. Evidently some

movement took place along this crushed zone, but its extent and direction were

not determined. Similar faults are met with at Crean Hill and elsewhere. The

dike is readily distinguished from the wall rocks by its freshness and by the

absence in it of seams of calcite or quartz. At the time of examination in August,

19 IG, the shaft was timbered down to the 2,312-foot level, so that it was not

possible to search for the dike in the shaft. It is said, however, to have been met

with in the shaft about 260 feet above this level and about 700 feet to the north-

west of where it intersected the ore body. The dike has not been found on tlie

surface, although its probable outcrop may l^e along a northwest-southeast valley

which occurs three or four hundred yards south of the shaft house. This valley

is drift-covered, and follows tlie course of a small creek. In addition to the main

dike there are small dikes 1 or 2 feet wide intersecting the ore body on the 2,312-

foot level and elsewhere in the mine. They are dense and fine-grained, and no

doubt directly connected with the main dike. The latter appears to be of the

same age and character as the olivine diabase dikes at the Murray, Creighton and

other mines.

The Victoria ore bodies, and the northwest-southeast zone of crushing,

shearing and mineralizatinn on which they occur, furnish what appears to be a

clear example of sulphides which have been deposited from solutions circulating

along crushed and sheared zones. "\Miile the commercial parts of the west and

east ore bodies are indeed sometimes pipe-like, sometimes vein-like, they are

nevertheless simply a part of the mineralized zone which extends half a mile

to the northwest and about one-third of a mile to the southeast of the main ore

bodies The sulphides replace and impregnate the rocks along this zone whether
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tliL'y are norite, greenstone or quartzite, or their schistose equivalents. Some
favourable combination of circumstances tended to produce workable deposits

along this zone, resulting in the formation of the west and east ore bodies. The
occurrence of quartz and calcite, or dolomite, in the main deposits and along the

impregnated zone furnishes evidence for believing in the theory that the ores

were deposited from solution, although it may be added that some of the quartz

and calcite may have been deposited earlier than the sulphides. The drifts and

other workings in the country rock, for instance, have shown that the rocks contain

Fig. 47—Character of oi-e body at Victoria mine at narrow
end of a lens, eleventh level. Black represents
sulphides ; white represents greenstone. Width of face
12 inches. The calcite, quartz and sulphides appear
to have been deposited during the same period of
mineralization.

many veinlets of quartz or cak-ite about a quarter or half an inch in width. On
the other hand, quartz, calcite and sulphides are often so closely intermingled in the

ore bodies and mineralized zone that it seems reasonable to suppose they were

deposited during the same period of mineralization.

The ore in the upper levels of the west and east ore bodies contained 3 to

i per cent, nickel and 2 per cent, copper. As depth Avas obtained the amount of

nickel decreased and the copper increased, until on the lower levels the ore

contained 1.5 to 2.5 per cent, nickel and 3 per cent, copper. There is handpicked

from the ore about 25 per cent, of rock, and this handpicked product still contains

about 14 per cent, of silica.
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Between the Victoria mine and the Canadian Pacific railway, about two miles

to the south, there are half a dozen or more fahlbands. They have a width of five

to as many as 200 feet, and one of them has a length of about two miles. The

fahlbands occur in fine-grained schistose rocks which were originally quartzites,

greywackes or slates, but are now more or less altered to schists which, however,

still retain their bedding planes. Sulphides are finely disseminated through

these rocks, and the weathered surface assumes the characteristic brown colour

due to the formation of iron oxides which result from the decomposition of the

sulphides. Of the latter, pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite have been recognized in a

small pit about 250 yards southeast of Mond station on the Algoma Eastern

railway. The pit in question is about 50 feet south of the waggon road.

The fahlbands, however, probably contain on the average only traces of nickel

and copper. The mineralization follows the strike of the ibedding planes which are

about northwestward. Their dip is more or less vertical. Crushing has often

taken place along the fahlbands, as, for instance, that one which occurs at the

intersection of the waggon road to Victoria and Crean Hill mines on lot T in the

third concession of Denison. Crush-breccias and crush-conglomerates occur here

and there along this fahlband.

The fahlbands were in all prolmbility formed by hot solutions circulating

along bedding planes, and depositing sulphides. The crushing no doubt aided in

the circulation of the solutions. It seehis evident that the fahlbands were formed

during the same period of mineralization as that in which the Victoria ore bodies

were deposited. Indeed, the northwest-southeast zone of mineralization, of which

the west and east ore bodies of the Victoria are a part, is really of the nature of

a fahlband.

The Worthington Ore Body

The Worthington mine is situated about 25 miles west of the town of Sudbury,

on the Sault Ste. Marie branch of the Canadian Pacific railway. Like the Murray

mine, the railway cut was blasted into the ore body, and the track was thus laid on

top of the deposit. The mine occupies part of lot 2 in the second concession

of Drury township.

The deposit is one of the simplest in the Sudbury area, it being merely a

mineralized dike, similar to No. 2 mine of the Canadian Copper Company. It has

been called an offset deposit.

The geological story may first be related. The most ancient rocks in the

environs of the mine consist of beds of slate, quartzite, conglomerate and greywacke

of the Timiskaming series. These sediments have been tilted into nearly vertical

positions, Fig. 49, until they now dip at an angle of about 72° to the southeast,

their strike being about northeast and southwest. The beds, which were much

altered and more or less schistose, were then intruded by greenstone, which

is also sometimes considerably altered but still retains its massive structure. The

greenstone, for instance, about half a mile northeast of the mine, has been changed

to a rock consisting largely of actinolite. It appears to have been, before alteration,

a diorite or other closely related rock. The intrusion of the greenstone was

followed by the formation of a fi-ssure which apparently followed in part the strike
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and dip of the sedimentary beds and, in part, intersected the bedding planes. It

also cut through the greenstones. Along this great crack a dike, which has been

named norite by Coleman, was erupted. The dike is a fine-grained rock from 125

to about 180 feet in width. It is characterized by the amazing number of rock

fragments which it has caught up during its intrusion. These fragments consist

of various kinds of greenstone, together with fragments of the sedimentary rocks.

The most common inclusions are the actinolite rock, and, indeed, in that part of

the dike which constitutes the ore body, these actinolite inclusions form 50 per cent.,

if not more, of the dike. The inclusions are round or angular, and vary from small

specks to great blocks 25 feet or more in diameter.

Below are given tliree analyses of the norite. Nos. 1 and 2 are from various

workings of the Worthington mine, while No. 3 is from the Totten mine, about

half a mile southwest of Worthington.

Tabic showing Chemical Composition of "Norite" at Worthington
and Totten Mines.
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width. It strikes about east and west and dips at an angle of 66° to the south, in

so far as surface exposures indicate. If the dike continues in depth with this dip,

it will not intersect the ore body since the latter has a still deeper dip of 73°. The
oecond trap dike occurs about 125 feet south of the first. It is only 6 or 8 feet

Southeast

Northwest

Scale of Feet

i^ i^ t^

i- T ^

Diabase dike

Trap dike

Ore

+ + + 1- +
<- -r 1- +

+ + + + +

Norite, with many large
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rock (altered diorite).

Quartzite , slate,

conglomerate, greywacke.

Fig. 49—Diagrammatic vertical cross-section, showing Wortliington oro
body, Sudbury area, Ontario. Tlie deposit occurs in a dike which
has been crushed into round fragments. After the crushing the ore
was introduced into the spaces between the rock fragments-

wide and strikes about parallel to the first. Its dip, however, appears to be steeper,

some 80° to the southward, judging from surface indications only. These two
dikes have not yet been encountered in mining operations, showing that the larger
of the two, at any rate, dips away from the ore body. The smaller of the dike&

12 N*
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may be seen intersecting the slightly mineralized norite on the hill southwest of the

shaft about 500 feet. It has chilled against the norite and against the sulphides,

which would indicate that it is younger than the ore. The larger of the trap dikes

is drift-covered where it crosses the norite dike, but it is inferred from its re-

semblance to the second dike that it also is younger than the norite and ore. These

trap dikes are probably of the same age as those at the Creighton mine. C. H.

Hitchcock was the first observer to note their presence at the two mines in question.

The traps at the Worthington are fine-grained basic rocks with a dark green

colour. A diabase texture was noted in one instance. The following is a partial

analysis by the ]\Iond Nickel Company of the larger of the two dikes

:

Composition of Trap Dike at Worthington Mine.

SiO, 55.37

Fed 12.99

AW, 15.30

Cab 7.75

MgO 4.35

After the intrusion of the trap dikes the rocks in the vicinity of the mine

were again fissured, and six or more dikes of diabase, resembling in texture and

appearance the olivine diabase dikes at Murray, Creighton, Garson, and other places,

were intruded. The diabase is a fresher rock than the trap dikes. A diabase dike

intersects the Worthington ore body at its eastern end, having been encountered on

the first, second and third levels. It is about 35 feet wide and dips steeply to the

northeast, cutting the ore body about at right angles. Another diabase dike strik-

ing to the southeast occurs some 450 feet southwest of the shaft. It is dipping at

about 45° to the northeast, and will, if it continues at that dip, intersect the ore

body in the underground workings, though it had not been met with there in the

autumn of 1916. A chemical analysis by the Mond Nickel Company of the first-

mentioned diabase dike, which intersects the northeast end of the ore l)ody, gave

the following results

:

Composition of Diabase Dike at Worthington Mine-

SiO. 49.05

Fed 14.91

AUO3 16.96

CaO 7.75

MgO 5.27

Small dikes, emanating from this diabase dike, intersect the second trap dike

described above.

The final chapter in the geological history of the ore body appears to be closed

by the formation of veins, containing calcite, galena, zinc blende and iron pyrites.

The veins are 1 to 6 inches wide. That some of these veins were formed at a

very much later period than the ore body is shown by the fact that one of them

intersects the diabase dike on the first level at the east end of the ore body.

There are numerous slips and crushed zones intersecting the ore body in

various parts of the mine. Many of them are at right angles to the strike of the

ore body, and dip to the southwest.
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The deposit has a length of about TOO feet and a width of 50 to 60 feet. It is

being -worked to a depth of J:38 feet—the third level—but diamond-drill cores have

demonstrated that the deposit extends to greater depth, xllthough the commercial

part of the deposit is about 700 feet long, non-commercial mineralization has

extended far to the northeast and southwest of the workable ore. The latter is con-

fined chiefly to a central zone in the norite dike.

From what has been said, it is probable that the reader already has grasped an

idea of the nature of the deposit. The walls of the ore body are commercial, no

sharp lines being found between workable ore and wall rock. The ore consists of

:

(1) rock fragments cemented by sulphides, Fig. ±9; (2) small veinlets of ore

ramifying through the rock; and (3) disseminated " blebs" or grains in the rock.

The rock fragments consist of norite and its greenstone inclusions, and it is evident

that both norite and greenstone were brecciated and crushed prior to the intro-

duction of the sulphides. The disseminated " blebs " or grains are confined largely

to the norite.

The ore body is one of the most rocky in the Sudbury field, and, as a result,

it is necessary to hand-pick 60 per cent, of rock from the ore. Even this hand-

picked material contains about 26 per cent, of silica. The hand-picked ore, how-

ever, carries a little less than 7 per cent, of copper and. nickel in the proportion of

4 of copper to 3 of nickel, making it the richest ore produced from the mines

which were working in the siunmer of 1916. The unusually high percentage of

nickel is due to the large amount of pentlandite in the ore, pentlandite containing,

about 22 per cent, of nickel.

In addition to pentlandite, gersdorffite and niccolite also occur in the ore

body.^ The ore-bearing minerals are associated witli small amounts of quartz

which appear to have been deposited at the same time as the sulphides. The

presence of quartz has a bearing on the origin of the ore, since quartz is often a

water-dei^osited mineral.

The origin of the deposit appears to be due to hot waters circulating along the

crushed and brecciated norite dike. These solutions carried sulphides, quartz and

other minerals, and deposited their mineral contents in the cracks and spaces

between the crushed rocks.

The Murray Ore Body

The Murray mine is on the main line of the Canadian Pacific railway, about

three miles northwest of the town of Sudl3ury, on lot 11 in the fifth concession of

McKim township. It is one of the important deposits of the area, there having

been proved, by diamond-drill cores, some 9,000,000 tons of ore.

The oldest rocks in the area consist of greenstones. There are two main

varieties, of which the most abundant is a fine-grained type containing numberless

veinlets of hornblende ramifying through it; this rock at the nearby Elsie mine

has well-defined pillow structures and amygdaloidal textures, and has been named
sudburite.

^Thc Nickel Industry. 191.".. p. 47.
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A complete rock analysis' of sudbiirite is shown in the table below. The

analysis is by J. H. Horton.

Table Showing Chemical Composition of Smlburite from the Murray Mine.

SiO, 46.69

ALO3 14.23

FeO . .
.' 12.82

FeoOa 2.00

CaO 13.32

MgO 8.15

P.O, 0.19

TiOn 1.28

Na,b 0.98

Mnb 0.11

S 0.12

H.O 0.08

99.97

The second variety of. greenstone may be called a gabbro or other closely

related rock. It has a green colour, and occurs as a belt between the sudburite and

the norite, having a maximum width of 350 feet. The rock resembles the

gabbro at Frood and Mount Nickel mines. It is of importance because the ore

bod}', in so far as may be judged from the excellent surface exposures, occurs

almost wholly in it. The age relations between the gabbro and greenstone are

obscure. There are some contacts l)etween the two rocks showing a sharp junction

;

other contacts are vaguely defined. In addition to the fine-grained greenstone and

the gabbro, there is a dike of green diabase, on the hill to the south of the mine,

cutting the greenstone. This diabase appears to l^e older than the olivine diabase

dikes later to Ije mentioned, although the two varieties of diabase were not seen in

actual contact. Finally, there is a coarse-grained feldspar-porphyry which has

been encountered in the shaft and on the surface. Its relation to the fine-grained

greenstone and gabbro was not definitely determined, although it appears to have

a dike-like form. It may be added that the greenstones contain inclusions of

greywacke or quartzite of the Timiskaming series; these inclusions are, of course,

older than the greenstone or gabbro.

The next youngest rock in the area is the norite. That it is younger than

the gabbro referred to in the preceding paragraph is proved by the fact that it has

caught up blocks of this rock. Good exposures showing the contact between the

two rocks may be seen a few hundred yards east of the Canadian Pacific railway

track. The gabbro, while resembling the norite, has a distinct, characteristic green

colour.

After the norite had solidified there was erupted a mass of granite about

3 miles long and a mile wide. It literally cuts to pieces the fine-grained greenstone

and the gabbro with a network of dikes, some of which extend up to the norite

and penetrate that rock for 100 or 200 feet.

When the granite had solidified, the gabbro and in part the greenstone along

the edge of the norite were crushed, brecciated and broken into a great crush-con-

glomerate and crush-breccia. The sulphides were introduced into the spaces between

these blocks of rocks, and cemented the fragments together, forming the ore.

' Ont. Bur. Mines, Vol. 23, Part I, p. 216.
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The final chapter in the geological history of the ilurray ore l)ody was closed by

the formation of great fissures extending across the country for seven or eight

miles. Dikes of olivine diabase were erupted through these great cracks, penetrat-

ing not only all tlie rocks mentioned but also the ore bodies. They are probably

younger than the dike of green diabase mentioned Ijefore.
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Fig. 50—Geological map after A. E. Barlow, showing Murray and Elsie mines. The left

side of the cut is west, the right side is east.

The Murray mine has not been worked for many 3'ears, so that an examination

of the underground workings was not possible. The character of the ore body, how-

ever, is excellently shown in the railway cut of the Canadian Pacific railway, which

penetrates across the deposit about at right angles to its strike. It is seen to

consist of a mass of gabbro fragments, round or angular, cemented by sulphides.
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Fig. 51—Map showing Murray ore body, Sudbury area, Ontario. The shaded area denotes

the known extent of the deposit below the surface; the ore body dips to the north-

west at an angle of 36° as shown in Fig. 52. The small circles indicate diamond
drill holes. From drawing by the British America Nickel Corporation.
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Fig. 52—Vertical cross-section through Murray ore body, Sudbury area, Ontario, showing
depth of diamond drill holes. "While the ore body occurs about at the contact of tlic

norite and footwall rocks (greenstone, granite and gabbro), nevertheless the Murray ore

body is found in the footwall rocks—not in the norite. From drawing by the British

America Xickel Corporation.
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The ore body occurs almost wholly in the gabbro, but the norite is slightly impreg-

nated with sulphides. Although gabbro and greenstone form the footwall of the

upper part of the ore body, drill cores show that granite forms, in part, the footwall

in its deeper portions.

The ore body strikes about northeast and southwest and dips at an angle of

36 degrees to the northwest. The deposit extends to a depth of at least 2,000 feet

measured along the dip of the ore body. The mineralized zone has a length of

5,000 feet, not all of this being of commercial grade. The average thickness is

M or 60 feet, measured at right angles to the strike and dip of the ore body. It is

estimated that about 33 per cent, of rock will be hand-picked from the ore, and

that the hand-picked product will contain about 3 per cent, nickel and copper

combined.

Fig. 53—Murray mine, Sudbury area, Ontario, September 2nd, 1916. A modern plant

and smelter are being erected at the Murray mine by the British America Nickel

Corporation.

A shaft has been sunk to a depth of 700 feet in the footwall, and is being sunk

to greater depth. The old workings, made many years ago, were still full of water

in the fall of 1916.

The Blezard Ore Body

After being closed for about twenty-three years the Blezard mine was pumped

out during July and August, 1916, and diamond drilling begun on the surface.

During the time that the property was idle, the smelter, mine and other buildings

were Irarncd. The property is on lot 4 in the second concession of Blezard

township.
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The oldest rocks in the vicinity of the mine are quartzites and greywackes of

the Timiskaming series. In greater volume, and possibly younger than the

quartzites or greywackes there are fine-grained greenstones which have been called

sudburite. The greenstones are sometimes amygdoloidal. That they have under-

gone a certain amount of metamorphism is shown by the development of red

garnets here and there. The very numerous veinlets, fractions of an inch wide,

which intersect the rocks, may be of a secondary nature.

In the table below there is given a complete analysis' of sudburite from the

Blezard by W. K. McXeill.

Table Showing- Cliemical Composition of Sudburite from Blezard Mine.

SiOj 46.86

AI2O3 16.94

FeO 15.49

FeoOs 4.18

CaO 9.65

MgO 2.94

P:0, 0.28

TiO, 1.54

K,0 0.23

Na^O 1.51

& 0.09

H,0 0.47

100.18

In addition to the quartzites, greywackes and greenstones, there are irregular

areas of a very basic intrusive 50 to 300 feet in length consisting almost wholly

of hornblende or pyroxene. Their age relation to the greenstones appears to be

obscure.

The norite is younger than any of the rocks above mentioned. It was found,

however, that a sharp line of division does not occur between it and the greenstones

or basic intrusives. There exists between the norite and the rocks mentioned what

may be called a contact zone having a width of 10 to 130 feet. This contact zone

consists of a curious intermingling of the norite and greenstones. There appears

to have been crushing along the contact zone after the norite had solidified, since

blocks of coarse-grained and fine-grained norite are found in it. It may be added

that, while an indefinite zone exists between the norite and greenstones, the contact,

however, between the norite and qiiartzite or greywacke is sharp.

The ore body, which is of the marginal type, occurs at the contact of the

norite and adjacent rocks, partly in the contact zone referred to above, partly in

the fine-grained greenstone and basic intrusive and partly in the norite. Little

commercial ore, however, occurs in the norite, the sulphides being sparsely dis-

seminated in grains through this rock, resulting in " spotted " norite. The dip of

the norite contact with adjacent rocks is about 50 degrees to the northwest, this

representing also the dip of the ore body.

' Ont. Bur. Mines, Vol. 2?,. Part I. p. 216.
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The commercial part of the ore body consists of the usual fragments and

blocks of rocks cemented together by sulphides. In this respect it in no way

difPers from other marginal deposits. Veinlets and disseminated grains of sulphides

also occur.

The ore body was worked by an open pit and two shafts. The open pit has a

length of 200 feet by a maximum width of 120 feet, and a depth of about 35 feet.

The main shaft is near the southwest end of the bottom of the pit. It is about

100 feet deep, measured from the bottom of the pit. A small amount of stoping

was done from this shaft, a stope about 75 feet in length having been begun by the

old miners. The second shaft is on the surface near the north end of the pit. It

has a depth of 120 feet, and was not connected with the pit by drifts or any other

workings. Two drifts about 30 feet in length occur at the bottom of the second

shaft.

In the neighbourhood of 100,000 tons of ore are reported to have been mined,

containing 4 per cent, nickel and 2 per cent, copper.

Although an exploration campaign by diamond drill was in progress during

the summer and fall of 1916, no attempt was made to work the deposit.

Results of Drilling by the E. J. Longyear Company in the Townships of

Falconbridge and Qarson, Sudbury INickel=Copper Area, Ontario*

Introduction

The E. J. Longj'ear Company, of Minneapolis, Minnesota, has conducted explo-

rations in the Sudbury area Avith five diamond drills during the year 1916. Holes

were drilled in the townships of Levack, Trill, Denison, Blezard, Garson, Falcon-

bridge and MacLennan.

A body of nickel and copper ore was found in lots 10, 11 and 12, in the fourth

concession of Falconbridge township. This property lies in the southeastern part

of the area, about three miles east of the Garson mine.

Local Geology in Falconbridge Township

Since a discussion of the geological features developed by the exploration is

now being prepared by H. M. Eoherts and Robert D. Longyear, no attempt will be

made in this summary to discuss the mode of occurrence and genesis of the ores.

The ore body imder consideration occurs along the outer edge of the norite at its

contact with older rocks, in this instance, composed of greenstone, greywacke and

quartzite. The contact is steep, the dip varying from vertical to 70 degrees north-

ward. In one cross-section the dip has been found to be 85 degrees to the south. The

ores are composed of the sulphides, pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite and pentlandite, with

varying admixtures of norite and footwall rocks.

The lands are covered with deep kettles and morainic hills, consisting of gravel

and boulders, which were left behind upon the retreat of the ice sheet. The surface

* Mr. Hugh M. Eoberts, of the E. J. Longyear Conipanj^ has kindly furnished the

Commissioners with the following description of the diamond drill operations in Falconbridge

and Garson townships.
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covering had heretofore retarded developmnt in this vicinity and presented a

serious obstruction to exploration, since all rock exposures were concealed. This

increased the hazard of the undertaking and at^lded to the cost of the drilling.

Ore Body

The drills were still at work in January, 1917, in this vicinity, and the limits

of the ore body were not yet determined. Thus any description at the present time

is necessarily fragmentary.

An accompanying map, Fig. 54, shows the drill holes which were completed

before January 1, 1917. The position of the ore body, as thus far indicated, is also

shown on this map. The map also shows a typical cross-section of the ore body.

The ore is believed to extend from the east line of lot 10 to the west line of lot 12, a

distance of one and one-half miles, and has been crossed at intervals of 200 or 400

feet, excepting in the vicinity of the centre of lot 10, where holes have not yet been

drilled. The horizontal width of the ore body varies from a minimum of 10 feet to

a maximum of 150 feet.

During the conduct of the exploration, it was planned first to outline the

norite contact by means of vertical holes, which would merely penetrate rock. After

this preliminary " scouting," angle holes were planned to cross the contact for the

purpose of finding ore and to determine its extent and quality.

The appended tables, in the appendix, summarize the information obtained

from the drill holes which penetrated ore.

Sampling

The method of sampling may be In'iefly described. During the course of the

drilling, 90 to 95 per cent. o£ the core was recovered. This core was split longi-

tudinally by means of a " core-splitter " devised for the work ; one-half was kept on

file as a record of the physical characteristics of the ore and the other half was

ground for analysis. In pure ore, intervals of five feet were analyzed. In mixed

ore and rock the division points were chosen according to the character of the

material; but in no case was a smaller interval than six inches analyzed, or a greater

interval than five feet.

Summary

Owing to the incomplete state of the exploration, it is obviously impossible to

give any statement of tonnages or of average metallic content. General ideas along

these lines may be best obtained from inspection of the tables, the map and the

typical cross-section.

The ore body, as thus far disclosed, varies in width from 10 feet to 150 feet;

the metallic conl^ent varies from 1 to 5 per cent, in combined copper and nickel.

Sul)sequent drilling may alter these figures. No deep drilling has been projected

as yet. The present work merely indicates the remarkable extent and continuity

of the deposit. The greatest depth at which ore has been cut is 580 feet. There is

no geological reason why ore may not be expected to extend to far greater depth.
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OTHER NICKEL=COPPER DEPOSITS, SUDBURY*

On preceding pages descriptions are given of deposits that were being worked

in the year 1916. In following pages deposits that were not being worked in that

year will be discussed.

THE SOUTHERN NICKEL RANGE

Of the ore bodies on the southern nickel range, ten have already been described,

under the heading of working mines; namely, Worthington, Victoria, Crean Hill,

Vermilion, Creighton, No. 2, Murray, Blezard, Garson and Longyear. Eeference

will now be made to the other ore bodies. They are of the marginal and offset types,'

and were not being worked in the autumn of 1916. The deposits will be described,

following Coleman's procedure, by beginning with those that occur at the west end

of the norite-micropegmatite and following the basic edge of that rock north-

easterly to the eastern nickel range.

Sultana and Sultana East Ore Badies

The series of pits and small shafts which have been designated as the Sultana

mine, occur mostly on lots 7 and 8, in the first concession of the towmship of Trill.

The deepest shaft is said to have been sunk to a depth of 110 or 120 feet. The
series of pits and exposures of ore show that the zone of mineralization has a length

of about three-eighths of a mile. These ore bodies occur largely in the greenstone.

The character of the ore is shown in one of the pits, where it may be seen that it

consists of fragments of greenstone cemented together by sulphides.

The Sultana east property is about half a mile east of the Sultana, on lots 6 and

7. in tlie first concession of Trill township. There are some small pits on the claim.

The ore occurs in greenstone.

The Chicago Ore Body

The Chicago also known as the Travers or Inez mine, is on lot 3, in the fifth

concession of Drury township, about 4 miles north of the Worthington mine.

The ore body occurs in greenstone and a coarse-grained anortliosite, the deposit

being about a third of a mile south of the norite-micropegmatite. The ore body was

worked by an open cut about 200 feet long and 5 to 25 feet in width; a shaft;

is said to have been sunk to a depth of 160 feet. At least 3,500 tons of orCj

were mined from the deposit. The ore body, which strikes northeasterly and dips

steeply to the northwest, is veinlike in part. It was evidently formed along a fis-

sured and sheared zone, the rocks being schistose near the deposit. There is an un-

usual amount of quartz and calcite or dolomite associated with the ore, and this,

together with the veinlike character of the deposit and the altered and schistose

condition of the wall rocks, show that the minerals, including the sulphides, were

deposited from hot circulating waters.

* By Cyril W. Knight.
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Ore Bodies between Chicago and Victoria Mines

About a mile southeast of the Chicago mine there is some mineralization near

ike southeast corner of lot 2 in the fifth concession of Drury townsliip, and near

the line between concessions -i and 5. Stripping and small pits extend for 200 or

;300 yards. Farther east, at the north end of lot 12 in the fourth concession of

Denison township, ore has been found in several pits.

At the north end of lot 11 in the fourth concession of Denison township, half

a dozen pits and strippings have disclosed a considerable body of ore in greenstones

and green schist.

The Totten, Worthingfton No. 2, Howland, Robinson, Qersdorffite
and Mclntyre Ore Bodies

These ore bodies occur in what is known as the Worthington offset—a dike about

four miles long and 100 to 200 feet wide. The dike has the composition of a

diorite or other closely related rock, and is thought by certain writers to be con-

nected with the norite-micropegmatite, although there is no direct surface connec-

tion with this rock. The ore bodies associated with the dike are much alike; the

largest, and the only one which was being operated in the fall of 1916, is known
as the Worthington, and is described elsewhere in this report. The commercial ore

in all the deposits is of the usual character, and consists largely of fragments of the

dike cemented together hy sulphides.

At the northeast end of the dike on lot 10 in the third concession of Denison

township two pits have been sunk. About a quarter of a mile to the southwest on

lot 11 in the same concession there is a pit known as the Mclntyre mine. At the

Oersdorffite mine, about three-quarters of a mile southwest, there are three small

pits; the dike here appears to cut across the bedding planes in the sedimentary

rocks, and it pinches out into irregular stringers a short distance to the northeast.

Tlie ])roperty is at the south end of lot 12 in the third concession of Denison town-

ship. Beyond the Gersdorffite, on the north part of lot 12 in the second concession

of Denison township, is the Eobinson mine, at which a tunnel about 70 feet long

has been driven into the hill. The offset here consists of many irregular intrusions

ramifying through greenstone, the latter consisting largely of actinolite. Botli

offset and greenstone are spotted with blebs of sulphides, but the blebs are most
common in tlie offset. Between the Eobinson mine and the Howland, the next

property to the southwest, the offset contains an enormous number of greenstone

inclu>ions.

The Howland mine is at the north end of lot 1 in the second concession of

I^rury townshi]). It consists of an open pit about T-j feet long, some 30 feet wide
juid about 30 feet deep. A dike, 12 inches wide, of a fine-grained, dark-coloured

rock cuts across the northeast end of the deposit, while at thd southwest end a

rery large olivine diabase dike appears to cut off the ore body. The deposit consists

of angular and round fragments of rock cemented together by sidphides.

Worthington N'o. 2 is about half a mile southwest of the Howland, on lot 2 in

the second concession of Drury toAvnship. There is a pit about 200 feet deep at

-the southeast side of the offset. The offset here is smaller than at the AYorthino-fon
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mine; it pinches out about 200 yards northeast of Worthington Xo. 2, and there

is a break in its continuity for 300 or 400 yards, before it appears again near the

Howland mine. The greenstone at Worthington Xo. 2, through which the offset

cuts, is an actinolite rock; aljout a quarter of a mile to the east, this rock passes

gradually into a diorite or gabbro, thus disclosing the origin of the actinolite rock.

Beyond the Worthington mine, to the southwest, there are several workings

along the offset, including the Totten ore body, which is on lot 2 in the first con-

cession of Drury township. Some mineralization is found for a mile to the south-

west of the Totten mine.

The Crean Hill No. 2, and adjacent Ore Bodies

The deposit kno'wii as Crean Hill Xo. 2, is at the south end of lot 2 in the

fifth concession of Denison township, about a mile and a half east of Crean Hill

mine. It is of the marginal type and occurs partly in the norite and partly

in the greenstone. Stripping and pits have disclosed a considerable body of

rocky ore, and it may be seen that blocks of the norite are cemented together by

sulphides, showing that the sulphides were introduced after the norite had solidified.

The mineralized zone is about a quarter of a mile in length, and along this zone the

norite is partly sheared and brecciated.

Between Crean Hill Xo. 2 and Crean Hill mine, on lot 4 in the fifth concession

of Denison township, there are several test pits in the quartzite where ore has been

disclosed near the norite.

To the northeast of Crean Hill Xo. 2, on lot 1 in the fifth concession of Denison

township, and on lot 12 in the fifth concession of Graham township, light mineral-

ization occurs for about 400 yards, some work having been done on the lot in

Graham.

The Gertrude Ore Body

The Gertrude ore body, on lots 3, 4 and 5, in the first concession of Creighton

township, is of the marginal type and occurs at the contact of the norite and what

has been called an '' older norite,'" or sudburite. The latter is finer in grain and

more basic than the norite. The mineralized zone is about three-fifths of a mile

long, and the ore occurs largely in the rocks adjacent to the norite. A
drill hole 120 feet deep showed the ore body to have a dip of 55 degrees

to 67 degrees to the northward. It is said that 15 feet of mixed ore and 20

feet of solid ore were found in the drill core. The property has been developed by

three shafts and several pits, and in the latter it may be seen that the ore consists

of rock fragments cemented together by suliDhides. The largest pit has a length

of 125 feet by a width of 25 to 50 feet. One shaft has a depth of 120 feet and an-

other a depth of 80 feet. Some of the ore is said to have contained 6 per cent, of

nickel and less than 1 per cent, of copper.

Diamond drilling at the Gertrude has disclosed the existence of about half

a million tons of ore.

East of the line between lots 2 and 3 in the first concession of Creighton town-

ship, where the norite takes a bend to the north, there is said to be a small offset

to the south on which some ore has been disclosed by stripping.
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The North Star Ore Body

The North Star mine is on lot 9 in the third concession of Snider town-

ship, about a mile and a half north of the Creighton mine. The deposit, which

has been called a marginal type, occurs at the contact of the norite and granite,

there being some greenstone caught up in the granite. Dikes from the granite

penetrate both greenstone and norite. The deposit dips at an angle of 75 or 80

degrees to the northwest. A shaft has been sunk to a depth of 3?5 feet. The ore,

which is sharply defined against the footwall, appears to have the character of

other ore bodies in the area, since the sulphides have been described as containing

rounded boulders and angular masses of granite and greenstone.

To the northeast of the Xorth Star mine light mineralization occurs on lots

7, 6, and 5 in the third concession of Snider township. Small test pits have been

sunk on these lots.

Lady Violet, Clarabelle or No. 6, No. 4, and Lady Macdonald or No. 5

Ore Bodies

These four deposits, which have been classified as marginal, are a mile or two

north of the town of Copper Cliff, and just to the north of Lady Macdonald lake.

The first three are on lot 1 in the fourth concession of Snider township, while Lady

Macdonald is on the north part of lot 1 in the third concession of the same town-

ship. At the Lady Violet there are two pits at the contact of the norite with

greenstone. The deposit is said to contain workable quantities of the precious

metals.

The Clarabelle, or ISTo. 6 mine, as it is sometimes called, is about half a mile

to the south of the Lady Violet. It occurs in the greenstones, and has been de-

veloped by two pits. The ore is associated with quartz, calcite, dolomite, and mag-

netite, a mass of the latter weighing five tons having been encountered. The deposit

is said to have produced 4,000 tons of ore containing about 2 per cent, of nickel and

1.68 per cent, of copper.

jSTo. 4 mine has two large open pits from which 43,700 tons of ore, containing

2.91 per cent, of nickel and 1.26 per cent, of copper have been mined. The deposit

occurs largely in the greenstone.

Lady Macdonald, also called Xo. 5 mine, is at the north end of the lake of

the same name. The property, which consists mainly of an open pit, has produced

8,000 tons of ore, containing 2.84 per cent, of nickel and 1.06 per cent, of copper.

The ore body occurs largely in the greenstone at the contact of the norite.

The Canadian Copper Company has conti-ibuted the following information

regarding the ore bodies referred to in the three preceding paragraphs:

The area around Xo- -i mine, Xo. 5 mine and Xo. 6 mine is on the Copper Cliff offset.

To the northeast is the older greenstone which underlies the ore-bearing norite, and to
the southwest is a granite gneiss. The southeastern portion of the area is a layer of norite
not over 400 feet in maximum thickness, which laps over the greenstone. In the northwestern
portion the norite may be deeper.

There is a large gossan area which looks to a casual observer to have good possi-
bilities. The area, upon close examination, shows it to consist of irregularly placed, dis-

connected patches of lean gossan. The ore is low grade.
The average grade from all holes was: copper, .9 per cent.; nickel, 1.3 per cent.

There were 17 holes drilled in the area, but this did not accurately outline any regular
commercial ore bodv.
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Evans, No. 1, and Copper Cliff Ore Bodies

These deposits have been lieseribed as offset ore bodies since they are found

in a dike. The latter may be called diorite, consisting as it does of plagioclase,

hornblende, quartz and biotite.

The Evans mine occurs on a low hill surrounded by drift about a mile south-

ward from the town of Copper Cliff. Only a few square yards of rusty diorite,

together with the rock around the edge of the open pits, is to be seen. The

dump shows diorite and greywacke, both spotted with sulphides. Whether the

diorite is part of the gabbro mass a few hundred yards to the south or whether

it is part of the norite-micropegmatite 2i/2 miles to the north is not positively

known, but it is belived by Coleman to be connected with the norite-micro-

pegmatite.

^Shafc

SURFACE I'-' LEVEL (70')

2"-^ LEVEL (US') 31^ LEVEL {160')
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Fig. 55—Plan of old workings showing ore body on the surface

to third level, Evans mine, Sudbury area, Ontario. The
dotted portions represent '

' clean
'

' ore.

Tlie deposit has not been worked since 1899, but it was an important pro-

ducer in the early days of the camp, 23'4,428 tons of ore having been mined,

containing 3 per cent, of nickel and 2.66 per cent, of copper. The ore body was

worked by two open pits to a depth of 160 feet. Fig. 55, and by a shaft and other

workings to a depth of about 250 feet.

Xo. 1 mine, which is on the southwestern outskirts of the town of Copper

Cliff, and about a mile north of the Evans, consists of five pits which are sunk

partly in grejTvacke and partly in diorite, Fig. 56. The zone of mineralization

has a length of a third of a mile and follows an irregular intrusion of diorite, 8

to 50 feet wide, which intersects greywacke and quarzite. The ore occurs mostly in

the diorite, but also in greywacke and quartzite. The usual crushed mass of rocks,

cemented by sulphides, was noted at a few places. There is also much rock

spotted with blebs of ore. Diabase dikes intersect sedimentary rocks, diorite and

ore bodies. The series of pits constituting No. 1 mine are said to have produced

23.000 tons of ore containing 3.56 per cent, of nickel and 3.42 per cent, of copper.
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The old Coi^per C'lilT mine is situated al)ont the centre of the town of Copper

Cliff on a prominent gossan-stained hill.

The deposit occurs Jn a dike of diorite, Fig. 58, the latter intersecting beds

of greywacke and arkose. The diorite is described by A. P. Coleman as consisting

of plagioclase, hornblende, quartz and biotite, with more or less titaniferous

magnetite, sometimes surroimded with leucoxene and apatite. The width and

length of the dike are not known, it being largely covered with drift, but where

seen it is 800 feet lono- and 150 wide. Two small diabase dikes intersect the

LEGEND

Drift

Oli\/'ine diabase
dikes

Gabbro or diorite

Greywacke

Quartzite, arkose
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Fig. 56—Geological map of No. 1 mine, Canadian Copper Company, Copper Cliff, Ontario.

After A. E. Barlow.

diorite; and two dikes of granite, 6 to 8 feet wide, cut the arkose. A dark-coloured

diabase dike, fine-grained, having a width of 25 feet, is said to have been followed

from the third to the thirteenth level during mining operations. Small veins of

quartz, carbonates, and galena are said to have occurred at the contact of this

dike and the mineralized diorite, proving that these veins are much younger than

the ore body.

The diorite dike is more or less mineralized where exposed on the hill, but

the commercial part of the ore body is much smaller. The following description

of the commercial ore body is by A. P. Coleman
:'

' The Nickel Industry, 19i:^, p. 66.

13 N*
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"The cross sections of Copper Cliff mine and the plans of the different levels, provided

by the kindness of Captain Lawson, show that the ore body is a rude cylinder, narrowing

and widening from level to level, and forking about 500 feet below the surface. Its longest

diameter varies from 75 to more than 200 feet, following the direction of the hill, and the

shorter ono runs from 50 to 90 feet. As shown in the vertical cross section through the

shaft, the somewhat flattened cylinder dips very uniformly at an angle of 77 Vi degrees

towards the east, and reaches a greater depth than 1,000 feet. The earlier shaft following

the apparent dip of the outcrop, soon diverged too much from the ore body, and a new
shaft was begun at the third level having the dip just mentioned. '

'

Scale of feet
100 O 200 300

Fig. 57—Showing two sections through Copper Cliff mine. Copper Cliff,

Ontario. A is a vei'tical section through shaft; B is a section at right

angles to A. After A. P. Coleman.

The mine was one of the most important in the Sudbnry area, having pro-

duced 376,739 tons of ore containing 5.13 per cent, of copper and 3.52 per cent,

of nickel.

The isolated exposures of diorite in Avhich the Evans, No. 1 and Copper Cliff

mines occur are thought by A. P. Coleman to he connected underground by

irregular channels with the norite-micropegmatite. The latter occurs about a

mile and a quarter north of Copper Cliff mine, on the north shore of Lady

MacDonald lake.
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A word or two may be added regarding the origin of the sulphides at the

Evans, No. 1 and Copper Cliff mines. It has been shown by Dickson, Campbell

and others in their microscopic studies that the sulphides replace or impregnate

the diorite. Apart, hovrever, from microscopic studies, it is very plain that the

ore has been introduced after the diorite had solidified. This is well seen in

the old surface workings at Copper Cliff mine, where angular and round blocks

of the diorite are cemented together by the sulphides. This condition evidently

exists below ground, judging from the verbal descrijDtions of those who worked

in the mine when it was in operation. Evidently the diorite dike, after it

solidified, was broken or shattered into crush-breccias and crush-conglomerates

and the sulphides were then introduced into the spaces between the fragments or

blocks. The sulphides were also introduced in the form of disseminated grains so

that the diorite is "spotted" with blebs of sulphides. It has been shown elsewhere,

however, that these blebs occur in a variety of rocks, including sediinents, and
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Fig. 58—Geological map of Copper Cliff mine,
Copper Cliff, Sudburv area, Ontario.
After A. E. Barlow.

that therefore their presence cannot be taken as proof that the sulphides cooled

and solidified from the molten diorite. On the contrary, it is believed that the

sulphides were introduced by hot circulating waters of magmatic origin.

The Elsie Ore Body

The Elsie mine is on lot 12 in the fifth concession of McKim township about

one-third of a mile soutliwest of the Murray mine. There are two open pits on

the property, one about 60 feet in diameter, the other about 130 feet in diameter.

It is reported that 40,635 tons of low-grade ore were mined and shipped.

The deposit occurs at the contact of a fine-grained greenstone and the

norite. The greenstone shows pillow structure and amygdules, and has been

called sudburite, Fig. 59. The ore body appears to he immediately at the contact of

the two rocks, the sulphides occurring in Iwth. The ore consists in part of a mass

of rock fragments cemented together by sulphides, and in part of veinlets and

irregular masses of sulphides ramifying through the cracks in the rocks. The
latter are also "spotted" with sulphides.
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The Frood and Stobie Ore Bodies

The Frood, also called No. 3, and Stobie ore bodies are situated about two

and a half and three and a half miles respectively north of the town of Sudbury.

The former occurs on lots 6 and 7 in the sixth concession of McKim township, the

latter on lot 5 in the first concession of Blezard township. Although the Frood
mine was not heing operated in 191G, it is, neverthless, the largest known deposit

in the Sudbury area, there being about 45 million tons of ore in the mine, estimated

mainly by diamond-drill cores. The ore is, however, lower in grade and more
"rocky" than the Creighton deposit, the next largest ore body in the Sudbury
area. The Frood ore contains about 3.5 per cent, of nickel and copper combined,

in the proportion of 2. .05 of nickel to 1.45 of copper. The Stobie mine is a much

Fig. 59—Pillow lava, known as sudburite, Elsie mine, Sudbury area, Ontario. A. P. Coleman.

smaller deposit, and, although it was at one time a relatively important producer,

418,991 tons having been mined, it has not been worked since 1901. The Stobie

ore contained 3.05 per cent, of nickel and 1.53 per cent, of copper.'

The rocks at the Frood-Stobie ore bodies may be grouped in the following

manner, the oldest being shown at the bottom of the column and the youngest

at the top.

Table Showing Eocks at Frood and Stobie Mines.

Granite.

Norite.

Gabbro.

Greenstone, including diorite.

Greywacke and quartzite.

' The Nickel Industry, 1913, p. 77.
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The most ancient formation consists of schistose greywackes and quartzites

belonging- to the Timiskaming series. These sediments were intruded, more or

less parallel to the bedding planes, by dikes, and other masses, of greenstones and
diorite. The diorite is probably younger than the greenstone, the latter being

more altered. In places the diorite is heavily mineralized, and it constitutes

part of the ore body at the Frood. It was especially studied by Howe under the

microscope who named the rock diorite." Other writers have called it norite.' It

consists of plagioclase, quartz, hornblende, biotite, magnetite, and apatite. It is a

metamorphosed rock, the minerals of which have been re-crystallized. The green-

stone and diorite have not been separated on the accompanying map. Fig. 60.
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Fig. 60—Geological map of Frood and Stobie mines. After A. P. Coleman.

Following the diorite there were erupted masses of gabbro. An oval-shaped

area, and the largest, of this rock occurs at the Frood mine. It has a width of

about 800 feet and a length of about 1,200 feet. Fig. 60. In describing the

rock Coleman refers to it as an "older" gabbro and considers that it may be an

earlier effusion from the norite-micropegmatite magma. Near the Stobie there

are also areas of a medium-grained gabbro, the outlines of which are difficult

to determine on account of the gossan and drift, and the rock is therefore not

shown on the map, Fig. 60. It outcrops 50 feet or more to the west of the Stobie

ore body, and irregular masses extend for a few hundred feet to the west.

* Economic Geology, Vol. IX, September, 1914, p. 508.
^ The Nickel Industry, Dept. of Mines, Canada.
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The rocks mentioned above; i.e., greywackes, quartzites, greenstones, diorite

and gabbros, are the only ones with which the Frood and Stobie ore bodies are

associated. Other rocks occur nearby. Norite, for instance, is found about a

mile to the northwest. It is believed that it was erupted later than were any of

the rocks at Frood and Stobie mines. The reason for this belief is that similar
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Fig. 61—Cross-section CD. through Frood ore body, Sudbury
area, Ontario.^

greenstones and gabbros occur along the edge of the norite at the Murray and

Mount Nickel mines where they are seen to be older than the norite since the

latter has caught up fragments of the greenstones and gabbros.

Between the Frood mine and the norite intrusive to the northwest a mass

of what has been called ''later" granite occurs. It sends dikes into the greenstones,

gabbros and norite at ]\Iurray mine, and it is therefore younger than these rocks.

' The Nickel Industry, 1913.
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The Frood and Stobie ore bodies may be described under one heading since

they occur along a more or less continuous zone of mineralization, which has a

length of about two miles and a maximum width of 900 feet. This zone of

mineralization strikes northeast and southwest and dips steeply to the northwest, or

roughly parallel to the strike and dip of the bedding planes of the greywacke and

quartzite. It follows the path of dikes or irregular intrusions of the greenstones,

diorite and gabbros referred to above, these rocks having been intruded more or

less parallel to the bedding planes of the sednnents. The Frood ore body occurs

at the southwest end of the zone on a prominent ridge, and the Stobie at the

northeast end. Between the two deposits there is more or less mineralization, but

generally too low-grade to be of commercial value. Gabbros, greenstones, diorite,

quartzites and greywackes are all mineralized, but most of the ore appears to

occur in the diorite and gabbro at the Frood mine, while at the Stobie it occurs

at the contact of greenstone and schistose greywackes or quartzites.

Fig. 62—"Spotted" diorite, actual size, Frood ore body, Sudbury
area, Ontario. Black represents sulphides ; white represents

diorite. The sulphides replace or impregnate the rock.

The Frood, which has been called an offset deposit, dips in its upper part at an

angle of about 65 degrees to the northwest. It is said to become flatter at depths

of over 1,000 feet. The hill on which the deposit occurs is nearly all owned

by the Canadian Copper Company. Part of the deposit, however, outcrops on the

north half of lot 7 in the sixth concession of McKim township, and is owned by the

Mond N'ickel Company. Diamond drilling by this corporation has undoubtedly

proved that the ore Ijody continues into its property at depth. A shaft has been

sunk to a depth of 1,005 feet to tap the deposit which is known as the Frood

Extension. Operations, however, have been for the present (1916) suspended.

The character of the ore at Frood, in the old open pits, is in general like that

of other ore bodies in the Sudbury area. These old pits were excavated in the

gabbro. The latter has been fractured into blocks and fragments, round or angular

in outline, and the sulphides fill the spaces between the gabbro fragments,

cementing them together. "Spotted" gabbro also occurs. To the southwest and

northeast of the oval-shaped gal:ibro mass the ore occurs largely in diorite, or
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what has been described as norite by other writers. The ore in the heavily

mineralized diorite is mostly of a different character from that which occurs in

the gabbro. That is to say, sulphides are present in the diorite in "blebs'' about

the size of peas, giving the rock a striking " spotted " appearance. Fig. 62. Ore

of this character appears to constitute a large part of the deposit; it cannot be

hand-picked, and therefore some form of grinding and mechanical separation

will have to be undertaken if it is desired to remove the rocky material. It may
be added that some brecciation has also taken place in this diorite, producing

ore similar to that occurring in the gabbro ; i.e., rock fragments of various shapes

and sizes cemented together by massive sulphides. In the deeper levels of the

mine there is much massive ore.

The gossan -covered surface at Frood is the largest in the Sudbury area.

' The Stobie ore body is said to dip at an angle of 65 degrees toward the

west, and it has been worked to a depth of 250 feet partly by two open pits. The

deposit occurs at the contact of greenstones on t]ie one hand and greywackes and

quartzites on the other. The latter form the footwall and have been altered for

100 feet from the ore body to dark greenish grey schists. The greenstones are

basic, medium to coarse-grained rocks, consisting largely of dark-coloured

minerals, mainly hornblende; they are much metamorphosed and have probably

been entirely re-crystallized. The ore is the usual variety found in the Sudbury

area. It consists of angular or round fragments of greenstone, greywacke, and

quartzite cemented together by sulphides. It is evident that the rocks were broken

or crushed into crush-breccias and crush-conglomerates, and that the sulphides

were then introduced so that they cemented the rock fragments together. In ad-

dition to this commercial ore body, the rocks—greenstone, gabbro, greywacke, and

quartzite—to the west are more or less impregnated with sulphides, the gossan, or

stained surface, having a length of 1,000 feet and a width of some 500 feet.

The origin of the Frood and Stobie deposits, and the more or less continuous

zone of mineralization between the two mines may now be briefly discussed. The

rocks at and between the two ore bodies have been crushed, brecciated, sheared

and otherwise greatly disturbed. Crush-breccias and crush-conglomerates have

been formed more or less continuously along the entire zone. All the rocks,

whether they are gabbros, greenstones, greywackes or quartzites, have been sub-

jected to this crushing and brecciation. .Such a zone formed an ideal channel for

the circulation of mineral-bearing solutions, and it seems reasonable to suppose

that the sulphides were carried into their present positions by means of hot cir-

culating waters. It is a fact that not only the diorites, gabbros and greenstones

are "spotted'' with blebs of ore, but also the quartzites and greywackes. It has

been thought by some writers that the blebs of sulphides in the igneous rocks

constitute proof that the sulphides cooled and crystallized out of the molten rock.

Since, however, it is now known that these isolated blebs of sulphides occur also in

sedimentary rocks like greywackes and quartzite, it is evident that this reasoning

loses its force.

E. Howe has described in greater detail than any other writer the microscopic

characters of the rocks at the Frood mine. He concluded that, although the

appearance of the Frood rock to the eye suggested that the sulphides and silicates
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formed contemporaneously, it nevertheless appeared to him that the magmatic

origin of the sulphides could neither be proved nor disproved by a study of thin

sections/

Cameron and Little Stobie Ore Bodies

Between the i\Iurray mine and j\Iount Nickel mine there are a number of

small occurrences of ore, including the properties known as the Cameron and Little

Stobie. There have been a dozen or more pits sunk at various places along this

part of the area. Practically all of the ore exposed in these pits occurs in the

greenstone, at a distance of a few feet to 150 feet from the norite. There is little

mineralization in the latter rock. The test pits which constitute the Little Stobie

mine occur on the north part of lot 6 in the first concession of Blezard township.

The Mount Nickel Ore Body

The Mount Nickel mine is situated on lot 5 in the second concession of

Blezard township, al)0ut four miles north of the town of Sudbury. The deposit

occurs at the contact of norite and greenstones or gabbro.

The oldest rocks in the vicinity of the mine are greenstones, all of them basic,

but presenting at the same time a variety of textures from fine-grained to coarse-

grained. The most common rock is a fine-grained greenstone, which is character-

ized by an amazing number of hornblende stringers, fractions of an inch in width,

which ramify through the rock in all directions. This rock has been named sud-

burite by Coleman. Between Mount Nickel mine and the Blezard there is a belt of

medium-grained gabbro, having a width of two or three hundred feet down to a

few feet. It somewhat resembles the norite, but has a green colour. This gabbro

is older than the norite, since the latter has caught up fragments of the gabbro. In

addition to these two types—gabbro and fine-grained greenstone—there is a coarse-

grained greenstone, of a very basic nature which consists largely of hornblende or

pyroxene. It occurs Ijetween Mount Nickel and Stobie mines. The age relations

of these three types of rock, one to another, are obscure. Whatever their age rela-

tions may be, it is certain that the norite is a younger rock than any of the other

three.

The ore body has ])een worked by an open pit, which is about 150 feet long and

from 25 to 75 feet wide. A shaft has been sunk to a depth of 165 feet. The ore

body, as shown by diamond-drilling, is said to dip at an angle of about 30 degrees

to the north.

The commercial part of the deposit occurs wholly in the footwall which con-

sists of greenstone. The norite is found from a few feet to iOO feet to the north,

and shows little mineralization.

The nature of the Mount Nickel ore body does not dilfer from that of the

other deposits in the Sudbury area. The greenstone and ga1)l)ro have been

brecciated into round or angular fragments, and the sulphides fill the spaces

between the fragments, cementing them together. The ore contains 2.1 per cent,

of nickel and 1.2 per cent, of copper.

The property was worked last in the year 1915 and the ore sold to the Mond
Nickel Company.

' Economic Geology, Vol. IX, September, 1914, pp. 513-514.
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The Sheppard Ore Body

The Sheppard mine is on the south half of lot 1 iu the third concession of

Blezard township. The deposit is near the contact of the norite and the adjacent

greenstone, but the ore is largely in the greenstone. The shaft, which is said to

be 110 feet deep, and from which two drifts run, is in the greenstone and about

75 feet south of the edge of the norite. In addition to the shaft there are five small

pits, three of which are in the greenstone, a fourth exactly at the contact, and a

fifth in the norite, 15 feet to the north. At the latter pit the norite is ''spotted"

with blebs of sulphides, some of the blebs being arranged in parallel lines which

are roughly parallel to the contact. A small quantity of ore, over 125 tons, was

shipped from this property.

To the east of the Sheppard mine, on lot 10 in the third concession of Garson

township, some ore occurs and a test pit ha.s been sunk.

The Kirkwood Ore Body

The Kirkwood mine is on lot 8 in the third concession of Garson township,

about a mile and three-quarters west of the Garson mine. It was last worked in

1915 l)y the Mond Nickel Company, the ore being carried by an aerial tramway to

the Garson mine.

The deposit occurs near the contact of greenstone and the norite, both of

which rocks have been . sheared and metamorphosed to schists and gneiss.

The norite has been more or less altered to schist or gneiss for two or

three hundred feet north of its contact with the greenstone. It is, indeed, so

much metamorphosed that it little resenil)les the same rock a few miles to the

west, at Blezard or Murray mines, for instance. The schistosity of the green-

stones and norite has a more or less vertical dip.

The ore bodies occur in the greenstones, about 100 feet south of the norite.

The deposit is vertical, parallel to the dip of the schists. The workings are 200

feet deep and some of the slopes are 40 feet in width. The deposit is vein-like at

times. Pure sulphides are often found resting sharply against the schistose green-

stone. The ore, as usual, contains many inclusions of rock.

About half a mile southeast of the Kirkwood, on the northeast corner of lot 7

in the second concession of Garson township, a shaft, said to be 60 feet deep, has

been sunk. This property is sometimes called the McConnell mine.

THE EASTERN NICKEL RANGE

The ore liodies on the eastern nickel range are of the marginal class, occurring

at or near the liasic edge of the norite-micropegmatite. Like other marginal

deposits the ore occurs largely in the rocks adjacent to the norite, only a relatively

small quantity being found in the latter rock. The rocks adjacent to the norite are

greenstones, in which dikes or irregular intrusions of granite often occur. The

character of the ore is similar to the commercial ore elsewhere in the Sudbury

area, that is to say, it consists largely of angular or round fragments of rock

cemented together by sulphides. ^' Spotted " rocks are also of common occur-

rence.
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Beginning at the southeast corner of the range, ore is found near the line

between concessions four and live, lot T. in the township of Falconbridge, and else-

where on this lot; exploration hy stripping, hy the sinking of a small shaft and by

diamond drilling has been carried on. The drill holes show that the ore extends

vertically downward for 800 feet in at least one place. If the dip of the contact

of the norite follows the ore, then the norite contact will also have a more or less

vertical dip like that at Kirkwood, Garson, and the Longyear properties east of

Garson mine, on lot 10 in the fourth concession of Falconbridge.

Three miles north of the ore bodies referred to in the preceding paragraph

there is a deposit on Boland's claims, mainly on lot 8 in the second concession of

Maclennan townshi}). The ore body appears to be at some distance east of the

norite, and it occurs in greenstone, with green schist enclosing a little arkose ox

quartzite.

About a mile to the northwest of Boland's claims there are the properties known

as W D 4, ^Y D (>. W D 3, F 8, F 7, F 6, F 5, and ^Y D 7, all in Maclennan

townsliip. A nuniljer of large test pits and small shafts have been sunk on F 7

and F 6, and in some of them more or less massive ore occurs having a width of

5 or 6 feet. The zone of mineralization on these two claims has a length of 760

feet in a straight line, and a width of 200 feet in places. On F 5 several pits and a

small sliaft have been sunk. Beyond this, on a steep hill, rising from the shore of

Blue lake, there are two deposits on W D 1, the larger of which is 75 feet long and

35 feet wide. Diamond drilling has been done here; this claim, W D 1, is called

the Victor.

On the east shore of Clear lake, which is just to the northwest of Blue lake, in

the township of Capreol, there are strippings and small pits disclosing ore on

claims W 2 and W 3. Some diamond drilling has been done.

On the east side of Ella lake, on AV R 10, which is partly in Oapreol and

partly in Norman townships, a large test pit has been sunk showing ore. Between

this claim and the Whistle mine there is some mineralization of the rocks.

THE NORTHERN NICKEL RANGE

On the northern nickel range there are four main ore bodies, namely, the

Whistle, Big Levack, Strathcona and Levack. In the year 1916 only the Levack

mine was being operated.

The commercial ore bodies of the marginal type, like those in other parts of

the Sudbury nickel area, occur almost wholly in the rocks adjacent to the norite,

not in the norite itself. There is, however, some light mineralization in that rock.

With the exception of the Foy offset, and what is descriljed as a small offset on

Mosquito and Ministique lakes in the toAvnship of Cascaden, the ore bodies on the

northern nickel range are all of the marginal type.

The Whistle Ore Body

The Whistle mine is situated 29 miles l)y rail northeast of Sudbury, mainly

on lot 6 in the fourth concession of Xorman township. The mine is connected

by a four-mile branch with the main line of the Canadian Xorthern railway. It is

about at tlie junction of tlie eastern and northern nickel ranges.
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The deposit occurs on the side and top of a prominent hilL The oldest rocks

in the vicinity of the ore body are greenstones, fine, medium or coarse in grain.

They sometimes liave the texture of diabase, while at other times they have the

appearance of diorite or gabbro. The greenstones are intersected by granite dikes,

and in places are literally cut to pieces by that rock. Fig. 65. Banded gneiss has

sometimes been furmcd by the injection of parallel vehilets of granite through the

greenstone. This complex of greenstone and granite was intruded by the norite

which is here a light, grey-coloured rock, having the composition shown in the

table on page 119. The norite has been found in contact with the greenstone

complex in several places, and wherever seen the contact is sharply defined.

There is no transition between one rock and the other. The norite has caught

up fragments of the greenstone.

The mineralized zone, along which the AYhistle ore body occurs, is about one-

third of a mile long, and a maximum of 1,000 feet wide. To the east and west

South

Sea e of Feet

Fig. 64—Cross-section through Whistle ore body, Sudbury area,
Ontario, showing how ore body occurs in greenstone-

there are smaller mineralized areas. The commercial part of the main mineralized

zone is of an irregular nature
; pay ore occurs in " kidneys " in an erratic manner

through the rocks. The ore consists of angular and round fragments of greenstone,

and to a minor extent of granite fragments, cemented l)y sulphides. There is, in

addition, much sulphide disseminated through the greenstone, and some sulphide

occurs in irregular, small veinlets. " Spotted '' greenstone is of common
occurrence.

The ore body occurs wholly in the greenstone-granite complex. Fig. 64. In

fact, with the exception of a fe^v square yards of impregnated norite, the entire

mineralized zone, is found in the greenstone-granite complex. The mineralization

as seen on the surface may extend at times for 1,000 feet from the edge of the

norite into the greenstone-granite complex. Sometimes mineralization comes up
to the norite and ceases at that point. At other times it does not extend to within

hundreds of feet of the norite. As far as surface exposures are concerned, it may
be said that little or no commercial ore extends up to the norite.
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The mine workings are all in the greenstone complex-, so that no information

from this source exists which throws any light on the angle of dip of the contact

of the norite with the greenstones. Although diamond drilling has been carried on

extensive!}', it was done in the greenstone, and so does not show the dip of the

norite contact. If, however, it has a gentle dip to the southward, the probability

is that vertical diamond-drill holes to the south of the greenstone, beginning in

the norite, would disclose the continuation of the ore body dipping below the norite.

An enormous quantity of unexplored ore probably exists at this property.

Fig. 65—Granite dikes intersecting greenstone, "Whistle mine, Sudbury area,' Ontario.

Some information regarding the dip of the norite may be gained by tracing

the line of contact from the mine to the main line of the Canadian Northern rail-

way, four miles to the west. On various hills a prominent set of jointing planes

in the norite dips to the northward at angles of about 45 degree more or less. If

these jointing planes are at right angles to the plane of contact of the norite with

the underlying rocks, then the norite contact must dip to the southward at 45

degrees more or less.

The Whistle ore body is much like the Levack, Stratbcona. and Big Levack

deposits ; in these occurrences the commercial ore is found in the rocks adjacent to

the norite, not in the latter rock. At the Whistle the ore is mainly in greenstone,

while at the other three deposits it is mainly in granite-gneiss.
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Norman, Wisner, Bowell and Morgan Townships

Between the Whistle and the main line uf the Canadian Xorthern raihvay,

four miles to the west, there are a numljer of mineralized areas in Norman town-

ship in which small pits and shafts have heen sunk. To the west of the railway

about four miles, on location W D 16 in AVisner township, test pits and diamond

drill cores demonstrate the presence of a considerable quantity of ore. On W D 13

and WD 15 in the same township ore also occurs. Test pits have been sunk on

the former claim.

Jn the next township to the west, namely, Bowell. ore occurs on locations W D
13. W D .208, W L) :]o. W D 150 and W D 155. On the last named location test pits

have been sunk and diamond drilling done. AVliat has been called the Foy offset

begins on W D 155, the offset having a width of 20 to 500 feet. It runs to the

westward for six miles, and is described as " fairly continuous." It is mineralized

here and there, and is thought to be a dike from the norite-micropegmatite, though

difficulty may be met with in distinguishing it from other basic rocks associated

with the granite. There is an ore body at the west end of the offset, on location

W K 5, known as the Eoss mine, in Foy township. The ore from this mine is

reported to contain 2. 75 per cent, of nickel. In the southwest part of Bowell

township, on locations W D 238, W D 37, W D 231, W D 241. W D 251,

ore has been disclosed Ijy strippings and test pits.

Save for two patches of gossan at the northeast corner of ]\Iorgan township

there is said to be neither gossan nor ore in this township.

Strathcona and Big Levack Ore Body

The names Strathcona and Big Levack have been applied to a single deposit,

the former name being given to the west part and the latter to the east part. The

ore body is located about 3^ miles northeast of the Levack, on lots 2 and 3 in the

fourth concession of Levack township. An old waggon road connects the two

properties.

The geology is similar to that at the Levack mine. The deposit, which has been

called a marginal one. occurs at the contact of norite and granite-gneiss, the latter

being identical to that found at Levack. The contact of granite-gneiss and norite

is exposed a short distance west of the small lake; it is seen that the norite comes

sharply against the granite-gneiss footwall without a transition zone, and that the

contact dips about 45° to the southeast. The dip is shown in a cliff which cuts

across the norite contact at right angles.

The mineralized zone has a length of half a mile, more or less, and a width of

as much as 700 to 800 feet at the widest point. The ore lies almost wholly in the

granite-gneiss. At the southwest end the ore is mainly in the granite-gneiss, though

a little mineralization occurs in the norite. Towards the northeast, however, the

ore l3ody is entirely in the granite-gneiss. In places it is nearly a quarter of a

mile from the norite.

The mineralization appears to be very irregularly distributed. Its character is

seen particularly well on the side of a cliff. Here barren masses of granite-gneiss,

5 to 30 feet long, are surrounded by mineralized portions of the same rock. It

is evident that the rock has been brecciated and shattered, and that the sulphides
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have been deposited in the cracks. At the west end a mineralized zone, about 7 feet

wide, extends into the norite about 100 feet, at right angles to the norite-gneiss!

contact. It is evident that this mineralized zone in the norite, like the entire

deposit, was formed by solutions circulating along a weak or crushed zone in this

rock.

There are two shafts on the Strathcona, having a depth of 45 and 30 feet

respectively. The dejwsit has been diamond-drilled.

Levack, Cascaden and Trill Townships

The Levack, Strathcona and Big Levack ore bodies all occur in the township

of Levack. In addition to these deposits there are found in Levack township a

few other mineralized areas. A pit above five feet deep has been sunk 300 yards

northeast of the small lake at the north end of lot 5 in the third concession of this

township. On the hillside to the west of the southern end of the lake some

stripping has been done. There is another small lake at the northeast corner of

lot 6, in the second concession of Levack township. At the south end of this lake

some mineralization occurs in the granite-gneiss, and it would appear that the area

covered by the lake is likely to contain ore bodies.

The gossan at the last mentioned lake' continues to the southwest for a few

hundred yards to a deposit known as the Little Levack. The latter is half a mile

northeast of the Levack mine. The workings of the Little Levack consist of an

open 2)it, 30 or 40 feet wide and 100 feet long. The ore occurs in granite-gneiss in

the form of veinlets, in irregular masses and in disseminated grains. The pit is on

the side of a hill near the base, and the norite is exposed across the drift-covered

valley 150 feet to the southeast.

At the south end of Cascaden township some mineralization occurs on the

west shore of Mosquito lake, on lot 8 in the first concession of the township. Ore

is also said to occur on the shore of a long southeastern arm of Ministique lake,

immediately west of Mosquito lake.

In the township of Trill there is a hillside al)Out a quarter of a mile south of

the fifth concession on the line between lots 10 and 11. Ore is found on the south

side of the hill and some test pits have been put down.

At the Trillabelle mine ore occurs in several places on a hill at the corner post

between lots 10 and 11 on the line between concessions three and four. Pits and

shafts have been sunk and some stripping done. The ore body occurs in greenstone.

A quarter of a mile southeast of the Trillaljelle, a pit showing ore has been

sunk, and 200 yards south of it there is another pit.

ORE BODIES NOT OF MARGINAL OR OFFSET TYPE, SUDBURY

There are a number of ore bodies in the Sudbury area which cannot be

classed with the marginal or offset types. They occur neither in offsets nor at

the contact of the main mass of the norite, but, on the contrary, are found in the

country rock, as distinguished from the norite, from a mile to 20 miles from the

main mass of the norite. Occurrences of this class are met with in Drury, Lome
and Nairn townships to the southwest of the main nickel area. More remote
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still are those found al)out 20 miles to the northwest of the northern nickel

range, at the northwest corner of Moncrief township and the eastern part of

Craig township. There are also deposits northeast of Lake Wanapitei which

deserve mention. The locations of most of these occurrences, together with

others, are shown on Bell's old map of the Sudbury area which accompanies his

report in the annual volume of the Geological Survey of Canada for the year

1890-91. Beyond a few brief references to the deposits by Coleman', BelF, and

Hoffman', little has been written concerning them. They appear to be of much
less importance than the ore bodies which are found in the main nickel area.

COMPOSITION OF MINE WATERS AT SUDBURY

Most of the nickel mines in the Sudbury district were worked in the early

days by open pits. Some were closed down and have not been worked for years.

In the course of time these pits became filled with water. The water in the

Stobie pit has a dark muddy brown colour, while that at the Elsie has a pale

green tint, the green probably due to the presence of a solution of nickel.

Samples of the waters were collected for quantitative analyses, to ascertain the

amounts of nickel, copper and iron present. The Elsie, Blezard and Stobie

mines were selected for the purpose, and the results of the analyses are given in

the table below.

Table showing the number of grains per gallon, of nickel, copper and iron contained in

the mine water in the open pits at the Elsie, Blezard and Stolne mines, Sudbury district,

Ontario, Canada.

Nickel 0.3208

Copper Noue
Iron Trace

0.9625

Noue
0.5833

1.6917

0.5250

10.2086

Elsie mine, west pit, surface water.
Elsie mine, east pit, surface water.
Blezard mine, surface water.

Blezard mine, 12 feet below surface.

Stobie mine, surface water.

1.69^

Noue
9.6836

1.7108

0.7583

12.6587

Four out of five of the samples were taken at, or within a few inches of,

the surface of the water. Of the two samples from the Blezard, one. No. -1, was

obtained 12 feet below the surface. 'No copper was found in the latter sample,

whereas the surface water of this mine contained 0.5250 grains of copper per

gallon.

* The Nickel Industrv, Dept. of Mines, Canada, 1913, pp. 47-48, Ont. Bur. Mines, 1905,

Vol. 14, Part III, p. 145."

'Geol. Sur. Can.. 1890-91. Vol. 5, Part F, pp. 52-53.

» Geol. Sur. Can., 1890-91, Part E, pp. 39-48.
* W. K. McNeill states that there was not sufficient solution in the sample to make a

quantitative determination of the nickel ; a qualitative test appeared to show that there was
about as much nickel present as that contained in No. 3. All the samples of mine water
referred to in the text were taken in the summer of 1915.

14 N*
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The analyses show in every case that nickel is always present in the water,

and that there is more of this element than copper in solution. This corres-

ponds with the relative percentages of nickel and copper in the ore at the Stobie

and Blezard; i.e., there is more nickel than copper in the ore at these two mines.

It is interesting to calculate the total amount of nickel and copper which

is present in the mine water of the Stobie. Of course it is impossible to estimate

the volume of water in the mine without the assistance of the old mine plans,

but if it be assumed that the workings have a volume equal to a rectangular

prism 200 feet long by 100 feet wide by 100 feet deep, then the total nickel

content amounts to 3,660 pounds, and the copper to 1,621 pounds.

LITERATURE ON SUDBURY GEOLOGY

It is felt that the present report on the geology of the Sudbury nickel-copper

area is not the proper place in which to discuss the numerous papers^ and memoirs

which have been published. Any reader desiring to peruse the liter^ure will

find a list of the works in the bibliography published in this volume. However,

a few words may not be out of place respecting this matter.

If the literature relating to the geology of the area be studied it will be

found that three workers stand out conspicuously from the others. These men

are Eobert Bell, A. E. Barlow and A. P. Coleman. Of Robert Bell it may be

said that he outlined the foundation on which later geologists based their work.

He succeeded in subdividing the rocks into their main groups; i.e., (1) Grenville

series, (2) Huronian series [Timiskaming], and (3) Upper Huronian series

[Animikie]. These three principal subdivisions have remained substantially cor-

rect to the present day. In the course of his work Bell outlined, in the central

part of the area, the " distinct geological basin," the delineation of which has

proved of importance, for it was near its borders that most of the economic nickel-

copper ore bodies have l)een discovered. More credit is clue to Bell for the recog-

nition and mapping of the Sudbury basin than is generally vouchsafed to him.

He appreciated the significance of this well-defined geological feature and referred

to its importance.'

While A. E. Barlow wrote an important report' on the Sudbury area, the

maps which accompanied that report were also of great importance. Barlow had

few, if any. equals in Canada as a geological map-maker.

Of all the reports which have appeared from time to time on the geology of

the Sudbury area it may be said that those of A. P. Coleman have been of more

assistance than have those of any other worker. In the preparation of the present

Report for the Ontario Nickel Commission the writer wishes to particularly

acknowledge his indebtedness to Coleman's works. This author's final report'

has been freely drawn on, especially in describing the ore bodies on the eastern

and northern nickel ranges.

'Geol. Sur.-Can.. Vol. 5. 1890-91. Part F, p. 12.
'' Ibid. Vol. 14. Part H. 1904, reprinted in 1907.
' The Nickel Industry, 191.3, Dept. of Mines, Canada.
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The above brief references to the work of geologists who have studied the

Sudbury deposits would not be complete without mention of T. L. Wallver and

Chas. W. Dickson. Walker was the first geologist to discover that magmatic

differentiation had taken place in the norite-micropegmatite. In respect of

Dickson's work, which was published in 1903, it may be pointed out that he urged

in a more convincing manner than any previous worker that the nickel-copper ores

were deposited from hot circulating waters, and that the ores replace the norite.'

^ While the Report of the Ontario Nickel Commission was S'oiiig through the press an
important publication by C. F. Tolman, Jr., and Austin F- Rogers was received. These
authors have substantiated, tiy laboratory work, Dickson 's main contention ; namely, that
the ores replace the norite. Their paper is entitled: "A Study of the Magmatic Sulphide
Ores"; Leland Stanford Junior University Publications, University Series, 1916. A brief
summary of their Report i? given in the foot-note on page 133.

Fig. 66—Commencement of No. 3 shaft, 5 compartments, Creighton mine, 1915.
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METHODS OF MINING IN SUDBURY AREA*

The ore bodies of the Sudbury district vary greatly in size, dip and con-

figuration, and the methods of mining are dependent on these factors. The ores

are essentially pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite and pentlandite. The enclosing rocks are

hard, like the ore bodies, and but little timbering is required. They comprise

norite, greenstones, quartzites, greywackes and granites. The ore bodies dip at

angles of from 36 degrees to 90 degrees.

The problem of extracting the ore after the size and configuration of the ore

body is known is a simple one owing to the nature of the ores and the enclosing

rocks. Elaborate systems of timbering, caving, slicing or filling do not have to be

considered. Where large stopes are to be worked out, pillars are left, and the

backs are kept arched while the ore is Ijeing removed. Afterwards the pillars are

robbed.

Ore was first mined in the Sudbury district by the open-pit method. The

surface material was stripped off; the gossan, and overburden, the latter averaging

up to ten feet in depth, was removed, and the open-pit method of mining followed.

The ore was handled by derricks at first. Later a shaft was sunk adjacent to the

open pit in the footwall, and connections were made with the open-pit at different

levels. The ore was trammed to the shaft and dumped directly into skips. By

this method about 3,000,000 tons were taken from the Creighton. Properties

mined by this method were the Evans, No. 2, No. 4, No. 5, No. 6, Erood, Stobie,

Crean Hill, Kirkwood, North Star, Victoria, Blezard, Murray and Creighton. Of

these the Creighton was the largest pit, being about 670 feet long, 180 feet wide,

and 200 feet deep. As the Creighton ore body dips at an angle of about 45 degrees,

it was necessary to remove a large tonnage of waste from the hanging-wall. When

all the ore, that could economically and safely be mined by the open-pit method,

was taken out, the shafts were sunk to lower levels and overhand methods of stoping

were adopted, a floor being left below the open pit. Where the ore bodies were

narrow, the drifts were timbered over and the ore broken on the timbers. In wide

ore bodies, dry-wall drifts were used and circular pillars left where necessary.

As the nickel industry grew, and increased tonnages were demanded, it became

necessary to more thoroughly prospect the ore bodies and plan the work so that a

constant large tonnage could be produced. The method of prospecting the ore

bodies was by means of magnetic surveys and diamond drilling, the relative

importance of these two methods being governed by local conditions at each

property. In general it may be said that the magnetic survey serves only as an

aid in locating an ore body. The prospecting is done ])y means of diamond drilling.

Properties thoroughly drilled were the Erood and Creighton, of the Canadian

Copper Company, the Levack, of the Mond Nickel Company, and the Murray, of

the British America Nickel Corporation. In the latter property, for instance, the

* The Commissioners are indebted to Mr. T. F. Sutherland, Chief Inspector of Mines for

Ontario, for the description of Mining Methods in the Sudbury Area, together with the notes

on Power Plants, Mining Costs, and Workmen's Compensation.
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surface was divided into 200-ft. squares, and a vertical liole drilled at the corners

of the squares. By this means the dijj, strike, configuration, assay and tonnage are

pretty thoroughly known before any ore is removed. This information is sufficient

to enable the whole operation of mining the ore to be planned in advance. Power

plants, hoisting and sorting arrangements, shafts and equipment are all planned

for the most economical handling of certain tonnages.

The magnetic surveys are made by the companies themselves. The diamond

drilling is done under contract l3y drill companies located in Sudbury. The price

varies from $2.75 to $4.00 a foot, depending on the location and size of contract.

CANADIAN COPPER COMPANV'S MINES

Crean Hill

The Crean Hill mine, situated in lot 5, concession 5, Denison township, has

been developed to the 9th level at 830 feet by means of a 4-compartment shaft.

This shaft is inclined at 57 degrees to the 5th level and at 71 degrees below this.

A considerable tonnage was obtained from this property by the open-pit method of

mining in the early days.

The present method of mining follows closely the system at the Creighton

mine, described elsewhere, except that circular pillars are left instead of rib

pillars. The ore body dips to the east at an angle of 60° and averages 2.9 per cent,

of copper and 2.1 of nickel. By hand-picking from belts in the rock house about

50 per cent, of waste is removed. Up to the end of 1915, 660,000 tons of sorted

ore had been shipped from this property. At the end of 1916, the ore reserves

amounted to about 3,000,000' tons.

The equipment comprises the following: One Canadian Eand 1,600-cu. ft.

compressor running at 120 r.p.m., with direct-connected motor drive. The cylin-

ders are 25-in. diameter by 2i-in. stroke and 16-in. diameter by 24-in. stroke.

The motor is a 300-h.p., A.C.B. 3-phase 550-volt machine, at 125 r.p.m.

One Canadian Eand 2,500-cu. ft. machine, 2-stage, 17 inches and 28 inches

by 24 inches with intercooler and aftercooler, driven by a 125-h.p. Canadian

"Westinghouse motor, 360 r.p.m., 550 volts, 3-phase, 25 cycles.

The lioist is a 3-drum motor-driven geared hoist built by the Denver Engineer-

ing works. The drums are 4-ft. 9-in. diameter and 4-ft. 10-in. wide. The

hoisting speed is 500-ft. per minute. Tlie motor is a 150-h.p. A.C.B., 500 r.p.m.,

500 volts, 3-phase, 25 cycles.

Creighton

The Creighton mine is situated in lot 10, concession 1, Snider township, and

lot 1, concession 1, Creighton township. The property was acquired by the Cana-

dian Copper Company in 1890, but did not become a shipper mitil 1900. The ore

averages 4.4 per cent, of nickel and 1.5 per cent, of copper. The production to

the end of 1915 amounted to 4,611,577 tons. The ore body has a maximum

length of about 1,000 feet, and has been proven to a depth of 2,000 feet measured

along its dip, the present ore reserves amounting to about 10,000,000 tons. It

dips to the west at an angle of about 45 degrees.
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As mentioned before, a large tonnage was removed from this property by the

open-pit method of mining, the ore being removed through a 3-compartment

shaft sunk in the granite footwall at an angle of 59 degrees near the east end of

the ore body. As the depth of workings increased, it became necessary to change

from the open-pit method to underground mining.

A second shaft was therefore sunk in the footwall. This was a 4-compart-

ment shaft comprising a manway, two skipways and a compartment for handling

men and material. This shaft was sunk near the westerly end of the open pit,

and was carried to a depth of 830 feet on an angle of 47 degrees. On the 6th and

10th levels of this shaft a Farrel jaw crusher, with a 30-in. x 43-in. opening, crush-

ing to 6 inches is installed. These crushers are each driven by two 100-h.p. motors

and discharge into storage pockets holding approximately 400 tons. The ore from

the storage pocket passes into a measuring pocket at the loading sijation about 60

feet below the haulage level. By this method the skip is loaded in about 10

seconds and the time for a return trip from the 6th level loading station, including

loading, is 1%^ minutes. The skips, 5-ton capacity, are operated in balance, the

hoisting speed being about 1,100 ft. per minute. On the main haulage levels 41/0-

and 5-ton storage-battery locomotives are used, hauling trains of four 56-cubic

foot side-dumping steel cars, which are mechanically dumped at the crushers.

All the ore goes through these crushers, the ore from the upper level being

passed down through ore-passes, which discharge into a crusher. "Waste rock is

handled through separate rock passes and storage pockets, which discharge into

the skips 30 feet below the haulage levels.

A third shaft, known as Xo. 3, is being sunk in the footwall 145 feet southwest

of No. 2. It dips at an angle of 55 degrees and is to be continued to the 16th level.

This shaft measures 8 feet by 33 feet, and is divided into five compartments, which

consist of a manway, two skip compartments, and two cage compartments. The

shaft is concreted for a distance of 40 feet below the collar. The skip-track con-

sists of 85-pound rails, resting on wall-plates, which in turn are supported on

concrete piers. It is planned to place a crusher below the 14th level station with

storage and measuring pockets of the same type as used in No. 2 shaft. Ore-passes

will extend do-\TOward from the upper levels to this crusher. Skips of 8-ton

capacity, hoisting in balance, are to be used. The hoist will have 12-foot drums

and a rope speed of 2,500 feet per minute. Stations have been cut in this shaft at

the 6th, 8th. 10th, 12th and 14th levels. The first three levels correspond with

similarly numbered levels from No. 2 shaft. The distance between levels is 150

feet measured along the incline. Intermediate or sub-levels are to be driven half-

way between these main levels in the footwall and will be numbered 7, 9, 11 and 13.

These sub-levels are necessary to remove the broken ore from the footwall owing

to the low angle at which the ore body lies.

The main level stations are 25 feet wide and are cut in the footwall. The

main drifts are driven in the footwall parallel to the ore body. Levels Nos. 6. 10.

12 and 14 and motor-haulage levels are driven 10 feet wide and 9 feet high, laid

with 40-lb. rails, and have 1/0 of 1 per cent, grade to the crusher station. The

other levels are driven the ordinary size. 8 ft. by 8 ft., and are laid with 25-Ib. rails,

with a grade of 2/3 of 1 per cent, to the ore-passes whicli lead to the crusher on the
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first haulage level helow. Rib pillars, l-") feet wide, are left every 75 feet approxi-

mately at right angles to the strike of the ore body. In these rib pillars crosscuts

are driven from the main levels to the hanging side of the ore body. These cross-

cuts are carried on a 2/3 of 1 per cent, grade. This gives a series of parallel stopes

60 feet wide traversing the ore body throughout its entire length. From each

side of the crosscuts box holes are cut at 3'0-foot centres up into the stopes. As

far as possible these l)ox holes are staggered in the crosscuts and also as regards

Rock house at No. 3 shaft, Cifi-litini iniiii

the stope. The box holes are carried up about 15 feet, then chambered out and

stoping commenced. A 15-foot floor is left in the bottom of each stope. The

chutes are 4i/^ feet wide and are built of 12-in. by 12-in. timbers. They are lined

with 6-in. by 6-in. or 6-in. by 8-in. timber, the bottom sloping at an angle of 25

degrees, and protected by a V2-iii- steel plate. Formerly steel arc gates, air-

operated, were used on the chutes, but these have been discarded and a stop log

is now used.
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In the stopes the shrinkage method of mining is followed. As soon as a stope

is started manways are carried up along the footwall in the pillars and connected

with the stopes every 25 feet. All pipe-lines, etc., are carried in these manways.

For development work 3%-in. piston drills are used, and for stoping both

piston and Leyner drills are employed, 8-ft. to 10-ft. holes being the rule. Block

holers follow the big machines in the stopes. The drills are supplied with air at a

pressure of 90 pounds and 40 per cent, forcite is used for all blasting operations.

Tn the rock house the skips dump over grizzlies and the coarse material is fed

through 18-in. by 30-in. jaw crushers, which discharge upon travelling picking

belts, where about 17 per cent, of waste material is removed by hand-picking. The

ore falls into ore bins, which discharge directly into railway cars beneath the

rock house.

The equipment comprises the following: One Bellis and ]\Iorcom compressor,

2-stage, 42-in. and 25-in. by 21-in., 5,000-cubic foot capacity at 100 lbs. pressure and

1871/2 r.p.m., driven by a 900 k.v.a., 3-phase, 2,400-volt, I871/2 I'-P-m. auto-

synchronous motor with a 22 k.w. 25 to 35-volt direct-connected exciter.

One Canadian Rand 1,600-cubic foot machine running at 120 r.p.m. Avith

direct-connected motor drive. The cylinders are 25-in. diameter by 24-in. stroke

and 16-in. diameter by 24-in. stroke. The motor is a 300-h.p. A.C.B., 125 r.p.m.,

3-phase, 550-volt, 25 cycles.

One Canadian Rand 2,500-cubic foot machine, 2-stage, 17 inches and 28 inches

by 24 inches, with intercooler and aftercooler, driven by a 425-h.p. Canadian

Westinghouse motor, 360 r.p.m., 550 volts, 3-phase, 25 cycles.

One Canadian Rand 2-stage compound 1,200-cubic foot machine, 12 inches

and 20 inches by 18 inches, driven by a 200-h.p. Crocker Wheeler motor, 500 r.p.m.,

550 volts, 3-phase, 25 cycles.

Hoisting through Xo. 1 shaft is done by a 2-drum hoist of the Denver

Engineering Works, motor-driven. The drums are 4-ft. 9-in. by 4-ft. 10-in. wide,

with friction band brake. The hoisting speed is 500 feet per minute. The motor

is a 150-h.p. A.C.B., 500 r.p.m., 550 volts, 3-phase, 25 cycles.

At N"o. 2 shaft ore is hoisted by a double-drum electric hoist, built by the

ISTordberg Manufacturing Company. The drums are 7-ft. diameter and 4-ft. face,

using a l^s-in. diameter rope. The hoist is equipped with parallel-motion post

brakes operated by oil-thrust cylinders. The hoisting speed is 1,100 feet per

minute with a 5-ton load of ore. The hoist is operated by a 350-h.p. 500-480

r.p.m., A.C.B.. 25-cycle motor with limit switches positively geared to each drum.

The man-cage hoist at this shaft is one drum of a 3-drum hoist built by the

Denver Engineering Works, driven by a 250-h.p., A.C.B., 500 r.p.m., 550 volts,

3-phase, 25-cycle motor, and equipped with both band and post brakes. The drum

is 4-ft. 9-in. diameter by 4-ft. face. The hoisting speed is 690 feet per minute.

At Xo. 3 shaft a Wellman Seaver Morgan Company double-drum electric hoist is

in use temporarily during construction. The drums are 72-in. diameter by 48-in.

face. The brake is a post brake air-operated. The hoisting speed is 800 feet

per minute with a load of 11,700 lbs. The hoist is driven by an A.C.B., 250-h.p.

motor 500-480 r.p.m.. with limit switches and brake solenoids.
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No. 2 Mine

Xo. 2 mine of the Canadian Copper Company is situated in the town of

Copper Cliff. It was opened up in 1898 and operated until 1903. It was re-

opened in 1911, and up to the end of 1915 had produced 650,000 tons of ore.

The mine has been developed by a 3-compartment shaft at an angle of 87

degrees. This shaft extends to the ninth level, a distance of 721 feet. Below

this level a winze has been carried to the eleventh level, 360 feet deep.

The ore body is columnar in form, being nearly vertical, and averaging 230

feet in length by 115 in width. It averages 2.6 per cent, of nickel and 1.8 of copper.

About 12 per cent, of waste is sorted out in the rock house.

The equipment comprises one Canadian Eand 1,600-cu. ft. compressor,

running at 120 r.p.m., with direct-connected motor drive. The cylinders are 25-in.

diameter by 24-in. stroke and 16-in. diameter by 24-in. stroke. Hoisting is done

by a 2-drum motor-driven hoist built by the Denver Engineering works.

No. 3 Mine

The Frood, or Xo. 3 mine, lot 7, con. 6, McKim township, is the largest body

of ore known in the Sudbury district. The original Xo. 3 mine lies a quarter of a

mile northeast of the present workings, and was operated from 1899 to 1903,

producing 110,545 tons of ore averaging 2.66 per cent, of nickel and 1.39 of copper.

The present ore body was thoroughly prospected by diamond drills, and a1)0ut

45 million tons of ore proven, carrying 2 per cent, of nickel and li/o of

copper. Preparations were made to mine a large tonnage from this property, but

developments at the Creighton mine were such that this property was closed down

in 1914 after about 8^,000 tons had been hoisted that year. The mine was being

developed from two shafts,-—Xo. 1, a 4-compartinent shaft dipping at an angle of

77 degrees, 420 feet deep, and Xo. 2 shaft, a 3-compartment vertical shaft, 350

feet in depth. Xo. 2 shaft lies 625 feet northeast of Xo. 1. These shafts are

connected by drifts on the 300-ft. level.

The method of mining used was to drive a main drift a short distance south

of the ore body and following the general direction of the ore body on the south side.

Crosscuts 50 feet apart were driven north from the main drift at right angles to it.

Raises were put up in the crosscuts about 50 feet apart and placed alternately on

either side of the drift. These raises were breasted out and joined at a height of

15 feet above the floor level, thus merging into a large stope. Pillars 25 feet in

diameter were left to support the back, and the shrinkage method of mining was

followed.

A railroad 5 miles in length was built by the company from Copper Cliff to

the mine and a town laid out. Over 100 company houses were built. The town

was incorporated under the name of Frood Mine.

Dill Quartz Quarry

Quartz for the smelter at Copper Cliff is obtained by the Canadian Copper

Company from a quarry owned and operated by the company in Dill township.

This quarry is worked only during the summer, a sufllcient supply of quartz

being stock-piled at the smelter to carry the plant through the winter months.
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The open-pit method of mining is followed, the pit now being about 55 feet in

depth. The quartz is hoisted in small cars on an incline and dumped into a

storage bin which discharges into railw^ay cars.

MONO NICKEL CO.MPANV MINES

Frood Extension

The Frood Extension mine is situated in the north half of lot 7, concession 6,

McKim township. The ore body is an extension of the Frood ore body of the

Canadian Copper Company. On the outbreak of war development work at this

property ceased, and the company hastened the development of the Levack mine.

A vertical -i-compartment shaft, 21-ft. by T-ft., has been sunk to 1,005 feet.

On the first, or 400-ft. level, a drift runs southeast 230 feet. From the end

of this drift a raise extends to the surface, and a winze has been sunk to a depth

of 170 feet below the level.

On the second, or 750-ft. level, a drift runs southeast 220 feet. Near the

end of this drift a raise was started to connect with the winze from the first level.

A winze has also been started near the end of this drift, and is 70 feet deep.

On the third, or 900-ft. level, the station has been cut and 210 feet of

drifting done southeast of the shaft.

Al)out 500,000 tons of ore have been proven by diamond drilling containing

about 2 per cent, of nickel and the same percentage of copper.

The power house has been completed and contains :—One Nordberg geared

hoist, 23-in. and 23-in. by 48-in., with two drums, 10 feet in diameter with

78-in. faces. It is equipped for air but can be run by steam. Provision has been

made whereby a third clutched drum for hoisting men may be added when desired.

There are one 2,800-cu. ft. Nordberg air compressor, and one 1,750-cu. ft.

Rand air compressor, belt-driven.

The Qarson Mine

The Garson mine, lots -4 and 5, concession 3, Garson township, up to the end

of 1915 had produced 872,179 tons of ore averaging about 1.7 per cent, of copper

and 2.4 of nickel. This has been the most important producer for the Mond
Nickel Company. It is connected w'ith the Canadian Northern railway by a spur,

3I/2 miles long. During 1915 the monthly production averaged about 18,000

tons of ore and quartz.

The main shaft is a vertical 3-compartment shaft, lined with 4-in. by 8-in.

cribbing, and has been sunk to a depth of 870 feet. It is equipped with 3'-ton skips

hoisting in balance. At first the cars on each level were dumped directly into the

skips, but later this was changed and the greater part of the ore is now lowered

through raises to a chute below the fourth level leading to measuring pockets on

the fifth level which load into the skips. Similar loading pockets are being put

in on the seventh level to handle the ore stoped between the fourth and sixth levels.

The ore body is very irregular in form and may be said to comprise two main

ore bodies, verv erratic in character, and lying somewhat in the form of a
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quadrant of a circle, as well as a number of smaller ore bodies which radiate out

Irom the main ones. In the main the average contents of these veins are much
alike, but one of the smaller bodies is very rich in copper, the ore sometimes

running as high as 10 per cent, of copper. Pentlandite, in visible form, also

occurs in some places. The ore bodies dip to the southeast at angles of from 50

to 60 degrees and the two main ore bodies intersect about the sixth level, forming

a considerable enlargement. While not definitely known, it is believed that the

ore body forks below the sixth level and continues down as separate bodies. No
work has yet been done below the sixth level to verify this.

Each of the ore bodies has its own peculiarities and as these do not persist

from level to level it has been hard to adopt any general mining system which

will satisfy all conditions.

The ore has always been developed by means of drifts and then section-cutting

in the ore till the body is outlined on that level. Afterwards the workable portion,

as shown on the assay map, is mined, the poorer portions being left for pillars,

if any are considered necessary. Above the fourth level the practice has been to

build dry walls leaving, as first developed, chutes and later heavy timbered

shovelling places, for handling the ore. A filled stope extends above the dry

wall, leaving only a ten-foot iloor between the back of the stope and the level

above. From time to time, as tbe work below progresses, these floors are removed

by underhand work. Xo timber has been used in the stopes and in general the

ground stands remarkably well.

On a portion of the fourth level and below, the method has been changed to

cutting mill holes out of the solid and leaving a portion of the back over these

for protection of working {dace. Platforms sligbtly higher than the tram-cars are

built below these openings, and from these the ore is shovelled into the cars.

On the footwall of one of the main ore bodies was a quartz vein carrying

small values and running from 6 to 12 feet in width. This was mined separately

and used as a flux in the company's smelter.

Hoisting is done by an Allis-Chalmers hoist with two 7-foot drums, and

6-foot faces, driven by a 250-h.p. motor.

Air for underground operation is supplied by 4 compressors, 3 of the Eand

compound type, 1,800-cu. ft. capacity each, and one Ingersoll-Sargent 1.700-eu. ft.

capacity. All are electrically driven.

D()ul)le transformer arrangements are provided for receiving 44,000 and

16.500 volts, the former being supplied by the company's plant at Wabageshik

and the latter by current from the Wahnapitae Power Company.

Sorting arrangements in the shaft house follow the usual custom in the

district. About 25 per cent, of waste is picked out on bumping tables.

Levack Mine

The Levack mine is situated in lots 6 and 7, concession 2, Levack township.

Diamond drilling has proved the presence of a large body of ore near the contact

of the norite and gneiss.
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A branch railway, four miles long, leads to the mine from Levaek station on

the C.P. R. main line, 23 miles west of Sudbury, and 31 miles from the smelter at

Coniston. This spur is owned by the mining company.

An electric transmission line, 28 miles long, delivers power, from the

Wabageshik plant of the Lorno Power Company, to the mine at 44,000 volts

The power house at the mine has a brick exterior and cement Hvrib interior.

It contains an 1,800-cu. ft. Band compound duplex compressor, belt-driven by

a 300-h.p. motor; a 3,200-cu. ft. Ingersoll-Eand Eogler-valve compressor, direct-

driven by a 550-h.p. s}Tichronous motor. In a separate building a 1,100-cu, ft.

Eand, steam or electric, compressor, will serve as a reserve. Three General

Electric water-cooled transformers are set up in a wing off the power house.

The hoist house is of the same type of construction as the power house. It

contains an Allis-Chalmers hoist w^th two cylindrical drums, 7-ft. diameter and
6-ft. face. This hoist is capable of handling a 4-ton load in the skip, and is

driven by a specially designed Allis-Chalmers motor of 250-h.p.

In the rock house considerable storage capacity is provided above two Had-
field jaw crushers. The latter have an opening of 18 inches by 24 inches, and

are automatically fed by a short Stephens-Adamson pan conveyor from which

coarse waste is picked. The crushed product is screened and the oversize sorted on

belt conveyors. In all about 33 per cent, of waste is removed.

A 5-compartment shaft, pitching to the southeast at an angle of 65 degrees,

was begun in April. 1914. A concrete collar extends to a depth of 12 feet, and

from the bottom of the collar to 75 feet in depth concrete has been poured behind

the timbers. This shaft was sunk in a fold of the footwall which extends well into

the ore body. The first level was cut at 1C8 feet measured on the incline and

subsequent levels at 100-ft. vertical intervals.

The general mode of attack is to drive a main drift north and south from

the shaft through the centre of the ore body, which is then blocked out into 100-

ft. stopes separated by 40-ft. rib pillars. Prom the main drift crosscuts are

driven centrally through these pillars to the foot and hanging walls for exploratory

work and manway connections. Two crosscuts are driven from the main drift

under each stope for drawing the stopes. "When this preliminary development is

completed, a main haulage drift is driven from the shaft in the footwall con-

necting with the different crosscuts under the stope sections. By this means the

empty cars from the shaft are brought in through the main drift, loaded in the

crosscuts and returned to the shaft by the footwall drift.

Tramming is at present done in 2-ton cars dumping directly into the skips.

Ultimately storage pockets will be cut out below certain levels.

Stoping will be done by slicing from the footwall to the hanging-wall, keeping

the back of the stope at such an angle that only wet holes will be drilled. Both

chutes and shovelling platforms are used.

This property has been thoroughly prospected by diamond drill and about

4% million tons of ore proven, carrying about 1.5 per cent, of copper and 3.2 of

nickel.
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Victoria Mine

The \'ictoria mine, situated in lot 8. concession 4, Denison township, is the

deepest mine in Ontario. The mine is situated on the Algoma Eastern Railroad, 3i

miles west of Coniston. At the end of 191G the 3-compartment vertical shaft was

2,618 feet deep. The ore occurs as two inclined columns about 169 feet apart,

which dip uniformly to the southeast at 70 degrees.

Up to the end of 1915 this property has produced 619,612 tons of ore averao--

ing about 1.6 per cent, of nickel and 3.3 of copper. The production during 1915

was at the rate of about 5,000 tons a month.

The vertical shaft was sunk between the two ore bodies and, owing to the

dip of the ore, it has been found good practice at depth to run the levels at 300-

ft. intervals. The method is to underhand-stope the upper 200 feet and over-

hand-stope the lower 100. The ore is hoisted on cages and the ordinary methods

of crushing and picking are followed. About 25 per cent of waste is picked out.

The equipment comprises one 1,800-cu. ft. duplex 2-stage tandem Eand
compressor driven by a 300-h.p. motor, and a Nordberg hoist with 10-ft. drums and

78-in. faces driven by a 400-h.p. Siemens motor capable of hoisting a 4-ton load

from 4,000 feet. T]ie hoist is equipped with the latest Welch safety devices, and

has a hoisting speed of 1,000 feet per minute.

Worthingfton Mine

The Worthington mine, lot 2, concession 2, Drury township, was first

operated in 1890, and up to the end of 1915 had produced 117,794 tons of

ore. The property was re-opened in 1914 by the Mond Xickel Company. The

mine is situated on the Soo branch of the Canadian Pacific railway, 34 miles west

of Coniston.

The Worthington ore contains a little niccolite and considerable pentlandite.

The picked ore as shipped averages about 3 per cent, of copper and 3.5 of nickel.

A 3-compartment shaft, dipping to tlie southeast at an angle of 80°, has

been sunk to the 600-ft, level.

The ore body is unusual in that the rock content is greater than that of

any of the other working mines of the district, and consequently closer attention

has to be given to sorting in order to obtain a shipping product without too high

a loss in the waste product. In the rock house the run of mine is dumped over

grizzlies upon sorting platforms where a preliminary sorting is made, the ore and

rock falling into separate bins. The rock and ore bins feed into separate 18-in. by

24-in. jaw crushers, crushing to a Sio-in. ring, which discharge upon bumping

tables where the crushed material is washed and sorted by hand, the waste b?ing

discharged onto a travelling belt. The fines from the grizzly also pass over a

bumping table, where waste is picked out and discharged onto this travelling belt.

The travelling belt feeds an 18-in. by 24-in. jaw crusher, set at 1% in., which

discharges into railway cars, this crushed material being sold to the Canadian

Pacific railway for ballast. About 60 per cent, of waste is sorted out by this

treatment.
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The power house contains an AUis-Chahiiers hoist with two cylindrical drums

7-ft. diameter and 6-ft. face, driven by a 250-h.p. motor and capable of handling

a -i-ton load in the skip. Tbe compressor is a 2,100-cu. ft. compound Eand

type driven by a 350-h.p. motor.

Bruce Mines

The Mond Nickel Company in 1915 bought the Bruce mines and commenced

mining operations. The Bruce mines are situated in Plummer Additional town-

ship, on the Soo branch of the Canadian Pacific railway, 152 miles west of

Coniston. The ore is quartz, contaning about 85 per cent, of silica, and about

6 of chalcopyrite. It is used as a flux at the com])any's smelter at Coniston.

About 50,000 tons a year will be required for this purpose.

The Bruce mines were discovered in 1846, and opened up in 1849. Before

being acquired by the present company the mines had been operated at various

times and a total of about 250,000 tons of ore had been mined. The chief mine

has been developed by a 3-compartment shaft to the 400-ft. level. The vein

averages 5 feet in widtli and has been proven hy uiulerground workings for over

5,000 feet. The workings from the main shaft extend over 2,400 feet. The plant

is operated by steam, coal being the fuel used.

POWER PLANTS

The Canadian Copper Company and the Mond Nickel Company operate their

mines and smelters in the Sudljury district by hydro-electric power, the Canadian

Copper Company obtaining their power from the Huronian Power Company, a

subsidiary company, and the ^lond Nickel Company from the Lome Power Com-

pany, also a subsidiary company. There are power plants both on the Vermilion

and Spanish rivers. The Mond Nickel Company also l)uy hydro-electric power

from the Wahnapitae Power Company, wdiich generates powder on the Wanapitei

river, and supplies the town of Sudbury, the Long Lake Gold mine, and the

Whistle mine of the British America Nickel Corporation. The latter company is

the successor to the Dominion Nickel-Copper Company. In general it may be said

that hydro-electric power costs from $12 to $20 per horse power per year, depend-

ing on the capital expenditure and the cost of operation. The following is a

description of the power plants

:

Lome Power Company

1. Nairn Falls Power Plant, Spanish River

The Nairn Palls power plant of the Lome Power Company, Limited, is

located on the Spanish river at Nairn Falls. The head developed is 30 feet,

being the maximum obtainable at this point on the river. The dam is of reinforced

concrete and rests on solid rock. It is designed to allow the maximum known

flow of the river to pass through the dam without raising the head water of the

river. The stop-logs for controlling the river are raised and lowered l)y an

electrically operated stop-log winch.
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The forebay is protected by steel trash racks. The power house is further

protected by steel rack, supported by concrete and steel piers. The power house

is designed for three vertical units. The vertical turbines develop about 2,300

h.p. and are set in reinforced concrete scroll chamber inside of speed rings. The

draft tubes are concrete and reinforced with steel where required.

The vertical generators are directly coupled to the turbine shaft and develop

1,200-k.w. at 80 per cent, of power factor, 60-cycle at 100 r.p.m. The weight of

runner, shaft and water thrust is taken by Kingsbury thrust bearings. Only two

units are installed at the present time.

There are two exciters, one turl)ine-driven and one motor-driven, each large

enou'i'h to furnish excitation for three main units. The hydraulic units are

governed by AUis-Chalmers oil-pressure governors at 125-lb. pressure. The entire

plant is lubricated from gravity oil tanks, and a complete system for filtering and

storing oils is installed in the basement of the power house.

There are three water-cooled transformers, 1,600 k.v.a. capacity, 60-cycle,

3-phase, which take the current from the generators at 2,200 volts and deliver it to

the transmission line at 41,0U0 volts. A 50-ton electric-operated crane travels

above the main floor of the power house. The plant is fully protected by horn gap

and electrolytic lightning arresters.

2. Wabageshik Power Plant

The Wabageshik power plant of the same company is situated on the Vermilion

river at Wabageshik.

The main dam, forebay and power house are laiilt of concrete on rock and are

of heavy design and permanent construction.

The penstocks are 450 feet in length and 8 feet in diameter. They are

provided wtih two expansion joints each and are supported on concrete piers.

Steel head gates are provided, and stop-log checks have been constructed in the

forebay with a 12-inch drain pipe to provide for examination of the head gates if

this becomes necessary.

There are two units, each consisting of a horizontal twin turbine, 2,200 h.jD.,

300 r.p.m., built to operate under 50 feet head; direct-coupled alternator, 1,500

k.w. (or 1,200 k.w. at 80 per cent, power factor), 60-cycle: exciter turbine, 110

h.p., 875 r.p.m.; exciter generator, 60 k.w., 120 volts; Allis-Chalmers Company
oil governor for both main and exciter turbines. The exciter-turbine penstocks are

branched from the main penstocks, and are coupled together in such a manner

that either exciter turbine may be operated from either main penstock. Similarly

either exciter may be used with either alternator. The 3-phase current is stepped

up from 2,200 volts through three 800 k.w. transformers and delivered to the lines

at 44,000 volts. The plant is provided with a 10-ton crane and the usual switch-

boards and other apparatus, and is protected I)y two sets of lightning arresters.

Huronian Power Company

The Canadian Copper Company operate all tlieir mines and works by hydro-

electric power. This power is obtained from a subsidiary company, the Huronian

Power Company, which have developed a water power at High Falls, on the
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Spanish river, in the township of Hyman, about four miles from the "• Soo

"

branch of the Canadian Pacific railway, and at a point about 23 miles west of

Copper Cliff station. The plant is connected with the railway by a spur line from

Turbine station.

The natural head was 67 feet. This has been increased by dams to 85 feet.

The effective water-shed is upwards of 2,000 square miles, practically all improved,

containing much lake surface. The dams are all of concrete construction on solid

rock. From the bulkhead wall four 9 -foot penstocks for generators, and one 4-foot

for the exciters, are carried down the slope to the power house.

The power house is of brick on a concrete substructure, with steel roof trusses.

The building is 110 feet long by 74 feet wide, with an annex 52 feet by 36 feet

at one end for workshop and heating boiler. The blower system of heating is used.

The generator room is I'b feet wide, leaving 16 feet along one side for transformer

rooms and switch tower, which are separated from it by fireproof brick walls and

steel doors. Four generating units are installed. Each unit consists of a 2,000-

k.v.a. generator, 3-phase, 25-cycle, 2,400-volt, direct-connected to the shaft of a 3',550

h.p. turbine, on which are mounted two 48-inch l)ronze runners in a single case.

The head is 85 feet and the speed 375 r.p.m.

There are two exciters of 200-k.w. each, either of which can furnish excitation

for four generators. Each exciter is driven by a small turbine, direct-connected.

Four sets of transformers, of three each, step up the voltage from 2,450 to

32,000. It is transmitted at the latter figure.

The operators' bench l^oard occupies a central elevated position in front of

the switch tower, giving a full view of the generator room and the switching

operations in the tower. All switches are distantly controlled, and there is nothing

higher than 125 volts on the board.

A small motor-driven air compressor is used to provide air for cleaning pur-

poses and for handling oil.

For fire protection there is a 500-gallon, 2-stage turbine pump, direct-con-

nected to a 40-h.p. d.c. motor, operated from the exciter. The pump suction

is connected to the penstocks.

The penstocks, bulkhead gates and screens are housed, and the use of a small

amount of current at critical points effectively prevents the building up of ice in

the tubes.

The main transmission line is about 30 miles long, from the power house at

High Falls to the sub-station at Copper Cliff, for the most part on its own right of

way, 100 feet wide, all cleared. It is of double cedar-pole construction, with

poles at 8-ft. centres, bolted to a common cross-arm.

There are two independent 3-phase circuits of No. 1 wire, arranged in two

equilateral triangles, 4 feet apart and 4 feet to a side. One circuit is transposed

and the other straight. The pole stands are placed 120 feet apart.

Branch lines of single-pole, single-circuit construction, run from the main line

to Crean Hill mine and Creighton mine, each being about 31/2 miles in length.

These are both connected to the same main circuit with aerial switches.

Electrolytic lightning arresters are provided outside of the power house and at

the sub-stations at Copper Cliff, Creighton and Crean Hill.
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A telephone line running along the right of way of the transmission line con-

nects the switchboards in the power house and smelter sub-station. It is carried on

a short cross-arm, 6 feet below the main cross-arm, with the wires transposed every

fifth pole. A second telephone line, carried for the most part on the poles of the

Canadian Pacific railway's telegraph, connects the terminal stations with the

Copper Clifl: central station, and also with Crean Hill and intervening points.

Preparations are being made for the development of an additional 5,000-h.p.

at this plant.

MINING COSTS

Mining costs in the Sudbury district during the year 1915 were higher than

may be expected under normal conditions. Supplies in all cases have shown a

marked increase due to the war. ^Moreover, the increased demand for nickel came

at a time when the companies had just started extensive development work and

were equipping the properties for increased tonnages. This demand had to be met

while the developing and equipping of the mines was under way. Consequently

current operating costs became a matter of secondary consideration. In general

it may be said that the cost of a ton of ore loaded on railway cars at the mines

varies between $2.50 and $4.50 per ton, depending on the nature of the ore body,

the tonnage mined and the sorting necessary. On a return to normal conditions

and the completion of the present schemes of development, these costs, especially

at the larger properties, will be materially reduced.

LABOUR

The labour in the district is principally foreign, probably not more than

25 per cent, being Canadian or American. The more skilled workmen, such as

foremen, mechanics and carpenters, are Canadian or American. Underground, the

drill runners and helpers are principally Finns and Austrians; the trammers are

generally Poles, Italians, Austrians and Eussians. During the past 10 years the

scale of wages has" increased about 50 per cent, and the hours of labour have been

shortened from 20 per cent, to 33 per cent.

The scale of wages paid for ordinary mine labour is as follows

:

Cents per hour
Drill runners 401/2-47
Drill helpers 341/2-401/^

Trammers 25 -31
Timbermen 40 -47
Scalers 341^-47
Pumpmen 401^
Hoistmen 371/4-50

Chute blasters 37i/i-44

Cage tenders 341^-371/^
Surface labourers 25
Rock pickers 25
Machinists 311/4-50
Blacksmiths 371/4-50
Carpenters 401/4-50
Electricians 40i/^-50

15 N^
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One dollar per month is deducted for medical and hospital attention. Board

varies from 60c. to 75c. per day.

In shaft work 3c. an hour extra is jsaid and a bonus for anything over a

specified minimum.

An eight-hour law is in effect for underground labour in Ontario mines.

This law requires that men underground in mines shall not work more than eight

hours in any consecutive twenty-four hours, such eight hours being reckoned from

the time the workman arrives at his working place until he leaves such place.

The hours of surface labour at mines are not regulated by statute, and vary from

eight to ten, depending on the nature of the work.

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION ACT

Compensation for accidents in the industry is paid out of a fund administered

by a Board appointed under the Workmen's Compensation Act, which came into

force January 1, 1915. The mining industry is included in Schedule 1. Industries

so classified are not individually liable. The Board levies an assessment and

collects an accident fund, out of which the compensation to workmen is paid.

Compensation is paid on all accidents arising out of and in course of the employ-

ment, except :

—

1. Where the disal)ility lasts less than seven days.

2. Where the accident is attributal)le solely to the serious and wilful miscon-

duct of the workman and does not result in death or serious disablement.

The scale of compensation is as follows :—If the accident results in death and

the workman leaves a widow Ijut no children, the widow is entitled to a monthly

payment of $20.

If he leaves a widow and children, the payment to the widow is $20 a month

and $5 a month for each child under 16 years of age, not exceeding $40 in all.

If he leaves children onh^, the payment is $10 a month for each child under 16,

not exceeding $40 in all.

If the workman was under 21 years of age, and his dependants are his parents,

or one of them, such parents or parent will be entitled to $20 a month until the

workman would have become 21 years of age, or for such longer time as the Board

may determine.

In the case of other dependants, they are entitled to a sum reasonable and

proportionate to the pecuniary loss occasioned to them by the workman's death, as

determined by the Board.

The necessary expenses of burial, not exceeding $7c«, are also in all cases to

be paid.

All the above is governed, however, by the provision that in no case is the

compensation to exceed 55 per cent, of the workman's earnings in the employ-

ment, and all provisions for compensation are suliject to the proviso that no salary

or wages of a workman shall be reckoned at more than $2,000 a year.

In the case of a widow who marries again the periodical payment ceases on

her marriage, but she is entitled within a month after her marriage to a lump sum
equal to two years' payments.
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Where the accident results in total disability of the workman, he is entitled

during the continuance of the disabilit}', whether for life or temporarily, to a

weekly or monthly payment equal to 55 per cent, of his earnings in the employment.

Where the workman is only partially disaliled he is entitled to 55 per cent, of the

impairment of his earning capacity.

Where less than six workmen arc usually employed in mining, including

prospecting and development work, except in producing mines where the workmen

are in the employ of the owner, lessee or recorded holder thereof, the industry is

withdrawn from its class in Schedule 1.

An industrial disease is considered a persoiuil injury by accident, and a work-

man or his dependants is entitled to the regular scale of compensation. The most

common industrial disease in mining is miners' phthisis.

Employers are required to give notice to the Board by registered mail of an

accident within three days of its occurrence.

The rate assessed per $100 of payroll on the labour employed in the Sudbury

district during the years 1915 and 1916 is as follows. This assessment is collected

in two ecjual instalments, payaljle in the 1st and 3rd quarters of the year

:

1915 1916
Miuing $3 00 $2 50
Conccntr'ating, stamping, or other preparations of metals or minerals

(without heat) SO 70
Reduction of ores (-with heat), smelting or retining of other metals

or minerals 1 50 1 20
Quarries 2 50 2 50
Railroads 6 00 4 00
Power (electrical) 2 50 2 00

CONCENTRATION OF ORES

Under present conditions there is little incentive to employ concentration

methods for the nickel-copper ores of Sudljury. Large bodies of ore are worked,

the j)roduct from which requires little but hand sorting. Some years ago experi-

ments were conducted with magnetic concentrators, the object being to increase

the percentage of nickel in the material smelted. Xo success was achieved.

More recently the Mond Company has been experimenting with oil flotation.

Eecently H. E. T. Haultain has achieved interesting results in the separation

of most of the chalcopyrite from the pyrrhotite and pentlandite.''

^ Can. Mining Journal, Aug. 15, 1916.
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Northwest Southeast Scale of Feet

WEST DRIFT SECTION
EAST DRIFT SECTION

Sand Massive ore Dissemineted
ore

Serpentine Pillow laya

fAndesite -rhyolite)

Cross^sectjons through the Alexo ore body, Duiidonald and Clergue Townships. Timiskaming
District, Ontario. The Figure on the left is a vertical cross-section through the ''west"
drift; the Figure on the right is a vertical cross-section through the "east" drift.
From notes and drawings furnished by Capt. Dcnmead. of tlie Alexo mine, and Cvril
W. Knight.
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TIMISKAMINQ DISTRICT

The Alexo Nickel Mine*

An area that has attracted recent attention as a source of nickel is

situated 150 miles due north of Sudbury. At various places in the Porcupine area

and farther north, areas of serpentine have been found, many of which carry

pyrrhotite that is frequently nickeliferous. The best of such deposits, yet dis-

covered, is located in lot 18 in the third concession of the township of Clergue

and lot 1 in the same concession of the township of Dundonald, and has been

given the name Alexo mine from the name of the discoverer, Alex. Kelso.

The rush to the Porcupine gold area, the trail to which passed over this

deposit, cjuite obscured its importance for a while. A drilling option was taken

by the Canadian Copper Company, and after an apparently unsatisfactory test,

the option was dropped. The owners were not discouraged, however, and decided

to open up the property themselves. Major Pullen, one of the owners, under-

took the management, and in 1912 he shipped 1,350 tons of ore to the Mond

Nickel Company. The mine has continued to ship since that time, and by the

end of 1915 had 60,000 tons of developed ore above the 120-ft. level, and with

every prospect of further success at greater depth.

During 1916 the company did no further development work, l)ut continued

to ship regularly as much ore as possible, in view of tlie needs of the war office.

It is the intention of the owners to resume sinking, and develop deeper levels

as soon as power can be spared for this purpose.

The oldest formation in the area is a very compact, hard pillow-lava, of

dense texture and a greenish grey colour, when freshly broken ; it sometimes

has the composition of rhyolite, but more often andesite. There seems little

doubt that it is the cliaracteristic Iveewatin pillow-lava, so abundant in Nnrthern

Ontario. Only twenty miles to the southwest of this, A. CI. Burrows has found

absolutely similar rocks overlaid by Timiskaming sediments, so their age seems

certain. This pillow-lava is so much harder than any other rock of the area,

that it always stands up as a prominent feature of the landscape, and thus forms

the high hill at the Alexo mine, at the northwestern base of which the ore occurs.

In contact with this pillow-lava is a large mass of peridotite now altered to

serpentine. The softer peridotite forms the low, flat, more or less swampy ground

about the higher andesite hills. This is an important point for future prospectors

of this rock. It is almost invariably the lowest ground to be found in the area^^

in which it occurs. That these masses are post-Keewatin in age is clear, since

they contain fragments of the andesite as inclusions near their contact. This

peridotite is so completely altered to serpentine, that it is usually referred to

under the latter name.

The ore body at the Alexo mine is at the contact of the peridotite with the

earlier pillow-lava. Tlie ore is one of two distinet types. The first is disseminated

throughout the peridotite. The second is pure or massive sulphide which occupies

spaces, cracks, or other openings along the actual contact, or finer fractures in either

wall. The contact of the two rocks strikes northeast and southwest, and has a dip

* M. B. Baker, Professor of Geoloo-y at Queen 's University, Kingston, Ontario, has

written for the Commissioners the followino- account of the Alexo mine.
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of 65 to 80 degrees to the northwest. The deposit has a proven length of TOO feet,

and has been opened up to a depth of 120 feet, and diamond drilling has shown

ore at a depth of 240 feet. The width of the ore body, counting both the

massive and disseminated ore, is variable. On the 120-ft. level, for example,

it is 40 feet wide, while at places on the 75-ft. level it is not more than 3 feet.

It will average, on all the work done so far, probably 10 feet.

The massive ore consists almost entirely of pyrrhotite, with small amounts

of pyrite, chalcopyrite, and pentlandite in mere filaments through the mass. The

pentlandite can only rarely be seen with the naked eye, but polished and etched

pieces of the ore show it in very fine veinlets threading their way through the

massive sulphides. Chalcopyrite is not at all abundant, and occupies small frac-

tures, as if introduced after the pyrrhotite. The smelter returns show less than

one per cent, of copper. This massive ore rests directly on the footwall of andesite.

The hanging wall of the massive ore is disseminated ore, wherever the normal

structure has not been disturbed l)y faulting. The contact between massive ore

and disseminated is just as clean and sharp as is that between massive ore and

the andesite. Small stringers of massive ore also penetrate the disseminated, and

frasrments of the latter are sometimes enclosed in the massive; all of which goes
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Cross-section at the Alexo nickel mine, on the 120-foot level,

Dundonald and Clergue Townships, Timiskaming District,

Ontario. The massive ore cuts through the disseminated ore,

and was deposited at a later period in the history of the ore

body than the disseminated ore. This age relation between
the massive and disseminated ore is also shown in the two
preceding cross-sections.

to show that there were two distinct periods of ore deposition, and that the massive

ore was the later of the two.

Since this property was described by A. P. Coleman,' and W. L. Uglow' much

Avork has been done underground, permitting a closer examination of the ore

body than was possible at that time. They claimed that the massive ore. the

disseminated ore, and the serpentine rock ])lend into one another. This is cer-

tainly not the case, for a sharp contact exists, which is actually slickensided,

between the massive ore and the disseminated. The disseminated ore is always

scattered throughout the rock, forming part of its texture and structure, and

grades off into barren serpentine : it is only mined as far as it is economical to

'Dept. of Mines, Canada, 1913, The Xickel Industry.
- Ont. Bur. of Mines, Vol 20. Part II.
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do so, there being no wall in the ordinary conception of that term. Beyond this

transitional phase of the ore, the serpentine is absolutely barren of sulphides,

even when viewed microscopically.

Coleman and- Uglow differ in their opinion as to the origin of the ore

body. Coleman compares it to the deposits of nickel-copper ore at Sitdburj^,

and claims that the massive and disseminated ore are due to magmatic segregation,

whereby the sulphides settled out as would matte from slag, and therefore

occupy the base or margin of the peridotite body, and gradually passes up into it.

Lot 4-
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1. It has been already shown that the massive ore is distinctly later in age

than the disseminated, and is therefore not a magmatic segregation of the main

intrusive mass.

2. The disseminated ore preserves perfectly the rock texture and structure

of the mass.

3. Even the richest of the disseminated ore shows the original olivine crystals

intergrown with and surrounded by pyrrhotite but in no case replaced by the

latter. The intergrowth is as sharp and clear cut as is that between quartz and

feldspar in graphic granite.

4. Even in the leanest ore there is no sign of attack of any replaceable

mineral. The few grains of sulphides visible are in sharp, angular, clean cut

contact with the idiomorphic olivine crystals.

5. In no single case was absorption of the olivine crystals visil)le. although

it is clear that the olivine crystallized before the sulphides.

6. Apparently barren peridotite, away from the ore body, shows by analysis

0.59 per cent, of nickel oxide.

It seems clear, therefore, that the disseminated ore was formed as an original

constituent of the peridotite, that it settled to the base of the magma by its

greater specific gravity, but remained liquid through its lower fusion point.

Finally it solidified about and around the olivine crystals which had already

formed, and had settled down into the liquid sulphides. This accounts for the

disseminated ore.

After the whole mass had solidified, it continued to cool, and therefore to

shrink, and a channel was opened along the contact to deeper portions of the

mass, where solidification had not yet taken place. This allowed further

sulphides to well up and fill all openings and fissures, thereljy forming the

massive ore as now found. This being the case it is evident that prospectors

searching these serpentines will find deposits of disseminated ore, whicli will

carry no massive ore, and vice versa. It is doubtful whether a deposit of dis-

seminated ore alone, could be worked at a profit. The massive ore of the Alexo

mine carries 6 to 8 per cent, of nickel, while the disseminated carries 3 per cent.

The tAvo varieties are mined and shipped together, about 40 per cent, of the

former with 60 per cent, of the latter. This makes a shipping product of about

41/4 per cent, nickel ore.

An interesting feature of this ore is its magnesium content. This is im-

portant for while the Canadian Copper Company requires to add dolomitic lime-

stone to its smelter charge, the Mond Xickel Company is able to use Alexo mine

ore. The barren limestone is bound to slag off some nickel in the process of

smelting, whereas the serpentinous Alexo ore, with its even distribution of in-

gredients, contributes as much nickel contents as would any other ore, and adds

tlic fluxing recjuirements as well.
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NICKEL ORES ELSEWHERE IN CANADA

]\Ietallic nickel and nickel oxides are produced in small quantities by refiners

of the silver-cobalt-nickel-arsenic ores of the Cobalt, Ont., deposits. Numerous

descriptions of these deposits have been published, and it is not necessary to

repeat them here.' It may be added, however, that these ores are not worked

primarily as a source of nickel, but chiefly for their silver, the other metals,

cobalt, arsenic and nickel, being more of the nature of by-products.

If the mines of Sudbury, Alexo and Cobalt are excepted, it can be said that

Canada possesses elsewhere no known deposit of nickel of economic importance.

Barlow has published a good description of the occurrences of nickel ores or

minerals in the Dominion, which have not been proved to be of commercial value.^

Among these the only deposits worthy of note, as being of possible commercial

im])ortance, are those near St. Stephen, New Brunswick. These deposits resemble

in many respects those of Sudbury, but are of small size, in so far as is known,

and carry lower percentages of nickel and copper.'

NICKEL DEPOSITS OF OTHER COUNTRIES

The nickel deposits of Canada having been described on preceding pages,

a brief survey of the liickel resources and industry in other countries will now

be undertaken. The deposits first to be discussed will be those of New Caledonia

and Norway, whieh are the largest producers of the metal after Ontario. Brief

descriptions will then bo given of deposits in other parts of the world, although

most of them are of comparatively little economic importance. They are small,

and were the price of refined nickel to be materially reduced they would be of

practically no value. Indeed, there is reason to believe that in a real competition

for the markets of the world, which would mean a lowering of the price of refined

nickel, Sudbury would easily vanquish all competitors.

It is an interesting fact that the Britisli Empire and French possessions now

control the market. Nickel deposits of the Empire, in addition to those of Canada,

are represented by small ore bodies in Tasmania, from which a few thousand tons

of ore, similar mineralogically to that of Sudbury, have been shipped. Silicate

ores, similar to those of New Caledonia, occur in Egypt, and there are the small

deposits of pyrrhotite-chalcopyrite ores of South Africa. In addition to the New
Caledonia deposits, France possesses ores of similar character in Madagascar.

Norwegian ores are similar to those of Sudbury, but occur in small deposits, and

are of low grade. Greece possesses silicate ores, resembling those of New Cale-

donia, and has made shipments during recent years to smelters in Norway and

elsewhere. Germany and Austria possess a number of small deposits of various

kinds of ores that can be worked when nickel is high in price. The nickel

resources of the United States, briefly described on a following page, are of little

importance. Brief descriptions of the nickeliferous iron ores of Cuba and of

one or two other countries are also given on following pages.

' Ont. Bureau Mines, Vol. 19, Part II, 1913.
-A. E. Barlow, Xickel and Copper Deposits of the Sudbury Mining District, Geol. Sur.

Canada, No. 961, pp. 145-164, 1907.

^C. W. Dickson, Can. Mining In.st.. Vol. TX. pp. 2.34-260. H. P. H. Brumell. Geol. Sur.

Can., Vol. IV, 1890-91, Part SS, pp. 112-114. R. W. Ells. Summ. Kept. Geol. Sur. Can.. 1903,

pp. 156-159.
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NEW CALEDONIA

In several official reports descriptions are given of the island and of its

mineral deposits. The last and most detailed report on mining operations, pub-

lished in 190-i, is by E. Glasser, and is addressed to the French Minister of the

Colonies. The title is "Les Eichesses Minerales de la Xouvelle-Caledonie," and it

contains references to earlier literature.' Since Glasser's report was issued little

has been published that gives a general description of the mineral resources and the

mining industry of the colony. Eeference should be made, however, to a few
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Compton, who spent the whole of the year 1914 in the island. There are

other papers in English that should be mentioned. Two of these are published

in the Transactions of the Institution of Mining and Metallurgy, the earlier one,

"Nickel Mining in New Caledonia," by J. Garland, in volume II, and the later,

"The Mineral Besources of New Caledonia." by F. /Danvers PoAver, in volume

YIII. A, G. Charleton published two useful papers in the Journal of the Society

of Arts, volumes 42 and 43.

Historical Notes

A few notes may not be out of place on the discovery of New Caledonia

and its subsequent history.

The following brief description of the discovery of the island, on the 4th of

September, 1774, owing to the keen and accurate observations and the useful

information it contains, make it worthy of consideration at even this distant date.

The quotations are from Captain Cook's ''Voyages Bound the World," and the

language is that of the great navigator himself.

Having now finished the survey of the whole archipelago [New Hebrides], the season

of the year made it necessary for me to return to the south while I yet had some time left

to explore any land I might meet with between this and New Zealand, where I intended to

touch, that I might refresh my people and recruit our stock of wood and water for another

southern course.

No more land was seen till eight o 'clock on the 4th, when land was discovered bearing

S.S.W., for which we steered. We had hardly got to an anchor before we were surrounded
by a great number of the natives in sixteen or eighteen canoes, the most of whom were
without any sort of weapons. At first they were shy of coming near the ship, but in a short

time we prevailed on the people in one boat to get close enough to receive some presents.

These we lowered down to them liy a rope, to which in return they tied two fish that stunk
intolerably. These mutual exchanges bringing on a kind of confidence, two ventured on
board the ship, and presently after she was filled with them, and we had the company of
several at dinner in the cabin. Our pea-soup, salt beef, and pork they had no curiosity to

taste, but they ate of some yams which we happened to have yet left. Like all the natives
we had lately seen, the men were almost naked. They were curious in examining every part
of the ship, which they viewed with uncommon attention. They had not the least knowledge
of goats, hogs, dogs, or eats, and had not even a name for one of them.

We landed on a sandy beach before a vast number of people. Many of them had not
a stick in their hands, consequently we were received with great courtesy, and with the sur-

prise natural for people to express at seeing men and things so new to them as we must be.
Here we found the chief, whose name we now learned was Teabooma, and we had not been
on shore above ten minutes before he called silence. Being instantly obeyed by every indi-

vidual present, he made a short speech. It was pleasing to see with what attention he was
heard.

Captain Cook's reasons for not further explorinig New Caledonia are given

by him as follows, and they seem sufficient answer to those writers who have

criticized him, in this connection, at various times.

We also found on the isle a sort of scurvy-grass and a plant called by us lamb 's quarters,
which when boiled ate like spinach. I had now to consider what was next to be done. We
had from the top-mast head taken a view of the sea around us, and observed the whole to
the west to be strewed with small islets, sandbanks, and breakers to the utmost extent of our
horizon. But when I considered the great risk attending a more accurate survey, and the
time it would require to accomplish it, on account of the many dangers we should have to
encounter, I determined not to hazard the ship down to leeward, where we might be so
hemmed in as to find it difiicult to return, and by that means lose the proper season for
getting to the south.

Next morning at daybreak we got under sail, with a light breeze .at E. by N.
On the morning of the 3rd [Oct.] the wind veered to S.W., and blew a strong gale by squalls,

attended by rain. I now gave over all thought of returning to the land we had left.
'

Indeed,
when I considered the vast ocean we had to explore to the south, the state and condition of
the ship, already in want of some necessary stores, that summer was approaching fast, and
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that any consideraljle accident might detain us in this sea another year, I did not think it

advisable to attempt to regain the land.

Thus I was obliged, as it Avere by necessity, for the first time to leave a coast I had
discovered before it was fully explored. I called it New Caledonia, and, if we except New
Zealand, it is perhaps the largest island in the South Pacific Ocean.

The language at Atooi is almost word for word the same as Otaheite. How shall we
account for this nation's having spread itself in so many detached islands, so widely dis-

jointed from each other, in every quarter of the Pacific Ocean? "We find it from New Zea-

land in the south as far as the Sandwich Islands [Hawaii] to the north ; and in another

direction from Easter Island to the Hebrides.

French Possession

For over three-quarters of a century, after Captain Cook's discovery, no

civilized ntition laid claim to the island. However, missionaries to the natives

established themselves there, and in 1854 the French took possession. It is said

that a French and a British friijate started at the same time from Svdnev,

The Groat Prison of Isle Nou, New Caledonia.

Australia, for the island in order to take possession of it, but that the French-

man had the good luek to l^e the first to find a passage through the barrier reef

and thus secure for his nation this island that is, as Cook .conjectured ''. ... if we

except New Zealand, .... the largest island in the South Pacific Ocean." Thus

was gained for France and lost to Britain the largest niiueial territory, except-

ing Australia and New Zealand, in that quarter of the world.

In 1SG4, the French estal)lished a penal .settlement, and the island has

become widely known as an abode of criminals, as well as a producer of nickel,

cobalt and chromium. For some time after mining iDcgan, the industry Avas

assisted by cheap convict labour, there being at one time more than 12.000 convicts.

For nearly twenty years, however, no convicts have been sent to the island, and

other labour supply has been obtained. It may be added that several hundred men

still linger as prisoners in the colony. Since transportation of convicts ceased

its prosperity has declined.
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It is a striking- fact that two countries, so widely separated as are Ontario

and Xew Caledonia, not only by distanee. tnit in almost every other way, should

alone be rivals not merely in the production of nickel, but in that of cobalt as well.

In preceding pages it has been shown that, before the advent of Sudbury, nickel

from Xew Caledonia controlled the world's market. Likewise, before the discovery

of the cobalt-silver deposits at Cobalt, Xew Caledonia had a monopoly of the

cobalt market; the industry on the island colony has now been killed by that of

Ontario. It may be added that Xew Caledonia is an important producer of a

third mineral product, chromium ore. One of its mines, the Tiebaghi, is among

the world's largest producers of this ore.

Xew Caledonia Topography.

Physical and Other Characteristics of New Caledonia

The islaiid of Xew Caledonia is situated between latitude 20°5' and 23°16'

S. and between longitude 16-i° and 167°50' E. It has a length of about 250 miles

and an average breadth of less than 30 miles, the maximum being aljout 40 ; the

longer axis lies in the direction X.W.—S.E. The port of Xoumea, the capital

of the island, is distant about 1,0TT nautical miles northeast of Sydney, Australia,

and a passenger service is maintained between the two places. The coast of

Queensland lies about 700 miles from the island.

An almost unbroken barrier reef, distant one to seven miles, skirts the west

shore of the island, enclosing a channel which is navigable along most of the

coast. On the east coast, which is rugged, the reef is more broken.

The island is exceptionally mountainous, the highest points being Mount
Humboldt. 5.360 feet, in the south, and ]\lount Panie, 5,345 feet, in the north.

The assemblage of mountains is frequently spoken of as the "chaine centrale,"

but this term, as has been pointed out by several writers, does not give a correct
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description. The islaiul consiists largely of confused masses and ranges of

mountains, which, over much of the colom', lie near the coast, especially on the

east, and cannot be said to form a chain running lengthwise through the central

part. Many of the plains are deltas of rivers. The coastline is broken by numerous

small bays into which flow streams rarely navigable even for short distances. The

rugged bare mountains, with a fringe of small areas of level land here and there

along the coast, frequently supporting cocoa palms or other tropical vegetation,

present a scene of great contrast that is impressive and beautiful.

The accompanying geological map, after Pelatan, shows the distribution of

rocks of various kinds in the island. It will be seen that supposed Archean or

pre-Cambrian rocks occur in small volume, more especially in the north of the

island. Sedimentary rocks are classed as of Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous age,

the latter containing unworked beds of coal. The serpentine series, which occupies

about one-third of the surface of the island, is thought to be of post-Cretaceous

Natives.

age. From the mining point of view, this series is the most important in the island,

as associated with it are the deposits of nickel, cobalt and chromium. Over much

of its surface the serpentine series has deposits of nodular iron ore, many of the

nodules being little larger than a pea, together with other products of weathering,

including deposits which are workable as sources of nickel and cobalt. The ser-

pentine forms mountains with steep sides and usually with narrow summits, thus

differing from the areas of similar rock in Cuba, which form more plateau-like

structures on which lie productive iron ore deposits. Eecent limestones are repre-

sented liy coral reefs along the coast of New Caledonia.

The climate of the island is not unlike that of Cuba, which lies about the

same distance north of the equator as New Caledonia does to the south. The
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highest temperature on record is 103T. and the lowest 38°, but the maximum

does not usually exceed 97°. The mean minimum is 63° and the mean maximum
83°. December, January and February are the hottest months and June, July and

August the coolest. Trade winds modify the summer temperatures.

According to statistics compiled by Compton, the average rainfall from 1908

to 1912 was 1,845 mm. (?2.6 inches) per annum distributed over 142 rainy days.

Heavy rains may occur throughout the year, but, generally speaking, it is possible

to distinguish a rainy season in January, February and March, and a dry season

in September, October and November. The total rainfall varies greatly in different

years. The mean in 1910 was 2,439 mm. (96 inches) and in 1911 it was 1,264 mm.

(49.7 inches).

A New Caledouia Water Fall.

The island is visited by cyclones, which occur almost exclusively in the

months of January to March, and are often destructive to buildings and to cocoanut

and other trees. For this reason many buildings of light structure are supported

by wire cables.

Although there is merchantalde timljer. little is cut, owing chiefly to the

mountainous character of the country.

Cattle do well on the island, but in seasons of drought there are sometimes

excessiA'e losses. More attention to water supply, by the building of dams, would

largely overcome these losses. Slieep are not a success ; horses appear to thrive.

Xew Caledonia coffee brings a high price as compared with that from many

other countries, but during recent years the plants have been attacked by a fungus

which has been very destructive.
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The agricultural exports are preserved meats and other animal products,

coffee, copra and cotton, although maize, rice, bananas, oranges and various

vegetables, are grown. On the whole agriculture has been neglected. In addition

to ores, other exports are pearl shells, essences, sandalwood, a little rubber, and a

few other materials.

The flora of New Caledonia, according to Compton, who made a special study

of it, is large and varied and presents many exceptional features. The most strik-

ing feature of the fauna is the almost complete absence of mammals. The only

representatives of this group native to the island are the bats and flying-foxes

together with a rat and a pig, the latter two apparently dating from pre-historic

times. An East Indian stag or deer has been introduced, and is now locally so

abundant as to be almost a nuisance.

There are no marsupials or amphibians, though the French have introduced

a species of frog. Land snakes are absent, but lizards are represented by several

species of skink and gecko, including one of exceptional size. Birds are not

numerous in species, but contain representatives of most of the families. The

kagou is perhaps the most remarkable; it has large, well-developed Avings, but is

entirely flightless.

Of the insects it need only be said that mosquitoes are a great pest in certain

localities, but they are fortunately not of the disease-breeding varieties. There are

spiders and scorpions, and a variety of molluscs, including the '"'

oyster on trees."

Troca-shell and biehe-de-mer are exported. There is an abundance of good sea

fish; sharks are numerous.

To again quote Compton: ''The native population of New Caledonia is a

branch of the Melanesian stock, and there is some reason to think it may be among
the most primitive of that group of races. As to the relations of the New Cale-

donian race with those of the surrounding land masses, it appears probable that

they are more closely connected with the natives of Australia than with those of

the New Hebrides or the Solomon Islands." Cannibalism was formerly frequent.

The cosmopolitan character of the population is well described by Colvocoresses

in the following sketch of Noumea, the capital and chief town of the island :

—

But for other reasons Xoumea is one of tlie most curious and interesting of towns to be
found anywhere. It is all white and green, with the bluest of blue skies overhead, and the
tropical sun is reflected from the sheet-iron roofs and seems actually to shine up from the
limestone pavements, so that the continual glare is most trying on the eyes. Yet a cool
breeze almost always blows, and water from the reservoir 'on the hill trickles pleasantly
dowTi on either side of the streets, and the cocoa-palms and flamboyants (a species of locust
tree with brilliant red flowers) lend shade and colour. Its population is about 8,000, and on
the streets one sees the most motley crowd of people, especially on Sundays, when all are out
in the square to listen to the music, patronize the Italian bazaars and' cake stalls or risk
their money on the ''petits-chevaux." French officers and business men, English and Aus-
tralians of all classes, Austrian and French labourers, traders, beach-combers, and ex-con-
victs, make up the European element. Next the Arab convicts and exiles from Algeria.
Then come all ^shades of colour—.Japanese, Chinese, Tonquinese, Annamites, Javanese, Singal-
ese, Malabars, Hindoos, Polynesians from the Loyalty islands and the Malavsian raee'^of
islanders from the New Hebrides. Solomons and *New Caledonia itself. Each nationality
clings largely to its national costumes and talks its own language with " pidgin-French "
or " Bech-de-mer " as a means of communication between all. The square on Sunday is
truly a babel.*

'Eng. & Min. Jr., Sept. 21, 1907, pp.
16 N""
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According to the census of March, 1911, the population of the island was

50,608, made up as follows: Whites, 19,319; xlsiatic immigrants, 3,214; natives,

28,075. The white population at that time consisted of 13,138 free, 396 troops,

114 mercantile marine crews, and 5,671 convicts.

Fevers that are prevalent in certain tropical or semi-tropical islands are

absent and the climate is healthful, Imt the natives suffer from a number of

diseases such as consumption, elephantiasis and leprosy, the latter of which is mak-

ing some headway even among the white population.

Means of communication throughout the colony are poor. Little in the way

of road building has been attempted. Trails lead across the island here and there,

but, owing to the mountainous character of the country, they are unsuited for

Coffee Plants Growing in Shade of Trees.

transport. The only waggon road of importance is that connecting Noumea with

Bourail, about 100 miles in length. A narrow-gauge railway connects Noumea

with Paita, and there are two or three short lines of railway, used for carrying ore,

connecting the interior mines with the coast. The chief means of transport are

the small steamers which ply about the coasts.

Mining Progress ^

Although Gamier discovered nickel in New Caledonia in 1865, it was not

known to occur in economic quantities till the end of 1874, when Heurteau made his

optimistic report. Discoveries multiplied rapidly, and over 300 tons were exported in

^ Tons referred to in this section are metric tons of 2,204 lbs. each. Kilograni=:2.204 lbs.

Franc=19.3 cts.
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1S75. In the years 1876-T a total of nearly 8.000 tons of ore containing 8 or 10

per cent, of nickel was shipped from the islaHcl. Mining was completely arrested

in 1878-9 owing to the Kanaka insurrection.

Finding the freight, about 100 francs a ton, on ore to Europe excessive, fur-

naces were erected near Noumea and ore was smelted between 1879 and 1885, about

4,000 tons of matte being exported. It is interesting to note that half of the ore

smelted during that period came from the mines on the Plateau of Thio which are

still in operation. In this period only tlie rich ores were sought for in these mines,,

at first especially the green-coloured material and later the chocolate.

The value of metallic nickel fell lower and lower as production increased. At

the end of 1881 it had fallen to 8 francs a kilogram and to 6 at the end of 1884.

On the other hand the production, which was 400 tons annually for the entire

world at the time of the discovery of the Xew Caledonia deposits, was more than

doubled in the course of less than a dozen years, and quickly passed the needs of

consumers.

At the end of 1884 the stocks of ore accumulated in New Caledonia, as well

as those of metal in Europe, caused the demand for nickel to be lessened to such

a point as to arrest the working of the mines; the furnaces at Noumea ceased

operations at the end of 1885.

Exports, already lessened in 1885, fell to 920 tons of ore in 1886, those of

matte having already ceased; prices had also fallen to such an extent that ore

carrying 10 per cent, of nickel, valued ten years before at 1,000 francs a ton, now

brought only 300.

Mining development kept pace with the demand for nickel and conditions

changed as time went on. The percentage of metal in the ores exported decreased

from 10 or 12 to 7 or 8, and the price fell to 125 francs a ton, or 1.50 to 1.60 francs

a kilogram of metal contained, as compared with 3 francs in 1885 and 10 francs

in 1876. A new era of production opened under these conditions and exports of

ore increased rapidly. Consumption increased owing to the extension of the older

industries that used nickel as a raw material and especially to the introduction of

nickel steel. Smelting was again undertaken on the island and exports of matte

were made in the years 1889-90-91.

This period of prosperity of some years' duration, unfortunately for New
Caledonia, was abruptly checked by competition from the Sudbury deposits, nickel

from which began to be produced in 1887. Initial difficulties in treatment of the

ores and trade prejudices, as regards the character of the metal, having been over-

come, Sudbury in a few years became a serious competitor. New Caledonia ex-

ported ore and matte, representing together a total of about 55,000 tons of ore in

the year 1891, and did not again reach so large an output for a period of five years,

the shipments for these periods being: 1892, 35,951 tons; 1893, 45,613; 1894,

40,089; 1895, 38,976; 1896, 37,467, and 1897, 57,639. This illustrates the effects

of competition with Sudbury.

During the period of competition the price of nickel was lowered materially,
and. as the costs of freight on ore to Europe and treatment were susceptible of little
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chdno-e, the tendency was to lower the price paid for ore in Xew Caledonia; from

125 francs in 1888 it had already fallen to 8U at the beginning of the period of

competition, and it fell to 35 francs for T per cent, ore in 1897, which represented

not more than 0.50 franc a kilogram of metal. According to Glasser the period of

competition was ended by an understanding between the refiners of Xew Caledonia

ores and those of Sudbury by which the nickel output from each country was con-

trolled." This permitted the resumption of exportation of ore from Xew Caledonia

under more normal conditions and shipments increased, being 74,614 tons in 1898

and 103,908 in 1899. At the same time the price of ore in Xew Caledonia, which

had fallen to 35 francs a ton, rose to about 50. Over-production, as has happened at

various times, caused a lowering of the quantities exported in 1902 and 1903 as

compared with those in 1901.

Eeferring to the output of the mines in the period of increased production

preceding the year 1903, Glasser notes that the increase was not accompanied, as in

former periods of expansion, l)y a reduction in the nickel content of the ores.

Freight costs on ore to Europe did not permit the shipping of ores of much lower

grade. The increased production was due not only to the older mining centres,

those of Thio, Canala, Kouaoua and Kone, and also to a less extent to those in the

district tributary to Xoumea, Ijut by the development of new centres ; these centres

were multiplied along the west coast of the island, where the green silicates and

chocolate ore are relatively rare, but where masses of nickeliferous Ijreccias and

altered nickeliferous seriDcntine, which are abundant and had been recognized for

some years as being more profitably mined than the ores formerly sought.

The following table gives the quantities of ore and matte exported during each

of the years, 1900-1915. The shipments of matte show that during the last six or

seven years smelting has been revived. That it has been a success is evident from

the fact that smelting plants are being enlarged and the production of matte will

soon be increased. Hydro-electric power is being developed, which may be used to

some extent in smeltino- operations.

^ On another page Crlasser has the following to say concerning the effects of Sudbury
competition, but of course he wrote in 1904, and Xew Caledonia no longer holds first place as a

producer:—

-

'
' Canada, on the contrary, has shown herself to be a formidal^le competitor of Xew

Caledonia, and, if the figures we have given above show that, in spite of this competition,

our colony remains to-day the premier producing country of nickel in the entire world, it

has not been without a strenuous struggle, in the course of which the price of nickel fell to

2 fr. 40 a kilogram, [or 21 cents per lb.], causing the closing of nearly all the mines of the

colon}', and obliging La Societe le Xickel, the principal exploiter of nickel in Xew Caledonia,

to suspend all distribution of dividends during a period of five years." Page 233, Glasser.

" The price of metallic nickel has been lowered considerably during the last twenty-
five years, since at the time of the discovery of the ore in Xew Caledonia it was 18 francs a
kilogram, afterwards falling rapidly to 10 francs, then successively to 8.6 and 5 francs

(1892), to 4 francs (1894), and 3
'francs (1895), and then even to 2 francs 40 (end of

189.5), owing to Canadian competition; it oscillates mainly between 3 francs 50 and 4

francs a kilogram." Page 207.

X"95.—Price 2 f r. .40 per kilogram=21 cents per lb.

" 3 fr. .50 " "' =30.6 " "
" 4 fr. " " =35 " "
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EXPORTATION OF NICKEL FROM NEW CALEDONIA, 1900 TO 1915, METRIC TONS.

Year. Ore. Matte.

1900.
1901.

1902.
1903,

1904.
1905.
1906.
1907.
1908.

1909.
1910.

1911.

1912.

1913.
1914.
1915.

100,319
133,676

129,653
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Details at hand concerning the industry are more complete for 1914: than for

1915. The centres which increased their output in the former year were: Thio,

Port Bouquet, Ny, Dumbea, Kopeto, Ouazanghou and Kalla. The new centres

were Nakety and Camboui. There was a falling off in production at the following

centres : Poro, Canala, Uie bay, Mont Do, Kone, Koniambo, Kafeate and Port

Boise.

The estimated quantity of nickel ore at the mouth of the mines and at the

smelters on 31st December, 1914, was 98,168 tons.

With the exception of the ore from Mont Do, which is said to have been

mined by a subsidiary of Krupp's and sent to Germany, the other shipments went

practically all to plants controlled by La Societe le Nickel in England, France and

Germany, and to the plant, near Antwerp, of La Societe des Hauts-Pourneaux de

Noumea (Ballande). The last-named company has a refinery at New Brunswick,

N.J., to which it has made all its shipments, chiefly matte, since the beginning of

the war. Prior to the war the matte of this company from New Caledonia was sent

to Antwerp. It was there further treated to bring up the percentage of nickel and

a part of it sent to the New Jersey plant.

Return Sliowing' Countries to Which Nickel Products Were Exported from New Caledonia
During the Years 1912-14.'

To
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Table Showing Producing Areas and Ports from Which Nielvel Ore Was Shipped in the
Years 1913-14.

Exportation

Port of

Exportation
Nickel Ore

1914 1913

Place of

Production

Poro
Canala
Nakety
Thio
Port—BouQuet
Camboui
Ny

Tons'
f).42()

B,050

Tons
12,588

45,507
5,705

28.160
6.919

Port—Boise
Baie Uie . .

.

Noumea
Bouloupari .

Pouem bout

.

Kone

97

2,800
15.627

Voh

Teoudie
Kaala—Karem be

Totals

9.970

2.206
2,772

2,318
5,675
6.800
2,700

16.742

8,814
2,474

Poro
Canala
Xakety
Thio
Port—Bouquet
Camboui
Ny
Port—Boise . .

.

Baie Uie

Dumbea
Mont Do
Kopeto
Kone
Koniambo
Kafeate
Ouazanghou . .

.

Kaala

94,154 93.190 Total >

Production

Nickel Ore

1914

Tons
29,605
3,014
1,211

50.643
10,121

184
1,661

2,000
7,013
4,955

15,592
15,343

22.647
4,573
3,800

172.365

1918

Tons
29,950
4,914

"48,'6ii
9,665

1,369
8

2,495
6,713
5,513
9,878

42,619

1,700
1,569

164,404

^ Metric tons of 2,204 lbs. each.

Composition of New Caledonia Ore

Analyses of New Caledonia nickel ores are based on the weight after drying at

100 °C. Since the ores as mined contain 20 per cent, or more of uncombined water,

what is called a 7 per cent, ore contains before drying only about 5.6 per cent, of

nickel. As the ores are not dried before shipping, freight is paid on the large

quantity of water as well as on the other constituents which they contain.

According to Glasser the following represents a comjDosite or average analysis

of the 7 per cent, ores after heating to 100 °C.:

—

Silica 42

.

Magnesia 22

.

Lime 0.10
Alumina I

.

Ferric oxide 15

.

Nickel oxide 9

.

Cobalt oxide 0.15
Manganese oxide 0.70
Chromic oxide traces
Combined water 10.00

99.95

The Commissioners have been furnished witli the following table of analyses

of ores from various mines. With the exception of the uncombined water, the

analyses represent the compositions of the ores after drving at 100° C.
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Cost of Refining Nickel from New Caledonia Ores

The only official statement available regarding the cost of refining nickel from

New Caledonia ores is contained in the report by Glasser to the Frencli Minister of

the Colonies, published in 1904.

This cost, while a little higher than estimates obtained from other sources of

the cost at present, is, for all practical purposes, about the same. "While costs may

have been lowered somewhat during late years owing to mechanical improvements

in plants and to smelting on the island, they have been increased in other ways ; the

cost both of labour and supplies has increased. During the war freight and other

charges are abnormally high.

The following 'is a free translation of Glasser's Summary, pages 205-207:

—

Nickel ores that are mined in New Caledonia are sent for the most part to

Havre, Glasgow, or Rotterdam; in the immediate vicinity of the first two ports are

plants which belong to the Soeiete le Nickel. The plants at Havre and at Kirkin-

tilloch have each produced during late years from 1,500 to 1,800 tons of nickel

annually; from Rotterdam the ores are sent to Germany where they are treated,

the production there of refined nickel being from 1,000 to 1,200 tons per year.

Recently, in 1901, there have been shipped to America about 30,000 tons of ore.

The freight charges to Europe naturally vary with conditions in general,

depending upon the charges elsewhere in the M'orld ; they oscillate usually between

30 and 40 francs per ton, a price to which it is necessary to add an insurance charge

of 3 per cent, ad valorem. This freight charge is that which is made by 'French

sailing ships, carrying from 3,000 to 4,000 tons of ores, which come from Europe

to New Caledonia by the Cape of Good Hope and return to Europe hy Cape Horn,

making a voyage of aljout seven months in length, the ore frequently serving as

Gallast. Ships make on a voyage, outside the freiglit which they carry, between 100,000

and 150,000 francs, the bonus given to navigation by the French Government, a

bonus which amounts on an average to aljout 125,000 francs per voyage and which

covers nearly the whole cost of the voyage. According to the information which we
have been able to obtain, the sliips would not be al)le to accept freight at less than

50 francs per ton if a bonus were not allowed them : English ships which are not

thus bonused will sometimes take freight at 40 francs.

We thus see that the freight represents a cost of from 48 to 55 francs per ton

of dry ore, which would correspond to 70 or 75 centimes per kilogram of metal,

thus douljling on arrival in Europe the cost of the nickel ore shipped {i.e., the cost

of freight represents aliout tlie same as the cost of the ore landed on board at New
Caledonia).

The treatment of the ore in Europe consists of fusion to matte in a water

-

jacketed-furnace. In smelting, the ore is mixed with 20 per cent, of limestone and

10 per cent, of gypsum (or a quantity of soda ash containing an equivalent in

sulphur) and 3714 per cent. coke. The resulting matte contains about 45 per cent.

nickel, 40 per cent, iron and 15 per cent, sulphur; the silica, lime, magnesia and
other materials pass into the slag, carrying with them only a small quantity of

nickel. This matte is then converted, and the product is about 75 per cent, nickel,

less than 1 per cent, iron and 24 per cent, sulphur ; this high-grade matte is reduced
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to a fine iDowder and roasted to remove the sulphur; the oxidized product is then

reduced hy carbon (flour, meal and other material Ijeing used to make a paste to

mould the oxide into cubes, etc.)

We have not been given the exact cost of this* treatment. We believe, how-

ever, that it does not exceed one franc per kilogram of metal produced; a half

of these costs is represented by the first fusion.

Eefined nickel is sold in Europe, depending on the state of the market, etc., at

between 3.50 and -i francs per kilogram. It might 1)e added that the nickel which

is extracted from Xew Caledonia ores l)y the process that has l)een indicated is very

pure; it contains 99 to 99.5 per cent, nickel; it is freed so completely from the

sulpliur that has been added by the first fusion that it holds less than 1 1000

l^art; it is freed from arsenic and phosphorus and contains only a trace, less than

1/1000, of copper, which is introduced in treatment but which is not contained in

the Xew Caledonia ore.

It will be noted that Glasser puts the cost per kilogram of metal at approxi-

mately 70 to 75 centimes f.o.b. New Caledonia, and he gives the same cost for

freight to Europe, or say a total cost landed in Europe of 140 to 150 centimes per

kilogram of metal. Then he says that he has reason to believe that the cost of

smelting and refining does not exceed one franc per kilogram, half of this being

represented by the first fusion, or in the making of the low-grade matte. This

would make the cost of refined nickel between 19 and 20 cents a pound. From
what is said on a following page it will l)e seen that the cost at the present time is

about the same.

Character and Modes of Occurrence of Ores

Before discussing the methods of mining employed in Xew Caledonia, a few

notes may be added, in addition to what has already been said, concerning the

nickel ores and the serpentine with which they are associated and from which they

have been derived. The serpentine represents the product of weathering of various

basic rocks, under trojDical or sulj-tropical conditions in a country in which there

is considerable rainfall. The total denudation of the surface of the island, since

the intrusion of the rocks that have ])een altered to serpentine, is not known. That

it has iDeen great is evident from the appearance of the present surface. Among the

serpentine masses themselves there are mountains, in the case of Mt. Humboldt,

Avhich reach to a height of over 5,000 feet, together with valleys and low lands that

are at sea level or project beneath the water.

Over much of this weathered and denuded surface, which of course has not been

glaciated like that of Ontario, loose products of decomposition of the serpentine are

found, among which occur, here and there, deposits that contain sufficient nickel to

make them of economic importance. Although the serpentine occupies about one-

third the surface of the island, areas of considerable extent of this rock are without

nickel deposits. Few deposits are found at as low an altitude as 400 feet and none

at the highest elevations. Moreover, they are confined largely to the spurs of

the mountains.

Various writers have attempted to classify the workable nickel deposits, Init

this can be done only in a general way. The variation in the character of the

deposits is due to differences in the steepness of the surfaces on which they lie, to
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differences in the breaking up of the weathered surface of the serpentine into

blocks or fragments of various sizes, and to the presence or absence of distinct

fissures and joints or other cracks in the serpentine. Where a surface is fairly

steep there is more of a tendency for water to sort the loose products of weathering

than there is on a flatter surface. Moreover, on a steeper surface waters tend to

take the nickel dissolved out of the rock and carry it downward a considerable

distance before it is deposited. Where fissures occur in the rock nickel tends to

become concentrated in them. The absence of workable nickel ores on the Tiebaghi

plateau, which has a considerable thickness of iron oxides and other decomposition

products, and their presence on the faces of many hills and mountains, illustrate

the statement as to the influence the characters of surfaces have on ore concentra-

tion. Another instance that may be cited is in connection with the iron deposits of

A Xew Caledouia Xickel Miue.

Cuba, that lie on the surface of serpentine Imt associated with which no deposits

workable for nickel alone have been found. Xickel occurs in these Cuban deposits

in sufficient quantity to produce workable ores in the process of weathering, were

the surfaces not plateau-like on the whole and therefore not suitable for con-

centration of nickel.

Glasser distinguishes four types of nickel deposits in Xew Caledonia, viz.,

vein-like deposits, brecciated deposits, masses of altered serpentine impregnated

with nickel and nickeliferous earths. But two or more of these classes usually

occur in the same workings. In the deposits first worked, much of the ore had the

characteristic green colour of garnerite, the nickel-bearing mineral, but most of the

ore now produced is the well known '' chocolate " variety, the colour being due to

oxides of iron.

Ore Reserves and Competition

Statistical tables on other pages of this Eeport show the part that New
Caledonia plays in the world's production of nickel. Controlling the world's

markets at the time of Ontario's advent as a producer. Xew Caledonia has not
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kept pace with her younger rival, although having the financial support of the

house of Rothschilds, together with the accumulated experience, gained both before

and after the discovery of the Sudbury deposits, and a tied market with a number

of the greatest steel makers of Britain, France, and Germany.

The chief factor that has enabled Sudbury to outdistance her rival is the differ-

ence in the size of the ore bodies in the two countries. The greater of the Ontario

deposits contain ore that is measured in terms of millions of tons, while those of

New Caledonia are reckoned in a few hundreds of thousands, the greatest of her

deposits having contained about 600,000 tons ; few reach 250,000.

A determination of the ore reserves in New Caledonia is not possil)le owing to

their uncertain character, but it might be fair to say that the colony possesses at

least as much undeveloped ore of the same grade as she has already mined, in the

Nickel Mine at Dumbea.

forty years of her existence as a producer, or say 100,000 tons of metal, a little over

four years' output of Sudbury at the present rate of production. There are large

quantities of lower grade ores which it has not yet been found feasible to treat.

The first mines to be worked in New Caledonia, there being many deposits to

choose from, were naturallv those that were the most accessible, usually those near

some harbour. Many deposits that were once worked are now al;)andoned, including

the Bornet mine near Thio, which has the record of having been the largest producer.

The production of others of the larger mines is decreasing and new mines, such as

the Emma, in more inaccessible situations are being opened up, necessitating the

extension of the railways farther into the interior of the island. There is no evi-

dence to show that any of the new mines are larger than certain of the old ones or

that ore can be produced more cheaply from them.
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The pith of the whole matter in so far as New Caledonia is concerned is the

cost of refined nickel produced from her ores. More than a dozen years ago the

cost was approximately 19 ceiits. Immediately prior to the present war it had not

been lowered. To-day, with excessive freight rates and higher prices for supplies,

the cost is much increased.

While prices of nickel remain about the same as they have been during recent

years. New Caledonia will have an important industry. It will probably expand

somewhat, owing especially to the activities of the newer of the two companies that

are shipping ore and smelting on the island, but there is no reason for believing

that competition with the Ontario industry will become any stronger than it has

been in the past. Should the price of nickel fall to say twenty-five cents a pound

or less. New Caledonia will have difficulty in keeping her mines in operation. But

no right-thinking man will wish to see any French industry crushed or crippled.

A description of mining, smelting and refining as they concern New Caledonia,

together with costs of the various processes, will be found on following pages.

The following table shows, approximately, the quantities of refined nickel

produced from the ores of Ontario and New Caledonia at periods of five years,

1890 to 1910, together with those of 1913 and 1915. It illustrates the relative

growth of 'the industry in the two countries, mining having begun in the former in

1886 and in the latter in 1875.

Ontario tons
New Caledonia tons

The largest and most important owners of nickel-holding lands in New Cale-

donia, in relative order of the importance of their holdings, are : ( 1 ) La Societe le

Nickel, a company which has been mining in the island for many years. (2) The

International Nickel Company, represented in New Caledonia l)y its two sub-

sidiary companies, The Nickel Corporation and La Societe Miniere Caledonienne.

The International does not mine in the island, but some of its lands are worked on

lease by persons associated with Le Nickel. (3) Les Hauts-Fourneaux de Noumea
(Ballande). This company, much younger than Le Nickel, like the latter, mines

and smelts part of its ore on the island. Since the beginning of the war it has

shipped little ore, but is increasing its smelting capacity.

Methods of Mining*

The ore, noumeaite or garnierite, occurs as a hydrated silicate of nickel and
magnesia and may best be described as an alteration product of the serpentine in

which the magnesia and iron has been replaced Ijy nickel. The ore formed by the

replacement of magnesia by the oxide of nickel is termed " chocolate ore," and the

replacement of the iron oxides by nickel oxide is known as " green ore." This

alteration or replacement does not extend more than 25 feet to 35 feet on an

average, in so far as workable ore is concerned.

1890
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In appearance most of the ore resembles a brownish yellow clay, has a specific

gravity and hardness of 2.5 and carries from 10 to 25 per cent, of iincoml)ined

moisture. The workable deposits always occur on the saddle of spurs from the main

mountain ridge, at elevations of from 400 to 2,500 feet, the latter elevation being

the more common. The ores are overlain 1)y soil, barren decomposed serpentine

or a pisolitic iron varying in depth from a foot or two to 15 or 20 feet, and in some

cases up to 75 or 100 feet. The ores are generally richer on, the upper part of the

deposit.

The replacement of the serpentine by nickel follows the joints and fractures

in the serpentine and the undeeomposed blocks and boulders of serpentine are as a

rule covered by a shell of ore which has to be picked off.

Loading Station and Aerial Tram.

Owing to this mode of occurrence of the ore, underground methods of mining

are not attempted. The overburden is removed and the ore quarried out. Many

properties in former days were worked by contractors. These men sold their ore to

the large companies on a graduated scale depending on the nickel content. This

scale was such that to make any profit ore carrying T or 8 per cent, of nickel had

to be obtained. Xo attempt was made by these men to systematically open up a

mine. They simply dug out any patches of high grade ore they found. In later

years these projaerties have been acquired by large companies, Init much ore was

either lost or made unavailable by the early methods of mining. Ore is now bought

on the following basis :

—

6 per cent, ore (dry) 50 centimes' per kilo" of nickel
6i/> ' ' '' '' ''' 5.5 '' ic II (i

Y t I I i I C ( I QQ i ( i I i I c c

'jiL 1 1 t i 1 1 1

1

65" It ti II

'

' 9.65 cts. - 2.2 lbs.
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The mining practice at present is as follows : Where surface indications of ore

are found j^rospecting pits are dug into the hillside, and if a good grade of ore is

discovered without too great an overburden, a series of pits are dug across and

along the slope to define the extent of the ore occurrence. If the overburden is

over 9 feet in thickness and the grade of ore below 5 per cent, of nickel the prospect

is not considered favourably. If the preliminary work shows an ore occurrence of

sufficient tonnage and grade to be profitably worked. '25-foot contour lines are run

along the hillside. These lines are graded out and are called levels. Tracks are

laid and mining commences. The overlnirden for a few feet back is removed,

loaded into cars and trammed to the dump. The ore is then picked or Ijarred down

and carefully sorted. The shell of ore around the boulders or blocks of serpentine

is picked off, the waste ti'ammed to the dump and the ore carefullv o-athered into

Transporting Ore by Horse Tram.

piles and sampled. This procedure is repeated until the face becomes too low

grade to pay. Occasionally it is necessary to drill and Idast the harder portions of

the serpentine and for this work hand steel is used. Large blocks of low grade

ore or waste are Avorked around and left standing on the bench. The ore is gathered

from the different levels into a central loatling station and transported from the

mine to the foot of the mountains by aerial tram. The only equipment at the mine

is the ore cars, tracks, picks and shovels and a few wheel barrows. If the mines

are near the sea the aerial tram may discharge direct into stock piles, but generally

a narrow gauge railway is built from the shipping port up a river valley and the

aerial trams discharge into loading bins built along the railroad. At the shipping

front the ore is stock-piled until there is a sufficient tonnage for shipment.
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One noticeable feature of the nickel mining in Xew Caledonia is the extreme

care used in sorting and sampling the ore. After the overburden is removed the

floor of the quarry is swept clean before the ore is picked or barred down. Then any

large pieces of ore are broken l)y hammers to a 2 inch ring and carefully sorted by

hand. In some cases the fines are screened. The shell of ore on the boulders of

undecomposed serpentine is chipped off as completely as possible with sharp picks,

the waste is trammed to the dump, and the ore is swept up and gathered into 10-

ton lots which are carefully sampled. The result of the assay is marked on each

lot. In this way ore of a certain grade can be shipped. The necessity for this

extreme care is due to the fact that the ore is not uniform in grade, that it is im-

possible to judge closely the grade of ore by appearance, and that in the past it has

not been considered economical to smelt ore of a lower grade than 4.5 per cent, nor

to ship ore of a much lower grade than 6.5. The average content in nickel of the

Sacks of Ore at Upper Terminal of Aerial Tram.

ore shipped in the three years 1913-14-15 was between 6 and 6.25 per cent., some

shipments being above and others below this percentage.

As regards mining costs there is a wide variation depending upon the location

of the property, the tonnage of the ore bodies, the amount of overburden to be

removed, the grade of ore and the amount of sorting necessary to obtain a shipping

grade of ore. On the location of the property depends the amount of capital ex-

penditure necessary to provide transportation facilities, aerial tram and railroad

to shipping front or smelter, and the tonnage and grade of ore will decide whether

such an expenditure is justified or not. As a rule it may be said that the individual

deposits are small, under 100,000 tons, and the largest mine 3^et worked produced

under 600,000 tons/ A group of properties is often served by the one aerial tram,

'Metric tons of 2.204 lbs. each.
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aided by branch lines aud surface trams, while several such groups may be served

by the one railroad. The amount of overbui'den to be removed has often prevented

the workino- of an otherwise favourable prospect, though after the property is once

operating it has been found economical to remove a considerable depth of over-

burden ; in one ease 73 feet of ferruginous earth o\erlying a good grade of ore was

removed. The sorting necessary is generally from 8 to 10 tons of waste to one of

ore, and 27 francs ($5.21) per ton (2,204 lbs.) of ore landed at the shipping front

can be taken as a fair average of the mining costs.

Loading; Stution at Mine.

Smelting

The first attempt to smelt Xew Caledonia nickel ores on the island was made in

the year 1879, when two furnaces were erected at Noumea. A 9 per cent, ore was

treated and a '' fonte " made containing about Qa per cent, of nickel. Fifteen and

one^half tons of ore were treated daily. The charge consisted of one ton of ore and

450 kilos of limestone and a 49 per cent, coke charge. The smelting costs amounted

to about 85 francs per ton of ore, or abont 95 centimes per kilo of nickel (or 8.3 cts.

per lb.).

As it was found to lie impossible to bessemerize this fonte, necessitating a

second operation in which the fonte was sulphurized, this method of smelting was

abandoned aiid tlie furnaces were used to make a matte, the charge consisting of

17 N^-
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1,000 parts of ore, 385 parts limestone and 72 parts gypsum. About 20 tons of ore

were smelted per day, producing a little less than 3 tons of matte averaging 62 per

cent, of nickel. This change reduced the smelting costs to about 76 francs per ton

of ore, or 85 centimes per kilo of nickel (7.4 cts. per lb.).

The next step in the metallurgy of New Caledonia nickel ores was cupola

smelting. The cupolas were water-jacketed, with inside diameter of 5 feet. The

first cost of these furnaces was small, but they required constant attention, and

owing to the shallowness of the charge, height of charge from tuyeres being only

3 feet, much heat was lost, and there was a smelting loss of 11 per cent, in fine

dust being carried off by the blast. The slag loss was not great, being only 0.3 per

cent, nickel, but the slags had to be kept constant. The coke consumption was

about 33 per cent. In operation the ore was mixed with coal dust, 75 per cent, of

the necessary limestone, and the right percentage of sulphur, about 21/0 per cent..

Nickel Smelter at Noumea.

briquetted and charged into the furnace. The remainder of the limestone was dis-

tributed loosely over the charge together with slags, etc. One advantage was that

a lower grade ore could be utilized, down to 6 per cent, of nickel. The cost was

about 30 francs per ton of ore smelted, or 65 centimes per kilo of nickel (5.7 cts.

per lb.), after allowing for the smelting loss.

Present day smelting practice is to replace the cupola furnaces Avith modern

water-jacketed blast furnaces. The two large operating companies, Societe le

Nickel and Societe Hauts-Fourneaux de Noumea, operate smelting works, the

former at Thio and the latter at Noumea. The capacity of each works is from 100

to 120 tons of ore per day, producing about 9 tons of matte carrying from 40 to 46

per cent, of nickel, ore assaying as low as 41/9 per cent, of nickel being used. A
small quantity of ore has also been smelted in an electric furnace by the former

company at Tao.
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Le Nickel's Biatte is said to carry -lo-iS per cent, of nickel and that of the

other company 42-45. The former company smelted 20,000 tons of ore in 1913,

the same quantity in 1914, and 29,000 in 1915; the latter company smelted 20,000,

22,000 and 35,000 respectively in these years.

The ores are delivered to the smelters hy rail or water transportation and

stock-piled under sheds to be kept dr}-, the sun dried ore carrying from 5 to 11 per

cent, of uncombined water, while, if not protected, in wet weather the moisture

will approach 25 per cent. Ores from different sections are kept separate and will

vary in silica content from 35 to 50 per cent. The different grades are mixed

before briquetting and this material is fed into pug mills with the necessary quan-

tity of gypsum and some flue dust added. The pug mills discharge into briquetting

machines. The briquettes which weigh 2^/^ kilos (51^ lbs.) are then stored in

Smelter Yard at Thio.

drying sheds, where they are allowed to dry and harden. The furnaces are charged

in the ordinary manner, the limestone or coral being added with the coke and also

any fluorsjiar or slags that may be necessary for the free working of the furnace.

A 30 per cent, coke charge is used.

The ores, briquettes and slags on analysis show about the following com-

position :

SiO, Al.,03 FeO Fe.Os MgO CaO SO3 H.O
Ore 41-52 9-19 20-22 8-11

Briquettes .S7-40 3-5 ... 11-15 18-20 3-5 5-7 10-12
Slag 45-50 8-12 10-12 ... 17-22 9-14

Limestone, gypsum, fluorsjjar and coke and coal necessary in the smelting

operations have to be imported. The Xew Caledonian limestones are only of

medium cpiality and are often high in silica due to quartz stringers. At the present
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time, 1916, due to the high ocean freight rates, it has been found economical to use

coral. Analyses of Xew Caledonian limestone and coral are as follows :

—

SiO, CaCOa MgCOs FeA H,0
Limestone 17.05 78.15 1.46 2.70

Coral 3.30 77.70 8.20 3.80 4.35

Gypsum was formerly imjDorted from France, being carried out as ballast by

sailing ships in the ore carrying trade, but at the present time the supply is imported

from Australia. The price is 20 shillings per ton f.o.b. Port Marian, South Aus-

tralia, and about 36 shillings per ton f.o.b. Newcastle, Australia. The gypsum

must grade 16 per cent, sulphur. Freight from Australia to Xew Caledonia at the

present time is from 20 shillings to 40 .shillings per ton. The Xew Caledonian

gjqjsum costs just about as much as the Australian gypsum landed at the smelters,

Ore Carrier, Aerial i ram.

as it has to be hand-sorted in order to get a suitalde grade. Coal and coke before

the war were brought out by the ore ships from France and England, but are now
obtained from the Xewcastle district, Australia. A coke analysis gave:

—

Volatile matter 0.46, fixed carbon 90.88, ash 7.93, sulphur 0.42, water 0.31. An ash
analysis gave: Silica 51.20, lead 0.70, alumina 34.30.

The price of coal f.o.b. Xewcastle, Australia, is 12 shillings per ton and of coke

15 to 20 shillings per ton, depending on the quality. Before the war, freight on

coal from Xewcastle to Xew Caledonia was 10 shillings per ton. Coke freights are

50 per cent, higher than coal freights. Some fluorspar is used in smelting opera-

tions in order to ol^tain a more fluid slag. This is imported from Australia, where

it costs 100 shillings a ton, only 10 tons being imported in the five months preced-

ing September, 1916.
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Transportation

The shipnieut of ore or matte to foreign markets, or the transportation of the

ore from the loading port to the smelters, is a serious and expensive problem with

which the operating companies have to contend. The island is surrounded by a

coral reef, and within this reef is a fairly safe anchorage for vessels except during

the hurricane season, December to ]\Iarch, inclusive. Very few of the mines

happen to be situated adjacent to good harbours, and it is necessary for the ship-

ping to anchor a consideralile distance off shore. Incoming material has to be

discharged into lighters, Avhich are towed ashore, and ore and matte have to be

shipped out the same way. AVindy weather which will not endanger the ship at

anchor still makes it impossible to tow the heavily laden lighters back and forward

between the shore and ship, and much time is lost. A small dock is generally

Marine Terminal at Tliio.

built at the loading front so that the ore can be trammed in cars from the stock

pile and dumped direct into the lighters. At the ship the ore has to be loaded into

buckets by hand. The docks at the smelting works at Thio and Noumea are

equipped with locomotive cranes to assist in unloading the ore or fluxes from the

lighters.

At Thio a marine terminal was built, one kilometre (1.093.6 yds.) from the

shore and connected with the shore by a Bleichert aerial ropeway, but this loading

terminal was partly destroyed h\ a hurricane and the company have reverted to

lighters for loading and unloading ships.

The cost of loading ore on ship, transporting to smelter and unloading may
be put at 8 francs a ton.
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Before the war freights on nickel ore in bulk per ton of 2,240 lbs. from

Noumea to Hamburg were from 21 shillings in 1908 to as high as 35 shillings in

1913. Freight on matte from Noumea to Glasgow by Sydney was 40 shillings.

Present freight rates, 1916, are 300 and 400 per cent, higher.

Labour

At the present time the principal la])our employed at the mines is Japanese and

Javanese, with a few natives from neighbouring islands. The New Caledonia native

will not work at the mines.

"When the nickel mines were first opened in 1876 convict labour was employed.

The convicts were hired from the Government at a nominal sum. and as the mining

Stock Pile at Sliipipiiig Frunt, Kataviti.

was simply pick and shovel work in the open, this class of labour, while troublesome

and inefficient, was still cheap. The importation of convicts to New Caledonia

ceased in 1898, and at the present time only a few ex-convicts are employed by

individual operators who sell ore to the larger companies. The majority of the

workmen employed by the large companies are Japanese, and this class makes the

most satisfactory labour that can be procured at the present time. They are im-

ported under a three or a five year contract and are paid about 5 francs (96.5 cts.)

a day. There are certain stipulations regarding food, housing, etc., and a Japanese

representative is resident on the island who looks after the men's interests and acts

as a medium in any disputes that arise between the men and the companies. Some

Javanese are employed in actual mining and much of the domestic work is done by

this nationality. Natives from the neighbouring islands are used around the

shipping ports for lightering, etc. At the smelters many Arabs are employed where

the heat is severe. Superintendents, foremen and many of the clerical staff are

from France.
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Mining Laws

Title to a mine is only acquired l)y concession, which gives the right to mine

for, in their vertical dip, and to dispose of, the substances named in the concession.

Minerals which may be acquired by concession are divided into four classes :

—

1. Combustibles, i.e., petroleum, coal, etc.

2. Salts, nitrates, phosphates.

3. Nickel, chrome, cobalt, manganese and iron.

4. All other substances.

The concession to mine one mineral includes the right to mine all sul)stances of

the same class.

An annual rental of 40 centimes (7.32 cts.) per hectare (2.47 acres) is

charged by the Government for prospecting areas and for concessions, until such

time as the concession is opened up. when the following schedule of taxes applies:

—

Class 1.

Francs.

0.50 per Iioetare up to 5.000 hectares.

0.74 do from 5,001 to 10,000
1.00 do over 10,000
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Export Duty

The export duty on New Caledonia ores is 5 per cent, ad valorem per wet ton.

Values are fixed half-yearly by the Government. For purposes of this tax the fol-

lowing values are assumed :

—

Value per wet ton.

1st half 1916. 2ud half 1916.

22 francs 46 francs
Tenor

Nickel Up to 5.74 per cent

.o.vo to 5.99 31

.6 to 6.24 S7

.6.25 to 6.49 41

.6.50 to 6.74 46

Chrome Up to 50 per cent 37
" Plus 2f50 per additional unit.

Cobalt Up to 4 per cent 40
" 4 to 5 per cent 50
" 5 to 6 per cent 70
" 6 per cent, and over 90

Copper Any grade

Phosphates "

50

60

Antimony 15 to 29 per cent
" " 30 to 49 per cent
" 50 per cent, and over

54
60
65
79

40

40
50
70

90

50

60

200
400
700

Shipments of any other mineral products, 5 francs per ton.

The export duty on ore, together with the cost of freight on water and other useless

material contained in it, encourages the smelting to matte, which is free from export duty, on
the island.

Cost of Refined Nickel

The cost of producino- nickel from a 6 per cent. New Caledonia ore, before the

war, was between 19 and 20 cents a pound. It is probable that under present

conditions this cost is increased at least 20 per cent.

NORWAY

Prior to the advent of New Caledonia as a producer, Norway, where mining

began in the forties, and reached its greatest importance in the period 1870-1877,

controlled the nickel market. The total output of nickel ore between 1850 and

1893 is said to have been about 330,000 tons. The maximum of production was

attained in 1876 with an output of 42,500 tons of ore containing 360 tons of

nickel, conditions at that time permitting the smelting of ores with 0.9 to 1.5

per cent, of the metal."

On a preceding page mention has been made of the effects of New Caledonia

competition on the Norwegian industry, resulting in the closing of the mines.

The introduction of the Hybinette electrolytic process of refining, together with

an increased demand for nickel, has brought about the reopening of the mines

during recent years. In addition to ores of local origin, comparatively small

quantities of ores from Greece and elsewhere have been treated in the Norwegian

plants. Most of the output has gone to Germany. Copper and precious metals,

as well as nickel, are produced from the Norwegian ores. Statistics of produc-

tion are given on another page.

^ Beck, The Nature of Ore Deposits, Weed's translation, p. 38.
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The richest nickel mine in Norway is, however, tlie above mentioned Flaad mine, which

works an ore body occurring in a mass of uralite gabbro aljout 75 sq. km. in extent. The
production so far, that is between 1872 and 1908, has been about 75,000 tons of ore, equivalent

to 1,350 tons of nickel and 800 tons of copper. The present depth is about 90 m. [290

feet], though the ore body is far from exhausted to that depth. . . . Latterly only

one mine, the Flaad, continues working. In the whole of Norway roughly 400,000 tons of nickel

ore have been mined and smelted. The hand-sorted ore usually yields 1.4 to 1.7 per cent, of

nickel, though exceptionally the yield may l:)e as much as 2 to 2.5 per cent.^

The ore deposits of Norway are similar to those of Sudbury in mineralogical

character, consisting essentially of pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite together with more

or less pyrite and other minerals, and in the nature of the rocks, norite, associated

with them. They are, however, small and contain comparatively low percentages

of the metals. Considered as competitors with New Caledonia or Sudbury they

are of little consequence.

Deposits of ore of the character mentioned have been found at various places

not only in Norway but in Sweden as well. In the latter country the ores have

not been worked during recent years.

In 1913 about 28,500 tons of ore from the Flaad mine, 2,000 from the Faeo

and 2,000 tons of Grecian ore are said to have been smelted in the Evje plant.

At the other smelter, the Eingerike, 13,000 tons of Eingerike ore and 1,250 tons

purchased abroad were smelted.

At the Kristianssands refinery in that year there were received about 458 tons

of nickel and 2T-4 tons of copper in the form of matte from the Evje plant and

about 207 tons of nickel and 118 tons of copper from the Eingerike plant. From

this matte there was refined and shipped about 602 tons of nickel and 388 tons of

copper. Shipments of precious metals obtained in the refining process were also

made. In the same year arrangements were made to increase the capacity of

the refinery to 1,200 tons a year of nickel, and to enlarge the smelters. In 1914

the production of nickel was 841 tons and in 1915, 793 tons.

BORNEO, ISLAND OF SEBOEKOE^

From the description it will be seen that the iron ores of this island are

similar in character and mode of occurrence to those of Cuba, that contain nickel

and chromium. They have had the same origin as the Cuban ores and the nickel-

bearing ores of New Caledonia, the deposits of all three countries representing the

weathered surface of serpentine. The situation of Seboekoe is shown on the

map, page 234.

The following notes are taken almost verbatim from letters written by

H. N. G. Cobbe to the Chairman of the Commission:

In the island of Seboekoe, lying off the southeast coast of Borneo, there exists

a large surface deposit of porous limonite about 15 feet thick overlying serpentine.

A great part of the deposit lies along and near the sea shore, facing the channel

which divides tlie ishmd from its larger neighbour, Laoet. The channel affords

good anchorage. The deposit has been well prospected by pits and drill holes and

extends for four miles parallel to the coast rising from the sea level to a hill in

' Beyschlag, Vogt and Krusch, Ore Deposits, 1909, Truscott 's translation, p. 297.

^ Having discussed the occurrences of the nickel ores of Sudbury, New Caledonia and
Norway in preceding pages, those of other countries will now be dealt with in alphabetical

order.
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places 300 feet high. There is no over-burden but the deposit is to some extent

grown over with timber.

The ore can be divided into two classes; the first class, from the surface to

about 7 feet deep, is a little heavier and a little richer in iron and is more gravelly

than the deeper-seated ore, and is of a reddish brown colour. The second class,

about 8 feet in thickness, is more earthly in texture and is yellowish brown in

colour.

Both classes of ore have nearly the same composition in the dry state. The

upper layer contains about 40 per cent. " gravel," i.e., material from 1^4" to 6"

or upwards, the remaining 60 per cent, being fine soft ore. The deposit contains

at least 300,000,000 tons of porous limonite ore which, when dried, contains over

50 per cent. Fe, and when calcined over 60 per cent. Fe and about 0.5 per cent.

Co and Ni.

The following is a table of analyses made on many samples taken and grouped

as shown.

Sepai
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Mr. Cobbe further says :

—

I smelted some of the ore which I have in bags here, and which was taken indis-

criminately from a cargo, and the resulting iron analyzed 1.2 and 1.26 nickel, which indicates

the presence of that metal in the original ore in greater quantities than shown in the table.

The island of Seboekoe is about 20 miles long and 3 to 6 wide. It is practically

uninhabited and well timbered. It lies no great distance to the south of one of the largest

oil refineries in the East and is not more than 20 miles from a coal mine on the island of
Laoet, owned by the Dutch government, who paid £360,000 (sterling) for it and who work it.

The coal on Seboekoe is the same bed, which has been eroded between the islands.

The average temperature lies between 70 and 85 F., above which it seldom goes. There
are no hurricanes, being situated almost on the Equator, and the steady S.E. winds do not
raise any sea between the islands where the anchorages are.

There are many trade routes. Kota Barus is quite a place, and just across is the

Dutch coal mine on the mainland. A route is easily induced in this part of the East, where
there are 50 million souls. Macassar, to the S.E., is a great port, in direct service with
Europe—Amsterdam, London and Hamburg—and steamers would call at Seboekoe and
bunker coal or load pig at Seboekoe at (probably) Macassar rates. It is about a six shilling

rate to Japan, and practically on the fair weather cargo route, England to Australia, via

Singapore, from which it is no distance.

CUBA

The nickeliferous iron ores of the island of Cuba, in the districts of Mayari,

Moa, and San Felipe or Cubitas, have attracted much attention during recent

years. Several important papers descriptive of these ore fields have heen pub-

lished. An excellent paper by J. F. Kem]3 deals with the ^Nlayari deposits, the

only deposits that have yet heen worked.' The following quotations are from

this paper.

Crusts and concretionary masses of brown iron ore were early noted in northeastern
Cuba. J. S. Cox, Jr., wTiting in 1911 , states that claims were located upon
them in the Moa district more than 20 years earlier. A. C. Spencer remarked them in 1901
as appearing in red clay, but no one seems to have realized until three or four years later

that the entire mass was high enough in iron to be an ore. Under J. S. Cox, Jr., explorations
were begun in the Mayari district in 190-1 upon the crusts or " plancha, " and then analyses
revealed the fact that not only the upper, dull-red portion of the so-called clay was valuable,

but also the lower yellow j)arts as well. The construction of the Mayari plant of the
iSpanish-American Iron Co. was begun in 1907 and was completed in December, 1909.
Shipments have been active ever since. The plant and mines were well described with maps
and views by J. E. Little in 1911, The chief changes since then have
been the greater extent of the pits on the plateau at Woodfred, and the improvements in the
village of Felton, the shipping port on Nipe Bay. The ore is principally treated at
Sparrows Point, Md., and Steelton, Pa. It is shipped both in the crude state and as so-

called '
' nodulized ore, '

' or the product of kilns similar to modern cement kilns, in which
the water, both absorbed and combined, is driven off and the tine ore is half fused or fretted
into nodules. Mushiness in the stack is thereby prevented and the rather heavy percentage
of water (25 per cent, absorbed and 1-1 per cent, combined) is driven off, to the diminution
of freight charges. Three or four per cent, of water is again absorbed in the cooling vats
into which the kilns discharge. Analyses of the raw ore are customarily made on samples
dried at or above 100°C. They have averaged by the year: Fe, 48 to 49 ;' Xi, 1; SiO,., about
3; Cr, 1 to 2; ALA, H to 11.5; combined H.O, 13 "to 13.5. The nodulized ore runs: Fe,
55 to 5G; Ni, 1 to 1.2; SiO„ 4 to 4.4; Cr^Os, slightly more than the raw ore; ALO3, 13 to 14;
absorbed water, 3 to 3.5. In both, sulphur and phosphorus are negligible. In time, the
great purity of these ores, combined with their percentages in nickel, and their convenient
shipment from deep-water docks, should win a European as well as an American market.

Geologists who have studied these Cuban iron-ore deposits are agreed as

to their origin. The ores have l)een formed, like the New Caledonia nickel deposits,

' The Mayari Iron-Ore Deposits, Cuba, Am. Inst. M. E., Vol. LI, 1915. This paper gives
a list of earlier publications.
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through the weatheriiig of basic rock, now represented l)y serpentine, and rest

practically on the surface of the rock from which they have been derived.

In the faces of the pits as now extensively exposed, the observer can readily note that there
are three distinct layers: An upper, of crimson-brown hue; a middle one, yellowish brown,
and a bottom layer of a lighter shade of yellowish Ijrowu. In one face, called the Three-
Hill cut, the upper was noted at 5 to 6 ft. ; the middle at 6 to 12 ft. ; and the lower at
4 to 6 ft. . . . Analyses of each layer, but from another station, will be subsequently
given. As distinct from these varieties the engineers in charge have noted that in the
occasional and rather rare spots in the residual mantle where the iron percentage is too low
for mining there appears at the surface a peculiar purple color, quite easily recognized and
an indication of high alumina in the samples. The color appears to be due to the relatively
rich admixture of normally white bauxite with a darker-hued brown iron ore. The explana-
tion of the higher alumina is to be found in local changes in the original rock, as later
set forth.

_Trp£J^c_of Cancer

GULF

Scale of Miles
100 ?="^ 100

82

Ma}) of Cuba.

In some places, at the surface or a few feet below it, slabs and even continuous sheets

of solid iron hydrate appear and afford the cellular varieties of l)rown ore, very similar to

the crusts and lumps long familiar in the mines of the Appalachian belt. As earlier stated,

the solid ore is called plancha. In the residual mantle shots and larger lumps of solid

brown ore are at times intermingled, chiefly in the upper, darker layer. The general run of

the ore is, however, earthy, and reminiscent in the strongest degree, alike in color and
texture, of the Mesabi ores. The higher content of absorbed water, the higher alumina, and
the lower silica of the Mayari ores give them perhaps a somewhat more spongy aspect than
one notes on the Mesabi range; on the other hand, at Woodfred there is no overburden
whatsoever, and the ore is obtained from grassroots to bedrock.

The recently mined ore has a peculiar mealy character, reminding one of nothing so

much as dampened meal, but as it dries out this character disappears. No doubt the colloid

nature of the hydrates of alumina and iron is the cause of the peculiarity.

The following analyses made by T. C. Kraemer, chemist of the Spanish-American Iron
Co., were based upon samples gathered by the writer to illustrate the three contrasted layers.

The samples were taken as nearly as practicable in a vertical section.
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Another estimate makes the total tonnage of the three areas about 3,000,--

000,000.'

The following table shows the quantities of ore that have been shipped from

the Mayari mines to the United States:
—

"

Year. Tons.

1910 307,700
1911 387,791
1912 446,176
1913 491,713
1914 228,949
1915 300,896

2.163,225

• The ore shipped in 1915 carried 36.3S per cent, (natural) of iron and 56.30

per cent, (nodulized).

The characters of the iron and steel produced from ^Mayari ores are described

on other pages of this report.

CHINA

The following note on the occurrence and uses of nickel in China is by

T. T. Eead.'

Xickcl is of much technical interest because of the ingenious way the Chinese have of

smelting mixtures of nickeliferous copper-ores with tin, lead, and zinc-ores, forming the

alloy "pai-t'ung, " or "pahfong, " as it is called in southern China. Tliis is a kind of

German silver, which is extensively used in the manufacture of candlesticks and other house-

hold objects. Nickel is never produced separately, and the entire supply is apparently drawn
from southwestern China, where in Yunnan (at 100°20' E. 26°50' N.) and in Ssu-chuan
(100°20' E. 26°45' N.) Duclos has noted the occurrence of nickeliferous copper-ores.*

EGYPT

A small quantity of nickel ore, sijnilar to that of New Caledonia, has been

mined in Egypt from a deposit associated with peridotite on St. John's Island,

Eed Sea. On the mainland, there is also peridotite, and some large areas of ser-

pentine, which may prove to be nickel-bearing.

The following description of the St. John's Island occurrence has been fur-

nished by Mas Ismalun, through R. H. Greaves, chief of the Department of

Mines, Egypt.

There is a hill 1,000 feet high, composed of peridotite, which has pierced through the

Tertiary beds of the island. These beds are represented by coloured limestone and carbon-

aceous sandstone and gypsum, and sometimes by schists or gneisses.

The peridotitic rock has various aspects as far as colour, grain and hardness are con-

cerned, and presents a great quantity of fractures which probably took place during the

cooling stage of the peridotitic magma.
These fractures are generally filled up with serpentine. . . .

The nickel ore, similar to garnierite, also occurs in veins more or less, vertical, whose
fractures have probably the same origin; but are generally of much greater size. One of

these veins has been proved to have a length of 150 feet, a depth of 120, and a thickness

varying from 2 to 5 feet.

^ The Mineral Industry, 1913.

^Mineral Resources of the United States, 1915, Part I, p. 317.
" Am. Inst. M. E., Vol. XLIII, 1912, p. 45.
* Duclos: La Mission Lvonnaise d 'exploration commerciale en Chine, 1895-7, pp. 283 to

318 (Lyons, 1898).
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The filling itself is a mixture of garnierite and iron oxides, and has a banded

aspect ; that is to say, there is a longitudinal band of garnierite in the centre, on both sides

of which occur two bands of iron oxides, theri again two bands of garnierite, and so on.

When working the vein, which is very friable, it is hardly possible to separate the two

kinds of ore. This, moreover, would not be advisable, as the iron oxides contain 2 to 4

per cent, of nickel.

The composition of the garnierite ore is as follows:—
Per Cent.

Ni 0.48

SiO. 32.26

\1 4.89

Cu 0.40

Fe 15.42

Mn 0.19

Cr 0.08

CaO 0.26

MgO 18.51

S 0.12

O 9.34

H,0 9.01

Total 99.96

The mixture of garnierite and iron oxides averages 6.5 to 7 per cent. Ni. This ore

would be first class did it not contain about 0.5 per cent, copper impurities, that are an

obstacle to any smelting process. Electrical separation has been tried with success and seems

to be advisable for this kind of ore.

It has been noticed that the proportion of iron oxides increases in depth and that

naturally the garnierite diminishes.

Development work is not sufliciently extensive to enable us to figure the quantity of high-

grade ore available. A few thousand tons are in sight at the present moment. Besides the

vein filling, I have found some impregnated superficial patches of ground containing from

1 to 2.75 per cent. Ni. Should these be workable on the spot, the ore tonnage would be

greatly increased.

FRANCE

Rich silver ores, with cobalt and nickel minerals, discovered in 1767, were

worked at Chalanclies, Dauphine, France. The ores occurred in a network of

narrow veins in crystalline schists. That the presence of nickel and cobalt was not

recognized in the earlier period of working is seen from the following quotation:

—

It is not a little remarkable that although the silver is always associated in the lodes

with rich nickel and cobalt ores, often with bunches of stibnite, and more rarely and

erratically with gold, the government engineers took no notice of any metal other than silver.

None of the valuable metals mentioned figure in the old accounts. The speiss containing

nickel and cobalt was rejected with the slags, and went to fill the swamps and to form the

road-beds, which, in later times, were furrowed and turned over to recover their valuable

contents. . . .

The possibility of utilizing three metals instead of one seems to have dawned upon the

engineers quite as a discovery; and this fact stimulated the repeated spasmodic attempts to

rehabilitate the old mine. The arsenides of nickel and cobalt were sold in England and Ger-

many. More recently, a German chemist was employed at Allemont in an experiment to

manufacture cobalt pigments for the arts. He was not successful, and the attempt was
aliandoned.'

GERMANY AND AUSTRIA

Although deposits from which nickel-bearing ores have been mined occur in

a considerable number oi localities in Germany and Austria, in normal times the

production of the metal from domestic ores is comparatively small. Owing to

conditions that have existed during the war, it is likely that the production from

domestic ores has been increased. Certain deposits that have been lying dormant

for years would probably be reopened.

' T. A. Richard, Trans. Am. Inst. M. E., Vol. XXIV.
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As shown on preceding jjages, for many years part of the nickel ore produced

in New Caledonia has been refined in Germany. But prior to the war the greater

part of the nickel used in the two countries was imported in the refined state.

Several varieties of nickel ores have been mined in these countries. They

include arsenides, sulphides, and silicates, corresponding to those of Cobalt, Sud-

bury and New Caledonia, respectively. The following deposits, some of which

are of little more than historical interest, may be mentioned :

—

(1) Arsenical ores carrying co1)alt, nickel and other metals, such as those

of Dobschau, Annaberg, Schneeberg, Joachimsthal and Dillenburg.

(2) Pyrrhotite ores of Sohland,' discovered in 1900, Schweiderich, and

Horbach.

(3) Silicate ores:
—"In recent years nickel has been extensively mined at

Frankenstein in Prussian Silesia ... At the present time the nickel deposits have

been mined to a depth of 183 ft. ... In 1901, 9,500 tons of ore were extracted

.and 11-1.3 tons of nickel were produced. There was a considerable increase of

production in 1902.""

GREAT BRITAIN

That nickel ores have been produced in Great Britain, one of the largest

refiners of foreign ores, is seen from the following notes:

—

Peiitlandite, a sulphide of iron and nickel, was some years since worked at Glen

Essocliossan, two miles from Inveraray, as well as at Craignure, in the vicinity of Loch F^nie,

eight miles distant from the same town. Aliout 300 tons of ore averaging 14 per cent, of

nickel are stated to have been sold from these mines. In a sample of the ore from the

Craignure mine Mr. F. Claudet found, in addition to the usual percentage of nickel, a con-

siderable amount of tin oxide.^

In Great Britain nickel is found associated with iron at Voel Hiradig, Cwm, in Flint-

shire. Since 1870, 675 tons 14 ewt. of nickel iron ore have been raised on this mountain, of

the value of £3,691, or about £5 10s. per ton. The average proportion of nickel was 2.3.*

GREECE

In Greece both nickeliferous iron ore, similar to that of Cuba, and garnierite,

resembling the New Caledonia ore, have been produced.

The following notes concerning the Grecian deposits are taken from a paper

by H. K. Scott," little having been puljlished by other writers descriptive of these

occurrences.

With the exception of some mineral used by Mr. Arthur W. Richards for the production

of a high-class steel in 1907, the Greek chromiferous iron ore imported into this country has

been mixed with other ores for the production of ordinary steel, which has involved the

elimination of the chromium at some trouble and expense. . . . Chromiferous iron ores

occur in the western part of Greece in the States of Lokris and Boitio, and on the islands

of Euboea, Skyros, and others of the Grecian Archipelago. The most important deposits are

situated in the district bounded by the bed of the drained Lake Copias and the west coast of

the Talanta Channel. The country is mountainous, rising in places to 4,000 feet above sea

level, and the climate is healthy, except on the bed of the extinct lake, where the marshy
ground fosters malaria.

^ C. W. Dickson, Jr. Canadian Mining Inst.. 1906, p. 2.5.".

-Beck, The Nature of Ore Deposits, 1903, "Weed's translation, p. 349.
^ A Treatise on Ore Deposits, J. A. Phillips and Henry Louis, 2nd ed., p. 321.
* Metalliferous Metals and Mining, D. C. Davies, 1888, p. 287.
^ Chromiferous Iron Ores of Greece and Their Utilization, Jr. Iron and Steel Inst., Xo. 1,

for 1913, pp. 447-467.
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The deposits are all within a few miles of the coast, which, being much indented, fur-

nishes excellent loading ports.

Chromiferous iron ore was first discovered in Greece by an Italian named Novara, who
had worked at the Lauriuni lead-zinc mine and was prospecting in the Larmes district in

1901, on behalf of the former Minister of Marine, Boudouris. Subsequently other ore bodies

were found in the vicinity and on the islands already mentioned. . . . Shipments of the

mineral to the end of 1912 have been as under:

—

Property. Tons.

Lokris ' 4.30,000

Thebes 600,000

Tsouka 400,000
Lutzi 200,000

Skyros 300,000

In 1909 a discovery was made in the Thebes and Lokris deposits of garnierite (the

hydrated silicate of magnesium and nickel) containing 4 to 5^2 per cent, of nickel in the

dry ore, and of this 24,000 tons has been exported. . . .

The principal formations represented in Greece are the Archaean, Cretaceous, and Tertiary

systems, with volcanic rocks in abundance, of which serpentine, altered from peridotite, covers

a' large part of the Grecian mainland, as well as the island of Eubcea and others, and even

extends to Asia Minor. Over the whole of this serpentinous area chrome and chromiferous

iron ores are reported to occur, although they are often not sufficiently pure to have any

economic value.

In the Lokris and Boitio districts, segregations of irregular character, as well as ore

bodies of lenticular form, are found, either as fissures in the limestone of Cretaceous age, as

at the Thebes and Lokris properties, or as contact deposits between the serpentine and lime-

stone, as at Tsouka, Karditza, Lutzi, and probably Pavlorado. Whilst the deposits have as a

rule their longer axes parallel with the lines of cleavage or contact of the enclosing rocks,

those in the fissures of the limestone are more irregular in shape, presumably by reason of

the substitution and erosion of the ''country" rock being more general, and are distinguish-

able from the contact deposits, which assume a banded character.

The ore consists of hard grains or shot-like particles and nodules of irregular shape, up
to half an inch in diameter, of lirown liematite which has a sub-metallic fracture, associated

with a variable quantity of a binder or matrix of a more hydrated, amorphous, and softer

ore which often exhibits '
' slicken-sides. '

'

In the Tsouka and Karditza properties the mineral is quite compact and bears transport

without making small, but the greater part of the ore from the Thebes and Lokris deposits,

as well as that of Lutzi, disintegrates on handling, and assumes a physical condition which is

prejudicial to its use in the blast-furnace.

The composition of the ore, in the dry, of the different deposits varies within the

following limits:—

•

Per Cent.

Iron 46 to 52

Alumina 6 " 14

Silica " 11

Chromium 2 " 3

Nickel and cobalt 0.10 '
' 1.2

Phosphorus Trace '

' 0.03

Sulphur 0.02 '
' 0.05

Titanium Trace '
' 0.30

The garnierite is found only in the Lokris and Thebes deposits, irregularly distributed

in the serpentine on the foot wall of the chromiferous iron ore. It exists in small stringers

or nests, and the mineral is invariably in a finely divided state.

Regarding the genesis of these deposits, it may be referred to a peridotite, containing

appreciable quantities of chromium, nickel, and cobalt, which has been intruded into the

Cretaceous limestone.

By reason of the irregular occurrence of the chromiferous iron ore and the garnierite, it

is not possible to estimate the quantity of either mineral in the Greek deposits likely to be
available for extraction at a profit. The chromiferous iron ore deposits are, however, so

large and well distributed that they will no doubt yield a large quantity of mineral for

many years, although exploratory work has proved that in several of them, notably those of

Lokris and Thebes, the mineral proves to be somewhat poorer in depth, the iron contents

being reduced to 45 per cent, in the dry ore. . . . The Lokris and Thebes ore bodie? occur

on several spurs, separated liy deep ravines, of the Scropo Neri mountains, seven miles to the

southwest of the port of Larmes. The highest point of the outcrop is 1,200 feet abcve tide

and 600 feet above the bed of the extinct Lake Copias. The deposits have a general north-

northeast direction, and a dip varving from the vertical to 30° to the west-northwest.

IS N*
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The mineral is intercalated between walls of white limestone in lenticular-shaped bodies,

which in places swell out into what are termed "pockets," in which the ore is much mixed
with boulders of the "country." Between the mineral and the enclosing rock a ferruginous

schist or altered serpentine is found, and the limestone of the hanging wall has a yellowish

tinge over a limited thickness.

At the time of the author's visit there was no appreciable difference in either physical

condition or composition between the quarried ore near the surface, and that mined 250 feet

below on the Lokris property. A number of quarry samples gave 47.5 per cent, of iron,

whilst several samples from the underground workings contained 47.9 per cent, of iron in

the dry. Further underground work at a lower level has, however, indicated a gradual
decrease in the percentage of iron.

The average composition of the mineral in the dry ore from the Thebes and Lokris

properties is as follows:—

-

Per Cent.

Iron 46.00

Alumina 14.00

Silica 8.00

Chromium 2.50

Nickel and cobalt 0.60

Phosphorus 0.02

Sulphur 0.03

The Tsouka property is nine miles northwest of the port of Larmes. The mineral out-

crop contours two conical hills, covered by a residual clay, over a length of one and a half

miles, at a height of 800 feet above sea level. The deposit lies on the serpentine with lime-

stone as the hanging wall, and dips 5° to the northwest.

The ore-body averages 10 feet in thickness, and consists of compact haematite either of

an amorphous character with sporadic pellets which have a metallic fracture, or as a con-

glomerated mass of a pisolitic character. The mineral in the upper part of the deposit is

somewhat softer than the rest, but even so, the physical condition of the mineral is excellent

for the blast-furnace. Its average composition in the dry is as follows:—

•

Per Cent.

Iron 52.00

Alum.ina 7.00

Silica 7.00

Chromium 2.00

Nickel and cobalt 0.70

Phosphorus 0.01

Sulphur 0.04

The Karditza deposit is five miles southwest of the Thebes property, and the ore out-

crops on the summit of a hill over a length of upwards of half a mile with a southeast strike,

and dips to the southwest with an angle of 30°.

The mineral lies between the limestone and serpentine, and, at the time of the author's

visit, had been approached by a cross-cut 200 feet in length from an adjoining ravine

through the altered eruptive. The contact with tlie limestone is somewhat sharp, but on the
'

' foot '
' the deterioration in the quality of the ore is gradual as the serpentine is entered.

The ore-body had been drifted upon over a length of 300 feet, and was found to

average 10 feet in thickness. . . .

The total cost (including State charges) of placing mineral f.o.b. loading port is about

5s. per ton, and the selling price is 5s. to 5s. 3d. per ton, with lOd. for loading, or say 6s.

per ton.

The freight rate of tramp steamers to Western European ports was recently as high as

lOs. per ton, but is now 7s. per ton.

From the quotations given it will be seen that certain of the uickeliferous

iron deposits of Greece occur under somewhat different conditions from those of

Cuba and the garnierite ores of Xew Caledonia. In the case of both these countries

the ores form a mantle on the surface of the serpentine from which they have

been derived. The Grecian deposits, in the descriptions quoted, apj^ear to have

been formed from the weathering of dikes, which occupy fissures in Cretaceous

limestone, or from the weathering of serpentine over which lies a wall of lime-

stone. ]\Ioreover, the Grecian ores are mined to a much greater depth than those

of Cuba and Xew Caledonia.
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The following note concerning the Grecian garnierite ore is of interest:

—

One of the most interesting nickel deposits in Europe, on the Grecian island of Lokris,

east of Athens, is at present attracting- attention, and may prove to be of value in the

future. This was not visited by the writer owing to lack of time ; and there appears to be

no description of it in print. Through the kindness of Dr. Mohr, of London, and Mr. V.

Hybinette, of Ivristianssands, Norway, brief accounts of the mine were given me, as well as

specimens of the ore. The mine was opened for hematite and has been worked as an iron

mine; but below the iron ore a somewhat rich ore of nickel is found, dull brownish and

earthy in appearance, but with some bands or spots of apple green material suggesting

genthite or garnierite.

A complete analysis made for the Ivristianssands nickel refinery shows the following

composition

:

SiO 37.00

AI..63 ^81
Fe,03 -S.37 (Fe=19.86 per cent.)

MuO --85 (Mn=: 1.92 per cent.)

CaO 0.39

MgO 1-91

S 0.06

As 0.15

CuO 0.07 (Cu = 0.06 per cent.)

NiO 9.17 (Ni = 7.22 per cent.)

Co Traces

P.O, 0.09

Loss on heating 8.50

Cr^O, 1-37

99.74

From its appearance the ore suggests the weathering of a basic eruptive rock, such as

peridotite or serpentine, with the accumulation of the nickel toward the bottom of the products

of weathering, and so may be compared with the Xew Caledonian deposits, though with

much less of the green nickel magnesia silicate, garnierite.

This ore deposit has been examined by the Mond Company and the Norwegian Company,
and the latter have made use of a shipload of the ore, some of which is still to be seen at

the Evje smelter. A portion of the nickel produced at the Ivristianssands refinery is therefore

not from Norwegian, but from Grecian ore.

So far as known at present none of the European nickel deposits are of sufficient mag-
nitude or of sufficiently higli grade to be serious rivals of the Canadian and New Caledonian

mines ; and much the largest part of the nickel refined in Europe comes from these two
regions.^

INDIA

Tlie following note?; summarize the information available concerning the modes

of occurrence, consumption and uses of nickel in British India :

—

Ores of nickel (nickeliferous pyrrhotite) have been found amongst the copper-ores of

Khetri and other places in Rajputana. Nickel has also been detected in small quantities in

chalcopyrite and pyrrhotite found associated with the gold-quartz reefs of Kolar, and in

pyrite said to be from the Henzada district of Burma. Complex sulphide ores, consisting of

pyrrliotite, pyrite, chalcopyrite, and molybdenite, have been received from the Tobala taluk

in South Travancore. Both nickel and cobalt are present in quantities beyond mere traces, but

nothing is yet known as to the extent of the deposits, nor have any proper average samples

been assayed. A surface sample of ore showed 1.20 per cent, of copper. 0.64 per cent, of

nickel, and 0.08 per cent, of cobalt, with 12 grains per ton of gold and 2 dwts. 12 grs. per

ton of silver. Further investigations may show that the deposits are richer than is indicated

by this analysis.

There is a considerable consumption of nickel in India in the form of German-silver, the

annual imports of which during the five years 1909 to 1913 have averaged 1,103 tons, worth

£115,388. . . . Further, on the 1st August, 1907, the issue to the public was
commenced of the new l-i nna nickel coinage, consisting of an alloy of 25 parts of nickel

witli 75 of copper, leading to a further consumption of nickel, statistics for which are not

available.

The imports of nickel received at the Bombay Mint during the period 1909-13 have

totalled 175.3 tons (4,767 maunds 2,734 tolas) valued at £30,671."

' A. P. Coleman, The Nickel Industrv, Mines Branch. Ottawa, No. 170, pp. 117-118.
- Records of the Geological Survey of Tndia, Vol. XLVI, 1915, pp. 281-2.
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ITALY

Nickel deposits of Varallo, Piedmont, Italy, although small, are of interest,

since, in mineralogical composition and in their association with basic rocks, they

resemble those of Sudbury and Norway. Like many other small deposits, they were

worked in the period preceding the discovery of the New Caledonia ores and a little

later. In 1876 two mines had a total production of about 2,800 tons of ore, con-

taining 1.20 to 1.44 per cent, of nickel, 0.36 to 1.00 of cobalt, 0.50 to 0.72 of

copper, and 28.00 of sulphur.'

MADAGASCAR

During the last few years attention has been directed to an occurrence of

nickel in Madagascar, where the metal is found under conditions similar to those of

that other French colony. New Caledonia. The garnierite ore in Madagascar,

compared with the occurrences in New Caledonia, covers only a small surface.

In a letter dated August 19, 1916, from A. E. Eol^erts, President, Syndicat

Minier de Madagascar, the Commissioners received permission to publish the fol-

lowing description by him of the deposit, said to be the only proved Madagascar

deposit

:

The deposit is situated immediately to the south of the village of Valzoro, District of

Ambohimasoa, Province of Fianarantsoa, Madagascar. The port of Manan.iary is situated

145 miles to the southeast of the property.

The total area of the concession is 1.;") x 1 kilometres, or 370.5 acres. Work so far has

proved the existence of nickel ore on 82 acres; further exploration will probably slightly

increase this area.

The nickel occurs as garnierite. By the work carried out by our engineer, the existence

of nickel ore has been proved to extend over an area of 82 acres, which forms a hill, situated

in the centre of the concession. This hill has a height of 300 feet above the lowest part of

the deposit, viz., the bed of the stream in the southeast corner. The deposit consists of a
laccolith, or mass of ultra-basic rock, which probably at the time of its upheaval did not

quite reach the surface, subsequent denudation having laid it bare in places. Through
shrinkage in cooling, and by the pressure of the overlying gneiss, the basic rock has been
split into a network of seams and cracks. Along these irregular lines of breakage the

original rock has been altered to serpentine.

The nickel is found in these cracks in thicknesses varying from a film to over an inch,

and the nickel has also permeated into the soft serpentine. The depth to which the

alteration extends has not beeu' proved, but shafts have been sunk to a depth of 60 feet

without passing beyond the altered zone

Judging from what is known of deposits of this kind in New Caledonia, Cuba,

and elsewhere, a thickness of 60 feet or more of this ore would not contain

merchantable material throughout. As decomposition of the rock proceeds from

the surface downward, nickel and certain other elements tend to migrate and are

carried downward by water. Hence it would be expected that the upper part of the

Madagascar deposit would not contain nickel in economic quantities, but that the

lower part would contain a greater concentration of the metal.

From another source it is learned that ". . . . in one of the groups of

nickel mines. . . . there are 12.5,000 tons of 5.5 per cent, ore, with a further

probable 250,000 tons of 4 per cent."

There are two ports from which the ore or its products might be shipped,

Tamatave, about 360, and Mananjary. 120 miles from the property. The latter is

^ Badoureau, Metallurgie du Xickel, Paris, 1877.
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an luuleveloped port, and seems likely to remain so, while the construction of a

continuation of the railway from the former to the vicinity of the deposit may be

looked for in time.

Water power capable of producing 3,000 or 4,000 horsepower is said to be

available within about 35 miles of the deposit. There is a supply of sulphur on

the island, together with charcoal and other materials.

It is said that a new process of refining has been tried on these ores with

promise of success.

MEXICO AND SOUTH AMERICA

Nickel has been refined in Europe from South American ores, apparently

produced as by-products in the mining of silver and other ores. Both cobalt and

nickel occur in a number of localities in ]\Iexico and South America, but no im-

portant deposits are known.

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

In the island of Mindanao are found deposits of iron ore of similar character

to those of Cidja and Borneo, already descrilied. While the only detailed analysis

availalde, quoted below, shows chromium, it gives nickel as being al)sent. It is

scarcely to be expected, however, that on further investigation nickel will be found

to be absent in all parts of these large deposits. The Philippines can l)e said to

be neighbouring islands of Borneo and Seboekoe. The situation of Mindanao is

shown on the map, page 234.

The following notes on the Mindanao deposits are taken from a paper by

W. E. Pratt ' :

Oil the eastern coast of Suiioao Province in Mindanao there is an area of about
40 square miles, bordering the sea for a distance of 10 miles, which is conspicuously barren
of vegetation and is covered with a bright red soil. This condition is the more notable in

that the surrounding country is heavily forested, and the singular barren appearance of this

one section of the coast line has been a subject of interest for years to those who knew of it.

But the region is sparsely inhabited, and but few boats pass along that coast; consequently
it was not until the year 1914, when H. F. Cameron, an engineer who is familiar with the
iron ores of the Xipe Bay region in Cuba, made an inspection trip through Surigao that the
'

' Red Hills"... were found to be covered with laterite rich enough in iron to con-

stitute an ore.

The laterite mantles a dissected plateau ranging up to 1,500 ft. in elevation and
terminating along the coast in sea cliffs and steep slopes. This part of Mindanao receives a
rainfall that averages about 10 ft. annually. . . .

While there are no regular harbours near the ore deposit. Dahikan Bay, at its southern
extremity, is almost landlocked, and is perfectly protected at all seasons. . . .

The ore deposit and the ore itself are strikingly similar to the lateritic iron ores of the
Mayari district in Cuba.

The Philippine laterite, or iron ore, is a surface blanket of residual clay varying in

thickness up to fiO ft. and resting upon the parent rock from which it has been derived by
tropical weathering processes

The parent rock, wherever exposed within the limits of the ore deposit, is essentially

serpentine.

In composition the Surigao iron ore appears to be sliglitly inferior to the ores of the
same character in Culia. . . . The results of the sampling tests indicate that the Surigao
ore is remarkably uniform in composition tliTOughout the deposit. . . .

'Am. Inst. M. E., Vol. LIII. W. E. Pratt, The Iron Ores of the Philippine Islands,

pp. 101, 102, 103, 104, 105.
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The only detailed analysis of the Surigao ore was performed upon a samjile taken from
the surface bv Mr. Cameron. This analvsis follows:

Pei Cent.

Hygroscopic water 1?..50

Combined water 6.60

Silica 1.04

Alumina 10.56

Ferric oxide 66.80

Ferrous oxide 0..36

Chromium oxide 1-15

Xickel oxide nil

Sulphur trace

Phosphorus trace

Total 100.01

Metallic iron, dried ore 5-4.29

Metallic iron, ore deprived of combined water 58.20

In its lack of nickel, as represented by the single analysis, the Surigao ore is different

in an important respect from the Cuban ore.

In attempting to ascertain what quantity of ore is present in the Surigao deposit and
what percentage of iron is contained in the average ore, hand drills were employed to

determine the thickness of the ore mantle at different places and to secure representative

samples of the ore from different depths. . . . From these figures and the weight of a
unit volume of the ore in place it can be calculated that the total economically important
metric tonnage is 430,000,000, of which about 375,000,000 tons is contained in that part of the

ore mantle which is 10 ft. or more in thickness.

RUSSIA

At Eedwinsk (or Eevda), in the Urals, are nickel deposits of the garnierite

type, resulting from the weathering of serpentine, which is intercalated between

schists and crystalline limestone. Attempts were made to mine these deposits as

early as 1866, and there has been a small production at various times. Judging

from the following, more serious attempts at utilizing the ore have recently been

made :

—

Eussian nickel deposits in the Urals, which have not heretofore been worked on account

of the low grade of the ore, are now being exploited. The ore mined is being treated at the

Redwinsk smelting works, which arc reported to be turning out at the rate of 600 tons yearly

of nickel matte.^

SOUTH AFRICA

The occurrence of nickel-copper ores in association with a sheet of l^asic rocks

in the Insizwa range has caused various writers to compare these South African

deposits with those of Sudbury. But there is only a distant geological similarity

between the two. Moreover, no workable deposits have yet been found in the

Insizwa range, although attention has been directed to the occurrence for a nimiber

of years. Should large masses of jDicrite with disseminated ores be discovered, the

probability of which has been suggested, such deposits would scarcely be serious

competitors of the large massive ore deposits at Sudbury.

A very interesting and complete description of the modes of occurrence of

these nickel-copper ores has recently been published by W. H. Goodchild." This

paper includes observations of earlier workers, besides containing much information

gathered by Goodchild himself.

'Eng. & Min. .Journal, Xov. 6, 1915, p. 759. See also Vol. XLYIII, pp. llS-124,

A. I. M. E.
"^ Economic Geology of the Insizwa Eange, Inst. Min. & Met., Bull. Xo. 147. Dec. 14, 1916,

with discussion, Bull. Xo. 148.
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The structural relations of the gabbro sheet, consisting of olivine gabbro,

picrite and other varieties, are described in the following extracts from Good-

child's paper:

Overling these liornfelses is tlie great galjbro mass which gives rise to a bold, steep

and frequently precipitous escarpment with peaks situated a little way behind the escarpment,

rising to heights over 3,000 ft. above the level of the neighbouring valley and more than

6,000 ft. above sea level. A rudely columnar structure is not infrequently shown in the cliff

face. On the mountain top and at varying distances from the face of the escarpment, the

upper surface of the intrusive dips inward at low angles under another series of hornfelses

resembling in a general way those at the base. These pass gradually into a series of

sedimentaries also similar to those at the base and, like them, they are also lying practically

horizontal. . . .

The thickness of the gabbro sheet varies. It probably averages some 2,000 ft. and

exceeds 3,000 ft. in its thickest parts. The dip of the sheet is inwards towards the centre

of the oval, and the dip of the basal contact round the periphery of the mountain, though

Tar\-ing considerably from point to point, probably averages about 30°. The shape of the

gabbroid mass is therefore roughly that of a thick shallow basin. It thus stands in a cross-

cutting relation to the bedding planes of the encasing sedimentary rocks and is not truly

laccolithic in its mode of occurrence.

According to Goodchild, the ore deposits may be classified into four distinct

types

:

(1) Mineralized norite or picrite containing disseminated sulphides of copper, nickel and
iron.

(2) Small fissures filled almost entirely with sulphides of copper, nickel and iron.

(3) Vein-like sheets of acid rock containing similar sulphides disseminated and in

masses.

(4) Dolerite dykes, cutting the main sheets and sedimentaries, containing disseminations

and thin veinlets of sulphides and occasional arsenides of the same series of metals.

All four types have this feature in common, namely, that they carry sulphides only in

the near neighbourhood of the lower hornfels-gabbro contact. Types (3) and (4), however,

may contain ore minerals at considerably greater distances from the contact than (1) and (2).

The mineralized picrite is probably the most important kind of deposit as yet discovered

at Insizwa, since it appears to possess greater economic possibilities than the others. . . .

It would scarcely be surprising, therefore, if prospecting of the lower margin of the

intrusive at greater distances from the face of the escarpment than has hitherto been

attempted led to the disclosure of large bodies of mineralized picrite of profitable grade,

despite the fact that nowliere along the range is there any outcrop of this mineralized rock

of sufficient grade to enable it to be exploited at a profit. . . .

The solid sulphide veins are of small dimensions and irregular in all their characteristics.

They occur in the near neighbourhood of the hornfels-gabbro contact, commonly passing a

short distance up into the sheet and down into the hornfels. Individual fissures have been

traced for a horizontal length of 100 ft. or so, and, while they occasionally attain a width

of 2 ft., 6 ins. is probably a liberal estimate of their average thickness. They ramify and
have no well-defined strike or dip, though there seems to be a tendency for them to strike

with a rough parallelism to the contact. The fissures are filled almost entirely with sulphides

of copper, nickel and iron, but the relative proportions of the minerals are subject to the

widest variations from point to point. The copper contents may vary from 1.5 per cent, to

20 per cent., nickel from 1.5 per cent, to 10 per cent., while the average is probably about

4 per cent, of each of these metals. Platinum is frequently present but is erratically dis-

tributed. The average, as far as can be judged, is probably between 2 and 3 dwt. per ton,

a by no means inconsiderable amount, while occasional samples containing several ounces to

the ton have been obtained. Gold and silver are also present in small amounts.

The hornfelses in the near neighbourhood of these veins also occasionally contain small

pellets of sulphides as well as small amounts of fine disseminated sulphide.

These veins seem to be akin to gash veins and they are the ''will-o'-the-wisp" formations

upon which the greater part of the mining activity along the range has been concentrated

hitherto, with disappointing results. They appear to be distributed over a wide area, for

the most random kind of prospecting at many points separated by wide intervals has shown
their presence, even where there are no definite surface indications of their existence. It

seems to have been quite the exception for an adit to be driven to the contact without

striking either mineralized rock or one or more of these stringers. The exceptions generally

occur where the overlying gabbroid rock is of a more acid character than picrite. . . .
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The order of separation of the sulphides in tlie picrite, as determined by du Toit, is

(1) chalcopyrite, (2) peutlandite, (3j pyrrhotite, and, as he points out, this is exactly the
reverse of that obtained by Campbell and Knight in the copper-nickel deposits of Sudbury,
Norway and elsewhere.

"He [Goodchild] concluded by saying that there was nothing more than a distant

geological similarity between the lusizwa and Sudbury occurrences, although Insizwa had on
several occasions been dubbed * The Sudbury of South Africa. ' " ^

Two trial shipments of some five tons each, apparently from the '" solid sulphide

veins," sent to Johnson, Matthey & Co., on analysis gave the following results:

—

Copper 3.40 p<^r cent.

Xickel and cobalt ' 4.90 per cent.

Gold
I

6 grains per ton.

Platinum 2 dwt. 12 grains.

Silver ' 10 dwt.

3.50 per cent.

5.25 per cent.

6 grains per ton.

12 grains.

12 dwt,

The mineralized area of the Insizwa range is situated close to the boundary

between East Griqualand and Pondoland, some sixty miles from the east coast of

the Continent, in the well-watered region drained l\y the upper tributaries of the

St. John's river. The Tritsa falls, said to be the second largest falls in South

Africa, are distant about forty miles from the centre of the range; at the mouth

of the main river is the port of Fort St. John's.

A little work appears to have been done on the copper veins in this range

about 1865, but it was not until over forty years later that the sulphides, supposed

to contain copper and iron only, were found to contain nickel also. Shortly after-

wards the presence of platinum in the ores in variable but appreciable quantities

was discovered.

In connection with the occurrence of nickel in South Africa, it may be added

tliat considerable cobalt is contained in crude copper produced in the Belgian

Congo, -which, prior to the war, was refined in Germany. It has been estimated

that probably 242 tons of metallic cobalt were derived from this source in 1913.'

SPAIN

A small quantity of nickel ore, of the garnierite type, was mined in the 'seventies

in Malaga, Spain. Upper portions of the serpentine here contain secondary ores,

garnierite and pimelite. and at greater depth the nickel arsenide, niccolite, is

found.'

TASMANIA

Nickeliferous pyrrhotite occurs in deposits of small size in Tasmania, near

the town of Zeehan. A few thousand tons of ore have been mined, and, although

diamond drilling has been done on the deposits, but little ore has 1)een proved to

remain. "While the ore is rich, the deposits are of little importance as competitors.

•Inst. M. & M., Bull. Xo. 148, p. 3.

= Min. Res. U. S. G. S., 1913, Part I. p. 339. and Min. Sci. Press, Feb. 21, 1914, p. 322.

^ F. Gilman, Xotes on the Ore Deposits of the Malaga Serpentines, Inst. Min. and Met.,

1896.
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Immediately prior to the war, January to July, 1914, about 3,000 tons of ore were

mined and shipped to Germany. This ore averaged 10.368 per cent, in nickel and

5.291 in copper. The percentage of iron was about 42 and that of sulphur 38.

It may be added that a little garnierite occurs near Trial Bay.

The following quotations, from two papers, one published in 1902 and the

other in 1915, give the character of the deposits and associated rocks:

—

1. There are two deposits of this class known in the North Dundas district, and, though

there is reason to believe that neither of them is of commercial value, it is important that

the facts of their occurrence should be recorded, as deposits of the same class which are of

sufficient dimensions to become of economic value may be found in other parts of the coast.

The most important of the two deposits in the North Dundas district is situated on

section 3510-93m, near where the Emu Bay Railway crosses the North-East Dundas Tramway.

The deposit was found in the bed of a small creek which flows through the section. The

creek had completely tilled up the old workings and I could not examine them, but Mr. G.

Beardsley, metallurgist to the Mt. Lyell M. and E. Company, who was interested in the

mine at the time the work was done, has kindly furnished me with the following information:

—

The deposit occurred at the junction of the slate and the decomposed gabbro. On first

appearance it gave promise of being a big lode, but afterwards proved to be merely a rock-

cavity filled with nickeliferous pyrrhotite. This was connected with a small leader a few

inches thick and 12 or 15 feet in length. The water was very heavy, and the leader was not

followed down for more than 20 feet. Several parcels of ore were sold, carrying from

8 to 12 per cent, of nickel, 3 to 5 per cent, of copper, an ounce or two of silver, and a trace

of gold. The ore was composed principally of nickeliferous pyrrhotite, containing in places

small crystals of millerite. This occurrence is evidently of the same type as the nickeliferous

pyrrliotite deposits of Sudbury, in Canada, though on an extremely small scale. These

deposits are invariably found at or close to the contact of gabbro with the surrounding rocks,

and occasionally form short veins in the latter. . . . The dimensions of the gabbro in-

trusions at North Dundas are very small in comparison with the enormous masses which

occur in Canada and Norway, and this may account to some extent for the small dimensions

of the ore deposits. North of the Pieman feiver, however, very much larger masses of gabbro

are known, and it would be well worth while for prospectors in that district to be on the look-

out for large deposits of pyrrhotite at the contact of the gabbro and the sedimentary

rocks. . . .

The other deposit wliich I have referred to is situated on the old King Curtain Mine,

about three-quarters of a mile north of Ringville. The formation was cut in an old tunnel

which was put in from the side of the track between Ringville and the Colebrook mine.

I liave only examined the ore at the mouth of the tunnel. It consists of veins and bunches of

iron pyrites in quartzite, with small needles of millerite through it. The quartzite also

contains small needles of millerite in the .ioints. Just beyond the tunnel the track passes

through a small patch of serpentinised gabbro, so that it is evident that this deposit is also at

or close to the contact of this rock. I am not at all sure that this deposit belongs to the

same type as the last, but I think it is probable. The millerite in the joints of the quartzite

is evidently of secondary origin, and indeed the whole deposit may have been altered con-

sideral)ly by the action of underground waters since it was formed as a segregation from the

gabbro.^

2. The two principal known occurrences' of the metal are in the west of the island, one of

which is in the Dundas mining district near Zeehan, and the other on the west coast at

Trial bay, 14 miles away. During the past three or four years considerable development

work has been done on the Dundas deposit, where four separate ore-shoots of high-grade

copper-nickel ore have been found on a line of contact between serpentine and slate rocks

extending for about a mile north and south. Two of the ore-shoots have been recently

worked by private companies, which acquired adjoining proj)erties. . . .

The deposits occur in the slate near its contact with the serpentine, as shown on the

cross-section through one of the deposits developed. It will be seen that the irregular

lenticular masses of ore that are farthest from the serpentine have pinched-out at shallow-

depths, while the ore-shoot nearest the contact with the serpentine continues downward from

the surface so far as exposed, and has more the aspect of a contact-fissure deposit, which it

may prove to be on further development.

The ore-shoots are principally composed of sulphides of iron, nickel, and copper, or

nickeliferous pyrrhotite, and contain from 8 to 12 per cent. Ni and 4 to 6 per cent. Cu

;

lower-grade ore also occurs at a depth of 70 ft. in a portion of the lode nearest the

' Report by G. A. Waller to Secretary for Mines, Hobart, dated Zeehan, April 30, 1902,

pp. 64-66.
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serpentine, the face of the drift on it showing at one pU^ee 6^2 ft. of ore, 4 ft. of which
assayed 8.26 per cent. Ni and 4.2 per cent. Cu, the remaining 214 ft. assaying 1.17 per cent.

Xi and 1.80 per cent. Cu. Secondary enrichment is evidenced by the richer ore being found
nearest the surface and by the ore becoming harder and more silicious with depth. The
following assay of a 100-ton lot shows approximately the average contents of such ore as
has been mined and shipped up to date: Xi 9.61 per cent., Cu -±.7 per cent., Fe 32.8 per cent.,

S .32.66 per cent., HiOj 5.24 per cent. Some silver and platinum are present, as indicated by
an assay for precious metals made by Daniel C. Griffith & Co., of London, who reported
Ag 2.2 oz. per ton, Au trace, Pt 0.06 oz. per ton.

The association of nickel with serpentine is well known, and it has been proved to be
one of the chief sources of the metal, though the ore deposits derived from it may be either

of a secondary nature, resulting from erosion of the parent rock, or be primary deposits of
magmatic origin. In the present instance the serpentine near the surface contains no traces

of disseminated ore, as far as is known, yet it is quite admissible as the origin of the sulphide
ore-shoots under notice, which are recognizable as contact-fissure deposits formed through the

agency of ascending thermal solutions, subsequently enriched by erosion and descending
surface water. It does not, however, follow that these ore-shoots, even if originating from a
deep-seated source, will prove of great persistence in depth; other factors, known to students
of ore deposition, require due consideration, and in the present case point to an early im-
poverishment with depth.

The Dundas deposits, although of unusually high grade, are of relatively small dimen-
sions, the longest shoot of ore in any instance not exceeding 150 ft., with an average width
of 4 to 5 ft. ; so that richness and size are here exemplified in inverse ratio. Xevertheless, it

has already been found, in one instance at least, that these deposits are workable at con-

siderable profit, and were it not for the wet nature of the country and heavy influx of water
into the mines, they would be veritable bonanzas in a small way. . . .

At Trial Bay, on the west coast, little exploration or development work has been done as

yet. Within a short distance of the shore a hill of nickeliferous serpentine rises to a height
of over 300 ft., and extends inland for some distance. Three adits, each about 100 ft. long,

have been driven into the hill from different points of the compass. These adits have been
sampled throughout their length, and samples have also been taken of the rock on the
surface; the assays of the samples range from 0.34 per cent, to 0.83 per cent. Xi, their

average being 0.51 per cent. The ore in the serpentine is said to be niccolite (XiAs), and to

be disseminated in grains visible. to the naked eye. In one of the adits a vein of high-grade
ore consisting of garnierite, was intersected ; this was sampled across a width of 1 2 ins. and
assayed 13.35 per cent. Xi. The place of origin of the garnierite deposited in the vein is

seen to be the enclosing rock that is impregnated with nickel, the garnierite being a secondary
deposit of hydrous silicate of the metal, resulting from denudation of the serpentine and
sub-aerial agencies.

The Trial Bay formation can be compared to that of Xew Caledonia, which is marked
by the presence of nickeliferous peridotite changed into serpentine, and the occurrence of
silicate of nickel as a secondary mineral. On the other hand, the Trial Bay nickel deposit
liears no resemblance to that at Dundas, either in form or origin, though they both hold a
common relationship to the serpentine, which is in one case impregnated with the metal, while
in the other it does not appear to be so. It is worth noting that the sampling of one of the

Trial Bay adits in the serpentine gave an assay of 0.83 per cent. Xi, and that the niccolite

ore in the hill is amenable to water-concentration. Whether any portion of the metalliferous
serpentine hill could be worked profitably as a low-grade proposition remains to be demon-
strated. The garnierite deposits offer an additional inducement to further exploration of
what may prove to be the most important occurrence of nickel in Tasmania. As regards local

conditions, the Trial Bay deposit is without railway connection to any other place in the
island, and in the matter of transport of ore to Europe, would be in a worse position than
Dundas, as Trial Bay is a shallow open roadstead, so that all ore would need to be loaded
into coasting vessels and taken to the ports of Strahan or Burnie for shipment to Europe
by way of Melbourne or Sydney.'

It may be added that chromiferoiis iron ores, somewhat like those of Greece

and Cuba, occur in Tasmania.'

UNITED STATES

While nickel ores have been found in numerous localities in the United States,

this country's resources in the metal are comparatively unimportant. Durinsf the

'G. A. White, Mining Magazine, February, 1915, pp. 10o-105.
'' Journal Iron and Steel Inst., 1S92.
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last few years the production of nickel from domestic ores has come from the

refining of blister copper, although the United States is the world's largest refiner

of nickel. As shown on other pages of this Eeport, much the greater part of the

nickel-copper matte produced at Sudbury and a minor part of the ISTew Caledonia

nickel are refined in the United States.

The following quutatiuu from a recently published article gives a fair sum-

mary of the conditions in the United States as regards resources in nickel, and two

other metals, manganese and chromium, that are of much importance in alloy

steels :

—

The position of the United States in times of possible stress, as to supplies of the three

most common steel-hardening metals, manganese, nickel and chromium, is not altogether

reassuring. Our production of manganese and chrome ores has increased considerably under

the stimulus of abnormally high prices in 1915 and 1916. In fact, the production of pure

manganese ores in 191G amounted to nearly 27,000 tons, against 9,000 in 1915. Still it is

very far from filling our domestic needs. A timely attempt has been made recently by the

United States Geological Survey to catalogue the' occurrences of i^ossible supplies of nickel

ores, which, though not rich enough to use under ordinary conditions, might serve as

emergency supplies. The result of this survey is about to be published. Aside from sporadic

and poor deposits of nickel-bearing pyrrhotite, low-grade oxidized ores are known to exist,

but it may well be doubted whether any process could be devised to treat such ores effec-

tively. May we hope for discoveries of new deposits? It is possible, but doubtful. Areas
of galibro, like that of Duluth, and those of serpentine, as in California, should be closely

scanned. A possible source of nickel which has recently attracted some attention is found
in the iron ores of Mayari, Cuba. These limonite ores, which are derived from the weathering
of serpentine, average about 0.6 per cent, nickel oxide, and experiments have been carried

out recently looking toward the extraction of this nickel. It is said to have been ascertained

that while most of this nickel is present as a hydrous silicate, there is a smaller part which
is insoluble, and it is suspected that nickel oxide may be present. It is also well possible

that in some parts of Cuba larger deposits, like those of New Caledonia, may still be found.

On the whole the situation is discouraging, and this also applies to manganese and
chromium. There is no use looking for chromium except in areas of serpentine, and all

deposits so far found in the United States have been spotty and small. Three thousand tons

of ore i^roduced against seventy-six thousand tons imported—that tells the story.

Manganese is more widesjiread, and many old mines, especially in Virginia, are being
reopened. There are some promising low-grade iron-manganese ores^ but the pure and high-

grade manganese dioxide is very scarce. Such material is used, among other things, for dry
batteries, and it is said that manufacturers of these have found it very ditScult to obtain a

supply. Aside from the unique oolitic ores of southern Russia, the manganese deposits seem
to thrive best under conditions of tropical weathering such as do not obtain in this country.

Cuba is rich in serpentine. There is also much manganese, and this southern neighbour
of ours could possibly help us out quite a little in case of all three of these necessary
metals.^

The catalogue of the occurrences of nickel ores by the United States G-eological

Survey, referred to in the preceding quotation, has been published.' It gives an

interesting epitome of the occurrences. The following extracts from the puljlica-

tion contain the introductory and other notes together with the description of the

Missouri deposits. These deposits are of most interest at the present time since

preparations are being made for resumption of work in extracting nickel, cobalt

and copper, in addition to lead, from them. The old plant at Fredericktown has

been remodelled and additions made. It is expected that the production will

soon 1)6 at the rate of 800 to 1,000 tons of nickel a year. The property is controlled

by a Canadian company. The ore to lie treated for nickel is said to contain

^ Eng. and Mining Journal, New York, Jan. 20, 1917.
= Nickel in 1915, Min. Res. U. S., 1915, Part I, pp. 743-766, published January, 1917.
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approximately the following percentages of metals, lead, less than 2; copper, 2.5;

nickel, 0.9 ; and cohalt, 0.5.

Xo nickel ores are known to have been mined in the United States in recent years, but
an equivalent of 822 short tons of nickel Avas saved in 1915 as a by-product in the electrolytic

refining of copper. Of this output the larger part was marketed as metallic nickel and the

smaller part was contained in hydrous nickel sulphate.

What part of this nickel came from American pig or blister copper and what part from
foreign copper is uncertain, liut it is roughly estimated that American ores produced between
one-half and two-thirds of the whole. The foreign copper came from many countries and
from every continent. The companies reporting a production were the American Smelting

& Refining Co., Xichols Copper Co., Raritan - Copper Works, and United States Metals

Refining Co.

The great bulk of the nickel supply of the United States has been drawn for years from
Canada. During 1915 smaller quantities were imported from New Caledonia, Australia, and
Norway.

During the general stock-taking which has been going on in the United States during

the last vear many questions as to the country's resources in nickel have been asked, and in

order to answer these questions and to show what nickel and nickel ore would be available

in case of urgent need and shortage of supplies from other countries, the information avail-

able on the deposits of the United States has been epitomized in this paper.

The nickel deposits of the United States are small compared with the unrivalled deposits

at Sudbury, Canada, but they have in the past made some production and will probalily do

so again. Xickel in quantities sufficiently large to excite attempts to exploit the deposits on

a commercial scale has been found in California, Colorado, Connecticut, Idaho, Missouri,

Nevada, New Mexico, North Carolina, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Washington under

very diverse conditions and smaller deposits have been found in other States. . . .

During 1915 there was no known market for nickel ores in the United States. The large

smelting companies bought only gold, silver, lead, zinc, and copper ores, and if nickel were

present no allowance was made for it. As the nickel can be smelted with the copper into

matte and can be separated in electrolytic refining and as nickel is now being saved by the

refineries, it would seem that the purchase of nickel ores might be made mutually profitable

to both smelters and miners.

No direct production of nickel from American nickel oies is known to have been made
in this country since 1909, when the American Lead Co. operated a smelter at Fredericktown,

Mo., for a short period. . . .

Missouri Deposits

The nickel deposits of Missouri are on the eastern side of the St. Francis Mouutains, in

the vicinity of Fredericktown, and on the Mine La Motte property, in Madison County.

Here, according to Winslow, galena is disseminated through a Lower Silurian dolomite now
known as the Bonneterre (Upper Cambrian) limestone. The dolomite grades into sandstone,

which in some places contains glauconite. It is underlain by an impure sandstone, also of

Cambrian age, and this sandstone in turn rests on Archean granite and porphyry.

Here and there galena is disseminated through the dolomite and in places also consider-

able pyrite, chalcopyrite, and some nickel and cobalt sulphides, the latter probably combined

in the' mineral linnseite. The sulphides, other than galena, are found in greatest quantity

in the lower part of the workings, next to and in the sandstone, especially near the granite

and porphyry.

The quantity present varies considerably in the diffcient workings. The mines have

generally been operated for lead, and nickel and cobalt have been produced as by-products,

except from the mines worked by the North American Lead Co. Genth states that the ores

from Mine La Motte had been used as a source of nickel and cobalt oxides for a number

of years prior to 1857. In the milling of the lead ores the sulphides of iron, copper, nickel,

and cobalt which were saved were thrown aside, though a considerable percentage seems to

have been lost in the tailings.

At one time the Mine La Motte ores were smelted to matte at the mine and the matte

was sold to the refinery at Camden, N.J., and to others abroad. . . .

The North American Lead Co. erected a smelter in 1906 for treating the sulphides

which had accumulated on its own and adjoining properties and also the ores as mined.

In 1907, 2,7.31 pounds of cobalt oxide were made. In 1909, 8.3,39-1 pounds of cobalt oxide,

328,403 pounds of nickel, 8,214 tons of nickel and cobalt concentrates, 600 tons of copper,

and 1,353 tons of lead concentrates were produced. In 1908, a body of ore 400 or 500 feet

from the granite v,'as 12 feet thick, and was said to carry 10 per cent, copper, 4 per cent,

nickel and cobalt, and 4 per cent. lead. This ore had been reached by a long drift in which
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the ore had been 1 to 2 feet thick, gradually increasing in thickness to the j^oint noted. The
company's affairs later liecame so involved that the property was sold at a forced sale in

1910 and has since remained idle. Plans for again starting work have repeatedly been
reported.

Besides the projierties named, those of the Hudson Valley Lead Co., Madison Lead and
Land Co., 4 miles from Fredericktown, and the Jackson Revelle Co., 8 miles soutli of

Fredericktown, are said to carry similar nickel deposits. From the meagre data at hand it

seems i^robable that some hundreds of tons of nickel per year can be produced, with possibly

one-fourth to one-third as much cobalt and several times as much copper.^

Oth'^r Deposits

It is -unnecessary to say nuicli concerning other deposits of nickel-bearing

ores in the United States, all of which are lying idle and, moreover, are described

in various publications which are readily accessible. But it may be said that all

classes of nickel ores have been found, with the exception of laterite or nickeliferous

iron deposits, such as those of Cuba. Silicate ores are represented by those of

Webster, North Carolina, and Eiddle, Oregon. Arsenical ores, associated with

native silver and carrying cobalt and nickel, have been found in small quantities at

Silver Clilf, Colorado, and Bullards Peak, New Mexico. Many years ago there

was a small production of arsenical cobalt-nickel ores in Connecticut. Pyrrhotitc-

chalcopyrite deposits in which nickel occurs in economic quantity are represented

by the Gap mine, Lancaster, Pa., and Friday claim, Julian, Cal., and others.

The Gap mine has been referred to on a preceding page. At one time it was an

important producer, but, since the discovery of the New Caledonia and Sudbury

deposits, ore bodies of its size and character have become of little economic

interest.

Imports and Exports

Nickel ores and nickel matte are specifically exempted from duty," but im-

ported "nickel, nickel oxide, alloy of any kind in which nickel is a component

material of chief value, in pigs, ingots, bars, rods, or plates," must pay a duty of

10 per centum ad valorem; sheets of strips 20 per centum.^

Large quantities of nickel matte are imported into the L'nited States, as

sliown l)y the following tal)le

:

Origin of Nickel Matte Imported in 1915.
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country from which unrefined nickel was obtained was Peru, 1 ton of ore contain-

ing lis pounds of the metal being imported from that southern country.

Nickel alloys, pigs, bars, etc., were imported to the extent of 31,990 pounds,

and the quantity of nickel oxide was 49 T pounds.

The United States refines much more nickel than it can use, so that, though

not a large producer, it is a large exporter. No nickel matte is known to be

exported.

Exports of Mickcl and Nickel Oxide.

Year. Quantity. Value.

1913 29,173,088 I $9,686,794
1914

,
27,595,152 9,455,528

1915
: 26,418,550 10,128,514

The nickel content of salts and metallic nickel produced in the electrolytic

refining of copper is given as 822 tons in 1915, of which between one-half and two-

thirds is estimated to have come from United States ores. This quantity appears

to he too low. Accurate statistics of such productions are difficult to obtain.

The American Smelting and Eefining Company produced 560 tons of refined

nickel in 1915, and 612 tons in 1916.'

^ Eng. and Min. Jr., March 17th, 1917, p. 471.



CHAPTEK V

Properties and Uses of Nickel and Its Compounds

METALLIC NICKEL

Physical Properties

Appearance, Colour, Etc. :—Nickel is a lustrous, silver-white metal having

a slight steel grey tinge, which is very noticeable on comparing the metal with

silver. It is more brilliant than platinum, and is sufficiently hard to take a fine

polish. Its atomic weight is 58.68 (Oxygen — 16) and its specific gravity, when

cast, 8.35, which becomes increased to 8.6-8.9 by rolling, hammering or other

mechanical treatment.

Mechanical Properties:—Cast nickel approaches soft steel in hardness. It is

very malleable and ductile, and can be rolled into sheets of extreme thinness

(0.0008 inch) and drawn into wire of remarkable tenuity (0.0004 inch diameter).

Its malleability and ductility are diminished by the presence of carbon, manganese,

arsenic, sulphur or nickel oxide.

At a white heat, it can be welded to itself, to iron and to various alloys.

According to Copaux' the hardness of nickel, containing only 0.05 per cent,

of non-metallic impurities, is 3.5 of Moh's scale, say about 80 Brinell scale, and

the breaking stress, 42 kilos, per sq. mm.
Kolbnan gives the tenacity of nickel containing 0.05 per cent, of magnesium

as 38.9 tons per sq. inch; whilst for wrought nickel, after annealing, Shakell gives

42.4 tons per sq. incli as the tensile strength.

The effect of annealing on the tensile strength of hard drawn wires of nickel

has been studied by L. Guillet.'

The results of a large number of mechanical tests show that in all cases,

the temperature of complete annealing, as indicated hy a rapid fall in the

maximum strength and elastic limit, and a rapid increase in percentage elongation,

is practically independent of the amount of cold work. These temperatures for

nickel are 700° C. to 750° C.

Guillet' found that, although the tensile strength, elastic limit and elongation

of hardened nickel were not affected by heating the metal to lielow 400° C. a

slight deflection occurred at about this temperature and a marked alteration

(chiefly as regards elongation) between 700° and 750° C. ; he also concluded

that, contrary to generally accepted views, the influence of time on the effect of

annealing was relatively slight.

Action of Heat:—Copaux' gives 0.108 as the specific heat of nickel between

20° and 100° C, and 0.0061 as the coefficient of expansion between 0° and 20° C.

'Comptes Eend., 1905, 140, 657-

='.T. Inst. Metals, 1913, I, p. 220.

='Rev. Met., 1913, 10, 665-676.
* Loc. cit.

[2871
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By examining- a number of specimens of commercial nickel, of dates from

1891 to 1911, Guillaume' found the expansibility of the modern metal to be

distinctly lower than that of earlier specimens; but concluded that, when nickel

standards of length are used, correction for temperature within a range of 20° C.

may be neglected unless extreme accuracy is required.

Nickel is difficultly fusible, its melting point, according to Moissan, being

about 1,500° C, but, as in the case of iron, the melting point is very considerably

lowered by the presence of carbon.

Copaux gives 1,470° C. as the melting point of pure nickel; while Burgess

and Waltenberg'' give the probable melting point of the pure metal as 1,452° +
3° C. The latter temperature (1,452° C. or 2,646° F.) is confirmed by Euff,

Bormann and Keilig^ and is adopted by the IT. S. Bureau of Standards,

According to Moissan,^ nickel may be distilled in the electric furnace, the

distillate having the same properties as the finely divided metal. It is not so

volatile as manganese, but more volatile than iron or chromium.

Maf/netic Properties:—Nickel is magnetic at ordinary temperatures, its

magnetic power being about two-thirds that of iron; but it becomes non-magnetic

at high temjDeratures, the transition occurring at about 350° C.

The polymorphic change to which this loss of magnetic power is ascribed,

has been the subject of investigation by several workers, by whom the trans-

formation temperature has been determined with results varying from 340° to

about 360° C.

"Werner^ states that the heat of the transformation is about 0.013 calorie per

gramme, and tliat the change is unaccompanied by any alteration in the volume

of the metal.

Electrical Properties:—The electrical conductivity of nickel is about 12.9

if that of silver be taken as 100. Copaux^ gives 6.4 microhms /c.c. as the specific

electrical resistance of the metal at 0° C.

Chemical I^roperties

Getieral Behaviour:—Nickel in the massive state does not readily tarnish

in the air at ordinary temjieratures, but at a red heat becomes coated with the

greyish-green oxide.

If heated, nickel wire Inirns in oxygen like iron ; it also becomes incandescent

in nitric oxide at 200° C, and when prepared by reduction, is pyrophoric. Nickel

decomposes steam at a red heat, but only slowly. Acetic, citric, tartaric and

oxalic acids have little or no action on nickel unless they are left in contact with

the metal for a long time; and caustic alkalis may be fused in nickel vessels with-

out any change taking place. The metal is not affected by fresh or sea water;

and dissolves very slowly in hydrochloric or sulphuric acid, but rapidly in nitric

acid or aqua regia.

'Comptes Rend., 1912, 154, 748-751.
- J. Washino^ton Acad. Sci., 1913, o. 371-378.
'' Z. anorg. Chem., 1914, 88, 365-423.
*Comptes Rend., 1906, 142, 425.
= Z. anorg. Chem., 1913, 83, 275-321.
"Loc. cit.
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Passivity of Nickel

:

—In coJitact with concentrated nitric acid, nickel becomes

passive like iron; when dropped into fuming nitric acid it may be violently

attacked, may become passive, or may be disintegrated to a grey magnetic powder.'

Schmidt and Eathert' report that nickel can remain passive when subjected

to friction in an atmosphere of hydrogen, under conditions in which no oxide

film could remain. They consider the results of their investigation to establish

the validity of the hydrogen-catalysis theory of activity, according to which the

passive metal is in a similar condition to that of water in the

absence of air, which does not boil even when its vapour pressure is equal to that
-

of the super-incumbent atmosphere. Just as small quantities of air initiate the

rapid evaporation of large quantities of liquid, so, they consider, a small quantity

of hydrogen can "activate'* large quantities of nickel.

In order to ascertain whether pure nickel may be considered active, and the

passive state be attributed to the presence of some retarding catalyst, or conversely,

whether the pure metal may be considered passive and the active state attributed

to the presence of an accelerating catalyst, a series of experiments was conducted

by Grave." As the result of the investigation, the first theory was found to be

untenable; it is therefore considered higUy probable that pure nickel is passive,

and only becomes active in the presence of hydrogen ions which act as catalysts in

the process of formation of ions of the metal.

Byers and Morgan* placed an anode of nickel and a platinum cathode in a

test-tube containing an electrolyte, and measured the current density required to

render the anode passive, both under ordinary conditions and when the tube

was placed between the poles of an electro magnet. The current density required

to render nickel passive, was materially increased when the metal was in the

magnetic field.

From experiments on the behaviour of nickel in mixtures of sulphuric acid

and hydrogen peroxide, D. Eeichenstein' concludes that there are two forms of

passive nickel; the passivity being due to a high concentration of adsorbed mole-

cular oxygen in one case, and to a high concentration of adsorbed atomic oxygen

in the other.

Corrosion of Nickel

:

—Jorissen ^ reports that nickel is hardly attacked by air,

moisture, sea water and dilute hydrochloric and sulphuric acids.

According to the same author, the order of the metals when arranged accord-

ing to their potential (referred to the hydrogen electrode) in normal solutions

of their salts is :—Magnesium, aluminium, manganese, zinc, cadmium, iron,

cobalt, nickel, tin, lead, hydrogen, copper, bismuth, antimony, mercury, silver,

platinum and gold, those preceding hydrogen being positive and those following

it, negative.

The action of dilute solutions of acids, alkalis and salts on nickel (among

other metals) was investigated by A. J. Hale and H. S. Foster,^ who determined

' Hollis, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc, 1904, 12, 253.
= Faraday Soc, Nov. 12, 1913.
^'Z. physik. Ghem., 1911, 77, 513-576.
*J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1911, 33, 1757-1761.
° Z. Elektro-chem., 1915, 21, 359-372.
° Comptes Rend., Internat. Pharmaceut. Congress, 1913 ; Engineering, Oct. 23, 1914. 512.
' J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1915, 464.
19 N*
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the loss in weight sustained Ijy similar pieces of the metal on immersion in the

various liquids, for periods up to 28 days. Cold hard-rolled and polished com-

mercial sheet nickel was employed, the total area of each piece being 1 sq. d.m..

The solutions were of n/y strength and Avere used at 17°—20° C. In one set of

experiments, each specimen was immersed in 500 c.c. of the solution for seven days,

the liquid being renewed each day; in another set, each sample was immersed in.

500 c.c. of the solution for 28 days without renewal of the liquid. The losses in

weight sustained by the specimens in the T and 28 days tests were as follows :

—

Corrosion Tests of Xickel

Specimens immersed in
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In determining tlie solubility of hydrogen in molten nickel at temperatures

from 400° to 1,600° C. and pressures up to 1.5 atmospheres, Sieverts' found that

the amount of gas absorbed under given conditions of temperature and pressure is

independent of the amount of metallic surface, a true solution of the gas being

formed. The solubility of the gas increases with the temperature, and the metal

"spits" on solidification in an atmosphere of hydrogen, about 12 times its vohime

of the gas (at 1,450° C. and 760 mm.) being given otf ; the solidified metal contains

cavities in which hydrogen may still be retained. It is only by very rapid cooling

that any considerable quantity of hydrogen can Ije retained in tlie metal at ordinary

temperature.

]\rolten nickel aljsorbs car1)on monoxide which is given off on cooling, unsound

castings full of blow-holes being produced. Carbon monoxide may also be

generated in the molten metal by the action of carl)on on nickel monoxide, both

of which constituents the metal may contain. Xickel has the power of dissolving

its monoxide, forming a eutectic similar to that formed by copper with cuprous

oxide, and with the same result, i.e., brittleness of the metal."

The unsoundness due to blow-holes and the brittleness caused by nickel oxide

can, however. l)e removed by the addition of small quantities of magnesium to the

molten metal (Fleitmann's process) and perfectly sound and malleable castings

thus obtained. Manganese, added to the extent of one to three per cent, is also

stated to act as a purifier, and to improve the cpiality of the metal. This matter

and others connected with the purification of nickel are dealt with in the Cbapter

on Refining Processes.

Carbon is also absorbed by molten nickel. EulT, Bordmann and Keilig' found

the carl)on content of carbon-saturated nickel to be 6.3 per cent, and the Iwiling

point of the latter at 30 mm. pressure, to be 2,490° C.

Euif and Martin,* in determining the solu1)ility of carbon in nickel between

1,550° and 2,100° C. found a maximum carbon content of 6.42 per cent in the

metal (corresponding to the formula XioC), the whole behaviour of the nickel-

carbon series being similar to that of the iron-carbon alloys.

H. C. H. Carpenter^ has published some instructive particulars as to the

disintegration of nickel wire when used as a resistance in place of j^latinum in

electric furiiace work. He attributes the fibrous structure, brittleness and other

physical changes in the wire during such use, to the al)sorption of gases, and

states, inter alia, that nickel made electrolytically would probably be most suitable

on account of its being less liable to contain occluded or combined gases.

Commercial Nickel and Effect of Impurities

The nickel of commerce, with the exception of that obtained by the ]\[ond

process, is generally impure. It frequently contains only about 98.0 to 98.5 per

cent, of nickel, often as much as 1.0 per cent, of coI)alt, 0.3 to O.G per cent, of

' Z. physik. Chem., 1911, 77, 591-613.
-J. Institute of Metals, 1912, V. S, p. .^26.

' Z. anorg-. Chem.. 1914, 88, .56.5-423.

* Metalhirgie, 1912, 9, 143-148.
^ British Association Meeting-, 1906, and Collected Researches National Physical Lab., Vol.

Ill, 1908, pp. 259-268.
'
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iron, a little copper, silicon and magnesium. Arsenic, sulphur and nickel oxide

are also occasionally present; they cause brittleness in the metal, and diminish

or destroy its properties of being rolled or drawn. Even 0.1 per cent, of arsenic

or sulphur is injurious, Iron, too. hardens nickel, and if much is present, say

1.0 per cent., the metal is unsuitable for the manufacture of the best qualities

of German silver. As has already been pointed out. nickel dissolves carl)on and

also nickel oxide. AVith 1.0 per cent, of carbon it is brittle, but with a higher

percentage it is tough. When nickel contains both carbon anil nickel oxide,

carbon monoxide is produced on melting it, and the castings are full of Idow-holes.

Nickel is commonly sold in the form of small cubes, or in discs known as

"rondelles," or in granules. It is, however, largely sold in plaquettes weighing

25 or 50 lbs., as is the case with much of that shipped by the International Nickel

Company, and in shot of various standard sizes according to the requirements

of the trade, by the ]\Iond Nickel Company.

The following are analyses of tvpical samples of commercial nickel :
—

It is hoped that the table will not be quoted or reprinted without the ex-

planatory notes, as a mere quotation of the tabulated results would be misleading.

Analyses of Commercial Xickel

No.
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of ores. It has been deemed best to give a considerable number of analyses, and all

those quoted in the table are stated to be suitable for general use. It may be

pointed out that, although extreme purity is essential in some cases, the less pure

brands are equally suitable for many purposes, and are occasionally preferred

on account of greater ease in alloying. The makers of some of the specially pure

brands found great difficulty in disposing of their metal because its melting point

was higher, or its speed of alloying with other metals was different from that of

chemically inferior brands, with whose use the alloy makers were familiar.

It may be taken as a fact that, except for very special purposes, the premium

on extreme purity is practically negligible, and that even larger amounts of

impuritv than are shown in the assays are commonly permissible. A consider-

ably larger amount of copper or cobalt would, for instance, not usually be

penalized.

It may be pointed out that the presence of manganese and magnesium in

some samples is due to the deliberate use of manganese to remove impurities

in the final purification of the nickel, or of magnesium in order to render the

nickel more amenable to rolling, spinning, and drawing for direct production

of metallic nickel ware.

Commercially speaking, the country of origin or the type of ore employed

has practically nothing to do with the value of the final metallic nickel, although

such an ore as that of New Caledonia may be taken as certain to yield—if smelted

alone—a nickel free from copper but containing more cobalt than that from other

largely worked deposits. Similarly, the nickel made from the oxide obtained from

the ores of the Cobalt district, usually contains over one per cent, of cobalt, to

which no objection is made by the trade. On the other hand, ores like those

of Sudbury, which are rich in copper, still yield nickel free from copper when

made by the Mond process, practically free from it when made electrolytically, and

sufficiently- free for almost all commercial purposes, when made by the Orford

process employed l^y the International Nickel Company. Although trade prejudice

has in the past interfered seriously with the development of the Canadian nickel

industry, such prejudice has now entirely disappeared, and nickel sells entirely

on its quality or brand, regardless of the nature of the ore which produced it.

The prejudice in favour of a special ''brand" is based on regularity of com-

position, and the reputation of the producer is so bound up with maintenance of

quality that such prejudice is by no means undesiraljle. '"Mond" nickel may be

taken as chemically pure for all practical purposes. It invariably contains over

99.8 per cent, of nickel, and is free from more than minute traces of cobalt and

copper, and from more than ordinary "traces "' of iron, silicon, etc. Electrolytic

nickel may or may not be of extreme purity. It usually contains cobalt, and

traces or even appreciable quantities of such impurities as copper and. iron which

may have been present in the original ore, and electrolytic processes of refining

permit of the production of nickel of various grades, according to market re-

quirements.

The ordinary nickel produced by the International Nickel Company, i.e.,

by far the larger proportion of the world's output, may 1:)e taken as averaging about

99 per cent, nickel (including a small proportion of cobalt), the remainder being
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mainly copper and iron. The company also produces high quality electrolytic

nickel in considerable quantity, so that it supplies demands for both extreme

purity and ordinary commercial quality.

The Samples Analysed

The following statement descriljes the samples whose analyses are given in

the table :

—

1. "Special" brand.

2. Average Ijrand.

3. "One of the best brands."

4. "Pure nickel." Kalmns & Harper state that this specimen showed

Brinell hardness 83.1, tensile l)reaking load 18,000 lbs. per sq. in. and melting

point 1^452 degrees C.

5. Nickel wire made liy the Vereinigte Deutsche Nickel Wcrke (formerly

Fleitmann "Witte & Co.). This nickel is freed from sulphur with the aid of

manganese, and is specially suitable for rolling, stamping, spinning and drawing.

An addition of magnesium if commonly made to render it more amenal)le to such

treatment, especially for the manufacture of cooking and other nickel Avare.

6 and 7. Nickel from New Caledonian ore. It may l)e taken for granted

that 6 was not entirely produced from, that ore, although sold as such.

8. Eondelles and cubes of high quality for making nickel silver, etc.

9. Nickel made by Basse and Selve.

10. Nickel from the Deloro Mining and Reduction Company, Limited. It

is produced from the mixed cohalt-nickel ore of the Cobalt silver camp, and the

somewhat high ])roportion of cobalt present could be reduced if market require-

ments rendered it necessary.

11. Eondelles (discs) and cul)es of nickel made at P^rdington near

Birmingliam, England, from roasted New Caledonian matte. Similar metal is

made by the Anglo-Fre?ich Nickel Company at Ilafod Isha in Wales, also from

New Caledonian matte.

12. Electrolytic nickel made at the Kristianssands Nikkelraffineringsverk,

Norway, by the Hybinette process.

13. International Nickel Co. The analysis given is that of one shipment

only. The ordinary Itraiid ]nay l)e taken as containing about 99 per cent, of nickel,

including a small proportion of col)alt. This company also sells electrolytic nickel

of greater purity.

1-1. Mond nickel. This is always of extreme purity. It contains at least

99.8 per cent, of nickel and, for all practical purposes may be considered chemically

pure, and free from more than traces of cobalt, copper and iron. Stahl und

Eisen gives, as a tyi)ical analysis, nickel 99.78, iron 0.161, carl)on 0.06, "silica"

0.027, cobalt 0.013 per cent.

Nirl-el Alloi/s:—These are descril)ed in the Chapters dealing with Nickel Steel

and with the Non-ferrous alloys of nickel. Their great and increasing importance

has necessitated their treatment separately, rather than along with the properties

of the metal itself.
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Compounds of Nickel

Oxides and Hydroxides

The chief oxides of nickel are the monoxide, XiO, and the sesquioxide, NioOs.

Nicl-el monoxide, NiO, occurs native as bimsenite, and may he prepared by

strongly heating the liydroxide, Ni(0H)2, carbonate, NiCOg, or nitrate iSii (NO;,),

It is a green crystalline powder, which turns yellow on heating, and is easily

reduced to the metal when lieated in hydrogen. The ordinary salts of nickel are

"derived from nickel monoxide; they are, in general, yellow when anhydrous, and

emerald green when hydrated or in solution.

Nicl-el sesqidoxide, NoOj, is a black powder obtained by gently heating the

nitrate or carbonate in air. It is decomposed by heat, and is probal)ly a combi-

nation of the monoxide and the peroxide, NiO.NiOo.

Nickel peroxide, NiO,, is obtained in the hydrated form l)y the action of

hydrogen peroxide on nickel salts'. An oxide regarded as NiO^ was obtained by

Hollard\

Tubandt and Eeider suggest that nickel dioxide or peroxide, NiOo, is the

only true higher oxide of nickel, and that NioO. and other oxides are to be regarded

as compounds of the dioxide NiO, with the monoxide NiO. They also hold that

all experiments on the oxidation of nickelous salts which have been assumed to

result in the formation of solutions containing salts of trivalent nickel, probably

only produce colloidal solutions of the peroxide: and adduce evidence in support

of their contentions.

Sabatier and Espil* state that a suboxide of nickel can be obtained l)y passing

carefully purified hydrogen over heated nickelous oxide, the velocity of reduction

depending on the nature of the oxide, the rapidity of the hydrogen current, and

the temperature. The authors give results obtained by reduction at temperatures

between 155° and 250° C. Avith hydrogen currents varying from 6 to 21 c.e. per

min. and times from 1 to 163 hours, these results showing that a fairly rapid

reduction first occurs to a suboxide, which is then reduced to metal at a much
slower rate. The proljable formula of the suboxide, is given as Ni40, corresponding

to the compound Ni4(N0o)o. The reduction is retarded by traces of moisture.

Nicli'eJous hydroxide, Ni(OH)„, is formed as an apple-green precipitate when

a nickel salt is treated with an alkali hydroxide.

Paal and Briinjes" prepare nickelous hydroxide sols by treating a nickel

sulphate solution with a solution of sodium protallunate or lysall)inate, and dis-

solving the precipitate in dilute sodium hydroxide solution.

Nicl-el frihydroxide, Ni(OH),, is obtained as a black precipitate when a nickel

salt is warmed with alkali hypochlorite, or when chlorine is passed tlirough a sus-

pension of nickelous hydroxide Ni(0H)2 in water. According to Bellucci and

Clavari," this precipitate is the hydrated dioxide Ni0„ -{- H„0.

'Pellini and Meneohini, Z. anorg. Cliem., 190S, 60, 178.
= Comptes Rend., 1903, 136, 229.
' Z. anorg. Chem., 1911, 72, 219.
* Comptes Rend., 1914, 158, 668.
'Ber., 1914, 47, 2200.
•Gazz. Chim. Ital., 1905, 14, ii, 234; Atti. R. Accad. Lincei., 1907 (v.), 16, i, 647.
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Nickel bromide, XiBro is produced when finely-divided nickel is heated in

bromine vapour. It suhlimes in golden scales, and is very hygroscopic, forming a

trihydrate, XiBrj, SHoO. The accepted equivalent of nickel rests largely upon

results obtained in the analysis of anhydrous nickel bromide.

Ducelliez and Eaynaud' state that nickel combines readily at the ordinary

temperature with dry bromine in the presence of ether, forming NiBrs, C^H^oO, a

yellow compound from which the anhydrous bromide is readily obtained by heating.

Nickel carhon-a.te, ISTiCO,, is best obtained by heating a solution of nickel chloride

with calcium carbonate at 150° C. It forms pale-green, microscopic rhombohedra.

A hexahydrate, NiCOg, 6H2O is produced by mixing nickel nitrate solution with

sodium bicarbonate, and saturating the cold solution with carbon dioxide ; it readily

loses water. The pale-green precipitates obtained by adding alkali carbonate to a

nickel salt are basic carbonates of variable composition.

Nickel chloride, ISTiClo, is formed when finely-divided nickel is warmed in

chlorine. It can be sublimed, and forms golden scales. It dissolves in water with

the evolution of heat, and a green hexahydrate, NiClj, 6H2O, can be crystallized

out from the solution. The anhydrous chloride readily absorbs ammonia, forming

an almost white compound, MCL, 6NH3, which dissolves easily in water. Nickel

chloride is soluble in alcohol.

Nickel cyanide, Ni(CN')2, is obtained as an apple-green precipitate by adding

potassium cyanide to a solution of a nickel salt. It is readily soluble in excess of

potassium cyanide and, from the solution, the double salt Ni(CN)2.2KCN' can be

crystallized. This salt is readily decomposed by dilute acids; no double cyanides

are known corresponding to ferro and ferri-cyanides.

According to Eossi^, the results of determinations of the electrical conductivity

of solutions of nickel chloride to which increasing quantities of potassium cyanide

were added, indicate that the double salt formed is K2Ni(CN)4.

Nickel Huoride, NiF2. forms green prisms'. It is soluble in water with for-

mation of a trihydrate, NiF2.3Il20.

Nickel iodide, ^Ho, forms black scales. The hexahydrate Nil^jGHoO is a bluish-

green, very hygroscopic, crystalline substance.

Nickel nitrate, Ni (N03)2.6H20, is a green salt Avhich crystallizes in mono-

clinic tablets. It dissolves in twice its weight of cold water and is also soluble in

alcohol. Tri- and monohydrates are also known.

Nickel oxalate has the formula NiC204.3IIoO. Dodgson* obtained a green

solution on boiling this compound with an approximately 2N solution of sodium

carbonate. On filtering this solution and allowing it to remain for about 24 hours,

green crystals were obtained consisting of the double oxalate of nickel and sodium,

NiC204,ISra2C204.8IIoO ; but the green solution could not be crystallized by evapora-

tion aided by heat. The reaction between nickel oxalate and sodium carbonate is

•obviously a balanced one, the actual conditions of equilibrium depending on the

relative masses of the sodium carbonate and nickel oxalate present; nickel oxalate

cannot be completely converted into carbonate by the action of a sodium carbonate

solution.

' Comptes Rend., 1914, 158, 2002-2003.
^'Gaz. Chim. Ital., 1915, 45, I., 6-10.
' Poulenc, Comptes Rend., 1892, 114, 1426.
*Chem. Soe. Proc, 1911, 27, 260.
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Nickel sulphate, ISriS04, is formed in solution when nickel, or the hydroxide or

carbonate, is dissolved in dilute sulphuric acid. At ordinary temperatures, the

salt crystallizes as the green heptahydrate, NiSO^jTHoO, isomorphous with mag-

nesium sulphate. At 50°—70° C. the hex'ahydrate, NiSO^jGH^O, separates in

monoclinic crystals, and a hydrate of the same composition separates at ordinary

temperatures from acid solutions, but the crystals are tetragonal pyramids.

The hydrated sulphate loses water at 100° C. forming the monohydrate,

NiSO^HgO, and at 280° C. the anhydrous sulphate is left. The latter absorbs

ammonia, forming a pale violet powder of the composition NiSO^GNHg. The

compound NiS044NH32HoO crystallizes in dark blue tetragonal prisms from con-

centrated solutions of the sulphate in ammonia. The solubility of nickel sulphate

in water, expressed as parts of the anhydrous salt per 100 parts of water, is 30.4,

37.4, 41.0, 49.1, 52.0, 57.2 and 61.9 at 2°, 16°, 23°, 41°, 50°, 60° and 70° C.

respectively.

Hofman and Wanjukow* find that when nickel sulphate is heated in a tube

open at both ends, decomposition commences at 708° C, the product being NiO,

Hofman's General Metallurgy, 1913, p. 99, states that anhydrous NiSOi begins

to desulphatise at 702° C, and that decomposition is energetic at 764° C.

Nickel sulphate forms numerous double sulphates with the sulphates of other

metals. Of these, the most important is nickel ammonium sulphate, NiSO^.

(N'H^)3S04.6H20, which is largely used in nickel plating and other processes. It

is obtained by dissolving nickel or nickel monoxide in sulphuric acid, and adding

ammonium sulphate to the concentrated acid solution. It is purified by recrystal-

lization and forms short, monoclinic prisms. The solubility, expressed as parts of

anhydrous salt per 100 parts of water, is 1.8, 5.8, 5.9, 8.3, 11.5, 14.4, 18.8 and

28.6 at 3.5°, 16°, 20°, 30°, 40°, 50°, 68° and 85° C, respectively.

Nicl-el arsenide. NiAs, occurs naturally as kupfer-nickel.

Nickel horide, NiB, has been made in the electric furnace", and forms brilliant

prismatic crystals, of sp. gr. 7.39. It is decomposed when fused with alkali.

Nickel carbide, NigC, has been shown by Briner and Senglet^ to be formed and

dissociated according to the equation, S'Ni + C tt NijC, the temperatures most

favourable to formation and dissociation being about 2100° and 1600° C, respec-

tively; dissociation is relatively slow at 900° C.

Nickel carhonyl, Ni(C0)4. When carbon monoxide is passed over reduced

nickel at 30°-—80° C. combination occurs and a volatile carbonyl is formed*. It

is a colourless liquid, boiling at 43.2° C. and solidifying at —25° C. ; its sp. gr.

is 1.3185 at 17° C; and at 50° C. it has the normal vapour density. The carbonyl

is soluble in organic media; and its vapour is very poisonous. At 180° C, the

carbonyl is resolved into metallic nickel and carbon monoxide. The formation and
subsequent decomposition of nickel carbonyl form the basis of the Mond process

for the commercial extraction of nickel from its ores and products. Although of

little direct importance, it is in consequence, one of the most interesting of the

nickel compounds commercially, as it furnishes the means of producing nickel of

great chemical purity from highly complex ores.

' Met. and Chem. Eng., 1912, 10, 172.
='Moissan, Comptes Eend., 1896, 122, 424.
'J. Chim. Phvs., 1915, 13, 351.
* Mond, Langer and Quincke, Chem. Soc. Trans., 1890, 749.
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Nickel dimethyl glyoximate is of importance as being one of the forms in

which nickel is precipitated and weighed for purposes of assay. It is a bright-red,

voluminous powder, obtained by the addition of an alcoholic solution of dimethyl-

glyoxime to an ammoniacal solution of a nickel salt.

NicJcel etkylenediamine. W. Traube' describes the reaction of nickel hy-

droxide with ethvlenediamine to form a violet solution of a salt having the formula

Ni(C,H3N3)3.(0H),.

MetaIIo=Compounds of Nickel

According to Pickering", nickel forms compounds which are closely analogous

to the cupri-compounds, being characterized by great depth of colour and solu-

Ijility. and ])y containing the metal as an ioli, as proved by electrolysis.

Nickel phosphide, NioP, is obtained in grey needles when nickel and phos-

phorous are heated in the electric furnace\

Nickel silicide, Xi,Si, is prepared by heating an excess of nickel with silicon

in the electric furnace until the greater part of the metal has been volatilized ; and

then dissolving away the remaining metal with dilute nitric acid. It is a steel-

grey, metallic-looking powder of sp. gr. 7.2, and is attacked by aqua regia and

by hydrofluoric acid\

Nickel sulphides. The monosulphide, NiS, occurs in nature as millerite. It

is obtained in a black, hydrated form when a nickel salt is precipitated by ammo-

nium sulphide, but cannot be precipitated in the presence of mineral acids,

although, when once precipitated, it dissolves very slowly in dilute hydrochloric

acid. Thiel and Gessncr' consider that tliis anomalous behaviour of nickel mono-

sulphide to dilute acids is due to its existence in three forms, all of which may
occur in the precipitate obtained in ordinary analysis. The three modifications

are polymerides. of which one is amor])lious and tlie other two of difl'erent crys-

talline foi-m.

Nickel subsulpliide, XioS, has been descril)ed by Mourlot"; and the sesc[ui-

sulpliide by Dewar and Jones.'

Copper-nickel sulphide:—Hayward* obtained heating and cooling curves of

mixtures of Ni^Sj (the stable sulphide) and CuoS, showing that the system is

eutectiferous Ijetween 2.." and !)() ])er cent. XigS.,, and that outside this range there

is a series of solid solutions. The eutectic contains 77 per cent. XigSo and solidifies

at 778° C. The melting point of XigSo is 794° C. and that of Cu,S 1130° C. The

molten mattes do not separate into layers, and there is no evidence of chemical

compounds of the two sulphides. The absence of any liquation of nickel sul-

phide or copper sulphide from nickel-copper matte has also been recently pointed

out by Ct. a. Guess and F. E. Lathe in a paper read at the summer meeting, 1916, of

the American Institute of Mining Engineers.

'Ber.. 1911. 44. .^319.

''Chem. Soe. Trans., 1915, 107, 942.

^Maroimeau, Comptes Rend., 1900, 130, 656; cf. Granger, ibid. 1896, 122. 1484; 1896,
123, 176.

^Vigouroux, Comptes Rend., 1895, 121, 686.
'Z. anorg. Cheni., 1914, 86, 1-57.
^ Comptes Rend., 1897, 124, 768.

'Chem. Soc. Trans.. 1904, 211.
^ Trans. Amor. Inst. Min. Erg., 1915, IS, 141.
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Nickel fan nates:—While working with nickel hydroxide as a substitute for

hide powder in tannin estimation, Puran Singh' examined the nature of the salts

yielded by the interaction of nickel hydroxide and tannic acid. It was found im^

possible to prepare absolutely pure salts, but the results were regarded as showing

the formation of only two theoretical salts, viz., the normal tannate, (Ci^HjjOg), Ni,

containing 10.69 per cent. NiO, and Xi3(C\JI.0g)2 containing 27.53 per cent. NiO.

Uses of Nickel and Its Compounds

No country publishes official data as to the actual quantity of nickel iised for

special purposes such as the manufacture of steel, special iron and non-ferrous

alloys, oxides, salts, etc. Like copper, nickel ores are commonly smelted far from

the mine Itself. The matte produced by this smelting is transported to a distance

for final treatment or refining, and it is often difficult or impossible to trace the

product to its ultimate source. Hence many of the published statistics, especially

those which a])pcar most definite, are unreliable, and many of them give merely

the contents of nickel in the ore or matte imported or exported, and therefore

indicate a higher recovery than is actually obtained.

The enquiries of the Commission have also been hampered on account of the

secrecy imposed upon the collection and publication of statistics under war con-

ditions, i.e.. the necessity for forlndding publication for the time being, at any rate,

of much of the knowledge which is in the possession of officials as to the amount

of nickel used for any special purpose. The statistics published in the United

Kingdom at the present time also ignore altogether such materials as are purchased

by the British Government for its own direct use; in other words, it would

be impossible to usefully employ much of the statistical information which the

Commission has obtained, as so large a proportion of the imports into the United

Kingdom for her own use or for her allies, is now employed directly for munitions

work. It does not appear in any statistics, and cannot be divulged.

The Commissioners have had discussions with and obtained special information

from a numl^er of the British Government Departments, including the Board of

Trade, the Ministry of Munitions, the Department of Trade and Commerce of the

Board of Trade, the Statistical Department of the Home Office, the Imperial

Institute, the London Chamber of Commerce and a considerable number of indi-

viduals and firms wdio are interested in the importation and use of nickel in one

or other of the many forms in which it is sent to the United Kingdom. The
Official Departments of the United States and of Canada have also published valu-

able statistics and information as to uses, and their officials have been interviewed

in many cases. The publications issued by these bodies and in the United King-

dom and by many of the continental countries, have lieen carefully examined and

made full use of. Among other publications may be mentioned the Annual State-

ment of the Trade of the United Kingdom with foreign countries, issued by the

Department of Trade and Commerce, the United States Eeports of Commerce and

Navigation, the publications of the United States Geological Survey, and various

bulletins Avhich have been issued from time to time by the British Colonies.

Among private individuals and firms who have been interviewed or have

supplied information, may be mentioned manv large steel makers and users in

'J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1914, 172.
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the United Kingxlom, France, Norway, Sweden, Canada and the United States,

metal brokers in the United States, the United Kingdom and Canada, Professor

Thomas Turner of the Metallurgical Department, Birmingham University, Mr.

G. A. Boeddicker, of Messrs. Henry Wiggin and Co., Ltd., Messrs. A. D. Keeling

and C'o., Messrs. W. Canning and Co., all three of Birmingham; also the Mint (Bir-

mingham) Ltd., and a number of important users in Sheffield, whose steel works

account for a large proportion of the total consumption of nickel in the British

Empire.

The following rough estimates of the annual or relative quantities of nickel

used for certain specific purposes have been drawn up from information collected

by the Commission during its enquiries or supplied in the form of memoranda.

They can only be regarded as approximations, as the estimates supplied by acknowl-

edged experts are stated by them to be more the expression of opinions based on

their experience than definite statements.

Coinage :—Not over 500 tons. Nickel for coinage purposes is dealt with more

fully later in this Chapter.

Electro-plating:—Metallic nickel and its salts, equivalent to about 500 tons

of metallic nickel, is consumed in England.

Nicliel Silver and other alloys not containing iron, or that used for coinage,

1,500 to 2,000 tons in England according to one; about 3,000 tons according to

another.

Steel Making:—Probal)ly 75 per cent, of the whole present nickel production

(war time) ; and GO per cent, under normal conditions. In England, about 2,750

long tons is normally used or about 45 per cent, of the whole English consumption,

according to one authority who is likely to know but does not wish his name to

be given. He states that, in the spring and early summer of 1916, nickel was used

at the rate of 4,000 tons per annum for steel making. The Imperial Institute

states that 4,700 tons was thus used in 1914, and that it accounted (in England)

for about 70 per cent, of the total nickel used.

It may be assumed that the other manufacturing countries—the United

States, Germany, France and Austria—employ nickel for its various uses in much

the same proportions as does England ; but as already stated, no statistics of

this kind are available. The great use of nickel is in nickel steel.

As stated above, the principal use of nickel is as metal, mainly for the pro-

duction of alloys. Pure and what is known as commercially pure nickel is used

to an increasing extent in laboratory appliances, and for cooking and tal)le utensils,

but is somewhat difficult to work, and the industry prior to the war was almost

entirely in the hands of the Austrians. A small amount (under 1 per cent.) of

magnesium is commonly added to render the metal more amenable to rolling,

spinning, etc., but not enough to justify calling the metal an alloy. For cooking

and tal)le use, nickel has many advantages, but its price and the difficulty of

working it have prevented its growth, and will probably permanently prevent its

use for any purposes where nickel silver and other white alloys such as Monel metal

are suital)le.

Nickel Steel

The nickel steel industry is dealt with at greater length in another part of

the Eeport. It is practically certain that not less than half the total nickel pro-
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(Iratii)ii c)L the world is used under normal conditions in the manufacture of steel,

and of special ferro-alloys such as ferro-nickel, ferro-nickel chrome, and ferro-

nickel-tungsten. The special classes of steel which contain nickel are extremely

varied, and it is most important to note, that, apart from war requirements, the

steels containing it are those in which the greatest development in use is likely

to occur, not so much as a great increase in tonnage compared with ordinary steel,

but as a very large addition to the present amount used for special nickel steels.

Xickel steels and white metals, i.e., non-ferrous alloys containing nickel probably now

use up 90 per cent, of the total world production. They were largely and increas-

ingly used before the war and, although war demands are mainly what may be

described as temporary, they have emphasized the value of nickel, not only in steel

but in cupro-nickel and other alloys, more highly than many years of active advertis-

ing propaganda would have done in times of peace. Those who are now using nickel

steels in their manufactures for war purposes, or in their tools and machinery

for producing the same, now appreciate the value of nickel steel, and will never

go back to the use of the ordinary steel with Avhich many of them were formerly

satisfied except for very special purposes.

The principal uses for nickel steel are those where increased strength or light-

ness without sacrifice of strength is required, i.e., where special tensile strength

and elongation tests have to be passed. Such, for instance, are trusses and other

strain-bearing parts in bridge l)uilding, etc., or rails where, as at curves, excessive

wear and tear occur, or corrosion is likely to be excessive, or the cost of replacing

rails is unusually heavy, as in railway tunnels. It is also largely used for special

locomotive forgings, electric railway gears, marine and stationary engine works,

and for an enormous variety of parts in automobiles, aeroplanes, etc. It is, in

fact, employed for an infinity of purposes, including large castings and forgings

such as crank shafts, but particularly the small parts of rapidly moving machinery

which must be light but strong and resistant to shock. No special reference need

be made to its use for ordnance, except to say that it is employed largely for

armour-plate, large and small guns, gun shields and armour-piercing projectiles.

Nickel for making steel is largely sold direct as commercially pure nickel,

but sometimes in the form of an alloy with iron, and often with the addition

of chromium, tungsten, molybdenum and other metals required in the ultimate

composition of the steel. On this account, it is likely that the use of the electric

furnace for the smelting of nickel ores and nickeliferous by-products will increase

more rapidly in the future than it has done in the past.

Ordinary nickel steels contain under 5 per cent, of nickel and commonly
range near Si'o per cent., but highly nickeliferous steels carrying up to 40 per cent,

nickel are used for special purposes where non-magnetic qualities, resistance to

corrosion and above all, no expansion or contraction, or any desired expansion or

contraction, with change of temperature, is important. These steels absolutely

control the market for special purposes such as clock pendulums, measuring tapes

and certain ]')hilosophical instruments, and. although the tonnage is small, it is a

rapidly growing outlet for nickel. Such alloys are used in place of platinum as the

leading-in wires for electric lamp bulbs, and for many other purposes where a metal
lirivipnr tlio same coefficient of expansion as another material is required.
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Direct Use as Metal

This has already been referred to, but it may be added that a considerable

amount of nickel is cast into anodes and used for electro-plating. This, however,

probably only amounts to about '2 per cent, of the total nickel produced, and is

not likely to very largely increase, because there is a growing tendency to put less

nickel on the goods plated, and it should also be remembered that even doubling

the consumption for this purpose would be of little importance in the aggregate.

Nickel Alloys other than Steel

An enormous variety of these is in use, mainly of the class known as nickel

silver or nickel bronze. They are dealt with in the Chapter on Xon-ferrous Xickel

Alloys. One important property of nickel in the manufacture of these alloys is its

extraordinary power of removing the yellow colour from copper while adding to its

strength and other good qualities. The ordinary "nickels" used for coinage

contain only 25 per cent, nickel, the remaining 75 per cent being copper. The

addition of the nickel to copper, not only completely alters the nature of the cop-

per, but the nickel itself loses its individuality. The alloys of the two metals may

be described as true compounds, and the nickel, while robbing the copper of its

colour, loses its magnetic properties, so that a nickel coin containing 25 per cent,

of nickel or even much more, is absolutely non-magnetic, although pure nickel

or cobalt stands next in magnetic properties to iron. Among the non-ferrous nickel

alloys may be mentioned other nickel silvers and nickel bronzes, such as cupro-

nickel, containing 20 per cent, or less of nickel, and a cupro-nickel alloy containing

as much as 50 per cent, of nickel. The general merchant grade of nickel lironze

contains about 20 per cent, of nickel. In addition, there are other alloys of great

variety and often of considerable complexity. These different alloys, including

nickel silver and cupro-nickel, are largely used for table ware, dairy machinery,

hardware and plumbing supplies, electrical resistance materials, shells, covers and

other parts of cartridges and bullet coatings, etc., and for almost every class of

goods where a white metal which can be worked like brass, is suitable.

Monel Metal

Monel metal is fully described in the Chapter on Xon-ferrous Xickel Alloys.

It is made direct from a roasted matte obtained from the Sudbury ores, without

removal of more than a small proportion of the copper, and deserves special men-

tion. It is t}T3ical of what are commonly called natural alloys, made from mixed

ores or products without first separating the admixed metals in a practically pure

state. The latter method is, of course, much more expensive, although it is the

common practice on account of the desire of most alloy makers and users to make

their own alloys, or at any rate to know that they are made from the " best

"

materials.

In Monel metal, the International Xickel Company knew that they had a

good alloy. They spent large sums in testing it and, having proved its value, in

obtaining and even making a market for it. They sold it at so low a price for its

nickel contents that purchasers began to buy it in order to treat it electrolytically

for the separation of pure nickel and copper, and for the recovery of the precious

metals which (being an alloy produced direct from the matte) were present. This
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rendered it essential to raise the price sniiiciently to prevent such competition.

Notwithstanding this, tlie demand is increasing, and the Commission has seen

many evidences of its importance, and has also had unsolicited testimony as to

the probable increase in its use where good colour, strength and resistance to cor-

rosion are required. The introduction of Monel metal is of interest as showing

how a product made and sold openly as a "' natural alloy " can be made popular

if deserving, even though it has to compete against the severe trade prejudice

Avhich always faces those who adopt unorthodox methods of manufacture. It is

specially interesting in connection with the nickel industry for two reasons

:

(1) as showing the desirability of endeavouring to make "natural" nickel steel

direct from nickel ores or from the Sudlniry slags, and (2) the competition with

the direct use of nickel in steel manufacture, which may be anticipated from an

extension of the smelting of the Culjan and other nickeliferous iron ores, which is

really a step in the production of natural nickel steel, and which has been dealt with

elsewhere in this Report.

Uses of Oxides and Salts

Xickel is largely used in the Edison storage batteries. The oxide is used in

the manufacture of glass and for a few other minor purposes, and the salts, such

as nickel sulphate and the double sulphate of nickel and ammonium, are largely

used in electro-plating. Xickel salts are also employed for what is known as the

liydrolysis of fats. i.e.. for converting liquid fats into solid fats suitable for soap

making and many other purposes for which liquid fat is unsuitable. These and

many other uses for nickel oxide and its salts are rapidly growing, but, like the

use for coinage, etc., even an enormous percentage increase in the use would add

but little to the aggregate consumption. They are dealt with in other parts of the

Eeport, and later, in this Chapter, under Nickel Coinage.

Use as a Catalyst

Hardening Oils:—It has long been known that the oleic acid, which forms the

chief constituent of liquid fats and oils, can be converted into stearic acid l)y the

introduction of hydrogen into the molecule, for which purpose the material is

heated in presence of a hydrogen carrier in an atmosphere of hydrogen, the carrier

acting as a catalyst and itself remaining unchanged. Metals of the platinum

group have long been employed for this purpose and about 1896 Sabatier and
Senderens ' found that the same property is possessed l)y nickel. On the basis

of this discovery, numerous processes have been devised, and some of them are now
in use on an extensive manufacturing scale, in Germany, England, the United

States and Canada. The oil hardening industry is very important and rapidly

growing.

Bonier^ found that hardening raised the melting and solidification points of

fats and lowered the refractometer and iodine values, but had little effect on the

saponification value. The softer products closely resembled lard in colour and
appearance, while the harder products (e.g., from whale oil) could scarcely be dis-

^Comptes Rendus., vol. 132, pp. 210, 5u6 and 1254: Annales de Cliim. ct de Phvs., 1905
(8), Vol. -4, pp. 819-4S8.

^^Chem. Rev. Fett. Iiid., 1912, 19, 21S and 247.
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tinguished in appearance, taste, or odour from mutton tallow, and closely resembled

lard and tallow in their analytical values. Physiological tests have proved that

hardened fats may be used as food, and that no injurious compounds are formed

during the hardening process. It is essential, however, that they should be free

from nickel and other foreign bodies used in their preparation.

Knapp' finds that hardened oils keep very well and show no sign of rancidity

after 18 months' exposure to damp air; they give soaps of good colour but deficient

in lathering power.

Bedford and Erdman" found that all the oxides of nickel are capable of acting

as hydrogen carriers for the liydrogenation of oils at atmospheric pressure,

and possess the advantage over metallic nickel of being more rapid in action and

relatively insensitive to gases containing oxygen and sulphur compounds. With

the sesquioxide and monoxide, a temperature of about 250° C. is required, but

with nickel suboxide, 180°-200° C. is sufficient. When the higher oxides of nickel

are used, they become partially reduced to the suboxide, which forms a colloidal

suspension in the oil. Hence a nickel oxide catalyst becomes more active after

it has been used, owing to the formation of the sul)oxide. The activity of nickel

oxide is increased by small quantities of the oxides of aluminium, silver,

zirconium, titanium, cerium, lanthanum and magnesium. Nickel salts of organic

acids do not act as catalysts, but in presence of the heated oil, are decomposed by

hydrogen, yielding nickel oxides and metallic nickel which then act as catalysts.

Other compounds of nickel, e.g., the hydroxide, carbonate, borate, formate,

etc., have been proposed or employed as catalysts for the hydrogenation of oils;

and for each of these compounds, some advantage over metallic nickel, as regards

a lowering of the temperature or an increase in the rate of reaction, is claimed. It

would appear that the majority of these nickel compounds are not catalysts per se,

their catalytic properties being dependent on the degree of reduction effected

in them by the action of hydrogen in the presence of heated oil.^

The reduction of nickel oxide by hydrogen has been studied by Senderens and

Aboulenc,* who found the temperature of reduction to depend on the mode of

preparation and treatment of the oxide used. Complete reduction is not effected

below 300° C, but the mixture of metal and oxide thus obtained is more active

eatalytically than the metal prepared by total reduction at a higher temperature.

Eeduced nickel of impaired activity may be restored by oxidizing it and again

reducing.

The production of nickel catalysts has formed the subject of many patents,

amongst which the following may be mentioned:

—

Ellis^ attaches finely divided electrolytic nickel to a hydrogen-occluding

material, such as powdered charcoal, graphite or a eatalytically active metal

(nickel) ; the presence of a small amoimt of zinc, copper, or titanium in the

electrolytic nickel increases the absorptive capacity of the latter for hydrogen.

^ Analyst, 1913, 38, 102.
= J. prakt. Chem., 1913, 87, 425.
^ See Erdmann and Eack, Scifensiederzeit.. 1915, 42. 3 ; Normann and Pungs, Chem. Zeit.,

1915, 59, 29 and 41; Erdmann, J. prakt. Chem., 1915. 91, 469; Siegmund and Suida,

J. prakt. Chem., 1915, 91, 442; Schonfeld, Z. agnew. Chem,. 1916, 29, 39; etc.
* Bull. Soc. Chim., 1912, 11, 641.
= U. S. Pat. 1, 151,003, Aug. 24, 1915.
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According to the same inventor/ a finely-divided catalytic material capable

of hardening resistant oils, is obtained when nickel hydroxide, "with or without

copper hydroxide, is incorporated with an oily vehicle and the mass heated in

hydrogen, the moisture formed by the reduction being removed.

Bacon and Nicolet' impregnate a finely-divided medium with sodium

hydroxide and aluminate, and then treat the inaterial with a solution of a nickel

salt to obtain a mixture of the precipitated hydroxides of aluminium and nickel, in

which the nickel compound is rendered catalytically active by suljsequent reduction.

C. and Gr. Miller, Speisefettfabrik Akt.-^Ges.,^ prepare a nickel catalyst by

heating metallic nickel (or its compounds) in the form of shavings, first in

hydrogen and then in carbon dioxide, the latter being stated to increase the

activity of the product.

The Badische Anilin and Soda Fabrik* treats an artificial silicate, such as

sodium aluminate silicate (•' Permutit ") with a nickel salt, and then reduces the

latter Avith hydrogen.

Sulzberger reduces nickel silicate by means of hydrogen or other reducing

agent free from anti-catalytic material.

Spieler° incorporates gelatinous aluminium hydroxide, gelatinous silica, or a

mixture of the two, with a suspension of nickel formate and carbonate in water,

then suspends tlie mass in an oleaginous medium and heats the latter to 235°-

250° C. to decompose the nickel salts.

The Bremen-Besigheimer Oelfabriken' prepares a nickel catalyst by heating

nickel benzoate above 1,000° C. until carbonization of the organic matter and

reduction of nickel oxide are eifected; or by precipitating nickel carbonate or

oxide on fossil meal, mixing the latter with an equal bulk of fine carbon, and

heating the mixture above 1,000° C. until pyrophoric. In either case, the product

is mixed at once with oil or other indifferent liquid, in which it may be kept

indefinitely. It is claimed that fat-hardening with such catalysts can be carried

out at 150° — 200° C. and that the carbon present has a deodorizing as well

as a bleaching effect.

The first patent for the use of nickel as a catalyst was taken out by J. B.

Senderens* in 1901, and related to the production of aniline from nitrobenzol;

and in the following year, Leprince and Siveke' were granted a patent for the

hydrogenation of oils. In 1903, Normann'" took out a patent for the employment

of nickel deposited on pumice, as an oil catalyst; and this patent, which was

acquired by a large English firm of soapmakers, has been the subject of consider-

able litigation. In the following years, various methods of applying the catalyst

were introduced, among which the following may be mentioned. Bedford and

' U. S. Pat. 1,156,068, Oct. 12, 1915.

'V. S. Pat. 1,152,591, Sept. 7, 1915.
»Eng. Pats. 22.092, Sept. 28, and 23,613, Oct. 16, 1912.
* Eng. Pat. 8,462, April 3, 1911.
"U. S. Pat. 1,143,332, June 15, 1915.
'=TJ. S. Pat. 1.139.592, Mav 18. 1915.
' Eng. Pat. 4,023, Mar. 13, 1915.
» Ger. Pat. 139,457.
" Ger. Pat. 141,029.
'" Eng. Pat. 1,515.

20 N*
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Williams' sprayed the oil in contact with a nickel catalyst in an atmosphere of

hydrogen; whilst Schwoerer' proposed to atomize the oil with steam in presence

of hydrogen and nickelized ashestos. Bedford' used nickelized pumice, and

Erdmann'' sprayed the oil into a chamber containing nickel deposited on pumice,

etc. Kayser'' preferred kieselguhr as the nickel carrier, and agitated this with

the oil in presence of hydrogen—a method which is said to be largely used in the

United States. Bedford and Williams^ employed nickel oxide (which was pre-

viously recommended by Ipatiew), with an operating temperature of about

250° C, in place of 150° — 170° C. for metallic nickel. ShukofT prepared the

nickel catalyst by heating nickel carbonyl at 200° C, at which temperature it

decomi^oses, leaving metallic nickel in stich a fine state of division that the whole

mass becomes black, and the separation of the metal takes a considerable time.

Phillips and BulteeF, and many others, have proposed to extend the hydrogenation

process, with the aid of nickel, to mineral oils, with the object of obtaining products

of lower specific gravity than the original material.

Amongst other patented processes for the liardening of oils Ijy means of nickel

catalysts, the following may be mentioned :

—

Moore's j^rocess' :—An intimate mixture of the finely-divided oil with hydrogen

is passed throtigh the nickel catalyst (supported on a porous diaphragm) in such

a way that, while hydrogenation is being effected in one part of the catalyst, other

parts of the latter are being freed from hydrogenation products and revivified by

a current of hydrogen at high velocity.

In Eichardson's process", the fat is mixed with nickel Avhich has been

electrically disintegrated in an organic liquid, the mixture l;)eing hydrogenated

and the nickel separated from the product; or nickel oleate is dissolved in the ore

to be treated, and the nickel reduced by means of hydrogen; or an electric arc is

prodticed between electrodes of nickel immersed in a volatile solvent for fats (so

that part of the metal is finely disintegrated in the liquid), the treated solvent

being then added to the oil or fat, and evaporated after treatment of the mixture

with hj'drogen.

A full description of various other appliances for the hydrogenation of oils

by catalytic reduction is given by C. Ellis."

Proposals have also been made to employ nickel catalysts for the synthesis of

ammonia from nitrogen and hydrogen, for which purpose F. W. de Jahn'' reduces

nickel oxide with hydrogen, adding metallic sodium, and treating the product with

ammonia.

Another catalytic reaction performed hx finely divided nickel has been

' Eng. Pat. 2520. 1907.
= U. S. Pat. 902177/190S.
' U. S. Pat. 949,954 1910.

*Ger. Pat. 211.669.1907.
' U. S. Pat. 1.008.474/1911.
'U. S. Pat. 1.026,339.

'Ger. Pat. 241,823.1910.
"Eng. Pat. 23,997/1909.
" Eng. Pat. 22,980, Nov. 24, 1914.
'"U. S. Pats. 1.151.045, Aug. 24, 1915; 1,151,718, Aug. 31, 1915: 1,175,905, Mar. 14, 1916.
"" Hydrogenation of Oil.9," 1915, Constable, London.
''' U. S. Pat. 1,143,366, June 15, 1915.
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described by H. von Beresteyn/ who finds that vapours of heptylic alcohol are

decomposed, in an atmosphere of hydrogen, by finely divided nickel heated to 220°

C. (the most favourable temperature) with formation of normal hexene a, carbon

monoxide and hydrogen. P. iSTeogi and B. B. Adhicarz" have found that nitric

oxide is reduced to ammonia, sulphur dioxide to hydrogen sulphide, and phosphorus

pentoxide to hydrogen phosphide by hydrogen in presence of reduced nickel. The

reaction begins at about 300° C, and when once started, the temperature can be

lowered to 120° C. without stopping it. On passing nitric oxide alone over reduced

nickel, no formation of a nitride, nitrite, or nitrate of nickel was observed, and it

is concluded that the nitric oxide is reduced directly by the hydrogen, the nickel

acting as a catalyser.

Nickel For Utensils

Owing to its general anti-corrosive properties (q.v.) nickel is employed to a

considerable extent in the manufacture of cooking utensils, and also of chemical

apparatus for laboratory and works use. Not being attacked by fused caustic

alkalis or by the vapour of alkali metals, nickel vessels are employed in the manu-

facture of these materials. For example, the use of a nickel retort is specified in

the process of Swan and Kendaf for the manufacture of sodium and potassium by

distillation.

To save expense, apparatus of large size is frequently made of iron and lined

with nickel. In the manufacture of such apparatus, the Chem. Fabr. Griesheim-

Elektron^ interposes an alloy of lead and (or) tin, several millimetres thick, be-

tween the iron shell and the nickel lining.

To obtain nickel tubes, plates and other utensils electrolytically in thick and

sound layers of metal, Levi' deposits the nickel from an acid aqueous solution of

nickel sulphate, preferably hot, and obtains uniform density in the deposits either

by circulating or agitating the electrolyte, or by moving or rolling the objects in the

fiath. By employing a hollow mandrel of aluminium or other metal, and supporting

this on a stretched wire or cable on which the mandrel turns during the electrolysis,

the nickel is deposited in the form of long tubes from which the aluminium is

afterwards removed by solution or fusion. One or more layers of metals, either

cheaper than or possessing properties different from the nickel may also be deposited

between layers of nickel by this process.

It has also been proposed to employ nickel oxide as a protective coating for

utensils of mild steel for which purpose Haefne/ employs a mixture of the oxides

of nickel, copper, cobalt, and manganese (dioxide) with or without oxide of iron.

Use In Electroplating

The fact that a bright electro-deposit of nickel can be produced on other

metals was first recorded by Boettger in 18-i3 ; but, in consequence of the high price

of the metal and the difficulty of obtaining it in a sufficiently pure state, nickel-

^Bull. Soc. Chim. Belg;., 1911, 35, 293-300.
-Z. anoro-. Chem., 1910, 69, 209-214.
' Eng. Pat. 25,100, Oct. 28, 1910.
' Eiig. Pat. 25,957, and Fr. Pat. 422,985, of 1910.
' Fr. Pat. 436,380, Jan. 20, 1911.
' Ger. Pat. 282,114, Apr. 10, 1913, addition to Ger. Pat. 257,299.
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plating, as an industry, was only Ijegun al)oiTt ISTO. Since 187c', however, it has

developed to a phenomenal extent for producing a non-tarnishing, silver-like coat-

ing on numerous articles, such as machine parts that are not exposed to friction,

sewing machines, cycles, pencil cases, umhrella fittings, coffee urns, cutlery, etc.,

and other iron and steel goods, as well as on brass and zinc articles, and latterly on

aluminium.

Electrol}i:ically deposited nickel is hard, and initially dull, but will take a

brilliant jjolish if the underlying surface is very smooth; and it affords a good

protection to metals that are more susceptible than itself to atmospheric and other

influences. The surface to be coated must be quite free from grease or tarnish;

these being removed, if necessary, by dipping in an acid or cyanide bath. Articles

of copper and brass can be coated direct, but those of iron or zinc have first to be

coated with copper; and in the case of goods which are to he replated, the old

deposit must be removed by a mixture of dilute nitric ?nd sulphuric acids, or at

least deoxidized by means of hydrogen in an acid electrolyte.

The plating solution generally consists of nickel-ammonium sulphate, in the

proportion of about 1 lb. per gallon, with or without an addition of nickel sulphate,

the conductivity of the solution lacing improved Ijy tlie use of a little potassium

chloride, Ijoric acid, etc. Nickel sulphate, being more soluble than the above

double sulphate, is sometimes used alone, in which case a conducting salt (alkali-

or alkaline-earth sulphates or chlorides) is essential. The hath should be slightly

acid. The current employed is one of about 5 volts, until the cathode (article) is

completely covered with deposit, whereupon it is reduced to 3 volts, the current

density being about 5 amperes per sq. foot (rather higher wlien nickel sulphate is

used).

Full particulars of the details of nickel ydating. including tlie questions of

anodes, management of the bath, electrical conditions, special treatment of the

articles to be plated, stripping old deposits, etc., will be found in the special

textbooks on the subject, such as "Electroplating," by Barclay and Ilainsworth,

London, 1912, Arnold; "Electrometallurgy," by McMillan and Cooper, London,

1910, Griffin & Co.

Some of the more recent processes are given lielow

:

According to C. AV. Bennett, H. C. Kenny and E. P. Dugliss,' the l)est deposits

of nickel are obtained when a definite quantity of ammonia is added to the solution

of nickel ammonium sulphate, the efficiency being dependent upon tlie degree of

alkalinity of the cathode film, and if the solution is vigorously stirred, being-

diminished. It is considered probable that, in acid solutions, nickel is deposited

only when the impoverishment of the hydrogen ions causes the solution to become

alkaline. The iron content of the anode does not materially afi^ect the efficiency,

but, with a rotating cathode, the iron content of the deposit is greater than that

formed on a stationary one, probably because the protective ammoniacal film is

removed.

P. Marino" prepares the plating bath l)y treating a solution of a nickel salt

with a reagent, such as sodium phosphate or potassium chromate, and then com-

' Trans. Amer. Electrocliem. Soc, 1914, 2.5, 335-." 16.

='Eng. Pat. 9,957, July 8, 1915.
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])letely dissolving- the precipitate in a solvent, such as phosphoric acid or potassium

cyanide. Ammonium, sodium, or potassium salicylate and ammonia are added to

the solution thus prepared.

In another process hy the same inventor/ a sheet of the metal ar alloy to be

deposited is used as anode in an electrolyte composed of a concentrated solution

of sodium pyrophosphate containing about 10 per cent, of phosphoric acid and

5-15 per cent, of sulphanilic acid. When the electrolyte is saturated, the metal is

deposited in the metallic state on the surface of the cathode.

Black coatings of nickel have been obtained by E. Werner,' in bath consisting,

for example, of: H.O 100 litres, (NHJoSO,, NiSO,, 6H.0 8505 grms., KCNS
2125, CUCO3, Cu(0H)2 1417, and HgAsOs 1417 grms. Among the conditions to

be observed are: maximum density of bath, which must be neutral; large, old

anodes; potential difference not exceeding 1 volt; regular working; thin plating,

as shown liy attainment of a deep black, to avoid scaling.

A. Leuchter' employs a nickel anode for the simultaneous deposition of nickel

and iron upon a conducting surface, a preponderance of iron being maintained

in the electrolyte, and the electromotive force of the current being reduced, by the

rheostatic effect of the anode, to a value intermediate to those recpiired for the

deposition of nickel or iron alone.

In another process by the same inventor,* the anode is composed of nickel

alloyed with 2 t(» 7 jter cent, of manganese, and the electrolyte contains nickel-

ammonium and manganese-ammonium sulphates in such quantities that the relative

proportion^ of nickel and manganese in the solution are 75—85 and 25—15,

respectively.

In a process for electrodepositing nickel in great thicknesses, A. Hollard'

eliminates hydrogen (which causes exfoliation of the deposit) l)y using a com-

]X)un(l tliat gives up hydrogen to the current with difficulty. It is stated that

nickel fluoborate gives excellent results with a current of 1 amp. for electrodes

14 x 18 cm.; and that by this means, nickel may be deposited direct on cast iron

and aluminium.

Difficulty has been experienced in electro-plating aluminium with nickel, owing

to the deposit lacking coherence; and an intermediate coating has generally been

considered indispensable, for which purpose copper, zinc and iron have been pro-

posed and tried in various ways. In any case, a chemically clean surface must be

secured on the aluminium, and to the well-known difficulty of obtaining this must

be attributed failure to secure a deposit which will stand mechanical working.

Canac and Tassily^ claim to have overcome this defect in the following way:

The aluminium piece to be plated is passed first through a boiling potash 1)ath, then

Ijrushed with milk of lime, dipped in a 0.2 per cent, potassium cyanide liath for

several minutes, and finally subjected to attack by an iron chloride solution (500

gm. liydroehloric acid, 500 gm. water, 1 gm. iron), till the appearance of the

' Eng. Pat. 10,133, July 12, 1915.
- Elektrochem. Zeits., 1913, 20, 25-26.

'U. S. Pat. 1,026,627, May 14, 1912; Eng. Pat. 9075/12.
* U. S. Pat. 1,026,628, May 14, 1912.
' Chem. News, V. 107, p. 294.

"Comptes Rendus, 1914, V. 158, p. 119.
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aluminium resembles crystallized tin jjlate. After each stage in this treatment the

work is thoroughly washed in water. The following is found to be a satisfactory

nickeling solution : Water, 1,000 cc. ; nickel chloride, 50 gm. ; boric acid, 20 gm.,

worked at 2.5 volts and 1 ampere per sq. dcm. The deposit obtained is matte-grey

on leaving the bath, but takes a good polish, and will stand bending and hammering

without peeling or cracking. The reason for the adherence of the deposit appears

to lie in the strong reducing action of the nascent hydrogen evolved when the

aluminium is plunged in the ferrous chloride pickle. Metallic iron is deposited

on the aluminum, and, though its amount is so small (0.25 to 0.5 gm. per sq. metre)

that it cannot form a continuous intermediate deposit, the iron forms with the

aluminium, a number of tiny couples favouring attack by the acid pickle. The

surface of the aluminium is thus very minutely but very completely pitted so that,

besides being deposited on the nearest practicable approach to a chemically pure

surface, the nickel coating is actually locked or " rooted " into every part of the

aluminium surface, and it is on this mechanical action that the tenacity of the

deposit depends. (This feature has been confirmed by E. Tassily—Rev. Met.

1914, A'ol. II, p. 670.) Aluminium thus protected, is said to be unaffected by

moist air, dilute and boiling soda, acetic acid, sea salt, wines and foodstuff's, and

does not permit leakage of petrol. It is recommended as useful for electrical con-

ductors, and is claimed to extend greatly the possible applications of aluminium.

The direct nickel-plating of aluminium has also formed the subject of several

patents. Thus, in the process of M. Chirade and J. Canac,^ the aluminiimi is

immersed successively in tepid water and a 2 per cent, solution of potassium

cyanide, after which it is washed and placed in a scouring bath composed of

hydrochloric acid (1 : 1) containing 0.1 per cent, of iron chloride. It is then

washed and treated for five minutes in a nickel plating bath, a current of 3 volts

being employed, and finally washed Avith boiling water.

In an addition dated Sept. 16, 1912. to the preceding French patent, the

articles are first cleansed with potash and milk of lime, then immersed in a bath

of potassium cyanide, and afterwards passed through a bath containing metallic

iron and hydrochloric acid. They are finally introduced into the plating l^ath con-

taining nickel chloride and boric acid, the successive operations being in each case

separated hx a prolonged washing with cold water.

In the process of L'Aluminium Francaise," the article to be coated is im-

mersed in a solution of a nickel salt to which has l)een added ammonium or other

alkali or metallic phosphites or hypophosphites, the solution l:)eing heated to

increase the sjoeed of deposition. This process is also applicable to the nickeling

of glass or porcelain.

In Marino's process^ for decorating pottery and glassware with metallic nickel,

the surface of the article is first metallized and rendered electrically conductive

—by successively coating with silver fluoride, treating with coal gas, and heating

to about 50° C. in the vapour of carbon bisulphide—and then electroplated with

nickel.

'Eng. Pat. 24.019, Oct. 30, 1911; Fr. Pat. 446,949/1911.
' Fr. Pat. 464.721, Jan. 20, 1913.
'Eng. Pat. 14,03.3, June 13, 1911.
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For Anodes of Storage Batteries

Nickel, in the form of oxide or hydroxide, has been proposed for the anodes of

electric storage batteries.

For example, T. A. Edison' has made a depolarizing electrode for storage

batteries by powdering nickel hydroxide and a snbstance containing bismuth in

such proportions that the mixture contains 20 per cent., or less, of the bismuth

material. A perforated non-deformable enclosing pocket is loaded under pressure

with the mixture.

In a second patent, Edison" precipitates nickel hydroxide by mixing a solution

of a nickel salt and an excess of alkali hydroxide; the precipitate, together with

the excess of alkali and some or all of the soluble reaction product, being evapor-

ated to a creamy consistency, and the mixture then slowly dried. The excess

of alkali and the soluble reaction product are removed by washing and the

residue dried.

H. C. Hubbell' makes storage-battery electrodes by arranging alternate

layers of cobalt, nickel and a metal having a solubility similar to

copper in the order :—copper-like metal, cobalt, nickel, cobalt, and copper-

like metal. The copper layers are dissolved by using the plate as anode in a

solution containing sodium and ammonium acetates and free ammonia, at a

current density which leaves the cobalt unattacked, then oxidizing the latter

by employing the plate as anode in a dilute solution of phenol and fixed alkali,

using a "forming" current of low density.

According to another process by the same inventor,* electro-deposited layers of

different metals, e.g., nickel and a more soluble metal such as copper, are arranged

alternately to form bars, which are united into a plate with the layers disposed

edgewise to the faces of the plate. The copper is dissolved away ])y using the

plate as an anode in a solution of sodium and ammonium acetates containing free

ammonia, at a current density sufficiently low to leave the nickel unattacked, and

the nickel is finally oxidized by using it as anode in a dilute solution of phenol

and fixed alkali, employing a '"forming"' current of low density.

Nickel oxide plates for secondary batteries are made by P. Hoyer," by

'moistening a granular mass of nickel (olitained, for example, by igniting nickel

carbonate in a reducing atmosphere) and applying it to a support of perforated

sheet nickel or nickel wire gauze. After drying, the plate is heated to redness in

a reducing atriiosphere, then used as anode in the electrolysis of a solution of

sodium or potassium carbonate, and the nickel subsequently oxidized electrolytic-

ally in a concentrated solution of potassium or sodium hydroxide.

According to the Svenska Ackumulator Aktiel:)olaget Jungner,*' the activity

of nickel oxide electrodes in alkaline aceumiilators may be restored by with-

drawing the electrolyte and adding a hot solution of sugar, or other suitable

reducing agent, for several hours.

'U. S. Pat. 1.036,471, Aug. 20, 1912.
^'U. S. Pat. 1.167,484, Jan. 11, 1916.
'U. S. Pat. 1,087,236.
*U. S. Pat. 1,175,954, Mar. 21, 1916.
= Ger. Pat. 277,743, July 17, 1913.
'Fr. Pat. 466,543, Dec.'24, 1913. Com-., Jan. 16, 1913; Eng. Pat. 72 of 1914.
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The same firm has patented a process' for making electrodes from the higher

oxides of nickel by reducing a mass composed of these oxides to a lower state of

oxidation by the aid of a reducing liquid or gas.

In this connection, C. Eusso" has investigated the velocity of solution and

polarization of nickel anodes in sulphuric acid, and has found that the passive

state is attained with a current of 0.1 ampere, beyond which the velocity of solution

diminishes until the current density reaches 0.4 ampere, after which an increase

is recorded.

For Colouring Ceramic Ware

For colouring ceramic ware, nickel oxide is employed both for iu-glaze and

underglaze decoration, and in the former case furnishes light blues and greens

to dark olive green, according to the metallic oxides with which it is associated.

Thus, with zinc oxide, blues are obtained; with magnesia, green; and with alkalis

and alkaline-earths, brown shades. The colours also vary with the glaze and the

quantity of nickel oxide used. Owing to the tendency of nickel oxide to dissolve

in glazes and turn l)rown, its use as an underglaze pigment is not recommended

where other shades are desired. According to Hainbach,' nickel is used for pro-

ducing lustre effects on pottery, and gives an agreeable light brown lustre when
fired. Various processes for decorating pottery and glassware with metallic nickel

have been patented; examples are given under "Electroplating."

Miscellaneous Uses

The use of nickel hydroxide as a reagent in tannin estimation is recommended

by Singh,* who also suggests the possibility of manufacturing pure tannic acid

from tannin compounds of nickel; of tanning leather by means of tannin com-

pounds of nickel; and of decolourising and concentrating tannin extracts by means

of nickel hydroxide.

Production of Alkali Hydroxides:—In a process for manufacturing sodium

or potassium hydroxide, with simultaneous recovery of by-products, Braunschild

and Chapiro^ heat sodium or potassium compounds, scuh as carbonates, with

oxides of nickel (preferably the higher oxide), and the alkali oxide or hydroxide

formed is separated by solution in Avater, any gaseous product (carbon dioxide,

etc.) being recovered. The lower oxides of nickel remaining as residue are then

used again, with or without previous re-oxidation by roasting.

Nickel Coinagfe

Although the so-called nickel coinage appears to have first been regularly

used in Belgium in 1861, when coins of 5, 10, and 20-centimes of nickel-bronze,

commonly called nickel or nickel silver. Avere introduced, one-cent coins of nickel

bronze were authorized in the United States under an Act dated February 21st,

1857, and were issued until the Act was repealed, April 22nd, 1864. They weighed

72 grains and were made of an alloy of 12 per cent, nickel and 88 per cent.

'Eng. Pat. 1062, .Jan. 14, 1914; Fr. Pat. 467..311 of 19] 4.

'Gaz. Chim. Ital., 1910. p. 491.
="' Pottery Decoratincr," 1907, London; Seott, Greenwood & Son. p. 20;
* J. Soc. Chem. Ind.. 1911, 9.36.
' Fr. Pat. 431,232, Sept. 5, 1910.
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copper. By the Act of April 3rd, 1865, three-cent pieces weighing 30 grains

and composed of the alloy now most commonly used for nickel coinage (25 per

cent, nickel and 75 per cent, copper) were authorized, followed, under the Act of

May 16th, 1866, by o-cent pieces made of the same alloy and weighing 77.16

grains. It is stated, in the History of the United States Mint, 1885, page 22,

that the nickel came chiefly from Lancaster county. Pa., and the copper from the

mines of Lake Superior.

The history and de^elopment of nickel coinage is very fully dealt with in the

Annual Eeports of the Eoyal :\Iint, London, by Sir Edward Eigg, C. B., Superin-

tendent of the Operative Department, and information has been received from him

and from the :\Iint, Birmingham, and others by the Commissioners, who have also

inspected collections, including that of the Mond Nickel Company, showing the

extent to which the use of nickel coinage has grown. The Commission is also

indebted to Dr. James Bonar and Mr. A. H. W. Cleave, of the :\Iint at Ottawa,

for notes regarding the manufacture of nickel and of nickel-bronze coins, and to a

number of extremely full reports, etc., issued by the French Mint."

Pure nickel coins are liard and of fine colour, but the metal is less easy to

mint than the cheaper alloy of 25 per cent, nickel and 75 per cent, copper, which

is commonly used and which wears at least as well as the bronze—so-called "copper"

—coins.

True nickel coins can be easily identified by means of a magnet. They are

readily attracted by a hand magnet such as a. magnetized pocketknife blade

whereas the ordinary "nickel" (made of the 25 :T5 per cent, alloy) or other

nickel-copper alloys, are entirely unaffected even by a powerful electro-magnet.

Sir Thomas K. Eose (42nd Annual Eeport, Eoyal Mint, London, pages 107-

112) states that the harder the coin, the less wear occurs in use, that the coins

are rendered harder oiTtside by stamping, and that the best wearing qualities may

be anticipated from thin coins struck in the heaviest presses.

According to Mr. A. H. ^Y. Cleave, 3,000,000 five-cent pieces, would

require :

—

Nickel, lbs.

If of pure nickel about 35,500

If of 25 per cent, nickel and 75 per cent, copper . . . .about 8,375

It would appear that the total weight of metallic nickel used in coinage to

date either as pure nickel or the ordinary nickel-copper alloy, has amounted to

between 10,000 and 15,000 tons, and that the present annual consumption for

' Projct de Lot portant retrait des monnaies de billon en circulation et leur remplace-

ment par des monnaies de nickel perforees (Renvoye a la Commission du budget)

Presente Au nom de M. Armand Fallieres, President de la Republique Francaise, Par
M. L.-L. Klotz, Ministre des Finances. (17 pages) No. 1976 Chambre des Deputes,

Dixieme Legislature, Session de 1912. Annexe au proces-verbal de la 2° seance du 11 juin,

1912.

Bapport fait au nom de la Commission du Budget Chargee D 'Examiner Le Projet De
Loi portant retrait des monnaies de billon en circulation et leur remplacement par dea

monnaies de nickel perforees par M. Adrien Veber, Depute. (63 pages) No. 2360, Chambre

des Deputes, Dixieme Legislature, Session Extraordinaire de 1912, Annexe au proces-verbal

de la 2° seance du 10 decembre, 1912.
" Journal Officiel de la Republique Francaise," December 21st, 1912, and August 6th

and 7th, 1913.
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coinage is not over 500 tons. This figure will prol)al)ly be immediately and largely

increased on account of the enhanced demand for coins of low denomination, and

the growing preference for nickel and nickel-ljronze for the purj)ose. It is stated that

the French mint will be stamping 5,000 kilogrammes of nickel weekly, of 25, 10,

and 5-centime pieces from September, 1916, and that during the current year

(191?) over £160,000 worth of nickel and bronze coins will be struck there. This

weight is equivalent to over 250 tons of metallic nickel per annum, as the coins

referred to will apparently be of pure nickel and not of nickel-bronze.

Growth of Nickel Coinage

The following particulars regarding the emi^lopuent of nickel and nickel-

bronze coinage are quoted from Sir Edward Bigg (42nd, 44th, and 45th Annual

Eeports of the Deputy Master and Comptroller of the Mint, London, for 1911,

1913 and 1914 respectively), with additions supplied by him for this report, in

1916. Sir Edward says in the 42nd report, pp. 42 and 43 :

—

Until 1906, the ouly coins of this alloy struck were for Jamaica, l)ut the Orders-in-

Coimcil dealing with the currency of West Africa and of East Africa and Uganda, and
subsequent orders relating to Ceylon and British Honduras, directed that several coins of this

nickel alloy should be struck for those Colonies. The numbers of pieces struck in the Mint
for them annually have been:

—

In 1907 1,862,848 pieces.

1908 12,817,152 ' '

1909 3.3,670,000 '

'

1910 18,744,509 ' '

1911 15,215,491 '

'

1912 38,258,000 '

'

1913 16,305,600 '

'

1914 38,507,600 ' '

Many of the pieces were struck under contract, in years subsecjuent to 1910. The use

of nickel in currency has thus become a question of special interest to the Mint, and, in

dealing with it, frequent difficulty has arisen owing to the common practice of using the

term "nickel" in official and other documents indifferently when referring to coinages of

pure nickel or of the alloy, which contains only 25 per cent, of that metal. I have therefore

been at some pains to ascertain the nature of the metal employed in the countries of the

world which possess such a currency, and have collected in tabular form these details as

well as the numbers of coins of each denomination issued to the close of 1910, giving also

the period during which the currency has been issued. These returns, brought down to the

end of 1914, are recorded in the table which follows, and they are of considerable interest.

Dealing with the coins of pure nickel, it will be seen that, of the net issues—941,449,020

pieces—no less than 560,604,758 are current in Austria-Hungary, and, as a rule, the metal
is only employed in other countries for coins of relatively high value, that is 2d. or more.

Xickel appears to have been first regularly used in Belgium in 1861, when coins of

20, 10 and 5-centimes in the alloyed metal were issued. No British colony employs pure
nickel, and the returns show that 467,293,120 nickel-bronze coins were issued in the British

Empire from their first introduction (in Jamaica in 1869) to the end of 1914. Comparing
the net issues of nickel and nickel-bronze coins, it will be seen that the number of tho
latter is more than five times as great as that of the former.
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The table given below, showing the countries which have adopted nickel as a

coinage metal, with the date of its introduction, is from Sir Edward's contribution

to the 4-ith Mint Eeport. p. 9i.

Introduction of Nickel Currencies

Yea,T. Countries. Remarks.

1857 United States 12 per cent, nickel introduced but
abandoned.

1861 Belgium
1866 United States Definitive adoption.

1869 Jamaica 120 per cent, alloy until 1906.

1873 Germany
1S74 Colombia
188.3 Bolivia

1884 Ecuador, Servia

1886 Ecr^-pt

1887 Switzerland First legalized, 7tli May, 1850.

1888 Bulgaria, San Domingo
1889 Japan, San Salvador
1890 Brazil :

1892 .\ustria-Hungarv Pure nickel.

1893 Greece "

1897 Hayti. Martinique
1898 Siam Xickel-bronze.

1899 Argentina Legalized December, 1896.

1900 Crete. Guatemala, Persia, Portugal Legalized in Portugal 21st Julv,

1889.

1901 Luxemburg, L^ruguay
1902 Italv, Korea 25 per cent, alloy legalized in Italy

21st February, 1894. Replaced
by pure nickel 7th July, 1901.

1903 British Xorth Borneo, France, Guadaloupe.
Paraguay, Philippines

1904 Costa Rica Legalized 14th August, 1900.

1905 Danish "West Indies, Roumania .Legalized in Roumania 5th April,

;

1900.

1906 Congo State, East Africa and Uganda,
Mexico, Montenegro, Reunion Introduced in Mexico in ISSl, but

abandoned.
1907 British Honduras. Holland, Nigeria. Panama. Legalized for Reunion, 1896.

1908 German East Africa, India, Zanzibar, Ger-

many and Siam (for pure nickel) [Legalized in India 2nd March,

I

1906.

1909 Cevlon, Kiao Chau '

1911 Turkey
1912 Nicaragua Legalized 1912

Legalized 14th March, 1911.
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The following table shows what would Ije the weight and cost of nickel and

nickel-bronze coins identical in dimensions with Is., 6d. and 3d. English coins

of silver.

Weight and Cost of Nickel and Nickel=Bronze Coins

WEIGHTS

English Silver. Corresponding weight in

Denomination. Weight. Pure Nickel,
i
Nickel-Bronze.

Shilling....

Sixpence .

.

Threepence

grs.

87.27

43.64

21.82

grs.

78.5

36.75

18.375

grs.

75.0

37.5

18.75

COST OF METAL
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The table beluw is compiled from Sir Edward Eigg's reports for 1911, 1913

and 191-4. It shows the nickel and nickel-bronze coinages of the world to the end of

1914, with their denominations and the periods during which they were struck.

Nickel and NickeI=Bronze Coinages of the World

Country and Period. Denomination.

Argentina (a), 1899-1914 20 centavos

10 "

Austria-Hungary, 1892-1914

Belgium (b), 1861-1910 ...

Bolivia. 188.^-1909

Brazil, 1890-1902

British Ilomluras. 1907-12 . . .

British Xortli Borneo, 1903-4

British West Africa, 1907-14

Bulgaria. 1888-1907

20 hellers

10 "
25 centimes

20 "
10 "
5 "

10 centavos

5 "
400 reis

200 ''

100 " ...

.5 cents . . .

2¥2 "
1 cent . . . .

Pence

Halfpence. . .

.

1/1 0th penny
20 stotinki' .

10 "
5 "
91/,"
5 cents . .

.

Ceylon (c) , 1909-12

Colombia, 1874-1914 10

5 "
..

I 21/2
"

..

2 " ..

1% "
..

1 cent . .

.

Congo State, 1900-12 20 centimes
10 "

Pure Nickel.
25 p.c. Nickel
and 75 p.c.

Copper.

240,270,049

320,334,709

Costa Eica. 1904 2 centimes
Crete, 1900 20 lepta

10 "
5 "

Danish "West Indies, 1905-13 5 cents or 25 bits.
East Africa and Uganda (d), 1907-12 . . 10 cents

5 "
1 cent

i

l/o "
Ecuador, 1SS4-1909 5 centavos

Egypt, 1886-1914
! 10 ochr-el-guerche.

is
I

2 "
1 "

France, 1903-14 25 centimes
10 "

199.161

40.941.133

3.972

21,183,365

31,611,924

26,506,742

16,043,690

1,803,670

154,628,830

140,398.483

34,800,100

21,200,080

19,687,088

49,455.582

63,213.548

50,000
1,000,000

2,000,000

2,000.000

15,936.000

12,264,000

66,600,000

20.000,035

28,194,535

48,850,0.35

12,000,000

10.000.000

133,700
39,564,504

4,000,000

11,456.342

2,400,000

31,808,161

3,050,000

12,400,000

13,700.000

630,000

1,250.000

2,000,000

4,000,000

60,000,000

3,850,000

1,540.000

89,029.200

900,000

3,200,000

2,500.000

4,500,000

5,000,000

12.001.383

66,474,338

18,213,774

40,267,686
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Xickel and Nickel-Bronze Coinages of the World—Continued

Country and Period. Denomination. Pure Nickel.

25 p.c. Nickel
and 75 p.c.

Copper.

Germany (e), 187.3-1914 25 pfeuuige

I

20 "
10 "

! 5 "
German East Africa, 1908-12 10 hellers

30,001,796

Greece, 189.3-1914 20 lepta

10 "

Guadaloupe, 1903 1 franc
.

.

50 centimes
1 real . . . .Guatemala, 1900-12
V2"

Havti, 1 897-1907 50 cents

20 "

21/4 " ...

Holland, 1907-14 ' 5 " •••

India (f), 1908-12 1 anna

Italv (g), 1902-14 25 ccntesimi

Jamaica (h), 1869-1912 - ^''eiK'e

Halfpence . . .

Farthings . .

.

Japan, 1889-1906
1

5 sen

Kiao-Chau, 1909-12 : 10 cents . .

.

5 "
. . .

Korea (j), 1902-10
,

5 cash

1

1/ 20th yen .

.

5 chon . . . .

Luxemburg, 1901-8 10 centimes .

Martinique, 1897 1 franc

50 centimes . .

Mexico, 1906-14 5 cents

Montenegro, 1906-14
l

20 paras
10 "

Nicaragua, 1914 5 centavos .

.

Panama, 1907 ' 21/2 cents . . .

1 cent

Paraguay, 1903 20 cents

10 "
5 "

Persia, 1900-14 2 shahis

1 "
Pliilippine Islands, 1903-8

j

5 centayos . .

Portugal, 1900 100 reis

50 "
Reunion, 1906 1 franc

50 centimes . .

Eoumania, 1905-7 20 bani

10 "
5 "

San Domingo, 1888-97 21/2 centayos

11/4 "
San Salyador, 1889 3

1
"•

Seryia, 1884-1904 20 paras

10 "
5 "

13.668.000

105,229,666

.34.793,885

1,800.156

1,800.156

25.029,304.

794.688,261

768.065,497

1,012,363

2.000,314

18,790,735

32,884,038

30,923,196

700,000

600,000

26.000,000

12,000,000

8,000,000

2,000,000

5,000,000

30,000,000

4,000,000

21,800,000

2.54,.32 7,920

100,000.000

1,704,000

3,864,000

4,128,000
18.3,8 11,420

449,829

621,478

139,848,319

109,150

40,006,160

4,000,000

3,500,000

300,000
600,000

760,000

800,000

1,000,000

1.750,005

2,000,005

1,000,005

35,000,000

46,000,000

10,000,384

16.000,000

8,000,000

500,000

1,000,000

8,000,000

52,000,000

74,000.000

4,950,000

500,000
333,333
400.000

11.650.035

14.700.032

21.000,088
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Nickel and Nickel-Bronze Coinages of the World—Continued

Country and Period. Denomination.

Siam (1), 1898-1914 20 satangs ..

10 "
I

5 cents

in

Switzerland, 1SS7-1914 5 "
lV-2

"
20 centimes . -

Turkey, 1913-14 10 "

I

5 "
40 paras ....

20 "
United States (m), 1866-1914 f) "

5 centesimos

Uruguay, 1901-10 2 "

3 "
1

Venezuela. 18S0-1914 10 centayos .

5 ''

Zanzil)ar. 1908 20 cents

Total issues

Demonetised and withdrawn

Net issues

Pure Nickel.

16,500,000

21,000,000

32,500,000

9.248.943

24,350.594

31,795,328

30,579,472

25 p.c. Nickel
and 75 p.c.

Copper.

3,126,300

3.810,178

5,080.238

5,080,238

43,500,000

72,000,000

891,743,975
31,378.316

11.000.601

17,504.262

10.001,350

4,000,000

4,000,000
100.000

955,117,020 5,167,630,124

13,668.000 406,748,223

941.449,020 4,760.881,901

NOTES TO TABLE

(a) A law passed by the Argentine Legislature in 1879 authorized the issue of fiye-cent and
two-cent coins containing 15 per cent, nickel and 85 per cent, copper, but no such coins
appear to haye been issued. The coins here recorded are issued under the law of 1881.

(b) Since 1904, the Belgian coins of nickel-lironze haye been jierforated. The following coins

of earlier issues haye been withdrawn:

—

20 cents 1,803,670")

10 " 75,360,736 ) Total, 141,870,000 pieces.

5 " 64,706,194 j

(c) Square coins with rounded corners.

(d) These coins are perforated.
(e) The 20-pfennige pieces, numbering 25,029,304, were demonetised in 1900 and subsequently

withdrawn.
(f ) These coins are scolloped on the edge.

(g) The Italian coins of pure nickel (25 centesinii, 13,668,000 pieces) and of nickel-bronze
(20 centesimi, 100,000,000 pieces) are in course of withdrawal. Their numbers are
giyen aboye.

(h) The Janiaica coins struck between 1869 and 1906 contained 20 per cent, nickel anil SO
per cent, copper. Their numbers were:

—

Pence 1,2S4,000~)

Halfpence 2.976,000 V Total, 7,812,000 pieces.
Farthings 3,552,000 J

(j) The 139,848,319 Korean coins of 5-cash haye been demonetised and are in course of with-
drawal.

(k) These coins are perforated.
(1) The nickel-bronze coins of 10 and 5-satangs are now in course of withdrawal.
(m) Under an Act of 21st Feb., 1857, nickel-bronze cents (containing 12 per cent, nickel and

88 per cent, copper) were issued in the L^nited States concurrently with those of
copper. Their number is not known, and the issue Ayas discontinued in 1864.
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NickeI=Silver=Zinc Alloy for Coins

The London Times trade supplement for vtli February, 1917, gives the text

of a bill drafted for the decimalization of the British coinage. It will be sub-

mitted to the various Chambers of Commerce, and amended if necessary before

introduction to Parliament, and is of interest, as for the first time true nickel-

silver coins are suggested in addition to the ordinary gold, silver and bronze)

coins, which will remain unaltered. The new coins will be respectively one-tenth and

one-twentieth of the English florin, which itself is one-tenth of the standard

English sovereign. It is proposed that these coins should be scalloped, and should

be called respectively the British dime of ten cents, and the half-dime of five cents,

the British cent being one-hundredth of a florin, or roughly half an American

cent. The composition for the new " nickel " coins will be nickel 22.5 per cent.,

silver 60 per cent., and zinc 17.5 per cent.

Cobalt Coinage

The use of coljalt coinage has been suggested in the Twenty-fourth Annual

Eeport of the Ontario Bureau of Mines. 1915 (page 23) :

—

It may l)e permissible to point out that a still further avenue is open for the emplo^-ment

of cobalt. ' The 5-cent piece is the least desirable of our Canadian silver coins, mainly because

of its smallness in size and the consequent difficulty in handling: it, and especially of distin-

guishing it from the 10-cent piece without ocular examination. Why should it not be replaced

by a coin made of pure cobalt, intermediate in size between the 10-cent piece and the 25-cent

piece? Such a coin would have many advantages. It would l>e readily distinguishable from

all other coins. It would be attractive in colour, pure cobalt being similar in appearance to

pure nickel, but somewhat more silvery, and tarnishing slowly, if at all. Being very hard, it

would be difficult to counterfeit. Lastly, the chief source of cobalt being for the present in

Canada, a cobalt coin would be distinctively Canadian, and its introduction would strike a

chord to which the national consciousness would readily respond. The coin could be called

a "cobalt," just as the U. S. 5-cent piece of copper-nickel alloy is called a "nickel." By
comparison, however, a pure cobalt coin would be greatly superior in appearance and every

other respect to the so-called "nickel," which contains only 25 per cent, of that metal.



CHAPTER VI

Non= Ferrous Nickel Alloys

Introduction

The alloys of nickel with metals other than iron are of special interest in

connection with the development of the nickel industry, since its early growth was
directly due to them. Although the quantity of nickel required is now small in

comparison with that for steelmaking, probably less than one quarter, the variety

of the non-ferrous alloys, and the fact that they are essential for many purposes,

renders them of equal, if not greater, relative importance, except in the matter

of tonnage of nickel consumed, even than nickel steels. The consumption of nickel

in its alloys, i.e., in steels and non-ferrous alloys, accounts for between SO and 90

per cent, of the total world's production of the metal.

As will be seen from the description of the individual alloys into whose com-

position nickel enters, it possesses special powers of hardening and toughening

other metals and alloys, and of increasing their strength and resistance to corrosion.

In many cases, it improves the grain and general soundness and homogeneity of

the alloy, and its extraordinary property of whitening or rendering bright and
silver-like, alloys Avhich would otherwise be dull or lifeless, and of producing

white alloys with copper, even when less than one part of nickel is used to three

parts of copper, gives it a position possessed by no other of the base metals com-

monly used in the manufacture of alloys.

After copper, it stands first among the common metals for the variety of

commercial alloys into whose composition it enters, although it must be admitted

that some are used to only a very limited extent; and, if its value as a coating,

i.e., for electro-plating, be included, it may be considered first among the common
metals for variety of uses, although far behind most in tonnage consumed.

It is also essential in the manufacture of a large variety of resistance wires

used for electric furnaces and all classes of electric heaters, a large and rapidly

growing use.

The history and progress of the nickel industry are dealt with in a separate

Chapter, so far as mining and general development are concerned, but a short

description of its growth from the point of view of those who are interested in

the smelting, refining and general chemistry and metallurg}'- of the industry, is

not out of place, seeing that the industry depended entirely in the early days on the

variety and amount of the non-ferrous alloys which the markets could absorb.

Nickel Industry Preceded by Cobalt

The development of the nickel industry must be considered in conjunction with

that of cobalt. The latter metal was, in fact, in the early days, the one of greater

commercial interest, and this was entirely due to the intense blue colour which cobalt

oxide imparts to silica, and which is taken advantage of in the colouring of glass

and porcelain. The term " smalt " or " zaffre " applied to certain roughly made

[321]
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silicates of cobalt is, in fact, older than the name of either metal, and these silicious

compounds were used centuries before the metal itself was isolated.

The Commissioners are indebted to Mr. Frank L. Merry and to Mr. G. S.

Boeddicker, Managing Director of Messrs. Henry Wiggin and Co., Ltd., and to many

others for previously unpublished information, and have consulted the " History

of the Nickel Industry," a paper read by D. H. Browne, January, 1911, before

the Society of Chemical Industry, and papers by A. G. Charleton, read before the

Society of Arts, 1894 and 1895, where much historical matter has been collected.

They have also consulted the Birmingham Handbook, issued by the British Associa-

tion in 1913, and many older works, such as Timmins' " Resources, Products, etc.,"

of Birmingham," published in London in 1866. The data collected would occupy

too much space, and only a small proportion has been incorporated in these brief

notes.

A considerable amount of interesting information as to the early history of

nickel and cobalt is contained in Agricola's " De Ee Metallica,'"' of which the latest

translation from the first Latin edition of 1556, was published by Hoover in 1912.

Eeference is made there to the mining sermons of Johann Mathesius (" Sarepta

Oder Bergpostill," Niirnberg, 1562, page 151). He refers to an earth containing

an argentiferous mineral called cadmia fossilis, which, when burnt, gave off strong

fumes, which worked much evil and mischief, and states that the fumes from cobalt

and bismuth ores are the most poisonous, that water from the mines devours the

hands and feet of the miners, that the fumes kill those who work in the smelters,

and that the ore is poisonous and injurious.

Agricola gives a tabular summary, in which the use of cobalt and manganese

as pigments is stated as having commenced prior to 1540 A.D. It would appear

that the word " cadmia " had the same meaning as the German '• kobelt " in the

time of Agricola, who was unaware of the properties of the metal, and was applied

to the arsenical cobalt minerals of Schneeberg in Saxony, which are still worked,

and which have probably been worked longer than those of any other country.

Although analyses of many of the old blue colours show the presence of cobalt,

the Greek and Eoman writers do not refer to it, and the first mention of zaffre

or cobalt blue was made by Biringuccio in 1540. He did not connect it with the

cobalt minerals, but stated that it could only he melted in conjunction with vitreous

substances, and that the colotiring depended solely upon the amount used. It is

interesting to note that Agricola did not appear to connect zaffre with cobalt, but

considered its colour to be due to bismuth, which is an invariable constituent of

the cobalt ores worked in Saxony.
'^'^ The Philosophical Transactions of the Eoyal Society of London,'" 1704,

No. 293, page 1753, contain a short note by David Krieg. F.E.S.. on cadmia or

cobalt, a mineral found " in great quantities in the mines about Schneeberg, and

some other places of Hermanduria."'

Aikin's " Dictionary of Chemistry and Mineralo,2ry," 1807, AM. 2, contains

a good deal of interesting information on the early history of the cobalt industry

and states that, at the time of writing (the commencement of the 19th century)

the principal minerals worked were those of Xorway, Sweden and Saxony, and

^ The Resources, etc., of Birmingham and the Midland Hardware District, Timmins,
London, 1866, p. 145.
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the principal use was for the manufacture of smalt or zaffre. He states that one

grain of cobalt oxide as then made, would impart a very full blue colour to 240

grains of glass, and it apjjears that very little attempt was made at that time to

separate the nickel from the cobalt.

According to Coghill,' about 67,000 lbs. of cobalt oxide was used in the British

ceramic industry—the largest in the world—in 1866.

Early Use of Nickel Alloys

Although Aikin refers to the alloys of nickel with other metals, he states that

they have been but little examined. He dismisses the copper nickel alloy in four

lines, but he refers to meteoric iron as being " scarcely at all oxydable by exposure

to the weather " ; and adds, " it is highly probable, therefore, that nickel may

become a metal of vast importance if its power of protecting iron from rust be

fully established.'-'

A search through the patent records of Great Britain shows surprisingly few

patents in connection with the use of nickel or cobalt, but the few names wdiich

occur as patentees are of men well known in the industry and as metal

workers. Those of ^luspratt, Vivian, ]\Ierry, Parkes and Elkington deserve

especial mention, and it is interesting to note that, although the specifications are

often vague, many alloys are indicated which are now of importance, apart from the

ordinary nickel-copper and like alloys. Among such are those with chromium,

referred to in a patent by Alexander Parkes in 1851, and of nickel-copper and iron

patented by him in 184-1.

The town of Birmingham in England was the pioneer of the cobalt and nickel

industry, and the firm founded by Henry Merry of that town and of Longljridge in

"Worcestershire, was the first to develop the industry. Henry Merrv l)egan nickel

refining in Birmingham about 1830, and cobalt refining under the invention of

Charles Benson of Birmingham, in 1842. They owned nickel and cobalt-matte^

smelting works in Missouri, U.S.A., in connection with the mine La Motte. and
in 1855 joined with John Vivian, who erected the first plant definitelv built for

the wet separation of nickel and cobalt, at Hafod Isha, near Swansea. This work
continued from 1855 until 1882, wdien the Hafod Isha firm was converted into a

limited lial)ility company (H. H. Vivian and Sons, Ltd.) and the works were taken

over later on by the Anglo-French Xickel Company, which still operates them.

The ores worked hoth in Swansea and in Birmingham, at Avhich latter place the

firm of Evans &' Askin, now Henry "Wiggin and Com|)any. Ltd.. operated (dating

from the year 1832), were ol)tained from all over the world, including Huns'arv.

South America, South Africa, Germany, China, etc., often through the most devious

routes, and Avith every possible precaution to prevent competitors from knowing
the place of origin.

lentil about 1872, practically the whole of the nickel was obtained from
arsenical ores containing considerable quantities of cobalt, and the nickel and
cobalt industries worked hand in hand as, in fact, they still do in the case of such
ores as those of the Cobalt district of Ontario, and of Schneeberg in Saxony, where
the two metals occur together. A very complete descrintion of tlie nickel-col)alt

industry of Schneeberg and of the New Caledonian nickel industrv in 1S94 and

^ The Eesources, etc., of Binning^ham, p. 145.
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1895, with many interesting notes as to Canadian nickel and the uses and

demand for nickel at that date, has been published by A. G. Charleton/

It may be mentioned here that there is no known case of nickel or cobalt ores

occurring in commercial quantities without both metals being present, although,

in the case of those worked mainly for nickel, the amount of cobalt present is not

sufficient to justify its extraction, and it is usually included and paid for as nickel,

and ultimately finds its way into the oxide or metal finally sold.

Beginnings of Nickel Industry

Mr. Henry Merry, the father of Alfred Senior Merry, appears to have been

the first maker of an efficient substitute for packfong, which was being shipped

from China and sold early in the 19th century for about 13 shillings per pound.

He experimented about 1830, in conjunction with Mr. Charles Askin, and ultimately

produced " Merry's plate " and " Merry's metal blanc." Large sums of money,

stated to have aggregated £20,000, were spent in developing and advertising the

alloy, and it obtained a high reputation and a large sale. Prior to the introduction

of electro-plating by Elkington, Henry Merry and his brother Theophilus ]\Ierry

patented, in 183'), a process for silver plating on this metal.

Before 1875, a!l the nickel and cobalt and their oxides and other compounds

were obtained from small deposits, the ores of New Caledonia being of little im-

portance, and those of Canada being then unknown. In all cases, the first metal-

lurgical operation consisted in the production of a speiss (arsenide) or a sulphide

(matte), usually the former. If the ores were oxidized ores, they were smelted

-down with arsenical material and coke dust, in order to introduce the necessary

^arsenic for the production of a speiss. The enriched product thus obtained was

xepeatedly calcined and smelted in order to increase the percentage of nickel and

cobalt, and to remove the iron. It may, in fact, be stated that the great improve-

ments effected during the last forty years, in the smelting of nickel or cobalt ores

and. except in the case of the Mond process, in the refining, have been mainly

confined to improvement in plant and enlargement of the scale of operations, the

modifications in the metallurgical treatment, although of extreme economic import-

ance, being mainly improvements in established practice and seldom radical. In

the case of the cobalt-nickel ores of Ontario, modifications in the process of treat-

ment since the early days when Swansea controlled the mtir.ot, have been practi-

cally nil. The use of chloride of lime or hypochlorite of soda in separating the

nickel and the cobalt appears to have been originated at the works of Evans and

Askin, now Henry Wiggin and Company, about 1836, and this and the other routine

step^ in the processes of separation are practically unaltered. The nickel used up

to 18T5 was obtained almost entirely from nickel-cobalt ores, and contained 97

to 98 per cent, of nickel, the balance being made up of magnesium, silicon and a

small proportion of iron. It was produced in the form of cubes or round discs

known as rondelles, by mixing the oxide with carbonaceous material and heating

in a reducing atmosphere in a reverberatory furnace, exactly as is done at the

present day, but on a smaller scale.

^J. Soc. Arts, May 4, 1914, pp. 496-513, and May 24, 1915, pp. 609 to 661. See also

translation by G. E. Mickle of parts of W. Bruchmuller 's work entitled Der Kobaltbergbau

und die Blaufarbenwerko in Sachsen bis Ziini Jahrc 165.3, printed as Appendix III, Ont. Bur.

Min., Vol. XIX, Part II.
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Even bessemerizing to remove iron was carried out in small blast furnaces

in Swansea, and was known as " de-ferrating.'^ This brought down the percentage

of iron to 0.3 or 0.4, and compared very favourably with modern bessemerizing.

Nickel Coinagfe and Electroplating Introduced

The production of nickel up to about 1870 was probably not over 300 tons

per annum, but the introduction of nickel coinage in Germany after the Franco-

Prussian war stimulated the industry, and the production was immediately doubled.

The supply of good ore even for this small demand was insufficient, and ores con-

taining so little as 1.5 per cent, nickel were smelted in order to keep pace with

the demand. The shortage was, however, only temporary, as the New Caledonia

ores were then being exploited, to be followed soon by those of Canada.

The price of nickel was 4s. 6d. per lb in 1830 and 4s. in 1840. By 1849 it

had risen to 13s.; but it gradually fell until, in 1866, it again stood at 4s. 6d.

A great impetus was given to the trade by the introduction of electroplating

by Elkington, who used nickel silver as his base. Even in 1866, however, the

market was small, and the total production is given by Barker as about 200 tons

per annum, equivalent to about 1,200 tons of nickel silver.

The oxidized ores of New Caledonia were first smelted with a sulphur-con-

taining material in a cupola furnace, so as to produce a matte containing 50 to

60 per cent, nickel, 10 to 20 per cent, iron and about 30 per cent, sulphur. The

material employed as a source of sulphur varied according to the situation of the

works. If near a Leblanc soda works, a by-product known as calcium sulphide or

blue Billy, was commonly used. If not, gypsum was employed, and in some cases

even iron pyrites was used, but not where it could ])e avoided, as it introduced iron,

which had afterwards to be got rid of by the de-ferrating process mentioned above.

Prior to the introduction of the converter, the iron was removed by oxidizing in a

reverberatory furnace with the aid of barium sulphate mixed with silica.

Although nickel is capable of alloying with all the common metals, the non-

ferrous nickel alloys of industrial importance are comparatively few, the principal

being the white malleable alloys consisting of nickel and copper, and of nickel,

copper and zinc, known under the general names of " cupro-nickel " and •" German
silver " or " nickel silver."

During the past few years, however, the value of nickel in alloy Avitli a larger

variety of metals has become more recognised, and many new alloys are now estab-

lished in the market, or are being experimented with and used or recommended

for specific purposes.

Until quite recent years, but little research was carried out concerning the

properties of nickel alloys, even of those that have been in use for industrial pur-

poses for many years, and the published information is still incomplete and un-

satisfactory. Several able researches have been recently carried out to remedy this

state of things, but although these have added considerably to our knowledge of

these important alloys, much still remains to be done.

Nickel-steels and nickel alloys, in which iron is an essential constituent, are

dealt with in Chapter VII (Nickel Steel), in which also the effect of carbon on

nickel is considered.
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The uon-ferrous nickel alloys may be considered conveniently under three

heads, (1) " Cupro-nickels," or alloys consisting of copper and nickel; (2) "Ger-

man silvers " or nickel silvers, consisting of copper, nickel and zinc ; and ( 3 ) mis-

cellaneous non-ferrous alloys of nickel.

1. Cupro=Nickels (Copper=Nicke! Alloys)

Xickel unites with copper in all proportions to form a number of useful alloys

whose characteristics vary with the relative percentage of each of the constituent

inetals. It reduces the conductivity and increases the hardness of copper, and

copper containing 2 to 3 per cent, of nickel has been fotmd well suited for exposure

to high temperatures, i.e., for boiler tubes.

The alloys of nickel and copper are known commercially as " cupro-nickel,"

'' nickel-bronze/' and " nickel brass," and also under special trade names such

as " Benedict metal."

With regard to the general properties and microstructure of alloys of the

copper-nickel series, research has shown that the freezing point falls continuously

from the melting point of nickel to that of copper, and the metals form a con-

tinuous series of mixed crystals. Therefore, like almost all commercial alloys that

are rolled and drawn, they consist essentially of crystals of one substance only,

namely, a solid solution. When cast, these alloys exhibit the characteristic struc-

ture of quickly cooled solid solutions, but on annealing, the crystallites undergo

gradual absorption, and are replaced by the regular crystalline structure of simple

metals and homogeneous solid solutions.'

With all the alloys in the copper-nickel series, solidification takes place over

an interval of temperature, and the smaller this interval, the less heterogeneous

is the structure of the alloys when cooled under ordinary conditions.

With the exception of an alloy containing 50 per cent, of nickel, used in the

manufacture of so-called German silver, the copper-nickel alloys in general use

do not contain more than 25 per cent, of nickel.

The term '"' cupro-nickel '' is usually applied to an alloy containing 80 per

cent, of copper and 20 per cent, of nickel, largely used for bullet Jackets and other

munition purposes.

This alloy, Avhich melts at a temperature of 1190° C, is very uniform in com-

position, and has remarkable working properties.

From a commercial standpoint, cupro-nickel may be regarded as a com-

paratively new alloy, but its properties are such that there is little doubt that, when

it l)ecomes better known, it will be ver}' extensively used in the metal industries

of the future.

Large quantities of cupro-nickel are now being produced in England, mainly

for munition j^urposes, and Sheffield and other places, which did not previously

make the alloy, have now become producers.

The Sheffield output, which includes metal made at the Technical l")opart-

ment of the Sheffield University, has gradually increased until it has now been

brought up to about 150 tons of 2,210 11)S. per week.

Alloys," 2iul EditioTi. [.(hkIoh, 1914, p. 219.
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In the preparation of cupro-niekel, it is important that copper and nickel of

good quality only shall be used. The alloy is made by melting the constituent

metals together in the usual way in graphite crucibles, but considerable care is

needed in its preparation, owing to the high melting point of nickel. Most of

the difficulty is experienced in the casting shop. To ensure sound ingots, the metal

must be poured "hot" (about 1300° C), as unsound ingots result if the metal

is cast at too low a temperature. The charge varies from about 80 lbs. to as much
as 260 lbs., the average probably being about 120 lbs. Experience proves that

large charges are to be deprecated. To ensure sound metal, it is necessary to add

a small quantity of some deoxidizing agent, usually about 0.1 per cent, of man-

ganese, to the molten metal shortly hefore pouring. The quantity of manganese

to be added is 0.1 per cent, of the total weight of alloy melted, and not 0.1 per

cent, of the nickel content only.

A large variety of deoxidants is in use. Pure manganese is generally em-

ployed, but some manufacturers prefer cupro-manganese, consisting of copper

70 per cent, and manganese 30 per cent.

According to G. Lyons. junio]\' the composition of the cupro-niekel used in

the United States for bullet jackets, is usually 85 per cent, copper and 15 per cent,

nickel. In preparing this alloy, the American practice appears to be to melt from

150 lbs. to ITo lbs. in graphite crucibles, and to add from 0.25 to 0.5 per cent,

of manganese, either as metallic manganese or cupro-manganese alloy (30 per cent,

manganese )

.

A cupro-niekel is manufactured in the United States under the name of " Bene-

dict metal," the government specification for the alloy being copper, 8-1 to 86 per

cent., and nickel 14 to 16 per cent.

Effects of Oxygen and Carbon

In the preparation of copj)er-nickel alloys, two special dangers present them-

selves, the first being the presence of ox^-gen which renders the alloy brittle and

practically useless for mechanical treatment, and the second the presence of carbon,

for which nickel has an especial affinity. Oxygen is removed, as already mentioned,

by a deoxidizing agent, such as manganese, ferro-manganese, copper-mabganese or

magnesium, and the anal}'sis of copper-nickel alloys should show small quantities

(commonly 0.2 to 0.3 per cent,) of ma'nganese or of magnesium,

Carljon, up to a certain percentage, is present as comlnned carbon, and as

such appears to improve the working qualities of the alloy while worked cold, but

as soon as the alloy is heated to about 650° or 700° C„ especially over a long period,

the carbon which up to that temperature had Ijee^i chemically combined, begins to

segregate out as graphite,

Boeddicker^ states that he has had many such cases where cupro-niekel (25

per ct'nt, nickel) had been made into coinage blanks. Before being sent to the

Mint, they were annealed, but on arrival at the Mint, hundreds of blanks were

found to have broken into small pieces, and in every case, on dissolving the broken

pieces in nitric acid, large flakes of graphite were found in the solution.

'"Metal Industry," 1916, Vol. S, pp. 69-73,
' Journ. Inst. Metal, 1912, Vol. VII, p. 1S2.
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In this connection it may be pointed out that, according to 0. Ruff and W.
Martin/ the solubility of carbon in molten nickel increases with the temperature

up to a maximum at 2,100° C. when 6.42 per cent, of carbon is present, correspond-

ing with the compound NigC. Above this temperature, the solubility is constant.

The carbide is said to be very stable, and rapid quenching is sufficient to prevent

the decomposition into nickel and graphite completely. Quickly cooled specimens,

however, contain a micrographic co'nstituent which is identified with the carbide.

Annealing Cupro=Nickel

With reference to the heat treatment of cupro-nickels, experience has shown

that, in hot rolling such alloys, even closer watching of the temperature is necessary

than in the case of pure copper. In practice, the annealing of cupro-nickel is

usually effected at a temperature of about 700° C.

For the successful annealing of cupro-nickel (15 per cent, nickel) the

American practice, according to G. Lyons, junior, consists in heating the furnace

to 700° C. (1,300° F) and cutting off the heat as soon as the sheets are pulled

in. The metal is allowed to soak for 20 to 30 minutes, during which time the

temperature falls to about 509° C, (1,100° F).

The temperature is then agai'n raised to 700° C. and held there until the metal

shows clear red all through, when the temperature is reduced and the metal

allowed to soak for 15 to 20 minutes, and then pulled out.

R. Adan' describes the advantages of copper-nickel alloys over ordinary

bronzes, and gives the results of a number of tests on a copper-nickel alloy, includ-

ing its resistance to corrosion by caustic soda. He does not give the composition

of the alloy which he used.

According to H. von Miller,' the addition of nickel to bronze increases the

shrinkage and tensile strength, and also the difficulty of working. It raises the

melting point, atad has generally the same properties as cobalt as an addition to

bronze.

The conditions of annealing that suffice to render the copper-nickel alloys

homogeneous in structure and suitable for roili'ng purposes have been studied by

Sir T. K. Rose.'

For this investigation, the alloys were cast into bars either one-half or one-

quarter inch thick, and rolled down to one-twentieth of an inch thick, when the

maximum hardness was obtained. They were annealed at 100° C. in water or oil,

between 100° and 250° C. in oil or glyceriHie, and above 300° C. by means of an

electric heater.

The hardness of the pure metals and of the alloys Avas measured by the Shore

scleroscope using the "magnifier"' hammer. On the scale of comparison used, the

hardness of lead is 1.5, of soft annealed copper about 13, and of harde'ned steel die,

about 175.

The results obtained for the temperature of annealing, its duration, and the

hardness for several copper-nickel alloys are given in the following table :

—

' Metalhirgie, 1912, Vol. IX, p. 143, per Inst. Met., 1912, Vol. VII, p. 272.
'Proc. Seventh Int. Congr. Appl. Chem., London, 1909, Sect. IIIA, 103-108.
* Metallurgie, 1912, Vol. IX, p. 63-71.
* J. Inst. Met., 1912, Vol. VIII, pp. 86-114.
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and 77 or 78 per cent, of copper, thus closely approximating to the proportions

of 25 nickel and 75 copper which experience has shown to be the most desirable

proportions of these metals for use in coinage.

Dr. Walter Flight' has shown that coins of the 2nd century B.C. were struck

in an alloy of the following composition, including a little sulphur and tin :

—

Copper 77.58 per cent.

Nickel 20.0-t " "

Iron 1.05 " "
Cobalt 0.54 " "

In dealing with the question of the use of nickel in currency, it may he well

to point out that difficulty frequently arises from the common practice of using the

term "nickel'^ in official and other documents indifferently when referring to coin-

ages of pure nickel or of the alloy, which only contains 25 per cent, of that metal.

Confusion would 1)e avoided if the term "nickel-bronze'^ were used when speaking

of the alloy.

The use of nickel for coinage purposes is fully dealt with in Chapter V under

the heading of Xickel Coinage.

Monel^-' Metal

Tliis alloy is of especial interest in connection with the nickel industry on»

account of its being a " natural alloy," made from roasted Sudbury matte, and from

the fact that its exceptional properties have been proved by a large number of in-

dependent observers and concurred in by users. It is commonly considered by

alloy makers, that reliahle alloys cannot be made by the reduction of mixed oxides-

such, for instance, as are present in a roasted matte; and it is true that calamine brass

and certain other alloys formerly thus made for the sake of economy, have been

abandoned in favour of those manufactured by alloying the pure metals. It is

claimed that, in reducing and smelting mixed oxides, there is a tendency for one to

be reduced more completely and rapidly than another, and for the product to be

irregular and unreliable in composition for this reason, and that this danger has

usually proved sufficient to more than balance any saving in cost over the alloying

of the separated metals.

On the other hand, the advocates of "natural alloys" claim that this very

factor, i.e., the simultaneous reduction of mixed oxides which have never been

separated, and which are therefore more perfectly incorporated together than

could be the case with any artificial mixture, results in the production of a more

homogeneous alloy, and even in one with exceptional properties.

There is no apparent reason why a natural alloy should be better in either

respect than the orthodox alloy made by skilled mixing of the pure metals, but it

is certain that in the case of the copper-nickel alloy made from roasted nickel

matte, a thoroughly reliable alloy is obtainable.

The mixtures of copper-nickel ore smelted by the large companies are fairly

uniform in composition, and the matte produced is remarkaldy regular as regards

the ratio of nickel to copper, the percentage of sulphur, and the practical aibsenee

of iron and other metals whose presence in a nickel-bronze might be injurious.

* Numismatic Chronicle, 1868, p. 305.
'' So named from the president of the International Nickel Company, Mr. Ambrose Monell.
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Tills matte is readily roasted free from sulphur, and the resultant mixture of almost

pure nickel oxide and copper oxide is more readily reduced than nickel oxide alone.

Best Composition of Matte for Monel Metal

The Mond Nickel Company produce a matte averaging about 40 to 41 per

cent, of nickel and the same amount of copper, so that its direct reduction to

metal would yield an alloy too rich in copper for general direct use. They have,

however, no desire to make a nickel-copper alloy, as their process of refining yields

large quantities of copper sulphate, which is one of their staple and highly pro-

fitable products. Similarly, those who employ the electrolytic method of refining

are obliged to produce both nickel and copper, and there is no apparent object in

directly preparing an alloy Avhile a sufficient demand exists for the separated metals.

Both the Mond and the electrolytic processes also recover the precious metals, and

this aspect of the nickel industry is of growing importance.

The position is different in the case of the International ISTickel Company,

whose process as at present conducted recovers only a comparatively small pro-

portion of the platinum, palladium and other metals of the platinum group, and

whose matte is rich in nickel, averaging during the last three years, about 53.5 per

cent, of nickel and between 25 and 25.5 per cent, of copper. Even this, would be

somewhat too rich in copper to produce an alloy of the required composition, but

the company employs matte which has been through a preliminary smelting (one

of the routine steps in the refining), whereby a portion of the copper has been

removed, leaving about 58 per cent, of nickel and about 22 per cent, of copper.

The importance of the Monel metal industry is shown by the production

during the company's last three fiscal years (each ending March 31st) :

—

1913-1914 3,526,345 lbs.

1914-1915 2,910,606 '

'

1915-1916 3,982,018 '

'

It may be pointed oat that, prior to the war, the nickel in the Monel metal

produced represented about 10 per cent, of the total matte treated by the Inter-

national Company, and that the company has had so steady a demand for its refined

nickel since the war as probably to make them desirous of reducing the output

of ^Monel metal. The fi_gures for 1914 may be ignored, as the effect of the war

on the nickel industry was adverse during the first portion, and favouraltle towards

the end. The figures for the other two years, however, show the importance of

an alloy whose annual production largely exceeds that of any other non-ferrous

alloy made under a trade name.

Lionel metal was introduced for the j)urpose of enlarging the market for

nickel, and the International Nickel Company had not only to find or make a

market for tlie alloy, but to overcome the trade prejudice against such a "natural

alloy." The fact that they have succeeded affords considerable encouragement to

those who are hopeful of making nickel-copper steel direct from Sudbury ore or

slag, a project which is dealt with in the chapter on Nickel Steel, and which is of

much interest and importance to the metallurgist.

The composition of Monel metal does not vary largely from nickel OS per

cent., and copper 30 per cent., with about 1.5 per cent of iron.
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An analysis of a sample bar received in 1911 by Mr. Leonard Archbutt/ of

Derby, England, gave the following results :

—

Analysis of Monel Metal (Sample Bar)
per cent.

Copper 33.18

Nickel 64.32

Iron 1.82

Aluminium .02

Zinc .05

Manganese .20

Silicon .33

Phosphorus .04

Sulphur 04

Carbon .05

100.05

Oxygen (loss of weight on Iieating to redness in hydrogen), not more
than a trace.

Arsenic^)
Lead (

Silver
(

Tin J

Nil.

Physical Tests

—
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More recent analyses by Parker* are as follows :

—

Later Analyses
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Specifications for the Inspection' of Materials

U. S. Navy (as in force January 1, 1914)

Sand Cast Materials

Ultimate Tensile Yield Point
Strength lbs. per lbs. per sq. in.

sq. in. Minimum Minimum

Monel metal 65.000 32,500

Manganese Bronze 65,000 30,000

Gun bronze 30.000 15,000

Steel—Special ... 90,000 57,000
" Class A ., 80,000 35.000
" Class B .. 60,000 30,000

Rolled Materials

Elone'n ITlf.mate Tensiie Yield Point Elong'n
percent. Strength lbs. per lbs. per sq. in. percent,

in 2 in. sq. in. Minimum Minimum in 2 in.

25 Monel metal—
20 1" and below .. 84.000 47,000 25

15 Above 1" to 2%" 80,000 45,000 28

20 Above 2V2" 75,000 40,000 32

17 Manganese bronze

—

22 1" and below.. 72,000 36,000 28

Above 1" 70,000 35,000 30

Rolled naval brass

—

Up to 1^" 60,000 27,000 35

V>" to 1" 58.000 26,000 40

Over 1" 54,000 25,000 40

Influence of Temperature upon Tensile Strength

Rolled Rod Brass Rolled Monel Metal
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IXFLUEXCE OF TEMPERATURE UPON TORSIONAL, STRENGTH—Continued

Vanadium Tool Steel Delta Metal

70°
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Resistance to Corrosion

Resistance to the action of salt water, to acid and alkaline solutions, and to

atmospheric corrosion, constitutes a valuable property of the alloy. For this

reason, it has been employed for marine work and for the high tension insulators of

the Panama Canal electric supply. In sea water, where bronze, copper or steel,

exposed alternately to the action of air and salt water, become rapidly pitted,

Monel metal remains almost unaffected.

The losses sustained by Monel metal by immersion for 6 weeks in solutions

of sulphuric acid (10 per cent.), copper sulphate (10 per cent.), and

sulphuric acid with copper sulphate (each 10 per cent,), were found by Croasdale*

to be only 2.81, 1.99 and 4.88 per cent., respectively.

The effect of boiling acetic acid of various strengths on Monel metal sheet,

compared with copper sheet, indicate that, under similar conditions of time and

strength of acid, etc., copper sheet is attacked by boiling acetic acid approximately

twice as fast as Monel metal.

The results of a number of tests made with a view to determining the resist-

ance of ]\Ionel metal to the water of mines have been published by A. F. Crosse, of

South Africa. He dropped very acid water (0.04 per cent, of free sulphuric acid)

from the Ferreira Deep mine, for 6 days continuously, on a piece of Monel metal

and also on iron. Whilst the latter soon corroded, the Monel metal remained

unaffected—though stained by the deposit from the evaporated water—so that the

action of ordinary mine water on Monel metal may be regarded as inappreciable.

After two days' immersion in a 3.5 per cent, solution of sulphuric acid, a

Monel metal rod had only lost 0.04 grm. of copper from an exposed surface of

40 sq. cm., whereas, in the check experiment with iron, a saturated solution of

the iron salt was obtained. At that rate it would take 2,000 days to dissolve a

thickness of one one-thousandth of an inch of the Monel metal.

In a 0.12 per cent, solution of potassium cyanide, 0.13 grm. of copper was

dissolved from an exposed surface of 112 sq. cm. of ]\ronel metal in 5 days, iron

being unaffected.

Washers of ]\Ionel metal, Aveighing 39.88 grms., were immersed for 5 days

in a 0.05 per cent, of free hydrocyanic acid and lost 0.01 grm. of copper (exposed

surface about 30 sq. cm.). Iron washers under the same conditions lost 0.05 grm.

out of 40 grms. This test is interesting, as the conditions are similar to those of

metal exposed to the action of vapours or splashes from a cyanide solution.

Owing tn the remarkable resistance to corrosion shown by the nickel-copper alloys con-

taining? high percentages of nickel, attempts have naturally been made to adapt these alloys

to various engineering purposes. If, for example, part of the nickel in an alloy similar to

Monel metal, is replaced by tin, the ductility of the alloy is lowered, but it possesses great

resistance to corrosion, a low coeificient of friction, and is unaffected by moderatel,y high
temperatures. It is, therefore, a very valuable alloy for the construction of such parts as

the seats and discs of high-pressure steam valves.

An alloy for this purpose containing approximately 54 per cent, of nickel, 33 per cent,

of copper, and 13 per cent, of tin, known as Platnam metal, is due to the enterprise of
Messrs. J. Hopkinson & Company, who were the first to realize the importance of these

alloys.^

'Eng. and Min. .T., ]914. 98, S7.'!.

^Law. "Alloys," 2nd Edit., 1914, p. 220.
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Other copper-nickel alloys of industrial importance consist of copper contain-

ing comparatively small proportions of nickel. An alloy consisting of 95 per cent,

copper and 5 per cent, nickel has been adopted by the British Government for the

driving bands of projectiles. Copper containing from 2 to 5 per cent, of nickel

has been used for firebox stays with good results. The alloy of copper with 8

per cent, of nickel is used to a considerable extent for this purpose in place of

copper-arsenic alloys, both on account of its greater tenacity at high temperatures

and its comparative freedom from oxidation. It has been stated by Sir Gerard

Muntz that, when engineers have once used this alloy, they rarely return to the use

of copper-arsenic alloys, experience having shown that the oxidation of the copper-

nickel alloy is much less than with copper-arsenic.

2. Nickel Silvers (Copper=Nicl<el=Zinc Alloys)

The white, ductile triple alloys of copper, nickel and zinc, which are known

commercially as nickel silver or German silver, are of somewhat widely varying

composition, and are made in a number of different qualities, the most usual of

which contain about 55 to GO per cent, of copper, 15 to 20 per cent, of nickel, and

20 to 30 per cent, of zinc.

Packfong

An alloy composed of these three metals was known in early times in China,

where it was used for the manufacture of gongs and other musical instruments, and

whence it was exported to Europe in considerable quantities especially during the

18th century, under the name of ''pack-tong" or white copper; pack meaning

white, and tong being the Chinese for copper. The word is usually written pack-

fong, which may now be taken as the accepted spelling.

Packfong seems to have been recognized as a triple copper-nickel-zinc

alloy in 17T6, when Engestrom published what appears to have been the first

analysis. The following table gives this analysis (1), together with (2) one by

Dr. Eyfe, of Edinburgh (1820), (3) one taken from Geologic et Mineralogie

Appliquees, by Henri Charpentier (1900), and (4) an analysis of Luhler alloy

(1825) :

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Nickel 15.63 31.9 25.00 8.75
Copper 43.75 40.4 50.00 88.00
Zinc 40.62 25.4 25.00
Iron ... 1.75

Analysis (4) is of interest as it refers to a natural alloy produced at Luhl by

smelting a nickeliferous copper ore. It was alloyed with excess of zinc, and pro-

duced what was sold as a substitute for packfong under the name of "Luhler

white copper."^

It will be seen that analysis of individual specimens varies considerably,

from which it appears highly probable that the alloy was the product of some
" cementation " process, much as calamine brass was, or was obtained by the direct

^Pmpflps. Schweiz. Ann., V. 39, 1, 7, and Annales rles Mines, 1825.
22 N*
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smelting of a complex ore, as in the production of ]\Ionel metal at the present

time, and wide variations in the percentage of the three principal metals which

enter into its composition are, therefore, not surprising. It must also be borne in

mind that nickel as a distinct metal was not separated until ITv i.

Nickel Silver

The utilization of nickel for the manufacture of nickel silver marked an

important stage of development in the history of the metal. The manufacture of

the alloy was commenced on a large scale at Berlin about the year 1834, when

nickel obtained a recognized position, Brandes having shown, the previous year,

the exact composition of the alloy.

At the present time, nickel silver is of such general utility that articles made

of it are everywhere to be found in household use. It is prepared largely as a basis

metal for electro-plating, and as a substitute for silver, and consists of copper, zinc

and nickel in proportions varying with the purposes for which it is intended.

Xickel silver probably exists under a greater number of names than any other

alloy, a3i different manufacturers employ fanciful names to denote alloys containing

different proportions of the constituent metals, wliich they consider best suited to

produce an alloy of good white colour.

Among the numerous names which have been used in England, the most

common is nickel silver, while others are argentan, silveroid, silverite, Nevada

silver, Potosi silver, Virginia silver, amberoid, electrum, etc.; while, on the

continent of Europe, it is known as maillechort (after Maillet, who introduced it

into France), alfenide, argiroide, neu-silber, weiss-kupfer, etc.

Even before the war, the Alloys Nomenclature Committee appointed in 1914

by the Institute of Metals, London, suggested the alteration of the names of the

alloy, since it is neither " German " nor '" silver." Init German silver and nickel

silver have been so long in use in the works, and have become so familiar to the

general public, that it is douljtful whether either will cease altogether to be used.

If we ado])t the nomenclature which indicates the true nature of the alloy,

nickel silver, strictly speaking, would l)e a zinc-cupro-nickel, but it might be more

convenient to call it a nickel brass, were it not for the fact that this name has

unfortunately become associated with the alloys of the copper-nickel series con-

taining no zinc.

The various grades of nickel silver in general use in the trade, are known

in trade circles as firsts, seconds, thirds, and fifths, which contain approximately

the following composition as to nickel: firsts, 20 per cent.; seconds, 16 per cent.;

thirds, 12 per cent. ; fifths, 7 per cent. ; the content of copper appears to vary

between 5G and 50 per cent.^

The alloy known as seconds is used by many firms as the basis metal for

electro-plate wares of best "A.l." quality. It is also largely employed for the

manufacture of best quality so-called nickel silver spoons and forks, etc. A number
of electro-plate firms in England, however, turn out nearly all their work plated

upon nickel silver containing more than 16 per cent, of nickel, and the Admiralty

and several of the large steamship and hotel companies, and many other commercial

^McWilliani & Barclay, Joiirn. Inst. IMetals, 1911, Vol. V, p. 214.
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concerns specify a high nickel alloy. Tlic Admiralty specification is for basis metal

containing 19 per cent, of nickel. The large American and Canadian railway

companies demand a basis metal containing 21 and 22 per cent, nickel. The pro-

perties considered in deciding upon the grade of nickel silver to be used as a l)asis

metal for electro-plating are strength, colour and malleability. The high-grade

nickel alloys have the advantage of greater strength and whiteness, and they more

^satisfactorily withstand, under the most trying conditions, the wear and frequently

very rough use in hotels and restaurants.

The following tal)le' shows the composition of the principal varieties of nickel

silvers in Birmingham, Sheffield and elsewhere, with their trade names :

—

Composition of Cliief Varieties of Nickel Silver
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compounds, and the resulting triple alloys consist of a single homogeneous solid

solution. They may be regarded either as brasses containing nickel

in. solution, or as copper-nickel alloys containing zinc in solution. As in

the case of most solid solutions, the alloys are hardened by mechanical treatment,

and are softened by annealing.

In addition to its use as a basis metal, large quantities of nickel silver in the

form of sheets, wire, and rods are now used for railway work on many lines in

Great Britain and abroad. Also, owing to the enormous increase in the price of tin

within recent years, nickel silver has frequently been used in place of Britannia

metal (an alloy of tin, antimony and copper), and whereas, formerly, nickel silver

"was hardly ever used in any way other than for stamping or raising, manufacturers

have begun to work it similarly to Britannia metal by spimiing and pressing. It is,

however, very difficult to get nickel silver to stand these severe demands, and

although copper-nickel-zinc alloys have recently been the subject of several able

researches, much experimental work \et remains to be done to determine the best

composition of alloy and method of treatment, to meet these requirements.

Owing to the high temperature required for the fusion of nickel and the low

melting point and ready oxidability of zinc, the preparation of nickel silvers is

attended with a considerable loss of zinc, and special care is accordingly required in

their manufacture.

Manufacturing; Processes

In the manufacture of nickel silver in England, the separate metals are not

melted together, but are used in the form of binary alloys, part of the copper being

melted with the nickel to produce cupro-nickel, and part with the zinc to form brass.

The brass is cast into thin plates, broken up whilst hot, and then added to the

molten cupro-nickel. This method answers the double purpose of more readily

producing a homogeneous alloy, and of lessening the oxidation of the zinc.

Some manufacturers alloy the nickel with copper in the proportion of 1 part

by weight of nickel to 2 parts of copper, while others use equal weights of the two

metals. Nickel in the form of 50 per cent, cupro-nickel dissolves in the molten brass

more readily than nickel alone. The zinc is commonly alloyed with the copper in

the proportion of 2 parts of zinc to 1 part of copper.

The melting is done in the usual way in graphite crucibles, either in coke or

gas-fired furnaces. Stirring is commonly performed by means of an iron rod, but

this is undesirable, and a carbon rod should be used. Iron rods, if used, should be

protected by a coating of borax and fire-clay. Shortly before pouring the metal, a

small quantity, ranging usually from 0.1 to 0.25 per cent., of metallic manganese

or some other deoxidant, should be added to ensure thorough deoxidation of the

alloy and production of sound metal. The metal is cast in iron moulds, which vary

in size according to requirements.

For ingots which are intended to he rolled into sheets, the moulds are from

16 to 18 in. in length, 1 to I14 ^^- thick, and from 4 to 5 in. wide: while for ingots

for wire drawing, the sizes are from 4V2 to 5 feet long, ly^. in. thick, and 314 ^^^

wide. The method of casting is the same as in the case of cupro-nickel and brass.
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According to H. Kloss/ in a more recent method of preparing nickel silver,

a mixture of 3.75 parts of copper, 0.25 parts of zinc, and 1.5 parts of nickel, is

introduced into a red-hot crucible, and melted rapidly under charcoal, and the

remainder of the metal is then added in the form of small fragments.

The same authority states that the German practice in preparing nickel silver

and similar alloys, is to place alternate layers of copper, nickel and zinc in the

crucible, to cover with charcoal, and to melt as rapidly as possible. Only a third of

the zinc and nickel is added in this way, the remainder being added after the whole

is fluid. Owing to the volatility of zinc, it is almost impossible to get two ingots

that agree exactly in composition, however much care is taken in the selection of

the metals used in the melting.

Impurities and Their Effects

The impurities most frequently met with in nickel silvers are derived from

the metals used, and consist of small quantities of iron, lead and tin.

The efl'ect of iron is to increase the strength, hardness, and elasticity of the

alloy so that, for some purposes, it is an advantage to add 1 or 2 per cent, of iron.

Both tin and lead render the metal brittle and unfit for rolling. Lead, how-

ever, although not permissible in metal that is intended for rolling, confers bene-

ficial properties when the metal is to be cast and subsequently worked, so that it

is purposely added to the extent of two or three per cent, in such cases. Besides

the usual impurities and dissolved oxygen, car])on plays an important part in these

alloys as in the ease of cupro-nickels, to which reference has already been made.

From a recent investigation on nickel silver hy F. C. Thompson" it would

appear that oxygen, when present in the cast metal, occurs as a finely disseminated

oxide, probably zinc oxide.

The addition of manganese, or other deoxidizer during melting, greatly

reduces the size of the crystal grains, and lessens the tendency to "^riffling" or cor-

rugation, during spinning, etc. Eiffling appears to be due to adjacent crystals being

thrust over one another.

The improvement effected in the mechanical properties of nickel silvers by the

use of deoxidants is shown in the following table, which gives the results obtained

b)^ C. W. Leavitt^ in ordinary foundry practice, by using pure magnesium in stick

form as a deoxidizing agent. The magnesium was \\'rapped in copper foil, plunged

to the bottom of the cruciljle and kept there until molten, but some makers add

the magnesium in the form of a magnesium-copper alloy.

^ Giesserei-Zeituno:, 1912, Vol. IX. pp. 247, 410—Abstract in J. Inst. Met., 1912, Vol.
^t:ii. p. 325:

- Trans. Cliem. Soc, 1914, Vol. 105, p. 2342.
''^Metal Industry," 1909, Vol. I, p. 210.
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Effect of Deoxidants

Composition—per cent.
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and Peard furnace in use at the Royal Mint, London, and also in several nickel

silver works, for annealing purposes, is of this type.

Tlie ends of the retort are closed from the air by a water seal, the annealing

being effected in an atmosphere of steam, which prevents the formation of scale,

and reduces oxidation to a minimum.

The effect of annealing at different temperatures on a series of copper-nickel-

zinc alloys, has been investigated recently by F. C. Thompson.^

Tensile tests made C'n the cast alloys, containing 60 per cent, of copper and

from 7 to 28 per cent, of nickel, showed -a distinct increase of strength as the nickel

content rose, without, however, any appreciable change in the elongation or

reduction of area. Change of nickel content had very little effect on the strength

under compression, of the cast alloys.

Deoxidation of the molten alloys with 0.25 per cent, of manganese produced

a marked improvement in the rolling properties.

Torsion and Brinell Iiardness tests showed the temperature at which anneal-

ing began. It rose Avith increasing nickel content from 370° C. with 7 per cent,

nickel alloys, to 600° C. with 28.6 per cent, nickel alloys. The hardness curves

showed a sharply localized peak about 330° C. The influence of time on the tem-

perature at which annealing started was negligible, although the temperature of

the critical point was slightly lowered by "soaking."

Hardness and alternating stress- (Arnold) tests made on commercial samples

of nickel silver indicated that the impurities usually present, are practically without

effect on the properties at the temperature of annealing. The tendency to ^T)urn''

during annealing of the commercial alloys tested was increased (a) liy increasing

the nickel content, (b) as the ratio of zinc to copper increased, and (c) with the

amount of impurities present. ^Metal which had been overheated during the anneal-

ing, was rendered brittle through the re-formation of the large cored crystals which

are obtained after casting. This fault could be rectified by re-annealing at a lower

temperature, which caused a transformation in the crystal structure and a removal

of all dendritic markings.

With regard to the output of nickel silver, it is computed that, in Sheffield,

where large quantities of electro-plated nickel silver cutlery and hollow-ware, and also

of unplated nickel siher cutlery are made, the consumption of nickel silver is some

2,000 tons (of 2,240 lbs.) per annum. Of this quantity, however, only about one-

third, i.e., 650 tons, can be estimated as new metal, scrap being melted oyer again to

the approximate extent of two-thirds of the whole consumption.

Allowing an average composition of 20 i)er cent, nickel in the alloys made, the

actual weight of pure nickel used annually in the nickel silver trade of Sheffield

would only be about 130 tons, based on the output of 650 tons of new metal.

Special Copper=Nickel=Zinc Alloys

Alloys of copper-nickel-zinc are used as hard solders for soldering nickel silver,

but they contain a larger proportion of zinc than nickel silvers so as to render them

more fusible.

^ Joiirn. Inst. Metals, London, 1916, Vol. XV.
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The following are examples of the composition of the alloys used for nickel

silver solders :

—

Composition of Hard Solders
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Many of these are placed on the market under special names, such as

"platinoid/' which is a nickel-silver containing 1 or 2 per cent, of tungsten, and

" constantan/' which is a cupro-nickel containing 60 per cent, of copper.

The following table by Law' gives the resistance in microhms per cubic centi-

metre, of iron and nickel, together with a number of high resistance alloys used in

the electrical industry :

—

High Resistance Alloys

Name

Iron
Nickel

Nickel silver

Platinoid

Tarnac
Manganin ....

Nickelin

Ferry
Constantan . .

.

Eureka
Resistin

Ferrozoid . . .

.

Kruppin
Vestalin

Nickel chrome
or nichrome

Concordin . . •

.

Description

Containing 7 per cent, nickel
a 10 '

'

" "

" 30 " " "

Cupro-manganese
Copper-nickel-manganese
Copper-nickel

" " (40 per cent, nickel) ..
" " (similar to Constantan)

Copper-manganese
Nickel-steel
" " (28 per cent, nickel)
" " (similar to Kruppin) ...

Nickel-chromium

Resistance
microhms
per c.c.

11.0

12.3

18.0

21.0

29.0

40.2

41.0

41.0

42 to 48
43.0

47.2

50.2

50.2

50.2

84.0

85.0

85.1

93.5

96.0

The figures given in this table for manganin, nickelin, and resistin, must not

be regarded as accurate for all samples known under these names, the composition

of the alloys being somewhat variable, as shown by the following analyses collected

from various sources :

—

Composition of ^Manganin. Nickelin, Resistin

Alloy
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The following table gives a further series of analyses collected from various

sources :^

Analvses of Various Allovs Containing Xickel

Alloy
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Alloys for Use in Pyrometers

Increasing- attention is being given to the nse of nickel as a constituent of

alloys to be used as so-called base metal thermo-couples in thermo-electric pyro-

meters, for the measurement of temperatures which are not sufficiently high to

necessitate the use of a platinum and })latinuni-iridiuni couple.

This is due not only to tlie cheapness of l)ase metals as compared with platinum,

but also to the fact that properly chosen base metal couples develop a relatively

high electro-motive force. Thermo-couples of base metals are in many respects

superior to those of platinum for temperatures up to 10itO° C, and their use is

gradually extending.

Xickel is an important constituent of most of the base metal thermo-couples

now in use, including the following :

—

Xickel-cliromium ami Xickel-iron-silicon.

Chromium-iron-nickel and Aluminium-nickel.

Iron anil Aluminium-nickel.

Iron and Copper-nickel.

Chromium-nickel and Iron-nickel.

As a general rule, it may l)e taken that copper and '' constantan " (copper-

nickel) couples, and iron and " constantan " couples may be used for temperatures

up to about 900° C, giving a very open scale. These couples give a high and very

constant electro-motive force, and have the additional advantage of a small co-

efficient of resistance.

For temperatures from 700° C to 1000° C, a nickel-chrome (10 per cent,

•chromium), known as Hoskin alloy, as positive element, in conjunction with an

alloy of nickel containing small percentages of various other elements, is most suit-

able. Such a couple has an electro-motive force about 3.5 times that of platinum

at 1100° C.

Pure nickel is also used for thermo-couple leads. To prevent the brittleness

that sometimes results in nickel wire used for this purpose, A. L. Marsh ^ has

patented a nickel-silicon alloy consisting of nickel with 3 to 5 per cent, of silicon

and a trace of aluminium or manganese.

According to 0. L. Kowalke," however, silicon is not a desirable constituent in

a nickel alloy for thermo-couple material.

Nickel=Copper=Aluminium Alloys

Within recent years, attention has l)een given to the influence of nickel on

certain aluminium alloys. Although the addition of nickel to aluminium produces

a series of alloys which have so far proved so be of no practical importance, triple

alloys, consisting of copper, nickel and aluminium, which may be regarded as

nickel silver in which the zinc is replaced l)y aluminium, have been used com-

mercially from time to time.

Alloys with upwards of 20 per cent, of nickel, and varying amounts of

aluminium, have l)ecn introduced imder such names as " aluminium silver,"

' Brass World, 191.-], Vol. IX, p. 3SS.
= Trans. Amer. Elect rocliom. Soc, 10 U, 26, pp. 199-214.
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" minargent/' etc., as substitutes for the finer grades of nickel silver, as they have

a beautiful white colour, and take a high polish. Some of these contain up to

7 per cent, of aluminium, but more often are really copper-nickel alloys deoxidized

by means of aluminium, only a very small quantity of which remains in the finished

metal.'

Alloys with 6 to 12 per cent, of aluminium and about 20 to 30 per cent, of

nickel were prepared in 1894 by Andrews, who found them hard, fine grained, and

of great strength.

More recently, a systematic study of the influence of nickel on some copper-

aluminium alloys was undertaken by Eead and Greaves,' who prepared alloys con-

taining 10 and 5 per cent, of aluminium and varying amounts of nickel (1, 2.5, 7.5^

10, and 15 per cent.), the balance being made up of copper.

Physical Properties and Uses

The alloys were submitted to the usual mechanical tests. When rolled, all

the alloys which were tested, (containing from 1 to 15 per cent, nickel), behaved

similarly, 3delding perfectly sound rods, while the hardness increased with the

nickel content.

Wire drawing tests gave sound and smooth Avires in every case. Xickel in-

creases the ductility of the 5 per cent, aluminium alloy. The specific gravity is

increased by the presence of nickel, while the conductivity is diminished.

The results of corrosion tests seem to indicate that the alloys containing nickel.

up to 10 per cent., resist corrosion by sea water and by alkaline solutions better

than the pure aluminium-copper alloys, while the latter withstand the action of

acids better than those containing nickel. The acids used in the tests were tenth

normal sulphuric and hydrochloric acid and vinegar.

The melting points of the alloj'S ranged from 10-42° C. to 1119°C.

The results of a recent investigation by W. B. Parker,' on the alloys most

suitable for high-speed superheated steam turbine blading clearly indicate that the

copper-aluminium-nickel alloys, ancl the copper-aluminium-manganese alloys, rich

in copper, may well repay further investigation for this purpose. Up to the present,

the most useful non-ferrous blading alloy appears to be pure phosphor-bronze,

Monel metal being used for stationary blades under many conditions. Alloy steels

are, however, being chiefly used for vant of a lietter non-ferrous material, in spite

of their tendency to rust.

The following analyses are given by Parker* as representative of the com-

position of typical forged commercial copper-aluminium-nickel alloys, and copper-

aluminium-mang-anese allovs :

—

^J. Inst. Metals, 1914, Vol. XI, p. 169.
== Ibid., 1914, Vol. XI. pp. 169-213.
= Ibid., 1915, Vol. XIV, pp. 25-69.

*1. c, p. 55.
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Composition of Copper-Aluminium Alloys, with Nickel and Manganese

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.

82.07
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The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., London, has recently patented a

ductile and malleable cobalt-nickel-manganese alloy for use in the manufacture of

leading-in wires for electric lamps.'

The alloy has a low heat conductivity and is composed of cobalt 20-3U (>5),

nickel 80-70 (75), and manganese about 2 parts, by weight. It is prepared by

melting the cobalt and nickel together in an alundum crucible in an atmosphere of

hydrogen, adding the manganese when the melt is quiescent, cooling to about

1250° C, and then chilling the product in water. The materials employed should

be free from aluminium, lime and other basic impurities, sulphur, phosphorus,

silicon, and carbon, these impurities tending to make the alloy brittle.

Acid=Resl.stinn: Alloys

Monel metal and other nickel alloys which .•>lio\v s})ecial resistance to corrosion,,

have already been described.

Attempts made by S. W. Parr" to prepare an acid-resisting alloy suitable for

casting purposes, resulted in the preparation of a somewhat complex alloy of the

following composition :

—

Copper 6.42

Manganese 0.9S

Silicon 1.04

Tungsten 2.13

Xickfl 60.65

Aluminium 1-0!)

Iron 0.7(j

Chromium 21.07

Molybdenum 4.67

Total 98.81

Carbon and boron not determined.

The alloy is called "lllium". Its melting point is approximately 1300° C. and

the furnace must be capable of readily attaining the temperature of molten nickel,

say 1600 degrees. When thoroughly liquid, the alloy pours readily and fills the

mould perfectly, but the freezing point is so quickly reached that feeding of the

casting from risers, to make up for shrinkage, is practically impossible. Moreover,

the shrinkage is so excessive that cracks and hollow spots are very difficult to avoid.

The alloy works al^out the same as tool steel.

Attempts to draw the alloy into wire and roll it into sheets have been only

partially successful, but are said to indicate the likelihood of success when the

conditions for proper annealing are better understood. The tensile strength of the

cast metal is approximately 50,000 lbs. per sq. inch.

The unit of reference for measuring the amount of corrosion was as follows-:

—

A standard disc of the alloy was prepared, having ten square centimetres of surface.

This was submerged for a given length of time, usually 24 hrs., in nitric acid of

approximately 25 per cent. HNO3. The loss in weight was calculated to the

amount which would be represented for an area of 100 sq. centimetres per hour.

•In one test on a small casting, the loss in weight was 0.03 mg. In the last seven

'J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1916, Vol. .35, p. 695.

='Amer. Inst. Metals, 1916.
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castings weighing about 10 lbs. each, six out of the seven standard discs did not

show a wcighable loss after 24 hours' contact with the nitric acid.

It is stated that the addition of 5 to 10 per cent, of tantalum considerably

increases the acid-resisting property of nickel. An alloy containing 30 per cent.

of tantalum has been patented by Siemens and Halske.' It is non-magnetic, can be

easily rolled, forged, and drawn, and is equal to steel in elasticity and tensile

strength. It is not attacked by boiling aqua regia or other acids, and is not

oxidized when heated in the air. l)ut may become Ijrittlc when very strongly heated.

Nickel Alloys with Tungsten and Lead

For a series of tests to determine the influence of tungsten on nickel,

R. Irmann ' prepared an alloy of nickel with 47 per cent, tungsten in an electric

crucible furnace from almost chemically pure tungsten and cube nickel containing

sulphur 0.019, manganese 0.028, zinc 0.018, and copper 0.107 per cent. This alloy

was used in the preparation of other alloys with less tungsten. The equililirium

diagram shows two maxima, at and 11.3 per cent, (atomic) tungsten respec-

tivelv; the former would correspond to the compound Nii,;W. the latter to the com-

pound Xi,.AY. The alloys with these compositions exliil)it also maximum resistance

to acid corrosion, a minimum occurring in the neighbourhood of a eutectic com-

position. Xickel possesses a consideral:)le resistance to attack by 65 per cent, acid,

and it is increased four-fold l)y the addition of 5 per cent, tungsten and twelve-fold

by the addition of lo i;er ciait. From 10 to 18 ])er cent, tungsten the resistance

increases more slowly, and at al)out 25 per cent, diminishes considerably, increasing

again from 30 per cent. The electrical resistance increases almost proportionally

to the tungsten content, up to 23 per cent, tungsten. The tensile strength dimin-

ishes rapidly with increasing tungsten content, attaining a minimum Avith 25 per

cent., and then rises again just as rapidly. The ductility of nickel is. however,

adversely affected by the addition of tungsten, and it is possible to form into sheets

only those alloA's with under al)out 18 per cent, of that metal.

Various lead-nickel alloys have been tested by A. M. Fairlie^ to determine their

relative strength, ductility, and acid-resisting properties as compared with lead-

antimony alloys of similar composition.

The strongest lead-antimony alloy was found to be that containing 90 per cent.

lead and 10 per cent, antimony : and its acid-resisting qualities are almost equal to

those of any other alloys of the lead-antimony series.

The lead-nickel alloys were found to j)ossess superior acid-resisting properties,

as compared Avith the lead-antimony alloys. l)ut shoAved a tensile strength less than

one-half that of the best lead-antimony alloys.

During the past few years, investigations have been carried out to determine

the effects of small quantities of nickel on some Avell-knoAvn commercial alloys.

Thus, it was found that Muntz metal rolled better Avhen made from copper

containing 0.3 per cent, of nickel, than Avhen made from a number of the best

brands of refined copper.

" Gor. Pat. 277,242, March 4, 1913.

='Metall u. Erz, 1915, 12. .'^5S-.''.r)4. Z. anoew. Chem., 1916, 29, Ref., 12-13.

'Metal Industry, 1911, Vol. Ill, p. G4.
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A microscopical study of the alloys of copper-ziuc-nickel, by L. Guillet ' shows

that the coefficient of equivalence of nickel when added to copper-zinc alloys is

1.2, that is, its presence diminishes the apparent j^roportion of zinc in that ratio.

According to him," nickel is the most efficient of the metals yet examined, in

raising the " imaginary percentage " of copper in brass, i.e., a brass containing a

certain percentage of nickel, in addition to copper and zinc, is similar in mechanical

properties to an ordinary brass of higher copper content than would be the case if

the nickel were replaced by another metal. Other things being equal, the addition

of a small percentage of nickel makes a brass easier to work cold. Tables are given

showing the improvement in the mechanical properties of brasses effected by the

presence of nickel up to 10 per cent.

The brass sheets issued by the L'nited States Bureau of Standards, AVashing-

ton, as an analytical standard, contains 0.5 per cent, of nickel.'

Nickel is sometimes added to manganese bronze to the extent of about 2 per

cent., and to aluminium bronze to the extent of about 5 per cent.

A plastic bronze used on many railways for heavy bearings consists of copper

64 per cent., lead 30 per cent., tin 5 per cent., and nickel 1 per cent.

As cobalt is a common associate of nickel, it is not surprising to find that the

alloys of the nickel-cobalt series have been the subject of investigation. The cast

alloys have been examined by E. Euer and K. Kaneko* with a view to determining

their resistance. The maximum resistance and minimum conductivity were found

to occur at about 17 per cent, of cobalt, the curve being very steep on the nickel

side and practically linear on the cobalt side.

The hardness by BrinelFs test, on the cast metal, is very irregular in the cast

condition, but ])ecomes uniform after heating to 1150° C. The hardness curve has

then a peculiar form, being nearly horizontal from to 60 per cent, of cobalt, then

rising very steeply and passing through a maximum at 92 per cent, of cobalt. The

same discontinuity at about 70 per cent, was observed by these authors in the

magnetic properties and in the micrographic structure, the lamellar twinning of

the polygonal grains only being observed from 70 per cent, upwards.

^Comptes Rendus, 1912, Vol. CLV. J. Inst. Met., 1913, Vol. IX. p. 213.

'Rev. Met., 1913, 10, 1130-1141.

'Met. & Chem. Eng., 1914, Vol. XII, p. 80. AlDStract per Journ. Inst. Met., 1914,

Vol. XI, p. 308.
* Ferrum, 1913, Vol. X., p. 257. Abst. Journ. Inst. Metals, 1913, Vol. X, p. 407.



CHAPTER YII

Nickel Steel and Other Nickel Alloys Containing^ Iron

A very large amount of metallographic and physical testing work has been

done and pnl:)lished in connection with nickel steels and, although the conclusions

to be drawn therefrom are of more importance in connection with this Report than

the actual details, it has been thought desirable to include a description of certain

portions of the work together with a reference to publications where fuller details

can 1)0 ol)taine(l. The Commission visited and received information from a large

number of steel makers and users and technologists in Great Britain and the

United States, and is indel'ted to ]\Ir. G. C. Lloyd, the Secretary of the Iron and

Steel Institute of London, for a large amount of information. This was })resented

in the form of an independent technical section but, with his permission, has been

incorporated w'ith other matter important to the non-technical reader, but uaturallv

omitted from a scientilic sunnnary.

So far as possible, the portions of this section which deal with the work of

the metallographers and include a host of special terms well known to those ex-

perienced in work upon alloys but less intelligible to the layman, have been kept

together, but the necessity for transferring portions elsewhere and inserting much
extraneous inatter among the purely technical matter, has prevented this intention,

being fully carried out. The Commissioners also feel that the highly technical

nature of rbe nickel-steel industr}^ the variety of alloys comprised under the term

"nickel steel,'' the extension of their use, the frequent additions to their number,

the change in their relative importance, and their general interest to the specialist,

justify the inclusion, in this section, of matter of a type which has not been given

in any other jiart of the Report.

It should lie specially remembered that the term nickel steel when used

generally, includes nickel-chromium steel, and often covers special steels con-

taining other metals as an essential constituent.

The general history of the nickel industry has lieen dealt with already, par-

ticularly in Chapter lY. and some additional details have been given in Chapter VI
dealing with the Xon-fevrous Alloys of Xickel.

Bibliog^raphy of Nickel Steel

Further particulars will be found in the following publications, some of which

are ordinary papers read liefore technical societies, etc., Avhile others are separate

works dealing wholly or mainly with nickel steel :

—

1. ''Alloys of Iron and Xickel," bv R. A. Hadfield. Proc. Inst, of Civil Eno-. A'ol.

CXXXVTII.." Session 1898-99. Part IV. 169 pages.
2. "Xiekel-Steel: A Synopsis of Experiment pnd Opinion,'' by D. H. Browne. Cali-

fornia Meeting-, Sept., 1899, Trans. Anier. Inst, of Min. Eng. 77 jiages.

3. "Allovs of Iron and Nickel," bv F. Osmond. Proc. Inst, of Civil Eng. Vol.
CXXXVIII. Session 1898-99. Part IV. 18 pages.

4. "]Nramifacturc and Uses of Allov Steels," l)v H. D. Hibliard, U. S. Bureau of Mines.
72 pages.

[353]
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5. ''Invar and Related Nickel Steels," Circular of the U. S. Bureau of Standards, No. 58.

68 pages.

6. "Nickel Steel: Its Properties and Applications," by A. L. Colby, Proc. Amer. Society

for Testing Materials, Vol. Ill, 1903. 29 pages.

7. " A Comparison of Certain Physical Properties of Nickel Steel and Carbon Steel,

proving the Superiority of Nickel Steel over Carbon Steel, for Bridge and Structural Pur-

poses," by A. L. Colby, July, 1903. 103 pages.

8. "Alloy Steels in Bridgework," by J. A. L. AVaddell, delivered before the Inter-

national Engineering Congress at San Francisco, September, 1915. -11 pages.

9. "Crucible Chrome-Nickel Steel: Its Manufacture and Properties," The Carpenter

Steel Company, Reading, Pa., U.S.A. 23 pages.

10. "The Special Steels in Theory and Practice," by W. Giesen. Carnegie Scholarship

Memoirs, Iron and Steel Institute, London, No. 1, for 1909.

11. "Les Applications des Aciers au Nickel," avec un appendice sur la Theorie des

Aciers au Nickel, par. Ch.-Ed. Guillaume. 212 pages.

12. "Les Aciers au Nickel et Leurs Applications a L'Horlogcrie, " par Ch.-Ed. Guillaume.

54 pages.

13. "Mayari Steel," the Pennsylvania Steel Company, Steelton, Pa. 87 pages.

14. "The Use of Mayari Iron in Foundry Mixtures," the Pennsylvania Steel Company,

Steelton, Pa., U.S.A. 21 pages.

15. "A Method of Producing High-Class Steel from Pig Iron Containing Chromium,
Nickel, and Cobalt," by A. W. Richards. Iron and Steel Inst. 8 pages.

16. "The Chemical and Mechanical Relations of Iron, Tungsten, and Carbon, and of

Iron, Nickel, and Carbon," by Prof. J. O. Arnold, and Prof. A. A. Read. Proc. Inst. Mech.

Eng., Mar. 20, 1914. Pages 223-279.

17. "The Magnetic Properties of Manganese and Nickel Steels," by S. Hilpert, and W.
Mathesius. Journ. Iron and Steel Inst., No. II, for 1912. Pages 302-310.

18. "Some Properties of Heat-treated Three Per Cent. Nickel Steels," by A. McWilliam,

and E. J. Barnes. Journ. Iron and Steel Inst., No. 1, for 1911. Pages 269-293.

19. "The Magnetic Properties of Some Nickel Steels," with some notes on the Struc-

tures of Meteoric Iron, bv E. Colver-Glauert and S. Hilpert. Journ. Iron and Steel Inst.,

No. I, for 1911. Pages 375-411.

20. "The Thermal-Magnetic Transformations of 25 per cent. Nickel Steel," by E. Colver-

Glauert, and S. Hilpert. Journ. Iron and Steel Inst., No. II, for 1912. Pages 295-301.

21. "Influence of Some Elements on the Mechanical Properties of Steel," by Dr. J. E.

Stead. Iron and Steel Inst., Sept. 21-22, 1916. 80 pages.

The following may be consulted regarding the standard specifications imposed

by special authorities for steels containing nickel. They are of interest, not only in

connection with the preparation of the test pieces and with the tests to be passed,

but on account of the stated percentages of nickel and other metals present in

standard types of steel, and are quoted very fully later in this section.

22. "British Standard Specifications for Wrought Steels for Automolnles, " Report No.

75. The Engineering Standards Committee, May, 1916.

23. "Structural Nickel Steel," Standard Specifications adopted by the Amer. Soc. for

Testing Materials, 1912.

24. "Standard Specifications of the Society of Automoljile Engineers," Vol. 8, Part 2,

1913.

Early Experimenters with Nickel Steel

Among the above-quoted papers, the first four are of special interest as, in

addition to dealing with the alloys of nickel with iron, each contains much of

interest in connection with other uses of nickel and with its history and each contains

a general bibliography of the metal.

Xickel steel, including nickel-chromium steel, stands chronologically as the

fourth alloy steel and, in 1913 nickel was an essential constituent of over ISO,000

tons of steel, made in the United States, of whicli, slightly over one-third was

simple nickel steel. A search through early patent records or literature does not

indicate, however, tliat much interest was taken in nickel steel until, in 1889,
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James IJiley, of Glasgow/ puljlished his paper on the general properties of steels,

containing from low percentages up to nearly 50 per cent, of nickel, as prepared

for him by Marbeau in France.

It is true that the resistance of meteoric iron "' to corrosion Avas well known,

and that nickel had been found in some of the old steels which were known to be

of superior quality, but such authorities as Percy writing, even after the middle

of the 19th century, dismiss the alloy in a few lines. It is probable that the work

done in the early days covered a much larger field than is apparent from the

published results, because what was published referred largely to alloys containing

amounts of nickel approximating to that now commonly used in ordinary nickel-

steels, and the properties described are those of the most practical interest. This

is shown in the following early British patents where, although the claims are

vague and indicate that the inventors were almost groping in the dark, the refer-

ences to non-oxidizability, etc., and to the use of chromium, manganese and copper

indicate to the enthusiastic historian that the investigators possessed an almost

prophetic instinct or published only a small part of the information they

possessed :

—

1. Hieklinji', S. S. (February 28, 1799—No. 2296), makes hollow vessels of cast iron
alloyed with nickel—from "40 to 4 parts of iron, with 1 part of nickel." He states that
such vessels may be lined with copper by the "precipitation" process.

2. John Martineau, the younger, and H. W. Smith (Oct. (5, 1825, No. 5259) produce
steel of improved quality, and presenting the wavy appearance of Damascus swords, by melt-
ing with the metal various substances, including nickel, zinc and "chromate of iron." The
latter, no doubt, referred to the mineral chromite or to the artificial double oxide of chromium
and iron.

3. Alexander Parkes (Oct. 29, 1844, No. 10366) patents a "useful alloy" of nickel, iron
and copper, and later (Sept. 11, 1851, No. 1.3746) a "useful alloy" of nickel, iron and
chromium and another of nickel, copper and chromium.

4. M. Poole (Nov. 27, 1845, No. 10,971) claims that, to hinder the oxidation of cast' iron,

steel and malleable iron, and render malleable iron more hard and durable, from 2 to 10
per cent, of copper, tin, nickel, or antimony, may be mixed with cast iron or steel, whilo
molten.

5. Thos. Weatherburn Dodds (March 7, 1853, No. 571). To produce non-oxidizable
steel, the metal is treated in a crucible with from one-twenty-fifth to four-twenty-fifths of
"nickel, German silver or Argentine," sometimes with addition of manganese.

We find, also, in Aikin's "Dictionary of Chemistry and Mineralogy," 1807,

\"ol. 2, on page 138, the statement that meteoric iron is "scarcely at all oxydable

by exposure to the weather." He adds "it is highly probable therefore that nickel

may become a metal of vast importance if its power of protecting iron from rust

be fully established."

Percy^ states that Faraday and Stoddard' made alloys with horseshoe nails and

3 per cent, of nickel. The alloy, it is stated, "was quite as malleable and pleasant

to work under the hammer as pure iron. When polished, it was rather whiter than

iron. Its specific gravity was 7.804, and that of the hammered alloy of steel Avith

3 per cent, of nickel Avas 7.750." He giA'es the results of certain of his own experi-

ments oil steels containing other percentages of nickel, and mentions that Berthier

ascribes exactly the same characteristics to the alloys of iron and cobalt as to those

of iron Avith nickel. He states that it is doiditful whether sufficient experiments had

;
J. Iron and Steel Inst., 1889, Vol. I, p. 45.

-See a very complete paper (44 pages) on the Use of Meteoric Iron by Primitive Man, by
G. F. Zimmer, read in September, 1916, before the London Iron and Steel Institute.

' Metallurgy, Iron and Steel, 1864.
* The Quarterly Journal of Science, Literature and the Arts', Vol. IX, 1820, p. 324.
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been made to justify such a general conclusion, but does not state that he has any

reason to doubt it.

Properties of [Nickel Steel

The commercial grades of nickel steel are those containing from 2 to 5 per

cent, of nickel either alone or in conjunction with another metal or metals, or

those in which high proportions of nickel even up to 95 per cent, of nickel to 5

j)er cent, of iron, are used. The useful nickel steels may be said to range from

2 to nearly 50 per cent., i.e., more than the range for any other metal used in steel-

making, and the term, as already- stated, commonly covers nickel-chromium

steels and many complex steels containing nickel with such rare elements as

vanadium, etc.

Broadly s^Deaking, it may be stated that simple nickel steels contain 3 to 4

per cent, of nickel and low carbon, and are commonly produced in the open

hearth. The nickel ma}' be present in the original ore—as in the case of steel

made direct from nickel ores or nickeliferous iron ores, such as the Cuban ore and

others, as descrilDed at the end of this section, or may be added at any stage of

the smelting or casting. It may even be added in the form of oxide, as nickel

oxide is reduced by metallic iron, but tliat practice, although formerly carried

on to a slight extent, has been entirely abandoned. Xickel is used only as an

alloying metal, and is in no sense a purifying agent, as is the case with manganese,

aluminium and certain other elements largely used in steelmaking.

The tensile strength and elastic limit of nickel-iron alloys and nickel steels

(0.06—0.1 per cent. C.) increase with the nickel to a maximum at about 20 per

cent. Beyond this they recede, elongation increasing abnormally up to about

30 'per cent. Tlie ratio of elastic limit to tensile strength increases with the

nickel slowly up to about 10 ])er cent., where there is a sharp rise, and continues

gradually up to 20 per cent., after which the ratio falls rapidly.

With steels containing between 10 and 20 per cent, of nickel, neither quench-

ing nor annealing has any decided effect. Above 20 per cent., quenching softens the

steel (markedly at 30 per cent.), lowering both the tensile strength and elastic

limit and increasing the elongation. Imt not affecting the cutting j^roperties at

low speed.

Xickel tends to check segregation, ^jrobably by raising the melting point of

the carbides and causing more uniform setting, finer grain being produced. It

does not prevent blowholes. In medium ,and high carl^on steels, the nickel seems

to cause a more intimate combination Ijetween the iron and carbon, a double

nickel-iron carbide l^eing probably formed, and the matrix hardened.

Below 1 per cent, of nickel, the welding of steel is not affected, and even up

to 3 per cent, good results can l^e obtained with care. The tenacity of the film of

oxide causes difficulty as the nickel increases.

Effects of Carbon and Manganese

The mechanical properties of nickel steels are dependent not alone on the

nickel content and the heat treatment, etc., which they have received; but small

amounts of other elements usually found in steels, such as carbon and manganese.
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affect the properties apprecialtly. This may readily be seen when nickel steels are

divided into groups according to their mechanical properties or their metallo-

graphic structures and depending on the carbon and nickel contents. Guillet

gives the following division:

—

Per cent. Carbon.
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used extensive!}' for case-hardening parts. It case-hardens more readily than

carbon stee!, and gives a harder casing with a strong, tough, fibrous core. A
great deal of nickel steel with carbon from 0.20 to 0.35 per cent, has been used in

shapes and plates as rolled, and in annealed eye-1)ars for bridge construction. In

this condition, which is not to be recommended for forgings, the follov.'ing are

typical physical propertes :

—

Elastic limit, lbs. per sq. in 45,000 to 60,000
Tensile strength, lbs. per sq. in 80,000 to 100,000
Elongation in 2 inches 20 to 15 per cent.

Eeduction of area 10 to 25 per cent.

Annealed nickel steel forgings have only sliglit advantage in strength over

carljon steel, and consequently are not advantageous, either from an engineering

standpoint or commercially, unless heat-treated. "With heat-treatment, the nickel

steel gives considerably higher strength than carbon steel, combined with greater

ductility or toughness. It does not give as high values as the nickel-chromium

and chromium vanadium steels. Nickel steel rolls and forges readily, and

machines easily. It developes a very thick, hard scale which is apt to give con-

siderable trouble in drop-forging, and is hard on the dies. Nickel steel is also

very liable to develop seaminess, especially when made in large heats and cast

into large ingots, as is now customary. It requires a larger discard to ensure sound-

ness. The use of nickel steel in forgings, and particularly droivforgings, is falling

off in favour of other alloy steels with greater values.

Effects of Chromium

The addition of chromium to nickel steel has a marked effect, greatly in-

creasing the strength and resistance to shock, and particularly the hardness. It is

more difficult to forge and heat-treat and harder to machine, and is also liable to

the seaminess frequently present in nickel steel. There are three types of this

steel, differing both in the percentage of nickel and chromium, and all with low or

medium car])on :

—
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and machine parts. ]t is an excellent case-hardening steel, carbonizing readily.

This type is more tractal)le in working, heat-treating and machining than the
other two. It is also somewhat lower in tensile strength.

To show the principal types in use of nickel steels and of nickel-chromium

and other steels containing nickel, their composition, the properties which they
commonly possess, and the tests which they are required to pass to satisfy the

principal requirements of the trade, the following particulars are quoted from
current official specifications and elsewhere :

—

Comparison of Nielvol, Nickel-Copper and Other Alloy Steels witli Ordinary Steels, Etc.,
Compiled from Various Sources-

31/2 p.e.

nickel

Specification of:—
1. Am. Soc. for Testing Materials. ?>V2

p.c. nickel steel

2. U. S. Navy (hioh grade),

nickel steel. (Toughened)
3. U. S. Navy (Class A). SVj p.c

steel. (Natural)
4. Auto steel, shafts, bolts, etc. (Natural)
5. Government specifications for carbon

steel castings. (Medium)
6. Government si^ecifications for carbon

steel forgings. (Annealed)
7. Government specifications for carbon

steel forgings. (Oil tempered)
8. Government specifications for nickel

steel forgings. (Annealed)
9. -Government specifications for nickel

steel forgings. (Oil tempered)
Tests on:

—

10. Carbon steel. (Annealed)
11. Nickel steel. SV2 P-C- nickel. (An-

nealed )

12. Carlmn steel. (Oil tempered)
13. Nickel steel. 0V2 P-c. nickel- (Oil tem-

pered )

14. Nickel steel, 4.57 p.c. Ni. 0.30 p.c,

carbon, for rifle barrels at Bethlehem
Steel Works

Nickel Copper Steels:

—

15. Ni. 2.8 p.c, Cu. 1.2 p.c, C. 0.11 p.c . . .

16. Ni. 2.8 p.c, Cu. 1.2 p.c, C. 0.61 p.c. . . .

17. Ni. 2.1 p.c, Cu. 0.90 p.c, C. 0.10 p.c. . . .

18. Ni. 1.4 p.c, Cu. 0.60 p.c, C. 0.15 p.c. . . .

19. Open hearth nickel steel. Ni. 3.36 p.c,

C. 0.46 p.c, Si. .066 p.c, Mn. .70 p.c.

P. .021 p.c, S. .034 p.c (Eolled
natural)

Open hearth nickel steel, as above.
(Annealed)

Open hearth nickel steel, as above.
(Heated to 1500° F. quenched in oil

and drawn back to 800°. F. and kept
in that condition)

Open hearth nickel steel. (Same as 19.)
(Heated and quenched at 1500° F.
and drawn back to 600° F.)

Nickel-copper steel. Ni. 3.62 p.c, Cu.
0.48 p.c, C. 0.44 v-C; Si. 0.034 p.c,
Mn. 0.50 Tp.c, P. 0.013 p.c. S. 0.013
p.c (Rolled natural)

20

21

22

23

72, -100

Elastic
Limit

lbs. per
sq. in.
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Comparison of Xickel, Xickel-Copper and Other Alloy Steels Avith Ordinary Steels, Etc.,

Compiled from Various Sources.—Continued.

(Annealed)
(Heated and drawn same as

24. As above.
25. As above.

21) ..,

26. As above. (Heated and quenched at
1500° F. and drawn back to 600° F.)

27. Xickel-copper steel from Sudburv ore.

Xi. 2.51 p.c, Cu. 1.07 p.c, Mii. O.Sr,

p.c, C. 0.51 p.c, S. 0.034 p.c

Xickel-copper steel from Sudburv ore.

Xi. 1.84 p.c, Cu. 0.65 p.c, Mii. 0.70

p.c, S. 0.048 p.c, C. 0.48 p.c

Xickel-copper steel from Sudburv slag.

Xi. 1.06 p.c, Cu. 0.40 p.c, Mn. 0.66
p.c, S. 0.046 p.c, C. 0.51 p.c

Monel metal rolled plates
Monel metal rolled rods
Soft steel-rolled plates
Copper rolled plates. (Xatural)

28

29

Elastic

Limit.

lbs. per

sq. in.

63,750

154,000

185,000

77,650

60,850

54,000
45,000
50,000
30,000
18,000

Tensile

Strength,

lbs. T)er

sq- in.

107,300

172.500

200,000

116.000

94,360

87,800
90,000

100,000
60,000
34.000

Elongation
in 2 in.

per cent,

of area.

25.0

13.25

12.0

18.0

23.0

21.0
30.0
30.0
35.0
52.0

Reduction
of area.

Per cent.

48.0

49.1

46.0

32.5

43.0

34.0
60.0
50.0
35.0
57.0

Xotcs. 11 to 14 are quoted from Colby.

15 to IS " '' '' Clamer.

19 to 26 " " " Matliews.

30 to 33 '' " '' D. H. Browne.

27 to 29 " " " Olson.

British Standard Specifications for Automobile Steels

The British Standard Specifications for Wruuglit Steels for Automobiles,

Eeport No. 75, issued May, 1916, by the Engineering Standards Committee, are

as follows :

—

E.S.C. 2 Per Cext. Xickel Case-Hardexixg Steel

The class of steel specified below shall be referred to as E.S.C. 2 per cent.

Nickel Case-hardening Steel :

—

Carbon 0.10 to 0.15 per cent.

Silicon not over 0.30 "
Manganese . 25 to 0.50 "
Sulphur not over . 05 "
Phosphorus " . 05 "
Xickel 2.00 to 2.50 "

AVhen normalized at 850°C. to 900°C., this steel shall pass in every particular

the following check test:

—

Tensile Breaking Strength 25 to 35 tons per sq. inch.

Yield Ratio not less than 55 per cent.

Elongation ' '
" 30 "

Reduction of Area " " 55 "

The Brinell hardness number corresponding to the above should be approxi-

mately 103 to 153.
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E.SC. 5 Per Cent. Nickel Case-Hardexing Steel

The class of steel specified below shall be referred to as E.S.C. 5 per cent.

Nickel Case-hardening Steel:

—

Carbon not over . 15 per cent.

Silicon '' 0.20 ''

Manganese *' 0.40 "

Sulphur " . 05 "
Phosphorus "

. 05 "
Nickel 4.75 to 5.75 "

When normalized at S"2(i°C. to Sr)0°C.. this steel shall j^ass in every particular

the following- check test :

—

Tensile Breaking Strength 25 to 40 tons per sq. inch.

Yield Ratio not less than 60 per cent.

Elongation " " 30 "
Eeduction of Area " " 55 "

The Brinell hardness nnml)er corresponding to the above should be approxi-

mately 103 to 179.

E.S.C. 3 Per Cent. Nickel Steel

The class of steel specified below shall be referred to as E.S.C. 3 per cent.

Nickel Steel:

—

Carbon . 25 to . 35 per cent.

Silicon not over . 30 "

Manganese . 35 to . 75 "
Sulphur not over . 04 '

'

Phosphorus " . 04 "
.<u'..i 2.75 to 3.50 "

When normalized at 84:0°C. to 880°C., this steel shall pass in every particular

the following check test:—

-

Tensile Breaking Strength 35 to 45 tons per sq. inch.

Yield Ratio not less than 55 per cent.

Elongation " " 24 '<

Reduction of Area " " 45 "

The Brinell hardness number corresponding to the above should be approxi-

mately 140 to 202.

E.S-C. 11/^ Per Cent. Nickel-Chrome Steel

The class of steel specified below shall be referred to as E.S.C. l^^ per cent.

Nickel-Chrome Steel:

—

Carbon . 25 to . 35 per cent.

Silicon not over 0.30 "

Manganese . 35 to 0.60 "

Sulphur not over . 04 "

Phosphorus " . 04 "

Nickel 1 . 25 to 1 . 75 "

Chromium . 75 to 1 . 25 "
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AYhen oil-hardened from 850 °C. and tempered at 600 -C, this steel shall pass

in every particular the folloAving check test:

—

Tensile Breaking Strength not less than 45 tons per sq. inch.

Yield Katio not less than 70 per cent.

Elongation ' ' '

'

15 "

Reduction of Area ' ' " 50 "

The Brinell hardness number corresponding to the above should be approxi-

mately 119.

E.S.C. 3 Per Cent. Xickel-Cheome Steel

The class of steel specified below shall be referred to as E.S.C. 3 per cent.

ISTickel-Chrome Steel :

—

: ,

Carbon 0.20 to . 30 per cent.

Silicon not over . 30

Manganese . 35 to 0.60

Sulphur not over . 04

Phosphorus " . 04

Nickel 2.75 to 3.50

Chromium . 45 to . 75

When oil-hardened from 820 °C. and tempered at 600 °C., this steel shall pass

in, every particular the following check test:

—

Tensile Breaking Strength not less than 45 tons per sq. inch.

Yield Ratio not less than 75 per cent.

Elongation " " 15 "

Reduction of Area " " 50 "

The Brinell hardness numlier corresponding to the above should be approxi-

mately IT 9.

E-S.C. Air-Hardexixg Xickel-Ciirome Steel

The class of steel specified bekm- shall be referred to as E.S.C. Air-Hardening

Xickel-Chrome Steel :—

Carbon . 2S to . 36 per cent.

Silicon not over . 30

Manganese . 35 to 0.60

Sulphur not over . 04

Phosphorus " . 04

Nickel 3 .50 to 4.50

Chromium 1 . 25 to 1 . 75

A test bar of this steel that has been air-hardened from S20^C. shall pass

in every particular the following check test :

—

Tensile Breaking Strength not less than 100 tons per sq. inch.

Yield Ratio not less than 75 per cent.

Elongation " " 5 "
Reduction of Area - " " 13

The Brinell hardness number corresponding to the above should be approxi-

mately 418.

The tensile piece before being air-hardened shall have its parallel portion

machined to within .03 inch of the finished diameter of the test piece and this

portion shall, after the test piece has been hardened, be reduced to the required

diameter bv srrindiner.
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Particulars of Test Pieces

The following are i^articulars and drawings of the test pieces to be used

for the tests :

—

Test Piece A.—The widths of the test pieces for plates were selected to comply

with the two following conditions : ( 1 ) As the great bulk of plates to be tested are

from % to % inch thick, it was desirable for the sake of convenience that the test

pieces for such plates should be of uniform width and, in accordance with very gen-

eral practice, a width of 2 inches was selected. (2) With a test piece of a given form,

the percentage of elongation was found to be less for thick pLates than for thin ones

;

with steel of the same quality in other respects it was desirable therefore to choose

widths of test piece which would be slightly in favour of the thicker plates. This

is secured with the widths selected for the Standard Test Piece of form A.

For thicknesses over Va"(-875"):- maximum width allowed = I'/z"

W(-375"}toV8"(-87S"}:- „ „ „ = 2"

» .. under W(-375"):- „
^^ ^

^ 2'/2"

A
I !< — 8"gauge length —

>j
|

I

L Parallel for a length of j
' "^ not less than 9" ^
I*

Total length about /8" -I

B
. K Gauge length not less than 8 times the diameter ^

1^
With enlarged ends :- parallel for a length of

^ not less than 9 times the reduced diameter A

Test Piece B.—All test pieces of form B are strictly similar, and for the same
material give the same percentage of elongation. They are nearly similar to a test

piece of form A, 8 inches in gauge length, 2 inches wide, and % inch thick.

Test Pieces C, D, E.—These Avere arranged to meet the very common practice

of making test pieces for forgings, axles, tyres, etc., of either 14 sq. in. or

yo sq. in. in sectional area. "With the gauge lengths decided upon, these three

forms are very nearly similar, and, for a given material, give very approximately the

same percentage of elongation. Though not exactly, they are approximately similar

to the Standard Test Piece F, and for the same material give a nearly identical, but
slightly greater, percentage of elongation.
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Test Piece F (for test pieces over 1 inch diameter).—In some testing machines

it was found inconvenient to use form B for bars of over 1 inch in diameter, and

form F of half the gauge length is designed to meet such cases. For a given material

the percentage of elongation with Test Piece F is greater than with Test Piece B,

and this difference is provided for in the British Standard Specifications.

.
^'^-^ -564 in.

Area = 'Asq.Jn.

' K 2 "̂ auge length ^

1^
Parallel for a length of_ J

not less than 2'A"

D
Ll

Dia. = 798 in.

Area = '/z sq./n.

|< — 3 "gauge length >| I

\^ Parallel for a length ofnot less than 3%" -^

E
D/a.= 977 In.

Area = ^A sq.ln

' 1^ • 3/2"gauge length ^

1^^ Parallel for a length ofnot less than 4"
?|

T
r ^-: ^

I
I

k Gauge length not less than ^ .

4 times the diameter
I I

Y-With enlarged ends :- parallel for a length -^

of not less than 4/2 times the reduced diameter

Form of Ends.—In the case of the round Test Pieces B, C, D, E and F, the form

of the ends is to be as required in order to suit the various methods employed for

gripping the test piece. "When enlarged ends are iised, the length of the parallel

portion of the test piece must in no case be less than that noted on the diagrams.
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American Specifications for Structural Nickel Steel

The American Society for Testing Materials (affiliated with the International

Association for Testing Materials) adopted the following Standard Specifications,

in 191-3.

1. MANUFACTURE

1. The steel shall be made by the open-hearth process.

2. A discard of at least 25 per cent, shall be made from the top of each ingot

intended for eye bars. If necessary, the shearing shall be continued until sound

metal is found.

2. CHEMICAL PROPERTIES AND TESTS

3. The steel shall conform to the following requirements as to chemical

composition :

—

Clipmical Composition

Elements Considered.
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(b) The yield j^oint shall he determined hy the drop of the heam of the testing

machine.

7. Eor jjlates, shapes, and unannealed bars over 1 in. in thickness, a deduction

of 1 from the percentage of elongation specified in Section 6 shall be made for each

increase of ^ in, in thickness above 1 in., to a minimum of 1-1 per cent.

8. All JH'oken tension test specimens shall show either a silky or a very fine

granular fracture, of uniform colour, and free from coarse crystals.

9. (a) The test specimen for plates, shapes and bars, shall bend cold through

180 deg. without fracture on the outside of the bent portion, as follows : For material

% in. or under in thickness, around a pin the diameter of which is equal to the

thickness of the specimen; and for material over % in. in thickness, around a pin

the diameter of which is equal to twice the thickness of the specimen.

(&) A rivet rod shall bend cold through 180 deg. flat on itself without fracture

on the outside of the bent portion.

(c) The test specimen for pins and rollers shall bend cold through 180 deg.

around a 1-in. pin, without fracture on the outside of the bent portion.

(d) Bend tests may be made by pressure or h\ blows.

10. (a) Angles with 4-in. legs or under, and lo in. or under in thickness, shall

open flat or bend shut, cold, under the blows of a hammer without fracture.

(b) Angles with legs over 4 in., or over i/o in. in thickness, shall open to an

angle of 150 deg., or close to an angle of 30 deg., cold, under the blows of a hammer,

without fracture.

11. Punched rivet holes pitched two diameters from a planed edge shall stand

drifting until the diameter is enlarged 50 per cent., without cracking the metal.

OCVJ

_i

h

I ,,'

Para_IJel_ section_

not less than 9"

TT

—

I 171

k- about 3
I

h-l -*- etc. >|^1«-

^ 8-----^
about 18

Fig. 1.

12. (a) Tension and bend test specimens for plates, shapes and bars shall be

taken from the finished j^roduct, and shall be of the full thickness of material as

rolled.

Tension test specimens may be of the form and dimensions shown in Fig. 1 ; or

with both edges parallel ; or they may be turned to a diameter of % in. for a length

of at least 9 in., with enlarged ends. Bend test specimens shall not be less than

2 in. in width.

(b) Rivet rods shall be tested as rolled.

(c) Tension and bend test specimens for pins and rollers shall l)e taken from

the finished rolled or forged bar. The axis of the specimen shall be 1 in. from the
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surface of the bar and shall l)e parallel to the axis of the bar. Test specimens for

pins shall be taken after annealing.

Tension test specimens shall be of the form and dimensions shown in Fig. 2.

t 4/4- w
' // // ' It II II *

K--yA-^/4.K 2/4— ^/4^-3A-H

Bend test specimens shall be 2 by i/> in. in section.

13. At least one tension and one test shall be made from each melt. If

material from one melt differs % in. or over in thickness, tests shall be made from

both the thickest and the thinnest material rolled. No material under 5/16 in. in

thickness will be used.

4. PERMISSIBLE VARIATIONS IN WEIGHT AND GAUGE

14. The cross-section or weight of each piece of steel shall not vary more than

2.5 per cent, from that specified; except in the case of sheared plates, which shall

be covered by the following permissible variations to apply to single plates:

(a) When Ordered by Weight.—For plates I'ly^. I'^s- per sq. ft. or over.

Under 100 in. in width, 2.5 per cent, above or below the specified weight.

100 in. in width and over, 5 per cent, above or below the specified weight.

(6) When ordered to Gauge.—The thickness of the plate shall not vary more
than 0.0 1 in. below that ordered.

An excess over the nominal weight corresponding to the dimensions on the

order shall be allowed for each plate, if not more than that shown in the following

table, one cubic inch of rolled steel being assumed to weigh 0.2833 lb. :

—

Thickness Ordered,
in.

I
Nominal Weight

j
lb. per sq. ft.

5/16 12.75
3/8 15.30
7/16

,

17.85
1/2 20.40
9/16 22.95
5/8 25.50
Over 5/8

Allowable Excess (expressed as percentage of
Nominal Weight)

For Width of Plate as follows :

Under 75 in.
75 in. to

100 in.

12
10
8

7

6.5
6

5

100 in. to

115 m.

16
13
10
9

6.5

115 in.

and over.

17
13
12
11

10
9
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5. FINISH

15. The finished material shall be free from injurious seams, slivers, flaws,

and other defects, and shall have a workmanlike finish.

6. MARKING

16. The name of the manufacturer and the melt number shall l)e le,i:ibly

stamped or rolled on all finished material, except that each pin and roller shaU

be stamped on the end. Eivet and lattice steel, and other small pieces shall be

shipped in securely fastened Imndles, with the above, marks legibly stamped on an

attached metal tag.

7. INSPECTION

17. The inspector representing the purchaser shall have free entry at all times

while w^ork on the contract of the purchaser is being performed, to all parts of the

manufacturer's works which concern the manufacture of the material ordered.

The manufacturer shall afi!ord the inspector, free of cost, all reasonable facilities

to satisfy him that the material is being furnished in accordance with these

specifications. All tests and inspection shall be made at the place of manu-

facture prior to shipment, and shall be so conducted as not to interfere unnecessarily

with the operation of the Avorks.

8. FULL-SIZE TESTS

18. (a) Full-size tests of annealed eye bars shall conform to the following

requirements as to tensile properties :

—

Tensile strength, lb. per sq. in 85,000-100,000

Yield point, min., " " 48,000

Elongation in 18 ft., min., per cent 10

Reduction of area, " " 30

(h) The yield point shall l)e determined by the halt of the gauge of the

testing machine.

Standard Specifications, New York Society ot Automobile Engineers

The following standard specifications for nickel steels adopted by the Society

of Automobile Engineers, New York, are taken from the transactions of that

Society, Volume 8, part 2, 1913:

—

Nickel Steels

SPECIFICATION NO. 23-15: .15 CARBON, 31/2 PER CENT. NICKEL STEEL

This quality of steel is embraced in these specifications to furnish a nickel

steel th-at is suitable for carbonizing purposes. Steel of this character, properly

carbonized and heat-treated, wall produce a part with an exceedingly tough and

strong core, coupled with the desired high carbon exterior.

The steel is also available for structural purposes, but is not one to be selected

for such purpose when ordering materials. jNIuch better results will be obtained

with one of the other nickel steels of higher carl)on.
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It is intended for case-hardened gears, for both the level driving and traus-

misson systems, and for such other case-hardened parts as demand a very tough,

strong steel with a hardened exterior.

The case-hardening sequence may be varied considerably, as with steel 10-20,

those parts of relatively small importance requiring a simpler form of treatment.

As a rule, however, those parts which require the use of nickel-steel require the l)est

type of case-hardening, viz. :

—

Heat Treatment G

After forging or machining:

—

1. Carbonize at a temperature between 1600°F. and 17oO°F. (1650°-

1700°F. desired).

2. Cool slowly in the carbonizing material.

3. Eeheat to 1500°-1550° F.

4. Quench.

5. Eeheat to 1300°-1400° F.

6. Quench.

7. Eeheat to a temperature from 250°-o00° F. (in accordance with the

necessities of the case) and cool slowly.

The second quench (operation 6) must be conducted at the lowest possible

temperature at which the material will harden. It will be foimd that sometimes

this is lower than 1300° F.

In connection with certain uses it will be found possible to omit the final

drawing (operation 7) entirely, but for parts of the highest importance this

operation should be followed as a safeguard. Parts of intricate shape, with sudden

changes of thickness, sharp corners and the like, particularly sliding gears, should

always be drawn, in order to relieve the internal strains.

Physical Characteristics

Much is to be learned from the character of the fracture. The centre should

be fibrous in appearance and the exterior, high carbon metal closely crystalline,

or even silky.

When used for structural purposes, the physical characteristics will range

about as follows :—

Annealed. Heat Treatment,
H. or K

Yield point, lbs. per sq. mch

Reduction of area

Elongation in 2"

24 X-

35,000 to 45,000

65-45 p.c.

35-25 p.c.

40,000 to 80,000

65-40 p.c.

35-15 p.c.
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SPECIFICATION XO. 23-20: .20 CARBON, 3i/o PER CENT. NICKEL STEEL

This quality may be used interchangeably with steel 23-15. Although in-

tended primarily for case-hardening, it may be properly used for structural parts,

with suitable heat treatment, and will give elastic limits somewhat higher than

material jjrovided by the preceding sjjecification.

For case-hardening, Heat Treatment G should be followed, and for structural

purposes the treatment should be in accordance with Heat Treatment H or K; the

quenching temperatures, as with other steels, being modified to meet individual

cases.

Physical Characteristics

Auuealed.
Heat Treatment.

H. or K.

Yield point, lbs. per sq. inch 40. 000 to 50 .000

Reduction of area 65-40 p.c.

Elongation in 2" 30-20 p.c.

50,000 to 125.000

65-40 p.c.

25-10 p.c.

SPECIFICATION NO. 23-25: .25 CARBON, SV. PER CENT. NICKEL STEEL

This is a quality of steel that may be case-hardened successfully. Suitable

treatment (G) gives a product that is satisfactory for gears, whether of the trans-

mission or rear axle bevel type. The treatment after carbonizing must be slightly

modified to meet the increase in carbon content.

This is also a useful quality of steel for many structural parts, its response

to heat treatment (either H or K) being most satisfactory.

Physical Characteristics

The physical characteristics of this steel may be considered as practically

those obtained with Steel 23-20, slight modifications in the treatment much more

than offsettinof the slisrht difference in the carbon content.

Annealed.
Heat Treatment,

H. or K.

Yield point or elastic limit, lbs. per sq. inch

Reduction of area

Elongation in 2"

40,000 to 50,000 60 to 130,000

60-40 p.c. 60-30 p.c.

30-20 p.c. 25-10 p.c.

SPECIFICATION NO. 23-30: .30 CARBON, 31/2 PER CENT. NICKEL STEEL

This quality of steel is ^^rimarily for heat treated structural parts where

strength and toughness are sought; such parts as axles, front-wheel spindlesy

crankshafts, driving-shafts and transmission shafts. Wide variations of yield

points or elastic limit are possible l)y the use of different quenching mediums—oil,

water, or brine—and variations in drawing temperatures, from 500°F. up to

1200°P.
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The form of treatment is

—

Heat Tre.^tmext H

After forging or machining

—

1. Heat to 1500^-1550° F.

2. Quench.

3. Eeheat to 600°-1300° F. and cool slowly.

A higher refinement of this treatment is :

—

1. Heat to 1500^-1550° F.

2. Quench.

3. Reheat to 1300°-1400° F.

4. Quench.

5. Eeheat to 600°-1200° F. and cool slowly.

This material may he case-hardened, hut is rather high in carbon for the

practice of the average case-hardening department. The lower ranges of carbon

—

in the neighbourhood of .25—are satisfactory, but the upper ranges—in the

neighbourhood of .35—approach the danger point, and steel of the latter carbon

content must be correspondingly carefully handled.

Physical Characteristics

Annealed.
Heat Treat uieut,

H. or K.

Yield point or elastic limit, lbs. per sq. inch

Reduction of area

Elongation in 2"

45,000 to 55,000 65,000 to 150,000

55-35 p.c.

25-15 p.c.

55-25 p.c.

25-10 p.c.

SPECIFICATION XO. 23-35: .35 CARBOX. 3Vj PER CENT. NICKEL STEEL

This quality of steel is subject to precisely the same remarks as Steel 23-30.

It will respond a little more sharply to heat treatment and can l)e forced to higher

elastic limits. The difference will l)e small except in extreme cases. It should not

be used for case-hardeninir.

Physical Characteristics
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SPECIFICATIOXS XOS. 23-40, 23-45 AND 23-50

These are for .40 Carbon, Si/o per cent. Nickel Steel; .45 Carbon, 31/2 per

cent. Xickel Steel; .50 Carbon, 3i/^ per cent. Nickel Steel.

The above nickel steels are qualities not in wide use, but are available for

certain purposes.

The carbon contents being higher than generally used, greater hardness is

obtainable by quenching; and as increased brittleness accompanies the greater

hardness, the treatments given must be modified to meet such conditions. For

example, the final quench may be at a considerably lower temperature, and the final

drawing temperature, or partial annealing, must be carefully chosen, in order to

produce the desired toughness and other physical characteristics.

The strength of these steels, as with steels 23-25, 23-30 and 23-35, depends

upon the treatment and may be controlled closely over a wide range. The degree

of brittleness must be carefully watched and controlled. Proper treatment will

yield very strong and tough steel; not as tough as steels 23-25, 23-30 and 23-35,

Init nevertheless tough enough to fill a number of needs.

Physical Characteristics

Annealed.
Heat Treatment.

H. or K.

Yield point or elastic limit, lbs. per sq. inch

Reduction of area

Elongation in 2" 25-1 5 p.c. 20-5 p.c

55,000 to 70,000 70.000 to 200,000

50-BO p.c. 55-15 p.c.

Nickel=Chromium Steels

These classes of alloy steel are important. There are three types in common

use, the differences between them consisting in the amount of alloying elements

])resent. The types may be classified as low nickel—medium nickel—and high

nickel-chromium steels, viz., classes 31-, 32- and 33-, as given in the specifications.

In general it may be said that the heat treatments and the properties induced

therefjy are much the same as in the case of plain nickel steels, except that the effects

of the heat treatments are somewhat augmented by the presence of the chromium,

and further that these effects increase in these three types witli increasing amounts

of nickel and chrnminm.

Low NickeI=Chromium Steels

' SPECIFICATIOXS XOS. 31-15 TO 31-50

Substantially the same remarks apply to these various types as apply to nickel

steels. In other words, the carbon content may be varied from the lowest to the

highest depending upon the physical qualities sought. The physical characteristics

will vary with the carlwn, and the heat treatment must be chosen accord ingl v.

Steels 31-15 and 31-20 (.15 and .20 carbon) are intended primarily for case-

hardening (Heat Treatment G). These steels ought not to be used in the natural
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condition, but if desired may be used for structural purposes, in -which case Heat

Treatments H and K are recommended.

Steels 31-25, 31-30, 31-35, 31-10 (.25 to .40 carbon) are intended primarily

for structural purposes in a heat treated condition (Heat Treatments H and K).

Steel 31-25 may be used for case-hardening, as also may steel 31-30 if necessary.

Steels 31-15, 31-50 (.45 and .50 carbon) may 1)6 used for gears and other

structural parts where a high degree of strength and hardness are demanded and

where toughness is not of first importance. Heat Treatment K is recommended

for such parts the final drawing (Operation 5) heing carried out at 250°-550° F.,

or at such temperature us will give the desired physical characteristics.

Physical Characteristics

Aanealed. Heat treatmeut, H. or K.

Steels 31-15, 31-20
Yield point or elastic limit, lbs. per sij. m. 30,000 to 40,000
Reduction of area 55-40 p.c.
Elongation m 2" 35-25 p.c.

Steeis 31-25, 31-30 :

Yield point or elastic limit, lbs. per sq. in. 40,000 to 55 000
Reduction of area

|

50-35 p.c.
Elongation in 2"

I
80-20 p.c.

Steels 81-35, 31-40 :

Yield point or elastic limit, lbs. per sq. ui. 45,000 to 60,000
Reduction of area 50-30 p.c.
Elongation in 2"

i

25-15 p.c.

Steels 31-15, 31-50 :

Yield point or elastic limit, lbs. per sq. in.' 55,000 to 70,000
Reduction of area 45-30 p.c.
Elongation in 2" 25-15 p.c.

40,000 to 100,000
65-40 p.c.
25-15 p.c.

50,000 to 125,000
55-25 p.c.
25-10 p.c.

55,000 to 150,000
50-25 p.c.
20-5 p.c.

60,000 to 175,000
45-20 p.c.
15-5 p.c.

Medium Nickel=Chromium Steels

SPECIFICATIONS XOS. 32-15 TO 32-50

It will Ije noted that this type of nickel-chrninium steel is of the same com-

position as -the preceding type, except that it contains more nickel and more

chromium. The physical characteristics are omitted, for the reason that results

will be obtained that are intermediate between the low nickel chromium alloys

and the hiah nickel chromium alloys.

High NickeI=Chromium Steels

These steels differ from the two preceding types (31- and 32-) in the fact that

they contain still more nickel and chromium.

Attention is called to the fact that there will be some difference noted Ijetween

the high nickel-chromium and the medium nickel-chromium heat treatments. It

will be found that the possible ranges' of treatment will differ slightly : also that

the resulting ])hysical characteristics will vary correspondingly.
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Annealing before machining will be found necessary for all carbons. The

higher percentages of alloy elements make machining in a natural condition

difficult.

SPECIFICATION XO. 3.3-15; .15 CARBON HIGH NICKEL-CHROMIUM STEEL

This quality of steel is intended primarily for case-hardening (Heat Treatment

L). It may also be used for structural purposes, but is not first choice for same.

Heat Treat-mext L

After forging or machining

—

1. Carbonize at a temperature between 1600° F. and 1T50° F. (1650°-

1700° F. desired).

2. Cool slowly in the carbonizing mixture.

3. Eeheat to 1400°-loOO° F.

4. Quench.

5. Eeheat to 1300°-1400° F.

6. Quench.

7. Eeheat to 2o0°-500^ F. and cool slowly.

SPECIFICATION NO. 33-20: .20 CARBON, HIGH NICKEL-CHROMIUM STEEL

This quality of steel is also intended primarily for case-hardened parts, and

when so used, demands the most careful treatment. (Heat Treatment L.)

This quality may also be used for structural purposes, but as with other

alloys, there is little gain over carbon steel unless it be used in a properly heat-

treated condition. The heat treatment is substantially the same sequence of

operations as apply to other nickel-chromium steels dealt with herein, with such

modifications as may be determined by practical experiment.

Physical Characteristics

Annealed. Heat Treatment. M. or P.

Yield point or elastic limit, lbs. per sq. in. . . 40,000 to 50,000 50.000 to 125,000

Reduction of area 60-45 p.c. 65-80 p.c.

Elongation in 2" 25-20 p.c. 20-5 p.c.

SPECIFICATION NO. 33-25: .25 CA.RBON, HIGH NICKEL-CHROMIUM STEEL

This quality of nickel-chromium steel is intermediate between that preferred

for case-hardening (Steel 33-20) and the next higher quality (Steel 33-30) for

heat treated structural parts.

AVitli the case-hardening treatment (Heat Treatment L) there may be slight

inodifications necessary.

When properly heat treated, this steel will answer for many structural parts.

Heat Treatments M and P are recommended.
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Heat Treatment M

After forging or iiiacliiiiing

—

1. Eeheat to 1375°-1425° F.

2. Quench.

3. Eeheat to a temperature between 500° F. and 1250° F. and cool slowly.

A higher refinement of this same treatment is :—

Heat Treatment P

After forging or machining

—

1. Heat to 1450°-1500° F.

2. Quench.

3. Eeheat to 13T5°-]425° F.

4. Quench.

5. Eeheat to a temperature between 500° F. and 1250° F. and cool slowly.

Pfiysical Characteristics
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SPECIFICATION XO. 33-35: .35 CARBOX, XICKEL-CHROMIUM STEEL

Substantially the same remarks apply to this steel as apply to steel 33-30.

The carbon content is but five points liigher, and the physical characteristics,

either annealed or otherwise heat-treated, will not differ materially from those

given for steel 33-30, and are repeated below. This quality should not be used for

case-hardening.

Physical Chaeacteristics

Annealed. I Heat Treatment, M. or P.

Yield point or elastic limit, lbs. per sq. in. .. 45,000 to 55,000

Reduction of area 55-40 p.c.

Elongation in 2" 25-15 p.c.

60,000 to 175,000

60-30 p.c.

20-5 p.c.

SPECIFICATIOX XO. 33-40: .40 CARBOX. HIGH XICKEL-CHROMIUM STEEL

This quality of steel is suitable for structural parts where unusual strength

is demanded. Higher elastic limit is possible under a given treatment than with

material like steels 33-30 or 33-35. The toughness will not be quite as great. V)ut

this does not bar the material from uses where toughness is not the controlling

factor and where strength is.

Heat Treatment P is recommended.

This steel should be thoroughly annealed for machining.

This quality of steel should not be case-hardened.

Physical Chaeacteristics

Annealed.
i

Heat Trentinent P.

Yield point or elastic limit, lbs. per sq. in. . . 50,000 to 60,000 65,000 to 200,000

Reduction of area 50-40 p.c. 50-20 p.c.

Elongation in 2" 25-1 5 p . c

.

1 5-2 p.c.

SPECIFICATIOX XO. 33-45: .45 CARBOX. HIGH XICKEL-CHROMIUM STEEL

The use of this steel is largely for gears, where extreme strength and hardness

are necessary. The carbon is sufficiently high to cause the material, in the presence

of chromium and nickel, to become hard enough to make a good gear when quench-

ed, without case-hardening (carbonizing).

This steel is difficult to forge. During the forging operation it should 1)e kept

at a thoroughly plastic heat and not hammered or worked after dropping to

ordinary forging temperatures ; otherwise cracking is liable to follow. The steel

also liecomes so verv hard as to forofe with sreat difficultv. On the other hand, too
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high a temperature is not advisable, as the st^el becomes red-hot and breaks. In

brief, the forging temperature limits are narrow and this steel must be reheated

more frequently than any other steels dealt with in this report.

To heat treat for gears, either Heat Treatment Q or R is used, the latter

giving the best results

:

Heat Treatment Q
After forging

—

1. Eeheat to li7o°-1525°F. (hold at this temperature one-half hour to insure

thorough heating).

2. Cool slowly.

3. Eeheat to 1450°-1500° F.

4. Quench.

5. Eeheat to 2o0°-550° F. and cool slowly.

This steel should be thoroughly annealed for machining—Operations 1 and 2,

The final drawing operation must be conducted at a heat which will produce

the proper degree of hardness. The desired Brinell hardness for a gear is between

430 and 4T0 the corresponding Shore hardness being from 75 to 85.

This quality of steel should not be case-hardened.

Physical Characteristics
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Amended Classification of Nickel and Nickel=Chromium Steels

The Society of Automobile Engineers (Yolimie 9, Part 2, 191i) recommends

that the terms "Icu'," "medium," and "high" be discontinued in the classification

of nickel-chromium steels.

They recommend certain other alterations and additions which are included in

the following specifications :

—

Nickel Steels

SPECIFICATIOX XO. 231.5

Per cent.

Carbon 10 to .20 (.15 desired)

Manganese 50 to ..SO ( .65 desired)

Phosphorus, not to exceed .04
Sulphur, not to exceed .045
Xickel .3 . 25 to .1 . 75 (.3.50 desired)

SPECIFICATIOX XO. 2320

Per cent.

Carbon 15 to .25 (.20 desired)

Manganese 50 to .80 ( . 65 desired)

Phosphorus, not to exceed .04

Sulphur, not to exceed . 045

N'ickel 3.25 to 3.75 (3.50 desired)

SPECIFICATIOX XO. 2330

Per cent.

Carbon 25 to .35 ( . 30 desired)

Manganese 50 to .80 ( . 65 desired)

Phosphorus, not to exceed .04

Sulphur, not to exceed • 045

Xickel 3-25 to 3.75 (3.50 desired)

SPECIFICATIOX XO. 2335

Per cent.

Carbon 30 to .40 ( .35 desired)

Manganese 50 to .80 ( .65 desired)

Phosphorus, not to exceed .04

Sulphur, not to exceed . 045

Xickel 3.25 to 3.75 (3.50 desired)

SPECIFICATIOX XO. 2340

Per cent.

Carbon 35 to .45 ( . 40 desired)

Manganese 50 to .80 ( .65 desired)

Phosphorus, not to exceed .04

Sulphur, not to exceed . 045

Xickel -"^ • 25 to 3 . 75 (3.50 desired)

Nickel=Chromium Steels

SPECIFICATIOX XO. 3120

Per cent.

Carbon 15 to .25 ( .20 desired)

Manganese 50 to .80 ( . 65 desired)

Phosphorus, not to exceed .04

Sulphur, not to exceed . 045

Xickel 1 . 00 to 1 . 50 (1 . 25 desired)

Chromium ^ 45 to .75 ( . 60 desired)
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SPECIFICATION XO. .•:',240

Per cent.

Carbon r,5 to .45
Manganese 30 to .60
Phosphorus, not to exceed .04
Sulphur, not to exceed .04
Xickel 1.50 to 2.00
Chromium 90 to 1.25

SPECIFICATIOX XO. 3250

Per cent.

Carbon 45 to .55
Manganese 30 to .60
Phosphorus, not to exceed .04
Sulphur, not to exceed .04
Xickel 1.50 to 2.00
Chromium 90 to 1 . 25

SPECIFICATIOX XO. X3315

Per cent.

Carlion 1 to .20

Manganese 45 to .75
Phosphorus, not to exceed .04

Sulphur, not to exceed .04
X'ickcl 2 . 75 to 3 . 25
Chromium 60 to .95

SPECIFICATIOX XO. X3335

Per cent.

Carlion 30 to .40

Manganese 45 to .75

Phosphorus, not to exceed .04

Sulphur, not to exceed .04

Xickel 2 . 75 to 3 . 25
Chromium 60 to .95

SPECIFICATIOX XO. X3350

Per cent.

Carbon 45 to .55

Manganese 45 to .75

Phosphorus, not to exceed .04

Sulphur, not to exceed .04

Xickel 2 . 75 to 3.25
Chromium 60 to .95

SPECIFICATIOX XO. 3320

Per cent.

Carbon 15 to .25

Manganese 30 to .60

Phosphorus, not to exceed .04

Sulphur, not to exceed .04

Nickel 3 . 25 to 3 . 75
Chromium 1 . 25 to 1 . 75

SPECIFICATIOX XO. 3340

Per cent.

Carbon 35 to .45
Manganese 30 to .60
Phosphorus, not to exceed .04
Sulphur, not to exceed .04
Nickel 3 . 25 to 3 . 75
Chromium 1.25 to 1 . 75

(.40 desired)

(.45 'desired)

(1.75 desired)

(1.10 desired)

(.50 desired)

(.45 desired)

(1.75 desired)

(1.10 desired)

(.15 desired)

( .60 desired)

(3.00 desired)

(.80 desired)

( .35 desired)

( .60 desired)

(3.00 desired)

(.80 desired)

(.50 desired)

(.60 desired)

(3.00 desired)

(.80 desired)

(.20 desired)

( .45 desired)

(3.50 desired)

(1.50 desired)

(.40 desired)

(.45 desired)

(3.50 desired)

(1.50 desired)
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF NICKEL ALLOYS

Nickel and iron

Nickel and iron alloy in all proportions, the liquidus aud solidus forming- a

regular curve sli,iihtly concave between the melting point of iron and that of nickel.

At the iron end of the series, a solid solution of beta nickel in gamma iron is

formed upon solidification. At the nickel end, solid solutions of gamma iron in

beta nickel are olitained. The magnetic properties are extremely interesting. Com-
mencing at the nickel end, the magnetic change-point is raised until it reaches a

maximum at 68 per cent, of nickel, which ])ercentage roughly corres])onds to the

compound XioFe. The minimum freezing temperature also synchronizes with the

same percentage. As the percentage of nickel further decreases, the magnetic

change is lowered and becomes distinctly more irreversil)le until, at about 25 to 30

per cent, of nickel the metal is non-magnetic at normal temperatures. According

to Dumas,^ alloys of nickel containing just above 30 per cent, are non-magnetic

at extremely low temperatures. As the nickel contents are progressively lowered,

the magnetic change-point gradually rises with the temperature from zero, to the

normal temperature for })ure iron. It is, therefore, obvious that the magnetic

properties of both iron and nickel are very seriously modified by the addition of

the one element to the other. The addition of nickel to iron depresses the Arg and

Aro points simultaneously until, with 4 to 5 per cent, of nickel, they merge into

one critical point. The magnetic phenomena of the nickel-iron alloys up to 25 per

cent, are irreversible to an abnormal degree. To sum np, nickel alloys may be

divided into two distinct classes, those poor in nickel being non-reversible, a wide

range of temperature separating the magnetic change-point on heating and cool-

in^-, and those rich in nickel which are practically reversible, i.e., the magnetic

change takes place on heating and cooling at practically the same temperature.

Other researches of interest in this connection are those by Guillaume ' and

Osmond.^

Nickel and Carbon

Nickel dissolves carbon and produces a nickel-carl)on system. This series has

Ijeen investigated by Friedrich and Leroux* by means of cooling curves and the

microscope. Carbon lowers the melting point of nickel gradually until, when a

percentage of carbon is reached between 2.0 and 2.5 per cent., a eutectic line is

found at a temperature of just over 1300° C. On the breaking down of the eutectic,

it was found that the nickel held the carbon in solid solution to the extent of about

1 per cent. The microscopic investigation confirmed the thermal data, and it was

noted that a 2.6 per cent, carbon alloy clearly showed the presence of the primary

crystals of what was possibly a carbide of nickel. It was considered that there was

no evidence of the existence of the critical points similar to those found in the iron-

carbon series. It is to be presumed that, with decreasing temperature, the maxi-
mum carl)on content of the solid solution was gradually lowered, the carbon 1)eing

thrown out as free carbon. The solid solution of carbon in nickel is stated to be

' Compt. Reiul., May 14th, 1900.
= Il)id., YoL CXXIY. r.. 151.5.
'" Ibid., Vol. CXXVIIL p. 304.
* Metalhirgie, 7, pp. 10-13, January Sth, 1910.
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1)rittle. The photo-micrographs Xos. 1, 2 and 3 represent the structure obtained

in alloys containing 0.8 and 3.6 per cent, of carbon, which presumably consists of a

matrix of nickel of uncertain carbon content containing the small graphitic flakes

in the form indicated in the micrographs. It has not yet been determined whether

the carbon is in solution as carbide of nickel or as the element carbon. If an

analosfv with the iron-carl)on svstem can be drawn, it might be inferred that the

Xo. 1. Xickel containing 0-8 por cont. C.

No. 2. Xickel containing 1.8 i^cr cent. C.

ta

Xo- 3. Xickel containing 2.6 per cent. C.

nickel, when in solution, exists as nickel-carbide but that, immediately it is thrown

out of solid solution, it is decomposed.

Euff and Martin' have further investigated the soluljility of .carbon in nickel

between the temperatures of 1,500° C. and 3,500° C. Their experiments indicate

that, at high temperatures, the molten nickel al^sorbs carbon to such an extent that

at 2,100° C. the percentage is 6.42. This would correspond rouglily with the com-

pound ISTigC. At higher temperatures, the solubility according to these observers,

would appear to be slightly less.

Our knowledge concerning the carbon-nickel system is very far from complete,

and much more work will be required before it can l)e discussed with any degree

of certainty.

' Metallurgie, Vol. IX, pp. 143-14S.
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The Influence of Nickel on Low=Carbon Steels

Although the use of nickel steel may be considered as the slow growth of the

last thirty years, it is of extreme commercial importance. Following the work of

James Eiley and others already referred to, Eudeloif/ in 1896 and 1897, made

similar investigations, and from time to time published subsequent researches ex-

tending the original work. The research presented by Sir Robert Hadfiekr in 1898

forms a very complete work on the subject; and also contains a summary of previous

work. His series of alloys were cast in the form of 314 inch ingots 30 inches in

length and were investigated subsequently after various treatments. The analyses

of the series were as follows:

—

Specimen
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Speci-
men
Mark'

B

Load in Tons per square inch

Forged Com- Cast Com-
pression Tests pression Tests
(Unannealed (Annealed
Material) Material)

Cast Bending
Strips

Elastic
Limit

Short-
ening

per cent,

by 100
tons

Elastic
Limit

I Short-
ening

per cent.

I
by 100

! tons

Forged Bending
Strips

Corrosion
Tests on
Forged

Materials

Uuan- An- Unan-
nealed. nealed.

i
nealed,

Bent to Bent to i Bent to

An-
nealed.
Bent to

Loss in

Grams.
Loss

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

J
K
L
M
N

22
22
20
27
28
40
40
70

100

80
80
50
20
N

Per cent.

50
50
49
47
41

37
33
3

1

3

16

41

test

Tons
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The figures are entirely in agreement with those obtained by Hadfield in 1899,

and emphasize the important influence which nickel has, even in the comparative

absence of carbon. Bar 511 AR is of special interest and illustrates the relative

influence when the carbon in such material is increased to 1.30 per cent. It will

be seen that, with this carbon content and 33.0 per cent, of nickel, the carbon is

thrown out as free carbon with the inevitable result that the ductility is very seri-

ously decreased, as will be seen when comparison is made with 512 AR. Alloy 548

is instructive; neither a drastic annealing nor sudden quenching seriously modify-

ing the characteristics of this 12.8 per cent, nickel alloy, which is explained by the

fact that the original structure is austenitic, and hence its internal architecture is

not seriously modified by either of these treatments.

A valuable series of nickel steels was prepared and examined by L. Guillet

("Les Aciers Speciaux") which consisted of three sets of steels containing respec-

tively 0.12, 0.22 and 0.82 per cent, of carbon with variable nickel contents; the

results are epitomised in the seventh Alloys Research Report to the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers, 1905. The figures as there presented are given in the fol-

lowing table :

—

Nickel Steels with Varj-ing Carbon Content

Content
of
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with steels containing 0.45 per cent, of carbon, and nn^^ be considered as an abso-

lute proof of the valne of nickel when added to steel. The alloys were prepared a

t^.e Hecla Works of Messrs. Hadfields, Ltd., from Swedish charcoal iron, nickel and

carbon being added by means of metallic nickel and Swedish white iron. The

ingorwere ^ast 24 ind.es long by 2.4/5 inches by 214 inches. The foregoing table

contains the more important data :—
. . , i i

The accompanying diagrams are selected from the ongnial work as showmg

Tensile Tests.

Elongation, Reduction of Area, and Twisting Angle.

200

Nickel per cent.

Cmrosion Tests.

Nickel per cent.

Clearly the results obtained dnring the experiments. The table of figures, with the

assistance of the diagrams, will convey a very good idea of the

f
nation in physi a

properties brought about by the gradual increase m the content of nickel up to .0.0

^''
The" freezing temperatures of this series of alloys were determined by the

investigators, but their results do not point to any important influence of nickel

in this direction, and considering the small effect which nickel has upon the
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Impact Tests.

500-

Nlckd per cent.

freezing point of pure iron, little difference was to be expected. The commencement

of freezing averaged throughout the series a little above 1,400°C., whilst the com-

pletion (with exceptions) was in the neighbourhood of l,2c'0°C. The carbon

change-point was observed, however, to be very materially affected, and was found

to cover a range of increasing magnitude with increasing nickel content, rather

than to present a definite point as in the iron-carbon series of alloys. The effect of

Critical Banges on Heating and Cooling.

Nickel per cent
.
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the nickel is to depress the temperature at which the separation of carbide from the

solid solution takes place to such an exteiit that, with 20.0 per cent, of nickel, it

may be considered that the breaking down of the solid solution becomes practically

suppressed. This influence of nickel is naturally the predominating factor in

determining the microstructure, and incidentally the mechanical properties, of the

nickel alloys. The thermal phenomena are indicated in the diagram shown on the

preceding page.

Effect of Nickel Upon Resistivity and Permeabilitv

The alloys experimented upon by the Seventh Alloys Kesearch "Workers were

studied in this connection, and the curve produced is of special interest when the

data are compared with the various other modifications in properties brought about

by the gradual increase of nickel. The sudden change in the alloy E is " coincident

with a structural change in the series, and constitutes additional evidence of the

sharp break in the continuity of the properties of the series."

As regards permeability, it is stated that the pearlitic steels gave the highest

values, the martensitic very much lower values, while the polyhedral steel K is the

lowest of all. To those interested, the followino- diagrams will be instructive :

—

Resistivities Pcrmeahilities

Character of
Structure

Poljfheilrxxl

Hickel per cent. Magnetising Force

Influence of Nickel on High Carbon Steels

The addition of nickel to high carbon steels results in the carbon being liber-

ated in the free state. This naturally destroys the value of the steel, so that no

useful purpose is served by adding nickel to the higher carbon materials. G. B.

Waterhouse^ has made experiments to determine the influence of heat-treatment

upon the higher carbon steels containing 3.8 per cent, of nickel, and the results of

his observations upon the thermal phenomena of this series of steels have been pub-

lished. Further experiments" were made to determine the temperature of over-heating

for such material, and consisted in heating them to temperatures of 1,000°, 1,100°,

1,200°, 1,300°, 1,400° and 1,460°C. in a specially constructed furnace. They were

' Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute, 1905, No. II, p. 376.
= Proc. of the Amer. Soc. for Testing Materials, 1906, Vol. VI.
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allowed to remain at the maximum temperature for one hour, and then allowed to

cool graduall)^ inside the furnace. He found that the two highest carbon steels

contained temper carbon after the heat-treatment, and he came to the conclusion

that, in all high carbon steels, when temperatures of 1,000° C. and over were

attained, followed by slow cooling, free carbon resulted. He states that upon again

heating to high temperatures, this temper carbon went back into solution, but it is

to be presumed that, on slow cooling, it would again appear in the final material as

temper carbon.

With relation to the influence of nickel when added to the higher carbon alloys,

it is of interest to note that L. Guillet' has published the results of some experi-

ments dealing with alloys of cast iron composition. The experiments consisted of

two series of alloys. In the first series, nickel was added to grey iron, while in the

second, white iron was used as the basis. In the first series, the nickel content

ranged from 3.73 to 12.0 per cent., whilst in the latter, as much as 48.27 per cent,

was added. He considers that the results of his experiments justify conclusions on

the following lines :

—

Under the influence of quite small additions of nickel, the pearlite tends to

disappear, or at least to take the sorbitic form, whilst the cementite decreases and

assimies the acicular form. "\Mien considerable quantities of nickel are present, he

suggests that the material consists of gamma iron together with graphite and

phosphite. Bearing upon this subject, he has found that the addition of nickel in

relatively small quantities, seems to reinforce the action of the silicon and to draw

the carbon from the combined to the graphitic state, and this, in his opinion, is

the predominating action.

The Heat=Treatment of Nickel Steel

The result of some very complete and interesting work in this field has been

published by McWilliam and Barnes." A series of steels was prepared with the

nickel content at 3.0 per cent., but with the carbon varying from 0.06 per cent, up

to 0.91. The treatment to which 11 inch by 1 inch square bars prepared from 3 inch

ingots were subjected, is given along with the esseutial features of the analyses and

heat-treatments in the following table :

—

TEEATMEXT, AVITH DISTIXGUISHIXG LETTERS.

Treatment. Letter.

As received None.
Normalized. 900° C. for thirty minutes and cooled in air N.
Annealed. Slowly heated up to 950° C. ; kept at 950° C. for about twenty hours;

very slowly cooled down in furnace A.
Quenched from 850° C. in water and tempered at 400° C Y.

" " 850° C. " " 500° C X.
" " 850° C. " " 650° C. T.

' Revue de Metallurgie, Vol. V, pp. .306-313.

^Journal of the Iron & Steel Institute, May, 1911, Xo. I, p. 269. See also regarding
heat-treatment generally. W. Campbell and H. "b. Allen (School of Mines Quarterly, 1911,
V. 33, pp. 72 to S3). C. E. Guillaume (Compt. Rend., 1911, V. 153, pp. 156-160).
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COMPOSITIOXS OF THE STEELS
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Heating and Cooling Curves of 3 per cent. Nickel Steels, with 0.06 and 0.12 per cent, of

Carbon respectively
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The first two series of tests obtained by McWilliani and Barnes are on the

material in the " as received " and normalized conditions and are given in the fol-

lowing table :

—

treatment, as received.

Mark.

Analysis.

Carbou
per cent.

Nickel
per cent,

Yield
Point.

Tons per
Sd. In.

Maximum] Elonga-
Stress.

I

tion

Tons per per cent.

Sq. Jn. ! on 2 Ins.

Reduction'vT} ^ inn D*"- Arnold'sir X Juu
Alternatingof Area

per cent. MS Stress Test.

1239
1255
1253
1256
1254
1252
1251
1261

•06
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The two last test bars in the series are found to give tests more in line with the

wrought iron than with high carbon steels. The material was next submitted to the

quenching and tempering treatments given on page 392, and the figures obtained

on testing the bars so treated, are sho-\vn in the following tables :

—

TREATMENT T. 850° C. WATER AXD 400° C. AIR.

Mark,

Analysis.

Carbon
per cent.

Nickel
per cent. I

Yield
Point.

Tons per
Sq. In.

Maximum
Stress.

Tons per
Sq. In.

Elonga-
tion

per cent,

on 2 Ins.

Reduction yp^^Q^j
01 A.1 ea
per cent. MS

Dr. Arnold's
Alternating
Stress Test.

1239 Y
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Some iuterestiug experiments on the heat-treatment of nickel steel, liave been

made by Fay and Bierer/ who treated two open-hearth steels respectively contain-

ing 3.15 and 3.5 per cent, of nickel and 0.35 and 0.3-i per cent, of carbon. In each

experiment, three specimens were placed in the furnace and given the required

heat-treatment for a period of two hours. One specimen was oil-quenched, another

allowed to cool in air, and a third cooled in the furnace. The oil-quenched speci-

men was then tempered for two hours at 600°C. In discussing the results, they

say that the oil-quenched specimen gave the highest values, both for tenacity and

ductility, whilst the next highest values were found in the air-cooled specimen.

They considered that the most suitable temperature for the quenching of nickel

steels lies between 800° and 850°C., and that, if higher temperatures are used, the

structure of the steel " becomes coarser." Bearing on this, it is of interest to note

that Heyn and Bauer" considered that nickel steel is very apt to split if the forging

heat is excessive, pointing out. however, that the exact temperature depends upon

the dimensions of the piece and the length of the heating period.

Expansibility

Nickel, when alloyed with iron, exercises more than any other element, a

marked influence on the expansion properties of the alloy. C. E. Guillaume,' and

Charpy and Grenet,* in particular, have devoted much study to the peculiar effect of

nickel on the co-efficient of expansion of iron and steel.

The following tables show the main results obtained by Charpy and Grenet :

—

CoefScients of Expansion of Nickel Steels in the Stable Form and When Cold
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Coefficieuts of Expansion of Nickel Steels in the Stable Form and When Hot

Series.
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Following the work of Eiley (1889), Professor Hopkinson, in the same year,

discovered that the 35 per cent, nicki'l steel was practically non-magnetizable at

ordinary temperatures and, in a paper read next year before the Koyal Society,^ de-

scribed the effect of heat treatment, including its effect on nickel steel wire as

regards magnetic permeability, electrical resistance, and mechanical properties.

He followed the above by another paper in the same year and a third in 1891; and

the following decade, largely due to his initiative, was rich in papers dealing with

the properties of nickel steels, and especially with those of high tenor in nickel,

not only by scientists such as Guillaume, Osmond and Dumas, but by large engin-

eering firms and corporations such as Hadfields, Vicars, Cammell (now Cammell,

Laird & Company), of England, La Societe de Commentry-Fourchambault of

France, the Bethlehem Steel Works (then the Bethlehem Iron Company) of the

United States, the International Bureau of Weights and Measures, the United

States Navy and Ordnance Departments, the British Admiralty, the Eussian Navy

Board, and the German military authorities. This work was mainly centred round

the ordinary nickel steel containing under 5 per cent, of nickel. Natural and

ordinary heat-treated steels were compared with Harveyized steels, and wdth special

steels then in use for offensive and defensive war purposes. The results of the

work of these authorities have been quoted very fully in the first three Annual

Eeports of the Ontario Bureau of Mines (1891 to 1893), where full references to

original sources of information will be found.

As regards the high-nickel steels, the following are sold under special names,

but a large variety are made which yield almost any required expansibility, any

desired magnetic permeability within possible limits, and a large range of elec-

trical resistance for use in general electrical and electric furnace work:

—

Invar

" Invar " contains about 36 per cent, of nickel, with 0.5 per cent, of manganese

and 0.5 per cent, of carbon. It melts at 1,425°C., can be forged, drawn and worked

readily, and takes a fine polish which makes it highly suitable for graduation. It

is very ductile and strong, and highly resistant to corrosion. This alloy has prac-

tically no coefficient of expansion (less than one-fifteenth of that of steel, and about

one-tenth of that of platinum) between minus 100° and plus 150°C., and is prac-

tically non-corrodible. It is largely used in the manufacture of measuring and

other philosophical instruments, and for chronometers and other clockwork, and

for special purposes is " aged," i.e., kept for some years under special conditions

which render it more reliable as to regularity of change in volume with change of

temperature.

Platinite

" Platinite " contains about 46 per cent, of nickel and about 0.15 per cent, of

carbon, and has the same expansion as platinum. It or other nickel steel of about

the same composition is used in place of platinum, for sealing into glass as the

leading-in wires of electric lamps. It is stated that a compound wire with a 38 per

cent, nickel steel core encased in copper and sometimes coated with platinum, is

now used in preference for that purpose. " Platinite " and " dilver," a very simi-

> Proc. R. Soc. 1890. V. 48.

~ ~~~
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lar alio}-, are also used for the delicate mountings of special lenses to avoid the risk

of optical strain upon the lens Avith change of temperature. " Ferro-nickel " is a

term frequently applied to nickel steel containing 25 per cent, of nickel, and

largely used in the construction of rheostats and as a general electrical resistance

wire.

An alloy containing 56 per cent, of nickel, is used in the construction of indus-

trial measuring machines, on account of its being more stable and less corrodible

than ordinary steel, but having about the same thermal expansibility as that metal.

As an indication of the extreme range covered by steels containing nickel,

Circular No. 58 of the U. S. Bureau of Standards' may be quoted. It gives a list

of firms who make these special steels, and states that steels containing from 1.5 to

95 per cent, nickel are manufactured in the United States for a great variety of

purposes, e.g., gun tubes and other gun parts, pneumatic hammers and air drills,

turbine blades, gas-engine valves, ignition tubes, spark plugs, axles, shafts, steering

knuckles, gears, and other parts of automobiles, aeroplanes, and machinery sulg'ected

to severe stresses.

13 Per Cent. Nickel Steel

The following particulars are quoted fruni 11. 1). llil)l)aid:
—

"

Before Arnold and Read's discovery^ of the 13 per cent, grade, 1-5 per cent, nickel steel

was thought to have the greatest strength of all the nickel stools—that is, in the natural state.

This variety has been employed in a few instances for shafting and similar service for which
other steels failed, but the amount of it used is negligible in statistics. It is hard to machine,

and heating followed by slow cooling does not soften it, though heating and quenching does

enough to allow it to be machined slowly. It has a tensility of about 170,000 pounds and an
elastic limit of 150,000 pounds per square inch, according to one observer, though, as stated

above, Hadfield obtained 210,560 pounds tensility, with little ductility. It is likely that

the properties desired when this steel was used, particularly its ductility, could now be
surpassed by the much cheaper heat-treated ordinary nickel or nickel-chromium steels.

Eighteen per cent, nickel-ia-on alloy, although not useful, is worthy of note here because
of its anomalous action* when cooled from 200° C. (392° F.). At first it contracts uniformly
until its temperature falls to 130° C. (266° F.). Then it expands while cooling to 60° C.

(140° F.), when it again contracts as the temperature falls farther.

Twenty-two per cent, nickel steel is used when resistance to rusting or corrosion is

desired. A noted example is the valve stems of the salt-water fire-protection service of the

city of New York, where the apjiaratus may not be allowed to become inoperative or hard of

action from the formation of rust. It is also used sometimes for the spark poles in the

spark plugs of internal-combustion engines, including automobiles, though commercial nickel

wire is more commonly used.

High-nickel steels having 25 per cent, or more of nickel and low carbon content are

austenitic in structure, and in the natural state are softer and tougher than the medium-
nickel martensitic steels.

High-nickel steel containing 24 to 32 per cent, nickel in the form of wire is used for

electrical resistance in small quantity, probably between 5 and 10 tons per year in this

country.

Resistance Wire

The analysis and resistance of samples of Krupp nickel steel resistance wire are shown
on following page. This wire is used in electric toasters, cookers, irons, and similar devices.

' Invar and Related Xickel Steels, p. 60.

* Manufacture and Uses of Alloy Steels, TJ. S. Bureau of Mines. Bulletin 100. 1916.

' Proc. Inst. Meeh. Engineers. 1914.

* Sexton, A. H., and Primrose, .T. S., The Metallurgv of Iron.
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Aualysis and Resistance of Samples of Ivrupp Nickel Steel Resistance Wire.
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Thermo-Electromotive Force of Some Iron Alloys (Continued)

Irou-Xickel-Chrouiium Iron-Nickel-Manganese

Fe.
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Complex Nickel Steels and Alloys used in their Manufacture

In addition to the niekel-ehromium, nickel-copper and other special steels

referred to under their appropriate headings in this Chapter, a considerable variety

of steels containing other metals such as vanadium, tungsten, moh'bdenum and

titanium are in use for special purposes. Many possess distinct and fully

recognized advantages, but a large number are merely the subject of patents or

of unproved claims, and it has not been thought advisable to deal with them in this

report, on account of the small amount of nickel which they represent, and the

doubt as to the future of a considerable proportion of them. It is, however, notice-

able that the names of many important armament and other firms in England,

Europe and the States figure among the patentees.

The alloys used in the manufacture of these and other nickel steels are, how-

ever, of considerable interest and importance, and the following analyses may be

taken as typical of those in use at the present time :—

Ferro=Nickel

Ferro-nickel commonly contains 25, 35, 50 or 75 per cent, of nickel, the

balance outside the nickel and iron being about:

—

Per cent.

Carbon 0.85

Silicon 0.25

Sulphur 0.015

Phosphorus 0.025

Ferro=NickeI Chrome

Carbon.
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Nickel=Manganese Steel

According to E. C. Harder ' nickel-manganese steels are structurally, i.e.,

microscopically, similar to nickel steels, and may often be substituted for them

as being cheaper. lie does not, however, state the percentage of nickel or of

manganese to be used.

Resistance of Nicl^el Steels to Corrosion

The resistance to corrosion of steel induced by the addition of nickel with or

without chromium, copper or other metal, has been referred to elsewhere in this

section, and has been the subject of much unsettled controvers}', although the

fact of such improvement, wliatever its actual amount may l)e. is admitted. The

matter has been recently discussed in the transactions of the Faraday Society,''

and by Friend, Beutley and West," and in a recent publication of the United

States Bureau of Standards.' The corrosion with ordinary fresh water, sea water,

and acid liquors, decreases as the percentage of nickel increases, and it is stated

that the alloy containing 18 per cent, of nickel may be regarded as practically

non-corrodible.

The steels containing still more nickel, such as invar (36 per cent, nickel)

are of especial importance in this connection, as they are largely and increasingly

used for philosophical instruments, measuring tapes, etc., and it is found that,

although it is advisable, as recommended by the Bureau of Standards, to coat an

invar instrument with vaseline when likely to l)e long exposed to a moist

atmosphere, this is prol)ably the most resistant of all steels to the danger of rusting.

From the tests reported by Friend, Bentley and West,' it would appear that

the beneficial effects of nickel has not been proved so markedly in long-exposure

tests as might have been expected from tests of shorter duration. The results of

tests on ordinary copper-steels which are of interest also in connection with nickel-

copper steels, will be found in the papers and circulars mentioned in the footnote."

The Uses of Nickel Steels

Eeferences to most of the principal uses of both ordinary and special nickel

steels will be found throughout this section, together with analyses and figures

as to the mechanical properties of the principal types.

The term nickel steel should properly be taken to refer only to the ordinary,

low-carljon steels carrying about 3i/2 per cent, of nickel, hut it is commonly used

indiscriminately for such and other ordinary nickel steel, nickel-chromium steel

and the many varieties containing also rare metals such as vanadium, etc.

^ Manganese Deposits of the United States, etc. Bulletin 427 (1910) of the U. S. Geo-

logical Survey, p. 256.
= Vol. II,' April, 1910, pages 212 to 234.
^ Trans. Iron and'Steel Inst., May, 1912, and Proceedings Inst, of Metals, 1913.
' Circular No. 58, April, 1916. Invar and Related Nickel Steels.

'L. c.

" D. M. Buck, "Keystone Copper-Bearing Steel," ''Copper in Steel," American Chem.
Soc, March 25, 1913, and "Recent Progress in Corrosion Resistance," American Iron and
Steel Institute, May, 1915; also D. M. Buck and J. O. Handy, "Research on the Corrosion

Resistance of Copper Steel" (Am. Sheet & Tinplate Co., Pittsburgh), and E. A. and L. T.

Richardson, "Observations on the Atmospheric Corrosion of Commercial Sheet Iron,

Particularly in Regard to the Influence of Copper and Mill Scale," American Electro-Chemical

Society, September, 1916.
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The nickel steel industry proljal)ly nses up nearly three quarters of the total

nickel production under present war conditions, and lietween half and two-thirds

in normal times.

The largest tonnage is used for defensive and offensive war purposes, and for

structural steel, liut no less important to the world at large, although smaller as to

quantity, is the use for automohile and aeroplane parts, and the innumerable

constructional steel parts where weight or bulk must be kept dowTi to the lowest

possible limit.

Among the principal uses, may be mentioned bridge l)uilding, locomotive and

other railway plant, marine and stationary engines, electrical plant, turbines, etc.

In Great Britain, the larger proportion of the large steel firms are now making

or using nickel steel, largely for projectiles and guns, gun shields and armour

plate. In the United States, among other firms, the Carnegie Steel Company and

the Carljon Steel Company are large manufacturers of armour plate, the Midvale

Steel Company and the Bethlehem Steel Company of armour, guns and pro-

jectiles, and the Carpenter Steel Company and the Crucible Steel Company, of

projectiles.

Of the total steel business done by the above mentioned companies, the per-

centage of nickel steel business, although important, is small.

F. Bohny^ states that, in Grermany, the use of nickel steel for bridge building

was first proposed by the Gutehoffnungshutte at 01)erhausen, Germany, in the

autumn of 1008. The first work undertaken was a small railway bridge near

Oberhausen of 31.5 metres length between supports, which w^as constructed entirely

of nickel steel. Nickel steel has also l)een employed in the construction of a

suspension ferry over the entrance to the harbour at the Imperial Dockyard, Kiel,

and of a covered foot-bridge over the Rhine-Herne canal. The German company

above mentioned make a steel containing 2 to 2.5 per cent, of nickel, with a strength

of 35.5 to 41 tons per square inch. The permissible stress on the structure is

60 per cent, higher than that for ordinary structural steel.

Large quantities have also been used in the ^Manhattan and Queensborough

bridges. New York City, the St. Louis ^Municipal bridge over the Mississippi, and

the Kansas City viaduct and l)ridge over the Missouri, and for the emergency

dam, locks and spillway of the Panama Canal.

In connection with the use of nickel steel for the Quel)ec Inidge, it is stated

By Modjeski " that the theoretical limit for a simple truss bridge span in ordinary

carbon steel as compared with nickel steel is as 20 to 27, from which it would

appear that the use of the latter would deduct al)out one-third from the weight

for equal strength, or add correspondingly to the strength for equal weight, and

might result in a saving in actual cost in addition to permitting the construction

of structures which could not be made with ordinary steel.

It has been estimated by another authority that, for bridges and similar

structural work, the saving in weight may be from 10 to 30 per cent, and in cost,

up to 12 per cent., the latter being due, of course, to the less weight of steel used

notwithstanding the higher cost for weight.

^ Stahl imrl Eisen, 1911, Vol. 31, pp. S9 and 1S4.
- Enoineering-, Sept. 18, 1914, p. 350.
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According to D. H. Browne/ if nickel costs 33 to 36 cents per pound,—each

per cent, of nickel adds one-third of a cent to the cost of a pound of steel ; so that

three per cent, nickel steel will cost one cent more per pound than ordinary steel.

The uses of the high-nickel steels have been dealt with in other parts of this

section as regards electrical resistance, expansion and resistance to corrosion.

It is a curious fact that, although cobalt is an essential constituent of well-

known high-speed tool steels, such as the American "stellite" and the German

"iridium steel," nickel does not appear to have been employed to any extent in

their manufacture. A series of 26 analyses of American, English and German

high-speed tool steels tabulated by H. D. Hibbard^ does not show one containing

more than what nuiy be described as a trace of nickel. A special tool steel called

"reactor" is, however, stated in a private communication from the agents to the

Commission, to contain nearly two-thirds of nickel. Its composition was not

stated except that it contained neither tungsten, molybdenum, vanadium nor cobalt.

Increasing Use of NickeI=Chromium Steel

Eeference has been frequently made elsewhere in this Chapter to the con-

stitution, properties, and uses of this alloy, and the phenomenal increase in its use

has been emphasized. Xickel-chromium steel is the most important of the alloy

steels used for structural purposes, as the tonnage used now far exceeds that of

ordinary nickel steel. It is made by 10 or 12 companies in the United States,

where, according to Hibbard" the production in 1913 was about 100,000 tons of

ingots, all made in the open hearth with the exception of 2,000 to 3,000 tons from

crucibles and electric furnaces. A letter from the Director of the Department

of Commerce (Bureau of the Census, U. S.) to the Commission, dated Oct., 1916,

states that the output of nickel steels in 1914 was as follows:

—

Nickel steel 69,9.55 Ions.

chrome steel 102,562 "
" '' vanadium steel 14,123 ''

'' '' titanium steel 1,106
''

It is interesting to compare these figures with the following figures received

by the Commission from the American Iron and Steel Institute showing the

production in 1910:

—
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The following comparative figures hav(i been calculated out from these

Proportion of Nickel and Nickel-Chrome Steel to Total Alloy Steel and Total Steel
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hardened by the well-known methods. A recent analysis of the body of a plate

gave: C, 0.33 -per cent., Mn, 0.32 per cent., Si, 0.06 per cent., S, 0.03 per cent.,

P, 0.014 per cent., ISTi, 4 per cent., Cr, 2 per cent., and its tensile properties after

treatment were

Tensile strength, pounds per square inch 101,000
Elastic limit, pounds per square inch ." 77,500

Elongation in 2 inches, per cent 24
Contraction of area, per cent 60

Medium armour, between 3 and 5 inches thick, is not face hardened, but is given

high properties as a whole by the heat treatment to which it is subjected. A recent

analysis showed: C, 0.30 per cent., Mn, 0.34 per cent., Si, 0.13 per cent., S, 0.03

per cent., P, 0.03 per cent., M, 3.66 per cent., Cr, 1.45 per cent.

Its physical properties were those given below as sample 1. Sample 2

represented another chrome-nickel steel made for the same purpose, containing 3%
per cent, of nickel.

Sample 1. Sample 2.

Tensile strength, pounds per square inch .... 119,000 138,000
Elastic limit, pounds per square inch 106,000 119,000
Elongation in 2 inches, per cent 22 22
Contraction of area, per cent 61 49

Such steel is most excellent for use on warships to form protective decks and

barriers to protect from secondary battery fire. Chrome-nickel-vanadium steel is

also used for this purpose.

Nickel-chromium steel is used in the manufacture of most armour-piercing

projectiles.

Cubillo^ cites a steel for projectiles, having C, 0.48 per cent., Mn, 0.58 per

cent.. Cr, 0.75 per cent., Xi, 2.55 per cent.. Si, 0.40 per cent., P, 0.04 per cent.

A test piece quenched in oil and tempeiied, had an elastic limit of 129,400 pounds

per square inch, a tensile strength of 150.300 pounds per square inch and an

elongation of 19 per cent.

For large projectiles, Girod' prefers chromium-tungsten steel having C, 0.50

per cent, Xi, 4 per cent., Cr, to 1.5 per cent., and W, 0.25 per cent.

Chromium in Ordinary and Complex Nickel Steels

The following particulars and opinions on ordinary nickel-chromium and

ordinary nickel steels, and on some of the more complex steels containing nickel

and cliromium, are taken from E. F. Law's Alloys and their Industrial Application

(1909 edition.) :—

The influence of chromium on steel is somewhat different from that of nickel and man-
ganese. It appears to raise slightly the point of Ar, but according to Osmond, the point of

magnetic transformation is only slightly affected.

As regards the constitution of the chromium steels, those containing less than 7 per cent.

of chromium are pearlitic, and those containing from 7 to about 15 per cent, are martensitic.
With more than 15 per cent, a double carbide makes its appearance in the form of small par-

ticles, which are perfectly white and very hard. As in the case of nickel and manganese
steels, these changes occur with smaller percentages of the metal, when the carbon content
is higher and the martensite tends to alter into troostite. In the alloy, containing 0.8 per

^Armour-Piercing Projectiles: Journ. Iron and Steel Inst., 1913, p. 251.
-Discussion of Paper on Armour-Piercing Projectiles: Journ. Iron and Steel Inst., 1913,

p. 252.
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cent, of carbon, the structure ceases to be pearlitic with 3 per cent, of chromium. The pearlitic

steels are stronger and harder than the corresponding carbon steels, but some\Yhat more
brittle. Those possessing a martensitic structure are extremely hard and give high tensile

tests, but are not so brittle as might be expected until the chromium present is sufficient to

produce a double carbide. When an appreciable quantity of this constituent is present, the
alloys give low tensile tests and good elongations, as in the case of the crystalline alloys of
nickel and manganese, but, unlike these alloys, they are very brittle on account of the
presence of the double carbide.

As regards heat treatment, tlx.e pearlitic steels are converted into the hard martensitic

variety by quenching, and the martensitic and carbide steels are slightly softened by the

same treatment. Only the pearlitic steels are of any industrial value.- They are largely used

as tool-steels, and also for armour plates and armour-piercing projectiles. The steel used in

the manufacture of projectiles contains about 1 per cent, of carbon and 2 to 3 per cent, of

chromium. Chromium is also occasionally added to steel intended for springs and tyres, and
is frequently a constituent of high-class file-steels.

In addition to the ternary steels just described, a large number of quaternary, or even
more complex, steels, are in use at the present time. Their constitution is in every way
comparable with the ternary alloys, and not more complicated. By adding two or more
metals, however, it is often possible to obtain a steel combining the useful properties con-

ferred by each of the added metals singly.

The more important of the quaternary steels are the nickel-chromium, chromium-tungsten,
and manganese-silicon, while the nickel-vanadium, chrome-vanadium, and nickel-tungsten

appear to possess properties which should ensure for them a successful future. Among the

more complex steels, may be mentioned the clirome-tungsten-molybdenum steels, which, in

the form of tools, may be used at a speed which nuuntains tiiem at a red heat witliout suffering

any serious deterioration.

As regards the application of the quaternary steels mentioned above, the nickel-chrome

steels are used for armour plates and armour-piercing projectiles, as well as for the shafts

and gearing of motors. The composition of the steels employed for these purposes, is as

follows:

—

C. Xi. Cr.

A rmour plates 0.2 to 0.5 2.0 to 2.5 0.2 to 0.8
Projectiles 0.8 2 2

Shafts, gearing, etc 0.2 to 0.5 2.5 0.25 to 0.5

These figures may be compared with those previously quoted from Hibbard

and in the specifications already given, and with the following statement and

analyses by L. G. L. Norris :
—

'

The addition of chromium to nickel steels greatly increases their strength and resistance

to shock, and particularly the mineralogical hardness. The steels become more difficult to

forge and heat-treat and harder to machine, and are also liable to the seaminess frequently
present in nickel steel. There are three types of these steels, differing both in the percentage
of nickel and chromium, and all with low or medium carbon:

Nickel. Chromium. Carbon.

1 3.5 per cent. 1.50 per cent. 0.25 to 0.45 per cent.

2 2.0 per cent. 1.00 per cent, 0.10 to 0.45 per cent.

3 1.5 per cent. 0.50 per cent. 0.10 to 0.45 per cent.

The first type is used principally for armour plate and armour-piercing projectiles and came
into use about 1895, superseding the nickel plates and chromium projectiles. The other two
types were developed by the automobile industry. The second type is largely employed for

automobile forgings. It gives high strength with heat-treatment, has great hardness, and
good shock and fatigue-resisting qualities. The third type is an all-round engineering steel,

largely used for automobile forgings, and for a variety of miscellaneous drop forgings and
machine parts. It is an excellent case-hardening steel, carburizing readily. This type is more
tractable in working, heat-treating and machining than the other two, but is somewhat lower
in tensile strength.

*Can. Min. Journal, Jan. 15, 1916, p. 44.
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"Natural" Nickel and Nickel=Chromium Steels

The existence of enormous deposits of mckeliferous iron ores in Cuba and

Greece, and in the island of Seboekoe near Borneo, is of interest in con-

nection with the use of low nickel steels, esjDecially those containing chromium.

The fact that nickeliferous pig and steel are produced from them, has a special

bearing on the question of manufacturing nickel-copper steel direct from the

Sudbury nickel ore.

The composition of these ores is given in Chapter lY dealing with Ore Deposits,

where figures are given showing the quantity of Cuban ore exported to the United

tStates during the time the deposits have been under operation. The proportion of

nickel which these undoubtedly large and important deposits contain is also dealt

with, and the Seboekoe ores, of somewhat similar origin and character, are described.

A large amount of material has been published in connection with the Cuban

ore and the pig and steels made from it, and also from the Grecian ore.^

Nickel=Chrome Ores of Cuba

The Cuban ore contains a large excess of alumina, and is connnonly smelted

with about one-third its weight of Daiquiri ore, which contains very little alumina,

and with dolomitic and other limestone. The excess of chromium is expelled in

the slag in the open hearth furnace, reducing that element below the maximum per-

missible in conjuction with the 1 per cent, to 1^2 per cent, of nickel commonly

present in the pig or steel.

The following analyses of the materials used in making Mayari pig iron and

of the pig itself and resulting steel are taken from figures given by Mr. Quincy

Bent and others :
—

^

Nodulized Mayari iron ore: Fe, 54.98; SiOo 3.45; ALO3 14.00; S. 0.11; P. 0.020; Mn.
0.85; Cr. 2.03; Ni. 1.00; C. 0.19; moisture 2.70; TiO, 0.60; V. trace.

Daiquiri iron ore: Fe. 58.00; SiO. 10.69; Ali), 1.08; S. 0.52; P. 0.025; Mn. 0.24;

moisture 1.56.

Colie: Volatile matter 1.00; fixed carbon 87.50; ash 11.00; S. 1.10; P. 0.010; H,0 6.00.

Limestone: CaCOs 93.50; SiO, 2.00; Al.Os 0.45; Fe.Os 0.40; MgCOa 2.50.

Dolomite: CaCOs 53.13; SiOo 2.25; ALOs 0.55; Fe.Os 0.60; MgCOa 42.00.

Slag: SiO, 22.50; AI.O3 29.40; CaO 36.10; MgO 9.50; S. 1.90.

Pig iron: Fe. 90.73; C. 4.25; Si. 0-85; P. 0-050; S. 0.025; Mn. 1.00; Cr. 2.00; Ni. 1.00;

Ti. 0.10.

Bessemer rail steel; C. 0.45; Mn. 0.90; Cr. 0.20; Ni. 1.00.

Open-liearth rail steel: C. 0.65; Mn. 0.75; Cr. 0.20; Ni. 1.00.

Duplex metal: C. 1.00; Mn. 0.15; P. 0.05; S. 0.05; Si. nil; Cr. 0.30; Ni. 1.00; Fe.
97.45.

^ Quincy Bent, Pittsburgh Meeting Iron and Steel Institute, Oct. 25, 1912, Iron Age, Oct.

31, 1912, p. 1028 to 1031, and Aug. 19, 1915, p. 416. ''The Use of Mayari Iron in Foundry
Mixtures" and "Mayari Steel," two pamphlets issued by the Pennsylvania Steel Company
and the Maryland Steel Company. " A Method of Producing High-Class Steel from Pig-iron

containing Chromium, Nickel and Cobalt," by Arthur Windsor Richards, Iron and Steel Insti-

tute, London, May, 1907. "Chroniiferous Iron Ores of Greece and their Utilization," by
Herbert K. Scott, Iron and Steel Institute, London, 1913.

= Paper read at Pittsburgh meeting Iron and Steel Institute, Oct. 25, 1912. Iron Age,
Oct. 31, 1912, pp. 1028 to 1031, and Aug. 19, 1915, p. 416.
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Hibbard ^ says :

—

Steel made in part of Mayari iron is giving good service in rails and particularly in

track bolts, which are heat treated to give the metal an elastic limit of 75,000 pounds per

square inch.

Why these rails are satisfactory when other chrome-nickol steels were not has not been

explained. The chief differences seem to be (1) that these Mayari steel rails have less of

tlie alloying elements because Mayari iron is used only in part in them, and (2) that the

steel is made in the open-hearth furnace.

The use of steel containing Mayari iron is increasing, and the demand is enough to

induce the production synthetically of steels of the same composition l)y adding nickel

and chromium to simple steels in the Mayari proportions.

He adds :

—

It is likely that, in the near future, the tonnage of Mayari steels will surpass that of all

the other chrome-nickel steels taken together.

The Mayari Steels

The following has been extracted from a paper by J. A. L. Waddell.^ After

discussing* the value of ordinary nickel steels for structural work, he says:

—

There is a fact concerning nickel steel known to the profession, but which, as far as

the author can learn, had not until a very short time ago been stated in print, viz., that the

Pennsylvania Steel Company has obtained control of an iron mine containing a small per-

centage of nickel; and is, consequently, able to place upon the market a low-grade nickel steel

at a reasonable excess cost above that of carbon steel. This steel has been denominated
by its makers "Mayari steel." It is a natural alloy of nickel-chromium steel, containing

from 1.00 per cent, to 1.50 per cent, of nickel and from 0.20 per cent, to 0.75 per cent, of

chromium, with sulphur below 0.04 per cent., phosphorus below 0.03 per cent., and manganese
as desired. The carlion range is from 0.03 per cent, to 1.50 per cent., depending upon the

the application of the steel. The ore comes from a deposit of some 25,000 acres at Mayari
in the Province of Oriente on the Island of Cuba. It is estimated that there are 500,000,000

tons of this ore in sight- Mayari steel is made only by the Pennsylvania Steel Company and
the Maryland Steel Company. By a slight modification of the open hearth process, it is

produced without the necessity of adding alloying elements in the furnace or ladle. Like
other nickel steels, it offers greater resistance to corrosion than do the ordinary carbon

steels.

Desiring to obtain for the preparation of this memo, some authentic information concern-

ing the new alloy, the author wrote to the Pennsylvania Steel Company asking certain

questions about it, and received in reply a letter from J. V. W. Reynders, Esq., C.E., the

Vice-President of the Company, from which the following is an extract:
'

' Our principal experience on Mayari steel in bridge work has been in connection witli

the manufacture and fabrication of the large bridge which is to span the Mississippi "River at

Memphis. So much steel has now been made for this contract tliat we have accurate infor-

mation on the properties which we can develop.

"On this bridge alternate quotations on carbon and alloy steel designs were submitted,

the specifications for the alloy steel, outside of rivet and eye-bar steel, being as follows:

Tensile strength 85,000 to 100,000 lbs. per sq. in.

Elastic limit, not less than 50,000 " " " "
Elongation in 8 in., not less than 1,600,000

T.S.

Reduction of area, not less than 30.0 per cent.

'
' The manganese in the steel was limited to .80 per cent., silicon to .15 per cent.,

carbon to .40 per cent., and a minimum of 1.20 per cent, nickel was required, but the

individual bidder was allowed to select his own analysis except as it might be limited by
these general figures. No limits were given for chromium or vanadium-

'
' We quoted on the basis of using a steel made from the Mayari ore, which we import

from our mines on the north coast of Cuba, and on this basis the contract was awarded us.
'

' As you doubtless know, this Mayari ore lies just under a thin top soil in a com-
paratively thin bed of great area. The ore contains naturally a large amount of moisture,

a part of which is in the combined form. It has been our practice before shipping this ore

to the United States to run it through rotary nodulizing kilns, which agglomerate the fine ore

and drive out the moisture. The nodulized product carries about 57 per cent, of iron.

^ Manufacture and Uses of Alloy Steels, U.S. Bureau of Mines, 1916, p. 50.
- Paper 108. Trans. Intern. Eng. Congress, San Francisco, 1915, 41 pages.
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"By a selection of the ore, steel can be produced with a uniform nickel content, which
may be varied at will between quite wide limits. It has been found, however, that a content
of approximately 1.40 per cent, is sufficiently high for bridge steel for most purposes. The
steel is normally produced with only the usual additions in the open hearth furnace, although
occasionally a small amount of chromium is added.

"It has been our experience that this alloy steel works quite as well in the shops as any
other steel with which we are familiar, making due allowance, of course, for the increased
toughness. We find that it is easier to work than 3% per cent, nickel steel.

"It is difficult to give an exact extra which we would charge for rolled sections or

plates of Mayari steel over the market price of similar sections of carbon steel. We do not
expect, however, that it will be necessary at any time to charge an extra of more than one
cent per pound. The excess price for manufactured bridges depends on so many circum-
stances that it is almost impossible to give any figure. It will vary greatly, of course, as the
relative proportions of carbon and Mayari steels in the finislied Inidge are varied.

"With regard to quantity, we expect shortly to be in a position to produce from IS. 000
to 20,000 tons per month of Mayari steel shapes, if necessary ; but, even for the present, it is

safe to say that we can meet any reasonable demand."
Judging from Mr. Reynders' approximate quotation for the rolled metal and from

previous experience with nickel steel, the author concludes that the finished metahvork is

likely to cost as much as one and a half cents per pound in excess of the market price of
corresjionding carbon steelwork. This is .iust what he first estimated would be the limiting

excess pound price of nickel steel having an elastic limit of 60,000 lbs., when the excess price

of the rolled material was one cent per pound.
The large-scale curves from which were prepared the cost diagrams of the paper on

'
' The Possibilities in Bridge Construction by the Use of High Alloy Steels, '

' hereinafter

referred to at length, afford a means of determining the economics of Mayari steel for

bridges as compared with nickel steels of 55,000 lbs. and 60,000 lbs. elastic limit. From them
are found the following:

—

500-ft. Simple Truss Spans.—The Mayari steel bridges at 1.5 cents per 11). excess over

carbon steel are equal in cost to nickel steel bridges for E. L. = 55,000 IVjs. at an excess of

1.9 cents per lb-, and to nickel steel bridges for E. L. = 60,000 lbs. at an excess of 2.25 cents

per lb. With Mayari steel at 1.0 cents per lb. excess over carbon steel, the corresponding
figures are, respectively, 1.35 cts. and 1.7 cts.

For equal costs of bridges, as compared with carbon steel, Mayari steel could stand an
excess pound price of 2.1 cents for the manufactured superstructure.

1,000-ft. Simple Truss Spans.—With Mayari steel at 1.5 cents per lb. excess, the excess

for nickel-steel of E. L. = 55,000 lbs. is 2.25 cents per lb. and that for nickel-steel of

£. L. = 60,000 lbs. is 3.0 cents per lb. With Mayari steel at 1.0 cents per lb. excess over
carbon steel, the corresponding figures are, respectively, 1.7 cents and 2.4 cents per lb.

For equal costs of bridges,' as compared with carbon steel, Mayari steel could stand an
excess pound price of 3.75 cents for the manufactured superstructure.

Cantilever Bridges with Openings from 1,000 ft. to 2,000 ft.—Mayari steel bridges at

i.5 cents per lb. excess over carbon steel are equal in cost to nickel steel bridges for
E. L. = 55,000 lbs. at an excess of 2.3 cents per lb. and to nickel steel bridges for

E. L. = 60,000 lbs. at an excess of 3.1 cents per lb. With Mayari steel at an excess of
1 cent per lb., the corresponding excesses for the other steels would be, respectively, 1.7 cents

and 2.5 cents per lb.

For equal costs of bridges', as compared with carbon steel, ^layari steel could stand an
excess pound price of 1.85 cents.

From the preceding it is evident that Mayari steel has carbon steel beaten for bridge-

work under all conditions, but that if it costs when manufactured 1.5 cents per pound more
than that metal, it will probably not be as economic as either of the grades of nickel bridge

steel which can be produced commercially to-day. If, however, the manufacturers of Mayari
steel and of structures made therefrom can bring the price of their finished metal work down
To an excess of one cent per pound as compared with carbon steel, their product will have
somewhat more than a fighting chance in the competition. Nevertheless it will always have
one serious oVistacle to contend against, viz., the irregularity of the composition and char-

acteristics of the finished product. This is shown very clearly in Mr. Reynders' letter; for

in his shape-steel tests the elastic limit varies from 54,300 to 64,700 pounds per square inch,

the ultimate strength from 91.400 to 98,420 pounds per square inch, the nickel content from
1.27 to 1.51 per cent., and the chromium content from 0.36 to 0.46 per cent. In the plate

tests the corresponding variations were, respectively, from 55,270 to 64,660 pounds per square
inch, from 90,040 to 99,600 pounds per square inch, from 1.36 to 1.57 per cent., and from
0.31 to 0.49 per cent. Considering that the raw material received very little preparation' for

smelting, the preceding showing is by no means bad, especially since the records given
indicate that no special difficulty has been experienced in complying with the specifications.

On the other hand, though, the serious disadvantage under which the alloy labors is strik-

ingly made evident by averaging the elastic limits given in the specimen tests; because the
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mean of all the figures is 59,655 lbs., wliile the requirement was only 50,000 \hs. It is

possible that experience in the production of the alloy will result in greater regularity and
less cost. If such proves to be the case, Mayari steel is likely to supplant entirely the other

alloy bridge steels at present obtainable; but it is far from being the ideal alloy for long-

span bridge construction. Even if the- inherent irregularity be made truly non-injurious to

the metal by always keeping its characteristics well above the specified requirements, there

will (for many years, at least) exist in the minds of purchasers the latent doubt of the steel's

reliability, and the dread that, without warning, the elastic limit and the ultimate strength
may drop dangerously below the minima called for in the specifications. For a long time to

come, and perhaps always, it will probably be necessary to test Mayari steel much more
thoroughly than carbon steel in order to prevent the utilization of any inferior melt or

rolling in the manufacture of bridgework.

Nickel=Copper Steels

The effect of the presence of copper on steel is of special interest in connec-

tion with the nickel industry, on account of the jiossibility of making steel direct

from the nickel-copper ores of Sudbury, or from the slag obtained in the ordinary

blast furnace or reverberatory smelting of such ores.

The existence of copper in steel was formerly regarded as so pernicious as to

prohibit the use of iron ores containing more than a trace of that metal, and most

official specifications rigidly excluded it from the finished steel.

Although there is good reason to think that such objection was a matter of

prejudice, so far as the presence of copper up to say 0.5 per cent, is concerned and,

although cupriferous steels are now often passed on account of their good showing

under standard tests, mueh has still to be done to satisfy manufacturers and users

of steel that such ores as those of Sudbury, if selected or dressed to give the required

percentage or not to exceed the limit imposed for copper by specifications, are cap-

able of yielding a satisfactory product. In the case of nickel-copper steels, the

permissible maximum for copper is far in excess of that for ordinary copper steel.

A numlier of tests on nickel-copper steels in comparison with other steels have

been given in the table on pages 359 and 360 (numbers 15 to 18 and 23 to 29), and

reference may be made for further information on smelting work and tests on

straight copper steels and on nickel-copper steels made in the ordinary way by add-

ing copper or copper and nickel to steel, or by direct smelting of Sudbury ore, to the

publications given in the footnote.'

The growth of the copper-steel industry is shown by the fact that a single

company, the American Sheet and Tin Plate Company, of Pittsburgh, has increased

its shipments of copper steel from 5.000 tons in 1911. when they commenced to

market it, to 232,336 tons in 1916.'

xls an indication of the change which is taking place as regards prejudice

against the presence of copper, a note in the advance chapter of the U. S. Geological

Survey Eeport on Sulphur, Pyrite and Sulphuric acid in 1913, p. 24, is worth

special attention. It speaks of " a tendency to use copper-bearing steels for rails

for railway service," and a consequent probable increase in price for the cupriferous

^ Haanel, Experiments made at Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., in the smelting of Canadian iron
ores. Dept. of Mines, Ottawa, 1907. Kalmus, Summary Report of the Mines. Branch of the
Dept. of Mines, Ottawa, for 1913, p. 17 to 20, and a number of references given in thia

Chapter, including especially the opinions quoted from the paper by Dr. J. E. Stead at the
September meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute of London. Notes bearing on this

matter will also be found in the Reports of the Corrosion Committee of the Institute of
Metals and others who have dealt with the general question of the corrosion of steel.

- Private communication to the Commission from D. M. Buck, January, 1917.
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iron oxide resulting from the roasting of cupriferous pyrites for sulphuric acid.

The importance of this expression of opinion from so unbiassed a source, and the

enormous supplies of such material which are available throughout the world and

commonly (after the roasting has been carried out) at places where transport to

the smelter is thoroughly practicable, cannot be over-estimated.

It is true that a large proportion of the evidence which exists in favor of

steels containing copper, has no direct bearing upon the presence of copper in

nickel steel, but the Commissioners are of opinion that the evidence shows not

only that the presence of copper is unobjectionable, but that it may be highly advan-

tageous as regards mechanical properties and resistance to corrosion, and that the

impro^•ement effected in nickel steel by the presence of copper is similar to that

in ordinary steel: also that a proportion up to about one-third of the nickel in an

ordinary structural nickel steel, may be replaced by copper without disadvantage.

In Section D of the Appendix will be found reports made by Professor Alfred

Stansfield of McGill University to the Commission on the question generally, and

on some special runs made on Sudbury nickel-copper ore for Mr. G. M. Colvoco-

resses, also information given in the form of evidence by ^Ir. Colvocoresses himself.

Experiments by Prof. Q. A. Guess

The work done for the Commission by Prof. George A. Guess of the Depart-

ment of Metallurgy in the University of Toronto, in the making and testing of

steels containing varying percentages of nickel and copper, strongly supports the

view that in ordinary nickel steel copper in limited proportion is not injurious.

Professor Guess has made the following report to the Commission, dated

loth February, 1917:—

Regarding the experiments that I have been conducting, with respect to the possible

economic advantages of making a copper-nickel steel direct from Sudbury ore, and to the

physical character of such steel, much interesting work remains to be done.

A quantity of copper nickel ore from Sudbury was furnished me. This was crushed to

20-mesh and roasted in a small Wedge roasting furnace- The calcines obtained had the

following composition:

—

SiO..
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Table I: Compositiou of Steels

No.
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Table IV: Comparative Tests on Natural Steel

No, C.
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of a coarse ore. This is, however, takiug the extreme case. The copper-nickel content of the
Sudbury ores is such that they can stand dilution either with coarse iron ores in the smelting
operation, or with scrap and ore to the pig produced.

This dilution in a 5 per cent, copper-nickel ore containing 40 i^er cent, iron, which would
be about 50 per cent, iron in the calcines, would lie approximately 250 per cent. In other
words, one ton of pig so made could be diluted with ordinary iron or steel to produce
3^ tons of product.

The value of this process of producing nickel-copper steel is based on the belief that
copper may replace a very considerable amount of the nickel in a 3-5 per cent, nickel steel

without producing an inferioi' article, which l)clief is, I tliink. well founded.

Possible Production from Sudbury Ores

It would seem that two inetliuiU ui obtaining nickel-copper steel from the

Sudliiiry ores are possible: (1) the direct smelting of raw or roasted nickel-copper

ore, (2) the treatment of slag from nickel smelting. In this slag, practically the

whole of the iron originally present in the ore has become concentrated, and it

carries also sufficient nickel and copper to add considerably to the value of the pig

iron obtainable from it. The original ore of the Sudbury district and the slag

obtained from it may be taken as containing roughly:

—

Ore Slag
per cent. per cent.

Iron 35 to 40 40
Sulphur 25 to 30 1.25 to 1.5

Xickel 3 to 4 0.3 to 0.4

Copper 1.5 to 2 0.25

On a basis of 1.000,000 tons of slag per annum (about two-thirds of the

present output) and taking the lowest value in each case, there is a theoretical

possibility of recovering per annum, over -±00,000 tons of nickel-copper pig iron,

containing 400,000 tons of iron, 3,000 tons of nickel and 2,500 tons of copper.

It is not suggested that the treatment of slag for the production of such

pig would l)e highly profitable, but it is likely that it would be an important

additional source of revenue, and it is certain that a considerable amount of the

nickel and copper at present lost, would be thus recoverable in alloy with iron, so

that nickeliferous pig for the production of nickel steel would be produced in

competition with such other " natural " nickel steels as have already been referred,

to in this Chapter as being produced from Cuban ore, which contains chromium,

but no copper, and which, on account of the presence of the chromium, is somewliat

diflficult to smelt, although the product ultimately c.btained is a desirable nickel-

chrome steel.

The trade prejudice against the presence of copper in ordinary steel and nickel

steel, is comparable to that which formerly actually existed against the pure nickel

produced by the Mond Xickel Company from Sudbury ore. The users were ex-

perienced in tlio use of Xew Caledonian nickel, and put clown some of its good

qualities to the absence of copper, which they apparently considered must be

present in Canadian nickel. The Mond nickel contained no copper, but. on account

of its purity, was difficult to melt. The ^lond Company had trouble, not only

with the small and more or less ignorant and prejudiced users, but even with the

British Admiralty and other important buyers, and it was only after the greatest

difficulty and heavy expenditure that they overcame the prejudice.

27 N*
'

'
-
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A large amount of research work by persons totally uninterested in the nickel

trade, and many of them originally opposed to the use of steel containing copper,

has been published. It shows that the presence of copper, within certain limits,

is not only unobjectionable but probably advantageous, and the addition of copper

to steel has been suggested and adopted. It is, therefore, practically certain that,

provided cupriferous nickel steel can be made at a small profit from the Ontario

ores or slags, there will be no difficulty in the future, in disposing of it.

So convinced are some steelmakers of the suitability of nickel-copper steel for

use in place of straight nickel steel that a considerable amount of it has been made

by alloying Monel metal (a well-known nickel-copper alloy which has already been

described in this Chapter) with steel. It has been found to stand the necessary

tests, and it is stated that similar nickel-copper steels are in use in Germany. The

possibility of making such a steel without the necessity of starting with pure nickel

and pure copper, is a powerful argument in favour of the direct smelting of nickel-

copper ores.

At interviews with many experts in England and the United States, the

opinion was expressed that there was still room for much research work to settle

the uses for which steel containing copper is advantageous, and the physical

qualities of alloys of such composition as are likely to l)e most readily obtained by

direct smelting of selected or other Sudbury nickel-copper ores.

Dr. J. E. Stead on Copper in Steel

The opinion that the presence of copper within limits not dreamt of ten years

ago, is not injurious for a large variety of purposes including the principal ones,

i.e., where strength and resistance to corrosion are desired, appears to be almost

universal, and the following statement has been taken from a paper read by

Dr. Stead' at the September meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute, London,

1916:—
Copper Steels

E. J. Ball^ and A. "\Yingham (1889) studied the influence of copper on the tensile

strength of cast steel. The alloys were made in crucibles, and test pieces 1 X 14 X i| inch

were cut from the solid metal and after annealing were submitted to tensile tests, with

the following results

:

^ , -„ ^ ^ Tensile Strength.
Copper Per Cent. I

Carbon Per Cent.
, ^^^^ p^^. g^^^^^ j^^^
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Professor Arnold ' published the result of melting iron with 1.81 per cent, copper. The
crucible ingot was rolled into bars, and these were tested under the same conditions as bars

rolled from an ingot without copper. ^^, , i

The results ere given below:

'nt. Carbon.
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Copper-Nickel Steels

G. H. Clamer' (1910) has examined the properties of iron-nickel and iron-copper alloys.

Alloys containing 5 to -20 per cent, copper are hard, brittle, and redshort, but on addition of
20 to 50 per cent, nickel they become tough, malleable, and ductile. He has produced an
alloy consisting of iron, 65 per cent. ; nickel, 25 per cent. ; copper, 10 per cent. ; and carbon,
0.2 per cent., having tensile strength of 96,100 lbs. per square inch; elastic limit, 51,750 lbs.

per square inch; an elongation in 2 inches of 42 per cent., and a reduction in area of 53.7
per cent.

J. A. Mathews,- in discussing Clamer's experiments, gives an account of his own investi-

gations on nickel-copper steels. The analysis of the material was as follows:

Pel Cent.
Carbon 0.44
Silicon 0.034
Manganese 0.50
Phosphorus 0.013
Sulphur 0.013
Nickel 3.62

Copper 0.48 .

All the nickel and copper present were contained in the original pig iron. For the sake
of comparing this steel with another of approximately the same analysis but free from
copper, an open-hearth nickel steel was selected of the following composition:

Per Cent.

Carbon 0.46

Silicon 0.066

Manganese 0.70

Phosphorus 0.021

Sulphur 0.034

Nickel 3.36

On testing for copper, it was found that this material also contained about 0.1 per cent,

of copper. The physical tests were made in duplicate on round bars Ys inch diameter, and
the bars from the two heats were annealed at the same time, so as to avoid any possible
difference in the annealing temperature. The open -hearth steel machined somewhat more
freely than the copper-nickel steel, but hero the superiority ended.

The tensile tests of the rolled material showed

:

Open-hearth Copper-nickel

Nickel-Steel. Steel.

Elastic limit 74.626 lbs. 72,400 lbs.

Ultimate strength 122,000 '

'

115,000 '

'

Elongation in 2 inches 16 jjer cent. 22 per cent.

Eeduction of area 34 '' 51 "

In the annealed condition, the results were:

Open -hearth Copper-nickel
Nickel-Steel. Steel.

Elastic limit 64,750 lbs. 63,750 lbs.

Ultimate strength 119,000 ' ' 107,300 '

'

Elongation in 2 inches 17 per cent. 25 per cent.

Reduction of area 37.5 " 48 "

In all the tests, the great superiority of the copper-nickel steel in elongation and reduc-
tion of area is most noticeable. There is, further, absolutely no evidence to show that the
copper has exerted a harmful influence upon the nickel steel, and the superiority of the one
material must either be ascribed to the presence of copper or to the electric method of
melting or to both acting jointly.

^ Proceedings of the American Society for Testing Materials, 1910, Vol. 10, p. 267.
^'Ibid., pp. 274-279.
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Summary and Comments.

Copper for more than two generations has had a very bad name, owing to the mistaken
observation of certain investigators whose names need not be referred to.

Even to-day, one comes across steel specifications in which copper is barred, which can
only be regarded as aii indication of the ignorance, if not stupidity, of those who prescribe

the composition of steels, for it has been long ago proved that copper in steel, instead of

being an evil, is quite harmless and is sometimes distinctly beneficial.

The evidence is overwhelming that small quantities of copper, say about 0.5 per cent.,

have little or no material influence on the mechanical properties. It is still held by some that

copper tends to make steel redshort. Many authorities who have made reliable trials have
found that it has no bad effect.

Arnold, Stead, and Evans found the effect of 0.1 per cent, copper to be:

—

Soft Steel. Medium Carbon Steel.

To increase the yield point 0.84 tons 0.32 tons

To increase the maximum stress 0.56 '

'

0.26 '

'

To decrease elongation 0.75 per cent. 0.25 per cent.

To decrease reduction of area 0.47 '

'

0.50 '

'

It is certain from these figures that the effect of small percentages of copper is slight,

but that what effect it has is in its favour. It raises the yield point and tensile strength

and has little effect on the ductility.

Some of the finest tool steel ever made contained 0.2 per cent, copper.

It has been proved by Dr. Stead and others that even small quantities of copper in steel

m&kes it more resistant to acid corrosion, and D. M. Buck, in a paper read before the
American Iron and Steel Institute, May 28, 1915, presented much evidence to show that
copper in sheets preserves them from general corrosion.

Surely it is time that prejudice against copper should be abandoned. Pernicious
prejudice has prevented the importation into Britain of cupreous iron ores which are really

excellent for steel-making.

Such a definite ex]3ression of opinion from Dr. Stead, one of the l)est kno^vn

English experts in the metallurgy of steel, is of the utmost importance. It is the

most recent pronouncement on the question; it is based on long experience, and

it will undoubtedly assist in the increase in the use of steels containing copper,

whether deliberately added, or present on account of its existence in the original

ore.

Effect of Copper in Assisting^ Resistance to Corrosion

A paper read before the New York meeting of the American Electrochemical

Society. September, 1916, by E. A. and L. T. Eichardson, entitled " Observations

upon the Atmospheric Corrosion of Commercial Sheet Iron—Particularly in

Regard to the Influence of Copper and Mill Scale," contains a useful resume of

the present position, although it deals mainly with alloys in which nickel is not an

essential constituent.

The question of superiority between copper-bearing steel and pure iron as

regards rust-resisting properties is discussed. The work done on the subject up
to 1910, having indicated that copper in steel is a benefit as regards resistance

to corrosion, copper-i)earing steel was placed on the market, and the controversy

became acute. The authors state that the tests generally made are of doubtful

value to the ultimate cc^nsumer, as the materials tested are usually made specially

for tests, and are not those actually purchasable on the open market.

They deal with steel, puddled iron, commercially pure iron and copper-bearing

steel. The different materials obtained were in the form of black sheets of 56

gauge, as follows :

—
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1. Bessemer Steel. 6. Copper-bearing Iron.

2. Open Hearth Steel. 7. Copper-bearing Steel.

3. Charcoal Iron. 8. Copper-bearing Bessemer Steel.

4. Commercially Pure Iron. 9. Copper-bearing Open Hearth Steel.

5. Commercially Pure Iron.

A complete analysis is given of each sample.

In each case, a set was tested as Ijought, and after remo\al of scale by pick-

ling in sulphuric acid, thoroughly washing with water and drying, the surface was

finally cleaned with fine emery cloth. The point of failure was taken to be when

the metal could be seen to be perforated when the rust was removed by gentle

tapping with a blunt object such as a file or nail.

"Wlien the samples were exposed to the weather (May 24:, 1914) a difference

was very soon noted in the character of the rust on the different materials, the

Bessemer and open hearth steel samples showing a yellowish-red rust which loosened

rapidly, and the others a dark red rust, very adherent, especially in the case of

the copper-steels. Photographs are given of three different characteristic samples

about a year after the test was started.

The results of the tests are given in a short table, showing a decided super-

iority for the copper-bearing steels, which, at the time the article was written,

were still intact. The pure irons (including charcoal iron) were superior to steel.

The addition of copper to steel in amounts up to about 0.25 per cent, is stated

to cause a remarkable increase in its ability to resist atmospheric corrosion (in the

case of the Bessemer or open-hearth steel, an increased resistance of 300 to 400

per cent.). Copper added to pure iron has a similar effect, but to a much less

degree. The reason of these differences is not known, but it is supposed to be

some beneficial combined effect of the two elements copper and manganese.

A table is given of tests made ]:)y D. ^I. Buck' on different materials, and tests

referred to at Scottdale, Pa., and in McKeesport city water. The conclusions come

to are that the resistance of pure iron to corrosion could be increased by the

addition of manganese and copper together, and that additions of manganese to

pure iron or steel, even up to 3 or 4 per cent., or more, with a corresponding in-

crease in copper to produce a maximum effect, should give a material more resistant

to atmospheric corrosion than the copper steel now on the market.

A summary to the article, contains the following conclusions:— (1) Copper-

bearing steels are decidedly superior to pure iron, steel, or charcoal iron. (2) The

addition of copper to pure iron increases its resistance to corrosion, but to no such

an extent as similar additions to steel. (3) Copper is believed to decrease corrosion

through some mutual influence of manganese and copper. (4) The additions of

larger amounts of manganese and copper to pure iron or steel are suggested, as well

as additions of copper-chromium, copper-vanadium, copper-tungsten, or copper-

molybdenum.

' Buck, D. M. Recent Progress in Corrosion Resistance, Amer. Iron and Steel Inst.,
May, 1915. See also D. M. Buck and J. O. Handy, J. of Ind. and Eng. Chem., March, 1916.



CHAPTER Ylll

Smelting Nickel Ores

Introduction

Although small quantities of ferro-nickel are prepared by the direct smelting

of Xew Caledonian and other oxidized ores, and many processes have been proposed

for the wet treatment of such ores and of sulphide ores, practically the whole of the

nickel ore smelted throughout the world is reduced direct in blast or reverberatory

furnaces to a low grade, highly ferruginous matte. This is afterwards " converted "

or bessemerizbd to remove practically the whole of the iron, and as much of the

sulphur as can be eliminated without excessive loss of nickel, so that a material as

rich as possible in nickel, or nickel and copper when both are present, is produced

for refining.

This procedure is adopted as being at present the cheapest and most efficient

method of concentration for nickel ores, and the methods and plant in use by the

several companies in Canada, Norway and New Caledonia, are briefly described in

this Chapter. The bessemerized matte ultimately obtained and handed over to the

refiner, usually contains about 80 per cent, of nickel plus copper, about 20 per cent,

of sulphur, about one-half of one per cent, of iron and as much of the gold, silver,

platinum, palladium and otlier metals of the platinum group as can be recovered

by smelting.

The smelting and bessemerizing operations are remarkably similar to those used

in copper smelting, but true pyritic smelting has not yet been adopted, nor can

bessemerizing be carried beyond the above proportions without undue loss.

As nickel matte can be readily roasted down to a mere trace of sulphur, the

apparently illogical process almost universally adopted, of smelting oxidized nickel

ores (which are usually free from sulphur) with sulphur-containing materials, is

probably fully justified where such materials are obtainable. It was first adopted

in Wales, where all classes of sulphur ores and residues are available, and the alkali

waste from sulphuric acid manufacture was ultimately used in preference to any

other material for smelting the nickel ore received from New Caledonia. Although

the latter country still ships much raw ore, it now smelts down large quantities to a

crude matte containing 40 to 50 per cent, nickel (generally 43 to 4.5 per cent.),

25 to 30 per cent, iron, and 16 to 20 per cent, sulphur. This is commonly shipped

to Europe (Havre in France, Kirkintilloch in Scotland, and—prior to the war

—

Antwerp in Belgium, and Iserlohn in Westphalia), where it is bessemerized so that

the final matte contains 75 to 80 per cent, of nickel. 20 to 22 per cent, of sulphur,

and about a quarter to a half of one iDer cent, of iron. Except for the absence of

copper, it is of similar composition to the Canadian matte.

Since the war, the crude New Caledonian matte which formerly went to

Antwerp and Iserlohn, has been to a large extent sent to the United States Nickel

Company at New Brunswick. New Jersey. This company had previously only

refined the matte after it had been bessemerized at Antwerp.

[424]
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The somewhat lower proportion of metal in the l^essemerized matte from New
Caledonian ore, is due to the heavier loss of nickel which occurs in bessemerizing

matte containing no copper. Bessemerizing is therefore commonly stopped before

the matte reaches 80 per cent, nickel. On the other hand, the Canadian Copper

Company usually bessemerizes to over SO per cent, of nickel plus copper. Simi-

larly, the matte of the ]\Iond Nickel Company, whose ore is richer in copper than

that of any other of the large operating companies, is occasionally enriched much

beyond that standard, and is usually one or two per cent, above. A recent excep-

tional blow yielded a matte containing 41.1 per cent, nickel and 45.4 per cent,

copper, or a total of 86.5 per cent, nickel plus copper.

In describing the metallurgy of the nickel industry, it is most convenient to

consider (1) the dressing of the ore, (3) its smelting to crude and, finally, besse-

merized matte, (3) the nature of the matte, and (4) the refining of the matte.

Considerations in Making Matte

The bessemerized matte forms so distinct a line of demarcation between the

smelting and refining, that its production and treatment may almost be regarded as

independent industries, just as the smelting of copper ore is usually in the hands of

those who operate the mines, whereas the refining of the blister copper produced at

the mine is more commonly conducted far away from the smelters, and by individ-

uals or firms who have nothing whatever to do with either mining or smelting. In

this respect, the nickel industry, again, has a strong reseml)lauce to the copper

industry, although it is impossible to carry the bessemerizing to the production of

an alloy of nickel and copper, even at the cost of excessive permanent or temporary

losses of nickel. This is mainly due to the fact that nickel oxide does not react

with nickel sulphide as copper oxide does with copper sulphide, so that bessemerizing

after the iron has been removed, practically means a loss of nickel rather than a

removal of sulphur. The great affinity of nickel for sulphur also limits the range

for bessemerizing, by causing the charge to freeze while there is still a large pro-

portion of sulphur left. The bessemerizing of nickel matte may, in fact, be said

to cease being a profitable operation as soon as the iron has been slagged off.

Further particulars as to the nature, etc., of the matte will be found in the Chapter

on Eefining. under Nickel Matte.

It is important to note that, in making the 80 per cent, matte at present aimed

at, the loss, although temporarily heavy, is actually quite small. It appears to be

almost entirely due to small particles of matte suspended in the slag, and the

practice followed by both the Mond Nickel Company and the Canadian Copper Com-

pany is to run the slag from the converters into the large settlers where the ordinary

blast furnace or reverberatory slags are collected. The enormous bulk of slag con-

tained in the settlers, its high temperature, and the long time during which it

remains liquid, insure the very complete settlement of these small particles of matte

and, notwithstanding that the former practice of re-smelting the bessemer slag in

the blast furnaces has been abandoned, and time and expense thus saved, the losses

in the total mixed slags are actually less than they were before the present system

of settling was adopted.
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The necessity for adding sulphur in the case of the oxidized ores, has already

been referred to, but the ores of Sudbury and most other sulphide ores contain a pro-

portion of sulphur largely in excess of that required for the production of a matte.

It is, in fact, usually sufficient for ordinary semi-pyritic smelting, but a large number
of attempts at pyritic smelting in Sudbury have been unsuccessful, and the practice

is not in use at present, except in Norway, and to a limited extent, by the Mond
company. There is, however, reason to hope that pyritic smelting will some day be

largely adopted, and that tlie present wasteful and objectionable heap roasting will

thus be avoided.

In blast furnace or reverberatory practice for smelting sulphide ores (unless

pyritic smelting is practised), a sufficient quantity of the sulphur must be

expelled, either on the roast heaps or in roasting furnaces prior to smelting, or

during the smelting operation itself, to insure that the sulphides will not merely

be melted out of the ore, but that only sufficient sulphur will be left to form the

smallest quantity of matte which will collect the metals wanted, without more than

the normal loss in the slag. In the case of both blast and reverberatory practice on

the Sudbury nickel-copper ores, it may be taken as a general rule, that a crude

ferruginous matte containing 25 per cent, of nickel plus copper can be obtained with

a slag loss of about 0.5 per cent, of the two metals, i.e., one-fiftieth of the matte

value, and that the losses rise almost in direct proportion to the richness of the

matte. The more iron the matte contains, the less loss of nickel and copper will

there be in the slag, so that it is better, from the conservation point of view, to

keep within the above limit for nickel and copper in the first matte with most of

the Sudbury ores, rather than to adopt the more tempting procedure of obtaining

a higher grade matte, and a correspondingly greater output from the furnace.

It is interesting to note that, although all the companies aim at a final besse-

merized matte containing about 80 per cent, of the mixed metals, their procedure is

very difl'erent, partly on account of differences in the relative proportions of nickel

and copper, or in the mineralogical nature of the ore treated, and partly through the

natural differences in opinion among metallurgists. The final results are remark-

ably similar both as to value and tenor of products, losses and costs, so that the

differences in methods are especially important to those who have views as to possible

improvement in any of the standard operations.

It may be stated generally that the Canadian Copper Company and the Mond
Nickel Company have spared neither trouble nor expense in experimenting, in

modifying their plant and methods when found advisable, and even in scrapping

valuable plant when justifiable improvements have been discovered. Each com-

pany has the most efficient plant which could be designed, and although each is

constantly making improvements, these are alterations in details rather than radical

changes in procedure. As a, whole, the improvements during the last ten years

have been very great and, even since the Commission commenced its work, many
changes which will have a marked effect on the industry, have been made.

Dressing the Ore

Although hand-picking from belts, etc., is largely carried out by both com-

panies, the richness of the ores at present being worked in Ontario renders careful
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picking or any system of wet dressing on tables, etc., less important than it may
become in the future. Much experimental work has been clone by the two com-

panies and by others, and there is no doubt that, ere long, they or others will be

employing dressing processes, including oil-flotation, as is common with other

pyritic ores.

Magnetic separation has not proved successful or promising, either for

crude concentration, or for separation of the magnetic nickeliferous pyrrhotite

from the purely copper- or iron-bearing minerals, but although there is little

object in any incomplete method of separation under present methods of matte

refining, it would be highly desirable to be able to obtain even a portion of the nickel

as a sulphide mixed with a minimum of copper sulphide, if there is any intention

of smelting it direct for the production of nickel-copper steel (see Chapter VIE

dealing with Nickel Steel). In this connection, it may be pointed out that many

methods of selective flotation are now in operation which secure a profitable separ-

ation from such mixtures as zinc blende and galena, chalcopyrite and ordinary

pyrite, etc., all of which have been described in the technical press, and the most

important of which have been collected in T. J. Hoover's book on Oil Flotation. A
process invented by Professor H. E. T. Haultain ' of the University of Toronto, is

stated to have yielded on the Sudbury ore, a concentrate containing copper with

little nickel, another containing nickel with very little copper, and a middling

proditct containing the two metals in about the proportion in which they occur in

the original ore.

As regards lump and fine ore, the Canadian Cojjpcr Company considers all

which passes through the one-inch trommel holes at the crushing plant as " fines."

This amounted in 1915 and 1916, to 30 per cent, of the whole ore mined. The

only selection of " rock " from ore is on the picking belts. The rock thus dis-

carded amounts to about 19 per cent, of the material hoisted, and carries about

0.62 per cent, nickel and 0.60 per cent, copper, as compared with the ore which

carries 3.58 per cent, nickel and 1.58 per cent, copper.

in 1915. 21 per cent, of the ore smelted by the Lionel Nickel Company was

fines, and 79 per cent. lump.

In connection with the dressing of the Sudbury ores, the following extract

from a memorandum from the Mond Nickel Company to the Commission, dated

27tli September, 1915, is of importance:

Returning' to the discussion of grade of ores, we may state that, with smelting ores

generally, as the grade diminishes, a point is quickly reached at which these ores must
receive a previous treatment by some form of concentration, before smelting. This necessi-

tates a careful separation of the grades of ore by hand-sorting into classes, one of which,

the richer or higher in grade, is treated directly in smelting furnaces (being therefore

usually known as "direct smelting ore") and the other of which, the poorer in metal con-

tents or lower in grade, is concentrated before smelting (being therefore usually termed
"concentrating ore").

The Mond Nickel Company is at present spending a large sum of money in working
out the best technical method of concentration for Sudbury ores- By these experiments it

will ascertain the economic limits of grades of ore for direct smelting and concentrating.
These new limits must be obtained for unmined ores, so as to ascertain especially the lowest

grade of ore that can be profitably mined in view of the improved treatment. The same
limits must also be ascertained for ores already mined, in order to determine the economic
limits for the two classes of ores, and especially the lowest grade of ore that can be profit-

ably worked by the improved treatment, after the cost of mining is paid.

'Canadian Mining Journal, August 15, 1916, p. .SST.
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When ascertained, these new limits will become serious operating factors at the mines

and at the reduction works. This means that large tonnages of material heretofore not

within the economic limit of mining will become ore and will be mined and treated ; it means
also that large tonnages of material heretofore mined and sorted out as waste, will likewise

come by the improved treatment, within the economic working limit.

Hitherto, concentration of these ores in the Sudbury district has been considered im-

practicable. But, with improved methods and with larger scale operations and greater

economies in treatment in other directions, we are ,iust crossing the threshold of a new era in

handling the lower grade ores hitherto not considered profitable to mine and reduce.

Roasting

In Norway, roast heap practice has been entirely abandoned, and smelting is

no longer carried out during the summer months on account of the proximity of

forests, and of the heavy damages which had to be paid when the smelting was

conducted during the summer. Not long ago the Canadian Copper Company

transferred its roast heaps to its new yard, in the township of Graham, where the

lands are rough, and are included in a tract of similar character which in October,

1915, the Ontario government closed to further settlement. This company has about

250,000 tons of ore roasting on its heaps at one time, and roasts over 60 per cent,

of its ore in this way down to a sulphur content of 10 to 12 per cent. On the other

hand, the Mond Nickel Company roasts only about 30 per cent, of its ore, and is

now doing so only during the winter months. Its roasted product ranges from

7 to 10 per cent, sulphur. The British America Nickel Corporation will not employ

heap roasting, and there is reason to hope that the Mond Nickel Company will soon

aliandon it, and that before many years, it will be a thing of the past in Ontario.

The flow-sheet of the Mond Nickel Company, given on page 448, has, in fact, been

drawn up to show tlie whole dressing and smelting treatment without heap roasting.

Mr. C. V. Corless, the manager at Coniston, states in a letter dated February 21,

1917:

We have Iseen running a month or two, experimentally, with no roasted ore whatever
in the charge, using only the proper proportion of sinter that the normal ratio of fines would
make should we abandon heap-roasting altogether. We intend running for some months in

this way while collecting full data for the final calculation as to the economy of the practice-

Wliile we are succeeding technically, the calculation as to the economy is much more com-
plicated than would appear at first sight, so that, at present, I can offer no opinion on

the economy of this practice. As winter roasting eliminates all damage to neighbours from
the roast yard, the question as to abandoning heap roasting altogether will be purely one

of economy. My present feeling is that heap-roasting will be eliminated from our opera-

tions entirely within a year or two.

Tlie general procedure regarding heap roasting is described in the portion of

thi=; Chapter dealing with the Canadian Copper Company's practice. The total

roast heap losses are unknown, but the losses due to leaching of the roast heaps by

water appear to be between one and two per cent, of the nickel plus copper, and are

heavier in nickel than in copper, even in the case of such ores as are richer in the

latter metal. This is what might be expected, as the roasting in heaps, resulting

in a reduction in the percentage of sulphur from about 25 or 30 per cent, to about

7 to 12 ])er cent., really produces sub-sulphides of nickel and copper, which would

tend to precipitate copper from copper sulphate leached out by the water, and to the

dissolving out of nickel from such sub-sulphide to replace the copper.

Only a comparatively small proportion of the fines produced at the mine can

be roasted in tlie heaps, as too large a quantity mixed with or covering the coarse
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ore would prevent efficient roasting, and the bulk of the fines, which probably average

about one-third of the total ore mined, goes to the smelters, where part is smelted

direct, but most is roasted in Wedge furnaces in the case of the Canadian Copper

Company, or in Dwight-Lloyd sintering furnaces in the case of the Mond Nickel

Company.

Smelting

The general principles of nickel smelting have been already briefly dealt with,

and the methods of smelting adopted by the different companies are fully treated

later in this chapter under each, but it may be mentioned here that the Canadian

Copper Company employs both blast and reverberatory furnaces, whereas the Mond
Nickel Company have no reverberatories.

It is convenient, in considering costs, recoveries and profits, to regard the

refining as starting with the matte, so that it is based on the analysis of the matte,

which is a very definite and well-known figure, instead of upon the analysis of the

original ore, which, on account of the variety of the ores mixed for smelting, and the

manner in which they are handled and mixed on the roast heaps, etc., is always a

matter of doubt from moment to moment, although it is pretty accurately known

for the yearly periods over which the accounts are calculated.

The losses in smelting up to the production of an 80 per cent, matte, may l)e

divided into (1) mechanical losses in mining, dressing and transport, (3) losses in

the roast heaps, (3) losses in the blast or reverljcratory furnace, (4) losses in

besscmerizing. The two latter include the temporary losses in the furnaces and

in the form of flue dust, and the permanent losses in the slag and in unrecovered

flue dust. These losses are naturally heav}', both for nickel and copper, but they

do not compare unfavourably with those in ordinary copper smelting.

The methods in use Ijy the Canadian Copper Company and the Mond Nickel

Company are thoroughly up-to-date, and do not appear to be capable of any radical

improvement. On the other hand, the figures which have been supplied to the

Commission Ijy both Companies, some of which are included in the description

of their operations, show a regular decrease in the losses, and excepting for the

increase due to higher Avages and cost of supplies, a decrease in costs throughout.

The smelting charges are somewhat difficult to calculate or compare. Tliey may be

worked out per ton of ore mined, per ton of ore smelted, per ton of matte produced,

or per ton or pound of nickel or copper or mixed metals produced. Any method is

deceptive, especially for purposes of comparison, because according to the amount of

nickel and copper in the original ore, the number of tons of ore smelted for the

production of one ton of matte will vary, whereas the cost per ton of ore varies but

slightly. In other words, to smelt low grade ore is much more expensive in com-

parison witli tlie output of matte than to smelt high grade ore. The Canadian

Copper Company, for instance, smelts 17 or 18 tons of ore to produce one ton of

matte, the Mond Nickel Company about 20 tons of ore, the Nikkelraffineringsverk

at Kristianssands in Norway, about 40 tons, and the British America Nickel Cor-

poration will probably smelt not less than 25 tons of ore per ton of matte produced,

and the values of the mattes are greatly different in the four cases. Similarly, 19

or 20 tons of 5 per cent. New Caledonian ore would be smelted to produce one ton
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of 75 per cent, matte if an 80 per cent, recovery of the nickel is effected. Each ton

of matte would, however, be much more valuable than that obtained from a

nickel-copper ore.

Converting

As already stated, the low grade matte obtained from the blast or reverbera-

tor}' furnaces, is enriched to about 80 per cent, of nickel plus copper by a besse-

merizing process practically identical with that used in copper smelting, although

the conversion cannot be carried profitably much beyond 80 per cent, in the case of

nickel-copper sulpliides, as compared with nearly 100 per cent, in the case of

ordinary copper sulphide. The use of the large rotary converters appears to have

been introduced into Canada by the Mond Nickel Company, and the basic lining in

place of the acid lining, by the Canadian Copper Company, although bessemerizing

in basic-lined furnaces was in use in England on a small scale—commensurate with

the amount of matte to be handled—before the advent of Sudbury into the nickel

field.

Tlie converters now in use in the Sudbury district are of the most modern and

efficient type. They are. described and illustrated under the heading Canadian

Copper Company, as the kind used by that company is practicalij identical with

that in use by the Mond Nickel Company.

The Canadian Copper Company

Heap Roa.sting

For heap roasting, a fairly level area of ground, which can 1« provided with

suitable drainage, is necessary. As an illustration of the general arrangement, a

description of the Canadian Copper Company's new roast yard in Graham town-

ship, opened in February, 1916, may be useful. The yard is reached by a spur from

the Algoma Eastern railway at mile 17, is 7,500 feet long, and contains four parallel

railroad tracks. At one side is the main running track ; of the three service tracks,

two are for green ore and run along the outside of the piles, l?^) feet apart; the

roast ore track runs between the piles equidistant from the two fonner. This

space provides for 350,000 tons of ore, or more if the height of the piles is increased.

A single pile contains about 2,500 tons of ore, and is approximately 60 by 100 feet,

and 8 feet high. In building a pile, the first operation consists in laying a founda-

tion of wood, usually dead pine, to a depth of a foot or eighteen inches, the surface

being roughly levelled. At intervals of about 10 feet, are left flues which are filled

with small wood, in order that the fire may penetrate rapidly to the interior of the

heap, and produce a more uniform combustion. Coarse ore, amounting to about

two-thirds of the whole, is then piled on the wood; followed by a layer of medium

sized ore, and lastly by fines which cover the entire heap and regulate the speed of

combustion. About 250,000 tons of ore is kept going in the roast yard, i.e., about

100 heaps.

After lighting, the wood l:)urns out in about 60 hours, leaving the ore in vigorous

combustion ; the pile will continue to burn for three or four months with

occasional regulation of the draft to prevent the development of too great a heat
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Tonnages per Working Day for December, 1915.
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and consequent fusion of the ore. The following table shows the roast yard costs

during the last three years:

—

Roast Yard Costs, Canadian Copper Company.

Cost per ton for
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The design, construction and general working of the Wedge and other mechani-

cal furnaces are fully described in the technical press, including the works of

Wilson' dealing with the copper smelting and sulphur industries of Canada.

Blast Furnaces

The smelting plant, which is of the most modern design, has been described in

considerable detail by G. E. Silvester"; additional notes have been furnished through

the kindness of D. H. Browne.

The storage bins are of massive timber construction, 700 feet long, 30 feet wide

and 33 feet high. Two upper standard gauge tracks, serve for the delivery of raw

materials, while two narrow gauge tracks below the bins, and on the same level

as the furnace charging floor, convey the desired quantities to the furnaces. The

haulage in the latter case is by electric locomotive with a train of eight or nine

side-dump cars, each of 3,000 lbs. capacity.

In the furnace building, there are seven blast furnaces of the rectangular

type. Five of these are 50 by 204 inches inside at the tuyeres, 19 feet high from

the hearth plate to the charging level. Each is rated at 500 tons charge per day;

the other two have cross-sections of 48 Ijy 255 inches, and 50 by 306 inches, respec-

tively. There are two tiers of water jackets, the lower or tuyere jackets 8 feet, and

the upper 6 feet 4 inches high. Cast iron slabs, provided with water circulation

channels and stiffening flanges, liave been used as tuyere jackets for some time past,

in place of the ordinary steel plate type.

The following details of one of the furnaces have been furnished by the

company:

—

Width at throat, below apron plates 70 in.

Length " " '' " 255% in.

Area " " " " 124 sq. ft.

Width above charge doors 94 in.

Length " '' " 279 in.

Height, charge tloor to centre of downtake 27 ft.

Area of downtake 50.26 sq. ft.

Length at tuyeres 255 in.

Width "' 48 in.

Area " 85 sq. ft.

Depth of crucible, centre of tuyere to sole plate 45% in.

Centre of tuyere to throat-charge floor 10 ft. 9 in.

" " charge plates 14 ft. 10% in.

Total length of water jackets 14 ft. lOMi in.

Bosh-batter of water jackets 17% in.

" " " in. per ft 2.102
Tuyeres—number of 40

* * —area of each 28.27 sq. in.
'

' —total area—sq. in. per ft. length of furnace 53.2

In the smaller furnaces the lilast is introduced through 32 tuyeres at a

pressure of 22 to 35 oz. ; about 24.000 cubic feet of air is blown in per minute.

Each furnace smelts about 300 tons of ore, or 440 tons of charge in 24 hours.

The dust chamber, of the balloon type, is 20 feet in diameter and 500 feet long,

lined only for about 12 feet square opposite each downtake; hoppers and clean-out

doors every 6 feet discharge directly into cars below.

1" Pyrites in Canada: Its Occurrence, Exploitation, Dressing and Uses," and "The
Copper Smelting Industries of Canada, " bv A. W. G. Wilson.

-Journ. Can. Min. Inst., Vol. XII, 1909, pp. 218-239.
28 N*
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Fig. 68—General View of Copper Cliflf Smelting Plant.

Tig. (j'.> O.jiicral Vit'w ul Dhi.-; i'uiii;u;c una Cuuvcu^; JJciJu: iinoiil.-., Cupper t'lill'.
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From the furnaces, the molten products flow continuously into oval settlers

lined with chrome brick. The matte, with a specific gravity of 4.6 to 4.8, settles to

the bottom, while the slau'. whose specific gravity is about 3.7, overflows continuously

through the slag spout into 25-ton pots, which are hauled to the dump. The matte

is tapped ofl" at intervals into ?-ton ladles, which are transferred by rail to the

converter building.

The Operation of the Blast Furnaces

Owing to the large proportion of iron and the admixture of rock with the

sulphides, the ores from the different mines operated by the company can be blended

Fig. 70—Blast Furnace Tapping Floor, Copper Cliff.

to form almost self-fluxing mixtures, but when the ore has been insufficiently roasted,

a further oxidation must be carried out in the furnace, and to this end quartz is

added to the charge. The rapidity of the smelting is thereby decreased, and as

much as 50 per cent, of the iron and sulphur can be oxidized, resulting in the forma-

tion of a very basic slag with about 55 per cent, ferrous oxide. This slag may often

be found in a crystalline condition in the slag dump.

If the furnaces commence to bridge or form accretions in the walls, due to the

use of too much fines or silicious ore, limestone is added to the charge to increase

the fusibility of the slag; green ore is often added also for the same purpose. If

much alumina is present in the ore, a small quantity of limestone is necessary,

for good working. The proportions in which the various constituents are used is

best illustrated by stating the average charge for the year 1915-1916:

—
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Percentage of charge
to blast furnace.

Eoast ore 62.2

Eaw Creighton 9.8

Eaw Crean Hill 8.7

Total ore 80.7

Converter slag 1G.7

Converter scrap 1.7

Limestone 0.4

Quartz 0.5

100.0

CokB 11.0

Liquid converter slag (poured into settlers ) 4.7

The re-.-melting of the converter slag has now been abandoned, as the losses of

nickel and copper, which are due almost entirely to suspended matte, are found to

be avoided by pouring the converter slag into the settlers used for the blast and

reverberatory furnace slags.

The following partial analyses represent the general composition of the above

constituents, and of the furnace products :

—

Composition of Blast Furnace Charge and Products

Cu. Ni. Fe. S. SiOs ALOg ' CaO. I MgO.
] p.c. p.c. P.O. p.c. p.c. p.c. p.c. p.c.

RoastOre
|

1.40 4.10
|
38.50 I 11.75 20.25 4.50 ! 2.25 2.50

Raw Creighton Ore 1.40 3.90 39.50 23.00 21.00 5.25 2.50' 3.00
Raw Crean Hill Ore 2.50 1.75 24.00 11.50 32.00 10.00 5.00 5.50
Converter Slag 1.00 3.00 47.00 2.40 26.75 3.00 1.25 1.50

Converter Scrap 0.75 14.50 41.00 15.00 9.50 2.50 1.20 1.30

Limestone 1.00 2.50 52.75 1.10

Quartz 3.00 91.00 2.90 1.00 1.00
Blast Furnace Matte 7.35 16.86 45.50,26.00
Blast Furnace Slag 0.16 0.32 40.06 1.25 i 32.09 7.53

j

3.70 2.50

The introduction of a settler of large capacity as compared with smaller ones

in previous service, has led to a 20 per cent, reduction in the nickel-copper content

of the slag. Under present conditions, about 9 per cent, of the copper-nickel

content of the charge is lost in the slag. The loss increases as the grade of the

matte rises, in the following ratio :

—

Per Cent. Xi
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suri^risingly constant over a period of years. In charging, the coke is dumped in

first, then the quartz or limestone, followed by the ore, and finally the converter

scrap and slag; the quantity put into a furnace at one time is usually about 8 tons,

an interval of 20 to 30 minutes elasping before the next charge is added. The

height of charge in the furnace is low, averaging 8 feet above the tuyeres.

i- 14'x42'Cooler
/-I2'x54'
/-24-X54-

^5'6'4'/z "Plate
[

I2'IIV4 "longJ

Scale of Feet

I- 14"x42'Cooler
/-/2-X54" „
I-24-X54" „

Fig-. 71—Plan of Blast Furnace Settler, Canadian Copper Company, Copper Cliff, Ont.

The smelting results in two products, matte and slag, both of which flow con-

tinuously through suitable openings into the settlers. The combined output of the

7 furnaces in 1916 was approximately 175 tons of matte per day. For analyses of

these products see jjage 436.
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The average concentration attained in 1915-1916 was 100 ore to 22.7 matte,

the latter containing 86 per cent, of the metal contents of the charge; the slag

produced during the same period equalled 98 per cent, of the ore and contained

9.2 per cent, of the metal contents of the charge. Of the total sulphur in the

charge, 44 per cent, is oxidized in the furnace.

Reverberatory Furnaces

In the smelting operations at the plant of the Canadian Copper Company, it is-

necessary to handle large quantities of fine ore and flue dust. The difficulties

which lie in the way of briquetting or sintering these materials, led to the installa-

tion of a reverberatory furnace, which has proved very satisfactory. A detailed

description of the constriiction and operation of this furnace has been given by

D. IT. Browne,' from which source the following account has l)eeu ^tartly compiled

and partly quoted verbatim.

The furnaces are placed on raised blocks of poured slag. 11 feet above the yard

level, in order that tappings may be made directly into the pots. Each furnace

occupies an area of 23 feet 6 inches by 116 feet 9 inches outside the brick work.

At the fire end, the height of the arch above the hearth inside at the centre, is

7 feet 9% inches to 7 feet 11% inches, and about 6 feet 8 inches above the skim line.

The height of arch is maintained for a length of 34 feet from the outside of

the fire wall. In the next 12 feet the arch drops 1 foot 10% inches, giving a

height of 5 feet 11 inches to 6 feet 1 inch above the top of the hearth, and about

4 feet 10 inches above the skim line. This height is continued straight through

to the throat of the furnace. The roof is 20 in. silica brick for the first 46 ft.^

and of 1,5 in. silica brick for the remainder.

The side walls are continuous of 221/2 iii- silica brick, without side doors.

The hearth is silica sand, tamped to place, 24 in. thick at the end walls, and 22

in, thick at the tap hole, which is 36 feet from the fire wall.

The side walls, built as described, are carried straight to a point 26 ft. from the throat,

where they eim'e inward, the space of 19 ft. 9 in. between them being narrowed up along a
line of gradually increasing curvature to a width of 8 ft. 8 in. at the throat. At this point

the opening is 4 ft. 3 in. high at the centre and 3 ft. 9 in. high at the sides. The arch here
is about 4 ft. 8 in. above the skimming line.

From the throat a straight tlue 8 ft. 8 in. wide leads to the waste-heat boilers and to the
stack. Openings are provided along the side of this flue for cleaning out any deposited ash.

An opening opposite to the throat is provided by raising the bottom of this tlue about IS in.

above the throat and introducing a door in the space thus formed. This is very useful for
removing any accretions of ash fused in the throat. The skimming door is placed on one
side of the furnace, 16 ft. 6 in. back from the throat. This door, 2 ft. 6 in. wide by 15 in.

high, allows slag to run off down to a skimming line 141/4 in. above the hearth at the tap
hole. The slag can rise 6 in. above this line before reaching the level of the side doors now
bricked up. Outside the skimming door a cast-iron clay-lined box is provided to trap any
matte carried over. From this a cast-iron slag launder curves to a line almost parallel with
the furnace, and delivers the slag into 25-ton pots, which are brought in on a track at right

angles to the furnace under the tlue.

Feeding the Furnace

The furnace is fed in a rather jieculiar way. When the furnaqp was started almost all

the charge was introduced through two charge hoppers near the Are end, as in the usual
Western practice. The first hopper delivered through two openings 11 in. in diameter, 7 ft.

6 in. apart and 8 ft. from the outside of the fire wall. The second hopper delivered through
two similar openings 18 ft. from the fire wall.

^ Bull. Amer. Inst. Min. Eng., January, 1935.
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At present almost all the cliarge is introduced through hoppers along the side walls.

Directly over the side walls, at the tire end of the furnace, large bins are provided, which
discharge into small liottom-dump cars. These cars run on 24-in. tracks, which are supported
from overhead. Under these tracks a long trough extends down each side of the furnace just

above the side walls. These troughs are tilled from the cars on the track above them. Each
trough has openings in tlie liottom, 2 ft. apart, which openings communicate by a slide gate
with 6-in. iron pipes. These pipes pass into holes drilled in the roof bricks, which allow the
charge introduced through these openings to slide down on the side walls, over which this

cliarge forms an almost continuous blanket. As there are no doors on the furnace, and as
the 6-in. pipes are clayed into the openings in the roof, it follows that no air is introduced
into the furnace excej^t what is purposely introduced at the fire end.

These pipes form a continuous line of charging holes, which extend the entire length of
the furnace. The charge on the side opposite the slag door is fed all the way to the throat.

On the slag side it is fed along as far as the slag door and no farther, as the cold air coming
in while skimming cools the wall from the skim door to the throat, and obviates the necessity

of charging beyond this point. Six similar openings are used on the fire wall.

The walls are held in place by 12-in. I-beams in pairs, with a space of 5 ft. between
each pair, which form the side braces. These are wedged in at the bottom by wooden wedges
against an iron strap in the concrete footings. The concrete footings are tied together as
previously described by rods passing under the furnace. At the upper end the 12-in. I-beams
are tied across the furnace by 1% in. rods.

Coal Dust Firing

The coal dust is introduced through five pipes, 5 in. in diameter. One of these pipes is

on the centre line of the furnace; the others are in horizontal line with it at distances of
3 ft. 3 in. from centre to centre. These pipes are 5 ft. 2 in. above the bottom of the sand
hearth, or 3 ft. 2 in. above the top of this hearth. They are about 2 ft. above the skimming
line of the charge, and the central pipe is about 4 ft- 8 in. below the highest point of the roof.

The maximum bath of matte and slag is 22 in. deep. A constant bath of 8 in. of matte
is carried. This matte lies 6 in. below the skimming plate, so that after skimming there are
6 in. of slag and S in. of matte left in the furnace, making a total minimum depth of 14 in.

The skimming door is banked up 8 in. with sand, so that just before skimming the slag is

14 in. deep. As the charge along the side walls occupies a great deal of room there is never
at any time more than 40 or 50 tons of slag in the furnace.

In rebuilding this reverberatory, or in designing a new plant, the hearth should be
widened to provide for a larger body of matte, which experience has shown to be necessary.
As this method of burning coal and of admitting the charge into the furnace, bids fair to
come into general use, it is to be expected that many changes, both in construction and
operation, will be introduced. My belief is that reverberatory smelting along these lines will

become cheaper than blast-furnace smelting, and that a wider range of ores can be used in

such a furnace than in the old-style coal or oil-fuel furnaces.

The coal used in "firing is a good quality of slack. Analysis of one lot showed: Volatile

matter, 34.70; fixed carbon. 55.40; ash, 9.45; sulphur, 1.30; moisture, 4.31 per cent.

This coal has a thermal value of about 13,500 b.t.u. per pound. It is about % in. and
under in size, and contains about 7 per cent, moisture. It is dried in a Kuggles-Coles drier,

70 in. in diameter and 35 ft. long. One ton of coal burned on the grate dries 40 to 50 tons
of slack coal to about 5 per cent, moisture, which falls to 2.4 per cent, moisture after grind-
ing. About 10 tons of slack is dried per hour of running time- The coal is ground in Ray-
mond impact mills. About 95 per cent, passes a 100-mesh and 80 per cent, passes a 200-mesh
screen.

The pulverized coal is sucked by a fan to separators above the roof of the drier building,

and slides down into a screw conveyor, which delivers it into bins at the fire end of the
reverberatory. The dust is fed from these bins by Sturtevant automatic-feed screw con-

veyors, one for each nozzle, the speed of which can be regulated. These screws carry the
dust forward, and drop it into the air nozzles about 2 ft. from the point where the nozzles

enter the furnace. Any coal-delivery pipe can lae closed off by a slide gate, and any screw
conveyor can be stopped by disconnecting the bevel gears attached thereto. In this way any
desired number of the five burners can be run, and at any desired speed within wide limits.

The amount of air delivered to each nozzle can be varied at will or cut off entirely.

As a rule the five burners are in operation. Each delivers about 13.5 tons of coal dust
a day, or about 19 lb. of coal per minute to the furnace. The total coal blown in is about
67 tons a day.

The dust drops from the conveyors into the air pipes, which carry it forward into the
furnace. The air is supplied by a 4-ft. Sturtevant fan, running at about 1,300 to l,400i

revolutions per minute. The air supplied by this fan is insufficient for the combustion of
the fuel. Openings are left in the end wall between the coal burners. These openings are
stopped by loose bricks, so that the amount of air is readily controlled. The draft at the
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fire wall is about 0.25 in. of water and at the throat it has a maximum of about 1.2 in.

The combustion is very good. One test made for 10 days (Jan. 9 to 19, 1914) showed the
following averages

:

Coal consumption, tons in 24 hours 69.7
Gas temperature at throat, degrees centigrade 922.

So. and CO,, per cent 12.3
Oxygen, per cent 6.5

SO3, per cent 1.14

During this test the average charge was 409 tons in 24 hours. This shows a ratio of
5-9 parts charge to 1 part coal, but much higher ratios have been attained. The average for
March, 1914, was 6.8-4. This coal ratio depends largely upon the composition of the charge,
and the analysis of the slag produced.

A criticism might be made of the low temperature of the gases at the throat, 922°C.
The usual practice in Western smelters is to carry a temperature of 1,200° to 1,300°

at this point, and it might be thought that this low temperature indicated ineflficieht firing.

The fact is that the lieat of combustion is utilized in smelting ore along the side walls and
consequently the escaping gases, having done more work than is usually the case, are
relatively cold. The function of a reverberatory furnace is to melt ore, not to raise steam,
and for this reason the more heat that is absorbed from the coal gases in the furnace,
the more efficient the operation, and the cooler the escaping gases-

The ash from this coal causes very little trouble in operating. A small amount settles

on the slag, but as this slag is high in iron it is not an undesirable feature. A small amount
also settles in the flue, and a few hundred pounds may stick around the throat. The ash,
where exposed to high heat, forms a very light pumicedike fragile mass. The throat is

cleaned out daily by opening the door under the flue. During this cleaning the firing is main-
tained as usual.

The great advantage of coal-dust firing is the absence of the usual breaks in the tem-
perature curve due to grating or cleaning the hearth, and as a consequence a greatly in-

creased tonnage and fuel ratio. The operation of firing, being purely mechanical, comes
under the immediate and direct control of the furnace foreman, and responds instantly to his
regulation. In addition to this, the peculiar method of feeding by almost continuous side
charging obviates the breaks in the temperature curve due to charging or ordinary fettling.
For these two reasons the chart of the temperature shows an almost horizontal line, rising or
falling in almost exact concordance with the speed of the coal-feeding device.

Charge Employed in Reverberatory Furnace

The average charge to a reverberatory furnace is as follows :

—

Per Cent.
Wedge calcines and wedge flue dust 64.0
Raw Creighton fines 2.0
Raw Crean Hill fines 21.7

Total ore 87.7
Blast furnace flue dust 12.3

100.0
Coal burned 22.5
If necessary sand is added as a flux.

Approximate average analyses of the raw materials and products for three

years ending 1915, are given below:

—

Composition of Reverberatory Furnace Charge and Products

Cu.

P.O.

Ni.

P.O.

Fe.

p.c.

Wedge calcines 1.75] 3.85 36.50
Wedge furnace flue dustl 1.85 3.00 23.00
Raw Creighton fines...' 1.60 3.95 38.00
Raw Crean Hill fines .

.

2.90 1.85 24.75
Blast furnace flue dust 1.70

j

3.70
, 39.00

Reverberatory matte .

.

9.75 14.50 44.75
Reverberatory slag ...

[

0.211 0,40 i 34.50

S.

p.c.

7.00
11.00
22.75
12.75
10.50
27.50
0.60

SiOs
p.c.

27.00
23.50
20.00
30.50
21.00

36.00

AUO,
p.c.

5.00
8.75
4.50
9.25
4.50

6.00

CaO.
p.c.

3.00

MgO.
p.c.

2.00
3.75
2.50
4.50
2.70

2.50
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Fig. 72—Interior of Converter Building, Canadian Copper Company, Copper Cliff,

Ontario.

Fig. 7.^—Convprtrr, Caiiailhiii < 'opper Company, Copper Clilf, Ontario.
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The weight of matte produced in ] 915-1916 averaged 18.7 per cent, of the

charge, or 21.3 per cent, of tlie ore, while 83.6 per cent, of the copper plus nickel

content of the ore was recovered in the matte. Similarly the slag weighed 81 per

cent, of the charge or 93 per cent, of the ore, and contained 10.5 per cent, of the

copper plu> nickel of the ore. Of the total sulphur in the charge, an average of 31

per cent, is oxidized in the reverberatory.

The efficiency as far as the recovery of metals goes, is as follows :

—
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A basic converter is simply u cylinder lined with niagnesite brick. The function of the

converter is exactly the same as in the acid converters. Air blown in through the tuyeres

passes through melted matte and oxidizes iron. The oxide of iron combines with silica and
forms a slag. The difference lies in the fact that in the acid converters, the silicious

material is rammed in to form the lining of the converter. The iron attacks this lining and
melts it off to get at the silica, so that after a few hours blowing the lining is all cut away
and the shell must be relined. In the basic converter the lining consists of basic bricks, and
the quartz or other silicious material is dumped into the converter on top of the matte from
time to time as the converter requires it. The niagnesite bricks which form the lining are

very slowlv worn awav above the tuveres, but a basic converter will make six or seven

12"m WindBox

Fig. 74—Cross-section of Converter, Canadian Copper Company, Copper Cliff, Ontario.

thousand tons of bessemer matte l)efore it requires rej^air, while an acid converter requires

relining after making six or seven tons.

In March, 1911, the first basic converter was blown in. During the remainder of the

year the acid stands wei'e taken out, and basic converters put in their place. At present all

the acid converters have been removed, and their places taken by five basics.

These basic converters are 37 ft. 2 in. long by 10 ft. in diameter, outside measurement.
They turn on four tread rings 12 ft. in diameter. The stack or opening in the roof for the

escape of gas, is in the centre of the cylinder instead of at the end, as in the Garfield plant.

There are 4-4 tuyeres, 1^4 in- in diameter and 7 in. apart. There are no tuyeres directly

under the stack. The length inside the lining is 33 ft. 3 in. The bottom is 2 ft. thick, the
back or tuyere wall is 18 inches, and the front 15 inches thick. The roof is a 12-inch arch.

The brick directlv around the tuveres is 24 inches thick.
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These converters have two openings or spouts in the front wall opposite to, but aboTe,.

the tuyere line. The shell is turned down to pour slag and matte from these openings, or
turned back to blow, by means of two wire ropes which surround the shell on either side of
the central stack. These ropes are fastened to a hydraulic piston working in a horizontal
cylinder, having a stroke of nine feet.

As the usual hydraulic equipment would not be suitable to the climate of Northern
Ontario, oil is used instead of water, since oil remains fluid at low temperatures.

The oil is moved in the cylinders by air pressure. Since electric power is

used, which is subject to occasional break-down, it is possible that the blast might

stop suddenly, and the matte would then find its way into the tuyeres and solidify.

To avoid such an occurrence, an emergency tank of oil under pressure is so governed

by an electrical control as to turn down the converter automatically till the tuyeres-

emerge, on any interruption to the power supply. Each converter requires about

6,500 cubic feet of free air per minute at lOio lbs. pressure, which oxidizes the

iron sulphide to iron oxide at the rate of about 120 pounds iron per minute, the

corresponding quantity of sulphur dioxide being liberated.

.jsm

Fig. 75—Floor Moulds for Converter Matte, Canadian Copper Company, Copper Cliff.

Charge for Converter

In commencing a fresh " blow," about 70 tons of blast furnace and reverbera-

tory matte is poured in by ladle, and 10 per cent, silicious flux is added: the blast

is then turned on and maintained for one-half to three-quarters of an hour. The
" blowing " is always carried on for a definite interval of time, as distinguished

from the operation of the Bessemer converter in the steel industry. At the end of

the first period, the slag is poured off, and another 5 or 6 tons of matte is added

simultaneouslv.
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When the shig has been removed about three tons of silicious flux is added, and
" blowing " commences once more. This cycle of operations is continued until

about 400 tons of matte and 158 tons of flux have been charged, and 117 tons of

bessemer matte remain in the shell ; about 52 hours is required to reach this stage,

during which, " blowing " has been carried on for 34 hours. '' The length of blow,

the amount of slag removed, the weight of matte added after each skim, and the

per cent, of flux required, are all factors of the grade of matte, and have to be

determined by experience."

A typical charge would be :

—

Blast furnace matte 380 tons *

Reverberatory matte 46 "

Scrap from ladles, etc 25 "
Creigliton rock 9G "
Quartz rock 8.3

"

Average analyses of these constituents and of the products of the converter are

given in the following table :

—

Composition of Converter Charge and Products
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The converter slag, averaging 1 per cent, copper and 3 per cent, nickel, was

formerly re-smelted in the blast furnace, but is noAv merely poured into the settlers.

Since the slag going to the dump only carries 0.16 per cent, copper and 0.32 per cent,

nickel, the efficiency of the settling process is obvious.

""^SRSS^X^ki^
T^-^-

Fig. 76—Pouring Slag on Dump, Canadian Copper Company, Copper Cliff, Ontario.

The following table shows the production of Bessemer matte, by the Canadian

Copper Company, during the past ten years, together with the assays and losses in

smelting :

—

Bessemer Matte Production, Canadian Copper Compauy, with Assays? and
Smelting Losses
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Power

Electric power is obtained from the plant at High Falls, Spanish river, beyond

the Worthington mine. These falls are owned by the Huronian Power Company;

the whole equipment is fully described in the chapter dealing with Mining Methods.

The Mond Nickel Company

The first smelting plant operated by this company was situated at Victoria

Mines, tw^enty-two miles west of Sudbury on the Sault Ste. Marie branch of the

Canadian Pacific railway. The ore was brought from A'ictoria mine, two miles

away, liy an aerial tramway, the roast yards l)eing halfway Ijetween the mine and

the smelter.

The plant as originally built in 19U1, had a capacity of about 60,000 tons of ore

per year, and was operated by steam until May, 1909. Electric power was then

Fii 77—Goiieral View of Conistoii Plant, 1914. Moiul Nickel Company, Ontai-,

introduced, and the capacity was increased to 140,000 tons, Init without enlargement

of the furnace and converter building. Since Victoria Mines was served by only one

line of railway, and was also at a considerable distance from the other mines of the

company, the selection of a more central site for the smelting plant appeared to be

desirable. After careful investigation the present site at Coniston w\as selected,

where three lines of railway are availal)le—the main line and the Toronto branch

of the Canadian Pacific railway, and the main line of the Canadian Northern

railway.

The ore as mined is passed over grizzlies, and hand-sorted on belts or tables,

the coarse material being then divided into waste, concentrating ore, and direct smelt-

ing ore. This last product is variously treated, for the direct smelting ore from
the Garson and Worthington mines goes to the smelter bins for raw smelting,

while that from Levack and Victoria mines is roasted in heaps in the Coniston

roast yard. Part of the concentrating ore is at present treated at Coniston in an
experimental plant using tallies and oil flotation, and the balance is placed on stock

piles for future treatment.
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The accompanying liuw-sheet (Fig. "^8) shows diagramatically the whole

treatment from the mine skips to the bessemerized matte as at present carried out,

hut with roast heaps eliminated.

Roast Heap F'ractice

Of the ore smelted at the Coniston plant, about 30 per cent, is roasted in open

heaps in the same manner as at Copper Cliff, which has been described above. The
roast yard, which lies about three-quarters of a mile southeast of the smelter, has a

capacity of 40 heaps, each 120 ft. long, 32 ft. wide, 9 ft. deep, holding 2,000 to 2,500

tons of ore, making a total of 100,000 tons; the amount of ore in the yard at one

time varies from 60,000 to 100,000 tons.

Boasting requires about three months or, if the time required for building the

l)eds and cooling Ije added, five niontlis is necessary. Considerable alterations in

practice, as described on page 428, are being made by the company with a view to

the abandonment of heap roasting.

Mechanical Roastinjj

The balance of the fines which is not required for covering the heaps in the

roast yard, amounting to 15 to 20 per cent, of the total ore, is sintered in tAv^

Dwight-Lloyd straight line machines. Fuel oil is used as an igniter; the charge

is about five minutes in passing over the exhaust wind boxes and three minutes in

cooling l)eyond the wind l)oxes l)efore the sinter is l)r()ken otf the grate; the product

contains al)out 7 per cent, sulphur.

Smelting Plant

There are in use at present, tliree blast furnaces of the rectagular water-

jacketed type 50 by 240 in. at the tuyeres, each with a capacity of 420 tons of ore

per 24 hours. The charge is carried to 12 feet above the tuyeres, and the blast is

about 25,000 cu. ft. of air per minute at 32 oz. pressure. The matte and slag

flow into three settlers, one of which is 20 ft., the other two 16 ft. in diameter, all

5 feet deep and lined with 12 in. of chrome brick. From the settlers, the slag is

hauled in standard gauge slag cars to the dump, while the matte is tapped into

ladles and transferred by travelling cranes to the converters.

The power house contains four Connersville blowers of 140,000 cu. ft. of air

per minute for the furnaces, and two blowing engines of 18,000 cu. ft. per minute

combined capacity for the converters.

The general arrangement of the plant i.> shown in Figure T9.

Smelting: Operations

The smelting practice of this company is very similar to that of the Canadian

Copper Company. The chief point of difference lies in the use by the Mond Com-
pany of a larger proportion of green ore ; thus, in average charges, the Mond Nickel

Company take 55 per cent, of roasted ore, and the Canadian Copper Company 77 per

29 N*
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cent. This is partly due to the fact that the ores of Mond Nickel Company are

lower in sulphur, and partly to the fact that this company carries out a modified

pyritic smelting.

SlAC Du*^P'^G SfSCUf^C

Fig. 79—Plan of Smelter aud Adjacent Buildings, Mond Nickel Company, Coniston, Ontario.

A typical charge at Coniston would be :

—

Roasted ore and sinter 10.000 lbs.

Eaw ore 8.000 '

'

Scrap 2,000 '

'

Limestone 2,200 ' '

Total 22,200 '

'

Coke 2,200 '

'

; 24,400 "
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Average analyses of the various constituents and of the matte and slag pro-

duced, are given in the following table :

—

Analyses of Smelting Charges and Products

Cu.
p.c.

Ni.

p.c.
Pe.
p.c.

Direct smelting ore :

—

Levack 0.5 2.8
Garson 1.9 2.3
Kirkwood 1.5 3.2
Worthingtou 3.4 3.0
Victoria 3.4 1.9

Garson qaartz 1.1 0.5
Bruce Mine tailings 1.0 0.0
Roasted ore 2.2 2.1
Sinter 2.7 2.8
Limestone

Blast furnace matte,
slag..

9.0
0.17

Bessemer matte 41.0
Converter slag 0.7
Slag from settlers, blast furuace
and converter I 0.20

11.0
0.22

45.0
29.1
42.9
26.0
40.2
10.7
2.7

32.4
30.5
0.5

48.0
26.6

41.0 0.6
1.3

i

45.4

0.29i 29.9

S. SiOa A1,0,.

p.c. p.c. p.c.
CaO. M«o. Insol.

p.c. p.c. p.c.

23.7
17.2
24.9
17.0
22.6
4.8
1.1
9.7
6.9

13.5
26.8
13.2
29.0
17.0
59.9
88.5
25.9
30.0
2.5

25.0
0.9

17.0
1.4

0.9

34.7

32.1

34.2

4.8
9.0
4.8
6.0
5.1
9.0
2.5
8.8
7.9
0.2

10.1

2.4

8.7

2.2
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SO—Cross-section of Coiiiston Smelter. Mond Xickel Cimipany, Ontario
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and taken to the moulds; the output per 24 hours is 50 to 60 tons, and the compo-

sition is shown in tlie table given above.

The slag from the converters is run into the blast furnace settlers, where any

suspended globules of matte settle out.

Power

Electric power for the operation of the mines and smelter of the Mond Xickel

Compan}- is bought in part from the AVahnipitae Power Company, and the balance is

generated at the company's own plants at Wabageshik and Xairn. Full particu-

lars are given in tliat part of Chapter IV dealing witli Alining Methods.

New Caledonia Ore '
"

The methods of smelting these ores, whether carried on in New Caledonia or

elsewhere, have been very little changed since Levat's^ first description.

The first process tried consisted in reduction of the ore in a blast furnace to a

crude ferro-nickel, containing about 65 per cent, of nickel and also 1.5 to 2.5 per

cent, of sulphur which came from the fuel ; but the refining of this was not successful

owing to the impossibility of removing the sulphur, and the present system of

smelting to matte was adopted.

The smelting is done in small water-jacketed furnaces, some of which treat 25

to 30 tons of ore per 24 hours. The charge consists of ore, limestone, gypsum and

coal or coke, ground together and briquetted, with coke as fuel. The total con-

sumption of coke is al)out 30 per cent, of the weight of the ore.'

Average analyses of the ore and furnace products, as stated by Levat in 1892,

are given below :

—

Ni.
: Fe. S. I SiO.. I ALO^ MgO. HoO.

I
\ \ l_

I I
I

'
.

!
,

'

I I

Ore 7 to 8 14 to46 45 to 50
I 8 to 5 10 to 12 14 to lf3

Matte 50 to 55 25 to 30 16 to 18
Slag 0.40to0.45 12 to 13

j

48 1

•

! 'A -•

I

AYhen describing the smelting for crude matte. Levat remarks " the local

smelting was given up owing to the ditheulties in procuring coke, and now the ores

are for the most part smelted in England, alkali waste being used as flux.'"'

That local smelting has been resumed and shows a considerable development,

is indicated liy the following statistics in metric tons (2.204 lbs.) of ore and matte

shipped from Xew Caledonia :

—

Year Ore Matte
1911 142.000 2,993
1912 74.314 5,098
1913 93.190 5,893
1914 94,154 5.277
1915 48.576 5.529

'Annales des Mines, 1892, quoted in the Report of the Ontario Bureau of Mines for
1892, pages 149 to 152. See also A. G. Charleton, J. Soc. Arts, Vol. 42, 1894, p. 496 to 512,
and Vol. 43, 1895. p. 609 to 661.

-Notes on Smelting are also given in the section of Chapter IV dealing with New
Caledonia.
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The ore is said to have averaged 6.25 per cent, in 1913, and the matte 43 to 45

per cent, nickel. Kather over 30 per cent, of the nickel produced in the island in

1913 was exported in the form of matte but, owing to the preferential treatment of

the matte as regards taxes and for other reasons, this proportion of matte is rapidly

growing.

Further Treatment of the Matte

The next step in the treatment of New Caledonian 40 to 45 per cent, matte

consists merely in the removal of sulphur and iron, followed by the reduction to

metal of the nickel oxide so produced. These operations can hardly be termed

refining, and the following description has therefore l)een included under the present

Chapter, to save a cross reference to the one on I'efining Processes.

The crude furnace matte from New Caledonia is shipped, as is stated in

greater detail in the introduction to this Chapter, to Havre (France), Iserlohn

(Westphalia, Germany), Antwerp (Belgium), Kirkintilloch (Scotland), and

New Jersey, U.S.A. At each of these points it is de-ferrated or bessemerized

in small sized converters with the usual silicious flux. The product, which contains

70 to 80 per cent, of nickel, about 22 per cent, of sulphur and commonly only 0.25

per cent, of iron, may be taken as equivalent to the ordinary 80 per cent, bessemer

matte from the Canadian smelters, except that it contains no copper.

A little crude ferro-nickel and a considerable amount of ore from New Cale-

donia, is also shipped to Havre and Kirkintilloch, at each of which the blast furnace

and converter operations are carried on. From these two points, the de-ferrated

matte is sent to Erdington near Birmingham, England, or Hafod Isha, Wales, for

reduction to metal.

At each plant, the matte is crushed to 60-mesh in ball mills and roasted " sweet."

At Erdington, two sets of ordinary reverberatory coal-fired, hand-rabbled furnaces,

each with one firebox and 5 hearths, are employed while, at Hafod Isha, there are 9

single hearth calciners. The reduction process, as adopted at Erdington, is as fol-

lows, and is identical in principle with that at Hafod Isha and elsewhere for the

production of rondelles or cubes.

The roast starts at a low red heat and finishes at bright redness, giving a pro-

duct practically free from sulphur, which is ground and mixed with some farin-

aceous material, which serves both as a binder and as a reducing agent. The mass

is briquetted into circular discs called " rondelles," which are about 2 in. in diameter

and 11/4 in. thick, and weigh, approximately, 12 ounces. A small proportion is also

moulded into cubes about % in. in diameter, or cut into cubes from a flat cake.

These two forms are merely adopted to suit the requirements or prejudices of the

users. The rondelles or cubes after drying in ovens, are charged with charcoal in

alternating layers, into horizontal retorts, which are heated to bright redness. Al-

though reduction is practically complete in 24 hours, it is considered safer to con-

tinue the heating for double that period. The metal with the unburnt charcoal,

is drawn into hot iron bins, cooled, and screened; the rondelles, after polishing by

tumbling in a drum, are ready for the market. They assay 99.25 per cent, nickel

and are sold mainly to the makers of nickel steel, nickel silver, cupro-niekel, etc.

The works at Havre, Iserlohn, Kirkintilloch and Erdington belong to the

Societe Anonvme le Nickel of New Caledonia, the first named being utilized to
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supply their French customers and certain other European demands, the second for

a portion of the German requirements, and the two hist for the British steel and

white metal industries. The Hafod Isha works belono-s to the Anglo-French Nickel

Co., Ltd., which has a working agreement with Le Nickel, from whom they obtain

their supplies of matte, but whose shareholders are mainly tlie large steel producers

of Great Britain. The company, in fact, uses the whole of its produce, and is not

usually in the market as a seller of nickel.

The Erdingtou works is a small, old established plant near Birmingham, and

was formerly engaged in the manufacture of various nickel silver, cupro-nickel and

other alloys for the local trade. It now makes the metal only, and sells it mainly

in the district to the makers of nickel alloys.

The Kirkintilloch works smelts raw New Caledonian ore and crude New Cale-

donian matte, as well as a certain quantity of ore purchased elsewhere. Its besse-

merized matte is distributed to those who produce the metal, including the works

at Erdington and Hafod Isha.

" The output of metal from New Caledonian ore, from these three works in Great

Britain, is at least as great as that obtained there from Canadian matte.

The Hafod Isha works, for instance, has an annual output of 3,500 to 4,000

long tons of nickel and employs 300 hands. It is supplied with bag houses and

other up-to-date contrivances for preventing loss of dust, etc., and a bessemer

converter, so that the company can treat low grade matte, although at present it

never receives anything except the de-ferrated matte, which requires only roasting

and reduction with carl)on, to produce nickel fully up to market requirements for

both steel and ordinary white metal.

Norwegian Ore

Although Norway was among the earliest sources of nickel ore for export,

it is only since al)oi;t 1870 that actual smelting operations have been carried on

in that country, and only during the last ten years can the complete smelting and

refining industry be considered to have been actually established.

The evidence of Mr. Y. N. Hybinette and of Mr. F. L. Merry, printed in

the Appendix, contains much matter of historical interest in connection with the

early work in Sweden and Norway, that of the former being of es]>ecial interest as

it outlines his connection with and gives information regarding early work in the

United States on Sudl)ury matte.

The principal mines which furnish the Norwegian ore are the Senjen, Evje,

Eingerike. Dambler and Kragero. The Dambler is a recently-opened mine oper-

ated by Johan Dahl, and has a smelter. The others furnish the supply to the

A/S Kristianssands Nikkelraffineringsverk, whose smelters are at Evje, Eingerike

and Stavanger, with a central refinery at Kristianssands.

Before the war this company smelted with its own ore, a considerable quantity

from Greece, Tasmania and New Caledonia, together with some matte from the

last named. Since the war began, only Norwegian ore has l)een smelted, and

it is interesting and important to note, that in 1915 Norway exported no less than

409.9 tons (of 3,000 lbs.) of matte containing 265 tons, i.e., 64.6 per cent., of

nickel, to the United States, as compared with under Si/o tons in 1914, and practi-

cal! v none before or since.
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The average nickel content of the ore is but little over 1 per cent., and the

actual final recoveries are stated to amount to about 1.0 per cent, of nickel and

0.7 per cent, of copper, and about 4 grammes (i.e., about % oz. Troy) of the

precious metals per ton (of 2,204 lbs.) of ore. The value of the precious metal

contents is not accurately known, but their recovery adds considerably to the

profits and the actual amount recovered appears to represent not less than 50 cents

per ton of ore smelted. About 95 per cent, of the total precious metal contents of

the ore is said to be silver, palladium coming next in amount, then platinum and

finally gold.

In 1914, the Eingerike mine, situated in Hole, Buskerud county (opened in

1900) produced 19,945 metric tons of ore and emj^loyed 86 work people in the

mine and smeltery; the Flaadt mine in Evje, Xedenes county (opened in 1869)

-pxodueed 27,909 tons and employed 110 work people. In addition about 2,000

tons of ore from the Faeo mine-, 2,000 tons of ore purchased from Greece, and a

smaller amount from other places abroad, was smelted at Evje.

It is interesting to note that the number of hands employed at the Kristians-

sands refinery amounts only to about 100, so that in Norway, as is the case with

the .Sudbury ore. the principal expenditure on labour is in mining and smelting.

The head office of the company, at Kristiauia, has kindly furnished the Com-

mission with the following particulars relating mainly to mining and smelting,

but including also certain figures concerning the refining, which will be found

repeated in the Chapter dealing with Eefining:

—

Approximate Costs Under Pre-War Conditions

Labour. Kroners.* Per
In the mine 7.00 8 hours sliift.

On the surface 5.00 10 " "
In the smelter 5.00 8 " "

General.

Coke .30.00 ton.

Sulphuric acid 5.40 100 kilos f .o.b- Amsterdam.
Coal 20.00 ton.

Wood 15.00 cu. met.

Current 50.00 H.P.

Voltage at -uhieh current is received—25,000 volts.

. Analvses
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The Commission was also furnished at the company's office in Kristiania with

a considerable amount of confidential information as to smelting and refining

costs, recoveries, etc., in addition to the following, which they received permission

to publish :

—

Ore Smelted at Evje in 1914
^letric tons

From Flaadt mine 30,170

From Faeo mine 1,091

Grecian ore (purchased) 850
Australian ore (purchased) 2,802

34,913

The yield was 128?. 5 tons of matte containing 645.93 tons of nickel and

350.88 tons of copper.

In the last two years for which figures are available, the quantities of nickel

and copj^er sold were :

—

1914. 1915-

Tons. Tona

Kickel 695.7 817-2

Copper 370.0 415.9

The output of the jSTikkelraffineringsverk goes to Germany.

The smelting operations at Evje and Ringerike and at the small works owned

by the company at Stavanger, are practically identical, and do not differ in principle

from those in use in Sudbury, although carried out on a much smaller scale.

According to information supplied at Kristianssands, the Evje ore has a highly

basic gangue and contains only about 10 per cent, of sulphur. No heap roasting is

carried out. and even smelting is given up during the summer months (June to

August) on account of injury to the trees in the district.

The blast furnaces in use are small, and are not water-jacketed in the ordinary

sense of the word, although the lower part of the brickwork contains water-cooled

pipes. No roasting plant is used, and there are no reverberatory furnaces.

The l)last furnace matte contains only about 10 per cent, of nickel plus

copper and 40 per cent, of sulphur, the remainder being mainly iron. It is besse-

merized in small basic converters of the Pierce-Smith type, identical in principle

with those in use in Sudbury. 1)ut of much smaller capacity.

The bessemerized matte contains about 80 per cent, of nickel plus copper

(commonly 47 per cent, of nickel and 33 to 34 per cent, of copper) with about

20 per cent, of sul]ihur. and from under 0.25 to about 0.4 per cent, of iron.

The cost of mining at Evje is stated to have been 7 kr. in 1914 and 9 kr. in

1915 per metric ton. of ore delivered at the smelter, and 10 kr. in 1914 and 11 kr. in

1915 for smelting and bessemerizing, i.e.. a total of 17 and 20 kr. respectively per

ton of final matte, apart from the value of the ore.



CHAPTER IX

Refining Processes

Introduction

There are three processes which can be described as standard methods, in

use for the refining of nickeh These are ( 1 ) the Orford process, ( 2 ) the Mond

process, and (3) the electrolytic process or processes. The production of a matte is

essential for each, and the same method of matte production is employed for all

three. Even the matte from New Caledonian ore, although obtained by a different

method, is similar in composition to that produced at Sudbury, except for the

absence of copper. The methods employed are described in detail later in this

Chapter.

The Orford process, which consists mainly of a series of furnace treatments,

is cheap in operation, but is burdened by losses in slag, and by lack of sharpness

in effecting the separation of the metals present in the matte. The progressive

enrichment in nickel attained by the repeated smeltings, also appears to result

in greater losses of both nickel and copper than the other processes, and the small

proportion of the precious metals which it recovers is a serious and permanent

handicap.

Tlie Mond process may be regarded more as a matter of chemical engineering.

The whole work is carried out automatically and continuously with a minimum
of labour, and with a resultant economy which largely offsets the greater capital

cost, and the liiglier skill required of the operators. The losses of nickel and copper

in this process are very small, and the recovery of the precious metals very complete.

Similarly, the electrolytic processes, while not necessarily cheap, have the

advantages of elasticity, facility with which plant can be enlarged, purity of

products, ease of producing metals of whatever purity different market require-

ments may demand, small losses, and an almost complete recovery of the precious

metals.

Among other processes which have been suggested, that of McKechnie and

Beasley^ may he referred to, as the inventors have sent to the Commission par-

ticulars of certain trials made by them. A description of the process is given

in the specifications, and the inventors state that the results on the Sudbury

copper-nickel matte have been promising. Briefly stated, the invention consists

in treating the partly roasted or raw matte with sulphuric acid under pressure

in a lead-lined vessel. The nickel is dissolved as sulphate, and can be recovered

by electrolysis or otherwise, or crystallized out. The copper remains as the insoluble

sulphide with the precious metals. In other words, the sulphuretted hydrogen

produced by the reaction is utilized as a precipitant for the copper.

'Alexander McKechnie and Frederic Beasley, British patent No. 15,850, Julv S. 1911, and
Canadian patent Xo. 143,074, October, 1912.

[458]
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Photomicrographs by Wm. Campbell of polished surfaces of converter matte from Copper
Cliff, Ontario, showing character of matte. This matte contains approximately 2.3.5 per cent,

of copper and 55.4 per cent, of nickel. Magnified about 70 diameters.

No. 1, etched with ferric chloride solution; deeply etched crystals are metal; i.e., copper-
nickel solid solution (containing some sulphur). In relief are rounded, irregular patches of
blue CuoS in a matrix of yellow Ni.jS.. The Ni^S:.. in the centre of the photomicrograph is

full of small dots and threads of Cu.S—this is the eutectic of NigS. and Cu,S.

No. 2, etched with ferric chloride solution ; deeply etched crystals are metal, as in No. 1,

intergrown with Cu^-S. Crystal centres are not of same composition as outside. Matrix :^

—

grains of Cu..S in groundmass of NiaS^..

No. n, intergrowth of metal and CuiS. Matrix of NiaSo.

No. 4, eutectics of Cu,S and Ni,S,, and of metal and Cu,S and NisSo (ternary eutectic?).
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Photomicrographs by Wm. Campbell of polished surfaces of converter matte from Copper
Cliff, Ontario, showing character of matte. This matte contains apiiroximately 23.5 per cent,

of copper and 55.4 per cent, of nickel. Magnified about 170 diameters.

No. 5, crystal of metal; i.e., copper-nickel solid solution, showing a core of different

composition, containing inclusions of NigS... Grey globules are CuoS. Matrix is Ni:;S,.

Xo. 6, coarse grains and globules of Cu^S. Matrix of metal as crystals (black), and XijS:;.

No. 7, etched with HXO3, 1 to 1. Cu,S shows cleavage.

Xo. 8, eutectic of Cu.S (dark) and Xi,S, (light).
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Nickel Matte

Although the metallurgical use of the term " matte "' includes all metallic

sub-sulphides obtained by furnace smelting, and nickel matte includes the ordinary

blast furnace and reverberatory furnace mattes produced by the smelting of raw or

partly oxidized nickel sulphide ores, it is usual to take " nickel matte ' to mean

lich l)essemerized matte containing about 80 per cent, of metal, i.e., either the

nickel-copper matte made in Ontario, or the true nickel matte made from Xew

Caledonian and other oxidized ores, by smelting with the aid of sulphur-contain-

ing materials. It is usual in Canada, in fact, to use the terms matte, bessemer

matte and converter matte as synonymous.

Such matte is practically free from iron, of which it usually contains under

one-half of one per cent. The bessemerized matte made from New Caledonian

ore contains from 65 to 75 per cent, of nickel, the balance being sulphur. Although

it is possible to hessemerize surh matte to 80 per cent, or even more of nickel,

the losses are heavy, and as the Imlk of it is mainly roasted to oxide and reduced

direct to metal with carbon, tlicre is no advantage in carrying the bessemerizing

beyond 70 or 75 per cent., provided the bulk of the iron has been removed. In the

case of the Sudbury matte, the presence of a considerable amount of copper permits

the carrying of the bessemerizing to a much greater limit without excessive loss,

and well beyond SO per cent, of nickel plus copper is sometimes obtained. Different

blows vary consideralily, from rarely as low as 75 per cent, of nickel plus copper,

to rarely as high as 85 per cent. The aim in bessemerizing nickel matte may be

taken to average al)out SO per cent, of nickel plus copper and under one-half of

one per cent, of iron, the balance of al)out 2(i per cent, being sulphur. This is the

case whether the matte is intended to be refined l)y the Orford, the Mond, or the

electrolytic process.

Although the relative proportions of nickel and copper in the finished matte

vary greatly, and depend entirely on the composition of the original ore, the close

adherence to the 80 per cent, standard, even from the birth of the bessemerizing

of the nickel matte in Swansea, has been surprising. In the case of the Canadian

Copper Company, the matte in 1907 averaged 78.79 per cent, of the mixed metals,

and from then until 1916, when the output was over three times that of 1907,

and the matte averaged 78.51 per cent., it never rose above 80.5 or fell below

78.5 per cent. The amount of nickel in the Canadian Copper Company's matte

has varied from -16.78 per cent, in 190S, to 56.31 per cent, in 1913. During the

last three years, it has not fallen below 53.5 or risen above 53.89 per cent.

Similarly, the copper in 1908 was 33.29 per cent., and has never risen beyond

that amount or fallen below 22.7 per cent., the last three years showing a maxi-

mum of 29.94 in 191-1, and a minimum of 24.99 in 1916.

The methods used for the manufacture of nickel matte by the several

companies have been fully described, the plant illustrated, the assays given, and

the losses incurred in its production and its general nature and composition, dealt

with and discussed in Chapter VITI on Smelting Nickel Ores.
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From Matte to Metal

The term " refining " is commonly employed in metallurgy to designate the

final stages during which a crude metal is raised from say about 95 per cent, to

ordinary pure metal. In this Chapter, however, the word refining is taken to cover

the methods of producing nickel of good commercial quality from bessemer matte,

as that may be taken as the common meaning given to the term in the nickel

industry, and invariably meant when considering that of Ontario.

Were it not for the comparatively small quantity of nickel produced in

Norway from pyrrhotite ore, and that obtained as a Ijy-product in the electrolytic

refining of copper, it might be stated that all nickel is exported as matte from

the country of origin, e.g., Canada or New Caledonia, to Great Britain, France

and the United )States. It is true that the New Caledonian ])roduct is a lower

grade blast furnace matte, but the first step in its treatment after arrival in

Europe is a bessemerizing or de-ferrating operation, which produces an 80 per

cent, matte. In this respect, the nickel and cop])er industries are very similar, as

it is more common for the crude copper produced at the smelter to be shipped to a

distant refinery than to be converted into marketable metal where produced.

For the above reasons, it is usual and right to regard the bessemerized matte

as a definite line of demarcation between smelting and refining. It completes

the former, and may conveniently be regarded as the starting point for the refin-

ing. On its assay and yield of precious metals, are based the refining charges

and the share of the total costs which the smelting and refining should bear.

Losses in Smelting and Refining

The assay of the bessemerized matte shows the losses which have been incurred

from the mine to the completion of the smelting, although it is extremely difficult

to absolutely determine such losses, on account of the impossibility of accurately

assaying all the supplies which pass to and through the smelter. The refining losses,

however, are accurately known to the operators and, except in the case of the

refining l)y the International Nickel Company, to the Commission.

It has not been considered necessary or advisable to publish these losses,

partly because of their confidential nature, but largely on account of the fact

that they w^ould be extremely deceptive. It is not possible, for instance, to com-

pare the losses incurred in refining a matte containing 54 per cent, of nickel and

al)out 25 ])er cent, of copi^er such as is i^roduced 1)y the Canadian Copper Company

and refined by the Orford process, which produces metallic nickel, metallic copper,

nickel sulphate and Monel metal, but only recovers a small proportion of the

precious metals, with those on a matte containing 40 to 41 per cent, each of

nickel and copper like that produced liy the Mond Company, and refined by its

special process, in which no metallic copper is produced. A considerable proportion

of the nickel is obtained 1)y the Mond Company and sold as nickel sulphate, the

whole of the copper is sold as copper sulphate, and practically the whole of the

precious metals are recovered and sold in a crude form. The difficulty of allocating

costs or profits between mining, smelting and refining, is enhanced by the fact that

the two companies have very difEerent values in the ores Avhich they smelt,
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so that the cost for refining per ton of matte gives scarcely any idea as to the

relative profits of the different companies per ton of ore.

Matte Costs and Values

Mining and smelting costs have been supplied by each of the different com-

panies, and the costs of refining from l^essemerized matte have been furnished by

the Mond Nickel Company and the Nikkelraffineringsverk of Kristianssands in

Norway, whose process will form the basis of that to be adopted by the British

America Nickel Corporation. The International Nickel Company have not sup-

plied particulars as to their refining costs.

As already stated, it is impossible to fix any actual value for either ore or

matte. The former is seldom sold, as it is usually mined by those who smelt

it, but when sold, the price is Ijased on its nickel and copper values! only, without

regard to its fluxing value in admixture with other ores. Such is the case, for

instance, with the ore from the Alexo mine, which is sold to the Mond Nickel

Company on a definite l)asis for its nickel and copper contents only, the amount at

present mined being too small to justify the erection of a smelter at the mine for

effecting a preliminary concentration as blast furnace matte.

The bessemerized matte sent to the refineries is valued on an arbitrary basis

for convenience of accountancy. The figures taken by the Canadian Copper Com-

pany are 10 cents jier pound for nickel contents, and 7 cents per pound for

copper. This figure is the one which has been used l)etween the Canadian

Copper Company and the International Nickel Company since the year ending

March 31, 1909. The Mond Nickel Company takes the nickel at 15 cents and

the copper at 7i/^ cents. Both companies, however, merely use these simple

arbitrary figures for conveniences of calculation. The figure agreed upon between

the Canadian Copper Company and International Nickel Company is used by the

United States statisticians in calculating out the value of the matte imported

from Canada, the usual practice, when an article is duty free, being to take the

value placed upon the goods by the importer. The money equivalent of the assay

value of the metal contents is practically never published in the case of nickel or

nickel-copper mattes, i.e., a valuation based upon the market price of the metals

themselves, and this is probably wise, on account of the number of metals involved

if one includes tlie precious metals, as is necessary if a definite money value is

to be stated.

In the Preliminary Keport on the Mineral Production of Canada for 1915,

Department of Mines, Ottawa, page 12, the exports of nickel are stated to be

reported by the Customs Department, at an average of 11.13 cents per pound.

This would no Joul)t be ])ased on the relative quantities of matte exported by the

Canadian Copper Company and the Mond Nickel Company, and on the valuation

placed on them by those companies. On the same page, the Eeport states that

the exports of metallic nickel from the United States during the 11 months end-

ing November, were valued at an average of 37.97 cents, and that the value of

the United .States exports in 1911 ranged from 31 to 39 cents, and averaged

about 31 cents. The quotations during the first seven months of the year varied

between 40 and 45 cents per pound for ordinary nickel, with an additional 5
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cents per pound for electrolytic nickel. The price during the last 5 months of

the year is stated to have ranged between 45 and 50 cents for ordinary nickel,

but the quotations given in trade journals for nickel are of doubtful value.

Until 1915, the Bureau of Mines of Ontario valued the matte on the same basis

as was used by the producers, i.e., by the Canadian Copper Company and the Mond

Nickel Company but in 1915 it definitely adopted for that year a basis of 25 cents

per pound for the nickel and 10 cents per pound for the copper, increased in 1916

to ISVo cents for the latter.

By=product Nickel

It is a mistake to suppose that all the nickel produced in the world comes

from nickel ores worked as such. This is by no means the case, and a considerable

and apparently increasing quantity is derived from sources not usually regarded

as vielding the metal. In addition to the production in Ontario of nickel oxide and

metallic nickel from the ores of the Cobalt district as a by-product from cobalt

refining, a highly important source, particularly in the United States, is the blister

copper, of which about a million tons per annum arc there now refined.

The copper from some districts is much richer in nickel than from others, but

it may be stated as a fact, that there is no large quantity of blister copper refined

which does not yield a certain proportion of nickel. The ore from the Katanga

district in South Africa is exceptionally rich, and large quantities of blister copper,

stated to contain about 3 per cent, of cobalt and nickel, are said to have been sent

prior to the war to Germany, where the cobalt and nickel and also the precious

metals were extracted. One estimate indicates that Germany obtained about 800

tons of nickel and cobalt in a single year from ore from this source. Similarly,

the Kuhara Mining Company, Limited, of Japan, oljtains considerable quantities

of nickel in refining blister copper obtained from the Hitachi mine owned by the

company and from imported ore.

The most important source of by-product nickel however, is the electrolysis or

electrolytic refining of blister copper in the United States. There are, in the

vicinity of New York, nine large refineries which in 1914 had a total capacity of

1,778,000,000 lbs. of copper, the smallest having a capacity of about 48,000,000 lbs.,

and the largest about 400,000.000 lbs. The refining facilities in this locality have

since been largely increased. One refinery, that of the American Smelting and

Refining Company, Perth Amboy. Xew Jersey, having a capacity of over

200,000,000 lbs., is stated to obtain about 50 tons of metallic nickel monthly from

the refining of the blister copper obtained by them from various sources. The

Mineral Resources of the United States for 1914' states that 845,333 ll)s. of metallic

nickel, valued at $313,000, were thus obtained in the States in 1914. The following

table quoted from Eilers" with additions from the above quoted ]\Iineral Resources

and from Charles H. Fulton's bulletin on The Buying and Selling of Ores and

Metallurgical Products,' gives the following recovery of various metals, as by-

oroducts from the refining of 100 tons of blister copper: the amount of nickel is

shown in the last column :

—

"Part 1, p. 927.

"TraDS. Am. Inst. Mg. Eng., 1914. Vol. 47, pp. 217-lS.
'U. S. Bur. Min. Technical Paper Xo. 83.
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The first production of bv-product nickel in the electrolytic refining of copper known to

have been made in this country was made in 1908. During the last five years the saving has

been as follows:

Nickel content of salts and metallic nickel produced as by-product in electrolytic refining

of copper, 1911-1915.

Quantity

Year (short tons) Value

1911 445 $127,000

1912 328 93,600

1913 241 79.393

1914 423 313,000

1915 822 538,222

The Orford Process

This is the oldest method in use for the refining of nickel-copper matte, and

is based on methods employed in England before the Sudbury ores were exploited.

The Commission has not been furnished with particulars as to the process at

present in use at Bayonne, X.J.. wliere the Orford process is employed, but much

statistical information has been furnished l)y the International Xickel Company,

and one member of the Commission was shown over the works.

Practically nothing has been published as to the consecutive steps in the pro-

cess, which, although simple in principle, involves a large variety of detail opera-

tions, but the accompanying flow-sheet (Fig, 81) published by Titus Ulke', gives

a fair idea of the general lines of treatment, although somewhat out of date.

The Orford process is cheap to operate, and permits of a very large output

in a confined space, but it does not recover more than a small proportion of the

precious metals, and there is reason to think that the losses of nickel and copper

are heavier than in either of the other processes. The losses in refining are not

known to the Commission, but the amount of precious metals sold by the Inter-

national Xickel Company is small compared with the total known to be contained

in the matte received ]:)y them. The nickel which they sell as such, contains both

platinum and palladium, and the Monel metal, of which they sell large quantities,

also contains those metals, in addition to gold and silver.

The process depends upon the fact that if a matte consisting of the sulphides

of iron, copper and nickel be fused with sodium sulphide or with sodium sulphate

and coal (which mixture produces sodium sulphide on fusion), the product separates

into two layers. Of these, the upper and more fusible is composed of double sul-

phides of sodium and copper and of sodium and iron, with a small proportion of

nickel, and is often called a matte, although better described as a slag. The greater

part of the nickel sulphide, with small quantities of copper and iron, forms a

matte which sinks to the bottom. These two products are known as " tops " and
" bottoms," and a fairly complete concentration of the nickel in the " bottoms

"

and of the copper in the " tops " may be effected by repetitions of the operation.

For a number of years, this separation was effected by smelting the bessemer

matte from Sudbury with coke and sodium sulphate in a cupola furnace, and

tapping into pots, the layers being broken apart when cold. So much iron and

copper remained with the nickel in the bottoms however, that it was necessary

'See Eng. and Min. J.. January 30, 1S97, p. 11.3, .,11 i July 3, 1897, p. 8.
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to rei^eat the fusion four or five times until the former metals were reduced to so

loAv a proportion as to permit the production of fairly pure nickel by roasting

the nickel matte and reducing it with carbon.

Thompson and Monell Patents

Although old in principle and used in Wales before the Sudbury deposits were

discovered, the process has formed the subject of several patents in the United

States, among which mention may be made of those of E. M. Thompson, Jan. 10,

1893, Xos. 498,571, 498.573, and 498,5^6: and of C. C. Bartlett, June 13, 1893,

Xo. 499.314. The last-named formed the basis of the patent of Ambrose Monell,

Oct. IT. 19U5. Xo. 802,012. from whose specification the following is cpioted :

—

Instead of smelting the compound matte, as heretofore, in a cupola-furnace and running

the product continuously into molds I so smelt the matte that when melted it will remain in

a molten state subject to the high temperature of a furnace for a considerable period of

time, during which I find that the copper and iron suMds will be thoroughly dissolved by the

f'odiuni sulhd, and in one melting a good separation can be effected, and by two such treat-

ments results are obtained equal or superior to the results of the four or five meltings which
have been employed heretofore. For this purpose I employ as the smelting-furnace an open-

hearth reverberatory furnace lined with magnesite brick, as I find that silicadined furnaces

are quickly destroyed by fluxing with the sodium sulfid. Into such furnaces I introduce a

charge of nickel-copper-iron matte, either solid or molten, together with coke and sodium
sulfate, the latter being preferably present in the proportion of sixty per cent, of the

weight of the matte, and the coke in the proportion of fifteen per cent, of the matte. The
sulfate is preferably added in the form of commercial niter-cake. 'Where, for example, a

fifty-ton charge of matte is treated containing, say, forty-five per cent, of nickel sulfid and
thirty-five per cent, of copper sulfid, it is melted in the furnace and retained subject to the

heat for some time—say, four to five hours after fusion has occurred—during which time it

is preferably '
' poled ' '—that is to say, treated by immersing Ijeneath its surface poles of

green wood, which evolve hydrocarbon gases and vapors, and thus aid in the reduction of the

sulfate and produce an agitation of the material, which facilitates and renders more thorough

the solution of the sulfids to be removed. Nearly complete solution of the copper and iron

Fiulfids in the sodium sulfid reduced from the niter-cake is thus effected, and the molten
charge may be tapped from the furnace and allowed to separate in molds ; but to get the

best results I tap the different strata from the furnace separately, tapping first the solution

of copper and iron sulfids floating on the surface of the bath and finally tapping the

undissolved nickel siulfid, or the order of tapping may be reversed, the lower stratum of

nickel sulfid being removed first. The great proportion of the iron and copper is thus

separated, the nickel sulfid obtained being nearly pure. Where greater purity is desired, the

nickel sulfid may be recharged into the furnace and treated again in like manner.

Operation of Process and Products

In carrying out the process, the final " tops " containing most of the copper

and iron originally present in the bessemer matte, are leached, yielding a solution

of the various sodium salts which, after evaporation, are returned for the '* top

and bottom " smelting. The remaining sulphides, which carry the bulk of the

gold and silver originally in the matte, are smelted to blister copper containing

about 2.5 per cent, nickel, and this is sold to the electrolytic refiners, who recover

also the nickel and the precious metals.

The final '' bottoms," consisting of a matte very rich in nickel, but still

containing a small quantity of copper, are ground and roasted with salt in a

reverberatory furnace so as to form a maximum quantity of soluble chloride and

sulphate of copper and insoluble nickel oxide. The leaching of this product yields

a solution containing most of the copper together with some silver, platinum,

palladium and rhodium. The solution is treated l)y a secret process for recovery
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of the precious metals. The copper is next recovered by treatment with hot

powdered matte or with scrap iron, the resulting cement copper being worked up

in the usual way and sold ultimately as blister copper.

Tlie nickel oxide left by the leaching is reduced to metal in reverberatory

furnaces with oil burners, and cast into rectangular plaquettes weighing either 25

or 50 lbs. The metal usually contains about 99 per cent, of nickel, including a

little cobalt, and not more copper and iron than is permissible for the ordinary

uses of nickel.

The company also produces considerable quantities of electrolytic nickel, and

in doing so, recovers platinum, palladium, iridium and rhodium, which in the

separation into tops and bottoms, and to a great extent even during the leaching,

mainly "follow" the nickel, whereas the silver and the gold almost entirely "fol-

low '" the copper and are sold in the blister copper, to the refiners, who recover

not only the copper, l)ut also a large amount of nickel, together with the gold and

silver, and such proportions of the platinum group of metals as it may contain.

Xickel sulphate and nickel-ammonium sulphate are also obtained by crystal-

lization from the leached solutions. Xeither copper sulphate nor nickel oxide is

sold, whatever is produced of the former being converted into cement copper, while

the latter is reduced to metal.

In addition to refined nickel, Monel metal is produced by carrying on the

'' top and bottom '' smelting to such a stage as removes a sufficiency of the copper,

roasting the matte and reducing the mixed oxides so produced, in a reverberatory

furnace. The properties of this alloy are discussed in the Chapter on the Xon-

Ferrous Xickel Alloys.

Products Other than Nickel and Copper

The following table shows tlie production other than of ordinary nickel and

copper during the last three fiscal years, each ending March 31st:—

•

1914 1915 1916

Electrolytic uicke I 1 . 072 . (576 1 bs

.

Moael metal 8 . 526 , :^45 '

•

Nickel sulphate 837 , 413 "
Nickel ammonium sulphate 1 ..357 ,705 '

'

914..597 lbs. 2.473.162 lbs.

2.910,606 " 3.982,018 "
827.207 " 4-59.005

"

1.065.777 " 1,163.027 "

During the fiscal year ending ^larch ;51. 191G. the recovery of precious metals

are reported to the Commission liy the company as :

—

Oz. Troy
Gold 3,953

Silver 114,975
Platinum and Palladium 1,093

Other metals of the Platinum group (mainly Rhodium and Iridium) 257

The matte received by the company and proliably treated during the year

amounted to 56,4^05 tons. According to the ^-'Vrd Annual Eeport of the Ontario

Bureau of Klines, for 1914:, p. 21, the average annual recovery of platinum and

palladium during the 6 years from 1907-1912 inclusive was 394: oz. of platinum
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and 702 oz. of palladium. The average yearly recoveries during those years of

gold and silver (Eeport on the Mineral Production of Canada during the calendar

year 1915, pp. 58 and 59) was 3,613 oz. of gold and T6,5-±3 oz. of silver.

These recoveries would be from a total of 133,888 tons of matte produced

during the six years. It must be pointed out that the figures given for matte

represent the quantity shipped to the Orford Company, and do not accurately

show how much was refined during the same periods, but there is every reason to

believe that, over a period of years, the receipts of matte and the quantity refined

would be about equal. Assuming this to be the case, the recoveries of metals of the

platinum group during the six years would correspond to 0.05 oz. per ton of

matte. The '"' assay value " of the metals at $50 per ounce would be $3.50 per

ton of matte. Similarly, the recovery during the calendar year ending March

31, 1916, would be 0.02-4 oz. per ton of matte, representing an assay value of

$1.30 per ton of matte.

The price received for the platinum differs from that obtained for the other

platinum metals, but the value of the whole averages more than that for platinum,

so that the above figures may be taken as conservative, as regards assay value,

although they do not allow for the refining charges. The value of $50 taken above

is exactly half the price quoted in February, 1917, for ordinary pure platinum in

the United States. This round figure has been taken as a resonable " after war "

price, as it is the mean of the figures quoted for platinum in the U. S. Geological

Survey report on Platinum and Allied Metals, published Aug. 15, 1916, for

1913 to 1915 inclusive.

The ores from the several mines worked by the Canadian Copper Company
vary greatly as regards contents of platinum metals. That of the Vermilion mine

is by far the richest and is smelted, bessemerized and refined separately as far as

possiI)le. A considerable proportion of the platinum ^roup metals recovered by the

International Nickel Com])any is ol)tained from this separate refining of this

Vermilion matte.

For the reduction of the nickel oxide to metal, it is necessary to avoid the

introduction of sulphur and the International Nickel Company's plant is conveni-

ently situated next door to one of the Standard Oil Company's refineries, from

which is obtained, per annum, Ijetween 8,000,000 and 9,000,000 gallons of specially

pure oil, containing under 0.35 per cent, of sulphur, for use in their reverberatory

furnaces.

The following shows the number of employees in the refinery at New Jersey

and at Copper Clifl^, December, 1915:

—

Men. Per Cent.

Labour at Copper Cliff 2.992 68.6
'

'

refinery 1,566 31.4

Total i,.'558 100.0

The company has hitherto, owing to the situation of its refinery, been allowed

free discharge into the sea of its wa.ste liquors, and into the air of the sulphurous

acid gas escaping from its chimney stacks. The waste liquors amount to aboi;t

155,000,000 gallons annually, and contain about 1.61 per cent, of sodium salts,

consisting of 1 per cent, sodium sulphate, 0.36 per cent, sodium sulphide and 0.35
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per cent, sodium carbonate. These figures would correspond to the following

weights per annum:— sodium carbonate, 1,647 tons; sodium sulphate, 6,587 tons;

sodium sulphide, 2,371 tons; total, 10,605 tons. About 20,000 tons of sulphur

dioxide are discharged from the stacks per annum.

The new refinery which the company is erecting at Port Colborne in Ontario,

at a cost of about $4,000,000 and which, it is hoped, will l)e in operation l)y the

autumn of the present year, 1917, is designed to recover the sodium salts by

means of waste heat, and to re-use them in the production of tops and bottoms,

but the Commission is not aware whether any steps are in mind for the recovery

of the sulphurous acid.

The Mond Process

The quantity of matte produced l)y the ]\Iond Company is less than one-third

of that obtained by the Canadian Copper Company, and is of different composition,

because, although it contains about the same aggregate of nickel and copper, the

relative proportions of the two are very different. The matte from the Canadian

Copper Company averages about 54 per cent, nickel and 25 per cent, copper,

whereas that from the Mond Nickel Company is much richer in copper, and

averages about 41 per cent, nickel and 41 per cent, copper.

The bessemer matte produced at Coniston. Ontario, is shipped to the refining

works of the Mond Company at Clydach, aliout six miles from Swansea, Wales.

The site, which includes 45 acres, was selected for the following reasons : Anthracite

for the production of producer gas is mined in the neighbourhood; chemicals can be

secured at low prices ; suitable skilled labour is readily available ; and there is cheap

ocean transport for raw materials, and for such of the products as are exported.

The process has formed the subject of a large number of British and foreign

patents, including the following principal ones :

—

Canada
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Althou.fjh Avritteii in the early (lay.< of the company. Iioberts-Au>ten".s account

may still lie taken as correctly describing the principle of the process, and, except

for unimportant details, the manner in which it is carried out at the present time.

The origin of this important refining process lies in an observation made in

1889 by the late Dr. Ludwig Mond and Dr. Carl Danger in the course of a

scientific investigation made in conjunction with Frederick Quincke. Based upon

previous experiments, a mixture of carbon monoxide and hydrogen was passed over

finely divided nickel at 350° C. with the object of removing the carbon monoxide;

and to obviate any jiossible danger from escape of the latter poisonous com-

pound, the escaping gas was ignited. It was observed that, as the apparatus cooled

Fig. 82—Refinery, Mond Xickel Co., Clydach, Wales.

down, the flame became luminous and deposited on cold porcelain, a metallic film

of pure nickel. Investigation then revealed the existence of a previously unknown
compound of nickel with carbon monoxide, which was named nickel carbonyl, and

which has the formula Xi(C0)4. It is formed by passing carbon monoxide over

metallic nickel at 50° C, but is completely decomposed into nickel and carbon

monoxide by heating to 150° C. or higher.

In 1892, a large scale experimental plant was erected at Smethwick. near Bir-

mingham, and after some years of patient work, during Avhich the plant had

several times to be reconstructed, the most suitable method of operation was arrived

at. and the present works at Clydach (Fig. 82) were built. The process, as carried

out here consists essentially of five operations :

—
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(1) Eoastiiig, to drive off as much of the sulphur as possible. (2) The extrac-

tion of about two-thirds of the co^jper by sulphuric acid. (3) The reduction of the

nickel and remaining copper to the metallic state by water gas or producer gas

rich in hydrogen, (-t) The volatilization of the nickel as nickel carbonyl by the

action of carbon monoxide. (5) The decomposition of the nickel ca^'bonyl, with

deposition of metallic nickel and regeneration of the carbon monoxide.

The relation of these operations to one another, and the circuits performed by

the roasted matte and carbon monoxide during the process, will be more clearly

grasped by a reference to the accompanying flow-sheet (Fig. S3), reproduced from

Eoherts-Austems paper.

The five ojierations referred to are described in detail below:—

•

Fig. S3—Flow-shoet, Moiid Refining- Process.

1. Roasting

The bessemer matte received from Coniston containing about 40 per cent,

nickel, 40 per cent, copper and 0.3 to 0.5 per cent, iron, is ground in ball mills to

60 mesh, and roasted in straight-line, double-deck calcining furnaces, where it is

conveyed along the hearths by scrapers carried by an endless chain.

2. Extraction

The roasted ore, containing not more than "i per cent, sulphur, is leached with

10 per cent, sulphuric acid, in lead-lined extractors. About TO per cent, of the

copper present is thus dissolved with 1 to 3 per cent, of the nickel. The treatment

of the resulting copper sulphate is described later. The undissolved residue,

containing about 51 per cent, of nickel and 21 per cent, of copper, is washed on lead

vacuum filters, dried and transferred to the top of the reduction towers.

3. Reduction

This operation is carried out in vertical towers built up of 24 short cylindrical

sections to a height of 40 feet. Each section contains a shelf, which is hollow, to

permit heating by producer gas to a temperature of 350° C. The powdered residue

from the leaching operation is carried as it descends, alternately from the centre

to the periphery, and vice versa, by the action of stirrers or rabbles driven by a

central shaft, as in an ordinary shelf roasting furnace. A current of water gas

passing upwards through the tower, reduces the nickel and copper to the metallic

state, and the ferric oxide to ferrous oxide.
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4. Volatilization

The volatilizing towers are similar in construction to the reducing towers, but

the shelves are not hollow, since no heating is required. The production of the

nickel carbonyl and its volatilization, are carried out at a temperature of 50° to

80° C, which is easily maintained by the heat of the reduced matte and gas which

enter the tower.

The reduced nuiterial from the previous operation, having been transferred to

the top of the volatilizing towers by air-tight conveyors, is here subjected, as it

descends, to the action of producer gas. The carbon monoxide of the latter forms

with the metallic nickel, the volatile nickel carbonyl, which is swept on by the gas

current to the decomposer. After passing through the volatilizer, the material

returns to the reducer, and then again to the volatilizer, circulating in this manner

for 7 to 15 days. About 70 per cent, of the nickel is thus removed, the

residue containing approximately 30 per cent, of the copper and 30 per cent, of the

nickel originally present in the roasted matte, together with about 5 per cent, of

iron, as compared with the 0.5 per cent, or slightly more in the raw matte.

This residue is smelted with gypsum and reducing agents very much as is

done Avith New Caledonian ore, whereby matte similar to the original 80 per cent,

matte is reproduced. It is roasted and re-treated, and the residues, now containing

but little nickel or copper, are set aside, and ultimately sold for their precious metal

contents, of which the palladium and platinum constitute the principal value,

although they contain also iridium, rhodium, gold and silver.

5. Decomposition

The gas issuing from the volatilizer and laden with the volatile nickel carbonyl,

is conducted to the decomposers. These are of very ingenious design, and are

intended to produce the nickel in the form of shot to obviate the difficulty and

expense entailed in cutting up sheet or lump metal. The decomposer is shown in

rig. 8-i, which presents vertical sections of the apparatus on planes at right angles

to each other. A is a cylindrical vessel, preferably Ijuilt up of short cylinders, a a,

bolted together; it contains a central tube, C, provided with gas outlet holes, 0,

through which the gas containing nickel carbonyl, entering at the gas inlet, B,

passes into the vessel which is filled with shot, or small granules, of nickel. The

gas passes through the interstices between these granules, and is brought into

intimate contact with them, so that, as the nickel carbonyl is decomposed, the nickel

is deposited on the granules. The gases finally escape through the outlets, L, into

the gas-exit pipe, M. In order to prevent the granules cohering, they are kept

slowly moving by continuously withdrawing some of the granules from the l)ottom

of the cylindrical vessel, A, by means of a right and left-handed worm conveyor. U,

which delivers the granules into two sifting-drums, N. The smaller granules fall

upon an inclined plane, W, and collect at the base of the elevator, E, which

conveys them again to the top of the cylinder, A, and feeds them through the

feeding-hole, X. In order to avoid the deposition of nickel from the nickel

carbonyl in the central tube, C, it is kept cool by causing water to circulate down

the tube, F, and up through passages, F', formed in the central tube, to the water

outlet, F^ The cylindrical vessel. A, is surrounded bv a wrouo-ht-iron casing, Q,
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which forms heating-spaces, H, cominunicating with heating-flues, P, so arranged

that the temperature of each cylinder can l>e separately regulated by dampers

so as to maintain the temperature of the granules of nickel contained in

the vessel, A, at about 200° C, at which temperature the nickel carbonj^ is decom-

posed. To ascertain whether the cylinder. A, is full of granules, a rod, E, is fixed

to the spindle of an external handle, which can be turned partly round so that, if

the operator feels resistance to the motion of the E, it is certain that the granules

extend to that height.

It will be obvious from the above description, that the shot are kept in con-

tinual motion, so have no tendency to cohere, while the deposition of the nickel

•jsroduces a growth in concentric layers. To produce shot of about Vs ^^- i^^

Fig. 84—Decomposer, Mond Eefiuing Process.

diameter, requires about 2 months, while % in. in diameter necessitates 6 months.

The material is screened and sold in various sizes to suit the market requirements

;

28 lb. canvas bags are used as packages, and these are usually thrown bag-and all

into the alloying furnaces by the customers. The purity of the nickel is high,

99.8 per cent, or better, with a little iron and minute quantities of sulphur and

carbon.

The Copper Sulphate

The copper sulphate prepared by treating the roasted bessemer matte with

sulphuric acid, as already described, is a valuable product greatly in demand

by the owners of vineyards in France, Italy, Spain, Portugal and Greece, to pre-

vent mildew on vines, and is also employed in combating potato blight.
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The impure solution from the extractors is concentrated and crystallized in

vacuum pans, and collected on vacuum filters. These first crystals are re-crystallized

in the ordinary way to either (a) fine crystals or (b) large crystals.

The fine crystals, which resemble granulated sugar in size, are sold only in

France, owing to the prejudice entertained by the other countries against this par-

ticular form, a prejudice which is decreasing year by year.

The large crystals, which have been deposited on strips of lead, are removed,

washed with a saturated solution of copper sulphate, and placed in a vertical cylin-

drical vessels which, when full, are allowed to drain and placed over openings

through which slightly warm air passes upwards through the mass of crystals until

they are dry. The temperature is kept sufficiently low to prevent efflorescence,

which spoils the appearance of the crystals and renders them less acceptable.

About 20,000 tons of copper sulphate are shipped annually from Clydach.

The mother liquors remaining after the crystallization of the copper sulphate

from the extraction liquor are rich in nickel sulphate, which is also recovered in

crystal form. At present about 1,000 tons are being produced per annum.

I^roduction at Clydach

The output of the Clydach works in 1915 was about 5,000 long tons (of 2,340

lbs.) of metallic nickel, about 20,000 tons of copper sulphate containing slightly

over 23 per cent, of copi)er. and over 1,000 tons of nickel salts carrying aljout 20

per cent, of nickel.

The producer gas and water gas required are made in the usual way from high

class anthracite coal. There is a very large number of taps and valves in the

various parts of the plant and, if bituminous coal were used, the deposition of

na])hthalene would cause much trouble. By employing the anthracite mined near

by, containing at least 90 per cent, carbon with practically no volatile matter, these

difficulties are avoided.

The poisonous nature of the above gases, and particularly the deadly effect of

the nickel carbonyl, render imperative the greatest care in the maintenance of tight

joints. An operator passes round at intervals with a small lighted torch Avhose

blue flame at once becomes luminous in case there is leakage of the carbonyl

at any joint to which the torch is applied. The carbonyl has a peculiar odour

resemljling ordinary soot, and persons with a delicate sense of smell can recognize

an escape when there is less than one part of the carbonyl in a million parts

of the air.

A visit to the works is impressive. The whole operations are carried out

with a minimum of hand labour or even of control, and the work of the men,,

although most of them are highly skilled, consists mainly in seeing that the

mechanism carries out its duties, and that there is no breakdo-wai in any part of

the operation, or any leakage of gas. A failure in the mechanism which maintains

circulation and constant movement of the pellets of nickel in the decomposers,

would cause the whole to become agglomerated. Such a mishap is very rare, but

when it occurs, it means the putting of the whole decomposer out of commission

for an indefinite period while the almost solid mass can be broken out.

The process may be described as one of great simplicity,, but also of great

delicacy, requiring the most skilled operators and control, accurate and elaborate
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inanufacturc and littiu.ii' of |)arts, inueli eng-iiicering skill in erection and working,

and nietallurgieal and chemieal skill in control.

At the time of the Commissioners' visit to Wales, the company was just heat-

ing up a newly completed unit, and was contemplating additions by which the

output of nickel could be increased to 10,000 or 12,000 tons.

The number of workmen employed, April, 1916, in Wales, was 1,1T6, al)out

half the number employed in Canada. In the Mond as in the Orford and electro-

lytic processes, the amount of labour rccpiirod in refining is nuich less than that in

mining and smelting. The wages paid in Canada are about three times those paid

in Wales.

rSew Caledonian Ores

As stated in the introductory paragraphs of this Chapter, the matte exported

from New Caledonia is not 80 per cent., but a much lower grade product resulting

from a blast furnace operation. On its arrival in Europe or the United States, this

latter is first bossemerized, and the subsequent operations consist merely in roasting

the matte to oxide, and reducing the latter to metal with carlion. These operations

have already l)een described in the Chapter on Smelting.

Electrolytic Refining:

A consideral)le number of processes have been proposed for the electrolytic

refining of nickel matte, and many have been tried and abandoned, often for

reasons which it is difficult to understand, and which had apparently no direct

connection with their actual merits or commercial prospects.

Electrolytic treatment nuiy he carried out on the unroasted or partly roasted

matte, or on the matte after being roasted '' sweet," i.e., practically free from

sulphur. The matte is commonly cast into anodes, or the solution obtained by

treating the roasted or raw matte with acid or other solvents may be electrolysed

with the use of insoluble anodes, or, as is common, a combination of the two pro-

cesses may be employed. Either the copper or the nickel may be deposited first,

according to the conditions of deposition, voltage, etc., and a variety of solutions,

of which sulphate, chloride and cyanide are the principal, have been employed.

It is common for nickel to accumulate in the copper solutions, so that electrolytic

processes often yield not only metallic nickel and copper, but nickel salts, and

could be arranged also to produce copper salts.

The first electrolytic process tried in Canada was the Hoepfner process, owned

by the Hoepfner Eefining Company, Limited, of Ontario, and controlled by the

Nickel-Copper Company of Ontario, Limited. A plant was erected at Hamilton

in 1900 to work the Hoepfner luethod, but its use was given up, and the Nickel-

Copper Company took over the process of Hans A. Frasch (U.S. patents Nos.

469,439 to 469,442—all four dated March 5th, 1901, and No. 669.899 dated March
12th, 1901). This process also, although very favourably reported upon,' did not

prove a commercial success.

The advantages of an electrolytic method where current is cheap are ol)vious,

and during the time the Canadian Copper Company, liefore its merger with the

Orford Works, was dependent upon the latter for refining its matte, it expended

much time and money in endeavouring to perfect an electrolytic process. The

'Eng. and Min. J., Sept. 8th, 1900, p. 272, and April 6th. 1901, p. 428.
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Mond Xickel Company too, as Mr. Eobert Mond narrates in his evidence printed

in the Appendix, experimented for some time with the view of testing the

possibilities of electrolytic refining. The consolidation of the Canadian Copper

Company with the Orford Works in 1902 gave the united company control of

the cheaply operated Orford process, and the Mond Company, after some

preliminary difficulties, got its own ingenious refining process into successful

operation. There was consequently little inducement for either company to search

for new refining methods, and their failure to adopt refining by electrolysis cannot

be taken as evidence against its feasibility in Ontario, where electricity is cheap

and skilled labour available.

Advantages of Electrolytic Method

Important features in favour of electrolytic refining are the small quantities

of chemicals required, the absence of objectionable waste liquors, the ease with

which further units can be added as increased output is required, the comparativ^ely

small losses of nickel and copper, and the practically complete recovery of the

precious metals.

The precious metals are a source of additional profit, and represent a consider-

ably greater value than is generally supposed, although the amounts in the different

mines vary greatly. This matter is discussed in Chapter X. under the heading of

Eecovery of Metals of the Platinum Group, and the increasing price and demand

for platinum and palladium are there dealt with.

The British America Xickel Corporation, Limited, intends to employ electro-

lysis for refining, and has made arrangements with Mr. Victor M. Hybinette,

whose process is in successful operation in Xorway on much poorer ores than any

which are being worked in Ontario, for the sole use of his process in Xorth

America. The following United States patents have been taken out by Mr.

Hybinette: X"os. 805,555, 805,969, each dated Xov. ^8th, 1905, 701,780 dated

June 5th, 1912, and X"os. 1,128,313 to 1,128,316, each of the four latter being dated

Feb. 16th, 1915, and assigned to the Xational Trust Company, Limited, of Toronto,

Canada.

Specifications of the Hybinette patents 805,555 and 805,969, the leading

patents, have already been pul)lished in Dr. Coleman's Eeport,* so that it is

unnecessary to reprint them here. The process actually employed at the Kris-

tianssands refinery in Xorway differs in some respects from these descriptions,

but the main principles of the Hybinette method are therein set out.

A member of the Commission was shown over the refinery of the Xorwegian

company, where the process is in full working operation. The following is as full

a description of the process as the company is willing to have published, and

although lacking in detail, may be taken as correctly outlining the process, and

covering the general method of procedure. ]\Ir. W. A. Carlyle, who is on the Board

of the British America Xickel Corporation as the representative of the Imperial

Government, has written a letter to the Commission, which is printed in the

Appendix at page 131, as to the general utility of the process.

' The Nickel Industry, pp. 178-185.
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The Hybinette Process

The bessenierized matte, obtained from the smelteries at Evje and Ringerike,

contains about 80 per cent, of nickel plus copper (commonly 47 per cent, of nickel

and S'S to 34 per cent, of copper) with about 20 per cent, of sulphur and from

under 0.25 to 0.4 per cent, of iron.

The matte is received in a granulated form from the smelter, is roasted to

remove the bulk of the sulphur, and leached with 10 per cent, sulphuric acid

solution. Avherel)}" a large proportion of the copper with very little nickel is

dissolved out. and the residue is melted down and east into anodes about 3 ft. by

3 ft. 6 in. and nearly i/^ in. thick. These anodes contain about 65 per cent, nickel

and 3 to 8 per cent, sulphur, the remainder being copper with a trace of iron.

The electric current is purchased at 50 kroners (1 kr. equals 27 cents) per

h.p. year, at 25,000 volts, and is stepped down, first to 220 volts (alternating

current), and then converted to direct current at a voltage of usually not over

160 to 170 volts, and never so high as 220, The maximum call for current is

1,000 k.w. The cost for current is expected to be considerably lowered in the

near future.

Recovering the Nickel

The plants for depositing the nickel and copper are quite independent. The

electrolyte used for the nickel carries 45 grammes of nickel and from 3 to 5

milligrammes of copper per litre, and is supplied l)y rubber tubes to the cathode

diaphragms. After circulation, it contains from 2 to 3 grammes of copper per

litre and is passed over waste anodes, which deposit the. copper and re-supply

nickel to the solution. The action of the anodes resembles that of pig iron in

the cementation of ordinary copper, except that the copper is deposited by nickel

instead of by iron. The amount of waste anode obtained during the electro-

deposition of the nickel (about 30 to 40 per cent, of the original weight) is said

to be about sufficient for the purpose of rejuvenating the exhausted solutions from

the nickel vats, and it is stated that the solutions never require to ])e thrown away,

as the cementation purifies them sufficiently.

After the cementation, any waste anode fragments remaining after the cement

copper has been cleaned off, are crushed, roasted, leached with 10 per cent, sul-

phuric acid solution to remove more copper, as with the original matte, and the

residues are melted into fresh anodes and re-electrolysed.

The anodes for the nickel department are contained in special canvas bags

obtained from Glasgow, and stated to last about IS months. Paper diaphragms

supported by common canvas to prevent breakage have been used when the supply

of the special bags failed, and are said to have lasted as long as 12 months with

careful handling.

The nickel cathodes are made of iron plates rubbed over with a thin wash of

water and graphite. The nickel is deposited on both sides of the plate, so that

each gives two sheets of nickel. The plates, 3 by 3I/2 in. in area, are arranged

in parallel, and the voltage depends on the number of tanks in operation; 3 to 4

volts per tank is used according to the current density, which is 8 to 10 amperes

per square foot. Two kinds of tanks are used; large tanks, each containing 20
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cathodes aud 21 anodes, and smaller tanks containing 10 to li cathodes and 11 to

15 anodes, i.e., in all cases, the number of anodes is one more than the number

of cathodes. The nickel deposition takes about 10 days to complete. The

deposited nickel weighs from 20 to 30 lbs. per sheet. The .sheets of nickel are

about i/s-in. thick and have the usual corrugated and warty appearance, but

are dense, the corrugations and warty or stalactitic growths being normal, and

giving no trouble as regards short circuiting. After being washed in weak sul-

phuric acid to remove basic salts, the sheets are dried and cut up into oblongs

about 2 in. by 3 in. for sale. They are not melted down or otherwise treated, as

thev are said to be preferred by the German market in the flat as cut from the

sheet.

The metal is guaranteed 99 per cent, of nickel, but can be made purer. The

copper does not exceed 0.1 per cent, (commonly as low as 0.03 per cent.) and the

average iron content is 0.-5 per cent. Xo attempt is niade to remove the iron;

the bessemerized matte carries very little to begin with, although it contained as

much as 2 to 3 per cent, in the early days. The small contents of iron and other

impurities are, in fact, negligible, as the premium for pure nickel is very small.

The precious metals become concentrated in the anode slime, which is melted

up, into fresh anodes and electrolysed separately, the final slime being sold direct

fur its precious metal contents.

Recovering the Copper

The copper is deposited very similarly to the nickel, but on copper sheets

and withont l)ags round the insoluble lead anodes. Anodes and cathodes are about

the same size as for nickel. The copper takes about seven days for the deposition.

The precious metals are obtained as in the case of nickel.

The current density is about 10 amperes per square foot of cathode at 2 volts,

and there are commonly nine cathodes and eight anodes per tank, i.e., the reverse

of the arrangement for the nickel deposition, in which the anodes exceed the

cathodes l)y one in each tank.

The company has supplied the following figures among others, as to costs,

etc., under pre-war conditions :
:

—

General. Approximate cost,

kroners.

Coke 30.00 per ton

Sulphuric acid 5.40 per 100 kilos f .o.b. Amsterdam
Coal 20.00 per ton

Wood 15.00 per cu. met.

Current 50.00 per H.P.

Voltage at which current is received 25,000 volts.

Analvses. Ni Cu Fe S As Co
Ore .

.

". 1.60 0.90

Bessemer matte 47.00 32.00 0.18

Retined nickel 98.75 0.10 0.50 0.01

copper 0.14 99.72 0.022 0.0103 0.0038 0.008

The refined copper carries about 0.10 per cent, graphite on the surface where

stripped from the cathode.
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Experiments by Prof. Guess

The Commission obtained the services of Mr. George A, Guess, Professor of

Metallurgy at the University of Toronto, to carry on certain experimental work

in the electrolytic refining of the Sudbury Bessemer matte. Following is Pro-

fessor Guess' account of the work and the results obtained, which appear to be

of importance. The experiments are not yet complete, but application has been

made for patents covering the inijn-ovements in Canada, the United States and

Great Britain, the patents when obtained to be the property of the Ontario

Government.

Work was started in January, 1916, looking for an electrolytic method of separating

and refining copper and nickel in copper-nickel mattes- During January, February and

March of 1916 experiments were carried out in the metallurgical laboratories of the Uni-

versity of Toronto. I was assisted in this work by Mr. A. G. Burrows, of the Bureau of

Mines". Work was resumed in October, and the investigation is still in progress. In October

Mr. Burrows could not be spared by the Department, so I secured the services of Mr. A. L.

Clarke as chemist.

A method has been worked out whereby copper and nickel may be refined. The investiga-

tion is still under way, and this must be considered as a preliminary report.

The raw material is what is known as bessemer matte, and is the product turned out by
the basic converters at the copper-nickel smelters in the Sudbury district- This matte

represents the final stage of the smelting process as at present carried out in Ontario, and

it is this material which is now being shipped away for further refiaing.

The Canadian Copper Company produces matte containing about 56 per cent, nickel,

24 per cent, copper, a small amount of iron, and the balance sulphur. This matte is crushed

to 20 mesh and roasted at a low temperature to about 2 per cent, sulphur. The calcined

matte is leached with 10 per cent, sulphuric acid solution (100 grns. H^SOi per litre). About
50 per cent, of the copper is extracted. The recovered solution will contain about 4.5 per

cent, copper, .8 per cent, nickel, and 1 per cent, free acid. This solution is the electrolyte.

The leached residues are dried, reduced and fused in a furnace and cast into suitable

anodes which will contain 80 per cent, nickel, 18 per cent, copper, and 2 per cent. iron.

With these as anodes, copper starting-sheets as cathodes, and the recovered solution as

electrolyte, cathode copper is produced, as in the precipitation of copper from sulphuric acid

leaching of copper ores. The advantage is that with the soluble anode used, much less

power is required than in ordinary copper practice, where an insoluble anode must be
employed. Good cathodes are obtained until the copper in the electrolyte is reduced to

1.4 or 1.5 per cent. These cathodes represent about 77 per cent, of the copper dissolved

by leaching. A current density of 16-5 amperes per square foot has been found satisfactory.

The electrolyte, when reduced to 1.5 per cent, copper, passes through similar tanks, the

purpose of which is to reduce the copper content further, and to increase the nickel content

by solution of the anode. A higher current density may be used here to advantage. A
considerable amount of the copper from these tanks may be recovered as cement copper, but

the relative percentage has not been determined.

With the soluble anode the copper content of the electrolyte may be reduced to 0.05 per

cent, copper (.5 grains per litre). The nickel content will now be about 5.5 per cent., due
to the solution of the anodes. The electrolyte runs next to tanks with insoluble anodes
(hard lead), in which the copper content is reduced to .13 grains per litre, 0.013 per cent.

The solution now contains about 5.5 per cent, of nickel as nickel sulphate, a small

amount of acid, and some iron as ferrous sulphate. If pure nickel is required this iron must
be removed. This is done in a manner similar to the removal of the iron from zinc solutions,

before the production of electrolytic zinc. The iron is oxidized to the ferric condition by
manganese dioxide, and precipitated with nickel carbonate. The solution after filtration con-

sists of nickel sulphate with a small amount of manganous sulphate.

In order to obtain good cathode nickel from such a solution, it is necessary to use a high
current density, and to begin with a hot solution, about 75° C. The current keeps the
electrolyte hot. It is necessary to add a small amount of glue to the electrohi:e at intervals,

40 milligrammes of glue per litre of electrolyte, or 40 parts per million. Insoluble lead anodes
are ussd. As electrolysis proceeds, the electrolyte becomes more acid, and the current
efficiency goes down. Just how far electrolysis should proceed will depend on power and
operating costs, and the extent may be controlled at will. I have assumed the economic limit

to be half the nickel contained in the electrolyte, which may be removed with a current
efiBcieney of approximately 50 per cent. A current density of 250 amperes per square foot
is satisfactory. At a lower current density a hard green deposit forms on the cathode. This

O 1 -V' *
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appears to be a nickel oxide of approximately the formula Ki20r. At still lower current

densities, little or no nickel is deposited, the current efficiency dropping to a very low
percentage.

The electrolyte leaving the nickel plating tanks will contain about i.i per cent, free acid,

ft is run to evaporating pans which remove as much of the nickel as possible as crystalline

nickel sulphate. This is dissolved in hot water, serves as a storage electrolyte, and com-

pletes again the circuit of the nickel tanks. The acid liquor may be heated in iron vessels

until anhydrous nickel sulphate is formed. The acid is drawn off, the anhydrous salt washed
with water, and finally dissolved in hot water. This may be used conveniently as a source

for nickel carbonate, using soda carbonate as a precipitant.

The acid and the washings are made up to strength, and used for further leaching of

calcined, matte. A certain amount of the manganese may be recovered from the nickel tanks.

It is quite possible, however, to dispense with the manganese through oxidizing the iron by
means of air and violent agitation.

It will be seen from the details as at present worked out, that there should be a certain

ratio between the copper and the nickel in the matte, in order to give the best economic

results. The reason is as follows:—the total copper in the matte treated per day is thrown

out by electrolysis, practically all of it while the copper-nickel anodes are being dissolved.

In order to dissolve the daily production of anodes a certain number of ampere-hours are

necessary, and these should correspond approximately with the ampere-hours necessary for

precipitating the copper. A matte containing about equal amounts of copper and nickel,

such as the product of the Mond Company at Coniston, preserves the balance nicely. It is, of

course, always possible by prolonging the treatment in the second series of copper tanks and
adding some acid, to increase the solution of the anodes, so that a certain flexibility is

obtainable. Further investigation may allow a greater latitude in the composition of the

mattes.

A Possible Process for Copper Concentrates

The following suggestion is offered at present. We have adjacent to the Sudbury district

a number of Simall deposits of copper, the product from which is likely to be flotation

concentrate. There are no reverberatory furnaces in Canada treating copper ores, so that

there would be difficulty in marketing such a concentrate in Canada. It has for some time
appeared to me that such material, if not gold or silver-bearing, might to advantage be
treated by roasting, sulphuric acid leaching and electrolytic precipitation. To do this work
in connection with nickel refining as herein outlined, would give the advantage of a soluble

anode for the precipitation of the copper, and thereby reduce the power required from 30 to

50 per cent. At the same time, a market would be provided for such a copper concentrate,

and refined copper would be produced therefrom.



CHAPTER X

Recovery of Metals of the Platinum Group

Introduction

Although the presence of o-okl aud siher and of metals of the platinum group

in practically all nickeliferous pyrrhotites throughout the world has long been

known, their importance in connection with the Ontario nickel industry is even

now practically unrecognized, except by those who recover and sell them.

The nickel-copper ores of Sudbury are capable of producing much more

palladium than the whole of the present world's supply, together with a very large

proportion of platinum, iridium and other metals of the platinum group. The

quantity of palladium present is much in excess of the platinum. It may be men-

tioned that the assay of ores and mattes, and of other metallurgical products, for

])alladium, is exceedingly difficult, and that the results published are often unre-

liable. They are commonly too low, so that the official or private figures given

by the companies or otherwise ol>tained, are not likely to ])e too high. The

recovery of ])alladium is also much more difficult than that of platinum or other

metals of the platinum group, so that both the assay values reported and the

recoveries which have been made, are undoubtedly lower than they should be.

Anything which can be done to encourage the better recovery of these metals, or

enforce the use of refining processes which recover them, would be justifiable, and

particularly so now that platinum and palladium are increasingly required, and

stand at so high a price. It may be mentioned that, apart from the Mond Nickel

Company's method, the processes most likely to recover these metals are the

electrolytic methods of refining.

Platinum Group of MetaJs

The platinum group of metals includes platinum, palladium, iridium, rhodium,

ruthenium and osmium. Of these, palladium occurs in the largest proportions,

then i^latinum, iridium and rhodium in the order named. Although ruthenium
and osmium are present, there are no records of the recovery of either, and it is

probable that the bulk of the osmium would be lost by volatilization during the

smelting to matte. It may be taken as axiomatic that no member of the platinum

group is found in a mineral or ore deposit without the others, although one may
predominate, and some be present only in traces. In the true native platinum

deposits which yield the bulk of the platinum of commerce, this metal is greatly

in excess of the others, l)ut in mixed sulphide ores, including copper ores, palladium

almost invariably predominates. The first metal of the platinum group to be

discovered at Sudbury was platinum, found in the mineral sperrylite. Sperrylite

is essentially an arsenide of platinum, and analyses of the pure isolated mineral
have shown up to over 50 per cent, of platinum, and from 0.5 to 0.75 per ceat
of rhodium, but only a trace of palladium. It is curious that although the occur-

[481]
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ence of sperrylite would account for the platinum and rhodium which occur in

the Sudbury matte, it does not account for the palladium, albeit that metal

occurs in greater quantity than any other member of the platinum group iu the

Sudbury ores, and in fact, in all pyritic nickel ores throughout the world.

The association of rhodium with platinum in sperrylite is interesting, as it is

one of the jolatinum metals which the International Nickel Company produces,

and specifically mentions as one for which it receives payment. This, no doubt,

is mainly obtained from the Vermilion mine ore, which that company treats as

far as possible, separately from its other ore.

Palladium has never been traced to any definite mineral in the case of nickel

ores, but like the gold and silver, is commonly found in greater quantity in the

more cupriferous varieties, and almost certainly as a nickel-palladium or nickel-

copper-palladium mineral. This view is confirmed by the fact that such copper

ores (represented by the blister copper obtained from them) as carry the most

nickel, are almost invariably the richest in palladium as well as in platinum. The

amount of palladium where much nickel is present, is especiallj noticeable.

According to S. Pina de Rubies ^ native platinum always shows the spectrum of

jiickel, and more strongly when iron is present.

Recoveries from Blister Copper

In this connection, it may \ye stated that the blister cop[>er obtained from

practically all the sulphide copper ores throughout the world contains not only

gold and silver, but also the metals of the platinum group, and that the electro-

lytic copper and bullion refiners are recovering increasing quantities year l)y year,

partly through a tardy recognition of their presence, but mainly through extra care

in endeavouring to recover them.

The U.S. Geological Survey" reports as follows:

—

According to the reports received from the refiners of platinum, gold bullion, and blister

copper, 8,665 troy ounces of refined new ' metals of the platinum group were recovered, of
which 1,5S7 troy ounces are believed to be of domestic origin.

Xew platinum and allied metals recovered by refiners, 1914-1915, in trox ounces.

Year. Platinum.
1914 .3.430

1915 6.495

These figures are not as complete as could be desired, and are proljably several hundred
ounces below the actual production. The platinum situation has been so disquieting during
1915 that refiners have been loath to give much information, either as to the sources from
which their supplies have been derived, or as to the actual results of their operations. It is

hoped, however, that another year will see more stable conditions.

The U.S. report for 1913 states that 1,100 ounces of refined platinum were pro-

duced in that year from '' foreign and domestic matte and bullion,^^ and that

more palladium was recovered " on account of greater care in treating the slimes

of copper refineries."

^Arch. Sci. Phys. Nat.. 1916. V. 41. pp. 47.5-8.

Platinum and Allied Metals in 1915, published Aug. loth, 1916, p. 139.

Kew, as distinguished from metal recovered from scrap.
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Concentration of Precious Metals in Matte

As regards both nickel and copper ores, it is true that the quantity present

in the ore is so low in the case of the silver, gold, platinum or palladium

and other metals of the platinum group, that it would not be worth treating for the

sake of recovering them alone, but the smelting process concentrates the whole

of them automatically in the matte, so that a ton of matte may contain from

15 to over 20 times as much of each as was present in a ton of the original ore,

depending upon the number of tons of ore smelted per ton of matte produced. The

processes of refining similarly concentrate these metals into certain products

obtained during the refining, thus effecting a further concentration. As regards

concentration in the matte, the recovery by each company up to that point is

practically complete, but the conditions as regards the subsequent treatment, i.e.,

the refining, are entirely different.

By the Mond or electrolytic processes, it is possible to save practically the

whole of the precious metals, and both methods actually recover a large proportion

in the form of a by-product which is sold on the basis of its precious metals con-

tents.

In the case of the International Xickel Company, however, although the

combined metallurgical and chemical treatment of the matte results in a con-

siderable amount of concentration of the precious metals, a large proportion goes

into the nickel and is thus lost, and similarly, a considerable amount goes into

the Monel metal, of which the company makes a large quantity (carrying from

5 per cent, to 10 per cent, of the total nickel in the matte produced at Copper Cliff)

.

This is also lost. Certain products obtained during the treatment of the matte

by the International Nickel Company are refined electrolytically, and the precious

metals in such products are recovered and sold. Similarly, the company commonly

treats the matte from the Vermilion mine, whicli is unusually rich in platinum, as

a separate operation, and a considerable proportion of the precious metals which

it sell^, is thu-5 olitained.

Associations with Copper

It is extremely difficult to determine tlie exact proportion of the platinum

metals present in nickel ores, except in the cases of specially selected rich speci-

mens, and it is impossible to state how much is present in the tonnage extracted

from month to month or year to year, partly on account of the difficulty in

sampling, but mainly because different portions of all deposits vary greatly as

regards the amount of platiniferous mineral present. As a rule, silver and gold

occur in greater degree in the more cupriferous parts, Init although the same is

also true to a great extent as regards the platinum, iridium and rhodium, it does

not appear to be definitely proved as to palladium. Such mines or portions of a

deposit as yield most palladium, are usually richer in copper, but this appears to

be due rather to the occurrence of an unknown cupriferous palladium mineral than

to a segregation of palladium in copper ores. This is the case throughout the

world, including Norway, Tasmania and South Africa, where s]3ecimens or small

zones extraordinarily rich in palladium, are occasionally found as in Sudbury,

although the average content of any commercially worked deposit is lower than
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that of SiKll)ury or of other nickel-bearing deposits in Ontario, such as that of the

Alexo mine.

The garnierite of New Caledonia or other "oxidized" ores, may be regarded

as not containing sufficient gold, silver or platinnm-gronp metals to be worth con-

sideration. This is due to the fact that the nickel has commonly 1)een leached

out, carried away in solution and re-deposited at a distance from the parent de-

posits, in which any of the precious metals which were originally present, have

been left.

Proportions Present in Sudbury Matte

Although it is not possible to state correctly the actual quantity of the

platinum metals present in the ores mined, the quantity recovered per ton of ore

can be accurately determined from assay of the matte, provided the number of

tons of ore smelted per ton of matte produced is known.

In the year ending Dec. 31st, 1916, the total ore smelted in the Sudbury district

was 1,521,689 tons, with production of 80,010 tons of matte, of which the Can-

adian Copper Company produced 63,567 tons, and the Mond Xickel Company,

16,443 tons.

The Canadian Copper Company reports that the average content of precious

metals per ton of matte for the three years ending 1915 was roughly as follows:

—

Gold 0.05 oz. trov

Silver 1.75 ''

Platinum 0.10 '

'

Palladium 0.15 '

'

The figures given Ijy the company for an isolated month in 1915, were higher,

as were also figures obtained by the Commission on samples received from the

company in 1916, but the above may be taken for the purposes of calculation.

The matte produced by the company in the fiscal year ending March 31st,

1916, amounted to 56,405 tons which, on the above basis, would contain 5,640 oz.

platinum and 8,460 oz. palladium.

The recovery of these metals by the International Nickel Company in that

year amounted to 1,093 oz. of platinum plus palladium, together with 257 oz. of

other metals of the platinum group, mainly rhodium and iridium.

The Mond Nickel Com]3any has not furnished figures as to the precious metal

contents of its matte, Irat from assays made on behalf of the Commission on

samples obtained from that company, it would appear that the matte produced

by the Mond Nickel Company is considerably richer in metals of the platinum

group than that from the Canadian Copper Company.

The U.S. Oeological Survey^ gives the following as what may be considered

" fair average values '' for the years 1914 and 1915 :

—

1914 1915

$ per oz. $ per oz.

Platinum 45 55
Iridium 65 83
Palladium 44 56

' Mineral Eesources, Platinum and Allied Metals in 1915, p. 142.
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It is pointed out that the price for platinum rose regularly in 1915 witli an

occasional set-back, to $85.50 in December, and it may be added that the quotation

in February, 1917, was from $100 to $105 per ounce.

Taking the basis of $50 which the U.S. Geological Survey regards as a fair

average for platinum or palladium, and ignoring other metals of the platinum

group, although they rejiresent a considerable additional amount and are worth

more per ounce, the weight and value of the platinum and palladium in the 63,5G7

tons of matte produced at Copper Cliff in the year ending Dec. 31st, 1916, would

be 15,892 oz. worth $794,600, a figure which may be regarded as conservative.

Large though the figure is, it represents only the platinum metals actually

present in the matte, such additional amounts as may have been present in the

original ores and lost in smelting them to matte, being ignored. Hence, such

recoveries as are made l\v the refining companies represent only the percentage

recoveries on that present in the matte, and would be still lower on that in the

original ores.

International Nickel Company's Recoveries

The following taljlc ' shows the recoveries of the ])recious metals by the Inter-

national Nickel Company over a period of years, together with the quantities of

matte refined. The company points out that during part of the period covered

by these figures, it was treating material from other sources, so that the whole

of the recoveries could not be attributed to the Sudburv matte :

—

Year
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ore has not been smelted alone, so that the recoveries cannot be given, but one

large parcel is stated to have contained 0.06 oz. of platinum per ton. Palladium

was not tested for.

As regards the nickeliferous p3-rrhotite of the Insizwa Eange in Griqualand,

assays for the precious metals vary considerably. They, however, show that the

metals of the platinum group occur in useful proportions. A number of analyses of

picked specimens or small parcels have been published by the Imperial Institute,'

the Dominion Eoyal Commission ' and W. H. Goodchild.^

Bearing in mind the normal and particularly the present and future demands

for all metals of the platinum group, investigations should be continued, both as

to the amounts present and the possibility of increasing the recoveries. It need

scarcely be pointed out that the electrolytic process of refining nickel matte

acquires added value from the fact that it recovers these metals automatically at

practically no additional cost.

Palladium has long been used in dentistry, and is now largely replacing

platinum, both in that work and in jewellery. It has risen in price since the war

began until now it possesses as high a value as platinum, which it is likely to

replace still further both in the above and other industries. It may be mentioned

that, in 1914, the National Jewellers' Board of Trade of New York prepared a

bill for presentation to the New York Legislature forbidding the marking of

jewellery as " platinum, pure platinum or solid platinum " unless containing at

least 95 per cent, of metals of the platinum group, and that the Swiss Federal

Council passed a law in the same year authorizing the official stamping of an

''Alpine goat" on articles containing a minimum of 95 per cent, of platinum.

Assay by Ledoux and Company

Two samples of roasted nickel-copper matte from Sudbury were sent by the

Commission to Messrs. Ledoux and Company, New York, to be assayed for their

precious metal contents. Before roasting, sample No. 1 contained Ni. 55.4 per

cent, and Cu. 23.5 per cent. ; sample No. 2, Ni. 41.1 per cent, and Cu. 45.4 per

cent. Ledoux & Co. reported the following results, 28th December, 1916:

—

Sample ^vo. 1 Sample No. 2

Silver I'll ]
1.84 ozs.

I'^l ]
6.155 ozs.

Gold gISij 0.027" UJll 0.256 "

Dl 4- 0.115) n 19Q- - 0.990)
f. (>Q9 '.Platmum ^ ^^^ ) 0.12do

q g^g > 0.988

T> n A- o!l90| „-,(,- .. I o!979) n QSJPaJladium 0*^04 0.19/
} 989 (

0-984

Wdium Hiyj 0-0^6
"i S:Sii 0-065 ••

All results in ounces Troy per ton of 2,000 lbs. Ay.

' Bulletin, V. 14, No. 2, April to June, 1916. pp. 246 and 247.
'' Report of the Eoyal Commission on the Natural Resources, Trade and Legislation of

certain portions of His Majesty's Dominions, Minutes of Evidence taken in the Union of
South Africa in 1914, Part II, 1914, pages 8 and 9. Evidence of Dr. Alex. Du Toit, Geological
Surveyor, Cape Province.

' inst. Min. and Met. Bulletin No. 148, Jan. 11th, 1917, pp. 3 and 6.



CHAPTER XI

Recovery and Utilization of Sulphur

Introduction

Large quantities of sulphur are expelled in the form of sulphurous acid (SOj)

in roasting, smelting and refining the Sudbury nickel-copper ores. The larger

proportion is driven off on the roast heaps under the worst possible conditions for

agriculture, as the roast heaps are low-lying, and the gas, which is about two and

one-fifth times as heavy as air, flows along the ground unless carried away by the

•wind. Sulphurous acid is very soluble in water, and is therefore carried down in

excess by rain or absorbed by moisture.

The roast heaps have been designedly placed where farming would never

have been a flourishing industry, and the recent withdrawal from sale or settlement

of certain areas of Crown lands, mostly* non-agricultural in their character, has

resulted in the roast heaps of the Canadian Copper Company being removed to

a district where the objections are less serious. It may be said that the companies

have done everything possible to minimize damage from roast yards. However,

the importance of the matter is proved by the fact that one company alone (the

Canadian Copper Company) constantly has roast heaps in operation carrying a

total of about 250,000 tons of ore in about 100 heaps each about 100 ft. by 40 ft.

by 8 ft. deep. About two-thirds of its total ore is treated in this way.

The Mond Nickel Company adopted the same practice at the beginning, but

abandoned it during the summer months in 1916, and is making arrangements

which may soon result in the total abolition of its roast heaps. This is interest-

ingly shown in the following extract from a letter to the Commission under date

February 21, 1917, from Mr. C. Y. Corless, manager at Coniston:

—

" ... We have been running for a month or two, experimentally, with no roasted ore

(from roast heaps) whatever on the charge, using only the proper proportion of sinter that the

normal ratio of fines would make, should we abandon heap-roasting altogether. We intend

running for some months in this way, while collecting full data for the trnal calculation

as to the economy of the practice. While we are succeeding technically, the calculation as

to the economy is much more complicated than would appear at first sight, so that at

present I can offer no opinion on the economy of this practice. As winter roasting elimi-

nates all damage to neighbors from the roast yard, the question as to abandoning heap-

roasting altogether will be purely one of economy. My present feeling is that heap-

roasting will be eliminated from our operations entirely within a year or two. . . ."

The British America Nickel Corporation, Limited, whose plant is now in

course of erection, does not propose to use roast heaps. It is, in fact, likely that

heap roasting will gradually disappear as methods for smelting unroasted ore

are perfected. The Norwegian companies do not employ roast heaps, and have

even given up smelting during the, summer months, in order to avoid the hea\-y

damages which they previously had to pay to the owners of forests in the vicinity.

[487]
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The Quantity of Sulphur Liberated

Assuming the ore to contain 25 per cent, of sulphur, and to be roasted on the

heaps to 10 per cent., every million tons of ore would yield at the roast heaps

150,000 tons of sulphur, i.e., 300,000 tons of sulphurous acid gas, which would be

sufficient to produce 450,000 tons of ordinary strong sulphuric acid.

At the smelters, it may be taken that for every million tons of ore treated,

about 50,000 tons of sulphur in the form of 100,000 tons of sulphurous acid

gas, is discharged from the stacks. This would be capable of producing a further

150,000 tons of sulphuric acid. ,

Finalh', at the refineries, not less than an additional 10,000 tons of sulphur,

in the form of 20,000 tons of sulphurous acid gas, capable of producing 30,000

tons of sulphuric acid, is expelled from the stacks.

We have thus a total of at least 210,000 tons of sulphur discharged in the

form of 420,000 tons of sulphurous acid gas for every million tons of ore mined.

We can therefore estimate that, at the present rate of production, not less than

300,000 tons of sulphur, capable of producing nearly a million tons of ordinary

sulphuric acid, is annually lost, and does damage through being allowed to escape.

The Sudbury companies have given the subject of the utilization of sulphur

considerable attention, but it has not been found economically possible to make

use of this material.

Sulphur from smelter chimneys may be diluted with air before escaping into

the atmosphere to bring it below a fixed minimum, such, for instance, as that

fixed by the British Alkali, etc.. Works Eegulation Act, 1906, i.e., the equivalent

of 4 grains of sulphuric anhydride per cubic foot at 60 degrees F. and 30 inches

barometric pressure. This limit has been fired mainly for the benefit of such

companies in Great Britain as cannot economically recover* the sulphur.

The Canadian Copper Company paid during the year ending March 31st,

1916, $137,398 for " smoke damages,'' and, although the Mond Mckel Com-

pany's new practice of roasting only during the winter months will avoid this

expense, the loss of sulphur will, of course, be the same from the conservation

point of view.

Desirability of Saving the Sulphur

The solubility of sulphurous acid gas in water, its ready absorption by

moisture, and the fact that the gas itself liquefies at temperatures common in

Ontario during the winter, are factors in favour of roasting during the winter

only (if such proves feasible, as there is every reason to expect), while the broader

question of actual economical recovery is under consideration.

In the United States, Spain, England and many other countries, the recovery

of sulphur and other noxious gases has ultimately resulted in the establishment

of important industries which increase the utilization of their natural resources,

and benefit both producers and users. It is impossible for the moment to see

how the whole of the sulphur in the Sudbury ores can be efficiently dealt with,

either in the form of sulphurous acid, by making sulphuric acid, by converting

the sulphur into sulphate of soda, or recovering it as elemental sulphur.

SulphuTOus acid gas, as such, can be utilized in the paper pulp and many other
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industries, but it would not apparently be feasible to erect such plants where the

sulphurous acid is available. It could be converted into sulphuric acid and trans-

ported in tank cars for a limited distance only, owing to freight charges.

It may be noted that the United States produced, in 1916, over 950,000 tons

of sulphuric acid as a by-product from the roasting of copper and zinc ores.

This is nearly twice the amount produced in 1911, and represents about 25

per cent, of the total sulphuric acid made in the United States, the remainder

being obtained by roasting sulphur or pyrites specially purchased for the purpose.

It is of interest to mention here that the saleable percentage recovered is of

but little consequence, i.e., that high efficiency is of less importance than the

prevention of nuisance, and to refer to the fact that, instead of recovering the

sulphur as free sulphur or converting it into sulphuric acid, it may be used direct

bv the Hargreaves process for making sulphate of soda, which is one of the

essential chemicals used by the International Nickel Company in the refining

of the matte sent from Ontario to the United States, and which is also one of the

primary materials used in the glass industry.

It must, of course, be remembered that the abolition of the roast heaps

would not prevent the ultimate escape of the sulphurous acid into the air; but

it can be expelled from the chimneys in a diluted form. It is essential to drive it

off from the ore, either before or during the smelting and refining.

Losses of Metal from Heap Roasting

In addition to nuisance, it is important to remember that the roasting of the

ore in heaps, although, at first sight, cheap, economical and efficient, deserves

by no means to be considered as good metallurgical or chemical practice. The

result of the roasting is very irregular, and although this is a matter of prac-

tically no direct importance in connection with the smelting and refining, the heap

roasting leads to considerable loss of nickel and copper, particularly the former.

This is commonly overlooked, and frequently not admitted by the smelters, but it

is due to the fact that, although the roasting in Ontario is conducted with a view

to merely removing the excess sulphur so that sub-sulphides of nickel, copper and

iron are produced, a considerable amount of the sulphate of each metal is pro-

duced by oxidation, at the same time. This is especially the case with small roast

heaps, and in such portions of the large roast heaps as are most exposed to the air.

Although some of the sulphates are basic sulphates and not soluble in water,

most are soluble and dissolve in such rain as may fall upon the roast heaps and

not be evaporated by the heat. In other words, any water draining from

the roast heaps, will be highly charged with nickel salts, and to a lesser extent,

with copper salts. There is reason to think that the losses in this form,

especially of nickel, are not negligible, and although the prevention of these

losses alone might not Justify the giving up of roasting in heaps, it is an important

additional reason for abandoning roast heap practice. It is impossible to determine

what these losses are, and it is impracticable to avoid them in roast heap practice.

Certain figures which the Commissioners have obtained indicate a loss of not

less than 2 per cent, of the total quantity of nickel and copper in the ore roasted.

This loss is probably mainly nickel, and, although not very large as a perceftTage
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is heavy in the aggregate, and has to be added to the unavoidable losses in

smelting and refining. It forms another valid reason, both as a matter of con-

servation of resources and of profit to the smelters, for considering the advisability

of abandoning heap roasting.

The elimination of the roast heaps would l^e beneficial also in improving the

practice of preparing the ore at the mine for roasting in the "Wedge furnace, as

carried out at Copper Cliff, or in the Dwight-Lloyd furnaces as at Coniston, or in

any other type of roasting furnace. The Commissioners would point out that this

is not put forward as a new suggestion on their part, as they are aware of the large

amount of experimental work which has been done by the Canadian Copper and

Mond Companies on these lines.

In the foregoing, the general aspects of the difficulties attending the discharge

of sulphur dioxide from roast heaps and smelter stacks have been discussed, and

the conclusion arrived at by the Commission has been stated. Attention will now

be directed to some of the methods by which these difficulties might be attacked.

Utilization of Sulphur Dioxide

Although sulphur dioxide has a number of direct uses in various industries,

only some of the methods of utilization or disposal have any importance in the

present connection. They may be classified as follows :

—

1. Sulphur dioxide is a necessity for the manufacture of (a) sulphuric acid;

(&) paper pulp by the sulphite process; (c) sodium sulphate by the Hargreaves

process.

2. Sulphur dioxide may be reduced to elemental sulphur by several pro-

cesses, including: (d) the Hall process; (e) the Thiogen process.

- These uses are dealt with in sequence below.

Sulphuric Acid

Sulphuric acid is manufactured at the present time by two entirely distinct

processes, viz., the chamber process, and the contact process.

In the United States, two smelters use part of their furnace gases for making

sulphuric acid by the chamber process. These are the Tennessee Copper Company

and the Ducktown Copper, Sulphur and Iron Company, which operate plants

adjacent to one another near the southeastern corner of Tennessee.

A minimum content of 4.5 to 5 per cent, of sulphur dioxide in the gases is

necessary for satisfactory operation, and this results in the discharge of the poor

gases from the high grade matte furnaces and from the converters, through a high

stack.

Pyritic smelting is practised, i.e., green or unroasted ore is charged to the

blast furnaces in the first operation, the sulphur being oxidized by the blast, and

serving in part as fuel. The gases from these furnaces contain about 5.5 per cent,

sulphur dioxide and are sent to the chamber plant for conversion to sulphuric acid.

The U. S. Geological Survey' reports a production by copper smelters of

360,523 tons of sulphuric acid reduced to 60° Baume, valued at $2,749,633, which

practically represents the output of these two plants.

'Sulphur, Pyrito and Sulphuric Acid in 1915, issued Sept. 23, 1916, p. 304.
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The waste gases from the roasting of zinc ores in the United States have been

utilized by the contact process. The United States Geological Survey report" states

that, in 1915, zinc smelters produced 484,942 tons of sulphuric acid (calculated

as 60° Baume) valued at $4,293,493. Although the strength has been quoted

as 60" B. for convenience, nnieli of the aeid })rodueed by the contact process or

otherwise from zinc smelteries, was eonsiderahly stronger, and a good deal of it

was of the nature of " oleum," as required for the manufacture of explosives.

Uses of Sulphuric Acid

The uses of sulphuric acid are very numerous, and reference can be made here

only to one or two of those for which large quantities are required.

For the conversion of natural phosphates into superphosphates for fertilizing,

enormous quantities of sulphuric acid are used in the United States. While Canada

possesses deposits of phosphate of lime in the Ottawa \alley, they are expensive

to work as compared with the phosphate deposits of the southern States, which

are soft and easily excavated. Our phosphate industry lias languished and died

througli the competition of the United States product, and there is but little

prospect of an outlet for sulphuric acid in this direction.

Another of the large uses of sulphuric acid is the petroleum refining industry,

but here again, the smelting plants are distant from the districts where petroleum

is produced or refined. Another outlet available is for the galvanizing and tin

plate producers, who employ the acid for pickling or cleaning the steel before it

goes to the metal baths.

In Europe, large quantities of sulphuric acid are required in the Leblanc

process for producing sodium carbonate and hydroxide from salt, but this industry

is not carried on in America. Salt cake is an intermediate product of the Leblanc

process, and is used by the Orford Copper Company in its refining process, l)ut the

total amount required would only be a small fraction of the production if the

sulphuric acid produced from Sudliury ores were thus employed. A by-product in

the Leblanc process in muriatic or hydrochloric acid, and the disposal of the large

quantities produced would appear to be very difficult.

At the present time, under war conditions a large quantity of sulphuric acic

is being consumed in Canada in the explosives industry. With the cessation of

war orders, this consumption will be greatly curtailed, and since practically all

the industrial countries are producing explosives in great quantities, an export

trade in thom at tlie conclusion of the war is out of the question, and the domestic

consumption of explosives in Canada is small.

An excellent idea of the relative importance of these various outlets for sul-

phuric acid is given by the following estimate by Mr. L^tley Wedge, of Ardmore,

Pa., of the quantities, in terms of 50° Baume acid per annum, consumed in the

United States:

—

Manufacture of fertilizers 2,400,000 tons
Refining of petroleum products .300,000 '

'

Iron, steel and coke industry 200,000 '

'

Nitro-eellulose, nitroglycerine, celluloid, etc. (pre-war conditions)... 150,000 "
All other industries 200,000 '

'

.•^.250,000 "
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Sulphurous Acid in the Wood Pulp Industry

One of the most important processes for manufacturing- paper pulp from

wood is known as the sulphite j)rocess, in which large quantities of sulphur dioxide

are consimied.

The productio: ^-^ sulphite pulp in Canada in 1915 was 235,474 tons, as

compared with 183,552 tons in 1913. The sulphur dioxide required in this in-

dustry has heen obtained almost exclusively by burning elemental sulphur. In

1915, there was imported into Canada 43,433 tons of sulphur, as compared with

29,856 tons in 1914. This large and increasing supply comes mainly from

Louisiana, and most is used by the pulp mills.

The use of pyrites as a source of sulphur dioxide in the pulp industry has not

made headway, chiefly because of the extra space and capital required for install-

ing the burners and dust chambers, but partly because the sulphur content is less

than half the weight which has to be transported. Some manufacturers, however,

use ppites, and a description of the plant will be found in " Pyrites in Canada,"

by A. W. G. Wilson." It may be added that an account is given by E. A. Sjostedf

of the plant installed by the Sault Ste. Marie Pulp and Paper Company for the

production of sulphur dioxide by roasting a pyrrhotite ore; an abstract has been

given by A. W. G. Wilson.'

In considering the possibility of employing the sulphur dioxide produced at

Sudbury, it may be well to point out that there is no large amount of wood suit-

able for pulp making in that vicinity. Prom the very nature of their operations,

pulp mills are forced to distribute themselves rather than to segregate, and the

establishment of a large sulphite industry near Sudbury with a view to utilizing

its sulphur dioxide, is unlikely. The only alternative is the shipment of the

sulphur dioxide, in some form, to the pulp mills. The gas may be liquified, but

this is expensive, and the handling of the liquid gas in cylinders is costly. A
saturated solution of the gas in water at ordinary temperatures is weak in sul-

phur dioxide, and the freight would be correspondingly heavy, and the same objec-

tion holds against solution of calcium or magnesium bisulphite. Por these reasons,

the prospects for an outlet for sulphur dioxide in the sulphite pulp industry are

unpromising.

Sodium Sulphate by the Hargreaves Process

Sodium sulphate or " salt-cake
'"''

is an important raw material in the manu-

facture of glass, in the dyeing industry, and in the sulphate process of making

paper pulp. It, or the acid sulphate known as nitre cake, is used in the Orford

nickel refining process. It was first, and is still mainly produced by the Leblanc

process, by heating together salt and sulphuric acid, the hydrochloric acid gas

which is evolved during the reaction being recovered in solution and sold.

The disadvantages in working the Hargreaves process are the length of time

required, and the careful attention to detail which is necessary. It is worth noting,

however, that gases rather poorer in sulphur dioxide than the average pyrites

burner produces may be used at the expense of a longer exposure, and the signifi-

'Minps Branch, Department of Mines, Canada, pages 156 to 174.

^Jour. Canadian Mining Institute, Vol. 7, 1904, pages 480 to 494.

'L. c.
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cance of this fact in coimection witli the use of gases from roasting furnaces and

stacks at Sudbury is evident.

Full particulars of the Hargreaves and other processes for the manufacture of

sulphate of soda have heen published by George Lunge".

Reducinjj Sulphur Dioxide to Elemental Sulphur

The process of ^^'. A. 11 all depends upon the fact that when a pyritic ore is

submitted to the action of a lieated reducing gas mixed with steam, elemental

sulphur is produced instead of sulphur dioxide, and the sulphides are converted

into oxides. The roasted product is a mixture of the ordinary ferric oxide and

the magnetic oxide. The reactions which take place in the furnace are not

definitely known. A portion of the sulphur in the ore is merely sublimed by the

heat and passes off in the elemental condition in the reducing atmosphere. Part

of the remainder is oxidized by the water vapour to sulphur dioxide, and part

reduced to hydrogen sulphide. These gases decompose each other, so that they

also produce elemental sulphur in accordance with the well known reaction which

occurs when they are mixed.

An interesting account of some large scale trials made upon the Hall process

in California is given by H. P. Wierum." An 18-foot 6-hearth MacDougal

roasting furnace was equipped with oil burners of a special design permitting a

back pressure to be maintained internally to exclude air; the lower three hearths

were run under sufficient suction to permit slight oxidation.

The ore contained al30ut 40 per cent, sulphur, and was crushed to ^ in., but

better results were obtained by reducing to 10 mesh. During a week's run, the

sulphur in the 10 mesh calcines averaged 5.5 per cent, with an oil consumption of

22 gallons per ton of ore, the oil costing about 3 cents per gallon. The temperature

used was approximately 800° C, and the output 1 ton per hour. The maximum
amount of sulphur dioxide in the gases escaping from the furnace was a trifle over

0.3 per cent. The recovery of the finely divided sulphur which issued from the

furnace presented difficulties which Wierum is confident can be easily overcome.

The purity of the melted-down sulphur averaged 89 per cent.

Further experimenting was stopped by the outbreak of the v/ar, and no infor-

mation is available regarding any progress which may have been recently made. The
results published by AYierum are, however, promising, and are interesting in con-

nection with the Sudbury problem. As has been mentioned on another nage

regarding the paper pulp industry, sulphur is imported from Louisiana into

Canada to he hurned to sulphur dioxide, by the pulp manufacturers, who prefer

it for convenience in handling. The possibility of obtaining elemental sulphur

from the roaster gases at Sudliury, is one which deserves careful consideration, and

would justify the expenditure of time and money in investigating this and other

processes. The Hall process is not actually in operation on a commercial scale,

so far as is known to the Commission, Ijut it may he regarded as a possible means

for abating a nuisance, and assisting chemical industries.

^ Sulphuric Acid and Alkali, 3rd Edn. V. II, part I.

^Mining and Metall. Soc. of America, Bull. 76, Sept. 30, 1914, Vol. 7, Xo. 9 pages
134-1 4r>.
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The fact that it leaves a considerable proportion of sulphur in the roasted

ore and that it is difficult to completely collect the finely divided sulphur produced

by the process into the compact solid form of brimstone preferred by the users of

sulphur, are less serious in connection with the nickel industry than appears at

first sight. The primary requirement is to avoid the escape of sulphurous acid

into the air. The ore is not bought as a source of sulphur, as is usually the case,

and the 5 or 6 per cent, of sulphur left in the roasted ore in the trials

by the company which ultimately abandoned it, possibly on that account, is less

than is intentionally left in the ores roasted at Sudbury on the roast heaps, or in

the "Wedge roaster or the Dwight-Lloyd sintering plant.

The Thiogen Processes

These processes, which include a " wet "' and " dry '"' process, have been

described by S. W. Young.'

The dry process consists in passing furnace gas with a minimum of 8 per

cent, sulphur dioxide over heated calcium or barium sulphide. Sulphites are

formed with liberation of sulphur in the elemental form from the sulphur dioxide.

The sulphites are then again reduced to sulphide by heating under reducing con-

ditions. The temperature must be kept between 750° and 900° C. for the first

reaction. Experiments on a large scale were carried out at the smelter at Campo

Seco, California, but information regarding developments is lacking.

The wet process is operated with barium sulphide only, on the chemical

principles outlined above, the product being a mixture of barium sulphite and

sulphur, from which the latter is recovered by sublimation. So far as is known,

this modification has not yet been tried on a large scale.

^Min. and Sci. Press, Vol. 103, 1911, page 386.

Eng. and Min. Journ., Vol. 95, 1913, page 369.



CHAPTER XII

Statistics

Even at the risk of some repetition, it has been thought advisable to present

in one Chapter of the Eeport statistics of production of nickel in the countries

which constitute the chief sources of the metal.

The following table gives the output of nickel and copper from the nickel

mines of Sudbury, from the beginning to 31st December, 1916. The nickel con-

tents of the silver-cobalt-nickel ores of the Cobalt district are not included.

Although the production of nickel from 1904, when these mines were opened, to

1916, inclusive, is estimated at about 4,000 tons, only a small proportion of the

nickel has actually been recovered. The ores of the Alexo mine are included, since

the entire production so far has been smelted by the Mond Company at Coniston.

Nickel and Copper Production of Sudbury

Year.
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The figures are compiled from the annual returns of production made by the

mining companies under the Mining Act of Ontario. They are based on the com-

panies' estimate of the nickel and copper contents of the matte product of their

smelters, as shipped to the refineries. Unless otherwise indicated, the ton in this

Chapter and throughout the Eeport generally, is the statutory ton of 3,000 lbs.

If the metric ton (2,204 lbs.), or the English ton (2,240 lbs.), is intended, it is so

stated.

The figures show that for the first nine or ten years the growth of production

at the Sudbury mines was slow, competition from New Caledonia strong, and the

demand small. Beginning with 1898 there was a steady though not rapid increase;

production fell in 1902, and still further in 1903. In 1904 a revival set in, and

from that time down to the present, every succeeding year, with one exception,

has seen a larger output than its predecessor. Thus the quantity of ore mined in

1896 to 1900 inclusive, was 82 per cent, in excess of that mined during the previous

five years; 1901-1905 shows an increase over 1896-1900 of 65.8 per cent; 1906-1910

over 1901-1905 of 78.6 per cent.; 1911-1915 over 1906-1910 of 101.9 per cent.

The increase in 1916 over 1915 was 18 per cent.

Canadian Copper Company's Production

The schedule given below shows the ore production of the Canadian Copper Com-

pany's mines from the beginning to the 31st March, 1916, divided into two periods,

1887-1902 and 1903-1916, the aggregate being 7,616,447 tons. The average assay

for the several mines in nickel and copper is given for both periods. It is

noticeable that while the percentage of copper during the latter of the two periods

is less than that of the former, the proportion of nickel is greater; and that for

the entire series of years the proportion of nickel to copper is very nearly that of

2 to 1. The increased percentage of nickel in the second period is due to the

dominant influence of the Creighton mine, whose ores are high in nickel and of

medium tenor in copper.

Ore raised, tous. Total Ore.
Average Assay Average Assay

1887-1902. 1903-1915.

Mine.

1887-1902 1903-1915 Tons.
Xi

per cent.

Cu
I

Ni Cu
per cent, per cent, per cent.

No. 1 23,116 336 23,452

No ^ 264,844 455,070 719,914

No. 3 106,086 178,813 284,899

No 4 43,658 42 43,700

No. 5 8,092 8,092

No. 6 4,048 4,048

Evans 229,379 5,049 234,428

Stobie 418,991 418,991

Creighton 149,954 4,603,479 4,753,433

Copper Cliff 333,837

Crean Hill

Vermilion

43,402 376,739
744,747 744,747

4,014 4,014

3.55
2.29
2.67
2.91
2.84
1.99
3.04
2.05
4.94
3.62

Total 1,581,505 ,6.034,932 7,616,447 2.922

3.42 3.21 1.13
2.04 2.83 1.64
1.39 1.68 1..50

.26 2.09 0.41

.06

.69

74 2.46 2.59
.53

1.65 4.43 1..56

5.03 2.76 5.93
2.14 2.91
6.64 6.89

2.542 3.933 1.767

Average assav of ore 1887-1915, Ni., 3.724 per cent., Cu., 1.927 per cent.
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Adding the production of the Canadian Copper Company's mines for the

nine months, April to December inclusive, 1916, namely 904,759 tons, the total

output from all of this company's properties from the beginning to 31st December,

1916, was 8,521,206 tons of ore. Based on the assay figures for the several mines,

this quantity of ore contained 316,483 tons of nickel and 165,440 tons of copper.

It is understood, of course, that the figures are for crude ore, and do not allow for

losses in treatment.

Mond Nickel Company's Production

The production of the Mond Xickel Company's mines from the beginning to

30th September, 1915, is shown in the following figures:

—

Mine
Tons ore

produced

Assay per cent.

Ni. Cu.

Victoria 596,931
Garson 796,011
Kirkwood 58.468
North Star 53,716
Worthington 74 , 08.3

Levack 27 , 777
Little Stobie 1.585

1.9
2.3
3.2
2.1
3.0
2.8

3.4
1.9
1.5
.8

3.4

Total 1,608,524

Adding the production for the last quarter of 1915 and the whole of the fol-

lowing year, the total output of the Mond Company's mines to 31st December, 1916,

was 2,027,713 tons. The total ore raised by the Alexo to the same date was 34,650

tons, all of which has been treated by the Mond Company; also 13,348 tons from

Mount Nickel mine, 486 tons from the Howland, and 36,487 tons from Bruce mines.

The last-named mine carries a little copper, but no nickel, and the ore is used by the

Mond Company mainly as a flux. The aggregate of ore smelted was 2,065,504

tons, the product of which was 96,591 tons of matte, containing 39,006 tons of

nickel and 40,125 tons of copper.

It will be seen from the preceding tables that out of the total quantity of nickel-

copper ore raised in the Sudbury district, namely, 10,866,392 tons, all but 317,473

tons were from the mines of the two great producing companies, the Canadian

Copper Company and the Mond Nickel Company.

New Caledonia's Output

The figures of the production of nickel in New Caledonia are drawn from a

variety of sources, some of which differ among themselves, but it is believed the

statistics given below are as nearly correct as possible. For the years 1875 to 1902

inclusive, the figures are taken from Glasser's Eeport to the Colonial Minister of

France on the Mineral Wealth of New Caledonia. 1904 (p. 214) ; from 1903 to

1912. from The Mineral Industry. Volume XXIII (p. 933). From 1913 to 1915
they were obtained from official sources in New Caledonia itself.
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Year.
[Nickel Ore Exported.
j

Metric Tons.
Value
Francs.

Estimated
Contents of Xickel.

Metric Tons.

1875.
1876.
1877.
1878.
1879.
1880.
1881.
1882.
1883.
1884.
188.5.

1886.

1887.
1888.
1889.
1890.
1891.
1892.

1893.
1894.
1895.
1896.
1897.
1898.

1899.
1900.
1901.
1902.
1903.
1904,
1905.
1906.
1907.
1908.
1909.
1910.
1911.
1912.

1913.
1914.
1915.

827
3,406
4,377

155

327,000
1,703.000
1,720.000

46,000

39
408
525
18

2.-528

4,069
9.025
6.881
10.888
5,228
921

8,602
6.616

21. COO
24.590
54.081
35,9-51

45.613
40.089
.38.976

.37.467

57 . 639
74,614

103.908
100,319
133.676
129.6-53

77,360
98.655
125.289
118.890
119.000
108.000
86.000
99.000
142.000
74.314
93.190
94 . 154
48.576

(5,0-58)

(6.392)
(6.768)

(7,994)

(1,095)

(1.2-50)

(1,900)

( 160)

Matte
768

2.993
5.908
5 . 893
5 . 277
5 , 529

-506,000

814,000
1,624,000
1,240,000
1,-578.760

7.31,920

184.200
1,075,000
827.000

2,625.000
2,827,000
5,678,000
3,235.000
3,877,000
2.806.230
1,948,800
1,-586,015

2.017,365
3.3-57,630

5,-507.124

5.879.000
4.-580,000

4,-579,000

253
407
812
620
871
418
92

688
530

1,680
1,960
4..826
2.507
3.180
2.795
2.484
2..888
3,4-58

4.3-56

5.640
5 . 975
7.218
7,045

(506)

(537)

(615)

(637)

( 99)

(114)

(174)

( 15)

Total 2,245.354

An examination of the figures in the foregoing tahle shows that the ores

exported at the beginning were very rich, running up to 13 per cent, of nickel, but

that there was a steady fall in the grade from 1880 on. In 18S0 and 1881 the ores

averaged ten per cent, nickel; in 1882 and 1883, nine per cent.; from 1884 to 1891,

eight per cent.; from 1892 to 1894, seven per cent.; and in 1902 and for several

years previous it was 5.4 per cent. These percentages are deduced from M.

Glasser's figures.

The ore shipped from 1903 to 1915 inclusive was 1.284,428 tons, and assuming

there has been no reduction since 1902 in the grade of ore exported, this

quantity at 5.4 per cent, would contain 69,359 tons of nickel. In addition, during

the last six years covered by the table, 2(j.368 tons of matte were exported. At

the ordinary grade, 45 per cent, nickel, the matte would contain 11,866 tons of

nickel. The total quantity of nickel sent out from Xew Caledonia up to 31st
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December, 1915, whether in form of ore or matte, would therefore appear to be as

follows :

—

Metric tons.

1875-1902 60,693

1903-1915 (in ore) 69,359

do do (in matte) 11,866

Total 141,918 tons.

This is equal to 156,394 tons of 2,000 lbs.

The figures in parentheses in Glasser's table refer to the ore smelted on the

Island, but that writer explains that his statistics are compiled on the assumption

that all the exports were of crude ore, and wottld therefore include the matte.^

A comparison of the tallies shows that of recent years the production of Ontario

has been growing much more rapidly than that of New Caledonia. Figures for the

last three five-year jDeriods bring this out very clearly :—

-

New Caledonia. Ontario.

Metric tons. Tons of 2,000 lbs.

1901-1905 30,490 31,616
1906-1910 29,014 62,718
1911-1915 35,941 121J106

Total 95,445 215,434

Converting metric tons into tons of 2,000 lbs., the output of New Caledonia for

the three periods mentioned was 33,600, 31,9T3 and 39,607 tons respectively. It is

thus seen that dtiring the first of these periods the otitput of New Caledonia exceeded

that of Ontario by six per cent. ; in the second, the New Caledonia production

slightly receded, while that of Ontario almost doubled, and was practically twice the

yield of New Caledonia. In the third period, while New Caledonia showed a growth

of 24 per cent., Ontario again produced almost twice as much as in the preceding

period, and more than three times the output of the French colony.

It should not be overlooked, however, that while Ontario's production is in-

creasing, so also is that of New Caledonia. This fact of itself argues an innate

vitality in the nickel industry of Ontario's chief competitor.

Norway

Norway is another country which at the ]iresent time is producing nickel on a

considerable scale from ores worked for that metal, though its output cannot be

compared with that of either New Caledonia or Ontario, and is probably less than

the " by-product " nickel now obtained, chiefly in the electrolytic refining of copper.

By-product nickel is discussed in Chapter IX of the Eeport, and its chief sources

pointed out. Nickel mining is an industry of old standing in Norway, but the ores,

^ The ore shipped from New Caledonia contains at least 20 per cent, of moisture. The
assay is always given for dried ore, so that S per cent, ore would contain 6.4 per cent, nickel
in the wet state ; 7 per cent, ore would contain 5.6 per cent, nickel, and 6 per cent, ore 4.8 per
cent, nickel. M. Glasser remarks that for certain of the years covered by his statistics, the
figures of value seem to have been obtained by multiph*ing the tonnage of wet ore by the
value of a ton of dry ore, and that they should, therefore, be reduced about 25 per cent. In
assuming that the ore since 1902 contained as shipped, i.e., in the natural moist condition,
5.4 per cent, of nickel, the case is probably put too favourably for New Caledonia. During
recent years, the exported ore has carried on an average 6 per cent, nickel when dried, or
say 4.8 per cent, as shipped.
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while similar in character to those of Sudbury, are poorer in both nickel and copper.

The industry was in a languishing condition for some time previous to the establish-

ment of a refinery at Kristianssands, to operate the Hybinette electrolytic process,

which has been producing refined nickel and copper for several years. Part of the

ore treated at this plant comes from other countries, such as Greece and Tasmania,

but the chief sources of supply are the Norwegian mines. The Swedish mines are

small, and do not appear at present to be in operation.

The following figures showing the production of nickel ore and nickel in

Xorway, are taken for the years 1901 to 1912 from The Mineral Industry (1914:),

p. 958, and for 1913 to 1915 were obtained in Xorway itself.

Xickel Production of Xorway

Year.
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It would thus appear that the total output of nickel ore in Germany during

the twelve years 1902-19] o, was 128,496 metric tons, or 141,603 tons of 2,000

lbs. If the ore contained two per cent, nickel the whole contents of metallic nickel

would be 2,832 tons. Xo figures of production have been published since the war

began, but it is in every way likely that the nickel mines of Germany have been and

are now being worked more extensively than before that time, and a larger output

obtained. Germany, however, in pre-war times, did not depend upon her own

rather meagre resources, or those of the rest of Europe, for her supplies of nickel.

She was a large importer and refiner of New Caledonia ore, and a large seller of

refined nickel.

The production of refined nickel in Germany has considerably increased of

late years. As given by the tables of the Metallgesellschaft, the output of refined

nickel for that country, as well as for France, England, United States and Canada,

and "'other countries" from 1896 to 1912 Avas as follows in metric tons:—

"World's Production of Refined Niclcol

Year i Germany France
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United States Imports of Nickel

The following statistics regarding nickel entering the United States in the

form of matte and ore are taken from the yearly and monthly statements of the

U. S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, and from its annual volumes

entitled " Commerce and Navigation of the United States.'^ The amount of nickel

present apjDears to have been calculated from the figures supplied by the shippers,

as is usual when the material referred to enters duty free.

In all these tables the English ton of 2,240 lbs. is used unless specially indi-

cated. For these notes, the figures have been recalculated to the ton of 2,000 lbs.

to prevent confusion.

It is not possible to exactly compare the U. S. figures with those published

by the Ontario Bureau of Mines, or given by the Canadian Copper Company, as

the years are made up to different periods, but it is reasonable to think that the

three-3'ear j)eriod taken for each will be near enough for all practical purposes.

Separate statistics of the imports of matte and of ore other than from Sudbury,

are not available. The figures published are for " ore and matte." It is evident from

the figures given in tables A and B, that very little ore goes to the United States,

and it should be noted that, whereas in 1914, only 3.36 tons of matte came from

Norway, no less than 409.9 tons, containing 64.6 per cent, nickel, entered in 1915,

although apparently none was sent in 1916.

The U. S. .statistics give certain figures as to imports of nickel as metal and

alloys and oxide, etc. They are small in the aggregate Cvalued only at about

$20,000 in 1915) and the figures do not discriminate between the different forms

in which the nickel is imported.

Table A

Matte and ore imported into the U. S. during three years ending June 30th, 1916.

Year

.
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By deducting from the above U. S. figures, the imports during the three

months ending June 30th, 1916, and adding one quarter of the imports during

1914, we ohtain what may be taken as the imports for three years to March 31st,

1916, to compare with the above figures showing the matte production of the

Canadian Copper Company during that period, all of which was exported to the

United States. The imports for the three years, therefore, appear to have been

132,910.4 tons matte and ore containing 71,648 tons nickel metal, i.e., 53.9 per

cent, nickel.

Table B

Imports of "nickel ore and matte" from countries other than Ontario, for the three years
ending June 30th, 1916.

Country.

tons ! tons

Belgium 1,392 1,019

1914 1915 1916

Nickel contents.
Ore and Matte.

Nickel contents.
Ore and Matte.

Nickel contents.

Ore and Matte.

per
cent.

73.2

tons

271.0

Norway 3.36 2.-5 74.3 409.9

Oceania 673.1

France
,

Australia

French Oceania

Peru

tons

159

265

270

per
cent.

58.6

64.6

40.0

tons tons
per
cent.

I

332.6 257.4 77.15

1,488.5 634.0 I 42.60

2,932.2 1,196.0 40.79
I

1.12 .059 5.27

Total 1,395.361,021.5 73.2 1,354.0
Av.

694 51.2 4,754.422,087.5 43.91
At. Av.

As indicated by the above table, the matte and ore imported into the United

States from elsewhere than Ontario during the three years July 1st, 1913, to June

30th, 1916, totalled 7,504 tons, containing 3,803 tons metallic nickel, i.e., an average

of 50.68 per cent. This is a small quantity in comparison with the total, but is

very large as a factor regarding supplies of the metal other than from Canada. In

1916 it totalled 4,754 tons, containing 2,087 tons of nickel, i.e., about 43.91 per cent.

The New Caledonia material (probably all that given under Oceania, etc.)

was practically all matte. The unbessemerized matte would no doubt contain

between 40 and 45 per cent, of nickel. It was formerly bessemerized in Belgium,

but since the war began has gone to France and Great Britain, with the above small

but increasing quantity to the United States.

In 1913, Belgium sent about 130 tons more than in 1914; ISTorway and New
Caledonia are not quoted as sending anything in 1913, and the published statistics

indicate that Norway sent nothing in 1916.
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The ^lonthly Summary of Foreign Commerce for the United States for

December, 1916, gives the imports of nickel matte and ore during the three years

1914 to 1916, ending December 31st. They are quoted below, together with the

weights of metallic nickel stated to be contained, and with the percentages of

nickel calculated from such figures. The exports of nickel matte from Canada

to the United States during the same period and the percentage of nickel in it

have been added to the table. The figures show practically the same percentage

of nickel in the total imports as the average for the Canadian matte imported^

and confirm other published U. S. statistics which indicate that little or no nickel

ore is imported into the States, also that the matte obtained from sources other

than Sudl)ury (i.e.. other than from the Canadian Copper Company) averages

about the same percentage of nickel as the latter.

Table C

U. S. imports of matte and oi-e <linin<i- tliiee years eiidhig December 31st, 1916.

Matte and ore, tons
Nickel in ditto, tons ,

Per cent, nickel in dit'o . .

,

Total matte and ore from
all sources.

Years ending December 31st.

1914

33,111.7
17.503.4

52.86

1915 1916

51,293.8 66,909.9
28,176.3 36,805.7

54.93 ' 54.26

Total matte from Canadian
Copper Company

Years ending December 31st.

1914

32,570
17,187
52.77

1915

49,828
26,786
53.76

1916

63,567
34,847
54.82

Note.—Matte only is exported by the Canadian Copper Company.
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United States Exports of Nickel

The following table showing nickel exports from the United States is taken

from '•' Foreign Commerce and N'avigation of the United States " for the year

ending June 30th, 1915, pp. 62i-25.

Table D

Exports of nickel, nickel oxide, and matte from the United States.

Years ending' June oOth.



CHAPTEE Xlli

Taxation of Mines and Mining Industries

The Commissioners were instructed to inquire into and re'port upon such

matters as in their opinion will assist the government " to provide a system of taxa-

tion upon mines, mining land, claims or rights, minerals and industries connected

with mining, that will be just and equitalde and in the best interests of the

Province." They have given the subject careful consideration, and have made

inquiry into the operation of the laws at present in force in Ontario, and into the

nature and results of different systems of mining taxation, particularly in English-

speaking countries. They have found a great variety of methods.

In the United States

In many States of the Union, for instance, mines, mineral deposits and mining

plants are assessed and taxed in the same way as other tangible property. In a few-

States a tax is levied on the gross annual receipts, and in a few others on the net an-

nual receipts. In one or two cases, depending upon some jjeculiar local conditions, a

hybrid system has been adopted, by which the gross receipts and the net receipts of

operating mines are combined in arbitrary proportions as the basis of taxation. In

all the States one tax is levied for State, county and local purposes, the tax being

collected as a whole, and afterwards distributed to the several authorities. Usually

the law requires all property, including mines, to be assessed at its full value, but in

a number of States, the standard of assessment varies from 20 per cent, to 80 per

cent, of the value.

The following States depart from the prevailing method and assess mines on

the basis mentioned; Arizona, the fnll cash value of four times the net receipts,

plus 12 1/2 per cent, of the gross receipts : Colorado, one-fourth of the gross proceeds,

or net proceeds if in. excess of one-fourth of the gross proceeds; Idaho and Mon-

tana, the price paid the government for the land plus the net proceeds; jSTevada, net

proceeds at 80 per cent, of their actual value ; AVyoming and South Carolina, gross

proceeds; Utah, net annual earnings. On the assessment so made, the mines pay

taxes at the general rate imposed on other tangible j)roperty in the local subdivision

of the State in which they are situated. In Oklahoma a State tax is levied of one-

half of one per cent, on metallic products and three per cent, on the value of

petroleum and natural gas. Coal mines in Pennsylvania, in addition to ordinary

taxation on the land, pay two and one-half per cent, on the market value of the

product.

The system of taxation is a matter governed by the State constitution, and

State constitutions are difficult to change, requiring not only action by the Legis-

lature, but a vote of the people. In California, Utah and Arizona, all important

mining States, an agitation is at present on foot for amendment of the taxing laws

as regards mining.

[506]
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In Other Countries

In other countries a similar variety prevails. In Sjaaiu the tenure of minerals

is conditioned on the payment of a specified tax to the government, and this

custom has spread to practically all countries of Spanish origin. In Mexico,

for instance, mining lands are held on payment of a tax per mining area (per-

tinencia, = 2.47 acres), payable to the central government. This tax was

formerly at the rate of $2.50 per pertinencia, but recently has been greatly in-

creased by the Carranza government, now nominally in power. In New Caledonia,

Ontario's competitor in the nickel industry, a tax of five per cent, ad valorem is

imposed on all nickel or other ore exported, on a valuation made by the govern-

ment. Two such valuations were made in 1916, one at the beginning of each half

year. The second valuation, as regards nickel ore, was much higher than the first.

Export duties on matte were abolished in 1913, with the view of promoting the

treatment of the ore within the colony. There is also a surface tax, varying from

75 centimes to four francs per hectare (31.25 cents per acre), the tax per hectare

rising with the area of land held.

Nor is there any uniformity in the methods of taxation employed in the several

jjarts of the British Empire. In England itself, mining lands are liable to land

tax, succession duty, poor rates and local charges, also to income tax, which is

essentially a tax on profits. No allowance is made for capital invested, or for

exliaustion of the mines.

In the Canadian Provinces

The principal mining Provinces in Canada are Ontario, British Columbia,

Alberta, Nova Scotia, and Quebec, also the Yukon district. In Ontario mines are

taxed on their net profits, the law being more fully explained on subsequent pages.

In British Columbia there is a tax of 10 cents per ton on coal; other mines pay

two per cent, of the value of the ore raised. There is also a tax of 35 cents per

acre on unworked mining lands. In Alberta coal is mined under the Dominion

regulations, which require payment of rental at the rate of one dollar per acre

per annum and a royalty of five cents per ton. In Nova Scotia the tax on

coal is 12 I/O cents per ton, and royalties are levied on the gross value of

other minerals as follows : Gold, silver and tungsten, two per cent. ; copper,

four cents per unit (or one per cent.) per ton of 2,352 lbs. of copper ore;

lead, two cents per unit; and iron ore, five cents per ton of 2,240 lbs. In

Quebec the Lieutenant-Governor in Council is authorized—but not until five

years from the s^le of the lands hx the Crown—to levy a royalty, " if he thinks

proper," not exceeding three per cent, of the value of the minerals extracted, after

deducting costs of extraction. In the case of asbestos, one of the chief minerals of

the Province, the cost of treating the rock is also deducted. Mineral lands are

assessed for taxation without regard to the increased value caused by the existence

of mines and minerals. In the Yukon, the regulations made in 1898, when the

gold 'fields began to be worked, imposed a royalty of 10 per cent, on the gold

obtained. This was afterwards reduced to two and one-half per cent. The total

value of the gold recovered up to 31st December, 1915. was $162,231,607, on
which a royalty of $4,356,180.10 was collected, an average of 2.685 per cent.
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Australia and South Africa

In the several States of the Australian coninionwealth, there is a nearer

approach to uniformity, yet differences exist. There is in Australia a preference

for the leasing system as against freehold grants, consequently mining lands, as a

rule, are paid for by annual rental. In Victoria, gold-bearing lands are leased at

2s. 6d. per acre; other minerals, including coal, from Is. to £1 per acre. There

are no royalties. In New South Wales, the rent of gold and other mineral lands,

save coal, is 2s. 6d. per acre, with a royalty of one per cent, on the gross value of

the gold and other minerals recovered. The royalty on coal is 3d. to 6d. per ton.

In South Australia, lands containing gold and other minerals rent for Is. per

acre. A tax of two and one-half per cent, is payable on the net profits. Queensland

collects rent at the rate of £1 per acre for gold-l)caring lands, 6d. per acre for coal

lands, and 10s. per acre for lands containing other minerals. Coal pays a royalty

of 3d. per ton for the first ten years and 6d. per ton afterwards. Gold and other

minerals pay no royalty. In West Australia the rent of gold lands is 5s. per acre

for the first year, and thereafter £1 ; of coal lands, 6d. per acre, with a royalty of

3d. per ton for the first ten years, and thereafter 6d. per ton; and all lands con-

taining other minerals, from 2s. to 5s. per acre. There is a royalty of Is. per

ounce on gold. Tasmania rents her gold lands at £1 per acre, coal lands at 2s.

per acre, and lands carrying other minerals, 5s. per acre. No royalties are imposed.

In the Australian States the income tax is freely used, and mining, as well as

other companies, pay tax on income, allowance being made for the vanishing char-

acter of mining assets. In Queensland, costs actually incurred by mining com-

panies up to the time of declaring the first dividend, are allowed to be amortized.

In New Zealand, the rental of gold-bearing lands is 7s. 6d per acre ; coal. Is. to 5s.

per acre; other minerals, 2s. 6d. C4old pays a royalty of 2s. per ounce; coal 2d. to Is.

per ton ; other minerals, one to four per cent, of their value.

In the Union of South Africa the profit method of taxation obtains. The tax

on the profits of mining for gold is 10 per cent, and on the profits of mining

for other minerals on a sliding scale, rising from two and one-half per cent,

to six per cent, and upwards, according to the proportion which the amount

of profit bears to the gross revenue. Gold mines also pay a rental of £1 per month

for each mining claim, of about 2.1 acres. Mines are not assessable by the local

municipality, and there is no taxation on income, or on the contents of the mine or

mining ]:)laut. An allowance is made for amortization of capital actually put into

the mine. The gold mining companies of the Transvaal pay about £1,000,000 in

taxes per annum. Diamonds form an exception, the government claiming a

partnership in all diamond mines. In the Transvaal the government is a partner

to the extent of 60 per cent. ; in Orange Free State to the extent of 40 per cent.,

and in Cape Colony 50 per cent. The profits, which are very considerable, are

divided in the foregoing proportions. The De Beers mine, however, pays only 10

per cent. At present the Transvaal mines are paying also £500,000 per annum as a

war tax, Avhich is levied on the companies in proportion to their profits. It should

not be overlooked that the chief industry of the Transvaal consists in the gold mines

of the Eand, which produce annually about 40 per cent, of the world's output of

gold. In 1913 the mineral exports of South Africa formed 77.8 per cent, of the

total exports.
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The foregoing examples show that methods vary according to local conditions,

out oi' which occasionally arise provisions not readily intelligible at a distance. The

practice by which farmers or others who own the land have leased the rights on a

royalty basis is the explanation of some of them ; others are the result of compromise

between contending interests^, or the exercise of some powerful influence. Other pur-

])oses are frequently had in view Ijesides the collection of revenue, and the method

adopted, or the rate imposed, will be found to depend largely upon the special

conditions and requirements of the community.

Position of Ontario's Mining industry

Upon any accepted theory of taxation, the mining industry should contribute

its fair proportion to the revenues of the Province and the local district. Mine-

owners enjoy the benefits which a stable government affords, and the resources of

the State are at their disposal for prutection and redress. Their ownership of

remunerative properties insures their capacity to pay. Possessing what may prove

to be a valuable part of the public domain, they should return a reasonable portion

of the proceeds towards the maintenance of the State. The mining industry, how-

ever, is exceptional in some respects, in regard to taxation. There is in the first

place a fundamental difference between a mine and land used for agricultural or

building purposes, or the great majority of industrial properties, in that the use

of a mine naturally involves its exhaustion. In Ontario the mining districts are

mostly situated in new and remote sections of the Province. The mine owners are

often obliged to provide practically all the ordinary requirements in the way of

roads, telephones, housing accommodation, municipal organization, and the in-

numerable advantages of a settled community, which other industries elsewhere

find at hand.

These conditions are accepted in the hope of eventually ol)taining a fully com-

pensating return, and are inevitaljle in the case of an industry of any kind estab-

lished in such a region. In one important respect, the mining industry of Ontario

has enjoyed an unusual advantage. In many countries heavy charges on the

carriage of ore and supplies are incurred, because of distance from railway com-

munications. Here, the Canadian Pacific, the Timiskaming and jSTorthern Ontario,

the Canadian Northern and the ^^ational Transcontinental, all government-aided,

or government-owned railways, have either preceded or accompanied the mining
industry into almost every area in which it is flourishing to-day.

There is no disposition on the part of the mining companies to evade a fair

share of the burden of taxation. Their representations to the Commission have

been addressed entirely to the question of the best and fairest system, in comparison
with other industries and taxable properties. In regard to the special burdens
arising from the war, they have volunteered their anxiety to contribute generously

with the rest of the Province.

It should be pointed out, too, that the mining industry is one of the most
effectual agencies in the settlement of our northern and northwestern districts. It

affords employment to labour, frequently on a large scale, and provides the best

kind of market for farm produce and manufactured goods. Not only the tillers

of the soil, but the artisans and merchants of the older parts of the Province derive
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a benefit from the increase in business arising out of the mining industry. That

this benefit is large, may be judged from the fact that on a close estimate it takes

ten million dollars to pay the wages and provide the supplies for the Sudbury

nickel mines for twelve months. The railway companies also feel the effects in a

larger volume of business. The Timiskaming and Northern Ontario railway found

its largest source of revenue in the passenger and freight business of the Cobalt and

Porcupine camps^ especially while coal was still coming in large quantities, for

the production of power, and Sudbury, Copper Cliff and Coniston are among the

heaviest revenue stations of the Canadian Pacific railway in Ontario.

Mining taxes in general may be classified according to their basis, on (1)

acreage, (2) tonnage or output, (3) the value of the mine, (4) profits.

In some cases more than one kind of taxation is employed; for instance, an

acreage tax may be levied as well as a tonnage or profit tax. In addition to the

main tax on net profits, both the acreage and output taxes are used to a limited

extent in Ontario, and petroleum rights severed from the land are assessable at

their actual value. Before examining the comparative merits of these several

systems, it is advisable to state shortly the law at present in force in this Province.

The Ontario Mining: Tax Act

By the British North America Act (sec. 92, s.s. 2), the Province has plenary

power to impose " direct taxation within the Province in order to the raising of a

revenue for Provincial purposes," and also to raise a revenue for Provincial, local

or municipal purposes by means of licenses.

Both before and since Confederation, a royalty on ores taken from lands

granted by the Crown has been imposed at various times'; but it has been as often

revoked. The last occasion was in 1891 when the Mining Act was amended by

reserving to the Province a royalty on ores found on lands thereafter granted. This

was repealed in 1900. No revenue ever accrued under any of these royalty pro-

visions, and the mining industry contributed nothing whatever to Provincial

revenue by way of taxation until 1907. Mining properties were taxable for local

or municipal purposes only. Mineral lands and the buildings thereo^n were

assessable at the value of other lands in the neighbourhood for agricultural ptir-

poses, but the income derived from any mine or mineral work was subject to

taxation by the municipality in the same manner as other incomes under the

Assessment Act. It may be doubted whether any municipality ever received any

revenue from this provision.

By the Supplementary Eevenue Act, 1907, now The Mining Tax Act

(E.S.O., 1914, cap. 26), the present system of taxation on the net profits was

adopted, and it was provided that three per cent, of the annual profits, as

ascertained and fixed imder the Act, in excess of $10,000, should be paid each year

to the Provincial Treasurer for the use of the Province. The Act contains well

considered provisions for determining the amount of the annual profits for

taxation by specified deductions, and provides the required machinery for its

enforcement and operation.

For a full understanding of the taxation of mines in Ontario it is necessary

to consult also the Assessment Act (E.S.O.. 1914, cap. 195). which provides that
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subject to the prescribed and usual exemptions (sec. 5), ''all real property in

Ontario, and all income derived either within or out of Ontario by any person

resident therein, or received in Ontario by or on behalf of any person resident

out of the same, shall be liable to taxation." Every person occupying or using

land for the purpose of any of the businesses specified in the Act, shall be

assessed for a '* business assessment " to be computed by reference to the assessed

value of the land so occupied or used by him (ibid., sec. 18). The 'business of

mining or treating ores is not specified, and is consequently exempt from business

assessment. Every person not liable to business assessment shall be assessed in

respect of income; and every person liable to business assessment shall be assessed

in respect of the income derived from his business to the extent to which it exceeds

the amount of his business assessment (ibid., sec. 11).

By section 40, s.s. 1, the buildings, plant and machinery in, on or under

mineral land and used mainly for obtaining minerals from the ground or storing

the same, and concentrators and . sampling plant and the minerals in or under

such land are declared not assessable. In no case shall mineral land be assessed at

less than the value of other land in the neighliourhood used exclusively for agri-

cultural purposes (ibid., s.s. 5). The income from a mine or mineral work shall

be assessed by, and the tax leviable thereon shall be paid to, the municipality in

which such mine or mineral work is situate (ibid., s.s. 6). Sub-section 9 is as

follows :

—

(9) Xotviithstancling anything in this section contained, no income tax shall be payable
to any municipality uioon a mine or mineral work liable to taxation under section 5 of The
Mining Tax Act, in excess of one-half, in the case of the town of Cobalt as at present
constituted, and in excess of one-third, in the case of all other municipalities, of the ta^i

payable in respect of annual profits from such mine or mineral work under the provisions of

the said section and amendments thereto.

This sul>section must be read with section 11 of The Mining Tax Act, whereby

the mine-owner is entitled to deduct to this extent the amount of the municipal

income tax from the amount payable to the Pl'ovince. The sections are a little

cumbrous, but in practice the municipality invariably receives its maximum share

of the tax. and the receipt of the municipality is accepted by the Mine Assessor

for the amount.

Assimiing that the profits of a given mining company for the year 1915 are

$210,000; the first $10,000 being exempt, the three per cent, tax is levied on

$200,000. Consequently, in 1916 the mine will contribute in taxation $6,000 in all,

of which $2,000 will go to the municipality, and $1,000 to the Province. The net

result of the law is that, with the unimportant exceptions of the acreage and

output taxes mentioned below, the sole tax on mines and mineral deposits in

this Province is three per cent, on the net annual profits of operating mines above

$10,000, of which in practice two per cent, is received by the Province, and one per

cent, by the municipality.

An annual acreage tax of two cents per acre is imposed on all patented or

leased mining lands in unorganized territory of the Province (Mining Tax Act, sec.

15. s.s. 1). Where municipal organization has been effected this acreage tax does not

apply. Land in bona fide use or reasonably required for farming purposes, or occu-

pied by buildings, is exempt (ibid., s.s. 2). One-half of the amount actuallv received

3?, N^
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by the Province I'rom this source is paid to the trustees of school sections in such

territory for school purposes. This tax took the place of the so-called Algoma

Land Tax of one cent per acre, which was levied on all lands granted in the north-

western districts of the Province. The total receipts from 1907 to 1916 inclusive

from the acreage tax, have been $118,277.30, an average of $11,827.73 per

annum.

Another feature of the Mining Tax Act is the imposition of two cents per

thousand cubic feet on natural gas. The Act provides for a rebate of 90 per

cent, in the case of gas used in Canada. The net rate, therefore, is two-tenths

of one cent per thousand cubic feet. The total collected under this provision

for the ten years has been $189,920.66, or at the rate of $18,992.06 per annum.

Taxation on Acreage

Eeverting to the general subject of mining taxation, it may be said that

an acreage tax possesses the merit of simplicity, and has little else to commend

it for other than secondary purposes. In the case of Ontario it is unimportant

and was, presumaljly, not primarily designed iov the production of revenue. It takes

no account of the varying value of mining lands. A piece of swamp or barren rock,

patented under the Mining Act, pays at the same rate as the richest nickel or

gold mine, and the system is, accordingly, wanting in the first essentials of

scientific taxation. An attempt to collect a substantial revenue l)y an acreage tax on

the patented mining lands of Ontario would be hopeless. To tax unproductive and

unpromising mining lands at a high rate would result in their forfeiture, and

the operation might be repeated indefinitely with little advantage to the revenue.

The acreage tax, however, serves useful purposes in this Province. In default

of payrxient for two years, the lands may be forfeited to the Crown, and again

opened for location under the Mining Act. Probably 200,000 acres of land have

already thus been forfeited. The procedure clears the title, which is important,

since a tangled title effectually deters investment of capital. In some of the

mining districts there are many acres of good agricultural lands held under the

Mining Act. now lying idle and untilled, with an excellent market for produce

close at hand. It is possible that a substantial acreage tax would promote the

use and cultivation of sueli lands, and assist in ^oroviding a local supply of farm

products for the mining camps.

It is the opinion of the Commissioners that the piesent rate of the acreage tax

is much too low. It is not high enough for revenue, and not so effective for the

achievement of secondary purposes as a higher rate would be. If substantially

increased, it would exert pressure upon owners of undeveloped mining lands to

examine them for deposits, which, if found promising, would doubtless be worked.

The chances of the land lying entirely idle would be reduced; the prospects of

forfeiture to the Crown would be increased; and there is always the possibility

that in more skilful or diligeni hands better results would be obtained. It is

clearly in the public interest that prospecting and search for minerals should be

stimulated and maintained, and that unworked lands should be available to the

prospector.
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One-half the amount collected under this tax Avithin the limits of a school

section, is payable to the school trustees. The Commissioners see no reason why

this provision should not be continued. Anything that tends to bring the benefits

of education within the reach of the small communities which spring up in the

new districts of Ontario, is worthy of encouragement.

It may be added that there is no provision in the Assessment Act for the

assessment of mineral rights that have been se\ered from the surface rights, save

in the single case of petroleum (sectio)i 40, s.s. 8), consequently mineral rights so

severed escape municipal taxation. Section 15, s.s. 1, of the Mining Tax Act,

subjects them to the 2-cent. per acre tax for Provincial purposes, but only when

situate in unorganized territory. It is a fact that in the counties of southeastern

Ontario thousands of acres have passed from previous to subsequent owners
" reserving the mining rights." The holders of these mining rights pay no taxation

of any kind. This anomaly could he removed by making mineral rights held

separately from the surface, in organized as well as unorganized territory, lial)le to

the acreage tax under the Mining Tax Act. The proceeds might be divided ecjually

between the Province and the municipality.

Taxation on Tonnage or Output

The tonnage or output tax has also the desirable attributes of being both

definite and simple. As applied to homogeneous substances, such as natural gas,

it is convenient and practicable, but as a general mining tax it is clearly inequi-

table and unsuited to the mining conditions of the Province. Like the acreage

tax. it disregards both values and profits. The tax on a ton of gold ore barely good

enough for milling will be as much as on a ton of the richest quartz. It may even

turn the scale between profit and loss, and condemn to idleness a property which,

under a different system, might have had a fair chance for su(?cessful operation. An
output tax discourages development, and bears most heavily in the early stages of

production, or in a later stage when production is falling off. It would be a constant

source of comi)laint from owners whose operations it burdened, and the grievance

would be aggravated Ijy the knowledge that their competitors with richer ores and

more productive properties paid no heavier rate.

The tax on natural gas. with the rel)ate. has eliminated the wanton waste of

natural gas which was common in the gas-fields of Ontario, as in gas-fields in

other parts of the world. The gas allowed to escape is not " used " within the

meaning of the Act, and consequently is taxable at the full rate of two cents

per thousand cubic feet. The pressure of the larger impost has been sufficient

to induce gas well proprietors to stop the leaks and earn the rebate. The cost

of maintaining inspectors in the gas-fields to check waste and see that al)andoned

wells are properly plugged., is fully met by the proceeds of the tax, and in the

opinion of the Commissioners, it would be in the public interest to continue the

tax on natural gas.

Taxation on Mine Valuation

The ad valorem system, whereby mines and all mineral deposits are assessed

for taxation on the basis of their value as determined by the taxing authorities, is

in force in some of the leading mining States of the Union; and it is the only
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form of mining taxation which offers any real competition with the taxation of

net profits, which has been adopted in Ontario. Its prevalence in the United

States is not the result of deliberate choice, or of a conviction that it is the

best method. The constitutions of most States provide that all properties shall

be assessed for taxation, and that taxation shall be uniform. This provision pre-

cludes any method of taxation based upon output or profits, as well as a specific

tax of any kind on mining property or products. In some of the States the con-

stitution has been so framed or amended as to permit specific taxes, but the

limitation on tax laws that they shall be otherwise uniform, is very general

throughout the United States, and there is a strong sentiment in favour of an

assessed value of all tangible property as the foundation of a uniform rate of

general taxation. The advantages which, it is claimed, might result from the

successful application of these principles to the taxation of all mineral deposits,

call for rather extended examination.

It is usually provided that all property shall be assessed at its actual value.

In practice, however, all property is almost universally valued at less than its

actual worth. So long as a common measuring-stick is applied within the limits

of a taxing jurisdiction, little harm results; but where municipalities with differ-

ent standards of assessment are yoked together for taxation purposes, some method

of equalization must be adopted in order that the Inirden which is common to

all may be fairly distributed. Suitable machinery to attain this end is provided

in most of the States by tax commissions or boards of equalization. The actual

work of assessment is in the hands of local assessors, usually elected by the people

of the commimity, and the natural tendency under such circumstances is towards

a low level of valuation.

The Finlay Method of Valuation

The State of Michigan has applied engineering principles to the valuation

of mines for taxation purposes. Local conditions had not a little to do with

the departure. The extensive iron and copper mines lie in the northern peninsula,

and are separated from the main body of the State l)y the waters of Lake ]\Iichi-

gan. The lower peninsula is for the greater part a farming country. The

northern j^eninsula has little farming value ; its inhal)itants are chiefly miners.

or are dependent for their livelihood upon the mining industry. The people

of the lower peninsula contended that the mines did not bear a fair share of the

state taxation, while in the north the inhabitants resented what they considered

an attempt to burden them with an unjust proportion of the amount. Agitation

on the hustings and in the legislature was perennial. It chiefly centered about the

question of the sufficiency of the value placed upon the iron and copper mines.

At length, in 1911, the State Tax Commission employed ]\Ir. J. E. Finlay, a well-

known mining engineer, to value the mines. This, ^Iv. Finlay and his assistants

proceeded to do, on the basis of five factors, (1) the tonnage of ore contained in

the mine, (2) the life of the mine, determined by the average annual production,

(3) the cost of operating the mine, (4) the annual receipts from ore, and (5)

the rate of interest for ascertaining the present worth of deferred production.

The iron and copper mining companies had on hand in nearly all cases,

diamond drilling records, results of geological investigations and similar data.
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All i^iK-li iiil'urniation was placed at ^Ir. Finlay's disposal. His method of valuation

may be thus illustrated. Tako any given mine; call it the Iron Hill. The bore

holes put down by the company owning it had already disclosed approximately

the extent of the ore body, its length, width, and depth. This information, with

geological data as to the probable nature and extent of undisclosed ore, enabled

an estimate to be made of the total tonnage in the mine. The average production

of the last four or five years gave the rate at which the mine was being exhausted,

and consequently the length of time it might be expected yet to operate. The

receipts from the sales of ore for the same period gave the average value of the

ore per ton. The expenses of operating the mine averaged for a like number of

years, gave the cost per ton. ]\Ir. Finlay's examination, let us assume,

showed that the Iron Hill mine contained 10,000,000 tons of ore, that it

was producing 500,000 tons annually, and hence would have a life of twenty

years, that the average price received for ore was $3.50 per ton, and tliat the

average cost of producing it was 3.00 per ton. It was evident, then, that for twenty

years the Iron Hill mine Avould or could produce 500,000 tons of ore annually, at

a profit of 50 cents per ton. The net income of the company would therefore be

$250,000 per annum. Discounting at six per cent, an annuity of $250,000 per

annum, payable for twenty years, j\Ir. Finlay arrived at the value of the mine, which

in this case would be $2,867,475. The Iron Hill mine would therefore be entered

upon the assessment roll for this amount, and tlie state, county and township

tax levied upon it. The valuation for each succeeding year would, of course, be

on a descending scale, ending in nothing for the year in which the mine should

be worked out. Mr. Finlay's survey of the iron mines of the State gave them

a valuation of $129,000,000; but the companies complained so loudly at this

result that the Tax Commission reduced the assessment to about $85,000,000,

increasing it the next year to $90,000,000. At this figure it has practically stood

ever since that time, the auiount of ore brought in sight each year equalling the

amount extracted.

The application of the Finlay method to the copper mines produced an

entirely different result. The valuation was about $69,000,000. This was far

below the aggregate of the existing assessments, and also far below the aggregate

value of the shares of the copper companies as shown Ijy the market cpiotations.

The companies asked for the maintenance of their assessments at the old valua-

tions. To this request the Tax Commissioners also acceded, and the copper mines

have remained at about their old figures.

Minnesota has adopted the general princijiles of the Finlay method of

valuation^ for the great iron deposits of that State, and has adapted them to local

conditions, but fixes the assessment at only 50 per cent, of their value, this being

the legal standard of all mine assessments. An elaborate system of classification of

productive mines and unproductive mines or prospects, with a varying standard

for valuation in the several classes, has been worked out in the endeavour to arrive

at equitable results.

The immense, homogeneous bodies of ore contained in the great iron and

-copper mines of these two States, presented the best possible conditions for the

successful operation of the valuation system, which has been further favoured
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by an unusually able and experienced body of officials charged with the administra-

tion of the law. There are features of this system in its attempt to place mines

and mining lands on the same basis for assessment and taxation as other tangible

property, that are attractive, especially in view of the practical difficulties that

have been experienced in operating the net profits system with the nickel companies

in Ontario. Its treatment of the owner of presumably valuable deposits who

refuses or fails to develop or work them, is also inviting. The Commissioners,

however, were not satisfied that even under its efficient operation in Minnesota

and Michigan, it was as fair to the miners or as beneficial to the State as a good

system of taxation on net profits would have been.

Effects of the ad Valorem System

Undouljtedly one effect in these States has been to retard development.

The mining companies are naturally unwilling to explore their properties much

in advance of their actual requirements, since to do so is simply to establish ore

which at once becomes subject to taxation.

It has been urged that the ad valorem system is wholesome in its tendency

to check the propensity of great corporations to acquire control of an unduly

large share of ore reserves. Unworked tonnage in Ontario is now carried without

expense, and it is contended that the unchecked acquisition of mining lands by a

few powerful concerns might result in a monopoly with the poAver of controlling

prices and preventing com2:)etition, and also in depriving the Province of the

revenue it would receive if other companies were working the unused reserves at

a profit.

Ample ore reserves, on the other hand, are necessary for operations on a large

scale. ISTo prudent company would enter on the heavy expenditure required

for mining, smelting and treatment Avorks unless possessed of sufficient ore to

ensure a long life, and provide a reasonalile return upon the capital invested.

Strong, progressive companies al)le to keep abreast of modern developments in

mining and metallurgy, assist tlie industry, and are desiral^le in the pul)lic

interest. The danger of any mining industry passing into the hands of one or two

companies by a monopoly of large ore reserves, to the pul)lic detriment, may be

exaggerated. An attempt to acquire such a monopoly might at any moment be

frustrated by the discovery of new ore l^odies, such as are Ijrought to light from

time to time. In the last resort, such a situation should be amenable to legis-

lative control; but there are natural limits beyond which ore reserves cannot, at

any rate by purchase, lie increased, since money invested against long-deferred

operations accumulates heavy charges, and may even, if the period be sufficiently

prolonged, result in a loss. As for the Provincial revenue, its claims are only

postponed. When the reserves come into use, the Province will get its share.

It is not in the public interest that any industry should be harassed by unfair

taxation. The chances of hardship and injury to the mining industry on taxation

of profits alone, are remote. Such a result is possible, and even probable, under

the best attempts to place a definite value on undisclosed deposits of ore.

The history of iron mining in Michigan proves the truth of the latter state-

ment. Official statistics show that 13,151,612 (long) tons of ore were shipped from
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the iron mines of that State in 1915. The receipts from sales of ore were

$36 745,878.91, or $2,791:02 per ton. Much of the ore is mined subject to payment

of a royalty to the owner of the fee, that is, the former owner of the property who

reserved a royalty on the ore. The average royalty, spread over the entire quantity

of ore shipped in 1915, was $0.23136 per toii. Including the royalty, the average

profit to the producers of ore was $0.52380 per ton. Out of this profit the royalty

charge had to be met, and in addition, taxes averaging $0.13784 per ton. That

is to say, the net profit remaining to the mining companies, after allowing for certain

smaller items, was $0.14674 per ton, out of the gross profit of $0.52380. Thus, of

the selling price, nearly one-half of what was left after deducting expenses of pro-

duction, went t-o the owner of the fee, and the remainder was shared in nearly equal

proportions 'by the producer and tax-collector. Before payment of the royalty, the

taxes amounted to 26.31 per cent, of the profits; after payment of the royalty, to

47.13 per cent. "When royalty, taxes, and minor charges were paid, only 28.01 per

cent, of the original profit per ton was left for the miner.

In 1914 the case was even less satisfactory to the mining companies. They

sustained an average loss of not less than $0.07713 per ton of ore after payment

of royalty; yet the taxes collected from them amounted to $0.12009 per ton. The

year 1914 cannot be considered a representative one, ))ecause of the disturbance

in the iron ore trade caused l)y the outlu-cak of the European war; yet in an

ordinary season the rate of taxation on the iron mines of ^lichigan, is not less

than 15 j)er cent, of their gross earnings. For the period 1911-1915 it was con-

siderably more. On 54,830,513 tons of ore shipped the gross profit per ton was

$0.54468, out of which the taxes averaged $0.13646 per ton per annum, or almost

exactly 25 per cent. The Commissioners would not like to see so heavy a liurden

laid on the mining industry of Ontario.

Cases of hardship have arisen, in which ore has Ijeen develojied on ordinary

farms under options that- have not been taken up, or where unprofitable mining

leases have been forfeited. The owner of the land is at the mercy of the assessor,

with unsalable ore on his hands lialjle to taxation, possibly beyond his means. In

such a predicament the farmer stands a good chance of losing his land.

Difficulties of Appraisal

The intrinsic physical diflieulties in the way of obtaining an exact valuation

of mineral deposits, militate against the adoption of this method, except as a

last resort. The valuation of a mine requires experience and trained judgment of

a kind and in a degree far beyond that which can be expected of a township

official, who moreover, is likely to be beset l)y local influences and swayed by local

affiliations. A farm lies open to view; a l3uilding site bears ascertainable relations

to other sites of known value ; the trees in a forest may be counted, or their numljer

and worth closely estimated: but none of these tests is availal)le for the valuation

of a mine. "Where l)odies of mineral are large, regular in outline and uniform

in quality, such as a coal mine or even a great lens of iron ore, a complete and

necessarily expensive set of borings or excavations may supply fair data for

estimating the contents, and so supply one essential factor for the valuation of a

mine.
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It is conceivable that the immense masses of pyrrhotite mixed with

ehalcopyrite, which compose the nickel-copper mines of Ontario, might be

measured by means of diamond drill borings, and their contents estimated and

valued on the basis of the records obtained. It may be pointed out, however,

that the nickel companies themselves have occasionally been at sea as to the

extent of their ore reserves. The Canadian Copper Company, for instance, had

made extensive preparations for transferring its operations from the Creighton

mine to the lower grade Frood, when further drilling at the Creighton proved

unexpected reserves of ore, and changed the whole complexion of the company's

prospects. The Murray mine was prospected and partially developed

without disclosing the large ore body that has recently been proven, and drilling

by the Mond company has shown the Levack deposit to be much more extensive

than was originally supposed. In fact, the necessary data for an exact valuation

of the nickel-copper mines of tlie Province do not as yet exist.

Even in the capable hands which administer the ad valorem system in its

highest development, it has been found necessary to commit a wide discretion of

adjustment to the officials. A factor for that purpose has in practice been added to

the Finlay factors of valuation. On examination this appeared to be quite as

influential as any other of the elements employed to fix the taxable value, and

to be in effect nothing else than an estimate of the probable profits, which after

all is the best guide to the true value of a mine.

Taxation of Profits

From what has been said it is evident that the ad valorem system ultimately

rests on net jDrofits. Unless a profit can be obtained by working a mineral

deposit, it has no value; and the sum a working mine or any other property is

worth depends upon the profit which it is producing, and will continue to j^rodiice.

Where the object in view is revenue, the more logical way is to tax the profits

as they are realized. Since these cannot be accurately predicted, they cannot be

accurately capitalized. Should they prove smaller than was expected, the tax

is less, and no injustice has been done; should they prove greater, the tax is

correspondingly increased. The net profit system automatically adjusts itself to

the conditions from year to year during the lifetime of a mine, and takes account of

all changes in expenses and returns.

The Commissioners have found a decided preference, both in the United

States and in Canada, for the net profit tax, and are of the opinion that a system

of mining taxation whereby a fair and reasonable rate is levied upon the net

annual profits of producing mines, is better suited to the conditions in Ontario

than any other known method, is just and equitable to all parties concerned,

and in the best interests of the Province. It appeals to the sense of fairness, and

is allied in princij)le with the income tax, which is being widely adopted both in

Europe and America. In taxation of income, and in succession and death duties,

a fair progressive increase in the rate is a normal feature.

A change to any other system would meet with op]30sition from the mine-

owners of Ontario. A^^len the Dominion government was considering the war

tax at the last session of Parliament, it was ur^ed on behalf of the mine-owners
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of this Province that the basis of the Ontario hiw should be adopted, in so far as

mining companies were concerned. This special impost the mining industry of

Canada is bearing, in common with all other industries, for the purposes of the war.

Operating the Ontario Act

In arriving at the net profits, the Mining Tax Act recjuires that from the

gross receipts derived from the year's output, or if the ore is not sold but is

treated by or for the owners at the mine or elsewhere, then from the actual

market value of the output at the pit's mouth, there shall be deducted all

operating expenses. These include freight, working charges, salaries and wages,

the cost of power, light, food or provisions (when furnished), explosives, fuel and

other necessary supplies, protection, insurance, depreciation of buildings and

machinery (not exceeding 10 per cent, per annum), and cost of ncAV work, either

at the mine itself or on other mining properties held by the same owner. No
other allowance is made for the cost of plant, machinery, equipment or buildings,

for capital invested, interest or dividends, nor for exhaustion of the mine.

Where there is no means of ascertaining the market value of the mineral output,

or where there is no established market price, the value is to be appraised by the

Mine Assessor.

The rate of depreciation allowed for mining plant and equipment, viz., 10 per

cent., is probably too low. Mine buildings and plant cease to have value when the

mine is exhausted. Machinery is sul)ject to wear and tear, and as in all other

industries, quickly becomes obsolete, so rapid is the march- of improvement, especi-

ally in metallurgical methods. The depreciation rate might well be increased to

15 per cent, at least.

The suggestion has been made that instead of considering each year's trans-

actions as a separate unit, expenses and receipts alike should l)e averaged over

a period of years, say three or five. One effect of this would be that where unusual

expenditures have been incurred, the excess would be spread over the period, and

not concentrated upon a single year. Conversely, if the returns exceed normal,

the surplus would be conserved to meet a possible deficiency in the future. In

either case, the tendency would Ije towards an equalization of taxation from year

to year, to the benefit of municipal financing.

Any advantage which would sjjring from the adoption of this suggestion

would be to the municipality, and not to the Province. This would not 1)6 good

ground for rejecting it; but there are other reasons for doing so. In rich and

short-lived mines the advance to prosperity is rapid, and the decline equally so.

The time when a tax can best be borne is when the mine is flourishing. But when

the end is in sight, and profits dwindle, the ability to pay is reduced, possibly

gone entirely. The adoption of a five or even a three-year average would un-

doubtedly tend to shift the high point of taxation to a later period in the mine's

history, and might entail a burden on the closing years which it could not bear.

There is, besides, the decided practical advantage of the present system in defi-

nitely closing the account at the end of every year, and so excluding the possibility

of reviving old claims or past controversies.
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The present Act exempts from taxation the first $10,000 of net profits. This

feature senes a useful purpose in encouraging the development of properties where

the prospects are uncertain. It is in the nature of a premium to the small owner

who develops his own mine; in such cases a full year's work might often result

in less than 810,000 profit, and it is in the public interest to encourage the working

of small mines by individuals or groups of individuals.

The exemption of mine buildings and equipment is just, when coupled with

a profit tax, for when a mine is worked out, buildings lose their value, and

machinery must be scrapped. They are therefore entitled to be regarded as an

integral part of the mine.

The operation of the Act with respect to the gold and silver mines presents

few diflficulties. Gold is invariably extracted from the ore at the place of production,

and this is now largely the case in Ontario with silver as well. Only about

16 per cent, of the silver mined in Ontario is now contained in exported ore,

the remainder being either recovered in works situated at the mines themselves

or in refineries elsewhere in the Province. The c-ost of extracting the gold and

silver is easily ascertained. The Mine Assessor has simply to deduct from the

value of the metals recovered the cost of treatment, freight and other expenses

allowed by the Act, or the actual charge for milling and refining, if done by a

custom works, and to collect three per cent, on the difference, which represents

the net profits.

The Commissioners would observe that the scarcity and increased cost of

labour, and the rise in the price of supplies during the last two or three

years which is still in progress, have borne more heavily upon gold mining than

upon any other branch of the industry. The value of gold expressed in dollars

and cents is absolutely fixed, and a general rise in prices consequently depresses

its purchasing power. All other metals, on the other hand, have gone up in

price, some of them, such as copper and silver, very largely. There is no reason

to think that these conditions, as affecting gold, will be other than temporary.

In Australia, where excess profits taxation has been found necessary for war

purposes, as in most British communities, the gold mining industry has been

exempted from this increase.

Taxation of Nickel Companies

The case of the nickel companies is more complicated. When the ore is noi

sold, the Act requires the tax to be collected on its value at the pifs mouth, less

the specified deductions. " If there is no means of asc-ertaining the market value,

or if there is no established price or value," the value of the ore at the pit's mouth

must be appraised by the Mine Assessor. Practically the whole of the nickel

ore is raised by the two great operating companies themselves, and they are not

at all dependent upon other nickel miners for any part of their supply. There

is no open market, and no market price or value anwhere in America for nickel

ore, such as, for instance, there is for iron ore at Lake Erie ports. The price paid

for the small quantitv- of ore bought at Sudbury can hardly be said to establish

a " market price or value." There is an entire absence of competition. If neither

of the operating companies will buy the ore, it cannot be sold.
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Neither is there aiu' real purchase and sale of the matte produced by the

Sudbury furnaces. The company in Ontario simply ships the matte to the same

or an affiliated company in Wales or Xew Jersey at an arbitrary or bookkeeping

price. The price is not material, since there is no real change in the owner-

ship. In the case of the Canadian Copper Company tinder a long-standing agree-

ment with the International Nickel Company and its predecessor, the Orford

Copper Company, it is 10 cents a pound for the nickel contents of the matte

and 7 cents for the copper.

The Mine Assessor was therefore confronted with the difficult problem of

ascertaining the true value of the nickel ores of Sudbury at the pit's mouth.

The method he adopted is shown by his memorandum, printed in the Appendix.

Shortly, it was as follows :

—

.^

The nickel industry was regarded as comprising three stages, (1) mining,

Avhich implies possession of the ore; (2) roasting, smelting and converting, and

(3) refining and selling. While the ore is the primary source of all the profits,

it would not be reasonable to demand that the subsequent operations should be

carried on without profit, or that the whjjle of the gain should be credited to

the ore. If the ore were smelted or refined by an independent company, these

processes would be entitled to their fair share of the increased value, and they

should not be treated differently merely because they were performed by the com-

pany which owns the ore. The Mining Tax Act, moreover, expressly bases the

taxation on the value of tlie ore at the pit's mouth, and consequently excludes

all the values added by subsequent treatment. The question was further com-

plicated by the fact that after the production of the matte, the labour and capital

employed in the subsequent processes of refining are employed without the

Province, beyond the direct reach of its taxing power. In distributing the profits

fairly over the above three stages of development, the elements of difficulty and

skill were clearly entitled to consideration. Neither the mining nor the smelting

of the nickel ore differs materially from standard practice, say in the production

of copper. Nor does either operation call for an unu^ual degree of skill. The

Mine Assessor regarded the refining of nickel as a matter of greater difficulty,

and demanding a higher degree of metallurgical ability. The companies contended

strongly that the refining and marketing combined were entitled to a larger share

of the total profit than either the mining or smelting. The Mine Assessor finally

decided that out of 100 parts of profit, the second stage of smelting and converting

should be credited with ^0 parts, and concluded that a fair division of profit would

allot 40 per cent, to mining and possession of the ore, 20 per cent, to smelting and

converting, and 40 per cent, to refining and sale. The profits of the International

Nickel Compariy for the three fiscal years ending 31st March, 1915, averaged about

$5,000,000 per annum : 40 per cent, of these profits allotted to the ore at the pit's

mouth would be $2,000,000, which at three per cent, would yield a tax of $60,000.

Practically the whole of the expenditure required in the neighbourhood of the mines

for roads, water supplies, schools, hospital accommodation, and for other public

needs, was made by the company. It was considered Just to credit the company

with the one-third share which would have gone to the municipality had one been

organized, as it might easily have been. This left the net amount to go to the

Province at $40,000.
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The company objected to adjustment uj^on this basis, to which they

consented only after prolonged discussion. It is only fair to state that all indica-

tions pointed at that time to a decrease rather than an increase in the company's

gross returns and profits, since at that time they expected shortly to begin the

treatment of much lower grade ore. The taxes payable from 1913 to 1915 inclusive

have been paid accordingly.

The outbreak of the great European war, which at first staggered the nickel

and other mining industries of Ontario, speedily led to an unprecedented demand

for nickel and copper, and to the operation of the mines and works of the Inter-

national Xickel Company at their maximum capacity. Prices for nickel and

copper both rose, especially for the latter, which, about the end of 1916, went to

35 cents a pound. The increase in production and price naturally increased the

company's profits. For the year ending 31st ^larch, 1916, these, according to the

company's own showing, were $11,748,278.53. Quite evidently $60,000 no longer

represented a fair amount of taxation, and a revision of the arrangement is clearly

in order.

A similar method applied to the lower grade ores and smaller operations of the

Mond Xickel Company under similar circumstances fixed the taxes payal)le to the

Province at $4,000, also after making allowance for this company's quasi-municipal

expenditures. The ^lond company was at the time engaged in making large and

costly changes, including the opening up of new sources of ore supply. In the course

of these operations they had expended unusually large sttms for development, with

the result that the deductions allowed by the Act had on their contention left

nothing in the way of taxable profits.

The lands, buildings, mineral, plant and concentrators of both companies in

Ontario were under the general law exempt from assessment and taxation.

The existing method of ascertaining the value of nickel-copper ore at the pit's

mouth when there is no open market or other available means of ascertaining its

market value, is not satisfactory. The onus should not Ije vtpon the officials of the

Province, Ijut upon the company. Provision should be made to meet such conditions,

or any ease where the costs of all stages of treatment cannot be clearly ascertained,

by directing the Mine Assessor to fix the profits to be taxed at an amount leased

upon the price or value of the refined products, less the present statutory deduc-

tions, and such further deductions for the actual costs of treatment as the owner

shall establish to the Mine Assessor's satisfaction. The opinion of the Mine Assessor

to be final, subject, as, at present, to appeal to the Mining Commissioner or the

Ontario Eailway and Municipal Board.

The present system of taxation has been in force for ten years. At the time

of its adoption the two operating nickel companies were not in so prosperous a

condition as they are to-day. It was only in 1910 that the International Xickel

Company, organized in 1902, paid its first dividend on the common stock. More-

over, other processes for the refining of nickel-copper ores, such as those of Sudbury,

are now available. The Hj-binette process introduced into Xorway eight or nine

years ago has been perfected, and is now to be employed at Sudbury. In view of

the changed conditions both as to the prosperity of the companies and the growth
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of knowledge as to reiining methods, in addition to requirements for increased

revenue, it would appear that the methods adopted by the Mine Assessor, while

applicable at the time, should now be modified. In view of this, the Commission

recommend the methods of taxing the nickel-copper Companies described in the

preceding paragraph.

The Interest of the Municipalities

An important provision of the Tax Act entitles the municipality in which

a mine is situated to one-third the tax; an exception is made of Cobalt, where

the share is one-half. By exempting mineral deposits and mining buildings

from municipal taxation, the Legislature withdrew from local bodies the power

of levying upon them for public needs, and substituted a specific proportion of

the mining tax on income. There can be no doubt that the communities which

spring up so rapidly when a rich mining district is opened up, have many troubles

in the financing of their public needs. They find it difficult to sell their deben-

tures, owing to the scepticism with which investors usually regard the future of a

mining camp, and it is impossible to raise out of current taxation sufficient money

to instal water and sewerage systems, put down pavements, V)uild schools, and

generally provide the improvements required.

How largely the receipts from mining taxation bulk in the finances of the

town and township municipalities which include in their limits operating and

profitable mines may be seen from the following figures:

—

Period
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more than paid for erecting and maintaining the schools of the township. Cobalt

has installed water and sewerage systems, paved her streets, built a commodious

town hall, and made other improvements. The town of Timmins and township

of Tisdale are both in the early stages of development, and the path of the

municipal financiers is not an easy one, as a reference to the testimony

printed in the Appendix will show. The mining companies do not object to a

share of the Provincial tax going to local requirements, since they benefit largely

by the improvements upon which the money is expended.

The Commissioners believe that so long as the taxing disal)ility of munici-

palities remains as regards mines, it is essential to continue to them a share

of the mining taxes. The municipalities could not get along without it; indeed,

their representatives urged that the proportion should be increased, or even that

the entire revenue collected f^-om companies within their bounds, should for a

term of years be handed over for expenditure on local requirements.

The proportion adopted at the beginning was one-third, the larger percentage

allowed to Cobalt being probably due to the difficulties created by the rocky and

uneven site selected for the town. The Commissioners are of opinion that the

municipalities should receive the normal proportion of the tax on mining companies,

namely, one-third, so long as it remains at three per cent. ; and that should the rate

be increased, the position of the municipalities should remain unaffected. Thus on

a rate of three per cent, they now receive one per cent. ; on a four per cent,

or five per cent, rate, they would continue to receive one per cent. In this way,

while the proportion tliey would receive of the increased tax would be lessened,

their annual receipts, presuming the taxes under the Act to remain at the same
amount, would remain the same as now. It might be wise to place a maximum
limit on the tax payable by any company to a municipality in any one year, of

say $35,000 or $40,000, which exceeds the largest sum hitherto so paid.

"When a mine or mines and smelter, or, other plant for the treatment of

ores, belonging to any one company, are not situated in the same township or muni-
cipality, provision might be made for the division of the income from the tax

between two or more municipalities or townships. This provision should apply

only to plants that are situated say within fifty miles of the mine or mines, so

as to confine the benefits from the tax to the district in which the ore is mined.

Moreover, provision might be made for an equitable division of the municipal

share of the tax in the case of a municipality which from its proximity to the

mines or plant of a mining company is put to additional expense, although none

of the works or property of the company is within its limits. A large number of

employees, for instance, might make their homes in such a municipality witli

resulting expenditures for providing additional streets, water, fire protection and
other municipal requirements. The Mining Commissioner might he empowered
to distribute the municipal tax in such proportions as seems to him proper.

What the Profit Tax Has Yielded

The sums paid by the several branches of the mining industry directly into the

Provincial treasury by way of profit taxes, from the time the Mining Tax Act took
effect in 1907 down to the end of the last fiscal year, 31st October, 1916, were as

follows :

—
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Silver mines $927,570 60
Gold mines 142,239 77
Nickel-copper mines 264,033 53
Miscellaneous mines 1,899 72

Total $1,335,743 62

This sum, however, is only part of the whole amount paid Ijy the mining com-

panies. (1) The municipalities in which the mines are situated received their due

share of taxation under the Tax Act. (2) Large sums were expended by mining

companies for what were virtually municipal purposes, such as roads, etc., where

municipal organization did not exist, part of which, not exceeding one-third of the

total tax accrual, was allowed as deductions. (3) At Cobalt, the Timiskaming and

Northern Ontario Railway Commission had been invested with the mining rights

of part of the town site, and these were leased to mining companies in consideration

of substantial royalties. The T. and N. 0. railway being a government line, the

revenues under these leases, though paid to the Eailway Commission, were to all

intents and purposes government receipts. (4) There were certain silver mines,

notably the O'Brien and Hudson Bay, which under special agreements paid direct

to the government a royalty much in excess of the 3 per cent. tax. (5) Finally,

several mines, under the terms of purchase from the Crown, paid a royalty of 10

per cent, on the value of the ore produced. The piincipal mine in this class was

the Crown Reserve. All the Cobalt silver companies, whether holding directly

from the Crown, or from the T. and X. 0. Commission, paid municipal taxes. By
virtue of section 23 of the Mining Tax Act, companies paying a higher rate under

special agreement were exempt from the 3 per cent. tax.

The total payments by the mining companies to the Province and the munici-

palities to 31st October, 1916, may be summed up as below. It should be explained

that the figures do not include certain small items of taxation paid by the mining

companies other than on income, and that the allowances for quasi-municipal

expenditure, in the absence of municipal organization, were in the Sudbury district

only.

To the Province:—
Proportion of tax on profits under Mining Tax Act $1,335,743 62
Royalties under special agreements 1,903,993 96
Paid T. and N. O. Ry. Commission for mining rigiits and

royalties .'

894,103 47

Total to Province $4,133,841 05

To Municipalities:—
Proportion profit tax under Tax Act 766.263 66
Taxes paid by companies holding from T. and

N. O. Commission ."
95.019 86

861,283 52

$4,995,124 57
Allowed in lieu of municipal taxation 80,000 00

Total $5,075,124 57

Additional receipts from the Cobalt area included the sum of $1,085,000

received from the sale of Col)alt lake, and an aggregate of about $700,000 for

the Crown Reserve claim and part of the Gillies limits. These sums, however, were

purchase moneys, and cannot be considered in the light of taxation.
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Dividends Paid by Mining Companies

The chief metals of production in Ontario are gold, silver, nickel and copper.

That the companies engaged in these branches of mining have prospered during

the last decade is amply proven by the following figures showing the dividends

paid by them from 1906 to 1916 inclusive. Silver mining companies began pay-

ing dividends in 1906, gold mining companies in 1913. The dividends given for

the nickel-copper companies cover the period from 1910 to 1916 inclusive; pre-

viously, the returns were on a much smaller scale.

Silver mines $65,181,743 00
Gold mines 9,786,625 00
Xickel-copper mines 36,508,153 00

Total $111,476,521 00

The figures for the silver mines might have been increased by adding several

million dollars paid in profits to private owners. Most of the silver and gold com-

panies have their head offices in Ontario, and all of the gold, and about 85 per cent,

of the silver is recovered here. The nickel-copper companies have their head offices

outside of the Province, and, as is known, smelt to an SO per cent, matte, which is

exported for final treatment by one company to the United States, and by the other,

to Wales.

It is matter for congratulation that profits can be made from working mines

in Ontario which permit of the payment of dividends on such a scale. The figures

quoted are irrefutable evidence, if any is now needed, of the mineral richness of

this Province.

On the other hand, mining is a business by itself. It takes large risks, and

demands large returns. A yield on capital quite satisfactory in an ordinary trading

or manufacturing business, is much below the standard applicable to mining. Many
mines, especially of the precious metals, are short-lived. For instance, the silver

deposits at Cobalt were discovered in 1903, yet several of the richest deposits have

to all appearances been worked out, or nearly so, and the production of the camp as

a whole has for several years been declining. While a mine lives, it must return all

the capital expended in purchase, development and equipment, otherwise a loss is

sustained. In addition, it should make a return sufficiently attractive to com-

pensate the owners for risking their money and induce them to continue in the

business. A workable mining proposition should yield annually during its life-

time over and above the net profit tax. a reasonable dividend (say 15 or 20 per cent.)

on the capital expended in purchase, development and equipment, together with a

further sum which at a fair rate of interest (say 5 or 6 per cent.) will replace the

capital so expended. The practice in Ontario has been to return surplus funds

to shareholders in dividends, rather than formally to amortize capital, but the

principle remains the same. Many of the Cobalt silver mines have repaid

in dividends their entire share capital, to say nothing of the actual capital ouilay,

some of them several times over. Yet it is often forgotten that real profits to the

shareholders can only begin after proper provision has been made for replacement
of capital. Hence it is that shares of successful mining companies frequently sell

above their intrinsic value, purchasers having regard solelv to the hidi rate of
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dividend, and overlooking the fact that the returns are only in part profit, the

remainder being capital.

The Rate of Taxation

The present rate of profit tax, 3 per cent., has lasted for ten years. As

regards a rate for the future, much will depend upon the requirements of the Pro-

vince. It may be expected that these will not be less in the future than in the

past; on the contrary, they are likely to be greater. The tendency towards

increased public expenditure has of late years been very noticeable. It is

felt in the United States, in Great Britain, on the continent of Europe,

in fact, everywhere. Better education, better roads, sanitation, water, light,

telephone communications, postal facilities, etc., are being constantly de-

manded. The growing humanitarianism of the age calls for better care of

the feeble and defective, and for more enlightened methods of dealing with

the criminal. The progressive programme of hydro-electric development, good

roads and the opening up of Northern Ontario, will entail large expenditures, and

probably require the provision of new sources of revenue, or the enlargement of old

ones. The care of wounded and invalided soldiers, the readjustment of economic

conditions on the return of peace, and other measures which will probably then be

necessary, will also call for the opening of the public purse, probably to a generous

extent. It is the part of wisdom to prepare for such a state of affairs.

If in view of the increased revenue which will be required, it should be

necessary to call upon the mining industry for a larger contribution, the Com-
missioners are of opinion that the rate on the net profits should not exceed five

per cent.

Special War Taxation

A war tax of 25 per cent, on the profits of industrial companies in excess of

seven per cent, was imposed by the Parliament of Canada under the Business

Profits War Tax Act, 1916. The tax is retroactive, and is to be levied for three

years upon the profits in any fiscal year or accounting period, after 31st December,

1914. In the case of mining companies, the Act provides that in determining the

profits, allowance should be made for exhaustion of the mine, but how this allow-

ance is to be fixed or ascertained the Act does not say. The first instalment of

taxes became due on 1st November. 191G. It is not possible, as yet, accurately to

gauge the measure of taxation which this Act will place on the mining industry of

Ontario, but figures confidentially supplied the Commissioners show that while it

lasts it will probably be at least equal to that now levied by the Province. As will

be observed, the tax is upon the profits, and thus conforms in principle with the

Mining Tax Act of Ontario.

The taxation of British companies for war purposes is still heavier. All are

required to pay 50 per cent, of profits realized in excess of their pre-war average,

and in the case of " controlled " companies, engaged in the production of war
material, the government now takes in taxes the entire excess.

It is obvious that a company of British origin, employing British capital in

Canada, with head office, say, in London, subjected to a war tax of such dimensions,

ought not to be asked to pav as well the Canadian tax levied for the same purpose.
34 N*
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The Canadian Act accordingly provides that any war tax paid in Great Britain, or

any of the allied countries in respect of any business liable to such taxation in

Canada, shall he deducted from the amount of the tax that Avould be otherwise pay-

able. A like provision in the British Act permits the deduction of any tax paid on

excess profits or similar duty imposed outside the United Kingdom. A foreign or

colonial tax, for example the Profits Tax imposed in the Transvaal, is allowed as a

deduction.

These special measures of taxation owe their origin to the fact that in many
lines of production profits were materially increased by reason of the war, and to

the feeling that such unusual gains could legitimately be called upon for a corre-

sponding contribution towards war expenses. It is evident, however, that when

the war is over, and trade resumes its wonted channels, these unusual gains will

disappear, and with them the taxes which they bear. For this reason, the Com-

missioners do not make any suggestion as regards the weight that should be

given to these conditions in amending the Mining Tax Act, except to say that in

their opinion, the minimum degree of consideration should include all such war

levies in the deductions authorized from gross receipts for the purpose of ascer-

taining net profits.

Eeference should be made to the memoranda respecting Mine Taxation handed

in by Mr. P. A. Eobbins, General Manager of the Hollinger Cojisolidated Gold

Mines, Limited, and Mr. C. V. Corless, Manager of the Mond Nickel Company,

also to the evidence given on the subject by these and others connected with the

mining industry. They are printed in the Appendix in the section devoted to

Taxation of Mines. It is not deemed necessary to deal with their representations

here, but the Commissioners are indebted to these gentlemen and their companies

for the ability and care exhibited in preparing the most useful information which

these memoranda contain.



CHAPTER XIV

Bibliog^raphy of Nickel

[Note.—The references mentioned in the bibliography of papers and reports relating

to the geology and mineral resources of New Caledonia, printed as appendix to F. D. Power's
paper on the "Mineral Resources of New Caledonia" in the Transactions of the Inst. Min.
and Metallurgy, 1899-1900, vol. YIII, pp. 464-469, are not included in the present bibliography;
these two bibliographies, therefore, supplementing one another in this respect. This
bibliography deals exclusively with the manufacture of nickel, and geology and development
of nickel ore deposits, and, consequently, it does not pretend to cover properties of nickel

(physical, mechanical, and chemical), ferro-nickel, nickel alloys and applications of nickel
in the mechanical and chemical trades.

Some of the more important papers on the geology of the Sudbury ore bodies are marked
with a single asterisk, thus * ; on the treatment and general metallurgy of nickel ores, with a
double asterisk, thus **.]

1803—Richter, J. B.

A new, perfect metal present in entirelv puritied nickel (Niccolanum).
Crele, Chem. Annalen, 1803, vol. II, pp*. 383, 384.

Annales de Chimie, 1805, vol. 54, pp. 302-311.

Gilbert, Annal., 1805, vol. XIX, pp. 377-382.

Journ. de Phys., 1805, vol. 61, pp. 149, 150.
Nicholson, Jour., 1803, vol. XII, pp. 261-265.

1804—Richter, J. B.

On the best hitherto known methods of purifj-ing cobalt and nickel from bismuth,
arsenic, iron and copper, which in general accompany these metals, but par-
ticularly on the best methods of separating cobalt from nickel, or nickel from
cobalt, in the large way.

(Transl. from Neues Allgem. Jour, der Chemie.)
Tilloch, Phil. Mag., 1804,' vol. XIX, pp. 51-54.

Annales de Chimie, 1805, vol. 53, pp. 107-114.

Thenard.
Memoir on nickel.

Annales de Chimie (30 Floreal, an XII), 1804, vol. 50, pp. 117-133.
Tilloch, Phil. Mag., 1805, vol. XX, pp. 63-70.

1805—Biicholz, C. F.

Investigation into the different processes of obtaining the separation of nickel from
cobalt.

Annales de Chimie et de Physique, 1805, vol. 55 (I), pp. 137-151.

Nicholson, Jour. Natur. Philosophy, Chemistry and the Arts, 1806, vol. XIII,
pp. 261-267.

Tilloch, Phil. Mag., 1805, vol. XXIII, pp. 193-199.

1805— Richter, J. B.

On pure nickel.

(Transl.) Annales de Chimie, 1805, vol. 53, pp. 164-183.

Nicholson, Jour. Natur. Philosophv, Chemistrv and the Arts, 1805, vol. XII,
pp. 75-80.

Tilloch, Phil. Mag., 1805, vol. XXXIII, pp. 137-142.

1819—Berthier, P.

Analysis of arsenical nickel, and the arseniate of nickel of AUemont (Isere
department).

Annales des Mines, 1819, vol. IV, pp. 467-482.
Annales de Chimie, 1820, vol. XIV, pp. 52-62.

Tilloch, Phil. Mag., 1820, vol. 56, pp. 295-299.

[539]
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1824—Berthier, P.

On the composition of nickel oxide.

Annales Chim. Phys., 1824, vol. 25 (2nd series), pp. 94-98.

Karsten's Archiv f. Bergbau, 1826, vol. XI, pp. 401-406.

Schweigger 's Jour. f. Cheniie u. Physik, 1824, vol. 42, pp. 89-94.

1826—Erdmann, O. L.

On the large-scale production of nickel,/with a few observations on white "tombac."
(Weisskupfer).

Schweigger 's Jour. f. Chcniie u, Phvsik, 1826, vol. 48, pp. 129-152. (— Jahrbuch,
vol. XVIII.)

1831—Liebig and Wohler.
Reduction of nickel oxide by carbon monoxide.
Poggendorff 's Annalen d. Chemie u. Physik, 1831, vol. XXIX, pp. 584-586.

• Jour, prakt. Chemie, 1831, vol. XI, pp. 397, 398.

1836—Berthier.
Action of lead on the arsenic-sulphur compounds of iion, colialt, nickel and copper.
Annales de Chimie et de Physique, 1836, June, vol. 62, pp. 113-134.

J. prakt. Chemie, 1837, vol." X, pp. 13-28.

1837—Winkelblech, G. C.

On the combustion of some metals by sulphur. Behavior of nickel with regard to

sulphur.

Liebig 's Annalen d. Chemie u. Pharmazie. 1837, vol. XXI, pp. 36-38.

J. prakt. Chemie, 1837, vol. X, pp. 239, 240.

1849—Murray, Alexander.
The Wallace mine ; and rocks on Spanish river, Ontario.
Canada Geol. Sur., 1848, 1849, pp. 40-45.

1851—Bredberg, B. G.

Report on the experiments carried out from 1849-1851 at the nickel smeltery
Klefva (Sweden) for working the nickel-containing pyrrhotites occurring there
into metallic nickel.

Erdmann 's Jour, prakt. Chemie, 1851, vol. 53, pp. 242-248; vol. 54, pp. 79-83.

1851—Bredberg, B. G.

Xickel-tillverkning.

Stockholm, ofversigt of Kongl. Vetenskaps Academiens Fiirhandlingar, 1851, vol.

VIII, pp. 169-174.

Gmelin, Leopold.
Handbook of chemistry. (Translated by H. Watts.)
1851, London, Printed for the Cavendish Society, vol. V, pp. 354-361.
Chapter on nickel.

Vivian, H.
Method of separating nickel and cobalt from copper ores in the process of

smelting.

British Patent Spec. X'o. 13800, Nov. 4, 1851.
"The separation of nickel and cobalt, or either of them, in the form of 'arsenides

from ores, slags, regulus, and other combinations or alloys of copper . . .

by means of the affinity of nickel and cobalt for arsenic and of copper for
sulphur.' "

1855—Eberraayer, E.
On the production of nickel at the Aurora smeltery.
Inaugural thesis, Goettingen, 1855.
Abst., Wagner's Jahresbericht, 1855, vol. I, pp. 21, 22.

Kerb
Handbuch der metallurgischen Hiittenkunde.
1855, vol. Ill, section 1, p. 366 et seq. ; and section 2, p. 391 et seq.

(Production of pure nickel by the de Ruolz and de Fontenay method.)

Patera, A.
On the separation of arsenic from metals in large-scale operations.
Oesterr. Zeit. Berg- und Hiittenwesen. 1855, vol. Ill, Xo. 22.

Dingier 's Polytechn. Jour., 1855, vol. 136, p. 395.
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Patera, A.

Au advantageous method, adapted to large-scale operations, for the extraction of

valuable metals from the Joachimsthal ores.

Jour, prakt. Chemie, 1855, vol. 67, p. 14 et seq.

Oesterr. Zeits. Berg- und Hiittenwesen, 1855, vol. 3, p. 377, 3SS.

Annales des Mines, 1855, vol. VIII (5th series), pp. G8-78.

"Wagner's Jahresbericht, 1855, vol. I, pp. 20, 21.

1856—Deville, Henri Sainte- Claire.

Memoir on the production of extremely high temperatures.

(Fusion of nickel.)

Annales d. Chimie et de physique, 1856, vol. 46 (3rd series), pp. 201, 202.

Hauer, K. E., von.

On Patera's application of certain analytical methods to the sulistitution of

metallurgical processes.

(Separation of nickel and cobalt from arsenic; separation of cobalt from nickel;

precipitation of nickel; reduction of nickel oxide.)

Jour, prakt. Chemie, 1856, vol. 67, pp. 14-24.

Murray, Alexander.

Discoverv of what in later vears became known as Creighton mine, Ontario.

Canada, *Geol. Survey, 1853-1856, pp. 168, 169, 176-181.

1857—Deville, H. Saint-Claire.

Some general methods for the preparation of elements (Ni).
Comptes-Rendus de I'Academie des Sciences, 1857, vol. 44, pp. 673-677.

J. prakt. Chemie, 1857, vol. 71, pp. 289-293.

1858—Cloez, S.

New methods for the treatment of speiss and " kupferuickel " (nickel arsenide).

Comptes-Rendus de I'Academie des Sciences, 1858, vol. 46, pp. 41-43.

Wagner's Jahresber., 1858, vol. IV, pp. 53-55.

Dingier 's Polytechn. Jour., 1858, vol. 148, p. 206.

Stapfe, F. M.
Concentration of nickel matte in Sweden.
Berg- und Hiittenmann. Ztg., 1858, vol. XVII, pp. 353 and 371.

Stapff.

Production of nickel from sulphide nickel ores.

Berg- und Hiittenmann, Ztg., 1858, vol. XVII, p. 377 et seq., p. 398 et seq.

Abst., Wagner's Jahresbericht, 1858, vol. IV, p. 52.

1859-Heusler, Fr.

The production of nickel and copper from nickel-liearing copper pyrites, as prac-

tised at the Isabellen smeltery, Dillenburg (Nassau).
Mitt. f. d. Geworbeverein des Herzogtums Nassau, 1859, No. 14 and 15.

Abst. Wagner's Jahresbericht iilier die Fortschritte und Leistungen des chem.
Technol., 1860, vol. VI, pp. 139-149.

Dingier 's Polytechn. Jour., 1860, vol. 155, pp. 362-372.

1860-Casselmann, W.
On the composition of the nickel ores occurring near Dillenburg.

Liebig's Annalen d. Chemie u. Pharmacie, 1860, vol. 115, x")p.
338-345.

1861—Hampe, W.
Analysis of a refined nickel speiss from the Oker plant.

Berg- und Hiittenmann. Ztg., 1861, vol. 20, p. 349.

Percy, J.

Metallurgy: The art of extracting metals from their ores and adapting them to

various purposes of manufacture.
1861, London, John Murray: Fuel, tire-clays, copper, zinc, etc.

pp. 375-378: The elimination of nickel and cobalt from copper.
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1862—Becquerel, E. et Ch.

Electro-chemical reduction of cobalt, nickel, gold, silver and platinum.
Comptes-Rendus de I'Academie des Sciences, 1862, vol. 55, pp. 18-20.

Bull. Soc. d 'Encouragement a I'lndustrie Xationale, 1862, vol. IX, pp. 505-507.
2nd Series.

"Wagner's Jahresber., 1862, vol. VIII, pp. 144, 145.

Euolz.

Purification of commercial nickel.

Production of pure nickel from cobalt speiss.

Repertorv of Patent Inventions, 1862, June, p. 460.

Mining Jour., 1862, No. 1385.

Dingier 's Polytechn. Jour., 1862, vol. 165, pp. 131, 132.

1863—Odernheimer, F.

Mining and metallurgy in the duchy of Nassau.

(Das Berg- und Hiittenwesen im Herzogthum Nassau.)

Published at "Wiesbaden, 1863, p. 42 et seq.

Referred to in: Wagner's Jahresber., 1863, vol. IX, pp. 177, 178.

Plattner, C. F.

Vorlesungen iiber allgemeine Hiitteukunde.

1863, Freiberg, vol. II pp. 344-358.

Rose, H.
On the production of nickel free from arsenic from '

' Ivupfernickel '
' and so-called

nickel speiss.

Zeits. analyt. Chemie, 1863, vol. I, pp. 420-425.

Abst.,. Dingier 's Polytechn. Jour., 1863, vol. 167, p. 465.

Wagner's Jahresber., 1863, vol. IX, p 177

Thompson, L.

Process for the manufacture of pure metallic nickel. Process for the separation

of cobalt and nickel.

Newton's, London Jour, of Arts, 1863, Feb., vol. XVII (N.S.), pp. 65-72.

Technologiste, Apr., 1863, p. 337 et seq.

Dingier 's Polytechn. Jour., vol. 170, 1863, pp. 41-43, 206-208.

Wagner's Jahresbericht, 1863, vol. IX, pp. 175, 176.

1864—Anonymous.
On the production of nickel.

Berg- und Hiittenmiinn. Ztg., 1864, vol. 23, pp. 58-60.

Dingier 's Polytechn. Jour., 1864, vol. 172, p. 364.

Wagner's Jahresbericht, 1864, vol. X, pp. 124-129.

Baker, Wm.
On the occurrence of nickel in lead, and its concentration by Pattinson's process.

Jour. Chem. Soc. (London), 1864, Nov., vol. II, pp. 377, 378.

Abst., Chem. News, 1864, vol X, pp. 233, 234.

Bull. Soc. Chim., 1865, II, p 156.

Dingier 's Polytechn. Jour., 1865, vol. 175, pp. 36, 37.

Baucher.
Technical application of nickel.

Berg- und Hiittenmiinn Ztg., 1864. vol. XXIII, pp. 91, 92.

Wagner's Jahresbericht, 1864, vol. X, pp. 129, 130.

1865—Anonymous.
Smelting of nickeliferous copper converter slags at the Altenau silver smeltery

(Upper Harz), with a view to obtain nickel matte.
Berg- und Hiittenmann Ztg., 1865, vol. 24, pp. 9, 10.

Wagner's Jahresbericht, 1865, vol. XI, pp. 173-176.

Bottger.

On the production of nickel in the Mansfield district.

Berggeist, 1865, vol. 20, No. 40.

Abst., Berg- und Hiittenmann Ztg., 1865, vol. 24, p. 386.
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Croddeek, A. von.

The working up of " Kratzkupfergranalien " to obtain nickel vitriol.

Berg- und Hiittenmiinn Ztg., 1865, vol. XXIV, p. 146.

Abst., Wagner's Jahresber., 1865, vol. XI, pp. 172, 173.

Herter.

The production of nickel from "vitriols."
Berggeist, 1865, No. 30.

Abst., Wagner's Jahresber., 1865, vol. XI, pp. 171, 172.

Schnabel.
The production of copper-nickel from Nassau nickel ores, with particular reference

to the operations as carried out at the Isabellen plant at Dillenburg.

Zeits. f. Berg-, Hiitten- und Saliueuwesen im preussischen Staate, 1865, vol. XIII,

pp. 105-139.

Abst., Wagner's Jahresbericht, 1865, vol. XI, pp. 176-178.

1866—Miiller.

The nickel-ore deposits of Eewdinsk, near Katherinenlnirg (Ural Mountains).
Paper read before the Bcrgmannische Verein zu Freiburg, Jan. 2, 1866.

Berg- und Hiittenmann. Ztg., 1866, vol. 25, p. 65.

Schnabel.
Production of copper-nickel at the Isabellen smeltery near Dillenburg.
Berg- und Hiittenmiinn. Ztg., 1866, vol. 25, pp. 234-236.

Wright, W.
Extraction of cobalt and nickel.

Bull. Soc. Chim., 1866, vol. V (1st series), pp. 475, 476.

1867—Gamier, J.

Note on the geology of New Caledonia.
Paris, Bull. Soc. Ge'ol., 1867, vol. XXIV, pp. 438-451.

Garnier, J.

Essay on the geology and mineral resoiirces of New Caledonia.
Annales des Mines, 1867, vol. XII, pp. 1-92.

Hermann, R.

On rowdauskite, a new nickel ore. and the production of nickel from this ore.

Jour, prakt. Chemie, 1867, vol. 102, pp. 405-409.

Moscow, Bull. Soc. Nat., 1867, vol. 40 (pt. 1), pp. 554-558.

Abst., Wagner's Jahresbericht, 1868, vol. XIV, p. Ill, 112.

Kleinschmidt, J. L., St. Louis (Mo.).
On the production of nickel and cobalt.

Berg- und Hiittenmann. Ztg., 1867, vol. XXVI, No. 6, pp. 45, 46.

No. 7, pp. 57-59, 94, 95, 13^ 131, 147-149, 162-164.

Kripp, V.
Production of nickel and cobalt from copper ores containing silver.

Oesterr. Zeits. f. Berg- und Hiittenwesen, 1867, No. 8.

Abst., Berg- und Hiittenmann. Ztg., 1868, vol. XXVII, p. 223.

Wagner's Jahresbericht, 1868, vol. XIV, pp. Ill, 112.

Stromeyer, A.
On the manufacture of nickel.

Chem. News, 1867, vol. 16, No. 400, pp. 53, 54.

1868—Bredberg, B. G.

On nickel and its recovery from the or^s. (Operation at the nickel-smeltery

Klefva, Sweden.)
Metallurgisca Anteckningar Metallurgical observations (Sjette Haflet), Stockholm,

1868, 2rdr.

Abst., Berg- und Hiittenmann. Ztg., 1S68, vol. 27, No. 52, pp. 441-443.

Flight, W.
On the chemical composition of a Bactrian coin of Euthvdemos of the second cen-

tury, B.C. (Ni-Cu alloy).

Paper read before the Numismatic Society.

Engineer (London), 1868, vol. XXVI, No. 671, p. 347.
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Keil.
** A practical treatise on metallurgy.

Adapted from the last German edition hy W. Crookes and Rohrig, 1868, London.

Vol. I, Chapter IX: Xickel, pp. 554-583: Exhaustive synopsis of processes for the

production of nickel.

1869—AnonjTnous.
The copper-nickel industry in the district of St. Blasien (Sehwarzwald).

Berggeist, 1869, X'o. S9.
'

Abst., Berg- und Hiittenmann. Ztg., 1870, vol. 29, p. 387.

Garnier, J.

Geological sketch and mineral resources of Xew Caledonia.

St. Etienne, Bull. Soc. Industrie Minerale, 1869-1870, vol. XV, pp. 301-320.

Stapff, F. M.
Notes on the Klefva nickel smeltery (Sweden).
Berg- und Hiittenmann. Ztg., 1869," vol. XXA'III, X'o. 13, p. 109 et seq.

1870—Anonymous.
Production of crude nickel.

Berggeist, 1870, X'o. 15.

Abst., Berg- und Huttenmann. Ztg., 1871, vol. 30, p. 102.

Statistical data.

Anon}Tnous.
Statistical data on the production of nickel for 1868 and 1869 in Prussia, Saxony,

Baden, Hungary, Salzburg, Xorway and Sweden.
Wagner's Jahresbericht, 1870, vol. XVI, pp. 155, 156.

Anonymous.
JSTorwegian nickel plants.

Berggeist, 1870, Xo. 29.

Abst., Berg- und Hiittenmiinn. Ztg., 1871, vol. 30, p. 114.

Wagner, R. (Wiirzburg.)

On the use of sodium nitrate in the metallurgy of nickel and copper.

Berg- und Hiittenmann. Ztg., 1870, vol. XXIX, Xo. 16, pp. 133-135, 161, 189, 190.

Chem. News, 1870, vol. XXII, No. 559, p. 83.

Moniteur scientifique, 1870, Aug., p. 709.

Wagner's Jahresbericht, 1870, vol. X\T;, pp. 151-155.

Wharton, J.

On two peculiar products in the nickel manufacture.
Amer. Jour. Science, 1870, vol. 49 (2nd series), pp. 365-368.

Chem. X'ews, 1870, vol. XXI, N'o. 551, pp. 280, 281.

Dingier 's Polytechn. Jour., 1870, vol. 197, p. 331.

Berg- und Hiittenmann, Ztg., 1870, vol. 29, p. 336.

1872—Anonymous.
The largest nickel mine in the world (Mine-la-motte, Mo.).
Engng. Min. Jour., 1872, vol. XIV, No. 7, pp. 98, 99.

Engwelling.
The only nickel mine of the United States.

Mining '& Seieut. Press, 1872, N'ov. 30, vol. XXV, No. 20.

Short note on the Gap (Lancaster) mine, Penn.

Watts, H.
A dictionary of chemistry and the allied branches of other sources.

1872, New York, vol. IV, pp. 33-35. Gives an account of the earliest attempts to

produce nickel from speiss or roasted copper-nickel.

1873—Anon^Tiious.

Nickel : Its production and application in the industry and for coinage purposes.
Hannover, Wochembl. f. Handel und Gewerbe, 1873. No. 36.

Dingier 's Polytechn. Jour., 1873, vol. 210, pp. 75-77.
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Anonymous.
Nickel.—The Gap mine in Pennsylvania.

Correspondence to the New York "Times".
Reprinted in Engng. Min. Jour., 1S7.3, vol. 16, Xo. 13, pp. 194, 195.

Berg- und Hiittenmann. Ztg.. 1874, vol. 33, pp. 11, 12.

Wagner's Jahresbericht, 1874, vol. XX, pp. 187, 188.

Courtis, W. M.
The AVyandotte silver smelting and refining works.

Trans. Amer. Inst. Min. Engrs., 1873, vol. II, pp. 89-101.

Engng. Min. Jour., 1873, vol. XVI, pp. 338-340.

Overman, Fr.

A treatise on metallurgy, comprising mining, and general and particular
metallurgical operations.

1873, New York, D. Appleton & Co., Gth ed., pp. 623-630.

1874—Anonymous.
Mining and metallurgy of nickel.

Mining "World (London), 1S74, vol. XII.
Engng. Min. Jour., 1874, Nov. 14, vol. XVIII, pp. 309, 310.

Abst., Berg- und Hiittenmann. Ztg., 1875, vol. 34, p. 58.

Kiinzel, C. (Blasewitz).

On the influence of a slight amount of chlorine upon the properties of certain

metals (e.g., Ni-Cu alloys).

Berg- und Hiittenmann. Ztg., 1874, vol. 33, pp. 6, 7.

Phillips, J. A.
** Elements of metallurgy.

A practical treatise on the art of extracting metals from their ores.

London, 1874, Ch. Griffin & Co., pp. 358-362.

Stolzel, Dr. C.

Mining and metallurgy at the International Exposition of Vienna, 1873.

(Report on nickel.)

Berg- und Huttenm. Ztg., 1874, vol. 33, j)- 1^-.

Kiinzel, C.

Report on Nickel and its applications.

Amtlicher Bericht liber die Wiener Ausstellung von, 1873.

Braunschweig, 1875, vol. Ill, part I, p. 859 et seq.

Abst., Wagner's Jahresbericht, 1875', vol. XXI, pp. 251-262.

1875—Winkler, CI. A.
On the manufacture of large nickel or cobalt castings.

Ber. Siichs. Gesell. Wissenschaften, 1875, June 21, vol. 27, pp. 196-198.

Abst., Dingier 's Polvtechn. Jour., 1876, vol. 222, pp. 175-177.

Chem. News, 1877, vol. XXXV, No. 908, p. 166.

Wagner's Jahresbericht, 1877, vol. XXIII, pp. 214-216.

Annalen d. Physik u. Chemie, 1877, vol. I, pp. 293-296.

r876—Bell, R.

Rocks north of lake Huron, etc., Ontario.
Canada, Geol. Survey, 1876, pp. 294-297.

Christofle, P., and Bouilhet. H.
Treatment of certain nickel ores.

British Pat. No. 2519, June 17, 1876.

Abst., Ber. d. deutsch. Chem. Gesell., 1S77, vol. X, p. 1911.

Christofle, P., and Bouilhet, H.
Metallic nickel extracted from the ores of New Caledonia.
Comptes- Rendus de I'Academie des Sciences, 1876, vol. 83, pp. 29-31.

Abst., Chem. News, 1876, vol. XXXIV. No. 871, p. 51.

Berg- und Hiittenmann. Ztg., 1876, vol. 35, p. 272.

Wagner's Jahresbericht, 1876, vol. XXII, pp. 266, 267.
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Gamier, J., Paris.

(Lake, W. R.).

Production of nickel from its ores.

British Pat. 1194, Mar. 20, 1S7G.

Abst., Ber. d. deutsch. Chem. Gesell., 1S77, p. 1760.

Gamier, J.

The New Caledonian nickel mines.

Bull. Soc. d 'Encouragement a 1 'Industrie Xationale, 1S76, July, vol. Ill (3rd

series), p. 412.

Moniteur Scientifique, 1876, Xo. 416, p. S57 et seq.

Jungck, M.
On the formation of graphite in nickel.

Dingier 's Polytechn. Jour., 1876, vol. 222, pp. 94, 95.

Wagner's Jahresbericht, 1876, vol. XXII, pp. 268, 269.

Levitzkv, M.
The nickel mine of Eevda, Russia.

Revue Universelle, 1876, vol. 39, No. 3, pp. 679-681.

Berg- und Hiittenm. Ztg., 1876, vol. 35, p. 308.
Wagner's Jahresbericht, 1876, vol. XXII, pp. 267, 268.

Mason, J., and Parkes, A.
Process for the treatment of ores and allovs of nickel.

U.S. Pat. 180142, July 25, 1876. British *Pat. 2088. May 17, 1876.
Abst., Ber. deutsch. chem. Gesell., 1876, vol. X, p. 894; 1909.

Meissonier.

Existence in Spain of nickel-ore deposits similar to those of New Caledonia. (Pro-
vince of Malaga.)

Coniptes-Rendus, de I'Academie des Sciences, 1876, vol. 83, pp. 229, 230.

Chem. News, 1876, vol. XXXIV, No. 87.3, p. 72.

Parkes, A. (Graveley Hill, Birmingham).
Separation of nickel from its ores.

British Pat. 540, Feb. 10, 1876.

Abst., Ber. d. deutsch. Chem. Gesell., 1877, vol. X, p. 1758.

Typke, W.
On a new nickel mineral fiom New Caledonia.
Chem. News. 1876, vol. XXXIV, No. 884, pp. 193, 194.

Chem. Soc. (London) Jour., 1877, I, p. 285.

1877—Andre, E.
German Pat. 6048, Nov. 1, 1877.

Badoureau.
Memoir on the metallurgy of nickel.

Ann. des Mines, 1877, vol. XII (7th series). No. 5, pp. 237-340.

Transl. in: Berg- und Hiittenm. Ztg., 1878, vol. 37, pp. 185, 186, 205-207, 212-214,
228-2.30, 244-247, 259-261.

Abst., Wagiier's Jahresbericht, 1878, vol. XXIV, pp. 215-239.
Chem. News, 1878, vol. XXXVII, No. 953, p. 94.

Iron, 1878, vol. XI, No. 266.

Garnier, J.

Note on the tueatnient of the oxidic nickel ore at the Septemes smeltery.
Paris, Mem. Soc. Ingenieurs Civils de France, 1877, pp. 441-450.

Lundborg, H.
On the production of nickel.

Jern. Kentorets Aniialer, 1876, No. 2.

Berg- und Hiittenm. Ztg., 1877, vol. 36, pp. 300-302.
Wagner 's Jahresbericht, 1877, vol. XXIII, pp. 209-214.

1878—Dixon, W. A.
On the metallurgy of nickel and cobalt.

Jour. Royal Soc. New South Wales for 1878, vol. XII, pp. 127-131.
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Gamier, J.

On garnierite.

Paris, Acad. Sciences, Comptes-Rendus, 1S7S, vol. SG, pp. 6S4-6S6.

Parkes, H.
Production of nickel from New Caledonian ores (pimelite, nickel-magnesium

silicate).

British Pat. 910, 1877.

Abst., Ber. d. deutsch. Chem. Ge.sell., 1878, vol. XI, p. 420.

Wagner's Jahresbericht, 1878, vol. XXIV, p. 239.

Wharton, J.

Manufacture of large nickel or colialt castings. (Reply to CI. Winkler.)

Dingier 's Polyteclm. Jour., 1877, vol. 226, p. 551.

Allen, A. H.
Some recent improvements in the mctallurgv of nickel.

Iron, 1878, vol. XI, No. 267, p. 231; No. 268, p. 265; No. 270, pp. 297, 298, 326.

Bull. See. d 'Encouragement a 1 'Industrie Nationale, 1879, Jan., vol. VI (3rd

series), pp. 32-50.

J. Royal Soc. Arts, 1878, vol. 26, pp. 243-250.

Bode, Fr.

Smelting of nickel-bearing pyrrliotite (Magnetkies) at Kragero (Norway).
Dingier 's Polytechn. Jour., 1878, vol. 229, pp. 376, 377.

Dixon, W. A.

On the metallurgv of nickel and colialt—Chemical News. 1878, vol. 38, No. 993,

pp. 268-270.

Berg, und Hiittenm. Ztg., 1879, vol. 38, pp. 395-397.

Iron, 1879, vol. 13, No. 321, p. 294.

Revue Universelle des Mines, etc., 1879, vol. A'l, No. 2, pp. 519-524.

Eustis, W. E. C.

The nickel ores of Oxford, Quebec (Canada).
Engng. Min. Jour., 1878, vol. 25, No. 11, p. 187.

Paper read before the Amer. Inst. Min. Engrs. at Philadelphia, Feb. 28, 1878.

Abst., Berg- und Hiittenm. Ztg., 1878, vol. 37, p. 403.

Gard, W. E.

Analyses of cast nickel, and experiments on the combining of carbon and silicon
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Amer. Jour. Sciences and Arts, 1S7S, vol. XIV (3rd series), pp. 274-277.

Dingier 's Polvtechn. Jour., 1878, vol. 227, p. 109.

Wagner's Jahresbericht, 1878, vol. XXIV, pp. 240, 241.

Garnier, J.

On garnierite.

Paris, Comptes-Rendus de I'Academie des Sciences, 1878, vol. 86, pp. 684-686.

Kupelwieser, Prof.

The metallurgv at the Exposition of Paris.

Berg- und Hiittenm. Ztg., 1878, vol. 37, pp. 341, 342.

(Short note on the production of nickel.)

Berg- und Hiittenm. Ztg., 1879, vol. 38, pp. 137, 138.

Laroche, and Pratt.

Production of nickel.

German Pat. 3505, Apr. 17, 1878.

Abst., Berg- und Hiittenm. Ztg., 1879, vol. 38, p. 27.

Precipitation of nickel from an acid sulphate solution by oxalic acid, conversion of

nickel oxalate into carbonate of sodium carbonate, conversion of carbonate into

metallic nickel.

Wagner's Jahresbericht, 1879, vol. 25, pp. 235, 236.

Schweder, G. Ph.
On the smelting of sulphide nickel ores with particular reference to the chemical

operations taking place.

Berg- und Hiittenm. Ztg., 1878, vol. 37, No. 45, pp. 377-379, 385-387, 393-.395,

409-411, 421-423; 1879, vol. 38, pp. 17-20, 37-39, 64-66, 79-82, 105-107, 121, 122.

Abst., Wagner's Jahresbericht, 1879, vol. XXV, pp. 214-232.

Of great historical interest.
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1879—Flechner, E.

Two designs for gas-fired furnaces (hearth-furnace for refining nickel speiss),

gas-fired roasting furnace.

Dingier 's Polytechn. Jour., 1879, vol. 231, pp. 248-251.

Berg- und Hlittenniann. Ztg., 1879, vol. 38, p. 211 (with figs. 5-15, table VI).
Wagner's Jahresber., 1879, vol. XXV, pp. 232-235.

Flechner, E. (Salzburg).

Particularities of the occurrence and working conditions of the European nickel-ore

deposits.

Dingier 's Polvtechn. Jour., 1879, vol. 232, pp. 256-264, 365-373.

Abst., Wagner's Jahresbericht, 1879, vol. XXV, pp. 209-214.

Fleitmann, Th.

On the manufacture of ductile nickel and cobalt, and the applications of these

metals in a state of purity.

Ber. d. deutsch. Chem. Gesell.", 1879, vol. XII, pp. 454, 455.

Chem. News, 1879, vol. 40, No. 1028, p. 67.

Wagner's Jahresbericht, 1879, vol. XXV, p. 237.

1880—Fleitmann.
Zinc-containing nickel.

Nickel oxide is reduced conjointly with a little zinc oxide, resulting in a nickel

alloy containing up to 10% Zn which alloy is very tenacious, so as to allow its

use as sheets or wire either in the cold or in the heat. When metallic zinc is

added to a bath of molten nickel, the former evaporates.

German Pat. 9405.

Abst., Berg- und Hiittenm. Ztg., 1880, vol. 39, p. 171.

Anonpnous.
Process for producing malleable nickel and in a state of varying degrees of hard-

ness. (Garnier method.)
Bevue Industrielle, 1880, p. 344.

Ghem. Ztg., 1880, vol. V, No. 37, p. 604.

Donath, Ed.
On the metallurgv and volumetric estimation of nickel.

Dingier 's Polytechn. Jour., 1880, vol. 236, pp. 327-336, 409-415, 480-486.

This paper is of great historical interest.

Fleitmann, A. (Iserlohn).

On the production of ductile and malleal)le nickel and cobalt.

Berg- und Hiittenm. Ztg., 1880, vol. 39, p. 171, pp. 176-178.

(Communication by Prof. C. Winkler with regard to above paper, same journal,

p. 255.)

Wagner's Jahresljerieht, ISSO, vol. XXVI, pp. 161-164.

Garnier, J.

On a new process for obtaining malleable nickel and in a state of varying degrees
of hardness.

Paris, Comptes-Eendus de I'Academie des Sciences, 1880, vol. 91, pp. 331-333.

Garnier, J.

On ductile nickel.

Le Technologiste, 1880, No. 142.

Berg- und Hiittenm. Ztg., 1881, vol. 40, pp. 6, 7.

Liversidge, A.
Notes upon some minerals from New Caledonia.
Proc. Eoyal Soc. of New South Wales, 1880, vol. XIV, p. 231-236.
Contains a few historical details on the discovery of nickel-bearing minerals in

New Caledonia by Jules Gainier in 1864.

Winkler, Prof. Dr. C.

On ductile nickel.

Berg- und Hiittenm. Ztg., 1880, vol. 39, p. 87.

Dingier 's Polytechn. Jour., 1880, vol. 236, p. 40.

Chem. Ztg., 1880, No. 16, p. 258.
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Ziucken, W.
The mineral wealth of European Russia.

Berg- und Hiittenm. Ztg., 1880, vol. 39, p. 423.

(A short note on nickel ores.)

1881—Boeddicker, G. A.
Remarks on the H. Wiggin process for the production of cobalt and nickel adapted

to he rolled out or drawn into wires.

(Addition of li/2%-3% of Mn to a hath of molten nickel.)

Wagner's Jahreshericht, 1881, vol. XXVII, p. 69.

Careis.

Production of nickel and cobalt.

Wochenschrift, Vereins deutsch. Ing., ISSl, Xo. 17, p. 143.

Ahst., Berg- und Hiittenm. Ztg., v. 40, No. 23, pp. 215, 216.

Drouin, Alex. (Paris).

Process for ultilizing poor lead-ore waste.

British Pat. No. 3646, 1881.

Ahst., J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1882, vol. I, p. 236.

Fischer's Jahreshericht, 1883, vol. 29, p. 149.

Galhraith, Wm. (Sheffield).

Separation of nickel from its ores or compounds.
British Pat. No. 5366, 1881.

Ahst., J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1882, vol. I, p. 369.

Kollmann.
On the tensile strength and elongation of nickel.

Stahl u. Eisen, 1881, vol. I, No. 2, pp. 72, 73.

Ahst., Berg- und Hiittenm. Ztg., 1881, vol. 40, p. 376.

Martin, P. E., Sireuil (Charente).
Production of tungsten, chromium, titanium, cobalt or nickel sponge.
German Pat. No. 18303, June 1, 1881.

Abst., Fischer's Jahreshericht, 1882, vol. 28, p. 120.

Ber. d. deutsch. Chem. Gesellschaft, 1882, vol. XV, p. 2764.

Readman, J. G., Glasgow.
Process for obtaining cobalt, nickel, and manganese salts and oxides.

British Pat. 4486, 1881.

(Abst.), J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1882, vol. I, p. 235.

1882—Anonymous.
Metallurgv of nickel.

Iron, 1SS2, Jan. 27, v. XIX, p. 68.

Anonymous.
The mechanical properties of malleable nickel.

Engng. Min. Jour., 1SS2, Mar. 11, vol. 33, N'o. 10, p. 134.

Anonymous.
Nickel in Oregon. (Douglas Countv.)
Min. Sci. Press, 1882, v. 44, No. 25* p. 416.

Abst., Berg- und Hiittenm. Ztg., 1882, vol. 41, p. 332.

Eustis, W. E. C, and Howe. H. M.
Contributions to the metallurgy of nickel and of copper.

(Thomson's nickel-extraction process.)

Trans. Amer. Inst. Min. Engrs., 1882, vol. X, pp. 305-309.

Ahst., Engng. Min. Jour., 1882, July 15, v. 34, p. 32.

Berg- und Hiittenm. Ztg., 1884, vol.'43, p. 100.
Fischer's Jahresher., 1883, vol. 29, pp. 149, 150.

Garnier, J.

Purification of metals, such as iron, nickel and copper on a "false" basic,

oxidizing hearth.

St. Etienne, Bull. Soc, Industrie Minerale, 1882, vol. XI, pp. 889-899.

Ahst., Fischer's Jahreshericht, 1883, vol. 29, pp. 150, 151.

Stahl u. Eisen, 1883, vol. Ill, p. 516 et seq.

Berg- und Hiittenmiinn. Ztg., 1883, vol. 42, p. 517.
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Gilchrist, and Thomas.
Production of nickel from New Caledonia ores.

British Pat. 1690, 1SS2.

Berg- und Hiittenm. Ztg., 1SS3, vol. 42, p. 273.

Melting of crude nickel in a gas furnace provided •with tuyeres for blowing in air

or in a Bessemer furnace under addition of silica and lime to bring the

impuiities into the slag.

Huntington.
The metallurgv of nickel and cobalt.

Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1882, vol. I, pp. 258, 259.

Abst., Engng. Min. Jour., 1882, vol. 34, Xo. 11, p. 136.

1SS3—Anon^-mous.
Xickel production from garnierite.

Allgem. met. Ztg., 1883, Xo. 9.

Berg- und Hiittenm. Ztg., 1S83, vol. 42, p. 277.

Anonymous.
The Prat and Laroche nickel extraction process.

Engng. Min. Jour., 1883, June 2, vol. 35, p. 317.

Oesterr. Zts. Berg- und Hiittenwesen, 1883, v. 31, Xo. 28, p. 377.

Berg- und Hiittcnmann. Ztg., 1883, vol. 42, p. 562.

Anonymous.
Fleitmann's malleable nickel.

Wochenschr. Vereins deutscher lug., 1883, Xo. 4.

Berg- und Hiittenm. Ztg., 1883, vol. 42, p. 124 ,

Blake, W. P.

Xickel.

Mineral Resources of the United States, 1883-1884, pp. 537-543.

Blake, W. P.
** Notes on the metallurgy of nickel in the United States.

Trans. Amer. Inst. Min. Engrs., 1883, vol. XI, pp. 274-281.

Iron, 1883, vol. 22, pp. 69, 70.

Chem. Xews, 1883, vol. 48, pp. 87-89.

Of great historical interest.

McCay, Leroy W.
Contribution to the knowledge of cobalt, nickel and iron sulphides

1883, Freiberg, 46 pp. (pamphlet).

. Mauhes, P. Lyons (France).

Production of cobalt and nickel matte.

A new or improved process for the treatment of sulphurous and arsenical com-
pound ores containing nickel, cobalt, and otlier metals.

a) German Pat. 29006, Xov. 15. 1883.

b) British Pat. 5355, Xov. 13, 1883.

Abst.,

a) Berg, und Hiittenm. Ztg., 1885, vol. 44, p. 55.

b) J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1885, vol. 4, p. 120.

"Wagner's Jahresbericht, 1884, vol. 30, pp. 151, 152.

Headman, J. B. (Glasgow).
Extracting cobalt, nickel and manganese from their ores.

British Pat. 5359, Xov. 13, 1883.
Abst., J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1884, vol. Ill, p. 524.
Wagner's Jahresbericht, 1884, v. 30, p. 152.

Selve, G., and Lotter, F. (Altona).
Production of nickel free from oxide.
German Pat. 25798, 1883.
Abst., Moniteur Scient., 1884, v. 26, p. 1120.
Wagner's Jahresbericht, 1884, vol. XXX, p. 152.
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Societe Anonymo "Fonderie de Nickel et Metaiix Blancs," Paris.

Improvements in the manufacture of nickel and of cobalt, and of alloys of either of

these metals with iron.

British Pat. 2243. 1SS3. German Pat. 29547.

(Abst.) J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1SS4, vol. Ill, p. 32.

Fischer's Jahrcsbericht, 1SS5, vol. XXXI, p. 99.

ISS-i—Anonymous.
Senjen nickel mine in Norway,
Trans. Roval Geol. So«., Cornwall.

Abst., Berg- und Hiittenm. Ztg., 1SS4, vol. 43, p. 227.

Anonymous.
Nickel : The ores of nickel ; principal localities of nickel ore in America.

Min. Sei. Press, 18S4, vol. 4S, No. 14, p. 242; No. 15, p. 258.

Berndorfer Metallwaronfalnik in Berndorf.

Production of malleable, ductile nickel and cobalt in compact form.

German Pat. No. 28989, Jan. 15, 1884.

Abst., Ber. d. deutsch. Chem. Gesell., 1884, vol. XVII, p. 511.

Dingier 's Polytechn. Jour., 1884, vol. 254, p. 315.

Fleitmann (Iserlohn).

Production of highly ductile castings from metals and metal alloys by the addition
of magnesium allovs instead of magnesium.

German Pat. 28460, Feb. 7, 1884.

Abst.. Fischer's Jahresbericht. 1884, v. 30, p. 154.

Ber. d. deutsch. Chem. Ges., 1884 (Ref.), v. XVII, p. 511.

Garnier, J.

Note on a new process of treatment of sulphide nickel and cobalt ores.

Mem. Soc. Ing. Civils de France, 1884, I, pp. 715-725.

Engng. Min. Jour., 1883, vol. 36, p. 393.

Bull. Soc. de rindustrie Minerale, 1885, vol. XIV, pp. 126-131.

Herrenschmidt, H., Boudi (near Sydney, N.S.W,).
Improvements in the extraction of cobalt, nickel, and manganese from their ores,

and of nickel from its ores, when such ores are found in a similar condition
to those of New Caledonia.

British Pat. 12044, Sept. 5, 1884.
Abst., J. Soc. Chem. liid., 1885, vol. IV. p. 287.

Hermite, E., Eouen (France).
Method for treating ores or scoria containing copper or nickel.

British Pat. 2157, Jan. 25, 1884.
Abst., J, Soc. Chem. Ind., 1885, vol. IV, p. 121.

Krupp, A., Bernsdorff (Austria).
An improved manufacture of nickel and cobalt from their ores.

British Pat., 1464, Jan. 15, 1884.
Abst., J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1884, v. Ill, p. 261.

Selwyn, A. R. C.

Canada, Geol. Survey, Summary Report, 1884-1885, p. 2A.
Canada, Geol. Survey, 1884, "Descriptive Sketch of the Physical Geography and

Geologj- of the Dominion of Canada."

1885—Aaron, Ch. H.
Process of precipitating nickel and cobalt from solutions containing the same (in

the form of methvl-sulpho-carbouates).
U.S. Pat. 330,454, Nov. 17, 1885.

Balling, C. A. M.
Die Metallhiittenkunde Gewinnung der Metalle und Darstellung ihrer Verbindungen

auf den Hiittenwerken.
1885, Verlag von J. Springer, pp. 562-585.

Hoffman, G. Christian.

Analyses of ores from Sudbury area.
Canada, Geol. Survey, 1885, pp. 19, 20M.
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Mindeleff, D., San Francisco (Cal.).

A method and apparatus for extracting nickel and cobalt from ores containing

them.
British Pat. 10491, Sept. 4, 1885.

(Abst.,) J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1885, vol. IV, p. 746.

Neill, J. W.
Treatment of nickel-cobalt mattes at Mine la Motte, Mo.
Trans. Amer. Inst. Min. Engrs., 1885, vol. XIII, pp. 634-639.

Engng. Min. Jour., 1885, vol. 39, pp. 108, 109.

Porcheron, H.
The exploitation of nickel in New Caledonia.

Bull. Soc. de 1 'Industrie Minerale. 1885, vol. XIV (2nd series), Xo. 1, pp. 89-125.

Genie Civil, 1885, vol. VIII, pp. 88-90.

Selve, G., and Lotter, F. (Altona).

Method for obtaining nickel and cobalt free from oxides.

German Pat. 32006, 1885.

Abst., Fischer's Jahresberichte, 1886, vol. XXXII, p. 158.

Wiggin, H., "Wiggin, H. A., Johnstone, A. S., and Wiggin, "W. W. (Birmingham).
Improvements in the manufacture of nickel and cobalt.

British Pat. 3923, Mar. 27, 1885.

(Abst.) J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1886, vol. V, p. 172.

1886—Croisille.— New Caledonian nickel mines. (Report on Thio mines.)

Annales des Mines, 1886, vol. X (8th Series), Xo. 6. pp. 609-611.

Abst., Berg- und Hiittenm. Ztg., 1887, vol. 46, p. 287.

Gautier, F.

The extraction of cobalt and nickel from manganiferous ores.

Genie Civil, 1886, vol. VIII, pp. 246, 247.

Fischer's Jahresbericht, 1886, v. 32, pp. 157, 158.

Pebal, L.

Xickel carbide in nickel obtained by the reduction of the oxide by charcoal at a

white heat.

Liebig's Annalen d. Chemie, 1886, v. 233, pp. 160-165.

(Abst.), J. Chem. Soc. (London), 1886, v. 50, p. 854.

1887—Flechner, E.

Communications on nickel-ore deposits and production of nickel in general, with
particular reference to nickel-ore mining in Schladming.

Oesterr. Z. Berg- und Hiittenwesen, 1887, v. 35, N'o. 6, pp. 63-68, and X'o. 7,

pp. 80-84.

Abst., Berg- und Hiittenm. Ztg., 1887, v. 46, pp. 247, 248.

Leo.

Occurrence of nickel ores in Klefva (Sweden).
Zeitschr. d. Oberschles. Berg- u. Hiittenmann. Vereins, 1887, May-June.
Abst., Berg. u. Hiittenm. Ztg., 1887, v. 46, Xo. 29, p. 282.

Levat, M.
Investigation into the nickel, cobalt and chromium ore deposits of Xew Caledonia.
Paper read, Sept. 29, 1887, before the French Assoc, for the Advancement of

Sciences.

Comptes Rendus, 1887, vol. I, pp. 242, 243.

Mackintosh, J. B.
A crystalline subsulphide of iron and nickel.

Trans. Amer. Inst. Min. Engrs., 1887, vol. XVI, pp. 117, 118.
Chem. News, 1888, vol. 58, p. 200.

Warren, J. T. P.

The detection of adulteration of metallic nickel and other metals by the magnet.
Chem. News, 1887, vol. 55, p. 37.
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1S8S—Attwood.
Origin of Sudbury ores, being a discussion of Bonney's paper.
Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc, London, 1888, vol. 44, pp. 834-838.

Bonney, T. G.

Notes on a part of the Huronian series in the neighbourhood of Sudbury (Canada).
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On the Sudbury copper-deposits.
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Deutsche Gold- und Silberscheide Anstalt vorm. Rossler.

Process for extracting nickel and cobalt from waste Ives.
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(Al)st.) Ber. d. deutsche'r Chem. Gesell., 1888 (Ref.), vol. XXL p. 904.

Fischer's Jahresberieht, 1888, vol. XXXIV, p. 294.
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Xew Caledonia nickel and cobalt.
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Abst., Berg- und Hiittenm. Ztg., 1888, v. 47, p. 461.

Herrenschmidt, H., and Capelle, E.
Coljalt and nickel : their industrv.

Moniteur Industriel, 1888, May 3, 10, 17, 24.

Langguth, W.
Treatment of cobalt and nickel ore in a converter.

Min. Sci. Press, 1888, Feb. 18, v. 55, p. 102.

Manhes, P., Lyons (France).
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apparatus therefor.
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Berg, und Hiittenm. Ztg., 1SS9, v. 48, No. 28. p. 252.
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The minerals of Ontario and their development.
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Selwyn, A. R. C.

Nickel copper deposits at Sudbury.
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1889—Clarke, F. W., and Catlett, Ch.

A platiniferous nickel ore from Canada.
Amer. Jour. Science, 1889, vol. XXXVII, pp. 372-374.

Peters, E. D.
The Sudburv ore deposits.

Trans. Amer. Inst. Min. Eng., 1889-1890, vol. XVIII, p. 278.

Kriiss, G.

Method for decomposing commercial nickel and its salts into i^ure nickel.

German Pat. 48547, Jan. 12, 1889.

(Abst.) Fischer's Jahresberieht, 1889, vol. XXXV, p. 267.

Selwyn, A. R. C.

Minerals in Huronian rocks, Ontario.
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Diehl, C. A., and Koehler, W., Cleveland (Ohio).

Method of treating nickel ores.

U.S. Pat. 842139, Jan. 22, 1907.

(Abst.) J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1907, vol. XXVI, p. 415.

Dieterich, G.

The working of nickel ore deposits in New Caledonia.

Z. Vereins deutsch. Ing., 1907, vol. 51, No. 46, pp. 1805-1815, 1858-1867. (Pro-

fusely illustrated.)

Dow, H. H., Gates, W. S., and SchaefPer, A. E., Assignor to the Ontario Nickel Co.

Process of recovering the nickel in basic nickel precipitates.

U.S. Pat. 857927, June 25, 1907.

(Abst.) J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1907, vol. 26, p. 880.

Ehrenfeld, C. H., and Grove, J. R.

Process for the recoverv of nickel from ore.

U.S. Pat. 868769, Oct. *22, 1907.

(Abst.) J, Soc. Chem. Ind., 1908, vol. XXVII, p. 131.

Friedrich, K.
Nickel and arsenic.

Metallurgie, 1907, vol. IV, No. 7, pp. 200-216.

Gates, W. S., and Dow, H. H., Assignors to Ontario Nickel Co., Worthington (Can).

Process of rendering nickel and copper in sulphide ores and mattes soluble in

water.

U.S. Pat. 874496, Dec. 24, 1907.

(Abst.) J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1908, vol. XXVJI, p. SO.

Giinther, E., and Franke, R., Eisleben (Germany).
Method of extracting copper-nickel ores and matte.

U.S. Pat. 875259, Dec. 31, 1907.

(Abst.) J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1908, vol. XXVII, p. 131.

Same as German Pat. 199554, Apr. 3, 1906.
(Abst.) Fischer's Jahresbericht. Chem. Technologie, 1908, vol. 54, I, pp. 270-272.

Z. angew. Chemie, 1908, vol. XXI, p. 1998.

Meeks, R.

Nickel and cobalt.

Mineral Industry for 1907, vol. XYJ, pp. 733-742.

Pring, J. N., Assignor to E. A. Sperry, Brooklyn.
Electrolvtic process for refining nickel.

U.S. Pat. 874864, Dec. 24, 1907.

(Abst.) J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1908, vol. XXVII, p. 343.

Schnabel, C.

** Handbook of metallurgy.

London, 1898, Macmillan & Co., vol. II, pp. 496-596.

The most complete monography on nickel ever published. Patent literature fully

taken into account.

Schreiber, G.

Separation of cobalt, nickel, and manganese from crude liquors.

German Pat. 203310, Sept. 29, 1907.

(Abst.) J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1908, vol. XXVII, p. 1158.

Fischer's Jahresbericht Chem. Technologie, 1908, vol. 54, I, p. 268.
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Sjostedt.

The working of nickel-bearing j^yrrliotite (magnetkies) in the electric furnace for
the production of acid and ferro-nickel.

Gliickauf, 1907, vol. 43, pp. 1042-104G.

Sperry, E. S.

The production of malleable nickel.

Brass World & Plater's Guide, 1907, Jan., vol. Ill, pp. 3-10.

fAbst.) J. Soe. Chem. Ind., 1907, vol. 26, p. 530.

Metallurgie, 1907, vol. IV, pp. 155, 156.

Fischer's Jahresbericht u. Chem. Technologie, 1907, vol. 53 (Unorg. Teil), pp.
235, 236.

Stokes, R.
The Sudburv nickel-copper field.

Min. World,' 1907, vol. 27, pp. 507-510, 799-801.

Willsou, T. L., Ottawa (Ontario).

Method of producing metallic silicid.

U.S. Pat. 847300, Mar. 12, 1907.

Willson, T. L., Ottawa (Ontario).

Method of producing metallic silicides.

U.S. Pat. 847267, Mar. 12, 1907.

Woltmann, W., and Mostowitch, W.
Temperature measurements with the Wanner pyrometer (temperatures of molten

nickel matte).
Metallurgie, 1907, vol. IV, pp. 799, 800.

(Abst.) Fischer's Jahresbericht u. Chem. Technologie, 1907, vol. 53 (Unorg. Teil),

p. 236.

1908—Nickel and cobalt.

Mineral Industry, 1908, vol. XVII, pp. 663-672.

A complete bibliography for 1908 is appended.

Armstrong, E. C.

Process for treating complex cobalt ores and for refining cobalt from nickel,

arsenical and silver-bearing ores.

U.S. Pat. 881527, Mar. 10, 1908.

Boruemann, K.
The fusion diagram of nickel-sulphur compounds. The constitution of nickel matte.

Metallurgie, 1908, vol. V, pp. 13-19, 61-68.

(Abst.) J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1908, vol. XXVII, pp. 1067, 1068.

Carrick, J. T.. and Pattison, B. S.

Treating pvritie copper and nickel ores.

British Pat. 2971. Feb. 10, 1908.

(Abst.) J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1908, vol. XXVII, p. 1209.

Chains, A., Philadelphia.

Process of recovering nickel from silicious ores.

U.S. Pat. 887735, Mav 12, 1908. French Pat. .393991, Sept. 5, 1908.

British Pat. 18596, Sept. 4, 1908.

Abst., J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1908, vol. 27, p. 631.

Coleman, A. P.

The Sudburv nickel ores.

Geol. Mag., vol. 5, 1908, pp. 18, 19.

Dow, H. H., and Gates, W. S.

Assignors to Ontario Nickel Co., Ltd., Worthington (Can.).

Process of purifving precipitates.

U.S. Pat. 883792, Apr. 7, 1908.

Foote, H. W., and Smith, E. K.
Dissociation pressures of certain oxides of copper, col)alt. nickel, and antimony.

J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1908, vol. 30, pp. 1344-1350.
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Gregory, J. W.
Origin of the Sudbury nickel ores.

Geol. Mag., 1908 (new series), vol. 5, pp. 139, 140.

Giinther, E., and Franke, R., Eisleben (Germany).
Process of treating metallic ores or mattes.

U.S. Pat. 87963.'5, Feb. 18, 1908.

Ipatiew, W.
Reduction and oxidation of nickel oxides at various pressures.

Jour, prakt. Cliemie, 1908, vol. 77, pp.. 513-532.

J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1908, vol. XXYII, p. 684.

Koehler, W.
Recovery of nickel from oxide and silicate ores.

Electroc'hem. Met. Ind., 1908, Apr., vol. YI, pp. 145-147.

Neil, J. M., Toronto, Assignor to F. C. Norris, Detroit (Mich.).

Separating the metals contained in copper-nickel matte.

U.S. Pat. 882075, Mar. 17, 1908.

(Abst.) J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 190S, vol. XXVII, p. 411.

Roux, A. J., and Societe "Le Xickel" de la Xouvelle Caledonie.

Process for obtaining nickel and nickel alloys from the natural nickeliferous. iron-

magnesium hvdrosilicates known as garnierite.

French Pat. 399412, Apr. 21, 1908.

Abst., J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1909, vol. 28, No. 18, p. 990.

Rzehulka, A.

The present status of the production of nickel, with particular reference to the

metallurgical practice as carried out at Frankenstein, Silesia.

Samnilung Berg- und Hiittenmannischer Abhandlungen, Xo. 32, 1908, 58 pp.

Savelsberg, J., Papenburg (Germany).
Blowing of nickel and cobalt matte in the converter, with a view to the preparation

for subsequent melting.

German Pat. 222231, Jan. 21, 1908.

(Abst.) J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1910, vol. 29, p. 1257.

Fischer's Jahresbericht, 1910, vol. 56, pp. 243, 244.

Societe Eleetro-Metallurgique Francaise.

Production of pure nickel.

French Pat. 400910, June 27, 1908. British Pat. 14946, June 26, 1909.

(Abst.) J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1909, vol. 28, p. 1090.

Stewart, L.

The Creighton mine, Sudbury.

Jour. Can. Min. Inst., 1908, vol. 11, pp. 567-585.

Stutzer, O.

The nickel-ore deposits of Sudbury (Ontario).

Zeits. f. prakt. Geol., 1908, vol. 16, pp. 285-287.

Wadhams, A. J., Riverton and Stanley, R. C, Assignors to International Nickel Co.,

Bayonne.
Art of separating metals from matte.—Art of separating metals from speiss.

U.S. Pats. 900452, 900453, and 900454, all of Oct. 6, 1908.

Wallace, J. P.

A studv of ore. deposits for the practical miner.

1908, pp. 66-70.

"Wood, E. F., Assignor to International Xickel C@., X.J.

Process of utilizing flue-dust from copper and nickel ores.

U.S. Pat. 884970, Apr. 14, 1908.

(Abst.) J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1908, vol. XXVII, p. 509.

1909—Betts, A. G., Troy (N.Y.).

Process of treating nickel ores.

U.S. Pat. 923005, Mav 25, 1909.

Abst., J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1909, vol. 28, p. 661.
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Browne, D. H., Copper Cliff, Ontario (Canada).
Method of manufacturing nickel and nickel-copper alloys.

U.S. Pat. 934278, Sept. 14, 1909.

Carrick, J. T., and Pattison, B. S., Johannesburg.
Treatment of pvritic copper and copper nickel ores.

British Pat. 13849, June 12, 1909. U.S. Pat. 939947, Nov. 9, 1909, and 947789,

Feb. 1, 1910.

Abst., J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1910, vol. 29, p. 284.

Cito, C. C, Irvington (N.J.).

Method for working ores consisting of compounds of silver, nickel, cobalt, these

ores Vaving arsenic but no lead.

British Pat. 30377, Dec. 29, 1909.

German Pat. 238608, Dec. 30, 1909 (Class 40c).

Abst., Z. angew. Chemie, 1911, vol. XXIV, No. 44, p. 2120.

J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1910, vol. 29. p. 361.

Same as U.S. Pats. 949058 and 949261, Feb. 15, 1910.

Harker, A.
The Natural History of Igneous Rocks, 1909.

Horton, F. W.
Nickel and cobalt.

Mineral Industry for 1909, vol. XYIII, pp. 544-551.

Lambris, G.

Investigation into the absorption of carbon by metals during the electrolysis from
aqueous solution, with particular reference to nickel.

Doctor thesis, presented at the Technische Hochschule, Aix-la-Chapelle (Germany).
Published bv La Ruelle'sche Akzideuzdruckerei (Inh. Jos. Deterre), Aix-la-

Chapelle, 1909.

Pecourt, B.
Method of concentrating those minerals containing metals (e.g. nickel and cobalt)

which can be extracted by converting their sulphides into soluble sulphates by
roasting.

French Pat. 403831, June 9, 1909.

Abst., J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1910, vol. 29, p. 97.

Pitavel, R.

The electrometallurgy of nickel.

Jour. Four Electrique et de 1 'Electrolyse, 1909, July 15. -

Price, E. F., Assignor to Central Trust Co., New York.

Process of obtauiiug nickel from silicious ores.

U.S. Pats. 909666 and 909667, Jan. 12, 1909.

Schenck, R.

Chemical equililnia in metallurgical reactions.

Metallurgie, 1909, vol. YI, No. 16, pp. 505-511.

Schmidt, C, and Yerloop, J. H.
Note on the deposit of cobalt and nickel ores near Schladming (Steiermark).
Zeits. f. prakt. Geologie, 1909, June, vol. 17, pp. 271-275.

(Paper contains a complete bibliography.)

Schweitzer, Alex.

Contribution to the knowledge of the electrochemical behavior of nickel.

Thesis presented in 1909 to the Technische Hochschule, Dresden.
(Printed by Buchdruckerei Chr. Seheufele, Stuttgart.)

Societe Electro-Metallurgique Francaise.
Process for obtaining pure nickel.

First addition, dated Jan. 6, 1909, to French Pat. 400910, June 27, 1908.
British Pat. 287, Jan. 5, 1910.
(Abst.) J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1910, vol. 29, p. 636,
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Sylvester, G. E.

The mining, smelting and power plants of the Canadian Copper Co.

Jour. Canadian Min. Inst., 1909, vol. XII, pp. 218-239.

Vogt, J. H. L.

Work referred to in The Natural History of Igneous Eocks by A. Harker, 1909,

p. 174.

Van Hise, C. R., Leith, C. K.
Geologv between lake Timagami and Onaping river.

Bull. 360, U.S.G.S., 1909, pp. 428, 429.

Van Hise, C. R., Seaman, A. E.

Examination of rocks at Sudbury.
Bull. 360, U.S.G.S., 1909, pp. 424, 425.

Warlimont, F.

On the oxidation of sulphides and dissociation of sulphates of iron, copper and

nickel and a simple method, based on these experiments, for smelting pyrrhotites

(magnetkies) containing copper and nickel.

Doctor thesis, presented in 1909 to tho Technische Hochsehule, Aix-la-Chapelle

(Germany).
(Verlag von W. Knapp, Halle a-S.)

Warlimont, F.

A process for snielting pvrrhotites containing copper and nickel.

Metallurgie, 1909, vol. VI, No. 3, pp. 83-92; No. 4, pp. 127-134.

Wells, H. L., New Haven (Conn.).

Method of separating copper nickel and other metals from copper-nickel matte, and
recovering hvdiochloric acid from nickel chloride solution.

U.S. Pats. 940292 and 940293. Nov. 16, 1909.

(Abst.) J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1910, vol. 29, p. 30.

Nickel and cobalt.

Mineral Industry for 1910, vol. 19, pp. 501-506.

1910—Anonymous.
Electric smelting of nickel ore.

(A new electric furnace plant for nickel silicide at Webster, Jackson County, N.C.).

Met. Chem. Engng., 1910, May, vol. VIII, pp. 277-279.

Anonymous.
Norwegian nickel, copper and sulphur mines.
Foreign Office (London), Annual Series, 1910, October.
(Abst.) J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1910, vol. 29, p. 1458.

Anonymous.
The nickel industry.

Times Engng. Supplement (London), July 20, 1910.

Canadian Min. Jour., 1910, Get. 1, v. 31, pp. 589, 590.

Barton, Th., and McGhie, Th. B.

Separation of cobalt from nickel in solutions containing mixtures of their chlorides.

German Pat. 222141.
Abst., Metallurgie, 1910, vol. VII, p. 621.

Bornemann, K.
The svstem Ni-S. (II).

Metallurgie, 1910, vol. VII, pp. 667-674.

Browne, D. H.
** Behavior of copper-matte and copper-nickel matte in the Bessemer converter.

Bull. Amer. Inst. Min. Engrs.-, 1910, No. 40, pp. 285-305.

Chalas, A., Philadelphia (Pa.).

Process of recovering nickel and copper from ores and mattes.

U.S. Pat. 947791, Feb. 1, 1910.

(Abst.) J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1910, vol. 29, p. 284.
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Chalas, A., Philadeli)hia, (Pa.)-

Process of reducing" nickel hvdrosilicate ores.

U.S. Pat. 959460, Mav 31, 1910.

(Ahst.) J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1910, vol. 29, p. 826.

Cinille, H. A. G.

Direct manufacture of copper, nickel and other metals.

French Pat. 421990, Oct. 29, 1910.

(Abst.) J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1911, vol. 30, p. 553.

Cito, C. C.

A new process for the treating of coljalt-nickel ores, rich in silver and arsenic by
combined melting and electrolytic operations.

Trans. Amer. Electrochem. Soc, 1910, vol. XVII, pp. 239-248.

Met. Chem. Engng., 1910, vol. VIII, pp. 341-344.

Coleman, A. P.

The Alexo nickel deposits.

Economic Geology, 1910, June, vol. V, pp. 372-376.

Coleman, A. P.

Copper and nickel deposits of Canada.
Abstract, British Ass. Adv. Sci., 1910, Rept. 79th meeting, pp. 479, 480 .

Dewey, F. P., Assignor to Dewey Ore Reduction Corporation.
Process for treating arsenid ores.

U.S. Pats. 954263 and 954264, Apr. 5, 1910.

Friedrieii, K., and Leroux, A.
Freezing point diagram of nickel-carbon allovs.

Metallurgie, 1910, vol. VII, pp. 10-13.

(Abst.) J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1910, vol.. 29, p. 159.

Gray, Alex.

Nickel-copper industry of Ontario.
Mining World, 1910,''Mav 14, pp. 973-977; Mav 21, pp. 1019-1025, vol. XXXII;

May 28, pp. 1065-1070.

Of the greatest importance from the point of view of history.

Laszynski, S.

Precipitation of metals, especially of zinc, copper and nickel from sulphuric or
sulphurous acid solutions.

German Pat. 257647, Nov. 20, 1910.
(Abst.) J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1913, vol. XXXII, p. 492.

Mackenzie, G. C.

Magnetic concentration experiments Avith iron ores of the Bristol Mines, Que., iron
ores of the Bathurst Mines, New Brunswick, a copper nickel from Nairn,
Ontario.

Canada, Department of Mines, Mines Branch, 1910, Bulletin No. 5, pp. 17-28.

Shipley, G. B.

Mining and smelting plant of Mond Nickel Co.
Engng. & Min. Jour., vol. 90, Aug. 20, 1910, pp. 364-367.

Shuler, D. P., Sudbury (Ontario).
Separation of nickel and copper from mattes.
U.S. Pat. 967072, Aug. 9, 1910.

Nickel and cobalt.

ISIineral Industry for 1911, vol. XX, pp. 547-553.

1911—Babe, J., and Collin, M.
Process for obtaining nickel from its oxidized ores.
French Pat. 449112, Dec. 13, 1911.
Abst., Metall. u. Erz., 1913, vol. I, p. 468.
J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1913, vol. 32, p. 494.
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Borchers, W.
Metallurgy.

A l)iief outlino of the modern processes for extracting the more important metals.

Authorized translation from the German by W. T. Ilalle and C. R. Hayward.

1st edition, 1911, pp. 100-176.

(A well written, concise account of modern practice; no historic details are given.)

Borchers, W., and Pedersen, H. (Trowdhjern).

Process for the extraction of copper and nickel, particularly from low grade ores.

French Pat. 4.3777J:, Dec. 18, 1911. German Pat. 2-lol98, Mar. 2.3, 1911.

U.S. Pat. 104.3291, Nov. 5, 1912. British Pat. 227, Jan. 3, 1912.

Abst., J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1912. vol. .31, p. 497.

Metall. u. Erz., 1912-1913, vol. I, p. 21.

Chem. Abst., 1912, vol. VII, p. 2039.

Borchers, W., and Pedersen, H. (Trowdjhern).
Process for the treatment of suli)hide nickel ores or metallurgical products con-

taining iron and copper.

German Pat. 248802, Dec. 30, 1911 (Addition to German Pat. 245198, Mar. 23,

1911).
British Pat. 9146, Apr. 18, 1912 (Addition to British Pat. 227, 1911).
U.S. Pat. 1101115, June 23, 1914.

Abst.. J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1912, vol. 31, No. 19, p. 933.

Metall. u. Erz., 1912-1913, vol. I, pp. 125, 126.
"^

Browne, D. H.
The historA' of the nickel industrv in Canada and the United States.

Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind.. Mar. 15, 1911, vol. 30, pp. 248-250.

Metallurgie, 1911, vol. A^III. pp. 438-441.

Can. Min. Jour., 1912, Dec. 1, vol. 33, pp. 817-819.

Carpenter, F. R., and Carpenter, A. H., Denver.
Process for freeing sulphide copper-nickel-iron ores and mattes derived therefrom

from their copper contents.

U.S. Pat. 1006.355, Oct. 17, 1911.

Abst., J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1911, vol. XXX, p. 1319!

Crane, W. R.

Filling methods at Sudbury.
Engng. Min. Jour., 1911. June 17. vol. 91, pp. 1204-1207.

Dammer, O.

Chem. Technologie der N^euzeit.

Stuttgart, Verlag von Ferd. Enke, 1911.
Lange, A.: Chapter on nickel and colialt, pp. 433-462.

Dow, H. H., Gates, AV. S., and Schaefer, A. E., Assignors to the Ontario Nickel Co.,

Ltd., Worthington.
Method of electrolvzing nickel sulphate solutions.

U.S. Pat. 1003092," Sept. 12, 1911.

Gabrielli, C.

Process for the purification of mattes of metals of the nickel group.
French Pat. 444067, Julv 29, 1911.

(Abst.) J. Soc. Chem. lAd., 1912, vol. 31, pp. 1134.

Hugoniot, C. E.
Process for the magnetic enrichment of complex ores, more especially the nickel

ores of New Caledonia.
French Pat. 449301, Dec. 19, 1911.
(Abst.) J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1913, vol. 32, p. 494.

Kern, E. F., and Walter, H. W.
Roasting of nickel copper matte.
School of Mines Quarterly, 1911, vol. 32, pp. 364-388.
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McKechnie, A., aud Beasley, F. G.

Method of treating high-grade nickel-copper mattes, practically free from iron.

British Pat. 15S50, Julv 8, 1911. French Pat. 4417S5, Mar. 27, 1912.

U.S. Pat. 1047825, Dec' 12, 1912. Canadian Pat. 143074, Oct. 1, 1912.

German Pat. 247968, Julv 16, 1911.

Abst., J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1912,, vol. 31, Xo. 16, p. 780.

Chem. Abst., 1912, vol. VI, p. 2734.

Metall. u. Erz., 1912-1913, vol. I, p. 149.

Fischer's Jahresbericht, 1912, vol. 58, 1, p. 296.

McLarty, J. A., Toronto (Canada).
Treatment of sulphide ores.

U.S. Pat. 987156. Mar. 21. 1911.

(Abst.) J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1911, vol. 30, p. 494.

McLeish, John.
Mineral production of Canada in 1910.
Engng. Mill. Jour., 1911, vol. 91, pp. 512, 513. (Statistical data.)

Miller, Willet G.

Notes on the Cobalt area.

Eng. and Min. Jour., 1911, Sept. 30, pp. 645-649. (The name Timiskaming was
first proposed in this paper by the author.)

Morrison, W. L.

Electric furnace treatment of nickel ore and the development of a commercial
process.

Trans. Amer. Electrochem. Soc, 1911, vol. XX, pp. 315-358.

Met. Chem. Engng., 1911, vol. IX, pp. 546-552.

(Abst.) J, Soc. Chem. Ind., 1911, vol. 30, p. 1260.

Pedersen, H.
Investigation of cobalt, nickel and cobalt ores.

(Separation of nickel from copper, cobalt, and iron.)

Metallurgie, 1911, vol. ^T:II, p. 335.

(Abst.) J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1911, vol. 30, p. 900.

Rennie, "W. D., Hackensack, Assignor to Universal Ore Reduction Co., Phoenix (Ariz.).

Art of extracting metals, such as gold, silver, copper or nickel, from their native
ores.

U.S. Pat. 989802, Apr. IS, 1911.

Uglow, W. L.

The Alexo Mine: A new nickel occurrence in northern Ontario.
Can. Min. Inst. Jour. Oct., 1911, Xo. 16, pp. 151-173.

1912—Anonymous.
Les Exploitations Minieres de Xickel de la Dumbea.
Bull, du Commerce X. Caledonie, June 22, 1912, p. 9 et seq.

Anonymous.
Xickel smelter at Thio, Xew Caledonia.
Bull. Commerce de la Xouvelle-Caledonie.
Min. Engng. World, 1912, Apr. 27, vol. 36, p. 902.

Apgar, F. "W., and Thomas, K.
Occurrence of pentlandite in the Sudbury ores.

Met. Chem. Engng., 1912, Xov., vol. X, p. 744.

Bancroft, H.
A nickel deposit in the San Poil mining district, Washington.
Min. Sci. Press, 1912, vol. 104, pp. 144, 145.

Barth, O.

Metallurgical treatment of a roasted cobalt-nickel speiss containing much lead.

Metallurgie, 1912, vol. IX, pp. 199-216.
(Abst.) Chem. Abst., 1912, vol. VI, p. 1732. J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1912, v. 31, p. 3^1.
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Borchers, Gebr., Goslar am Harz (Germany).

Process of treating ores and smelting products containing cobalt, nickel and silver.

British Pat. 18276, Aug. 8, 1912.

(Abst.) J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1913, vol. XXXII. p. 9S0.

Brovrne, D. H.
X'ew smelting plant of the Canadian Copper Co.

Bull. Canadian Mining Inst., 1912, vol. 15, pp. 33-40.

Min. Engng. World, 1912, vol. XXXVI, pp. 597, 598.

Trans. Canadian Mining Inst., 1912, vol. XV, pp. 115-122.

Collins. W. H.
Geology of Onaping sheet. Ontario.

Canada Geol. Survev, Summary Report for 1912, Sessional paper No. 26, pp.

307, 308.

Du Toit, A. L.

The copper-nickel deposits of the Insizwa, East Ginqualand.

South African Min. Jour., 1912, Mar. 9, vol. X, pp. 19, 20.

Fink, C. G.

Vacuum furnace metallurgy.

Trans. Amer. Electrochcm. Soc, 1912, vol. XXI, pp. 445-452.

Met. Chem. Engng., 1912, vol. X, p. 296.

Hoffman, H. 0., and Wanjukow, W.
Decomposition of some metallic sulphates (e.g., XiSOj) at an elevated temperature

in a current of air.

Met. Chem. Engng., 1912, vol. X, p. 172.

Hore, R. E.

Origin of the vSudburv nickel and copper deposits.

Min. Engng. World, 1912, vol. 36, pp. 1345-1349.

Maxwell, H.
Exploring the Sudburv ore bodies.

Engng. & Min. Jour., Aug. 3, 1912, vol. 94, Xo. 5, p. 206.

Meliereng, P. A. de.

Extraction of pure nickel from garnierite (hydrosilicate of nickel and
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PREFACE

The evidence of the witnesses who testified before the Commission, together with the

more relevant portions of the written material submitted to it by various persons and com-

panies connected with the industry, are herewith published as an Appendix to the Report of

the Commission, which is contained in a separate volume.

Certain other information, oral and written, was obtained for the use of the Commis-

sioners, which by reason of its confidential nature, or because of the limitations attached by

the givers, they are not at liberty to print. Of all such information the Commissioners have

been able to avail themselves in making their Report, while at the same time respecting the

conditions under which it was received.
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SECTION A

EVOLUTION OF THE NICKEL INDUSTRY

Evidence of Mr. Frank L. Merry, Metallurgist, Swansea and Norway

(Loudon, EiiglaiKl. 24tli March, 1916.)

Chairman: We shall be glad, Mr. Merry, to receive any information you may have to

give lis. A. I understand you want to obtain information as to the connecting links in order

to ascertain where the trade is at the present moment. The essential point really is that you
wish the trade for the Empire, and you want to avoid pitfalls?

Q. Yes; and we want the benefit of your experience. In the iirst place, we want you to

tell us how you became acquainted and connected with the Norwegian business—whether it

was direct or whether it was gradually, through your connection with your other companies?

A. It was gradually, from my grandfather's time originally, because we searched all over the

world. Theophihis Merry went out to soutlieast Missouri, and tlie mine LaMotte was opened
up and worked for the production of cobalt. Then we also worked in Spain, and opened mines
there. Incidentally, I may say that my grandfather was captured by a brigand, and had to

pay a ransom before he was released. This chief was to deliver the ore Aovm the

mountain side, and he delivered it regularly for a long period. I do not know what made
them fall out afterwards, but they certainly did. Then we worked our way up to Norway,
and purchased the Senjeu mine at Kragero. We discovered nickel ore there. Tlie works
lasted about 35 or 40 years, until the price got so low that it no longer paid us.

Q. What price would nickel be then? A. It got down to about 8d. or 9d. a pound.
That is the lowest price we ever sold nickel at. Prior to that it gradually fell. At the
beginning of the fight with Rothschild and Le Nickel Company, nickel was selling at about
5 to 10 shillings a pound ; then it gradually fell to 2 shillings, and from 2 shillings down to

lOd., and then to 8d., and new people came in.

Dr. Miller: About what year would that be? A. It was in the late '80 's. I have the

prices here for 1896. It was when Sudbury got going that Thompson came in.

The OV and Saltcake Processes o Refining

Chairman: Which Thompson was that? A. It was Col. Thompson. He got a man named
John Jenkins who told him about using salt cake. Thompson then applied it; he used salt

cake for the separation of copper from the arsenides. He applied it to the sulphides ultimately
—hence Thompson's process.

Q. That is probably when you were treating the Saxony ore? A. Yes—all arsenides at

that period. It was the period of the wet process.

Q. Which your people discovered? A. Yes, that is our ovm, away back. When we were
dry-refining we used the OV process, for which there is a patent out.

Q. What does " OA'^ " mean? A. The oil of vitriol process. We de-ferrated the matte,
then put it through a 100-mesh and dissolved it with sulphuric acid. It forms sulphate of
copper and nickel.

Q. Did you use strong or weak acid? A. Strong. We dilute it down a little. Sulphur-
etted hydrogen gas comes off, which you take off with exhaust fans. We syphon the liquor
off into leaden pans and crystallize it out as sulphate. The mother liquor goes back ; it will

salt down ; and a good deal of mother liquor is worked over again with a fresh lot. They
pass the sulphate crystals through a hydro-extractor and just give them a wash and dry them,
and then calcine in muffle furnaces at a high temperature. It requires a high temperature to

decompose it. A very clean nickel is produced. Recovering the SO3 in the chambers and
using it over again, makes a very cheap process and a very clean nickel. All the platinum
and all the precious metals are left in the sulphide of copper, which you recover by electrolysis.

Q. In the olden times you used to make an ordinary blister copper? A. Yes. That is the
OV process. I see in the Mining Journal they have recently taken out a patent for that. It
costs Id. a pound from the matte to refine nickel.

Q. And for cobalt? A. For cobalt, more; that is another process entirely. You cannot
very well dry-refine cobalt. You may do so, but there is much loss. I have done it. It makes
three or four varieties—black oxide, the grey and the prepared.

Q. What would the " prepared "be? A. The ground prepared. Then you heat it to a
high temperature in saggas. Then we also make cobalt in the same way as we do the nickel.
We used to ship the oxide to the United States. I will show you where they killed us in the
United States, and where our Government should have helped us. Thev take that oxide, grind

[1]
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it fine, and mix it with tapioca and work it into cakes, cut the cakes into cubes and reduce
them with saggas to the metallic state. The only sale we had for that was to Krupp 's. There
was a very small quantity of metallic cobalt sold at that period. Krupp wanted it specially

for steel purposes.

Q. That is the cobalt? A. Yes.
Dr. Miller: How long ago would tliat be? A. Fifteen years.

Q. Who was using cobalt then? You say Krupp was? A. Yes for steel, and is using
it now.

Mr. Gibson: Where were your works? A. Vivian's, Swansea. Our works originally

were in Birmingham—my grandfather's place—and old John Vivian during my father's time
persuaded him as a young man to go down to Swansea and put up nickel works there, with
the intention of going into partnership with Henry Hussey Vivian. He became Sir Hussey
Vivian, and then later, Lord Swansea.

Dr. Miller: You were speaking of the OV process? A. That is one of the best methods.

Q. From the matte to the refined nickel was how much a pound? A. Id. a pound from
the de-ferrated matte to the metallic nickel.

Mr. Gibson: How did you get rid of the iron? A. We blew it all off.

Chairman: A sort of converter arrangement? A. Yes. We used a Jumbo. I see that
has been patented. We called it the Jumbo because we bought the furnace at the period
when Jumbo the elephant went over to the United States. The tubes used to trumpet, and
the consequence was the men named it " Jumbo " and the name has stuck to it.

Mr. Gibson: It was not because of the size of it? A. No. The action of the oxide of iron

on the silica bricks ate them away rapidly. So we used a .white magnesium brick. We had a
lot of trouble.

Chairman: Was it a Grecian magnesite j'ou used? A. Yes, quite white, and different

from the Austrian stuff. That is the best, you know.
Q. The Austrian is the best? A. Yes, for that class of work. If you go to New Cale-

donia, you will see there magnificent deposits of magnesite. It is all taken up. It has never
been worked.

Mr. Gibson: You say you sold cobalt to Krupp 's at that time? A. Yes.

Q. What did they use it for? A. Steel. It makes an infinitely better steel than nickel.

Q. Did they use a large quantity? A. No. It was used specially for surgical instru-

ments. I will tell you why they did not use a large quantity; it was because the price was
too high at that period—about 7 shillings 6d. or 8 shillings or even 10 shillings 6d. a pound.

Chairman: Did they use it at all for high speed steel in those days? A. No.
Q. That is very recent, is it not ? A. Yes.

Q. H. H. Vivian are the Birmingham people? A. The Birmingham house is a branch of
our house. They make the tubes, the spoons, and that sort of thing.

Q. Are they directly connected with or taken up by the Anglo-French, now? A. No;
that branch has separated off. All they do there is to make copper tubes and wire now.

Q. No smelting? A. No smelting at all.

Q. All the smelting that was formerly done by them is now done by the Anglo-French
company? A. Yes; it is all done by the Anglo-French. I was going to show how they
crushed us in the States. First of all, they put on an ad valorem duty. I have forgotten
what it was at that period, but they kept on gradually increasing it. When they put on the
first duty we competed favourably. Then they increased that duty, and \iltimately it got to

the point that we could no longer ship. That secured for them the whole of their home
market. Then their increased output lessened their manufacturing costs, and then they
dumped it down at cost into England. That is how they killed us. And they did the same
thing with cobalt, cobalt oxide, until you fellows discovered the cobalt mines in Ontario. If
you could work in conjunction with the French house you could do just what you like, and so
you could with your nickel.

Treating the New Caledonian Ore

Dr. Miller: As to the cost of the nickel from the treated matte, the figure you men-
tioned is a very low cost; what would it cost up to that point? A. I can give you all those
costs.

Chairman: That is mining, smelting and refining? A. Yes. The mining you have to
take separately, because that will vary according to the class of ore you are going to treat,

and also according to what are your sources of supply. With the New Caledonian ore the
smelting will cost you 2d. a pound for the first matte "produced, and the matte has 50 to 55
per cent, of nickel from a 7% per cent. ore.

Mr. Gibson: This is not taking into account the cost of the ore? A. No. If that ore is

a 5% per cent, ore then those costs go up aliout a third higher than the 2d. a pound, and
that bluff of the International saying they will take over New Caledonian ore and work to
beat Canadian ore is not worth a snap of the fingers. Eemember, the nickel produced is of
excellent quality. There is no copper to separate; there is none whatever in the ore. But

IF. L. Merry.']
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their first smelting costs are high, .md you cannot Bessemerise it as you can the copper-nickel

matte; it is a different tiling. The moment it comes up to within 2 per cent, of iron there is

a chill. If it contains copper, Tdth the reaction of the copper you can blow off pretty nearly

all the iron—within one-tenth—and you can take off that one-tenth afterwards.

Chaikman: It is not merely a matter of the loss of nickel in the slag? A. That slag

goes one stage back. Your loss is in your blast furnace. That is the main loss you have

to watch.
1 , . 1 , i-i -n

Q. Suppose you had your converter temperature so intensely high that you could still

prevent this chilling? A. You do not want it to get too high.

Q. Could not you carry it to the extent of getting down to 5 or 6 per cent, of sulphur in

your matte whether there is or is not copper there, merely losing an excess of nickel in your

slag which could be returned to the lilast furnace? A. The whole charge will chill. But we

blow it down to within about 1 per cent.

Q. One per cent, of iron? A. Yes.

Q. I was thinking more of getting rid of the sulphur. A. You have to have a little

sulphur in order to enable you to blow it down.

Q. At present they are* only reducing it to 20 per cent, of sulphur in the matte ; supposing

they reduced it to 5 per cent., what would happen apart from the heavy loss of nickel in your

slag? A. It produces a very tough nickel.

Q. But you can run it to that point? A. Yes; but its nature is to chill.

Q. It would only mean using an excess of fuel? A. Yes.

Q. And returning a lot of slag? A. We make what is called a font. That is very hard

to refine, because you have to bring it back to its matte form or you cannot handle it.

Q. How mucli sulphur would the font contain? A. From 2 to 3 per cent. It is really

iron and nickel combined.

Q. I suppose that could be run into anodes for electrolytic treatment? A. Yes, it could,

supposing your supply of electricity is cheap. That is absolutely essential. It takes from
6 to 8 horse power per kilogram of nickel. That is the consumption, and you can see it is

pretty high. You can convert that into coal, and see what the cost is.

Refining Nickel in Norway

Q. What is the cost of current in Xorway? A. In Norway the cost is very low, com-

paratively speaking—about 31 kroner per horse power year.

Q. Is that in Kristianssands? A. Yes- Tliere are places where you could get it do^vn to

29 kroner, but not now—not in these modem times. The tendency is to go up all the time.

Q. What would be the lowest price of actual production after you have got your plant up,

and suppose you had no administrative cost or interest on capital to pay? What would it

cost per horse power year simply to make your current and transmit it to the electrolytic

mattes? Would it be as low as io kroner? A. No, not so low as that, because you have to

pay interest on capital, and you have all your installations and everything else. The very

minimum would be if you had your own water supply. Much depends on the cost of your
installation.

Q. Suppose we ignore that, could not we say that the actual cost of making the current,

irrespective of wear and tear or an\i;hing else, is so many kroner? What do you think would
be the minimum? A. I cannot tell you that, because as a matter of fact the only cost is the

interest on capital, wear and tear of machinery, and labour. Those costs are about 15 kroner.

It depends on your sites. If you have to make big and expensive dams and miles of cuttings,

you have to add the interest on that capital to your cost.

Q. I suppose about 20 kroner is the absolute lowest? A. Yes, about 20 kroner. One
large user in the early days got some of his contracted for at 21 kroner. A new consumer goes
to a municipality, and the municipality puts in the electrical installation. They are glad to

get rid of their surplus power over and above the town's requirement, and they let him have
it at a very low rate. He is a gainer, but he has brought the works there and the works have
brought a population there, so that the town gains also.

Dr. Miller: The low price simply represents a bonus? A. Yes, that is what it is; but
you can get it from 30 to 31 kroner per horse power year.

Q. That is about .$8? A. Yes. A kroner is 27 cents.

Mr. Gibson : To get back to the cost of this nickel, I understand it is Id. from the matte
that has been more or less treated— A. These smelting charges cost us Id. That was in 1896.

Chairman: Cupola smelting charges? A. Yes. Our de-ferrating charges cost us 2.3d.

Q. One penny for smelting, and how much for the other? A. A little over Id. It is about
1.2d., the Jumbo smelting charges. You can take them roughly speaking at Id. That is very
high. No ; it is .4d., I beg your pardon.

Costs of the Several Processes

Dr. ^kliLLER: What is the total cost—making the matte and treating it and refining it?
A. That is the New Caledonia process- The cupola smelting charges 2.43d. ; then the Jumbo

[F. L. Merry.']
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smelting charges -4(1., but that is high, because the divisor -was small. Calcining charges .4d.

;

washing and reducing .5d. Tliat is 4i4d. There are sundry debt charges, that is the London
office charges and that sort of thing. Those will diminish with your output. The output then

was very small. Deduct the cost of nickel in the ore, 5d. The total was 1 shilling. The
actual refining was included in the 4i/4d--—that is smelting and refining. That is the N.C.

process.

Q. It is about 8 cents more? A. Yes. The OV process comes to practically the same
thing, about lid.—nearly 1 shilling.

Mr. Young: That is based on actual operations? A. Yes.

Q. Taken for a period? A. Yes, taken every day. I keep my weekly returns, and at the

end of the year the whole thing is done.

Dr. Miller: Those two processes are very close together? A. No; the OY is different

altogether. With the N.C. process you would not recover your precious metal at all.

Q. I mean as to cost? A. Yes, almost the same. You get the copper. There are no
copper charges there. That is actually on the nickel, and the copper is free. It is in favour

of the OV charges.

Q. It runs roughly 1 shilling a pound? A. Yes. That is including general charges, too.

It depends upon what your general charges are. That will depend on what the out-turn is.

They should not amount to ^/^d., whereas it is 2i4d. there.

Q. Those costs were the costs of the New Caledonia process, were they not? A. Yes.

Mr. Young: Where does the 1 shilling a pound put it? A. That puts it right into our

warehouse. Then we have charges for commissions and packing. That will come out in our

net price.

Dr. Miller: You referred to the fact that in one of those processes you would save the

copper if it were in tlie ore? A. That is in the pyrrhotite ores. In the New Caledonian ores

you have no copper. Although the two things are the same, the divisors are different, and
much more amenable. You get less loss in slag from the pyrrhotite. From the New Caledonian

ore you get very foul slags as a rule. On the average they run about % per cent, of nickel.

If you get a 7y2 per cent, ore you will only get 7 per cent. out. In 5% per cent, ore, the

same thing—the lower the percentage the higher the ratio of loss.

Chairman: You have got a constant loss regardless of the original contents? A. Yes,

a constant loss, and that loss is a big item when you are paying 6d. a pound for it in the ore;

and it is more now.
Dr. Miller: What year were those costs based on? A. 1897.

Q. And about what capacity would that represent? A. Well, about 7 tons a week. I do

not know whether it was as high as that—more likely 5 or 6 tons a week. You see your costs

will go down in proportion to your make and keep on going do\\ni, and so will your dead
charges. Your mining costs and everj-thing go down in the ratio of your output.

Q. I suppose the costs of the French Company, for instance, would be low? A. Very low
indeed, but they have been awfully wasteful. They have thrown away millions, what with ore

and slags at the beginning of it. Yet, notwithstanding those enormous losses, see how they

pay! But they have not got any of those rich ores now. Prices will never go down as low as

they have been. The Sudbury ores are not as rich as they were. We are not getting so much
from the Sudbury ores as we were. New Caledonia is in the same position, if she wants rich

ores now she has to go right into the interior ; that means more cost for rail transit and more
interest on capital. But she has millions of tons of 2 to 2*/^ per cent, stuff close to the shore.

Q. There is one point about the New Caledonia ore: that ore of 5 or 7 per cent, will not

cost less? A. It -ndll cost more. But the essential point is it will keep on costing more; the

older it gets the more it costs, because the further afield you have to go. They are treating it

on the spot, which is what I advocated years ago. I will send you down one of my reports on
the New Caledonian ore. I reported on over 100 mines at tliat pei-iod.

Q. Those costs you have given at 1 shilling a pound—that is about 25 cents in our money

t

A. Yes. Thompson's process costs about lid. I know every item of the charges. Our
charges are a little less than his.

Q. The cost of his process was about lid.? A. Yes, but his cost for ore was less than
it was with us ; therefore he got an advantage in that way. Then he got better prices in the

United States, which was half the world's market at that period. Then he dumped it on us.

I sold nickel at 8d., which was below cost price, in order to keep our customers together. I
opened up an agency personally with China and Japan and then Russia—right through there.

Q. If it were costing you 1 shilling a pound on that smaller scale, I suppose the large

French Company, working on a larger scale, might produce it for lOd. or something like that?
A. About lOd.

'

Q. About 20 cents a pound? A. Yes. Those costs can be lessened now Tvith improved
processes and apparatus, right down very nearly %d. Your prices are good now; they are
excellent, and I never expect to see them down to 1 shilling Id. again. I calculate everything
above lid. is sheer profit.

Q. Twenty-two cents? A. Yes.

[F. L. Merry.']
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Ores from Other Lands

Chairman: You were telling us about the Grecian ore: do you know anything about the

Tasmanian ore, that very rich stuff? A. Yes. I got 200 tons from Tasmania originally.

Q. That would be over 10 per cent.? A. It goes about 11 to 13 per cent., with ab.>at

8 to 10 per cent, copper. It is a pyrrhotite.

Q. Do you know what the place is called? A. Yes.

Q. Is it in the Zeehan district? A. Yes. I can show it to you on the map. It is on the

south portion of the island—south and west. It is on the south coast that you find it. The
port is Trial Harbour.

Dr. Miller: Would that ore have precious metals too? A. Yes. I will tell you another

curious thing about the pyrrhotite. You will find your platinum is more associated with

chalcopyrite. That is more the case in Norway than it is with you. Where you find your

chalcopyrite, you will find very little of the platinum in the nickel ore itself. With nearly aU

nickel ores, even with our wet process, we used to recover it, because there is one portion of

the dissolving tanks where it accumulates. It will collect there. When it got rich enough we
refined it. But it does not matter what portion of the world it comes from, you would always

get those precious metals.

Chairman: But practically none in New Caledonia? A. Yes, a little.

Q. You would expect it, but I did not know you got it in the oxidized ores? A. Yes, but

they cannot recover that. There is not nearly as much as you have in your Sudbury ores or

Norwegian ores.

Q. Nor in the Tasmanian? A. In the Tasmanian, yes, there is a little.

Q. But not in the oxidized ores? A. Not in New Caledonia.

Q. It is practically negligible? A. You can say it is there, and that is all—traces of it.

Q. As regards palladium, do you find there is more of that and platinum in the Norwegian
than in the Tasmanian? A. Yes.

Dr. Miller: You have referred to Sudbury, New Caledonia and Norway; I understand

you say that these other countries cannot stand against Sudbury? A. No, they cannot.

Mr. Young: Could we not have the reasons given, shortly? A. The smelting charges are

easier. They have both copper and nickel, whereas in New Caledonia the smelting is very

much harder. The first smelting is harder; the refining is easier afterwards. But the costs

are greater, and the losses in refining in the New Caledonian ores are greater than in the case

of Sudbury.
Dr. Miller: The losses are greater by reason of the method which they are using? A.

More from the character of the ore. It is silicate of magnesium; as a matter of fact it is a

decomposed soapstoue, whereas the Sudbury ore is a good fusible ore.

Q. If we in Canada were selling nickel at 25 cents a pound, the other people would have

hard work to compete? A. Yes, it would be crushinji' tlieiii. It would be an awfully foolish

thing to do. You would secure the trade, but it would be foolish. You would encourage the

steel people, but there would be nothing gained by it.

German Interests in Norway

Chairman: Because, presumably, they have got to use it at anything like a reasonable

price: they cannot do without it? A. That is so. I would not cut it down so fine as that.

You could cut it down to 1 shilling 2d. or 1 shilling .3d. and you would kill Kristianssands if

you did that. There is another thing. Germany will take all the Kristianssands nickel at

whatever price. They will finance them. That will be their leaning post ; because that is the

only external source of supply Germany can possibly have now. Germany's output internally

is, all told, about 2,000 tons per year only. That is from all sources in Germany itself. She
has no more except what she imports.

Mr. Gibson: She gets about 1,000 tons from Norway? A. Yes.

Q. That makes 3,000 tons altogether? A. Yes.

Chairman: Do you know anything about the cobalt in the oi-e from South Africa? A. No.

Q. There is a lot of blister copper containing cobalt and nickel which goes over from
there to Germany? A. I think there is.

Dr. Miller: Continuing the previous point, I understood you to say that the Germans
are practically financing the Norwegians? A. Yes.

Q. I think I understood you to say that the Germans were also interested in the Inter-

national? A. Yes, but that we cannot prove.

Mr. Young: In what way? Are the Germans shareholders? A. Yes, shareholders, and
probably on the directorate. Thompson himself went over to Paris when he fell out with
Mond. He tried to stop Mond refining. He knows Paris very well, and ho made an agree-

ment with Le Nickel Company. The majority of the shares of Le Nickel Company were bought
by the Metallgesellschaft. The Metallgesellschaft's money put up that big transport at

Lyons, and they acquired shares in the market and secured the control. Then the bulk of the
shares of Henry R. Merton are held by the Metallgesellschaft and that other German metal bank-

[F. L. Men-i/.]
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Q. And Beer Sondheimer? A. Yes, and Aaron Hirsch. The Metallgesellschaft is at

the back of these firms; at the back of the German banks is the German government, and in

order to capture the trade they will spend what money they need.

Dr. Miller: Do you think at the present time most of the shares of Le Nickel are held

by the Germans? A. I do not know since the war, but they were prior to the war.

Q. If the Germans were in control of Le Nickel Company before the war, and if they

hold large interests in other companies they will probably be the same German crowd? A.
Yes. It is really the Saxon government. Kristianssands is the same thing ; they have it in

their grip. Just as this war broke out they sent over the necessary cash to continue.

Chairman: That is to Kristianssands? A. Yes.

Dr. Miller: If the Germans control these companies, would it not be a proper subject

for investigation by the French government? A. Without a question—without doubt it is.

Mr. Young: I suppose a good deal of that which you have been saying now is mere con-

jecture on your part? It is only what you think—a well-founded suspicion? A. No—actual

contact. I have run against them.

Q. Actual contact with individuals or interests? A. With interests, and I ran right

against them.
Chairman: Personal experience? A. Personal experience of those things. I could tell

you a lot more, only I have not time. But I want to fight it pretty well.

Q. You evidently do. A. I have been fighting it. I fought it for ten solid years before,

and it crippled us.

Mr. Young: Did you ever make any sort of remonstrance to the government or anybody
else- A. Yes, and they took no more notice than a snap of the fingers. Of course the

German government helps every industry. That is part of their system. They send their

students abroad; they take any position they like at any price, but the German government
subsidizes them. The Norwegians do exactly the same thing.

Q. Have you any copies of the correspondence between you and the officials of the govern-

ment here, or any other government? A. No; I could not lay hands on that. It is only now
that they have commenced to open their eyes. In the early years you could never get the

government to help you in anj-thing of that sort. We tried to get duties imposed, and you
know what that is.

Norwegian Mines and Smelters

Chairman: Could you give us the names of the mines and smelteries now working in

Norway? A. Yes. They are the Senjen, Evje, Ringerike, Dambler, Kragero, Evans's old

mine, which was recently opened up ; it has not been worked for fifty years. Nearly all those
other mines are controlled by the Kristianssands people, except Dambler, which is worked by
Johan Dahl. That is only recently. There is a smeltery there.

Dr. IMiLLER: There are two smelteries? A. Yes. It has only recently reopened.
Chairman: That is an independent concern? A. Yes. I believe the English are at the

back of that.

Q. Who do you think will get the matte from the new smelter? A. It will not go to

Germany. It will probably come either to Swansea or to Wiggin.
Q. Will that be in opposition to Hybinette's people? A. They are really Beer Sondheimer.
Dr. Miller: What do you think the ores average in nickel on the whole? A. About 1%

per cent, of nickel as it goes through. If you select right you will get more, but you lose a lot.

Q. How much in copper? A. About half the nickel.

Chairman: As much copper as nickel? A. It is about two-thirds nickel and one-third

copper, or a little higher ratio of copper than that.

Dr. Miller: What do you think it would cost per ton of ore to put out the ore, roughly?
A. About 6 shillings a ton. It depends on the mine. On an average, call it 6 shillings a ton.

With some it costs 4 shillings 6d. and some it is as high as 10 shillings. They mine pretty
cheaply; the labour is cheap out there. Formerly they did not have air compressors, but now
they are putting them in.

Chairman: Does that mean bringing it to grass? A. It brings it right to the furnace,
because it is right alongside.

AIr. Gibson: Do they roast the ore? A. Not now. They used to. They take it on to

matte and convert it. I doubt whether they can do it now so well. At that time the Tasmania
ore had 13 per cent, of nickel and from 8 to 12 per cent, of copper. They ran their matte up
to about 20 or 30 per cent. But now they cannot get that stuff, and they cannot get the
Greek ore ; they have only what they had in stock. And their costs will go up consequently.

Dr. Miller: Wlien they were using these outside ores— ? A. It increased the quality of
their matte. The matte which should have been 9 per cent, really went up to 12 or 15 per cent.

Q. You said they were just putting in air compressors at the mine? A. Yes, at Ringe-
rike; they are putting in the foundations for air compressors there—about 160 or 180 feet
maximum depth. It is opened up at various levels. They have been doing a great deal of
drilling there. It is very good ore. In one direction it goes underneath the marsh, but they
have not got it yet. I know it from early days. We sunk a shaft. That ore used to go 3^
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per cent, nickel on the average. Ringerike, I think, yields a little more platinum and precioui

metals.

Q. Does it cost 30 cents a pound? A. The refining?

Q. The whole cost? A, The cost would be about 1 shilling Id. or 1 shilling 2d. a pound.

They had a contract with Beer Sondheimer. The original contract was 2 kroner 55 per Mlo.

Q. Does that mean 2.55 kroner? A. Yes, that is 2 kroner 55 ore per kilo. That wouid

equal about 1 shilling 3d. or 1 shilling 4d. a pound. They were selling it at that price.

Mr. Gibson: Do you know what price they are getting now? A. No, I could not tell you

now in these war times. I know it has increased. The copper they sell on the basis of the

London quotations. The price of nickel in Germany is 13 shillings a pound, but I doubt

whether Kristiaussands gets that. The probability is that Kristianssauds gets 4 or 5 shillings

a pound ; but that is a guess. I know what the old contract was.

Q. Six shillings roughly, we heard. A. Yes, but that is not going to last for ever. As
soon as the war is over it will drop.

Early Competition in Selling Nickel

Mr. Young: Your first opposition from the American concern, the International Nickel

Company, was at the time of their putting on that ad valorem duty? A. Yes, Thompson;

and then we were both weak, Le Nickel Company and ourselves from our own fighting.

Thompson dumped it on us at 8d. or 9d. a pound at that period.

Q. Do you remember how long ago that was? A. I can give you the exact date. It was

before we took up the Murray. It made us come over for Murray.

Q. We can fix that date?' A. Yes. It was the Canadian Copper Company at that period.

There was a lot of copper they did not know what to do with, and they got our man, John
Jenkins, over there and they started dry-refining with salt-ccke. You can get the exact date

of that.

Dr. Miilek: They afterwards got Hybinette? A. Yes; he had been in southeast

Missouri, and drifting all round the place.

Q. He had had experience over here in Europe? A. I do not know where he got it. My
brother knows more about him than I do.

Mr. Young : When you got interested in the New Caledonia properties you had opposition

from the French Company? A. Yes, and no end of trouble.

Dr. Miller: Do you know anything about these competitors of theirs? A. The best ore

is on the west coast, the chocolate ore. The original discovery was made on the east

coast; that is the garnierite. Those mines were right alongside the water on the east coast.

Q. Do you know anything about the company which started in competition with Le
Nickel in late years, which now has a small refinery in the United States? There is one com-

pany which has a small refinery there? A. I suppose there are several small ones now.

Q. This is on the New Caledonia ore.

Chairman: It comes from Ballande? A. That is only one of the strings. Ballande

bought the Antwerp refinery; he handled nearly all the ore out there.

Dr. Miller: Why is he competing? A. I do not know. Is he in with the International

now?
Dr. Miller: He has a refinery of his own in the United States? A. Does he get any

opposition, any trouble from the International?

Chairman: Apparently he has been able to fight it? A. Yes, and fight it easily, I expect.

Q. Apparently ; and that was the case even before the war ; so it looks as though he has

been able to deal very successfully with the New Caledonian ore? A. Ballande is a little king

there at the present moment. He is a pretty wealthy man now, but he was fighting very much
with Le Nickel Company.

Mr. Young: There is one question I should like you to pursue; that is with regard to

the relative costs and advantages of refining in the United States, Canada, Wales, Birmingham
and Kirkintilloch? A. I think that has been covered.

Chairman: I think you were going to develop that—the question of freight and so onf

A. On the coast in Canada you can absolutely compete with any one of them.

Q. If it comes to the electrolytic process? A. Then you have to go to your power.

Q. There is no necessity to be on the coast then? A. No.

Q. Because you have no difficulty with the by-products? A. No. You do not use much
fuel after the converting.

Q. And very little chemicals. Sulphuric acid is about the only thing, I presume? A.

Yes, and a little hydrochloric acid—very little, though.

Q. Do they produce any nickel salts or nickel oxide in Norway and sell it as such?

A. Very little. They make a little sulphate. There is not much demajid for it. It is just a

little local thing. You can always make a little sulphate of nickel.

Q. Within limits there is a growing demand for that? A. Yes. There is only a limited

market for electro-plating.

[F. L. Merry.1
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Where Nickel is Now Being Refined

Q. At how many places are they refiniug nickel in Great Britain now? A. There is Mond,
the Anglo-Freneli, Heniy Wiggin and Company, Birmingham, and Erdington and Kirkintilloch.

Q. Erdington and Kirkintilloch are both Le Nickel? A. Yes.

Dr. Miller: How many refiners are there in France? A. There is Havre.

Q. That is Le Nickel?
'

A. Yes. That is the only one I know of.

Q. Before the war there was a smelter in Belgium, but no refinery, I suppose? A. Yes.

Chairman : Tlie matte all went to New Jersey, I am told ? A. That matte was sold. Part of

it used to go througli the same German agent
;
part went to Le Nickel Company, and part went

to Beer Sondheimer and Kristianssauds. You see the link there. I used to divide the parcels.

Q. I understand that a good deal of Ballande's went to New Jersey—that he brought it as

45 per cent, matte from New Caledonia, smelted it up to 75 per cent, at Antwerp, and sent a

good deal of it—the bulk of it I thought—to New Jersey, to the United States Nickel Com-
pany? A. Very likely. Is that Joseph Wharton's old place?

Dr. Miller : No, I do not think so. A. He sold it to the International. "Wharton had
electro-deposited nickel. I think that is where he got his experience. Tlien there was Fleit-

mann ; he used to be in Germany. There are several refiners there. There was the Saxon
Government and Maletra.

Q. Outside of those three countries and Norway there are no other refiners, I suppose?

A. No. There is Le Nickel and tlie International and Mond, of course. The Mond process

is the only process which is a fairly excellent one. It is very cheap to manipulate.

The Cobalt Refining Bu.siness

Chairman: You have certainly given us a great deal to think about? A. I should like

to get into cobalt—there must lie money in that at the present moment.

Q. It is in good hands in Canada, I believe? A. There will be an awful waste there, and

it is a very easy proposition.

Q. Of course it is ideal stuff for the process which your grandfather used? A. Yes. You
can cheapen it a lot.

Q. As a matter of fact, the process they use now for treating the cobalt ore is practically

no different from the process that was used fifty years ago? A. There are lots of ways of

cheapening that process.

Q. They get very good oxide—72 per cent.—2 per cent, better than the old German and
English standards? The Germans refused to have it because they said it was not good enough.

A. The Cobalt Association divided it among them in the ratio of sales; the public auditor

used to audit the books every six months, and your ratio would be divided off in proportion to

what 3'ou sold the previous six months. If you sold more than your proportion, you had to

pay the difference to the others; if less, you received, either in cobalt or in cash, optionally.

It was generally better to sell as much as you could and pay the fine—I found that out at the

beginning—because it gave me a bigger proportion of the market.

Q. Did you ever supply any cobalt—I asked you this before as regards olden times, but
now I am asking about recent times—to those people who make the iridium steel, as they

call it, which is merely a cobalt steel containing tungsten? A. I do not remember it. The
only people we sold it to were Krupp 's. AVe used to ship to the United States to overcome
the ad valorem duty. The marketable stuff is oxide of cobalt. We used to reduce it to the

metallic state and send it to the United States and re-burn it to oxide. You can take the

black and reduce it to the metallic state and it will burn back to black; and you can take
the prepared and reduce it to the metallic state and it will go back to prepared. Then they
put on an ad valorem duty on all products containing cobalt, and that stopped us. In nickel

we made cubes, shots, rondelles, plates and grain.

Q. Do you make shotted? A. Yes. Shotted is a little bit more.

Q. In the States they do a lot of that? A. Yes.

Q. What would the grain be? A. Instead of being in cubes the grain is simply of
irregular shapes.

Q. It is similar to the cubes, only irregular? A. Yes. We dry it in these cakes and it

passes through a special mill, which simply cracks it. We take these and reduce them to the
metallic state.

Q. They are merely irregular in shape, but are of the same composition? A. Yes. Vickers
Maxim used to take that in preference to the cubes. The Chinese and Russians like the cubes.

Q. And there n^e some people who even insist on the culies being polished? A. Yes.
We sent the Chinese 99.8 per cent, stuff, and I have heard them complain of it because it was
hard to melt. Another firm was sending them over beautiful coloured cubes, with 3 per cent.

of copper. I told them I could let them have the same material with pleasure; and I did.
If it contains a little copper it is much easier to make the cubes.

Q. Of course all you have to do is to put it in a machine and roll it about for a couple
of hours, and you have the polished stuff? A. They do not crack so much in the drying.
There is quite an art in making cubes—making them with an even face and without cracking.
The nickel is no worse in quality if that is not done; it simply does not look so well, that is all.

[F. L. Merry.']



special Meetings of the Commission

A special series of meetings was held by the Commission, after due advertisement in

the local newspapers, at Sudbury, Cobalt and Timmins, on the 25th and 2Sth September, and

2nd October, 1916, respectively.

In the first-named town, which is the centre of the nickel area and lends the name

by which the district is commonly known, it was natural to find a keen interest in the nickel

industry and in everything- pertaining to its welfare. The Commissioners are indebted to the

Sudbury Board of Trade, and particularly its president, Mr. P. Gorman, for arranging for

the attendance of representative witnesses acquainted with varying aspects of tlie industry;

but, as in the other two places, an opportunity was afforded to any one who wished to do so,

to make representations to the Commission on any branch of the inquiry.

The question of taxation of mines was discussed at some length at Sudbury, and this

was the principal topic at Cobalt, the centre of the silver production, and Timmins, the

leading town in the gold mining area of Porcupine, where, as was to be expected, the chief

metals of local production take the place of nickel in the public interest.

At Sudbury, and to a smaller degree at Cobalt, information was obtained regarding the

extent of the nickel ore reserves, and the probability of enlarging the same by further ex-

ploration.

Kepresentations were also made by witnesses as to the refining of nickel and the desira-

bility, from business and patriotic motives, of establishing tliis industry within the bounds

of the Province of Ontario, or at any rate within the British Empire.

The evidence given by the witnesses has been divided and grouped under two headings,

according to the subject matter of the testimony, namely, in Section B, Nickel Ore Reserves

and Nickel Refining in Ontario, and Section N, Taxation of Mines. This arrangement,

adopted for the sake of clearness and convenience of reference, explains what in a few

instances has the appearance of abruptnoss in the method of questioning or in the testimony

of witnesses.

roi



SECTION B

NICKEL ORE RESERVES AND NICKEL REFINING IN ONTARIO

EVIDENCE AT SUDBURY, 25TH SEPTEMBER, 1916

Mr. Thomas Travers, Diamond Drill Contractor, Mayor of Sudbury

Ciiairjian: What has been the extent of your experience in the nickel district, Mr.
Trarers? A. I came in here with the Drury Nickel Company, operating in the township of
Drury, and was superintendent of their work during the period of their operation. After
that, I was Canadian agent of the American Nickel Company—Mr. Joseph Wharton's com-
pany—at the time the International Nickel Company was formed. His holdings went to the
International Nickel Company, and I went over to the Lake Superior Power Company. I was
superintendent of nickel mines during their period of mining, seven years; and then I went
to the Canadian Copper Company as assistant general superintendent in the mining depart-

ment at Copper Cliff. I left them and went contracting. I have been contracting now for the

last eight years.

Q. On what points do you think, Mr. Travers, you can help us most? A. I think I can
help you most by describing the ore bodies that have been discovered.

Q. It would be better if you were to give your experience in your own words than in

reply to a series of questions from us, if it is possible? A. I don't think my experience with
the companies I was with would be of much use to you. I have built smelters and
opened up different mines and all that, but I don 't think it would be of any use in this enquiry.

Q. The main thing, of course, is the present position and the prospects? A. During my
time of contracting I have been working in the Cobalt camp, Porcupine and Sudbury, and I
may say all through Canada, clear from Quebec to Edmonton ; mainly in developing ore

bodies, the most important of which have been in the nickel district. We have developed
some very big ore bodies in the nickel district. Amongst them were the Whistle mine, W.D.
16, and the property adjoining Nickel lake, all on the north range.

Mr. Gibson: Do you remember the location of Nickel lake? A. I think it is W.D. 152.

There are several properties there; also the Falconbridge property, on the eastern range; the
Murray mine; the Elsie Mine; Gertrude mine and Mount Nickel on the south range; and the
Levack jiroperty on the north range. We are now developing the Blezard mine on the
south range. On all these properties we located ore bodies with the exception of the Blezard
niine. We have not made any discovery there yet. We blocked out large ore bodies by
diamond drilling.

Chairman: Then, the result of your diamond drilling experience has been that, roughly
speaking, wliere you have drilled you have found good ore bodies? A. Not in all places.

We have drilled in places where in a small amount of drilling we didn't find ore. But in

properties where there were any good reasonable surface appearances, and we drilled them
thoroughly, we have got big ore bodies.

Tonnage of Proven Ore in Sudbury

Q. Have you any idea as to the present quantity of proved nickel ore in Ontario, or in
the Sudbury district? A. A member of the Dominions Royal Commission that was here a
few days ago asked me that question, and I told him about seventy million tons ; but on
thinking it over very carefully, I should say there is between sixty and seventy million tons.

There is at least sixty million tons of ore developed by diamond drilling in the Sudbury
district.

Q. That is what we should call proven ore? A. That is proven ore. If you take a map
of the district you will see there is something over one hundred and thirty miles of nickel-

bearing contact following the rim of the nickel district around, and tTie off-shoots from it,

and of that there have probably been ten miles developed ; the rest of it is undeveloped.

Q. What would you consider as a basis for your estimate? A. None of those properties
I have mentioned to you as developed have less than 300,000 tons of ore.

Q. And the amount of nickel and copper: the assay value? A. The lowest of them
would average three per cent.

Q. Is that all nickel or nickel-copper? A. I mean the combined metallics.

Mr. Young: About two to one? A. Yes, they would run from that to—some of them—
six per cent.

[10]
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Q. You said something about having really only developed ten miles out of the entire
nickel contact; what is its full length? A. About one hundred and thirty miles; something
over one hundred miles of contact.

Q. And what are the reasonable prospects for the balance of the district that has not yet
been developed? A. The best surface showings have been developed.

Q. The best of them? A. Yes; but I believe there are going- to be big ore bodies dis-

covered where the surface showings are probably not so good as those that have been developed.
Q. How do you form your opinion? A. For instance, Levack No. 1, the surface showing

on that is very, very small, yet the development work there so far has shown up in the
neighbourhood of six million tons of ore, and the property is not fully developed. More
work would have shown up more ore.

Q. Now, on what do you base that opinion—on your own experience? A. On my experi-

ence in the district, from contacts I have worked on. The ore in all cases here lies between
the norite and the greenstone or granite. Sometimes the greenstone is between the ore
and the granite, but the ore lies underneath the norite. It may lie on the granite, but gen-
erally on the greenstone: so I think where you get the contact between the norite and the
greenstone and the granite close l)y, there is a prospect of j^aying ore.

Q. That is your experience? A. Yes.

Q. Are you familiar with the literature on the district? You have looked into the
geological conditions? A. Yes. In fact, I have conversed with Dr. Coleman and Mr. Knight
and Air. Hitchcock, who has gone to the Canadian Copper Company. I have had a good deal
to do with them in a good many ways, and get a good deal of information from them.

Q. The extent of those deposits would, of course, be conjectural? A. Yes. I am only
speaking, in the good mines, of what has been developed.

Q. But you think there is a reasonable expectation of adding large deposits in the future
as they develop, along the lines you have described? A. Yes.

Mr. Gibson: What would, in your opinion, be the most feasible methods of ascertaining
where these deposits exist? How can you tell from the surface? A. Just from the geology
of the country. No ore has been discovered in the district where there was no contact.

Q. But do you think every point on the contact is a favourable spot? A. No, I don't
think it is, because even where there is a big surface showing, you come to the end of the
ore at both sides. The ore pinches out; the contact closes. Now, there is no reason why, in

my mind, it would not open out at other places in the same way.

Q. And some of these other places would be covered by drift? A. Yes.

Q. Do you think that magnetic readings are of assistance in locating these underground
bodigs? A. Yes. Where they are covered with drift, the magnetic readings are of much
assistance in locating the direction.

Q. Might you get the magnetic readings where diamond drilling would fail to locate a
body of ore? A. My experience has been that where you get a high reading you never get a
large ore body. Where you get low uniform readings over a large district, you get the large ore

bodies.

Q. Would that be due to the somewhat feeble magnetic action of pyrrhotite? A. I

would judge so.

Q. Have you known bodies of ore to be located by magnetic readings where, on the
surface, there were no showings? A. Well, up at Levack, when I was working there, Mr.
Demorest made a magnetic survey of the property, and the readings extended over such a
large area that we simply left it; we didn't think there was anything in it; but after we
started developing the property it all came back to me—this survey that Mr. Demorest had
made—and the ore was right exactly where the readings indicated it.

Mr. Young: That confirms your own statement that you have given us here? A. Yes.

Prospect of Discovering New Ore Bodies

Mr. Gibson: Where are you likely to get these unknown deposits? A. Well, I could
not very well say that. All the large ore bodies have been found between the contact of the
norite and the greenstone, dipping on the south range to the north, and on the north range to

the south, at an angle generally of forty or forty-five degrees, and our experience has been when
we get away out from the outcrop twelve or fourteen hundred feet, they will commence to

flatten again, say to 35 degrees instead of 45 from the horizontal.

Mr. Young: Now, is there anything you would like to add from your experience, to the
information contained in the reports of Barlow and Coleman? A. My opinion is that it is

clear enough in these reports.

Q. Have you found the reports of the geologists and mineralogists of much assistance
in your practical work? A. Yes. Dr. Coleman's report especially is of very great assist-

n^.ce. You can rely on it right along. I go by it always, and since it has been revised it is

much better.

Q. The working out of the geology in the district has been of much assistance to the
practical development of the ore? A. Yes, it has been of great assistance.

IT. Travers'l
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Mr. Gibson: "Would you advise diamond drilling in the hope of developing undeigrounu
deposits notwithstanding large quantities of drift on the surface? A. Yes. If you are

sure the contact is there.

Q. Have any instances come to your notice of ore bodies having been located at

haphazard? A. Yes. There is a gentleman on the committee who will be able to tell you
more about it than I could. There was a deposit of that kind discovered here in the last

year. I have great confidence that there will be all kinds of ore developed in this district.

Q. Have you ever made any estimate of the quantity of ore, or can such an estimate

be made, on properties which are not owned by the large operating companies? A. No.

No ore has been proved up by anybody else except at one mine, the Mount Nickel mine.

That is the only mine not owned by those companies that has been proved by diamond
drilling.

Q. Do you think there is a possibility of considerable ore being found on the properties

outside of these companies? A. Yes.

Q. On which range, mostly, would that ore be situated? A. I think it would be proved

on the north range.

Q. Y''ou speak of the north range as extending from the Falconlnidge up to the Whistle

and west and southwest to the Sultana? A. No, the Sultana is on the south range.

Q. Well, the Trillabelle? A. That is on the south range too.

Q. What would you call the western end of the north range? A. The end, so far as

I am concerned, is Levack.

Q. Do you think that there is a continuous rim or basic edge of norite? A. I think so.

Q. As Coleman shows it on his map? A. Y'es.

Q. Although in places it may be covered by drift and in places by barren rock?

A. Yes, but you can find the contact all around that rim, as it is shown on that map, and
in a great many places you find gossan, but not very much clean ore. There may be little

bunches of clean ore ; enough to indicate that ore bodies exist there.

Q. Do you ever find bodies of pyrrhotite that are not nickel-bearing, in this neighbour-

hood? A. No, not at all.

Q. Pyrrhotite means nickel? A. Yes.

Mr. Young: Do you think the metal contents are about as you have given us in the

whole district; about three per cent.? A. Oh, the average would be more than that. I

say the lowest would be about three per cent. I should judge the average would go over

four per cent, in the whole district.

Mr. Gibson: Does the ore on the northern range carry more or less nickel than on

the southern range? A. It carries a little less.

Q. What about copper? A. Copper would be about the same.

Q. As much copper on the northern as on the southern? A. Yes. I think the copper

on the northern range runs a little higher. In the south the ore runs over two nickel to one

copper, but the nickel contents are a little lower in the north range than in the south range.

Chairman: Do you find the country rock adjoining the actual ore bodies, richer in

copper relatively than the ore body itself? A. Yes. Next the hanging wall you find more
copper, as a rule.

Q. In other words, the more silicious rock would probably be richer in copper relatively

to the nickel? A. Yes. In the low grade ores of the district, that is, the ore mixed with

rock, there is more copper than nickel.

Q. Is there anything else you would care to add? A. As regards the refining of nickel,

like all other people in the district, I would like to see it refined here, but I am not well

enough posted to knoAv the conditions.

Mr. J. F. Black, Mine Ov^'ner, Sudbury

Chairman: Mr. Black, perhaps you will give us in the way Mr. Travers did, a little

statement as to your connection with the nickel industry, and then your views in your own
language, and allow us to ask questions? A. I have been nineteen years in the district.

I came up here on behalf of a syndicate in Montreal, and started in to develop a copper

and gold property back at Markstay, known as the Mount Etna mine. I was there two
years, and while there I got interested in the Sudbury nickel district. The first property

I was interested in was in the township of Trill ; it was afterwards sold to the

Great Lakes Copper Company. Then I became interested in the Mount Nickel property
and in Levack. I have done considerable surface work during the last eighteen or nineteen

years, but no deep mining. I have studied the geology of the district, and have been in

close touch with both the late Dr. Barlow, who was a near personal friend, and with

Dr. Coleman. I have read and studied carefully all the literature that has been published
on the nickel industry, both by the Dominion and Ontario governments ; and have kept

in touch in other ways with the development of the district. I have ownied several nickel

properties. I can say that I agree with all that Mr. Travers has said, as far as he has gone.

\T. Travers: J. F. Black.

1
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Q. Does that refer to the prospects, the amount of developed ore and the prospects
of further development? A. I could not speak as to the amount of developed ore except
what I have learned from others. I have had no personal experience in the development
of ore by diamond drilling, except in one or two cases where I have done diamond drilling

myself, but only in a small way. Mr. Travers has made a business of diamond drilling.

He can speak better than I.

Mr. Youxg: Did you iind the literature useful and reliable? A. Yes, in most cases

very reliable.

Q. And you think a layman like myself would be justified in relying upon it as a
foundation for deductiojiis? A. To a large extent, yes. Of course, there are matters in

which later investigation or later development might lead to some different result. Those
reports have been very helpful, in my opinion.

Chairman : Have you heard of any promising properties being found by ordinary
prospectors with no experience whatever? A. Yes, I think the history of the district proves

that most of the valuable mines of to-day have been found by prospectors, men without
any technical knowledge.

Q. But during, say, the last few years, have you heard of any promising properties

located in any way, outside of those that are previously well in? A. Yes; there have been
properties located within the last ten years by ordinary prospectors in this district.

Mr. Young: You said you were on record already, Mr. Black; where, officially? A.
Well, both at meetings of the Sudbury Board of Trade which have been held in this room
during the last two years, and at a meeting of the Ontario Associated Boards of Trade,
held in Toronto in February, 1915. There was a resolution passed at that time in favour
of refining nickel in Canada.^

Q. That is not so much dealing with the matter of taxation as with the refining?

A. No. But in dealing with that subject, the matter of taxation came up.

Q. I made a note here that you were on record, or your views, with respect to the

taxation, and I have in mind getting a statement from you or a memorandum? A. I can
give it to you if you wish.

Q. Is there anything more that you would like to say upon these matters? A. I have
nothing more except to say that I am very strongly in favour of nickel being refined in

Canada. I don't think we have the right to say where it shall be refined, but I think that

our nickel should be refined and controlled within the British Empire. The history of the

last two years should impress that very strongly on our minds.

Q. Do you draw a distinction between Ontario and Canada? A. No. Of course, I

would be in favour, first of all, of it being refined here.

Q. I mean the refinement anywhere in Canada would meet your wishes? A. Yes, I

think so.

Q. Or within the Empire? A. Yes; I think it should be within the borders of Canada,
and away from the border. We are very good friends with the Americans to-day, but we
do not know the day that something may happen, and I think we shoidd take all necessary
precautions and any refining or munition plants should he away from the Ixnindary.

' The resolution passed by the Sudbury Board of Trade at a meeting held in the council chamber
December 24th, 1914, was as follows:

—

" That the Sudbury Board of Trade accept and believe the statement of the Canadian Government,
that with regard to the export of nickel matte from Canada to the United States, the Canadian Govern-
ment and Imperial Government are entirely satisfied with the precautions that have been taken to
prevent the export of refined nickel to Germany, and we are not aware of any facts, nor have we any
reason for believing that the product of Canadian nickel matte is reaching Germany via the United
States or any other neutral country, since the commencement of the war

:

" That this Board of Trade realizes the importance of the nickel industry in the Sudbury nickel
area, carried on by the Canadian Copper Company and Mond Nickel Company, and is of the opinion that
-•10 action should be taken by the Government by placing an export duty on nickel matte or prohibiting
the export of nickel matte, without making a thorough investigation of the matter, as the Board of Trade
and this community do not wish large industries such as the Canadian Copper Company and Mond
Nickel Company jeopardized by misguided patriotism, or rival interests."

The resolution adopted by the Ontario Associated Boards of Trade at a meeting held in Toronto
25th and 2Cth February, 1915, was as follows:

—

" Whereas we believe the people of Ontario as a whole desire the assurance that, should any
future occasion arise, the nickel produced in the Dominion of Canada, in so far as the refined product
goes, should be under the control of the Government.

" And whereas the Honourable the Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines has announced that it is

the intention of the Government to appoint a Royal Commission.

" Resolved, that the 'Ontario Associated Boards of Trade assembled, highly commend their action, and
we, as a body, sincerely trust the men appointed will be non-political, practical, and thoroughly impartial.

" And be it further resolved that it is in the interests of the Dominion of Canada and the British
Empire that the refining of all nickel and copper matte be under Government control and be refined in
Canada."

[J. F. Blacl:]
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Mr. W. E. Smith, Mining Prospector, Sudbury

Mr. Gibson: Have you been prospecting for Dickel? A. Yes, but uot to a large extent.

Not so much as for iron and other ores.

Q. Do you agree -with Mr. Travers that there is a strong probability of undiscovered

ore bodies on the nickel range? A. Yes, I do.

Q. Have you any means of telling how they might be discovered? A. Well, my
experience is that except where the ore exists at the grass roots, the only way you can

locate them now is by sinking or drifting or diamond drilling, whichever would be preferable.

Q. What would you suggest as the best method of ascertaining where the diamond
drilling should be done? A. I think the geological work that has been done by Dr. Coleman

in locating the nickel contact has been invaluable in that respect.

Q. Would you think a haphazard system of drilling wherever the contact coidd be

located w^ovdd be a sensible plan? A. Xo. The drilling should be directed by someone

who thorouglily imderstands the geology of the district.

Q. But even where theie is no outcrop, you tliink drilling might be productive of

results? A. Yes, 1 do. Of course, it is a longer chance, but that is the way it will

have to be found. There are possibilities of the extension of the kno\^-n ore bodies at

great depth, and these could only be found by diamond drilling. Perhaps the ore would

occur at a depth where it would not be profitable to mine it.

Mk. Young: Have you had any experience outside the Sudbury district, in nickel?

A. No. In other metals, but not in nickel.

Mr. J. A. Holmes, Mining Engineer, Sudbury

Chairman: Will you kindly state your connection with this industry. You are interested

at the present moment in the British America Nickel Company? A. I am a stockholder.

I have no further interest. I was manager of it until they closed down. Before that I was

manager of the same properties under the Dominion Nickel-Copper Company. I acquired

most of the properties that the British America have now, for the Dominion Nickel-Copper

Company, and then effected a sale to the British America people. The Dominion Nickel-

Copper Company was a Canadian concern. They formerly bought out what is spoken of

locally as the " Hamilton crowd " property—the Whistle property principally—and some

other claims on the north range.

Q. It is mainly those which formerly belonged to tlie Vivians? A. No, it is an entirely

different concern. I came here six years ago as consulting metallurgical engineer to the

International Nickel Company in connection with the building of a new reverberatory plant

at Copper Cliff, and the installing of basic converters, and before that I had been in the

west where we had made a success of basic converting in the copper business.

Q. And your experience is metallurgical rather than mining? A. It has been both.

I began my practical experience when I was fourteen years old. I went to work in a mine

as mucker 'and miner and timber man, and afterwards went into the smelting end of the

business, Vjecause the underground work gave me such headaches I could not stand it. I

finally went to school, completed my work for two degrees, and then went back to work again,

Mr. Young: What degreees are they? A. B.S. and Engineer of Mines.

Q. Where did you get them? A. I took them in the College of Mines, Houghton,

Michigan.

Q. When did you graduate? A. I took my engineer's degree in 1905. I worked in

metallurgy with the Garfield Smelting Company in Utah, before I came up here.

Q. Then? A. The Dominion Nickel-Copper Company had acquired the Whistle mine

and various other claims on the north range, and had been developing them for about four or

five years, but they had not had much success. Then I met the president and vice-president of

the company—Mr. Booth, of Ottawa, and Mr. O'Brien, of Renfrew—and they asked me about

nickel and "the nickel business. Of course. I was not able to give them any information at

that time, liut we struck up rather friendly relations, and the outcome of it was that I went

with them, after I had been here a year. At that time they were ready to build a smelting

plant. I signed a contract with them, but found out they didn't know anything about what
they had. They thought they had a big mine. There has never been another case, in my
experience, where investors have gone in and paid such an amount of money as they did for

an undeveloped mine without even an engineer's report. They simply went ahead blind, and
paid a million and one-half dollars for a rusty looking hill. You asked some questions about

magnetic surveys. It may be interesting to you to know that they had followed such a survey

in their prospecting work, and got nothing. I wouldn't say that such is always the result, but
I know from experience that the ore is not where the indications are that you will get it.

The Whistle hill had been punched full of holes during the four years before I went with

them, and in about eight months after we got started in a systematic way to try to find what

[W. E. Smith; J. A. Holmes.']
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we had, we developed about a million and a quarter tons of ore : nad we got that by simply

going where they had not gone. Where there were indications of ore they didn't get any-

thing.

Q. Then, what is your opinion as to the value of the magnetometric survey? A. I

think in certain tj'pes of deposits it is valuable. For instance, we found it very valuable

in the property in Falconbridge. That particular body proved to be about 60 to 80 feet

wide, and by taking a diii needle we were able to determine where the edges of the deposit

were; but in no other case have we been able to use it at all. I think the reason for that is,

that we didn't know how to interpret the readings that we got. In one place where from
the readings we thought we had a lot of ore, and drilled, we could not find anything.

CiiAiRMAx: When you say you didn't get anything, you mean you didn't get any

nickel or any magnetic ore? A. We didn't get any nickel ore. When I say ore, I mean
something we would consider worth putting on record.

Q. You don't mean that the magnet made a mistake? A. No. Undoubtedly there was
deflection there, but we didn't get any ore.

Q. Did you learn why that was? A. No, we didn't. We put do-mi several holes, and

got no commercial ore or anything that approached it; so we stopped. All the ground

is mineralized. You get mineralized ground anywhere in this country.

Mr. Young: When was that Dominion Nickel-Copper Company incorporated, do you
remember? A. No, I cannot tell you. It must be nine or ten years ago now.

Q. Was it a Dominion charter? A. Yes, Dominion charter.

Q. By letters patent, not by special Act? A. I don't remember about that. This

was all previous to my acquaintance with the nickel business at all. They were organized

and had been running between four and five years when I got acquainted with them ; then

we went ahead and drilled most of their properties, and at the end of about eight months
reported to them that they weren't justified in going ahead with thei erection of a plant;

they had not sufficient ore. We advised them to acquire other properties, and they bought
out the Lake Superior Corporation's nickel properties first. These consist of the Elsie,

Gertrude and Victor mines.

Q. Did you take all of them? A. Yes. The reason we went after them first was
that we had an idea that there was a good large deposit of ore at the Murray, and that the

big part of it would be on the Elsie. We finally got the Murray and the rest of the

Vivian properties, about 3,400 acres.

Mr. Gibson: Wliat other mines were there? A. The Murray is the only mine. There
is another prospect that has a name—it is called Lady Violet. The company owns about
17,500 acres in the district ; I think there are about twenty-five or twenty-six known deposits,

and we drilled eighteen of these. The acquiring of the Murray and Elsie deposit was the

saving of the situation for them, and they were quite successful in drilling for ore.

Q. At the Murray? A. The Murray-Elsie; it is one ore body. They were getting about
a million tons of ore per month ; the last month it was one million six hundred thousand
tons, and the reason they stopped was that it was not good business to invest any more
money in drilling. They had sufficient ore developed to warrant them going ahead with
their enterprise, and before they would need any further ore they would have ample time to

do more drilling. It was only a small expense per ton. The total ore at the Murray mine
cost them less than two cents per ton to develop. In computing tonnage, the Canadian
Copper Company and other companies simply include the ore that has been blocked out in

the area actually drilled, and take no credit for an^-thing outside of that block.

Chairman: Although as a matter of extreme probability the ore would extend on
both sides? A. Yes. In fact, as a matter of extreme probalnlity, all these ore bodies
increase in depth.

Q. And is the estimate of sixty or seventy million tons of proven ore in this district

computed on that exact method, so far as you know? A. So far as I know. There are
only a very few drilled properties now that don't belong to one of the three companies.

Q. It is a fair inference that there is very much more ore than that? A. That simply
represents the ore that the companies felt it was expedient to have blocked out.

Mr. James Purvis, iMerchant, Sudburv

Mr. Young: Have you any views respecting the refining of the ore, Mr. Purvis? A. In
regard to the refining of ore, I believe with the majority of the residents of the town here and
possibly everywhere else, that nickel should be absolutely refined within the Empire. Being
a resident here, naturally I would prefer the closer the operations were to the nickel mines,
but being a citizen of the Empire, it would satisfy me and shoi:ld satisfy everybody else,

if the refining were done within the Empire.
Q. At a point which would be in the best interests of the parties concerned? A. Yes.

Q. You think that all the demands of patriotism and business would be met if the
refining were done anywhere within the borders of the British Empire? A. Yes. This

[J. A. Holmes; J. Purvis.']
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matter a couple of years ago came before our local Board of Trade. It was inclined to
be narrow, and to insist that nickel should be refined in the Sudbury district itself. I
expressed the views that we should not ask for anything like that, but that if it were
done within the British Empire it would be satisfactory—wherever would be the most
suitable location or locations.

Chairman: Do you say, Mr. Purvis, that you passed a resolution to that effect a
couple of years ago? A. Well, I don't know that it passed, but there was a good deal
of discussion about it.

Q. I was wondering whether we could turn up the record of that discussion! A. Mr.
Gorman would be in a position to let you have it, I presume. It is on the records of
the Sudbury Board of Trade.

Mr. Russell Cryderman, Mining Prospector, Sudbury

Chairman: We shall be pleased to receive any information you can give us, Mr.
Cryderman. "What has your experience been in connection with the nickel industry? A. I
have been a prospector on the nickel range on and off for the last twenty years.

Q. Have you had any experience in the development of any of these properties, large
or small, or any diamond drillings? A. Not much in diamond drilling. I have worked
in some of the mines.

Q. Have those been mainly the developed mines; that is, those belonging to the large
companies, or have you worked with any prospecting companies? A. Well, with both. I
have worked on some of the larger developments and also the small prospects, surface work.

Q. Have you any opinion as to probable developments in the way of discovering new
bodies? A. I don't know that I have, except that there are opportunities for development.

Q. We are anxious to gather, particularly from those who have had experience, the
prospects for the discovery of large ore bodies, and of an increase in what we might call

the available reserves? A. Well, I think there is a good opportunity to develop further big
ore bodies on the range, outside of those that are developed at the present time.

Mr. Young: That is north and south? A. Yes, I think both on the north range and
the south range, east and west. On the undeveloped parts I think that extensive diamond
drilling would disclose large bodies of ore.

Q. That is, you think the whole field that has not been developed holds reasonable
promise? A. I think so, yes.

Q. That whenever you find the conditions existing, where large bodies have been proven,
there is a good chance of repeating? A. Yes, where similar conditions occur. And even
in some of the covered parts of the range along the contact, I think there are places where
there are indications of large ore bodies.

Chairjian : I understood one of the witnesses to say that most of the surface showings
had been developed? The more pronounced surface showings? A. Well, they are the larger
ones. I think there are a very considerable number of promising showings which have not
been .developed, more especially between the end of the ranges, in Capreol and Xorman
townships.

Mr. Gibson : Do you speak of those townships as being on the north range, or the
easterly range? A. We call it the easterly range.

Q. That is from Massey bay north to the Wliistle? A. Yes, or from further south as

far as the Falconbridge.

Q. Do you include Falconbridge in the east range? A. Well, there is a part of it on
the south. From the point in Falconbridge where the contact turns north, up to the Whistle,

is what we usually refer to as the east range.

Mr. Young: How many such indications do you recall? A. There are Ella lake and
Clear lake on the eastern range, and what is called Pyrrhotite lake. There are indications

all along that section.

Q. Has any drilling been done there at all? A. I think along Pyrrhotite lake there

has been some, but I don't know anything about the results in that district. There are

good surface showings all along there.

Q. You think they would all justify diamond drilling, do you? A. I think so, yes.

Q. Is that the best method, in your opinion, of proving it up? A. No, I think probably
the best method is to sink on these and develop. You may get results by the diamond drill

;

if you don't, it is not really a test.

Q. It is all right if you get it, but j'ou may miss something which good sinking and
drifting would open up for you? A. Yes.

Mr. Gibson: That is much more expensive? A. Yes, the preliminary investigation by
diamond drilling is much cheaper.

Q. Are these claims all taken up? A. Yes, they have all been located.

Q. Are there any Crown lands open? A. I don't believe there is much Crown land
that gives promise, except proliably back from the contact on the dip of the ore some places.

[J. A. JJoJmcs; E. Cryderman.']
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Q. But not along the contact? A. No.

Q. So it is just a question of those who have control of these various locations being

in some way or other induced to go on and prove them up? A. Yes.

Q. Why is that not being done? A. I suppose, principally because the operating

companies here have sufficient ore already in hand.

Mr. Youxg: No particular stimulus? A. No.

Q. In other words, there isn't a market for it at the present time? As far as this

district is concerned, the operating companies and the British American company have
all the deposits they want? A. I suppose that is it, as far as I know.

Q. Until you get some other interest, financial assistance or capital? A. It is a matter
of interesting new capital.

Mr. Gibson: "What market would you as a prospector have if you discovered a new
property with considerable ore on it? A. Well, I would have to go along and look for

somebody.
Q. Is there an active demand for new properties? A. Not that I know of at the

present time.

Mr. Youxg: Are any of those you mention or have in mind been proved or developed

in any way at all? A. Just surface stripping.

Q. Not enough to enable you to give any estimate as to what might be there in

the way of tonnage? A. No, nothing; only the conditions are similar along the contact

where other large ore bodies have been developed; but nothing except surface work has

been done up to the present time.

Q. Nothing but inviting chances of repeating the experience of others who went ahead
and found it under similar conditions? A. Yes.

Q. That is, mainly, on the contact? A. Yes, with pronounced showings of gossan

and ore in places.

Q. And the ore that you get is pretty much the same as in the other mines? A. Yes,

some pyrrhotite and copper pyrite.

Q. And about the same proportions of nickel and copper? A. I could not say about
that, because there hasn't been any assaying to determine it.

Mr. Gibsox: Has any quantity of ore been taken out of any of these mines on the

eastern ranges? A. No. The Whistle on the northeast corner is the only property that

has been developed.

Q. How much ore has that produced? A. I don't believe they have shipped any from
there. They simply opened it up.

Q. And left the ore on the heap there? A. Yes. I think any that was taken out

was left on the heap.

Q. Is that true also of the locations on the north range? A. Yes. I think so. I think

when you get east of the Levack mine there has not been any development.
Q. Levack is the only mine developed on the northern range? A. Yes.

Q. There does not seem to be unanimity of opinion or practice in speaking with

regard to these so-called ranges. What do you put in the northern, and what in the eastern,

range? From what points to what points? A. Well, offhand I could not give it to you,

but we speak of the west end of the northern range as being in the township of Cascaden.

Q. Would Trill be in the northern? A. No, I think it would be in the western range,

if you might so term it. Trill, I think, is the turning point.

Q. It turns in Trill and swings around to the northeast? A. Well, we usually refer

to that as the western range.

Q. How far north? A. From there to Cascaden township, where the northern range
turns in a northeasterly direction.

Q. And how far east? A. To the Whistle.

Q. That is the eastern end of the northern range? A. Yes.

Q. And from there south you call it the eastern range? A. Falconbridge is partly on
the southern and partly on the eastern.

Q. Which of the properties are on the eastern? A. I don't know which lots, but there

is a turn there where it is shown on the map.
Q. There is an old location called M.2? A. Yes, I think that is just after it turns

north.

Q. The properties that J. T. Cryderman took up there? A. Well, they are right almost
on the corner where it turns. They are right in the corner ; the southeast corner of

the range.

Q. It is not very important, except to be sure that we know what we are talking
about in using these different designations, that is all? A. In referring to the contact after

it turns in Falconbridge and goes north, we speak of it as the eastern range, then where
it turns west or southwesterly, along to Cascaden, we call that the northern range, and
from there south through Trill to the Sultana mine we call it the western range; it

turns there again, I think in a southeasterly direction, and we call that the south range,
or main range.

[7?. Cryderman']
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Mr. Young: I take it, in short, that all the promising ground has been pretty well
prospected and located? A. Yes, it is pretty well taken up.

Q. Not much left for the prospector? A. No.
Q- Has all your experience been confined to this district? Have you done any searching

for nickel in other parts of Ontario? A. Yes. I did some work on the Transcontinental
between Cochrane and Hearst.

Q. And what did you get? A. I found some pyrrhotite on the Opasatica river, but it

didn't contain any nickel. The only place I know of where there is nickel in that country
is the Alexo mine, and a little over in Munro township.

Mr. Gibson: What is in Munro? A. I haven't seen the property, but I am credibly
informed that there is two per cent, sometimes in the pyrrhotite there.

Q. Do you know" under what conditions it occurs? A. No.
Chairman: Is that two per cent, nickel or two per cent, of the two metals? A. No, I

understood two per cent, nickel and some copper, but I don't know how much copper
they get.

Mr. Gibson: Do you know what part of Munro that is in? A. No.

Mr. James R. Gordon, Minlng^ Engineer, Sudbury

Chairman: You were kind enough to volunteer to give us some information this
afternoon, and we would be pleased to receive it. Perhaps it might be well for you to state
first of all just what experience you have had in the nickel business, or any aspect of it?
A. I came to this district in 1884, and with tlie exception of a few years a short time ago,
have been interested in prospecting and mining ever since. At the present time it seems to
me that a serious question which arose some time ago has practically settled itself. "We
mining men all over Canada wished that nickel should be refined in Canada. Now, there are
perhaps two, three or four companies who are refining or proposing to refine nickel in Canada;
so that question seems to have settled itself. These men wull invest large sums of money in the
refining, and it is up to them to make good. The next question which appeals to me is the
control of the nickel after it is refined. Hard things have been said about the International
Nickel Company allowing nickel to go to Germany and so forth, which, of course, it did, but
I cannot see that they are to blame in any possible way. Before the war, nickel was sold in
the open market: anybody could purchase it, and like any other business, it could not be
controlled. I spoke to Premier Hearst just Ijefore his leaving for England, and suggested
a plan which he said was feasible. That is, that sales of all nickel refined in Canada be
supervised by the government of the day, and that sales be made to individuals, but under
the control of the various governments of the world.

Mr. Lawrence O'Connor, Merchant and ex=Mayor of Sudbury

Chairman : Mr. O 'Connor, we shall be pleased to have you give us any information bear-
ing on our investigations? A. The only experience that I have had in the nickel business
was as accountant for the Drury Nickel Company in 1892, 1893 and 1894, from the time of
their development until the time they undertook to ship high grade nickel matte. They
made matte by the Manhes process; it contained about 60 per cent, metal. What I learned
about the nickel business then was, that if you did not have a market for your nickel, you had
better keep out of the business. Having been a permanent resident of Sudbury since that
time and followed the question from a business standpoint, noting the number of new com-
panies that entered the field and were closed up, I felt that the impressions that I gained
then were well founded. A short time ago, the agitation for the refining of nickel in Canada
was on foot. The stand I took was that if I was right in my early impressions of the nickel
business, those who are engaged in the production of nickel must have a market in order to
succeed. Further, that if we were to interfere by requiring nickel to be refined in Canada,
it might be the cause of jeopardizing the nickel mining industry here. That is to say, those
who are engaged to-day in the nickel business have a market : they have the American market
and the European market, and if by any legislation that might be passed to compel the refining
of nickel here, we were to lose the American market, our nickel industry would be killed. It
may probably be only because of the present U.S. tariff conditions that we are producing
to-day the amount of nickel we are producing here. What I mean is, that if we were to lose the
American market by compelling the refining of nickel in Canada, it might give the European
operators the American market. About two years ago several resolutions came up before
the Sudbury Board of Trade; the first was that nickel should be refined within the British
Empire; the second that it should be refined in the Dominion of Canada; and the third
that it should be refined in the Province of Ontario; and the Sudbury Board of Trade,
or a majority, favoured the second resolution, but suggested that the government should be
asked to appoint a Commission to investigate the nickel industry before any action was taken.

[J?. Cryderman; J. 2?. Gordon; L. O'Connor.']
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Chairman: Is this on record, Mr. O'Connor? A. I tliink it is on the local records of

the Board of Trade of the town of Sudbury.

Q. Can we obtain a copy? A. I think you can. The Associated Boards of Trade passed

a resolution approving of the appointment of a Commission, and expressing the hope that

the report of the Commission would justify the government in compelling the refining of

nickel in Canada.^ It didn't say the British Empire, but Canada-

Q. Is that also on record? A. Yes. I think everybody in this section of the country is

very much in favour of refining in Canada, or in Ontario, provided it isn't going to jeopardize

the industries that are here at the present time. Unfortunately, refining nickel in Canada,

because of the war, has come to be a patriotic question instead of a business question. The

difficulty is, how are you going to mine your ore and make the nickel and market it, and keep

it away from the other fellow? That is pretty near a commercial impossibility.

Mr. Young: I would like to hear something about that Drury Nickel Company? A. The
Drury Nickel Company was operating the Inez mine, which is about five miles north of

VVorthington. They sank a shaft and built a smelter, and produced a 52 or probably a 55 or

60 per cent, matte. They could not market the matte, and they went on and spent somewhere

about $400,000. The whole difficulty was to get a market for the nickel. That is practically

in a nutshell what happened to that company—no market for their product.

Q. Was it a Canadian company? A. No, they were Americans from Chicago.

Q. What did happen in the end? A. Joseph Wharton of Philadelphia undertook to

smelt some of the ore there and took it down to his works in Camden, N.J., and finally bought

the property and turned it over to the International when the amalgamation took place.

Q. Did they have any of their matte refined? A. The Emmens Eefining Company of

New York were handling the matte and for refining were to get two-thirds of the sale price;

and one-third of the amount was to go to the mine.' At that time nickel was worth 45 cents

a pound, and they figured about 15 cents a pound for the nickel contents would be the share

of the mining company; the refiners were to get the balance, but they were to pay all the

expenses of selling.

Q. Where was the Emmens Refining Company situated? Youngswood, Pa.? A. I forget.

They had their office at 54 William Street, New York. The Drury Company shipped some-

where about $100,000 or $200,000 worth of matte, and received no returns, so they went out

of business.

Q. No sales? A. There were no sales.

Mr. Gibson: Do you know if the Emmens Company actually refined the matte? A. I

don't really know. I don't think they did. I think when Wharton took over the interests

of the Drury Nickel Company, whatever nickel was around the Emmens works was sent to his

plant.

Chairman: Supposing the price received for the nickel was 40 cents, would the division

still be one-third and two-thirds? A. Yes. At that time the market price of nickel was 45

cents, and that was on the basis of 60 per cent, matte. 'Wlien they shipped any matte that

didn't go any higher than 25 per cent., that is, when it was not Bessemerized, they only got

11 cents a pound.

Q. That meant 60 per cent, nickel pb's c^-nner? A Yes.

Mr. Gibson: Did they get anything for the copper? A. There was a basis, but I don't

remember what it was.

Mr. Thomas Travers, re=caned

Mr. Travers: I should like to make a statement if I may. Mr. O'Connor, I think, was
mistaken in saying that the refining company got two-thirds and the mining company one-

third. They got 30 cents for the nickel contents, and nothing for the copper. There was
very little copper in that mine. Dr. Emmens owned a refinery, and it was he who entered

into this contract with the Drury Nickel Company. His process was a failure, and his com-

pany failed; the Drury Nickel Company's matte was in his possession and they replevined

it, but when they got it—it was just during the time of the big panic—they could not dis-

pose of it for any value. I think they got eleven cents a pound for nickel contents in New
York, and during the time they were waiting for returns they were obliged to close up.

Q. What became of the company? A. The property was leased. After the Emmens
Metal Coni]iany failed and the panic was partly over, Wharton advanced money to start things

up again, but not enough to carry on the business, and he took a mortgage on everything that

was on the place. When I became Mr. Wharton's Canadian agent, the Drury Nickel Com-
pany shut up, and I bought ten thousand tons of ore from the Vivians that was in the roast

yard at the Murray mine, and smelted it and shipped the matte to the refinery in New
Jersey. I didn't use the Murray smelter: I used the one that was built for the Chicago
mine. I made a low grade matte from the Murray ore, containing 20 to 25 per cent, of nickel

plus copper contents. After finishing at the Murray mine, I took the smelter back to the

Chicago mine and smelted the ore that was in the roast yard there. Shortly after that the

^ For resolution, see foot-note p. 13. - See evidence of Mr. Travers, re-called

[L. O'Cnvnor ; T. Travers, re-called.']
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International Xickel Company was formed, and all of Mr. Wharton's holdings went to the
International Nickel Company.

Q. Well, if it was only a lease that the company had, how could they transfer it? A. The
lease someway was bought. It was a lease and an option, and I think when Mr. Wliarton
took this mortgage and was closing, he took up the option.

EVIDENCE AT COBALT. 2STH SEPTEMBER, 1916

Arthur A. Cole, Mining Engineer, Temiskaming and Northern Ontario Railway,
and President Canadian Mining Institute, Cobalt

Mr. Gibson: Speaking first with regard to nickel in the Cobalt ores> can you give us
any information about that? A. In a statement that was prepared a short time ago we
showed that of the silver that was produced in this camp, 16 per cent, went out of the Pro-
vince as ore for treatment : the balance was all treated in Canadian smelters or high grade
plants here on the ground. That 16 per cent, which is exported would contain a certain

amount of nickel and colialt and arsenic which is lost to the Province, but since that is, in

a good many cases, in low grade ores, it would not be available in any case.

Mr. Youxg: Even if it were refined here? A. Even if it were refined here.

Q. It would not be fair to say that 16 per cent, of the nickel in the Cobalt ores left the
Province? A. I should think so, but I haven't any figures to place before you as to that,

and it would be very difficult to obtain them. There is a certain amount of nickel which it

would not pay to take out of the ordinary ores, and a good deal in the material that is very
low grade and used as a flux is lost absolutely.

Q. Is there any nickel in that 16 per cent, that goes to the United States? A. I think
there is a certain amount of nickel in the ore, but I do not know how much.

Mr. Gibson: Will the flotation process be likely to lead to a further recovery of the

nickel? A. I don't think so, because in most cases the oils won't float the arsenides, so for

the most part they are free from nickel and cobalt. They are already practically lost, and
they will not be recovered by flotation.

Q. That statement would apply to the cobalt as well as the nickel? A. Yes.

Q. Have you ever made any inquiry with regard to the average percentage of nickel in

the ores of Cobalt as they are produced? A. I have no figures on that.

Q. Do the mine owners assay them for nickel? A. Some of the smelter statements may
show that, but not for any that goes out of the country.

Q. The mine owaiers are not paid for the nickel contents of their ores? A. No.

Q. In some cases are they paid for the cobalt? A. I understand some of the Canadian
works pay for it under certain conditions, but for ore that goes to the United States no pay-

ment is made except for the silver.

Lieut. =Col. R. \V. Leonard, President Coniagas Mines Limited, St. Catharines

Mr. Young: Colonel Leonard, is there anything you can give us now, taking up nickel

first? A. With regard to the percentage of nickel in the ores, probably the best information

available is that in the Mines Department in Ontario. Some of the higher grade ores will

run up: they vary a very great deal; possibly four or five per cent, of nickel would be the

output of some of the higher grade of the mines and from that down.
Mr. Gibson: There is less in the poorer quality of ore? A. Yes, a little, but I am

speaking of the output of the mines as a whole, and of the shipments month in and month
out.

Q. In low grade rock from the walls of the vein, you would not expect to find much
arsenide? A. Possibly a half per cent, or something, which we never recover. It is lost in

the slags.

Q. In your reduction works you do recover a good deal of nickel from the ores you
treat? A. We do recover the nickel with the exception of the ordinary smelting loss; this

we have disposed of from time to time in the form of nickel oxide, the details of which are

in your Department.
Q. Have you made any metallic nickel? A. We have recently made some with an elec-

tric furnace, experimentally, but I think I am right in saying we have not shipped any
metallic nickel at all.

Q. Are the losses of nickel in your works, or any works, considerable or slight? A. They
are very material, but I cannot from memory give you the exact figures. I may say that by
our process we practically have to save the nickel, but that it is spending a dollar to get a

dollar. There is no profit in it.

Q. It is a metallurgical necessity? A. In our process.

[A. A. Cole: Fi. IT. Leonard.']
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Mr. Young : What would be the extent of the nickel that is rocoTcred from the sixteen

per cent, of the Cobalt camp output of ore that goes to the United States? Is it a factor at

all in the nickel production of the United States? A. I doubt it. As Mr. Cole stated, a

great deal of the ore that goes to the United States is probably very low in nickel and cobalt,

but some of the ore contains a material quantity of both: not so much in the last year or

two as in previous years; however, I have no knowledge that any of it is recovered in the

United States.

Mr. CtIBSOx: Is it your impression that it is disregarded there? A. My impression is

that it is wasted: all of it.

Mr. Young : I suppose a stage could l)e reached in the prices where it might be worth

while commercially to refine some of that ore? Would the quantities and cost make it com-

mercially desirable to do so? A. Those ores are purchased by smelters who are essentially

silver-lead smelters, and the amount they purchase is so small as compared with their whole

business, that by-products sucli as cobalt and nickel are practically negligible to them. I

don't think they pay any attention to them at all, speaking generally.

Mr. Gibson : What makes the ore that is sent to these smelters from Cobalt desirable for

their purposes? A. In some cases it is the silicious character of the ore which is valuable,

with the basic ores for a flux. In other cases it is the rich silver values which probably

sweeten up their lower grade ore.

AIr. Young: Do you know anything as to the quantity of nickel that they get as a by-

product in the United States at large? A. I do not.

Q. We would have to go to the statistics for that, such as they are? A. I don't know
where you would get them.

Practicable to Refine in Ontario

Q. We would be very glad to have your views with respect to the important question

of refining in Ontario, if you care to implement your contributions to the Mining Journal

on that subject? A. I don't think I can say very much more about that than what I have

said. I have gone into the matter in a fairly careful way with my staff at the smelter, and

T have made up my mind that there is no reason why nickel cannot be economically refined

in Ontario or Canada, and probably to compete with anything that is capable of being done

in the vicinity of New York. Apart from the actual labour involved in the refinery itself,

it would give" a tremendous stimulus to the manufacture of re-agents such as acids and other

necessary sul)stances, and would be of enormous benefit to the Province. I am very strongly

opposed to locating such an industry, which is so essential to munitions work, so close to the

international boundary as Port Colborne, where, according to the newspapers, it is proposed

to locate the International Nickel Company's new refinery, and where it would be peculiarly

vulnerable to attacks by sympathizers in the United States of any European country with

wliich the Empire might be involve<l. At that point they would probably also use Niagara

power, which is right on the boundary, and very vulnerable to disturliance by enemy s\Tn-

pathizers.

Q. Do you think the danger of disturbance between Canada or Great Britain and the

United States is ajjpreciable, and should be considered as a factor in the location of the

refinery? A. These are purely matters of opinion, and I suppose three years ago nine-tenths

of the population of this country and of England would have laughed at the idea of a war
such as we are now having. We at present would laugh at any suggestion of trouble lietween

Great Britain and the United States, but other times, other manners: we don't know.

Q. You think it is best to be on the safe side? A. I like to be on the safe side.

Q. And be prepared for every contingency? A. Yes. It would be a most regrettable

thing. We have had a hundred years of peace, and we all hope we may have a thousand

years more.

Q. As a citizen of the Province, are you satisfied with the refining of nickel in Great

Britain by one of the large companies? A. As a citizen of the Province, of course, I would

like to see the refining done in the Province, if it accords with international requirements:

then, if not, somewhere else in Canada: if not in Canada, then anywhere else in the Empire
:-ather than in a foreign country.

Q. That is the order of your preference: Ontario, Canada and the British Empire? A.

Yes.

Q. And in Ontario at a point, industrially possible, as far away from the boundary as

can be secured? A. Yes. That is my preference.

Q. But, of course, that will have to be determined by the necessities of the process? A.

Doubtless.

Q. The argument is advanced that it is desirable to have refining facilities in England
itself, or say in Wales, with an accumulated stock of matte there, to provide against acci-

dents, momentary losses at sea, or anything of that sort, and I take it you are rather inclined

to appreciate that line of reasoning? A. Yes. It involves economical calculations on which

I am not qualified to express an opinion, but it looks to me as if that might be a reasonable

thing from the Empire point of view.

[E. W. Leonard.l
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Refinery should not be on Boundary

Q. I was rather following your own reasoning along the strategical situation; there is

something to be said in favour of refining in Great Britain with an accumulation of matte
there for any emergency? A. Yes. Every British subject who has considered the subject will
probably agree that the supply of such an essential element in war munitions as nickel, and
so vital to the safety of ths Empire, should not be dependent upon refineries located in

foreign countries, and, therefore, it is better to have a refinery established anywhere in
British territory. Again, every intelligent person will agree that such a refinery should be
established in a safe part of the Empire, where it could not easily be damaged or destroyed
by a possible enemy either acting as a nation, or by possible raiders from a neutral country.
The newspapers report that the International Nickel Company have selected Port Colborne,
Ontario, as a site for a refinery to manufacture nickel for the British Empire. Port Col-
borne is on the shore of Lake Erie at the south end of the Welland Canal. It is within long
range gun fire of United States territory, and especially vulnerable from Lake Erie, which
here forms part of the international boundary, and of course equally vulnerable to bombs
dropped from dirigibles, aeroplanes or hydroplanes, and most accessible to raiders over the
border. It is also announced that the British America Nickel Company is contemplating
building immediately a similar plant to treat ores from its Sudbury properties. It is to be
hoped that the location of this proposed plant will not be in the southern peninsula
of Ontario, for the same reasons. I am fully alive to the necessity of producing nickel in

British dominions for national safety; recognize the desirability of losing no further valu-

able time in this matter; recognize the natural wish of the Province of Ontario to have the
refining of nickel done in that Province; but am also equally alive to the probable danger of
the popular hysteria and resultant agitation hustling the government into unnecessary and
undignified haste in determining the details of the project before receiving the report of its

Commissioners, and to the national crime of locating its refinery works, or of allowing them
to be located, in possibly the most vulnerable point in Canada. The fate of the Empire may
some day well depend on the wisdom now displayed l)y the authorities in dealing with the
question.

Mr. Samuel W. Cohen, General Manager, Crown Reserve Mining Company, Limited,
Cobalt

Mr. Gibsok: Have you any opinion as to the refining of nickel in Ontario, Mr. Cohen?
A. As to the refining of nickel in Ontario, in forcing that as a measure, I think there are
certain dangers. For instance, suppose we have a little nickel mine we want to work, not big
enough to build a refinery for, but good enough to warrant putting in a little matting
furnace—and there are lots of places we can sell the matte—if it had to be refined in Canada
we would have to sell it to the Mond or the International Nickel Company, and if they didn't
choose to take it from us, they would tell us to go jump in the lake. We would have to quit.

Q. Wliat would you suggest in that contingency? A. AVell, I don't know. The thing
is a pretty big question. Nickel seems to require special consideration as compared with
other metals, because of its use in war. Therefore it should be controlled.

Q. It is an enormous industry apart from war usesf A. In the special conditions that

exist, the first consideration right now is that you should control it, and perhaps of necessity

have enough nickel for your purposes refined where you can get it as you require it, but
compelling its refining here would raise just such difficulties as I have suggested, and would
be a hardship in certain cases.

Mr. Young: A custom refinery, I assume, would meet that? A. If the Government put
up a refinery, there is no reason in the world why a man could not get all his nickel refined

here.

Q. Have you had any special experience in nickel? A. Well, I have had a little along
those lines, but not in the wav of refiniug-.

Mr. Tom R. Jones, General Manager, Buffalo Mmes, Limited, Cobalt

Mr. Young: Mr. Jones, have you anything to say in regard to nickel in Cobalt? A. The
only thing I have to say is that at the Buffalo mine we have got our nickel, practically all

we have produced.

Q. You have got it all? A. Practically all we have mined for the last four or five years,

except what has been sold. We have on "hand approximately 2,600 tons of residues in the

form of ground smaltite, which will pass 100-mesh and which contain say 156,000 ounces

of silver, 117,000 lbs. of nickel, 270,000 lbs. of cobalt, and 918,000 lbs. of arsenic. This is

all recoverable. In addition we have sold 326 tons, which would run about 5 per cent,

cobalt, 2.5 per cent, nickel, and 17 per cent, arsenic.

Q. As to the tiotation process, what have you to say as to the effect of that? A. It will

not recover nickel in cobalt arsenides, but it will recover a copper content which will com-

pensate you for it.

IE. TV. Leonard; S. TV. Cohen; T. H. Jones.']
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Mr. Alexander Kelso, Discoverer of the Alexo Mine, Goldlands

Mr. Young: Well, Mr. Kelso, we would be very glad indeed to hear anything you have
to say in regard to nickel? A. Well, that is what I am much interested in, and I have great

confidence in the possibilities of the country if we had a better chance for development.

Q. What do you base that confidence on? A. We have been working the Alexo mine and
selling the ore to the Mond Nickel Company. What enabled us to keep working was the high

grade of the ore. "Wlien the Mond Nickel Company made the agreement with us to buy our

ore, it was stipulated that the ore was not to average under four per cent, nickel. Well, our
output has averaged considerably higher than four per cent. We shipped about twelve

tliousand tons out in 1915 ; it was in development work really that that ore was procured,

sinking and drifting and proving up, and it averaged about 4.90 per cent, of nickel and
about .60 copper. There has liecn nickel discovered in South Bay.

Mr. Youxg: Where is South Bay? A. In the townships of Langmuir and Carman, on
Night Hawk lake.

Q. When? A. Well, it has been known for some time, a low grade ore. I understand
that this year some high grade ore has been discovered there.

Mr. Gibson: Are you aware of any large body? A. In the tov,Tiship of McCart, no;

the ore was low grade mostly.

Mr. Young: What are you speaking of now. Night Hawk Lake? A. Night Hawk Lake,
township of McCart and the township of Munro.

Q. Where is the mine in Munro? A. Near the Beatty boundary. A man named Mickle,

a lumberman, had it. He came with samples about a year ago into the Alexo mine and said

they ran about 214 per cent.

Q. How much copper? A. I don't know.

Mr. Gibson: Dicl it resemble the Alexo ore? A. Exactly, but the grade was lower.

Q. Nothing was known as to the size of the body? A. No.

Q. Did he get the outcrop there? A. Well, he said the outcrop appeared and re-appeared

from under the drift for quite a distance, but it was really an undeveloped prospect at the

time.
i

Q. Has anything been done on it since? A. Well, I couldn't tell you: I understood that

he was prospecting for nickel this summer.

Mr. Young: Have you done any prospecting up there yourself? A. Not in Munro; but
about two miles from the Alexo mine there is an immense deposit of white serpentine that

carries nickel, chrome and magnetic iron, and there are millions of tons in sight.

Mr. Gibson: Has it been sunk on at all? A. No, just on the surface where it appears

by the drift.

Q. How does it run? A. About 13 per cent. magTietic iron, .47 per cent, nickel, and 2.70

per cent, chrome. Campbell and Deyell of Cobalt made the assay, and the question occurred

to me, could a body like that be concentrated at a profit for the production of nickel-chrome

steel?

Q. Have any other bodies of ore been found on the same contact as the Alexo mine?
A. None so far that are workable. There has been float discovered on the drift as it dipped.

That is on another contact, about two miles further south or thereabouts from where this

deposit of chrome-nickel is.

Q. That is the one you have just mentioned to us? A. Yes. There is a second part

that runs parallel to the first about two miles further south, right across the township of

Dundonald and a good part of the township of Clergue; you pass the centre of the two in

concession one.

Mr. Gibson: Any ore bodies located? A. No: it would require a drill to test these.

Mr. Young: The drift is very heavy? A. Yes, it is capped very heavily. Very high

peaks and rocky sections occur here and tliere, but the serpentine being worn away, the ore

appears on the surface at the contact of some soft and some very hard rock.

Mr. Gibson: Have you any other suggestion with regard to the nickel industry? A.

No, except that it would stimulate the working and prospecting if there was a custom smelter

or refinery at a point, say, not far from Cobalt or Sudbury, which would buy the ore and
concentrates from the prospectors and mines that will ultimately develop in this north

country.

Q. You think that the small owners would be thus enabled to work their properties and
get a market for their ore? A. That is what I think. As it is, the industry is practically

under a ban owing to the conditions.

Q. Could the ore or matte be sold? A. That is what we haven't gone into particularly.

I think that if a custom smelter was estaldished, or if there was a refinery, the matte could

be sold.

Mr. Young: Something would depend upon the requirements and control of the market,

and other factors? A. Yes.

Q. Do you know of any other promising deposits in the Alexo district, apart from these

you have mentioned? A. No; as a rule nickel has not been given the same attention as gold.

lA. Kelso.l
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Q. Haven't you prospected that country yourself, pretty well? A. Yes, I have, but
owing to the drift it is very hard to prospect, and we were so busily engaged developing
our Alexo prospect and making a mine out of it, that we couldn't give attention to a great
area of the country. I have seen serpentine in a good many different sections, and of late,

this summer especially, discoveries have been made in McCart. Mr. Baker, geologist for the
Bureau of Mines, was examining the area for some time this summer, and his report would
give you the information even Vjetter than I could. He discovered chrome in one section

of that deposit that I have mentioned, and got some samples of pure chrome ore. Of course,

they were only samples, but they showed the possibilities.

Me. Gibsox: Have you thoroughly prospected the Alexo deposit? A. Well, it would
require a great deal more work. "We are at present going down from the 150-foot level to

the 200-foot level.

Q. You have not ascertained the amount of ore you have in reserve? A. No. The
greatest width of ore that we struck was 41 feet. It runs from about 3 feet up to 30.

Q. Does it seem to fade away into the serpentine? A. Yes. Of the ore that we shipped,
about two-thirds was mixed with serpentine. An assay of the unmixed ore would show 7 or 8
per cent, nickel.

Mr. W. Q. A. Wood, Mining Prospector, Haileybury

Mr. Gibson: Where do you live, Mr. Wood? A. Haileybury.

Mr. Young: Prospector? A. Yes. I represent the Wright-Wood Syndicate.

Q. We would be glad to hear what you have to say about nickel in this Province? A.
Well, I will confine myself to the Alexo mine. At the present time the prospects there look
very good. Searches we have made tliis summer have located an extensive belt of promising
appearance.

Q. Have you been out yourself? A. Yes, sir, along with others I have been out prospect-
ing, especially in Calvert township.

Q. Have you made any discoveries? A. The formation in Calvert township looks favour-
able. That is as far as we have gone.

Q. No actual bodies yet? A. No, absolutely none. In McCart township they have a low
percentage of nickel.

Q. Is that Dan. O'Connor's? A. Yes. But chiefly sulphide rather than ore has been
found up to the present time. There are possibilities of nickel as well in Langmuir town-
ship, which is south of the Alexo property. We are at present working a property there.

Q. Who is? A. Mr. Reamsbottom, who contemplates diamond drilling. An assay which
I got from some of this ore went as high as twelve per cent. Of course, that is not to be
taken as average.

Q. Any copper in it? A. I could not say as to the contents in copper. These
properties that I speak of are absolutely in the prospecting stage at the present time. Our
chief difficulty is to induce capital to work the claims, and the reason is that we really have
no outlet for our ore. There are at- present only two places in Canada within reasonable
distance to which we can ship our ore, namely, the Mond Nickel Company and the Inter-

national Nickel Company. If these two companies don't wish to Ijuy our ore, we simply
cannot dispose of it; there is no other possibility of getting it away at all; therefore it is

hard for us to go and raise capital. If we could get a smelter and refinery from the govern-
ment, it would be no trouble for us to raise what capital we need for developing the
prospects. We may or may not make mines, outside of the Alexo, but we can certainly make
a try; and we haven't really gone far enough in the prospecting stage yet to determine
whether we can or cannot.

Mr. Gibson: Would you consider it reasonable to ask the government to establish a
smelter before supplies of ore are assured? A. No, but I think the government know
there is already enough ore known to exist, such as the Mond Nickel Company and the Inter-
national. If they would refine that instead of sending it to New Jersey, they could refine

our ore as well at the same time.

Q. Is there anything further you would like to say? A. I don't think so. In regard
to the location of the smelter, I would leave that to men who are better posted than myself.

Mr. C. V. Corless, Manager, The Mond Nickel Company, Limited, Coniston

(Toronto, 13th October, 1916.)

[Note.—A list of questions respecting the Mond Niclvel Company, Limited, its operations, methods,
etc., was handed to Mr. Corless at the beginning of the Commission's inquiry. These were carefully and
satisfactorily answered. Other points which arose as the inquiry proceeded were dealt with by corres-
pondence or personal interview. In order to complete the data regarding the company, Mr. Corless
attended a meeting of the Commission at Toronto in October, 1916. Part of his testimony then given
is printed below, and part will be found under Section X re.specting Taxation of Mines.]

[A. Kelso; W. G. A. Wood; C. T. Corless.']
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Chairman : I think, Mr. Corless, the first tiling we should like to ask you about is the
several memoranda that we have received from you and from the London office of the Mond
Company. We wished to know whether you have anything to add to these, and also whether
you desire all or so much of them as we thought advisable, to be printed? A. I did not pre-

pare these memoranda with a view to their publication, but I have striven to present the
Mond Company's point of view, and as to the publishing of what I have submitted, the best

I can do is to leave the matter to the judgment of the Commissioners. If anything is private
and confidential, you will not pulilish it ; otherwise, I would say it is yours to make use of in

any way you like.

Further Important Discoveries Unlikely

Q. What is your estimate of the ore leserves in the Sudbury district? A. I feel that
at the recent public meeting of the Commission at Sudbury an impression of exaggerated
possibility of finding further nickeliferous ore bodies in the district was created. While
the use of dip-needles had been earlier introduced, our company was the first to make
use of the more delicate magnetometer in this district, and have found it of valuable service.

Negative results except over areas very deeply covered with drift or water, may be accepted
as practically conclusive evidence that no pyrrhotite of any consequence exists. On the other
hand, positive results have to be interpreted in the light of experience gained locally, and
even when most favourable, must be followed by drilling or other exploratory work, before
being accepted as evidence of an ore body. Very detailed exploration work during the past ten
years, not only by the two operating companies, but by outside parties as well, has been done
both with the magnetometer and the diamond drill, on the most favourable locations, and so
far as I am aware—and I have followed the matter closely—not more than one workable ore
body has been found that was not known to exist before, and this one is probably quite un-
important. The diamond drilling has, in some cases, found important extensions downward
of the known ore bodies, but in others has proven quite disappointing. Our comi^any has
carried on careful exploratory work over a long period, and we are confident that very few,
if any, wholly new discoveries will be made in the district in the future. Hope springs
eternal in the breast of the prospector, but the only really reliable information must neces-
sarily come from those who have spent the money on exploration and have kept accurate
record of the results.

The figures given by Mayor Travers, namely, that sixty or seventy millions of tons of ore
have been proven in the district, are as nearly correct as possible. In interpreting these, we
must consider that the largest known ore bodies have been fully outlined to depths of 1,000
to 2,000 feet ; probably 1.500 to 1,600 feet is a fair average. Some are kno\\ni to pinch out
definitely l)efore this depth is reached. It is a fair inference that others will pinch out or
become unworkable as greater depths are explored. If we assume the deepest may prove
workable to 5,000 feet depth, and that an average of one-half as much ore per vertical foot
of depth for the last 3,000 feet will prove extractable, as was found in the first 2,000 feet,
we have gone about as far as any reasonably sound judgment will allow. The discovery of
any more ore bodies of the lesser class will not appreciably aifect the general result.' It
seems, therefore, that the district may as a whole produce as much as 150,000,000 tons of
mineable ore. But these figures are very optimistic, and are based on complete extraction,
which is seldom possible at these greater depths. They might be badly upset by the entire
failure of one or more of the largest ore bodies at say under 3,000 feet depth. If" the general
shrinkage in productivity per foot increase in depth for the last 3,000 feet may be inferred from
that of the first 2,000 feet, then the district as a whole may produce as much as 150,000,000
tons of ore. There is, however, practically no evidence as to conditions between 2,000 and
5,000 feet depth, and very little evidence between 1,500 and 2,000 feet. Hence it may be
seen that at least the last 50,000,000 tons of the above figure is merelv a speculative possi-
bility.

Q. I think you have told us that the dressing and flotation tests that you are doing give
great promise. Suppose these were carried out on a large scale, would they lead to a consid-
erable increase in the available ore reserves by allowing the material which is now rejected
to be dressed and sent along to the smelter? A. I would say on the mines now* being worked
the total saving would be not very great, but I regard the mine as having the greatest promise
in that direction as the Frood, which is not now being worked.

Q. That is what you call the Frood Extension? A. Yes.
Q. And those remarks would refer also to the main Frood? A. Well, I would not like

to speak of our neighbours' property, because I haven't their assays. The ore is very silici-

ous for this district.

Q. And the estimate you have given as to available reserves in the Sudbury district

—

would it be increased apprecialjly? A. No, I don't think so.

Q. Suppose we take 100 million tons, how much nickel do you think we could take as the
average? A. Oh, that would be a very difficult matter to say.

Q. We have had several figures given to us which vary quite a bit? A. The influence of
Creighton on a figure like that is very great, although its tonnage isn't so large as Frood.

[C. T. Corless
'\
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Q. As a matter of fact, I have been counting 3 per cent, of nickel and IV2 per cent, of

copper? A. How many tons do you take for Creighton?

Q. Something under twenty millions; seventeen millions, I think? A. And how much
nickel do you take in that?

Q. I think I took 3 per cent. We could ignore the copper and just take the nickel, it

wouldn't matter, would it? A. Creighton has such a big influence on it, that it is very

difficult to say. A slight mistake on Creighton would make a big difference. You think

about 1% per cent, of copper?

Q. Yes. A. I don't think you are very far out. I think my figure would be close to

yours, with slightly less of nickel. I have not gone into the matter very carefully, but I
think the figure you mention is somewhere near correct. But I flunk that the nickel is a little

less than the figure you mention; I would rather be inclined to put the nickel a little lower,

possibly as low as 2.8 per cent. But as I say, our data are incomplete. We know the tonnage
that is reported from other mines much better than we know the assay, except, of course, in

the case of the British America Nickel Corporation, whose assay I am not entitled to make
use of.

Q. I notice in one of your reports you say you roast about 30 per cout. of the total ore

on the heaps? A. Yes.

Q. Now that, I presume, is still less to-day? A. No, not particularly; I should say

that is about right.

The Sulphur Question

Q. Have you any reason to think that your system of roasting in the winter is going to be
thoroughly satisfactory, or will it take you time to find out? A. We won't know that until

we light our heaps. The only trouble I anticipate is in attempting to light the wet wood
under the heaps. We don't intend to light the heaps until the first of November.

Q. But as regards the complaints and damage to agriculture? A. I don't imagine it will

lessen the complaints, but it will certainly lessen the damage.

Q. And you have already reduced the damage, I understand, this summer? A. We have

practically done no damage this summer. Notwithstanding the complaints, the damage is

practically nil. I could not say it is absolutely nil. There is very slight damage here and
there, and certain damage near the smelter, but it is practically negligible.

Q. And the sulphuric acid ultimately produced from it in the air, that goes into the

snow and does no harm at all, does it? I mean you take it for granted that it docs no harm,,

being produced in the winter? A. We believe the gases do no harm, and the diffusion is

very, very wide. The total amount deposited on any given area, that is, beyond our ovra

lands, is very small indeed. But I don't believe that it is deposited as sulphuric acid. There

may he a doubt about that. I might just say in connection with that, that we are doing a

little experimenting to see what is the effect on soil; the investigations, as you probably

know better than I do, that have taken place, are practically unanimous in the conclusion

that no damage to the soil is done.

Q. By the sulphuric acid? A. No, I mean by the fumes from the smelters. I don't

know of any short report that summarizes the subject in a better way and has a wider scope

than Fulton's report, published by the Department of the Interior of the United States in

1915.

Q. The one called " Metallurgical Smoke "? A. That is it. You will find in that that

there is practically a concurrence of opinion that no damage is done to the soil. And I looked

the matter up in the Transactions of the American Institute of Mining Engineers ; it runs

all the way through, as you know. There is one volume that has a great deal on it. There is

a general unanimity of opinion on this question of soil in everything I have read.

Q. Yes, we have gone through all those reports, including the Selby Commission's report.

There is one thing that interests me very much in connection with the roast heaps. Have you
done any experimenting to see what losses occur through leaching, either as a whole
or in certain parts, either laboratory experiments or otherwise? A. We thought at one time

that the leaching from the old yard might be sufficient to be worth while precipitating the

metals in it. We used scrap iron and attempted to precipitate them, and used a little lime,

but we didn't get enough to make it worth while dealing with it at all. In fact, we never

took our scrap up. There wasn't enough precipitate to be worth saving.

Q. Would there be bigger losses of copper or of nickel? A. We are not certain of that,

but I am inclined to think the copper would leach a little more than the nickel. I think so,

but I am not certain. We are not working in the direction of trying to find out what our

losses are now in the yard, because we hope to abandon the yard, and it isn't a live issue on
that account.

Q. And how do you find the product from the roast heaps to compare with that from
the Dwight-Lloyd roaster? A. We find them practically interchangeable in the furnace.

Q. Then, you have considered the question of utilizing the sulphur? A. Of course, we
cannot utilize the sulphur, until there is use for the material after it is saved. I have looked

[C. F. Corless.'i
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into the saving of sulphur for the industry that is there, and find at present it could not be
[irotitably done.

Q. It would depend entirely on the growth of the present industries, or the starting of

new industries? A. Or the starting of some new industries, yes.

Q. I see the Northwich Company are starting an alkali works in Canada? A. Yes, I see

they are.

Q. As regards the precious metals ; in a letter that I have received from the Moud Com-
pany in London, dated July 4th, 1916, speaking of the rare metals, they say that they consider

in the company's present known ore reserves these metals represent a value of under three

shillings per ton of ore? A. Yes.

Q. Would that mean the platinum metals, or would it mean the whole of the precious

metals? A. That would mean all of them, I presume.

Q. You see, it says the value of the rare metals, and I was wondering which we could

take it as meaning? A. Well, of course, the rare metals certainly include gold. The only
doubtful metal is silver, and that is negligible.

Q. Then, the three shillings, or rather seventy cents in Canada, would cover all the

precious metals? A. I believe it would, yes.

Loss of Metals in Treatment

Mr. Gibson : Mr. Corless, in memorandum Xo. II, furnislied by the Mond Nickel Company,
it is stated that the metallurgical loss in combined nickel and copper is about half of one per
cent.? Now, for my own information, I would like to know if that varies in any way accord-
ing to the grade of the ore. or is that practically constant for all grades of ore? A. I would
have to get the context of that to see. It requires a good deal of figuring in the case of
concentrating. The first loss would probably be quite low, but on top of that, no matter how
carefully you carry on your next operation, you have a considerable dust loss, even if you use
the most modern method of precipitating the dust, which we intend to use; and you have in

addition the slag loss. So I rather think when you come to figure the two together, your
total loss is not much less. I think that figure is as close as I can get to it.

Q. So it is practically constant regardless of the class of ore? A. Yes; it is quite true
if you have a low grade ore and are contented to make a low grade matte, you can get con-
siderably less slag loss ; and if you have a high grade ore and want a high grade matte, you
will get more slag loss. Speaking generally, it is not far from true for total metallurgical
loss including cobalt. Of course, that is intended to include all metallurgical losses. For
instance, our slag loss is not the total loss. The difference between the metal you start with
on the railway siding and the metal you get out in your barrels is considerably more than the
slag loss. Some of it we call unaccountable loss.

CiiAiRMAX: Then, another thing I was going to ask you. I don't think we have any
statement from you, as we have from others, as to losses in this department and that depart-
ment and so on. "Would you agree to have that published? A. "Well, I don't think anybody
in the district knows what the loss in this department and the loss in that department are.
"We might make a guess at it. We have never used a sampling plant, and the reason we don't
is that we treat mainly our own ores, and the expense of sampling would not save us anything.
If we should only sample, say, every tenth carload with our quite variable ores, we would be
quite wide of the mark and would create additional fines. We have, therefore, felt that we
were not justified in the expense of complicated sampling.

Q. In the same memorandum, you speak of experiments that the Mond Nickel Company
have been carrying on with the concentration of low grade ores, and you say that they hope
to he aide to treat eventually with profit ores of IV2 per cent, grade or possibly lower? A.
Yes, of ores already mined that would otherwise be rejected as waste.

Q. That 114 per cent, is combined? A. Yes. W^hen we speak broadly in that way, we
mean combined nickel and copper.

Q. That is quite consideralily under the present treatable grade? A. Oh, yes. It would
be absolutely impossible at present to treat 1^^ per cent, ore at a profit, because of the fact
that the fluxing cost would be much too high. In fact, if anyone offered 1% per cent, ore
free, it would not pay to treat it by direct smelting owing to cost of flux. What we do with
low grade ore at present, which we don't treat in our experimental concentrating mill, is to
pile it up for the future. We haven't piled up very much; we are treating probably twelve
to fifteen hundred tons a month, and forty or fifty thousand tons have been accumulated up
to the present.

Q. Of course, I understood you intended to treat mainly the Frood mine ore? A. Yes.

[C. V. Corlcss.^
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Mr. A. D. Miles, President Canadian Copper Company, Copper Cliff •

(Torouto, 22nd December, 1916)

Tonnage of Ore Reserves

Dr. Miller : Mr. Miles, what can tou say as to the known ore reserves of the Sudbury dis-

trict? A. That, of course, must be more or less an estimate; I would say roughly that there

are between sixty-tive and seventy million tons in the district.

Q. That is, of proven ore or, as they sometimes call it, '' positive " ore? A. Xo, I

would not say positive ore, but probable ore. I would not say proven ore.

Q. Down to a certain definite level? A. Yes.

Q. What estimate would you put roughly on the positive or proven ore? A. That depends

entirely on what you mean by proven ore. If you accept diamond drilling as proof of ore, that

is one' thing. Diamond drilling is not proven ore, but it is probable ore. If you accept

diamond drilling records as probable ore, I would say there are at least sixty million tons

indicated by diamond drilling.

Q. That is the way in which the ore is " blocked out " in the Sudbury area. In many
cases thev use that term? A. I don't think you can say it is blocked out. By blocked out

we mean developed by sinking and drifting.

Q. In a really large ore body diamond drilling is fairly satisfactory for instance, as in

the case of the Michigan and Minnesota iron deposits? A. Yes, we have found it perfectly

satisfactory.

Q. So that what you would call probable ore would be almost positive or practically

positive ore; where the deposit has been thoroughly drilled? A. Yes, it would.

Q. In that district : but if you were dealing with narrower deposits, ordinary veins, you

could not say that? A. Xo, and you could not say it as regards the smaller deposits of that

same district.

Q. But on a body like the Creighton or X'o. 3? A. Yes, in those cases I would accept

that as proven ore.

Q. I think the company has publicly made some statement as to the quantity of ore that

has been practically proven in the various deposits; would you mind giving us some informa-

tion along that line? I would like to have the figures as to the main deposits, Creighton.

Crean Hill and Xo. 3. and probably some of the others that are not working at present?

A. We estimate .57,000,000 tons of payable ore, say 10,000,000 tons in Creighton, 2,000,000

tons in Crean Hill, and 4.5,000,000 tons in Xo- 3. We have not included in that any ore

aside from Creighton, Xo. 3, and Crean Hill. In addition there is the Stobie, and the olil

Copper Cliff mine, and the Evans; undoubtedly there is ore in all of them, but it is not

sufficiently proven to make any record of it.

Q. It could be said from the experience of the Canadian Copper Company that practically

no ore body there of any size has really given out? A. Yes, that is true, with Init one

exception, that is the Evans. The Evans apparently gave out completely at about 300 feet

;

however, we are of the opinion that it was due to a fault.

Q. Yes, that is what I should think, due to a fault. And the reason that the Copper

Cliff and some of the other deposits are not worked at present is simply that you can

get the ore more cheaply from the other deposits? A. Yes.

Q. The Copper Cliff ore is known to be very rich? A. Very high grade, but a compara-

tively small deposit, and the workings are deep.

Mr. Young: You told us at Sudbury that the estimate by your company of your ore

reserves was very conservative? A. Yes, I think so, and I base that on our experience in

opening up Creighton after we had diamond drilled it. We found the estimate had been

conservative, as the levels were developed.

Q. And you also said there was no reason to think that the ore bodies do not continue?

A. Xo, we have no proof with the exception of the Evans, of any ore body that has been

bottomed.

Q. And your opinion is that it does continue? A. Undoubtedly.

Q. I understand the Evans is the only one you can put in that class? A. We are not

prepared to say. we are not satisfied that such is the case. We are of the opinion that it is

faulted, but we have not definitely proven it.

Dr. Miller: And it has not been worked for quite a number of years? A. It has not

been worked for a number of years, no.

Q. Nowadays there is lots of ore available without it? A. Yes, and at the time the

Evans was worked the geology of the district was not as well known as it is now.

' See also Mr. Miles' evidence in Section H, The Canadian Copper Company, and Section X, Taxation

of Mines.
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Concentration of Low Grade Ores

Q. Of course, in estimating your reserves at present, you are considering ores which do
not need to be concentrated, but if, in the future, you wish to concentrate, you will have much
larger reserves? A. Yes, the concentrating ores have been omitted from all our estimates.

Mr. Gibsox : You say sixty-live to seventy million tons in your opinion would be a fair

estimate of the probable ore, using tlie word " probable " in the sense in which you defined

it. What would you regard as ore and not ore? A. Three per cent, total metals or over.

Q. As ore? A. Yes.

Q. Less than that you would not class as ore? A. No.

Q. That is to say, in your opinion, you cannot make a profit out of less than 3 per cent,

ore? A. I would not say that, but I would say that with the methods now in use we would
not work an ore under 3 per cent. I don 't mean to say a- 3 per cent, ore in the ground, but
sorted to 3 per cent, in the rockhouse.

Q. If you had a mass of ore in the ground that contained 3 per cent, metallic contents,

would you regard that as worth an^•thing? A. Oh, yes.

Q. In the ordinary way of handling, that would become higher grade ore? A. Yes; on
the other hand, you may have a deposit that would average only 2 per cent., but with the rock
mixed with it in such a way that it would lend itself to separation by the method which we
use now, and by sorting it you could bring it up to 3 per cent. I included all such ore in

that estimate.

Q. "Well, then, in wliat case would ore containing not more than 3 per cent, not be valuable?
A. If you take a deposit such as the Frood. the mineral is scattered through it in such a way
that it would have to be separated mechanically, and it does not lend itself readily to hand-
picking. In other words, the ore is mixed with rock throughout, but as all of the rock is

mineralized, it is very difficult to separate it by hand.

Q. Take the Frood ore; if the Frood deposit had been less than 3 per cent, would you
have regarded it as a valuable mine? A. Yes, I would, but not as mines are worked now.

Q. I mean with the present methods of treatment? A. No, I would consider it a con-

centrating proposition.

Q. Would that opinion be based upon the fact that that ore is not easily workable; you
do not want to be bothered with it, you mean? A. Yes. It will not be necessary to work
those ores for a good many years to come, but I daresay by the time we are ready to werk
them, methods will have been developed which will enable us to work them at about the
same cost.

Q. "What is your view with regard to the prospect of assistance from flotation methods?
A. We have done no real work in flotation outside of a little laboratory experimenting, and
for that reason I am not in a position to say. Mr. Corless has done, and I think has vei-y

successfully done, tlotation. We have not done it, for the simple reason that it has not been
necessary.

Q. You have plenty of ore to handle, so at present you do not require to use these

methods. Flotation methods have been successfully adapted to the treatment of copper ores

in the West; would they have any bearing on your problesm? A. Yes, I think they would.

I cannot say from actual operating experience. To my mind there is no doubt that flotation

w^ould be adaptable.

Chairmax: In regard to getting rid of silica, are there any prospects of coming across

large and reasonably cheap deposits of limestone that would help you along? A. Not very close

at hand. There are limestone deposits on Manitoulin Island, that are a mixture of calcite and
magnesitc, which could be used. I think that is the nearest limestone to the mine.

Q. I suppose from your point of view, for the moment anyway, there would be no special

advantage in " selective " flotation, getting twice as much nickel in one product as in another,

and then ^melting them separately? It would not pay under your present system of working?

A. I cannot say, but you have not solved the problem of separation. You have only partially

done so, and you have not simplified your methods of refining in any way.

Q. Then your view would "be that selective flotation would only be valuable if you tacked

on some additional process or modified your present process? A. Yes, otherwise you would
have too many products to deal with.

Q. It would really mean mixing together what you have already separated, I suppose?

A. Yes.

lA. D. Miles.

^
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NICKEL STEEL AND OTHER NICKEL ALLOYS

Evidence of Dr. Walter Rosenhain, London, Eng.

(London, England, 27th March, 1916.)

Dr. Eosexhaix, who is Superintendent of the Department of Metallurgy and Metallurgical

Chemistry in the Xational Physical Laboratory; Member of Council of the Institute

of Metals; Past President of the Optical Society of London; Carnegie Medallist of the

Iron and Steel Institute; Vice-President of Section A (Metals) of the International Testing

Association for New York meeting (1912) ; Member of International Committee on the

Nomenclature of Steel; Chairman of the Nomenclature Committee (Non-ferrous metals) of

the Institute of Metals; Member of the International Juries of Awards (Metallurgy Section)

for the Exhibitions at Brussels and Turin; Author of "An Introduction to the Study of

Physical Metallurgy" (London—Constable and Company, Limited), attended on the Com-
mission and gave evidence as follows:

—

Properties of Nickel Steel

Chairjian: One of the things we wanted information on was the advantages of nickel steel

for structural work, automobile parts and so on, and the prospects of its increased use for

such purposes? A. I do not know whether you have seen the new standard specifications

issued by the Engineering Standards Committee on automobile steels? The Engineering
Standards Committee has recently prepared, and I think is now issuing, a report containing

the standard specifications of a number of steels which are recommended for automobile
use. Incidentally, they will serve—that is not officially stated, but it is a fact—also for air-

craft use. Among those are a certain number of nickel steels; in fact all the alloy steels

included are nickel steels or nickel-chrome steels. To that extent the use of nickel steel for

automobile purposes and for air-craft purposes is already standard practice. The amount
of nickel used in them is of course relatively small.

Q. I suppose about 3^/4 per cent, of nickel is common? A. Three per cent, to 5 per cent.

Q. And is it a fact that if you get over 4 per cent, up to a certain limit which I do not
know, those steels are inferior, and then when you reach a higher percentage of nickel they
again become valuable, much as is the case with manganese steels? A. Yes; broadly speak-

ing there is a similarity between nickel steels and manganese steels. It does not do to carry
the analogy too far, but there is a very considerable similarity. But the whole knowledge
of these things is not as perfect as it ought to be, and anything I say about it is largely

subject to correction on further investigation. The best knowledge on the subject available

.to me at the present time is this, that up to a certain limit the nickel steels are very similar

to the carbon steels in their properties, but rather better. One difficulty is that when you
get any considerable proportion of nickel, certainly when you begin to get over 6 per cent.,

they are apt to harden during cooling, even when the cooling is not very rapid. "Wlien you
increase the nickel still further they are normally hard even when slowly cooled, and cannot
be softened by any reasonable treatment. When, however, you increase the nickel again

to a further considerable amount you get another type of steel which is soft when quenched,
and in some cases does not even need quenching; it is soft when cooled in the ordinary

way. But some of those have a very extraordinary property; in the soft condition they
are' extraordinarily strong and ductile, but they harden up under work in the most remark-
able way. In the Seventh Report of the Alloys Research Committee there is a description

of a steel which contains about 25 per cent, of nickel which to the file is quite soft. It

would bend, and generally draw and work quite easily at first. If you try to cut it with a
saw, the first few strokes of the saw are quite easy; then the next stroke breaks the saw;
the steel hardens up. Really, that is an inversion of the steel into the other tj-pe, into the

hard, brittle, intermediate type under the influence of work. Then when you go a little higher

stUl in nickel content you come to a class of steel containing about 37 per cent, of nickel, which
has very remarkable properties. The best known of these steels is known as '

' Invar, '
' which

is an iron-nickel alloy containing as little carbon as possible ; it has an extremely low co-efficient

of expansion within the range of about 0° C. to 80° C. ; its expansion is less than that of any
other known metal. It is so little that Invar is used for the pendulums of standard clocks in

order to avoid the effect of temperature on the rate of the clock, and its use is also advocated
for standard measures, survey tapes, and things of that kind.

[IF. Eosenhain.']
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Q. I belicTO it is also a fact that its expansion can be made practically what is wished,

so that it can be nsed for the leading-in wires for glass? A. Yes. Guillaume, of Paris, has

worked a great deal on those lines with it, and it is used for a good many purposes besides

merely sealing into glass. It is used for the correction of chronometer balance wheels, both

for making springs, and for the wheels themselves, so that the change of elasticity with

the temperature, and the expansion of the wheel which alters its moment of inertia, are

balanced. You can make comparatively cheap clocks which are extraordinarily good time-

keepers. The quantity of steel used for that purpose is of course very minute. The torsion

pendulum clocks, the 300-day clocks, were practically impossible because of the temperature

effects, until the use of these steels came in. I may refer you to a little article I wrote in

NaUirc a couple of years ago on the use of nickel steels in clock-making.

Q. I want to ask you as to the effect of carbon and sulphur in nickel steels as com-
pared with their effect in others, and particularly in the presence of copper. I have been
told that sulphur is much more injurious in the presence of copper in nickel steel than it

is when copper is not there, but I do not know" whether that is so? A. That is a matter
for investigation. I do not think it is known. The general question of the larger utilization

of nickel steel for structural purposes, that is to say not for small parts of machines but
for large things such as bridges, roofs, and ships, is entirely a question of expense. At
present the cost of nickel makes it prohibitive for such uses.

Q. There is no doubt about its advantage if it can be got? A. 1 think there is no
doubt whatever that if you could get nickel steel for a price wdiich would compare com-
mercially with the ordinary carbon steels, it would be distinctly advantageous to use it,

because its mechanical properties are better, and I think that its corrosion properties are
probably better.

Q. Is it as easily worked as an ordinary carbon steel? A. Not altogether, no.

Q. I mean the low nickel steel? A. Yes, I know—the 3 per cent. That is a point upon
which I should advise you to gather the opinion and the experience of the actual steel

maker.

Q. Have you any knowledge of those low nickel steels such as the Mayari steel made
from Cuban ore, and containing, say from 1 to 1^/4 per cent, of nickel, which are what may
be called natural nickel steels, sold for special purposes and said to be extremely good as they
stand, but which require the addition of further nickel to bring them up to the ordinary
nickel steels? A. I have no real knowledge of those.

Natural Mixtures vs. Artificial Alloys

Q. From your experience of alloys, would you agree with many makers that, if you
can take a natural mixed oxide and reduce it to a metal, you get a more homogeneous
alloy than if you mix two metals and make the alloy in that way? A. I should feel disposed,

if I were speaking to you as to the board of a company dealing with these things and who
wanted to make a homogeneous metal and to sell it for the highest price, to advise you to

tell the public that as it is made from the natural ore it is therefore more homogeneous.
But if you want the best metal, make it out of the pure metals and mix them. I do not
think there is any question whatever that the homogeneity of the finished product can be
equalfy secured, or rather can be secured with certainty, if you mix the pure metals; and
it cannot be secured with such certainty if you use the mixed oxides and reduce them.
The reason is this, and I think this will appeal to you at once, that two oxides are never
equally reducible. There is always a difference in the temperature, or in the general r.educing

conditions required, as, for instance, between nickel and copper. If you have the two oxides

mixed in a reduction furnace, it follows, as the temperature conditions differ, or as the
proportion of carbon or carbonic oxide gas present in different regions of the furnace
differs, you will actually get a more quantitative reduction of one oxide and a less quantitative

reduction of the other, and therefore, you will be just as liable to get uneven composition
as you would if you mixed the metals and did not stir them sufficiently. Added to that
there is this, that mixed oxides being always natural products are apt to vary in composition

;

in fact, they do vary in composition. I do not think anyone has ever yet discovered a lode

in which the mixture of oxides was uniform right through. Consequently, unless you have
the most stringent analytical control in making the alloy you will get variations. Now, to

say that there is really any difference in homogeneity in a properly made alloy compounded
of the pure metals or made in the other way, I think is absolutely wrong. Liquid metals
are so easily soluble in one another that the order in which they are introduced, or the
form in which they are introduced, is quite immaterial. I can give you an interesting his-

torical example of that. For a very long time brass was always made by the reduction of
a mixed ore. a zinc-copper ore; it was called calamine brass. In spite of the fact that those
ores are still available if they are wanted, that method has been entirely superseded by the
exact mixing of carefully weighed quantities of the pure metals. If anyone wanted to

make the best varieties of brass at the present day by reducing mixed oxides he would
be two hundred years behind the times.
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Mr. Young: Have you made any experiments along those lines? A. Not actual ex-

periments on reducing mixed ores. I should regard it rather as a waste of time to do so.

Mr. Gibson: But where you get a natural ore, such as those of which Mr. HoUoway
speaks, would you think it feasible to make a good metal? A. I should expect that it would
be necessary to reduce the ore into ingot form and then re-mix and re-melt in order to get
uniform results. I should not anticipate getting direct from the ore a commercially uniform
material. I do not mean that the different parts of one ingot would be any less uniform
than when made the other way, but from one ingot to another—from one cast to another,
rather—there would be likely to be greater variations than we would admit in a modern
engineering specification.

Q. Could uniformity be secured by careful mixing when making the steel? A. Yes,
that could be done, but it would require careful analytical control. If you do that—if you
apply sufficiently thorough analytical control, then any of these things is perfectly feasible.

That is to say, if you have to deal with a mixed ore there is no difficulty in doing it, but
it does mean a very thorough control. You have to keep on analyzing your ore, analyzing

your melt and making additions all the time.

Q. I quite understand that what you say will be correct if a very uniform result is

necessary or desirable; but if it is not so, if there is a variation allowable in the result,

then the ores might be smelted direct? A. They might be smelted direct in any case, but
I take it you are now speaking of steel production, and that would not be direct from the

ore, I take it. You would first of all reduce the ore to a forra of pig?

Chairman: Yes; that is what they do with the Cuban ore. A. And then you re-melt the

pig, or run it straight into a mixer?

Q. They use the open-hearth at Maryland, and they slag off the bulk of the chromium.
But they did not speak to me of having had any difficulty in getting a uniform product.

I think that is mainly due to the fact that the original ore is so remarkably uniform? That
is so, I think, Mr. Gibson?

Mr. Gibson: The ore is not uniform; the more highly uickeliferous ores are found in

the bottom strata.

Chairman: But it is worked in a way which gives them a pretty uniform product?

Mr. Gibson: Yes.

The Witness: The ore is reduced in the blast furnace?

Chairman: Yes. A. And then it is pigged? Is it allowed to solidify?

Q. Yes. A. Then you have easy control, because you can analyze your pig and mix up
batches ; then it is all right. After all, as a commercial i^roposition, it would be no easier to

control than with your nickel and your iron separate. The question of degree of uniformity

which is necessary in a product depends entirely on what you are going to use it for. With
the very light nickel steels, 2V^ to 3 per cent., I imagine small variations in the nickel content

are not very important.

Q. When you come to 3 or 3^4 per cent, i't is more important? A. If you go higher than

4 or 5 per cent, it depends on the carbon content, but a small variation in the nickel percentage

may give you hard spots due to local cooling, and things of that kind.

Q. I suppose that those remarks you have made with regard to the disadvantage of using

what we call natural mixtures refer to all alloys, whether steel or otherwise? A. Yes, I think

so. I was speaking of alloys generally.

Q. What is your opinion as to the use of nickel in special aluminium alloys, such as are

used for aeroplanes? Is it used to any large extent in making those light alloys? A. No, it

is not, and I think the prospects are altogether against it. I should not advocate the use of

aluminium nickel alloys. They have been investigated by Rheod and Greaves, and the result

has lieen described in a paper read before the Institute of Metals in 1914. The adverse results

they found I can confirm from my own experience. We are now practically excluding nickel

from light alloys.

Q. Roughly speaking, we could say all light alloys are unimportant to us? A. Yes, I

think so. There was one concern floated to deal with aluminium-nickol alloys commercially

which has just been liquidated.

Projected Research Work in Nickel Alloys

Q. Wlien we mot you the other day at the National Physical Laboratory, you told us you
had made a suggestion regarding certain research work in connection with nickel steel ; could
you tell us what that suggestion was, on what lines, to whom it was made, and whetlier anything
has been settled? A. Nothing has been settled yet. The suggestion was one of a number
regarding researches which the Laboratory was putting forward for the consideration of the

Privy Council Advisory Committee. That is the Committee under Sir William McCormick,
which is sometimes called the Industrial Research Council. The suggestion was made based
on the following ideas: that fundamental to the further development of the special steel

industry, that is to say the industry of alloy steels, what is urgently required is a more
intimate knowledge of the nature and constitution, the chemical and physical properties, of
the alloys of iron and carbon, in the first place Avith nickel, and also with other elements,
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chromium, vanadium, etc., either with nickel or without it. Tlie reason for suggesting a

research of that kind was that in advising the air-craft constructors, particularly in the use of

steels for their engine parts, and also in dealing with nickel steels and nickel-chrome steels used

for military and ordinary purposes, we have frequently had cases of failure sent to us to

examine, which in nearly every case, after considerable study and experiment, we have proved

to be due to wrong treatment. Sometimes the steel chosen was not of the right composition.

In one instance the nickel was too high and the carbon too low; in some cases the quenching
temperature had been wrongly chosen; and in other cases, the tempering had been uneven,

and so forth. All that points to the fact that even the best of steel makers do not base their

practice on a sufficiently sound foundation of real knowledge ; and when we come to investigate

these matters, we find that we ourselves do not possess a really sufficient basis of sound
knowledge, simply because these things have never been investigated carefully and exhaustively

enough. Consequently, in dealing with cases of this kind, we have to make something like a
research on each particular steel as it comes to us. Quite recently, we have found that the

microscopic study of these alloys particularly puts in our hands an extremely powerful weapon
for diagnosing cases of wrong treatment, and this method is now actually being used in most
important contracts as a means of settling whether the heat treatment of certain forgings was
right or wrong. We put forward the idea that in order to place our knowledge of these things

on a better basis—not only the knowledge of the Laboratory and its staff, but of the industry

generally-—a thorough, systematic and scientific investigation of the whole question of the

nature and constitution and properties of these alloys is required. That, of course, is a very
large piece of work, and to be done in any reasonable time it will have to be undertaken with
considerable means ; it will mean having three or four peoj^le working at it the whole time,

with the necessary apparatus and materials.

Q. Would that include the question of nickel steels containing copper, either deliberately

added or present because it was originally in the ore? I ask, because in the Canadian nickel

ores, as you know, there is a large proportion of copper, and the ore can be selected so that we
have a great preponderance of nickel, or any proportion practically that is wanted. There
are statements, which seem to be pretty well founded, that the popper present in the nickel

within certain limits is advantageous rather than otherwise ; or at any rate, the copper will

more or less replace the nickel and save moiiey even if it were added deliberately, and
considerably more so, if it is originally present in the ore? A. The question of the study of
the nickel-copper steels was not included in the programme as I mapped it out, because the

question had not arisen—I was not aware of it till you mentioned it—to any considerable

extent. I had heard of the use of copper in American ingot iron.

Q. It is said to resist corrosion and to increase the tensile strength? A. Before you can
consider nickel-copper steels, you must first know about nickel steels. It is impossible to say
whether the presence of copper is an advantage or otherwise, until you know what the steel

ought to do in the presence of copper.

Mr. Youxg: Are the prospects of getting that carried out reasonably good? A. I think so.

Q. When would the work be completed? A. The completion would probably be a matter
of two or three years, but we should hope to pulilish the results as they came in.

Q. Would those results be availal^le for the use of the Commission? A. I have no doubt
they would be, at any rate on application to the Privy Council Advisory Committee.

Q. Do you think interim reports might be handed out from time to time? A. I have no
doubt that to any public body like yours they would be made available.

Chairman: What do you think, of the prospects, under normal conditions, of expansion
in the use of nickel on present lines and of the probability of new uses being found? A. It

is extraordinarily difficult to predict what the possible uses and expansion of a thing are likely

to be. I think myself that nickel-copper alloys are not used as fully as they might be. There
is room for a great deal of work on those.

Q. That would include Monel metal? A. Yes. Of course the real reason that has retarded
the use of nickel is the cost.

Mr. Youxg: What is the limit of prohibitive cost? A. I cannot say; I do not recollect.

I think possibly there are electrical uses of nickel which have not been exploited.

Chairman: Of course they are using large and increasing quantities now for hydrogenat-
ing oils? A. Yes.

Q. Have you any experience or knowledge of the advantage of cobalt for making high
speed steels? A. No, not at present.

Q. The Germans make what they call iridium steel, and the Americans make stellite?
A. I have heard theju. partienlarly iridium steel, spoken favourably of ; and steel makers aener-

^^h'j judging from their conversation, appear to me to have some idea that cobalt is going to
be very important. But I have no actual knowledge.

Blast Furnace vs. Electric Furnace

Q. With regard to electrical furnace work, if current can lie got at say $15 per horse
power year, as it can be at Niagara and a good many other places in Canada, how do you think
it would compare with ordinary direct blast furnace practice, considering that the products are
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very valuable, and that you get more uniformity in working, and better control? A. Do you
mean actual smelting from tlie ore, or refining?

Q. Smelting from rich ores, and, in the case of nickel, from roasted ores? A. I am
afraid I am not an expert on that point, and I would rather not offer an opinion. My general

impression is that electric furnace smelting has not yet proved itself, so far as I am aware,
anjTvhere in steel. Whether it woidd prove itself for nickel steels, or for nickel ores, I do not
know. My own impression so far has always been—but it is only an impression—that electrical

refining furnaces are a commercial proposition if the product is valuable enough; but the

electrical reduction furnace, that is to say the so-called electric blast furnace, has not yet

reached the commercial stage. The point is that in a smelting furnace reduction by carbon
is such an extraordinarily efficient tiring, that it is extremely difficult for electric furnaces to

compete. The electric furnace gains over the ordinary smelting furnace by the fact that in

it the heat is generated in situ in the material which you are treating; but in a reduction
furnace, a blast furnace for instance, you generate your heat by the combustion of your charge
just as efficiently as you can possibly do it electrically, and of course at much lower prime
cost. Where you have to bring in your heat from outside by a gas flame or some other means
of that sort, if you generate the heat in the metal you are gaining in efficiency in that way,
but in the blast furnace you are not.

Q. I think we have asked the only questions we had to put to you, but probably j-ou will

be able to think of a good many things to tell us that I have not asked you? A. May I ask
you a few questions? Perhaps that will lead to results.

Why Not Apply Carbonyl Method to Ore Direct ?

Q. Yes; we shall be very glad. A. For instance, what is your position with regard to the

carbonyl method?
Q. We have not yet visited the Mond Company's refinery in Wales, but, as you know, they

smelt ore in Canada to a matte containing 80 per cent, of nickel plus copper and about 20
per cent, of sulphur and very little iron. Both the International and the Mond produce that
kind of matte, w-hich is refined by the former in the States, and by the latter in Wales. A.
What I was wondering was whether it would pay you to trj^ and get the process worked in

Canada?

Q. That is one of the things we have to consider, of course. A. It seems to me that the

smelting into a matte, concentrating in fact, is simply done to save the cost of carriage and
transport. It might be possible to apply the process without so much preliminary treatment of

the rich ore if you did not mind the cost of carriage.

Q. Without smelting it down to 80 per cent, matte to begin with? A. Yes.

Q. That I would not like to say. A. It is worth consideration.

Q. The practice of both companies is, and has been for a very long time, to bring it down
to SO per cent., and it is an interesting thing that the Xew Caledonia people, who have no
copper and who smelt oxidized ores instead of sulpiride ores, adopt a very similar practice.

A. But they have to send it away, too.

Q. Yes ; they send it away in the form of a comparatively rich matte. A. That is done
in nearly all metallurgical processes, like the zinc concentrates from Broken Hill; they are

concentrated just simply to save carriage.

Influence of Carbon on Nickel

Q. You think that is the main reason? A. I think that is the main reason. There are

two other points which occur to me. Have you gone into the question of the influence of

carbon on nickel?

Q. Xo. That was one of the questions I asked you. A. Carbon on metallic nickel, not

on nickel steels. You know pure nickel is used for certain purposes. For instance, if you
want to draw it into wire, I believe that a comparatively small amount of carbon in it will

render it brittle. The carbon in nickel does not behave like carbon in iron and form anything
equivalent to a steel. It is throwTi out of solution as a graphite in the nickel, and renders it

brittle and short. Xot only that ; I believe if nickel containing carbon is used for making
alloys, like the alloy which used to be called German silver, carbon spoils it, so that the pro-

duction of nickel free from carbon for allojang purposes is very important ; and keeping the
alloys free from carbon during the process of manufacture is also important.

Q. Of course now they melt a very large amount of the nickel and granulate it, and sell

it in that form as well as in ingots. The cube nickel is sold to a smaller extent than it used
to be but contains less carbon than formerly. A. Yes. If you are tr^-ing to develop the uses
of nickel, as I understand you are, all these are points which will repay study, because those
are the things which cause difficulties in the use of it. There are two or three possible uses of
nickel which have occurred to me just now, and of course the cost has been the great trouble
there. I have used nickel very successfully for furnace implements, because they do not burn
away anything like so fast as when made of iron—I am speaking of hooks and rakes, for
instance, the rakes used in raking slags, and all that kind of thing.
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Mr. Young: Would that amount to much commercial!}'? A. It might amount to quite a

good deal. It would be pure nickel. It would not be nickel-steel containing 3 per cent.

Chairman: The cost would be very heavy, would it not? A. Yes, the cost is fairly heavy,

but for certain purposes where it is important to avoid contamination of your charge, the

less oxidizable nickel is very useful. Then, of course, there is another use of nickel which is

attaining considerable dimensions; that is its electrical use as resistance wires. I am speaking

of the alloy known as ''nichrome." .

Q. What is the proportion of nickel and chromium in that? A. I think there is roughly

about 40 per cent, of nickel.

Q. And ''constantan" has nickel in it? A. Yes.

Mr. Gibson : The nichrome alloy is used in electric heaters? A. Yes. We use it a great

deal in our laboratory furnaces. It is being made in this country now.

Chairman : Wiggin makes it. A. Yes ; Wiggins are the people. You should get in touch

with Mr. Boeddicker. He is an extremely able man and knows the business. All these things

which I have been mentioning to you, German silver, etc., are largely derived from his

experience.
Mr. Young: Is not there an English eriuivalent for constantauf A. '"Eureka."
Chairman : Yes. Constantan is its Continental name, but it is commonly used everywliere.

Mk. Gibson: What is it used for? A. Electrical resistances. It does not change its

resistance very much with temperature. It has a very high resistance and a very low tempera-
ture co-efficient. Manganin and platinoid are others.

Chairman: The Americans make a considerable amount? A. Driver Harris' wires are

made of that ; they brought out nichrome. They have a Manchester agency and stock in tliis

country.

Q. Would the presence of chromium up to 2 per cent., say, in iron ore containing 0.75

per cent, to 1 per cent, of nickel, be objectionable in making steel? A. I think you would
have to get rid of it, up to that percentage, but I do not think this would be difficult. You
can stand up to 1 per cent, of chromium in a nickel chrome steel

—

3V> per cent, of nickel and
0.75 per cent, to 1 per cent, of chromium.

Q. What advantage does the chromium give up to these limits in the nickel steel? A. I

think the steel with the chromium in it is distinctly stronger than the nickel steel by itself.

Q. That does not mean a reduction in the amount of nickel, but an improvement in the

quality Ity adding the chromium? A. Yes, that is it; that is one of the points—what is

exactly the best composition.

Investig^ating Standard Automobile Steels

Q. And tliat would come within the research that you were suggesting? A. Yes. There is

a Committee at work, a Joint Committee of the Institution of Automobile Engineers and the

Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders, which has on it representatives of the War
Office, the Admiralty, and the Air Service; it is receiving a grant, I Itelieve. from tlie Privy
Council Committee for carrying out an investigation on the standard automobile steels, that is

to say, the steels which have been included by the Engineering Standards Committee in their

Standards Specification of steel for automobile construction. There are ten steels altogether,
and I think they are investigating them in two compositions each, the lower and higher limit

of each specification. But, of course, that is not a theoretical investigation at all, it is solely
to establish the specifications for those steels more accurately, to find the influence of heat
treatment, the ordinary variations of composition, the influence of the size of piece on the
effect, and matters of that kind.

Mr. Gibson: Is that investigation being made at the National Physical Laboratory?
A. It is being made to a large extent at the National Physical Laboratory ; but the way they
put it is this: in order to see what are the likely variations as between the standard reached
at the National Physical Laboratory and the kind of thing that is done in private establish-
ments, they are having the work duplicated and in some cases triplicated; that is to say, in
addition to being done at the National Physical Laboratory it is being done by private
investigators, such as Mr. Brearley and Mr. Brayshaw. They have divided" it up so that each
kind of test is going to be done by at least two people, of whom the National Physical
Laboratory is nearly always one—it is in all cases where we could undertake the work—the
purpose being to see how far competent workers would disagree among themselves owing to
the natural variability of the materials, the limits of accuracy of the instruments used, and so
on. It is largely with a view to seeing what can be insisted upon in a specification.

Q. The results of an investigation of that kind will be available only to those persons who
are making it, I suppose? A. I am not sure what is going to be done.' I imagine it will be
published ultimately. At any rate, the results will be embodied in the Engineering Standards
specification at the end. You see, you specify a certain analysis; you write down what you
think the limits ought to be within which the steel must lie." That kind of thing is fairlv
arbitrary, unless you really know what is the effect of exceeding those limits. That is the kind
of knowledge we want. You say what the heat treatment ought to be, quenching at, say, 820°
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followed by tempering at 400°. "What we want to find out is, does it matter whether you
quench at 820 or 830—does it matter wliether you temper at 400 or 420? I am merely giving

those figures as rough indications of the kind of thing. You see the importance from the

practical point of view. And also, if you specify tempering at 400, and three different people

do it, assuming the National Physical Laboratory result is accurate—that the temperature used

there is the standard temperature—how near will other people working with ordinary appliances

get to that standard. Cobalt is regarded as a dangerous impurity in the nickel for certain

purposes.
Chairman: In steels? A. No, not in steels, in nickel plating. That is one of the things

which is strenuously tested for in all nickel plating in connection with high explosive shells.

It is a curious fact that, although nickel forms no dangerous compound with certain of these

high explosives, cobalt does.

Mr. Gibsox: Have any experiments been made with the use of cobalt as a plating agent
here in England? A. I have seen some account of it. I have never seen any actual cobalt

plating, but the accounts I have read are very promising. I have been working now for nearly

ten years on aluminium and its alloys, and the results achieved in the production of new
alloys and materials with properties which were practically undreamed of before are quite

astonishing. I think if similar work were done on nickel and its alloys you would probably
arrive at materials which were extremely interesting and important.

Chairman: That wliich you have told us about the nickel steels becoming extraordinarily

hard under working is very interesting. A. That has been known for a good many years, I

think. It was published in 1905.

Q. Does that same steel, if it is hammered, get harder and harder? A. Yes, it gets
very brittle in the cold after a few Idows ; at a higher temperature it softens again. The
magnetic properties of nickel steels are very interesting, too. That steel becomes magnetic
on working. It is not magnetic when it starts.

Q. I forget whether you told us how much nickel that contained? A. I think about 25
per cent.

Mr. Gibson : "What are the uses of a nickel steel containing so large a percentage of
nickel? A. Except for the purpose of Invar, that is specially low expansion alloys, I do
not think it has any use at present.

Q. AVhat percentage of nickel do they use for heavy ordnance—those large guns? A. The
information I have on that is confidential ; but it is not high.

Chairman : I Suppose, roughly speaking, we could say that nickel steels on a big com-
mercial scale would average somewhere under 5 per cent ? A. There are some which are

used as high as 8 per cent, for special jmrposes.

Q. I meant the average all round? A. The great majority of nickel steels contain

between .3 and 4 per cent, of nickel—certainly under 5 per cent. There was a very curious set

of phenomena which occurred with the earlier nickel steels, namely, spontaneous disinte-

gration. "With regard to certain grades of nickel steel in the early days one could never be
sure whether they were going to be very good material, or whether one would find a heap of
powder. What was the real cause, I do not think has ever been thoioughly investigated.

Q. Would that have any connection with the so-called '
' diseases '

' sucli as occur with
tin occasionally? A. I do not know whether there was a sort of allotropie transformation.

I have never come across the phenomenon, and it has never been fully investigated. With
regard to a great many of these things which you hear about, when you come to make
accurate investigations, you find they do not occur.

Special Uses for Nickel

Q. It would almost look as though it was due to some impurity through careless work-

ing in the olden times? A. Here is another thing—steam turbine blading. Nickel steel,

I believe, was attempted for that for a long time. I believe it has been largely given up
now, as there was trouble with the nickel steels. But that question is worth looking into,

as nickel steels are still used by some makers of steam turbines. It is a very important
matter, as a very large tonnage of turbine blading is used.

Q. That is, for the internal parts of the turbine engine? A. Yes, the vanes.

Q. Of course that is a very big thing? A. Yes. A great many of them are being made
of brass now.

Q. They have gone l:)aek to the old system then? A. Yes. I should imagine that pos-

sibly some form of nickel-copper alloy or nickel-copper-aluminium alloy might be very use-

ful for that.

Q. How do the nickel-copper-aluminium alloys compare with ordinary nickel-copper

alloys? A. I believe that at that end of the scale, that is to say the bronzes consisting

largely of copper, nickel is useful as an addition to aluminium-copper. With regard to the

light alloys I condemned it, as you know. But at the other end, I believe there is a range
of utility. The trouble is that those alloys are so tremendously strong that a great many
of the people who are accustomed to dealing with non-ferrous alloys have not got the plant

to handle them.
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Q. That -would refer to those containing from 8 to 10 per cent, of aluminium, for
instance? A. Something of tliat order, yes—say 7 per cent, of aluminium and 3 per cent,
of nickel.

Mr. YorxG: Would it be possible to get statistics of the output of nickel steel in this
country? A. I think you might get it from the Iron and Steel Institute if you ask them.
Locomotive boiler tubes is another possibility for nickel steels, possibly even for pure
nickel. Of course there the expense is the trouble. Still, as you are down to one shilling six-

pence per pound now under present conditions, I should imagine the price ought to go down
a good deal lower than that.

Q. It has not gone up so much as one would have expected? A. No.
Mr. Gibson: Has nickel ever been tried here for steel rails? A. Yes, I believe so, but

I think the exjjense has stood in the way there. Experiments have been made. I remember
having a steel rail containing nickel for examination. I certainly suggested it to one of the
railway companies myself some years ago. I am not quite sure now whether they tried it

or not.

Chairman : They have used it a good deal in the States. In one case where the rails

had stood well for a long time, they had to take them out because they had to do something
to the line so that the test was never properly finished, but the evidence seems to be in

favour of it. A. Yes. I should imagine at any rate that in tunnels it would be useful.

Q. It was in a tunnel on the Pennsylvania railway.

Mr. Young: The cost of the nickel is a factor there, obviously? A. Yes, it must be,
although as the intensity of railway trat3fic increases and axle loads and speeds get higher,

the resistance to wear of a rail is more important than its prime cost, because the labour
of frequent renewal comes in.

Q. I suppose the same principle would apply to boiler tubes and the other matters you
have mentioned? A. Yes. I will tell you another possibility for the special use of nickel.

Non-eorrodible alloys are wanted very badly in connection with such work as the sinking of
artesian wells in Australia. That was a problem that was put to me when I was out there,

and I was quite unable to give a solution. The waters in Queensland are very highly saline

hot waters, and ordinary iron tube corrodes rapidly. They have to be made hundreds of
feet deep. They are simply tubular bores, and great streams of hot water gush out.

These tubes disappear in the course of a few months. One could afford to go to a very
considerable cost for a tube in order to give it a longer life. I should imagine that very
possibly one of these alloys might be found that would answer the purpose.

Chairman : The sellers of Monel metal have issued some very interesting pamphlets on
the use of their metal? A. I know. Of course the high speed steamship propeller is another

problem. I think the future of the thing lies in finding the uses, if you want to dispose

of a large output.

\ir. Hoscnhain.]



SECTION. D

PRODUCTION OF NlCKEL=COPPER STEEL FROM SUDBURY ORE

By Alfred Stansfield, D.Sc, A.R.S.M., F.R.S.C., F^rofessor of Metallurgy,
McGill University, Montreal

[Note.—This paper, and the two immediately succeeding, also by Dr. Stansfield. deal respectively
with (1) the general subject of the production of nickel-copper steel from the ores of the Sudbury
districfc. (2) experiments by himself in the actual production of such material under a patented
process, and (3) the use of the electric furnace for smelting the ore.]

During the year 1914 one million tons of nickel-copper ore was mined and smelted in the

Sudbury district of Ontario. From this was produced 47,000 tons of bessemer matte con-

taining 22,700 tons of nickel, and 14,400 tons of copper. Some 400,000 tons of iron, equal

to half the Canadian production of pig iron, was slagged in the furnace and thrown over the

dumps, and 300,000 tons of sulphur was discharged into the atmosphere.

The producing companies control the situation and make a good profit by the present

practice; but it is worth while considering whether the 400,000 tons of iron and 300,000 tons
of sulphur cannot be utilized, thus stopping a serious drain on Canadian resources.

Utilization of Iron Content

Attempts have been made to obtain the iron, which forms 40 per cent, of the Sudbury
ores, by re-smelting the slags or waste products left after the separation from the ore of the
nickel and copper. Such an operation may perhaps be profitable, but as 70 per cent, of the
nickel that is produced must be alloyed with iron for tlie production of nickel steel, there is

no need to separate the nickel from the iron in the first place, and it should be far more
profitable to smelt them together for the production of nickel steel.

The production of nickel steel from the Sudbury ores has not been carried out in the

past, partly because it was not possible to remove the sulphur so completely that the roasted

ore could be smelted to pig iron, and partly because there was too large a proportion of
copper in the ore to permit of its conversion into steel, and the excess of copper could not
economically be separated.

In recent years improvements in roasting and desulphurizing methods have overcome the

first diflSculty; and further, it has been found that a moderate proportion of copper is not
harmful in nickel or steel, so that a large proportion of the Sudbury ores can now be worked
up into a nickel-copper steel having properties substantially the same as those of tlie standard
nickel steel. In this way tlie iron contained in the ore will be recovered in the form of nickel

steel, and incidentally the sulphur of the ore can be recovered as sulphuric acid or sulphur
dioxide for use in chemical industries.

To desulphurize the ore it would be crushed to a powder and roasted in a mechanical
furnace of the Wedge type, enabling the sulphur to be recovered, and doing away with the

nuisance of the roast heaps. The roasted ore would then be put through a nodulizing kiln, thus

reducing the residual sulphur to a very low figure, and leaving the ore in nodules suitable for

blast furnace smelting. A pig metal would then be obtained having nickel and copper con-

tents about double that of the original ore, and this pig metal would lie w'orked up into

steel by the usual methods, enough scrap iron or steel lieing added to reduce the nickel and
copper to suitable proportions.

An alternative method would involve the use of the electric furnace for making the pig
metal. The ore could be roasted in mechanical furnaces to a few tenths of one per cent, of
sulphur, and then smelted electrically to a pig metal ; the electric smelting process would
serve to remove the residual sulphur, and the electric furnace would be less dependent than
the blast furnace on receiving the ore in a lumpy condition.

Copper as an Ingredient of Steel

Until a few years ago it was supposed that copper was a harmful ingredient in steel,

but recent experiments have demonstrated that a moderate addition of copper imparts valuable
properties to steel. Work has also been done, on a commercial scale, on the j^roduction of
nickel-copper steel. This has been made by adding Monel metal to ordinary steel in the open
hearth or electric furnace, and it has been ascertained that if the combined nickel plus
copper amounts to 31/2 per cent., and if the copper is somewhat less than one-half of the
nickel, the steel obtained is substantially the same in mechanical and other properties as the
regular SVo per cent, nickel steel. It should be possible to select a large amount of ore liaving

[A. Stansfield-'l
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copper contents as low as one-third the nickel contents, and the remainder of the ore, which
would be relatively high in copper, could be worked up, as at present, by methods involving

the separation of copper and nickel, and the production of these metals in the pure state.

The electric furnace would be employed for smelting the roasted ores which might still

retain some tenths of one per cent, of sulphur, for the production of a pig metal having only

a few hundredths of a per cent, of that element. Electric furnaces might also be used for

making the nickel steel, or more probably for finishing the steel which has been made in the

Bessemer converter, or open hearth furnace.

The Objects to be Achieved

The proposal outlined above includes these separate propositions:—
1. The production of nickel-copper steel from the Sudbury ore; thus avoiding the separa-

tion of the nickel from the copper.

2. The production of a nickel-copper steel from the Sudbury ore, without the separation

of the iron ; thus avoiding expense of this separation, and gaining the iron as a part of the

resulting steel.

3. Desulphurizing the ore in mechanical roasting furnaces instead of by heap roasting;

blast furnace smelting and Bessemer converting, thus getting a more perfect roast at a
smaller cost, and saving the sulphur gases for use in chemical industries.

4. Turning the roasted ore into a pig metal by one of the following processes:—
(a) By agglomeration of the roasted ore (to eliminate sulphur and make the ore lumpy),

followed by smelting with coke in a blast furnace.

(&) By smelting (probably with charcoal) in an electric furnace.
5. Turning the resulting pig metal into a nickel-copper steel in the open hearth furnace

or Bessemer converter, possibly folloAved by electric furnace treatment to obtain the highest
quality of steel.

If wo admit that it is desirable to produce a nickel-copper steel, the following general
questions remain for consideration:—

1. Whether to treat the original ore by the new process, thus avoiding the heap roasting,
blast furnace smelting and possibly the bessemerization stages of the present process, or to
start with the furnace matte or even the bessemer matte, thus having a proportionatelj
smaller amount of the material to handle.

2. Whether to convert the roasted ore in the pig metal by desulphurizing agglomeration
followed by smelting in the blast furnace, or by means of the electric furnace.

Suggestions for Procedure

The following considerations which have a bearing on these questions and on the whole
problem may be presented:—

(1) One short ton of Sudbury ore may be assumed to contain the following amounts
and values:—

^
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(3) The roasting, smelting to pig metal, and final prodnction of the nickel-copper steel

would all be carried out at some centre such as Sault Ste. Marie, where fuel and power are

a]>undant, where the sulphur gases could be utilized, and where iron smelting and steelmaking

are already in operation.

(4) With reference to the alternative proposals to start with the raw ore or with the

furnace matte, it may be stated in a general way that the value of the iron and sulphur

gases obtained by the first alternative should about meet the cost of roasting and smelting

the ore for pig metal, so that on the whole it would appear preferable to use the ore instead

of the matte as the starting point. A pig metal obtained by the treatment of the matte

would be more valuable per ton of product, and would therefore stand transportation charges

better; but if the roasting, smelting and steel-making could all be conducted at the same
point, this argument would have little weight. The present proposal will entail the haulage

of the whole weight of the dressed ore from the mine to some point such as Sault Ste. Marie,

at which the later operations can be carried out profitably, but it must be remembered that

some 90 per cent, of the ore would be valuable material whether nickel, copper, iron, or

sulphur, as the gangue matter should easily be kept down to about 10 per cent.

Conclusion

It was originally intended that this memorandum should deal with 'Hhe application

of electric smelting and electric furnace methods to the treatment of nickel and nickel-

copper ores and furnace products for the production of nickel steel, nickel-copper steel and
similar alloys," but it soon became evident that the electric smelting was subsidiary to some
general scheme for the utilization of the ores. Electric smelting of the roasted ore or the

roasted matte, and electric furnace production of steel can readily be fitted in when the

general scheme has been decided on.

ISth January, 191(5.

EXPERIMENTS IN MAKING NICKEL-COPPER STEEL

By Dr. Stansfield, Montreal

(l) The Process to be Investigated

This is '' a process of manufacturing iron alloys " described in the United States patent

No. 1,106,785 of August 11th, 1914, granted to George M. Colvocoresses, of New York, N.Y.
The process is employed for the treatment of sulphide ores containing the metals nickel,

copper and iron, such as the ores found in the Sudbury district in Ontario ; the ores being
selected however so that the copper in the ore shall be small in relation to the nickel, examples
cited showing a ratio between these metals of from 2.5 to 4.

The ores are first crushed to a fine powder, preferably to pass a 20-mesh sieve, and the

crushed ore is roasted in a mechanical roasting furnace, such as the Wedge furnace, until the

sulphur has been reduced to about 1 per cent.

The roasted ore is then smelted to a cupro-nickel pig iron, either by smelting it (in the

powdery condition) with a limestone flux (and charcoal or other reducing reagents not men-
tioned in the patent) in an electric shaft furnace, or by nodulizing the (powdery) ore with

lime or other binder and smelting with coke, limestone, etc., in a blast furnace.

The resulting cupro-nickel pig iron is made into steel in an electric furnace, open-hearth

furnace, or Bessemer converter, with the addition of as much iron as may be needed to reduce

the proportion of nickel and copper to the desired extent.

Comparing this process with the usual treatment of the Sudbury ores for the production

of nickel steel, it will be seen that in this process the nickel, copper and iron, originally present

in the ores, are all smelted and reduced together, and all enter the resulting steel, while by the

present method the iron is separated and lost, and the nickel and copper are separated and
purified, and the nickel so obtained is again alloyed with iron for the production of nickel

steel. The product obtained differs however in the two cases, because by the new process the

copper' as well as the nickel found in the ore, will enter the steel.

(2) Discussion and Investigation of the Process

The value of the process will be seen to depend on the following points:—
(a) Whether a steel containing nickel and copper in the proportions already indicated is as

valuable as a nickel steel that is free from copper.

(6) Whether the process discloses efficient and economical methods for producing a nickel-

copper steel from the Sudlniry ores.

(c) Whether steel produced l)y this process is actually as good as nickel steel made by the

usual processes.

[J. Stansficld-I
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(a) The Properties of Cupro=Nickel Steels

It was supposed at one time that copper was injurious to steel, causing red shortness, but
during recent years a large nuralier of tests have been made which show that this idea is

incorrect, and tliat copper lias, for many purposes, a beneficial effect on steel ; at any rate when
present in amounts less than one per cent. Reference may be made to a paper by G. Howell
Clevenger and B. Ray, on " The Influence of Copper upon the Physical Properties of Steel "
Trans. Amer. Inst. Min. Eng., XLVII (1913), p. 523. Copper resembles nickel in its effect
on steel, as it increases the elastic limit without decreasing the ductility of the metal, and in
small additions it renders steel less liable to corrosion.

Copper is only slightly soluble in steel, and segregation Ijecomes noticeable when the
copper exceeds 0.75 per cent, but in combination with nickel this defect is not produced, as
nickel combines freely with iron and also with copper, thus tending to produce a uniform allov.

Cupro-nickel steels have been made in recent j-ears, not only experimentally but for commercial
purposes, by the addition of Monel metal (nickel 70 per cent., copper 28 per cent., iron 2 per
cent.) to ordinary steel. A steel to which 3% or i per cent, of Monel metal has been added is

found to resemble in mechanical and anti-corroding properties a 3i/4 or 4 per cent, nickel steel.

Reference may be made to a paper by G. H. Clamer on " Cupro-nickel Steel," Proc. Amer.
Soc. for Testing Materials, X, 1910, p. 267, and to the discussion of this paper bv
J. A. Mathews, p. 274.

G. H. Clamer (Iron Trades Review, LI, 1912, p. 931, and Jour. Iron & Steel Inst.,

LXXXYII, 1913, p. 671), describes cupro-nickel steel produced from Monel metal, or from the
Sud])ury l)essemer matte l)y roasting it and reducing the oxides to metal. He says that copper
acts so much like nickel when present in the proportion of 2.5 per cent, of nickel to 1 per cent,

of copper, that it is possible to produce a nickel steel of practically the same physical properties
as nickel steel at a very much reduced cost.

It would no doubt require far more elaborate tests than have yet been made to establish
the equality or superiority of cupro-nickel steel, as compared with nickel steel, in regard to

all the uses to which the latter is put, but there appears to be enough evidence to show that a
cupro-nickel steel in which the copper is not more than about one-third of the nickel, resembles
an equivalent nickel steel so closely that it can ))e expected, on account of its smaller cost, to
replace the latter to a considerable extent when its properties have been more fully tested.

(b) Detailed Discussion of the Process

The process described in the patent appears in general to be an efficient and economical
method for producing a cupro-nickel steel from the Sudbury ores, and should be decidedlv
cheaper than the existing method of making nickel steel by the addition of metallic nickel to

steel, or of making a cupro-nickel steel In- means of Monel metal. The several steps will now
be considered in detail:

—

1. Crushing and Hoasting:—Tlie test descrilied later shows that the sulphur can be reduced
to below 1 per cent, without great trouble, and witliout the very fine crushing referred to in the

patent. I consider that the crushing could be carried out by means of I'olls, reducing the ore

to about one-tenth inch, and thus avoiding the production of a large amount of very fine

powder.
The roasting could be carried out economically in mechanical furnaces of the "Wedge

type, fuel being needed in the later stages of the operation. From an economic point of view,
it would seem very desirable to utilize the SO2 gases for the production of sulphuric acid or
other sulphur products, in view of the enormous amount of sulphur now being wasted in the
Sudbury district.

2. Smelting to Pig Metal:—This operation serves to convert the oxides of nickel, copper
and iron into the metallic form, to remove the gangue matter as a slag, and also to remove
the remaining sulphur so that a pure pig metal shall ])e produced for steelmaking.

In view of the need of crushing the ore before roasting, it will be possible to sulimit the
ore to a preliminary dressing operation for the removal of the bulk of the rock matter. As
however a certain amount of slag will be needed to carry off the sulphur, this dressing operation
must not be carried too far.

Smelting the roasted ore in an electric shaft furnace is a satisfactory means of removing)-
the remaining sulphur and olitaining a pig metal, but it seems probable that some briquetting
process should first be used in view of the finely divided nature of the roasted ore. For
electric smelting it is usual to employ charcoal as a reducing reagent : the amount needed in
Sweden being about 40 per cent, of the weight of the resulting pig metal. The amount of
charcoal used in the test described later was about 70 per cent, of the weight of the pi<T, but
there was a very large loss by dusting. It will be safe to assume the production of two tons
of pig metal per year for each horse power supplied to the furnace, and a consumption of
charcoal equal to 55 per cent, of the metal produced. Reference may l)e made to the following
papers dealing Avith electric smelting:—

[J. Stansfiekl]
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Eugene Haanel, Ph.D. : Report on the Experiments made at Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., under

Goyernment Auspices in the Smelting of Canadian Iron Ores by the Electrothermic Process,

Ottawa, 1907.

In run Xo. IS (p. 79 of the Report) a roasted pyrrhotite from the Sudbury district was

smelted with charcoal and limestone. The roasted ore contained 2.23 per cent, of nickel, 0.41

per cent, of copper, 4.5.8 per cent, of iron and 1.56 per cent, of sulphur. The charge finally

employed consisted of 400 lbs. of ore, 105 lbs. of charcoal and 40 lbs. of limestone, and the

resulting pig metal contained 4.1 per cent, of nickel, 0.7 per cent, of copper, 0.006 per cent,

of sulphur and 0.04 per cent, of phosphorus. In all 14,500 lbs. of ore was smelted, and 7,330

lbs. of pig metal was produced. The power consumption was 0.39 E.H.P. year per 2,000 lbs.

of pig metal, and the charcoal used was 55 per cent, of the weight of metal obtained. Tlie

ore had been crushed to a fine powder and roasted in mechanical furnaces for the production

of sulphur gases, and the roasted ore was briquetted with lime before being smelted.

On page 93 of the Report there is given an account of the commercial smelting of this

ore under the direction of Mr. E. J. Sjostedt; about 168 tons of cupro-nickel pig iron being

produced at the rate of 1.34 tons per day.

The average requirements for 2,000 lbs. of this pig metal were:

Roasted ore (about 2 per cent, sulphur) 4,000 lbs.

Limestone 1,500 lbs.

Charcoal (60 bushels at 20 11)S.) 1,200 lbs.

Electrodes 40 lbs.

Electrical horse-power years 0.46

The pig metal contained 4 per cent, nickel, 0.8 per cent, copper, 0.01 per cent, sulphur and 0.03

per cent, phosphorus.

Some earlier work of Mr. Sjostedt is reported in a paper on " Electric Smelting Experi-

ments for the Manufacture of Ferro-Nickel from Pyrrhotite," Trans. Amer. Electrochem.

Soc, Vol. V, 1904, p. 233.

A report by myself on " The Electrothermic Smelting of Iron Ores in Sweden," Ottawa,

1915, contains a very careful investigation of the commercial smelting of iron ores in Sweden,

and should be studied by anyone undertaking the commercial smelting of iron ores. The

results contained in the report are, however, not directly applicable to the treatment of Sud-

bury ores, because the Swedish ores are almost entirely free from sulphur, and because, in a

simple shaft furnace such as would be employed for their treatment, the consumption of

charcoal and of electrical power would both be higher than in the elaborate and costly furnaces

in use in Sweden.
For operating on a moderate scale, electric smelting may be the most satisfactory, but if

a large scale operation is contemplated it would no doubt be more economical to employ the

blast furnace. The roasted ore would be fed, with the necessary addition of tar, into a

nodulizing kiln which would serve to remove the sulphur and produce nodules suitable for the

blast furnace. A recent account of this process is given in the Mining and Engineering World,

1915, XLII, p. 415, and Journ. Iron & Steel Inst., XCI, 1915, p. 497. The smelting operation

would then resemble ordinary iron ore smelting, using coke or charcoal according to the require-

ments of the steel-making process.

3. Eefining the Pig Metal to Male Steel:—The pig metal produced by smelting Sudbury
ores will contain about 5 per cent, of combined nickel and copper, and for the production of

cupro-nickel steel of about 31^ per cent, of these metals it will be necessary to add steel scrap

(or pig iron) equal to about 50 per cent, (or less) of the weight of the cupro-nickel pig. On
account of the large proportion of pig metal to be treated, the process of steelmaking by
the open-hearth or electric refining furnace would be somewhat slow and costly, as was found

in the test described later, and the most economical method would probably be to blow the pig

metal to steel in the Bessemer converter, and to transfer the blown metal to an open-hearth,

or preferably to an electric furnace, for finishing. The ore is so low in phosphorus that it

would not be necessary to use basic lined furnaces, but electric furnaces usually have a basic

lining.

(c) Steel Made from Sudbury Ores

In preceding sections it has been indicated that a cupro-nickel steel may be expected to

compare favourably with a nickel steel of similar composition, and that the process described

appears in general to be suitable for the production of a cupro-nickel steel from the Sudbury
ores. It remains to be seen Avhether we have direct evidence of the quality of steel that has
actually been made from these ores.

For this purpose we may discuss the published re.sults of tests that have been made iii

the past, and also the test that has now been carried out at iNlcGill University, which is described
in detail in the following section.

[A. Stansfield-'i
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Dr. J. A. Mathews (loc. cit.) describes an experiment made by the Halcomb Steel Com-
pany in producing a cupro-niekel steel in their Heroult electric furnace from the eupro-nickel

pig iron produced at Sault Ste. Marie from Sudbury ores. The steel was compared mechanically

with a nickel steel made by the usual process in the open-hearth furnace, and the results

obtained were as follows:

—

Chemical Analysis

O.H. Xickel, Cupro-nickel,

per cent. per cent.

Xickel 3.36 3.62

Copper 0.48

Carbon 0.46 0.44

Manganese 0.70 0.50

Sulphur 0.034 0.013

Phosphorus 0.021 0.013

Silicon 0.066 0.034

Tensile Test as Rolled

O.H. Nickel. Cupro-nickel.

Elastic limit, lbs. per sq. in 74,625 72,400

Tensile strength, lbs. per sq. in 122,000 115,000

Elongation in 2 ins., per cent 16 22

Reduction in area, per cent 34 51

Tensile Test Annealed

Elastic limit, lbs. per sq. in 64,750 63,750
Tensile strength, lbs. per sq. in 119,000 107,300
Elongation in 2 ins., per cent 17 25
Reduction in area, per cent 37.5 48

Quenched in Oil from loOO'F. and Reheated to 800°F.

Elastic limit, lbs. per sq. in 154,500 154,000
Tensile strength, lbs. per sq. in 175,000 172,500
Elongation in 2 ins., per cent 9.75 13.25
Reduction in area, per cent 30.8 49.1

These results indicate a distinct superiority for the cupro-nickel steel as compared with
the ordinary nickel steel, and while tliis may perhaps be due in part to the fact that the cupro-
nickel steel was made in the electric furnace while the nickel steel was made in the open-hearth
furnace, we can accept it as conclusive evidence that a very high quality steel, equal in

mechanical tests to a standard nickel steel, lias been produced from the Sudbury ores by the
methods described in the patent.

The steel produced at McGill University was not nearly as good as that made and tested

by Dr. Mathews, and therefore cannot serve as absolute proof in this connection. If, however,
we consider the difficulties involvedin making steel in the laboratory, the results obtained are
perhaps as good as might be expected, as tliey tend to contirm ovir belief that a higli quality
of steel can be made by this process.

(3) Experimental Test of the Process

Some Sudbury ore weighing 480 lbs. was selected by Mr. H. A. Moriu and shipped to

Montreal, arriving in the University on Saturday, the 8th January.

The ore was crushed and sampled, being reduced until it all passed through a screen
having one-tenth inch diameter round holes. This crushing is coarser than was recommended
in the patent specification, but was found to be line enough.

The ore was analyzed and found to contain:—Ni 3.06 per cent., Cu 0.25 per cent.. Fe 53.09
per cent., S 33.80 per cent., SiO. 6.65 per cent.

The crushed ore, weighing 458 lbs., was roasted in a hand-rabbled reverberatory furnace on
Monday the 10th January from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m., and on Tuesday the 11th from 9 a.m. to

9.30 p.m., the total time of effective roasting being about 20 hours. After the first day the
sulphur was reduced to about 2 per cent, and after the second day to about 0.5 per cent. The
temperature on the second day was raised to about 750°C. About one ton of coal and the

[J. StansfieJd-'\
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laltour of one man for two days .was used for tins operation, but this is of no practical import-

ance, as the costs would be very much less under commercial conditions. The analysis of the

roasted ore showed:

—

M 4.064 per cent., Cu 0.225 per cent., S 0.479 per cent. The weight of roasted ore was
370 lbs. There is a little discrepancy between the ratio of nickel to copper in the raw and
the roasted ore, but this was not serious enough to warrant any additional work to clear it up.

The roasted ore was next smelted in a small electric shaft furnace. The furnace was
9 inches by 13 inches in internal dimensions, and about 18 inches high. It was built of fire

bricks, and the bottom had a lining composed of burnt magnesite and pitch rammed in while

hot and baked in position. Two vertical electrodes were used, each of one and onedialf inch

round Acheson graphite. The electrodes were about 6 inches apart, centres, and were kept

low in the furnace so as to concentrate the heat near the hearth, being raised or lowered as

required. The furnace had been built for some other experiments, and did not work as well

as our usual arrangement, in which the bottom lining is of coke and pitch with an electrode

imbedded in it, so that all the electric current passes from the movable electrodes to the bottom

of the furnace. Additional tests will be made later with the furnace rebuilt in this way.

The ore was mixed with crushed charcoal and limestone in the proportion of 20 lbs. of ore to

5 lbs. each of charcoal and limestone.

The first smelting operation was made on Thursday, the loth of January. A charge con-

sisting of 40 lbs. of ore with 10 lbs. of charcoal and 10 lbs. of limestone was smelted in two

hours, using 20 K.W. of electrical power. The metal tapped weighed 16 lbs., and contained

about 7.11 per cent, nickel, 0.60 per cent, copper, 0.37 per cent, sulphur, and 0.14 per cent,

carbon. It was evident from the appearance of the metal that there was a deficiency of

carbon in the charge, this being caused l>v the charcoal dust blowing out of the furnace, and

the proportion of charcoal was therefore increased. A charge of 40 lbs. of ore, 14 lbs. of

charcoal and 10 lbs. of limestone was smelted in 1 hour and 40 minutes, using 22 K.W. The

metal tapped weighed IS lbs., and contained 4.47 per cent. Ni, 0.30 per cent. Cu, 0.074 per cent.

S. 0.7.5 per cent. C. The power consumption was al)0ut two and one half K.W. hours per poimd

of metal for the first charge, and about 2 K.W. hours for the second charge.

The next smelting operation was carried out on Saturday, the 15th January, using the

second charge mentioned above, but with the addition of molasses and water to reduce the

loss by dusting; the charge being dried before charging into the electric furnace. The first

charge consisted of 40 lbs. of ore, 14 lbs. of charcoal and 10 lbs. of limestone with 3 lbs. of

molasses. Two such charges were smelted in two and one half hours, using about 22 K.W. and

yielding 40 lbs. of metal, which contained 5.OS per cent. Xi, 0.40 per cent. Cu, 0.15 per cent. S,

2.68 per cent. C. The power consumption was 1.4 K.W. hours per pound of metal. Two more

charges each of 40 lbs. ore, 14 lbs. charcoal, 2 lbs. carbon, 15 lbs. limestone and 3 lbs. molasses

were smelted in 2 hours 45 minutes, using about 22 K.W. and ^delding 39 pounds of metal

containing about 4.8 per cent. Xi, 0.35 per cent. Cu, 0.018 per cent. S, 3.3 per cent. C. This

shows a power consumption of 1.5 K.W. hours per pound of metal, but some metal remained

in the furnace at the end of the run.

The two smelting operations descriVied above show that the roasted ore can be smelted

electrically to produce a nickel-copper-ferro pig metal low enough in sulphur for conversion

into steel." As, however, most of the metal produced in these tests was too high in sulphur, it

was remelted under a limey slag until the sulphur was reduced to about 0.05 per cent. This

remelting and necessary repairs to the furnace occupied most of the following week; a little

additional ore being smelted at the same time.

The pig metal so produced was made into steel in a tilting acid-lined arc furnace on

Saturday the 22nd of January. The furnace will hold 100 lbs. or more of steel, but as it was

desired to make at least two distinct heats, the metal on hand was divided so as to make two

heats of about 60 lbs. each.

The first heat consisted of 47 lbs. of pig metal and 16 lbs. of mild steel scrap. The pig

metal contained 4.60 per cent. Xi, 0.30 per cent. Cu, 0.045 per cent. S, and 3 per cent, carbon.

The charge was melted in about 40 minutes, using 22 K.W., after which three hours were spent

in bringing the carbon down by additions of iron ore. Ferro-silicon, ferro-manganese and a

little aluminum were then added in the furnace, and the steel was poured into iron moulds

2% X 21/^x12 inches. The steel was sound, but the ingots were rough as some slag entered

the moulds. The steel was found to contain 3.45 per cent. Xi, 0.27 per cent. Cu, 0.43 per cent.

C, 0.27 per cent Mn, 0.05 per cent. S, 0.040 per cent P. The weight of ingots obtained was

50 lbs.

The second heat consisted of 43 1T)S. of pig metal, 9 lbs. of scrap steel and a few pounds

of scrap from the last heat. The pig metal contained 4.8 per cent, nickel, 0.37 per cent,

copper, 0.07 per cent, sulphur and about 3 per cent, of carbon. The charge was melted in

about one and one-qiiarter hours (^using less power than in the first heat), and the carbon was
reduced in about three hours more by additions of iron ore and lime. Ferro-silicon and ferro-

manganese were added as before, and the steel poured into moulds, giving about 45 lbs. of

ingots.

[A. Stansfehl]
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Additional Notes

In icgaid to the expoiimental test it should be noted that the proportion of copper to

nickel was unusually low in the ore supplied, so that the resulting steel resembles an ordinary

nickel steel in composition.

Before deciding to operate this process commercially, it will, of course, be essential to

make a careful analysis of the probable costs in comparison with those of the existing methods,

and in addition to compare the cost with that of making cupro-niekel steel, using either the

furnace matte or the bessemer matte from the present process as a starting point. I am of the

opinion that the ore is the correct starting point of this process; but a full analysis of costs

should be made before it will be possible to decide wluch is the best starting point from a
commercial point of view.

I wish to add that I have made no investigation of the validity of the patent.

olst January, 1916.

A Third Trial

Dr. Stansfield furnishes paiticulais of a third trial of electric smelting of the above

material and of the resulting steel as follows:

—

The roasted ore employed in the previous experiments contained nickel 4.06-4 ' per cent.,

copper 0.225 per cent., sulphur 0.479 per cent.

A quantity of this roasted ore, together with charcoal and limestone, and a certain amount
of molasses and water-glass for the purpose of agglomerating the powdered material was
smelted on the olst January, 1916, in an electric furnace, yielding 35 lbs. of pig metal. This

contained:

—

First tap, 0.024 per cent, of sulphur.

Second tap, 0.030 per cent, of sulphur.

The average, 0.028 per cent, of sulphur and 5.12 per cent, of nickel plus copper.

On the 7th February, 1916, the 35 lbs. of pig metal, together with 3 lbs. of a previous pig

metal containing 0.016 per cent, of sulphur and 15 lbs. of mild steel scrap, were treated in a

silica lined electric furnace for the production of a nickel-copper steel. The products were:

—

An ingot of . . 19^^ lbs.

A part ingot of 13 V2 lbs.

Scrap of 9% lbs.

Total 42% lbs.

The steel contained:

—

Carbon 0.3S per cent.

Manganese 0.56 per cent.

Silicon 0.33 per cent.

Copper plus nickel 3.70 per cent.

The ingots were hammered out into liars and tested, but were found to possess very poor

mechanical property. It was recognized that this must be due to the temperature of casting,

or some other defect in the melting of the steel. Accordingly, on the 20th April 12 lbs. of

steel were remelted in a crucible and cast into an ingot. The product was found to contain

0.25 per cent, of carbon, but was not otherwise analyzed. The ingot ^vas hammered into a bar

marked S.T.4, and a test piece was cut from the lower end of the bar and tested with tlie

following results on the 12th May:

—

Elastic limit 70,100 lbs. per sq. in.

Yield point 77,400 lbs. per sq. in.

Maximum load 101,500 lbs. per sq. in.

Elongation in 2 inches IS per cent.

Reduction in area 31.9 per cent.

Tests at School of Mining, Kingston

Tests of samples of copper-nickel steel received from Dr. Eugene Haanel. Director of
Mines, Ottawa, in 1913, made by Dr. H. T. Ivalmus, at the School of Mining, Kingston, are

given in the Summary Report of the Mines Branch, Department of Mines," for 1913, pp. 17 to

20. These are cpioted below for purposes of comparison.

' I am inclined to think that this should he about 3 per cent.—A. S.

[A. Stansfieldl
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ANALYSES ^

Sample I.

Per cent.

Nickel 2.52

Copper 1.01

Sulphur 0.012

Carbon 0.453

Iron 95.95

Sample II. Sample III.

Per cent.
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PRODUCTION OF NICKEL AND NICKEL ALLOYS IN THE ELECTRIC FURNACE

By Dr. Stansfield, Montreal

[ISOTE.—This paper was prepared in response to a request from the Commission, and should be
considered as an addition to Dr. Stansfield's memorandum dated ISth January, 1916. See page 38.

(A) Electric Smelting of Nickel Oxide

In view of tlio ca.se with which nickel oxide can be reduced to ijood commercial
nickel, there can be no serious difficulty in smelting the oxide, with the addition of charcoal,

in an electric furnace ; but it might Vje desirable first, to briquette the oxide either alone or

in combination with the charcoal. As the oxide is nearly free from sulphur, there will be no
need to use limestone in the charge beyond the small amount needed to flux the charcoal ash.

The process will vary according to the kind of nickel required. (1) For nickel in

granules or ingots for use in steel making, it will not be necessary to limit the carbon
contents very closely, and the nickel need not be free from oxide or dissolved gases. Such a
metal can be obtained at once by smelting the oxide with a moderate excess of charcoal in a
simple electric shaft furnace such as that used by Dr. Haanel at Sault Ste. Marie. (2) If
for any reason the carbon is required to be very low, say under 0.5 per cent., this product can
probably be obtained directly by smelting the oxide with a limited amount of charcoal.

(3) For very strict requirements as to carbon, or if any oxidizing refining is necessary, the
pig metal can be transferred to an electric arc furnace and then finished with the aid of
oxidizing fluxes. (4) For the production of sound nickel castings, it will be necessary to

add magnesium or other deoxidizer to the molten metal before casting it into moulds. This
addition can probably be made in the ladle.

For smelting a comparatively small amount of a valuable material like nickel oxide, it

will be undesirable to construct and use an exj^ensive and elaborate furnace like the
Elektrometall iron smelting furnace described in my report on the electrothermic smelting
of iron ores in Sweden. A simple shaft furnace can be used, having a carbon-lined hearth,
serving as one electrode, or a hearth of magnesite or similar material. The latter type will

be the best for the production of a carbon-free metal. With electric power at .$15 per
E.H.P.-year the smelting of nickel oxide in such a furnace should bo as economical as by
existing methods.

Assuming a furnace of 240 E.H.P. which would produce some 2 tons of nickel per

24 hours, the following may be given as the approximate requirements of the operation :

—

(1) Electrical Power

An estimate of the thermal requirements of smelting nickel oxide shows that one ton of

nickel would need about 60 per cent, of the heat required to make one ton of pig iron from
an average magnetite ore. Applying this to the results set out in my Swedish report, it

appears that we can count on the production of three long tons of nickel per year for each

electrical horse power allotted to the furnace.' The electrical power will therefore cost

$5.00 per long ton of nickel produced, or. as the nickel will be about 80 per cent, of the

oxide, $3.60 per short ton of oxide treated.

(2) Charcoal

The amount of charcoal or other reducing reagent needed to reduce an oxide to the

metallic state depends largely upon the reaction that takes place. Nickel oxide is reduced
very readily by means of carbon monoxide, and we might expect that the reaction would be
2XiO+C = C02+2Xi. Judging, however, by the behaviour of electric iron-smelting fur-

naces, it appears safer to assume that the equation XiO+C = CO+Xi represents the reaction

that would take place in an electric furnace where the oxide is pro.iected, with little time for

preparation, into a region of very high temperature. The carbon needed is theoretically 20.5

per cent, of the metal, or 16.1 per cent, of the oxide. If the charcoal contains So per cent, of

fixed carbon, the amount of charcoal needed will be 24 per cent, and 19 per cent, respec-

tively, or with a small allowance for mechanical loss, 25 per cent, of the nickel or 20 per cent,

of the oxide treated. If the resulting nickel is carburized, the consumption of charcoal will

be about 29 per cent, and 23 per cent, respectively.

1 The calculation is made, in the first place, per long ton of metal produced instead of per_ short

ton of the material smelted, so that the figures can be compared readily with the data given in my
report on the electrothermic smelting of iron ores in Sweden. The charge made for electrical power is

not based on the amount of energy actually delivered to the furnace, but on the maximum power the

furnace is permitted to draw from the high voltage supply lines. The estimate thus allows for losses

in transformation, stoppages for repairs, and for the fact that the load factor cannot, in regular
operation, be kept steadily at 100 per cent., see images 9 to 12 of my report. In comparing the data
given by Dr. Haanel in his report on the electric smelting of iron ores at Sault Ste. Marie, it should
be remembered that he estimates pig iron by the short ton, and measures the electrical power actually

supplied to the furnace.

lA. Stansfieldl
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It may be mentioned in this conncctidn that a carl)on-frce nickel can presumably be
olitained by use of a limited amount of charcoal, but that some of the nickel oxide will be
lost in the slags. These slags will be small in amount, and can be retained and resmelted to

recover the greater part of the nickel contents.

(3) Limestone

A small amount, say 3 per cent., will lie needed to flux the charcoal ash.

(4) Electrodes

The consumption may be taken at 25 lbs. per long ton of metal ; this figure being a

little larger than in the Swedish furnaces or Dr. Haanel's experiments. If a deficiency of

charcoal is arranged, so as to produce a low-carbon metal, the electrode losses will probably
increase, but this will be offset by the greater ease of smelting nickel oxide as compared with
iron ore.

(5) Labour

Two men should be sufficient to attend to a furnace making two tons of nickel per day.

Their wages, charging $.'').00 for the fxunace men and $2.00 for the helper, for an 8-hour
shift, would amount to $15.00 a day, or $7.50 per ton of metal. The cost of labour will

depend greatly on the scale of operation ; thus, for a -1,000 h.p. furnace, smelting iron ores

in Canada, the cost has been estimated at $1.20 per ton of metal. For purposes of com-
parison, we may take an intermediate cost of $3.50 per long ton of metal, equal to $2.50 per

ton of oxide.

(6) The remaining items of cost given by Gronwall in his estimate of smelting costs in

Canada are : Office and organization, 50 cents ; repairs, 60 cents ; depreciation, 72 cents

;

general expenses, etc., about $1.00. These, together with interest charges of $1.00, amount
to about $4.00 per long ton of metal, and may be included as a single item for the purpose
of comparison.

Cost of Smelting Nickel Oxide

Per long ton of nickel. Per short ton of oxide.

Electrical power 0.33 E.H.P. rear at $15 00 $5 00 0.24 E.H.P. year $3 60
Charcoal, 560 lbs. at

". 12 00 ton 3 00 400 lbs.
~

2 15
Limestone, 67 l])s. at 3 00 ton 10 48 lbs. 07
Electrodes, 25 lbs. at 04 lb. 1 00 18 lbs. 72
Labour 3 50 2 50
Briquetting the oxide 70 50
General expenses 4 00 2 86

$17 30 $12 40

In view of the small amount of information available in regard to the electric smelting
of nickel oxide, the above figures can only be depended on in a very general way.

(B) Electric Smelting of INickeI=Copper Converter Matte

In tiie electric smelting of roasted, partly roasted, or raw nickel-copper converter matte
containing say 80 per cent, of nickel plus copper and say 20 per cent, of sulphur with a
very little iron, say half a per cent., the object sought is a copper-nickel alloy free from
sulphur, while the iron cont^its may or may not be objectionable, according to the use to

which the alloy is to be put. The ratio of copper to nickel in the alloy must also be
considered.

The best method, in my opinion, will be to crush the matte to a fine powder, say to pass
a sieve of 20 meshes to the linear inch ; to roast this in a mechanical roasting furnace of the
Wedge type to about 1 per cent, of sulphur; and to smelt the roasted matte, with charcoal,
limestone and other fluxes in an electric furnace, for the production of a pig metal, low in
sulphur. In order to remove the sulphur it is essential to maintain strongly reducing con-
ditions, and consequently the resulting alloy will contain carbon and all the iron of the
original matte. The carbon, and if necessary the iron, can be removed in an electric furnace
of the steel-making type, by treating the molten alloy with oxidizing reagents; after which
a deoxidizing addition would have to be made before pouring the alloy into moulds.

In the past (Schnabel's Metallurgy, Vol. II, pp. 679 and 691) such'matte has been treated
as follows:

—

1. Roasting the crushed matte in reverberatory furnaces to about one per cent, of
sulphur.

2. Grinding the roasted matte to a very fine powder and roasting it very carefully, witli

the addition of saltpetre, for the complete removal of the sulphur.

[A. Stamfield.'\
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3. Reducing the nickel-copper oxides to an alloy of these metals by means of charcoal in

crucibles or in a shaft furnace.

The proposed process replaces the second and third of these stages by a reducing fusion
with fluxes in an electric furnace. This process may now be considered in detail:

—

(1) Roasting the Matte

According to the references ciuoted, the matte, after fine crushing, can be roasted in

liand-rabbled furnaces to about one per cent, of sulphur with the use of about five-sixths of
its weight in coal. This roasting can be carried out more economically in a mechanical
furnace of the Wedge type, and should not need more coal than. 25 per cent, of the weight
of the matte.

(2) Smelting in the Electric Furnace

Oxides of nickel and copper can without doubt be reduced to an alloy by means of
charcoal in an electric smelting furnace. We may also reasonably assume that sulphur can be
slagged off in this process, as is the case in the electric smelting of the roasted nickel-copper

ore.

We may assume the matte to contain 50 per cent, of nickel, 30 per cent, of copper,

20 per cent, of sulphur and 0.5 per cent, of iron. The roasted matte will have the same
weight as the raw matte, and the same percentage amount of nickel, copper and iron.

For smelting the roasted matte it will be necessary to add about 22 per cent, of charcoal
for reduction, and 30 per cent, of limestone. As there is no siliceous gangue to be fluxed by
the limestone, it will be necessary to add a silicious flux (say 15 per cent.) so as to provide
a slag to carry the sulphur that was left in the roasted matte.

On account of the need of removing the sulphur, we can only count on producing two
tons of metal per H.P.-year (as would be the case in smelting iron ores to pig metal in a
simple shaft furnace) and the following table of costs will be arrived at.

Cost of Roasting and Smelting Bessemer Matte

Per long

ton of metal.

Crushing the matte $0 70

Roasting the matte 3 50

Briquetting the roasted matte 70

Electrical power, 0.5 H.P. yr. at .^15.00 7 50

Charcoal. 620 lbs. ". 3 30

Limestone, 840 lbs 1 10

Electrodes, 25 lbs. at 4c 1 00

Labour (for smelting) 3 50

General expenses 4 00

$25 30 $18 13

It must be rememljered that, in view of the limited amount of information availa1)le,

these figures must be regarded as provisional.

The metal will be an alloy of nickel, copper and iron, corresponding with the propor-

tions of these metals in the matte; it will probably contain some two per cent, of carbon,

and should be nearly free from sulphur, say under 0.05 per cent. If the alloy is to be used
for the manufacture of a copper-nickel steel, the carbon present will not be harmful, and the

alloy can be cast into moulds or granulated for use in this way. For this purpose care

would have to be taken in regard to the proportion of copper, which should be less than one-

third of the nickel. Alloys containing too large a proportion of copper could be used with
an addition of metallic nickel reduced from the oxide as in section (A).

For the manufacture of Mouel metal the molten alloy would "have to be transferred to

a second furnace such as a reverberatory open-hearth, or electric steel-making furnace, where
the carbon could be removed by addition of oxidizing reagents. For this purpose air could
be blown through the metal, or oxidizing fluxes such as nitre or nickel oxide could be added.
After the carbon had been sufficiently removed, a deoxidizing addition such as metallic

magnesium would be employed either in the furnace or in the ladle.

(C) Electric Smelting of Blast or Reverberatory Furnace Matte

In the electric smelting of blast or reverberatory furnace matte containing 7 to 10
l^er cent, of copper, 10 to 17 per cent, of nickel, about 45 per cent, of iron, and about 25 per
cent, of sulphur, the material would be treated substantially the same as the bessemer matte
already" considered. It would be finely crushed, roasted in a mechanical furnace to one per

[A. Stansfieldl
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cent, or less of sulphur, and then smelted in an electric furnace with charcoal, limestone and
siliceous flux for the production of a pig metal low in sulphur but containing carbon. This

metal could be charged into an open hearth furnace with a suitable proportion of scrap

steel for the production of a nickel-copper steel, providing that the ratio of nickel to copper

is high enough. If this is not the case, metallic nickel would have to be added to correct the

relation between nickel and copper.

Assuming that the matte contain 13.5 per cent, of nickel, S.5 per cent, of copper, 45 per

cent, of iron, and 25 per cent, of sulphur (the mean of the above figures), it will be seen

that these figures only add up to 92 per cent. I shall assume that the balance consists of

slag or oxides of which no notice need be taken. The roasted matte will weigh the same as

the raw matte, and the resulting alloy (apart from losses) will weigh 69 per cent, of the

original matte, and will contain 19.6 per cent, of nickel, 12.3 per cent, of copper, 65 per cent,

of iron, and 3 per cent, of carbon.

The roasted matte will need for smelting, about 25 per cent, of charcoal, with some
30 per cent, of limestone and 15 per cent, of silicious flux.

The electrical power needed for this operation will be about the same as for smelting

iron ore, say % E.H.P.-year per long ton of resulting pig metal. The consumption of

electrodes may be taken at 25 lbs. per long ton of metal.

Cost of Roasting and Smelting Furnace Matte

Per long
ton of metal.

Crushing the matte $0 80
Roasting the matte 4 00
Briquetting the roasted matte 80
Electrical power, 0.5 H.P. yr. at $15.00 7 50
Charcoal, 800 lbs. at $1.00 per ton -4 30

Limestone, 960 lbs. at $3.00 per ton 1 30
Electrodes, 25 lbs. at 4c 1 00
Labour 3 50
General expenses 4 00
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|->videncc of Mr. (i. M. Colvocor«,'sscs, (icncral Alanajjcr ConsoliilatccI Arizona
Smeltinj; Company, Humboldt, Arizona, U.S.A.

(Tojoiilo, ;jltli ,J;niu;iiy, lUlO, Mr. T. F. Sutherland, Cliief Iii.spcctor of Mines i<iv Ontario,
sitting witli the Commission.)

])i;. .Ml 1, 1,1,1;: I suppose the better plan, Mr. Colvocoressos, would be for you lo ^ive ns
an account of youi- jnoccss for making steel direct from Sudbury ore. A. 1 may begin by
saying tliat the value of fcrro-nickel has, of course, V:)een realized for many years. The
French Nickel company in New Caledonia made what they called a " font," which was
aji impure pig of iron and nickel, l)ack in the seventies or eighties; the nickel ore tlicy

luid contained no copper or suljihur.

f-erro= Nickel from Sudbury Ores

8onie years later, in nineteen hundred or thereabout.s, the Canadian fJovernment experi-

mental work carried on at Sault 8te. Maiie went to show that a fcrro-nickel could be made
from file Hudbury ores very satisfactorily, and Mr. P>. A. S.jostcdt, who was metallurgist
there, proposed to make tliis fcrro-nickel directly from the Sudbury ores after removing
tlie co|tpcr from the ore. I suppose a great many mtni have experimented with that. At
the time of Mr. Sjostedt's death he, had some i)r(icess in mind for removing the copper,
and he claimed he would be able to make commercially a valuable nickel steel containing
perliajis a \ory snuill percentage of copper. The matter stood in that position for several years,
liecausc tlie attempts that were made to separate the copper from the nickel did not suc-

ceed. Some of them separatc'd the copper, but the cost was proliibitive. When the copper
was not removed, the steel people protested (as they still protest to a large extent), that
copj)er in any kiml of steel is veiy detrimental to it; that it renders it useless, makes it

red-short and lirittle, and has many disadvantages.
The steel that was made at the Saidt under Dr. Eugene JIaaners diiection, was after-

wards utilized in tlie United States in several ways. He had made perhaps eight or ten
tons of pig metal which contained about one-half per cent, of copper that they had not been
alile to eliminate. Tliat steel was refined in the United States for test j)uiposes, and was
fouml to be comparable to ordinary nickel steel. It liad just as good qualities, in fact, if

anything, it was a little superior, being electrolytically re/ined, and very free from impurities.

Nickel=lron Copper Alloy.s

Some years later, I'rof. 15urgess, of tlie Univei'sity of Wisconsin, liegan to experiment
with alloys of iron with copper and nickel. Using the pure iron, he alloyed it with pure
copper and pure nickel, and made sevci'al different ranges of copper-nickel-iron alloy.s. This
was about the iirst scientific experimentation with nickel and copper conil lined in a steel

of tliat nature, altliough from y)atent records I have found that a man named Martino, in

England in 1800 tried to make a ternary alloy of nickel, copper and steel, and did maJte
it after a fashion. I have been interested in this alloy steel matter for some years, off and
on, ever since I was in New Caledonia. I have bee7i doing a little experimenting in con-

nection with the manufacture of steel direct from nickel ores, because it always impressed
me that not only the New Csiledonia ores, but particularly the Sudbury ores, should be
treated as iron ore, and that it was the greatest pity in the world to take 45 per cent, of
iron out of a ton of ore and throw it all away; and after you had gotten the pure nickel

to put it back in an open heartli furnace with some of the iron you get from Michigan or

elsewhere, and work that into a steel alloy. You just get back where you started, more
particulai'ly with the Sudbury ore. I believed you could go right straight through and
treat Sudbury ore as an iron ore; and if you doulile the amount of iron, nickel, and copper
that is contained in it, you get an iron alloy with just about 4V.j per cent, of nickel, jjIus

about one per cent, of copper. The question is whether or not that one per cent, of copper
is a detriment.

I ran up against some difficulties in starting this work. In the first place there is no
question that sulphur is detrimental to steel, and in the old steels which had been made
from time to time, accidentally containing copper, there was almost always a certain per-

centage of sulphur. I found that out, and as far as I could ascertain from analysis the

so-called copper steels which had given copper in steel such a bad reputation always con-

tained sulphur. The old Eng]i.sh steel-makers from -time to time had made some copper
steels tliat were almost always accompanied by a half per cent, or perhaps only a quarter
per cent, of sulphur, enough to be detrimental to it. I had to eliminate this sulphur in

the ore first of all, and in the experimental work, as of course it will also be done com-
mercially, I took the Siidliury ore and roasted it; I roasted it sweet.

In the Wedge roaster at Copper Cliff at the present time they arc roasting their fines

down to, I think, about three or four per cent, sulphur. T have seen other ores roasted in

a Wedge roaster down to a (piarter of one per cent., and it is purely a matter of sup[)lying

r^V. 1/. ('ill rncnrr.lfir s."]
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the necessary fuel to get it just as sweet as you like; you can roast it and re-ioast it. As
a matter of fact, you don't need to re-roast it; you can get it down to about half of one
per cent., which is quite enough to start with if you are going to make this alloy pig.

Then, there are two methods of manufacturing the pig from the roasted ore. The
first method is by nodulizing or sintering, and treating the product in exactly the same
way that you treat iron ore in a regular blast furnace. Of course, ray experiments were
carried on in a laboratory and in a small crucible furnace. I worked partly in the laboratory

at Columbia University, New York. "WTien I say tliat it can be done, I am talking theo-

retically rather than practically, because I cannot tell you positively that it can be done,

since I never did it; but I am satisfied, and I think any steel-maker will be satisfied, that

the nodulized roasted ore can be treated in a blast furnace exactly the same as iron ore;

smelted with coke and limestone to form silicate of lime slag, the result being an alloy

jtig containing nickel, copper and iron in relatively the same proportions as the ore.

The other method of handling this material is to run the roasted ore, but without sintering,

into an electric furnace. I worked with a small electric furnace similar to the Stassano

furnace tliat tliey use in Italy, and made a very nice alloy pig from the ore. "We used coke

to reduce tlie oxides
;
you could use, probably, charcoal, but I never tried it. They did try

charcoal at the Sault. I believe, and it is probably cheaper. I looked into the work which
was being done by electric furnaces elsewhere, and got a tabulation of what seemed to

be a fair working cost on the basis of regular production.

After you get your alloy pig, you have considerable sulphur left in it, a certain amount
of silicon, carbon, and possibly a few other impurities, such as may occur in the ore. It

then remains to refine that material; and this refining can be done, unquestionably, in the
electric refining furnace. That was the method I used in the laboratory experiments

;

and it is exactly similar to the method which steel makers are using to-day, to a very
targe extent, in refining high grade crucible steels.

As to the cost of the refining, the Bethlehem Steel people did a lot of work on some
alloy steels, and they figured that it will cost up to .$10 a ton for refining. I think they
exaggerated that cost a little bit. It is being done in Europe to-day as low as $6, and
with the cheap electric power you have in certain districts of Ontario, I think $7 would be
a fair cost for that work. It is probable, I believe, but I cannot speak from experience,
tliat the refining of the pig could be done by a modified open heartli or Bessemer process
more cheaply than it could be done by the electric furnaces. It is impossible in a laboratory
to duplicate tlie open hearth satisfactorily, and my refining was all done in an electric

furnace ; but I believe that eventually the material can be refined by the open hearth method
more cheaply than by an electric furnace—or possibly by a combination of Bessemer converter
and electric furnace.

We therefore arrive at an alloy steel made directly from the Sudbury ore, and con-
taining the relative proportions of nickel and copper that occur in nature. For the steel which
I made I tried to get average ore, so that the steei would contain about 94 to 95 per cent, of
iron, two to four per cent, of nickel, and from one-half to one and a half per cent, of copper.
The carbon was reduced generally to below^ one-half of one per cent., although it could lie

carried further if it is desired to do so ; silicon was almost eliminated, and sulphur was below
five-one hundredths of one per cent. This meets the specifications of the steelmakers except
as to copper, and they would say you had fine steel there, if it were not for the copper.

Prejudice Against Copper in Steel

One of the steel companies, for instance, which is manufacturing for the English
government at the present time, in large quantities, has said that it would like to make
that steel, Init they could not sell it. The British government specifies not more than .0.5

per cent, of copper in steel for ordnance and similar purposes, and you would have to
undertake a missionary campaign to educate the users of alloy steel to the fact that copper
is not detrimental. Tliere isn't one of them that will buy eopper-nickel-steel to-day offhand
if they know that it is copper-nickel steel, and yet the copper-nickel-steel which people are
making in Philadelphia and "Washington—and they have made some in Pittsburg—is standing
up to the same test that the nickel steel is called upon to stand. I had some bars made
and tested them for tensile strength, elasticity, etc., and I found they stood up just as
well as the nickel steel. We have been having some more made at the McGill "IJniversity,

but I have not heard from them yet.

Here is a pamphlet which you have probably seen

—

" The Influence of Copper upon the
Physical Properties of Steel.'" After a very extensive inquiry the authors cannot find that
copper is detrimental to steel for any ordinary purpose. Mr. Clamor published a pamphlet
on nickel-copper-steel a copy of which I sent you with my letter, and the tests, and those
i"ade by Mr. Matthews and Mr. Carpenter, both well-known metallurgists, tend to show that
there is a prejudice against copper in steel which is not well founded. At the present
time, that prejudice is the biggest stumbling block in the path of getting this process adopted
by the commercial manufacturers of steel.

'Bulletin Am. Inst. Mining Ensrineers. No. 82, for October. 1913.
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As far as the cost goes, I have very carefully figured over in a number of different ways,

the actual operating cost as I believe it would work out in manufacturing tliis nickel-copper-

steel from the Sudbury ores direct ; and I cannot find any reason to think, even on the most
liberal estimate, that the steel would cost more than $30 a ton. That compares, as you know,

very favourably with the cost of manufacturing nickel-steel to-day, where the nickel is

purchased from one concern and alloyed with steel made by another concern. I think

that on a large scale this nickel-copper alloy steel could be manufactured for $25 a ton;

and my own whole proposition simmers down to one statement, when I say that I believe

that the manufacture of nickel-copper steel directly from the sulphide ores results in

a steel which is quite as good—not a bit better, but as good—as the ordinarj^ nickel-

steel of commerce, and at a considerably lower cost. There is no positive way of prov-

ino- that statement until one actually does it, but any man going over the figures, I believe,

wiTl be satisfied that this material can be made much more cheaply than nickel steel by

present methods, and anyone examining the tests of the physical properties of copper-nickel

steel will be satisfied that it is as good as the nickel steel. It remains to educate the users

to take it in place of nickel steel.

Prof. Burgess, of Wisconsin, wrote this letter on April 19th, 1911 : I quote in part

:

"Our work has made us believe that the use of a copper-nickel addition to iron, if

"properly taken up, would develop into a valuable matter in the field of alloyed steels.

"There is a long standing and well-developed prejudice against the existence of copper in

"iron and steel, but w-e believe that it is a prejudice which is not entirely well founded."

Of course, that is more or less non-committal.

Saving the Iron and Sulphur

Now, then, from the commercial standpoint, what I claim is that I can make an equally

good alloy steel for less money than nickel steel. And from the conservation standpoint it

appears to me that this process of mine has a great many good points: In the first place,

there is no appreciable loss of iron—not more than is lost in the ordinary slag from an

iron furnace. You have the 40 to 4.5 per cent, of iron which is taken out of the ground,

and it all comes back in your finished product.

In the second place, your sulphur will have to be roasted out in a furnace constructed

for roasting sulphur, and all of that sulphur can be utilized sooner or later. I am not

prepared to say that the sulphur can he profitaV)ly utilized at the present time in the district

around Sudbuiy. I believe it could, but I think it would be a very close question. At all

events if utilized even with no profit it would not be a detriment to the agricultural interests

of that district; and a company operating in this way would not need to fear law-suits and

damage claims on account of the sulphur fumes. In the third place, I am almost positive

that if this process were adopted it would have to be carried on very near the ore bodies;

it would be quite out of the question to transport this ore, at least until you get it in the form
of pig, anywhere out of the country. You are favoured in Canada, especially in Ontario,

with cheaper water power than probably any other place on the continent of America. You
are not favoured with cheap coal or other forms of fuel, but using, as I believe would be

used, a large percentage of electric power and a comparatively small percentage of fuel, I

know that this alloy could actually be made more cheaply in Ontario than it could in any

neighboring part of the United States. Of course, if part of it were used, as undoubtedly

it w^ould be used in the United States, it would be a simple matter to export the pig iron

over there, which would probably go in free of duty under our new tariff, and that could

be refined in the United States to avoid the present duty on refined products.

Dr. Miller: Speaking about using the sulphur; suppose the ore were brought down to the

Niagara district, wouldn't that sulphur go a long way towards paying the freight on it?

A. What commercial use would you propose?

Q. Well, for making sulphuric acid, for instance. A. I think it would, in that district.

I think if it were taken to any point on the Lakes that, in all probability, there would be a

market for sulphuric acid.

Q. There is a fairly good market, normally, here, and an especially good one now. Iron

pyrites with 45 and 50 per cent, sulphur generally brings, say, about $6 per ton? This ore of

yours on the average, would amount, roughly, to what, in sulphur? A. About 25 per cent,

roughly.

Q. And if you saved nearly all that sulphur that would be worth, roughly, $3 a ton. A. I

should think so.

Q. Well, that would go quite a way towards paying the freight do^Ti here, wouldn't it?

A. The freight on nickel matte Sudbury to Bayonne is -^6 a ton, I think; that takes the rail

freight all the way down.
O. But if you were Ijringing it down to the Niagara district where the sulphur would be

available, you would have it right there where you could use it. You couldn't ship it very
well from Sudbury as sulphuric acid, at present? A. I had in mind if I had been able to raise

the money for this (which I was not) I would have carried out this jirocess at Welland or
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vicinity, wliieh seemed to me the best place for it. I went iqi there and looked over a number
of sites, but I don't pretend to know enough about the sulpluiric acid market to make my
opinion of any value on that point at all. I think, in fact I am quite sure, that a market for

that could be worked up, and the sulphur would, at least, a few years from now, be a valuable
asset.

Mr. Sutherland: A good deal of the fSudbury ore carries 2 per cent, copper. When
you make your concentration by tire, you double the amount of nickel and copper in your
pig as compared with the original ore, that would make 4 per cent, of copper in the pig;
or eighty pounds at 20 cents a pound, say $16, which you would lose? A. Most of the ore
1 experimented on was lower in copper than that, considerably lower ; but in the case you
mention when the pig was in the reiining furnace I simply alloyed with pig iron or scrap
iron. I have had pig from the Sudbury ore that carried 4 per cent, copper and probably
8 to 10 per cent, nickel, or thereabouts. In fact, nearly all the ores that I had carried a
great deal more nickel than copper, and the pig ran about seven or eight per cent, nickel to

2 or 3 per cent, copper. Now, I simply added to that in the refining furnace an equal
volume of scrap iron, without any nickel or copper in it at all, and I produced a steel with
4 per cent, nickel and 2 or liy4 per cent, copper. If I chose to add another equal volume
of iron to that, I could get it down to two and one, making a 3 per cent, alloy, and it is

obvious if you were doing this in a district such as Wellaud, right near the Buffalo plants,

the Lackawanna Steel Company, etc., you could procure your scrap iron and pig iron very
cheaply for alloying your alloy pig which would be produced from the Sudbury ores.

Nickel=Copper Steel from Blast Furnace Slag

I also experimented at the same time with making alloy steel from the slags of the ore.

That is something a good many have experimented on before, and they always stumbled over
the same block—the copper. It was a well known fact that you could make steel from
those slags. Major Leckie tried it, assisted by Mr. H. A. Morin, and I think others, too.

They made steel, but they thought it had too much copper in it, and also sulphur. I took
care of the sulphur by an electric refining furnace, and I got steel which had a very low
percentage of nickel and copper, approximately one per cent, of nickel and a half per cent,

of copper, or possibly a little less than that. I got some old slags that were a little higher
in nickel and copper, and I got a little higher figure in the steel. The principle is exactly
the same as treating the ore, the only difference being that you do not have to roast it, as
you have very little sulphur to start with, and that sulphur can be taken care of by an
electric furnace; and you arrive at exactly the same result with the percentages of nickel
and copper consistently reduced. Now, my idea was that if this thing got started in a
commercial way it would pay to operate by the present method in part, and by this new*
method in part.

For making refined nickel or Monel metal, of course your plant for making nickel-

copper steel is no good
; you have got to make the nickel-copper matte, and then separate

the nickel and copper either by the Mond or Orford or some other process. A large amount
of the nickel is used pure, as in some coinage for instance, and for alloys as in nickel
silver, and so forth ; but there is no reason why the slag from the blast furnaces making
this nickel copper matte should not be run directly into either a blast furnace or an electric

furnace (an electric shaft furnace), and instead of being run out to waste it could be
utilized as a base of the iron pig and of the alloy steel, fluxing the slag with limestone in

exactly the same way that you flux iron ore. You would have a very great advantage if

you treated the slag before it cooled, as you would save all your heat units, and that would
undoubtedly be the economical method of working it. Of course I never was able to experi-

ment on the slag before it cooled, but the work I did was on the cooled granulated slag.

As a matter of principle, it would be a great deal better to use the hot slag. By running
your blast furnace in what would be considered now as a very poor manner, you could
make a foul slfig by preventing all of your sulphur from combining with the matte. You
could then allow a little sulphur to combine in the slag, and you could get a slag, which,
instead of containing (as the average Sudbury slag does to-day) about half of one per cent,

combined nickel and copper, would contain up to one per cent, or more combined nickel

and copper. That would bring your percentage of metals in slag just about right, or nearly
right for manufacturing the alloyed nickel copper steel. You would not get all the metals
in your matte, but you would get them in your steel, and you would not lose the values in

the slag at all as you do now; you lose one-half of one per cent, nickel and copper that
is slagged off in these furnaces.

I have gone into the thing very carefully, and I cannot see any reason why that can-

not be done, and done at a commercial profit. The one thing that it requires is a large plant

;

it requires the expenditure of a lot of money. The operators in the district at the present
time are making much money, and perhaps they are not over anxious to go in for anvthing
new in that line, which would mean only a comparatively small additional profit. At the
same time, I am perfectly satisfied it would mean a profit, and with a big plant for the
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manufacture of the nickel-copper matte, and pure nickel and copper or Monel metal by the

refining of the matte; also a plant for the manufacture of nickel-copper alloy steel directly

from the ore, and for manufacturing nickel-copper alloy steel from the slag of your matting

furnace, you have got a proposition that on paper looks very nice, because it really provides

for utilizing every bit of valuable material in the ore from start to finish. Nothing valu-

able is lost; your sulphur isn't lost; your iron isn't lost, your nickel and copper losses are a

good deal less than they are at the present time.

Large Scale Experimental Work Required

The whole question is whether this is a dream, or whether it is an actual, practical,

commercial fact; and I can only tell you what I have done in small laboratory experiments,

and what figures I have been able to work out from what I know of the practice in the

Sudbury district and other places where similar work is being done. What I wanted was

to have people who were sufficiently interested go ahead with some experiments on a small

commercial scale. It never pays to start in on big experiments, because if you are not

successful you lose a lot of money, and I know as well as anybody does that many processes

whicli work out nicely in tne laboratory don't work out well when you get down to operating

on a large scale, and under local conditions near where the mines are working and where

you have to treat the materials. There is absolutely no other way of proving this thing

than to go ahead with a commercial experiment.

Mr. Sutherland: You think that the present nickel companies are making such a large

margin of profit, and this is so small that it would not interest them? A. I don't think

that eventually the 'profit would be small. I think it would be fairly large, but it calls for

a \cvj large investment in new plant. Their profits would be but little larger than they

are at the present time.

Q. So there isn't any great advantage? A. Xo great advantage to the nickel companies

—no. At the time I started working on this thing I was in the employ of the International

Nickel Company. I Avas with them for twelve years, and I talked it over with them. I

wanted them to let me go ahead and experiment for them;- they had no objection to the idea,

but did not see they had anything to gain by adopting it. So tliat practically all the work I

have done has been done entirely at my own expense and on my own hook.

Mr. Gibson: Would it be possible to conduct operations on a commercial scale in some
existing steel plant? A. I don't know of any plant at the present time that would be

equipped for that, but it would be possible to do so by arranging for a comparatively small

additional equipment. For instance, you have got to combine the Wedge roaster, or some

form of roaster, with the blast furnace. Now, none of the steel plants have roasters at

the present time. They don't need them in their business. The roasting could be done
very cheaply. A small amount could be roasted in an ordinary hand-rabbled calcining

furnace, such as was used twenty-five years ago in copper works—though, of course, if they

were working on a commercial scale they would need a regular revolving multiple hearth

roaster—then you could utilize a small blast furnace for smelting to pig; no trouble about

that at all. You have got to have an electric furnace for refining, or else make such

arrangements as you can to refine by open hearth; and tliat would require additional expense.

I am not sure whether '
' the Sault '

' steel works have an electric furnace or whether they have
torn down that old furnace they had last time I was up at their plant. The hardest part

is to regulate the carbon. That is a matter that requires some experience. In Philadelphia

they used the Hering furnace for refining. I realize that the experiments which I made
were on a very small scale. I sent a quantity of ore, some hundreds of pounds, to McGill

University two weeks ago, and I hoped that they would have had their experiments

finished in time for this meeting. Of course, they won't settle actual costs of manufacturing
on a commercial scale. If I could convince the steel users that the copper is not dis-

advantageous, if some of the large users of nickel steel to-day would go to the expense

of experimenting with the nickel-copper steel, and would say that as a result of their experi-

ments they were satisfied to accept the nickel steel with copper in it, I am convinced that

the steelmakers would enter this business. In fact, I have had pretty good assurances

that they would. I went down to Washington two years ago, and tried to get the Navy
Department to carry on some experiments. They were very much interested, and told me
if I would make armour plate of nickel-copper steel they would shoot any number of shells

into it at their expense. It costs about $15,000 to make an armour plate. The only people

in the country who can make it are the Bethlehem Steel and Carnegie and Midvale, and I

don't think either of these firms is yet ready to take the matter up. I had the proposition
up with the Bethlehem Steel Company, and they were interested; but they cannot get away
from the copper. Mr. Buck, their vice-president, whom I saw on two occasions, and who
is very familiar with the Sudbury conditions, said, "Well, it may be all right, but where
are we going to sell this nickel-copper steel?" They are making, of course, an immense
amount of ammunition for t\\e British government at the present time, and those specifications

against copper are particularly hard to overcome. The automobile people specify against
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copper, too, but a lot of copper in steel has been ''pawned" off on them by steel manu-
facturers and they had a lot of tests of this copper-nickel steel made—their Monel metal
steel—as against the nickel steel they were supposed to deliver.

Mr. Sutherland: But they never knew the difference? A. No, not once in a hundred
times, unless they analyzed it; as long as they have been getting the ordinary good quality of

steel they let it go right along; but if there is any kick coming they will analyze it. Various
users had been supplied, I was told, over four thousand tons of copper-nickel steel up to about
a year and a half ago ; I don 't know how much since. In Germany, if I was correctly

informed, they have been using nickel-copper steel for some years for certain special purposes,

and found it particularly valuable for those purposes. What these were using it for, I don't
know, but I was advised that they were using it and specified it:—material that was delivered

to the German government.

Sulphur the Culprit, not Copper

Mr. Gibson: Is the prejudice against copper in steel founded on actual experience, or

is it, as you have explained, largely due to the presence of sulphur and not of copper? A. My
personal belief is that the prejudice is entirely founded on the fact that all the copper steels

made a few years ago contained sulphur in a quantity that was detrimental. The English
steelmakers had a conference on the subject some ten or twelve years ago, and they all agreed
that copper was harmful in the steel. The analysis of steels that they gave all showed in

conjunction with the copper, a certain percentage of sulphur ; and when Professors Burgess
and Aston and others in the States began to investigate, they went back and raked over the

fact that sulphur was always present where copper was. That appeared to be the '
' nigger in

the wood-pile," the real trouble. I found one thing that was very interesting in connection
with the nickel-copper steel, and that was this: if the copper exceeded 50 per cent, of the

nickel in the steel, or possibly 40 per cent., the effect appeared to be detrimental to the steel.

For instance, a steel containing three per cent, of nickel must not contain more than one and
one-half per cent, of copper. If it does, it is brittle, but up to approximately 40 per cent, or

30 per cent, of the nickel, the copper replaces just exactly so much nickel in the steel.

Mr. Gibson: Take a steel that contains no nickel: would copper be detrimental? A. I

believe it is, over a certain percentage.

Q. Wouldn't that be the case with those English steels? A. The English steels had no
nickel at all. They were simply coj)per steel. Now, they are making copper steels to-day up
to one per cent, copjier wliieh seem to ])e absolutely all right. They are Ijeing used for roofing
sheets and rails, and they are giving very good results. They have tried them on the New
York and New Haven railroad. But above one per cent., it does seem as if copper is detri-

mental in its effect upon steel. On the other hand, if you have over 3 or 4 per cent, of nickel,

a steel will stand one per cent, of copper without doing any harm.
Mr. Young : Will carry up to 50 per cent. ? A. Yes, but preferably not more than 30 per

cent. I took 4 per cent, nickel steel, and after testing it, that 4 per cent, nickel steel was
almost identical with nickel-copper steel with 3 per cent, nickel and one per cent, copper. This
bulletin contains a complete history of all the tests that have been made, but I really think that
the case against copper in steel is a very poor one when the copper does not exceed a certain

percentage.

Mu. Sutherland: Are the United States requirements as stringent as tlie Britisli govern-
ment's requirements just now? A. In the United States Ordnance Department, except for
certain special purposes, they do not specify against copper in steel, as a general thing, but
their steels have to stand up to the jDhysical tests that are required.

Q. But the large munition manufacturers in the States now, or at least the steel people,

are all working on British contiacts, and have to abide by the British specifications? A. Very
largely, at tlie present time. When they were building the Panama canal they specified against
copper in steel, and there was some steel sent down there with copper in it. I think it was
sent down by the Crucible Steel Company. It contained above one-half per cent, of copper,

and it was thrown out. The Crucible Steel Company's man went down there and had that

steel experimented with in competition with the steel that met the specifications; it fulfilled

every single one of the physical requirements, and as a result of that, the engineers took the

prohibition off copper on all their future specifications.

Mr. Gibson: The process you have described would be more particularly suitable for the
ores of Sudbury? A. That is the only kind of ore it is suitable for.

Q. It wouldn't apply to the ores of New Caledonia? A. No. But you can make nickel

steel from the New Caledonia ore without any copper in it. That has been done years ago
by the French. The iron in the average New Caledonia ore is only 10 to 15 per cent., and you
can alloy it with copper if you wanted to do so.

Dr. Miller: There is a good deal of ore in New Caledonia that is thrown away? A. Yes,
a great deal is thrown out, at some of the mines—their shipping product is only about one-

sixth of the actual nickel-bearing material they mine. That is where the cost comes in;

otherwise it would be the cheapest nickel mining in the- world.

IG. M. Colvocoresses.']
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Cost Less Than Nickel Steel

Q. At what price do you suggest that this nickel-copper steel might be sold? A. I think

I stated that it could be profitably sold at $40.

Q. And the steel itself, without nickel-copper, would sell roughly at what? A. Well, at

the present time ordinary carbon steel is selling at about $30, that is, rolled into shapes.

Q. It might sell at $25 or $30: there would be a difference of $10 to $15? A. A differ-

ence of $10 or $15, yes. You could not possibly hope to manufacture steel from those sulphide

ores which have to be roasted, as cheaply as you could manufacture steel from the Michigan

ore for instance. That steel costs about ten or fifteen dollars less.

Q. No, but the point I was trying to get at was what you would really be getting for the

metals, eopi^er and nickel, in your steel? A. You would be getting less than you get to-day.

Q. Well, your steel contains roughly— A. Say, on the average, 2^^ to 4 per cent, of

nickel and not more than one per cent, copper. That would be $16.50 for the two, plus the

steel. Assuming fifty pounds of nickel at 25 cents a pound, that would be $12.50, and $4 for

the copper; the iron that goes into that to a steelmaker wouldn't have a value of more than $20.

Q. Of course, when normal times come again they may sell nickel at a good deal lower

price? A. Well, assuming that nickel is sold at 25 cents a pound, and that a man to-day

wants to alloy his open hearth steel and make three and a half per cent, nickel steel, he buys

70 pounds at 25 cents; he pays $17.50 for that, plus the cost of his steel, which we will say,

would be about $20; that is $37.50. Now, I claim that for $30 that same ton of three and a

half per cent, alloy steel can be manufactured direct. As a matter of fact, a great deal of

the nickel is paid for at a higher price than that, and goes in the steel.

Q. Isn't there a likelihood that in the future it may be sold at a considerably lower price?

A. That I don't know.

Q. It was sold at 25 cents in the old days, wasn 't it, when the Vivians were working there ?

A. At the time the Orford Copper Company and the French company got into competition

thev sold it down at 22 cents or thereabouts, Imt that was only for a short while, and I don't

think since then it has been sold at so low a figure.

NickeI=Copper Steel a Homogeneous Product

Q. Well, if the nickel people could make fifty per cent, on the cost, it would be a pretty

fair profit, wouldn't it? A. I should think so. I don't claim that any company engaged in the

manufacture of nickel to-day would benefit by this process. Their profit would be no greater

than it is at the present time. They probably make as much profit out of selling the nickel

that goes into the nickel steel as they could expect to make by selling the nickel-copper steel

itself, figuring interest on the plant and everything else; but I do claim that this is the

logical and proper way to make the nickel steel, or rather nickel-copper steel. When you

have got your nickel combined, with 40 odd per cent, of iron by nature, you ought to utilize

that iron, and make your nickel steel directly from the ore; not take away and slag off the

iron, and separate the nickel and copper by an expensive process, and then put the refined

nickel, or the nickel oxide back into iron that comes from some other source. I think I am
right in sajing, also, that the nickel-copper steel made in this way is in some respects superior

steel to the nickel steel that is made by alloying in the open hearth furnace. The reason of

that is that all three metals, iron, nickel and copper, are kept in combination riglit through

from the start, and the composition of tliis alloyed steel is homogeneous. When you alloy in

the open hearth the molten steel with the nickel oxide, you run a very big risk of segregation,

and much nickel steel must be thrown out as defective. It would be foolish for me to say

from the little experience that I have had that this would be the way of it in a big plant, but

it seems reasonable and logical that my steel would be more homogeneous than any made by
the present method.

Mr. Gibson: You don't concur in the opinion that the only proper way to make nicke'i

steel is to add the nickel in the furnace? A. No, I don't believe in it. What is the basis of

the argument? If you have the nickel and the iron together, and you keep them together right

through, why should the result be inferior to nickel steel that is made up by two metals being

put together at the very last? Take Monel metal; it is not made by separating nickel and

copper, and then putting them together again ; it is made by keeping the nickel and copper in

combination right through from- the start. And the Mayari steel is a steel that has many
good qualities.

Dr. Miller: The point was made that the Mayari steel was not as good, because the

constituents were there in the original ore. A. That steel has chrome in it, and chrome-nickel

steel has different properties from straight nickel steel.

Mr. Young : Would nickel-copper steel compete with tlie ordinary steel on a com-

mercial basis? A. Unquestionably, it would not compete with ordinary steel, mild steel, or

carbon steel, because it would have special physical properties comparable to nickel steel.

Now, take matters as they stand to-day, and assume that they purchase 70 pounds of nickel to

add to a steel. They pay for that $17.50, 25 cents a pound. (Of course, they may pay more
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or may pay less, but assume that to be what they pay; though I don't think you can get it as
cheaply as that under the circumstances.) They add that to, say, $20 worth of steel. Their
actual cost for that ton of nickel steel is $37.50. My actual cost of the manufactured steel

is estimated at $30.

Mr. Young: Can you give us the items of cost? A. Yes. I have figured everything here
on a very liberal basis. For instance, I have allowed for each ton of ore, mined and roasted
and sintered, $2.50 for mining. It is not costing anything like that at the present time. I
have allowed for crushing and roasting 50 cents, and for sintering and transportation $1.00.

That would be assuming it was going to some point several miles away, but not away down to

the Niagara district. Roasted and sintered the ore costs $4.00 a ton; $8.00 per ton of pig;
two tons ore to the ton of pig. Coke, that is, assuming you smelt in an electric furnace, costs

you about $2.25. These iigures are based on an English estimate of the manufacture of steel

by the electric furnace, and on conditions in the Sudbury country. Lime, 30 cents per ton of
pig iron. Electrodes $0.60. Power at $20 per horse-power per year, which is higher than
you expect to pay in that district, costs $7.00, and labour $3.00 on the last basis of labour
value. The total cost is $21.15 per ton of impure pig for refining, and allowing 2,008 pounds

^ of pig for one ton of steel, conies to $21.25 per ton of steel. Add to that burnt-lime 30 cents,

iron ore 20 cents, ferro alloys, manganese, etc., 50 cents, electrodes 68 cents, power $1.15,

labour, etc., $3.80; that brings the total cost to $27.88 per ton of refined steel, and allows

$2.12 for selling expenses and general expenses which would bring it to $30.00.

Mr. Gibson: Are you allowing for overhead expenses in the $2,121 A. $2.12 would
cover the overhead expenses.

Costs by Blast and Electric Furnace Equal

Q. "Which do you think is the cheaper, smelting by the blast furnace, or the electric

furnace? A. It would all depend on what price you can get coke for. Coke is the determin-
ing factor, and electric power. If you can get electric power for $16 per horse-power per year,
and coke at $7 per ton, which is the cost at the present time, I believe, in the Sudbury district,

you have an advantage in using the electric furnace. If you could import your coal and make
coke in by-product ovens, and get some credit for your sulphur as a fertilizer in conjunction
with the ammonium sulphate (a natural product of coking) and your coke should cost you
five or six dollars a ton, you probably would have a slight advantage in favour of the blast
furnace.

Q. But the conditions as they are at the present time in the Sudbury district would favour
electricity? A. I think slightly, but the advantage wouldn't be very large. At $12 a horse-
power year, electric smelting would undoubtedly be cheaper, and it would be the preferable
method, because the cost of refining electric pig is less than that of blast furnace pig. You
make a cleaner pig and it requires less refining. It is very difficult to figure these things
closely, on small lai)oratory experiments. I cannot tell you anything more than theoretically,

and I have compared, for instance, electric steelmaking costs in California and Norway, and
several other places, and taken local conditions as they are in Sudbury and used those figures;

substituted local figures for the ones that are given in these other places, and based my
estimates in that way.

Dr. Miller: How many tons of ore roughly, should be treated in a day to put this
on a commercial basis? A. I tliink that a plant having a capacity of one hundred tons a day
could be started, and the product would sell itself after that. I mean if the operations were
successful as my belief is they would be. I think that the other companies would be anxious
to treat their ore in this way.

Mr. Gibson: Would that be a normal capacity for an electric furnace on that ore? A.
Well, it would be a very large capacity for any ordinary furnace. About fifty tons ore a day
is, I think, as much as any electric shaft furnace takes, and two of these could be operated as
a hundred-ton plant. That would mean the production of say, fifty tons of steel a day, say
fifteen thousand tons a year. Fifteen thousand tons of nickel-copper steel a year would only
supplant, of course, a very, very small percentage of the nickel steel that is sold to-day. Some
of the large steel companies in the United States sell more than that in a month.

Mr. Sutherland : What would the freight on the nickel-copper steel pig be from Sud-
bury to where it would be used? The greatest market would be in the States, wouldn't it?

A. You have also a big market in England. You are not making refined nickel; you are
making nickel steel or a substitute for it. Any of the steelmakers that have rolls and the
ordinary equipment for casting, can utilize nickel steel. It doesn't require a plant with the
open hearth equipment for alloying the nickel with the steel, which is only found in a few of
the larger plants. If you make the nickel-copper steel ingots you will find they will be market-
able wherever nickel steel is used. For instance, if you are using nickel here in Canada for
bridge work or for armour plate it could be used right here, and, of course, it could go to

England for all uses there, and to the United States. The freight should not exceed to

Pittsburg, we will say, about $6 a ton, about the same, roughly, as the freight on matte to

Bayonne.
,
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Dr. Miller: What would be the approximate cost of a plant like that treating a
hundred tons a day? A. A complete plant to treat approximately a hundred tons a day
would probably cost $250,000. That includes the roasting equipment, the smelting equip-
ment, the pig refining equipment and everything. My own idea was to have a small
experimental plant put up at Welland that would have cost about $15,000, and would have
treated about five tons of ore a day. If that plant were successful in its operation, I felt

confident that some of the steel companies or others would be suflSciently interested in the
matter to go ahead with a larger plant, such as would be necessary to get this thing on a
commercial basis. I think an expenditure of $15,000 for a small experimental jjlant would
tell the story, and that such a plant after it had operated for a period of three months or
thereabouts, would pay its own way very nicely.

Q. Suppose there was a company organized on a large scale to take up that process, they
might have diflSculties now in getting large holdings outside of the companies that are oper-
ating in the Sudbury area? A. I hoped, if this process were successfully applied, possibly
one or other of the operating companies there, might be combined with a business of this kind.

Mr. Sltherland: The company using that process wouldn't make any refined nickel?

A. Not unless they chose to separate it and make it by some of the established processes. I
didn't contemplate in this process the manufacture of any refined nickel at all, but two-thirds
of all refined nickel is used in alloy steel to-day.

Converting Sulphur into Sulphuric Acid

Mr. Gibsox : You spoke of getting rid of the sulphur fumes. How would that be accom-
plished? A. At the present time the sulphur is roasted in open heaps, and it spreads over
the country and is a considerable detriment. Now, if you roast the ores in a furnace, a
multiple hearth furnace such as the MacDougall, Herreshoff, or Wedge, the fumes pass in a
flue, and through that flue can be conducted into the chambers where sulphur (by one method
or another) is precipitated and utilized for the manufacture of sulphuric acid, or possibly, for
metallic sulphur. That is being done for the Tennessee Copper Company where they were
obliged to stop letting sulphur go to waste on account of the damage to the crops.

Q. You think the sulphurous fumes would be rich enough to afford the raw material for

making sulphuric acid? A. No question you would not get as much sulphur out of Sudbury
ore as you would from iron pyrites, but most of the sulphur you have could be utilized.

Mr. Stttherland: Well, the fumes you use have only six or seven per cent, sulphur?
A. In the fumes, you mean, or in the ore?

Q. Xo, in the fumes? A. I don't think it exceeds that amount.
Mr. Gibsox : The fumes, for instance, that come from the sintering furnace at the

Mond nickel plant, are they considered suitable for the manufacture of sulphuric acid? A. I
think they would be. The fumes that come off the roast heaps, I know, are suitable for it,

and Mr. Sjostedt in 1904 roasted pyrrhotite in kilns for commercial purposes.

Q. But you cannot trap them at the roast heax)s? A. No, from the roast yards they

spread out all over the country. Exactly similar fumes are made from pyrrhotite by the

Tennessee Copper Company, and at Philadelphia they are using the Rio Tinto ore from Spain

with fifty per cent, sulphur, forty-five per cent, iron and one or two per cent, copper, and they

utilize every bit of sulphur from that ore for manufacturing sulphuric acid. They recover

the copper by leaching, and they take the iron and nodulize and ship it to the Bethlehem Steel

Company who utilize all the iron and pay for it. There is a proposition that is worked in

somewhat the same way that I propose to work this nickel.

Q. Tliere is a greater proportion of sulphur than there is in the Sudbury ore? A. There

is a greater proportion of sulphur, and the sulphur is one of their chief sources of profit. The
Bio Tinto people make a profit on all the constituents of the ores, and at Ducktown (Tennessee)

the sulphur made them more profit than the copper did, before this year, but the present price

of copper has probably changed that situation.

Mr. Sutherlaxd: Wouldn't conditions of temperature govern the manufacture of sul-

phuric acid? A. I don't think so. They made sulphuric acid at Anaconda, where the

climate is very similar to the Sudbury climate, and my understanding was that it was no

more expensive than in the southern section of the States, but they liad no market for it, and
therefore they never went into it on any large scale. They claimed they couldn't dispose

of it out there; there was no market for sulphuric acid, and it won't stand transportation

for long distances. Sulphuric acid has also been made at Sault Ste. Marie.

Electrolytic Refining of Copper

Dr. ZMiller: They don't seem to have any trouble with electrolytic refining out there

at Butte, Montana? A. No; they refine copper eleetrolytically at Great Falls, and some zine

is being refined by the Anaconda Copper Company.
Q. Some refiners allege that our north country is unsuited to refining on account of the low

temperature? A. Well, Calumet and Hecla moved their electrolytic refining up to Calumet,
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in Michigan, and the American Smelting and Refining Company have an electrolytic refining

plant at Tacoma, Wash., and they are now enlarging that plant.

Q. That shows there is more copper being refined in the West now? A. Yes, a great deal.

Mr. Sutherland: Is it still true that 95 per cent, of the copper in America is being
refined less than fifty miles of New York? A. No, nothing like that percentage. I could
give you the exact figures, but I would have to look them up. But in round figures it is not
more than seventy-five to eighty per cent. The American Smelting and Refining Company
refine in part at Tacoma, and the Cuban copper and some South American copper is refined at

Baltimore. The biggest refineries are still near New York, but the reason for that is on
account of the market conditions, because the greatest copper market is around New York.

Mr. Gibsox: No special physical conditions? A. Not that I know of. One of the
Anaconda engineers told me that they had been refining near New York. He said they figured

the whole thing out, and they found the labour in the West (in Montana) was about twice as
expensive as in New York- On the other hand, electric power was a great deal clieaper ; the one
just about offset the other, and they wanted to refine near their mines, so they Ijuilt this new
refinery in Great Falls, which is not yet in full operation.

Dr. Miller: Seeing Great Britain is a large market for nickel steel wouldn't it be
well to have some of your material tested over there? A. Yes. The German government, for
instance, experimented with all sorts of new alloy steels for years. They worked on the Krupp
process for hardening armour plates which was superior to the Harvey process used in Eng-
land, and they have worked out a lot of these special steels that they used in flying machines.
They had regular provision for doing that. Now, there is nothing of that kind in the United
States. The Naval Consulting Board at the present time are trying to get a five million
dollar appropriation for a laboratory for experimenting with military materials; just the work
that Germany has done. I don 't think you have anything of this kind in Canada at the present
time. I presume the British government have some provision for testing out materials, and
perhaps the British government would be interested in testing some of this steel, and I should
think they would lie interested. It would be made entirely from their own ores and could be
made entirely right here in Canada.

Q. Now, in case of material like the Alexo ore, containing about 6 per cent, nickel and
half of one per cent, copper, you would have to add considerable iron? A. Yes, in any per-
centage you deem desirable. The copper is of no importance as long as it does not get too
high. It merely replaces so much nickel, therefore you can carry your low copper in your
nickel very readily, or a little more. By that, I mean there would be no need of considering
the copper. You simply add enough iron to your nickel up to the desired per cent.

Q. Below one per cent, of copper would be all right? A. Perfectly all right.

Whistle a Typical Ore for Nickel=Copper Steel

Q. You would have to add iron to the Sudbury ore? A. If you had a high grade ore,

yes. I don't think you would, for instance, if you take such ore as they had at say, the
Whistle property. That was comparatively high in iron ; it contained on the average not much
more than two and a half or three per cent, in nickel, and was quite low in copper—I think
about one-half per cent. ; and if you just about double the constituents in that ore you get in
the neiglil)ourhood of five per cent, to five and a half per cent, nickel-copper steel, and five per
cent, nickel steel is very largely used in some factories to-day. Three and a half per cent, is

the standard for armour plate, but five is being used for a lot of ordnance purposes; also for
the automobile manufacture five per cent, nickel steel is quite desirable.

Mr. Gibson: It is considered to have greater tensile strength? A. It has a little greater
tensile strength, and it has more elasticity than lower nickel steel.

Q. Are your processes covered by patent? A. Yes, I have copies of the patents for the
Canadian processes here. The Canadian government does not make printed copies, as the
United States government does. These were made in my ofiice. (Copies given to the
Commission.)

Mr. Young: It would be a great advance if you could satisfy the British government
that copper was not an element of weakness. A. Why wouldn 't it be a great advantage for the
British government to experiment? We have something here which I claim takes the place of
nickel steel, at twenty or twenty-five per cent, below the cost of what they can buy nickel steel
to-day. The great advantage would be for them to try out a little bit. I will make test bars
and put them up against the nickel steel that is being used to-day, and I am willing to stand by
those tests. The eight-inch shells that the Washington government are using to-day from that
Monel metal steel will pierce armour-plate just as well as an eight-inch shell of nickel steel.
I will send you a full copy of the McGill tests and their work. I have not arranged for the
Chicago tests yet, but if I do I will send you copies of the results. I may have further
tests made at McGill also. I think if a man went to Sudbury to-day, a man who
was a good metallurgical engineer, but knew nothing whatever of the treatment of that ore
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as it has been developed in the past and is practised to-day, that he would say right away,
"Why, here's an alloy iron ore and I am going to try it out," and if he found the resultant

alloy steel as good as the alloy steel that is being made at the present time he would have one
question in his mind: is this process cheaper than the present process? Now, when you
come to figure the cost of roasting and matting that Sudbury ore, and the cost of bessemeriz-

ing it and shipping bessemer matte to the works in England or the United States and making
the refined nickel by separating the copper by an expensive process, such as the Mond or

the Orford process—when you come to figure that, and then put that nickel back in the

iron got from some other source, as against my method of carrying all these metals right

through your furnaces together and bringing them out as a finished product at the end, on
paper there isn't much comparison; but one method is established and the other isn't.

Mr. Sutherland: You claim that up to fifty per cent, nickel the copper is neutral?

A. If it doesen't exceed fifty per cent, of the content of nickel, or better thirty per cent.,

the copper appears to just exactly replace the same amount of nickel. Take nickel steel

with three and a half per cent, of nickel, and nickel-copper steel with two and a half per

cent, of nickel and one per cent, copper. Now, that doesn't have the properties of two and
a half per cent, nickel steel; it has the properties of three and a half per cent, nickel steel.

You add the nickel and copper together, and I will say that provided copper doesn't exceed

thirty-five per cent, of nickel (I had some with forty per cent, that didn't seem to be quite

as good as it might be), you simply add the copper and nickel together, and you have as good
a steel as nickel-steel containing the aggregate percentage of nickel. Mr. Clamer investigated

that, and he found that the structure of the copper-nickel steel was practically the same as
the structure of the nickel steel : it became a homogeneous mixture. But if you let the copper
get too high, then it begins to segregate and the steel loses some of the advantages of having
a homogeneous structure.
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SECTION E

CHEMICALS FOR REFIININQ NICKEL

Evidence of Mr. A. Nieghorn, Agent Nichols Chemical Company, Toronto

(Toronto, 26th Xovember, 1915.)

Chairman: Wo are anxious to learn everything possible as to tlie cost of such chemicals
as are used in nickel refining or in connection with metallurgical industries, or the use of
such waste products as may be obtained from the refining of nickel, in order to co-ordinate
the two and see what the prospects are for that business here, but particularly the cost of
chemicals and other things which would be used in connection with nickel refining. We have
received certain information from England, Canada and the States ; but we wanted to col-

lect as much data as we could on such matters, for instance, as sulphuric acid, hydrochloric
acid, carbonate of soda, salt cake and nitre cake, electrolytic soda and bleach. These are
things which are directly used or required in connection with nickel refining. A. In giving
figures you would of course have regard to those obtaining before the war.

Q. Yes. Suppose we take up sulphuric acid, say 66 degrees Baume. A. That
grade is the accepted standard for commercial uses the world over, the higher grades being
used in special industries such as the manufacture of explosives.

Q. Yes. I do not think the higher grades will interest us so much. We have also to
consider the question of the utilization of the sulphurous acid which is produced in

the roasting and smelting, and it would be interesting for us to hear your views. A. That
would depend upon the cost of making such by-product acid, the quantity and the price it

could be sold at on a consuming market.

Q. Supposing the nickel smelters decided to use their gases for making sulphuric acid.

What in your opinion would the prospects be, bearing in mind of course the consumption?
It would be an advantage to them to utilize it to prevent complaints. A. That is rather a
hard question. If they were to make their own sulphuric acid, I would say they would almost
liave to use it themselves.

Q. Or anyway, it would have to be used in the district? A. Yes.

Q. What prospects have Canadian sulphuric acid producers? Have they as good
prospects as the other chemical industries have, and compared with tJie United States,

assuming proper facilities for transportation and getting materials there? A. The producers
of sulphuric acid in Canada have as good prospects as other chemical industries in Canada,
but conditions differ somewhat from those existing in the United States, where the tonnage
per capita is much greater. Take, for instance, the manufacture of fertilizer-acid phosphate.
It does not pay to acidify phosphate in Canada where it has to be mined, while in the
United States they have immense deposits than can be dredged. The principal markets for
sulphuric acid in Canada are in Ontario and Quebec, the largest being in Quebec; and there
the heavy business will l^e found to run to oleum for the manufacture of explosives, con-

sequently displacing 66 degree acid. The amount of sulphuric acid used east of Quebec and
west of Ontario is but a small percentage of the trade in this article in Canada. The sul-

phuric acid plants in Canada are, one contact unit plant in British Columbia and one cham-
ber plant at Sydney C.B., while Ontario has a chamber plant at Sault Ste. Marie, one at

Hamilton and two contact units at Sulphide, while Quebec has two contact units at Capleton.
The overhead cost in manufacture in Canada must naturally be higher than in the United
States, where there are several plants manufacturing individually more acid under one
superintendent and staff than the six which are required for less production in Canada.
It is of course impossible to consolidate all the Canadian plants at one point, because of
freight rates which would be much higher than the extra overhead cost of manufacture.

Q. Is there much opportunity of exporting sulphuric acid from this country? A. Not
under normal trade conditions.

Q. Do you do anything to speak of with hydrochloric acid? A. The trade is not large,

being confined principally to the galvanizing, tanning, glycerine and glucose trades.

Q. Do you make any bleach from hydrochloric? A. No.

Q. Your work is all electrolytic? A. Yes. Unlike Great Britain, both Canada and the

United States make all their bleaching powder electrolytically.

Q. Where is hvdrochloric acid made? A. Victoria, B.C., Hamilton, Ont., and Sulphide,
Out.

Q. And salt cake at the same points? A. Y^'es.

Q. At what points do they manufacture nitric acid? A. Victoria, B.C., iSTobel, Ont.,

Hamilton, Out.. Sulphide, Ont.. Rigaud, Que., Beloeil, Que., and Capleton, Que.
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Q. Aud the same would hare nitre cake to dispose of? A. Yes, with the exception of
Sulpliide, where it is used in another line of manufacture.

Q. Is alkali dearer in Canada than in the United States or Great Britain? A. No.
Soda ash has sold as low as 57^2 in Toronto this year, which is below any figure which I

have ever heard of in any country, and probably because the United States and British

manufacturers compete for this market, none being manufactured in Canada at present.

Q. Is that the 58 per cent, alkali you refer to? A. Yes, 58 per cent, real sodium oxide.

Q. Is caustic soda relatively cheap in Canada? What would be a fair price on large

orders? A. $1.90 per 100 pounds, Toronto, basis 76 degrees New York and Liverpool test.

Q. Where is that made in Canada? A. By the Canadian Salt Company, of Windsor,
a very strong company, of which Mr. E. G. Henderson is president. I understand they
contemplate extending their plant, and will shortly be able to take care of all probable re-

quirements of Canada in caustic soda and bleaching powder.

Q. What would be a fair price for sulphuric acid 66 degrees? A. In bulk tank cars,

60 cents per 100 pounds.

Q. You were telling me the other day of the use of nickel sulphate for hydrogenizing

oils. A. Yes. Nickel sulphate is used as the catylizing agent.

Q. And the amount of nickel sulphate used in hydrogenizing of fats is greater than that

used for electro-plating? A. Yes. Many times larger.

Q. Is this nickel sulphate made in Canada? A. Yes, in Ontario, from nickel-cobalt ores.

Q. What are the prospects of the development of paper and pulp manufacture and its

effect on the chemical industry? A. Canada now supplies all the bleaching powder used in

the manufacture of what is known as bleached pulp. Alumina sulphate has not yet been
made in Canada. Bauxite, the raw material used in the manufacture of alumina sulphate

has so far to be imported from Arkansas, and the net results have not been sufficiently attrac-

tive to the Canadian producer of sulphuric acid to induce him to attempt the manufacture
of alumina sulphate.
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SECTION" F

ONTARIO WATER POWER AND THE MINING INDUSTRY

[Note.—Mr. H. G. Acres, hydraulic engineer, Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario, has
kindly prepared the following memorandum for the Commission on the water power resources of Ontario,
and their aTailability for tlie uses of the mining industry. It gives a succinct account of the part which
water power is taking in the development and working of the various mining districts of the Province,
and of its possibilities in connection with the refining and treatment of metals and mineral siibstances.]

Classification of Water Powers

To get a proper conception of the economic relationship of Ontario's water powers to

the mining industry, it is advisable to divide them into two general classes, based on method
of use. On such a basis, certain water powers would be classed as suitable for purposes of

ore production and concentration. In the other class would be included water powers suit-

able for purposes of reduction and refining. The word " suitable " is here meant to in-

clude all economic factors, such as capacity, geographical location, topographic conditions, etc.

Water powers of the first class above mentioned should, generally speaking, have
capacities ranging from 2,500 horse power to 10,000 horse power and should be located not
more than 50 miles from the point of use.

Water powers of the second class mentioned should have a capacity of not less than
10,000 horse power and should be located not more than 100 miles from the point of use.

Recent advances in the electric refining and reduction of metals appear to indicate that

in the near future blocks of not less than 100,000 horse power will be commonly used to

carry on this branch of the mining industry. This condition will naturally lead to the

establishment of this branch of the industry at points adjacent to the larger sources of
hydraulic power. In other words, while the application of hydraulic power to ore produc-
tion and concentration is limited largely by the capacity of local sources of energy, the

power resources available for reduction and refining purposes are limited only by the

capacity of Ontario 's larger inland water powers and the enormous potentiality of her

boundary streams.

It is of course evident that no definite line can be drawn between these two assumed
classifications, as a water power of, say, 25,000 horse power capacity might, under certain

circumstances, be very profitably used for all of the various purposes above specified.

Water Powers of Northern Ontario

At this point it might also be well to refer to the often repeated statement that if the

water powers of Northern Ontario were more extensively developed, a great impetus would
be given to the mining industry through the cheaper working of prospects. The first point

to be noted in this connection is that the inherent uncertainty of prospect development is

so great as to put the consideration of this class of business beyond the pale of private or

public enterprise. Furtliermorc, the individual amounts of power usually required are

so small that the cost of service in most cases would not be within reasonable limits. It

seems quite useless to hope, therefore, that hydro-electric power can ever be used, to any
extent, to prospect the virgin mineral areas of the Province. This statement can, of course,

be qualified somewhat in considering mineral areas immediately adjacent to established camps.
Where a camp is using several thousand horse power of transmitted power in connection

with actual mining operations, it is quite possible to prospect the territory for a few miles

on either side of the transmission line by tapping off blocks of 100 to 300 horse power as

may be required.

Cobalt Silver Area

In the Cobalt district the use of hydro-electric power by the mining industry is at the
present time substantially limited to ore production and concentration. There are possibly

other reasons why reduction and refining are not carried on in this district, but one reason
is plainly in evidence, and that is that there are no local sources of energy of sufl&cient

capacity to warrant the establishment of such an industry. On the Montreal river, within

economic transmission distance, the Cobalt district has in the neighbourhood of 9,000 horse

power of developed and undeveloped capacity still available, and this is probably not more
than sufficient to meet future demands for ore production and concentration. For large

blocks of power, such as would be required for reduction and refining purposes, the Cobalt
district must have recourse to the water powers of the upper Ottawa in the Province of
Quebec.
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Porcupine Gold Area

The Porcupine district uses hydro-electric power for production purposes to the limit

of present development, -which falls considerably short of meeting the existing demand for

this class of service. The installed capacity of the existing plants is, however, capable of

considerable increase, and it is understood that plans for enlargement are now under con-

sideration. These existing developments are located on the Mettagami river, upon which

are also located three as yet undeveloped sites within reasonable transmission distance,

having an aggregate capacity of approximately 9,000 horse power. It would seem, there-

fore, that as regards power for concentration and the production of ore, the Mettagami river

is capable of meeting the requirements of the Porcupine district for some time to come.

For the supply of large blocks of power, such as might be required for reduction and
refining purposes, the best and possibly the only source of supply for the Porcupine district

is the Abitibi river. Upon this river approximately 20,000 horse power could be developed

under favourable topographic conditions at Couchiching Falls, and 30,000 horse power
developed under rather unfavourable conditions at the Long Sault. It may be considered

therefore, that the Porcupine district can obtain suificient power from local sources within

the Province to meet the demand arising out of an extensive development of all branches

of the mining industry. The district is fortunate in that the transmission distances involved

are not, as a rule, great, and the main factor governing the price at which power could be

supplied from the sources mentioned is the extent of the market now available, or assured

for the future.

Sudbury NickeI=Copper Area

In the Sudbury district the quantity of hydro-electric power now absorbed by the

mining industry is greater than any other district in the Province, the amount of power now
developed or in course of development for this purpose being approximately 19,000 horse

power. At the present time this power is being supplied from the Spanish river and its

tributaries, and from the Wanapitei river. These rivers may be considered as the two

sources of local supply available to the Sudbury district in connection with the production

and concentration of ore. The larger water powers are located on the main stream of the

Spanish river, and are now developed to full capacity. The undeveloped capacity on these

rivers, including the tributaries of the Spanish, may be taken to be approximately 15,000

horse power, the capacity of the largest individual site being in the neighborhood of 5,000

horse power. These water powers may therefore be classed as suitable only for purposes

of ore production and concentration.

For what may be considered a local source of power for reduction and refining pur-

poses, the Sudbury district is limited to the w-ater powers on the French river. The canal-

ization of tliis river in connection with the Georgian Bay Canal project will make available

three power sites, each of which may be considered as having a capacity of about 10,000

horse power or 30,000 horse power in the aggregate. The topograpliie conditions are such

that only one of these possible sites, the Chaudiere, can be cheaply developed without the

assistance of the canal works. Unfortunately, this site happens to be the one most remote

from the market district, and the advantage which would be derived from favorable topo-

graphic conditions would be largely offset by the high transmission cost.

The Sudbury mining district therefore cannot be said to be ideally situated as regards

the supply of power for reduction and refining purposes under market conditions now existing,

but at the same time, if a really energetic and permanent development of this branch of

the industry should occur, power would be obtained from the French river, possibly even

previous to any canal construction, at prices which would compare fairly with those now
prevailing in other parts of the Province. Furthermore, it is not improbable that the develop-

ment of the reduction and refining industry may ultimately be sufficiently extensive to bring

the Upper Ottawa within economic range as a source of power for the Sudbury district.

Throughout the remainder of the Province there is no concentrated development of the

mining industry at all comparable with that in the districts so far mentioned.

The Michipicoten Region
In the Michipicoten district, hydro-electric power developed in connection with the

mining industry is used solely for the production and concentration of ore, all power so used
being at present developed on the Michipicoten and Magpie rivers. There are no water
powers of large capacity in this district, but there is a considerable sui'plus of undeveloped
power available in blocks up to 5,000 horse power, which might be utilized for the further

development of ore production and concentration. If the Montreal river^ is taken into con-

sideration, the amount of power available for this purpose might be considered not less than
15,000 horse power. Most of the individual sites are capable of easy development, but in

several instances transmission costs would be a discounting factor, not so much by reason
of the distances involved, as on account of the extremely rough and unfavorable nature of

the country over which the lines would pass.

^ This is not the Montreal river mentioned in connection with the Cobajt district.
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North Shore of Lake Superior

Along the north shore of Lake Superior the development of the industry is fraught
more with possibilities than with realities at the present time. In this connection the develop-

ment of the great iron ranges in the Nipigon basin will come into prominence when a pro-

cess for the electric reduction of ore has been perfected, and with 100,000 horse power cap-

able in the main of cheap development, on the Nipigon river, it is reasonable to predict the

growth of an important iron industry in this territory.

On the Kaministiquia river at least 25,000 horse power remains undeveloped, and can

be cheaply delivered to Port Arthur and Fort William whenever the market prospects are

such as to justify development. While some portion of this available power could be used
for the reduction and refining of metals, it is probable that the bulk of it could more
advantageously be used for manufacturing purposes and for industries connected with the

transfer of freight at the head of the lakes.

Rainy River District

In Rainy River district, the power resources are far in excess of any present demand
for mining purposes, and it seems likely that this condition of affairs ^ill • continue. None
of the gold prospects or working mines on the Seine river, for instance, have developed
sufficiently to justify the supply of hydro-electric power. In Lake of the Woods district the

known mineral deposits are not adjacent to an}- water powers capable of economic develop-

ment; in White Dog falls on the Winnipeg river, the Province possesses a water power of

the first magnitude, but its remote position rather discounts the possibility of its being
used for the refining or reduction of ore.

Eastern Ontario

In Eastern Ontario, substantially the same condition exists as in Rainy River district

as regards the relationship between the available supply of hydro-electric power and the
available market. It would seem that the Trent river has ample power capacity developed
or undeveloped to meet any of the various requirements of the mining industry in its basin.

There is a considerable surplus of developed power now available along the Trent canal,

and there is approximately 30,000 h.p. undeveloped in individual blocks ranging from 2,000
to 10,000 h.p. The existence of water communication with the Great Lakes through the
Trent canal justifies the prediction that some of the larger of these blocks of power may
be used in the future for reduction and refining purposes. The existence of the Canal works
simplifies to a large extent the development of the Trent water powers, and at some of the
larger of the above-mentioned sites reasonably large blocks of power can be developed at
a cost of not more than $15 per horse-power per annum.

The tributaries of the Ottawa river, including the Petawawa, Bonnechere. Mississippi
and Madawaska, have a large aggregate of available power at present undeveloped, but
with the exception of the High Falls site on the Madawaska, which has a capacity of
possibly 20,000 h.p. with storage, none of these sites can be considered as adapted to the
use of the mining industry except for purposes of ore production and concentration. As
previously stated, the amount of power available in this district for such purposes is very
greatly in excess of the present demand, more especially as the Ottawa river can be con-
sidered as a source of local supply.

Summary of Available Power
As related to the above discussion, the following talnilation is submitted, showing the

approximate amounts of power locally available for the use and development of the mining
industry in the various districts mentioned, exclusive of the quantities now in use:

District.
For Ore Production
and Concentration.

Cobalt
Porcupine . . .

Sudbury ....

Michipicoten ,

Lake Superior
Rainy River .

Trent
Ottawa

Horse-Power.
9,000

9,000

15,000
15,000
25,000
10,000

10,000
10,000

For Reduction and
Refining.

Horse-Power.
Quebec sources

50,000

30,000

100,000
50,000
30,000
40,000
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In connection with the price at which power could be supplied to the districts above

specified, it would be entirely misleading to discuss the matter in general terms, as the final

price of power delivered to the customer is governed by conditions which have a wide range

of variation, the more important and more variable factors being available market, topo-

graphical conditions, transmission distance and available capacity. For this reason costs

can only be discussed in relation to a specific proposition after the variable factors in

connection therewith are known and appreciated.

Outside of the Mettagami and the Abitibi rivers very little of a definite nature is

known concerning the power resources of the rivers flowing into James bay. It is, however,

certain that north of the Transcontinental railway there are a number of power sites of

large capacity capable of fairly easy development, and if a mining industry should develop

in the future in this territory, there is definite assurance of an adequate power supj^ly for

the requirements of any class of service.

The Great Boundary Rivers

Owing to the fact that it is economically possible to ship rich concentrates to consider-

able distances from the point of production for reduction and refining, other sources of
power must be considered in addition to the so-called local sources which have been con-

sidered thus far. These other sources of power are the great water powers of Ontario's
boundary rivers.

St. Mary River

At Sault Ste. Marie the power of the St. Mary rapids is now being used to a limited

extent for reducing the iron ores of the Michipicoten District. At Niagara Falls, vast
quantities of power are being used for the reduction and refining of various metals. In
the water powers of the St. Lawrence and Ottawa rivers, there also exist tremendous pos-
sibilities in relation to this branch of the mining industry, but up to the present time, none
of the water powers capable of development in the main channel of the St. Lawrence river

and none of the water powers of the Ottawa, with the exception of the Chaudiere, have
been commercially utilized.

The rapids of the St. Mary's river at Sault Ste. Marie have an estimated minimum
capacity of 90,000 h.p., half of which, 45,000 h.p. is available for use in Ontario. The
Algoma Steel Corporation now uses about 17,000 h.p. of this power, and a project is now
under consideration whereby about 30,000 h.p. will be used for the manufacture of steel

and paper, and possibly also for the reduction of iron ore. The remaining 15,000 h.p. has been
reserved by the Province to meet the possible industrial requirements of Sault Ste. Marie
and Steelton.

The Ottawa and St. Lawrence

The utilization of any of the Ottawa or St. Lawrence water powers on a large scale

would first involve the consent or co-operation of the Province of Quebec and United States
respectively, and furthermore, the construction of permanent works for the proper develop-

ment of these powers will, in practically all cases, be abnormallj- high. For this reason,

unless a large percentage of the cost of these works is borne by the navigation interests,

an assured market for an amount of power very greatly in excess of that now existing will

be necessary to place any of these developments on a commercial footing. It is, of course,

reasonably certain that an adequate market demand will ultimately develop, but how soon
it is impossible to predict. The most that can be said at the present time, therefore, is

that the Ottawa and St. Lawrence water powers are capable of furnishing the energy
necessary for a vast output of electrically reduced and refined metal products, and when
capacities of 20,000 h.p. and over on the Ottawa, and 50,000 h.p. and over on the St.

Lawrence, are used in this way, the resulting power costs will compare favorably with
those in any other part of the world.

The Niagara River

The present conditions in the Niagara peninsula differ radically from those outlined

above in connection with the Ottawa and St. Lawrence districts.

It is, of course, evident that the costs incident to the establishment of the great power
projects at Niagara Falls and on the Niagara peninsula would be comparalile to those
which would be involved in like establishments on the Ottawa and St. Lawrence. The
question naturally arises, therefore, why these powers have not been similarly developed.
The distinction lies in the fact that the Niagara projects had assured to them from the
beginning the great industrial markets on the shores of the Great Lakes both in Canada
and the United States. The product of these Niagara developments displaces steam power
as soon as the two came into active competition with each other. The result was that the
Niagara projects were able to adequately meet their annual obligations out of a revenue
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^Yllich immediately became available through the sale of industrial power. Being thus on
a sound commercial footing from the very beginning of their operations, they have now
reached the present height of their prosperity through the sale of power used in the immense
electro-chemical and electro-thermal industries which they themselves have been mainly
instrumental in creating.

These conditions led to the establishment on the Canadian side of the river at Niagara
Falls of three power developments operating under franchises granted by the Commissioners
of the Queen Victoria Niagara Falls Park upon the authority of the Ontario Government.
Under these franchises the Canadian Niagara Power Company is allowed to develop 100,000
h.p., tlio Ontario Power Company 180,000 h.p., and the Electrical Development Company
125,000 h.p., making an aggregate of 405,000 h.p. Of this aggregate, one-half, or 202,500 h.p.,

is supposed to be available for use in Canada, when required, at a price not greater than
that charged by the various companies for similar service in the United States. Of this

amount, considerably more than one-half is already in continuous use in the Province of
Ontario.

It might also be mentioned in this connection that the export licenses issued to the
three companies above mentioned now aggregate about 213,000 h.p., so that about 11,000 h.p.

is now being exported to United States which the Province has the right to call on the
companies to supply when needed.

It is evident from the above figures that, in view of the rapidity of development up
to the present time, the general industrial requirements of the Province of Ontario will

very soon exhaust the surplus of power capable of being produced by the existing develop-
ments at Niagara Falls.

The total amount of power capable of being developed on the Canadian side at Niagara
Falls is now governed by the terms of the Boundary Waters treaty, which permits the use
of 36,000 second feet of water for such purposes. It so happens that when a sufficient

volume of water has been set aside to permit the development of the above-mentioned
405,000 h.p. by the existing companies, a surplus of about 6,500 second feet remains, which
is likewise available for the production of power. The use of this unallotted surplus, in

connection with a scheme of development proposed by the Hydro-Electric Power Commission
of Ontario, will produce approximately 200,000 h.p., so that at the present time, after taking
into consideration the limitations of the Boundary Waters treaty and the present con-
sumption of Niagara power in Canada and United States, it may be said that the Niagara
River can furnish the Province of Ontario with 275,000 h.p. in addition to the quantity
now used. Also, owing to the fact that market conditions in the Niagara peninsula are
well established, it is fairly safe to state that this power could be sold anywhere east
of the Welland Canal at a price not exceeding $15 per h.p. per annum, provided that
power is taken in blocks of 6,000 to 10,000 h.p.

Summarizing the aljove, we find, therefore, that of all the water powers on the boundary
rivers of Ontario, only Niagara can be considered as being an immediately available and
commercial source of hydro-electric power for the reduction and refining of metals on any-
thing approaching a large scale. It is understood, furthermore, that temperature is an
important factor in some of the refining processes, so that the comparatively mild climate
of the Niagara peninsula will offer a further incentive to the establishment of such industries
in that territory.

Toronto, December, 1915.

Evidence of H. Q. Acres and R. T. Jeffery

Mr. Acres, writer of the foregoing memorandum, and Mr. R. T. .Teffery, electric engineer, also of the
Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario, appeared before the Nickel iCommission at Toronto, 21st
December, 1915, and gave evidence as follows:

Chairman: We have read your memorandum, Mr. Acres, and very much appreciate
all the trouble you have taken in tJre matter. I think you fully understood the chief matters
that we wished to be enlightened upon, but there are a few questions arising out of what
you have written, and other questions which we should like to ask of you and Mr. Jeffery
as to the arrangements for selling and supplying the power. I see you speak of the prospects
in Georgian bay. You say " The canalization of this river in connection with Georgian
bay canal project—that is the water power on the French river—would give us a further
capacity of about 10,000 to 30.000 horse-power." Is that likely to be available before
long, or what is the present condition? A. As my report states, Mr. Chairman, the availability

of power on the French river depends to a large extent on the development of the canal project,
and just in what stage of development that project is, I cannot say. There has been some talk
of developing that particular section of the Georgian bay canal possibly previous to the com-
pletion of the rest of the project, to make North Bay a lake port, but it is hard to say
when even that portion of the project may materialize. I mentioned that there is one site

there that can be developed at the present time without any material aid from the canal
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project ; that is the site of the Chaudiere falls, which is possibly the best site on the river

on account of having the storage of Lake Nipissing immediately available, but, as I have
said, as that is the site farthest from the point of use, the transmission cost vrould be
rather high.

Power Situation in Sudbury District

Q. You say that the Sudbury mining district cannot be said to be advantageously situated

as regards the supply of power until this canalization is completed. You consider that is

quite an important point as regards the supply of the Sudbury district? A. I do, except for

what I have .called production and concentration purposes. There are certain sites on the

Wanapitei river which can be considered as immediately available sources of power for that

class of service. They have capacities ranging from 2,000 up to possibly 3,500 horse-power,

and they are within say thirty to fifty miles of the nickel producing district.

Q. And aren't any of those already taken up? A. Yes, but there are at least two unde-

veloped sites on the Wanapitei river which could be considered as good propositions for pro-

duction and concentration. You will notice the capacity of those particular water powers is

included in the 15,000 horse-power mentioned in my memorandum as being available for con-

centration and production purposes. Those two sites that I have mentioned are to be included

in that 15,000. The rest is on the Spanish river and its tributaries.

Q. When you speak of " production and concentration," you mean what would only be
done in actual mining operations? A. Work in connection with actual mining operations,

that is, the drilling and taking out of ore and the mechanical work that is necessary in order

to produce shipping concentrates.

Q. And, generally speaking, it looks as if, for smelting or refining, there would be a large

amount of the work which would be done somewhere other than at the mine, probably in the

Niagara district? Am I right in gathering that from your general remarks? A. You will

notice that I have classified the various local sources of power as between those suitable for

production and concentration, and those suitable for refining and production. In connection

with the Sudbury district, I have stated that 15,000 horse-power may be considei-ed as locally

available for production, and concentration, and 30,000 as pliysically available for reduction

and refining. Whether this latter quantity is commercially available or not will depend mainly
upon the initial demand, not necessarily for mining purposes alone, but for any purpose which

will create an adequate market for the power.

Q. It would cost practically double as much for reduction and refining as for production

and concentration? A. A distinction cannot properly be made on that basis. You will note

that the local sources I have set out here as having adequate capacity for reduction and
refining purposes are also suitable for production and concentration.

Q. Of course. But that is not the other way? A. No, it is not the other way, if any
extensive development of the reduction and refining industry is considered.

Q. How far are the Quebec sources of supply available for use in Ontario? That appears

to be more or less answered in your memorandum? A. The water powers on the upper Ottawa,

known as the Quinze river, are generally within 35 miles of what might be called the centre

of the Cobalt mining district. I should say not more than 40 miles distant at the outside.

Q. But, then, how far are these sources of supply likely to be required in Quebec, do you
think? I suppose it is only a matter of bujdng the current? A. I understand that most of

the water powers on the upper Ottawa are now privately held for some future use, but I don 't

think that any specific development proposition has ever been considered, or that there is any
immediate intention of developing.

Q. But the owners, I suppose, can sell it to anyone who is willing to buy, from time to

time? A. Yes, they presumably have full control. They can sell all or any part as they please,

that is, in Quebec, so far as present conditions are concerned.

Actual and Potential Development at Niagara

Q. I had an idea in my mind to ask whether there was any difference in the prices

charged on the United States side and the Canadian side of the Niagara peninsula; that is,

by the companies who produce current on either side. I mean, do the United States people sell

at a higher price to Canadians than they do to their own people, and do we sell at a higher
price to Americans, or is it a sort of flat rate to whoever use it? A. I think the situation
there is this: On the American side the prices at which power is sold are generally higher
than the prices at which Canadian companies sell it on this side, on account of the public
ownership competition in Ontario. Mr. Jeffery can give you that information.

Mr. Jeffery: There is a larger market on the American side. Power is sold in
Niagara Falls, U. S., at $18.00 to $22.00 per horse-power, that is 24-hour power, and you
can buy it on this side at Niagara Falls up to the amount of power available for sale, of
course, at about $14.50 per horse-power per year.

IH. G. Acres and B. T. Jeffery.l
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Q. And is that difference or ratio between the Canadian and American price likely to be
maintained, or will it come down to a dead level some day? A. I believe the power com-
panies on the Ontario side have tied up, or are tying up with long term contracts, and for
some time those prices will be maintained, but the amount of power they have available now,
I believe, is rather limited.

Q. But all that isn't sure of use in Canada? A. No, not all of it. There is one thing,

however, that might be mentioned. Our Commission or the Ontario Government has a right

to demand from all these power companies fifty per cent, of the amount of power they have
for sale for use in Ontario when required, the price at which this power is to be sold being

the prices that are in force on the other side at points equidistant and under like conditions

to what they would be if sold here. That is a stipulation that is in force now, according to a
clause in these companies' franchises with the Parks Commission.

Q. Then, Mr. Acres, you mention the limit of the amount of power available from jSTiagara

and you rather indicate that this may be increased. You speak of the amount being limited.

"It is evident from the above figures, '
' and so on, '

' the industrial requirements of the Province

of Ontario will very soon exhaust the surplus of power capable of being produced by the
development of Niagara Falls. '

' A. Yes. That confirms what Mr. Jeffery has said.

Q. Then j'ou state '
' It may be said that the Niagara river can furnish the Province of

Ontario with 275,000 horse-power in addition to the quantity now used?" A. Yes.

Q. That would be a very big increase. When would that be possible? A. In view of the

market conditions and the market prospects in the Niagara peninsula that quantity of power
is not as large as it looks. It won't take many years to absorb that power even without the

establishment of new industries, having in view only the normal extension of the existing

industrial requirements of the Province and the enlargement of existing industries.

Mr. Young: Does that involve the whirlpool scheme? A. That involves the new propo-

sition, by which the Commission proposes to develop 200,000 horse-power, which is all the power
that could be considered still available from the amount of water that has been allotted to

Canada under the Boundary Waters treaty; that is under the present conditions of use and
under the terms of the treaty.

Comparative Cost of Northern and Southern Power

Dr. Miller: I would like to ask Mr. Acres if, in view of the fact that the power
that is now developed at Niagara is- limited, and practically all taken up, and they are
starting this coal plant at Buffalo, also considering what he has just said about this

275,000 horse-power not representing as much as it might seem on account of the demand
in that district, whether it is not likely that cheaper power for refining might be had in

the north; there wouldn't be so much demand there for it? Probably these French river

powers or powers like the Quinze river in Quebec may not be all taken up for years to

come, and a consumer might get a supply considerably cheaper than in the Niagara district?

A. That might be true, in some instances.

Chairman : What would be the transportation facilities in such a district for getting

the material from the mines and for taking away the refined nickel?

Dr. Miller: Wouldn't that be easy; just as simple as down here? Because if you
shipped it down here you would have to ship the anodes and refine it and then ship it on

;

but I have looked at that French river power as a great asset for the Sudbury district. It

would seem to me it is very important up there? A. Yes; the commercial feasibility of
developing the French river power simply depends upon the initial demand and its subsequent

rate of increase. If you could locate a mining industry ^in that district capable of absorbing

10,000 horse-power within a reasonable time, power from the Chaudiere site could be supplied

quite cheaply.

Q- A third company is beginning operations at Sudbury. The question of a larger
supply of power is important, especially for them.

Chairman: And would the cost from the French river be less or greater than that

from Niagara? A. It might be greater, taking the Chaudiere site by itself, because the

delivery of 10,000 horse-power from the Chaudiere to any established point of use would
possibly, on account of unfavourable conditions as regards transmission, cost more than
Niagara power supplied locally in the Niagara district. That is, supplied anywhere east of
the Welland canal, as I mentioned.

Q. But not very much more, I suppose? A. There wouldn't be a very great difference.

If it were at any time possible to absorb the whole capacity of the French river development
for industrial purposes an^-where along the line of the C.P.R., I don't imagine that the 30,000

horse-power developed and delivered, including all transmission charges, would cost more than
the prevailing prices existing now in the Niagara peninsula, but they might be higher for

the initial 10,000 horse-power. The whole question of the supply of cheap power from the

French river depends on the initial demand. I should say that even without the help of the
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Canal works, an assured market for 30,000 horse-power in that district would make possible

the successful development of the French river powers at prices which would compare reason-
ably with the ijrices that now obtain in the Niagara peninsula.

Dr. Miller: Then, as the demand goes on in the Niagara district, isn't it likely that
private companies, at least, will be charging higher prices; their prices may rise in the
future owing to the great competition? A. I imagine that Government control and the
influence of public ownership would be likely to prevent that. Possibly Mr. Jeffery can
discuss that point better than I can.

Q. I think some of them told us over there that they were selling power too cheaply?
Mr. Jeffery: They have a number of long term contracts. I believe they have one

for 7,000 or 8,000 horse-power in Port Colborne for about $9 per h.p. That contract was
made before the Hydro Commission got their contract with them, and when they had a
large amount of power for sale and no market, and consequently they accepted almost
anj-thing they could get and signed up a ten year contract with a company in Port Colborne
at about $S or $9 per h.p., but I know that will not continue. However, there are some
exceptional cases, and it is quite possible that the private companies will be able to furnish

a certain amount of power at a good figure, provided our Commission don't get a large
block of power for sale and compete with them. If we get that large block of power I

believe we will hold them down, and they will have to sell at about the same price as they
are now selling at.

Mr. Acres: Of course, any statements I have made are based on the previously

mentioned prices in the Niagara peninsula, namely, from $14 to $16. When I made these
statements I did not take into consideration any special prices such as Mr. Jeffery has
just mentioned.

Power Costs in Ontario and Elsewhere

Chairjiax : Now, could you tell us whether there are any places in the United States
where electric power is much cheaper or any cheaper than at Niagara?

Mr. Jeffery: I have been looking up our records. I didn't have very much time
unfortunately. The cheapest power I believe that is sold in the States is in California.

One of our engineers was down there and travelled through California this summer, and
he visited nearly every power plant and practically every sub-station on the whole Coast
district to get information about their engineering and construction. While there he got
considerable information about the rates they were charging for power, and when you
hear those rates you will think, I believe, that the rates in Ontario are very, very low.

The Pacific Coast and Electric Company of San Francisco have large water power plants

situated, I believe, some distance back in the hills. They have a number of plants alJ

connected, and their rates for twenty-four hour power are from $30 to $40 per horse-power

per year. The Pacific Light & Power Company of Los Angeles, who also have a number
of power j^lants I believe similarly situated, are also selling for about the same figure, $30
to $40. The Southern Sierras at Riverside, California, sell power at $40 to $50 per horse-

power per year. The Mount Whitney Power Company—it is rather a small company when
compared with the others—also sell power at from $40 to $50. The Pacific Light and
Power Company, who have a number of plants in Washington and Oregon, are selling 24-hour
power for $48 per horse-power per year. Now, I think

—

Mr. Young: Excuse me, just there. Have you got the transmission distances for
those companies? A. These vary anj'^vhere from 50 to 100 miles; some of them less than that.

Q. And what sort of country? A. It is a hilly country, and a good bit of it is rather

rough.

Q. Mountainous? A. Yes.

Chairmax: Those prices you quoted are prices delivered? A. Yes.

Q. The company building the transmission line itself? A. Yes.

Q. Do any of those companies you have just mentioned produce their power from burning
coal, or are they all water power companies? A. These are all water power plants.

Mr. Acres : I might say that practically all these companies have auxiliary steam
plants to take care of peak load and to tide over periods of water shortage. The operating
expenses of these steam plants are included in the cost of power.

Q. The reason I mention that, is because in Newcastle, England, we get power there from
slack coal at one-eighth of a penny per kilowatt per hour, which comes to between $16 and
$17 per horse-power per year, and it is the cheapest in England. It is wonderfully cheap, and,

of course, it is actually cheaper than some power in this country. You said you might be
able to give us some prices as to power produced by burning fuel in the States, which is

bound to increase, I should think?
Mr. Jeffery: Yes. I have a number of records of rates here which I was not able

to get in very good shape. They are all tabulated for the different companies, but unfor-
tunately I haven't got them worked out in the cost per horse-power per year, and that is

practically the onlj' way'of comparing their rates. I have all their rates here but they are
in kilowatt hours.
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Q. Could you let us have this in the form of a memo later on? A. Yes, I could. I have
Buffalo, Shawinigan and Chicoutimi in Quebec—they are selling power for $20 there—and
Chicago, Cleveland, Toledo, etc. I have a long list here I could put in the form of a memo,
and I will make that up in cost of horse-power per year, because from these rates per kilowatt
hour, you would not be able to see through them without quite a little computation.

Q. Then there is a limit beyond which, of course, electric power cannot be produced
except under the very best of conditions. Now, could we get some idea from you of the
absolute limit, the lowest limit at wliicli power can be produced? One hears a man say that
he is going to produce jjower and sell it at $4 and make a profit. Now, there must be a limit,

and the thing becomes impossible. Can you give us some ideas as to the lowest prices at which
electric power could ever be available? A very rough limit perhaps?

Mk. Acres: In connection with that, I should say that in this country the fixed charges
on capital investment alone would in almost every case amount to the sum you have named,
$3 to $4 per horse-power. The average would be higher. It would only be under almost
unique conditions that a project could Ije properly developed with a resulting fixed charge
of less than $3 to $4 per horse-power per annum.

Q. So prices of that kind would be simply impossible? A. I should imagine so, in Ontario
anyway, speaking from what knowledge I have of the charges involved.

Mr. Gibsox : Have you the cost, or any information as to the cost, of electric power
in Europe? A. No, none that I could give off-hand. A certain amount of such information
could be obtained without much trouble. Power can be produced in many places in this

country for $8 or $9 per horse-power -per annum; that is power at the generator switchboard.
No transmission or transformation costs are included in such figures.

Dr. Miller: So many people tell us New York and New Jersey are the only places where
refining can be done in America? A. I had one of the engineers in the office figure out approxi-
mately what power would cost in Boston, and his figure was ridiculous—I didn't have time to
check it—$215 per horse-power per year. That is practically the lighting rate in Montreal.
At Messina, power is being sold for $12 at the plant, plus transmission line charges, which
amounts to approximately $20. Practically all the companies are amalgamated now so that
the price would be fairly general in the Montreal district. In Winnipeg, where they claim
they have very cheap power, the list rates for anything over 50 horse-power, are $39.20.
Whether they give a discount for large blocks of power, I don't know.

Hydro= Electric Commission Schedule of Charges

Mr. Gibsox: In Toronto, what is the rate for power? A. Well, the rate or rather the
cost per horse-power in Toronto varies, depending on the use of the power. The rates in the
municipalities of Ontario are differential rates depending on the number of hours used, and it

may vary, as you will understand. I have curves here. These curves are rather confusing to
one who has not been used to them, but here is a rate curve, the ordinate is dollars per horse-
power per year, the base is hours' use per month of connected load, or maximum demand. Our
rates in all the municipalities are based upon a certain rate for the first 50 hours' use per
month, of connected load or maximum demand, a lower rate for the second 50 hours' use, and
a very much lower rate for all over that amount per month, plus $1 per month per horse
power per month of connected load. These are complicated, but the whole of the curves figure
out, in dollars per horse power per year, and, as I said before, in hours' use per month. Starting
with the net service charge per h.p. the first step of the curve is fairly steep, the part for the
second 50 hours' use runs up at a somewhat less angle, but after the first 100 hours' use it

drops off and is quite flat. The long hour users pay more for their power than the short hour
user per horse power per year. His cost per kilowatt hour, or the unit of current consumed,
however, is very much less. Now, the rate that our Commission would give for any large
company doing smelting work, would not be based on those rates. It would be a flat rate. We
are selling power to the Union Carbide Company in Welland or very close to Welland, at
46,000 volts for $14 per horse power per year. They use about 16,000 horse power. We are
selling about 1,400 horse power off the same line, or an extension of the same line, to the
Electric Steel & iletals Company for $15.72, and we are just proposing to make a contract
with a zinc company in Welland who are experimenting with a process of reducing zinc

electrolytically at $15 to $16 per h.p. They propose to use 5,000 horse power, and are bringing
the raw material from Quebec, past Montreal, where they have cheap power, and propose
reducing it at Welland.

Q. Is that what is called the Weedon Company? A. Yes, the Weedon Mining Company.
This is their new branch which they call the Zinc Company of Canada, and they will get power
in Welland at about $15. I just forget what it is, but it is less than $16. But our rates in
municipalities will not be the same schedule or the same class of rates that we would give for
a large company. To large companies vre would give flat rates.

Chairjiax': Is this information provided in your curve sheet? A. No, it is not.

[H. G. Acres and B. T. Jeifery.-]
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Q. It would be rather useful to be attached. A. According to the base rate it is $1.00:

2.9 ; 1.9 ; 0.25, for a $31 base rate. This gives the base rates. You can follow them there.

Mr. Acres: Mr. Jeffery did not mention that that schedule of differential rates applies

only to blocks of power not exceeding about 1,500 horse power, and for your purpose that

schedule of rates might not have much bearing, because as Mr. Jeffery has said, when the

Power Commission received a request for a block of anything over 1,500 to 10,000 horse power,

it is considered a specific proposition by itself; and it is a matter of our wholesale price of

power plus the cost of transmission service to the consumer.

Q. Still, if you could let us have a schedule, I think we should like to have it, because

there are a good many small concerns requiring power. A. There is no reason why you should

not as long as you appreciate its limitations, but it would be very misleading to imagine that

10,000 horse power would cost what that rate curve indicates.

Mr. Jeffery : I might say, by the way, we have been making up our rates on the l)asis

of these three kilowatt-hour rates, being in the ratio 12, 8 and 1, and while that has worked,

out all right where the cost of power is low, when you get to the point where power costs you
$.35 and the follow-up rate becomes decimal three or decimal four cents, the angle of the

curve is too high and we have to cut them, and we are now making a maximum third rate to

all municipalities of 0.15 cents per K.W.H.
Q. Does that mean you are going to modify this rate? A. Yes.

Mr. Young: What you will hand in to the Commission will be a corrected sheet?

A. Yes.

Cost of Stepping Down

Chairman : There is one point that I expect you have fully realized as regards the use of
current for electric smelting and electrolysis. It is of ver}^ low voltage. Now, we will say to

smelt matte, or something of that kind, would probably require 100 volts, perhaps 200, but it

is very likely to l^e 10(1 or less. When it eonips to electrolytic refining it may he four volts

or even down to two or less—that would be transformed at the place of use—would it make
much difference, or what difference would it make, in the cost if the customer should buy
it from you and transform it? Could you give us any idea as to the ultimate cost? Suppose
a man bought at $20, say 12,000 volts, or whatever you supply? By the way, is that figure

reasonably correct? A. "Well, it is a reasonable figure for small blocks. In fact, the Ontario
Power Company are selling now practically all of their power in Welland at that voltage;

12,000 volts is too low to transmit power for any distance in large quantities. Our voltage
in the Niagara district for large blocks of power is 46,000 volts. The Union Carbide Company
buy power at 46,000 volts and step it down in their own transformers, which are units from
four to five thousand kilowatts each. The full load efficiency of a large transformer of that

size is from 98 to 99 per cent. They will lose in these transformers approximately ly^ per
cent. This will vary somewhat, depending on the load on the transformers. If they are fully

loaded the efficiency may be as high as 99 per cent. Then, in addition to that they would
have to add on capital charges on the equipment that they have to instal, which will cost

anjTvhere up to $3 a kilowatt installed, perhaps not that high ; and then you have to add on
about 10 per cent, of the capital cost of this transformer to the cost of power.

Mr. Young: Would that be about 10 per cent, on your horse power per year? A. You
take a transformer of 5,000 kilowatt capacity costing $3 per kilowatt; the cost of that trans-

former is $15,000; 10 per cent, is $1,500 of capital charges. That is the interest and depre-

ciation that you have to allow on that equipment; $1,500 spread over 5,000 horse power is

about 30 cents added on to cost of power for capital charge.

Chairman: That is quite small. A. It is small, and then your losses about 1 per cent,

on to that would be another very small item.

Mr. Acres: That would be 50 horse power, costing about $90 per annum.
Mr. Jeffery: We figure it costs about $1 per horse power to step down.
Q. Is that the same whether you are using direct or alternating current? A. No.
Q. For electrol}i;ic work it must be direct current? A. In Welland practically all of their

smelting is done by the electric arc. They have a number of furnaces which operate at 80 to

100 volts; they are nearly all A.C. furnaces.

Q. Yes, but when we come to electrolytic processes such as deposition of metals or making
alkali, then it has got to be direct current? A. You have then got to put it through a
converter. You have got to change it from alternating to direct, and your losses in that case
are very much larger.

Q. And the only way then, is to use a transformer consisting of what we call a motor
d\niamo? A. Yes.

Q. That would add, probably, another 30 per cent.? A. It would be higher than tliat.

The efficiency of that unit would drop to between 85 and 90, I would say, or 85.

Q. In England we generallv consider we lose 15 per cent.? A. Well, it is approximatolv that.

Mr. Acres : Another point to consider is that these converters would be of a very special
design in view of the low I).C. voltages.

[77. G- Acres and B. T. Jeffery.']
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Mr. Jeffery: And the capital cost of those is high. You have two units to take care of

for each block of power. Then for 5,000 kilowatts you have a generator and motor as well

as a transformer, because you can 't get a motor to operate at 46,000 volts
;
you have to step

down to 2,200 volts or some commercial motor voltage, so that to get the direct current it would
cost you very much more than the alternating.

Q. Can we say then that the total additional expense of stepping down from high voltage

alternating current to low voltage direct current, would be a total of 25 per cent., or not more
than 25 per cent.? A. Well, that would depend on the cost of the power, because it is such

a large item; you lose 15 per cenL in machine losses and then you have the capital charges

added on.

Mr. Acres: I should say a better way to express it would be to say that the increment

of cost to be added to the delivery price of high tension power would be approximately 25 per

cent, of the capital cost of the equipment necessary to step do-noi and convert the current. That
is subject to correction, but I should think it would be fair. The capital cost on which that

25 per cent, is based would be the capital cost of the transformer installation, and the capital

cost of the converter installation, plus switching. A charge of 25 per cent, on that capital

cost would be a lump sum of annual charges to be added to the total annual cost of high

tension power.

Mr. Jeffery: In the motor generator you have losses about 15 per cent. Then, you have
capital charges on equipment to add to that. It will run to 25 per cent.. That figure wouldn 't

be very far out.

Mr. Young: Let me understand that, because I like to get these things in accurate form.
Now, supposing the price on your scale to the consumer is $30 or say, $20. A. Yes.

Q. Then, in order to supply refining works, as the Chairman has explained, are you to add
25 per cent, to that $20. How much would that be?

Mr. Acres : That is not quite the situation. The 25 per cent, referred to is not 25 per
cent, of the annual cost of delivering the high tension power. It is 25 per cent, of the capital

cost of the additional equipment. That 25 per cent, has no relation to the actual cost of the
power that has been mentioned in these records.

Q. No. What I was trying to get at was from the standpoint of the man who is going
to operate a refining phint? A. You luive two factors coming in there. One is the cost of
high tension power and the other is the annual charge incident to the installation and operation
of transforming and converting equipment.

Mr. Gibson: Does the cost of equipment vary much? A. It is hard to say what the

cost of the equipment would be for voltages as low as have been mentioned.
Mr. Jeffery: It would run at least $15 to $20 a kilowatt.

Q. That is the capital? A. Yes.

Q. So that you think the additional charges, based on the cost paid for the current, might
perhaps go over 30 per cent. Would it be safe to add one-third as a maximum, do you think?
A. Oh, yes, that would be the maximum, I am sure.

Chairman: Even that figure would be useful to us. A. I think we would be almost safe
there to take $20 a kilowatt as the cost of installation. Now, suppose we take that on 5.000
and just figure that. For 5,000 kilowatts would be $100,000; 10 per cent, of that is $10,000,
so dividing $10,000 by 5,000 there is $2 a kilowatt added for capital charges. There is $2
then : you have 15 per cent, loss also to add.

Mr. Acres: Which is 750 horse power nuiltiplied by the base price of power, which you
have taken at $14.

Mr. Jeffery: Yes, $10,500, to which would have to be added the previous total of $10,000,
making a total of $20,500, covering the annual fixed charges and power losses on 5,000 kilo-

watts. That would be $4.50. I will include a statement of that in my memo ; $4.50 added to
$14 power to take care of the losses and capital charges on the D.C. and A.C. equipment.

Chairman: Yes; that would be almost exactly 33 per cent. In other words, it would be
25 per cent, of the total cost? A. Yes. But I will go into that in detail when I get back and
make you a statement and embody it in the memorandum.

Physical Conditions in Ontario Good

Mr. Gibson: Mr. Acres, are there any fundamental disadvantages connected with the
development of water power in nortliern Ontario, that are not found in other countries or
climates?

Mr. Acres: I don/t think there are. The only disadvantage which might be called a
fundamental disadvantage, that is as compared with southern territory, is the question of
ice trouble.

Q. That is in the generation of power and the operation of water wheels? A. Yes.
Troubles of that kind are being very largely overcome by modern methods of construction. It
is only in the older plants that any serious trouble is experienced with ice at the present time,
except in very exceptional cases.
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Mr. Young: Well, that is almost negligible under modern conditions? A. Yes, it Avould

be in the case of a large water power such as a Commission of this kind would be interested in.

Mr. Jeffery: A small water plant is liable to cause trouble where you have rapids above

the plant; ice forms on the rocks and flows down, causing trouble. Where you have stiD

water, you have practically no ice trouble at all.

Mr. Gibson: What is the limit in distance to which power can be transmitted?

Mr. Acres : There are only two factors that govern that. These are the available market

at the end of any given transmission line, and the amount of money that it is economical to

expend in line construction.

Q. What would you consider would be the maximum transmission loss that would be
permissible in operation? A. I think that the losses that have been permissible in the Power
Commission's construction are in the neighliorhood of 10 per cent.

Mr. Jeffery: We are transmitting power to Windsor from Niagara Falls, 100,000 volts,

250 miles. The cost of the power, of course, varies in the municipalities along the line. The
4,000 horse power rate in Windsor from Niagara Falls is $38.

Q. And what do you regard your loss en route to Windsor? A. Approximately 10 per cent.

Q. You could transmit it farther with a greater loss? A. Yes, by a large aluminium line.

Mr. Acres : You could double the distance with the same loss, provided you put suiHeient

capital investment into the conductors. Line loss is purely a matter of dollars and cents.

Dr. Miller: Would power be available from the upper Ottawa for refining and other

industries in Sudbury? A. It would from a physical standpoint.

Q. That would be 125 miles from Sudbury? A. Yes, I should say it would be at least that.

Aluminium vs. Copper for Transmission

Chairman: Am I right in thinking that you generate your current at 12,000, then step

it up to whatever is necessary, 100,000—or I heard 200,000 spoken of—in order to be able to

use thinner conve^dng wires and that 200,000 is about the maximum ; what would you use to

go this long distance of 150 or 200 miles?

Mr. Jeffery: Well, we use 110,000 volts now. Our Power Commission standard is

110,000 volts. I believe there are one or two companies in the States which are using as high
as 150,000, 1)ut that is wliere the climate is somewliat drier than ours, and their atmosplieric

conditions are a great deal more advantageous for transmitting at that voltage. The voltage

that is used for transmission, that is the economical voltage, depends on the amount of power
and the distance you have to transmit. In the eastern part of Ontario they have a system
operating at 44,000 volts; in Winnipeg they transmit at 66,000 volts. The amount of power
that can be transmitted economically a given distance dei)en(ls on the voltage that you are

transmitting at, and the size of copper or aluminium cable is varied to give the permissible
line loss ; in other words, you may either put in larger aluminium cable, or duplicate the lines,

or put three or four; depending upon the class of service and operating conditions required
to be met.

Q. And the losses, I suppose, are heavier witli the higher voltages? A. The higher the
voltage the less copper or line loss you have. That is why we increase our voltage to decrease
our line loss. The high line voltage is used to decrease the transmission loss on the lines.

Q. I was under the impression that the high voltage was merely because you could use

thinner conductors and save in metal? A. Well, it is that way, too, but the economical con-

dition regulates the voltage at which power is transmitted. If you use smaller conductors and
higher voltage, you must use more expensive apparatus and more costly lines to take care of it.

That is you have got to have more expensive and larger insulators. If you wish a smaller line

or a lower voltage for the same amount of power, you can use a cheaper line, that is as far as

the insulating qualities go, but with a lower voltage and transmitting the same amount of power
you must use a larger conductor.

Q. Thicker wire? A. Yes, to get the same loss.

Mr. Gibson: You were speaking of aluminium and copper; do you use both for conductor
wires? A. Well, we use either, depending on economical conditions or the market value of
aluminium or copper.

Q. How does aluminium stand the climate in Canada? A. We have no trouble at all vrith

it. We have found that aluminium, if strained too tightly, will stretch under severe storm
conditions beyond its elastic limit and would have to be changed. You have to be careful with

it and not stretch it too tightly, but we use now, on our high tension lines, reinforced aluminium
with a steel core and it is giving very good satisfaction.

Chairman: You don't use aluminium alloys for the purjiose? A. No, we use practically

the pure aluminium.
Mr. Gibson: Is it not tending to displace copper to some extent? A. It is. Practically

all our extension lines are aluminium, but war conditions have raised the pr-#^e of aluminium
to over 50 cents per pound, where it was 26 or 28 cents, and we cannot buy it now at all.

Fortunately we had an order ahead of half a million pounds, and it has helped to tide us over.

Chairman : In England we had great difficulty in the early days, it simply wouldn 't stand
the corrosion. A. Well, of course, we haven't got to meet those conditions.
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Q. Yes, but tliey will be present in Sudbury, I suppose? A. Well, I don't know; of course,

in Sudbury they have quite a lot of sulphur there; it might affect it.

Q. Aluminium is much purer than it was? A. Yes.

Dr. Miller: There is quite a difference in sleet storms? A. I have yet to see an
aluminium line with sleet stickiug to it. I believe we have some lines w^here sleet does stick

to it, but when a line is in ojieration with anything like a load on it, it won't stick to the

aluminium. I have never seen any sleet stuck to the Electric Power Company's lines which

are east of here.

Chairman: That is aluminium or copper? A. Aluminium. It sticks to copper, but it

doesn't stick to aluminium. I have seen copper lines with sleet on them three inches thick.

Powers on the Lower Ottawa

Mr. Gibson : Mr. Acres, have you gone into the question of the availability of those powers
on the Ottawa river below Lake Timiskaniing?

Mr. Acres: The situation there is rather complicated by the joint jurisdiction of the

two Provinces.

Q. Quite so; but apart from that question? A. From a physical standpoint there are

some very valuable water powers on the Ottawa river, and the only discounting factor is the

question of available market. None of the Ottawa river water powers could supply power
at prices comparable with those at which power is supplied in other parts of the Province,

unless a market of at least 20,000 horse power were assured from the outset, because the

capital cost of permanent works there is very high. For instance, at Chats Falls, the dam
which would be necessary to properly develop the power there would be immensely expensive,

and the fixed charges on the capital cost of the dam alone would amount to several dollars

per horse power, even on the basis of 20,000 horse power sold, so these powers are not
susceptible for commercial use until markets of that magnitude are available.

Q. Has not the dam at the foot of Lake Timiskaming a beneficial influence on the whole
question of water power on the Ottawa river? A. It will ultimately, as soon as a proper
system of regulation has been devised.

Q. And has there been considerable water power created at the foot of Lake Timiskaming
by the dam? A. No. The Timiskaming dam is a regulating dam. At certain times of the

year the Timiskaming dam will maintain a head of water of perhaps 20 feet. At certain

other times of the year it may not be more than three feet. It is a regulating and storage dam.
Chairman : Referring to your memorandum, Mr. Acres, and Mr. Jeffery having dealt

with the topographical conditions, the transmission distance and th'e available capacity of the

water powers in Ontario, and the other factor—the available market; assuming we have the

market in the refining of nickel-copper mattes for a large quantity of power, what would be
the position in Ontario as compared with other places for that industry? A. In connection
with that question, it has been covered in a general way on the last three pages of my
memo. Now, that is as far as one earr go, if the question of market possibilities is con-

sidered. If you can develop a smelting industry requiring 20,000 horse power, you can get
cheap power from the Ottawa river. If you can develop a smelting industry requiring
50,000 horse power, you can use the St. Lawrence. You will understand that this statement
is made without regard to difficulty which might arise through interprovincial or international
jurisdiction on these rivers.

Mr. Young: Yes; then supposing they wanted a lot of power in the Sudbury district,

from where can you give it to them? A. From the French river or the Ottawa.
Q. Practically the bulk of power in the Sudbury district is made use of? A. Yes, with

the exception of the French river. I have estimated that there is about 15,000 horse power
still available at the various undeveloped sites, some not very good from a development stand-

point ; some of them very good.

Mr. Gibson: That would hardly he a practical source of power? A. It could be only

considered a source of power for the practical operation of mines and concentration. I have
mentioned the fact, which I think is right, that no power of less than 10,000 horse power
ought, as a rule, to l3e considered suitalile for reduction and refining purposes. There are

no such powers in or available to the Sudbury district except those on the French river and
the Ottawa river. Apart from these 5,000 horse power is about the limit of capacity for the

undeveloped sites.

Q. You mentioned two powers of the Wanapitei as not being utilized. Are those above
or below Lake Wanapitei? A. Both are below.

Q. Where are they? A. One is near Stinson Station on the C.N.R.

Q. And the other lower down? A. Yes, near the mouth of the river.

Q. How much is used now at Sault Ste. Marie? A. Nearly 20,000 horse power out of a
total of al)Out 45,000 available. I think that is mentioned in my memorandum in connection
with the water powers of the Boundary rivers. I should add also that the 20,000 horse
power now developed is mostly used in connection with the steel industry and the manu-
facturing of pulp and paper.
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Letter from Mr. R. T. Jeffery to Ontario Nickel Commission

The following letter supijlemeuting the evidence of Mr. R. T. Jeffery as given above
was addressed by that gentleman to the Commission 16tli February, 1916:

—

'
' I regret very much that through rush of work and an attack of la grippe, I have been

unable to forward you, at an earlier date, the information arranged for some time ago at

your meeting.
'

' Since that time we ha^e been collecting considerable data regarding rates at which power
is sold by various companies in different parts of the United States. We have as yet been
unable to obtain very much information in connection with the selling price of power in other

countries, but hope to have more information along these lines in the near future.
'

' On the attached sheets is given a list of power companies and municipalities, showing the

rate per horse power per year at which these companies and municipalities are selling power,

based on 24-hour operation and 10-hour operation per day, with a load factor in each case of

85 per cent. In practically all of these cases the rates which we have on record, in connection

with power sold by these companies and municipalities, are stated in cents per K.W.H., with,

in a great many cases, a service charge per month, and with these rates as a basis, we have
calculated the cost of 500, 1,000 and 2,000 horse power operating six days per week, under the

above-mentioned conditions.

"As already stated, power can be purchased from our Commission in the Xiagara district

at a price of $14 to $16 p>er horse power per year, and, while the 100,000 horse power for

wliich our Commission have a contract with the Ontario Power Co., is practically all used up,

we have at present an additional, contract with the Toronto Power Company for approximately

16,000 horse power, and have practically completed arrangements with the Canadian Niagara
Company for an additional block of power at apjjroximately $lo per horse power per year,

and our Commission expect, at the next session of the Ontario Legislature, to apply for

authority from the Government to proceed with the preliminary work in connection with a
power development at Niagara, which development will have a primary capacity of 100,000
horse power, and an ultimate capacity of approximately 600,000 horse power.

•'In addition to power at present available, as above set out, the franchises of the Ontario
Power Company, the Electric Development Company and the Canadian Niagara Company at

Niagara Falls provide that, if the power which they are at present developing on the Canadian
side, and transmitting to the American side for consumption, is required in Ontario, this

power shall be supplied at figures equivalent to prices at which these companies are selling

jiower on the American side at points equally distant from the source, and under similar

conditions.
'

' The clause referring to this matter is given in the following paragraph of these

agreements:

—

' The Company whenever required shall, from the electricity or pneumatic power gen-

erated under this agreement, supply the same in Canada to the extent of any quantity not

less than one-half of the quantity generated at prices not to exceed the prices charged to cities,

towns and consumers in the Tlnited States at similar distances from the Falls at Niagara for

equal amounts of power and for similar uses, and shall, whenever required by the Lieutenant-

Governor in Council, make a return of prices charged for such electricity or power, verified

under oath by any chief officer of the Company, and if any question in dispute arises involving

the non-supply of prices of electricity or power for consumption in Canada, tlie High Court
of Justice of Ontario shall have jurisdiction to hear and determine the same and enforce the
facilities to be given or the prices to be charged.

'

'
' On another sheet the writer has tabulated the average cost per K.W. of large transformers

for stepping down high tension power to a voltage at which this power would be used for
furnace or motor work. On this sheet is also given the average cost of motor generator sets

and rotary converters for changing A.C. power to D.C. power for electrolytic work.
"On this sheet is also given the average percentage losses in transforming current from

high to low voltage, and also the losses in motor generator sets.

"I am enclosing a copy of a print showing our standard schedule of differential K.W.H.
power rates as given for power supplied at certain definite figures per horse power per year."

IE. T. Jeffery.-]
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Electric Power Costs in American Cities

' Cost per H.P. per year, Cost per H.P, per year,

24-hour power, 85 p.c. L.F., 10-hour power, 85 p.c. L.F.,

6 days per week. 6 days per week.
Company or Municipality.

500 H.P. 1000H.P. 2000H.P. 500 H.P.11000H.P.'2000H.P.

Western United Gas & Elec. Co., Illinois.

Munroe Electric Co., Wisconsin
Springfield Gas & Elec. Co., Springfield,

Missouri
Cleveland Illiiminating Co., Cleveland.

Ohio

Edison EJec. Illuminating Co., Boston..

Pittsburg, Penn
Incuman (Argentine)
People's Incandescent Light Co., Mead-

ville, Penn
Utah Power & Light Co
The United lUuminatiug Co., Bridgeport,

Connecticut
The Evansville Pub. Service Co.. Indiana.

Erie County Electric Co
U.S. Reclamation Service on the Minidoka

Proiect, State of Idaho
The Merchants Heat & Light Co., of

Indianapolis, Ind
City of Leeds, England
Duluth Edison Elec. Co
Detroit Edison Co., Detroit

4,700 Volts

Buffalo General Elec. Co. Effect Sept. 1.

1915
New Orleans Railway & Light Co
The Edison Ilium. Co., of Boston
Indianapolis Light & Heat Company .. ..

New York Edison Co
Omaha Electric Light & Power Co.,

Omaha, Neb
Texas Power & Light Co., Dallas, Texas!
Pacific Power & Light Co., Portland,

Oregon
Berlin Pub. Service Co.. Wisconsin
The Springfield Gas & Electric Co
Pasadena, California

Southern California Edison Co., Los
Angeles ,

Portland Railway, Light and Power Co.,

Portland, Oregon
Winnipeg
Calgary

72.75
118.80

97.00

49.15

67.70
41.10

102.00

71.00
54.37

95.20
83.36
114.00

72.75
118.80

97.00

H.T.
36.93
power

67.30
34.65
161.30

71.00
50.05

95.20
82.00

72.75
118.80

97.00

H.T.
36.93

powt'i

67.00
31.50
161.20

95.20
81.00

.58.04

70.80

83.45

32.90

32.95
27.20
67.50

29.84'

54.37

40.00
45.00
59.12

58.04
70.80

83.45

25.60

32..50

20.80
67.40

29.84
27.20

40.00
44.00

46.47 29.74

.58.65

41.83
113.90
37.45
32.58

.59.45

53.05
43.55
58.67
101.42

38.74
36.00

75.40
240.00
67.50
133.20

59.41
49.26
31.89

59.30
48.37
29.80

30.24
31.82

29.89
27.45

30.97
20.67
47.48
31.40
29.89

31.76
.31.35

22.66
30.97
•57.71

24.90
23.70

31.72
30.69
18.05

58.04
70.80

83.45

25.60

32.30
17.60
67.30

29.84
25.05

40.00
43.00

31.72
28.68
16.36

IE. T. Jeffery.-]
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Electric Power Costs in American Cities

Company.

Cost per H.P. per year,

24-hour power, 85 p.c. L.F.

Cost per H.P. per year,
10-hour power, 85 p.c. L.F.

PhUadelphia D..
E...

Boston D ,

New York
Washington E
Minneapolis
Baltimore S
Milwaukee Std . .

.

Cleveland, Wholesale

.

Providence G . . .

.

Chicago C
C

Buffalo
Cobalt

118.70 Same



SECTION G

HYBINETTE ELECTROLYTIC PROCESS OF REFINING

Evidence of Mr. V. N. Hybinette, of Kristianssands, Norway

(London, England, 4tli April, 1916.)

Chaikman: I was wondering whether you could start by giving us some little description

of your earlier connection witli the nickel industry and the different companies—the work at

Missouri, for instance, and the International? A. I told Dr. Miller and Mr. Cochrane the

story of my connection with the nickel business some years ago.

Dr. Miller: I wish I had had it taken down then.

Early Days in Scandinavian Nicliel Industry

Chairman: Perhaps now is an opportunity of getting it again, because it is interest-

ing and important to us. A. It may seem to you at the beginning that I am taking you
too far back, but to show you just how it all came about, I shall start at my old home
town, Falun, in Sweden. There they had what were in olden days the largest copper mines in

the world. About 1875 they stopped their old smelting business, and introduced the Henderson
process of ehloridising roastin;;' and leaehinj^' for their copper ores. Only a few miles outside

this town of Falun was one of the biggest, perhaps the biggest, nickel mine in Sweden. This
nickel mine was at Slattberg and the nickel works were at Sagmyra, near by. Shortly after

the Franco-Prussian war these mines were bought by some German interests wMch probably
controlled the nickel refining business of the world at that time. That old mine was in the
'70 's producing copper-nickel matte by smelting, like all the other Swedish mines in those
days; there were four or five of them, all smelting a very low-grade matte and treating that
low-grade matte with sulphuric acid so as to obtain sulphate of iron as a by-product. The
sulphuretted hydrogen was taken into chambers and made into sulphuric acid. The
residue, containing sulphide of copper and nickel, was sent to Germany as such. In the middle
of the '80 's when I started as apprentice at the copper works in Falun, Mr. Hendrik Munktell,
also owner of tlie world-famous Gryckslio paper iuills where the Swedish filtering paper is

made, was the general manager of these old copper works which were using the Henderson
process for chloridising copper ores. Henderson was manager of the Tharsis works in Glasgow
in those days—the '60 's and '70 's. The Germans had stopped working the nickel ores at
Sagmyra when the New Caledonian ores were found, and the plant had been shut down for
more than ten years, when it occurred to Mr. Munktell that the Sagmyra ores might be treated
by chloridising roasting; and my first employment in the nickel industry was to make a series
of experiments beginning on a small laboratory scale but afterwards enlarged, with chloridising
roasting of copper-nickel ore, extracting the copper and nickel with water and acid, and after-
wards refining that solution in one way or another. It would take me too long to go through
all that. In those experiments we met with so much success that Mr. Munktell, who was a
rich man, got some other people with him and established works with this process at Hommelvik,
in Norway, wdiere they used nickel ores from different mines in Norway, which were consider-
ably richer than the Swedish ores. We started building in 1887, and were able to produce
nickel in 1889, 1890 and 1891. I was the superintendent of these works, and the processes had
all been worked out by me. But the production at the best amounted only to 50 tons a year.
In those days we were being paid 80 cents a pound for the nickel. Practically all the nickel
was sold to a gentleman whom you will probably see when you get to Sheffield to-morrow,
Mr. Doncaster.

Q. I know him well—Samuel Doncaster? A. Yes, he was part owner in those works, and
he visited them and he knows me very well. We were getting through our troubles in that
plant and beginning to make some money, although in the meantime nickel had gone down to
about 60 cents a pound, when one day in the autumn of 1891 we read an article in the "Engin-
eering and Mining Journal" to the effect that Col. Thompson, the president of the Orf'^ord
Company, had made a contract with the United States government to supply them with a
million dollars' worth of nickel at the rate of 30 cents a pound, and this was at a time when
we were getting from 60 to 80 cents a pound. I advised my friends to shut dovrn their
plant, which they did in the spring of 1892, and I went over to America to see what the Orford
Copper Company were doing. When I arrived there, I found that they had been experimenting
off and on for several years with the nickel contained in the copper matte which they got
from the Canadian Copper Company's little smelter at Copper Cliff. The matte was originally
treated as a copper matte and no payments were made for nickel, and the Orford Copper
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Company did not save it. However, in 1890-91, they experimented with a process wMch seemed
to promise to be of some use, and it was on the strength of that process that Col. Thompson
made this contract. In this process the Bessemerised matte was treated with sulphuric acid so

as to dissolve out the nickel as sulphate.

Q. Was that after roasting? A. No.

Working Up the Orford Refining Process

Q. The raw matte? A. Yes. The copper sulphide is very hard to dissolve; the nickel

sulphide dissolves easily, and by not roasting the matte, it was possible to obtain a nickel

sulphate free from copper. The solution so obtained was boiled down to drj-ness and the
crystals roasted, whereby nickel oxide was produced, and this was delivered to the United
States government on account of the contract. It was soon found, however, that they were
not able to get anj-thing like all the nickel dissolved in that way. The process was very costly,

and Col. Thompson found that he had made a bad bargain. If they could not invent a
new process in a hurry to make nickel at 30 cents a pound when the market price was 60
cents a pound, they would not be able to fulfil their contract. So they started looking up all

the old patents, papers and metallurgical books, and particularly the patent descriptions of

the United States Patent Office. They found one, which for some reason or other took their

eye, invented by an old brass smelter in Torrington, Connecticut. I do not know whether you
are aware of it, but there is some copper-nickel ore there. This process consisted of smelting
copper-nickel matte with soda salts, whereby copper sulphide and sodium sulphide formed the
top, and nickel sulphide formed the bottom. I might state here that this separation of nickel

from copper was known in Europe and in use many years before the Orford Copper Co. took
it up. The patents granted to Bartlett, John L. Thompson and E. M. Thompson are for pro-

duction of a commercially pure nickel l3y repeated smeltings with soda salts, whereas the old

processes only used the reaction for removing the bulk of the copper. When I arrived in

New York in the spring of 1892 the Orford Copper Co. had just got that process perfected in

such a way that they were smelting their matte with nitrecake four or five times and obtaining
a nickel sulphide containing over 70 per cent, nickel, 1 per cent, arsenic, some antimony, at

least 1 per cent, iron and 1 per cent, copper as the principal impurities.

Q. Was that from the Sudbury ore? A. That was from the Sudbury ore. They had
a contract for refining all the material that the Canadian Copper Company could give them.
The armour plate makers soon found out that to make a good armour plate they had to have
better nickel, consequently the United States government required the nickel oxide to be free

from arsenic, and the copper content was not allowed to be above 0.25 per cent. I was able

to show them how to get rid of the arsenic by a small change in their ordinary practice, and
as a reward for that I was engaged in the company's employ to build a plant to make metallic

nickel. I built that plant in the spring of 1893 at a place entirely separate and about
two miles distant from the main works of the Orford Copper Company. In the meantime I
had been allowed to study the metallurgical practice of the Orford Copper Company, and on
accoimt of the experience I had obtained in Norway, I saw how I could greatly improve upon
their metallurgy. However, nothing was done until 1895, when the specifications for nickel

became stricter, and it became impossible to sell nickel oxide for armour plate containing more
than 0.15 per cent copper, which quality it was impossible to obtain by the top and bottom
smelting, at least in an economical way. They were then repeating their smeltings with nitre-

cake from 7 to 9 times. In my work n'ith the Henderson process at the plant in Norway, I
had found how differently the copper and the nickel behaved when they were being chloridised
in a roasting furnace, and it occurred to me that it would be much easier to extract the last

trace of the copper by chloridising roasting and leaching instead of by this top and bottom
smelting.

As I said, it was in 1895 that I was allowed to demonstrate and introduce this procesa

at the Orford Copper works because they had been unable to find an}i;hing else that would
save the situation. I could just as well have done it in 1892, but they would not let me, as

there was a great deal of jealousy about it. When my scheme proved successful. I was given

charge of the nickel department. Later on, in 1897, when I was given complete charge of

the whole nickel industry of the Orford Copper Company, I was able to carry out my system

in a more finished way, so that it became what it is now, the Orford process, which consists

in top and bottom smelting repeated two or three times, leaching with water of the pulverized

bottoms, followed by leaching with weak acid to remove sulphide of iron and incidentally also

cobalt, and finally two treatments by chloridising roasting and leaching. These two treatments

are so carried out that you chloridise the sulphide and leach it, and the resulting nickel oxide

is mixed with nitrecake and salt, then roasted and leached, whereby the copper contents of

the nickel oxide are reduced to only a few hundredths of 1 per cent.

When I had introduced all these improvements I was promised by Col. Thompson to be
taken in as a partner, but unfortunately at the time he was selling out and rearranging his

affairs I was taken ill with malarial fever, so that I was practically useless for two or three

years. When I came back to health again I found that the International Nickel Company was

[V. X. Hy'binette.']
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formed, and that I had been allocated a very insignificant proportion of what I had been

promised. This to a great extent was simply due to the fact that I had been ill and that

nobody had thought I was going to recover. If I had been strong and healthy, I suppose I

would have been able to hold my own—a little better than I did, at least. You can understand

how I had had to work during the years I had charge of the Orford works. I was practically

the only scientifically educated engineer with the Orford Copper Company and the Canadian

Copper' Company, and I had had single-handed to change the process and at the same time

increase the production from 200,000 or 300,000 pounds of nickel to 1,000,000 pounds a month.

This I did inside of three years, 1897-1900, without at any time stopping the works, by simply

adding to and changing them around in the best way I could, and in addition without any
particular appropriation of money to do it with.

Q. All the time I suppose you were adapting the old works to your requirements? A. Yes,

that was it. Well, when I had the Orford process as well developed as I thought I could get

it, in the year 1900 it seemed to me that it was not without its faults; the quality of the

nickel was not as good as that of New Caledonia; the number of processes that the material

had to go through made it utterly uneconomical, not to say impossible, to work on a small

scale. The only reason that the process is economical is that it is carried out on so large a

scale by the International Nickel Company. It is, however, a tremendous improvement upon
the nickel processes which existed before 1892, and upon all others that had been invented in

the meantime.

Invention of Electrolytic Method

I concluded in about the year 1900, or perhaps 1899, that the only correct way to handle
the problem of separating nickel from copper was to make the matte into an anode, electrolyse

that anode and obtain the nickel at the cathode directly; and I set out to solve that problem.
I did solve it in a laboratory way at the time, and informed Col. Thompson of the fact ; but
inasmuch as he was not the owner of the mines and smelters, and had simply a short time

contract for refining, he did not consider that he could afford to change the whole of his plant.

Consequently nothing was done. But in 1904, while I was in tlie employ of the International

Nickel Company as their metallurgical engineer, I informed Mr. Monell of the existence of this

process, and he agreed with me to give it a trial and promised that I would get a certain

payment in case it was accepted. A plant was built for electrolytic refining in the summer
of 1904 at the Orford works, but just as it was about to be started, or just as it was started,

and I had shown my ability to produce nickel in that way, I was ordered to patent the process

in the name of the Orford Copper Company and hand the patents over to them without any
payment. This was entirely contrary to the original agreement, and I had no other course

than to leave the company's employ. I was shortly thereafter asked to build a plant for the

Lake Superior Corporation which owned some nickel mines in the Sudbury district, but

—

I do not know what to say—through the peculiar feelings of some of the directors, the board
of directors could never be made to agree to build a plant, and after having spent almost a
year in negotiations I had to give it up. I then got together some very rich people in New
York more or less affiliated with what is known as the '

' Standard Oil crowd, '
' and took an

option on some mines and began to prepare for the building of a plant; but just then some
of the directors in the new company found that they had friends who were interested in the
nickel business with whom they would not care to compete, and therefore I was told that
they would not go into it. This adventure had lost me another year.

Tried at Fredericktovvn; Installed at Kr istianssands

After that I got an offer to go down to Missouri and build a plant for treating the
complex ores of the North America Lead Company at Frederickto^\'n. I never thought that
their ore bodies amounted to very much, neither could I see that their chances of ever
becoming a large factor in the nickel business were very good, but I thought that it would
be a way of introducing my process for separating copper and nickel on a large scale, and
1 therefore accepted the proposition. To make it go through I had to put up a great deal
of money, much more tlian I could afford, out of my own pocket. I went down there, and in
the years 1906 to 1909 I worked out and started the process which, as far as the metallurgy
went, was successful. Not only was I able to separate the copper and nickel, but also to
separate out in a novel way the large quantity of cobalt that was present in those ores.

Q. Do you happen to remember the assay of that ore? It is only a matter of general
interest, but the relative amount of nickel and copper would be important? A. It was a
lead ore in limestone which, together with the galena contained a nickel-cobalt mineral called
linnaeite, and also some chalcopyrite. The values in copper, nickel and cobalt varied very
much, but in concentrating the material in the ordinary wet lead concentrating-mill a middling
was obtained containing, outside of fairly large quantities of lead, about 4 per cent, copper,
2 per cent, nickel and 1 per cent, cobalt. This was the raw material for my process. The
process worked well, and we were making money when I was suddenly notified that the board
of directors would not carry on the work any longer, and they shut the place down without
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any good reason. In the meantime I had been approached by my old friends in Norway who

were interested in using my process in that country. Tliey sent their engineers to Frederick-

town to inspect the copper-nickel part of the plant, and upon receiving a favourable report

from these engineers the Norwegians made a contract with me for building the plant at

Kristianssands in Norway. To define the state of perfection of the process at that time, I

will say that the original plant at the Orford works had been designed for a material con-

taining two parts of nickel to one part of copper, but it was used for so short a time that

I was unable to learn anvtliing from that installation. The new installation in Fredericktown

had necessarily to be made in a different way—only the main principle was the same—on

account of there being so much more copper and so much less nickel, and particularly on

account of the presence of considerable quantities of lead and cobalt. Wlien it again came

to handling the material in Norway there were other considerations, such as the liigh price

of coal and cheap electricity, which made it necessary to again change the process. But

although the first plant put in in Norway could in consequence be said to be an experiment,

it worked very satisfactorily from the beginning. It had only been operated for half

a year when it was concluded to double its capacity. It was started in 1910; the capacity

was doubled in 1911 and 1912, and again increased in 1914, so that the capacity at the present

time is about 1,800 tons of nickel per year.

Q. And copper? A. 1,200 tons.

Q. And precious metals—do you take much notice of those? A. Oh, yes.

Q. Can you tell us anything' about them? A. Well, the ores vary very much, just like

they do in Canada.

Q. I suppose the palladium would be more than the platinum, as it is in the Canadian

ores? A. Yes.

Refining Operations in Norway

Q. "What is the cost of erection of the plant? A. The actual cost of the plant, as it now
stands, with a capacity for 1.800 tons, was about $250,000.

Q. That 1,800 tons is nickel? A. Yes. We are not using it to that capacity now, on

account of our inability to obtain raw material during the war. We are only operating the

plant to half its capacity.

Q. Is that entirely on Norwegian ore at the present time? A. Entirely on Norwegian ore.

Q. From the two mines? A. Yes.
Dr. AIillee: By raw material you mean the ore? A. Yes.

Chairman: And matte? A. Yes, and scrap. We bought a good deal of German silver,

scrap and turnings, and things of that kind. The refining plant, where we used bessemerised

matte, is built very cheaply-, perhaps a little too cheaply ; it is a wooden structure. It is doing

the work, however, and the actual cost of refining is in ordinary times, not figuring on war
prices, between $100 and $110 per ton of nickel.

Q. Does that include roasting of the matte and the making of anodes and everything

f

A. Yes.
Dr. Miller: That is the total cost? A. From the Bessemerised matte to nickel cathodes,

electrolytic copper ingots and j^recious metal slimes. There is no cost on the copper, all the

cost is figured on the nickel.

Q. What is the ton? A. It is the metric ton. •

Mr. Youxg: 2,204 lbs.? A. Yes. We have demonstrated these cost figures to the satis-

faction of Mr. J. E. McAllister, of Toronto, Mr. W. A. Carlyle, of London, Mr. W. R. Deacon,

of New York, and several well kno-mi American engineers.

Dr. Miller: If you were working on a larger scale, as you hope to do, in Canada, they

would probably be reduced? A. Yes. The material that we are using is 6 to 8 tons of coal

per day, a few tons of coke for smelting the anodes, and about 1,800 horse power of electricity

for making these 1,800 tons of nickel per year. This power consumption includes blowers,

elevators, lighting of plant and so forth.

Chairman: How would your electric power costs compare with those in Ontario at say

$15? A. We are paying at present 45 crowns, which is practically $12—we are practically

paying $12 per horsepower year, for high voltage current delivered at the refinery.

Mr. Gibson: Wliat does your coal cost? A. Our coal in ordinary times costs us between
18 and 20 crowns per ton delivered at the refinery. This is about $5 a ton.

Q. And your coke? A. Coke costs $7 a ton.

Q. Are these long tons? A. Yes; and we have about 100 men employed in three S-hour
shifts, paying them an average of 13 cents per hour.

Chairman: Could we say that throughout the information you give us you are always
speaking of the metric ton? A. Yes. Of course the coal and coke which comes from England
is different.

Q. It really would not make much difference? A. No.
Mr. Young: It is 36 poimds difference per ton, I think.
Chairman: We have descriptions of your process in Dr. Coleman's report. Could

you give us one wliich we could publish as j^our own description, giving what details you
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thought best? A. The process is thoroughly described in its main features in the patents

which have been granted to me in the United States and Canada in the years about 1905

and 1914-16.

Chairman: There were two taken out very recently, were there not? A. There were

four taken out on the main improvements which we have introduced during our work in Norway.

Method Suitable for Ontario Ores and Conditions

Dr. Miller : Is there any reason whatever why this process of yours, which is in successful

operation in Xorway, cannot be put into practical operation in the Province of Ontario?

A. There is absolutely no reason. The ores which we are working, Norwegian ores, give us

on an average 1.0 per cent, nickel.

Chairman: Does that mean recovery? A. Yes, yield. None of the mines is worked at

a greater rate than 100 tons a day. The process consumes absolutely no chemicals whatever.

Q. Of course that would be a great advantage to us? A. I mean, outside of lead for

linings of tanks, and firebricks and ordinary repairs of furnaces.

Q. And as regards waste liquors and that sort of thing? A. There is none. The solutions

are automatically regenerated, so that the main solution with which we started in Norway
five years ago is the same one to-day. It has never deteriorated at all. Of course we have
had to make some more, and we have it in our power automatically in the process to obtain

an increased bulk of such solution, so that when we have increased our plant we have auto-

matically increased the bulk of the solution.

Mr. Young: And there is nothing noxious or harmful or offensive in the process? A. No.
The same workmen who were with us when we started are still with us, and they are in a
good, healthy condition.

Q. And there is nothing to hurt outsiders? There is no discharge? A. No. We are in

a fine garden district, and we have had to put up a 150-foot high chimney for the sake of
getting rid of tlie sulphurous acid which results from roasting the matte.

Chairman: "When you are j)reparing your anodes, you roast to a certain point, I suppose?
A. Yes.

Q. But there is no trouble with a reasonably high chimnej'? A. No.
Dr. Miller : Could not the making of the anodes be done at the smelter and the anodes

shipped to your works? A. Yes, or the roasting can be done at the smelter, and anode melting
done at the refinery.

Q. No sulphur would be given off? A. No, at least only an insignificant amount.
Mr. Gibson: Do you roast your ores in the open air in heaps? A. No, we do not roast

them at all. All the sulphur which comes off comes oft" in the bessemer converters.

Mr. Young: You were saying that you were in a garden district? A. Yes.

Q. A populous district? A. Yes.
Mr. Gibson: Do you have any appreciable losses as between the contents of the ore

and the recovery? A. Our slags contain on an average 0.15 per cent, nickel and 0.1 per cent,

of copper.

Q. You said you had 1.0 per cent, of nickel recovery, Init you did not mention the
copper recovery. A. That is about 0.7 per cent.

Q. With the richer ores at Sudbury the percentage loss would be reduced? A. Yes.
Chairman : Your total losses per ton of ore would be practically the same as in Norway,

and therefore proportionately less? A. Yes.
Mr. Young: How does the cost of labour compare in the two countries? A. It is cheaper

in Norway. We are paying our workmen 13 cents an hour on an average, working 8 hour
shifts. You have to pay aliout double, I suppose?

Q. Easily. A. A plant making two or three times as much as we are making in Norway,
would only need 50 per cent, more labour, so that when we are working on a larger scale that
will even itself out.

Dr. Miller: Your mining costs would be lower? A. Yes, very considerably lower. Our
mining costs are about $2 a ton of ore, whereas we do not expect it will cost anything like
that, not much more than half of it, in Canada. Our smelting costs are about $2 a ton of
ore, and that can also be decreased very considerably when working on a larger scale.

Mr. Gibson: Why do you expect the cost of mining in Canada to be less than in Norway?
A. On account of the larger ore bodies.

Q. Notwithstanding the fact that our labour is much dearer? A. Yes.
Dr. Miller: You said you were mining not more than 100 tons a dav from the larger

mine? A. Yes.
Mr. Young: In taking vour costs from the books do a'Ou distribute the overhead charges?

A. Yes.

Q. Over the whole? A. We have a cost-sheet which will be laid before you, which shows
the whole costs divided up into some 20 or 30 heads, beginning with freight to the plant, then
the weighing in, the crushing and sampling, the roasting and anode smelting, electrolysis,
copper refining, steam generation, precious metals, recovery; and such charges as superintend-

[F. N. Hylinette.l
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euce, office keeping, taxes, iiisurauce, selling expenses, and so foirh, each item by itself figured

out per ton of nickel.

Chairman: That answers quite a number of little points I had intended to ask you.

Me. Young: Does the GoTernment audit check your costs? A. Yes.

Q. As well as your general expenses? A. Yes.

Mr. Gibson: Does your company publish a printed report for the information of share-

holders? A. No, we do not. We do not publish anything. We have our annual meeting at

which we read a report behind closed doors to stockholders only, with instructions to keep

it to themselves; and the printed report which is given out is not supposed to be any better

than the one which the International Nickel Company is publishing.

Details of Process

Chairman: Could you give us any particulars—we have got them from the other com-

panies and it would be convenient if we could get them from all—as to the analysis of the

ore, of the matte, and of the metallic nickel and metallic copper—anything that you would

probably like to be published? It would make the whole thing on all-fours. A. The ores from

the different mines vary very much. Taking the whole smelting mixture, I would say that the

ore analyses 1.3 per cent, to 1.4 per cent, of nickel and about 0.9 per cent, of copper; it

contains in one smelter 20 per cent, of sulphur, 35 per cent, of iron, and 35 per cent, of silica.

Q. Would that mean real silica—or what we call silieious matter? A. Real silica, and

the rest lime, alumina and magnesia. The blast furnace slag wliich we throw away contains

on an average 0.15 per cent, nickel and 0.10 per cent, copper; and the Bessemer jnatte which

we produce contains about 50 per cent, of nickel and 30 per cent, of copper. The main thing

about the bessemerised matte is that we bessemerise it to contain about 0.5 per cent, of iron.

Q. That is almost identical with the Canadian practice, is it not? A. Yes.

Q. And the reason for that, I presume, is to avoid the excessive loss of nickel which

occurs if you carry it beyond that stage. Is that so? A. Well, you cannot carry it beyond

that stage.

Q. You cannot get rid of any more sulphur? A. You cannot get rid of any more; that

is the utmost limit. It is very hard to get that, because it freezes. The bessemerising cannot

be carried any further, and there is no use in carrying it any further. Of course it might

be a nice thing if you could get it down to 0.1 per cent, or 0.2 per cent, of iron, but it does-

not matter.

Q. I was tliinking more of getting rid of the sulphur for the manufacture of anodes.

A. You do not want that for other reasons. There are ways and means of getting rid of

that sulphur easily enough. We really do not want to go any further. We do not want to

get rid of that sulphur.

Q. But in making your anodes, could you use those containing as much as 20 per cent,

of sulphur? A. Yes, but they would be so brittle that they would not last so long. There

is no chemical reason why you could not, but there are practical reasons such as brittleness

of the anodes, and bulkiness, and so forth.

Q. Did you give us the assay of the nickel? A. I was going to give you the assay of

the nickel.

Q. We have got so far as the matte now? A. Yes, the nickel can be produced without

any chemical difficulty up to 99.9 per cent. pure. But for practical and commercial reasons,

there is no use in going to such a high grade, and therefore we are only producing a quality

that is competing favourably in the market. We have never since we started had any com-
plaint against the quality of the product.

Mr. Young: If the market called for pure nickel, you could meet the demand with your
process? A. Yes.

Chairman: Could you guarantee it free from copper? A. We can make it down to 0.01

per cent, or 0.02 per cent, of copper, but we are not making it down to more than about
0.1 per cent, because the market does not call for anytMng purer. We could make it prac-

tically free from iron, but we are leaving about 0.50 per cent, of iron in it.

Q. Any cobalt, I presume, goes in and is called nickel? A. Yes, any cobalt that stays
in the bessemerised matte goes in with the nickel, but in bessemerising, when you get rid of
the iron you lose the bulk of the cobalt also. The nickel which we produce is guaranteed to
contain less than 1 per cent, of cobalt, but it very rarely contains more than 0.50 per cent.

Marketing Nickel in Germany

Mr. Gibson: Where is your market for the nickel? A. We are selling our total output
on a long time contract to Germany. It was sold by the German company before the war in
England, Italy and Russia, but is now going exclusively to Germany and Austria.

Q. Has nickel materially increased in price since the outbreak of war? A. Yes, but we
have not had any very particular benefit from it.

O. Bv reason of your long-time contract? A. Yes.
Mr. YorNo: That is hard luck? A. Yes.

[F. .V. Eyhinette.']
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Q. Did I hear some gentleman at one time say that there was an objection to the electro-

lytic process in operations of any magnitude—that as you get handling enormous quantities

of ore the electrolytic process is not so adaptable as with a smaller quantity? A. I can tell

you something about that. I heard it to-day from Mr. Dunn. A short time ago some large

financial interests in New York were asked whether they would help to finance the British

America Nickel Corporation, and without any further thinking over if it would be advisable,

they went right to the International Nickel Company for information and were told that they

knew my process very well, which they do not. They were also told that although they

admitted the process was worked on a very small scale in Norway, it was so intricate chemically

and had so many operations that it was impossible to work it on a large scale. I would say

that it was just the other way round. The Orford process is many times as intricate as the

present electrolytic process. Half a dozen world-renowned engineers who have seen the plant

at Kristianssands have never for one minute doubted that it could be carried out on any scale

whatsoever.
Mr. Young: It is only fair to say that those remarks, as I understood them, were not

directed to your process, but were made in the course of discussing the electrolytic processes

in general. A. Yes.

Mr. Gibson: Do vou know of any climatic difficulty in working your process in Ontario

f

A. No.
Q. Would it be workable in the Sudbury district? A. Yes.

Q. There would not be any difficulty in the way of extremes of cold and so on? A. No.

I have installed an equally intricate electroh-tic process in the north, where they sometimes

have 50° below zero.

How Copper Recovered, also Precious Metals

Chairman: You have not given us the composition of the copper. Do you melt that

down, or sell it as precipitate? A. The copper is recovered as cement copper, together

with the precious metals, and the cement copper is melted down to anodes which are electro-

lytically refined.

Q. By you? A. Yes, by us. It is carried out exactly in the same way as the ordinary

electrolytic refining of ordinary copper material, whereby we get the electrolytic quality of

copper equal to any on the market.

Q. I suppose you sell the anode mud containing the precious metals? A. Yes.

Q. You do not smelt that? A. No.
Q. That is just the same as the ordinary electrolytic blister copper practice? A. Yes.

Q. Do you make any nickel salts or copper salts? A. No.
Q. No oxide—nothing but the metals? A. No. We can if we want to, but so far we

have not. But that again would involve consuming sulphuric acid, which we naturally could
produce ourselves.

Mr. Gibson : Do you make any use of the sulphur at any stage of the operation ? A. We
get automatically in our process enough sulphuric acid in the roasted material to supply us
with whatever sulphuric acid the process needs.

Q. Is that a considerable quantity? A. No, it is a very small quantity.

Chairman: It comes from the oxidation of the sulphur in the anodes? A. Yes.
Mr. Gibson: That is converted into sulphuric acid? A. It is automatically, without

doing anything to it, worked into sulphuric acid in the process.

Chairman: How do you precipitate your copper as precipitate? Is that from the solu-

tions from the electrolytic deposition of the nickel? The mother liquor will contain the copper?
A. No. My electrolytic process consists mainly in that you have a large quantity of nickel
sulphate solution which is all the time circulating in the plant between the nickel depositing
department and the copper depositing department. In the nickel depositing department the
anodes are dissolved whereby both copper and nickel go in solution. Only nickel is deposited,
and the solution carrying the copper is pumped over into the copper department whera
cementation on slabs of metal identical with the anodes takes place; the copper is deposited
as cement copper, and the nickel dissolved from the slabs, whereby the solution is made fre«
from copper and returned to the nickel department to take up more copper.

Q. You are managing director of your Company, are you not? A. No, I am not; I am
consulting engineer and one of the directors.

Mr. Gibson: Have we the name of your company? A. Kristianssands Nikkelraffineriugs-
verk.

Chairman: We will send a transcript of the shorthand notes to you. A. It might ba
recorded that the refining does not include any loss whatsoever of copper, nickel and precious
metals except such incidental losses as may occur through leakages and things of that kind.

Q. In other words, all the losses which we have been discussing are those in the produc-
tion of the matte? A. Yes; and so far as we can analyse, all the precious metals are recovered.

Mr. Gibson: If we have not time to -^isit Norway, would it be possible to get a copy of
your costs of which you spoke? A. Yes, for private information; certified by the official
reviser (chartered accountant).

[F. .Y. Ilyhinefte.l
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Q. Could we have the items in English so that we can understand them? A. Yes. We
have made them up in that way before.

Dr. Miller: You have had some experience in handling New Caledonian ores, I tliink?

A. Yes.

Mixing Norwegian and New Caledonian Ores

Q. Could you give us the cost per ton of the New Caledonian ore? A. I can give you
some particulars regarding the treatment of Xew Caledonian ore. The New Caledonian ore

is in a metallurgical sense different from the Canadian or Norwegian ore, in that it is prac-

tically free from copper. Heretofore the main cost of refining has been in the separating of

nickel and copper, and the refiners of New Caledonian ore have therefore taken great pains

not to introduce into their furnace charges any material containing copper. The New Cale-

donian ore is so composed that it requires a great deal of fluxing, and, inasmuch as practically

all available iron fluxes contain some copper, the fluxing of the New Caledonian ores has

heretofore been done by using limestone, g%'psum, fluorspar and the residues from the Leblanc
soda process. TMs, however, has had its effect on the cost of making nickel from New Cale-

donian ore, inasmuch as it has been impossible to treat the ore unless there were quantities

of cheap fluxes to be had. And even at that with the cost of fuel, the large quantities of

flux and the nature of the mixture^, the fuel consumption in smelting New Caledonian ore

has been very large. My electrolytic process for separating nickel from copper is so cheap

that the old objection to introducing the copper is no longer good, particularly as the ores

generally contain a certain amount of precious metals, which pay part if not all of the

refining costs. We have therefore lately started the practice of mixing our Norwegian ores

with New Caledonian ore, and it has been very successful. No barren fluxes whatsoever are

necessary. The fuel consumption, on account of the presence of iron and sulphur, is very low.

The slag we obtain is of such a composition that the nickel content thereof is surprisingly

small. The ore from our mines can be mixed with New Caledonian ore without briquetting,

which is usually done in the ordinary practice of smelting New Caledonian ore. So far as

we have been able to find out, we are able to treat the New Caledonian ore in this way
cheaper than by the ordinary present practice.

Chairman: Could you tell us what the amount of iron is. and the general composition

of the New Caledonian matte as sent over—the first stuff is about 45 per cent, of nickel, I

believe—and how much iron that contained? A. The New Caledonian matte that now comes
on the market is partly produced liy electric smelting, wherel)y the o1)jections which I just

mentioned to a great extent fall away. But the trouble is that electric power in New Caledonia
can only be had in very limited quantity. There is a ferro-nickel produced called matte

;

we have had some of it; it varies very much in composition.

Q. Would it contain a great deal of sulphur—say 20 per cent.—or more, or less? A. We
have had some that really was a matte, and we have had some that really was a metal. From
the little experience we have had from buying material from them, I would say that they
have not yet got on to a settled practice of production, but I may be wrong in that.

Dr. Miller : There are one or two questions I should like to ask. I started to ask you
what the cost of New Caledonian ore is. laid down in Norway? A. I thought you meant treat-

ment. Well, that varies very much, because the freight charges vary enormously. Under
ordinary conditions we can get the 5^2 to 6 per cent, ore laid do^vn in Kristianssands for about
11 cents per pound of the nickel contents. That would be about the average price, which I
think is about the same price as here in England.

Q. Ordinarily, that ore will run to about how much of nickel? A. 5^4 to 6 per cent.

—

between 5 and 6 per cent.

Q. Have you any idea of the cost of refining it liv the methods emplovpd by the
French company and its branches? A. No, I do not know, but I can make a good guess. I
suppose I should say about 6 cents per pound of nickel.

Q. This would mean the total cost of refined nickel from New Caledonian ore about what?
A. Say 17 to 18 cents per pound.

Q. Wliat is the cost of refined nickel by the Mond process? A. It may be as much as
15 cents per pound.

[r. X. Hybinette.}



SECTION H

THE CANADIAN COPPER COMPANY

Evidence of Mr. A. D. Miles, President, Canadian Copper Company, Copper Cliff

(Toronto, 22nd December, 1916)

Note.—At the outset of their work, the Commissioners handed to Mr. Miles a list of inquiries
regarding the Canadian Copper Company and its operations, methods, etc., to which full and satisfactory
replies in writing were duly received. Naturally, many other points of interest developed during the
course of the investigation, and these were taken up with the company, partly by correspondence," and
partly by personal interview. In order to complete the data as regards the company, Mr. Miles attended a
meeting of the Commission held at Toronto in December. 1916, and gave the testimony printed partly
below, and partly also in Sections B and N, dealing respectively with Nickel Ore Reserves and Nickel
Refining in Ontario, and Taxation of Mines.

Chairman: I expect, Mr. Miles, that the bulk of the queries in this mcmorajidum dated
October 30th will have to wait until we have a formal meeting with the International? A. Yes,
you will hear from them directly on that. I cannot say whether they will or will not be here,
but you will hear directly from them.

Q. So the main thing to-day will be the queries in this letter of December 18th. You
have given us such full answers to our previous queries, either here or at Sudbury, or in your
memoranda, that there is little else to ask.

Mr. Young: I want to get a little information from Mr. Miles or <3ome of the topics of
special interest to me later on.

Dr. Miller: Have you a copy of the letter, Mr. Miles, addressed to you December 18th
last? A. Yes, I have with me the plans and sections you have asked for. The first is the plan
showing the size of the Crean Hill ore body. It is marked with the same geological colours
we have always used, and with which I think you are familiar?

Q. Yes. A. (Referring to plan.) The black is the ore and the green is the greenstone.
That is the ore on the stope plan. Everything between here is ore just as shown. This is

the section through the shaft, so that you have the ore body shown both ways.
Q. That covers the first point. A. The next was the cross-section through the shaft. It

covers that, too. It shows the shape of the orebody. The next is No. 2 mine, which is coloured
in the same way. There are one or two points here which, when you are ready, I think I will

arrange to have I\Ir. Nicholls go over with you. Then there are the channel samples. These
shown on the plan are the only channel samples that we had that were taken in No. 2 mine.
This is the result of the drilling you asked for at Lady Macdonald mine. The area around
Lady Macdonald lake, that is, No. 4 mine, No. 5 mine and No. 6 mine, is on the Copper Cliff

offset. To the northeast the older greenstone underlies the ore-bearing norite, and to the
southwest there is a granite gneiss. The southeastern portion of the area is a layer of norite,

not over 400 feet in maximum thickness, which laps over the greenstone. In the northwestern
portion the norite may be deeper. There is a large gossan area which looks to a casual

observer to have good possibilities. The area, upon close examination, proves to consist of
irregularly placed, disconnected patches of lean gossan. The ore is low grade. The average
grade from all holes was copper 0.9 per cent., nickel 1.3 per cent. There were 17 holes drilled

in the area, but this did not accurately outline any regular commercial ore body.

Q. Our idea was to get some knowledge of the structural relations of the sill? A. Yes,

but it did not prove the structure of the nickel eruptive.

Q. It is a matter of discussion as to whether or not this sill is a dike-like structure, and
we are anxious to get what information we can on the various points around the basin. It

does not have at present an important economic bearing, but it may have at some time. You
have not included any channel samples from Crean Hill or Creighton? A. We have none from
Crean Hill that I know of, and we have no regular ones from Creighton. We have taken
channel samples at various places, but we have never regularly channel-sampled the ore bodies.

I will look up what we have for you.

Q. If you could let us have two or three of those, it would be of scientific interest, because
I don't think there has ever been anything like that shown.

Mr. Young : I wanted to get a little additional information in regard to the organization

of the company, and I thought you could give me the latest details in that respect. This

would be in addition to the mass of material that you have been good enough to supply
already in response to our request for information of that sort, but I would like to bring it up
to date and in one or two respects to clear up some doubts in my own mind. First, we have the

oificers of the company. Does that represent the officers at the present time? (Statement of

officers shown to Mr. Miles.) A. Yes, there have been no changes since then.

[01]
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The Company's Holdings

Q. And could rou give us the holdings of the company in Ontario; we have the informa-

tion, but I would be glad to verify it. I refer to the company's mines, and the areas of land

owned outside of the mines? A. The Canadian Copper Company owns the following mines, all

located in the district of Sudbury:—Copper Cliff, Evans, Stobie, Crean Hill. Vermilion, Creigh-

ton, ZSTo. 1, Xo. 2, Xo. 3, Ko. 4, Xo. 5 and Xo. 6. "We are at present operating only Creighton,

Crean Hill, Vermilion and Xo. 2 mines. The company owns, by crown patent and fee simple,

19,615 acres of mineral lands. It owns, in joint ownership with others, 1,083 acres, and the

surface rights and license of occupation of 3,880 acres located in the district of Sudbury. It

also owns undeveloped lands in the counties of Peterborough and Hastings, 72,840 acres. Addi-
tional areas are now being acquired in the township of Graham in the vicinity of our new
roast yard, and also a considerable area by The Huronian Co., Limited, above our present

power plant in the town.ships of Hvman, Xairn, Baldwin, Shakespeare, Porter and Dunlop
that will be flooded when the Big Eddy dam is built.

Q. The International Xickel Company has no lands or mines in Ontario other than those

in the name of the Canadian Copper Company, except possibly the power interests vdth which

I will deal in a moment ? A. That is all, they have no mineral lands.

Q. In your answer number two as to the cost of the properties a total is shown of

$9,224,001.00. That is made up as to March 31st, 1916, the end of your last fiscal year.

"Would you care to bring that up to the first of the year for us? A. I think you will find

there are no changes. (Mr. Miles looks over statement.) Xo, there have been no changes.

Q. And the same remark will apply to your number three, taxes that you pay? A. Yes.

Q. We will take that for the fiscal year as it is here, though it really could be brought up
to date? A. Yes, I can have that prepared for you.

Q. You might make that for convenience to the end of this year? A. Yes, the first of

January.

Q. Then you gave us at Sudbury an explanation of your answer number five, in which the

average selling price of $142.57 for matte is mentioned, and you told us that that was based

on the agreement which you have since produced between your company and the Orford

Company to wliich I will refer presently? A. Yes.

Q. The other questions are largely metallurgical or technical, and are dealt with either in

the answers or in the discussion with the Chairman and Dr. Miller to-day. In the letter of the

18th of December we asked you to let us have anything you could in the way of a short history

of the Canadian Copper Company. Have you done anything in that way? A. Yes, I gave

you a pamphlet.

Q. By Gray? A. Yes.

Q. Would you care to add to that? A. Xo. I think that covers it pretty fuUy.

Q. And what we can get from Barlow and Coleman? A. Yes. .

The International and Constituent Companies

Q. Then, there is confusion in the publications with respect to the organization of The
International in 1912, and I would like to clear that up with you? A. The old company con-

solidated in 1912 with the Colonial Xickel Company.

Q. There seems to be confusion as to the constituent companies, but I think you and I can

settle that. We have talked over that before? A. I have furnished you with a list of the

companies.

Q. I am referring now to the memorandum you gave us on the 30th of October: I think

you have a copy before you. You speak of The American Xickel Works. Is that the Wliarton

company? A. That is the Wliarton company.

Q. is that the correct title, or was it the American Xickel Corporation ? A. It was called

The American Xickel Works.

Q. The assets of that company were acqmred by The Intel-national outright, and it has

since been liquidated, hasn't it? A. Xo. the assets of The American Xickel Works were

acquired by The Orford Copper Company in 1905.

Q. And The Orford Copper Company has had the same experience? A. The Orford

Copper Company was merged with the consolidated corporation in 1912.

Q. Xow. you are sure about the Orford? A. Oh. yes, absolutely.

Q. The Orford Copper Company, the Vermilion iMining Company and the Anglo-American

Iron Company have all been liquidated under your American laws in order to provide for the

consolidated corporation? A. Xo, the Anglo-American Iron Company and the Vermilion Min-

ing Company were both taken over by the Canadian Copper Company in 1911. The con-

solidated corporation owns the Canadian Copper Company.

Q. And the Xickel Corporation, Limited? A. The Xickel Corporation, Limited, is still in

existence, but there are other shareholders besides the International Xickel Company.
Q- That is the Wliitaker Wright Company, and it is still in existence? A. Yes, still in

existence.

\A. D. MiJes.^
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Q. Tlic Soeiete Miiiiere Calcdoiiiciine is still in existence also? A. Yes, it is still in

existence.

Q. The Vermilion Mining Company, is that the same as the Vermilion Gold Mining Com-
pany whose property was acquired by The Canadian Copper Company in 1911? A. That is the

one, I imagine, although I have never luiown it by that name.

Q. Then the Huronian Company has been incorporated since; is that its correct name?
A. The correct title is The Huronian Company, Limited. It was incorporated in 1902, by

Colonel Thompson, Major Leckie and Robert McKay. It was bought from them by the old

company.
Q. And is that an Ontario company? A. That is an Ontario company.

Q. So that we can get our information in the Buildings here? A. Yes.

Q. And that is the water power company that owns your water power plant and works

at Hish Falls? A. Yes.

Chairman: And that also deals with the distribution of your product from Bayonne,

doesn't it? A. It did, yes. Formerly The Huronian Company, Limited, under contract with

The International Nickel Co., handled all European contracts for the sale of nickel. This

subsidiary company was used in order to keep the foreign business separate. When war
came on. contracts on the continent were cancelled, necessitating a change of handling, and the

International Nickel Company now handles everything direct.

Mr. Young: Yes, and there is no question about that from the information we received

in England, because the International is not mentioned at all as one of the companies supply-

ing material to the Imperial Government.

Q. And your railroads are operated imder The Huronian Company, Limited? A. Only
partially. The railroad from Turbine to High Falls and from Crean Hill to Victoria Mines,

a total of 6^/4 miles, is operated under the Huronian charter. No. 3 Mine railroad and all

of the yard tracks, a total of a])out 13i/^ miles, are operated by the Canadian Copper
Company.

Q. Then, can you give me any information about the Colonial Nickel Company of New
Jersey, which was consolidated with the original International in 1912? A. Colonial Nickel
Company was incorporated in 1912, and was taken over by the consolidated corporation the
same year.

Q. It is not likely I would be wrong, if I said that it was a company created by the
International to carry out the proposed consolidation? A. I think that covers it.

Q. In 1912 there was a merger of the Colonial and the International Nickel Company,
and your officials sometimes refer to The International as " The International Nickel Com-
pany, New Jersey." New Jersey is no part of its corporate name? A. No.

Q. And the only change there is in the name was the addition of " The "? A. Yes.

Q. There was a considerable increase in the stock at that time? A. Yes, I don't remem-
ber the percentage. However, I think you will get that from the financial statements.

The New Refinery at Port Colborne

Q. Then in 1916 a new company, The International Nickel Company of Canada, Limited,

was incorporated. Is that an Ontario company, or a Dominion? A. That I cannot say, but
you can get this information from Mr. Britton Osier; the company was formed to do the

refining in Canada.

Q. Can you give us any information about the progress of that plant? A. I haven't
seen the plant, but I have seen the progress report. The entire plant is being built under
contract. The contract was given to the Foundation Company, and from the results to date, I

would say that it would be operating probably between the first of the coming October and
the first of November.

Q. It is situated at Port Colborne? A. Yes.

Q. And what is its capacity in the way of output, do you know? A. That I cannot say.

Q. Can you give us a general idea of the character of the plant? A. I haven't seen the

plant. There is absolutely no connection between the two companies.

Mr. Gibson: You mean The Canadian Copper Company and the new refining company?
A. Yes, they are under separate management.

Q. They are proposing to use the same process as they do at the Orford works? A. They
will use the same process, and it will be managed by Orford afterwards.

Mr. Young: Well, of course, the Orford Company as such does not exist? A. I mean
the Orford works of The International Nickel Company.

Q. Do you know anything about any modifications to the system that they had in mind?
A. I don't think there are any.

Q. What about the waste discharges, the efiluents? A. They have devised, I under-

stand, some means of evaporating them.
Chairman : Of course that is quite a big problem when you go into a new district, you

do not know what is going to happen? A. I am not sufficiently familiar with it to give you

[J. D. M^les^
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very much information. I believe they are going to utilize the waste heat from their furnaces

for evaporating.

Q. Is that supposed to take care of all the discharges such as those now going into the

Atlantic? A. Yes.

Q. They told me in a letter of December 15th, last year, the discharge amounted to

155,000,000 gallons of liquor, so they have got a good deal to handle? A. Yes, but there

is so much waste heat generated in a plant of that sort that it might as well be used for just

such purposes.

Mr. Young: Some of our experts are telling us that there will be such an improvement

in the operating over here, with the increased plant and modern system, that there will be a

material reduction in the cost of refining. Can you say anything as to that? A. No, I cannot

say, but the old plant is congested and additions have been made where there wasn't really

room for them. This plant has been laid out, bearing all of that in mind, in such a way
that the mechanical handling will be very much simplified, and will naturally effect some saving

'H cost.

Q. Do you know anything definitely with regard to the extent of the holdings in Xew
Caledonia? A. I know notliing of that at all.

Q. I think Mr. HoUoway got a copy of your stock subscription system? Is that available

for Canadian employees here? A. Oh, yes.

Q. How are they taking it up in Canada? A. It has been taken up very well. When
we first introduced it, the foreigners hesitated. We introduced it primarily because there was
no incentive for an employee to save his money. We own the houses, so he cannot invest his

savings in a home. As a result, he did not accumulate anything. We introduced this system

of stock distribution to the employees, basing it on earning power and length of service, and
arranging it in such a way that he could invest practically all that it is possible to save, in

the stock of the company. The stock is issued to employees below market price at the time

it is issued, and they are allowed to pay for it on the instalment plan. We charge them 5 per

cent, for the use of the money, and return it if they want to cancel their subscription at any

time. I will furnish you with tliis year's pamphlet descriptive of the whole scheme.

Q. The International issues the usual quarterly returns for the purpose of the stock

•exchange, and those of course are correct? A. Those are correct and available to anyone.

They are issued, however, to shareholders, not to the stock exchange.

Q. Do you recall the stock dividends that have been issued by the company? A. No, I

do not.

Q. I know there is a 10 per cent, one, and I think there was a 25 per cent, one at one

time? A. I cannot say as to that. The 10 per cent. I remember, that was quite recent.

Q. And the shares have been reduced from $100 par value? A. Yes, to $25.

Contract with International Company

Q. There are one or two other matters I do not understand here, and I am going to ask

you to enlighten me. You are now operating your company, as far as the International is

concerned, under this agreement of the 31st of March, 1909, of which you gave us a copy?

Is this the latest? A. That is the latest. Prior to that time, there were minority shareholders

in the Canadian Copper Company, and a complete set of books had to be carried and a report

issued to these minority shareholders. Since that stock was acquired, it has not been neces-

sary, except for the purposes of bookkeeping, so the contract has never been renewed, but

has been in force ever since.

Q. Were there annual contracts before that, each of the same nature? A. I am not sure

whether they were annual, they may have been for two or three years, but they were renewed

at set times.

Q. Was there any variation from year to year in the price, 7c. for copper contents, and
10c. for nickel contents? A. Yes, it was varied once that I remember, and possibly oftener.

Chairiian : I was under the impression that there had been no variation in that agree-

ment? A. Oh, yes, from 1902 to 1909 there were changes.

Mr. Young: And there must have been a similar agreement before 1902, when the Cana-

dian Copper Company and the Orford Company were at arm's length? A. When they were
two separate companies, yes, but I don't know that they are available. That was before

we had anything to do with the companies. The mine was owned by one group of men, and
the refinery by another.

Q. Yes, but the Canadian Copper Companv at that time had evervthing to do with it?

A. Yes.

Q. So that if you could get that, it might be helpful as to the agreements between the

Canadian Copper Company and the Orford Company prior to 1902? Have you any other inter-

company agreements, the Canadian Copper Company with The International subsidiary com-

panies, except this one? A. Yes, with the Huronian Company.
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Q. Do you know wlietlier there are inter-company agreements between other concerns?
A. Not that I know of.

Q. You don't know about that? A. No.

Q. Now this balance slieet is interesting, could I trouble you to look it over for me. (The
Canadian Copper Company balance sheet for the year ending 31st March, 1916, shown to

Mr. Miles.) You might tell us shortly how you make your balance sheet up here. You
are operating with The International Nickel Company under the agreement of 1909? A. Yes.

Q. That agreement determines the price you get for your copper and nickel contents?

A. Exactly.

Q. Then on that basis vou deal with The International as if thev were real purchasers?

A. Yes.

Q. And this statement is the result, because you have no other purchasers; you don't sell

to anyone else? A. No.

Q. And here are your assets,—property, $9,174,000 odd. Now the assets of The Inter-

national are $44,000,000 odd. What makes up the difference generally? A. The New
Caledonian mines, the refineryj the stock of the Canadian Copper Company, the Huronian Com-
pany, the Upper Spanish Improvement Company, and all other subsidiary companies.

Q. Well, could these account for the difference? I am not asking in any spirit of
hostility; I have a great zeal for facts? A. The value of these properties, plants and stocks

account for the difference.

Q. It covers properties owned and operated. Now this statement of yours is presumably
as correct as you could make it ; that is, to the value of your assets in Ontario ? A. Yes. There
is no ore included, that is only the property*.

Mr. Gibsox: Does that not include the mines? A. It includes the mines as property, as

real estate.

Q. Does it not take in the value of the mineral deposits? A. No, it does not.

Mr. Young: Then the current assets speak for themselves and are correct? A. Yes.

Q. Now the inventories in The International statement for the same year are $4,000,000
and over, and your metals are only $758,000. What does that inventory include? A. The
inventory of The International Nickel Company includes supplies, metals in stock and metals
in process. The inventory of The Canadian Copper Company includes supplies and metals
in process only. Supplies $772,000, metals $758,000, total, $1,530,000.

Q. The Canadian Copper Company would not include matte stock? A. No, it includes

only metals in process ; the matte is shipped as it accumulates.

Q. That would include all their supplies? A. Yes, the difference of $2,470,000 is

accounted for by supplies, finished products, matte in stock and metals in process.

Q. Then on your liability side you have noted The Huronian Compan,y, that is not the
capital stock is it? A. No, that is the amount the Canadian Copper Company owes the
Huronian Company for power.

Q. That would be your charges for power? A. Yes, wo operate the Huronian Company.
Q. Then, what is the liability to The International Nickel Company, of $3,937,000? A.

That is the balance, or the difference between the total and $5,800,000 which was a dividend.

Q. And then there is another set of entries here that I would be glad to have explained.

Take the item of depreciation, you write off $1,611,182 for your depreciation. What does
that cover? It is not mineral exhaustion? A. No, it covers plant depreciation.

Q. Then in the same year The International write off $806,000; that must be for their

plant? A. Yes.

Q. Do you know on what basis they are making that up, what percentage? A. Yes, a
life of fifteen years.

Q. You might explain very shortly your depreciation basis, because it might help us in

other aspects of our enquiry? A. The plant and buildings are depreciated on their esti-

mated life. The life of some machiiiery is little over one year. Some of the buildings and
more permanent equipment have a life of considerably over fifteen years. The average life,

however, of all machinery and buildings is estimated at fifteen years.

Q. The depreciation, the Chairman points out, represents about 15 per cent, of your
property? A. Yes, more than 15 per cent.

Q. Then the item of mineral exhaustion, $1,236,521, is that an actual statement or an
allowance? A. That is an estimate based on the tons of ore treated. It is the amount per ton
of ore treated set aside to amortize the original cost of the property. It is an arbitrary
figure.

Q, Now, The International Nickel Company wrote down $900,827 for exhaustion of
mineral. I don't understand that; where have they got any minerals? A. They own all of
the stock of the Canadian Copper Company, and of Societe Miniere Caledonienne, and part of
the Nickel Corporation, Limited. The Canadian Copper Company have accumulated a fund for
mineral exhaustion of $1,236,521.90, which is a reserve to March 31st, 1916, while The
International Nickel Companv reserved during the vear ending March 31st, 1916, for mineral
exhaustion, $900,827.58.
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Q. You might explain this entry of The International Nickel Company in current liabili-

ties, and its entry of payment to that Company, of $5,S00,000- A. The funds of the Cana-
dian Copper Company accumulated, and the $5,800,000 was a dividend paid by The Canadian
Copper Company to its shareholders.

Q. You won't undertake to give us any information upon these questions that we have
submitted to fhe International ? A. No, I think some of them I did cover, one or two ; for

instance, that list of companies.

Q. I can understand that in your position as President of The Canadian Copper Company,
the details of another concern would be hearsay information? A. Absolutely, I might liave

an idea, but I would not have definite information that would be relial)le.

Mr. Gibson: You were spealdng of the Wharton Company, and the absorption of it by
The International Nickel Company. Did that include the Chicago mine? A. Yes, a one-

third interest.

Enlarging Water Power Plant

Q. Then you were speaking the other day about enlarging the water power on the Spanish
river. Have you any objection to giving us particulars about that? A. None, whatever. With
a view to securing a greater output at our power plant to provide a reserve against accidents

to any individual unit, a fifth unit is being installed. This unit will be housed in a brick

building with reinforced concrete foundation and sub-structure. The unit will consist of 5,500
K.V.A. Generator, direct-connected to a vertical turbine. All necessary step-up transformers

and switching equipment to carry the additional output, will be installed, in an addition to

the old power house. The new unit will be controlled from the old power house, and neces-

sary cables and control wires, piping, etc., will be installed in concrete ducts between the two
power houses. To secure a suitable foundation it was found necessary to build a new power
house approximately 150 feet from the old one, and water is taken into the new unit through
a circular steel penstock. Necessary head gates and wing walls have been provided to divert

the required amount of water from the present bulk head dam, a small section of which will

be taken out as soon as the necessary wing walls and head works are completed. This imit

should be in operation the early part of next summer. This additional power is required to

handle the enlargements which are being made at both the mine and smelter. We have also

outlined the electrification of our railroads, which will probably become necessary.

Mr. Young: How are your grades? A. We have no serious grades. Coal has become, as

you know, almost prohibitive in price, so that we will need a great deal of power within a

very few years. In the meantime, there will be a rock fill dam at the Big Eddy that will act

as a reservoir to supply water to our present plant in excess of what we can get from the

normal flow of the stream; that is, to impound the water as it falls, and draw it off as we
need it during the periods of low water.

Dr. Miller: With regard to these plans, Mr. Miles, that you have given us, if we should

want to publish any of them, would there be any objection? A. No objection to publishing

all of them if you want to. You will need a great deal of information that is there, and
possibly more, to determine the geology of the district, and if there is anything more you need

that is not there, I will be glad to furnish it.

Q. Then, in this historical sketch that has been asked for, I suppose in that you will

refer to some of the experimental work the company did, just very briefly? A. Yes, I think

that would be very interesting.

lA. D. Miles-']



SECTION I

THE MONO NICKEL COMPANY, LIMITED

Evidence of the Right Hon. Sir Alfred Mond, Bart, M.P.

(Lomlou, England, SOtli March, 1916.)

Chairman: "We have ah'eady received in the form of memoranda from your London
office and from Coniston, a great deal of valuable information, and we should like to know
whether we may take these memoranda as final, or whether you would wish to modify or

amplify them? A. The memoranda were prepared with very considerable care, and as far

as they go I can endorse their contents.

First a Process; Then Mines

Q. We are anxious to learn all you can tell us as to the general position of the nickel

industry, and especially regarding the question of smelting in Canada and the cost of the

various steps in the treatment, the mining, the smelting to matte, and the recovery of the

finished products. A. The history of the connection of our company mtli the Sudbury field

is explained in the memoranda, and I think is well known to you. I might very briefly recall

it. The discovery which was made by my late father in conjunction with Dr. Carl Langer,
of the treatment of nickel ores with carbon monoxide, was made a great many years ago now,
and was first applied, not to Canadian ores at all, but to silicate and arsenical ores. In fact,

before the company was formed, the first mines which my father had an interest in were in

Germany. His attention was then directed to the Canadian fields, which of course at that
time were infinitely less developed than they are to-day ; and he succeeded in obtaining a
certain amount of matte through the courtesy of Colonel Thompson. He made a series of
experiments with experimental plant at Smethwick, near Birmingham, and established the
commercial possilnlities of the process. The question of raw material then became an urgent
one, and in conjunction with Dr. Mohr, my father and my brother, Mr. Robert Mond, visited
Canada and made a number of investigations which in time led to our acquisition of the
Victoria mine and the Garson mine. Of course the affair was a small one then ; it was experi-
mental. We had all the usual great difficulties in trying to work out a new industrial process,
which were many and serious, and at one time seemed very grave indeed. We pulled through
all those, and went on developing the business. We did our utmost to develop that field; in
fact I think we may claim that we were the pioneers in the diamond drill and the magnetic
survey in Ontario. We introduced methods for the discovery of ores, which have since been
fopied by other people. T think I might also point out that we employed Dr. A. E. Barlow
to make a very thorough investigation of the field at our expense—a geological survej'—with
the object of really ascertaining as far as possible what further hidden mineral resources there
were for the purpose of development. One curious thing is worth noting, and that is that, on
the whole, our investigation, as well as the investigation of others, disclosed relatively very
little that has not been known in. the field almost since the commencement. Practically every
mine which is in operation to-day was api:)arently known many years ago. At the period when
we began, and for many years afterwards, the field appeared to be more limited in scope
and in size than it has since proved to be. At one time refiners were seriously wondering
where the ore was to come from, and that was even the case with the Canadian Copper Company
at the time when it was taken over by the present International. The idea of depth is entirely
altered. Wlien we started, the common impression among mining engineers and geologists
was that about 500 feet was the depth to which you coiild expect these deposits to go. To-day
we are working our Victoria mine at a depth of over 2,000 feet, and there does not appear
to^ be any particular geological reason why the deposits should not continue down to the
mineable depth, which nowadays lies somewhere between 4,000 and 5.000 feet. That of course
has made a very great difference in the aspect of the field as a mining proposition. Then
when we started, the bessemerising of matte had never been tried at all ; we were the first
people who ever bessemerised. In those days nobody had gone to a further state of con-
centration than the ordinary blast-furnace matte. We introduced bessemerising, which is
now adopted as a general process. That has meant a very much greater degree of concen-
tration of ore at the mines than formerly ; it has also meant, naturally, a greater expenditure
of capital and labour. That is really how the thing developed. I would like to put in here
the fact that we had very great difficulties when we started, in getting the nickel made from
Canadian ore accepted by the British government for government purposes. I personally
negotiated that matter to a large extent.
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Mr. Young: What objection was made? A. The objection was that it was not as good
as the French nickel. New Caledonia nickel not containing any copper was looked upon as

the standard; the British specifications all specified Xew Caledonian nickel. I tliink it took

us a matter of nearly two years to get armour-plate made with our nickel accepted by the

British Admiralty—at our expense. The product of the American company at that time was
not so good in quality as it is to-day, and certainly not of such good quality as the French,

I may say that we have met with that difiiculty in other directions, as, for instance, with
people making pure nickel goods. It took a good deal of time and persuasion and even lower

prices to get them to accept our nickel against the French nickel which they had used aU
their lives, and the quality of which they knew. We were enabled to do this because our

process produces chemically the purest nickel in the world. That is one of its advantages

from the point of view of quality, quite apart from price; in fact some people say that it

is too good. That was one of the objections made to me at the Admiralty when I went there.

Locating the Refinery

Chairman: It was the only one they could make? A. Yes. That objection was seriously

made to me; I was seriously told that it was probably too pure. We fought down all those

points, and we are now on excellent terms vdth Government Departments. Our nickel is used

by a number of the largest British government contractors, by the War Office and by the

India Office. In fact, I think I may say that we have rendered considerable service during
the present crisis by putting our nickel concern entirely into the hands of the British govern-

ment from the beginning to the end. At the present moment, we are controlled works under
the Munitions Department—practically a government institution. The question of the location

of our refining works was one of considerable study and consideration—the question whether
we should locate it here or on the other side, or where we should locate it. There were
several very powerful arguments for locating it here. One was that the men who worked
the matter out and were directing the enterprise were living in this country. It was a
new, delicate process, and wanted continual attention, and naturally one wanted to have it

close at hand. Then again, it was easier to obtain the kind of labour used to these opera-

tions in the metallurgical centre, Swansea, than it was in Canada, where certainly at that

time metallurgy had practically not been introduced. I do not know what the position is now.

Q. It has changed a good deal now. A. Those things have all changed since we began,

to some extent. Then there was a third very important consideration, and that is, the first

of our bulk raw materials was anthracite, and so we naturally selected a site on an anthracite

field where we are witliin a few miles of the antliracite collieries. The second of our bulk
raw materials was sulphuric acid, and we were there in a centre where sulphuric acid is the

by-product of a good many smelting operations, and was consequently plentiful and cheap.

Thirdly, by our process we produce automatically between three and a half and four tons
of copper sulphate to one ton of nickel. This copper sulphate, as you are probably aware,
is mainly used in France and the Mediterranean for sprajdng purposes. It is a very bulky
article, and the trade is very seasonal. We therefore require to be near a port with good
shipping facilities to the markets, and to be in a position to handle rapidly large quantities.

All these facilities were found in South Wales, and that is why we located our works there.

The works have grown from a relatively small concern to an increasingly important one. We
have just completed another luiit wliich we hope to put into operation when the necessary labour
can be obtained. We have considered at various times the question of establishing a refinery in

Canada. I must frankly say that if the consumption in the Dominion itself was sufficiently

large to support a works, I tliink there would be a good deal to be said on that subject in

spite of the higher cost of production. That the cost of production in Canada would be
higher than in England I have not the slightest doubt, on the figures I have had presented
to me. Of course production in Ontario would be very much liigher, as seems to be established.

In fact I think that if a works were at any time established in the Dominion, it would prob-
ably have to be on the seaboard, a course which I see the International Nickel Company are
proposing to follow.

Electrolytic Experiments ; Precious Metals

Q. Have you gone into the question of electrolytic refining in case you had to enlarge
your plant? A. Well, some years ago we did go into the question of electrolytic refining.

Q. Ontario would be perfectly all right for that? A. I know my father had a number
of processes investigated. I personally do not know very much about them. My brother
had more to do with them than I had; he superintended that work to some extent. I cannot
say from my recollection that any of them seemed very satisfactory. There seemed to be
considerable technical difficulties. One of the difficulties is that you are dealing with an
insoluble anode—I think I am expressing myself correctly. You are not transferring, as in
copper refining, a metal from a soluble anode to a cathode by means of a solution.

Q. They use either process—either the insoluble anode.' or the nickel anode madp from
the roasted matte and remelted. You know the Hybinette process is used in Norway? A. I
have heard of that, Imt I have never had an opportunity of investigating it.
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Q. The electrolytic processes all round, copper and zinc and everything, have improved

so enormously lately that we are very much interested in the question, especially as we have

water-power so cheap in Ontario. A. I know. I would not like to offer any very definite

opinion on the subject myself. All I can speak of is our experiments that we made at the

time. Other people may have made considerable improvements in working in that direction

since" but our experiments did not lead us to the conclusion that a process of that kind would

be as' remunerative or profitable as the process we were working, which is a very economical

one. I do not say it would be impossible : I will not put it as high as that ; but we have had

some experience in the manufacture of electrolytic zinc, and from the financial point of view

the results are disappointing.

Mr. Young: You were referring to the experiments you first made? A. Yes. I do not

know about the electrolytic process. Perhaps you have investigated it.

Chairman: The great thing is that you recover the precious metals in that way, but so

you do in your process. A. Yes, that is one of the points of our process—a very important

point. That is a question which perhaps will be developed in the future. Science has no

limits and everybody is learning every year. All I can say is that I am not aware there is

anv electrolytic process in existence to-day which has been proved to be a real success on a

laro-e scale. All those experienced in electrolytic processes know that they are much easier

to operate on a small scale than on a large scale.

Mr. Young: You have not been directing your attention especially to the subject? A. No,

not lately. We have had enough troubles of our own in trying to improve our process, which

to-day is not the thing it was a few years ago.

Chairman: Mr. Corless gave us many particulars as to the assay of the ore, but we have

none as regards the amount of gold, silver, platinum and palladium present, or the amount
extracted: have you these figures? A. I do not know that I have. I do not know in what
form it would be easy to give them.

Q. The simplest plan as regards the ore would be, not to give it as the amount in the

ore itself, because I do not suppose you bother to determine it, but if you could tell us what
is in the matte, that would be a definite figure. A. We have endeavoured to determine it in

the ore.

Q. It is very difficult. A. Of course the quantities are so minute that I never look at

the figures from the ore, because I think they are very misleading.

Q. That is what I thought. A. We have, of course, got figures from the matte. I will

make a note of it. I do not know how far they are very reliable figures. I would like to

point out this: the quantities of these things are very small and the assay is a very difficult

one, and the result is you are liable to get very misleading assays. Practically what we know
is how much we get from, say, 4,000 tons of matte; that is the way we reckon, practically.

We have endeavoured to ascertain it from ores, and we have made hundreds of analyses, and
just because we have made so many we get a little doubtful about their value.

Q. Have you an assay of the mattes from the different mines as regards the precious
metals? A. I do not think we have.

Q. It would have been interesting. Of course you know the Vermilion mine? A. Yes.
That has always had a reputation, and I daresay possibly quite correctly. I do not think
we have, because we do not make matte from each mine; our matte is a mixture from three
or four different mines. Unless we specially made matte from each mine we could not ascertain
it. We have discussed doing it, but we have never done it.

Mr. Young: Perhaps you could give us such information as you have? A. Yes; I will
give you such general figures as I can, with pleasure.

Chairman: And especially the recovery every year of each of the four, because that is
the most essential point? A. The quantities?

Q. Yes.
Mr. Young: Any details or particulars would be interesting to us in other connections,

of course. A. I was going to ask you this—I am sure you will not mind mv putting the
question—how far are these figures going to be published?'

Chairman: It is very difficult to say. A. I mean, take a point like this: these figures
are of intense interest to our competitors.

Q. Of course we do not want to do anything which would interfere in that wav. A. If I
give you the figures of our recovery every year and thev work out the value, it gives them an
enormous amount of information about our profits and costs and things which of course we
have not been anxious to give them. I could give you figures in confidence, which would not
become public property, and tiiey would assist you more.

Mr. Young: That is a difficulty we appreciate, but I do not see how we can do it. We
might be over-considerate and defeat some of our own objects bv limiting it too closely. A. If
I give you the figures for every year, you see what it would' mean. We have alwavs kept
those figures entirely confidential, naturally, because thev are important. It is not our business
to direct other people's attention to the matter more than we can help, though it is common
knowledge, of course. But secondlv, our competitors, having our balance-sheets, and forming
a shrewd idea as to the quantity of stuff produced, could form a very good idea of our costs.
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If you give them these as -well, you give them practically all the confidential information

which the directors of the comi^any possess. If these figures were not going any further

—

if they were not going to be published in any blue book—or anything of that kind, of course

it would make some difference as to the form in which I could give them.

Chairman: We have had that in our minds. A. I take it that you must consider a
good deal of information from all parts as confidential?

Chairman: Yes, we do.

Mr. Young: Within the limits of our duty we treat everytliing as confidential; we do
it so far as we can. A. I merely wish to draw your attention to this fact, because I am very
anxious to assist as frankly and fully as I can, and to give you as much information as I

can, if I know the information will remain with the Commission and will not become printed

so that everybody can buy a copy, as is very often the case. In that case I can assist you
more, as you will readily understand, than I can if I know it will be published in a document
which can be bought by our French or American competitors or anj-body else.

Chairman: The probability is that all we should want in this case would be to say that

the average is so much and the amount recovered is so much. A. That would not matter.

Q. I do not think it would be necessary to give it year by year in a report for any
individual company. A. I would like to press that point on the Commission, because you
are all business people, and you will quite readily understand our responsibility and difficulty.

I will try to give the information in the most useful way to you possible. We do not really

refine our precious metals ; we only get them to a certain point and then sell them to refiners.

Q. As the electrolytic people do? A. Yes. We only have a sort of general assay average.
Perhaps I may go on with a few more remarks of a general character on the statement I
was making. I was referring to the reasons which led us to establish and continue our
refinery in South Wales. I would like to point out in the most frank manner that of course
we feel that, having obtained our mines and our government patent free of all charges and
taxes and royalties from the Ontario government, free of all restrictions and conditions, and
having on the strength of this induced a considerable number of people to spend a large
amount of capital both in the development of these mines and in the erection of refining

works, we think it is quite an inconceivable proposition that any legislative action could be
taken which would practically put out of action the capital which has been put in this country
—at any rate put it out of action for such a period as will be necessary to find and develop
further mines in order to set it going again.

Timidity of Capital

Mr. Young: That has been fully impressed upon us in those several memoranda, and
very ably, if I may venture to say so. What sort of legislative action have you in mind?
A. Some action prohibiting the export of nickel ore or nickel matte from Ontario. That is

the only kind of action. I do not know whether such action is possible on the part of the
Province of Ontario; I do not profess to be sufficiently a constitutional lawyer^ Differential
taxation is obviously impossible, so far as I understand the Dominion constitution. I am
familiar with the agitation for a number of years now, and I might remark that the course
of it does not facilitate the obtaining of credit in England for developing the Canadian
mining industry. On more than one occasion bankers and stockbrokers and others have
asked me questions, also shareholders; and a sense of insecurity has l3een created. I have
always assured them that, from my experience of the Dominion government and the Ontario
government, I felt quite certain that nothing would be done to damage British interests.

Some of the newspaper paragraphs which appeared certainly did create a very serious state
of uncertainty. It is not quite pleasant to have your banker sending to you asking whether
the credit he is extending is all right or not. Because you know credit is very delicate, and
confidence in mining and industrial establishments is very easily shaken. I do not think
that that is always quite realized. People who are on the inside know all the facts and
the bearings of them, but I do not think they always quite realize that people outside interpret
these things, perhaps not in the way intended, but in a way which certainly does not facili-
tate the finding of the very large sums which are necessary to develop the industry. We
have already found very large sums of money, and I look upon this thing as in its infancy

—

I frankly say so. It will be extended to a very much bigger thing.
Chairman: I have a note to ask you about the future. A. I will keep that till later,

but I wanted to put that in because it is a point which it is my duty to make, not only with
regard to our company, but with regard to the general financial relations of England and
the Dominions. I am very much in touch with financial circles here and over there, and
I know how extraordinarily sensitive financial people are. I do not know whether there are
any further questions, but I will' be very glad to try to answer any which you like to ask me.

Chairman: I have a note to ask what you can tell us about the arrangements which
you make for marketing, and with other companies which produce nickel. These things are
very usual; in fact they generally exist in these big concerns, and we want to know if you
can tell us anything. A. I do not think I can, not because of anything I would like to conceal,
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but as regards the general thing I really do not think I am in a position to. At the present

time there is no kind of arrangement in existence. This company is entirely marketing its

own product, except for some arrangement with the French company of long standing which
really relates to an arrangement made with various steel manufacturers.

No German Control of Nickel industry

Q. In France? A. In this country. Of course it is a very difficult thing to disclose all

business arrangements—it is giving away other people's affairs, which I feel a great difficulty

in doing. Somebody might say, '
' You had no right to disclose that information. '

' I might
say this—and I think it would be satisfactory from your point of view—there has never

been any arrangement in existence which has tied this company or which has hindered this

company in its development, its output, or its direction of policy. I think I would say this

also, because the question has come up, and I think it is only fair to say it, that there has

never been any German control whatsoever of the nickel industry, either Canadian or other-

wise. It is a notorious fact that some of the German metal brokers had a connection as

selling agents. Their position was that of selling agents.

Q. Had they any arrangement as regards the dividing up of the markets of the world?

A. No, there never has been any arrangement for dividing up the markets of the world.

Mr. Young : There was a feeling in Canada that there had been some arrangement between
the great companies with respect to a partition of the field, a division of the market, as to

locality, price, and the like. A. There has never been any division of that kind really, except

that the Americans tied their market by means of the very high import duty on refined nickel.

There has never been anything of that kind with us. A great deal of our business was done
directly, and our business n-ith the British and Dominion governments has always been
reserved to our own firm. I have always refused to allow anybody to handle any business

either with the British or Dominion governments through any agent; I have always insisted

on handling that direct. The other things are simply agency agreements on a commission
basis, in which the agents naturally undertake to indemnify us from bad debts and to look
after the money for us.

Q. \Yere they exclusive selling rights? A. They were not exactly exclusive. There were
a number of important exceptions, so I should not call them exclusive. They were to a certain

extent exclusive. You have probably seen statements in the English and the Canadian press

which gave the impression that Morton's, who were associated with the Metallgesellschaft,

but are one of the oldest British metal firms, have controlled the industry. I can emphatically
deny that statement. Tliat is absolutely untrue. They never had any control over or interest

in either the capital, the policy, the finance, or the manufacture of this company. They
acted as selling agents on a commission basis for our nickel products, with certain important
exceptions, some of which I have enumerated. To make my statement complete, I ought
to add that as far as the other products of this company are concerned, namely copper
sulphate and nickel salts, as well as any precious metal residues recovered, these have been
dealt with by the company's sales department without the intervention either of Messrs.
Mertons, the Metallgesellscliaft, or of any agents connected with them. I would like to

emphasize the fact that in tonnage and value the products which have been handled by our
sales department represent the largest part of our output. Messrs. Mertons simply acted as

brokers to the company for a small percentage of the company's output of nickel. As a
matter of fact in 1913 17 per cent, of the company's total nickel sales were made through
the intermediary of our metal brokers, and in 1914 28 per cent. In order once for all to

dissipate the idea that this company has in any way been controlled or financed from alien
sources, I would like to place on record that the following is the number and percentage of
shares held in this company by alien enemies : Of the total issued shares and debenture capital
of £2,755,000 which is held by 4,7.39 share or stockholders, £16,867, or 0.61 per cent., is held by
13 shareholders residing in Germany and Austria (alien enemies). Of the staff and men
employed by the company in the United Kingdom, 263 have joined the colours since the
outbreak of war, although the company is a controlled establishment, and the employees are
exempt from military service under present legislation. The company has made arrange-
ments to keep open the positions of the men who have joined the colours, and also pays them
half wages, and those who are tenants of the company's houses do not have to pay any rent
whilst on service. As regards employees on the staff, they receive during the time they are
on service the difference between their salary and army pay. In connection therewith the
company has, since the beginning of the war, spent approximately £21,000 as war expenditure,
and in addition has given to Canadian and English charities connected with the war a total
of £5,400.

Chairmax: You considered Mertons' the most suitable agents? A. Yes. When we came
into the nickel industry, it was very difficult to get into a close corporation. We did not
know the business, and they had been in it for a great many years. Most metals are sold
through metal brokers. So far as the governments are concerned, both the Dominion and the
British governments, we always retained the right to sell direct, and all our tenders to
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the War Office, the India Office, and the Dominion of Canada, come direct from this office.

There have been various discussions at different tipies with regard to prices, which is not
uncommon.

Ample Ore Reserves Essential

Mr. Young: I think we should be very glad to have any information that you feel at

liberty to give us, because there is some uneasiness on that subject. It would render a

service to the Commission, and perhaps to the industry. A. That is why I want to emphasize

the fact that there has never been anything which in any wa.y tended to restrict development

of the Canadian industry. As a matter of fact, the figures show that it has developed enor-

mously. A thing which has more largely tended to restrict our develox)nient has been the

necessity of finding sufficient reserves of ore.

Chairman: And that you have overcome now? A. That, in the last years, we have over-

come. I do not think it is quite appreciated by people who are not mining people, what an
amount of reserves you want on output. You must base yourself on some number of years'

life of your mines. You spend a large amount of money on smelting and refining works.

And that life runs into tonnage. We have always worked on that line of thought, that we
were not justified in spending large capital sums on smelters and refineries unless we were
certain of large ore reserves.

Mr. Gibson : The position has very much improved in recent years, not only with regard

to your company, but other companies? A. Yes, enormously. It has, I believe, improved very
much so far as the International is concerned. Before the International opened up
Creighton, it is a notorious fact that the}* were very hard put to it to find ore to keep their

smelters running. The development of the Creighton mine, which of course was wonderful,
altered the situation for them immenseh^ The drilling at Frood recently has discovered, I
understand, very large bodies of low-grade ore. Another tiling which has altered the situa-

tion is the fact that we can now deal with veiy much lower grade ores than mining engineers
considered possible when we first entered the field. Take our Garson mine, which has developed
into a very fine mine. But the Sudbury mines are so erratic ; they are not like most mines

;

they are very erratic bodies and very difficult to estimate. I remember when we bought our
first mine, we took over one of the biggest mining experts in this country and paid him a
large fee. He went out for some other financial house, and he practically condemned the mine
entirely. I saw his report. He said there was practically no ore there. Well, we are still

working the mine now, and it is doing very well.

CHAiRiiAN: Are you developing the wet dressing of the very low-grade ore, and oil

flotation? A. We have been doing some work recently on the concentration of rocky ore.

Q. That would be a very important thing for the country? A. Undoubtedly one change
in that district has been the working of poor, rocky ores. As you know, the smelting of

rocky ores consumes an enormous lot of flux. The position has changed entirely; whereas at

the present time the ore has too much silica, at the beginning we had the reverse condition

;

the ore was self-smelting when we started. It became so rocky that we had to add an
enormous lot of limestone. Of course as the furnace output diminishes, the expenses go up
enormously. We had an idea, which was a fairly obvious one, of seeing whether or not some
method could be tried by which a certain amount of this rock could be eliminated, and con-

centration established. I would not like to say anything very definite on the subject, except
that we are continuing experiments.

Dr. Miller: I suppose that is not so important now since you have developed the Levack
min e ? A. No, it is not. I think tliat is very pure ore. But for bodies like Frood it is very
important. Frood is relatively poor and rocky ore.

Testing Concentration Methods

Chairman: It would be some help to you in connection with the sulphur difficulty, if

you get a concentrate and then roast it with' the Dwight-Lloyd or some other system; the
concentration first would l^e a considerable advantage? A. I do not know that you would
ever want to concentrate all your ore.

Q. Oh, no. A. I think you only want to concentrate the rocky ore. We have had to try
out a number of combinations—magnetic separation, oil flotation, wet flotation, and that
kind of thing. It is still in the experimental stage ; we have no real figures as to costs.

Q. How are you getting on as regards the disputes and claims for sulpliur? A. I think
the Government have been very kind to us recently and have taken out a lot of townships,
which 1 think will assist very much. I think that matter can be dealt with satisfactorily. I
think it is not very serious. The land round Coniston is not very suitable for farm-
ing

;
in fact I think ^some of the people seem to farm in order to get smoke compensation.

If you took a man from here and told him it was farming land, I think he would be very much
surprised. It is not good soil; it is very rocky and poor.

Chairman: Can you give us figures with regard to the relative amounts paid for labour
in Canada and in Wales, in other words, for mining and smelting to matte as compared with
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the cost from tlie matte to refined metal? A. Did we give you those figures in one of the

memoranda ?

Q. I think you gave us merely the relative number of men? A. We employ many more
men over there than we do liere, and we pay them considerably higher wages. Refining does

not really employ such a large number of men as mining and smelting does. Would you like

it in amounts?
Q. Something of that kind. A. I will see whether that can be got.

Mr. Youxg: I think Mr. Corless gave us the scale of wages?
Chairman : Yes. A. The scale is very much higher there than here.

Q. Both for the eight-hour and the ten-hour. I wanted a general statement as to the

percentage: taking it at 100 per cent, altogether, how much per cent, for Canada? A. The
percentage of tlie total wages?

Q. Yes. A. I will try to get that for you. I do not think it will be worth while going

through these now.

Mr. Youxg: We want the distribution of wages over the whole operation. A. Yes, I

will make a note of it and let you have it.

CriAiRMAx: When I was here after I returned from Canada, was I right in understanding
that you would give us a memorandum describing your processes, something which we could

publish as being supplied by you to show present day practice, and that you would also give

us a memorandum dealing with such queries as may crop up to-day, just as you are doing now?

(At this stage Mr. Hobert Mond entered the room.)

A. My brother, Mr. Eobert Mond, may be able to tell j'ou something more about the
electrolytic part of the question. You were asking about a memorandum generally describing

the process?

Q. Yes, whatever you can give us that wo can pulilish. Then, also, could you supply us
with copies of your annual reports? A. Yes, certainly; we -n-ill give you a copy of our balance-

sheets from the beginning.
Mr. Young: And your annual reports? A. Yes.

Nickel Trade After the War

Q. There was something said about the development of the nickel industry, in which we
have a common interest? A. Yes—what is going to happen to the industry after the war?
I wish we knew!

Q. We were speaking of the question of trade and the lines of possibilities.

Chairman: It looks as though they will never be able to go back from the use of nickel.

A. Of course I am a bull on nickel myself; it is my business. It is very difficult to say what
is going to be the future in marine work. Supposing the big battleship disappears, which is

not impossible after this war, that will have an effect on the consumption of nickel.

Dr. Miller : Can you give us any statistics as to the amount of nickel which is used for
munitions and liattlcships and so on for war purposes, as compared with the percentage that
is used in the automobile industry and for other industrial purposes? A. In ordinary times,

you mean?
Q. Yes? A. I have not the figures, but speaking generally the bulk is not used for war

purposes. I would not like to commit myself to a percentage; we do not quite know. Some
of our customers use it for mixed purposes. You sell nickel to a nickel steel maker and he
sells nickel steel, and then you do not know whether the nickel steel he is selling is used partly
perhaps for war purjDoses and partly for crank-shafts. Take Elswick; we sell nickel to Arm-
strong 's ; how much nickel which they buy from us they use for armour-plate and how much
they put into motor cars, I do not know. I think the armament part of the nickel trade has
become less important a great deal in recent years than it used to he. That is my own view of
the situation. And I think as time goes on it will become still less important. We find that a
large number of steelmakers are now using nickel who did not use it a few years ago. It ia
used for a large number of purposes, such as crank-shafts.

Q. And bridges? A. In this country nickel steel for bridges is not used at all, I think;.

Q. It is used in the Quebec bridge? A. It has been used to a considerable extent in'

the States. Of course your bridges are very big-span bridges, and here they are not. We
have not got the same kind. There has been considerable difficulty; people here do not quite
see the necessity of it.

Present and Future Use of Nickel Steel

(Mr. Robert Mond) : Another thing is that nickel steel, being so much tougher than
ordinary steel, manufacturers found it difficult to handle with the ordinary machine tools with
which engineering works are equipped, and the ordinary methods of using them. Now, with
the very extended use of nickel steels, practically everybody working with them, they have had
to equip their works accordingly and teach the men how to deal with them ; they have liad to
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have their tools set up at different angles and to work out a lot of little details wliicli tlicy

always jibbed at before when one tried to get them to use nickel steel. I think the

prejudice in the workshop against nickel steel has to a large extent disappeared.

Mr. Young: To the advantage of the industry? A. Yes.

Dr. Miller: And you think that attitude will remain? A. Yes. So much nickel steel

is being mixed up with ordinary iron that everybody is getting familiar with it. It has been

a very great education for engineers. We have a very good statistician in our statistical

department and we have been trying to analyse the figures and see how we are going on, but

the statistics are yet in such shape that you cannot make head or tail of them.

(Sir Alfred Mond) : The gentleman specially employed for that work is working for

the government at the present time. I think it may be laid down as a general proposition

that the use of nickel for general civil purposes is undoubtedly largely increasing, but for

armaments it is becoming less important than it was. I think that is the broad business

proposition. These nickel goods (referring to some articles on the table) have been developed

a great deal.

Q. They might be described, for the benefit of the notes, as light nickel ware? A. Yes.

This one was made in Austria.

Mr. Gibson: Is the use of nickel steel confined to the armour-plate? Is is not used also

in the structure of the ship? A. (Mr. Robert Mond) : Very little, I think.

Prospect of Extending Uses of Nickel

(Sir Alfred Mond) : Not much. I do not know myself what the position really is

as regards steel rails. I think there might be some future in that direction, but up to now
the experiments which have been made in America liave not been very successful, for reasons

I am not fully familiar with.

Chairman: We were told it was more because they were not concluded. Certain rails

had to be pulled up, for instance, on account of structural alterations before they had been
fully tested. A. It is a financial question. I should have thought that the use of nickel

steel for electric traction lines like tubes would probably pay. The hammer of the car in

electric traction is very considerable on the rail. You know how difficult it is to get people

to lay down more capital than they need. Most concerns have u.sually less capital than
they want, and anything which tends to increase capital outlay is as a rule difficult to

introduce.

Q. Have you taken any active part in the manufacture of alloys, as the International

have done with Monel metal? A. No, we never have.

Q. That type of alloy is a very interesting development. A. Yes. I do not know how
far Monel metal is a success. It is not the success it was expected to be when I was first

introduced to it in New York.
(Mr. Robert Mond) : Monel metal at that time was really a measure for getting

rid of the superfluous nickel.

Q. Yes, that is what they say? A. An alloy ad hoc could not have a very definite

composition. They were practically selling it at copper prices.

Q. That is in the olden times? A. Yes.
(Sir Alfred Mond) : I do not think they have pushed it very much of later years.

The increase in the consumption of nickel of late years has been very gratifying. It had
been a very slowly developing industry if you look at the figures. For many years it was
a stationary business.

(Mr. Robert Mond) : Then it would take a jump, and then remain stationary again.
(Sir Alfred Mond) : The automobile business itself has of course given it a great

development, and the aeroplane business has given it a certain development. I hope to see

an extension of what might be called the high nickel content steels—20 to 30 per cent.

Q. We were at the National Physical Laboratory the other day, and we were talking
about that. There is a suggestion of having research done on that matter. Of course that
would be very important. A. (Mr. Robert Mond) : Guillaume has done the best work on that.

Mr. Gibson: For what purposes are the high nickel steels used? A. The Guillaume
^' invar" alloys. It is rather an interesting thing: if you follow the heat exi^ansion of these
alloys you get a reversible point beyond which they contract with an increase of temperature,
and "invar" is just at the turning point. It is useful for making measuring-tapes and
60 on because you can make a thing which is practically independent of temperature. That
makes it very valuable.

Mr. Young: Would the use be very considerable? A. It is being used more and more
for high-class measuring-tapes, also for the pendulums of clocks.

Q. But there is not much steel required for that purpose? A. No. There is a good
deal of work being done on the higher percentage nickel steels in the American navy for
boiler tubes. When you get up to a certain percentage you get incorrodiljility.

(Sir Alfred Mond): Nickel steel is used a good "deal more now in "all kinds of
machinery generally—parts of machinery.
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(Mr. Kol)crt Mond) : It is being used a good deal in tinliines, and for making crank-

shafts and connecting rods, recii^-ocating machinery, and so on.

Q. Not very much nickel is used in light alloys, I think? A. Xo.

(Sir Alfred Mond) : Of course nickel coinage will always go on absorbing a good

deal, though we cannot get them to adopt that coinage in this country. If you look round

this room, you will see we have an enormous number of samples of nickel coins. Practically

everv State has got them. That is a growing and a constant demand. A certain amount

of tlie coinage gets lost and it has to be replaced. The Indian government is doing a good

deal in that direction.

Mr. Gibson: Mainly in the form of nickel-bronze, I presume? A. I think the Indian

is a nickel-copper alloy.

The Cost of Production

Chairman: Then we come back to the question of tlie cost of the different steps of

the treatment from the mining and the smelting to matte, and the cost of the different

steps for the process in Wales; how far could you give us information on those points?

A. (Sir Alfred Mond) : Do you want the separate divisions?

Q. Yes; for instance, the cost of producing a ton of matte and the cost of producing

a ton of nickel, and of the copper sulphate and other products, from the matte. A. I will

see what I can do. There I come back to the question of how far these figures are going

to be published. I could not give you those figures to become public property. In fact,

they are not quite easy, because of course as we make nickel and copper sulphate at the

same time a division would be arbitrary. I think I could give you the figures for your

purpose in a form that would suit you. We make nickel and copper sulphate simultaneously

, and a great deal of it goes through the same processes. For our own purposes we adopt

what I might call a conventional kind of division of charges. It is quite conventional.

We could devise manv other methods of doing the division; such as by tonnage or by value

of product. I think I could give you the thing in a form which would give you the

information you want.

Q. I notice one thing, for instance. In some figures which you have given of the

amount of matte produced, you value the nickel at 15 cents a pound and the copper at 71/2

cents. That is one of the arbitrary figures you mention? A. Yes.

Q. It seemed rather low to me for the nickel, considering the market price; it would
indicate that the cost of refining was very heavy as compared witli that of smelting to

matte. A. Well, of course it would be.

Mr. Young : The other companies stand in the same position in that respect ; they

seem to have adopted merely arbitrary figures? A. Yes. We tried to arrive at some
relative value of nickel to copper, but it varies so very much.

Chairman : The relative expense in producing the matte is a thing which is very
important to us as a Commission, and in refining the matte to metal. In your case, you
get the precious metals ; the International, except in certain parts of the process, do not.

If they make Monel metal for instance, they all go in? A. Yes. They do not get them
in the ordinary process at all. We have never looked upon the precious metals as any
part of our costs or profit ; we have looked upon that matter as a gift from God. You can
never tell befoiehand what you will get

;
you have no reason to assume you will get any

;

you do not know really whether you are going to have any more or not.

Q. It would almost pay you to make a market for palladium, would it not—to force it?

A. I think events are making a market for it.

Q. You think that is going to be all right? A. I think events are making a market
for palladium. The government having commandeered all the platinum, I think the jewellery

trade is now being compelled to consider the question of palladium.

Q. Do they use it mainly as an alloy with silver? A. (Mr. Roliert Mond) : They have
worked an alloy of silver and palladium which seems to be useful to take the place of
platinum for sparking plugs and things of that kind.

(Sir Alfred Mond) : We do not make our end products. We have really no control

over the sale of these things. The people who handle them are very loath to give us any
information.

Q. It is really the same as electrolytic copper, is it not? A. Yes. I always think
these things find a market. They use it for photograj)hic purposes, I understand—platinum
bromide. It is used for dental purposes, too.

Mr. Young : Have we a clear understanding as to the figures the Chairman mentioned
last, when we were discussing the arbitrary standard for matte? You will realize that our
desire is to get accurate information as far as possible? A. Yes. There must be more or
less arbitrary division. If you have to put a joint product through a process, you could
adopt the division of half and half ; it depends on how you like to book it. We adopt a
division which I do not know is a very perfect one, but we have had it so long that we have
kept it for purposes of comparison.
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The Selling Price

Chairman : What we want is not so much the relative value of nickel and copper, as

the relative cost of producing matte and of obtaining the nickel from the matte. If we
take the market price of nickel, it is difficult to say what these relative costs are? A. What
have you taken it at there?

Q. We are taking it at your own figures at 15 cents a pound—$300 per short ton in the

matte. These are just taken from your ordinarj' basis. A. The normal selling price of nickei is

about £135 to £140 per ton.

Q. You mean under pre-war conditions? A. (Mr. Robert Mond) : Yes; the average

all over.

Q. That would mean per long ton? A. (Sir Alfred Mond) : Yes.

Mr. Young: We want the cost of the successive stages to the finished article. A. I

would like to do the thing in as comprehensive a way as I can. I think these divisions

would only mislead you, because they are necessarily so arbitrary.

Mr. Young: AVe like to view the subject from as many angles as possible, because

our enquiry is comprehensive. A. Quite so.

(Mr. Robert Mond) : Taking a cent to be a halfpenny, the figures would ])e about right.

(Sir Alfred Mond) : I do not mind saying that the profit is very considerable, as

appears from our balance sheets; only, of course, we deal with such fluctuating factors.

Copper sulphate is perhaps £16 a ton one year, and £28 the next.

Mr. YOung: W^e are not concerned in the enquiry as a mere matter of curiosity. It

is awkward for us to press certain questions; but on the other hand, when we are dealing

with the whole nickel situation, we want to get all the information we can. A. I know.

Q. Therefore we would be very grateful for the most detailed and accurate information
j'ou can give us. A. I will endeavour to do my best to meet you in that. You quite realize

my difficulty—the difficulty of disclosing very confidential information and putting it in a
form which will be useful to you. Of course we can give people figures, but unless it is

understood how they are arrived at they are very often apt to mislead them rather than
to inform them.

Mr. Young: My technical colleagues can make our requirements more intelligiljle to

you than I am able to do.

Chairman : Mr. Young has put it very clearly from the general point of view.

Mr. Gibson: Tliere is very little matte sold in Canada? A. That is so. We have
purchased matte at different times. We have bought some blast-furnace matte.

(Mr. Robert Mond) : When we first went out there, we tried hard to get people to make
matte and sell it to us.

(Sir Alfred Mond) : I know they wanted much higher prices for matte than we
have put down there when it was a question of buying any. I think I should explain that

we do not arrange our accounts so as to show any profit on our mining enterprise. If

we did, these costs would be very different. You might arrange your costs so as to show
certain profits from your mining enterprise, as selling to the refining works. It is easier for

the International because they are organized as separate concerns. I do not know whether
the Canadian Copper Company sells to the New Jersey Company, or whether they do not.

We simply treat the whole thing as one concern, and the end profit. Our matte costs would
appear relatively lower than they could possiljly appear if somebody was carrying this

thing on as an enterprise in which he was endeavouring to sell matte so as to -make a profit,

and cover the depreciation of his mining property.

Mr. Young: He would make a profit on the matte? A. Yes; he would want to add
a considerable sum to that.

Q. Your method is really better for our purpose? A. It may be better for your
purpose. W^e make additions for depreciation here which are not made at the mine—writing

off and that kind of thing. That also is on a rather arbitrary basis, because those things

are arbitrary; you cannot lay down any very definite basis, but you can lay down son.? basis.

Nickel Deposits in Other Countries Available

Chairman : I suppose you do not buy or wish to buy the New Caledonian matte, on
account of the absence of copper? A. Well, we do not want to buy any matte because

we have plenty from our own mines, which certainly pays us better than buying other

people's matte. The only ore we bought was some Tasmanian ore.

Q. That is very rich, is it not? A. Yes, there is some very rich ore there.

Dr. Miller: Is that comparatively recently? A. Yes.

Chairman: That is from the Zeehan district? A. Yes, from that district. They are

very rich ores.

Q. With regard to the properties in Madagascar, we received a report concerning
them, I think; is there anyone in London who has seen those parcels, from whom
we could get any further information? A. I do not know. We have a certain amount of
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information on the subject because the properties were offered to us. We had the information
which the people had. There has not been any real work done. There appeared to be a
very large and important silicate deposit there. It is some distance from the railway.

(Mr. Robert Mond) : They want a new railway and a new harbour development, and
all that kind of thing. It is probably one of the reserves of the future.

(Sir Alfred Mond) : There is a great deal more nickel ore in the world, I think,

than we have any idea of. I understand there have been some very interesting finds made
recently near Port Arthur.

Mu. Gibson: In Ontario? A. Yes.

Dr. Miller: Reports have come from there, but I do not think they have been confirmed.

You are getting ore now at Coniston? A. Yes. Fifteen bags of ore were received from
Mabella, a station west of Port Arthur. We regularly receive nickel ores from the Alexo
mine in Dundonald township.

Q. I suppose this ore works in well with vours, because it is a similar kind of ore?
A. Yes.

Chairman: We are told the Tasmanian ore is 10 per cent, or 11 per cent. That
is very rich? A. Yes, it is a very rich ore. What quantities there are and what importance
the deposit lias, I really cannot form a real oj^inion upon. I have never had time to send
anybody to investigate it seriously. One cannot buy all the nickel mines there are in the
world. The Norwegian mines have been benefiting by this war very considerably; a number
of piopositions there which have been shut down have been re-opened and developed again.

(I\Ir. Rol)ert Mond) : We have examined a whole series of them.
(Hir Alfred Mond) : I have here two books full of descriptions of mines which we

have examined in different parts of the world—something like several hundred.
(Mr. Robert Mond) : I think we have over 500 in these two books which we have

had reports on.

Q. We must not ask you for those for publication. It would be too much. A. (Sir
Alfred Mond) : I think the information on the whole is less confidential than some of the
information you have asked me for. I have no doubt a good deal more nickel ore will be
found in different parts of the world if it is wanted.

Difficulties of Electrolytic Refining

Q. (To Mr. Robert Mond) : There was one question I was asking Sir Alfred at the
beginning, namely, how far you had gone into the matter of electrolytic refining, and he
said you would be able to give us more information.

(Mr. Robert Mond) : The man who did the most work on electrolytic refining was
Dr. Karl Hoepfner. My father and he and I have worked a lot together. We did electro-

lytic zinc refining together, which they are working up in Cheshire. It was on zinc chloride.

He was an extremely ingenious man ; he was always inventing something. He had a fairly

big research laboratory in Germany, and worked all kinds of things out there. One of his

nickel processes is being worked at Pappenburg, close to Emden in Germany, by one of his

former assistants, Dr. Savelsberg. We have also worked out several other ways of doing
the thing. We have always found it was possible to work the thing out electrolytically,

but it was a more expensive method than ours. We wanted to assure ourselves of that-

We went into these things to see whether the electrolytic process would be any technical

danger to our process.

Q. Suppose you based it on the cost of electric j^ower at $15 or less? A. The cost of
electric power is a minor detail.

Q. About 25 or 30 per cent., I suppose? A. Yes. The great question in all these things

is how successfully you can avoid liquor losses. Your liquors become very valuable. You have
to take them through a lot of refining processes and you always get impurities accumulating.
One of the great difficulties in the electrol\i;ic process is that in order to get a good product
you have to work with what is, from the electrolytic point of view, a chemically pure
solution. That does not mean there may not be a variety of bodies in it, but there are a
number of bodies which have to be kept out. That is always a much more expensive pro-

cedure than anybody calculates on, and it has always been the bugbear in all these things.

You may find traces of arsenic or manganese and things of that kind turning up, and you
have to get them out ; and you have to devise new analytical methods for finding out that
they are there before you can get them out. Such things being present to the extent of 0.01

or 0.001 per cent, makes all the difference between a good and a bad deposit.

Q. In the last two or three years the advances in that respect have been so enormous
that they have rather altered the aspect of the electrolytic treatment—I mean for copper
and zinc, and probably also for nickel. A. With copper you generally make from pure
blister copper to start with, and take it from one plate and put it on another. That is a
different process from getting the metal out of a solution.

Q. The Anaconda are doing it from the solution now? A. Yes. You generally find

you have to get up fairly high with your voltage if you want to keep capital expenditure

[Sir Alfred Mond; Ixohert Mond.]
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down. You have to work with a minimum potential of 3 volts, and you generally find

yourself with an actual potential of about 5 volts or so, so as to keep do^vn the volume of the

copper-conducting things. With anything of that kind you find the amount of work you

do per unit of electricity diminishes very rapidly. Take a kilowatt, with 1,000 amperes

in it; if you work at 3 volts you can get 333 amperes out of it; if you are working at 5

volts you can only get 200 amperes out of it. If you could work at li/^ volts, or at 1 voit,

as they do in ordinary copper refining, you could got 1,000 amperes out of it. As you
increase the voltage, you want two or three times the horse-power at once.

Mr. Youkg: The Chairman's question was whether advances had not lieen made. It

is the fact, I suppose, that they have? A. I cannot tell you very much about the most
recent advances.

Chairman: In Ontario, where we have electric power cheap, and where it will be

possibly still cheaper later on, electrolytic processes are of very great interest to us. A.
Naturally.

Q. We have to go into the matter extensively in our enquiries and in the report. A. One
of the difficulties in all electrolytic processes has been this:—If you have a fairly concentrated

solution it is comparatively easy to fetch out about two-thirds of the metal in the solution;

the difficulty is to get out the remaining third. You have to work it up over and over

again. This has been one of the fundamental difficulties. There is no difficulty in electro-

lysing a solution wliich contains 4, 5 or 6 per cent, of the metal, but when you get dov\-n

below 2 per cent., then it is difficult. Then you begin oxidizing it, and doing all kinds
of performances with it.

(Sir Alfi-ed Mond) : I do not know whether you want to ask me any questions about
taxation ?

Chairman: That would be a very interesting matter, if you have the time. Are there

any other technical questions?
Dr. Miller: It seems to me that if in a couple of weeks or so we could again meet

Sir Alfred Mond, that would be the best thing.

Chairman: That would be most excellent. We will send you a copy of the transcript
of the shorthand notes and then you will have a chance of looking it over. A. Certainly. I

shall be very much obliged to you.

Dr. Miller: I thought something might occur to you in the meantime. Sir Alfred.
A. I shall be very pleased to meet you again. I do not know whether arrangements have
been made for .you to visit our works at Swansea.

Chairman: Yes, through this office; so far as I know it is all definitely arranged. A. I

am very glad indeed for you to see them.
Mr. Young: Could we get an approximate date for our next meeting? A. If you will

give me some alternative dates, I will do mv best to suit vour convenience.

Evidence of Mr. Robert Mond and Mr. Robert Mathias, Directors of the Company

(London, England, 27th April, 1916)

Chairman : Before we begin, I would like on behalf of my colleagues and myself to
express our regret at the accident to Sir Alfred Mond, and for not being able ito meet
him to-day. I suppose he has gone over the evidence he gave us the other day, with the
view of making any necessary corrections. A. (Mr. Mathias) : Sir Alfred has looked through
his evidence and has made a few corrections. They are very few.

(Mr. Eobert Mond) : I have made a few also. The principal thing is that we have
expanded our information with regard to our relations with Messrs. Merton so as to make
the matter quite clear.

(Mr. Mathias) : Mortons acted as our metal brokers.
(Mr. Eobert Mond) : Mortons had perhaps the highest reputation as metal brokers

in this country. They were always treated as such by the Government and everybody else.

Mr. Young: We have heard somewhere that anyone who wanted to buy nickel was
invariably referred to Mortons—that your company and other companies would refer people
to Mertons and would not sell directly to them. Would you necessarily refer anyone tb
Mortons? A. (Mr. Mathias) : Yes. They were our brokers. But not now.

Q. I think Sir Alfred has already told us that every arrangement is terminated? A. Yes.

Q. Is that arrangement which lie mentioned with some of the other nickel concerns
whose names he did not care to disclose also terminated? A. Yes; we have no arrangement
whatsoever. There are various matters we can give you information about, but I do not
think we are at liberty to give you that information if it is going to be published.

Q. There may be some points on which you would be glad to give us information.
A. (Mr. Robert Mond) : We would be pleased to give you the information, only we cannot
do it very well without the permission of the other people.
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Q. Quite so. On reading Sir Alfred's statements over, I find they are very largely

negative. He has told us some features which were not within the operation of this arrange-

ment with the other companies, but we would be very glad to get any additional information

you might feel at liberty to give us. A. (Mr. IMathias) : There is no arrangement with

any other firm at the present time.

Special Price for Armour=PIate Makers

Q. Was there not an arrangement between all the companies for many years? A. I do

not remember what Sir Alfred referred to, l)ut I think it would only refer to the armour
plate people, with regard to a special price.

(Mr. Roliert Mond) : When we started operations we found the main consumption of

nickel for armour-plate was practically by a close s^nidicate, witli whom we found very great

difficulty in getting into touch.

Q. In order to sell your goods? A. Yes, in order to sell the goods at all.

(Mr. Mathias) : They threatened at one tim.e to acquire their own mines and refine

their ovra nickel.

Q. Was that a syndicate of armour-plate manufacturers? A. Yes.

(Mr. Robert Mond) : You might call it an international syndicate of armour-plate

manufacturers.
Q. It was not an association of producers of nickel? A. No.

Q. Was there ever any arrangement between the producers, such as the French Xickel

company and the Mond Company and the International Nickel Company for controlling-

prices? A. (Mr. Mathias) : No. All that happened was that the other armour-plate com-

panies had a contract with the French company at a certain price, and we agreed to supply

them at the same price.

Q. You agreed to supply the armour-plate people? A. Yes.

Q. Was that arrangement in writing or was it a verbal understanding? A. That I do

not remember; it is so long ago. It was an understanding.

Q. Of course we have no desire to be unduly curious, but it is important that we should

get all the information possible as to the facts. A. (Mr. Robert Mond) : We had a great

free fight in order to try and force Canadian nickel—to get an outlet for it.

(Mr. Mathias) : The armour-plate people would not use Canadian nickel at all ; that

was the position we had to fsce.

(Mr. Robert Mond) : And the Admiralty would not use Canadian nickel. They told

us it was no good at all. That was the first thing we had to break down.

Q. Is there any such combine at the present time? Leaving out of account the Mond
Company, is there any combine or association of producers which is affecting the output or

supply of nickel? A. No, I do not think so. The arrangement, which was an international

one, has automatically come to an end.

Q. You think the war put an end to it? A. (Mr. Mathias) : It had to.

Q. But of course the war would not affect those companies that belong to the Allies,

like the French company and the Mond Company or the International Nickel Company
which is in a neutral country? A. (Mr. Robert Mond): No; I am talking of the armour
plate people.

Mr. Young : I had in mind the rumours that are abroad in Canada and in the United
States, and possibly here, of an association of producers of nickel. A. (Mr. Mathias) : We
cannot at the present time say how those agreements stand, we cannot say what arrange-
ments the armour-plate people have witli the Government.

Now Unrestricted Competition

0- -Tust for tlie moment, I am not concerned with the armour-plate people, but with
the producers of nickel having an arrangement with regard to prices ; is there any existing

arrangement by which competition between the producers is either prevented, controlled,

or regulated? A. There is not.

Q. Was there ever one? A. (Mr. Roliert Mond) : The jioint is, whoever can supply
the nickel at the present time will get the orders.

Q. There is nothing to control competition? A. (Mr. Mathias) : No. Tlie point is,

can we supply more nickel? We have been asked to supply more nickel, liut we cannot;
so other people have to get the orders.

Q. That is so; that is the ordinary course of trade? A. Quite so.

Q. But is there at the present time anything to prevent your underbiddnig the French
company or the International Nickel company? A. (Mr. Robert Mond) : Nothing whatsoever.

Q. Do I understand that there was such an arrangement prior to the war? Do you
know, or do you care to tell us, whether that was or was not the fact? A. (Mr. Mathias) :

That is quite true. Other people supplied at a certain price, and we agreed to supply at

the same price in order to get our nickel in.
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Q. In other words, I understand you to say you found a condition of affairs which

precluded you from your fair share of trade unless you joined an association which was

then in existence? A. (Mr. Eobert Mond) : Exactly; that is what it came to.

Q. And you joined it? A. Yes.

(Mr. Mathias) : We agreed to supply the armour-plate people, the Steel Manufacturers'

Nickel SjTidicate.

Q. At a fixed price? A. (Mr. Robert Mond): Yes.

Q. Were they long term contracts? A. Yes.

(Mr. Mathias) : We have no contracts now.

(Mr. Robert Mond): Not now, but there were long time contracts; the armour plate

people made long contracts.

(Mr. Mathias) : We have no contracts whatsoever with them, now, with regard to

the supply to-morrow; we only agreed, in order to get our share of the business, to supply

them at the same price as the other people did.

Q. Who fixed when the price should be changed? Upon whose decision did the price

depend? Upon a committee of the SjTidieate? A. (Mr. Robert Mond) : You had better

see the armour-plate people. Mr. Vickers is the principal man.

Q. That is not my point, because after all, the armour-plate people are purchasers?

A. (Mr. Mathias) : Yes, but they made a contract long ago.

Q. With whom? With this Association? A. No: I understand it was with the French
company.

Le Nickel at First Predominant

Chairman: With Le Nickel? A. Yes.

Mr. Youxg; That may clear the situation. Is it an alleged arrangement of which
we have heard between the French Nickel company and certain armour-plate people that

you have in mind now? A. (Mr. Robert Mond) : Yes, that is it.

Q. That arrangement took this form, as I understand it, that the French Nickel Com-
pany, the Societe Le Nickel, made some arrangement with another company called the

Anglo-French company, by which the Anglo-French company would refine their nickel in

tliis country, and the Anglo-French company's shares were to be held by the great armour-
plate houses? A. (Mr. Mathias) : Yes. I can give you the information about the Anglo-
French company.

Q. I can get that from the ordinary sources. A. I have it here.

Q. We would be very glad to get anything that you have. A. (Mr. Robert Mond) :

You must remember that Le Nickel were the first in the field, of course, and they were the
principal producers of nickel. It took the International company a long time to become
an important factor in the nickel market at all, or rather, I should say, before they were
the International, it took Col. Thompson a long time to become an important factor. Le
Nickel for a great number of years practically controlled the whole of the nickel output.

We started just about the time Col. Thompson was becoming a more or less important
producer. They had gone ahead faster than we had. They had the Creighton mine and we
liad not. McCounell sold the Creighton mine to the International, and he sold us the other
mines. It was quite a question of pitch-and-toss to whom he would sell either. Nobody
knew anything about the Creighton mine.

Q. You were going on to say that when you got into the trade you found the Inter-

national company had made some advance in fighting Le Nickel. A. They were fighting at

the time. Just at that time, you may remember, Col. Thompson sold a large amount of
nickel to the American government at a very low price.

Q. Thirty cents a pound? A. Yes, for armour plate making. That was at the time
when he was in the middle of the fight, and he could not get rid of his stuif at all. He
was very pleased to find somewhere it could go. You have to take that into account
together with the consumption of nickel; and you will find the consumption of nickel has,
till comparatively recently, been extremely unsatisfactory. It would rise, and then remain
steady for three or four years, so that any additional works which were put up in anticipation
of that rise suddenly found themselves with nothing to do.

Q. In other words, Le Nickel completely controlled the trade until the International
got strong? A. Yes.

Q. Then when you got strong, you came in as a competitor? A. Yes.
Q. And then competition was regulated by an arrangement or understanding between

the three companies? A. The other people had an agreement, and we agreed to supply at
that price in order to get rid of our nickel.

Q. To supply under their agreement? A. Yes, to supply at the same price.
Q. At the same price, and select your own customers? A. The agreement was with

the armour-plate syndicate.

Q. Armstrong, Whitworth's were not concerned in that? A. Yes, thev are.
Chairman: They are now, but were they at the beginning?
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Mr. Young: They were never shareholders in the Anglo-French company? A. They
are members of the Steel Manufacturers' Nickel Syndicate.

Q. Are they in the published list? A. I really do not know, but I can find out, and

I will do so.

(Mr. Robert Mond) : The armour-plate people managed to get favourable terms out of

the nickel manufacturers, because they had their own mines.

Q. What mines had they? A. In New Caledonia, and they threatened them with that

ore. That is really the factor which conditioned the terms on which they got their nickel.

Q. They were holding out against the Canadian mines the bugbear of New Caledonian

ore? A. They were fighting New Caledonia with New Caledonian ore. Le Nickel was the

biggest producer. The time I am speaking of is not very long ago, but it is a long time

in the history of nickel—quite fifteen years ago.

Price to Ordinary Consumers Not Controlled

Q. Did that price to the armour plate people by the French company necessarily control

the price to other consumers? A. (Mr. Mathias) : No, it did not.

Q. The ordinary purchaser of nickel, not for armaments, could deal with any of them?

A. Yes, through the selling agents.

Q. And they could quote him any price they liked? A. Yes. AVe could not deal with

the armour-plate people.

Q. But only at a fixed price? A. As they had a contract already, what was the use

of doing otherwise?

Q. Their wants were contracted for at a fixed price? A. Yes.

Q. You must not construe what I am saying as an attitude of hostility ; Ijut we are

trying to clear up this thing as well as we can, and we are grateful for an}- precise and

accurate information we can get. A. (Mr. Robert Mond) : Neither of the governments had
any armour-plate plants of their own. The government consumption of nickel w^as for

coinage more than for anything else. On the outbreak of war we offered to place the

whole of our make at the disposal of the government. It took them six months to find

out whether they wanted it or not. They did not know that they wanted any. They said

the Admiralty did not consume nickel.

(Mr. Mathias): I find that you are right, Mr. Young, about Armstrong, Whitworth's;
they are not members of the Anglo-French company.

Q. Nor are Hadfield's? A. But Hadfield's are not armour-plate makers.

Q. But they are purchasers of nickel? A. Yes.
(Mr. Robert Mond): Yes, they are piirchasers of nickel.

Q. This is a copy of the shareholders' list which is filed pursuant to the Companies'
Act, that has been handed to me. It corresponds with the result of my own enquirioG.

When you finally got into the arrangement, I suppose it was worked through the agency
of Mertons as selling brokers? A. (Mr. Mathias): At that time?

Q. Yes ; or was there an arrangement between the Mond company and any other

company? A. We supplied to the members of the Steel Manufacturers' Nickel Syndicate.

Q. Is that an incorporated company? A. Yes.
(Mr. Robert Mond) : Mertons acted more or less as general accountants.

Chairman : I see most of the corrections made in the evidence given at the previous

sitting are merely verbal. There is one thing I should like to refer to. Sir Alfred said,

"I was going to ask you this—I am sure you will not mind my putting the question—how
far are these figures going to be published?" Naturally Ave did not like to promise too

much, but you can safely take it for granted that we shall not publish anything which
would give information to other people which is not justifiable, and that anything you tell

us in the way of details of costs will be absolutely confidential to us and to the Ontario
government—the ilinistry of Lands, Forests and Mines. We naturally wish to avoid publish-

ing anything which, is not what might be called of general interest—I mean useful to every-

body and that everybody would wish to be published.

The Question of Costs

Mr. Young: Of course Ihe question of the costs with regard to nickel is extremely
vital to our enquiry. A. Naturally it is.

Q. But we are not going to embarrass any company. A. We should like you to be
in a position to have such figures that you could adequately compare for your own purposes

the relative value of different processes.

Chairman: That is what we want. A. Of course we do not want other people to know
them, but we want you to have those figures.

(Mr. Mathias) : W^e cannot allow tliese figures to be published. You know it would
be absolutely suicidal to any comjiany to publish those figures. You know that yourself.
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Q. Yes. I thiuk it is clear that we are anxious, exactly as you are anxious, to have
all the information that we can get, but only to publish what is absolutely justifiable. A. I

will hand 30U this information. AVe are willing to give you any information if it is to

be confidential.

Q. The best plan would be for you to give us the information and say, " Such and
such portions are confidential, but we are quite pleased that you should i^ublish the broad
statements about so and so." That would be the simplest plan, I think. A. (Mr. Eobert
Mond) : Yes.

Mr. Young: As Mr. Mond suggests^ we have got to use facts in order to make com-

parisons, in general terms. I do not see how that can prejudice your company. As Mr.
Mond suggests, we are entitled to know what processes are the cheapest for producing
nickel, and I think we might say so publicly. A. (Mr. Mathias) : There is no harm in

that, I tliink.

Chairman: We know that certain departments of your process are not only absolutely

sound metallurgically, but also obviously very economical. A. Yes.
Mr. Youxg : It is quite possible for us, as it is for your competitors, to get a fair idea

of the costs from our own enquiries, calculations and computations, but it is much better for

the sake of accuracy, in which we are all interested, that we should have definite information.
A. (Mr. Eobert Mond) : Of course. I know a great deal about drawing up costs statements
in different works in different countries.

(Mr. Mathias): The only figures you are interested in really are the pre-war figures;

you do not want the figures of the present time?
Q. We do not want abnormal figures ; no. A. The present figures are abnormal.
(Mr. Robert Mond): We are trying to work out a costs statement on pre-war lines

for you. We have got it roughed out, but we have to go into details to see that we are agreed
upon them.

Chairman: That is why we are anxious to get the real figures, because we are always
having figures volunteered and offered to us, and we do not want them, because we do not
know how far we can rely upon them. A. (Mr. Mathias): I quite understand.

Mr. Young: And it is quite possible for people to volunteer figures about the costs of
the Mond process, and if thej^ are not corrected by definite information, it puts us in a bad
position. A. (Mr. Robert Mond) : Of course it does. There are great difficulties in getting
a real costs statement, because the costs statement one works with technically is never a real

one ; it never includes a sufficient proportion of general charges, depreciation, and other
things. You never put them into the costs statement, and consequently, one has to draw
up a costs statement on new lines for a thing like this, so as to give the kind of figure the
work would cost somebody else who started anew with our experience. That is what we want
to get at as near as we can.

Q. In the statement you are preparing, you are keeping in mind what Sir Alfred was good
enougli to intimate, namely, that he would give the successive stages? We want to have a
comparison of the cost of making the matte and of refining the matte. A. Exactly. You
iiave the cost of the matte, and now we are working out the cost of refining the matte and
what the two together work out at.

The Precious iVletals

Chairman: I liave a note to ask you with regard to both production and costs. Could
we have them for copper sulphate, nickel sulphate, nickel metal, and the quantities of each,
and the different stages that you were mentioning, and also the precious metals in the
residues. I understand you do not refine the precious metals, you dispose of them, I was going
to say as waste, though of course they are worth a good deal of money. A. (Mr. Robert
Mond) : With regard to the precious metals, there is one great difficulty in trying to give 7,'ou

anj'thing definite, and it is a very simple one; in the extraction of nickel and copper from
the ores by the usual method, it takes a certain number of processes before we get the
remaining matte up to a certain concentration, before it goes into the leaching processes for
removing the final amount of nickel and copper, and the consequence is the operation extends
over very long periods. I believe the first time we ever got our precious metals was after
seven years' working, or something of that kind. We came to the conclusion that the only
rational method was to do the thing by batches—to start with a certain number of thousands
of tons of Bessemer matte and deal with that as a definite batch.

Q. That will suit us, because we do not want to know what was produced in a certain
month or even a certain year. In the descriptions which have been pulilished, Roberts-
Austen 's, for instance, and that by Coleman, there is no mention of the precious metals worth
talking about?

^
A. When Roberts-Austen wrote he did not know we were getting any.

(Mr. Mathias) : You know it was first intended to treat by this process Xew Caledonian
ores. I do not know whether there are any precious metals in New Caledonian ore or not.

Q. They are not worth counting, I understand? A. The cost of refining one ton of nickel
by our process will be much cheaper in the case of New Caledonian matte than in the case of
Canadian nickel-copper matte.
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Q. You were going to give us a statement which we couhl publish as to jour process,

and if you could put in something about the recovery of precious metals it would make it

complete. It has never been done before so far as I know. A. As a matter of fact, we do
not ]-ecover them.

Q. I do not know at what stage you olstain the mud as they do in the electrolytic process
for copper. It lies in the bags and they sell it for its assay value, just as they would sell in

in the hrst instance, only it is rich instead of being poor. I presume you assay the matte
and not the ore, and then jou sell the products. But all you are interested in is what you get,

because the assays must be more or less unreliable on the original material? A. It is really

au accumulation. You saw the works,, and you know how long it would take before one got

to finality.

Q. Can you give us an e-stimate wliicli will cover any credit to which the process is

entitled? A. Yes. There is one very peculiar thing about these precious metals

—

Mr. Young: Sir Alfred said it was a gift that God gave you. A. Yes. We find the

larger the ore deposit, the less the precious metals, roughly speaking. You may have small,

poor, rocky ore deposits which have practically none at all.

Q. It is a matter of average over long periods, is it not? A. Yes.
( Mr. Matliias) : There are no reliable figures as regards how much each matte contained.
(Mr. Robert Mond) : We cannot get them. If we tried to make a rock analysis it

would take about six weeks, and the quantities would be so small that one would not know
how much reliance could be put on it. It is an impossibility to make a systematic set of

analyses.

Mr. Yorxr, : So far as I am personally concerned, what I want is to ascertain the cost

of a pound of nickel by your piocess after giving credit for your copper sulphate and precious

metals, if they are entitled to credit, or any other benefits which you realize on the ore.

A. We can give you figures which will enable you to do that. But the precious metals are

terribly misleading, in this way, that you get one mine which may be much richer than
another, and that may send up the average of the whole lot.

(Mr. Mathias) : Or one ore pocket may be particularly rich.

(Mr. Robert Mond) : Yes. You could not apply such figures to another nickel proposi-

tion. It may be there, or it may not be there. It may be much better, and it may be much
worse.

Q. I understand you only get the nickel product, copper sulphate and some precious

metals? A. Yes.
Chairman: Do you make any metallic copper? A. Xo.

Q. As regards your statistics, when it is stated that the Mond Nickel Company produces so

much nickel, does that mean so much metallic nickel, and then in addition so much nickel

sulphate? A. (Mr. Mathias) : Which statistics do you refer to?

Q. I mean any statistics which may be published—for instance, in the Canadian statistics?

A. It is only the nickel contents of the matte. In every metallurgical process you get a loss.

Q. I shoiild imagine you have less loss in your process than there is in others? A. (Mr.
Robert Mond) : But there are always losses.

Q. We were very much impressed with your plant when we looked over it. A. It is a
reniarkalile plant. It does not look a bit like a metallurgical works, does it?

Mr. Young: It is very impressive to a lajnnan.

Chairman: Sir Alfred promised to give us a memorandum amplifying the evidence he
gave us; will it be long before that is ready? A. (Mr. Robert Mond) : We wanted to give

you an additional memorandum, which we are now drafting.

Mr. Young: My recollection was that he promised to give us the annual reports of the

company? A. We can give you these now.
Mr. Young : And a copy of the list of your sliareholdcrs which you file with the Regis-

trar of Joint Stock Companies? A. (Mr. Mathias) : There are aliout 5,000 shareholders. We
can let you have a list, of course.

(Mr. Robert Mond) : We always make it up in .July, and we can make two while Ave

are about it. I think that is the best plan.

Mr. Young: And at the same time you could give i^s a copy of the balance-sheet which
is filed at Somerset House? A. Yes. Would you like them for the last five years?

Labour in Wales and in Canada

Mr. Young: It would he very nice to have them for the last five years? A. (Mr.
Mathias) : One of the particulars you wanted was the wages in Canada and in Wales.

Q. Yes, or rather the percentage of each. A. The salaries and wages in Canada you
have got in your information ; Mr. Corless gave it to you. Taking the same output, 5,000
tons of nickel, the proportion of wages and salaries is £300,000 in Canada to £100,000 here.

Chairman : How much labour is there, relatively, employed in Wales ? A. At present
we are extremely short. A number of our men enlisted, and we are trying to fill their places.

We have been increasing all the time. We have a new shed started and we have got people in

train for that. It takes about 250 per shed.
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Mr. Youxg: And liow many sheds are there? A. We have three running, and we are
starting a fourth. That does not include yard labour and artisans and other people outside,

you know.
Q. Xor does it include the executive staff? A. Xo. The executive staff does not grow

in the same ratio as the increase of works.
(Mr. Matliias) : The exact figures of those employed in Wales is 1,176.

Q. At what date? A. To-day, or yesterday.

Q. Is not that a little abnormal by reason of the war? A. We liad 830 at the rintliroak

of war.

Q. Does that cover yard hands? A. (Mr. Robert Mond) : That covers everything.

Q. What makes the difference of 300 men? A. Because we are getting ready to start a
fourth unit.

Q. When that is operating, how many more men will it take? A. That will take this

increase. We have to train them before we can start. As a matter of fact, we find it

takes about two years to train a man. We are working with three sMfts of about 80 per shift.

Chairman: What would the output be in 1916? Have you any idea? A. The new shed
ought to make between 1,000 and 1,500 tons.

Q. And that will mean a total output of how much? A. About 5,000 tons.

Q. That is in metal? A. Yes.

Q. And in addition to that there are the copper sulphate and the nickel sulphate? A. Yes.
(Mr. Mathias) : Why do we not make these things in England? (Pointing to a nickel

bowl on the table.)

(Mr. Robert Mond) : The English market is nothing compared with the Continental
market.

(Mr. Mathias) : Tliere is scarcely any sale for them here.

Mr. Young: Would you have any objection to giving the scale of wages for England?
A. We have already given it to you.

Chairjian: I could not remember it. It would be well to have it, seeing we have got it

for Canada? A. We gave you the difference. The cost of labour in Canada per man per
day averaged about 10 shillings ; the cost at Clydach averaged about 5 shillings.

Mr. Young: The average cost of a man in your refraery at Clydach is 5 shillings per
day? A. It was before the war.

Q. That is taking high and low together, and striking an average? A. Yes.

Chairman: I am inclined to think that that is as much as we want? A. (Air. Mathias)

:

Of course the freight rates are upset now. Instead of £2 10s. we have to pay £6 or*

£7 for matte from Canada.
Mr. Young: We are trving to arrive at conclusions based entirelv on normal conditions?

A. Yes.
(Mr. Robert Mond) : In some cases, in order to get laliour we have to pay the men

16 shillings separation allowance for their families.

Q. Taking the 1,100 men you now employ, what would be the increase in wages which
you would pay if they were all transported to Canada? A. Double.

Chairman: We can put down that the cost of labour in Canada in connection with the
refining of matte would be double that in Wales. Is that it? A. Pre-war.

Q. Under pre-war conditions? A. Yes.
Mr. Young : We have never had any refining in Canada ; we do not know what the cost

of labour would be? A. It is wonderful how the ratio pf 1 to 3 has kept constant.

Q. Do you mean in the number of men employed—that, W'here you require 3,000 there,

you require only 1,000 here? A. No, that is not it. It is more the relation of wages. The
ratio of men is 1 to 2 ; the ratio of wages is 1 to 3.

Mr. Young: Have you looked into the costs of Xew Caledonian ore to the finished

product? A. (Mr. Mathias) : Xot lately.

Q. Do you feel in a position to give us an idea of the cost of producing it? A. It is

very difficult.

(Mr. Robert Mond) : It is. For many years the French had a very heavy shipping
bounty which enabled Xew Caledonian ore to be brought over in sailing vessels at a com-
paratively low price.

Q. It was a subsidy, in fact? A. Yes. Their shipping bounty was stopped a few years

ago. They tried to counter that by erecting furnaces in Xew Caledonia—they make their

matte there now—and using the same ship to take out a cargo of coal or coke to Xew Cale-

donia, and to come back with matte and nickel ore as a return cargo. I do not know how
that has affected things. I think we came to the conclusion before that that it was milikely

that the price of nickel in Xew Caledonia would work out at less than one shilling per pound.

It might be eleven pence or one shilling under pre-war conditions. But I have no data to

tell me exactly whether this present arrangement mav not have added a couple of pence to

that.

Mr. Young: Would you put it in this way, that the enquiry had this satisfactory result,

that it fixed minimum prices for Canadian ores? A. Yes.
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(Mr. Matliias) : Yoii have been to the Anglo-French Company's works in Swansea^

where New Caledonian matte is refined over here?

(Mr. Eobcrt Mond) : They have another works at Glasgow and another at Birmingham.

Nickel Works on the Continent

Chairmax: And one in Westphalia, have they not? A. (Mr. Mathias) : Yes, they had

one.

Q. At Iserlolm. A. (Mr. Robert Mond) : There was a works near Antwerp; there is not

much of that left, I expect.

Q. That was Ballande's place? A. Yes.

Mr. Youxg : Are you in a position to give us accurate information with respect to the

German relineries and works previous to the war? A. We could tell you something about it.

The most important deposit of nickel in Germany is the Frankenstein deposit in Silesia. We
had an interest in it a good many years ago. It is a very low grade garnierite containing

about 2 per cent, of nickel. It was taken over by Krupp, and then he started refining New
Caledonian ores there. Why he should do that in Silesia was a thing I could never under-

stand. I think it was to mislead the German public as to the value of the mine or something.

(Mr. Mathias) : They are still refining there. They make nickel there.

(Mr. Eobert Mond) : I have been over the place several times.

Q. What was the output in the old days? A. About 200 to 400 tons. The only other

refining works were the French Company's works in Westphalia at Iserlohn.

(Mr. Mathias) : There were three or four works which refined the nickel oxide.

Q. Where were they situated? A. On the Rhine, one in Westphalia, and another one at

Pappenburg, near Emden. Krupj) owned the works in Silesia, and they had about 5,000 tons

of nickel as war stock in New Caledonian ores.

CHAiRiiAX: He had some big properties of his own in New Caledonia, had he not?

A. Yes.
(Mr. Mathias) : After the war began Sir Alfred Mond made a confidential report to the

British Government about the nickel business.

Q. With special regard to stocks of nickel on hand? A. Yes, and sources of nickel

supply for Germany.
(Mr. Robert Mond) : Then of course they are getting a certain amount from Norway

and Sweden.
Chairman: I suppose the bulk of the Norwegian production goes to Germany? A. Yes^

it all goes there.

Membership of Steel Manufacturers' Nickel Syndicate

Mr. Young: Could you amplify this statement with regard to the Steel Manufacturers'
Nickel Syndicate a little? This is a company incorporated in England with 2,000 ordinary

shares of £1 each and only 1,625 shares have been taken \\]i. Who is Captain Trcsidder? With
what concern is he connected? A. I really do not know.

Q. Then Krupp of Essen; is that the armament maker? A. Yes.

Q. And Schneider & Co. of Le Creusot? They are French armament makers.
Q. Who is Dillinger Huttenwerke? He is a German armament manufacturer.
Q. Then the Societe Di Terni? A. They are Italians.

Q. Then there is the Austrian, the Witkowitzer-Bergbau und Eisenhutten? A. Yes.

Q. Then the Cie. des Forges de la Marine, St. Chamond. They are French iron makers?
A. Armament makers.

Q. And the other one, the Cie. des Forges de Chatillon-Commentry of Paris? A. Yes.

Q. Hadfields. and William Beardmore & Co. we know. A. Yes.
Q. Then there are seven names beginning with Herliert Rich. A. I think those are the

seven clerks who signed originally.

Q. They are the seven original shareholders. A, Yes.
Q. This Nickel S^iidicate was the concern through Avhich the sales you mentioned were

really directed? A. Yes.

Q. And the French Nickel company had a contract with these people? A. Yes; they
bought the nickel. I do not know that that Svndicate exists now under present circumstances.

(Mr. Robert Mond) : I think it is very doubtful.
Q. The Italians and the Austrians are not in harmony at present. A. No.
Q- Will you tell us the arrangement they had with their members? A. (Mr. Mathias) :

As far as I know they wanted to start nickel works, nickel refineries, and they combined for
the purpose of supplying their own nickel.

(Mr. Robert IMond) : They wanted to make themselves practically independent of the
whole of the nickel people, and thereupon Le Nickel managed to get tliem to take a long con-
tract at a comparatively low price to keep them out.

Q. To keep them from establishing nickel refineries of their own? A. Yes.
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Q. Were they working with the Anglo-French Company? A. Yes; they are practically the

same people.

Q. The chief difference between the two companies would apjicar to bo that the Anglo-
Frencli Company is wholly English, and the Svnidicate is the same concern v.'ith the addition

of the Austrian, French and Italian armament concerns, with Krupp of Essen added? A. Yes,

and Dillinger.

Chairman: The Anglo-French Company only produce for their own requirements? A.
They supply the British government and the members of the S^•ndicate at the present time.

Q. There is no other combine, so-called, outside of this that you are aware of? A. No.
(Mr. Robert Mond) : As the nickel trade has developed, the consumption of nickel

outside of these people has increased. Nickel plating practically takes no nickel. The platers

do not take 100 tons among the lot of them. The fat-hardening processes give a new use for

nickel.

Chairman: Hj-drogenating fat and oil? A. Yes.

Q. That is getting a big thing, is it not? A. It is not very big.

Mr. Young: What is the future for the trade? (Mr. Mathias) : Two hundred tons of

nickel are required for 1,000 tons of nickel salts and that goes a long way in a year. I da
not know whether that is likely to be a very important consumption or not.

Chairman: It all counts? A. Yes. It may increase by another 200 tons.

Agitation in Canada Hurtful to Industry

Q. I do not think I have any more queries. We have taken up a lot of your time, but
the information will be very useful to us? A. Of course, the whole agitation in Canada does
a lot of harm to the industry; it hinders us getting capital.

Mr. Young: Wiat form of agitation have you in mind? A. The whole agitation.

Chairman: I do not discover anything very recent in it. A. (Mr. Eobert Mond): No;
we have been up against it a long time.

(Mr. Mathias) : It is very difficult when a body of shareholders comes and asks us
" What do these newspaper reports mean? Are you going to be stopped refining in Wales?
Have the Ontario Government taken any steps to close you down?" That is what they ask
us, and the bankers and brokers ask us how it will affect us.

Mr. Young: Then you see how important it is that you should give this Commission as
much information as you can possibly supply, because our object is to get at the real facts of
the whole nickel situation in every department and aspect. A. (Mr. Eobert Mond) : At the
present time we employ a capital of about £3,500,000 to carry on the business, and it is all

found in England.
(Mr. Mathias): We tried to raise some capital in Canada and could not. Ontario

gets a bad reputation here in the city. It is a very serious matter.
A. (Mr. Eobert Mond) : Now we want to increase again, and that will probably mean

finding another half million pounds. And it is not only money for the works; there is the
money required for dealing with the business when you have got it. It means bigger stocks
and bigger everything else, more matte afloat and more matte across here.

Q. Do you mean the increase by adding the new unit? A. No; the future units.

(Mr. Mathias) : We want to make the British Empire independent of the nickel supplies
of other states. That is our object.

Chairman: I suppose you have ample ore reserves in your present properties? A. (Mr.
Eobert Mond) : Yes. We have only known that we have had them during the last two years.

One of our difficulties was that up to about two years ago we did not know where our future
nickel was to come from.

(Mr. Mathias): People come and say, "Wliy do you not make more nickel, and why
do you not increase your plant?" But we are very conservative people; we cannot go and
spend a million pounds, and afterwards find we have no raw material. As a matter of fact
we had no mines and we could not fuid any. We looked for ten or twenty years. That is a
fact—I mean you know that. If there was any mine going we were only too pleased to get it.

Mr. Young: It must be very gratifying to you to have these established bodies of ore
now proved? A. (Mr. Eobert Mond) : It is very gratifying. Then there is another thing
one has to remember, that one has to be able practically to work on at least a 20-year basis.

(Mr. Mathias): If you want to write down your capital, £3,500,000, in ten years, you
have to write down £350,000 a year, which is the "profit we make.

Q. In the statement you are preparing, I understand you are not going to refer to

depreciation? A. (Mr. Eobert Mond): We will give you a'figure marked down for depre-
ciation, which you can put in or leave out as you think" fit.

Q. In the form of percentage? A. Yes."
(Mr. Mathias) : That has to be calculated.
(Mr. Robert Mond) : All our staff in Canada are of opinion that we ought to write

smelting off in ten years. When we started, the first innovation we made was to introduce
the Bessemer process in regard to those ores. It had been tried on a small scale by Messrs.
Vivian, but was no longer in operation, or Iseing used by others.
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Q. You were the very first to do that? A. Yes.

Q. You were pioneers there? A. We were pioneers. Then when we got the Bessemer
process, the next improvement we made in the metallurgy was putting the slag into big

settlers; we gradually increased their size, and finally got them to work.

(Mr. Mathias) : I think you have that.

Chairman: We have it in the statements, or at any rate we have it in our own notes.

We got that from Mr. Corless. We had long and most useful talks with him.

Mr. Young: We are very much obliged to you for the time you have given us. I do not

know if an}i:hing further occurs to you? A. We have tried on several occasions to raise

capital in Canada through the Canadian Bank of Commerce; we wanted to give the people

in Ontario an opportunity of investing in our concern. We discussed with the bankers the

question of making an issue, but we never could.

Q. We are busy subscribing for war loans now. A. This was before the war.

Chairman: That is curious, because an investment in your company sounds rather a

taking proposition, does it not? A. Yes, but they want higher interest over there than they

do here. We could raise money here at 5 or 7 per cent, at the time.

(Mr. Robert Mond) : You want to raise large sums of money at 5 or 6 per cent, in

order to pay interest on the ordinary capital. You have the American system of money,
bonds and stocks. It has its advantages, and it has its disadvantages. It has one very great

disadvantage, and that is this: in England a company is never allowed to buy its o^\ti shares.

Mr. Young: Xor with us either, legally. A. I do not know how it is with you, but in

America a company can do all sorts of funny things with its stock.

The Question of Taxation

Q. A company with us cannot invest a dollar in its own shares without special legislative

authority. Does an^-thing else occur to you? A. (Mr. Mathias): What about taxation?

Q. That is coming to the front again, is it not ? A. Do you know we have to pay £-10,000

War Profit tax?
(Mr. Robert Mond) : We have to pay a certain amoimt of War Profit tax before we

become a munition works. It is one of the most complicated jobs you can imagine. The
work is done at different times, over different periods and under different conditions.

TMr. Mathias) : And now they have a Canadian War tax too.

Q. Mr. Corless has given us a pretty elaborate memorandum on the subject of taxation,

and Mr. J. M. Clark has done likewise. If there is anything which you want to add to these

statements, which I suppose you have considered, we would be glad to receive it. A. What
we have to pay here does not interest you over there.

Q. Well, it is interesting to us, you know. A. And the income tax is 5 shillings in the

pound.
Chairjian: We have to consider that. If you are paying so much in one country, you

do not want to pay so much more in another country, so that it does come in.

Mr. Young: Can you tell us the tax you pay in England at the present time, and what
you paid before the war? A. Yes.

Mr. Young: And if you desire to supplement in any way what we already have on the

subject of taxation, we will be very glad to receive it.

Chair:man : There are several memoranda relating to that.

Mr. Young: Of course the question of taxation has been much discussed between the

Mond Company and the Government? A. We have these mines free of royalty.

Q. That has been very forcibly represented to the Government. A. If you give a free-

hold house you cannot come afterwards and say, " You must pay ground rent for it." Is

not that so?
(ilr. Robert Mond) : You are getting up against a peculiar difficulty there, and that

is one which all countries have come up against. It is very foolish for a country to sell an
inch of land freehold ; it ought to give a lease, and it would maintain its rights and remain
the ultimate landlord. If it does not, it gets itself into these ditficulties later on. Take incre-

ment value and all that. If the Government simply granted land on a rational system of

leasehold this increment value would never arise, because it could put up its rent : also, if

improvements were wanted in towns, it would be perfectly possible for the Government to

manage those things and not allow itself to be practically blackmailed by every landlord on
the place, because that is what it comes to. You find out the difficulty in a closely settled

country, but then it is too late because the process has been going on for a couple of thousand
years. But when one has the chance to protect oneself for the future, I think one ought not
to let it slip.

Following is an extract from a letter dated ."^rd Julv. 1916, written by Mr. Robert Mond.
of the Mond Nickel Company, to Mr. G. T. Holloway, Chairman of the Commission, bearing
on a portion of Mr. Mend's evidence before the Commission:—
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"As requested I am returning the report of the evidence given on the 27th April, which I

have corrected, but find the part dealing with the Anglo-French Company and Steel Manufac-
turers' Nickel Syndicate does not appear quite clear, and should like in a few lines to give

you the history of both companies.
"In 1900-1902, the Steel Manufacturers' Nickel S^^ldicate, which was composed of the

principal armour plate firms in Europe, acquired the Anglo-French Xickel Co. This latter

company had nickel refining works at Swansea.
* * The Syndicate had at that time an option on a large number of nickel mining properties

in New Caledonia which had been reported upon by several experts and mining engineers who
had been sent out.

"Soon afterwards the S.^oidicate entered into a long time contract with the French Com-
pany (Societe Anouv-me Le Nickel), who were at that time the cliief producers of nickel, for
the total consumption of nickel of the various members of the Syndicate at a more or less

fixed and favourable price. At the same time arrangements were made by the Anglo-French
Company with the French Company under which the latter agreed to supply the former with
raw material (nickel ore or matte) necessary for their refining works.

"In 1903-1904, when the Mond Nickel Company came into the market with their Canadian
nickel, they found the greatest diflficulty in marketing it amongst the armour-plate firms,

especially in Great Britain, owing to the existence of the arrangement mentioned above.
Eventually an understanding was arrived at between the Mond Nickel Company and the
French Company under which the former arranged to supply Canadian nickel to some members
of the SjTidicate at the same price as the French Company supplied the members of the
SjTidicate under their long time contract.

'

' This, in short, is the arrangement which was made and which appears to be rather
involved in the evidence."

Why Refinin<j in Canada by Mond Process not Feasible

Memorandum No. IV by the Mond Nickel Company, Limited

I. Climate: The Mond process is one of extreme skill, requiring delicate differences in

temperature. The constant temperatures and delicate differences would be matters of
extreme difficulty and cost, if not impossible, in a country with a climate showing extreme
variations of 100° to 150° Fahrenheit.

II. Nature of Process: The entire process is one requiring the very highest skill and
training. For example, the gas, nickel carbonyl, is a deadly poison, and the entire

volatilizing plant has to be gas-tight and continually searched for leaks. Neither the
apparatus nor the workmen would be procurable in this country.

III. Cost of Materials and Labour: The raw materials, other than matte, are procurable
in this country only at very much greater cost. Very little of the highly skilled labour would
be procurable here, and such as would be, would be at much greater cost.

IV. Freight: Owing to the manufacture of copper sulphate (not copper) and of some
quantity of nickel salt, the freight to market on the refined products would be considerably
more than double the weight of the matte at present shipped. The freight to be paid
would probably be not less than two and one-half times that paid at present, which is

already very heavy.

V. A Very Costly Plant to be Sacrificed: The Mond Nickel Company in the best of

faith and with reasonable assurances, has already expended many millions of dollars in

Canada and in England, in establishing an industry which involves the annual expenditure

in Canada alone of several millions of dollars, and which employs at its Canadian plants

at present about 1,500 men. The company has operated for fifteen years already, and will

continue to operate for a considerable number of years yet, before the capital already

expended will be recovered, to say nothing of ordinary interest earnings and real j^rofits on

wasting assets.

If their reward is to be practically confiscation, how will prospective investment by
British investors of any further capital in Canada be affected?

It is a practical certainty that with the handicaps imposed, only part of which are

above outlined, the company will be compelled to build a smelting plant near their refinery

for the smelting of ores from other countries, on which low ocean freights are procurable.

As tlie nickel market is closely limited, the only result can be a loss to Canada.
VI. The ores from the mines are already crushed, sorted, roasted, smelted and con-

verted into a matte of over 80 per cent, pure nickel and copper. This series of manufactur-
ing processes is already more than is applied to many Canadian raw products, such as

timber, grain, etc., and is the same as is applied to copper. Is there any sound economic
reason why nickel should be discriminated against, or why an export duty should be imposed
on unrefined nickel and not on unrefined copper?

[Pobert Mond; 2Iond Xiclcl Company.']
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VII. The Sudbury district shows many examples of failure to bring nickel mining,
smelting and refining to commercial success. As examples, we would mention the plants

erected by R. R. Gamey, The Dominion Mineral Company, The Dominion Nickel-Copper
Company, The Hamilton Mckel Company, The Vivian Company, The Great Lakes Copper
Company, and others. All of these proved to be failures. The Mond Nickel Company is

to-day profitably working several of the mines of which some of the above companies made
failures. Two of the failures were in fact by parties who are now making loud declama-

tions in the press, calling upon the government to penalize exportation of nickel matte. The
Mond Nickel Company has after nearly 30 years of careful experimenting in refining, and
15 years' experience in operation as well as development of a market, brought these properties

to a profitable stage. Is it reasonable to expect this company to continue profitable operation

where so many others failed, if the government legislates in such a way as to bring on them
the accumulated effect of the numerous handicaps al)ove pointed out?

(Sgd.) C. V. CORLKSS.

September 27th, 1915.

IMond Nickel Company.']



SECTIOX J

BRITISH AMERICA NICKEL CORPORATION, LIMITED

Evidence of Mr. J. E. McAllister, M.E., Alanager British America Nickel Corporation,
Limited

(Toronto, 23id November, 1915.)

Origin of Company

Chairiiax: We shall be glad to receive information regarding the general arrangements
that have been made as to the British America Kiekel Corporation continuing or re-

starting operations, and, shortly, anything j-ou can tell us as regards the prospects of
refining and the nature of the processes which you propose to use? A. This project was taken
up originally by the late Dr. Pearson, and a Canadian, James H. Dunn, a banker in London,
and E. R. Wood, in Toronto. This was over three years ago. They came to see me about it,

and I discouraged them, for two reasons, and advised them to let it alone. The first of these

reasons was that I didn't think they could refine at a profit. I didn't tliink they could
economically make a refined product of tliis nickel, and then, when they did make it, I

thought they would have difficulty in selling it, on account of the controlled condition of
the market. Dr. Pearson's plan was to adopt the Hybinette process for refining nickel as
practised at Kristianssands, Norway, which I didn't believe in, because it had been tried at
Fredericktown, Mo., without success ; but he said he would send an engineer over there, and
have liim report to us, and asked if it looked favourable enough to warrant further investi-

gation, would I follow it; to which I agreed. So he sent an engineer over to Norway, and
this man lived at Kristianssands for about two months, reporting both to Dr. Pearson and to

me, every week. When I had received some of these reports I realized that there was more
in the process than I had supposed, and by the time he had completed liis investigation it

looked very well worthy of being followed up, and I agreed to investigate it and went over.

I cabled to England and had a man come to Norway who had been associated with the Mond
Company in the starting of their enterprise here and throughout the entire development of it,

and we investigated the process together. We spent considerable time in Norway, and con-

cluded that it was all right. We estimated what the retuiing would cost when it was handled
on a larger scale and with labour saving appliances, and on the basis of this investigation

the SATidicate which Dr. Pearson had formed purchased the right to use this process for all

ore mined on the continent of North America.
Q. When you speak of the rights on the continent do you include the States? A. Yes, the

continent of North America. All ore that is mined on this continent. For instance, you could
not, under our agreement, ship ore from here to any other country, for instance, to South
America, and use the process. It is for all ore that is mined on this continent.

Q. And could you use it on ore produced elsewhere, and brought to Canada or the States?
A. Yes, it doesn't cover that. We could not protect ourselves in that way. From what we
knew of the process, it was especially adapted to Canadian nickel ore, and the bulk of the
world's supply was coming, and, we believed, would continue to come from this country. The
next step following the purchase of this process was to acquire proved mines, and, under
option, they bought the Dominion Nickel-Copper Company. Mr. J. R. Booth and Mr. M. J.

O'Brien, I think, ovraed most of the stock, except a very small part that was held by others,
and they purchased the entire property, including a short railroad they had, called "The
Nickel Range Railroad," which connected one of their largest mines with the Canadian
Northern. The purchase was made, I think, under six months' option, during which time
we had the right to prospect the properties. The exploration work which was done on the
Murray mine during this option opened up by diamond drill a very large body of ore suitable
for this process. Subsequently the company was formed, the British America Nickel Cor-
poration, which took over the Hybinette process and the mines.

Mr. Gibsox : You have not a list of the mines, have you ? A. I think so.

Chairman : It includes the bulk of those formerly owned by the Vivians?
jMr. McAllister: Well, you know, the Murray was Vivian's property.

Q. And there were a lot of little ones? A. Yes. I don't know that it takes those in.

It takes in the Lake Superior property. The chief mines—they are in groups here. There is
the Murray, the Elsie and the Lady Violet. Then, the Gertrude; the Wliictle and Wild Cat;
Victor, Blue Lake, and Falconbridge.

Q. Does that mean three groups? A. We group the Murray, Elsie, and Ladv Violet;
then the Gertrude; and then the Whistle and Wild Cat; that 'was the third group, and
Victor and Blue Lake in a group ; Falconbridge ; and Nickel Lake, that is six.
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Mr. Gibsox: I suppose we could get a list by lot, concession and township? A. Yes, I

think so. The property is very extensive. Tliere are about 17,500 acres altogether. It isn't

all mineral land, but we can give you particulars of all the lands.

Chairman: It would be convenient if we could have that. A. Shortly before war broke
out, the syndicate was going to finance the company, but these plans were all interrupted on
account of the general financial conditions caused by the wai. so tliat the entire expenditure,

so far, has been carried by the spidicate, and they are now making plans to do their financing

and carry on the work.

Q. Then, your idea is based, I suppose, on the use of this process in conjunction with the

special ore which you get in that district? A. Yes. Our ideas were based on the ore we
got there, and what we know we can do with it by the methods of mining and smelting and
refining which we will use.

Q. And your idea, of course, is to carry it right through from the refining to the sale

of the nickel? A. Yes. We will make nickel of 981/4 per cent, or better, and we will make
copper of '

' Best Select '
' brand, such as is in use in this country, and we will also save what

precious metals there are.

Q. Yes. Tlmt may be quite an important thing? A. The Hybinette process of refining,

in regard to saving the precious metals, is identical with the electrolytic refining of copper,
the precious metals being recovered in the mud; in tanks holding the electrolyte.

The Hybinette Process Described

Q. Could you give us any description of the process. A. The patent is described in

the Dominion Government records, and there are diagrams there which show the unit
plant. But it is something like this. (Rough sketch was drawn.) This represents a
section of the outer tank holding the electrolyte, though, of course, in actual practice,

instead of that tank being one unit, there are several, and these tanks are in rows the
same as in copper electrolytic refining. Then at intervals, as closely as possible, canvas
bags are inserted in those tanks, and the cathode plate is in that bag; the anode is in the
outer tank; then the flow of the electrolyte is maintained from the cathode to the anode,
b}' hydrostatic pressure, the level of the liquid in the canvas bag being higher than in the
outside tank, and the electrolyte fed into this canvas bag overflows from the outer tank. The
electrolyte which goes into the canvas bag is pure nickel sulphate solution, and this is a
neutral solution. Then, by electrolysis the nickel is precipitated out from the solution, leaving
it acid, but the hydrostatic pressure causes a constant flow from cathode to anode, and the
acid solution dissolves the anode and regenerates itself from the copper and nickel of the
anode. You are probably familiar with the work that is carried on in Sudbury now, where
they make an SO per cent, matte. That matte contains about 80 per cent, copper and nickel,

and the balance is sulphur. In the Hybinette process this matte is roasted until the sulphur
is brought do^^m from 20 per cent, to about 5 per cent. ; then the roasted matte is put through
a cupola furnace, and these anode plates are cast. The Hybinette anode contains about 95 ]3er

cent, copper and nickel and 5 per cent, of sulphur. That anode then is dissolved by this acid
solution which takes up the copper and nickel from the anode, and overflows from the tank
back to what are called the cementation tanks. These cementation tanks are very large. They
are made of reinforced concrete, and in them the copper is cemented out of the solution on
waste anodes from the electrolytic vats, leaving the nickel in solution, and the pure nickel

solution then goes back to the canvas bag.

Q. How about the iron? A. The iron does not interfere. It did interfere until they
put in the Ijasic Bessemer process. Up till about two years ago they were making in Norway
a blast furnace matte, which they were concentrating in a Japanese hearth, similar to a
blacksmith's forge, and these hearths were in a long line. A few shovelfuls of 40 per cent,

matte, which came from the blast furnace, was shovelled into the blacksmith's forge and it

was concentrated, the iron being slagged off. The blast furnace matte is a combination of
copper, nickel and iron, with sulphur, and while they were working with these hearths they
made about a 78 per cent, matte, carrying something over 2 per cent, iron, which they had
to remove. Now, they have installed, as they have up here in Sudbury, basic converters. The
chief advantage of these is that they can now Bessemerize a matte at almost any grade. In
Norway, they Bessemerize copper-nickel matte of about 8 per cent, copper-nickel as it comes
from the blast furnace. This Bessemerized matte now carries only about half of one per cent,

of iron, or not more than three-quarters ; they may bring it down to a half, and that does
not interfere ; but when it had 2 per cent, of iron they had to precipitate it out with a solu-
tion of nickel carbonate, throwing down the iron as carbonate, and that carbonate of iron
was filtered off. The nickel carbonate solution was made by combining nickel sulphate with
common salt, resulting in a small amount of waste product of sodium sulphate. This operation
is done away with now.

Factors Qoverninjj Site for Refinery

Q. By the way, have you control over any future patents whicli Hybinette takes out on
this continent? A. Yes, our agreement covers that. That, in brief, is a history of the process,

[J. E. McAlUslcr.l
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and our connection with it. Now, we can put that in operation in any country where we can

get electric power. It depends on the cost of power and supplies.

Q. You mean, whether you finish it at the mine or at some other centre? A. Well, the

cheapest place for us to finish it would be at tidewater, .iust as the International Nickel

Company does. Our supplies would be cheaper, particularly fuel. You see, we have got to

use a lot of coal in the cementation, because that solution must be kept hot.

Dr. Miller: Is coal much cheaper in New Jersey than on the Niagara peninsula? A. I

should say about one-third cheaper. They can generate electrical power there a good deal

cheaper than you can buy it out west, and generate it from steam. You see they can lighter

this coal right into the works. They are right on tidewater. And the same thing applies to

most of their supplies.

Q. What coal is it that they would use? A. Either anthracite or bituminous. Then,

apart from the electrical power," the next thing is the temperature of the buildings. The
buildings are very extensive, covering a large area, and the temperature of the air, on account

of the tanks, is quite an item. These solutions, in order to get good work, must be kept at

a known temperature, and the operation of the process would be cheaper where that could

be obtained with the least possible expenditure. For instance, it would cost less to operate

it in a milder climate than Sudbury. At the same time, there are offsetting conditions in the

fact that everything could be done up there under one head, under one management, and the

anodes which were made from the bessemerized matte would just go from one department into

the other. We have not finally decided where we will refine.

Chairman: I suppose there are a good manj' places on tidewater which could be selected,

but as to Ontario? A. If we refine in Ontario, it will probably be either at Sudbury or at

Thorold.

Q. Where you have got cheap current? A. Yes.

Q. Of course, you are lucky in having no by-products. A. There are no by-products. In

refining at Niagara, the anodes would be made up at Sudbury, and there would be practically

no gas to speak of at all, excepting the ordinary coal gas from the coal used, and such fuel

as was used in melting up the cement copper into anodes.

Q. Would you do that yourselves, or would you send your copper to be refined by others?

A. We would like to do it ourselves, I tliink, if we established a refinery here. I think there

should be a field for the refining of copper produced in Canada.

Q. Yes, and then you would have control of the precious metals. A. Yes.

Q. Although I suppose, under any circumstances, they are all caught in the slime. A. Yes.

I don't know if we would refine that. It would be a small quantity, and could be more
economically handled by one of the small refineries such as those in New Jersey that make
a specialty of tliis work.

Q. But you are in the position of being paid for it, which you would not be in any other

form? A. No. It' is in tangible form. It could be handled, but the amount of work in that

tind of refining is very small.

Dr. Miller: They are starting now at Trail, under a bonus from the Government?
A. Eefining the copper?

Q. Yes, I think so. A. Everything they have made there is sulphate. What was the

bonus ?

Q. I don't know whether it was the bonus that was mentioned in the newspaper or not.

A. There was a bonus mentioned that I heard of, two cents a pound.

Q. That is the only statement I saw. A. I tliink that is the only way we could establish

refining in this country. All the copper produced in Canada at the present time, exclusive of

the copper that is combined with nickel, would barely make an economical output for a copper

refinery; that is, to compete with other refineries in the United States. The result would be
that any copper producer could always get Ms copper refined more cheaply by these works in

New Jersey than it could be done in Canada.
Chairman: But you tliink it would be advisable to put up an extra unit for treating the

copper, in conjunction with your nickel plant? A. Yes. You see, it would simply be another

wing to the building. We would have the management and the technical skill there, although

it would pay us better to ship it over to New Jersey, and refine it there. But if we could

get Canadian copper sufficient to make an output of the size that would permit of economical
work, then it would be much better for us to refine the coj^per here and control and make
the finished metal in this country.

Q. And the amount of sulphur in your anodes, how much? A. About 5 per cent. That
varies. The only object of leaving that sulphur in is that if it was all taken out the oxides
would be extremely difficult to melt, so enough sulphur is left there to make sufficiently fluid

metal.

Q. And it is easier to run into anodes? A. Yes, it makes a smoother anode. Then, of
course, a certain amount of sulphuric acid is always lost from the solution, because the cement
copper is impure, and the nickel which is combined A^-ith that cement copper must be extracted.

That is done in the copper process, by using "slow tanks" with insoluble anodes, and the
nickel comes out as sulphate and is evaporated. This takes up the sulphuric acid from the
mother solution.

[/. E. McAUister.il
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Q. Suppose you left the 20 per cent, of sulphur in A'our anode? A. Oh, you would have
too nuich. From 3 to 5 per cent, is best. If it could be worked with 1 per cent, it would

be even better, but that would not be sufficient. Hybinette was using this process in Missouri.

Dr. Miller: Yes, but the lead bothered him there. A. Yes, there was lead, and it was
a most complex ore.

New Caledonia Unable to Compete with Ontario

Q. You have referred to the fact that the bulk of the nickel is now coming from Canada.
I would like to ask whether you think there is any danger of competition, for instance, from
New Caledonia and other deposits? A. I don't see how the New Caledonia ore could be
worked in competition with that of Sudbury. I think the nickel would cost too much. If

basic deposits carrying other metals were to be found in the neighbourhood of New Caledonia,

then they might be able to do it. Their cost of supplies would still be heavy, but the main
expense is the refractory nature of the New Caledonia ore. Every particle of acid that it

contains has to have a corresponding amount of base to make it fluid, and I don't see how
they could compete unless basic ores wliich had enough values to carry themselves were to

be discovered in the neighbourhood. Even then, their cost of supplies would be great, because
they haven't got any coal convenient for the manufacture of coke for smelting. It may be
that a chemical process will eventually be developed, but from kno\\Ti conditions now, I don't
see how it could compete.

Q. Their smelting industry has started up again in recent years? A. Yes. -

Q. About the deposits in Norway; they are much smaller there? A. They- are limited

in extent. -
•

:.'>-- •^;:'\'

Q. And there is not much fear of competition from that source? A. No; The oreitliere

is of a lower grade, considerably lower than at Sudbury. If we could do it without any
expense or very little expense, it would be desirable to advance concentration in the blast

furnace, but all it would do would be merely to shorten the time in the converter.

Mr. Gibson: How does the rate of wages compare in Norway with that in Canada? A. I

don't think there would be much difference. The rate of wages is lower, but the efficiency is

not as good. It might be slightly in favour of Norway, on the aggregate, of from 5 to 10

per cent.

Q. Are your figures based on the Norwegian rates of wages? A. No, our figures are
based on what we pay up here.

Mr. Youxg: Would you mind amplifying for me, as a la\Tnan, just a little, your earlier

statement that your process is peculiarly adapted to Canada? Just in what respect? A. Well,
to this ore. Not to this ore, but to ore of this nature.

Mr. Gibson: You spoke of the necessity of maintaining a, definite temperature? A. Yes.

Q. Would that be more difficult to do in Sudbury than in Norway? A. Oh, yes. Kristian-
ssands is on tlie sea, and there you get a much more even climate. Kristianssands is some-
thing like Constable Hook.

Dr. Miller: It gets pretty cold in New York sometimes? A. Yes. I don't think you
get the extremes in Kristiaiissands you do in New York. The snow doesn't lie nearly the
length of time.

Mr. Gibson: Would this process you have been describing to us be more or less favour-
Pjble according to the tenor of the ore? A. I don't think it makes any difference.

It would be more favourable on rich ore simply because you would have to mine and
smelt fewer tons of ore up to 80 per cent, matte. The refining process only takes care of
any metal from the 80 per cent, product. In so far as the refining process is concerned, it

doesn't matter whether you are starting with a 2 per cent, or a 4 per cent, or a 10 per cent,

ore, but it materially reduces the total cost. The practice in this country and in the United
States is to figure costs on the ton of ore up to and including the blast furnace, and from
then on, on pounds of metal, because that is the last place the ore is handled, in going into
the blast furnace ; and the blast furnace capacity is always rated by the number of tons of
ore it will handle in twenty-four hours ; the number of tons it will smelt. The converter capa-
city is rated by the pounds of metal it will turn out as 80 per cent, matte, or blister copper.

Chairman : If it prove practicable to smelt green ore entirely, what effect would that
have on the sulphur problem in Sudbury? A. Very material. Of course, you would get just
as much sulphur, but in coming from a high stack it would spread, and wouldn't have the
same effect on vegetation ; not anything like the same effect it has now. It is the roasting
that does the harm ; the tremendous volume of smoke close to the ground.

Q. There would be the possibility of recovering the sulphur? A. Yes, it could be recov-

ered, but I don't know whether it would be commercially possible. Where they do recover
it is in localities where it is saleable. In the south, for instance, the fertilizer companies use
it, but up at Sudbury the sulphuric acid would be difficult and expensive to transport : and
you have that to contend with. It is purely a commercial question. They could employ a
chamber process. They could save the sulphuric acid, and. I should think, it would be fairly

pure too, because there is no arsenic in it.

[J. E". :iIcAmster.1
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Q. That is where the chemists should get busy? A. Yes. If coke were made up there,

for instance, instead of being imported, quite a lot of the acid could be used, even in the

manufacture of ammonium sulphate as a by-product, and from the coke they could have the

gas which could be used in the town of Sudbury, and also for power. These things are a

question of whether it is wise to put the capital into them.

Q. Isn't there a duty on coke or some inducement for slack coal to come into this

country? A. I don't know. They could bring all the coal in there by lake and stack enough

to run them for four or five months, all winter, and keep on making coke all the year round.

Mr. Gibsox: They make coke, of course, at Sault Ste. Marie? A. Yes, they are making

coke at the Sault.

Chairman: And very good coke. A. Yes. They, of course, control their own mines in

Pennsylvania and Virginia.
Q*. After this war is over, what do you think will be the demand for nickel? A. I don't

know. I can only tell you what those who are in a good deal better position than I, say.

They sav the demand will be much greater. I don't see why it should not be. I don't know
what could replace nickel except vanadium, but there is not enough of it.

Chairman : What is the relative amount of nickel used for steel and for other uses ? Have

you any idea? A. No, but I do know that in some of the steels which are being made in

England now, they are using greater percentages of nickel than in the past. They have got

it as high, for sonie, as 30 per cent., and it has always been supposed that the best combination,

the best alloy, was about 3i/^ per cent.

Q. That is what they use for automobile parts and bridges, and so on? A. Yes. The

Quebec bridge is now being made of it, because the tensile strength is obtained with a much
lighter section. I have no definite idea what the consumption of nickel will be when we
reach normal times again. It would seem that there must be a great revival of industry.

A Narrow But Expanding Market
Q. It seems as if there is a growing necessity for nickel? A. Yes, I think so. Its uses

are narrow, and yet, at the same time, it is absolutely necessary. I don't know what can

replace it.

Mr. Gibson: Are you speaking of its use for making steel alloys when you say it is not

replaceable? A. Yes, and after all, that is the great fundamental use it will have to be put

to, it seems to me. Its uses apart from that will Ije comparatively small.

Chairman: I have heard it stated that over 60 per cent., apart from war requirements,

is used for steel? A. Yes. I don't think war requirements will bring out the main feature

of it. Of course, a good .deal of attention has been given to that, because it is alisolutely

indispensable in armaments. They cannot get along without nickel for armour plate for

battleships, and also they must have extremely high tensile strength for ordnance. In other

words, it is a necessity for war purposes. For other purposes it is a question of commercial

economy.
Dr. Miller: There are quotations of nickel in the technical journals, I mean in normal

times; they would seem to me to be higher than what it is sold at? A. It is very difficult

to tell what the normal price of nickel is, because it has never been dealt with on the open
market like any other commodity, such as iron, steel or copper, or lead, or spelter. There have

been only two or three purveyors of nickel in the world, and the entire business of selling

has been in the hands of the Germans.

Q. The Germans really controlled the Freneli companies, didn't they? A. Yes, but I

believe those figures as given by the Metallgesellchaft, published in the Dominion Government
statistics, are, in the main, correct. I think that an average price of about 35 cents to

36 cents a pound has been realized for the past ten years. Some nickel has been sold much
higher, of course. Now, it is abnormal.

Mr. Gibson: Has there been an increase in the price owing to the war? A. Yes; Ger-

many is paying £750 sterling a metric ton. They are paying in Great Britain from £190 to

£200 sterling a ton.

Q. I see it is quoted in The New York Engineering and Mining Journal at 45 to 50 cents

a pound? A. That does not mean anything. Now, copper is different. There are so many
producers of copper. They have got to have a medium of settling, and in this country they

usually settle on the quotation of the Engineering and Mining Journal; but nickel is entirely

different. There is no means of rating it.

Dr. Miller: I think it has been stated by some companies that they have not increased

their price to their old customers? A. I don't think they could, because they are under con-

tract ; and not only that, l)ut some of those contracts have a clause in them providing that
if the price became open and fell below the rates in the contract, this price would have to

be met.

Current Price.s of Nickel

Chairman : I have heard that the Eussians have paid a big price for some of their

nickel; is that correct? A. I don't think the Eussians would pay any more than Britain, but
in Germany they are paying enormous prices.
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Mr. Young: What is it we hear, 49 cents a pound to the Russians? A. Well, 50 cents

a pound would be $1,000 a ton; £200 sterling is about right, I should say. The British

Government, or rather their agents, have paid as high as £210 sterling within the last six

months for quantities up to two thousand tons of refined nickel, and I think that just recently

the price varied from £195 to £210 sterling per long ton. But these prices are abnormal; they

won't last. It would be more interesting to see what an open market for nickel would do.

There is no question in my mind that a drop in price would enormously increase the con-

sumption.
Mr. Gibson: The practice now is to sell on contract for a number of years? A. Yes.

Q. How long a term is customary? A. Five years; ten years, sometimes.

Q. At a fixed price? A. Yes. Copper, on the other hand, is always open. The producer

of copper never knows what he is going to get ultimately, because the price isn't finally

settled until perhaps sixty to ninety days after it has left his hands.

Dr. Miller: In connection with these alloys; you have spoken of .30 per cent, nickel in

some of them. What would be their special uses? A. For ordnance. That is for Avar

purposes altogether. I cannot tell you what goes into them, but the British Admiralty has

specified that, I think, for some of its steel, some of its alloys. I think that a change has

come about during the war in this respect, that the Government, perhaps not in name, but

through agents, lias taken a much more active part in regard to the products that go into

the finished materials.

Q. Then it would look as if they would want to have the 'nickel refined in the Empire,

wouldn't it? A. Yes.
Chairman: Of course, tliat is where the economic doubt you were speaking of comes in?

A. Yes. If the British Government, or, ratlier, the Government of the Empire, could have

been able to lay its hands on the finished nickel from two years before the breaking out of

this war, we might have seen a different state of affairs. And the same thing applies to

everything; the making of phosphates, for instance, and certainly to copper, and likewise to

our iron industries, such as they are.

Mr. Gibson: I suppose you have an estimate of your company's ore reserves? A. Yes,

I can tell you what those are now. Of workal)le ore, the company has about 11,000,000

tons blocked out to date.

Q. That is known ore, I suppose? A. Yes.

Q. Then there is a prol)ability of other or larger bodies? A. Yes.

Q. Did you bring the schedule of queries which we sent you? A. Yes, I did. I think

there are very few things there that apply to our operations excepting what we have dealt

with. We are in the preliminary stage. The name of the company is the British America
Nickel Corporation, Limited.

Mr. Young: Incorporated under the Dominion Companies Act? A. Yes.

Mr. Gibson: What is tlie nominal capital? A. It has $20,000,000 of common stock, and
it has $10,000,000 of debenture stock. It has also $3,000,000 of bonds outstanding. Regard-
ing its assets and capital invested in Ontario, I doubt whether we could classify the assets

now, because the project is in the development stage, the money that has been spent has been
for the purchase and development of the property and organization. "Charges for assess-

ment," hardly applies to us, because we have not been operating yet. The same applies

to "aggregate pay roll," and the cost sheets we haven't got yet. Our costs are estimated,

and with regard to refining nickel in Ontario, I think we have gone fully into that. The
operation of The Mining Tax Act I haven't had an opportunity of looking into. You see,

we have not been operating or making any output. "Information regarding the use and
demand for nickel." I think we have dealt with that. The mining costs we have not got.

Evidence of Mr. James H. Dunn, President, Mr. E. P. Mathewson, General Manager,
and Mr. W. A. Carlyle, Director of the British America Nicliel

Corporation, Limited

(Toronto, 3rd November, 1916)

Chairman: We have met to-day, gentlemen, to get any information we can from you on
the same lines as that which we have received from the Canadian Copper Company and the
Mond Company, and also in Norway. I had the pleasure of seeing Admiral Borrcsen, and he
told me that we should get further information here, either from you, Mr. Dunn, or Mr. Carlyle,

or Mr. Hybinette.
Mr. Dunn : Yes, that is about this company ; but I hope you got all the information

you wanted from Mr. Hybinette 's company.
Chairman: Not about the process. A. I don't suppose they would show you the process.

Q. Yes, they did. They gave me as much information as I was able to assimilate, but
they told me the best plan would be to ask Mr. Hyliinette or Mr. Carlyle to give us additional
data. A. You and Mr. Hybinette must have crossed.
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Q. Yes, he was here when I came, but I didn't know he was leaving. A. Mr. Hybinette

was not very well, and decided to go home and return after Christmas.

Q. Well, could you give us some information as to the future working of the company

and what your proposals are? A. I think it best for you to ask the questions and I will try

to answer them.

Q. I understand that the company has made some arrangement with the British govern-

ment. A. Yes. This arrangement I would much prefer you learned from the British gov-

ernment. I don't know that they would want me to discuss the arrangements. I think by
enquiring through the Colonial Office you would get the required information.

Q. But to-day we are anxious to obtain two classes of information, one which you would

like to give us for publication, and the other such as you could give us for our own private

use, because, although we are going to take it all dowTi, it will be submitted to you before we
publish it. Of course, we have no wish or idea of pul)lishiug anything which would in any

way help competitors, or anything of that kind, but there is a great public interest in new
companies being formed, and especially in one which is going to be entirely Canadian and
operate wholly in Ontario. A. And refining everything in Canada.

Q. So that we would like to have something in the nature of a statement as to what is

being done? A. Our position is, we have acquired the various mines known as the Booth
properties which altogether have proved up by diamond drilling approximately twelve million

tons of nickel ore; these properties being the Murray mine, on which we have proved up by
some sixty-three diamond drill holes, approximately eight and a half million tons of nickel

ore. That is the first property we propose to work. We have sunk a shaft there about

750 feet, and near it we will erect our smelters, smelt our ore to an 80 per cent, matte, and
refine that matte somewhere else in Canada ; we are not yet sure where, but not likely at Sud-

bury for two or three reasons, the most important of which is, we have not got the power
available there at low prices. In fact, we haven't got it available at any price now. We will

smelt approximately one thousand tons of ore a day to begin with, and that will make
approximately six thousand tons of nickel per annum.

Q. Of matte? A. Of nickel: approximately six thousand tons of nickel.

Mr. Youxg: Using the Hybinette process only? A. Using the Hybinette process only.

Chaieman : There are certain particulars in this prospectus issued by the Canadian Nickel

Corporation. I suppose they can be taken as reasonably up-to-date, can't they? A. Well, I

reallv don't know anything about this at all.

Q. That was the old company? A. I had nothing to do with the direction of the company
in those days. I don't know anything about this. I could not vouch for it being correct, nor

could I say it is not correct.

Q. Is there any object in regarding this as correct? A. Well, you see, it was not

issued by this company; by whom it was issued I don't know. My activities in the concern

really began in a serious way after Dr. Pearson's death. I had advanced considerable money
for the enterprise, but had not anything to do with its practical affairs until after his death.

Formation of the Company

Mr. Young: What is the correct name of your company? A. British America Nickel

Corporation, Limited.

Q. Then, I understand that the O'Brien interests were really merged in the concern,^ which

they called the Dominion Nickel Copper Company? A. I don't know what the name of the

Booth company was, but we took over all the mines they had. I would just say this, then.

When we bought them, or when Dr. Pearson bought them, the chief mine they had developed

was the Whistle. They had done certain work on the Murray, but it was of secondary
importance. They acquired the Murray from the Vivians', and certain properties from the

Lake Superior Corporation known as the Gertrude, Elsie and Blue Lake. Dr. Pearson's
investigations led him to believe the Murray was the most important property, and he had it

very completely drilled. It proved to be a large and valuable mine, so our efforts at the

present time are concentrated on this mine, which at one thousand tons a day would last for

twenty-five years.

Chairman: Your headquarters for the Murray will be somewhere in the vicinity of that
mine? A. Yes.

Mr. Young: Then a concern appears in the transaction, the Pacific Securities, as taking
an option. Do you know anything of that? A. What I know I have learned from Mr. Lash.
I think he can explain that to you.

Q. What is the capital stock of your company? A. Twenty million dollars.

Q. How much of that has been issued? A. It has all been issued.

Q. Is that in pajTnent of the property, largely? A. That was all done in Dr. Pearson's
time, and when I came I found that considerable of that stock had been paid away to Booth
in payment of the properties and to O'Brien, his associate, and to the Norwegians for their
process, and to various other people.

Q. Well, then, how much of that is preferred? A. None is preferred. It is all ordinary.
Q. And then what will your bonded indebtedness be? A. The bonds at the present time

consist of a six million dollar issue. The debenture stock or second bond consists of a ten
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million dollar issue; $3,000,000 of dclioiiture stock was sold at par, and $500,000 at 97 per
cent. Three and ono-half million of that is outstanding. When the investment of the com-
pany is complete, we will have an investment of about ten and one-half million dollars of
these bonds out, and four and a half of debenture stock, or we will have more debenture
stock and fewer bonds.

Q. And I suppose the original proprietors must be holding some of those bonds? A. Yes.
I am a very large holder of debenture stock.

Q. That is you, personally? A. Yes, which I acquired from Dr. Pearson or his estate.

Q. Then, as to the holdings of the company. I see that Mr. McAllister here wa? exam-
ined and he gave a statement, and I suppose that would be correct? A. Well, if I saw it T
would know.

Q. He says the chief mines are in groups. There is the Murray, the Elsie, the Lady Violei,

and then the Gertrude, Whistle, Wild Cat, Victor, Blue Lake and Falconbridge ? A. Yes.

Q. Does that mean three groups? A. Yes.

Q. Do you know of any others that you have, or is that a complete list? A. I think
we have some other options, but I don't know what the names of the properties are. Our
vice-president is an old associate of mine, Mr. Frater Taylor, president of the Algoma Steel
Company. We have an option on certain properties he brought to our attention, and if we
do anything with these properties I will let you know.

Q. Then I can get the details and the whole particulars of organization, liabilities at
commencement and out-standing contracts from Mr. Lash? A. Yes; and our secretary, Mr.
Muirhead, who keeps the records, will be able to give you all that.

Buying the Hybinette Process

Q. Then, I think some of my colleagues are very much interested in this arrangement
with the Norwegian company. We would like to have as much information in regard to that
as you feel disposed to give us. A. In a general way the Norwegian position is this: they
were interested with Dr. Pearson in the early days. He bought their process, and paid them
partly in cash and partly in shares of the company. The British America Nickel Corpora-
tion, Limited, own the Hyljinette process for North America. Not only for Canada, but for
the United States and I think down to Panama, in case any nickel should be discovered down
there.

Q. Did you ascertain at that stage where the British government was getting its nickel?
A. I don't know, but I suppose they were buying their nickel in the open market, and I
should think it was largely International nickel.

Q. Why do you think it was International nickel, because the impression in my mind
is that they were taking a lot of that French nickel that came from New Caledonia and was
refined by the French Nickel Company? A. Well, I remember a statement made by Sir
Alfred Mond in the press not a great while ago in which he complained that it was with the
greatest difficulty that he could get the British government to use his nickel.

Q. Yes, we are familiar with that statement, but I think the competition he was com-
plaining of there proceeded from the French Nickel Company rather than the International.
A. From New Caledonia?

Q. Yes. I would like to know if you could ascertain without too much trouble what was
the chief source of supply of the British government, and when I say the British govern-
ment I would like you to include as well the big armament manufacturers who were suppljdng
the British government, because the British government was buying only the finished products
from the steel and armament makers. A. I will try to get you this information. The Nor-
wegian nickel went to Germany before the war, and after the war began that was changed
in a large measure.

Q. What time in 1914 did you go to Norway? A. I made several visits in 1915, but I
don't remember just what the dates were.

Q. Would they be all in the year 1914? A. No, I was there in 1915, and Mr. Hybinette
also came to London.

Q. And at that time Dr. Pearson, or some of his assigns, had made their arrangement
for the process in this country? A. Long before that time.

Q. Now, when we were in England we got very definite assurances that a good deal of
nickel was going from Norway to Germany. A. I would rather vou got this information
from the British government.

Q. I understood that they were making then at the rate of nine hundred tons a year?
A. That is not correct. I think they did build up their smelting and refining capacity to
about 1,800 tons, but they did not have the ore available to smelt.

Q. Twelve, they told me. A. Well, they went on adding to it afterwards. I think they
assured Mr. Carlyle that they had a capacity of 1,800 tons a year.

Q. Are you at liberty to tell us where it did go? A. I understand what they made went
largely to Germany, but some was used in Norway.

Q. That is, local production was stimulated to the extent of their capacity? A. The out-
put was decreased, and the home consumption stimulated after the war began. The British
government is interested in the British America Nickel Corporation, Limited, but how and
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to what extent I think you should learn through the Colonial Office. In reference to the

various wild statements that have appeared in the press from time to time, I might say that

neither Mr. Carlyle, nor Mr. Mathewson or myself has talked to the press or made any
statements. We are going on with the work and saying as little as possible, but we are glad

to give this Commission full information except about the Government interest, which we
think you should get through the Colonial Office.

Reducing Norwegian Nickel Exports to Germany

Q. As far as our anxiety is concerned, it is not based on newspaj^er statements, but we
had a very direct and positive statement that last spring a good deal of nickel was going
direct from Norway to Germany. Our Ontario people are naturally much interested in that,

and we would like to ascertain the facts as fully as they could be given without regard to

newspajier comments. A. Well, you can get from the British government in exact figures

every ton that goes to Germany, because they have men there and know exactly what goes.

The British government have their own men in Norway, and they know every ton that is

made and shipped, so you can get your information from them, and then it will be exact.

Q. Well, have you any idea of the receipts of Germany from Norway for this present

year? A. No, I have not. The information does not come to me. If I was in England I
would probably know what it was, but I don't know at all.

Mr. Carlyle: It was impossible to stoi? the total production without, if I may say it,

imperilling the neutrality of Sweden and Norway. There was a certain quantity contracted
for which could not be prevented, but we got that reduced to a minimum.

Mr. Dunn : Prior to the war the Norwegian company sold all its nickel to Germany.
They made nickel, and had to market it, and sold it through a German firm : they hall-marked
the product and made it known, because it was a new product.

Q. Well, Mr. Carlyle, I think we are quite assured that all precautions were taken by
the British government to reduce the output to Germany to as low as possible.

Mr. Carlyle: Yes, alisolutely.

Mr. Dunn : The fact was, Germany wanted nickel badly and increased the price. They
would say, ''If you will increase your tonnage fifty tons a month, we will increase our price
not only for the new production but for the old"; so the Norwegians were working as hard
as they could in the mines and the smelters and getting the largest possible production, until
by now they would have had a production of two thousand tons if they had the ore.

Q. Well, at that stage the Norwegian company that was operating at Kristianssands had
a substantial interest in the British America Company, had they not? A. No, the company
had not. A number of Norwegian individuals, including Mr. Hybinette, had.

Q. The company was not a shareholder in your company? A. To deal with the situa-
tion as it then was; the process belonged to a group of Norwegians who had sold the
Norwegian rights to the Kristianssands Company known as K.N.R., and it was with them that
Dr. Pearson dealt, and the stock that was issued was issued to them as a group.

Q. But at the present time is the company a shareholder, qna the company, I mean?
A. I am afraid I don't know. I think they have an interest as a company, but the
Norwegian interest in British America Nickel Corporation is chiefly held by various "individuals
over there.

Q. Now, we have ascertained, through a reliable source, that as a result of some of these
efforts a long time contract had been made between the British government and the Norwegian
company for the supply to the British government of a part of the nickel. When we were in
England I didn't quite confirm that, and I would like to know how that was? A. Well, that
again is a matter I think you could get through the Colonial Office. If we have any informa-
tion about that it is incidental; it is not our business, you see, because our company has no
interest in the Norwegian company.

Chairman: But the Colonial Office would have no information as to shareholding by the
Norwegian company, or liy Norwegians as individuals? A. I lielieve the British government
has complete information.

Q. Well, I mean they would not lie the people to approach on the matter?

British Government in Control of Company
Mr. Young: We can get that here, because under our law tliey have to file a list of

shareholders. If there is any further infoimation Mr. Carlyle or Mr. Mathewson could give
us we should be glad to receive it. A. I think I may tell you one thing without anv breach of
confidence at all. $14,500,000 of the twenty million of common stock of this company is in
the name of a British subject resident in London, and is, therefore, within control of the
British government. Alan Anderson is the holder. You can find this out by the records here.
The balance of the stock is all in the hands of people in Canada, with the exception of about
$1,000,000 held in Norway.

Q. Wouldn't it be a very good thing to go to my friend, Mr. Lash, and ask for any-
thing that my curiosity might suggest? A. Anything that does not give vou any informa-
tion that I think you ought to get from the British government itself, certainly.
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Q. What tlie Coiimiissiion specially invito is your co-operation with us that we might
deal with all the nickel companies after olitaining- a complete knowledge of the facts. A. I

would just answer you right away; my wish and the wish of Mr. Mathewson and Mr. Carlyle is

to deal openly with you and to tell you everything, and to ask you to help us in any wiay

you can. We are here to mine nickel and to smelt it in Canada, and build up an industry

so that it will be a creditable industry, and that is the only object we have.

Q. Yes ; and, of course, we are very much interested, as you may realize, in the prospect

of the company refining here in Ontario in a manner that has been approved of by these

experts? A. Has been approved of by the experts of the British government.

Q. I understand that Mr. Carlyle, representing the British government in Canada, has

made a careful inspection of the Norwegian works? A. Yes.

Chairman : Could we put down a word in the evidence saying what your position is

respecting the British government over here, Mr. Carlyle?

Mr. Carlyle : In the first place, I was commissioned by the British government to proceed

to Norway to examine the mines, smelters and refinery of the Norwegian Nickel Company in

order to ascertain the pioducing capacity of this enterprise, and whether the refining process

was or was not technicallv and commercially successful.

Q. That would be in' 1914? A. No, in 1915.

Mr. Young: I think you have given us a letter showing the results. A. Yes, I have given

in a few words in that letter my opinion of the process.^

Mr. Dunn : Yes, we were so satisfied with the proved commercial success of the

Hybinette process that we w-ere rather of the opinion that it ought to be made compulsory
to use it until you found a better in this Province. We thought that no other ought to be
permitted.

Mr. Carlyle: I am now in Canada acting as one of the directors of the British America
Nickel Corporation, and on behalf of tlie British government.

Q. Well, if they are really holders of $14,500,000 of capital stock out of a total issue of

twenty millions, why, of course, they have control. A. The British government have absolute

control.

Q. So that you are representing the controlling interest? A. Yes.

Q. Do the bonds carry bonus stock?

Mr. Dunn : Well, they are not being sold. When the thing was organized the people

who agreed to buy the bonds bought Dr. Pearson's stock, and as the company agreed to buy
the bonds and bought the stock, when I took hold of it I could not get it back ; but the
part I did get back is very largely included in this $14,500,000 now in the name of Alan
Anderson.

Q. When do you hope to get into actual operation?

Company's Plans and Prospects

Mr. Carlyle: Mr. E. P. Mathewson has just arrived to assume the duties of general

manager, and has begun to make his organization, so that when his staff is assembled the

designing of the plants may begin forthwith. We shall begin construction work early next
spring, and in the meanwhile mining work is now in progress.

Chairman : And the refining plant will be a unit to produce at the rate of six thousand
tons of metallic nickel? A. The first unit we propose to build will have a capacity of five

thousand tons of refined nickel per annum.
Q. And when do you think that will be? A. We hope to be ready by the end of next

year. These abnormal times are making it very ditficult to get machinei'y, men and building
material.

Q. I suppose we are at liberty to state that you have arranged with the British

government to take a substantial part of your output?
Mr. Dunn: Oh, yes, you are at liberty to state that they will take much the major portion

of our output. In fact, they are' our market.

Q. And naturally the balance will come into competition with the nickel produced by
other companies? A. Yes, if there is a balance.

Q. It is considered desirable to encourage development of other properties, and as you
know there are many small producers who could perhaps produce a low-grade matte, and as

you also know, the Mond Nickel Company at present purchase some ore. Would you be will-

ing to purchase ore from small producers? A. We would be glad to consider with this

Commission some comprehensive plan of dealing with such ores and such matte. We w'ould be
glad to study with the government or this Commission the question of enlarging our capacity

so as to take care of that situation.

Mr. Young: On reasonable terms to be arranged? A. Yes.
Chairman : That would be on the ordinary schedule based on assay values and quan-

tities on a sliding scale? A. Well, we would not be prepared at the preseiit time to provide
the extra money to so enlarge our smelters and reiineries as to hold ourselves out to the

See page 131.
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country as customs smelters and refiners. "We have not got enough capital for that, but we
vrould be verr glad to consider with the Ontario government the question of getting from
them such additional capital as would enable us to do customs smelting and refining.

Q. Then there might be ore suitable to smelt with your ore; that you would be glad of
course, to buy? A. I think we do not need other ore for fluxing purposes.

Q. That is the position with the Mond, but on the other hand they are very glad of the

ore that the Aleso produces, because it is a comparatively small amount and fits in very
well with theirs. It pays them and also the Alexo, which has not been big enough to put
up its own smelter. A. "We would be very glad to discuss with you that situation. Our com-
pany will smelt and refine in Canada, and by a method that does not call for the importation
of acids or other chemicals from outside which would take Canadian money out, but will

use strictly Canadian resources. It will, therefore, be an absolutely homogeneous method.
Standing in that unique position, with a proposition which is actually Canadian, we are more
Canadian and more Ontario than anybody else, and we would be glad to put our process at

the disposition of the Ontario government on fair terms to so enlarge our plant as to be able

to do custom refining.

Q. I understand that practically the only chemical you use is sulx^hurie acid, and that

you have no trouble with the effluents?

Mk. Dunn: Mr. Carlyle will tell you more about that.

Q. I would like to talk with you further about that, Mr. Carlyle. A. Well, I shall be
in this country long enough to discuss that problem, and I would be delighted to take up that

feature of the enterprise.

Mr. Youxg: Then you will give Mr. Lash instructions to give us details as to contracts

that will facilitate us getting the information? A. Yes.

Chairman: There is one other question. "Were you thinking of making nickel salts

and copper salts and oxide? A. No, only the two metals. "We make merchantable copper

and nickel, and we save and refine all the precious metals. Our process saves the precious

metals, and I think the Mond process does so too, but I believe the other process only saves

such precious metals as are in the copper, in the refining of which they are obtained, but the

precious metals that remain in the nickel are not saved. We save them, and we consider it a

very important point, as the precious metal output of that particular district is sold all over

the world without return as nickel or as an ingredient of nickel.

Q. There is one thing I am very much interested in : that is, in the calculations the

precious metals throughout the reserves that belong to this company are estimated at a
dollar per ton of ore. Is that somewhere near?

IMr. Carlyle: That is about the amount on wMch we are basing our figures, and I think

it will be about that.

Q. Mr. Young: Would you have any objection to government control of your output as

to its destination? A. I think it is controlled now.
Chairman: I expect you would rather welcome it? A. If it means that it gives us an

opportunity of getting the usual normal price we haven't the slightest objection. As you
saj-, I think we would welcome it.

Mr. Young: Well, in some quarters there has been a strong sentiment that nickel,

because of its peculiar value for certain purposes^ should be controlled? A. So long as we
are not put in a wrong position with our competitors, we would welcome it. I think if you
will apply through the Colonial Office to the Board of Trade, you will find that the stoppage
of nickel from Norway to Germany is very substantial, and entirely to the government's
satisfaction.

Note.-—The understanding is that Messrs. Blake, Lash & Cassels will give the Commission all the
information regarding the Canadian Nickel Corporation and the British America Company and other
companies that are connected with the acquisition of the property now held by the British America
Company, together with inspection of the contracts and agreements which they may have and which are
of importance to the Commission, subject always to what they think should be given by the British
Government itself.

Mr. Young: Notwithstanding anything that may appear in the translation of these

circulars to the Norwegian public, no one in the British America Company has any interest

of any sort in the properties there, or will be connected in any way with their actual
operation? A. That is correct.

Q. And any interest Norway has is as shareholders of this company? A. Yes.
Chairman: Have you considered as a business proposition, any allied or subsidiary

industries?

Mr. Carlyle: Not yet, but as I stated the other day we think this is only the beginning
of a large enterprise in this country.

Q. What would be the lines of that? A. Well, take the copper industry, crude copper
refining, and so on. That may grow into quite a big thing, much bigger tlian it is at the
present time.
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Q. And any chemical industries at all -within reasonable possibilities? A. We have not
thought of any chemical industries.

Q. As regards the recovery of sulphur, partly to avoid the nuisance and partly for the
sake of making money, what do you think of the idea? A. I think that within a very short
time we will be making sulphuric acid where the refinery is located. We will be making
sulphuric acid, and that is the basis of all these chemical industries.

Mr. Young: Is there an attractive market here for that? A. There is some market now,
and there will be a great deal larger one in the near future. There are many things going
to necessitate the greater use of sulphuric acid. The demand for sulphuric acid throughout
the world is becoming enormous. In Spain we have been shipping a million and three-quarter
tons of ore, fifty per cent, sulphur, and we could have sold double that amount if we could
have delivered it.

Mr. Mathewsox : Wheie I have come from we put up a sulphuric acid plant to make
one hundred tons a day and wo thought we were away above the market requirements ; we
enlarged that within six months, and it is turning out 140 tons a day now and is not large
enough yet. All the acid we are making is chamber acid. The concentrated acid is used
only for comparatively few industries, and nearly all the acid, or a large proportion, is made
as a by-product.

Letter from Mr. William A. Carlyle, M.E., respecting Hybinette Refining Process

In the following letter, dated 29th September, 1916, addressed to the Commission by
Mr. William A. Carlyle, M.E., formerly Provincial Mineralogist for British Columbia, and for
many years manager of the Rio Tinto copper mines, Spain, gives his opinion of the Hybinette
electrolytic method of refining nickcl-coi^per matte:—

"In 1915, having been commissioned to investigate the productive capacity of the Nickel
Refinery at Kristianssands, Norway, I made two visits to that plant at an intei-val of six
months. The Norwegian Company operating it own several nickel mines in that country and
work two smelting plants, equipped with basic converters, producing matte containing about
80 per cent, nickel and copper, a matte essentially the same as that made at Sudbury.

"This matte was sent to the refinery for the extraction of the nickel, copper and precious
metals, and at the time of my first inspection the plant was producing monthly over 100 tons
of refined nickel, which production was in the process of being much increased. The method
of refining there used is the Hybinette Electrolytic Process, and from my investigations I
learned that this process was in every way being carried on very successfully, both as to the
purity of the refined products and the costs of refining.

"Only a small amount of chemicals have to be procured for the starting up of the
refinery, and thereafter practically none, almost the only requirements being then electric
power, coal and some coke. No trouble is occasioned locally by emission of obnoxious gases
or foul liquors, and there is nothing to prevent this process being successfully used in
Canada for the cheap refining of nickel-copper matte."

{J. 77. Duiui; E. P. ilatheicson ; W. A. Carhjle.'\



SECTION K

NICKEL IN NEW CALEDONIA

Evidence of Mr. Q. M. Colvocoresses, General Manager Consolidated Arizona Smelting
Company, Humboldt, Arizona

[Note. Mr. T. F. Sutlierland, Chief Inspector of Mines for Ontario, sat with tlie

Commission.]

(Toronto, 24th January, 1916.)

Chairman: You might be good enough to give us the benefit of your experience in

New Caledonia, Mr. Colvocoresses,' if you would. A. I was sent out to New Caledonia by

what was called " The Nickel S.>Tidicate" in December, 1901, as one of a party of engineers,

and we spent about six months examining the various nickel deposits on the island; after that

I was made mine superintendent of the Nickel Corporation Limited, which was an English

company; they became afterwards subsidiary to the International Nickel Company, and I

stayed there until April, 1905, in that position, having charge of their mining work on the

island. I came away from there and went to Europe and back to the States, and went back

again in December, 1906, and I was out there about six months on that second occasion, mak-

ing a comi^lete examination of all the nickel properties on the island. A re-examination in

most cases, because I had seen them all before, practically, during my first sojourn there, and

I think I can say that I knew at that time every producing nickel mine and every important

nickel-bearing property on the island, many of which hadn't been opened up. One can

get a pretty thorough idea of New Caledonia in four years ' experience there ; I had charge of

the operations of some of the mines, and other properties I just examined. We were also

operating cobalt and chrome mines there. I got over to the New Hebrides and to Australia

a couple of times, looking over properties, but most of the time I was on the island of

New Caledonia.

Dr. Miller: Were these nickel properties in the New Hebrides? A. None of any value

wliatever.

Development of Smelting on the Island

Q. What are they doing in smelting over there? A. Smelting had been urged by the New
Caledonian government for a great many years. There were two or three abortive attempts to

smelt ore back in the eighties, and in 1906, just the last time I was out there, they were build-

ing three smelting works. One was being built for the French Nickel company—the Rothschild

company—one for the firm of L. Ballaude, of Bordeaux, and one was being built by an inde-

pendent French company up at a place called Tao. The Tao smelter has not operated for some

four years now. They w"ere making'ferro-nickel direct from the ore by an electric furnace. They

had very fine water power at Tao, and they utilized it for the manufacture of ferro-nickel,

but they were not financially well backed and they had no valuable mines, therefore the

thing didn't last very long or prove very profitable. The smelting operations of the French

Nickel company are comparatively small at the present time. They are making a matte

which they ship to France, and the firm of L. Ballande are also making a matte which

they ship, partly to France and partly to the United States. Some of it goes to the United

States Nickel Company in New Brunswick, New Jersey; and they had a smelter in Antwerp
which has been taken" away from them by the Germans, to which they sent some of their

ores and some of the matte". The matte w'as refined there. I cannot tell you just where that

matte is going at the present time. It is going into France, but at just what place it is being

treated I don't know. The French Nickel company's matte as well as their ore goes to

two places since the war broke out; it went to several before, but it goes now to Havre in

France, and Glasgow, in Scotland; they have smelters and refineries at both those places.

Before the war there was a large proportion of the New Caledonian ore that went to

Germany. The Krupp firm bought heavily, and Basse and Selve and a Pappenburg
firm, near Frankfort, bought, and they were laying in stocks of nickel for several

years past ; but at the present time it is all lieing used in France or England
or Scotland, except the small amount that goes to the United States. Several years ago
when I woi'ked at the Orford Copper Works we treated quite a lot of New Caledonian

ore. We bought about thirty thousand tons of it, the ore averaged about six per cent, nickel

on the dry ore, and we smelted that up with the Sudbury matte, which was being sent down
at that time. It didn't prove, however, very suitable for the Orford works and no more
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was ever bought after 1901 or 1902. There have been cargoes of New Caledonian nickel

ore brought to the United States and treated at some other plants, and it is probable that

there may be cargoes again brought there. Some were treated near Baltimore, and some
near Philadelphia. The present freight rate, or the last freight rate I heard of was 70

shillings a ton, which was equal to $17.50. The normal freight rate was 20 or 25 shillings.

That makes it practically impossible to bring the New Caledonian ore to any point at the

present time, and therefoie, almost all the ore is being smelted into matte on the island

of New Caledonia and brought over by the Ballande firm or the French Nickel people. I

never visited either of those smelting works in New Caledonia. However, the process

they use is practically the same as the French Nickel company use in Glasgow and Havre.

They matte tlieir ore with gypsum and sliip the matte.

Q. What percentage of nickel does the matte contain? A. I think at the present time it

is averaging about forty per cent., but I am not sure.

Q. They have to add sulphur instead of taking it away? A. Yes. There is no sulphur in

the ore at all. The two sources of sulphur are iron pyrites and gypsum; iron pyrites is very

scarce on the island of New Caledonia, and it doesn't pay to bring it from Australia as a rule,

hence, gypsum is used for furnishing the sulphur. We investigated the sulphur proposition

very carefully. I went to New South Wales, and I travelled over the island of New Caledonia
looking for fluxes, and part of my trip to the New Hebrides was to look into the sulphur

situation, there being some volcanic sulphur there. Unfortunately, the volcano was so active

at the time I was there, that every little while somebody got drowned with the molten lava

coming down tlie hill.

Mr. Sutherland: Why don't they smelt their ores there and ship only in the form of

matte? Why do they ship the crude ore? A. Why is any established practice hard to over-

throw? It was only when New Caledonia put a heavy tax on exporting ore, that tliey

started up smelting. It Is much more profital)le, I believe, to smelt on the island than to shij)

the crude ore. We were shipping ore with Ave and a half per cent, nickel and ninety-four
and a half per cent, waste. In that waste was included twenty per cent, water, and we were
paying a freight rate, on the average, between $4 and $5 when I was out there. We did get

some freight as low as $3.70.

Dr. Miller: Where was that to? A. To Glasgow and Havre and Rotterdam and Ham-
burg. The freight to New York was somewhat higher.

Mr. Sutherland : Are they now smelting tlie four or five per cent, ore wliicli was
formerly thrown away as waste? A. That is a little exaggerated. They sort the ore, and the

average reject from the working faces on a good operating mine will contain about three per
cent, nickel.

Q. And do they smelt that? A. No. At the time I was out there they were shipping
good ore, and our contracts called for a minimum of six per cent. dry. That meant practically

four and three-quarters per cent. wet. That was the lowest grade we could ship or produce
at a profit. Now, in smelting on the island tliey covdd handle down to a minimum of about
four and one-half per cent, dry, or say three and a half wet.

Q. Was the smelting expensive? A. Yes, because your fuel (coal) had to come from Aus-
tralia, and we used to pay for it on the average about twenty-four shillings a ton ; say six

dollars. That may seem pretty cheap, Init it was not a very good quality of coal. Better quality

of coal cost around $7 and coke about $8. The sulphur obtained from the gypsum—well, the

gypsum was not being worked when I was there, and I cannot give you any accurate figures

as to what that does cost, but from the deposits which they work it should be mined and
transported to the smelter for two dollars and a half a ton or perhaps less, and limestone
for less than $2. If you ask me, I never knew why, from a commercial standpoint, they
didn't smelt on the island, because it seemed the right thing to do, but they were making
money without doing it, and they had smelters in France and a very heavy capital invested
in them, and they decided to just leave well enough alone, and smelt in France and ship ore

from New Caledonia. There was quite a profit in it even at that ; tlu^i Ballande came
along and planned to smelt on the island, and the government put extra duties on shipping
crude ore, and the operating companies started smelting as well as shipping ore, and are
making a lot of money at present also.

Features of the New Caledonian Industry

Mr. Gibson: The island is governed from France? A. Oli, yes, it is a French colony.

Q. Do the French government have anything to do with the mining industry? A. The
Local Assembly puts on the taxes. It is limited self government, and the laws that are passed
by the Local Assembly have to be confirmed by the Minister of Colonies in Paris, France, and
if he chooses to veto a law, as he did sometimes wlien I was down there, it doesn 't stand ; but
under normal conditions the Minister does not exercise that right of veto on industrial

legislation.

Q. What is the attitude of the local government to the mining industry? A. Well, mining
is by a long way the principal industry on the island. The island lives practically by this
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industry of mining-, and the effort of the government has been to encourage mining by what
they believed to be the best methods. Perhaps it hasn't always worked out that way.

Q. In future any legislation would tend to promote smelting in the island rather than
discourage it? A. I think there is no doubt about it. I think they are unquestionably com-
mitted to that policy, and will continue to be so unless some new condition should arise.

Q. Do they seek to derive a revenue from the mining industry? A. Oh, yes.

Q. In what way? A. By taxing the mining land that was held and by taxing the output
of the mines, as exported. We paid a land tax on all our holdings, and in addition we paid
an export tax on all our ores, and then there were heavy duties on the ships that came to

freight the ore away.

Q. Do they collect a tax on the, matte? A. Yes, they collect a tax on the matte, but it is

a smaller tax proportionately than the tax on the ore. They have endeavoured to make it to

the advantage of companies to smelt.

Mr. Sutherland: They discriminate against the export of crude ore? A. Yes. One fea-

ture down there was the enormous amount of land that was held by mining companies, and the

comparatively small percentage of it that was worked, and they put on a graduated land tax
that started in with a small holding at a comparatively small figure and worked up, so that a
company that was holding twenty thousand hectares was paying five times as much per hectare

as a person holding a hundred hectares.

Dr. Miller: Are there any leases held down, there? A. Yes. There are many cases where
a man will take a contract to furnish one shipload of ore, or sometimes a lesser amount; he
takes a royalty lease on a mine, and sells the ore to one of the large companies, and then along
with other materials it is shipped out of the country, or taken to the smelter.

The Question of Labour

Mr. Young: Do you use native labour in the mines, largely? A. No, the native labour is

almost useless. The natives are Kanakas, and they are no good except out in the woods. They
use in the main Japanese and Chinese coolies for the mines, and for a while I was there we
l^rought in a lot of Austrians, and then we had ex-convicts, too.

Q. Does France use New Caledonia any longer as a convict colony? A. Not since 1900,
but I suppose there are still ten or twelve thousand convicts and ticket-of-leave men on the

island.

Mr. Sutherland: How would your costs be there? A. It depends very largely on the

ore body you are working. The island is pitted all over with little nickel deposits ; nearly all

of them are very small. I only know of two mines there that produced more than 200,000 tons

of ore. That seems insignificant to a mining man. Most of the mines produce 20,000 to

100,000 tons. That was considered a good mine, but there were a great many of them. Now,
if a person happened to strike a mine where the over-burden was light and the location was
fairly good, close to a river where you could lighter the ore down, or close to a little railroad

that ran into the harbour, the actual mining of the ore was rather cheap. You had, of course,

to charge your installation against the ore that was produced. Sometimes ore bodies occur in

groups. There was the plateau of Thio, which the French company worked for a number of

years. I think they took out about six or seven hundred thousand tons, but they operated from
six to seven different mines, all connected by a little tramway, one with the other.

Dr. Miller: How far away would that be? A. Some a quarter of a mile, and some a
mile. They worked around the edge of the plateau. We considered that when we got ore on
board ship for $4 a ton, including general and overhead expense, we were doing pretty good
mining; the direct costs were sometimes as low as $3 per ton.

Mr. Sutherland: Have you any idea how much it costs to make nickel from the

New Caledonian ore? A. Yes, I know pretty well, or rather I did know pretty well five

years ago. I don't say this is the figure to-day, because I don't know it to-day, but it cost

approximately a minimum of nineteen cents a pound to make refined nickel from New
Caledonian ore at that time. That was under favourable conditions. There was a lot of nickel

made from New Caledonian ore that cost twenty-one to twenty-four cents a pound: That
includes everything; mining, shipping, smelting in Europe and refining and marketing.

Increasing Cost of Production

Mr. Gibson: Would matting in New Caledonia and refining in France lower that figure?

A. I think it should, but how much I am i;nable to tell you exactly. I can tell you this,

though, that the cost of producing ore has gone up in New Caledonia considerably since I
was there. The basis we used to figure on was so many francs per kilo, nickel content. That
has gone up about twenty per cent, in the last year and a half, even buying at a New
Caledonian port. The reason of that is, first of all, the labour situation. They cannot get
the Japanese and Chinese coolies as easily as they could. They have to pay them more
now, and whereas we used to sell ore at the time I was out there for sixty to seventy-five
centimes per kilo of nickel content in ore (12 to 15 cents) f.o.b. a New Caledonian port,

the buyers pay 16 to 20 cents per kilo at the present time. A kilo is 2.2 pounds in
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louncT figures; its cost equals seven to nine cents a pound on board ship New Caledonia.
Now, you can figure from that up ; freight and insurance roughly was five cents a pound
under normal conditions—it is a great deal more now ; it was sometimes not quite as high
as that, but that will stand as an average—and say smelting and refining charges to the
oxide six to eight cents a pound, and you bring it up to twenty-cent nickel. A low grade
ore could be purchased for a lower figure per kilo of nickel contained, but the freight and
smelting charge on such an ore would be correspondingly higher, so that the cost of the
refined nickel would be nearly the same, in fact the cost would be a little less from a high
grade ore. Now, to-day, if they ship a forty per cent, matte, that will alter those conditions
very materially. I never have obtained accurately the cost of the nickel matte from New
Caledonia, but I have good reason to believe that it does not fall below, at the present time,
eighteen or nineteen cents a pound nickel contained. Under normal freight conditions it

would probably be down around sixteen cents, or possibly less, and the refining and selling cost
would have to be added.

Mr. Sutherland: In those open pit mines won't you lose a lot of time in the rainy
season? A. I have seen the time when we worked only eleven days out of the month. Every
year during the rainy season, which is three to four months long (beginning in December,
which is summer there, arid continuing to about the middle of March), you can figure on an
average of about twenty working days for three months. Of course, we don't pay the men
when they don't work.

Q. And how would that affect the smelter? A. Not to any extent; they work in sheds.
They have their stock in before that wet weather comes on. The only way it would affect

them is that the ore comes in wetter, often containing twenty per cent, moisture.

Q. That is not combined water? A. Not combined. You heat to 100 degrees centigrade
and it all goes off. Now, naturally, in the rainy season they get some wet ore in the smelter.

Mr. Gibson: Is the climate in New Caledonia objectionable to white men? A. Not more
than, say, that of Cuba. Cuba is about as far north of the equator as New Caledonia is south.

The climate is very nice, except for the four months of the rainy season ; it is a beautiful
climate. But there is one tlung there that ought to be mentioned, and that is that there are
certain sections of the island where the mosquitoes are such a pest that they make it almost
uninhabitable. That doesn't hold for most of the nickel mining sections, fortunately.

Q. Is there any yellow fever? A. No, no yellow fever or malaria. It is a very healthy
country.

Dr. Miller: Good water? A. Yes, good water. You could go all over the island (it

doesn't take very long to get around it) and in places you can get a river every kilometer you
travel; that is nearly two to the mile. Rivers and streams all over the island.

Q. And are the mines far in the interior? A. A few of the mines are overhanging the
sea, almost, and in some cases they just stretch a ropeway out to the lighters and the ships,,

too, while other mines are right back in the centre of the island. The island is nowhere more
than thirty miles wide, so you don't get very far inland at that.

Mr. Young: What length is it? A. Two hundred and forty miles.

Mr. Gibson: Are the nickel deposits spread all over the island? A. Except at the north,

and south ends. The nickel deposits occur in the peridotite formation, which covers about
one-third of the entire island. It starts in ten miles north of the southern end, or fifteen

probably, and runs up to within about forty or fifty miles of the north end, but on the west
coast there are alluvial plains which run out from the peridotite mountain range and have a
width of ten to fifteen miles. Also, there are sections that are limestone (they are really coral

limestones) and they carry no ore deposits, while at the very north end you get chlorite schists

and a Cambrian formation, or Paleozoic anj'way, which is much older than the peridotite.

The French government used to import coolies from the French sections of Asia; Touquin,
Indo-China, and Pondicherry, and they used to bring these men over in batches of 100
or more with a regular contract, a five-year contract. You went to the French Immigra-
tion office and said you wanted 100 Chinamen, and you would have them on the next
steamer. The cost of transportation was paid to the government, and at the end of
a period of five years if you wanted to renew the contract you could, if they were agreeable.

A certain amount of money was paid to them ; about $4 a month was the average for their wage,
and in addition to that you had to feed them and clothe them, for which certain amounts
were provided, and you had to set aside, beyond that, enough money to pay their passage
back to China. The government took half their wage and put that in a deposit account,

and then when they went back to their homes half of their wage for the time they worked
was given to them in China, but not before. The man who worked very hard over there in five

years might accumulate about $250. Then we used also to contract with a Japanese company;
it was an independent concern, but the Japanese government fostered it; and they used to

supply us with Japanese coolies. They were a little more expensive; we paid them seven or

eight dollars a month and also provided them with food, clothing and their return passage.

Also we used to get Hindoos and Javanese occasionally, and for certain kinds of labour we
employed the New Hebrides natives, and then we had the ticket-of-leave French convicts, and
lastly, Austrians. It shows how inefficient that coolie labour was when we could afford to
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get Austrians over and pay them $1.50 a day as against that coolie labour, and for some work
we found them quite economical at that.

Q. You got good labour from them? A. Yes. We paid $1.50 at first, and then the wage
went up to $2, and at $2 the company didn't want them.

Ore Reserves

Q. What about ore reseiTes in New Caledonia? A. For a basis of calculation of the ore

reserves, the only mines that have ever been systematically prospected and developed were the

mines of the French Nickel company. They were shipping a]jproximately 125,000 tons of nickel

ore per annum, and they could see reasonably certain thirty years' shipments from their

properties. Aside from that, they had a lot of more or less unexplored territory which was
certainly nickel-bearing. We owned the second largest group of mines on the island, the

International Nickel company I mean, and we never really made—well, I don't think it would

be fair for me to say what our estimate was.

Mr. Young: What is that French Nickel company? A. Societe le Nickel. It was con-

trolled by the Rothschilds, and they were the principal producers of New Caledonian nickel.

Two other companies were absorbed into the International Nickel company, the Societe Miniere
Caledonienne and an English company, the Nickel Corporation, Limited.

Dr. Miller: Is there much difficulty in visiting these mines? A. Not as a rule. If a

person were introduced in any way, there would be no objection. None of us allowed every-

body that came along to go round, because the character of the people that were wandering
around New Caledonia was not very desirable, but anybody that really had any standing or

was properly endorsed was always taken up and allowed to visit them.
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KRUPP'S NICKEL MINES IN NEW CALEDONIA

Evidence of Bedford McNeill, A.R.S.M., Past=President of the Institution of Mining
and Metallurgy

(London, 24tli March, 1916)

Chairmax: I have explained to the other members of the Commission that Dr. Miller and
I have had some conversation with you regarding certain Xew Caledonian nickel properties

which formerh- belonged to one of the Australian banks, and which ultimately were sold to

Krupp 's. A. Whicli are believed to have been sold to Krupp 's. I have prepared a memo,
for you.

Q. You are going to give us such information as you have respecting them? A. Yes.

Q. Perhaps I can leave it to you to start the ball rolling? A. The properties belonged
to an Australian liank, which got into difficulties at the time of the Australian crisis, and
eventually were offered in London. I was asked to advise the owners as to the opening up
and working of the properties, and tlie consequence was I accumulated a good deal of
general information about nickel, any of which, if it is of any use to you, is at your disposal,
including the prospectuses of various companies.

The Sale to Krupp's

Q. Those will bo very interesting to us. A. I liave the sort of technical "flotsam and
jetsam" which one collects in working up a subject. We sent out and had the properties
reported upon by Capt. Harvey ; I have a copy of his report here, which is at your disposal.

The samples were assayed by yourself, and your assays were put in his report. Eveutuallv
the capital requirements were found to be beyond the means of my clients at that stage, and
then—I do not know how—they got into negotiation with a Brussels company. The com-
pany was the Compagnie Silesienne des Mines, with an office at 59, Rue de Xamur, Bruxelles.
It was a limited company with a capital of 6,900,000 francs. The correspondence with
Brussels was signed by the chairman of the company, Arthur Schmidt, and another name
which is undecipherable. The money to complete the transaction was remitted from Germany
by Messrs. Delbruck, Schickler & Co., Berlin, through Messrs. Williams, Deacon, London.
The company for whom I acted owned ten-twentieths of the whole propertv, which was
sold in June," 1911. for £1.3,333 6s. Sd., making the price for the whole £26,666 IBs. 4d. The
names of "Frielinghaus" and "Director Sorge" occur in the correspondence. I do not
know whether '

' Sorge '
' was a director of Krupp 's or not.

Q. Were any negotiations started or suggested with the International Nickel company
before Krupp's took it? A. I cannot say.

Q. When you were showing us the map of Xew Caledonia, there was one big concession
marked in red, and then you mentioned in addition, the possibility that certain of the
smaller concessions were apart from that red-marked portion ; do you happen to know whether
that is so, that is. whether any of this £26.666 was spent for additional properties? A. I
imagine not.

Q. It was all in the one block? A. Yes; it is all in the one Idoek that is coloured on
that map. There were several tracings ; they started with a smaller area, and then they
eventually increased it to the ultimate area, which is the one that is marked on that map.

Q. It would only mean an extension—not somewhere else as well? A. That is so.

Mr. YorxG: A contiguous part? A. Yes; it is absolutely one piece covering an area
of some 45 square miles.

Chairman: Have you any knowledge as to whether it is still working? A. Not tha
slightest. I have not been able to find out from the people who sold it. In fact, they
cannot produce to me what I asked for, namely, the actual agreements for the purchase.
Apparently all the agreements and so on, were handed over to Williams, Deacon, here in
London in exchange for the money.

Q. Do you know anything about the type of ore, its assay value and so on, which was
shipped before this Australian bank took an interest in the property—whether it was 7

per cent, or 8 per cent., or where it went? A. At that time nothing less than 7 per cent,
was shipped from New Caledonia, that was the shipping grade. Anything below 7 per cent,
was rejected and put on one side.

Q. And now it has gone down to about 5 per cejit. Have you any of the actual or
estimated costs for mining and smelting or for refining anv of the products? I expect a
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good many -n-ere put before you? A. Yes; I have the cost of lal)our, aud the different
classes of labour, convict labour, ajid so on.

Q. Could we have that? A. Yes, certainly; you can have anything else that you think
will be useful. Of course it is old.

Q. Yes, but still it would show what the changes had been? A. Yes.

The Properties Described

Q. These changes are still taking place, and they can treat lower grade ore than they
used to in the past? A. I have a memo, under date of 10th January, 1900, from J. H.
Stanley; he is one of the men who went with L. Koch. Koch reported on the property, and
was described as Ingenieur diplome des Arts et Manufactures, Membre de la Socie'te des
Ingenieurs Civils de France. Koch was formerly a manager of Rothschild's. Stanley says
the French Xickel company's mines are becoming lower grade. I have Koch's "General
Conclusions." ''The three groups form an area of much importance. The larger the output,
the greater the economy of working." That is quite sound. "The heaviest expenditure
will be making the tramway to the shore. It will take 25 miners three to four months to
give -the group a first regular output of 500 tons per month."

Q. This is an important point? A. Yes.
"It is important not to hamper development by too much haste in output. At the

"Croix du Sud Mine, (the ore of which resembles the Eastern group) but not so rich, 300
"tons are at grass in two months, each 24 working days of 8 hours, and with 20 men. The
"tramway to work the eastern and Balman groups will have to start from the left bank, to
"skirt the plain from the left bank as far as the Mine Bechet, cross the Cambouie, and
"make use of right bank as far as below La Combe and NichoU's stores. River to be
"crossed either by bridge or cable. At mouth of river storage sheds will be necessary.
"There is safe anchorage. Three passes through the X'Goe Reef. A few miles north "is

"Port Bouquet. Two thousand tons should be produced before undertaking the establish-
"ment of transit. Once the opening of the principal working places has been performed,
"a few months will be required to obtain an output of 1,000 tons per month."

Q. Apparently he thinks that is a reasonable estimate for the mine even as a start?
A. Yes. Then there was a man named Bernheim who liad certain mines. I think he got
into one of the other companies.

"In 1892, Bernheim produced 250 tons a month, and in 1899, that is seven years later, he
"was producing 4,500 tons a month. At Xepoui he employed 400 convicts and 150 Tonkinese,
"making a total of 550, and working 25 days a month of eight hours." I have a note here:
"Steam tramway at Bernheim 's mine at Xepoui 22 kilometres cost 600,000 francs, which is

"equal to 25,000 to 30,000 francs a kilometre."
Q. Did you not say the other day that it was something about four miles from the

shore? A. About 5V2 miles, I think. He is further back, but still it may be skirting the
shore; it may be lengthwise.

Mr. Gibsox: All you have read has reference to this area marked pink on the map,
has it not? A. Yes, except the last reference about Bernheim.

Chairman: With regard to Bernheim, that is interesting, but it has nothing whatever
to do with the property? A. No. There are other mines in the same way.

Capt. Harvey's Report

Dr. Miller: In order to get this area located properly on the map, have you any
brief description of it? A. We have our ovra man's report. Capt. Harvey whom we sent
out described it in this way in his report, which is addressed to myself, dated London, 6th
December, 1902, and which I will read:—

•

"Having received your instructions to examine and report on the nickel iJroperties

"situated as mentioned below, I arrived in Xoumea, Xew Caledonia, on July 25, leaving
"again on August 28th. Situation:—The properties are situated on the east coast of New
"Caledonia, within the region of the Camboui, X'Goe and Humboldt in the Second Arrondise-
"ment or Province, the nearest point from the coast being about 5 kilometres."

Chairman: That is more like what you mentioned? A. Yes. "Accessibility.—The
"valleys of the rivers Camboui and X'Goe by which the properties are accessible are reached
"from Xoumea, distance 160 kilometres, by coastal boat. The river. Camboui is navigable
"by row boats, with difficulty, for a length of 3% kilometres from its entrance. Altitude:

—

"The properties are situated at an altitude of 125 to approximately 1,000 metres above
"sea level. Xames and area of property:—There are seven properties bordering one on
"the other, which comprise practically one complete block. The names and area are as
"follows."

Then they are set out. The total is 11,621 hectares, eoual to 28.704 Enaiish acres,
or about 45 square miles. There are five "Yoimg Australias." "Pera" and "Galata.

"

Q. Are those the names of the properties? A. Yes. "Titles.—The seven properties
have been applied for in concession and are held at present as follows." Then the titles

[Bedford iIcXeiU.1
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are set out. He gives the rent as 50 centimes per hectare—under 2d. per English acre.

The export duty is 25 centimes per ton—about 2yod. per English ton.

"Prospecting license, (permis-de-recherches) is issued for twelve months, and is re-

"newed annually on application and the pajTnent of dues, namely, 40 centimes per hectare.

"When application has been made for concession titles, no annual renewal is longer necessary

"provided the survey fees, concession rent, and title deed fees are paid. No labour condi-

"tions or restrictions are imposed."
Then he refers to water and wood, and then all the mine openings are dealt with, and so

on. Do you want that?

Q. I suppose there is a date to this? You mentioned October, but you did not tell us the

year. A. This report is dated December, 1902.

Mr. Young: The sale was not made till June, 1911? A. That is so. Of course we
hoped to work it, and if we could have raised the working capital my clients would

have kept it.

Dr. Miller: There are some geographical features on this property which might be

mentioned, and put on record. Mount Humboldt is the highest; that is 1,634 metres.

Then Mount Nekando lies just outside. Then there is Mount Monyandouman ; that is

807 metres.

Mr. Young: Then then are two rivers, the Camboui and the IST'Goe? A. I have another

report but it is marked "private." I can read extracts:—"As the result of a personal

"visit to the French colony of New Caledonia in July and August, 1901, I have the honour

"to present the following report and statements concerning the nickel and chrome mines

"and mining properties enumerated below and ovraed by Messrs. Thomas Maning, Frederick

"Moncassin and Henry Boyle, and Joseph Henry Stanley as attorney for the British and

"Australian Assets Company, Limited."
He gives the area as 28,704 English acres, or about 45 square miles.
'

' The Nickel mines.—These seven mines are all co-terminous, thus comprising one com-

"plete and compact block. Accessible by the Eivers Camboui and N'Goe to one common
"loading or shipping port. Titles:—According to the mining laws of New Caledonia, com-

"plete titles cannot be issued until surveys have been made. Surveys are not proceeded

"with under 'permis-de-recherches' or annual occupation, which has to be renewed yearly.

"When application has been mxade for concession titles no annual renewal is longer necessary

"providing the survey fees, concession rent, and title deed fees are paid, there being np

"risk of eviction, all rights being strictly secured."
The rent is stated as under 2d. per English acre, and the export duty is 2% d. per

English ton.

"There are no labour conditions or restrictions. Nickel mines:—The prospecting having

"advanced sufficiently on the nickel deposits of the Young Australia, Balman Spur of the

"Pera, and the remaining part of the Pera, expert opinion was obtained in the person

"of Mens. L. Koch, Ingenieur diplonie des Arts et Manufactures, Membre Societe Ingenieurs

"Civils, France. An extensive report was prepared after his visit to the properties and

"inspecting of the prospects of the deposits. Samples were taken at some 35 prospects and

"assayed by the government chemist, Mr. T. Moore, the results ranging from 4.94 per cent,

"metallic nickel to 20.42 per cent, metallic nickel, the average being 11.81 per cent, metallic

"nickel. Nickel in sample dried at 212 degrees F.—7.03, 4.84, 4.15, 3.6, 5.26, 8.34, 4.77,

"2.81 and 18.61."
"Development:—The operations on the deposits have been done by open cut or quarry

"method, and will be continued on this principle. The altitudes and general nature of the

"deposits encourage this class of working. Nickel ore occurs on the sides of the mountains,

"in this case the lowest altitude being about 600 feet above sea level, and the highest about

"2,050 feet above the same datum. The 35 quarries or open faces extend in altitude from
"600 feet to 2,050 feet and along the valley for a distance of 2 miles, and run both in

"altitude and horizontally in a fairly continuous belt. This refers to the Camboui river

"or as far as development has been done with a view to extensive operations."

J. H. Stanley's Account

Here is a "Report of the Mining Concessions in New Caledonia received from Mr.

Stanley, 1st January, 1900 by Mr. Maning." The following may be interesting.

"At this juncture it is well to draw attention to the fact that there are for all prap-
'

' tical purposes .only two countries producing nickel in any quantity, namely, New Caledonia

"and Canada. The latter country, however, has to contend with climatic disadvantages, in

"the shape of severe winters, etc., which for certain periods of the year cause work to be

"entirely suspended. I further learn that in Canada the ore is mixed with refractory

"metals' rendering its application somewhat difficult, and this is further evinced by the

"fact that Messrs. Carnegie, the large steel manufacturers in America, have recently found

"it to their advantage to import nickel from New Caledonia in spite of the fact that they

"had it almost alongside their doors in Canada." That would be before the Mond process

came into use, would it not?

[Bedford ilcXeill.'l
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Chairman: I think so.

Witness: Then he describes his visits to the properties at great length. Speaking of

a property, wliich he says is owTied by the Societe le Nickel, and is near this particular

property, he says:—"They, the Societe le Nickel, had about 250 tons already picked for

''shipment, and had opened out from 1,500 to 2,000 tons, and finer nickel has not been
"discovered anjnvhere in New Caledonia, some of it going up to 18 per cent. Mr. NichoUs

"estimates that it will cost him about 20 francs f.o.b. for 8 per cent, nickel, and this will
'

' leave him a net protit of about 20 francs, but he admits that working as he is with
'

' borrowed capital and in a very cramped way it is costing him far too much. " "He reckoned

"that each miner ^jroduced 20 tons per month and he was paying his men 4l^ francs per

"dav, but as the men buy from him their stores at a profit to the mine of from 70 to 100

"per cent., it probably does not cost him more than about 2 francs a day for his men."
Here is an interesting point: "Bernheim's mines, which were recently purchased by

"the International company for £100,000 sterling, generally produce from 1,000 to 2,000 tons

"per month. The Societe le Nickel make about 3,000 to 5,000 tons per month."
At page 14 there is this:

"Cost:—Working in a large way, there is no reason why this should not be reduced

"to say, 15 francs per ton f.o.b., and if we could obtain an average of 40 francs f.o.b. it.

'
' will at once be seen how large a profit could be made considering the quantities to bo
"handled. The demand is practically unlimited."

"Treatment:—Some years ago a smelting company was established in New Caledonia

"for the treatment of nickel and about 500 tons was produced, but it was subsequently

"found out that the process was all WTong, and the 500 tons after remaining in London
"for many years were sold at a great sacrifice. It has been proved that it is less expensive

"to take the ore as it is to the nearest spot where the necessary chemicals are obtainable

"rather than bring the chemicals to New Caledonia."
Witness: I have here some figures which are taken from the prospectus of the Con-

solidated Nickel company.
Chairman: They are presumalily correct? A. Yes.

F. L. Merry's Report

Q. I think that was not a company that you were in any way interested in? A. No.

It does not seem to have a date on it, but reference is made to the Institution proceedings

of 1900. I see there are some figures here taken from the prospectus which are rather

interesting. There is a report by Mr. F. L. Merry—that will be the Swansea Merry.

Q. His people have been in nickel and cobalt right from the beginning. I understand

that is his report? A. Yes, as it appeared in the prospectus of the Consolidated Nickel

company.
Q. That will probably be after 1900? A. Yes. " The following is the report made

in 1899 on the properties to be acquired by the company (with other properties not so

acquired) by Mr. F. L. Merry for Messrs. H. H. Vivian and Co., Limited, of Swansea, who
are one of the principal smelters of nickel ores in Europe." These particulars are rather

interesting:

—

"Output of a local mine delivered on the seaboard was 55 centimes per kilo for the

"nickel contained. Fifty-five centimes per kilo (equals 2.2 lbs.) equals £2.3 6s. 8d. per ton

"(2,240 lbs.) of Ni (metal). Freight is so excessively high, viz., 28 to 30 shillings a ton,

"which with other charges equals 3d. a pound on the nickel contained in the ore that advises

"smelting to matte containing 60 to 70 per cent, nickel. Coal at Newcastle, N.S.W. 4

"shillings 6 pence to five shillings 9 pence per ton; coke about 18 shillings per ton; freight

"10 shillings per ton. All fluxes can be obtained in the island. Estimated cost of smelting:

"materials, £1 7s. Od. ; wages, 6s. 4d. equals £1 13s. 4d. per ton of ore. One ton produces

"224 lbs. of 60 per cent, matte; that equals 134 lbs. of metallic nickel, which divided into

"£1 13s. 4d. for smelting equals 3d. per lb. of nickel in the matte." "Cost of delivering

"matte for refining in Europe; cost of ore, 2d.; smelting charges, 3d.; freight, 0.32d.

;

"insurance, 0.15d. ; packing, 0.21d. equals 5.68d. per lb. Ni., or say 6d. per lb. Duty on

"exported ore 2i/^d. per ton. No duty on matte or refined metal."

The report continues

:

"Annual output, 50,000 tons at 7 per cent, equals 3.500 tons of nickel at a cost of 70

"pounds sterling per ton Ni, equals £4 ISs. Od. per ton of ore. If nickel is taken at £125

"then £125 minus £70 equals £55, which multiplied by 3,500 tons gives a profit per annum
"of £192,500, less administration expenses, general charges, depreciation, etc. Average price

"of nickel last five years £125. Present price of nickel £165 a ton—I have the date here

—December, 1901.

Mr. Young : Does this refer to the same property—the Young Australia? A. No. This

was the report, or rather these are extracts from the report of F. L. Merry, of Swansea.

Q. The prospectus is dealing with a different block of properties? A. Yes.

[Bedford McXeiU.l
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Chairman : Generally speaking, the figures -uould apply to both, or a great many of
them would? A. Yes.

Witness : Here is some general information.

"The discovery of nickel ore in Xew Caledonia was in 1864. It was first mined in
"1874. Societe le Nickel acquired mines at Thio in 1880, but did not commence active

"operations until 1887, since when they have produced 250,000 tons of 7 per cent, nickel

"ore. The whole industry is practically in the hands of Societe le Nickel and Nickel
*

' Corporation, Limited. '

"

Mr. Gibson : There is a reference there to the acreage of the holding of the Societe

le Nickel.

Mr. Young (reading) : "Societe le Nickel owtis mines at Thio, Canala, Kowaoua. Nickel
"Corporation lepresents an amalgamation of properties at Nepoue, L. Bernheim's forming
"the centre. Bernheim held 20,000 hectares, equals 49,420 acres, of concessions on spurs
"of the mountains between Peoue and Nepoue rivers, building 20 miles of tramlines to

"connect with coast at Moueo. This holding with the unexplored concessions owned by the

"International Nickel Corporation, 60,000 acres in all, were recently acquired l)y the Nickel
"Corporation Limited,^ capital £750,000 sterling, floated by the London and Globe Finance.
'

' Ores are found only in the serpentines in irregular veins and fillings of the shattered
"surface rocks forming stock works. No special rules can be laid down for these ore
'

' occurrences, but the mining centres follow specific lines, and six mining areas have been
"established. There is no doubt as to the hydrothermal nature of all the nickel veins
"and deposits. The ore always consists of the hydro-silicate of nickel and magnesia, some-
'

' times pure, but more often associated with a silicious gangue, red clay or fragments of
'

' decomposed serpentine. '

'

"The secret of success lies not so much in mining, but transporting the ore to the
"sea board."

"Official statistics, 1st July, 1892. The total mines in operation 324 (80 actively)
"comprising an area of 48,956 hectares, equals 120,921 acres. Production equals 60,000
'

' tons i^er annum and still increasing. '

'

This is from a paper written by Mr. Garland, and published by the Institution of Mining
and Metallurgy.

Evidence of C. Williamson Milne and Friend (Mr. X.)» of London, Eng.

(London, 14th April, 1916.)

Chairman: I think the negotiations for the sale of the "Young Australia" properties
were conducted by you, Mr. Milne? A. (Mr. Milne) : Yes; the whole of them were conducted
by me with one of the directors of Krupp's.

Q. This would practically refer to the notes we got from Mr. Bedford McNeill? A.
Practically, yes, except that I conducted the negotiations myself. I do not think McNeill
was ever present, and I do not think he ever met the gentleman with whom I negotiated.
Krupp 's directorate is, I believe, made up practically of a group of managing directors,

each one of whom controls a particular branch of the business. They are all more or less

specialists, and the man who bought these properties from me was the mining specialist on
the board of Krupp's. He represented Krupp's. Krupp's owned a big iron ore mine in

Spain, the Orcanera.

Sold to Krupp's in 1912

Mr. Gibson : At Balbao ? A. Yes. Another firm on the north-east coast of England,
whose name I cannot for the moment remember, had a certain interest in this big property
in Spain, and Krupp 's had a certain interest. This man came to England to attend these

board meetings every two or three months. When he was over last he came and saw me
about these properties in New Caledonia. There is not the slightest doubt about it, Krupp's
had had their agents out there, and had extensively examined these properties and knew
exactly what they were buying, and they gave me a very good price for the properties,

which we had held for about fifteen years. We took them up in 1896 and sold them about
four years ago.

The history of this is as follows. My friend had occasion to be in Noumea on other
Ijusiness in which I was interested, and one night, sitting in the club there, he happened
to be chatting with a Britisher, a New Zealander, who subsequently became the British

Vice-Consul in Noumea. This man said, "I have just found an extraordinary paper in

my late father 's desk. '
' He was asked what it was, and he said, "It is a tracing of a

property said to be the richest nickel property in New Caledonia. It was given to my
father by a native chief who had known all about it." My friend said, "Have you never

' The stock of the Nickel Corporation Limited was acquired by the International Nickel Company.
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done anything about it?" and lie said, ''No, I have never bothered about it at all." My
friend wondered if it would not be worth exploiting, and when he went back to Sydney
he organized a little sjTidicate. They divided it into twentieths, and each took so many twentieths

and put up so much money. Another friend of ours, the Hon. Henry Boyle, brother

of the late Earl of Shannon, was in Sydney at the time, doing nothing. He was a big,

hefty chap and he offered to go out and exploit it. The man, whose father had left the

paper, took a certain number of shares, and we gave Boyle a couple of shares for the

work he did. Boyle went over; he took a launch from Noumea, went up the coast to

this place, and stayed on that property I suppose for nearly two years.

(Mr. X.) : Yes; I went with him.

(Mr. Milne) : They lived in a corrugated iron hut.

(Mr. X.) : We took it with us and put it up.

(Mr. Milne): Boyle stayed on and pegged all this land out—a tremendous area.

(Mr. X.) : You had originally about 90,000 acres and we cut it do-mi to about 30,000

acres afterwards. A lot was thrown out.

Offered to International ; Also to a French Firm

(Mr. Milne) : Boyle sent home samples of the ore. After it was all pegged out I

tried to get the nickel combine in this country interested. I also tried to get the American
people interested, and I had a long chat with Mr. Monel, who was introduced to me by Col.

Hunsiker; but nothing came of that; they were doing very well. He had just taken,

over Col. Thompson's property, and it meant putting up a lot of money. Then we had
negotiations with a French group, Chalas & Sons. Chalas was going to do something with it^

but it never came to anything.

Chairman: That was Chalas senior? A. Yes; it was the old gentleman I dealt

with, and the sons came along subsequently. That never came to anj-thing. Then this man,
Bergrath Frielinghaus, one of the Krupp directors, came and negotiated with me. He made
no secret about being a director of Krupp 's. When the property was transferred, it was
to a Belgian s^-ndicate whose headquarters were in Brussels, and all the money was paid

through Brussels, in exchange for wluch we handed them over the shares. They transferred

the shares, and the whole thing was done in regular form. Whether they turned it over

to another company or not I do not know, or whether they simply took over our title just

as it was. Thej' paid the money, and took the assignment of the shares, and that was the

finish so far as we were concerned. Frielinghaus was one of the nicest men I ever met;

he was geniality itself. I never want to do business with a nicer man or a straighter man.
In his dealings with me his word was as good as his bond; he, paid up to a penny and
did everything according to his agreement and his promise. He invited me to go to Essen,

and I went there three years ago. I was taken over a great part of Krupp 's works. That

was twelve or eighteen months after we put the deal through.

Ore Shipped to Norway for Refining

Mr. Gibsox: Have they worked the property? A. I heard that one of Krupp "s vessels

laden with nickel ore from New Caledonia had been stopped before it got to Norway. That

vessel was, I believe, taking over ore from New Caledonia for Krupp 's to be treated in

conjunction with the low-grade Norwegian ore. They experimented with it, and they fomd
they could enrich the low-grade Norwegian ore with this ore from New Caledonia. It is

only assumption on my part that it came from our property.

(Mr. X.) : I should doubt it, although it is one of the easiest properties in the world to

work. You could bring it down from one peak to the other, and then there was a very good

river that was navigable right up to the foot of the mountain. The whole trouble was the

loading. The prevailing wind was always the difficulty we had to contend with. There was a

certain amount of shelter from the little island just off the mouth of the river, but it would

require a good deal of buoying.
(Mr. Milne) : I have no doubt they have records in New Caledonia. I believe that ore

came from our property, because Frielinghaus was so anxious to get the thing through

and get it finished. Krupp 's were keen to get a start made, and I do not think they let

the grass grow, especially having regard to the knowledge they must have had of the

property.

(Mr. X.) : In any parts that were opened up one simply dug out the ore.

(Mr. Milne) : A very large amount of it was weathered. Mr. Moncassin had a few
shares; Maning, the New Zealander, had a good many shares. Moncassin sold to Maning,
and Maning sold through me to the Belgian company controlled by Frielinghaus.

(Mr. Milne) : You could not get to that property of ours by land from Noumea, I think?

You had to go up by steamer?
(Mr. X.): Yes; you had to go round. You arranged with the steamer which goes

from Noumea; it goes round a reef and runs on to the New Hebrides. I used to go down

[C. W. Milne; Mr. Z.]
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nitli tliis boat, and arrauge for them to stop off the mouth of the river. The boat would come
and meet us. Then I arranged with the steamer coming back from the New Hebrides to call

there and pick me up. On one occasion I wanted to see Rothschild's mine, and I chartered
fi native boat and sailed about fifty miles up to Thio. Of course there is a big town there.

Tlieu from Thio to Noumea is a very good road.

(Mr. Milne) : Eothschild is the Societe le Nickel, is he not?
(Mr. X.) : Yes.

(Mr. Milne) : At the time we were in it, it was reported that they were being worked out.

(Mr. X.): Yes; they were always taking up more country, and they have a lot of

undeveloped property, because the general report was that the whole southern part of

the island was all nickel on that side. There is no reason why it should not be ; it is all

the same formation. But it is very un-get-atable and the whole difficulty is loading. You
have the hurricane season from November till May. It is dangerous. You cannot load
there at all unless you make special arrangements for it. Then during May, June, July,

August, September and October you are quite safe. In the plans I had drawn up, which
Mr. Milne was going to work, we were going to bring the stuff down where the aerial rope
is at the foot of the mountain and create a large dump of the stuff there, build a jetty,

and load during those six mouths of the year, taking the whole of the supplies then. The
other side of the island, where the chrome ore is, is open the whole of the year round

;

there are magnificent harbours there.

(Mr. Milne) : We were working the George Pile and other chrome mines we were
interested in for a number of years, and we made a lot of money out of them. Chrome
is the simplest thing in the world, because you just dig out the side of the mountain.
That side is very easy to work; there is abundance of water, and all this earth is thrown^
into long races. From every ton you get 5 per cent, of this chrome, and that paid
handsomely.

Q. Even at the old price? A. (Mr. X.): It was four pounds a ton; I think it used
to be four pounds a ton delivered in Glasgow.

Q. Something like that; but it went dovm as low as 50 shillings at one time, and that

seemed to knock everybody out of it. A. Yes.
(Mr. Milne) : It was 50 per cent, chrome, was it not?
(Mr. X.) : You had 95 per cent, of earth, yellow clay, and the rest was like black sand,

exactly the same. We worked that with Dalmatian labourers. The vessels used to anchor
just alongside the bank.

(Mr. Milne) : I suppose you have seen the paper written by Danvers Power?
Q. Yes, and we have an old one by Garland; that is a good deal older. Danvers Power's

is a good paper.

[C. W. Milne; Mr. Z.]



SECTION M

DIAMOND DRILL RECORDS IN FALCONBRIDQE AND QARSON, 1916

The following interesting series of records of diamond drilling in search for nickel-
copper deposits, and the proving of the same, in the townships of Falconbridge and Garson,
in the year 1916, have been kindly furnished by the E. J. Longyear Company, exploring
engineers. A further description of these deposits will be found in Eeport, in "the Chapter
devoted to Nickel Deposits of The World.
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Certificate of Analysis of Composite Sample by Ledoux & Company, N.Y.

Hole No. 24, Angle 70° S.

Material after drying.

Silica

Sulphur
Iron
Arsenic
Copper
Nickel
Cobalt
Silver, per ton of 2.000 lbs.

Gold, per ton of 2,000 lbs.

Platinum, per ton of 2,000

lbs. (including platinum
metals)

Per cent

.85

,08

.65

,039

,27

.79

,14

OOoz.
,21 oz.

0.02 oz.

Note.—The platinum metals are too small in amount to be separated. They appear to be
principally platinam.

(Signed) LEDOUX & CO.

Note.—Combined Copper and Nickel 3.06 per cent.
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Hole Xo. 114, Angle 60°S.

Depth.
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Hole No. 144, Angle 70° S.
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SECTION N

TAXATION OF MINES

EVIDE^XE AT SUDBURY, 25TH SEPTEMBER, 191G

Mr. Thomas Travers, Diamond Drilling Contractor, Mayor of Sudbury

Chairmax: Is there any other matter in connection with our enquiry, Mr. Travers, such
as refining or taxation, that you care to express any view uponf A. Well, there is the question
of taxation. I think that ore, perhaps at the mouth of the pit, should be taxed. My opinion

is that if ore developed in the ground were taxed, it would stop the development of the
country; suppose there was a 5 per cent, tax put on developed ore, in a few years it would
eat up the value of the ore; it would stop the people developing their properties; whereas, if

the ore was assessed as it came out of the ground, at the mouth of the pit, that would be the
better way.

Mr. GriBSON: Have you any knowledge of taxation methods in Michigan and Minnesota,
in the iron fields there? A. No. During my experience there they had not got so far as

taxing the ore. I have been here in Canada for twenty-five years.

Q. Are you aware that in Michigan and Minnesota they do actually assess the ore

in the mine? A. Yes, I know that.

Q. They make a valuation? A. Yes, of the ore in the mine.

Q. And tax upon that valuation? A. Yes.

Q. What is your view of that system of taxation? A. I don't like that system of
taxation at all. I think it is a disadvantage to the district. I think it stops development.

Q. Do you think that a company having a deposit of ore would not for its own purposes,

to enable it to develop the ore body properly and lay its plans for future working, go on and
develop the ore, notwithstanding the taxation! A. I don't think they would; they

would develop the properties that were for immediate use. It would in any event, be a
severe hardship. Anyone starting a mine wants first of all to find out what amount of

ore he has in order to mine it economically. Now, if he had to pay taxes on the ore as

he developed it in the mine, it might not stop him developing, but I think it would be a

Bevere hardship to pay up for the ore that he wouldn't use for ten or fifteen years. By
the time he used that ore, it would have cost him more than it was worth.

Q. You think it would not only check development, but it might embarrass proper
mining operations? A. Yes, and it would check development.

Q. Then, have you considered the merits of such a system of assessment and taxation

in comparison with the one at present in vogue in Ontario? Have you given that matter

any thought? A. No, I have not.

Q. The taxation at present in Ontario is on the net profits? A. Well. I think that

is a very fair way of taxing.

Q. Have you any objection to the present system? A. Not at all, but I wish to get

away from the possibility of taxing ore in the ground.

Q. It is sometimes argued that a company which owns a largo undeveloped mine has

a valuable property, just as a man who has a large farm, who could sell it if he wished.

Why should not the mine be assessed and taxed just the same as the farm? A. Many ore

bodies in the district have not yet been worked for some reason or other. I always
thought it was because there was not a market for the nickel, or because it took too much
capital to start operations. Now, if the owners could not make use of that ore in the

ground, it would be a hardship to them to pay taxes on it. When there was a market they
could sell it, even the holders of big property. As soon as ever there was a good market
some of the companies would want to use the properties.

Q. In other words, there is no value unless there is a prospective sale at a profit ? A. No.
Mr. Youxg : Have you given any thought at all to the relation of the municipality

to the Provincial tax? A. No, I have not.

Mr. J. F. Black, Mine Owner, Sudbury

Chairmax: What about taxation, Mr. Black? A. I think the present method, a tax on the
net profits, is a good one if properly carried out. To tax the ore at the pit's mouth so much
per unit, would be a good method, deducting all expenses, mining explosfves and so forth.

I think either method is a good one. I would be very much opposed to taxing the ore
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in the ground ; I think it would retard development. I think it would be a hardship ini

some cases. Suppose a prospector gave an option on a property—prospectors are not

generally very wealthy men—the company taking the option might develop say half a
million tons of ore, or a hundred thousand tons of ore, and let the option lapse. Well,

if the government stepped in and taxed the ore in the ground, the chances are they would
tax the property out of the possession of the owner; he would not be able to pay. It iS

exceedingly hard for many prospectors to comply with the present mining regulations. It

costs a man from $1,000 to $1,500 for a forty-acre claim before he can get the deed. This

prospectors really consider a great hardship, and I have no doubt in the world that it has

had the effect of retarding prospecting in the district. I know dozens of men who say
they cannot afford to go into the woods on account of the excessive cost of owning a
forty-acre claim ; so to load any more on top of that would be, I think, next to suicide.

Mr. Young : Some of the advocates of taxing in the ground would make it an exception

in the case of the prospector; the first purchaser would cover the cost you mention. It is

only fair to that system of taxation to say that they consider that phase of the case? A.

But outside of that, I think it would retard the development of the district.

Q. And I suppose there is an element of conjecture in estimating the tonnage of a
mine? A. Yes. I think there have been instances in the district where diamond drilling

has shown ore to exist and on working the body there was not as much there as had been
figured out, and vice versa. I think the North Star mine was one instance. I would
not be positive on that point.

Mr. Gibson: "Was there more or less ore found in the North Star than was expected?

A. I think less, from all the information that I have had on that point.

Mr. Young: I gather from you that you prefer some net system, making allowances

for proper expenditures in mining? A. Yes; the present system is a good system if it was
properly carried out.

Mr. Gibson: You say if it was properly carried out, Mr. Black. Have you any
criticism to offer on that point? A. Yes. I am on record already on that point. If the

law were carried out, the tax to the Province of Ontario should be increased very largely.

One company in the district is paying about $40,000. If it were taxed according to the)

Act, it would be paying very much more.

Q. What is your idea of the basis of taxation that is contained in the Act? A. Well,

the Act states that all profits are taxable over $10,000.

Q. Isn't that based on the value of the ore at the pit's mouth? A. It might be, yes.

Q. Doesn't the Act state so? A. WeU, the Act does say, that "the annual profits shall

"be ascertained and fixed in the following manner, that is to say:—The gross receipts for the

"year's output of the mine, or in case the ore, mineral, or mineral-bearing substance or any
"part thereof is not sold but is treated by or for the owners, tenant, holder, lessee, occupier

"or operator of the mine upon the premises or elsewhere, then the actual market value of the

"output, at the pit's mouth, or if there is no means of ascertaining the market value, or if

"there is no established price or value, the value of the same as appraised by the Mine
"Assessor, shall be ascertained, and from the amount so ascertained the following, and no
"other expenses, payments, allowances or deductions shall be deducted or made, etc." (See
section 6 of the Mining Tax Act.) I notice the Dominion and Provincial governments give

the value of the ore, or at least, the matte going out of the country at so much, but if it

were figured at the market value, it is worth at least three times as much.
Q. You are aware, of course, that the matte is not subject to taxation? A. I am

aware of that, but the value of the ore is really contained in the matte.

Q. But under the Act the capital and labour expended on the further treatment of
the ore is not considered to be subject to taxation? A. No.

Q. So far as the Act is eoneemed then, it is fairly carried out? A. Well, it all depends
on how you look at it.

Mr. W. E. Smith, Mining Prospector, Sudbury

Chairman : Will you begin by giving us an account, Mr. Smith, of your connection

with the industry? A. I have not had any intimate association or connection with the

operating nickel companies. I have been exploring for mineral properties in northern
Ontario for thirteen years, not alone in nickel but every other metal as well, and what I
can say is largely to reiterate what Mr. Travers and Mr. Black have said with regard to

the question of deposits. I am in accord with them, too, in the taxation proposition

;

that it should be on net profits, and not on the ore blocked out in the ground. I believe it

has been computed in Minnesota and Michigan, where these systems of taxing are in force,

that it would not pay to block out iron ore where it would only run 45 per cent, metallic
iron, for the reason that by the time ore of that grade is useable, as it probably will be
some time, the property would be taxed to such an extent that there would be no value
to the owner. Such a system of taxation is very hard on exploration companies. On the
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Mesabi range where there were twenty diamond drills operating prior to that law coming
into force, there is only one now. The companies are only blocking out the ore that they
need in their actual mining operations. The reserves of the country are not developed to the
extent tliat they would be with a tax on net profits.

Mr. Young: You are a mining engineer, aren't you, Mr. Smith? A. No, I am not.
I am a prospector. I have some technical training, but I have not the engineering degree.

Q. Are you familiar with the conditions in Minnesota and Michigan? A. Not inti-

mately. I have some general information in regard to conditions over there.

Mr. Gibson: If a person has a property which he can sell, there is value there, is

there not? A. Yes.

Q. And aren't values anywhere proper subjects for taxation? A. Well, if it is a farm
there is generally some income derived from the property, but a mine is of such a nature
that unless it is operating there is no value derived.

Q. Aren't many industries taxed without any reference at all to the profit produced?
A. Take a large acreage of wild lands; they are valuable, but they are not taxed according
to that value. They may have value, but you cannot dispose of the property, and there
is no income from it. In the case of a farm or mercantile business there is an income,
but with a mine there is no possibility of income from it until the ore is mined.

Q. But if the element of value exists; that element is there, and the basis of taxation
is value? A. Yes.

Q. What can you say in favour of exempting a mine, even if it be undeveloped, imder
that general rule? A. I would not exempt it from an acreage tax.

Q. But the acreage tax has no reference to its value. A tract of wild land may be of
no value, and pay the same as a large body of mineral? A. Well, of course, your point
is good, but it appeals to me that the avoidance of retarding the exploration and develop-
ment of a district would perhaps make for a system of taxation satisfactory to all concerned.

Q. I am not arguing in favour of the ad valorem system, but I am bringing out that
point? A. Yes, I see your point.

Mr. Young: What is the best system of taxation to consider for the prospector? He
is not the only person to be considered, but he is one and a very material one? A. Of
course, the prospector hasn't very much ore blocked out. By the time the ore is blocked
out, ho has generally disposed of his property, except in such a case as Mr. Black brought
out, where the property has been optioned and come back on his hands. That didn't occur
to me until this morning, but I think it would be severe on the prospector in a case of
that kind.

Mr. Gibson: It would be severe if he was a poor man? A. Yes.

Q. It would not be severe if he were a rich man? A. No.
Mr. Young: Take the case of the prospector where there is no ore blocked out. Suppose

a prospector has the good fortune to locate a good property, where the conditions indicate
value; then the assessor comes along and says: "We think from these indications you have
got a mine that is worth half a million dollars." The point is, why shouldn't he be taxed?
A. If he were a prospector and it could be demonstrated it was worth half a million, I think
he would be glad to take it.

Q. Then, wouldn't it have the advantage of facilitating development? A. It might
bring possible buyers to his property. It might have an effect in that way.

Q. But there are those who keep properties designedly undeveloped. It is perfectly
legitimate to hold reserves of ore for future use? A. Yes.

Q. But so long as these bodies are kept out of use they are not subject to taxation.
Have you anything to say about that? Is that fair? A. Well, it would depend largely
whether the property was in demand. If a mining company were operating and had sufii-

cient ore, and were paying taxes on the net profits, the fact that they had a few million,'

tons in reserve is really of no value to them until the time that they start to mine that ore.

Q. You can hardly say it is of no value to them? A. No, but they are not deriving
any profit from it.

Q. Do you think the prospectors want any change in the sj'stem of taxation? A. No,
I don't.

Q. How about the two cents per acre tax? A. I think two cents is very low.
Q. You think that could be raised to advantage? A. Yes.
Q. Have you considered to what extent? A. I think it could be at least doubled, and

still be a low tax.

Q. What would be the advantage of that? A. Just to produce a revenue; of course
there is 710 taxation until the property is patented.

O. And then only two cents an acre until it is developed and begins to produce profits?
A. Yes.
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Mr. J. A. Holmes, Mining Engineer, Sudbury

Mr. Gibson : On the ad valorem sj'stem of taxation, Mr. Holmes, the additional ore in a

mine beyond reasonable requirements for operating it, would remain undeveloped? A. I am
positive of it, because it has been tried. I have a number of friends in Minnesota who were

formerly in the exploration business ; they owned mineral lands, and as they got their royalties

out of their properties they went ahead, and proved up more ore. To-day they are sitting

back and taking their royalties, and won't develop any more ore for years to come.

Q. Is that due to taxation? A. Due to the taxation, yes.

Q. The taxation in Michigan is pretty heavy? A. Yes, they soak them pretty hard

over there. Michigan, as you know, consists of two peninsulas. The southern peninsula

is largely farming and manufacturing; in the northern the principal industries are mining

and lumbering. They have not a great deal in common, and the farmers and manufacturers

in southern Michigan don't see why these rich land owners in northern Michigan should

not contribute largely to the expenses of running the government.

Mr. Young: These conditions were explained to us by the local officials. A. A great

many people that were formerly in the development business and put their money in the

developing of lands, simply stopped.

Mr. Gibson: Have you given the question of taxation outside of that, much considera-

tion? A. No, I have not. I have always felt that the system of taxing a company on its

net profits was a fair one to all concerned. It gives the little fellow a chance to get

started. It gives the prospector a chance, and I don't think any of the companies ever

object to paying their fair share of taxation. I don't think any honest individual would.

They are all willing to pay their fair share. It is only a question of ascertaining what
that share is.

Mr. James Purvis, Merchant, Sudbury

Mr. Gibson: We were told, Mr. Purvis, that you were a man of good common sense

with considerable experience in business. We thought it would be useful to get the views
of a man of that kind? A. In regard to mining matters, I certainly have my views, like

any other intelligent man.
Q. Well, we would be pleased to have them. A. I think that governments make a tre-

mendous mistake when they part with the patrimony of the people, mines amongst the
rest. The mines pass out of their o^Tiership; then they are developed, and it is discovered
all at once in some instances that they are very valuable. The people, myself and others,

think that we are not getting our share of the wealth that we are entitled to. Well, there

are two ways of looking at that. First, I suppose, from what I read, there is hardly any
business so risky as mining. Let it be any kind of mining, the disappointments are many
and rewards very few. In theory I am in favour of government ownership; but the next
thing is, how would we ever get the mines developed under government ownership? Could
the government be prospectors, or would they be? There is not the same force in the

government developing a thing that there is with private ownership, so that possibly we
get back to pretty nearly where we are. In regard to water powers, lands and timber, matters
are different. We have got practical men and scientific men who could really give us
approximate values in mines; notvdthstanding tliis and all the magnetic surveys and diamond
drillings, the value is problematical still. Seeing that the mines have been parted with by
the government, the taxation should be, I think, only after a reasonable dividend is paid;
as to mines that are not developed, I do not see how in fairness you are going to tax them.
If you tax the man not able to pay, the prospector or discoverer, the tax will pile up, and
he would simply forfeit his right. He should be protected. I don't know that I can tell

you anj-thing but wliat you know at the present time.

Q. You have had some experience in municipal life, Mr. Purvis? A. Yes.

Q. Have you studied the working of the present Ontario Mining Tax Act? A. No, I
have not.

Mr. James R. Gordon, Mining Engineer, Sudbury
Chairman: What are your views regarding the taxation of mines. Major Gordon? A. I

think the present law with some few changes is satisfactory, and if it were not satisfactory,
radical changes would do the industry more harm than an inferior law.

Q. Have you compared the Ontario taxation laws with those of other countries?
A. Yes, for instance, the California law and the British Columbia law; but the most up-to-
date in reference to the taxation is the California law, which is on the net profits. They
have a system which necessitates elaborate bookkeeping and cross entries and all that sort
of thing; practically a public utility, and they keep a special man to keep up the records,
and if any question arises an auditor is sent at the expense of the government to look
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into the books. It is a very elaborate system. In other places taxation has sometimes been
tried on the properties. In one case it ^•as fought out on the valuation of the property
which it is practically impossible to make ; another was with reference to the transfer of
properties, and it was found that it absolutely killed all prospecting and all development work.

Mr. Gibson: What would you say with regard to the merits of the Ontario system
as compared with those you have mentioned? A. I think it is a most satisfactory system,
with some changes.

Mr. Young: What are those changes? A. To put the poor property with a small
output on an equal basis with the wealthy company, allow them to charge up powder, and
anything that can be fairly traced through the books.

Mr. Gibson: Of course, you are aware that all such charges as powder, labour and
fuel now are allowed? A. Yes, I knew that, but I didn't think they allowed anything
for depreciation, which I think a small company would need.

Q. Depreciation of what? A. Machinery.

Q. Oh, yes, that is allowed. A. Well, I had forgotten that.

Q. Everything is allowed for, except exhaustion of the mine and dividends. A. Oh,
well, that is perfectly satisfactory. I have been away for some years, you know.

Mr. Young: That would remove your objections? A. Yes.
Mr. Gibson: In your opinion, is it possible to value a mine satisfactorily for assess-

ment and taxation purposes? A. No, I don't think it could be done at all. As a sample,
the Murray mine was developed by the Swansea people. They spent a large amount of
money here and put up a plant, and abandoned the mine because it did not pay. To-day
that has proved to be a valuable property, simply because they got high grade ore at depth.

Mr. Young: If I retained you to advise me on the purchase of a mining property,
would you not give me the value? A. No. If you give me the option price of it, what I
would say to you would be, "Well, the surroundings look favourable. I would suggest
that you do development work under option. Drop it, if that development work does not
turn out satisfactorily."

Q. Should not a mining engineer be able to give a fair idea of the extent and value of
the ore deposit? A. He may have an idea, but he has nothing that he could put on paper and
say it was a fair value, and he couldn't suggest to his principal anji;hing but development.

Q. Well, do you think the State would be in the same position with its experts?
A. I think so, only worse.

Q. The general impression in mining circles is that the ad valorem assessment has a
tendency to check development seriously ; not merely to check it in a trivial way, but to hamper
the mining industry. Would you agree with that? A. I think it is more imaginative than
otherwise. Some time ago there was a move on in this district. A good many properties

were up for sale. I knew of three or four cases myself, and the question of royalties

came up and killed this district absolutely dead for the time being. The royalties weren't
any particular detriment, but they frightened capital. That is the only way it might
do any harm.

Q. You say, in your opinion, the valuation of mines is not very practicable? A. It is

not practicable at all.

Q. Would you draw any distinction between large bodies of ore such as iron mines
or nickel mines, and other mineral deposits which are more irregular, such as gold and
silver? A. Well, you can only judge by the surroundings and the character of the country
as already developed or known. For instance, I offered a large concern the properties that

are now known as the Moose Mountain iron mine, consisting at that time of five lots, for

$16,000, and the offer was turned down, simply because two experts went, one from
Denver and one from Chicago, and pronounced the deposit flat, and they asked for time
for development and could not get it. Now, there was a property wath a 900-foot showing,
and it looked like a good thing. I said it was worth a million, and this opinion has proved to
be correct b^' later development. So I don't think j'ou can judge except from development.
For instance, take the property' at Creighton. They are working pretty close to another man's
land, and it might be safe to say if you wanted to purchase the adjoining property, you
could use the Creighton for development. That has been done, but where there is no develop-
ment I don't think it could be done.

Q. But in those States in which the mine is valued, the valuation is made upon borings
and other data that the companies themselves have obtained? A. They find it themselves,
and don't give it to the general public.

Q. No; but the government gets it? A. Well, what would be the consequence? If I
owned a group of properties, and I was working one and had ore enough in sight for the
next few years, I wouldn't do any further development. I would say, "We will wait
until this government changes, and perhaps get a better chance next time."

Q. Your idea would be that taxation of that kind would greatly retard development

T

A. I think so.

Q. And that would apply to veins containing gold and silver as well as to large
masses of ore? A. Probably more, because while you may have a good idea of large
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bodies of ore from the country ad.ioining, smaller ones might pinch at any stage, and you
wouldn't know.

Mr. Gibson: What about the acreage tax? A. It depends on what basis.

Q. The present acreage tax of two cents an acre? A. Well, there are some properties

up here on the lake that I examined and reported upon for the Krupp people sixteen years ago,

and the man that owned them didn't make a sale, and even that two cents an acre caused
those properties to be forfeited. They were re-staked and are offered for sale to-day at

a very much reduced rate. That property is not working. There is no chance for develop-

ment. Taxation which would be worth while would cause properties to fall into the hands of

the big companies that could afford to pay the taxes.

Mr. Lawrence O'Connor, Merchant, and ex=Mayor of Sudbury

Chairhan: With regard to the question of taxation, Mr. O'Connor, have you any views on
that subject? A. I think the nickel mining industry should not be taxed at all. Personally,

I think that the expenditure of money by the nickel companies in tliis district is sufficient for

the Province without any direct tax. I think they are paying a good enough tax. That is

my personal view on the matter.

Mr. Gibson: Yoa pay taxes, Mr. O'Connor? A. I certainly do.

Q. Do you think it would be fair to relieve any particular portion of the community
of its just proportion of the public burdens? A. I don't think any mining company should
be exempt from any municipal tax, but I think that companies that are developing this

particular section of the country should not be called upon to pay the government a tax
over and above that ; I think the mining business is a huge gamble to a certain degree, and
the man that puts his money into it and makes a success of it, is deserving of the support
of the general public.

Q. If the public lands are the property of the public, and part of them containing
very valuable deposits of mineral passes into the possession of an individual or a company
at a nominal figure—nothing at all approaching the value of it—would you regard that as a
reason why that individual or company should be called upon to contribute a share towards
the public revenue? A. No, I would not. A man comes up here and is fortunate enough to

strike a mine; he develops it; he employs the labour of this Province; he buys his goods
from the merchants and manufacturers of the older parts; he has to bring his supplies
in here for years (except in the last few years when the farmers in this country have
supplied him) ; he is spending his money in developing this coiintry, and the older part
of the Province is getting the benefit of it.

Mr. Young: It would be a comforting doctrine for the railroads? A. I know. You
take the money orders that we have sent out of here for the last twenty-five years to

Toronto. You would think it was a good thing for the city of Toronto that the nickel

development was going on up here, but they don't seem to bother much about it.

Q. Presumably those who bought goods in Toronto or elsewhere got value for their

money? A. Certainly they did, but if this nickel industry hadn't gone on up here they
wouldn't have got it.

Q. That touches a very much larger question; the railroads, corporations and other
industries ? A. Yes ; where the government have fed the railways, and the time comes
when they have a surplus over and above a reasonable dividend upon the capital invested,

I think part of it should come back to the country. But where a railroad has not received
any financial _ aid from the government, and when they come to make some money the
government says ''We want some of it," I do not think that is right. The same with'

the nickel industry.

Q. That would apply to the pulp business? A. Yes. practically.

Q. Where people spend a lot of money to create the pulp industry on a sound foundation,
would they come in line with your remark? A. Yes. any business proposition. Even electric

power, for that matter.

EVIDENCE AT COBALT. 2STH SEPTEMBER. 1916.

Mr. Arthur A. Cole, Mining Engineer, Temiskaming and Northern Ontario
Railway, and President Canadian Mining Institute

Mr. Young: Mr. Cole, have you given any thought to the matter of taxation? A. My
personal opinion is that there are a number of methods of taxation, and probably the one that
would work out best for us here would be a combination of those different methods.

Q. When you say here, do you mean in Ontario? A. Yes, or in Canada generally. There
is a general feeling, I think, among mining men that the proper method of acquiring mining
lands from the government should be by lease instead of in fee simple; making the rights

[L. O'Connor; A. A- Cole.l
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of the holder practically the same as if he held iu fee simple. If certain conditions, which
might be made quite elastic, were not complied with, eventually the land would go back to
the Crown, and there would not be the difficulty that we have in a good man}- parts of Ontario,
where the title to lands is so tied up that capitalists will not touch them at all, because they
cannot get a clear title. After a certain number of years, should the rental not be paid,
the lands would revert to the Crown, and the next holder would be sure of a good title. A good
many object to the word ''lease," but such a tenure could be made just as secure as a grant
outright. That would be a method of taxation, a small acreage taxation, for all mining lands
that are acquired or secured from the Crown.

The Acreage Tax

Mr. Gibson: You are aware, of course, there is now an acreage tax? A. Yes.

Q. .Would you suggest any change in that? A. I don't know just how much that tax is.

Q. There is a tax of two cents per acre upon mining lands in an unorganized district,

but where a municipal organization has been set up, the tax ceases to be levied? A. Well, I
think on unworked lands that might easily be increased with advantage. That would not
apply to any working properties at all.

Q. Have you any figure in your mind? A. Well, I would rather not mention a figure,

but I think two cents is too low.

Q. You said that in the event of a leasing system being adopted, if certain conditions
were not complied with, the lands would revert to the Crown. You have mentioned one con-
dition only, that is, if the annual rental failed to be paid. Had you any other condition in

your mind? A. That was the only one. ^My idea was that it should be easy for this land to
come back to the Crown on account of the non-payment of the annual dues over a certain
period. I wanted to suggest that it be made in such a way that the lands would not be for-

feited on account of any small technicality.

Q. For how many years' unpaid rental would you forfeit? A. Say five or ten years.

There is much idle mining land in Ontario that would be working to-day if the titles which
have been clouded perhaps for the last fifty or sixty years, could be cleared up.

Q. You are probably aware that the leasing system was in force for a long time in

Ontario, beginning in 1891 ; that a large acreage of mining land was put under lease, and
that a large proportion of these lands did revert to the Crown? A. Yes. The Canadian
Mining Institute a number of years ago was asked to suggest certain basic principles on
which a mining law could be drafted for the Dominion of Canada, and one of the principles

they recommended was that lands should be leased.

Q. Have you observed any objection on the part of prospective investors to acquire lands
under lease instead of in fee simple? A. Some of them do object; but it does not seem to

work out adversely in Mexico, or other countries where they have the leasing system; and if

it is made clear that the lease is of a permanent nature and can be held by a small pay-
ment, I think a title could be made just as secure as if acquired outright.

Q. In the United States and Great Britain, the countries whence most of the capital

comes to Canada for mining purposes, are investors prepossessed in favour of the fee simple
plan? A. I think they are, but that could be overcome. We have an illustration right here
in the Province of Ontario. On one side of the Montreal river, if you get a prospect you
can acquire a patent. On the other side of the river, in the Temagami Forest Reserve, you
can get only a lease, but if your find is good you can get capital for it.

Mr. Young: How would that apply to taxation? A. In taxing the lands, I would divide

them into three groups. The new and unworked lands, the lands that are being worked but
not yet on a paj-ing basis, and those that are on a paying basis; and this would apply to

the first of those, the new and unworked lands.

Q. The acreage tax would be all that the State would get from them? A. Yes, that is

all the suggestion contains.

A Small Tax on all Producing Mines

Q. And what would you suggest that they pay during the stages of working and not
paying? A. I think that any mine actually producing ore should pay a small amount of
taxation, and on that assumption I would suggest a very small tax levied on the gross output.

For instance, on silver, a small tax per ounce produced, and gold the same way. That is, a
small tax simply to help out the taxation of the Province, and at the same time not to con-
stitute a hardship on the mining industry.

Mr. Gibson: That tax would accrue regardless of whether the mine were profitable or
unprofitable? A. Yes.

Q. You would not suggest anything that would be detrimental to the investment of
capital? A. Not at all, no.

Q. Out of what source could an unprofitable mine pay taxes, except capital? A. It

would have to be considered simply as one of the working expenses ; but the main tax must, I

U. A. Cole.}
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think, come from profits, very much as they are calculated now in the three per cent. Pro-

vincial tax.

Mr. Young: Then, do I understand you would have three systems working; first, a

rental system applied to the first class of new and unworked mines; a gross output tax on

the working mines that were not paying ; then a net profit tax on the mines that were making

a profit? A. No. The main taxation should be on the profits; it should be made to cut out

the other taxes as the mines came into the profitable class.

Q. "Why require a non-profitable mine to pay taxes on its output? Simply for revenue

purposes? A. Simply for revenue purposes; it is looking forward to becoming a revenue

producer and should be taxed, I think. Any mine that has ore would be in a better position

to pay taxes than mining lands that are not being worked at all.

Q. There would seem to be this difficulty, that if a man didn't work his claim at all, he

would pay only the acreage tax? A. Well, there is that objection.

Tax on Profits the Fairest

Q. If he could make profits there would at once be taxation on his output; and perhaps

the mining profit tax on the whole is fairest? A. Undoubtedly. I think that is where the

revenue should come from. It was not with the idea of placing any load on the working of

the lands that I suggested an output tax. It was simply because any company that had ore

it could ship, is likely to be in a better position to pay taxes than those who have lands

Ipng idle.

Q. Have you given any consideration to the ad valorem system of taxation; that is, the

system by which mines are actually valued and the mining company is assessed and taxed on

that value? A. I have, but I don't think it is feasible at all.

Q. Speaking generally, or with reference to conditions in Ontario? A. Speaking gen-

erally.

Q. You know, of course, that in Michigan and Minnesota the iron mines are valued offi-

cially, and are assessed and taxed at the value placed upon them by the assessor? Do you

regard that as a system which is applicable to Ontario? A. No, I do not. I tliink that in

certain cases that could be applied to iron and nickel, but to the precious metals it is inap-

plicable entirely.

Q. Conceding that; would it apply to nickel or other deposits that have been proved to

contain a very large tonnage of ore? Why isn't that just as easy to guage as iron? A. Well,

I have not given that enough consideration to say.

Q. Do you think the present system of taxation on the net profits a just and equit-

able system? A. I think so. That is the best way of levying whatever taxes the mines have

to pay. Then, no heavy burden is put on those that are in the non-productive stage.

Q. Are there any features in our present system that occur to you as requiring any change?

A. I haven't come across any. It seems to be working satisfactorily. The T. & N. O. Rail-

way Commission have lands leased to certain companies, and the basis on which we calculate

our royalty is the same as that on which the Province collects the three per cent, mining tax.

Mr. Gibson: Is there anything else, Mr. Cole, that you would like to say? A. There is

just this: I don't know what the other mining men will have to say, but I would just like to

call your attention to the fact that if the present methods of taxation are all upset, it will

materially hinder the bringing in of fresh capital from the outside to develop new prospects,

and will discourage the mines that are already working. I am sure the members of the

Nickel Commission will appreciate the importance of the mining industry to the Province as

a whole. In collecting a few figures the other day, we were able to show that it cost annually

to run the Cobalt camp about $7,000,000. This sum would not be expended in the Province

if it were not for the silver mines, and the influence of that expenditure is bound to affect

the material prosperity, not only of this district, but almost every other part of the Province

in one way or another. In suggesting any changes or alterations in the method of taxation,

I am sure the Nickel Commission will take all of that into consideration.

Lt.=CoI. R. W. Leonard, President Coniagas Mines Limited, St. Catharines

Mr. Young: With regard to taxation, Colonel Leonard, what are your views as to the

present system? Is it satisfactory to the mining community, or do tlioy desire any change?

Unworked Lands Should be Taxed

A. I am strongly of opinion that unworked mining lands sliould 1)0 sufficiently taxed to pre-

vent them being held indefinitely as undeveloped properties ; I would favour an acreage tax

as at present, but I do not see why organized territory should be exempted.

Q. The same rule could be applied to both organized and unorganized districts? A. That
is my impression.

[A. A. Cole; B. W. Leonard.'[
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Mr. Gebsox: What would you say as to the amount of the present tax? Do you think

it is sufficient to effect that purpose? A. It is only two cents an acre. It seems to me very

small. I think it could be increased without hardship to people who really intended to develop,

and perhaps to the betterment of the whole industry.

Mr. Young: Would a tax of five cents an acre have the effect you suggest? A. I would
not like to speak too definitely on it, as my knowledge is not great; but it would not seem to

me that five cents is excessive.

Me. Gibson: Would you favour exempting from that acreage tax such lands as are

worked, or it is worth while to do so? A. If lands are actually and continually worked they

bring indirectly into the Province business and returns which might be considered of more
value to the Province than the tax, so that possibly it might h>e as well in such cases to remit

the tax. It might be a slight incentive toward working.

Me. Young: I am wondering if the difference between two cents and five cents would
have the wholesome effect you suggest? A. I doubt if it would, and therefore I say five cents

in my opinion is a very small tax.

Q. If the object is to stimulate the working of a claim, the difference between two and
five cents is not verj- much on a forty-acre claim? A. If paying such a tax on a forty-acre

claim isn't worth while, it couldn't be of much value to the owner.

Q. You think a substantial increase in the tax on unworked lands would not be at all

unreasonable? A. I think so.

Me. Gibson: Then your sugge.stion of a substantial acreage tax would have a two-fold

object: first, to stimulate the working of the land; secondly, to cause it to revert to the

Crown and so clear the title if the owner failed to pay? A. Quite so.

Q. Both of these objects would be advantageous? A. Yes.

No Fault to Find with Profit Tax

Mr. Young: What are your views as to the best taxation on a profitable mine? A. Well,

I don't think that mine owners have any desire to escape a just share of the taxation necessary

for the government of the Province or of the Dominion. We have become accustomed to the

3 per cent, tax as exacted by the Province, and speaking for our own property, we have no

reason to find fault with it. We consider it as good a method of obtaining a revenue as any

we can think of.

Q. Do you thing it is fairer to the mining community generally than the output tax

would be? A. Yes. It would be difficult to value the properties for taxation purposes, espe-

cially properties producing complex minerals, such, for instance, as these at Cobalt. There
woulil bo the question as to the valuation of the nickel and arsenic and silver in these, and how
much profit, if any, there is in 7)reducing these things. We have other complex minerals in

the Province, so that I think there would be great difficulty in the administration of such

a law.

Me. Gibson: One desirable quality in any method of taxation is certainty; it should be

easily understood? A. Yes.

Q. You think that quality is possessed by the present system? A. I think it is.

Q. How would you regard the system such as obtains in other parts of the world, for

instance the United States, based on the value of the mine? A. I think it would be very

difficult to establish the value of the mine. It might be a very good thing for mining engineers

employed to value the mines from time to time. I think it would V>e principally beneficial to

them.

Q. Do you regard it as suitable to our conditions in Ontario? A. Xo.
Me. Young : Have you any suggestion with regard to the jjortion of the tax that the

municipality should get? The arbitrary figure is one-third, with the excep^tion of Cobalt,

which gets one-half? A. I don't know that I am competent to exp^ress an opinion on that.

I have not gone into it at all.

Me. Gibson: It doesn't matter to the mine owner? A. It doesn't matter to the mine
owner, no.

Me. Young : Well, in some cases it might matter to the mine owner. If the taxes he paid
were spent on local improvements, roads and the like, it would he useful to him in the opera-
tion of his industry? A. Well, giving my impression only, I think that the mine owners in

CoV)alt have had the view that the municipality has had a good fair share of the taxation for

its local expenditures.

[K. fV. Leonard.^
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Two=Cent per Acre Tax a Joke

Mr. Gibson: There is at present a Crown tax of two cents an acre. Do you think that
sufficient? A. No, I think it is a joke.

Q. Do you think an increase in that tax would have a deterrent effect, or work any hard-
ship, on the prospector? A. It all depends how high it would be.

Q. I suppose the amount of the tax is a matter of opinion. A. I think it would be a
good idea for the Province to take out of the hands of the township the right to assess min-
ing lands, because the thing is so mixed up now that one township will assess a mining claim
that isn't being worked at a small sum, and the next one will assess a similar claim for a
thousand dollars.

Q. There is a provision in the law with reference to that: mining lands are assessable at

not less than agricultural lands in the same district; minerals in the ground are not taxed,
nor are the buildings of a mine? A. Take the case of Porcupine; there are many claims up
there not being worked, and they are not taxed as agricultural land. There are many claims
in the woods, not worth anything apparently, assessed at $800 a claim.

Q. The law provides a remedy for any person who deems himself over assessed ; he has
the right to appeal? A. I think the right of the township to assess at all should be limited.

Mr. Young: The danger is, you might drift into the valuation of mines, for which the
rural assessor is wholly incompetent; everybody concedes that? A. Yes.

Q. I think we have your point, that there is a hardship and an inconsistency; in some
cases there is very low valuation, and in other cases a very high valuation without what, in

your opinion, is sufficient justification? A. If you are going to put a considerable acreage
tax on patented mining claims that are not being worked, then the township ought to take
the same valuation that you put on, or else get part of the taxes that the Province would
collect from that source.

Mr. Gibson: If the theory is sound that pressure should be brought to bear upon the
owner of undeveloped mining lands to work them, wouldn't the pressure of heavy taxation
on such lands in organized townships have the desired effect? A. Yes, it certainly would.

Progressive Tax Rate Objectionable

Mr. Young: Have you e\er considered a progressive tax? Should a mine making a
profit of twenty thousand dollars a year pay a lower rate than one making a million doUare a
year? A. The idea is popular with those who have nothing to tax.

Q. It is a principle that is pretty generally adopted now in other assessments, such as

our Succession Duties Act, and, in fact all the world over, whether it is right or wrong? A.

Personally I think it is wrong; but all that kind of legislation is mixed up with politics now
to make the rich man pay more for each dollar of his income than the poor man does. That
is the reason for it, whether it is just or not. It comes back finally to this: if we pay
excessive taxes in the mining industry, it will discourage other investors from coming in

here, and will hold back the development of the country.

Q. Do you regard the present system at all as having reached that point you speak of?

A. No, I don't think so, to people who understand thoroughly the conditions; but as I have

said before, in the States they are wondering how far the government will go in taxing

the mining industry here, and that has had some effect in considering new properties in

Ontario at this time.

Q. I might point out to you, though you may be already aware of the fact, that in the

State of Michigan the taxation of mines has risen to 15 per cent, on the gross profits;

far beyond anything that has ever been suggested here, and that in one year the profits on

iron ore to the' mine owners in Michigan was 25 cents a ton, out of which they paid 14 cents

in taxation; yet the iron mining industry of Michigan is going ahead. I don't mean that

that is an ideal condition; but I am just pointing to it in connection with your remark in

regard to Ontario. But, generally speaking, is it your opinion that the present sj-stem in.

vogue in Ontario is a just and equitable system? A. Yes, it is.

Q. And you don't suggest any change? A. No, I think we are all right as we are.

Mr. Tom R. Jonss, General Manager, Buffalo Mines, Limited, Cobalt

Mr. Young: Well, Mr. Jones, we shall be very glad to have your views on the question

of taxation. You have heard Mr. Watson's statement; do you agree with him in the main?

A. I think a general scheme should be worked out in connection with the taxation on mines

in townships which are open for settlement or prospecting; but a just tax should be levied by
the Province to provide for the construction of roads and highways and schools.

Q. On all lands, whether mining or agricultural? A. Yes, as soon as the land is

applied for under a prospector's license it ought to be subject to taxation, and when there

is a demand for roads and highways the Province should take immediate steps to construct

[Ti. B. Watson; T. E. Jones."]
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them on a fixed policy, for Avhicli there would be set aside a certain sum, and this would

regulate the taxes in that case. I don't think you can make a fixed rate except for a

particular township.

Q. 1 don't understand how you propose the money should be raised? A. The Province

should issue debentures, which it could redeem by the charges levied against the land.

Q. fhat would have to be quite a substantial tax? A. Well, people are willing to pay it,.

If roads go through they benefit all and relieve distress and hardship.

Q. You would retain that fund for a certain time? A. Yes.

Q. And build your roads with it? A. A nominal sum could be fixed against townships

where there was no expenditure.

Q. And you would collect the moneys expended in that township from the lands in it?

A. Yes.

Q. As they were taken up? A. As they were taken up.

Q. And if the taxes were not paid the land would revert to the Crown? A. It would be

government property.

Mr. Gibson: These settlers would mostly be poor men; would they be able to pay much
of a tax? A. Well, reduce your rate of interest, or extend it over a longer period, say 100

years. If you don't do that, you spend the money all in one lump, or it all comes out of the

general funds of the Province. It would be the same thing, only a different means of dis-

tributing it. In the townships of Teck and Lebel, they are figuring on organizing a muni-

cipality, and wish to take up the question of roads, highways and schools immediately;

something of that kind will have to be done.

Q. That, of course^ is not specially mining taxation; it would apply to all lands? A.

Yes, and there is no reason why some such scheme could not be carried out.

Q. There would be no distinction between a mining claim and agricultural lands? A.

No, it would be all on the same basis. It would extend over a long period of years, making
the rate of interest comparatively small.

Q. Speaking now with regard to the present system of taxation of mines in Ontario?

A. I prefer the present system of taxation on the net profits.

Q. You think it is a just and equitable system? A. I think it is a most satisfactory

system. It is something definite and well understood, and it is one that we can fix our books

up each quarter to comply with.

Q. Have you any suggestion about amending the Act in any way, or do you think it

works fairly well as it is? A. I would heartily disagree with any attempt to adopt the

Minnesota and Michigan plan, which we hear so much about. I was in Minnesota when the

agitation was on, and it was a straight political move, because the mines had no representa-

tive in the Legislature, and we simply got the worst of it. It caused a big fight in Lake
county. The agitation was supported from Duluth, where they kept all the revenue and
spent it. We never got a nickel of it for highways or anything else. The miners finally got

a representative in the Legislature, and in the end managed to have a good deal of revenue
raised by the tax expended in the locality. They have now in Lake county a very good school

system contributed to solely by the miners. The ad valorem plan has worked out most detri-

mentally in Minnesota. The minute a man starts exploration he is assessed; there is no time

to develop a proven ore body by diamond drill work or otherwise, and had this system been
adopted twenty years ago the kno\,\-n iron ore reserves of the United States would have been a
small item compared with to-day. To my idea it is essential for the Province or the govern-

ment in the matter of ore reserves to know what you have got. That is information only;

it is not actual value. The last iron ore tlie Steel Corporation take out will cost them about
$18 a ton.

Q. I need not ask for your opinion of that system in Ontario? A. I think the Province
and the government should know what the ore reserves are as they are determined, in order

to form a correct appreciation of the possibilities of the mining industry.

Mr. Young: We appreciate the difficulties, but there is a difference between valuing iron

ore and valuing the precious metals, gold and silver? A. I don't think it is a good proposi-

tion. You might develop by diamond drill a large percentage of low grade ore which is not
of commercial value. It would be taxable in Minnesota, and it is no asset. On the other
hand, you may have commercial ore in unproven ground, but the ad valorem system dis-

courages exploration, and it remains unlocated.

Mr. Samuel W. Cohen, General Manag^er, Crown Reserve Mining Company,
Limited, Cobalt

Mr. Young: Well, Mr. Cohen, what are your views on our present system of taxation!
A. I think the system is pretty good as it applies to Cobalt and the precious metal mines
especially, but I think one of the reasons it works out so satisfactorily is because of the
individual merit of the assessor, Mr. Mickle.

[T. B. Jones; S. W- Cohen.'\
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Case of the Nickel Companies

Q. The tax collector isn't generally a very popular man? A. The only point that
seems to be not clear in the matter is apart from these mines here. It is very easy to

tax the net profit in Cobalt or Porcupine, but we are not sure whether we are getting a
perfectly square deal as things work out, as far as the nickel mines in Sudbury are

concerned. If we owned our own smelters, for instance, and ran them as an independent
company, we could reduce our profits at the mine and would not have to pay as much
taxes, yet at the same time we would be earning as much money. That is an indefinite

point, which should in some way be cleared up.

Q. That is the troublesome question of the value of the ore at the pit's mouth when
there is no market for it? A. Exactly.

Q. Now, what are j^our own views as to that; how would you deal with that situation?

A. Well, I would simply take the value of the refined product and figure out what it cost

to refine it, and allow a fair profit on it ; after all, the refining is a commercial operation

;

the process is no secret, and is not covered by special patent any longer, therefore it

isn't entitled to any more than a fair profit.

Mr. Gibson: What about the smelting stage; wouldn't you allow some profit for that?

A. Oh, yes. I mean, the matte goes to Xew Jersey, and they claim that the only reason it has
a value is because they know how to refine it.

Q. Supposing you were to apportion the profit over the three stages, mining, smelting
and refining, in terms of percentage. What, in your opinion, would be a fair proportion to

allow for the several stages? A. I don't know about a particular case, because I have
not gone into details, but everybody knows what it costs to smelt. Take the cost of the
coal, and the freight rates and so on. It is not a matter of chance or uncertainty or prob-
ability; it is a straight question of business. The same is true of refining. Mining is the
indefinite end of it. Now, we have to pay taxes here on the profits that we make in the
individual mine without any consideration of the chances we take in the refining of that metal.
That is, for instance, the Crown Reserve mine pays a tax on the net profit of the Crown
Reserve. It takes no cognizance of any money the Crown Reserve has to spend.

Q. Is that view correct? There is an allowance for depreciation, and isn't the cost

of new work on this mine or on other mines of the same company deducted from the
profits? A. I don't think it was ever deducted from us.

Q. Well, has the Crown Reserve Company ever spent any money in this way? A. Yes,

it developed the Porcupine Crown gold mine.

Q. Isn't that a separate companj'? A. Yes, it became a separate company to operate
that mine. Mining must be considered as a special business, more subject to chances and
risks than the suljsequent operations of smelting and refining. Therefore if we here go
ahead without trying to make any arrangements for separate companies to save certain

moneys and should pay what seems to be a legitimate tax, everybody else should do the
same. That is, there should be no loophole for them to get away.

Mr. Young: There is this difficulty in this case, your product of silver has an easily
ascertainable value? A. So has nickel.

Q. Is your idea to take the market value of nickel and then deduct the cost of smelting
and refining? A. You could carry that through to its logical conclusion, and find out what
they actually get for the nickel.

Q. I would just like you to put yourself in the position of the Mine Assessor; how
would you work out the nickel situation in the case of the International Nickel Company?
A. Well, if the nickel refining was done by one company, and the smelting by another, there
would be no trouble whatever about it, would there?

Q. No, because there would be a contract fixing the selling price? A. Now, then,
put the case under present conditions. It doesn't make any difference whether I sell ore
to myself or anj^body else ; the smelter makes a certain profit, and the refinery makes a
certain profit. The refineries and smelters don't take any chances, where the mining com-
pany does. They locate at a given point, and they know that there are certain ores they
can draw on, and they are entitled to a certain profit. In the case of companies trying
to use foreign organization to get away from the tax, the only way is to tax the profit on
this industry which takes no chances.

Q. Aren't you there in this difficulty, that the Province cannot tax works outside the
Province under the B. N. A. Act, which gives the Province all the powers of taxation it
possesses? It is said to the Mine Assessor: "The nickel in the matte is worth so much;
what gives it the remaining value is our refining process, which is carried on outside of your
jurisdiction altogether. '

' Now, how would you proceed to ascertain the fair value of the nickel
and copper in that matte? A. The only answer I can give to that is to ask another
question. Suppose we did that with silver ores?

Q. Well, you have got a selling value there? A. So have they got a selling value.
They know what the product will bring.

Q. Surely you would have to deduct the cost of the refining process? A. Yes, and
get at the profit.

[S. TV. Cohen.-]
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Q. We don't know that? A. They know. There is no reason why they shouldn't.

Under the terms of the Crown Reserve purchase from the government we pay a 10 per cent,

royalty which includes the 3 per cent, tax; and if we wanted to get around that, what is

the matter with our buying a little refinery right over the line, and selling that ore to

ourselves for nothing, or a small amount per ton? I am sure the government would not

have stood for it, because it would be a special case which they could take up, and I think

something should be done with the other people. They are a big company, earning tre-'

mendous profits, and they ought to pay their proportion of the taxes. AVe have no kick

coming, but we don't want to see anybody else getting away with something that we
cannot get ourselves.

Would Tax Undeveloped Lands

The only other point ; patented lands should be taxed to cause them to be worked.

Q. What would you tax them? A. I would tax them enough to make it worth while;

something substantial.

Q. Twenty-five cents an acre? A. At least that.

Q. What do you think of Mr. Jones' suggestion? A. I didn't catch all he said, but

I know about Minnesota, as I came from there. The conditions are very different. An
iron mine has a certain amount of ore

;
you can see and measure how much there is

;

and it has a market which does not vary much; therefore you know just about what the mine
is going to produce, and can put a tax on it. And by the way, a great part of that tax
goes to the University of Minnesota, to which I went, and which is probably the best institute

in the world as a result of the revenue thus obtained. But that is a special method wliich

might apply to coal and iron. You could not very well apply it to other mines. There will

always be trouble and disputes.

Present Tax Law All Right

This present arrangement is a good arrangement.

Q. Both in theory and practice? A. Yes. The man that makes the money should pay
the tax. Everybody that is making money out of mines should share it. It should not be
possible for any company or any organization to get away.

Mr. Gibson': I don't know, Mr. Cohen, whether you got the import of my question

with regard to the nickel situation. You say you would work back from the price received

for the nickel? A. If you could find out that price.

Q. Well, assuming we know wliat they sell it for, you would deduct so much for refining,

and so much for smelting, and the balance would be the value of the ore? A. Yes.

Q. Could you put the share of the total profit that you would allot to each of these

respective stages in the form of a percentage? Take 100 as the whole. How much would
you allot for profit on the refining, the smelting and the mining? A. I wouldn't put it

that way. I would give the refining a definite profit on its operations.

Q. I am asking what percentages? A. That would all depend on how much their costs

are and their profits, but I mean those costs should be fixed. Suppose you sell ore to

Colonel Leonard, who is in the Province, and he makes a hundred thousand a year on his

refinery, representing, say, only five or ten per cent, on his investment, you wouldn't think

that that was anything but a fair profit; they should have a fair return on the treatment
of the ore, but I don't know how the profit is to be proportioned.

Q. Would you take into account the capital employed, the amount of labour and so

on in each stage? A. I figure that the smelting and refining is an industry that is entitled

only to the proportion of profit that similar industries make. It takes no chances, because
it has a definite supply. It is true, it is incidental to the business, but it is no more
incidental than anything else, and the very fact that the International Nickel Company
controls practically all the nickel mines in Canada and therefore can have its own refinery,

puts it in a different position than if other nickel miners in Canada should pay some
refinery here to refine their ore.

Q. Possession of the ore is the real basis for any mining company? A. Of course.

Q. That goes without saying ; but because of that, should a larger share of the profit

be allotted to the mining than to subsequent operations? A. In certain cases. There are
other ways of refining nickel than the International Company's process, but all the refineries

in the world couldn't pay unless they had the ore.

Q. You would, then, take the value of the refined nickel, and deduct from the cost

of refining a reasonable amount for profit, and you would tax the balance, less the cost

of smelting? A. On the mine, yes.

Q. Suppose you could not ascertain that cost, you would do the best you could? A. Yes,
you would have to do the best you could.

Q. Col. Leonard 's books would be available to a Mine Assessor ; the books of an outside

company would not? A. You can find out; there is no trick in it.

IS. W. Cohen.l
12 X . ,
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Mr. B. Neilly, Manager, Penn=Canadian Mines, Limited, Cobalt

Mk. Young: Well, Mr. Neilly, you have heard these gentlemen. Have you anything

to add to what they have said? A. I simply affirm again that unless very radical changes

are to be made in the system of taxation, the present one is quite satisfactory, now that

we are used to it, and capital appreciates just what it means. I would combat the suggestion

of a tax on the gross output by merely referring to the fact that on certain commodities
the government pay a bounty on the gross output.

Capital Should be Returned Before Profits Taxed

None of us know very much, I suppose, about the proper method of applying taxation,

but in a mining concern it must always be kept in mind that you must get the amount of the

investment out before you make any profit; and that until the company has produced enough
profits to return the capital invested, the present tax even is a penalty on the best mining
proposition. It cannot be adjudged otherwise. In the United States I understand that the

usual depreciation allowed has been five per cent., and that has just been changed, and I am
informed that there will be no profit tax until the value of the property at the time this law
comes into efliect has been returned to the shareholders.

Mr. Gibson: In what State is that law? A. I got that information from Mr. Watson
just now, and I suppose it would be in New Jersey. I think that is where the holding'

company of the Nipissing is chartered. He told me that it applied to them, so that must
be where the change is made, and there will be no profit tax until the gross value of ore

reserves as reported at the time the mining law was brought into force has been repaid to

the shareholders. That, I think, is a very fair position.

Q. You think that a fair allowance should be made for the capital invested in a

mine, in the way you speak of? A. Yes.

Q. Without any relation whatever to the amount of the capital stock of the companj^?
A. Oh, absolutely no relation.

Q. So that if a company developed the mine at a cost of $100,000 you think they should

be allowed to retain their profits up to the amount of one hundred thousand dollars before
they begin to pay any taxes? A. Yes. Otlicrwise you are penalizing them for putting

their investment in that particular channel.

Q. Would there be any difficulty in ascertaining the amount of capital invested in

any particular mine? A. Yes. That is the whole difficulty.

Q. Well, isn't it a serious difficulty? A. That is a serious difficulty, yes.

Q. Isn't one of the chief advantages of any tax its definiteness and certainty? A. That
is one of the reasons, as I say, that the present form of taxation is as good as anything I

can suggest, or have heard suggested, unless you go to the extreme and make an allowance
for capital invested from the time of the profit tax being imposed. I point that out merely

as a weakness in the present method.

Q. But you may find it not easy to suggest a remedy? A. Not easy, no, although at

the present time we are paying a three per cent, tax on profits, whereas we have not yet

paid a dividend.

Q. Would you regard a sum that a company might pay for a claim as a sum that should
be deducted from the profits before taxation accrued? A. I don't think there could be
any simpler matter.

Q. If a man paid $2.50 an acre to the government for a forty-acre claim, that would
be $100, and if he developed a profitable mine, would that be the amount he would be
entitled to deduct? A. On the other hand, another man might buy a similar mine from
a prospector and pay a hundred thousand dollars for it, and he would have the right to deduct

that hundred thousand before paying a tax.

Q. Is it a difficult matter to calculate your reserves in the silver mines at Cobalt? A. It

is almost impossible. You can make an approximation in some cases.

Q. But it is largely conjectural? A. Yes, and if you go to buy a property you have
got to pay for far more than the actual ore reserves. In the case of the mine I am
manager of, there was nothing in siglit when we bought, and we paid a hundred thousand
dollars for it.

Q. You took a chance? A. We took a chance, and paid a hundred thousand dollars

for the chance. I think in the abstract a man has a right to have his capital returned
before you tax him on thei profits, if there is any possible way to get at it, but I don't
think there is.

Increase the Acreage Tax

Mr. Young: But with that suggestion you approve of the present system? A. Yes,
absolutely. I think I would be in favour of increasing the acreage tax, although as I

understand, it doesn't really represent a tax. It is merely a means of getting title to the

property; it is not really intended as a tax.

IB. Neilly.']
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Mr. Gibson: It produces some revenue? A. Yes, but still it doesn't amount to very

much. I think everything should be done to encourage the prospector up to the time at

least that the patent issues. There should be no heavy tax on him. I would suggest to

exempt the prospector from the tax for a period of a year or so after the patent issues,

and then make it fairly heavy so that the claim will either be developed or turned back

to the Crown, and give" somebody else a chance.

Mr. Young: Make the acreage tax fairly heavy after a reasonable period to oblige the

owner to do something, or dispose of it? A. If a man hasn't produced anything of value in

three to five years, the chances are he is not going to.

Q. And you would make that a substantial tax? A. Yes.

Q. Twenty-five cents an acre would be little enough? A. Why, I would be inclined

to favour something over that.

Q. You think that would be wholesome on the mining industry? A. I do, yes. We
have enormous acreages tied up under patent that nobody has a right to go on and prospect,

and the owners make no move to develop their property. The parties that own the lands

may be quite certain they are no good, but are holding them on the off chance.

Q. Would you make that in addition to the tax the assessor puts on? A. You mean

in organized territory?

Q. "ies. A. I don't feel competent to express an opinion on that. I would not care

to say, because the townships vary considerably both as to assessed value and the tax rate.

Mr. Gibson: There is pressure now at that point on the owners of undeveloped land,

which should tend to induce them to develop it? A. Not very much. I think it is ten

dollars an acre; a forty-acre claim would be $400 and the rate is ten mills. Four times that

is not enough.

Q. Ten mills is the average rate? A. Yes, I think that is the rate in the township

of Coleman this year, and the taxes derived from this assessed value amount to something

like $9,000.

Q. There is no assessment on the mines? A. No, their other income from profit taxes

amounts to, I think, about $21,000.

Q. Are you able to express any opinion as to the distribution under the present Act

between the government and the municipality? A. There was one thing which struck me in

looking into that, and that was the township's proportion of the profit tax, a little more than

took care of education in the district ; I think that is a nice point.

Q. The cost of the schools? A. The cost of the schools in the township was $17,000,

and their income from that profit tax was $21,000. It assured education to all children

in the township, and made it easy for the township to supply first class schools and first

class teachers.

Q. And good roads as well? A. And good roads as well.

Mr. H. A. Kee, Manager, Kerr Lake Mining Company, Limited, Cobalt

Mr. Young: Wliat can you tell us, Mr. Kee? A. I do not feel that I could add any-

thing that would be of benefit, as everything has been pretty well covered.

Q. Do you agree or disagree? A. I feel that the taxes called for under present condi-

tions are quite reasonable.

Q. You approve of the present system, in short? A. Yes, I do.

Q. And have nothing to suggest in the way of amendments? A. I have nothing to

suggest. We are all pleased to pay excess taxes due to existing war conditions, but once any

change is made, it is likely to be a radical change and may be injurious.

Q. You agree with the suggestion that patented lands viiich are not developed might

stand a substantial acreage tax? A. Yes.

Q. You would not express an opinion as to an increase in the profit tax? A. No.

Q. The amount of that tax should be left to the authorities? A. Yes, after your inves-

tigation is concluded.

Q. And I assume you would like it to be as low as possible? A. Yes, we feel we are

paying a fairly good proportion under the present conditions.

Q. I don't* suppose you have looked into the percentage that is paid on the American
side? A. No, I have not.

Q. Taxes there are heavy as compared with ours? A. Yes; they have been increased

considerably in the last few years.

[B. Neilly; E. A. Kee.l
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EVIDENCE AT TIMMIX.S, 2X1) OCTOBER, 1916

Mr. H. E. Montgomerv, Town Clerk, and Mr. E. H. Hill, Assessor and
Fire Chief, Timmins

Mr. Young: Well, Mr. Montgomery, jou have been good enough to give us a statement

here showing assessment, taxation, etc., in Timmins, and %ve are obUged to you for the

time and trouble you have given to it. I don't know that it calls for much, if any, explana-

tion, but it is a fact that there are no arrears of indebtedness on any of the debentures

that are mentioned in the statement? A. Yes.

Problems of Municipal Finance

Q. Are you contemplating a further issue of debentures? A. Yes.

Q. How' much would that be? A. The public school would call for about $35,000.

Q. Will that be a ten-year issue? A. AVell, it all depends on how we can sell them.

If we cannot sell them to an outsider, the Hollinger Company will take them, and will want
them to suit themselves ; so we don 't know yet whether they will be ten or fifteen years.

Q. And are there any others? A. Yes, some local improvements and sidewalks, but

we don't know how much we need. We will pass a by-law authorizing us to borrow the

money from the bank, and when we know what it is we will issue a debenture for that.

Q. That will not exceed five thousand, will it? A. I don't think so.

Q. Then, there is no pressing requirement for any further expensive improvement, is

there? A. There is another issue of debentures authorized for $1,800 for patriotic purposes

and things like that. We have paid the amount out of the general fund, and will have

to reimburse it.

Q. You are going to recoup it by a debenture issue? A. Yes.

Q. You have given us here a list of the total taxes, 1912, 1913, 1914, 1915 and 1916,

inclusive; that does not include what you call the royalty? A. Xo.

Q. Xow, the column here headed "Income," that shows the ordinary receipts from

income tax proper? A. Yes.

Q. Without regard to anything derived from the mines? A. Except from the employees.

Q. But not from the mining company? A. No.

Q. That is rather large assessment this year, isn't it—$381,056? A. Yes; that is

what it is.

Q. So that you must give pretty strict attention to the income end of your taxation

here? A. Yes, Mr. Hill looks after that.

Q. Mr. Hill is also the collector here, I understand. A. Yes.

Q. About what percentage do you lose in taxes?

Mr. Hill: On income tax the loss is high, say thirty-three and one-third per cent.

Q. What is that due to largely—people leaving? A. Yes. I get my return say in

March of this year ; well, ninety per cent, of those are men that come and go. Out of this

90 per cent., say 40 per cent, stay about three or four months at the mine. The result is by
the time the tax bills are out they are away, and we lose track of them.

Q. Unless they have something to tie them here in the way of property? A. If they

have property I always get them. They sometimes come back.

Q. Would it help you to have periodical payments of taxes? A. Well, between the

time you assess and the time you get your first payment there would generally be three

months' interval. Then, you would lose a lot of them after that.

Q. Outside of the income tax, are the rest of your taxes pretty well collectable? A. Oh,

yes. The business tax is all collectable.

Q. Just the same as in any other community? A. Yes; we have no property tax arrears.

Q. Is the bulk of the income tax proper from mine employees? A. Yes.

Q. But there are professional men and other people who are liable? A. Xiuety per

cent, are mine employees.

Q. And the other ten per cent, would be store clerks and professional men? A. Yes.

Q. How do you assess the mineral claims in your municipality that are not being worked
or are not productive? A. We don't happen to have any. We have just got the Hollinger
Consolidated property in the municipality.

Q. There are no mining claims ju.st staked out and left in your town at all? A. No,
we haven't got a piece of any kind.

Q. Do you know as a matter of fact, how they do in Tisdale? A. Yes.

Q. How are they assessed there? A. I understand that this year the assessor has run
them as high as $35 and $40 an acre. I took it here at $10 an acre.

Q. I understood you didn't have any? A. The only mining property we have in town,
is the Hollinger gold mine. Well, that land is assessed at $10 an acre.

Mr. Gibson: Practically all the buildings connected with the mine are non-assessable?

A. Yes, the buildings used for mining and milling purposes and sorting of the ore, and
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the office. The office is an expensive building: it cost upwards of $40,000. It is necessary

to the working of the mine, not the whole building, but 75 per cent, of it. Of course, there

is some elaborate accommodation there, such as that for the directors.

Q. And how do you do in that connection? A. Well, roughly, one flat that was used

as recreation rooms, dormitories, etc., was all I assessed.

Q. That would be an assessment of about fifteen or twenty per cent, on the whole value?

A. Yes, somewhere around there.

Taxes on Land

Q. And in assessing the other real estate in the town, about what proportion of the

cash value do you aim at? A. Well, this year, as near as I can give it, about 75 per cent,

of its real value; I try to hold that up right through.

Q. There are sales from time to time that enable you to judge fairly well of the

value? A. Yes.

Mr. Young: Have you had a real estate boom here? A. No, not since 1912.

Q. So that you are able to get a pretty fair idea of the true actual value? A. Yes.

IMr. Gibsox: Is property in fair demand? A. Yes, there are very few vacant lots.

In the Inisiness section there is not a vacant foot, and in the residential section I doubt

if there are more than fifty or sixty lots for sale, and they cannot be built on because they

are not suitable land. There are no vacant houses in town. There hasn't been a vacant

house here to my knowledge for the last two years.

Q. The population is increasing? A. Oh, yes.

Q. Notwithstanding the recruiting and so on, you estimate that your population is

growing? A. Oh, yes.

Q. Necessarily so, when the mines are expanding? A. The town has had a rapid growth

ever since I have been here. It is wonderful.
Mr. Youxg: You treat your office buildings under sub-sec. 4 of the Assessment Act

"Buildings, plant or machinery on or under mineral lands and used mainly for obtaining

minerals from the ground, etc." A. Yes.

Q. So that the office buildings in this case are exempt, under that provision? A. Yes,

that portion of the building used for office purposes.

Q. And then the boarding house, club houses and buildings of that sort? A. They
are all taxed. I assess them at full value in comparison with the other property that

is assessed.

Q. Is there anything that you would like to suggest to this Commission in regard to

the taxation of mines, from your point of view as an assessor? A. Not in connection with
the mining itself. I may say that we all like the mines to deal with. Never have any
trouble with them ; never even had an argument.

Mr. Gibsox: There isn't much room for argument. They know the tax j-ou are to get,

and they are good business men? A. There is no chance. I don't agree over much with that
income tax on the mine employees. As far as the mine itself is concerned, it is all right.

Q. What would you suggest as to that? A. I have heard there was a clause in a
portion of the Act, I think I have seen it, where you can put this income tax on the staff,

and apply a straight poll tax to the rank and file. I think if you could work anything like

that, it would be more satisfactory.

Small Income Taxes Hard to Collect

Q. Well, $5.00 poll tax wouldn't give you as much as you are getting now on your
income tax? A. I think it would, because you could impose that poll tax all year. The
point is, the average list of mine employees numbers 1,000, and that 1,000 turns into pretty
nearly 2,000 by the end of the year with the men coming and going and changing every
quarter. There is approximately $10,000. If a man works only a week we would go after

him for his poll tax; but I can see a difficulty in having both the poll tax and income
tax, because at the mine when they are making the returns of 700 or 800 men, they don't
know whetlier these men are residents or householders.

Q. And you have difficulty with the names of these foreigners? A. I don't mind the
name so much.

Q. Don't they change their name sometimes, and confuse you that way? A. Yes, they
may change it three or four times, and there is no doubt about all these foreigners getting
away to avoid paying their taxes. But the steady men at the mine pay year in and year out.

Mb. ^Moxtgomery : There is one thing which came into my mind. If we have the poll tax,

and ask the mine office to prepare a list, we have got to be at the mercy of some clerk up
there by agreeing to pay him a percentage, and then he may be too busy and can't attend
to it as he should. If it was the law that employers should collect the tax from the men on
the pay-roll it would make it easier.

Mr. Hill : That is the only solution ; and that would particularly apply to the foreigners.
It would catch them.

[H. E. Montgomery and E. H. Hill.']
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Mr. Young: Even under the present system wouldn't that be a good scheme, to make the
mine in some way responsible for the taxes? A. Yes. But the point is, if you levy a poll

tax you can get it right awaj\
Mr. Montgomery: And then a man often leaves and gets away without paying.

LIr. Hill: A lot of people think these foreigners don't know very much, but they

know when they are paying taxes, and you will see hundreds of them leave and go to

another town to avoid pajdng their income tax.

Mr. Gibsox: How is that collected? A. The Dome and Mclntyre take it off their

cheque, but I doubt if that is legal.

Q. And hand it over to the township? A. Yes, but I don't tliink you can stop a man's
money at the mine. You can make out a cheque for that amount and ask him to endorse it.

If you are renting a house from the HoUinger, they cannot stop the rent from your pay,
Mr. Youxg: Isn't that poll tax in the township for statute labour only?

Mr. Moxtgomery: There is one solution only, and that is to catch them as they come on.

A poll tax could be worked the same as the doctor's fee. When a man comes to the mine
the first thing that is charged to him is the doctor's fee, one dollar per month. Well,

this could be charged that way.
Mr. Hill: The collection of that tax would have to be done from the mine. We ought

to have an amendment to the Act requiring the mine to collect it, but under present conditions

they cannot.

Mr. Gibson: Is there any sum which represents the assessment of the HoUinger Com-
pany for the income tax? A. No.

Q. You do not say "We get from them $14,000 a year and our tax rate is so much,
consequently the amount the rate is applied on would be so much?" You don't work
back that way? A. Xo.

Q. Your roll shows the patented claims assessed to the HoUinger Company uniformly
at $10 an acre? A. Yes.

Q. And what is the total assessment? A. The total assessment is $40,300.

Q. Including all patented claims? A. Yes.

Q. And all buildings? A. Yes.

Q. Do they pay taxes on $40,300 at the ordinary rate, in addition to their tax under the

Mining Tax Act. A. Yes.

Q. What is the value of agricultural land in the neighborhood? A. It is a pretty hard
thing to decide. You get agricultural land here with timber on it, and the timber on
it is worth $40 or $50 an acre, but "when the timber is cleared off it is not worth $5 an acre.

Mr. Montgomery: There is another thing I should have mentioned when speaking of

debentures. We have given a by-law for $20,000 a second reading for an extension of water-
works, but until we can place the debentures, they won't be issued either.

Q. You are simply getting ready? A. Yes, just getting ready, and we want to do it as

soon as possible, but we have been unable so far to get anybody to take them up. They are
all afraid of the north country, unless the government will guarantee it.

MEMOEAXDUM RESPECTIXG TAXATIOX OF MIXES

By Mr. P. A. Robbins, Managing Director of the HoUinger Consolidated
Gold Mines, Limited, Timmins

The task of appearing before tliis Commission to discuss taxation of mines is rendered
difficult by the fact that it is a Provincial Commission. The matter of taxation is really a
national question, because any policy adopted by the Province of Ontario is more than
likely to have a decided influence upon Dominion legislation. I therefore feel justified in

asking that you grant me time in which to deal with this question upon lines which would
be proper if you were a Dominion Commission.

The Function of Gold

Representing as I do, but one branch of mining, namely, gold mining. I shall confine
myself to matters affecting that one branch of the industry. A very common mistake is

made in assuming that gold is not a necessity in our present day life. We are organized
into a complex inter-dependent social family, and anything which secures to us the advantage
of civilization is an absolute necessity. A staple basis of exchange is necessary in our life,

just as necessary as macadam roads or woollen underwear. The cave-man mode of life

required none of these, but we do require them.
Possibly when we arrive at that much dreamed of condition of society when civilization

shall have become greater than nationality, when international boundary lines shall have
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been erased and wlien cupidity in human nature shall be no more, then gold may not be a
necessity; but until that time we must have some staple, indestructible and uncouuterfeitable

security and basis of exchange. For thousands of years gold has occupied the position

of being internationally and universally acceptable as a medium of commerce, and as a
basis of exchange in the fundamental division of labour.

Most business is transacted upon credit, but back of that credit must be the ability

to pay, and hence we as a nation build up enormous reserves of gold in order that we may
maintain our credit.

It seems incongruous that we should delve in the earth, removing gold from its natural

hiding places only to store it again in artificial vaults, but such is the way of the world,i

and we must go the way of the world unless we seek isolation. Our government demands
that banks shall deposit a staple security against their note circulation, not because we
consider bankers dishonest, but because we recognize that humanity is frail and that even

the sages of finance may fail in their undertakings. In the same way, the world decides

upon gold as a standard, and when dealing with us asks to inspect our reserve stocks;

hence we mine our gold and store it in vaults.

Before the Franco-Prussian war, Paris and London shared the honours as the world's
clearing liouses. After the war London alone became the centre of exchange, simply because

of England's superior ability to show gold in support of her credit. It may seem superfluous

that I should consume time in pointing out well established truisms, but my purpose in so

doing is to clear the atmosphere of any suggestion that gold is a luxury and the gold-producing

industry is not a necessity. Gold hidden in the ground is of no use to us; produced in

marketable form it is a tremendous asset, and its possession will be of the greatest assistance

to us in our dealings with other nations after the war.
In considering the taxation of gold mines we should therefore keep in mind that the

gold-producing industry is one of the most necessary industries, and our taxation should
be designed to place the smallest possible burden upon it.

Why Gold Mininjj Should be Encouraged

Now, I will ask for a few moments of your time in which to point out the advantages
of encouraging gold mining.

The industry is one wliieh will operate at full force at all times in spite of financial

depressions. During the period of business depression which immediately preceded the war,

there was no place in Canada which was less affected than the little town of Timmins.
Its main industry could and did thrive in spite of the general depression. During the five

years ending with 191.5, the HoUinger and allied companies produced approximately $10,000,000,

of which nearly $4,000,000 was spent in the costs of operations, while an additional amount
of nearly $3,000,000 was invested in plant and development work. In all some $7,000,000

has been distributed amongst manufacturers, farmers, merchants and workingmen
;

quite a
reasonable sum to come from one little community. With sufficient encouragement, other
gold camps will grow. Kirkland Lake is now developing into a mining district of importance,
and will be a valuable market for machinery and supplies.

It is only the occasional mine which pays a profit to its owners. In the great majority
of cases, the only profit made from a gold mine is the profit made by the manufacturers
and merchants who supply the mine with its machinery and other commodities. Hence, it

behooves us to encourage in every possible manner, the growth of this depression-proof
industry, not alone for the direct benefits to the mine owners, but also because of the benefits
to the country at large in the support of the farmer and manufacturer.

As a colonizer, there is no industry so valuable as gold mining. It is the precious
metal mining which is building up Northern Ontario. We have the land ; we need the
settlers, but they are slow in moving in. Given a mining industry, and the country will

build itself up at an abnormal rate. In our settlers we want good stock, that their progeny
may be strong and healthy men and women. That is exactly the quality of men which
the mining industry draws to itself; strong, able men, capable of pioneering, men with
ambition, men who can do things.

Hence we should encourage mining, not only for the profits of the industry itself and
the benefits to our merchants and manufacturers, but also because of the wonderful colonizing
influence of the industry ; and of all mining, the gold industry should receive the greatest
encouragement, because gold is the lodestone which attracts men most, which inspires them
to superhuman effort in overcoming obstacles.

Now, we have many gold deposits of varying grades, a few sufficiently rich to pay a
profit; more n'ust rich enough to encourage the owners to keep on working in the hope of
making profits, and a great many too low in grade to be worked profitably. By reducing
our costs of operation, we are able to work deposits of lowering grade, and hence we should
remove every influence which tends to add to the cost of producing gold, in order that
the industry may grow to include as many as possible of our low grade deposits.

[P. A. Eobbins.l
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The Present Taxation Law

In regard to the present system of taxation in nse in this Province, there can be but

little criticism.

There are two defects to which I wish to draw your attention. First: the allowable

depreciation upon mining plant. This is fixed at 10 per cent, per annum, which allowance

is, generally speaking, insufficient. A fairer basis would be an allowance of 15 or 20 per

cent. Second: that while the Act contemplates writing off the investment in plant, no

provision is made for writing off the initial cost of development work.

If we sink a shaft we may not write off the cost of the shaft, but we may write off

the cost of the headgear which surmounts the shaft, and of the cages which travel in the

shaft. If we drive a crosscut, we may write off the cost of the rails and pipe lines which are

laid in the crosscut, but we may not write off the cost of the crosscut itself. In the specific

case of the Acme mine, before the property reached a profit-making stage there had been

expended $100,000 in plant and $200,000 in development work; the Act provides that the

plant cost may be charged to operations at the rate of $10,000 per year, but the larger

item of development cannot be charged to working costs at all. If, however, the same
development work is done in a year of profit-making, it is included as part of the operating

costs. This is not logical, and seems contrary to the spirit of the Act.

The HoUinger pays approximately 14 cents per ton to the Province as taxes; this is

not excessive, but it might be in the case of a property hovering upon the border between

profit and loss. Our system of taxation automatically adjusts itself to these conditions,

and does not burden the struggling industry, hence we should adhere to our present method

of taxing profits.

The disposal of the taxes is a question which it is to Ijc hoped will receive your attention.

At tlie present time one-third of the Provincial tax goes to the municipality in which the

profit-making property is situated. This is insufficient to meet the requirements for roads,

schools, waterworks, sewerage plants and other municipal works. A mining town springs into

being over night, and requires immediately all the improvements which a farming community

would be years in growing up to. Looked at broadly, the Province should not take any taxes

out of a new district until that district is out of its swaddling clothes and firmly established.

All taxes collected should be expended in the district from which they come, until such time

as the district no longer requires the amount collected. Much money is wasted and time lost

in providing necessary works, owing to insufficient funds being available for immediately

carrying out work of a permanent character. Much needless expenditure is made owing to

municipal inexperience. The Province should make an investment before demanding a divi-

dend, and it should build up the district before asking the district for a profit.

The Burden of Import Taxes

I wish now to deal with conditions which are beyond the control of the Province, but

which particularly affect the gold mining industry.

"We are at present engaged in the building of a mill and other plant costing nearly

$700,000. Canadian shops are largely unable to take our orders, and hence we are paying

directly to the government a tax of 35 per cent, upon the cost of supplies. There is no pro-

tection in the tax, because there is no industry to protect. Prices are at abnormal levels, and

at the present time the Dominion is taking from us an amount which would equal 50 per

cent, of the cost of the plant in normal times.

If we purchase a plant which would normally cost us $100,000, we must pay to the

Dominion government a direct tax of $50,000 before we can use the plant in our industry.

The import duties which affect us are not fixed at a percentage of normal costs, they are a

percentage of the cost at the time of purchase; hence the increased costs of labour and
supplies having necessitated a rise in first costs, the import duties have automatically been

increased by a like percentage.

Let me give you some specific figures

:

In 1914, before the war, we were able to purchase tube mills at a price which landed

them in Timmins at a cost of $0.0582 per pound duty paid, the duty amounting to $0,012 per

pound. At the present time we are bringing in ten tube mills at a cost of $0,095 per pound,

and the duty amounts to 0.023 per pound. The comparative gross figures from this order are:

1916 Landed cost $41,800 00 Dutv $10,143 00

1914 Landed cost 25,600 00 Duty 5,292 00

Increase $16,200 00 $4,851 00

[P. A. Eo'bUns.']
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Take another item of stamp parts:

In 1914 these cost us $0,058 per pound, the duty working out at $0.0111 per pound. In
1916 we are bringing in an equipment of 100 stamps at a landed cost of $0,085 per pound, of

which $0.0203 is duty. Upon the whole shipment the gross figures are:

—

1916 Landed cost $51,245 00 Duty $11,718 17

1914 Landed cost 33,515 00 Duty 6,407 47

Increase 17,730 00 $5,310 70

These are only two of the many purchases which we are making, but they show how we
are being subjected to an abnormal taxation, amounting to an increase of nearly 100 per

cent, of the norma! tax upon each article. When prices are up, it is the equivalent of the

value of gold being down. In other words, when high prices prevail in other industries, the

gold industry is depressed, and so we have the peculiar situation of an industry being taxed

most heavily when in its most depressed condition. We are to-day paying to the Dominion
as a direct result of the war, a super tax collected through the Custom house, amounting to

tens of thousands of dollars.

Cannot Protect Gold Mining

Now the gold industry is unique in this respect, for no matter what happens, the value

of the product remains fixed at $20.67 per ounce, and we are absolutely unable to raise our

selling price to compensate for our higher costs of production.

The manufacturer benefits by an increase in the cost of his imported raw material in

this way. Take for instance steel plate, which has a fixed per ton import tax. Now, although

the price of plate may advance, the tax remains constant in amount, and hence is a diminish-

ing fraction of the total cost. But the tax upon manufactured articles is a percentage of their

value, and hence our manufacturer pays no abnormal tax upon his imported steel plate, while

he receives the protection of an abnormal tax placed vipon the products of his foreign com-

petitors. The 71/4 per cent, super tax modifies this somewhat, but generally speaking, the

manufacturer is benefited by an abnormal protection under present war conditions. The
farmer is another beneficiary of present conditions ; his profits are greater than ever, but in

order to lighten his load, the 7i/^ per cent, super tax is not applied to the implements, twine,

fertilizer, etc., which he requires in his business.

Granted that there is no intentional discrimination against the gold mining industry, yet

upon analysis of existing conditions we find that a decided discrimination has crept in, and
the gold mining industry is to-day paying a heavy indirect war tax, which should be allowed

for when dealing with the matter of a direct war tax.

Precious metal mining stands alone as an industry which we cannot assist by a protective

tariff; in fact, every bit of protective tariff is an indirect tax upon gold and silver pro-

duction. We must import our supplies, because they are not obtainable in Canada; and the

import tax is our contribution to the protection of other Canadian industries. A protective

tariff is of no benefit to our industry, for by no process of taxation can we raise the value of an
ounce of gold above its international standard. We can tax an iron mine, and then place a
prohibitive import tariff upon foreign iron, which will enable our home producer and manu-
facturer to raise his prices to a point where his ultimate profit will be but little affected by
the imposed tax ; in other words, we may impose a tax upon the producer of base metals, and
then by a protective tariff place him in a position where he may shoulder the tax on to the

ultimate consumer of his product.

Gold Mining a Unique Industry

But not so with gold. A tax upon the gold producer stays with him, he cannot shift

or shirk it. By no adjustment of duties can we affect the international value of an ounce of

gold. What is the result? If we tax mines regardless of their nature, we throw a double
burden upon the gold mine. The iron mine, the copper mine, the cement quarry, the coal

mine, all derive the benefit of a protective tariff, which is in effect a bonus paid by the com-
monwealth to them. They are able to sell their products at prices equal to the cost of foreign

products plus the duty and transportation. Now the gold miner has to pay his direct tax,

and he also has to pay the tax of the producer of base metals, and the tax of the manufacturer.
This is manifestly unfair ; it is discriminating taxation.

You may suggest that it would be a good plan to discontinue operations and construc-

tion work until the war is over and normal conditions are restored, but here the question of
interest arises. While locked up in the ground our gold does no work, it earns no interest,

but as soon as it is produced it begins to earn interest. To shut down for two years would
be equivalent to a shrinkage of ten or eleven per cent, in the gross values of our ultimatei

profits, and until the increase in working costs rises to more than this, it pays us to continue.

[P. J. Hobbins.']
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Under present conditions of labour and supplies, it is really a matter of indifference to us
whether we build our plant this year or after the war.

In bringing these matters before you, I have a definite purpose in view, and that pur-
pose is to point out that in dealing with a tax upon mining, it is a mistake to disregard the
nature of the mine. Precious metal mining should be treated in a class by itself and bur-
dened with as little taxation as possible. OT\ijig to its spectacular nature, it is a better
advertiser than any other industry; it possesses a unique power to attract capital to the
country- ; it is the greatest colonizing pioneer known; it produces vast indirect benefits to
the country at large, and it is these lasting benefits which should constitute the profit of the
community at large.

If the Province had received no profit tax from tlie i^recious metal mines, has it not
benefited by the opening up of the country and tlie growth of the communities served by the
Temiskaming and Northern Ontario railway?

In conclusion, I wish to state that my remarks have been prompted by a desire to impress
strongly upon you the great desirability of adhering to our present method of fixing the Pro-
vincial tax. It is simple, easily understood, and above all it is definite. I have also been
somewhat apprehensive that the mistake might be made of singling out the precious metal
mines as fit industries for specially high taxation, when it is to the best interest of the
country to encourage the search for precious metals by every means at our command, being
extremeh- careful not to do anytliing wliich vriW tend to frighten away the foreign capital
required for the development of our vast natural resources.

The question of import taxation has been brought up because it is my belief that appar-
atus for equipping a gold mine should be admitted free, in order that less capital may be
required for opening up gold properties. The gold industry cannot benefit from a protective
tariff, and hence should not be burdened by a protective tariff.

Finally, the whole question of taxation, both Provincial and Dominion, is now under con-
sideration, and there can be no doubt that the work of your Commission will have considerable
influence in the matter of Dominion as well as Provincial taxation ; hence the desire to have
the gold-producing industry given tlie special consideration which its unique nature requires.

Evidence of Mr. P. A. Robbins

(Timmins, 2nd October, 1916)

Mr. Young: I assume, Mr. Eobbins, the statement you have given us represents your
views on the subject with which it deals? A. Yes.

Q. And would you care to add anything by way of explanation? A. The whole gist of
the statement is that gold mining on account of its nature should be treated separately from
mining of other substances. We have to import our plant, and we are now paying the
Dominion government 100 per cent, more than formerly, and gold isn't like other products;
its price does not go up with the rest.

Gold Mining .Most Heavily Ta.xed When Least Productive

Q. Your prices are stationary? A. Yes. The price of silver varies, even in times of
peace, but the value of gold is absolutely fixed, and gold mining is taxed most heavily when
it is in its least productive stage. With regard to the Dominion war tax, I apprehend it will

be a permanent tax, and what you as a Commission do will probably guide the Dominion
government very much. We are not trying to get away from it at all, and if we have to pay
it, all right ; but I feel that the Dominion tax is going to be a permanent one.

Q. Have you any idea yet how that tax is going to work out? You have not yet been
notified of the amount of your taxation? A. No, but I have figured it out. It figures out
about $73,000, as compared with the Province tax of $4S,000. That is according to the talk
I had -nith Mr. Breadner. Under the Provincial tax there are certain exemptions ; under the
Dominion tax there are none. They tax us 3% per cent, as against 3 per cent, by the Pro-
vince. Our tax works out at $47,900 for last year. I don't think that is right, because we
are already paying probably between forty and fifty thousand dollars in increased duties.

Q. I suppose that is largely due to the fact that the prices of those goods which you
import have gone up? A. Yes. Take, for instance, steel plate. A manufacturer pays a
duty of so much per ton. Now, when the price of the raw product goes up, of course
he has to pay the additional cost, but his duty is no more. After he has manufactured
that plate into something, he is protected by the ordinary 271/4 per cent, duty, increased
by the rising prices of his raw material. Now. suppose a man makes a boiler, which he is

vtilling to sell at a thousand dollars profit, where he pays only a specific duty on his raw
material and is protected by a percentage duty on the manufactured article, he can put his

boiler up to a higher price and sell at an actually larger profit than under ordinary condi-
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tions. You can put a duty on iron ore, and raise the price of the iron ore by that much. In

other words, that is a bounty granted by the commonwealth to the producer of the iron ore.

He can increase his price per ton by the amount of the duty, and in that way protect himself.

But you cannot protect the gold industry.

Q. You can neither raise nor lower the nominal price of gold? A. No. You can raise

tlic price of gold by lowering the prices of commodities.

Q. That simply comes back to the fact that gold is accepted as the standard, and every-

thing is measured by gold? A. Gold in a free trade country is worth more than gold in a

protection country.

Q. That is, if the prices of commodities are lower? A. Well, necessarily they would

be ; and it is on that basis I argue that gold should be treated as a special industry to

be handled in a special way.

Q. As you say here, there is a goodly portion of these matters with, which we have no

concern on behalf of the Province? A. You have some concern, because they affect one of

the Provincial industries. But you cannot regulate them; they are beyond your control.

Q. But it is quite proper that all these considerations should be before us in dealing with

the quantum of taxes in the Province? A. Yes.

Q. Now in regard to taxes, have you any criticisms to offer as to the present system of

taxation? You prefer the profit system to any other? A. Oh, yes, unqualifiedly. I maintain

that the Province has no right to take any taxes out of the district until the district is put on

its own feet.

The Question of Depreciation

Q. I was coming to that in a moment. Then there are two difficulties to which you refer

here; one is depreciation on mining plant. You think that is too low? A. Yes.

Mr. Gibsox: Could you tell us from your experience, what is the life of ordinary

mining plant; that is, the machinery? A. Well, it is largely affected by the life of the mine.

Q. But suppose the mine lives longer than the plant? A. Well, of course, your plant

will last the life of your mine because you must keep it up.

Q. What do you* write off yourself ," for plant? A. Well, we write off different amounts.

We write it off in lump sums, because there are some things which depreciate more rapidly,

as, for instance, cars and drills. You have got to allow 100 per cent, depreciation for those,

because they won't last over a year, and some other things like stamp mill parts will last

indefinitely. Things like the concentrating tables have to be practically rebuilt in about three

years. It is pretty hard to get at an average.

Mr. Young : I think in the cost statements we got in England they wrote off 10 per cent,

for depreciation of plant.

Mr. Gibson : That is the allowance in the Act. I can quite easily see that different parts

of the plant would have a longer or shorter life? A. There is a good deal of temporary

plant, which is scrapped after two years' use. We have a number of compressors that we
had to scrap, and get air compressors that were more efficient. That plant cost us a fifty per

cent, depreciation.

Q. You suggest here 15 per cent.? A. That is based on discussions with Mr. Mickle,

the Mine Assessor.

Q. I think there is something in your contention that 10 per cent, would be a minimum,
but it would not be possible to have a variable percentage according to the actual wear and
tear, because that would be impossible to estimate. You would have to have a fixed percent-

age? A. Let it stay at ten. If you cannot get it down, don't put any complications in it.

That is the beauty of this Act, you know what you are doing. Of course, you might say 2 per

cent., or 5 per cent. ; if you want to get so much out of the industry, all right. It is a matter

of percentage on the plant.

Mr. Young: Mr. Mickle gave us some suggestions about that item of depreciation? A.

He is the best qualified man in the Province to estimate that, because he has had so many
years ' actual experience.

Mr. Gibson: You mean writing off for development? A. Yes. My argument is this:

suppose you work away on a mine for ten years, and never make a profit. Suddenly you hit

some ore which yields a profit. Then you charge off your ten years' of unprofitable work

against this. I think that is perfectly right. If you spend all that money in development,

and you finally do make a profit, you are entitled to write it off.

Q. One difficulty is that you cannot anticipate in the early stages of a mine what its life

is going to be, and if you had to wait until the end of the mine, you would have very little

chance to get a tax. The Province needs the money as it goes along, and so does the munici-

pality in which the mine is situated? A. The district needs the money, but the Province can

wait until after the development of the district.

Q. What is your concrete suggestion of a remedy? How would you deal with it? A. I

would put that development work on the same basis as plant. I think I would call it all

plant, but in order to avoid Mr. Mickle 's oljjection, we might say that the cost of develop-

ment work for two years onlv previous to the mine making a profit should be written off.

[P. A. i:oh'bins.'\
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Let us take a property making nothing year after year, and then eventually getting something
that pays a profit. Mr. Mickle doesn't think we should go back over the whole life of the
mine, so we might write off say two years previous to reaching the profit-making stage.

That is along the same basis we mentioned the other day; instead of basing the taxes on
last year's business, average it over a period of years.

Q. That is where development had been done two or three years previous to the profit-

making stage? A. I would allow that to be written off with plant.

Q. Not necessarily to be wholly deducted in the one year? A. Oh, no, same as with jjlant.

Q. How would you do with the succeeding years where there was a profit, and development
work done? A. We would treat those as they are treated now.

Q. The present system has the merit of simplicity? A. Yes. My idea would be to get

the Act dowTi to such a concrete form that there would be no room for discussion, and it is

pretty near that now. The question of the milling process does not come into the Act, and
it cannot very well unless you begin to complicate matters.

Q. But as compared with the ad valorem assessment system you think the present one is

preferable? A. Oh, much preferable.

Ontario Tax Just and Equitable

Q. And you think on tho whole it is a just and equitable system? A. It is the best
working tax I know of. There is no question under it of what you are going to i^ay, except

a few little odds and ends that can be cleaned up without affecting the tax.

Q. The question is more one of the rate than anything else? A. That is all, yes.

Mr. Young : You say '
' if the same development work is done in the year of profit-making

it is included as part of the operating costs. That is not logical, and seems contrary to the

spirit of the Act." I understand you to mean that it is not logical to allow it in the one
case, and disallow it in the others? A. Yes.

Q. You don't mean that treating it as operating costs is illogical? A. No.

Q. It is that the same method is not adopted consistently throughout? A. Yes.

Q. So you are making a sort of concrete suggestion, taking the case of the Acme, that

development work for two j'ears previous to the j^rofit-making stage might be treated the

same as plant, and charged with the operating costs on a depreciation basis for a number of

years? A. Yes.

Q. On a ten, fifteen or twenty per cent, basis? A. Well, it is the general opinion, that

ten is not sufficient.

Q. That is an interesting point where you speak of the share that the district should get

out of the mining tax. Would you care to amplify it at all? A. I think the district ought

to get all the money that comes in the way of taxes until everything is paid for, and of course,

a corollary of that would be that after everything is paid for, the Province would get the

whole. Leave the district alone until you see what is going to happen. Possibly it hasn't

happened yet, but it appears to me that you should give to the town that is growing up sud-

denly, such as the one here, its waterworks and sewerage system and the various services that

are required. Eventually the town gets these, and then towards the end of the life of the

mine, it is still going to be drawing in these big taxes, and will not require them. The tax

then might possibly better be spent in a new district.

Q. When you use the word " district," in this case you mean the town? A. AVell, town
or towmship, as the case may be ; the municipality that the mine is in.

Q. We have found some cases in the United States, where that very condition of affairs

you speak of has occurred; the local municipality receives far more money by way of taxa-

tion from the mines situated within its bounds than it can use to its advantage, and it simply

wastes the money? A. That is a condition that is likely to occur under the present system;

but at the start I think the town is entitled to all the tax, so that it can get on with all its

work in the community. Then it gets the full benefit of it. In other words, the Province
foregoes its tax until later, and then takes it when the town doesn't need it.

Q. Can you suggest any scheme that would adapt itself to these circumstances? A. I

haven't thought of that.

Q. I have been thinking that over and found it very difficult to suggest any scheme
whereby the varying local situations would be met. It would be unwise to throw a large sum
of money into the hands of the town when it doesn't need it, even at the beginning? A. That
is perfectly true, and there would have to be a Provincial board to deal with it, because the

town is inexperienced as a municipality, and it is going to waste money. Now, we have wasted
lots of money right here.

Q. The boona spirit and optimistic ideas of a new mining camp might lead to extravagant

expenditures? A. Well, you don't always at the start of a town get the best administrators
in office. You get men who will talk and impress themselves on a new community, whereas
on further examination you find they are not the men you want.

Q. In a time of inflation they might be inclined to spend a little too much for improve-

ments t A. Yes.

[P. A. Eobbins.'i
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Q. Then, when you come to the other end of the schedule, when the mine is in its de-

clining years and its revenues are going down, you might find the town still a pretty large one
with a good many interests, but hampered by the loss of revenue from the mine? A. Well, that

might happen. That is going to happen in Cobalt; and it will happen here sometime, unless

we get such a big farming community around that this town can be maintained.

Revenues Scanty in New Mining Towns

Mr. Gibson: The community that prospers by the fact of a mine being located in it

should raise a substantial part of the taxes from merchants and tradesmen and others owning
property and doing business in it? A. It should, but these men haven't got the money. In
the average mining camp the man who comes in comes to make a start. In this town there

isn't anyijody up to the present who could afford to take the money out of his business:

Everybody is struggling along to get on his feet. If there were a lot of established firms

with head offices somewhere else, and just their branches here, it would be different; but the

business men here are men just getting a start, aiid they haven't got the money.

Q. And the insurance rate is high? A. Yes; they were paying 10 per cent, in the early

days and taxes too.

Q. As a matter of fact, however, the rest of the community ought to bear a share of the

taxation? A. Oh, yes. You were asking me if I thought about any way of getting at that.

I think as a matter of fact the Hollinger company occupies virtually a sort of government
position in this town by underwriting its debentures. We took the waterworks deben-
tures at par. We offered to take the school debentures on a ten-year basis, not at par but to

net 7 per cent., and if the government would assume a similar position, the question of
debentures could be dealt with by the Railway and Municipal Board. You have a machine
there tliat is ready to handle that phase ; then let the Province underwrite these debentures,
and it woidd get its tax as it does now. But I agree that it would be a dangerous thing to

have a lot of money thrown into the town, and no restrictions placed on its expenditure.

Q. The town of Timmins is an exception in the fact that you have only got one large

prosperous mine. Other towns have a larger number of producing mines, and there is a
fairly good source of income from the mining tax ; but here you have only one. It is desirable

so far as you can secure that result, that the finances of the town should be fairly uniform?
A. Yes, that is absolutely necessary.

Q. And if the town begins to depend too largely upon the income from the mine, it

would not be uniform. The amount might vary. It might have a profit one year, and no
profit the next, and the town's finances might be rather insecure? A. In the case of a mill

burning or one of the power company's dams giving way or something of that sort, the
town's finances would be crippled for that period, but if the town is put on its feet to begin
with, I don 't know why it should require such a large amount to be going on with more
than any other municipality. Once a town is established and in business, the residents can
afford to pay their taxes. Probably 90 per cent, of the landowners here who are tax-payers
are under the burden of paying for their houses and lots. They are carrying them along,
and have either got them mortgaged, or bought them from the townsite company and are
still making payments. Now, when that is all paid and is off their hands, they can begin to
stand taxes.

Difficult to Operate Variable System

Q. The division in the Tax Act as between the Province and the municipality is one part
to the municipality and two parts to the Province. Can you suggest any method of variation
that would be practicable as to the proportions, to meet the peculiar situation or diflficulties

of any town? Would it be practicable to do that? A. You can suggest the first part of it,

but it is hard to suggest the winding up part of it. That is, you could say the taxes of the
first three years should be given to the municipality; but then, when is the Province going
to begin and get its share? That must depend on the situation. I don't know how you can
get at that. It would be easy enough to say for the first two or three years that the Pro-
vince should forego its share of the taxes, and might extend the period at the option of the
Railv/ay Board or whatever Commission should handle the matter, and the same authority
could decide when the period should end.

Q. My idea was, would it be possible to devise a plan by which a municipality which
could be shown to actually need more than one-third should receive more than one-third, and
then when that necessity passed and they could do with less than one-third, they should
receive less? Wouldn't that introduce a lot of contentious and troublesome matter that would
be pretty difficult to handle? A. Yes, it would.

Mr. Young: You would get away from your simplicity ideals? A. Yes, and then you
inject the personal and political element.

Q. Any promising town can dispose of debentures, so that it doesn't require any extra-
ordinary amount of money in the first year of its existence? A. No; it cannot, unless some-
body will take them and liquidate the notes. It is pretty hard at the present time to do any-

[P. A. Bohhins.']
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thing up here on account of the fire risk. The school board has had experience of that

trouble, and that was why the company suggested we would take the school debentures.

There are a lot of things that hang fire in a town. If the town could see its way clear, it

could get its schools and waterworks. The school question should have been attended to

here eighteen months or two years ago, but want of money prevented it. We spent $2,000 on

one building, and probably $1,500 of it will be a dead loss when the new school is ready.

Q. The earliest requirements are water, fire and roads, aren't they, and schools? A.

Well, roads, water and schools are about the earliest requirements, and a jail.

Q. Of course, these figures you give us here in the statement are very interesting and

very pertinent, but you must not forget that we are dealing with what we hope are abnormal

conditions at the present time. Everything has been sent up in price by the war. This

Dominion tax was not in existence or spoken of at the time this Commission was formed?

A. Well, this tax isn't the super-tax. The super-tax is only part of that.

Q. It is included in this? A. Yes.

Q. Have you got any data as to what is paid by mining companies for taxes in the

way of a percentage, in the United States? A. No.

Taxation in South Africa, Minnesota, Michigan

Mr. Gibson: In the South African Union gold mining pays a tax of 10 per cent, on
profits. A. Well, there is a condition which is unique. If you took the gold mining out of

the country, there wouldn't be anytliing left. One industry has to bear the whole expeiise

of the country.

Q. That tax is in addition to the customs duties which are paid on goods imported, and
things of that kind? A. Yes, that is true. The gold mining industry in the Transvaal has

to pay for everj-thing that is done in the country', because there is no other industry.

Q. There are also the diamond mines which pay a very heavy tax? The Premier Diamond
Mining Company pays 60 per cent, of its profits to the government? A. Oh, yes, that was
more j)olitics. That mine was discovered and was sold. I have always considered that it was to

block the amount of business.

Q. Was that sold by the old Boer government? A. No, it was since the Boer war. The
Premier mine was offered to the DeBeers Company for £100,000, and they turned it dowm
because they didn't appreciate what it was. One man, who had been frozen out of the

diamond business, got into this Premier mine, and bade fair to be a competitor of the
De Beers people, and for some reason the government confiscated 60 per cent, of the profit, or

assumed ownership of 60 per cent, of the stock.

Q. The DeBeers diamond mines pay 10 per cent.? A. In my time they paid £1-47,000

a year, and they were making a profit of two and a half million pounds a year, so that

would be about 5 per cent. That South African condition of taxation is one that is likely

to be misunderstood, unless you know the country. South Africa and the Transvaal never

was anything before the mines were opened, and there isn't anything else there now; no
other industry. They import all their raw materials and sell to the mines, and consequently

the mines have to pay practically all the taxes.

Q. We had occasion to look into the taxation of mines in Minnesota and Michigan, also

in Wisconsin, and we found that in one year in iron mining in Michigan, the companies made
a net profit of 25 cents per ton on their ore, and out of that 25 cents they paid 14 cents in

taxes. That was an unusually high percentage, but in that case they paid more than 50 per

cent, of their profits? A. I think there must be other conditions that are not apparent on
the surface.

Q. It was a bad year, the price of iron ore was low, and their expenses could not be
reduced in projiortion? A. There is another point too. How many of these properties are

leased, and leased on the basis of a royalty to the owner? In the Chapin mine, they pay 35

cents a ton to the owner, and another mine I know of there pays 25 cents a ton.

Q. The royalty is of course included in the expenses, but the royalty is taxed as well as

the ore? A. Who pays the tax on the royalty, the mining company?
Q. No, the o'u-ner of the royalty. A. In the mining company's statement that wouldn't

show. They would show the royalty as part of their operating cost. We might lease the

HoUinger at $2 a ton royalty, and let the other fellow make what he can out of it. We would
be in the same position as the iron companies are in Michigan.

Q. In the end must we not have regard to profit, because that is the only thing that

gives a property any value? If it doesn't give a profit, it isn't worth anything? A. That
is the beauty of our Act here. We automatically give the Province a tax on the amount of

profit we make on our ore. We pay 14 cents a ton on our ore now, but if our ore should drop
in value our taxes would drop. I imagine the Tough-Oakes, say, would probably pay
a higher tax per ton than we do, because their grade of ore is higher. One thing I would
like to be strong on, is, I think the Provincial tax at present is the best kind of tax. The
system is equitable, and you cannot better it.

fP. A. F^ohhins.']
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Me. Youxg: "What is your idea of the best tax on patented claims that are not being

worked? The present tax is t^yo cents an acre to the Province? A. That is a big question.

There may be some holders of large acreage, and it might be a hardship to them to pay a

25-cent tax or a 10-cent tax. I think some process by which the claims would revert to the

Crown if they were not worked would be the best means of getting them worked. I don't

think it is right to tie up mineral lands indefinitely, because you can blanket the whole country

in that way. Some corporation, for instance, that is looking ahead can blanket the whole

country, until some particular property turns out valuable; in this way they can hold the

development up. But I think a man should be given some renewal if he complies with certain

requirements.

Q. Do you prefer the leasing system to fee simple? A. From the public and Provincial

point of view, I think I do.

Q. What would be the effect on capital? A. That would be the difficulty. The greatest

objection to the leasing system in this country is that outside capitalists prefer the fee

simple; and we are dependent at present on American capital, while we ought to be dependent

on British capital.

2=Cent per Acre Tax

Q. In Cobalt the opinion was in favour of increasing the acreage tax from two cents

to something substantial. As a source of revenue it is not very important, but what
would be the effect on the mining community provided there was some proper protection to

the first prospector? A. Well, except in some cases where companies have tremendous hold-

ings, I don't think it would have any bad effect at all. I had some claims myself which I

didn't think were any good, and each year as this little tax bill came in from the Department,

I thought a little harder and paid it, but finally I dropped the claims. I didn't think they

were worth paying the fee on, but at the same time if I hadn't had to pay a tax, I would have

held on to them.

Q. Then, a patented claim pays a local tax as well. In this vicinity they are assessed at

$10 an acre; that would be $12 a year on a 40-acre claim? A. That is on the value as farm
lands. You might pay a good deal more than that if you happened to be in a farming
district.

Q. The Assessment Act provides that a mining claim shall be assessed at not less than
the value of agricultural land in the neighbourhood, but all the minerals in the mine and all

the buildings necessarily connected with it are exempt from taxation? A. Yes, except those

buildings which would be used if it were a farm.

Q. I may say that the Ontario Assessment law is much more lenient with mining com-
panies than that of any of the States we have examined; in most States they assess the

improvements, the buildings, the machinery and ever^-thiug about the mine at its actual value,

regardless of the fact that when the mine is exhausted the plant is reduced in value to almost
nothing; and then they also assess the minerals? A. That iron mine has got into my mind,
making so low a profit and paying so high a percentage of its profits in taxes. Suppose the
government turns around and protects them to the extent of about 100 per cent, import duty.

If so, naturally, they are going to have this American market to themselves.

Q. You mean for iron ore? A. Yes.

Q. I don't think there is any duty on iron ore going into the States now? A. But they

protect them on their manufacture.
Q. But manufacturers wouldn't enter into competition with the iron ore mines? A.

Well, I guess the Michigan iron ore business is largelj' controlled by the manufacturers.

Mr. A. R. Globe, Member of the Town Council, Timmins

Mr. Yotjng: Have you anything to add, INIr. Globe, for our information? A.. I should
like to say a little about taxation from a municipal point of view.

Needs of a New Mining Community

Q. Have you been for some years a member of the town council of Timmins? A. Yes,
since the inception of the town ; also chairman of the committee on waterworks. I would like

to point out the burdens to be carried by a new town : the difficulty of financing and getting
things going in a town that springs up overnight. At the present time, there is about $208,000
that we could spend and need to spend, provided we could get it. It is needed to carry on the
work of the municipality, and simply because we are located in a mining town, bond houses
and financial people won't touch our bonds. Thus, we need $50,000 to complete our water-
works system in order to obtain proper fire protection and maintain the health of the com-
munity. We need $3.5,000 for a public school, later to be followed by a separate school, for
which we want $30,000, but I am not counting that. We require $28,000 to clear the bush around

[P. A. Jioilins; A. JR. Glole.'i
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the town here, which is really not in our municipality; but we must protect ourselves from

fire. We need another $20,000 for fire equipment to come at all near what the underwriters

require. There is at least $75,000 required for a sewerage system. Now, we know that

we are not going to get the money to do all these things, but there they are on the boards ; and
they are all things that are needed, in addition to the huge sums that we have already spent.

Q. What is your population? I was wondering what your per capita charge would be;

it must be very heavy; for 2,400 people, that is about $9 per head? A. We have to take into

account so many people outside of our municipality. We are adjacent to a township on one side

which is not organized. We have to pro^•ide schools for the people there; we have to clean

up the bush to protect our own buildings from fire. In the to^vn there are a dozen and one

things that all fall on the municipality because we are organized. So also with the town-

ships on both sides of us; we have to provide a great deal for them. They have no fire pro-

tection, but we cannot stand by and see other fellows' houses burn down; if we do, our own
will be set on fire. We have to go over and help them. We supply water to them from our

reservoirs in order to keep their wells shut up. A few years ago in Cobalt they had an
epidemic of typhoid fever that cost the to^^-n a great many lives, because they had no water-

works system; they had no sewage disposal. We have got past that here so far as water

is concerned; we got the waterworks system in in 1914, and the result has been that the

deaths from t%-phoid fever have been practically nil. But we have been getting the short end

of the stick in this district as regards taxation. Now, take Cobalt ; they have been

getting 50 per cent., and our expenses are just the same. In discussing our finances with some

of the other men about town we feel that we should get at least one-half, the same as Cobalt,

and if the government does not feel disposed to do that, they should come forward and guar-

antee our bonds so as at least to make them saleable, because they know what our standing

is, and financial houses will not take our word for it.

Q. Well, do you think the 50 per cent, should be continued after the town has got organ-

ized, and got its preliminary requirements satisfied? A. After the town has got well on its

feet then there might be a re-adjustment, but for a time, in order to get started, we cer-

tainly need the larger proportion. In this end of the camp, up until last year, the Province

had done practically nothing. Last year they spent a small amount on roads and this year

they spent a little, but up until last year there was absolutely nothing done by the Province

in this end of the camp.
Mr. Gibsox: Would there not be difficulty in effecting the readjustment you speak of,

Mr. Globe? The community would always have expenditures in view, probably legitimate

enough, and it might be difficult to convince them that the time had arrived when they should

relinquish a part of the 50 per cent.? A. There might be some difficulty in that direction;

but to overcome it, the government might have and probably would have a department that

would look into the resources and requirements of the municipality when guaranteeing its

bonds and making them saleable. That is what we have been trying to do ; to get some money
to finish up our waterworks and build our schools. If we fail in that, we have to go else-

where to sell these bonds.

Difficulty in Selling Bonds

Mr. Youxg: If the bonds were guaranteed, a smaller interest rate would be sufficient?

A. Yes.

Mr. Gibsox: Isn't the chief difficulty in disposing of your bonds the fact that people

fear the stability of a mining camp? A. Yes.

Q. If you spread your bonds over fifteen or twenty years, few people would like to

touch them? A. If our bonds were guaranteed by the government we could sell at thirty

years.

Q. The government would have to take into consideration the same facts that the investor

takes, alid if they guarantee your bonds, they bpcome liable for them? A. Well, they have a

department and the machinery to investigate and find out.

Q. I don't know how you are going to find out how long a mining camp will last. The
government are not infallible, and cannot see into the future any more than other people.

They can ascertain what your standing is. but to ascertain the life of the camp is venturing

upon prophecy? A. Well, I cannot say that. They have a very clear cut policy, and they know
fairly well how long we will be working, and when you spread bond repayments over a large

number of years they become very much smaller. Take $.35,000 school debentures, say for

ten years; it means we would have to raise $4,500 a year; whereas for thirty years it would
be about $2,000 a year.

Q. At any rate, you regard the law at present as to your share of the taxation of the

mines, as very useful to the community? A. Oh, decidedly.

Q. You would not like to relinquish any part of that? A. No.
Mr. Youxg: Is any amount enough to give to a mining camp springing up in a com-

munity that is wholly unsettled? A. In this camp on January 1st, 1912, there were about

three buildings. In four and a half years it has grown to what you see now.

[J. i?. Gloie.l
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Mk, GiPSON : A town of tUis kind situated iu a iiuniug uoighlJOurhicMCMj has almost nows-
sarily a nipid grvnvthf A. Wns,

Q. It is not tUo sivmo as an agtiexiltimxl <fowntrj- when'* tho settlemottt is moro or l«sss

jiravlual, and whon^ tho j:n>\vth of tho towns anvl viUagvs is also jiraduaU You must haw ovory-

thing at oiu'o iu onlor to mux^t \\Hir roquinemonts, and that uowssitates larg^t? cxpeiiditun.^ iu
tho initial stagx>s of tho town? A. Yes. This is probably oue of the first ««un(>s that shows
a ponwanont nuninj;- industry.

Q. You mean in Ontario? A. WoU. on a par with Johaiin(<sburg or Kimberley or somo
such nviuing wntrt? as that.

Q. Would TOU draw a cotuparison l>etwo©« the gold miniug industry in Ponexipine and
Johauuosburjif A. I think I wx>uld.

^\\. J. p. >\».l anu'il'H- ^\orvtniit ;iiul >\cMnbcr of 1 ow n couiuil, limniins

Mu. YvH Nv; : \NUu >,;rn >vHi uii vu-. Mi. Mv Livvij^vv'.iu .' A. I vvV.yiO vvv vi.o .<,iiiio pur|[H>S(i»

that Mr. Robbins and Mr. Globo canio for, but I think thoy ha\x> prftty well eownxi the iH>int

I wisluxi to speak on. They both went into it very thorv>ughly. and 1 think you have grt\sj>ed

our point of view very well. I dou't see the use of me gv>ing into it anj' further. I am on
the town counoiU and we do exj>erienw the dit\ioulties that Mr. Glol>e brought to \\>ur atten-

tiou in tvnaneiiig- a town that has sprung' up iu so short a tinxe. So many thing's rt\\uir\\l as

quiokly as we ean possil>ly g'et them, schools and so on, nmke it very ditlievilt to ti»u»neo when
we eaimot sell our delvontures. In faet. havl it not l>eeu for the gx'nerosity of the dirx'^tors

of the ItoUingvr nunes in taking our delventui\>s for our wttterworks, it would have l>eeu

imp<»ssible to sell them. Now. as to the insunvnee rjvte: We paid 10 per eent. until a sliort

time ag'v>, and now it is 7, atid thero is no nierehandise house that ean afiford to kwp eowrod.
You may say. if your business doesn't pay. gx^t out of business. Well, we would all have to

gvt out of business. We eould ne\x^r pay 7 per cent, and carry 75 or SO |x»r eent. insur»nee.

There isn't a business in the town wouUl stand it. Our eosts of doing business are naturally

higher than in oKl Ontario, and we have to pay nvuoh higher wjvgx^ and fnMght nxtes and
expa^ss; we also have to earry biggx^r stocks, and have to compete prsxctically with the de\>?vrt-

mental stoivs in the city, which we cannot do and pay the high insurt\mv rjvte. We must have
funds for better tin» pnUwtion; that is the jwiut I am trying to make. It is reall^,- the most
important thing for a town, fire protection.

Mk. (}tRSOx: Your high rates of insuraixoe, ho\\t»\'er, ai-e not due to the faet that you
an^ a mining camp, but that you are in a timbered covintryf A. Yes; and besides the build-

ings are mostly of lumber.

Q. And naturally all these northern towns anf just as liable to cvmtlagrations as Timmins,
so it is not the fact of your Wing situated iu a mining district that makes the iiite of insur-

ance high? A. No, the same av>pUes to the other towns in the northern districts. Still the

selling of our debentuivs is aftwtetl by the fact that this is a mining camp.

Mr. W. .1. Wilson, .>\a> or of 1 iiiunins

Jklvu YorN«: WouUl you like to add anyiUi;-.c. M; . \V;',.<. ;.
' A. I ihink the town should

get moix^ assistance in the early stagx"'s. 1 have Ihxmi mayor for some x'xnvi's. and I know befon>

we got the money for tho wivterworks, we were taking the wi\ter from Miller lake and other

places, and we would have bwiv all dead in this comnuinity if wo had not g\>t the water-

works. Over ^100,000 this town had to spend in the tirsst two \x*ars of its existence, and, of
course, we had to clean up the trees. It takes a lot of money to supply the ne<\ls of a town
that grows so rapidly as this has done. Pwple art> complaining that we have not laid side-

walks on all the stnvts; and sewerag'o has g'et to be attended to. It is only a question of
time when the ground is g'^^ing to be contaminatevl with the cess pools, so I tliink the gx>Yern-

ment ought to come to our assistance and gix-e us at least one-half the roj'alty, if not all of it,

for live or ten years.

AVr. \\ . M. \N il.son. Clerk of the Tonn n.Nlnp of 1 LsUalo, South Poivupinc

Mk. Yovnc. : You aix^ the township clerk of the township of Tisvlale? A. Yo?,

Q. Po you hold any other otlice? A. Tixnxsurer.

Q. The pix'sent population of the township is about 4,000? A. Yes.

Q. Well, it is less than it wtxs. isn't it? A. It has sta\"ed pn^tty much about the same
figuix> for the last tluxx> or four wars. Thei^e has bwn a growth amund Schumacher which
compensates for losses elsewhert\

Q. Von have not ^iven us the amount of jx>ur debenture debt? A. The go\t»rnment
debenture debt is $3(5,000 and $4,500 for a fire pump.

r.l. R. (iMtf>; Is p. MfLtm^efhlin; IF. ZT. TTi^^oM.]
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Q. When do the debentures mature? A. The government delienture runs ten years.

There is one instalment paid on that: the next instalment is due on the 1st of May, 1917.

Q. When does it run out? A. 1926.

Q. The instalment is for the same amount in each year? A. Exactly.

Q. What is this $4,500; how long has it to run? A. Two years. One instalment comes

due this week; and one instalment twelve months from now, October, 1917.

Q. Are vou contemplating any further issue? A. We are, for schools.

Q. How 'much would it be for? A. $.30,000.

Q. For ten years? A. 15.

Q. What rate of interest, five? A. Six per cent.

Q. Have you passed your by-laws yet? Are you going to get this out this year? A. I

don't know. We are trying to find a market for them at present.

Q. What is your school accommodation now? A. We have four schools; one at South

Porcupine, one at" Dome mines, one at Schumacher, and one at Moneta.

Q. And where do you propose to spend the $.30,000 for the schools? A. Well, the

Schumacher school is very inadequate, and South Porcupine; we will possibly put up one

large school which would accommodate both the Dome and South Porcupine school children.

Of course, these plans are not down to a definite point yet.

Taxation of Mining Claims

Q. How do you tax mining claims in the township of Tisdale that are not producing and

not being worked? How do you assess them? $10 an acre? A. Well, they have been

assessed probably at an average of $10, $15 or $20 an acre in the past; but this year the

township has changed the assessment according to the concessions in which the property lay.

The first three concessions are highest, being nearest to roads and railways ; they are put

down at $35 an acre.

Q. Regardless of whether they are cleared or uncleared? A. Yes, a uniform assessment.

Q. And concession 4? A. $30 an acre.

Q. Concession 5? A. $25 an acre.

Q. Concession 6? A. $20 an acre.

Q. Would the lands Ijring that in cash if they were sold? A. Some of them would.

It depends on how much the owners needed the money.

Q. Is that a fair value? A. I don't know. I could not express an opinion on that point.

Q. $35 an acre for uncleared lands in that township ; were there any roads or anything

else in the way of improvements that made you put the value at that high figure? A. Well, it

is not for me to say. We have four settlements or towns to look after. They require,

more or less, street lights, sidewalks, fire protection, etc. These things are really needed. Mr.

Globe pointed out that fire protection at Moneta and Gillies Lake was supplied by Timmins.

At present we have no oiganized fire protection. We depend on our good friends in Timmins.

Q. Now, mining claims in the vicinity of Timmins would be in the $35 class, would they?

A. Yes, I think in the second concession.

Q. And you would make no distinction between mining claims and aralile land, I

suppose? A.* There isn't much arable land in the township that is under cultivation. It

is practically all assessed as mining.

Q. Have the lands been all taken up as mining claims? Yes, and as veteran claims.

Q. The veteran claims don't come in? A. They are assessed as mining claims.

Q. They are not available for school taxes? A. Oh, yes.

Q. How do you find your collections? A. Of taxes?

Q. Yes. A. Well, they are not a hundred per cent, by a long way.

Q. What percentage of uncollected taxes do you allow? A. Generally we allow 20 to 25

per cent, each year.

Q. I hear you have a poll tax in tlie township? A. Yes, we have. It has lieen in

existence since 1914.

Q. What is it? A. $2 per head.

Q. That is in lieu of statute labour? A. Yes.

Q. How do you get that? A. The collection of the income tax was not satisfactory,

because of the floating nature of the population.

Q. Are your income tax payers very largely mining employees? A. Very largely. They
were in 1912 and 1913 changing around very much; they would be assessed in the spring, and
when you went around after the income tax they were not there. I would say roughly that

for about 90 per cent, of the income assessment these two years, we didn 't know wliore the

men were at all. That was before the poll tax was levied.

Q. And do you find the poll tax more satisfactory than the income tax? A. Much more
satisfactory. The money is collected, most of it, in. the early part of the year.

Q. Do you get that from the man himself or have you an arrangement Avith the mining
company? A. In many cases it is from the man himself, but most of it comes from the mines.

[TV. 77. Wilson.l
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Q. What percentage do you think, roughly, of the taxes for 191G, would be paid by

employees of the mines'? A." I don't know. I could not tell you just offhand. I think

there are some pretty heavy income taxes from the mining men holding the higher positions.

I think I am safe in saying over 30 per cent, would be income tax. The big percentage

is in the residential townsites.

Mr. Gibson: Have you anything at all of a farming population in your township?

A. Practically nothing. There is one man cultivating some land just outside of South

Porcupine. He is getting good crops, but I don't know what his acreage is.

Q. Then, practically everything depends upon the mines? A. That is practically the case.

Q. But there is good land in the township, isn't there, more or less"? A. There is, but

it would cost a lot to clear it.

Q. But the land is there and it could be cleared up? A. Yes, and the soil is good.

Outside the town we cleared two acres, and it cost us $200.

Mr.. Young: The assessments on mining properties strike one as rather high in view of

their exemption? A. This year the amount is almost double that of last year.

Q. What do you assess in the way of mining buildings? A. I could not tell you. It

is laid down.

Q. You followed the Assessment Act, I suppose? A. Yes. The assessment of mining

companies is composed of their offices, residences, club houses and buildings of that kind.

Q. Any buildings not required for the working of the mine or sorting? A. Yes, but

not including concentrators.

Q. I believe in Cobalt there are certain portions of the mill which have been assessed,

and on appeal to the judge at a court of revision the assessments have been sustained. In

other words, the local judge has decided that the word "concentrators" used in the Act

refers only to concentrators as such, and not to the whole mill building and machinery.

However, in the township of Tisdale the mills have never been assessed? A. The assessor

stays very closely to the Act.

Mr. Gibson": Are the buildings assessed at the cash value? A. Generally 75 per cent.

The Dome company has supplied the assessor this year with the exact cost of its buildings.

Mr. Gordon H. Qauthier, Solicitor for the Township of Tisdale, Porcupine

Mr. Young: Can you give us any further informatino, Mr. Gauthier? A. There were

One or two items that I heard discussed, and have noted down. First of all, in connection

with the 2-cent per acre tax on mining lands in the unorganized districts. I don't think

there is any question but that should be very much higher. My experience has been

tliat it is not large enough to prevent the holding of these mining claims, once they are

patented, practically indefinitely; and I would think that 99 per cent, of the claims outside

of this camp, in Gowganda, for instance, and in all other mining parts, for which patentt

has issued practically fall into disuse. No attempt is made to develop them; there is no

possibility for a prospector to get in and prospect them, and it does seem that if the tax is

levied with the idea of bringing these claims back eventually, so that they can be developed

by other people who are willing to develop them, the tax should be very much larger.

Mr. Young: What would you suggest? A. I think $10 per claim per annum would be

a reasonable tax. There is this in connection with the Tisdale mining claims which might be

material. In years prior to 1916 the average assessment was about $20 an acre and the tax

levied alwut $24 per annum per claim. We have found that practically all the taxes levied by
the township have been paid. The fiist tax sale for the township of Tisdale has been

advertised for this year. You understand that taxes have to be in arrears three years before

the lands are sold for taxes, so this has been the first year it has been possible to sell, and I

asked Mr. Wilson to make a memorandum before we came out. Out of the total mining-

lands in the township, there is only $40,000 worth advertised for tax sale.

Q. How many acres would that be? A. If you estimate it at $20 an acre, it would be
nliout 2,000 acres. So you see that even the assessment on the basis of $20 an acre does not

prevent most of these lands being held and taxes paid on them.

Q. Nor, I suppose, is the Tax Act an inducement to the owners to develop their lands?
A. No, that is true; that seems to be the situation. The difficulty seems to be that on
many of these claims companies are organized during the rush times ; stock is sold ; they do
a little work on the claim and exliaust the money in the treasury. The stock becomes un-

saleable; the company is defunct, and nobody has any interest in further development. No
one can prospect the claims, at least they are still held so that a prospector is not able to file

on them, and the result is they will lie years and years without any attempt being made to

develop them.
Q. The argument is made before us that if you impose a large acreage tax it would

act as pressure upon the owners of undeveloiied mining lands to develop them? A. I don't
believe it would, but it would certainly throw them open, so that other people could acquire

[jr. //. JVilsnn; G. 7Z. Gauthier.]
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them and develop them. Even though it would not force the original owner to do something
with them, it might put the lands into the hands of people who really intended to work them.

Q. Do you think it would work hardship on the prosj)ector, or any one, to increase the

acreage tax in the unorganized districts? A. It possibly would on the individual prospector

who holds the claims ; but my experience is that of all the claims in the Porcupine mining
district not more than one-tenth are held by prospectors. Any increase in the acreage tax

would hit the prospector harder, but, on the other hand, it would throw land open for the

same prosjiector to prospect that he cannot get on at all now.

Q. Someone suggested that it would be hard to find a prospector that would be affected

by a 2o-cent tax. Would it help the prospector not to apply the tax for a certain number of

years? A. I don't think I know of any prospector in this country who cannot afford to pay
a $10 tax per claim. No doubt there would be some objectors, but the position is that there

would be other lands thrown open to them.

Municipalitv Should Have Larger Share

Q. Is there any other thing that from your experience as Mining Recorder you would
regard as material? A. The share of the tax for municipalities does not seem to be quite

enough. Municipalities are allowed one-third cf the mining tax levied, which is a thirty-

mill income tax. That allows the municipalities only 10 mills as its tax. The law limits

the municipalities in taxing the income of mining companies to this.

Q. You mean that otherwise they would be assessed on their business assessment or on

their income? A. Yes, and it would be at the thirty-mill rate.

Q. Would you take that in lieu of the one-third? A. We are forced to take one-third.

Q. But would you take the converse of that? A. Yes, I think so. I think the income
under the Assessment Act is arrived at exactly the same way as it is arrived at by the

Mining Assessor. It is net income after all costs.

Q. In that connection, Mr. Gauthier, do you go through the form of assessing any of

the mining companies at all on your books? A. They are entered on the books.

Q. I mean in regard to the mining tax, not as to land? A. They are assessed on the

towuship books for income tax, and instead of the mine being assessed, the amount to be
entered is ascertained from the Mine Assessor.

Q. You don't go through the form of working out the assessment? A. No, we rely

on the Mine Assessor.

Q. In Cobalt they go through that form? A. Yes, and I imagine it is the proper thing.

Q. And in Coleman they do, and they strike a 10 per cent, rate in order that they may
get their one-third income tax from the mine? A. Well, our jiractice is to leave it that way,
and just collect the one-third tax. There can be no question, as the gentlemen who preceded
me pointed out, that the municipalities should get a larger share of the tax. I think you
appreciate the situation exactly. Very large outlays have to he met l>y the nmnicipalities,

and it is absolutely impossible to sell our securities.

Q. You will be satisfied if you get a little more from the mines? A. No, but it would
help. There is another point that occurs to me, and that is the fact that in the new town-
sites one-quarter of the lots have to be turned over to the government, and until sold they
are untaxable as Crown lands. That means in these new municipalities three-quarters of the

land has to meet large expenditures, without any assistance from the government.

Q. That, of course, is not applicable solely to mining districts? A. No, to all districts.

We have been up against that proposition in the township of Whitney, of which I am
solicitor. In that case the government has a quarter interest in the Porcupine townsite, and
for one or two years the owners of the townsite claimed that they were government lands.

There was no revenue at all from the government townsite ; afterwards, the township con-

firmed the assessment of a three-quarter interest in the lands, and since that time the lands
have been paying so much of the taxes. I don't know when Cobalt was given its half

share in the tax instead of one-third.

Q. At the outset. A. As a special consideration. But I have always felt that whilto

they had problems in Cobalt, they had no better claim to that consideration than the munici-
jialities in Porcupine camp.

Mr. A. D. Miles, President Canadian Copper Company, Copper Cliff

(Toronto, 22nd December, 1916)

Chairman: Mr. Miles, we would like your ideas on the subject of taxation. I daresay
you know we have had evidence and opinions from the Mond Nickel Company and others, in

the form of memoranda which will be published, and we were wondering whether you would
like to give us your opinions or any ideas you have on the matter for publication? A. Briefly,

the mining tax of Ontario is a tax of 3 per cent, on the excess of annual profits above the sum
of ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00). These annual profits shall be the actual market value of

IG. H. Gauthier; A- D. Miles.']
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the output at the pit's nioutli less eertain deductions whicli should not exceed one-third of the

total amount. I believe this mining tax on profits has been in force since 1907 and has
yielded, to the end of 1914, about one million dollars ($1,000,000.00), of whicli amount the

Canadian Copj^er Company has paid a little over twenty per cent. Twenty-seven (27) com-
panies contributed in 1914. Next to agriculture, mining is Ontario's basic industry, and as

such should be encouraged by the government. Agriculture has always received favourable

treatment from the government, and has never been subject to a tax with the exception of the

present Provincial war tax. The mining industry has always been willing to pay its share

of the necessary taxes of the Province, and has never made objection to the present Mining
Tax Act, which is considered fair and reasonable. The tax is a tax on profits, and as such does

not work a hardship on the mine in the development stage. Suggestions have been put forward

that the tax should be on ore reserves instead of profits, but this would have a very harmful

effect on the mining industry. It would cause the operating companies to cease developing

ahead of their demands, and would mean that in times of national emergency, such as the

present, the production could not be materially increased. Broadly, I think the Ontario Act
is the best of any which are in operation.

Mr. Young: What do you mean by the best? For the mine? A. No, it is the most
equitable.

Q. You think it is the best method of taxation? A. I do.

Q. For the community and the mine owners? A. Yes, there is bound to be diificulty in

arriving at the value of the ore at the pit's mouth. For example, in tlus article in the Globe,

if you figaire the taxation as they have shown it, you value the ore at about $28.00 per ton.

Mr. Gibson: That you regard as preposterous? A. Quite excessive.

Mr. Young: I may remind you that your company has supplied a good deal of information
and material at different times to the Mine Assessor on this subject of taxation that will be
available to us, and I fancy that what the Chairman has in mind is whether you would like to

add to that or supplement it, or whether we might accept it as representing the yiews of the
company. We want to give consideration to the question from all points of view. A. I have
not been over it recently with Mr. Mickle, but I have been over it often in the past. His
method of arriving at the division of profits is sound, and in the main I agree with him.

Q. There is nothing further that you desire to add to the information that has already

been furnished to us from different sources? A. No, I don't think so.

Mr. Gibson : The system that has been acted upon in connection with the taxes, you think

would be a fair and proper system? A. I do.

Q. As a standard and permanent arrangement? A. I do think so, yes.

TAXATION OF MINING COMPANIES AS AFFECTING THE MOND NICKEL
COMPANY, LIMITED

(MEMORANDUM NO. V. FROM THE MOND NICKEL COMPANY. DATED 27X11 SEPT., 1915)

Bearing of General Conditions on Taxation

The entire question of incidence of taxation is one of extreme complexity. That this is

true, is shown by the great divergence of opinions on the subject. Taxation may take so

many forms, and the benefits derived from the expenditure of public money may be so

obscure, that there is little wonder that the subject bristles with difficulties, and that there

exists so great a conflict of opinions. In spite of this conflict, however, there are certain

principles whose justice is so obvious as to meet with the approval of almost every one who
gives serious thought to the matter. Among these, probably no principle receives wider
acceptance than the general statement that, other things being equal, the incidence of
taxation should bear some relation to, and the amount of taxation should as far as possible
be proportionate to, the benefits derived therefrom.

This principle is unconsciously recognized in a variety of ways. If one's premises are
benefited by a concrete walk Imilt by the municipality in which he resides, one has to meet
a frontage tax. The entire levy of local taxation for school support and for municipal pur-
poses is a further recognition of the same principle. But the application of the principle,
which is seen to be so obviously just when these smaller areas are under consideration,
appears to be nearly, if not quite, overlooked when larger areas of our Province are dealt
with.

While no larger legal divisions of our Province than municipalities are recognized, yet,
leaving aside any possibly smaller natural divisions, all recognize the great difference in

development, natural resources, industry and even climate, between the northern and thfe

southern parts of Ontario. So marked has been this recognition, that some have even gone
so far as to demand that the Province be subdivided into two.

[A. D. Miles; llond Xicl-cl Company.]
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Where so clearly marked and generally recognized a distinction exists, it surely should

receive recognition when the incidence and amount of taxation are under consideration.

In order to illustrate this most clearly, let us consider at some length the relative advan-
tages, from the point of view of development of the district where located, of two indus-

tries—one, a manufacturing industry located at one of our larger business centres, let ua

say at Toronto, at Hamilton or at St. Catharines; and the other, a mining and smelting in-

dustry located in one or more of the comparatively wild and undeveloped districts of northern.

Ontario.

In the former case, capital expense will be mainly for the purchase of site, for construc-

tion and equii^ment of plant and for negotiating and making connections with existing tele-

phone, telegraph, railway and Hydro-Electric power lines, public roads, and municipal water
and drainage systems. Contractors as well as materials for construction are commonly close

at hand and quickly available, so that generally the entire work can be quickly rushed to

completion and tlie loss of unproductive capital reduced to a minimum. In most cases, the

workmen for operation will be near at hand and will come from existing houses, their chil-

dren will attend existing schools, and the entertainment of their families will V)e taken care

of by existing institutions. All will have the advantage of existing streets, fire protection,

police, shops and the many other utilities of a developed community.
In very many instances the municipality in which the industry is located will go so far

as to remit the municipal taxes for a number of years, if indeed it does not actually bonus
the industry, so highly is the mutual benefit regarded.

No sound objectiou can be raised against such an ajiplication of the principle above
stated, that an industry located witli all these advantages sliould pay liberally in taxes for

them.

Pioneer Companies Must Provide Public Utilities

Let us contrast with this the case of a pioneer company establishing a mining and
smelting industry in the northern part of our Province. It will be the exception, and not the

rule, if it has not to construct several miles of difficult road before its property can be
readied at all. Ciieap temporary boarding-houses must then lie hastily constructed, and a
minimum of supplies and men rushed in at very heavy teaming expense, until a railway

can be constructed to the property from the nearest existing railway line. While the develop-

ment of the mine and constiuction of the plant are proceeding, a village site must be
secured and a village built for the workmen, with a school and stores ; fire, water and drain-

age systems must l)e constructed, and some forms of entertainment for the new community
provided. If requirement for power is large, one or more water powers must, if possible,

be acquired and developed, and many miles of transmission and telephone lines built.

If a municipality already exists or is later formed, the company will have to pay practi-

cally all the municipal taxes. In addition to all this work at each of its mines, in the

case of smelting ores such as the nickel-copper ores of Sudbury district, a still larger out-

lay must be made for similar necessities in connection with a reduction works. In all this,

the capital outlay is very large, the time of unproductive waiting is very long, and the risk

is very great (as is shown by the large number of failures compared with the small number
of successes).

In presenting all these facts, we do not wish to be understood as raising any complaint
against the conditions. AVe merely wish to make clear the enormous difference between the

two cases with respect to expenditure of capital that must be made, owing to the difference

in the state of development of the parts of the Province where the two industries are re-

spectively located, and to urge that the incidence and amount of taxation in the two cases

should in justice bear some relation to this difference. From the point of view of taxation,

these expenditures are already in large part a form of tax, as will appear more fully below.

In order to impart a more real conception of this matter we give, briefly, the amount of
these expenditures already borne by the Mond Nickel Company. This amount is constantly
increasing

:

For railways required to reach its mines only (exclusive of those at its reduc-

tion works, which though costing over $150,000, may be regarded as in-

dustrial tracks ) ' .$180,000 00
For roads to properties, approximately 10,000 00
For village sites, villages, water systems, schools and other public buildings.. 350,000 00
For water power acquirement and development 840,000 00
For transmission and telephone lines 180,000 00

Tctrl .$1,560,000 00

The railways are used by the company's employees and by otiiers, and are thus a means
of opening up the country generally. When the mines are worked out, most of these rail-

ways and all the roads constructed will remain as permanent improvements.

[Mond NicTiel Company.']
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The water-power sites are merely leased from the government and according to the
terms of the lease, the permanent improvements, dams, buildinos, etc., which usuallv amount
to over 75 per cent, of the total cost of development, must ultimately revert to the Crown,
and may under certain conditions revert at any time. In the meantime, a moderate rental
is paid for power used.

These figures will serve to make clear the very great difference in cost between estab-
lishing an industry in the undeveloped part of our Province, and establishing an industry
in the more developed parts, where full use can be made of existing public utilities. The
greater part of the above capital expenditure has been undertaken by the company, solely

because of the undeveloped state of the country in which the industry is located, and much
of the imjirovements effected will remain as permanent development of the country when
the given mines are worked out, and will have opened up the district and have made out-
lying parts more accessible for every one in the meantime.

Nor does the handicap cease when capital expenditure is completed and operation begun.
The same less developed state of the country is the cause of increased costs in almost
every direction, but principally in that of labour. Even such public necessities as a customs
house, schools, police station, etc., must be met by the company, who must also defray the
cost of policing the community in whole or in part.

We do not maintain that every dollar of this expenditure, capital and current, is the
exact equivalent of a dollar in taxes, but we do hold that, if the above generally recognized
principle of taxation is admitted, vis., that taxation should be in some kind of proportion to
benefits derived therefrom, a very large allowance must in justice be made for expenditures
of the above nature and amount, when the fixing of the tax burden is under consideration.

Purchase Cost of Mining Properties in Relation to Taxation

If, contra to this view, it is contended that one of the principal public benefits to a
mining company consists in the ore itself, we are compelled to ask whether, if this view
is taken, the government should not then grant the ores only to operating companies, in
place of permitting valuable ore bodies to be held by speculators, who take toll of operating
rorapanies, to the extent of very large sums of money. We do not necessarily hold the view
that tliis policy is advisable, but we do maintain that, if speculators, who merely hold up
properties from l:)eing worked, in order to extort large sums from those who are willing
to put money into their development, are allowed this privilege, then the operating companies,
in being compelled to pay these heavy purchase prices, have already expended large sums
of money which, from their business point of view must be regarded by them as equivalent
to a heavy royalty or tax on this ore.

These speculators have been allowed by the government to tie up valuable ore deposits
for years. By doing so they prevent operating companies l)onefiting the communitv and
the Province by the expenditure of money on exploration, development and opei-ation.
The sole benefit is to tlie speculator who pays almost no taxes, spends no money in developing
the country or his property, retards the growth of the country, and, though undertaking
almost no risk whatever, is allowed to enrich himself by these means.

The government, by permitting these properties to be alienated without any restriction
as to time of development or operation, and without any tax sufficient to compel operation
within reasonable time, has, without intending to do so, already diverted the equivalent
of a large tax or royalty to the pockets of private individuals. Does it seem legitimate
and just that, having allowed this, the government should disregard this fact entirely when
the proper incidence and amount of taxation is being considered?

We submit that these conditions are not only an injustice to the industry but also to

the Province; also that these conditions and this attitude, unintentionally, tend to discourage
the mining industry.

We fully realize the difficulty in creating and maintaining an interest in prospecting,
and have no desire to criticize in any way the means hj which the government endeavours
to secure this interest. We merely wish to call attention to a condition that has cost the
IMond Xickel Company large sums of money in securing its ore supply, and to point out
clearly that this condition, for which the company was in no way responsible, has resulted
in necessitating these payments, which, from their point of view, are the equivalent of
a heavy royalty or tax. We also believe that this fact should receive consideration, when
further taxation is under consideration.

[florid Xicl-rJ Compani/.']
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Taxes Now Paid

While submitting the above discussion as to the just incidence of taxation in general,
we wish to indicate briefly, in addition, the taxes in various forms, already being met in

Canada by the Mond Xickel Company. These for the current year (1915) are as follows:

—

I. Dominion Taxation (Customs).

(a) Average duties hitherto paid $25,000 00

(6) Estimated increase due to Dominion "War Tax 25,000 00

II. Provincial Taxation:

(a) Provincial Income Tax after allowing for Municipal
benefits 4,000 00

(&) Provincial "War Tax, estimated at 1,000 00
(c) Workmen's Compensation already paid, $30,760.00 with

later adjustment, probably 35,000 00

III. Municipal Taxation 9,000 00

Present annual total $99,000 00

The company has also to pay the very heavy special war taxes now imj^osed in Great
Britain.

Already, increase in Dominion and Provincial taxation and in freights due to the war,

and increase in Workmen's Compensation are costing the company over $100,000 annually,

and a further rise in freight rates has been requested by the railway companies and is

receiving the attention of the Railway Board.

It is just over a year since mining companies had to face the 8-hour law. This year
they had to pay a large sum for the first time to Workmen's Compensation. With all these

increases in the cost of operation within less than a year and a half, most of which are

directly the result of new legislation, and with the present further investigation into their

business, which threatens a further heavy financial burden of taxation, if indeed practical

confiscation of their property has not to be faced because of compulsory refining under
uneconomic conditions, can it be wondered at that British investors, who have already poured
millions of dollars into the development of the country, only to meet at every turn witK
what must impress them as a feeling of hostility in place of assistance, should already be
seriously considering the question of looking elsewhere for their supply of ore? This attitude

of the government of Ontario is beyond the understanding of the British investor, who
can with reasonable safety invest his money in the mines of South Africa, of Australia

or of Tasmania. To us, the repeated investigations to which the mining industry and in

particular the nickel-producing industry is subjected, seem little less than suicidal, unless

there exists a deliberate purpose to injure or kill the industry, a result we feel not to

be intended.

It may be held that the above amount of Provincial tax is very small. To this possible

objection, we wish to reply that this is due to the current condition of the company and to

the wording of the Mining Tax Act. The Mond Nickel Company has been for some years a
very rapidly expanding company, and has spent annually very large sums on development and
other charges, which, in accordance with the Act, must be taken from the value of the ore at

the pit's mouth, for the year in which the expenditure is incurred. Naturally, this has
caused heavy deductions from assessable ore value, that with the company become deferred
charges. This, of course, will react in the oi^posite direction later on.

Just Method of Assessing Sulphide Ores

Ko tax based on ore value can be justly levied on annual profits, since this becomes a

tax rather on superior skill than on ore. Any just assessment of ore value for smelting
ores, must be based on both the recoverable metal contents of the ores and on the chemical

composition of the ores in relation to cost . of fluxing, since, otherwise, the company with
lower grade ores, of a composition requiring high cost of fluxing, will be relatively most
unjustly taxed.

This apparently complex, but really quite simple matter, can best be made clear in

verbal discussion.

Investment, History and Profits of the Company

We wish respectfully to draw attention to a further matter in this connection. The
press has several times given a grossly exaggerated idea of '

' huge profits '
' made by the

Mond Nickel Company. While we do not for a moment believe that this idea is held by those

in authority, yet we feel that we ought in justice to the company state the following facts:

[Mond Nicl-el Company.~\
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The discovery of nickel carbonyl, the volatile compound on the formation of which the

Mond process for refining nickel is based, was made in Dr. Mond's laboratory in 1889, from
which time the development of the process may be dated.

From this date to about the year 1900, the development of the process from a laboratory

experiment to a commercial operation was continued with large incidental expenditure of

capital. Operation on a commercial scale was begun in the year 1900, so that a period

of 26 years has been required to develop the business to its present status. Of this period

11 years, was consumed in development of the process, and 15 years in commercial operation

and gradual extension of operation and market.

At the present time the company has an actual existing investment (not merely on
paper) of approximately $14,000,000, of which approximately one-half is invested in Ontario.

The total profits earned during this period up to the end of their financial year (April

30th, 1914) amounted to less than $6,450,000. The total dividends paid were, of course,

much less than this amount. From these figures it will be evident that the company, which
expended in Canada during the year 1914 alone, upwards of $.3,788,000, cannot be justly

accused of making unwarrantable profits. In this connection we would welcome a comparison

with the more successful mining companies in Cobalt and Porcupine, as to amount of invest-

ment in Ontario, as to relative amount of annual profits, and as to amount of wages paid

annually to workmen in Ontario per dollar profit earned, also as to time and risk involved

in getting into a position to earn reasonable profits.

If these facts are carefully considered, we believe it will be found that but few com-
panies in the Province have shown more enterprise or greater courage in the development of

an industry, and that but few will be found to be of greater benefit to the Province in the

amount of money spent in the Province for supplies and labor, in relation to profits earned.

The company will require many years of operation yet before capital spent will be recovered,

so that it may be questioned whether any "real profits" have been earned up to date.

When all the above facts are taken into consideration, we think it must be admitted
that the company has borne, and is bearing, a just proportion of the total tax burden.

INCREASED TAXATION AS AFFECTING THE MOND NICKEL COMPANY, LIMITED

(MEMORAXDUJI XO. VII. FROM THE MOXD XICKEL COMPANY, DATED 1915)

We beg leave to sulimit for the consideration of the Commission, the following dis-

cussion of an aspect of this matter of vital importance to the Mond Nickel Company.
The European war, which is taxing to the utmost the strength of the British Empire,

has already caused in Great Britain an enormous rise in taxes, which may in fact be still

further increased. The vast legacy of debt which must follow the war, will make such

taxation a permanent burden.
From an Imperial point of view, this tax as affecting the Mond Nickel Company may,

at least in large part, be considered as a contribution from this Province towards Imperial
defence. It nevertheless must be paid out of profits by the Mond Nickel Company, who on
this account are placed on an uneven footing relatively to other mining concerns in the

Province, whose refinery and head office are not in Great Britain. The position of an all-

British company undertaking its heavy share of the enormous tax burden due to the war, is

greatly different from that of a company making liuge profits by selling to Great Britain,

perhaps indirectly in the form of munitions, at high prices, the nickel, which, while found
within the Empire, is made to produce large profits to a neutral country, at Britain's expense
and sul)ject to no Imperial tax.

The importance in the present crisis, of having the Mond Nickel Company's plant located
in Great Britain, can hardly be overestimated. Instantly on the outbreak of war, the entire

output of their nickel plant was placed at the disposal of the War Office and Admiralty.
Even had the attemj^ted submarine blockade been much more effective than it proved to be,

stocks of matte and of nickel in process would have proven to be of great importance in

tiding over the crisis.

The present war has sliown the advantage, if not even the necessity of refining at least

a considerable portion of the world's production of nickel not only within the British
Empire but within Great Britain itself.

This being the case, does it seem just that a company refining in Great Britain and
therefore contributing heavily in taxation to the British Treasury, should receive no different

consideration in the matter of taxation within this Province, from a company operating
its refinery in a neutral country and making large profits out of Great Britain's necessity,

while contributing nothing to the British Treasury?

[Mond Xickcl Company.']
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Evidence of Mr. C. V. Corless, Manager, Mond Nickel Company, Coniston

(Toronto, 13th October, lOlG;

Mr. Gibson : Adverting to the matter of taxation, ilr. Corless, dealt with in your
Memorandum Xo. Y., you begin with the proposition that other things being equal taxation

should be proportionate to the benefits derived by the person taxed? A. I make that state-

ment as one of the principles of taxation.

Benefits Derived : Ability to Pay

Q. That is practically the only one that you deal with in the memorandum; but you
would not confine taxation to that basis alone? A. Oh, no. I say that, other things being

equal, that is the case. But other things are not always equal. I think every man who
studies taxation will admit that that is one of the principles on which taxation is founded,

but I have tried to make plain that it is not the only principle.

Q. Of course, the ability to pay is also regarded as a very consideral)le factor in any
scheme of taxation? A. Absolutely, yes.

Q. If we were to confine our attention to the benefits derived alone, we would not get very
far; but undoubtedly that is a factor. I notice you speak of local taxation for schools

and municipal jiurposes in illustration of the principle that taxation should bear relation

to the benefits derived. Well, is that really applicable to school purposes? A. I think it

is, in a broad way, in the sense that a school section willing to pay a higher school tax is

proportionately benefited by obtaining a better school. The principle is recognized in that,

but it cannot be pushed to the limit.

Q. The persons who derive the greatest amount of benefit from the education are the

children who are being educated ? A. Yes.

Q. And in many cases, the parents of the children contribute little or nothing to the

taxes? A. I know; but on the whole, if you look at the point as I have made it in com-
paring northern and southern Ontario, it is true, isn't it, that the municipality that is

willing to pay liberally for education gets greater advantages than the one that is illiberal

in the matter of education? Therefore the principle of paying for what you get does
apply municipally, if it doesn't individually. Now, the point as I remember it, is in a
connected argument leading up to a very great distinction in development between northern
and southern Ontario.

Q. Yes, the main trend of your argument is to point out the disadvantages of northern
Ontario in comparison with southern Ontario as regards transportation facilities, roads,

telegraphs, etc.? A. Yes, and particularly the fact that companies operating up there are

already subject to what amounts to a tax, because they have to develop the country out of
private capital before they can make use of their ore deposits.

Q. Of course, that feature largely results from the fact that a mining industry is

naturallv situated in the poorer part of the country for agriculture? A. Yes, we recognize
that.

Q. Then, again, you speak of the fact that your company has had to pay large sums
of money for mining properties to private owners? A. Yes.

Q. Middlepien, as it were? A. Yes.

Q. And you regard that money as being practically a royalty on your output? A. Yes,
there is no other view we can take.

Q. Wouldn't it be fair to say that in purchasing any particular property offered to

your company, you would take into consideration in fixing the price you could afford to

pay, the fact that you would have to pay taxes on your profits? A. Well, of course, every-
thing we have to pay, and all the ultimate profit we hope to get out, is figured in Iniying the
property.

Q. This factor of taxation would naturally depress the price you would Ije willing to

pay? A. Oh, yes, it certainly does, slightly.

Q. It is one of the things you consider? A. Well, of course, we consider all those
things in getting the ultimate cost of our product ; they are added in, and that naturally
is added in with the rest.

Q. Would you go so far as to suggest that the government should levy a tax on sales
of that kind? That is to say, if a mining company were to purchase a property for $500,000
should the government step in and say, "We will take a certain proportion of that price
as a tax?" A. Well, I am quite willing to suggest the .justice of that kind of tax; its

practicability is a thing I have not thought out to a conclusion.
Q. One desirable feature about any particular taxation is simplicity? A. I cannot see

why that could not be framed in such a way that it could be worked as easily as the
present method. The government already has a Mine Assessor. I cannot see why a thing of
that kind could not be added to his duties without any further charge to the government.

[C. r. Corless.-i
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Q. That might be so if all sales were made on a cash basis, but very often it isn't

cash which is received as the purchase price, but stock in a company, which may be of

problematical value? A. Even that could be allowed for. I think that could be worked

out so as not to react unjustly.

Fair to Tax Increment Values

Q. It would be somewhat analogous to the British government tax on property sales

now, except that they tax on the increment value and not on the total value? A. Well, this

would be on the increment value. If a man has spent $75,000 on a property. I should say

that should be deducted before the tax goes on. If he sells the property for half a million,

deduct all legitimate expenses shown on his books, and then impose the tax. The reason

it appears just to me is that these sums of money actually come as it were from the public

domain. If the government wishes to get a similar sum of money from a company like

ours and furnishes us with the ore, we would just as soon buy from it as from the individual.

Q. You mean if the Crown were the owner of the lands? But the Crown does not make
the discovery of the ore, and that is the only thing that gives the land its value. Might

not such a policy tend to discourage prospectors in looking for deposits? A. I think I

have referred to that. That is a thing to be very carefully guarded against, for anything

that would discourage prospecting, would l)e fatal to the industry. But I cannot see that,

merely because a man finds a property which may be of almost fabulous value and gets

a big"^ price for it, it is just that he should got the entire sale price, when he perhaps only

happened to stumble on to the discovery. It seems to me that a general distribution of

a part of the price is only just. In other words, prospecting for a mine is of an entirely

different nature from the exploration and development of it. In the latter case, the govern-

ment is satisfied with a small continual tax on product. The prospector may "strike it

rich" in the first few days, or he may have bad luck for years. All his expenses for

prospecting should be allowed before application of the tax. It is a very difficult problem,

but I cannot help feeling it unjust that the government appears at present to take no

cognizance whatever of the fact. Let us say, for instance, a company like our own may
pay a million dollars for a jn-operty. AVe get no recognition for this in taxation. The
man who has received the million dollars, and who has done practically nothing for it, is

not taxed on the increment. At the same time I don't wish it understood that I bear any
malice toward the man we bought from or anything of that sort. We have recognized the

conditions ; we have liought properties because we wanted them, and if they could get two

million for their property instead of one, I don't blame them.

Q. I presume the Mond Nickel Company thought they were getting value for their

money? A. Exactly. At the same time I would have felt better if a good portion of the

money our company has paid for mines had gone into the government purse instead of to

private individuals, in eases where very little has been done by the individual. Put it in

this way if you like: a company goes into the district in the early days and is able to get

hold of large properties at a very small figure, and another one comes in at a later date

and pays a very high price. It seems to me the government ought to equalize those conditions.

In the latter case, a portion of the revenue should come out of the company and a portion

out of the person who gets the money. I think such a tax should be progressive, some-

what like a succession tax.

Q. Isn't the situation in some degree regulated by the present system of mine taxation

which has relation to the profits the company makes? A. This whole argument has

no reference whatever to the present system of taxation. The idea I had when I wrote

that memorandum was that there was a general feeling that mining companies should be very

heavily taxed, the present tax being a comparatively small matter. With regard to the

present system of taxation, I have no criticism whatever. I think the present system

properly applied is just.

Q. It is a just and equitable system of taxation? A. I think so. There may be some
difficulty in the application of it, particularly in the case of ores like those in the Sudbury
district, because of the settling the value of the ore at the pit's mouth; but I don't think

the difficulty is insuperable.

Q. It has value, but the question is to ascertain that value? A. Yes.

Chairmax: You speak in your memorandum here of the mines of South Africa,

Australia and Tasmania. You probably know that in South Africa there is a tax of IQ
per cent, on the profits of the gold mines? A. I know there has been very heavy taxation

levied recently or been talked of. I don't think the reference I made to South Africa is

in connection with that so much as to the stability. So much agitation against the com-

panies that are doing business is verA- unsettling.

[C. r. Corless.]
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Minnesota and Ontafjo Laws Contrasted

Following is a letter written to the Commission by Mr. Fred. B. Snyder, of Messrs.

Snyder and Gale, attorneys at law, Mimieapolis, Minn., 13th January, 1917, comparing the

Minnesota and Ontario mining tax laws, to the disadvantage of the former.
" In Minnesota, where minerals are taxed in the ground, hardship is sometimes

done to the man least able to stand it. For example—a landowner in Minnesota gives

an option to an explorer to search for ore. As a result of the exploration an orebody is found,

but it may be of so low grade that it is not presently marketable, or at the time remote from

transportation. The explorer, however, deems the orebody of sufficient value to take out a

lease, which he does. Now under the Minnesota law he is required to file with the Tax
Commission blueprints showing the extent of the orebody discovered by Mm. The Tax Com-

mission from this information values the orebody, as well as the land as a farm, and spreads

the assessment on the tax books against the land. As long as the lessee holds the lease he is

required to pay the tax, but it is usual in ore leases (and as far as I know all Minnesota ore

leases contain such a provision) to insert a provision in the lease permitting the lessee to

surrender the lease for cancellation upon giving notice and paying all demands to the date of

surrender. So it often happens that lessees for one reason or another surrender their leases

before the property is opened or any betterments placed thereon. The result is that the land

comes back to the owner with the imposition thereon of an annual tax far in excess of his

ability to earn or to pay.
' * Such a law also tends to discourage prospecting and exploration work. In a new country

every opportunity should be held out by the government to induce settlers and explorers to

develop the natural resources. The tax law which is now in force in your country, providing

for a tax on the profits derived from the operating of open mines, tends to the development of

your natural resources and should, I think, be retained and have the cordial endorsement of

your Commission. '

'

MEMORANDUM J?E TAX PAID BY THE CANADIAN COPPER COMPANY

By Q. R. Mickle, M.E., Mine Assessor

As there has been persistent discussion in the press about this matter, it seems advisable to

make it plain that the objections raised to thi amount of the tax paid last year (1915) are based

on a complete misunderstanding of the Act under which the tax is levied. In some of the

articles it is alleged the tax should have been something like $400,000 instead of $40,000, and
the way the larger sum is arrived at is given with an appearance of desire for accuracy lent

by quoting -word for word the section in the Mining Tax Act (sec. 5) which states that every

mine shall pay a tax of three per cent, on the annual profits in excess of $10,000.

Provisions of Mining Tax Act

It is ditficult to believe that anyone taking the trouble to quote this exactly, should not

have continued reading this same section, and found out what the annual profits mean and
how they are to be calculated. Anyone doing this would see that it is only when all the product

of the mine is sold direct that a company is liable for three per cent, of its annual profits as

a tax. If, however, the product is not sold but is treated, then a value must be put on it at

the pit's mouth by the Mine Assessor, when there is no established market value, as is the

case here. All this is fully explained in section 5.

In arriving at the tax of $400,000 approximately, a valuation of $17,000,000 is put on the

product at the pit's mouth. As the tax for 1915 is based on operations of 1914 when 618,781

tons were smelted by the Canadian Copper Company, it can be seen that this means a valuation

of over $27 per ton for the ore at the pit's mouth, which wall be shown presently to be per-

fectly absurd, as there is no record up to the present of any nickel ore of similar grade

anywhere having been sold at anything like this figure.

The opinion is expressed or inferred that something unusual and improper was done in

making a temporary arrangement for a fixed amount per year. There is this essen-

tial difference between the taxation of this company and any other company in Ontario
producing minerals other than nickel and liable for a tax, in that, in all other cases,

either the product of the mine is sold direct or subjected to a treatment incomparably simpler

than the nickel ore undergoes, and for which either customs works have established rates, or

in some cases there is an established market price for the product of the mine, so that a

very close approximation of the amount of tax which should be levied under the Act can be
made. But in the case of a compaiiy mining, smelting and refining its own nickel ore, no such

close approximation is possible. It involves an arbitrary determination of one value. As the

tax is a fixed proportion of the difference between two things, viz., the valuation of the ore,

and the expenses which may be deducted, and these expenses can be definitely ascertained

[F. B. Snyder; G. B. Miclde.]
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beyond dispute, it is plain that fixing an arbitrary value of the ore as the Act requires shall

be done, thereby automatically determines an arbitrary amount for the tax. Moreover, the

Act does not place any limitation on the method to be followed in appraising the value of the

ore at the pit's mouth. There can be no objection, therefore, to the legality of this action.

Value of New Caledonia Ore No Guide

At the time the arrangement regarding taxes was made, viz., about the end of 191.3, there

was no information available to determine a market value for the kind of ore in question.

As a matter of fact at that time this particular class of ore had never been bought and sold

in such a way that a market price could be said to exist, that is, there had not been a number
of transactions made openly under competition. It is true nickel ore of an essentially different

kind (not being combined with copper) had been sold for years in New Caledonia, and market
rates for that kind of ore established there. If the same value had been assigned to the

Sudbury ores as have been estimated for New Caledonia, it is doulitful if any taxes would have
been paid at all. Thus the quotations given for 1912, which were the latest at the time the
arrangement was made, showed that for ore containing 6.05 to 6.49 per cent, nickel (when dry)
the value was 0.65 francs per kg., equivalent in our system to 5.70 cents per lb. nickel metal.

A 7.0 per cent, ore was worth .80f. per kg., or 7.0 cents per lb. That is, although the mean
of these first, viz., 6.27 per cent, ore is just 90 per cent, as rich in nickel, the value is only 80
per cent, as much per lb. of metal as in the 7 per cent. ore. If we assume for a moment that

this rate of decrease in value per lb. of metal is directly proportional to the drop in the per-

centage, we have a difference of .73 per cent., causing a drop in value per lb. of metal of
1.3 cents, and the interval between 6.27 per cent, and the best of the Sudbury ores or 3.9 per
cent, nickel is 2.37 per cent., which is 3.2 times as great as .73, therefore this should cause a
difference of 4.16 cents per lb. Deducting this from 5.7 cents leaves only 1.5 cents per lb. for

nickel. Accordingly a 4 per cent, ore with 80 lbs. nickel per ton would be worth only $1.20
as far as the nickel is concerned. To this must be added the value for copper, which would be
less than above amount.

It can be shown, however, that this is too favorable a calculation, and that according to

these quotations an ore containing 4.31 per cent, nickel is worth exactly nothing. Proof of
this is given separately. This coincides with the fact that no quotations are ever given for
New Caledonia ores as low in nickel as the Sudbury ores, and therefore we have no right to

assume they would have any market value in New Caledonia. Moreover, the quotations for
later years, 1915 for instance, are somewhat lower than given above. It is plain then that
the only well established market quotations for nickel ores are of very little help in attempting
to ascertain the value of the Sudbury ores, and that their worth must be determined by the
conditions existing in that locality. At the time the arrangement regarding taxes was made
with the Canadian Copper Company, a small amount of ore had been sold by the Alexo mine
in the Temiskaming district on a certain tariff or schedule. The fact that the price paid was
not made public and the transactions were limited, seemed to prevent this being regarded
as establishing a market price. Moreover, if this rate had been accepted as a valuation for
tax purposes, it would have meant that some of the ore mined now, and a great deal of the
lower grade ore that will be mined in the future, would escape taxation altogether.

How Amount of Tax Arrived At

It is obvious that any valuation is purely arbitrary, and could not even be considered as
a very close approximation. Many calculations were made with the object of establishing a
mode of valuation. They could all be met with serious objections. It seemed easier to arrive
at an equitable tax under the Act by assigning an arbitrary proportion of the total profits
made in the whole treatment from ore to refined metal, to the various operations involved, viz.,

(1) mining (including possession of the ore), (2) smelting and converting, (3) refining and
marketing. It is clear that all profit must be divided among these three operations.

Taking, first of all, smelting and converting, and comparing this with refining and market-
ing, these operations being somewhat similar in nature, and therefore more easily compared, it

does not seem that the smelting and converting is entitled to nearly as great a share of the
total profits as refining and marketing, since in spite of the expensive plant required the former
operation follows the practice developed in the treatment pf copper ores and mattes, whereas
a method had to be invented to separate and refine the copper and nickel. It may be stated
that the marketing of even a long established metal like copper, accounts for a not inconsider-
able part of its total value as refined metal. This becomes more important in the case of a
metal like nickel, the use of which had to be continually pressed in an educative campaign. It
would seem then that the refining and selling is entitled to a much greater share of the total pro-
fits than the smelting and converting, probably twice as much. Represent the share assigned to
refining at 2, and smelting at 1. Comparing now the mining (including possession of the ore)
with refining, it is clear in the first place that it owes its value almost entirely to the fact that

[G. B. MicUe.'i
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workable bodies of ore of this nature are extremely rare. If bodies of ore equal or greater
in richness and extent were found in any accessible part of the world, this fact would pro-

foundly affect the value of these ores. It is therefore rather the possession of the ore than
the act of mining which would govern the value.

Comparing this mining with refining and marketing, it is difficult to see how a difference
could be made between them with legard to their respective claims to a share of the whole
profits. It is plain that the ability to refine and market a nickel-bearing product is of no value
without the ore as the source of the nickel. On the other hand, the experience of the past has
shown that the possession of the ore and the ability to smelt it is of no value unless the re-

sulting product can be refined and marketed. No less than four companies have mined and
smelted nickel ore in the Sudbury district, and then abandoned the enterprise. They all had
ore, they were all aide to smelt, and yet the venture failed. Only one company outside the
Canadian Copj^er Company has up to the present succeeded in disposing of its mined and
smelted nickel product. This was due to its possession of an ingenious and elaborate method
of refining. As it seems impossible to establish a difference between the claims of the re-

fining and marketing, and those of the mining, for a share of the total profits, they must be
considered as entitled to the same proportion of the whole, that is, 2 w.ould represent tlie

profit of mining, 1 tlie profit of smelting, and 2 the pi-ofit of refining, or in percentages, 40, 20
and 40, respectively.

Five Millions Profit per Annum

Returning to the arrangement arrived at, it is based on the operations of 1911-

1915 inclusive, and when made, two of these years, 1911 and 1912, were past ; it

was also known that 1913 did not differ much from 1912. There was merely a
gradually increasing production. The profits made by the International Nickel Company for

the calendar years 1911-1915 will be approximately the same as for the fiscal years of the

company ending 31st March, 1912-1916, save that we know there was a serious curtailment of
operations at the outbreak of the war in 1914, in consequence of which the actual tonnage
smelted in 1914 was smaller than in 1913, as will appear in table below. It was not until

March of 1915 that the old rate of monthly production was again readied. Since that time
the output has been accelerated. The profits for the fiscal years most nearly corresponding to

the calendar years 1911-1915 are as follows, quoted from the company's reports:

Year ending 31st Marcli, 1912 .$3,581,959 67
Year ending 31st March, 1913 5,020,304 92
Year ending 31st March, 1914 4,792,664 75

Year ending 31st March, 1915 5,598,071 21

Year ending 31st March, 1916 11,748,278 53

The tonnage smelted for tlie calendar years in question was as follows:

Tons oi'e.

Calendar year 1911 462,1 09

Calendar year 1912 594,209

Calendar year 191 3 665,751

Calendar year 1914 618,781

Calendar year 1915 865,168

Total 3,206,018

or an average of 641,203 tons for the first five year period. It will be noted that up to 1914
the fiscal year will agree fairly closely with the preceding calendar year in the profits ; but for

the fiscal years ending in March, 1915 and 1916, the calendar year will show a smaller profit,

for the reason explained above. Thus for the calendar year 1915 the tonnage smelted was
865,168, whereas for the fiscal year ending March, 1916," it was 1,000,919 tons. The profit

proportional to the tonnage would be $10,154,000, approximately instead of eleven and three-

quarter millions. It will be seen that a profit of five million dollars per year was a reasonable

estimate for the five-year period 1911-1915 according to calendar years, or 1912-1916 as

reckoned by the company's fiscal year. Assigning 40 per cent, of this to mining, gives a profit

of two millions, three per cent, on which is sixty thousand dollars. Every mining company,
however, has the right under section 14 of the Mining Tax Act to deduct municipal tax paid
on income up to one-third of the whole tax. The Canadian Copper Company was o])taining a

large part of their output from a township with no municipal organization, and consequently
there were no taxes levied, although the company were constructing and maintaining roads,

schools and a hospital as a municipality would have done, and its annual expenditure for these

purposes was consideralily greater than one-third of the Provincial tax calculated above. For
example, it is considered that the hospital at Copper Cliff, built and maintained by the com-

[G. J?. MicMe.'i
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pany, is superior to anything in Ontario outside of Toronto. In agreeing to pay a tax of

$40,000, the company waived its statutory right to organize the township, as could be easily

done, and then deduct one-third of the tax.

From the above statement, it will be seen that the tax paid in 1912 was somewhat too high.

For 1913, 1914 and 1915 (considering that the calendar year 1914 was not as favourable as

the fiscal year ending March, 1915), it was a very close approximation. The same amount for

the year 1916 is too small, due solely to the extraordinary demand for nickel, and the abnorm-

ally high price of copper caused hj the war. Nothing like this has ever occurred in the

history of the metal industry before. On the other hand, only a few years back, in 1907, the

Canadian Copper Company was in a serious condition due to industrial depression and in

1893-94 the works were entirely closed for about a year, so that judging from past experience

if anything almormal happened to nickel mining, the chances were in favour of the government
under the fixed taxation. If there had been no disturbance of normal conditions, the tax for

1916 would have been as near an approximation as could be had.

Proof that New Caledonia Ore of 4.31 Per Cent, is Worth Nothing

It is evident there nuist be some grade of ore which is worth exactly nothing. Treating
ore below this grade would cause a loss, and above this a profit. This percentage where the

ore is worth exactly nothing may be called the '
' neutral point. '

' Let us assume for a moment
that 2 per cent, or 40 lbs. metal per ton is the neutral point. Now all ore with a percentage
of metal above this must liave some value. Assume that a 3 per cent, ore or 60 lbs. per ton

is worth $2.00 per ton. Then increased percentages above this neutral point will have values

increased proportionately above the neutral point. Thus a 4 per cent, ore (80 lbs. per ton)
will be worth just twice as much as 3 per cent, ore, because it has 40 lbs. per ton above the

neutral point, as against 20 11)s. per ton, for the 3 per cent, ore, since it is only the metal in

excess of the neutral point which can be regarded as having any value, and the whole value
in the ore must be considered as distrilnited equally over each unit of metal above the neutral
point.

The problem is to find the neutral point, knowing the variations in price per 11). of metal
paid for two different grades of ore. In the case in question the 3 per cent, ore, with 60 lbs.

per ton worth $2.00, would give a quotation of 3.3 cents per lb. and the 4 per cent, ore would
be quoted at 5 cents per lb. Now let x = number of lbs. metal per ton in neutral ore. Then
in case of 3 per cent, ore, 60— x equals lbs. per ton in excess over neutral point on which the
value is to be distributed and 60— x = 200e. by hypothesis. Therefore value per lb. metal in

200
this excess is And similarly with the 4 per cent, ore, which is worth $4.00, 80 — x

60 —

X

400
equals metal in excess of neutral point and, as before, is value per lb. metal in this

SO— X
excess. But the value of each lb. of metal aliove the neutral point is the same (within certain
limits) therefore

200 400

60 — X 80 — X
16000 — 200 X = 24000 — 400 x

200 x= 8000
X = 40 lbs. per ton or 2 per cent.

Now in a similar way, a 6.27 per cent, ore or 125.4 lbs. at 5.7 cents = $7.14.

and 7.00 per cent, ore or 140 lbs. at 7 cents = $9.80.

and 714 980

125.4— X 140 —

X

714 (140— x) =980 (125.4— x)
99960— 714 X = 122892— 980 X

266 x = 22932
X = 86.2 lbs. per ton.

= 4.31 per cent.

Toronto, 20th November, 1916.

[<?. B. MicMe.l
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FURTHER MEMO RE VALUATION OF NICKEL COPPER ORES

By Mr. Q. R. Mickle

Supplementing the memo regarding tax paid by the Canadian Copper Company dated 20th

November last it seems advisable to prove by further independent reasoning that the valuation

of over $27.00 per ton at the pit's mouth which must be made by those claiming that the tax

should have been $-400,000 or more, is entirely unwarranted, and that any evidence that exists

as to the market value of nickel-bearing ore of this kind, shows that the value is about one

quarter of this amount.
As the output of the mines belonging to the Canadian Copper Company was not sold but

was treated, it became necessary, under the Mining Tax Act, there being no established market
price, to appraise the value of the product at the pit 's mouth. It seems perfectly clear that it

is the intention of the Act to determine as nearly as possible, what the market value would be,

if there were one ; in other words, the probable market value. This is plain from the following

consideration:—The product of the mine in order to be taxable must be either sold or

treated. If sold, the sale must be at the market price, if there is one. It is, moreover- difficult

to see how there could be a number of transactions in any commodity extending over any

considerable period without establishing a market price. Hence, sooner or later, any sale must

be at the market price. Furthermore, in the case of the ore that is not sold but treated, the

Act explicitly states that the established market value at the pit's mouth shall be ascertained,

and from this the deductions specified in the Act made in order to find the taxable value. It

is only in the absence of all these conditions which clearly put the market price as the governing

factor in determining the taxation, that it becomes necessary to make an appraisal of the value.

It seems therefore plain that this same principle must be followed, and that every effort

must be made to ascertain the probable market value.

As stated in the memorandum above referred to, the only place where nickel ores had been

sold in such a way as to establish a market price was in New Caledonia, and the prices were

on a sliding scale of so much per pound metal contained in the ore according to the richness.

Thus for a 6.27 per cent, (dried) ore, the price was 5.7 cents per lb. nickel and for a 7 per

cent ore (dried) it was 7.0 cents per lb. nickel. A great part of this was sold to buyers in

various countries in Europe, and the yearly amount thus sold was 100,000 tons or more. This

trade has been going on for ten years or more, so that a million tons or so have been sold,

and market rates established in Europe. Although this ore is essentially different from the

Sudbury ores, and therefore need not necessarily have the same market value, still it is the

only nickel-bearing ore for which a market price has been established, and therefore it cannot

be ignored.

This ore contains about 20 per cent, moisture on the average- but as the ore must be dried

before beins; analysed, and the moisture in any event varies according to the weather, the quota-

tions are always on the dried ore. Now an ore with 6.27 per cent, nickel when dried will

contain .iust .5.0 per cent, nickel in the wet state; this is 100 lbs. nickel to the ton, which at

5.7 cents per lb. gives $5.70 per ton. The freight to Europe fluctuates of course, but before

the war about $7.00 per long ton may be taken as the average, this would be equal to about

$6.30 per ton of 2,000 lbs., making a" total of $12.00 per ton for this ore in Europe. In the

same way a 7 per cent, ore (when dried) which contained before dr^-ing 20 per cent, moisture,

would have 5.6 per cent, nickel in the wet ore, equal to 112 lbs. per ton, this at 7 cents given

$7.84, adding $6.30 for freight gives $14.14, as market price for this kind of ore in Europe.

The explanation of the " neutral point " was fully discussed in former memorandum, and

the way the " neutral point " can be calculated was explained.

Neutral Point in New Caledonia and Sudbury Ores

In exactly the same way the neutral point, or the percentage in this wet ore in Europe

which is worth exactly nothing, can be found from the information given above. Thus x being

the number of pounds per ton in ore at the '' neutral point " we have the equation:

—

1200 1414

100 — X 112 —

X

which gives finally x = 32.7 lbs. per ton.

= 1.63 per cent, nickel.

Compare this neutral point of 1.63 per cent, in ore with 20 per cent, moisture, with dry

ores as in Sudbury. The moisture is easilv expelled by heat, and therefore the neutral point

becomes 2.03 per cent, in the dried ore. This ore has a market value in Europe of $12.00 per

ton, and it has an excess over the neutral point of the difference between 6.27 and 2.03 or

[G. E. Midde.'i
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4.24 per cent., and as proved before the values (within certain limits) of two ores of different
grades are directly proportional to the amount of metal in excess of the neutral point. The
Sudbury ore with 3.9 per cent, nickel or 1.S7 per cent, excess will then be worth as follows:

—

$12.00 X 1.87
= $5.29

4.24

for nickel content. To this must be added price for copper, as the ore contains about 1.7 per
cent, copper. With the usual deductions made for losses in buying copper ores, this could
hardly be considered worth more than $1.70 per ton. considering the difficulties of the separa-

tion from the nickel, making in all $7.00 per ton as the calculated market value of an ore

similar to the Sudbury ores in Europe. This is just a little more than one-quarter of the value
assigned to the ore by those appraising it at over $27.00 per ton at the pit's mouth.

A further indication of the probable market value of these ores may be obtained from the

sale of ore by the Alexo mine in the Temiskaming district. Several hundred thousand dollars'

worth of ore have been bought and sold at a price based on the nickel and copper content.

For an ore averaging over a considerable period 4. .34 per cent, nickel and 0.58 per cent, copper,

the price paid comes to $6.64 per ton, or again less than one-quarter of the pit 's mouth value

assigned to the Sudbury ore by those who claim that the tax should have been $400,000 or more.

Moreover, to obtain the taxable value of the ore all the expenses of getting it to the surface,

transportation, etc., specified in the Act must be deducted—scarcely noticeable if the value is

over $27.00 per ton, but making serious inroads on $6.64. There is no question in the case of

the Alexo ore, where we have a direct sale of ore, that the proper value according to the Act,

which is merely the receipts from sales, has been given. It is correct and indisputable to the

last cent, and it would seem absurd that by any method of reasoning another ore which must
have very nearly the same value should be appraised for the purposes of taxation under the

very same section in the same Act at more than four times as much.
Furthermore if the probable market value—which is clearly the thing intended by the Act

—of these ores in question were over $27.00 per ton or anything approaching that, it is incon-

ceivable that deposits of nickel-bearing ore, as for example the Murray mine, would lie idle

for twenty years or more.

Toronto, ISth December, 1916.

[G. B. Miclde.]
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SECTION

WATER POWER DEVELOPMENT IN NORWAY'
Available Power

The total amount of water power in Xorway which, may be easily developed is now esti-

mated to be about five million K.W." There is no doubt, however, that the real figure is con-

siderably greater, as the power available in many cases, especially where the waterfall is

situated' at some height above the level of the sea, has shown itself to be considerably in

excess of the estimated output.

Of the 5,000,000 K.W. mentioned above, about 700,000 K.W. is now used for the

generation of electric power. The distribution of this power for various purposes is approxi-

niatelv as follows:
Per Cent.

For lighting purposes, approximately 85,000 K.W. 12

For power, approximately 2.30,000 K.W. .33

For electrochemical purposes, approximately 300,000 K.W. 43

The remaining 12 per cent, is used for a variety of purposes, and also includes excess

of generator capacity, reserve, etc.

There are also some waterfalls which are not used for generation of electric power, but

for direct drive, particularly for wood pulp mills, etc. The total amount of power from
these waterfalls is small, however, as compared with the amount mentioned above.

Of the remaining 4Vj million K.W. the Norwegian government owns about % million

K.W., the rest being for the greatest part in private possession.

These waterfalls have been bought by the government, mainly with the ob.iect of

providing power for the electrification of the railways, which are almost, without exception,

owned by the government, but also with the idea that the government may some time have

to transmit electric power in bulk to those parts of the country where no suitable water power
is available within a reasonable distance. Up until now none of the waterfalls belonging to

the government have lieen developed, but work is now being liegun on these as well.

The distribution of electricity for domestic and small industrial purposes is mostly

carried out by the municipalities. Lately, the municipalities have also begun to acquire water

power on a more considerable scale in order to supply power for larger industries as well.

The total amount of water power now owned by the municipalities, including that which
has already been developed, is about 600,000 K.W.

The waterfalls in Xorway are fairlv well distributed all over the country, but the

majority of them are along the west coast, and in most cases are so situated that the power
station may be built right at the sea level. The same holds good for many waterfalls in

tlie northern jDart of the country. In most of these cases access is easy, and a good harbour,

open all the year round, is to be found in the immediate vicinity. In some places some
difficulty may be experienced in finding suitable ground for factory liuildings, etc.

The cost of developing water power naturally varies consideraldy, but as there is gener-

ally a high available head and a comparatively small flow, the costs are as a rule low.

The total costs, including purchase of the necessary rights and ground, also electrical

generators in the power station, but not transformers for high tension transmission, may
be taken to vary between Kr."' 250 and Kr. 400 per K.W. for plants from 10,000 K.W. and
upwards.

The annual costs, including depreciation, may be taken as from 10 per cent, to 15 per
cent, of the initial outlay. A cost of Kr. 45 to 60 per K.W. per year may apparently be
taken as a fair average figure for power delivered at a seaport in blocks of not less than 5,000
to 10,000 K.W. and at a pressure between 5,000 and 15,000 volts.

The cost of power will generally be less in the western and northern part of the
country than in the eastern and southern part, owing to the fact that the waterfalls in these
parts are generally more conveniently situated and also more cheaply developed.

Legal Regulations

The water power in Xorway always belongs to the owner of the land adjacent to the
river. The rights may be sold independently.

When developing water power, existing' fishing rights, transportation of timber by float-

ing, etc., also have to be taken into account.

1 By Karl von Krogh, New York.
^Kilowatt ^ 1.34 horse power.
2 Kroner = $0,268.

[204]
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The owner of a waterfall may obtain permission from the government to expropriate

land, etc., necessary for the building of dams, and erecting pipe lines and also the land

necessary for the regulation reservoirs. He cannot, however, expropriate parts of the water

power which, for instance, might lie necessary in order to economically develop a waterfall

as a whole.

Eegarding these matters, see "Lov om Vasdragenes benyttelse" (Law regarding the

Use of Waterways, etc.) of July 1st, 1893, with Amendments of July 14th, 1893; July 19th,

1907, and August 18th, 1911. Also "Law regarding the Regulating of Water Power for

Industrial Purposes" of August 4th, 1911, with Amendment of February 20th, 1913.

Water power may be expropriated by a municipality, but only to provide electric power

for the purpose of lighting and for small industries. This question is regulated by "Law
regarding compulsory cession of Waterfalls to Municipalities" of August 15th, 1911,

amended by Law of July 12th, 1912.

An institution peculiar to Norway is the so-called right of "Odel, " which permits the

land owner or one of his descendants within a certain period (3 years) to buy the laud back

by compulsion if he so wishes. In case the price cannot be agreed upon, it is fixed by a

taxation jury, and the rule is that the value of the land to the purchaser (not the original

owner) shall be the basis for fixing the piice. All improvements, buildings, etc., must be

paid for.

Lately, this right has been modified in such a way that industrial improvements, such as

power stations, factories, etc., are exempted from compulsory redemption, and also the land

necessary for such improvements.

The Position of Foreigners

The acquisition of water power, by subjects of a foreign state, limited companies, etc.,

are subject to permission from the government. Such permission is also necessary to buy
electric power, produced from water power.

To these permissions are generally attached certain conditions intended to protect

national interests, and to further national industry.

One of the conditions, as a rule, is that a certain percentage of the water developed
(generally up to 10 per cent.) must be rented to the municipality or to the State govern-

ment (if required by them) at a certain fixed price.

This question is regulated bv the "Law regarding the Acquisition of Waterfalls, Mines
and Other Properties" of September 18th, 1909.

The erection of electric power stations and of any electrical plant must be carried out

according to government regulations. For low tension plants (below 500 volts D.C. and 250
volts B.C.) fixed rules are issued; for the erection of high tension plants permission must
be sought for each case, and the regulations are issued along with the permission.

The permission to erect high tension plants may now also, according to temporary law,

be made subject to other conditions which the government should find to be in the interest

of the community as a whole.

The ground, or right of way, necessary for the erection of transmission lines, may be
expropriated with the permission of the government, provided that other pulilic interests are

not considered to suffer from such erection.

These qi:estions are regulated by '
' Law regarding ]\Ieasures to Safeguard against

Danger and Inconveniences caused by Electric Plants," etc., of May 16th, 1896, with amend-
ment of July 19th, 1912, and "Law regarding Compulsory Cessation of Ground, etc., for

the Erection of Electric Transmission Lines," of July 23rd, 1894. Also by provisional Law
of July 26th, 1916, amending the two Laws mentioned above.

[K. von Krogh.']



SECTION P

TABLES, FACTORS AND CALCULATIONS

(1) INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC WEIGHTS FOR 1917

(The asterisJcs indicate where changes have heen made by the International Committee on
Atomic Weights since 1911.)

0=16.
Aluminium Al 27.1

Antimony Sb 120.2

Argon /. A 39.88

Arsenic As 74.96

Barium Ba 137.37

Bismuth Bi 208.0

Boron B 11.0

Bromine Br 79.92

Cadmium Cd 112.40

CEesium Cs 132.81

Calcium* Ca 40.07

Carbon* C 12.005

Cerium Ce 140.2.5

Chlorine CI 35.46

Chromium Cr 52.0

Cobalt Co 58.97

Columbiunr- Cb 93.1

Copper Cu 63.57

Dysprosium By 162.5

Erbium* eV 167.7

Europium Eu 152.0

Fluorine F 19.0

Gadolinium Gd 157.3

Gallium Ga 69.9

Germanium Ge 72.5

Glucinum Gl 9.1

Gold Au 197.2

Helium* He 4.00

Hydrogen H 1.008

Indium In 114.8

Iodine I 126.92
Iridium Ir 193.1

Iron* Fe 55.84
Krypton Kr 82.92

Lanthanum La 139.0
Lead* Pb 207.20
Lithium Li 6.94
Lutecium* Lu 175.0
Magnesium Mg 24.32

Manganese Mn 54.93
Mercury* Hg 200.6
Molybdenum Mo 96.0

0=16.
Neodymium Nd 144.3
Neon Ne 20.2

Nickel Ni 58.68
Niobium, see Columbium.
Niton* (radium emanation) . . Nt 222.4
Nitrogen N 14.01
Osmium Os 190.9
Oxygen O 16.0
Palladium Pd 106.7
Phosphorus p 31.04
Platinum Pt 195.2
Potassium K 39.10
Praseodymium* Pv 140.9
Radium Ra 226.0
Rhodium Rh 102.9
Rubidium Rb 85.45
Ruthenium Ru 101.7
Samarium Sa 150.4
Scandium Sc 44.1

Selenium Se 79.2

Silicon Si 28.3

Silyer Ag 107.88

Sodium Na 23.00

Strontium • Sr 87.63

Sulphur* S 32.06

Tantalum* Ta 181.5

Tellurium Te 127.5

Terbium Tb 159.2

Thallium Tl 204.0

Thorium Th 232.4

Thulium Tm 168.5

Tin* Sn 118.7

Titanium Ti 48.1

Tungsten W 184.0

Uranium* U 238.2

Vanadium* V 51.0

Xenon Xe 130.2

Ytterbium (Neoytterbium)* . . Yb 173.5

Yttrium* ." Yt 88.7

Zinc Zn 65.37

Zirconium Zr 90.6

[206]
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(2) FACTORS CONNECTED WITH THE SMELTING AND REFINING OF NICKEL
AND COBALT

Ni. per

cent.

NiO 78.58

NiHA 63.31

NiCOa 49.48

NiS 64.66

NiS04.7H,0 20.89

(NH4).Ni(SO,).6H.,0. 14.87

K,]Sri(S04),6H,6 13.44

NiSO^ 37.92

JSTiCL 45.28

Ni(N03)...6H,0 20.18

Ni(CO), 34.38

Co. per
cent.

CoO 78.66

CoH.O, 63.44
CoSO, 38.04
CoSO,.7H,0 20.97
CoCL 45.38

Co(N03)25H.O 20.25

Cu. per
cent.

CuO 79.89
CuHA 65.13
CuSO^ 39.81
CUSO4.5H0O 25.46
Cu(N03)=.6H,0 21.49
Cu(N03),.3H.O 26.29
CuCL 47.21

Fe. per

cent.

FeO 77.73
Fe,03 69.94

FeA 72.36
FeS. 46.54
FeS 63.52

FeS04.7H,0 20.09

S. per
cent.

SO, 50.06
SO3 40.05
H.SO, 32.70
FeS, 53.46
FeS 36.48
H,S 94.09

AS2O3 contains.

CaCOa ' '

CaCO.-! '

'

CO, "
CO "
NaCl "
H.O
H.,0 '

'

Per cent.

75.75 As.
43.97 CO,
56.03 CaO.
27.27 C.

42.86 C
60.66 CI.

11.19 H.
88.81 O.

(3) MELTING POINTS

Element. °C.

Tin 231.9

Cadmium 320.9

Lead 327.4

Zinc 419.4

Antimony 630.0

Magnesium 651
Aluminium 658.7

Silver 960.5

Copper 1083.0

Gold 1063.0
Manganese 1260
Grey cast iron 1100
Silicon 1420

°F.

449.4

609.6

621.3

786.9

1166
1204
1217.7

1761
1981.5

1945.5

2300
2012
2588

Element °C. °F.

NICKEL 1452 2646
COBALT 1480 2696
Chromium 1520 2768
Iron 1530 2786
Palladium 1549 2820
Platinum 1755 3191
Molybdenum 2500 4500
Tantalum 2850 5160
Tungsten 3000 5430
Steel 1400 2552
Wrought iroii 1600 2912
Monei metal 1360 2480

[Tables, Factors and Calculations.l
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(4) DESULPHATIZATION OF ANHYDROUS SULPHATES BY HEAT

(General Metallurgy, Hofman, 1913.)
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Solubility in 100 pts. H,0 at t°, using NiSO, rH-,0.

t°
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Solubility of Nickel Sulphate, NiSOi.

(Steele and Johnson—J. Ch. Soc, 85, 116, '04; see also Etard and Mulder.)

t°
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Animoiiiiun Nickel Sulphate (NH4),Ni(S04)o.6H,0; Solubility in Water

(Average curve from Toblcr, Locke, at 25°.)

G. (NHJ,Ni(SOJ,
per 100 gms.
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(6) WEIGHTS. ETC.. OF GASES
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At about 15°C. and at atniosplioric x^i'^'ssure:—
1,000 cubic ft. of air weighs
" " i( a hydrogen
" " " " oxygen
" " an steam
" " < ( < < carlionic acid gas
" " " " sulphur dioxide gas
" " an

(.Qf^l ofig

" " (
< < < natural gas

" " " " water gas
" '

'

'
' " Mond gas

" " an Producer gas
" " " '' water (liquid)

8.94 lbs. water produces 178.25 cubic feet of hydrogen when electrolyzed, i.e., 9 lbs.

water produces about 180 cubic ft. of hydrogen and about 90 cubic ft. of oxygen by
electrolysis; or 1 lb. water produces 20 cubic ft. of hydrogen and 10 cubic ft. of oxygen.

The electrolysis of 1 lb. of salt would A'ield:

—

s 80.7
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(9) TABLE FOR COXVERTIXG CEXTS OR PENCE PER POUND INTO £ STERLING
PER TON

{Beprinted from "The Mining Magazine," London, September, 1916.)

1 cent equals 0.49317 pence

1 penny " 2.0277 cents

To convert cents per pound into dollars per ton of 2000 lbs., multiply by 20

1 cent equals 0.0020549 £ sterling

£1 sterling- equals 4S6.67 cts. or 4.8667 dollars
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(10) FACTORS FOR CALCULATING COST OF ELECTRIC POWER

The following data and factors will he found useful in calculating out electric i^ower

costs:—
1 horse power equals 0.746 kilowatt.

1 kilowatt " 1-34 horsepower.

1 h.p. year or 0.746 k.w. year.. " 8766 h.p. hours (at 365Vi days per

year).

1 k.w. year " 8766 k.w. hours.

1 h.p. year " 6o?,9 k.w. hours.
'

, , It ($65.39 per h.p. rear.
1 cent per k.w. hour

J^^. g^/^^^ ^^^^ '^^ ^^^^^^

(Note.—The metric horsepower, as used in Norway and Sweden, is equal to only 736

kilowatts.)

^letrie Prefixes.

-Micro- = O.OOOnoi = lO-'' Mega- = 1000000 =10'
Milli- = 0.001 = 10-' Kilo- = 1000 = 10'

Centi- = 0.01 = 10-= Hecto- =100 =10=
Deci- =0.1 =10^ Deca- =10 =10'

*" Micro-metre" is abbreviated to "Micron" =10-^ metre.

The following notes regarding electric units and their relationship are mainly quoted from

"The Electric Fuinace in Metallurgical Works," Lyon, Keeney and Cullen, Bureau of Mines,

Washington, 1914, pp. 186 and 187:—

(11) UNITS USED IN ELECTRICAL CALCULATIONS

Ampere—The unit of current strength, or rate of flow, represented by I.

Volt—The unit of electromotive force, electrical pressure, or difference of potential,

represented by E.

Ohm—The unit of resistance, represented by R.

Coulomb (or ampere-second)—The unit of quantity, Q.

Ampere-hour—3,600 coulombs, Q\
Joule (volt-coulomb)—The unit of energy or work, W.
Watt (ampere-volt, or volt-ampere)—The unit of power, P.

Farad—The unit of capacity, represented by C.

Henry—The unit of inductance, represented by L.

If letters are used to represent the units, the relations between them may be expressed by
the following formulas, in which t represents 1 second and T 1 hour.

I = |, Q = It, Q' = IT, C - % W = QE, P = IE.

As these relations contain no coefficient other than unity, the letters may represent any
quantities given in terms of those units. For example, if E represents the number of volts of

electromotive force, and R the number of ohms of resistance in a circuit, then their ratio, E -h R,

will give the number of amperes of current strength in that circuit.

The above six formulas can be combined by substitution or elimination, so as to give the

relations between any of the quantities. The most important of these are the following':

—

W =IEt = S' t = 12 Rt = Pt« = |t. c = i,.,
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(12) RELATIONS OF VARIOUS UNITS

1 ampere — 1 coulomb per second.

1 volt-ampere = 1 watt = 1 volt-coulomb per second.

r 0.7.373 foot-pound per second.

I -n-att = ^ 0.0009477 heat unit per second (F).

(_ 1/746 of 1 horsepower.

r 0.7373 foot-pound.

I -joule =
)
Work done liy 1 watt in 1 second.

(.0.0009477 heat unit.

1 British thermal unit = 1055.2 joules.

1 kilowatt, or 1,000 watts = 1,000/746, or 1.3405 horsepower.
_

1 kilowatt-hour = 1.3405 horsepower-hours = 3600 joules.

1,000 volt-ampere hours = 2,645,200 foot-pounds.

1 British Board of Trade unit. . = 3412 heat units.

_ ( 746 watts = 746 volt-amperes.
1 horsepower - ^ oo^qOO foot-pounds per minute.

The ohm, ampere and volt are defined in terms of one another as follows: Ohm, the

resistance of a conductor through which a current of 1 ampere will pass when the electromotive

force is 1 volt. Ampere, the quantity of current that will flow through a resistance of 1 ohm
when the electromotive force is 1 volt. Volt, the electromotive force required to cause a

current of 1 ampere to flow through a resistance of 1 ohm.

Equivalent values of electrical and mechanical units :-

Unit. Equivalent value in other units.

1 horse-

power-
hour.

1 kilowatt- 1,000 watt hours,

hour. 1.34 horsepower-hours.

2,654,200 foot-pounds.

3,600,000 joules.

3,412 lieat units.

367,000 kilogram-meters.

0.235 pound of carbon oxidized

with perfect efficiency.

3.53 pounds of water evapo-

rated from and at 212°F.

22.75 pounds of water raised

from 62° to 212°F.

0.746 kilowatt hour.

1,980,000 foot-pounds.

2,545 heat units.

273,740 kilogram-meters.

0.175 pound of carbon oxidized

with perfect efficiency.

2.64 pounds of water evapo-

rated from and at 212°F.

17 pounds of water raised

from 62° to 212°F.

1 kilowatt. 1,000 watts.

1.34 horsepower.

2,654,200 foot-pounds per hour.

44,240 foot-pounds per minute.

737.3 foot-pounds per second.

3,412 heat units per hour.

56.9 heat units per minute.

0.948 heat unit per second.

0.2275 pound of carbon oxidized

per hour.

3.53 pounds of water evaporated
per hour from and at 212° F.

Unit.

1 horse-

power.

Equivalent value in other units.

746 watts.

0.746 kilowatt.

33,000 foot-pounds per minute.

550 foot-pounds per second.

2.545 heat units per hour.

42.4 heat units per minute.

0.707 heat unit per second.

0.175 pound of carbon oxidized

per hour.

2.64 pounds of water evaporated

per hour from and at 212°F.

1 watt second.

0.000000278 kilowatt-hour.

0.102 kilogram-meter.

0.0009477 heat unit.

0.7373 foot-pound.

1.356 joules.

0.1383 kilogram-meter.

0.000000377 kilowatt-hour.

0.001285 heat units.

0.0000005 horsepower-hour.

1 joule per second.

0.00134 horsepower.

3.412 heat units per hour.

0.7373 foot-pound per second.

0.0035 pound of water evapo-

rated per hour.

44.24 foot-pounds per minute.

1 watt per 8.19 heat units per square foot

square per minute,

inch. 6,371 foot-pounds per square

foot per minute.

0.193 horsepower per square

foot.

1 joule.

1 foot-

pound.

1 watt.
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Unit. Equivalent value in otiier units. Unit. Equivalent value in other units.

1 heat unit. 1.055 watt-seconds. 1 pound of 14,544 heat units.

778.6 kilogram-meters. carbon 1.11 pounds of anthracite coal

0.000293 kilowatt-hour. oxidized oxidized.

0.00039.3 horsepower-hour. "'ith 2.5 pounds of dry wood oxi-

0.00006SS pound of carbon oxi- perfect dized.

dized. efficiency.21 cubic feet of illuminating

0.001036 pound of water evapo- gas.

rated from and at 212°F. 4.26 kiloT\-att-hours.

5.71 horsepower hours.
1 hoiit unitO.122 watt per square inch. 11,315,000 foot-pounds.

per 0.1076 kilowatt per square foot. 15 pounds of water evaporated
square 0.0236 horsepower per square from and at 212°F.
foot per foot.

mi mite ^ pound of 0.283 kilowatt-hour.

water 0.379 horsepower-hour.

1 kilo- 7.233 foot-pounds. evaporat- 965.7 heat units,

gram 0.00000365 horsepower-hour. ed from 103,900 kilogram-meters,

meter. 0.00000272 kilowatt-hour. and at 1,019,000 joules.

0.0093 heat unit. 212° F. 751,300 foot-pounds.

0.0664 pound of carlion oxi-

dized.

Current Density.—This is measured in amperes per sq. decimeter (sq. decimeter — 100
sq. cm.) or amperes per sq. foot (sq. foot = 9.29 sq. dm.).

Specific Besistance (or resistivity).—This is measured in microhms (10-" ohm) per centi-

meter cube or per inch cube ; the term microhms per cubic centimeter should ])e avoided as the

following example will show.

A cube of copper with 1 cm. side, i.e., a centimeter cube has a resistance of 1.7 microhms
which is the specific resistance of copper, but if the same be drawn out until it is 1 metre long
and 1 sq. millimeter section its resistance is 17000 microhms (.017 ohm) although it is still

1 cubic centimeter in volume.

Eesistance per cm. cube = 2.54 X resistance per inch cube.

Specific resistances are sometimes measured as a ratio to that of copper, silver or mercury.
Current Efficiency.—This ignores the voltage and is the ratio of the actual yield of metal

per coulomb (to the theoretical electrochemical equivalent) ; 1 coulomb should theoretically yield

.0000104 gm. of hydrogen and other metals in proportion to their chemical equivalent. The
above figure is approximate only as it depends on temperature, concentration, etc.

Electrochemical equivalents unless otherwise stated are given in gms. per coulondi.

Some figures are:—
Copper Nickel

Hydrogen. —ious—ic. —ic.

1 coulomb yields grams 0000104 .000()6 .00033 .00030
1 ampere hour yields grams 0373 2.37 1.19 1.09
Coulombs per gram of H or per

gram-atom
—

i

of anv element. . 97,000
valency ' '

Energy Efficiency.—This is the ratio of the actual electrical energy used to the energy
theoretically required to produce any given amount of decomposition. It is calculated thus:—

theoretical volts
Energy efficiency = Current efficiency X 7—^

—

^—actuai volts

The theoretical voltage is variable, depending on the temperature and concentration.
Some theoretical voltages are approximately:

—

CuSOi 1.22 volts
CuCL 1.35 ..

CuCl 1.42 t c

NiSo4 2 09 "
NiCL .'..;

1.85 ..

The voltage may be calculated as follows:

—

Volts = number of calories per gram-molecule X 43 X 10-" ^ valency.
A voltometer measures quantity of electricity (or with the aid of a watcli, the average

current) by weighing the deposited metal; it is therefore a coulomb-meter or coulometer and
should always be referred to as such. Volta's name is now sufficiently perpetuated in the unit
"volt," and the term "voltmeter" can remain for the instrument "which measures pressure.

End of Appendix.
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See Copper pyrites.
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(Sessional Paper No. 64.)

RETURN
To an order shewing:

1. How many Charters or Licenses have been issued to Eacing Associations

operating in Ontario since the year 1912.

2. What are the names of the Racing Associations or Companies and the dates of

the issue of the Licenses of Charters respectively.

Presented to the Legislative Assembly.

Provikcial Seceetaky's Office,

Toronto, March 1st, 1917.

[3]
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Charters have been issued by the Provincial Secretary's Department, as follows:—
THE LONDON JOCKEY CLUB, LIMITED—Licensed under The Extra Provincial

Corporations Act, June 12th, 1913.

WESTERN RACING ASSOCIATION OP CANADA, LIMITED—Licensed under The
Extra Provincial Corporations Act, December 19th, 1914.

THE CANADIAN NATIONAL TROTTING & PACING HARNESS HORSE ASSOCIA-
TION—Incorporated by Ontario Letters Patent, dated November 12th, 1913.

THE QUEEN CITY DRIVING & JOCKEY CLUB, LIMITED—Incorporated by Ontario
Letters Patent, dated December 2nd, 1913.

THE BROCKVILLE COUNTRY CLUB, LIMITED—Incorporated by Ontario Letters
Patent, dated January 24th, 1914.

THE FORT FRANCES ATHLETIC & DRIVING ASSOCIATION, LIMITED—Incor-

porated by Ontario Letters Patent, dated June 4th, 1914.

THE STRATFORD SPORTING CLUB, LIMITED—Incorporated by Ontario Letters

Patent, dated December 14th, 1914.

THE WALKERVILLE JOCKEY CLUB, LIMITED—Incorporated by Ontario Letters
Patent, dated September 27th, 1915.

THE CRYSLER DRIVING CLUB, LIMITED—Incorporated by Ontario Letters Patent,

dated May 17th, 1915.

Licenses have been issued by the Treasury Department as follows:—
RACE MEETINGS, 1912.

Running Races.

Club. • Track. Dates.

Niagara Racing Ass'n iFort Erie June 29th.

tJuly 27th.

Ontario Jockey Club Woodbine May 18th.

Sept. 21st.

Hamilton Jockey Club Hamilton June 15th.

Aug. 10th.

Toronto Driving Club Hillcrest Aug. 20th.

Oct. 1st.

Windsor Fair Grounds Driving Park Ass'n . Windsor July 13th.

Aug. 26th.

Metropolitan Racing Ass'n Dufferin Park July 31st.

Sept. 7th.

Trotting Races.

Ottawa Valley Driving Club Jan. 4th.

Oct. 4th and
Dec. 25th.

Toronto Driving Club Tan. 1st.

Oct. 26th and
Dec. 25th.

Hamilton Driving & Athletic Ass'n Feb. 21st.

London Trotting & Racing Ass'n July 9th.

Georgetown Driving Park Ass'n May 24th.

Seaforth Turf Club June 11th.

Elgin Driving Ass'n. July 1st.

Niagara Falls Driving Park Ass'n Oct. 1st.

Sarnia Driving Club May 24th.

Aylmer Trotting & Racing Ass'n June 25th.

Dufferin Driving Park June 4th.
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RACE MEETINGS, 1913.

Running Races.

Club. Track. Dates.

Niagara Racing Ass'n Fort Erie July 4th.

Aug. 6th.

Ontario Jockey Club Woodbine May.
j
Sept.

Hamilton Jockey Club Hamilton June 25th.

July 26th.

Toronto Driving Club Hillcrest Aug. 20th.

Sept. 30th.

Windsor Fair Grounds Driving Park Ass'n. .Windsor July 16th.

Aug. 16th.

Metropolitan Racing Ass'n Dufferin Park Aug. 4th.

Sept. 6th.

Trotting Races.

Toronto Driving Club Hillcrest Jan. 1st and
Dec. 25th.

London Trotting & Racing Ass'n London July 1st.

Chatham Driving Club Chatham June 17th.
Aylmer Trotting & Racing Ass'n Aylmer June 24th.

Georgetown Driving Park Ass'n Georgetown May 24th.

Seaforth Turf Club Seaforth June 10th.

Dufferin Driving Club Dufferin Park Jan. 7th and
June 4th.

Listowel July 8th.

Alvinston Driving Club Alvinston Aug. 12th.

Watford Driving Ass'n Watford Aug. 15th.

RACE MEETINGS, 1914.

Running Races.

Club. Track. Dates.

Niagara Racing Ass'n Fort Erie July 4th.

Aug. 5th.

Ontario Jockey Club Woodbine May 23rd.

Sept. 19th.

Hamilton Jockey Club Hamilton June 25th.

July 25th.

Toronto Driving Club Hillcrest Aug. 22nd.

Sept. 29th.

Windsor Jockey Club Windsor July 15th.

Aug. 15th.

Metropolitan Racing Ass'n Dufferin Park Aug. 1st.

I
Sept. 29th.

Trotting Race.s.

Toronto Driving Club Hillcrest Dec. 25th.

(June 10th.

Dufferin Driving Club Dufferin Park Jan. 6th.

Georgetown Driving Club Georgetown, May 25th.

Dufferin Park Ass'n Wallaceburg May 25th.

St. Thomas Driving Ass'n London June 10th.

London Turf Club London June 30th.
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RACE MEETINGS, 1915.

Running Races.

Club. Track. Dates.

Niagara Racing Ass'n Fort Erie July 3rd.

Aug. 4th.

Ontario Jockey Club Woodbine May 22nd.
Sept. ISth.

Hamilton Jockey Club Hamilton June 25th.

July 24th.

Toronto Driving Club Hillcrest Aug. 14th.

Sept. 28th.

Windsor Jockey Club Windsor July 14th.

Aug. 14th.

Metropolitan Racing Ass'n Dufferin Park July 31st.

Sept. 9th.

Trotting Races.

Georgetown May 24th.

Dufferin Driving Club Dufferin Park June 2nd.

Toronto Driving Club Hillcrest June 9th.

Chatham Driving Club Chatham June 29th.

Brussels Driving Club Brussels June 23rd.

St. Thomas Driving Ass'n St. Thomas June 16th.

Tillsonburg Driving Club Tillsonburg June.

Thorncliffe Park Thorncliffe Oct. 16th.

Northern Riding & Driving Ass'n Jan. 1st.

RACE MEETINGS, 1916.

Running Races.

Club. Track. Dates.

Niagara Racing Ass'n Fort Erie July 4th.

Aug. 5th.

Ontario Jockey Club Woodbine May 20th.

Sept. 23rd.

Hamilton Jockey Club Hamilton June 24th.

July 26th.

Toronto Driving Club Hillcrest Aug. 12th.

Oct. 3rd.

Metropolitan Racing Ass'n Dufferin Park Aug. 2nd.

Sept. 13th.

Windsor Jockey Club Windsor July 15th.

Aug. 4th.

Northern Riding & Driving Ass'n Kenilworth Park . . Aug. 30th.

Oct. 14th.

Western Racing Ass'n Devonshire Park , . Sept. 30th.

,Oct. 28th.

Trotting Races.

Northern Riding & Driving Ass'n. Ltd Gore Bay Jan. 1st.

Toronto Driving Club Hillcrest Dec. 23rd.

Dec. 27th.

Dec. 30th.

Dufferin Park Driving Club Dufferin Park Jan. 6th and
April 21st.

Georgetown Driving Park Ass'n Georgetown May 24th.

London Turf Club London June 27th.

Napanee Driving Park Ass'n Napanee July 3rd.

Henry Trudell Tilbury July 1st.

Tillsonburg Driving Club Tillsonburg July 4th.

Woodstock Driving Club Woodstock July 11 th.

Aylmer Trotting & Racing Ass'n Aylmer July 18th and 19th.

Mount Forest Turf Club Mount Forest July 31st.

Hamilton Driving & Athletic Ass'n Ancaster Aug. 23rd and
Sept. 6th.

St. Thomas Driving Ass'n St. Thomas July 25th.



(Sessional Paper No. 65.)

RETURN
To ail address, dated lltli April, 1916, that there be presented to His Honour

the Lieutenant-Governor praying that he will cause to be laid before the

House a return shewing:

1, Copies of all letters or telegrams, since the 1st January, 1915, which have

passed between the Government or any official or agent thereof, and the

International Nickel Company or the Canadian Copper Company or any

officers or officials thereof, in reference to the damages done to the pro-

perty of the farmers and others interested in the lands adjacent to the

plant of the Canadian Copper Company.

3. Of all letters and telegrams which have passed between the Government, or

any officer or official therof—and particularly the . Departments of Lands,

Forests and Mines and of Agriculture—and Mr. Chas. McCrea, M.P.P.,

of Sudbury, in reference to the matters aforesaid or the operations of the

International Nickel Company or the Canadian Copper Company, and

the damage being done to the property in the vicinity of the operations

of the said companies ; and particularly the correspondence between either

of the Departments and Mr. McCrea and Mr. Ponton and Mr. Jarvis,

valuators for the Canadian Copper Company.

3. Of all Orders in Council withdrawing lands from sale for agricultural pur-

poses, at the instance or suggestion of the Canadian Copper Company.

Presented to the Legislative Assembly.

By Command,

WM. DAVID McPHEESON,

Provincial Secretary.

Pkovincial Seceetaey's Office,

Toronto, Pebruary 27th. 1917.

Eeturn to be laid before the House in accordance with the Address to His

Honour the Lieutenant-Governor carried by the House under date of the 7th of

April, 1916, re damage to property by the International Nickel Company and the

Canadian Copper Company.

[7]
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LIST OF LANDS INSIDE 10 MILE RADIUS FROM PROPOSED NEW ROAST
YARD SITE.

Township of Graham All
Denison AU
Fairbank All
Creighton All
Snider All
Waters All

Broder Lots 11 and 12, Con, 1 to 6

Rayside " 6 to 11, " 1 and 2

Balfoui " I to 12, " 1, 2 aed 3

Dowling " 1 to 10, " land 2
" 1 to 6, " 3

TriU " 1 to 4, " 1 to 4

Drury " 1 to 4, " 1 to 6

Louise " 1 to 12, " 5 and 6
" 2 to 10, " 4
" 4 to 8, " 3

ADDITIONAL L.1NDS BETWEEN 10 MILE AND 12 MILE RADIUS.

Township of Broder Lots 7 to 10, Con

.

1 to 6

Bayside " 1 to 5,
"

2 and 2
"

3 to 11,
" 3

"
6 to 11,

•'
4

" 8 to 11,
" 5

Balfour " 1 to 12,
"

4 and 5

Dowling '•
11 to 13,

"
1 and 2

'•
7 to 13,

" 3
"

1 to 9,
" 4 and 5

Trill " 5 to 8,
"

1 to 4
"

1 to 6,
"

5 and 6

Drury " 5 to 8,
''

1 to 6

Louise " 11 and 12,
"

4
"

9 to 12,
" 3

"
4 to 12,

'
1 and 2

Lome " 1 to 5,
"

5 and 6
"

1 to 3,
" 3 and 4

MEMORANDUM FOR THE HONOURABLE THE MINISTER OF LANDS
FOREST AND MINES.

The Canadian Copper Company, which is engaged in mining and smelting

nickel-copper ore at Copper ClifE and vicinity, de-sulphurize their ores by roasting

them in heaps in the open air. The sulphurous fumes are carried by the winds

from the heaps in all directions and are quite injurious in their effects upon
vegetation. Farmers and others in the neighborhood have suffered considerable

damage to their crops and produce in the fields and the Company has l)€en obliged

to lay out large sums in liquidation of such damage. The present year, 1915,

has been unusually wet and the amount of heap roasting which the Company has

done has been larger than usual, owing to the greater demand for nickel and copper

induced by the war. The combined result of the wet weather which prevented

the fumes from rising and dissipating quickly, and of the enlarged scale of opera-

tions, has been to greatly increase the demands being made upon the Company for

damages and alleged damages to crops.

The Company assert, and there is good reason to believe with truth, that in

many cases the amount of damage is exaggerated and claims are made that have

little or no real foundation in order to extort payment of damages. It is asserted
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that lands are even taken up and a pretence of farming made iu order that there

may be some growth of grain or grass, etc., in the hope and expectation that the

same may be damaged, or appear to be damaged, by the sulphurous fumes, so that

a claim against the Company may be made.

The present position of the Company's roast beds is admittedly too near the

Town of Sudbury, and the inhabitants of that place are not infrequently subjected

to inconvenience and discomfort by reason of the acrid fumes permeating the

atmosphere.

In order to protect themselves against the payment of damages for real or

pretended injuries to crops, and to free the people of Sudbury and vicinity from

the annoyance now caused by the fumes, the Company is considering the question

of changing the location of their roast beds from the present site to a point probably

in the Township of Graham, where the population is scantier and the likelihood of

damage being done is much reduced. To guard against a recurrence of the con-

ditions to which they are now subjected, the Company asks that all the lands in

the following Townships, and parts of Townships, that have not been already

located, sold or parted with by the Crown, should be withdrawn from sale, location

or settlement under the Piihlic Lands Act.

Township

—

Area

—

Graham All

Dennison 6 All
Fairbank All
Creighton All
Snider All
Waters All
Broder Lots H and 12, Con. 1 to 6
Rayside "

(5 to 11, " 1 and 2
Balfour " 1 to 12, " 1,2,3
Bowling " 1 to 10, " 1 and 2

" 1 to 6, " 3
Trill " 1 to 4, " 1 to 4

Diury . . . : " 1 to 4, " 1 to 6
Louise " 1 to 12, " 5 and 6

" 2 to 10, " 4
" 4 to 8, " 3

The character of the lands in this territory is fairly well known. The tract is

by no means well suited for farming purposes, being rough, rocky and also con-

taining considerable swanip. There may be isolated patches of arable ground
which can be cultivated, but no one acquainted with the territory would class it

in the category of good farming land. A large part of the area has been on the
market for settlement for many years and the likelihood is that all the lots in any
way suited for farming purposes are already taken up.

The Company does not ask that the lands be withdrawn from exploration for

minerals and there is no suggestion that any rights already acquired should be in

any way interfered with.
,
What is asked is that further settlement for farming or

alleged farming be forbidden—at any rate until an economical and commercial
process is devised for freeing the ore from the sulphur in some other way than by
ignition in the open air and allowing the fumes to escape into the atmosphere.

In support of their request the Company point out the great importance to

the country and to the Empire of the nickel industry and its value to the com-
munity in its proximity. Probably four thousand men are directly emplo5'-ed in

the Company's operations of mining, smelting and handling ores. The Towns of

Sudbury and Copper Cliff very largely depend for their support upon the success

of the nickel and copper industries. These towns, and the mining population
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generally, afford a steady and excellent market for all kinds of agricultural pro-

ducts. The advantages of the region for the successful prosecution of nickel and

copper mining are great, and it seems in every ^ay likely that the industry will

continue to expand, perhaps more rapidly in the future even than it has done in

the past. On the other hand, the character of the country being such as it is, it

cannot, the Company asserts, be contended that legitimate settlement will be

impeded or hindered to any appreciable extent.

If it is considered proper to accede to the Company's request, an Order in

Council should be obtained withdrawing the lands from settlement, and early steps

should be taken to make an. examination of the area, so that if it should be found

that the tract asked for is too large, or that any portion of it might be restored to

location and sale, the necessary action could be taken with as little delay as possible.

Kespectfully submitted,

Deputy Minister.

Toronto, October 14th, 1915.

Toronto, October 14th, 1915.

Having reference to the memo, of the Deputy Minister of Mines attached

hereto, the undersigned respectfully recommends that all the unlocated, unsold

and ungranted lands of the Crown in the territory hereinafter named, be with-

drawn from location or sale under the Public Lands Act, viz. : all lands in the

Townships of Graham, Dennison, Fairbank, Creighton, Snider and Waters; lots

11 and 12, in concessions I'to 6, inclusive, in the Township of Broder; lots 6 to 11,

inclusive, in concessions 1 and 2, in the Township of Eayside ; lots 1 to 12, in con-

cessions 1, 2 and 3, in the Township of Balfour; lots 1 to 10, inclusive, in con-

cessions 1 and 2, and lots 1 to 6, inclusive, in concession 3, in the Township of

Bowling; lots 1 to 4, inclusive, in concessions 1 to 4, inclusive, in the Township
of Trill; lots 1 to 4, inclusive, in concession 1 to 6, inclusive, in the Township of

Drury ; lots 1 to 12, inclusive, in concession 5 and 6, and lots 2 to 10, inclusive, in

concession 4, and lots 4 to 8, inclusive, in concession 3, in the Township of Louise.

Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines.

To His Honour, the Lieutenant-Governor in Council.

Copy of an Order in Council approved by His Honour the Lieutenant-Gov-

ernor, the 21st day of October, A.D. 1915.
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Upon consideration of the memorandum of the Deputy Minister of Mines,

.dated 1-tth Octoher, 1915, and upon the recommendation of the Honourable the

Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines, the Committee of Council advise that all

the unlocated, unsold and ungranted lands of the Crown in the territory herein-

,!ifter named be withdrawn from location or sale under The Public Lands Act,

namely : All lands .in the Townships of Graham, Dennison, Fairbank, Creighton,

Snider and Waters, lots 11 and 12 in concessions 1 to 6, inclusive, in the Township
of Broder, lots 6 to 11, inclusive, in concessions 1 and 2, in the Township of Ray-
side: lots 1 to 12, in concessions 1, 2 and 3, in Township of Balfour; lots 1 to 10,

inclusive, in concessions 1 and 2, and lots 1 to 6, inclusive, in concession 3, in

Township of Bowling; lots 1 to 4, inclusive, in concessions 1 to 4, inclusive, in

Township of Trill; lots 1 to 4, inclusive, in concessions 1 to 6, inclusive, in the

Township of Drury ; lots 1 to 12, inclusive, in concessions 5 and 6, and lots 2 to

10, inclusive, in concession 4, and lots 4 to 8, inclusive, in concession 3, in Town-
ship of Louise.

Certified,

(Sgd.) J. Lonsdale Capeeol,

Cleric, Executive Council.

To His Honour, the Lieutenant-Governor in Council

:

The undersigned respectfully recommends that under and by virtue of the

Mining Act of Ontario, the following lands in the Township of Graham, in the

District of Sudbur)^, be withdrawn from prospecting and staking out and from

sale or lease under the -provisions of the said Act

:

North 1/^ Lot 6, Concession 4.

North % Lot 7, Concession 4.

North 1/4 Lot 8, Concession 4.

South % Lot 5, Concession 5.

North % Lot 9, Concession 4.

North % Lot 5, Concession 4.

West ^> Lot 6, Concession 6.

South V2 of North ¥2 Lot 8, Concession 6.

Toronto, 23rd December, 1915.

Toronto, December 24th, 1915.

Deae Sir,—In connection with lands in the Township of Graham which you
have asked, on behalf of the Canadian Copper Company, to have withdrawn from
exploration under the Mining Act, I find the following:
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Lot 7, Con. 4—Only the north half is in the Crown.
Lot 7, Con. 5—N. Va of the S. 1/2 was sold to Arthur Near 8th June, 1914, and notv

in the name of Patrick Savage.
S. % of the S. V2 has been allowed to T. Pacaud, but no money

has been received on account of the purchase.

Lot 8, Con. 6—Mining claim S. 3902 and S. 3903 have been recorded on the N.E. \i of

the N. 14 and N.W. 14 of the N. V2 resipectively, in the name of

J. R. Vanderlip. The Mining Recorder at Sudbury can inform you
as to the present standing of these claims.

N. % Lot 9, Con. 6—Mining claim S. 3904, in the name of J. R. Vanderlip, and Mining
claims S. 3905-6 and 7, in the name of F. G. Jewett, were recorded,
covering the whole of the N. 1/2 on the 12th November, 1915.

Lot 10, Con. 6—West % applied for by A. Ojanpera, allowed to him January 14th, 1915.

No money has been paid yet.

East y2 allowed to Elias Miki, July 18th, 1911, but no money
paid.

Application is being made for an Order in Council withdrawing the remainder

of the lands in your list which are still in the Crown.

Yours ver}^ truly,

Deputy Minister.

Chas. McCrea, Esq., M.P.P.,

Sudbury, Ont.

Copy of an Order in Council approved by His Honour the Lieutenant-Gov-

ernor, the 29th day of December, A.D. 1915.

Upon the recommendation of the Honourable the Minister of Lands, Forests

and Mines, the Committee of Council advise that under and by virtue of the

Mining Act of Ontario, the following lands in the Township of Graham, in the

District of Sudbury, be withdrawn from prospecting and staking out and from

sale or lease under the provisions of the said Act: "

North % Lot 6, Concession 4.

North % Lot 7, Concession 4.

North Vi Lot 8i Concession 4.

South Yo Lot 5, Concession 5.

North % Lot 9, Concession 4.

North % Lot 5, Concession 4.

West 1/^ Lot 6, Concession 6.

South 1/2 of North 1/0 Lot 8, Concession 6.

^ Certified,

(Sgd.) J. Lonsdale Capreol,

Clerk, Executive Council.



(Sessional Paper No. 66.)

RETURN
To an order of the House showing how many patients were regularly cared for iu

the Whitby Asylum during the year 1916.

Presented to the Legislative Assembly.

Provincial Secretary's Office,

Toronto, February 28th, 1917.

Ordered that there be laid before this House a Eeturn showing how many
patients were regularly cared for in the Whitby Asylum during the fiscal year

ending 31st October, 1916.

Men. "Women. Total.

In residence Nov. 1st, 1915
Admitted June 18th, 1916
Admitted July lltb, 1916

Total under treatment during year

Discharged during year
Died during year
Transferred

In residence October 31st, 1916

41

83

124

10
114

158

158

2

156

41

83

158

282

7

2

3

12
270

[13]
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RETURN
ToTan order that there be laid before the House a Eeturn showing:

1. The number, kind and cost of buildings comprised iu the Burwash Prison

Farm property. 2. What is the number of acres of land belonging to or

included in the Burwash Prison Farm property, and of such land, how
many acres are under cultivation, and how many acres are used for the

purpose of pasture. 3. How many prisoners are there at Burwash Prison

Farm. 4. What is the number of employees at the Burwash Prison

Farm, and -what is the amount of salary paid to each employee. 5. Were
cattle or other animals shipj)ed from the Burwash Prison Farm in the

year 1916, and if so, what was the number so shipped, the total value

of such shipments and the amount paid as freight charges thereon. 6.

Were cattle or other animals brought to the Burwash Prison Farm from

other places in the 5'^ear 1916, and if so, what was the number so brought,

and what were the names of the places from which said cattle or other

animals were brought.

Presented to the Legislative Assembly.

PeOVINCIAL SECFtETARY's OFFICE,

March 15th, 191?.

•1. One camp, frame and log construction. Log part temporary, consisting

of dormitory for 150 prisoners, quarters for guards, lavatories, shower baths, dining-

rooms, kitchen, storage and clothing rooms.

One camp, concrete basement, brick and frame construction, boiler and heat-

ing plant, dormitory for 150 prisoners, quarters for guards, lavatories, shower

baths, dining-rooms, kitchen, storage and clothing rooms.

One small log camp.

Administration Cottage, frame construction.

Ice house and cold storage, frame construction.

Store, ice house and cold storage, frame construction.

Two horse and cattle stables, frame construction.

Blacksmith and carpenter shop, frame construction.

Sheds for 100 cattle, 16 ft. x 300 ft., frame construction.

Sheds for 200 sheep, 14 ft. x 150 ft., frame construction.

Six cottages for officers, and guards, frame construction with concrete base-

ments.

Sawmill and planing mill, frame construction.

Three water supply plants with storage tanks.

Cost of buildings and accessories as shown by ru1)]ic Accounts, $29,790.73.

[14]
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2. Approximately 35,000 acres of land. About 30 acres in garden, about 500

acres in grass for meadow, and 190 acres slashed. During the years 1915-16 about

1,500 acres, part grass, part bush, were used as pasture.

3. Total days' stay of prisoners from Xov. 1st, 1915, to Oct. 31st, 1916, in-

clusive, 39,653.

Average population per day, 108.6.

4. Twelve monthly wage sheets, comprising office, disciplinary, domestic and

engineering staffs; foremen of construction and artisans, (averaging all told 15),

amounting in all to $10,133.17, originals of which are on fyle in the Treasury

Department.

5. iSTo cattle or other animals shipped from the Industrial Farm during the

fiscal year.

6. Eight horses, 104 sheep, 213 cattle brought from the Andrew Mercer Ee-

forraatory, Toronto ; the Ontario Eeformatory, Guelph ; Hospital for Insane,

Whitby; Hospital for Insane, London; Industrial Farm, Fort William; Sudbury,

Brampton, Holstein and Powassan.



{Sessiotial Paper No. 73.)

RETURN
To an order of the House iu accordance with Xotice of Motion- dated

February 19th, 1917, by Mr, Davidson, set out in Eoutine Proceedings ]^o. 5,

dated February 19th, 1917 :

That there be laid before this House, a Eeturn showing if the Canadian ISTorthern

Railway Company applied to the Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines to

designate the lands or any part of the lands to be granted to the said railway

as provided in section 3, 9 Edw. VII., chap. 71. 2. Has the Minister of

Lands, Forests and Mines designated any such lands or any part of the same.

3. If such lands or any part of the same have been so designated, what is the

total acreage so designated, and of what townships or part of townships does

the same consist. 4. Have the said lands or any part of the same been sur-

veyed. 5. If the said lands have not been so designated why have they not

been designated.

Presented to the Legislative Assembly.

No. 1.

The Canadian Northern Eailway applied on July 13th, 1915, to the Minister

of Lands, Forests and Mines to designate part of the lands to be granted to the

said railway under the provisions of 9 Edw. VIL, chap. 71.

No. 3.

Yes, part of the lands applied for have been designated.

No. 3.

Total designated 103,310 acres.

Township of Foleyet in the district of Sudbury, contain-

ing '
. 51,-170 acres.

Township of Ivanhoe, in the district of Sudbury, contain-

ing 51,840 acres.

No. 4.

Part of the lands have been surveyed.

No. 5.

Answered by No, 2.

[16]



{Sessional Paper No. 75.)

RETURN
To an order of the House dated February 19th, 1917, showing:

1, The total capital expenditure to the end of the fiscal year for all purposes in

respect to the Guelph Prison Farm. 2. Any fUrtlier capital expenditures

contemplated, and if so, to what amount. 3. How many prisoners, on

the average, have been accommodated at the Guelph Prison Farm during

the year 1916. 4. How many prisoners are now at the Guelph Prison

Farm for offences against the criminal law. 5. What was the average

number of prisoners at the Guelph Prison Farm during the year 1916 for

offences against the criminal law.

Presented to tlie Legislative Assembly.

Peovincial Secretary's Office,

Toronto, March 6th, 1917.

Ordered, that there be laid before this House a Eeturn showing:

1. The total expenditure to the end of the fiscal year for all purposes in re-

spect to the Guelph Prison Farm.

Answer.—Details of expenditure 1909 to 1916:

Ejfpended on lands and improving same $119,498 03
" buildings 903,783 65
" industries 58,233 79

" " additions and betterments 19,112 95
" " live stock and farm implements 24,844 58
" " plant and equipment 40,355 74
" " preliminary investigations 466 64

" architects' fees 41,287 72

$1,207,583 lO'

Maintenance of prisoners, 599,259 days' stay $371,553 92

Stock on hand 148,117 67

Provincial Treasurer, revenue 50,382 93

Account receivable and industrial supplies 57,080 43

627,134 95

$1,834,718 05

2. Any further capital expenditure contemplated and if so what amount?

Answer.—Yes. Balance due architect, approximately $21,000.

3. How many prisoners on the average have been accommodated at the Guelph

Prison Farm during the year 1916?

Answer.—Three hundred and three daily average population.

4. How manv prisoners are now at the Prison Farm for offences against the

criminal law?

Answer.—Xo such information given in committal papers.

5. What was the average number of prisoners at Guelph Prison Farm during

the year 1916 for offences against the criminal law?

Answer.—Xo such information given in committal papers.

[17]



{Sessio7i<il Paper No. 79.)

ORDERS-IN-COUNCIL
Copies of Orders in Council made under the authority of the Department of Edu-

cation Act or of the Acts relating to Public Schools, Separate Schools or

High Schools, passed since the opening of the present Session of the

Legislative Assembly.

Presented to the Legislative Assembly.

By Command,

WM. DAVID McPHEESO^^

Provincial Secretary.

ToEOXTO. February 26, 1917.

OEDEE IN COUNCIL.

Copy of an Order in Council approved by His Honour, the Lieutenant-Gov-

ernor, the 22nd day of February, A.D. 1917.

L^pon the recommendation of the Honourable the Minister of Education, the

Committee of Council advise that the agreement made between the '"' Macmillan

Company of Canada. Limited," and His Majesty the King, represented by the

Honourable the ^linister of Education for the Province of Ontario, acting for the

Department of Education, Toronto, respecting the right to print, publish, and

supply the Ontario Public School History of Canada, and the Ontario Public

School History of England, bound in a single volume, for use in the schools of the

Province of Ontario be approved on the understanding that no copy of any edition

of the said book shall be manufactured for sale outside the Province of Ontario

under specifications inferior to those described in the agreement a1)ove mentioned

if the retail prices of copies of such editions are as low or lower than the prices

prescribed in Ontario.

The Committee further advise that, if at an}' time, the said Company shall

sell the said book outside the Province of Ontario at the prices lower than the prices

prescribed in the said agreement, the said Coriipam^ shall give forthwith the said

lower prices in the Province of Ontario.

And the Committee further advise that the said agreement shall remain in

force for one year from the 2nd day of July, 1917, and that the provisions of the

contract be approved.

Certified,

J. Lonsdale Capreol,

Clerl-, Executive Counril.

i

[IS]
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This indenture, made in duplicate this sixteenth day of February, iu the

Year of Our Lord one thousand nine hundred and seventeen,

BetweEiST :

THE MACMILLAX COMPAXY OF CAXADA, LTD., Toronto, here-

inafter called the '" Publisher,"

Of the First Part,

—and

—

HIS MAJESTY THE KIXG, represented herein by THE HOXOUE-
ABLE THE MIXISTEE OF EDUCATIOX FOE THE PEOVIXCE
OF OXTAEIO, acting for THE DEPAETMEXT OF EDUCATIOX
OF OXTAEIO, hereinafter called the " Minister,"

Of the Second Part.

Whereas the Publisher has applied to the Minister for the exclusive right

to print, publish, and supply the " Ontario Public School History of Canada and
the Ontario Public School History of England," bound in a single volume, for use

in the schools of the Province of Ontario,

And whereas the ]\Iinister has approved of such application, and in considera-

tion of the sum of one dollar of lawful money of Canada paid by the Publisher
(the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged), has agreed to grant the Publisher
the exclusive right to print, publish, and supply for such use the said Ontario
Public School History of Canada and the said Ontario Public School History of

England, bound in a single volume, hereinafter called the " Book," subject to" the
covenants and conditions hereinafter contained, and to the terms and conditions
of the Eegulations in that behalf of the Department of Education of Ontario.

Xow therefore this indenture. witnesseth that in consideration of the premises,
the said Publisher doth hereby covenant with His Majesty the King, his successors

and assigns, in manner following, that is to say:

1. That the said Publisher will from time to time and at all times, observe,
perform, and fulfil in respect of the •' Book " each and every particular of the terms
and conditions of the Eegulations of the said Department of Education respectino-

the printing and publication of text-books, and also the terms and conditions here-
inafter contained, and that each and every copy of each and every edition of said
" Book " for use in the schools of the Provi^ice of Ontario, shall in every respect be
printed and published l)y the Publisher in strict conformity therewith.

2. And that the Publisher shall snl)mit to the Minister sample sheets of the
first form, and if required by him, of each form of each edition of the " Book "

about to be printed, and specimens of the ink, millboard, cloth, mull, tapes, and
other materials proposed to be used in the printing and construction of the " Book,"
together with a declaration of what are the current prices, the weight, size, and
other particulars neeesary to judge of the relative quality of the different materials
proposed to be used; and the approval of the Minister, shall, before any work
is proceeded with, be obtained of each and every particular thereof; and the
Publisher shall submit to the Minister for his approval, sample copies of each and
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ever}' edition of the tinislied " Book " before the .same are olfered for sale for use in

the schools of the Province of Ontario, and no copy of any edition of the " Book "

shall be sold or disposed of for use in the schools of the Province of Ontario without

such approval having first been had and obtained.

3. Specifications: (a) The said "Book" .shall be of the size following, that

is to say, exclusive of end papers and covers: three hundred and twenty pages in

the Ontario Public School History of Canada, and three hundred and twenty

pages in the Ontario Public School History of England, bound in a single volume,,

each page shall be six inches long by three and one-half inches wide fti the press-

work; and the widths of the margins shall be at least as follows: that is to say,

inner margin, five-eighths of an inch; top margin, five-eighths of an inch; outer

margin, six-eighths of an inch; bottom margin, seven-eighths of an inch; each page

of each book being at least seven and one-half inches long by four and seven-eighths

inches wide.

(&) The paper to be used in each and every copy of each and every edition of

the "Book'" shall be a chemical wood pulp (sulphite process), with at least fifteen

per cent, of rag pulp, and shall contain no mechanical wood pulp. It shall be

super-calendared and he according to the sample hereto annexed, weighing at least

eighty-five pounds to the ream of five hundred and ten sheets, '^eacli sheet measuring

thirty-one inches by forty-one inches.

(c) The ink .shall be of the best quality of book ink.

(d) The presswork shall be such as to produce from the electrotypes used a

clear and distinct impression of every page and illustration.

(e) The tapes, mull, end papers, and cloth shall be according to the samples

hereto annexed.

(/) The sections of the '' Book " shall be sixteen pages each, and each section

shall be strongly sown with thread to three tapes overlapping on inch on each side;

the tapes shall be covered with coarse, strong, evenly-made mull, extending to

within one-half inch from the top and bottom of the " Book," and overlapping from
three-quarters of an inch to one inch on each side : over the mull a strong piece

of paper or lining .shall be glued; and the " Book" thus stitched and having- proper

end papers, shall be strongly pasted into cases of millboard according with the

sample annexed, and covered with well-finished plain cloth, turned in at the sides

and ends, which cloth shall be according to sample annexed.

(g) Each and every part of the " Book " shall be so manufactured as to make
the " Book " strong and durable.

(li) There shall be printed or stamped upon the cover of the " Book," (1) the

name of the '" Book," (2) the name and address of the firm by Avhich it is published,

(3) the retail price thereof, and (4) the words " Authorized by the Minister of

Education for Ontario." There shall be printed upon the title page the number of

the edition or a number to designate the edition.

(i) Xo advertisement of any kind shall appear in the '" Book "' or upon the

covers.

4. That the said " Book " containing the Ontario Public School History of

Canada and the Ontario Public School History of England bound in a single

volume, on and after the 2nd day of July, 1917, shall be sold at a retail price not

exceeding fifty cents. The Publisher shall sell the " Book " at place of publication,

properly packed for shipment, to any purchaser at twenty per cent, discount off the
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prescribed retail price. Provided that the buyer shall pay the freight, cartage,

postage, or express charges on every shipment of the '" Book," and if the same be

packed in a wooden box for shipment by freight, a rasonable amount for the cost

of the box.

5. Provided that the said sample copies which are to be furnished as herein-

before provided for, or which shall be taken for examination by the officer repre-

senting the Minister as hereinafter provided, shall remain on file in the Depart-

ment of Education, and each and every copy of each and every edition published

shall in all respects be identical with the sample copy or 6opies approved of by the

Minister.

6. That the Publisher shall, and will, from time to time and at all times after

the 2nd of July, 191 T, keep on hand a sufficient number of copies of the said

" Book " to supply all demands of the public and trade therefor.

?. That the Minister agrees with the Publisher that the Publisher shall have

for one year from the 2nd day of July, 1917, the exclusive right to print and

])ublish the *' Book " within the Province of Ontario for use in the schools thereof

during the said term, but for no longer without the written authority of the

Minister, and at the end of the term above named, without such formal renewal of

the right to publish as aforesaid, all rights, claims, privileges, and benefits of every

nature and kind whatsoever held by the Publisher under this indenture shall

absolutely cease and determine, excepting as hereinafter provided respecting the

copyright.

8. That the Minister or any person appointed by him in writing for that

purpose shall, and may from time to time, and at any time during business hours

during the term covered by this contract, enter the warehouse and all other business

premises or any part thereof of the Publisher for the purpose of inspecting any

and every edition or issue of the ' Book "' and every copy thereof, and shall have

the right to take away from the premises, free of charge, sample sheets or other

samples of material or sample copies of the "' Book " in any state of manufacture

for the purpose of examination and report, whenever he thinks proper so to do

9. That the Publisher shall not print or publish, or cause or authorize to be

printed or published, nor be in any way accessory to the printing or publishing

anywhere outside the limits of the Province of Ontario for use in the schools of the

Province of Ontario, of any edition or copy or copies of the said '' Book,*' nor shall

the Publisher sell, or cause or authorize to be sold, or be in any way accessory to

the sale of the said " Book '' outside the limits of the Province of Ontario except

under conditions prescribed by the Lieutenant-Governo]: in Council and annexed

hereto.

10. That the Publisher shall pay the union rate of wages to all persons engaged

in the printing binding, and publishing of the said " Book."

11. That the Minister may, on giving six months notice to the Publisher,

require him from time to tirhe to make arrv^ alterations in the contents of the
" Book " which tlie Minister may consider desirable, and such alterations shall be
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made by the Publisher at his own expense, and that the Minister may on a like

notice, alter the specifications of the " Book," and the Publisher shall thereafter in

the publication of the "Book" conform to such alterations; but it is agreed that

no alteration shall be required to be made by virtue of any provision in this con-

tract (including the Eegulations of the Department of Education), in the " Book"
or in the contents of the " Book," or shall be made in the specifications, which will

increase to the Publisher the cost of the manufacture of the " Book,'-' other than
any additional cost for the changing of the plates, which shall be borne by the

Publisher. For- use in the schools of the Province of Ontario no change shall be
made by the Publisher in the contents of the said " Book/' nor any addition

thereto, nor any omission therefrom, nor any notes or appendices thereto, nor any
other change in the subject-matter thereof, without the consent in writing of the

Minister first had and obtained.

12. Should the right of the Publisher to exclusively publish the " Book "' for

use in the schools of the Province of Ontario be terminated before this agreement
or any extension thereof shall have ended by an effluxion of time, the Minister is

hereby licensed to produce and publish such editions and copies of the " Book " or

to authorize any other person, firm, or corporation to produce and publish such

editions and copies of the " Book " as are required for use in the schools of the

Province of Ontario during the remainder of the period of this agreement or of

such extension: and the Publisher agrees that he will execute such further and
other instrument as the Minister may be advised desirable for registration in the

Department of Agriculture at Ottawa, respecting such license, the Minister to pay,

as he agrees to do, royalties of ten per cent, of the retail price which the Publisher

has agreed to pay to the authors and compilers.

13. That the Publisher further covenants that should the right of the

Publisher to exclusively publish the " Book " for use in the schools of the Province

of Ontario be terminated before this agreement or any extension thereof shall have

ended by an effluxion of time, he will, on demand, deliver to the Minister, or will

forthwith manufacture and deliver to the Minister, a set of plates which shall be to

the satisfaction of the Minister reasonably fit for the reproduction of the " Book,"

and the same may be used by the Minister or his nominee for reproducing the

copies of the " Book " which the Minister is in such case licensed to reproduce

;

and should the Publisher make default in so delivering the said plates, that the

Minister may procure them elsewhere, and the Publisher will forthwith pay to

and reimburse the ^Minister the full cost thereof.

14. Provided and it is expressly agreed, that no edition or copy of the ^" Book "'

shall be printed or published for use in the schools of the Province of Ontario until

the Publisher shall have executed these presents, and shall have executed to His
Majesty tlie King a bond in the penal sum of one thousand dollars, with two sure-

ties each bound in the sum of five hundred dollars, or a Guarantee Company as

surety in the sum of one thousand dollars, conditioned for the due observance

and fulfilment by the Publisher of all the terms, conditions, clauses, agree-

ments, obligations, and covenants herein contained.

15. And that the Publisher shall not in any way. without the express consent

in writing of the ^Minister, assign any rights conferred upon the Publisher by this

indenture, and in case the Publisher or any other person entitled to anj^ right by
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virtue of this indenture, shall assign the same to any other person without the said

consent, the right of the Publisher or such other person under this indenture, shall

at tlie discretion of the Minister, thereupon cease and become iorieit and absolutely

at an end, and if the said Publisher shall make any assignment in insolvency or

otherwise for the benefit of his creditors, then all the rights of the said Publisher

hereunder shall forthwith, at the option of the said Minister, be forfeited and void.

16. Should any difference of opinion arise between the parties thereto as to

the construction to be put upon any of the terms, conditions, and agreements herein

contained, the same shall be determined by the Attorney-General of Ontario, after

giving the parties thereto an opportunity of presenting their views, in person or

by counsel, and such determination by the Attorney-General shall be final and con-

clusive and binding upon the parties to this indenture.

17. And the Publisher agrees that if he shall disregard the terms of this

indenture or fail to carry out the same to the satisfaction of the Minister, he shall,

on notice from the Minister, absolutely forfeit all rights under this indenture, and
will be restrained from further printing, publishing, or selling any copies of the
" Book "' for use in the schools of the Province of Ontario, or with any woi ds

printed or stamped thereon or therein to the effect that the same is authorized by

the Minister of Education for Ontario. Provided that the Minister shall not so

forfeit the rights of the Publisher until he shall have continued in such disregard

of failure for ten days after notice thereof shall have been given him by the

Minister.

18. The Minister agrees with the Publisher that there shall be no other Public

School History of Canada or Public School History of England, which might be

used for and to the exclusion of the Ontario Public School History of Canada and
the Ontario Public School History of England bound in a single volume, authorized

for use in the schools of the Province of Ontario during the currency of this con-

tract, after the 2nd day of July, 1917.

19. In case any edition of the " Book " is condemned by the Minister as unfit

for use in the sdiools of the Province of Ontario, the condemned edition shall be

withdrawn from sale, and shall, if required by the Minister, he delivered by the

Publisher into the custody of the Minister.

20. It is hereby expressly agreed and declared that the copyright in the
" Book '* and in any copyright selections therein is vested in the Minister so long

as it remains authorized, and the Publisher covenants that he is authorized to

transfer to the ^Minister the right to publish such selections in the " Book.^'

21. It is also understood and agreed between the parties hereto that this in-

denture and the Order in Council hereto annexed, contain the whole agreement

with respect to the publication of the said " Book," and that the same is not, and

has not been, and cannot be added to, altered, or varied, by any verbal statements

or explanations made between or by any of the parties hereto.

In witness whereof the parties hereto have set their respective hands and seals

the day and year first above written.

SIGNFJ), SEALED AXD DELIVEEED

In the presence of the parties.
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OEDEE IX COUXCIL.

Copy of an Order in Council, approved by His Honour, the Lieutenant-Gov-
ernor, the 22nd day of February, A.D. 1917.

Upon the recommendation of the Honourable the Minister of Education, the

Committee of Council advise that the agreement made between the Macmillau
Company of Canada, Limited, and His Majesty the King, represented by the Hon-
ourable the Minister of Education for the Province of Ontario, acting for the

Department of Education, respecting the right to print, publish and supply the

Ontario High School Physical Geography, for use in the schools of the Province

of Ontario, be approved on the understanding that no copy of any edition of the

said book shall be manufactured for sale outside the Province of Ontario, under
specifications inferior to those described in the agreement above mentioned' if the

retail prices of copies of such editions are as low or lower than the prices ^escribed
in Ontario.

The Committee further advise that if at any time the said Company shall sell

the said book outside the Province of Ontario, at the prices lower than the prices

prescribed in the said agreement, the said Company shall give forthwith the said

lower prices in the Province of Ontario.

And the Committee further advise that the said agreement shall remain in

force for one year from the 2nd day of July, 1917, and that the provisions of the

<^ontract be approved.

Certified,

J. LOXSDALE CaPKEOL,

Cleric, Executive Council.

This indenture, made in duplicate this sixteenth day of February, in the year

of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and seventeen.

Between :

THE MACMILLAX COMPAXY OF CAXADA. LTD.. TOEOXTO,
hereinafter called the " Publisher,"

Of the First Part.

—and

—

HIS MAJESTY THE KIXG, represented herein bv THE HOXOUE-
ABLE THE MIXISTEE OF EDUCATIOX FOE THE PEOVIXCE
OF OXTAEIO, acting for The Department of Education of Ontario,

hereinafter called the " Minister,"

Of the Second Part.

Whereas the Publisher has applied to the Minister for the exclusive right to

print, publish, and supplv the " Ontario High School Physical Geography " for

use in the schools of the Province of Ontario,
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And whereas the Minister has approved of such application, and in considera-

tion of the sum of one dollar of lawful money of Canada paid by the Publisher

(the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged), has agreed to grant the Publisher

the exclusive right to print, publish and supply for such use the said Ontario

High School Physical Geography, hereinafter called the " Book," subject to the

covenants and conditions hereinafter contained, and to the terms and conditions of

the regulations in that behalf of the Department of Education of Ontario.

jSTow therefore this indenture witnesseth that in consideration of the premises

the said Publisher doth hereby covenant with His Majesty the King, his successors

and assigns, in manner following, that is to say

:

1. That the said Publisher will from time to time and at all times observe,

perform and fulfil in respect of the book, each and every particular of the terms

and conditions of the regulations of the said Department of Education respecting

the printing and publication of text books, and also the terms and conditions here-

inafter contained, and that each and every copy of each and every edition of said

book for use in the schools of the Province of Ontario, shall in every respect be

printed and published by the Publisher in strict conformity therewith.

2. And that the Publisher shall submit to the Minister sample sheets of the

first form, and if requirecl by him, of each form of each edition of the book about

to be printed, and specimens of the ink, millboard, cloth, mull, tapes, and other

material proposed to be used* in the printing and construction of the book, together

with a declaration of what are the current prices, the weight, size, and other par-

ticulars necessary to judge of the relative quality of the different materials pro-

posed to be used, and the approval of the Minister shall, before any work is pro-

ceeded with, be obtained of each and every particular thereof, and the Publisher

shall submit to the Minister for his approval sample copies of each and every edition

of the finished book before the same are offered for sale for use in the schools of the

Province of Ontario, «nd no copy of any edition of the book shall be sold or disposed

of for use in the schools of the Province of Ontario without such approval having

first been had and obtained.

3. (a) Specifications.—^That the said book shall be of the size following,

that is to say, exclusive of end papers and covers, 349 pages, each page shall be six

inches long by three and one-half inches wide in the presswork, and the widths

of the margins shall be at least, as follows, that is to say ; inner margin, five-eighths

of an inch; top margin, five eighths of an inch; outer margin, six-eighths of an
inch ; bottom margin, seven-eighths of an inch : each page of each book being at

least seven and one-half inches long, by four and seven-eighths inches wide.

(&) That the paper to be used in each and every edition of each and every

copy of the book shall be a chemical wood pulp (sulphite process), with at least

fifteen per cent, of rag pulp, and shall contain no mechanical wood pulp. It shall

be super-calendered, and be according to the sample hereto annexed, weighing at

least eighty-five pounds to the ream of five hundred and ten sheets, each sheet

measuring thirty-one inches by forty-one inches.

(c) That the ink shall be of the best quality of book ink.

(d) That the presswork shall be such as to produce from the electrotypes used
a clear and distinct impression of every page and illustration.
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(e) That the tapes, mull, end papers and cloth shall l^e according to the

samples hereto annexed.

(/) That the sections of the book shall be sixteen pages each, and each section

shall be strongly sewn with thread to three tapes overlapping one inch on each

side; the tapes shall be covered with coarse, strong, evenl^'-made mull, extending to

within one-half inch from the top and bottom of the book, and overlapping from

three-quarters of an inch to one inch on each side ; over the mull a strong piece of

paper or lining shall be glued and the book thus stitched, and having proper end

papers, shall be strongly pasted into cases of millboard according with the sample

annexed, and covered with well-finished plain cloth turned in at the sides and ends,

which cloth shall be according to sample annexed.

{g) That each and every part of the book shftll be so mauufactured as to make
the book strong and durable.

(h) That there shall be printed or stamped upon the cover of the book:

(1) The name of the book, (2) the name and address of the firm by which it is

published, (3) the retail price thereof, and (4) the words '"'Authorized by the

Minister of Education for Ontario." There shall be printed upon the title page

the number of the edition or a number to designate the edition.

(t) That no advertisement of any kind shall appear in the book or upon the

covers.

4. That the said book on and after the 2nd day of July, 191?, shall be sold

at a retail price not exceeding sixty cents. The Publisher shall sell the book at

place of publication, properly packed for shipment, to any purchaser at twenty

per cent, discount off the prescribed retail price. Provided that the buyer shall

pay the freight, cartage, postage or express charges on every shipment of the book,

and if the same be packed in a wooden box for shipment by freight, a reasonable

amount for the cost of the box.

5. Provided that the said sample copies which are to be furnished as herein-

before provided for, or which shall be taken for examination by the officer repre-

senting the Minister as hereinafter provided, shall remain on file in the Department

of Education, and each and every copy of each and every edition published, shall,

in all respects, be identical with the sample copy or copies approved of by the

Minister.

6. That the said Publisher shall and will from time to time and at all times

after the 2nd day of July, 1917, keep on hand a sufficient number of copies of the

said book to supply all demands of the public and trade therefor. •

7. That the Minister agrees with the Publisher that the Publisher shall have

for one year from the 2nd day of July, 1917, the exclusive right to print and

publish the book within the Province of Ontario for use in the schools thereof

during the said term bnt for no longer without the written authority of the

Minister, and at the end of the term above named, without such formal renewal

of the right to publish as aforesaid, all rights, claims, privileges, and benefits of

every nature and kind whatsoever held by the Publisher under this indenture, shall

absolutely cease and determine, excepting as hereinafter provided rCvSpecting the

copyright.
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8. That the Minister or any person appointed by him in writing for that

purpose, shall and may from time to time, and at any time during business hours

during the term covered by this contract, enter the warehouse and all other busi-

ness premises or any part thereof of the Publisher for the purpose of inspecjting

any and every edition or issue of the book and every copy thereof, and shall have a

right to take away from the premises, free of charge, sample sheets or other samples

of material, or sample copies of the book in any state of manufacture for the

purpose of examination and report, whenever he thinks proper so to do.

9. That the Publisher shall not print or publish, or cause or authorize to be

printed or published, nor be in any way accessory to the printing or publishing

anywhere outside the limits of the Province of Ontario for use in the schools of the

Province of Ontario, of any edition or copy or copies of the said book; nor shall the

Publisher sell or cause, or authorize to be sold, or be in any way accessory to the

sale of the said book outside the Province of Ontario except under conditions pre-

^scribed by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, and annexed hereto.

10. That the Publisher shall pay the union rate of wages to all persons en-

gaged in the printing, binding, and publishing of the said book.

11. That the Minister may, on giving six months' notice to the Publisher,

require him from time to time to make any alterations in the contents of the book

which the Minister may consider desirable, and such alterations shall be made by

the. Publisher at his own expense, and that the Minister may, on a like notice, alter

the specifications of the book, and the Publisher shall thereafter in the publication

of the book conform to such alterations; but it is agreed that no alterations shall

be re'quired to be made by virtue of any provision in this contract (including the

regulations of the Department of Education) in the book or in the contents of the

book, or shall be made in the specifications, which will increase to the Publisher

the cost of the manufacture of the book, other than any additional cost for the

changing of the plates, which shall be borne by the Publisher. For use in the

schools of the Province of Ontario no change shall be made by the Publisher in the

contents of the said book, nor any addition thereto, nor any omission therefrom,

nor any notes or appendices thereto, nor any other change in the subject matter

thereof, without the consent in writing of the Minister first had and obtained.

12. Should the right of the Publisher to exclusively publish the book for use

in the schools of the Province of Ontario be terminated before this agreement or

any extension thereof, shall have ended by an effluxion of time, the Minister is

hereby licensed to produce and publish such editions and copies of the boofor to

authorize any other person, firm, or corporation to produce and publish such

editions and copies of the book as are required for use in the schools of the Pro-

vince of Ontario during the remainder of the period of this agreement or of such

extension, the Minister to pay as he agrees to do, royalties of fifteen per cent, of

the retail price of the book which the Publisher has agreed to pay to the authors

and compilers, and the Publisher agrees that he will execute such further and other

Instrument as the Minister may be advised desirable for registration in the Depart-

ment of Agriculture at Ottawa respecting such license.

13. That the Publisher further covenants that should the right of the

Publisher to exclusively publish the book for use in the schools of the Province of

Ontario b^ terminated before this agreement or any extension thereof shall have
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ended by an effluxion of time, he will, on demand, deliver to the Minister, or AA'ill

forthwith manufacture and deliver to the Minister a set of plates which shall be

to the satisfaction of the Minister reasonably fit for the reproduction of the book,.

and the same may be used by the Minister or his nominee for reproducing the

copies of the^ book which the Minister is in such case licensed to reproduce, and
should the Publisher make default in so delivering the said plates that the Minister

may procure them elsewhere, and the Publisher will forthwith pay to and reimburse

the Minister the full cost thereof.

14. Provided and it is expressly agreed, that no edition or copy of the book

shall be printed or published for use in the schools of the Province of Ontario

until the Publisher shall have executed these presents, and shall have executed to

His Majesty the King a bond in the penal sum of twenty-five hundred dollars,

with two sureties each bound in the sum of twelve hundred and fifty dollars, or a

guarantee company as surety in the sum of twenty-five hundred dollars, conditioned

for the due observance and fulfilment by the Publisher of all the terms, conditions,

clauses, agreements, obligations, and covenants herein contained.

15. And that the Publisher shall not in any way, without the express consent

in writing of the Minister, assign any rights conferred upon the Publisher by this

indenture, and in ease the Publisher or any other person entitled to any right by
virtue of this indenture shall assign the same to any other person without the said

consent, the right of the Publisher or such other person under this indenture, shall,

at the discretion of the Minister, thereupon cease and become forfeit and absolutely

at an end, and if the said Publisher shall make any assignment in insolvency or

otherwise for the benefit -of his creditors, then all the rights of the said Publisher

hereunder shall forthwith, at the option of the said Minister, be forfeited and void.

16. Should any difference of opinion arise between the parties hereto as to the

construction to be put upon any of the terms, conditions, and agreements herein

contained, the same shall be determined by the Attorney-General of Ontario, after

giving the parties hereto an opportunity of presenting their views, in person or by

counsel, and such determination by the Attorney-General shall be final and con-

clusive and binding upon the parties to this indenture.

17. And the Publisher agrees that if he shall disregard the terms of this

indenture or fail to carry out the same to the satisfaction of the Minister, he shall,

on notice from the Minister, absolutely forfeit all rights under this indenture, and

will be restrained from further printing, publishing or selling any copies of the

book for use in the schools of the Province of Ontario, or with any words printed

or stamped thereon or therein to the effect that the same is authorized by the

Minister of Education for Ontario. Provided that the Mniister shall not so forfeit

the rights of the Publisher until he shall have continued in such disregard or failure

for ten days after notice thereof shall have been given to him by the Minister.

18. The Minister agrees with the Publisher that there shall be no other High
School Physical Geography which might be used in substitution for and to the

exclusion of the " Ontario High School Physical Geography," authorized for use

in the schools of the Province of Ontario during the currencv of this contract after

the 2nd day of Julv, 1917.
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19. In case any edition of the book is condemned by the Minister as unfit

for use in the schools of the Province of Ontario, the condemned edition shall be

withdrawn from sale, and shall, if required by the ^Minister, be delivered by the

Publisher into the custody of the Minister.

20. It is also, understood and agreed between the parties hereto that this in-

denture and the Order in Council hereto annexed contain the whole agreement

with respect to the publication of the said book, and that the same is not, and has

not been, and cannot be added to, altered, or varied by any verbal statements or

explanations made between or by any of the parties hereto.

In witness whereof the parties hereto have set their respective hands and

seals the day and year first above written.

SIGNED, SEALED AND DELIVERED

In the presence of both parties.

OEDER IK COUNCIL.

Copy of an Order in Council approved by His Honour the Lieutenant-Gov-

ernor, the 23rd day of February, x\.D. 1917.

Upon the recommendation of the Honourable the Minister of Education, the

Committee of Council advise that pursuant to the Upper Canada College Act,

R.S.O. 191-1, Chap. 280, Section 16, the Governors of L'pper Canada College be

and they are authorized to assent to the extension of Avenue Eoad from the north

limit of Lonsdale Eoad to the south front of LTpper Canada College buildings as

shown upon the blue print plan attached hereto, which shows that the extension

will terminate on the north in a proposed street designated on the blue print

—

Prybrook Eoad— to run east and west in front of the College buildings.

^^ . Certified,

J. LOXSDALE CaPREOL,

Clerk, Executive Council.

ORDER IN COUNCIL.

Copy of an Order in Council, approved by His Honour the Lieutenant-Gov-

ernor, the 22nd day of February, A.D. 1917.

Upon the recommendation of the Honourable the Minister of Education, the

Committee of Council advise that the information for teachers and others as con-

tained in the pamphlet " Public and Separate Schools and Teachers in the Province

of Ontario " be approved by Your Honour.

Certified,

J. Lonsdale Capkeol,

Cleric, Executive Council.
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ORDER-IN-COUNCIL

APPROVING OF

PAPER CONTRACT
required by the Government for the term of Six

Months computed from the.

Fifteenth day of February, 1917

PRINTED BY ORDER OF

THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

TORONTO

:

Printed and Published by A. T. WILGRESS, Printer to the King's Most Excellent Majesty

19 17



Printed by
WILLIAM BRIGGS

Corner Queen and John Streets
Toronto



Cebtain Agreements made in Duplicate for the supplying of printing paper required

by the Government for the term of six months, computed from the fifteenth day of

February, 1917.

Presented to the Legislative Assembly,

By Command,
W. D. MCPHERSON,

Provincial Secretary.

[3]



Copy of an Order-in-Council approved by His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor, the

20th day of February, A.D. 1917.

Upon the recommendation of the Honourable the Treasurer, the Committee of

Council advise that in accordance with the report of Dr. D. J. Goggin, the expert

appointed to examine the prices and qualities of papers submitted in the tendfers for

printing papers required for the use of the Province of Ontario during the six months

commencing the 15th day of February, 1917, the following tenders be accepted, namely:

No. 1 Mill Finish—Kinleith Paper Company, Limited (1,000 reams).

No. 1 Super-Calendered—Kinleith Paper Company, Limited (500 reams).

No. 1 Coated Paper—Georgetown Coated Paper Mills, Limited (375 reams).

No. 1 Super-Calendered Cover Paper (Blue)—Provincial Paper Mills, Limited.

The Committee further advise that an agreement be entered into between the

respective contractors and His Majesty the King, represented by the Treasurer of the

Province of Ontario, for the supply of said papers, said contracts to be subject to

ratification by the vote of the Legislative Assembly of Ontario.

Certified,

J. LONSDALE CAPREX)L,
Clerk, Executive Council.

t4]



Toronto, February 13, 1917.

RE TENDERS FOR PAPER TO BE SUPPLIED TO THE ONTARIO GOVERNMENT.

Dear Sir:

I return herewith the Tenders submitted to me, and report as follows:

1. For each class of paper called for but a single Tender has been received.

2. The Kinleith Paper Company offers to supply 1,000 reams of No. 1 Mill Finish

at 9% cents a pound, and 500 reams of Super-Calendered at 9% cents a pound. I

estimate the cost of the Mill Finish, at to-day's prices, as 8 cents a pound, and the

Super-Calendered as one-quarter of a cent a pound advance on the Mill Finish. The

stipulation as to delivery is, under present conditions, a common one. The other

stipulation that the paper " will be such paper as we have latterly been supplying to

you" (the Government), is not quite satisfactory. The last shipment of paper, samples

of which I tested on February 10th, was below the standard required under the Con-

tract, and below the standard of paper which the Company had been supplying. The

attention of the Company should be drawn to this when, or if, a Contract is made with

them. Subject to this, I recommend the acceptance of their offer.

3. The offer of the Georgetown Coated Paper Mills is to supply fifteen tons (say

375 reams of 27x41, 80,500) of coated paper at a price of I214 cents a pound, and to

be shipped as soon as possible. I have checked the prices of this class of paper in the

chief centres of the United States and Canada, and the quotations range from 9% cents

to 14 cents a pound. I recommend the acceptance of this offer.

4. The Provincial Paper Mills offer to supply, for a period of six months from

February 15th, the Blue Cover Paper, No. 1 Super-Calendered Sulphite, 27 x 41, 80 and

100 lbs. to the ream of 500 sheets, required by the Government during this period, the

price to be fifteen cents a pound.

I think this price is somewhat high at the present, but allowance has to be made
for the probability of a rising market during the period of the Contract, and the Com-
pany has given excellent service during the past five years. I recommend the accept-

ance of their offer.

Yours faithfully,

D. J. GOGGIX.

A. T. WiLGBESs, Esq.,

King's Printer,

Parliament Builiings,

Toronto.

[5]



PAPER CONTRACT. No. 72

SEALED TENDERS

Addressed to the Hon. T, W. McGarry, Provincial Treasurer, Toronto, and endorsed

" Tenders for Printing Paper," will be received till Friday noon, the 9th day of February,

1917, for the printing paper that may be required by the Government of Ontario for a

term of six months, to be computed from the 15th day of February, 1917.

Blank forms of specification, together with all needed information, will be fur-

nished from the office of the undersigned. Parliament Buildings, Toronto.

Lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.

A. T. WILGRESS,
King's Printer.

ToEONTo, January 26th, 1917.

Unauthorized insertion of this advertisement will not be paid for.
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SPECIFICATIONS

FOB Printing Papers Required by the Government of Ontabio During the Ensuing

Six Months, Commencing with the Fifteenth Day of February, 1917.

• The papers required will be:

—

27x41, No. 1 Mill Finish (Sulphite)—65 lbs. to ream of 500 sheets.

25y2 X 30, No. 1 Mill Finish (Sulphite)—46 lbs. to ream of 500 sheets.

27x41, No. 1 Super-Calendered (Sulphite)—80 lbs. to ream of 50O sheets.

24x36, No. 1 Super-Calendered (Sulphite)—60' lbs. to ream of 500 sheets.

27x41, No. 1 Coated (Sulphite)—70, 80 and 100 lbs. to ream of 500 sheets.

24x36, No. 1 Coated (Sulphite)—60, 70 and 80 lbs. to ream of 500 sheets.

27x41, No. 1 Super-Calendered Cover Paper (Blue), (Sulphite)—80 and 100 lbs.

to ream of 500 sheets.

The weight of necessary wrappers and string is to be included in the chargeable

weight of the paper, but not the weight of frames or cases.

All papers must be in substantial agreement with samples supplied by the King's

Printer.

The above papers to be packed flat, 2 reams of 500 sheets each to package, entirely

covered with strong wrapping paper and securely tied with strong twine. Coated stock

to be properly packed in strong, suitable cases.

The papers are to be furnished at such times and in such quantities as may be

required by the King's Printer, and delivered to, or for, him at such place or places

in the City of Toronto as he shall from time to time designate, free from all charges

for delivery, and in first-class condition.

Payment therefor to be made by cheque from the Treasury Department, within

thirty days after delivery.

Should the Contractors be at any time backward in delivering any of the above

papers, the right is reserved to have the same procured elsewhere, charging the differ-

ence, if any, to the Coaitractors.

The Contractors to be subject to decision of the King's Printer on all points. Any
dispute that may arise may be investigated and finally determined by the Executive

Council of Ontario.

Separate Contracts may be entered into for the Mill Finish paper, and the Coated
paper.

The Department is not bound to accept the lowest or any Tender.

Sealed Tenders, with samples of papers and prices, to be sent to the Hon. T. W.
McGarry, Provincial Treasurer, Parliament Buildings, Toronto, till noon of Friday,

February 9th, 1917.

By order,

A. T. WILGEESS,

•
, , King's Printer.
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This agreement made in duplicate this fifteenth day of February, 1917, one thousand

nine hundred and seventeen, between Kinleith Paper Company, Limited, of the City

of St. Catharines, in the County of Lincoln, and Province of Ontario, hereinafter

called " the Contractor " of the First Part and His Majesty the King represented

herein by the Honourable Thomas William McGarry, Treasurer of the Province of

Ontario, hereinafter called " the Treasurer " of the Second Part.

»

Whereas by advertisement dated the twenty-sixth day of January, 1917, and duly

published, Tenders were called for by A. T. Wilgress, Printer to the King's Most Excel-

lent Majesty, for the printing paper that may be required by the Government of Ontario

for a term of six months to be computed from the 1.5th day of February, 1917, according

to certain specifications therein referred to:

And whereas a Tender was received from the Contractor amongst others for the

supplying of a portion of such paper.

And whereas by Order-in-Council dated the 20th day of February. A.D. 1917, the

Tender of the Contractor was accepted so far as the same relates to the classes and

quantity of paper hereinafter mentioned, and for a term of six months to be computed

from the loth day of February, 1917, and it was ordered that an agreement be entered

ihto between the Contractor and His Majesty subject to the ratification thereof by„ a

vote of the Legislative Assembly of Ontario at its next Session;

Now therefore this Agreement witnesseth that the Contractor agrees with the

Treasurer to furnish all the supply of paper of the following kinds and descriptions,

namely:—

(o) LOOO reams No. 1 Print, Mill Finish, 27 x 41 inches, 65 lbs. to ream at the

rate of 9y2C. per lb.

(b) 500 reams, No. 1 Super-Calendered Paper, 27 x 41 inches, 80 lbs. to ream at the

rate of 9>4c. per lb.

as the same may be required for the use of the Province of Ontario during the six

months to be computed from the 15th day of February, 1917, at the times and places

and in the manner and subject to the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth.

1. Each of the above classes of paper is to be packed flat and delivered in packages

of 2 reams of 500 sheets each to a package, entirely covered by strong wrapping paper

and securely tied with strong twine;

2. The paper to be furnished at such times and in such quantities as may be

required by the King's Printer and delivered to or for him at such places in the City

of Toronto as he shall designate free from all charges for delivery in first class condition

;

3. Payment is to be made for the paper by cheque from the Treasury Department

within thirty days after delivery;

4. Should the Contractor be backward at any time in delivering the paper of any

of the above d9scribed classes the King's Printer may procure the same elsewhere and

if so procured at a greater cost than that fixed by this agreement, the Contractor shall

be liable to the Treasurer for the excess;

5 The said Contractor agrees in all things to conform, fulfil and abide by the terms

and conditions above set forth to the full and entire satisfaction of the King's Printer

of Ontario, provided that in case any difference or dispute shall arise between the Con-

<
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tractor and the King's Printer the same may be investigated and finally determined by

the Lieuteuant-Governor-in-Council; and it is hereby further agreed that this contract is

subject to ratification by vote of the Legislative Assembly of Ontario and shall become
void and of no eifect unless approved by resolution of the said Legislative Assembly

at its next Session.

In witness whereof the said Contractor has hereunto set its corporate seal at the

hand of its President and Secretary the day and year first above written, and the

Treasurer has set his hand and seal.

Signed and executed

in the presence of

A. B. Clakk.

' KiNLElTH PapEK COMPANY, LIMITED,

H. F. E. Kent,

Managing-Director.

KixiEiTH Paper Company, Limited.

Geo. H. Jefferson,

Secretary.

C. A. Matthews. T. W. McGabby,
Treasurer of the Province of Ontario.
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This agreement made in duplicate this fifteenth day of February, one thousand nine

hundred and seventeen, between Georgetown Coated Paper Mills, Limited, of the

Town of Georgetown, in the County of Halton, and Province of Ontario, hereinafter

called " the Contractor " of the First Part, and His Majesty the King, represented

herein by the Honourable Thomas William McGarry, Treasurer of the Province of

Ontario, hereinafter called " the Treasurer " of the Second Part.

Whereas by advertisement dated the twenty-sixth day of January, 1917, and duly

published) Tenders were called by A. T. Wilgress, Printer to the King's Most Excellent

Majesty, for the printing paper that may be required by the Government of Ontario for

a term of six months to be computed from the 15th day of February, 1917, according

to certain specifications therein referred to;

And whereas a tender was received from the Contractor amongst others for the

supplying a portion of such paper;

And whereas by Order-in-Council dated the 20th day of February, A.D. 1917, the

Tender of the Contractor was accepted so far as the same related to the classes and

quantity of paper hereinafter mentioned and for a term of six months to be computed

from the 15th day of February, 1917, and it was ordered that an agreement be entered

into between the Contractor and His Majesty, subject to the ratification thereof by a

vote of the Legislative Assembly of the Province of Ontario at its next Session:

Now therefore this Agreement witnesseth that the Contractor agrees with the

Treasurer to furnish paper of the following kind and description, namely:—

375 reams, No. 1, Coated Paper, 27 x 41 inches, 80 lbs. to the ream at the rate of

121/4 c. per lb.;

as the same may be required for the use of the Province of Ontario during the six

months to be computed from the 15th day of February, 1917, at the times and places

and in the manner and subject to the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth:—

1. The above paper is to be packed flat and delivered in packages of 2 reams of

500 sheets each to a package, entirely covered by strong wrapping paper and securely

tied with strong twine;

2. The paper is to be furnished at such times and in such quantities as may be required

by the King's Printer and delivered to or for him at such places in the City of Toronto

as he shall designate free from all charges for delivery in first class condition;

3. Payment is to be made for the paper by cheque from the Treasury Department
within thirty days after delivery;

4. Should the Contractor be backward at any time in delivering the paper of the

above described class, the King's Printer may procure the same elsewhere and if so

procured at a greater cost than that fixed by this agreement, the Contractor shall be
liable to the Treasurer for the excess;

5. The Contractor agrees in all things to conform, fulfil and abide by the terms
and conditions above set forth to the full and entire satisfaction of the King's Printer

of Ontario, provided that in case any difference or dispute shall arise between the Con-

tractor and the King's Printer the same may be investigated and finally determined by
the Lieutenant-Governor-in-Council ; and it is hereby further agreed that this contract is
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subject to ratification by vote of the Legislative Assembly of Ontario and shall become
void and of no effect unless approved by resolution of the said Legislative Assembly

at its next Session;

In witness whereof the said Contractor has hereunto set its Corporate Seal at the

hand of its President and Secretary the day and year first above written, and the

Treasurer has set his hand and seal.

Signed and executed

in the presence of

F. H. Gage.

' Georgetown Coated Papek Mills, Limited,

J. A. WiLLOUGHBY,

President and Secretary-Treasurer.

C. A. Matthews. . T. W. McGabby,

. \
Treasurer of the Province of Ontario.
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This Agreement made in duplicate this fifteenth day of February, one thousand nine

hundred and seventeen, (between Provincial Paper Mills Company, Limited, of the

City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, hereinafter called " the Contractor " of

the First Part, and His Majesty the King, represented herein by the Honourable

Thomas William McGarry, Treasurer of the Province of Ontario, hereinafter called

" the Treasurer " of the -Second Part.

Whereas by advertisement dated the twenty-sixth day of January, 1917, and duly

published, Tenders were called by A. T. Wilgress, Printer to the King's Most Excellent

Majesty, for the printing paper that may be required by the Government of Ontario

for a term of six months to be computed from the 15th day of February, 1917, according

to certain specifications therein referred to;

And whereas a tender was received from the Contractor amongst others for the

supplying of such paper;

And whereas by Order-in-Council dated the 20th day of Februarys A.D. 1917, the

Tender of the Contractor was accepted so far as the same related to the class of paper

hereinafter mentioned and for a term of six months to be computed from the 15th day

of February, 1917, and it was ordered that an agreement be entered into between the

Contractor and His Majesty, subject to the ratification thereof by a vote of the Legislative

Assembly of the Province of Ontario at its next Session;

Now therefore this Agreement witnesseth that the Contractor agrees with the

Treasurer to furnish all the supply of paper of the following kind and description,

namely:—

No. 1 Super-Calendered Cover, 27 x 41 Paper (Blue), ('Sulphite), 80 and 100 lbs. to

the ream of 500 sheets, at the rate of fifteen cents (15c.) per lb.;

as the same may be required for the use of the Province of Ontario during the six

months to be computed from the 15th day of February, 1917, at the times and places

and in the manner and subject to the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth:—

1. The above paper to be packed flat and delivered in packages of 2 reams of 500

sheets each to a package, entirely covered by strong wrapping paper and securely tied

with strong twine;

2. The paper is to be furnished at such times and in such quantities as may be required

by the King's Printer and delivered to or for him at such places in the City of Toronto

as he shall designate free from all charges for delivery in first class condition;

3. Payment is to be made for the paper by cheque from the Treasury Department

within thirty days after delivery;

1

4. Should the Contractor be backward at any time in delivering the paper of the

above described class, the King's Printer may procure the same elsewhere and if so

procured at a greater cost than that fixed by this Agreement, the Contractor shall be

liable to the Treasurer for the excess;

5. The Contractor agrees in all things to conform, fulfil and abide by the terms

and conditions above set forth to the full and entire satisfaction of the King's Printer

of Ontario, provided that in case any difference or dispute shall arise between the Con-

tractor and the King's Printer the same may be investigated and finally determined by

the Lieutenant-Gk)vernor-in-Council; and it is hereby further agreed that this contract
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is subject to ratification by vote of the Legislative Assembly of Ontario and shall be

void and of no effect unless approved by resolution of the said Legislative Assembly

at its next Session.

In witness whereof the said Contractor has hereunto set its Corporate Seal at the

hand of its President and Secretary the day and year first above written, and the

Treasurer has set his hand and seal.

Signed and executed

in the presence of

C. M. Davis.

f Pbovincial Paper Mills Company, Limited,

T. S. Weldon,
Vice-President and Treasurer.

S. F. Duncan,
Secretary.

C. A. Matthews, ( T. W. McGabby,
I Treasurer of the Province of Ontario.
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REPORT
OF THE

Horticultural Experiment Station

1906-1915

To THE Honorable James S. Duff, Minister of Agriculture.

Sir,—In submitting the following report it is desired to call attention to the

fact that some ihention is made of all work under way that is of an experimental

or investigational nature. In many cases all figures available on the various

subjects are not given, but it is hoped that from the outlines submitted in detail

for a few experiments it will be possible to obtain an idea of the general plan

and method of work. It is hoped also that this report may serve in a small way

as a record of the work of the Station up to October 31st, 1915.

Yours very sincerely,

F. M. Clement,

Director.

STATION STAFF

F. M. Clement, Director.

F. S. Eeeves, Hybridist.

0. J. EoBB, Assi'Stant, Olericulture.

P. E. CcLVERHOUSE, Assistant, By-Products.

A. G. Harris, Assistant, Pomology.
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REPORT
OF THE

Horticultural Experiment Station

1906-1915

The Place op the Expekiment Station and the Need for Definite
Information.

The orchards, small fruits, vines and vegetables of Ontario represent an
annual income of approximately $14,000,000 or more per annum. ISTineteen

hundred and eleven census gives $13,862,000 for the season of 1910. Recognizing

that Agriculture,, and then Horticulture as a part of agriculture, is the basis of

our Provincial and National wealth, it is convincing without argument that

laboratories for research, and fields for experiment, must be maintained if the

highest efficiency is to be secured. This is the basis on which Experiment Stations

are founded.

Horticulture has registered a marked advance in twenty years and is still

advancing rapidly. The first Experiment Station of the United States was estab-

lished in Connecticut following the year 1875. Canada passed a bill in 1886

appropriating the necessary money to establish the Central Experimental Earm
and its branches. This was the beginning of the work as now organized in Canada.

Feuit Experiment Stations in 1901.

Name. Specialty. Experimenter.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Southwestern

.

Niagara
Peaches ...
Tender fruits

Wentworth Grapes
Burlington Blackherries
Lake Huron Raspberries
Georgian Bay Plums
Simcoe Hardy apples

I

cherries . .

East Central Pears and commercial apples
Apples
Hardy plums and hardy pears.

and currants.

and hardy

Bay of Quinte.
St. Lawrence
Strawberry Station.
Gooseberry Station.
Maplehurst

Algoma . .

.

Wabigoon.

General collection of all

kinds of fruits for des-

criptive work for " Fruits
of Ontario "

Hardy fruits

Hardy fruits

W. W. Hilborn, Leamington.
Martin Burrell, St. Cathar-

ines.

Murray Pettit, Winona.
A. W. Peart, Freeman.
A. E. Sherrington, Walkerton
J. G. Mitchell, Clarksburg.

G. C. Caston, Craighurst.
R. L. Huggard, Whitby.
W. H. Dempsey. Trenton.
Harold Jones, Maitland.
E. B. Stevenson, Jordan Sta.

Stanley Spillett, Nantyr.

L. Woolverton, Sec. Grimsby.
C. Young, Richard's Ldg.
A. E. Annis, Dryden.

[5]
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The Fruit Experiment Stations of Ontario grew out of the report of a stand-

ing committee of the Ontario Fruit Growers' Association appointed for the pur-

pose of formulating a feasible scheme for "fruit experimental work. In 1894,

five stations were established, assisted by Provincial funds and working in co-

operation with the Ontario Fruit Growers' Association. The President of the

Agricultural College, then Dr. James Mills, Prof. Hutt, Horticulturist at Guelph
College; Mr. D. Nicol, Mr. A. M. Smith, and Mr. A. H. Pettit, and the Secretary

of the Association, Mr. L. Woolverton, made up the first Board of Control. The
first meeting is recorded as having been held in the President's office, O.A.C.,

Guelph, April 5th, 1894. The Stations were not provincially owned, but were

established largely for variety testing and with the intention of making use of

the special training and expert knowledge of some members of the Ontario Fruit

Growers' Association working in co-operation with the Association, the Agricultural

College and the Department of Agriculture. The reports are published in the

Department of Agriculture Reports beginning 1894. In 1895, five more stations

and two sub-stations were established, making in all twelve. Various other stations

were established until by 1901 there were fifteen, situated as given above.

As the Vineland Station took over the work of these Stations, they were

gradually discontinued until at the present time, Nos. 10 and 14 only are retained

for testing out hardiness of varieties introduced from various sources.

The first report of the work of the Vineland Experiment Station appears in

the Fruit Branch Report of 1908. The policy of the Department at this time was

to concentrate more work at the Vineland Station, gradually withdrawing it,

except in certain special cases, from the various stations that for years had been

working in co-operation with the Ontario Fruit Growers' Association and the

Fruit Branch of the Department of Agriculture. A high tribute must be paid

the men who for many years with only meagre assistance struggled to collect data

from their experiments. They laid the foundations of the present policy, and

have made it possible for other men to take up the work, not where they abandoned

it, but where they had built the foundations and collected the materials of con-

struction. The policy to-day is to deal with special Horticultural topics in as

specific a manner as possible, to have a specially trained man in charge of each

branch—and as each experiment is concluded or each investigation brought to an

end to publish the results under the particular head.

It is also the policy of the Department of Agriculture to publish and keep on

file for distribution as occasion demands' a complete list of practical bulletins

dealing with special topics. No bulletins are published from this Station, all

material being turned in to the Department of Agriculture at Toronto to be

dealt with in the form of a regular Department bulletin.

Horticulture is sometimes spoken of as being a science, but perhaps it would

be more correct to say that horticulture is based on a number of Sciences, and

that horticulture, as practised by the fruit grower, floriculturist, and olerist is an

art. The art is based on the sciences. In spraying, we have both art and science.

Science teaches us that certain steps taken at certain times with certain materials

will give certain results. But practice has shown that there is an art in spraying

as well as in writing or drawing. Certain men get marked results with little

effort; others get poor results even after a large effort. Why? One understands

the value of the nozzle elbow, the advantages and the disadvantages of winds or

breezes and thoroughness and self protection from the spray. The other may
know the science but is careless in his methods of application and hence the

failure.
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It is not yet proven that by pruning at a certain time in a certain way fruit

buds will form. We can discuss winter, spring, summer, and fall pruning, but

we cannot say what effect any special time of pruning will have on a tree except

in a general way—winter pruning produces wood growth, summer pruning reduces

wood growth; and spring wounds heal quicker than fall wounds. It is not yet

proven that certain fertilizer constituents applied to the soil at the base of a

tree will have a certain effect, but we can state that nitrogen increases wood

growth and potash and phosphorous hasten maturity and improve the color of the

fruit. It can be advised to experiment and see what the particular soil requires

for the particular crop. General statements only can be made. Nor is it proven

that certain cultural methods will produce high colored fruit in quantity or that

cultivation at all is necessary when certain other practices are followed.

And so we might go on with the vegetables and all the fruits and discuss

each one in turn at length and in the end it would have to be admitted that our

present knowledge of the practice of horticulture and of the application of the

sciences that underlie the practice is very meagre indeed.

The influence of stock on scion; the value of certain' seedlings as roots for

our cultivated apples, plums, and cherries; the relation of one variety to another

for pollination purposes ; the relation of pruning to fruit bud formation ; the

comparative value of the various insecticides and fungicides, are practical problems

that can be tackled only in an experimental way. It is work such as this that

is being undertaken.

At present, the whole trend of thought among experiment station specialists

seems to be toward breeding problems and the production of new varieties. In

this there is little to guide except recent bulletins from stations in United States

and articles appearing in various journals and reports. Very largely the method

of work must be determined as advance is made. Practical experience is, however,

a good teacher and as time goes on information is being collected that assists

materially.

The call in recent years seeins to have been largely for teaching and demon-

stration. The remarkable growth of the Agricultural College at Guelph and the

establishment of the County Branches of the Department of Agriculture are the

natural outgrowths of this. Extension teaching has been demanded and the time

of the college specialist when not teaching in the College has, to a large exi;ent,

been taken up with demonstration work or in assisting District Representatives.

Little time has consequently been left for experimental and investigation work.

Yet investigation miist precede demonstration. The work of a college is teaching

first : the work of the experiment station is first and foremost—experimental and

investigational.

THE EEPOET OF THE DIEECTOE.

Part of the land that is now the Vineland Experiment Station was presented to

the Ontario Government by M. F. Eittenhouse, of Chicago, in 1906. The balance

of the property was purchased by the Provincial Government. A foreman was

placed in charge and much of the cleaning up work was done at once. In 1907

the land was sovni largely to "oats or kept in a state of cultivation. In June of

that year, the late Mr. H. S. Peart was appointed Director. Nearly eleven miles

of underdrains were laid with the help of the Department of Physics, Agricultural
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College, Guelph, in the summer and fall of that year, A draft of the proposed

experimental work was presented to the Advisory Board in February of the follow-

ing year and preparations were at once made to carry out the work. The farm

was carefully laid out into blocks and all plantings were made looking well to

the future. In this year also were erected the barn and the cold storage. The

Administration Building and the Director's Eesidence were also placed well under

way.

The late Mr. Peart was succeeded by Mr. A. D. Harkness as resident Superin-

tendent, and Mr. A. J. Logsdail in charge of the Plant Breeding work. Mr.

Logsdail resigned in 1911 to take a position as Hybridist and Assistant to the

Dominion Horticulturist, Mr. W. T. Macoun, at Ottawa. In 1912, Mr. F. S.

Peeves was appointed Hybridist to succeed him, which position is still held by

him. Mr. Harkness resigned in the spring of 1914 to take up fruit farming.

The work was reorganized and Mr. F. M. Clement was appointed to take charge.

Administration Building.

It was immediately recognized that if the work so carefully planned was to

be carried to successful completion additional help must be secured. Mr. 0. J.

Eobb was made assistant in Olericulture, Mr. P. E. Culverhouse, assistant in

canning and the study of by-products, and Mr. A. G. Harris, assistant in Pomology.

With this additional assistance, it has been possible to put the work on a better

basis and to give to the various branches of the work the attention they deserve.

In summer, students are engaged to render the immediate assistance each

specialist requires.

Present Needs.

The Farm is situated some distance from any large centre, the nearest village

being Vineland, one and three-quarter miles away. Consequently, it is difficult

to secure boarding places for students. To obviate this difficulty the Station has

found it necessary to maintain a boarding house, " The Lodge." This has been
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oTercrowded for some time in spite of the fact that a. sleeping camp has been

arranged in the x\dministration Building. A dining-room 12% x lli/^ has been

made to accommodate from twelve to fifteen individuals during the summer months.

The need for a suitable Lodge, including rooms for the housekeeper and a

comfortable sitting room, is imperative. The " camp " in the Administration

Building has been reconstructed for use as a laboratory, and during the coming

season, 1916, unless a change is made at once, it will be necessary to use the

laboratory or to procure a large tent for temporary accommodation.

The Station has found it necessary to rent a double cottage some distance

from the farm to accommodate two of the workmen. This, besides qosting an

annual rental, is the extreme of inconvenience to the men, who are sometimes

required for work outside of the regular hours. Teamsters, greenhouse men and

those in charge of light, water, and fire equipment must be near their work in

order to maintain the highest efficiency. The construction of a suitable " Lodge "

and an addition to the present one, so it would accommodate twcr families, would

meet the present needs.

Administration Building, Director's Residence, and original building in 1908. The
latter is now the " Lodge."

A great loss is also felt in the lack of greenhouse space and equipment. At
present the Station has but one small glass house and two pit houses, which are

entirely inadequate. Plant improvement through breeding and selection is demand-
ing the most time and attention. The processes are delicate and require a great

deal of patience and skill. Consequently the need of greenhouse space is urgent,

where it will be possible to control wind, rain, and temperatures and the results

will not be lost through adverse weather conditions. The greenhouse is to the

modern plant breeder to a very large extent what the well equipped laboratory

is to the chemist. He must have a place to work where plants and apparatus

cannot be disturbed or work destroyed by adverse weather conditions. The
orchard and garden are essential, but control conditions can be established only

under glass.

The Station through its staff endeavors to render what assistance it can to

the various fruit interests of the Province. Many meetings have been addressed
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on various subjects. Whenever it is impossible to give the desired information

by letter or by telephone in the immediate locality, an endeavor is made to

visit the farm or put the inquirer in touch with the District Representative of the

county.

During the past two years display exhibits have been made at the Toronto
National Exhibition and at the Local Fair held at Beamsville. These received

very favorable comment.

Until the present time, properly equipped laboratories have not been provided,

but now the necessary funds are available. The work of reconstructing and re-

fitting will be completed by the spring of 1916.

Bridge on the Rittenhouse Road.

No attempt has yet been made at co-operative extension work, but plans have

been laid and are discussed in connection with the work mentioned in the pages

that follow.

It is desired to impress on the public that the Experiment Station is not a

fruit farm in the general understanding of the word. In its true sense it is a

working laboratory equipped and maintained for experimental and investigation

purposes. The profits are consequently expressed in experimental results, not in

dollars and cents. The farm is at all times kept as clean, neat and tidy as is

practicable in a well kept laboratory, and an honest endeavor is made to make
the work of practical value to the Province.



PLANT BREEDING

TKEE FRUITS.

Apples.

The first work on apples was done in the spring of 1915. An attempt was

made to test the various common varieties as poUenizers of the Northern Spy,

but adverse weather conditions spoiled the results in most cases. From fruits

gathered from crosses made for pollination tests the following good seeds have been

saved

:

Cross.

Spy X Wealthy .

Spy X Duchtess..

Spy X McTnosh.
Spy X Ben Davis
Spy X Fameuse .

Spy X Greening .

Spy selfed

No. fruits.
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Seeds have also been secured for a continuation of this work, as noted in the

following list:

—

Windsor 6,400 English Morello 2,500

Montmorency 6,000 Black Tartarian 600

Late Duke 2,800

Peaches,

The work with peaches began with the transplanting of 53 seedlings from

pots in the greenhouse to the field in very late spring of 1912. Only a part of

these are of known origin, being St. John and New Prolific seedlings. During

the fall of that year, pits were collected of Greensboro, Admiral Dewey and Early

Crawford. The Admiral Dewey and Greensboro failed to germinate, but from

the Early Crawfords were produced 1,040 seedlings plants.

In the spring of 1913 the following pollinations were made:

—

Cross. Pollination. Fruits gathered.

Greensboro x Early Crawford 50

Greensboro x Elberta 140

Greensboro x Yellow St . John 240
Yellow St. John x Sneed 1 203
Elberta x Early Crawford

'

230

Early Cravrford x Greensboro 258

2
12
46
32
69
48

A number of "varieties were self-fertilized. A half-pound paper sack was used

and an average of three buds was enclosed under each sack. The following is the

list of varieties selfed:

Variety.
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Much trouble has been experienced in preserving the seeds over winter and
also in germinating successfully even when well preserved. The kernels from-

many crosses, and especially from selfed varieties, are small and shrivelled and
will not grow; consequently we have but a small number of seedlings compared

to the number of pollinations made.

Owing to the failure of the peach crop Jn 1914 no crosses were made. An
attempt was made to do some of this work in the orchards at Leamington, but

adverse weather conditions gave little or no opportunity of work. The following

is a list of the hybrids referred to previously that are now growing in the field :

—

Crossed.

Early Crawford x Greensboro 15
Elberta x Early Crawford 6

St. John X Sneed 3

Selfed.

Millionaire 3

New Prolific 16

Leamington 59
Fitzgerald 21
Late Crawford 4

Early Crawford 4

Elberta 9

Crosby

Golden Drop

St. John

(Six of these, owing to slow germina-
tion, were held in pots all last season,
hence do not appear in last year's list

as having been transplanted to the
field.)

(Three of these, owing to slow germina-
tion, were held in pots all last season,
hence do not appear in last year's list

as having been transplanted to the
field.)

(Two of these, owing to slow germina-
tion, were held in pots all last season,
hence do not appear in last year's list

as having been transplanted to the
field.)

(Five of these, owing to slow germina-
tion, were held in pots all last season,
hence do not appear in last year's list

as having been transplanted to the
field.)

(One of these, owing to slow germina-
tion, was held in pot all last season,
hence, does not appear in last year's list

as having been transplanted to the
field.)

The peach pits secured from the work in Leamington last season were

planted and the following is a list of the numl)er germinated and growing at

the present time:

—

Selfed.

Golden Drop 2

'Banner 7

'Tyhurst's Favorite 13

Kalamazoo
Tyhurst's seedling No. 2
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The work of peach crossing for the season of 1915 was started with much
interest and plenty of help. In order to do the work in as large a way as possible

and to eliminate the task of removal and replacement of the paper sack as com-

monly used, a method of covering the whole tree was devised. A temporary frame

was built about the tree and covered with oiled cotton. It was hoped in this way

to protect the tree from foreign pollen, and then to emasculate all blossoms and

to pollinate with one variety only. Unfortunately, the peculiar season was adverse

to this work. During the middle of the day when the sun was hot, the temperature

within the tents rose several degrees above the outside temperature. The tempera-

ture at the end of April, was abnormally high and consequently the heat within

the tents was excessive. All efforts were made to keep the air cool, even to the

The frame used when covering trees for hand pollination purposes.

was placed over this.

Oiled cotton

extent of putting ice inside the tents, but it was impossible to keep the temperature

low enough for pollination purposes. The following crosses were made :

—

Whole tree under oiled cotton tent E. Crawford x Greensboro.

j

'

'

'

'

'

' E . Crawford x Dewey

.

'' '' '' St. John X Greensboro.
" " '' St. John X Dewey.
" " " Elberta X E. Crawford.

The following table shows the temperature during the days the blossom.s

were ready for pollination :—

-

April 29tli—inside, 80 F.; outside, 65 F.; bright sunshine.

May 1st—inside, 60 F.; outside, 50 F.; dull.

May 3rd—inside, 78 F.; outside, 47 F.; bright sunshine.
May 4th—inside, 48 F. ; outside, 42 F.; dull and rain.

May 5th—inside, 68 F.; outside, 62 F.; dull and rain.

May 6th—inside, 83 F. ; outside, 70 F.; bright and sunshine.
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Peaches, 1915

Cross
No.

.Poll.

No.
Date Poll, fruits

j set

Removal
of tent

No.
j

fruits

gathered
Remarks

E. Crawford X Greensboro! 264 May 4

E . Crawford x Dewey . .

.

633

St. John X Greensboro .. 318

St. Johnx Dewey 642

Elberta X E. Crawford.. 254

E . Crawford x Greensboro 206

Dewey x MgCOs 51

Dewey x S 100

Dewey x CaSOi 88

Dewey selfed 100

Dewey selfed 108

Dewey 100

Dewey 100

Dewey x MgSOi 102

Dewey x MgCOa 47

Dewey x CaCOs 75

Greensboro selfed 100

Greensboro selfed 83

Greensboro.

Greensboro

.

Greensboro x MgS04 . .

.

Greensboro x MgCOs • •

Greensboro x CaS04 .

.

Greensboro x CaCOs .

.

Greensboro x S

100

100

39

40

37

41

25

4.

4,

4.

4.

11.

24

34

47

60

61

32
31

38

14

38

48

47

May 11.

' 11...
' 11...
' 11...
' 11...

Sacks used

45
1

35
1

15

35

Tree, leaves and fruit

seem to be burned un-
der tent.

Gathered when fruit

qaite green and hard,
as tree was blown
down and cut off.

Stimulation test S.W.
side of tree

.

Stimulation test N.W.
side of tree

.

Stimulation test E. side

of tree.

Simply covered before
buds opened.

Pollinated with pollen

from same tree—not
emasculated.

Emasculated and left so.

Mutilated and left so.

Pistil removed as well
as emasculated.

Stimulation test N.W.
side of tree

.

Stimulation test E. side

of tree.

Stimulation test S. side

of tree.

Simply covered before

blooms opened.
Pollinated with pollen

from same tree—not
emasculated

.

Emasculated and left so,

S. side of tree.

Mutilated and left so.

Pistilsremoved as well
as emasculated.

Stimulation test N.W.
side of tree.

Stimulation test E. side

of tree.

Stimulation testW . side

ot tree

.

Stimulation test middle

of tree

.

Stimulation test S. centre

of tree

.
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AVitli the hope that an opportunity may be given to do a large amount of

the breeding work under glass in the near future, the following varieties have

been budded on the dwarfing stock {Prunus pumila iesseyi) :

—

Xove))iber, 3 915.

Elberta 2

iSmock 6

Leamington 4

Wellington 3

Old Mixon 3

Carman 2

Hill Chili 3

Early Crawford 3

Mayflower 4

Greensboro 4
Triumph 3

Klondyke 3

Admiral Dewey 6

Golden Drop 3

Brigdon 2

Lemon. Tree 2

New Prolific 1

Niagara 1

Crosby 3

Salway 3

St. John 1

Fitzgerald 2

Blood peach from Tyhurst, Leam-
ington 1

Sneed 4

Alexandria 3

Edgemont 3

PEARS.

The following table outlines the pear work of 1914

Cross.
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Out of this total of 2,188 seeds the following are growing in the nursery row:

Kieffer x Seckel 27
" X Le Conte 1
" X Bartlett 5
" X Anjou 14

Anjou X Kieffer 13

X Le Conte 17
" X P. (Communis 10

Anjou X Seckel 27
" X Bessemianka 2

Seckel x Kieffer 4

X Bartlett 8

X Anjou 5

Bartlett x Bessemianka 3

Pyrus communis seedlings 34

From the open fertilized seeds the following are growing in the nursery row:

Kieffer
Flemish Beauty Seedlings
Bartlett Seedlings

74 seedlings.
27

202

The open fertilized seeds at present bedded and that should germinate next

year are approximately:

—

Kieffer 3 ,500

Anjou 3 , 500
Clairgeau 200

The following table summarizes the pear hybridizing work in 1915 :

—

Cross
No.
Poll.

No.
fruit

set

No.
gathered

No. I No.
good ! undeveloped
seeds I seeds

Remarks

Duchess X Tonkavietka

X Bartlett
X Self ...

.

X Clapp .

.

X Kieffer .

'

' X Anjoa
' X Seckel

X Sheldon
X Bosc

Winter Nells x Kieffer .

.

Clapp's X Cornice

Cornice x Clapp's
Bartlett x Tonkavietka .

.

'

' X GlivaKurskaya
X Sheldon

X Bosc

X Seckel
. X Anjou
X Bessemianka

.

87

X GlivaKurskaya 85

X Besseminka . . 98

85
69
73
83

74
80

100
62
52
24
22

126
99

105

140

103
110
65

X Clapp's 133

X Kieffer
X Self . .

.

Total

.

73
114

14

1

1

6
17

2

9

1

15
3
3

31
5

35

76

1

66
21

43

15
2

2,062 375

3
13

7

1

5

3

16
1

40

25
12

17

5
1

176

20

21

7
13

29
1

17
15

74
2

30

681

66

10
49

22
106

10

'io"

18
11

67
8

36

845

3 fruits had no developed
seeds

.

1 fruit had no developed
seeds

.

7 fruits had no developed
seeds.

171
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- Plums.

The work with plums was started in 1913 as shown by the following table

Crosses

Lombard x Hand ,

Yellow Egg X Reine Claude
Grand Diike x Hand
Yellow Egg selfed

Grand Duke selfed

Fruit Gathered

14

2
5

From these seeds only three plants, Yellow Egg x Reine Claude, have survived,

and these have made but poor growth.

The following is a summary of the work done in 1911:

—

Cross
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Owing to the poor results obtained in germination in the past or the method
of layering in sand in the winter and taking up and planting in the nursery rows
in the spring, a different plan has been adopted. They were planted two inches

deep and two inches apart each way in a narrow bed about three feet wide. This

bed is mulched for the winter and will be uncovered in the spring, but it is the

intention not to disturb the pits.

From the former mentioned crosses but two trees are left, both Yellow Egg x

Eeine Claude, the rest having succumbed either to weakness or disease.

From crosses made in 1914 the following are the results:

Cross. Fruit gathered.
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Hybrid of

No. plants
set out

June,»1914.

No. plants
alive Sept.,

1914.

No. plants
alive April

1915.

No. plants
alive Aug.

25th.

Agawam x Concord
Agawam x Campbell
Agawam x Worden
Agawam x Niagara
Herbert x Concord
Herbert x Niagara
Herbert x Worden
Barry x Worden
Barry x Concord
Barry x Niagara
Massasoit x Concord
Massasoit x Worden
Massasoit x Niagara
Lindiey x Niagara
Lindley x Worden
Lindiey x Campbell
Lindley x Concord
Wilder x Concord
Wilder x Worden
Mixed : Lindley x Champion

^
Wilder x Niagara /

Lindley x Winchell )

72
81

170
65
7

3

23
79
51
6

158
172
36
60

105
145
120
45
18

108

1,524

20
60
100
11
5

3

10
42
44
5

94
139
26
22
54

134
83
34
11

71

968

19
56
99
5

5

3

10
40
44
5

97
140
21
20
58

131
82
33
9

64

18
51
86
4

5
3
10
36
43
5

99
.129

23
18

46
93
78
32
9

941 854

Seedling of

No. plants
set out June,

1914.

No. plants
alive Sept.,

1914.

No. plants
alive April,

1915.

No. plants alive

Aug. 25th.

Concord
Niagara ,

Moore Early
Herbert ,

Hicks
Barry
Catawba
Aminia
Champion
Banner
Campbell
Massasoit
Lindley
Winchell
Moyer
President
Sauvignon Juane ....

Chasselas avec Royal
Lady
Worden
Vergennes
McPike
Colerain
Merrimac

230
590
36
447
451
425
537
247
266
167
26
403
783
221
112
83
62

201
640
244
290
533
18
5

7,017

122
392
19

342
252
261
274
84
60
44
9

195
258
60
32
23
27
77

229
38
114
127

5

3,046

94
339
17

316
204
250
262
76
59
35
6

177
213
46
23
13
11
33
205
34
59
63
5

2.540

99
301
20
311
183
243
227
83 revived
57
34
5

188 revived
221 revived
42
29 revived
15
1

2
184.

27
71 revived
97 revived
5

2,445

From pollination work done in 1914 and from open fertilized seeds secured

in that year, the following plantings were made in the spring of 1915:

—
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Cross No. Germ.
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Observations on the vigor and germination of the seeds show that the varieties

which possess a portion of A'itis vinifera heritage give the highest germination

and the most vigorous plants, while the varieties that are pure Vitis labrusca give

a very low percentage of germination. "\\Tiere the Massasoit appears either in

an open fertilized seedling or cross-bred seed, the vigor is distinctly higher than

in any of the others. The Concord and Delaware gave very poor results and of

the Worden, none grew whatever. In the crosses where the European varieties

were used as pollen parents, the germination was distinctly below any of the

other crosses.

The grape breeding of 1915 is quite largely outlined in the following table:

—

Cross.

No. bun.
emascu-
lated.

No. bun. No. bun.
poUin- gather-

ated. ed.

No.
seeds
planted,

Remarks.

Concord x Champion
Concord x Campbell
Concord x Muscat of Al-

exandria
Concord x Gros Colman..
Concord x Niagara
Concord x Wilder
Concord x Lindley
Cottage X Vergennes ....

Cottage X Catawba
Niagara x Wilder
Niagara x Herbert (1). .

.

Niagara x Delaware
Niagara x Barry
Niagara x Catawba
Niagara x Agawam
Niagara x Vergennes ....

Niagara x Concord
Niagara x Lindley
Niagara x Black Hambarg
Niagara x Muscat of Al-

exandria
Niagara x Gros Colman..
Niagara x Champion
Niagara x Campbell ....

Campbell's x Agawam. ..

Campbell's x B. Hamburg
Campbell's x Delaware .

.

Agawam x Concord
Agawam x Niagara
Agawam x Lindley
Agawam x Champion. . .

.

Agawam x B. Hamburg .

Agawam x Vergennes . .

.

Agawam x Campbell . . .

.

Agawam x Wilder
Agawam x Delaware . . .

.

25
12

12
10
10
40
20
10
10
10
10
10
10
18
10
10
10
10
10

2
2

1

1
7

2
2
1

1

10
9
10
6

15
9
8

10

5
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Where the number of seeds planted appears, it indicated that these seeds were
planted in pots in the fall of 1915 and that the others have been layered and
will be recorded when planted in the spring.

The following is a table showing the degree of self fertility of most of the
varieties in the Experimental vineyard:

—

Variety. No. bunches.

Aminia
,

Agawani
Banner
Barry
Worden
Brighton
Caco
Campbell
Champion
Charlton
Chasselas avec Royal

,

Chasselas Vibert ....
Colerain
Concord

,

Delaware
Diamond
Read Hybrid
Salem
Vergennes
Winchell
Diana
Duchess
Early Ohio
Eaton
Eclipse
Elvira
Green Early
Hartford
Herbert
Hermon Jaeger
Hayes

,

Hicks
Tona
Isabella
King
Rogers' 24
Moore Early
Wilder
King Philip
Lindley
Lucile
Lutie
Manito
Mary
Massasoit
Marrimac
Moore Early
Moyer
McPike
Niagara
Pense Malaga
Perkins
Pierce
Pocklington
Rogers' 36
Wilkins

3

10

9

7

9
5

3
4

5
4

7

10
10
10
9
10
12
9
10
7

10
4

10
8

9

3
10
4

8

13
7

5

8

10
2

10
5

10
2

9

8

7

10
7

10
9

9
20
3

10
6

8

7

7

Aver, degree
of fertility

1-10

3.9
8.25

7.1
.071

7.3
6

2
.625

10

2.28
6.6
8.2
9.6
7.44

5.8
9

8.1
8.57
7.7
4

9.1
9
7.6

5.5

3.1
7.85
1.4
6

5.5

6.5
7.88
4.87

7

5.7

6.

6.

10
7.6
5.16
7.75

5.7

.25

Conditions
of

Stamens.

Rec.
Up.
Up.
Rec.
Up.
Rec.
Up.
Up.
Up.
Rec.

Up.
Rec.
Up.
Up.
Up.
Up.
Up.
Rec.
Up.
Up.
Up.
Up.
Up.
Up.
Rec.

Up.
Up.
Up.
Rec.

Up.
Rec.
Up.
Up.
Up.
Up.
Rec.
Up.
Rec.
Rec.
Rec.
Up.
Up.
Up.
Rec.
Rec.
Up.
Up.
Rec.
Up.
Up.
Up.
Up.
Up.
Up.
Rec.
Up.
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The Method of Pollinating.

The blooming period of the grape flowers began on the 16th of June when

flowers of the Pierce variety opened, but it was not until the 19th that the other

varieties had generally begun to bloom. Flower bunches of the self-sterile and

partially self-fertile varieties were enclosed in one-half pound paper bags on the

18th and 19th of June. Any flowers which were open at this time were picked

from the bunches with a pair of tweezers before the bunches were enclosed in the

bags. Following this the flower clusters of those self-fertile varieties to be used

as pollenizers were enclosed in paper bags. The same precautions regarding flowers

which were open were observed here as with the self-sterile varieties. By en-

closing the flower clusters in this manner it was possible to prevent any cross

fertilization of the grape flowers, otlier than the cross desired for the pollinating

tests.

There was a wide variation in the time at which the flowers of the different

varieties opened into full bloom. The Champion was the flrst to reach this stage

on June 29th, and from then until July 7th, when the Delaware flowers were in full

bloom, there was a slow succession of the other varieties. Because of this wide

variation in blooming periods it was difficult to get the flowers of the different

varieties in the proper condition, at the same time, to cross pollinate. For example,

the Champion was in full bloom on June 29th, but it was not until July 3rd and

4th that the Vergennes and Wilder, respectively, had reached that stage. How-
ever, the work was done so far as the weather permitted when the pistils of the

self-sterile varieties were most receptive. The operation of pollinating was done as

follows : flower bunches for pollen were cut from their vines, shortly before they

were to be used, while still enclose'd in paper bags, and carried to the vine where

the pollinating was to be done. Here the bag was removed from one of the flower

clusters to be pollinated, and after it had been taken from the bag which enclosed

it, one of the bunches of self-fertile flowers was dusted gently over it. Then this

bunch of self-fertile bloom was placed beside the bunch pollinated and both were

enclosed in the paper bag which had held the bunch of flowers for pollen. This

operation was done quickly to reduce to a minimum the possibility of foreign pollen

entering. In some cases where the anthers of the flowers used as pollenizers had
already shed most of their pollen two and even three or four bunches were dusted

over the bunch of self-sterile flowers to ensure pollination.

The following germination test has been outlined this fall to find the best

method of handling grape seeds. Lindley, Concord and Massasoit varieties of

seeds were used

:

Experiment 1.—One hundred seeds of each variety planted immediately, but

skin removed from the pulp and seeds.

Experiment 2.—One hundred seeds of each variety extracted from the pulp in

water and layered in sand immediately.

Experiment 3.—One hundred seeds of each variety extracted from the pulp in

water, dried for a month and then layered in sand.

Experiment 4-—One hundred seeds of each variety extracted from the pulp
in water, dried, and planted one inch deep in the fall.

Experiment 5.—One hundred seeds of each variety extracted from the pulp
in water, dried and kept dry until spring.
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SMALL FRUITS.

Blackberries.

The "work with blackberries was .started in the spring of 1915 and consequently

has not been carried very far. The following table sums up the work

:

Cross No. Poll.

Wilson X Lucretia (Dew- 472
berry 1

Xo. fruit set
No . fruit

gathered

Wilson selfed

Wilson wind poll. test.

Wilson

Wild Blackberry selfed .

.

Wauciette Thornless at
Tufford's, Jordan.

10 sacks
109 buds
54 buds

5 sacks
54 buds
12 sacks

224 buds
Open fertilized

168

54

18 druplets Not picked
only set

11

12

Remarks

Sept. 21 a number of small
fruits not yet ripe and were
not gathered.

Emasculated and not covered.
Each normal berry has from
60 to 100 druplets.

Emasculated but not pol-
linated.

The berries maturing had very
few druplets

.

Open fertilized and plants all

mixed in with Taylor.

Currants and Gooseberries.

With the exception of a number of seedlings grown from seeds of the leading

commercial varieties, the work with currants and gooseberries has been developed

only during the year 1915. The following table sums up the work:

Cross (
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Also a large number of open fertilized seeds of the 1915 crop were saved from

the following varieties:

Gooselierries:
Champagne White.
Red Jacket.
Keepsake.
Houghton.
Hedgehogg.
Josselyn.
Downing.
Industry.
Pearl.

Currants :

Fay.
Red Cross.
Victoria.
Ruby Castle.

Diploma.
Perfection.
Pomona.
Prince Albert.

Lindley Market.
North Star.

Cherry.
Versailles.

Raspberries.

The raspberry breeding was started in the spring of 1913. Crosses between

Cuthbert, Herbert and Marlboro were made in all combinations, also each variety-

was self-fertilized. These three varieties possess, when taken together, all the

essential qualities of a first-class plant and berry, but each variety considered alone

shows certain weaknesses. The seeds of these crosses were dried in sand and in

the fall placed out of doors. In very early spring they were brought into the green-

house where they started to grow.

m %
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A number of plants were found with fruit of good size and quality and Aerv

productive. Thirty-three selections were made and transferred to a plantation for

comparison with each other and with commercial varieties.

Seeds from the breeding work of the spring of 1914 were treated similarly and
plants of the following list have been transferred to the field, but have not yet

fruited

:

Cuthbert x Herbert S6

Herbert x Cuthbert 504
Cuthbert x Marlboro 448
Marlboro x Cuthbert 1,456

Cuthbert selfed 205
Herbert selfed ' 403
Marlboro selfed 280

Gregg seedlings 186
Wild Black Raspberry seedlings

(R. occidentalis)—only part re-

tained 1,306
Cuthbert selected from early bear-

ing plant (seedlings) 196

Work similar to the above was repeated this season, 1915.

Cross
No.
Poll.

No.
fruit set.

No. fruits

gathered Remarks

Gregg X Cuthbert. . .

.

Cuthbert x Gregg
Cuthbert x Marlboro
Cuthbert x Herbert..
Cuthbert, selfed

Cuthbert Parthenogenesis.

Cuthbert wind poll, test .

.

Herbert x Cuthbert.
Herbert selfed

Herbert

Herbert wind poll, test .

,

Gregg
,

Gregg wind poll, test

Gregg selfed

Wild Black x Wild Red
Rasp.

Wild Black selfed

Wild Black Parthenogenesis

Wild Red x Wild Black
Rasp.

Wild Red selfed

Wild Red Parthenogenesis.

Columbian selfed

Columbian Parthenogenesis

Columbian for wind pollina-
tion.

145
351
331
234

12 sacks
178 buds

5 sacks
51 buds
55 buds

459
12 sacks
156 buds
6 sacks
50 buds
70 buds

7 sacks
49 buds

50

12sacks
115 buds

313

lOsacks
108 buds
lOsacks
67 buds

910

• 532

lOsacks
84 buds
11 sacks

171 buds
5fsacks

50 buds
53 buds

14

17

4

38
10
98
48

120

not pickediThese were emasculated and not
i

covered.
83

I

71 I

I

'Emasculated but not pollinated.

not picked

not picked

64

84

56

54

112

These were emasculated and not
covered.

Emasculated but not pollinated.

[These were emasculated and not
covered.

Low number set largely due to
aphides in sack.

No fully developed fruit set. From
1 to 6 druplets in each fruit.

The one which set was very small
and only partly developed.

A number of berries had only a few
druplets formed.

Emasculated and not covered.

A large part of this work was done on the farms of Mr. Abner Honsberger and
Mr. Joseph Brand, of Jordan, to whom we are much indebted. .

The seeds from the above fruits have been layered for winter storage.
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Stkawbeeries.

The initial work in plant breeding was undertaken by Mr. A. J. Logsdail,

now of the Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa. On the appointment of Mr.

P. S. Reeves in 1912, the work was immediately continued and forty-four selections

were made from the plot of about 3,000 seedlings left at the farm by Mr. Logsdail.

The following year ten of the forty-four selected seedlings were retained for further

trial. Of these ten only two, Nos. 37 and 40, are still retained.

Six thousand seedling strawberries fruiting, 1915.

The following table will give the quality and quantity of each lot for 1913 and

191-4 where each plot consisted of nine plants originally set in the fall of 1912.

In 1915 each lot was a matted row of sixty feet; consequently the yields for each

year may not be compared with the other years, but the yields of each variety com-

pared with the other yields of the same year.

No. Quality

Plot of 9 plants
each

1913 1914

Plot of

matted row
60 feet long,

1915

7

16

20

21
23

30

37
40

41

43

jood color, veryFruit of medium size, high quality and
poor runner maker

Fruit of medium size, high quality and good color, 1914

fruit was small
Very healthy, vigorous plants, seems to loin all to leaf,

fruit fair, deep rooted

Small high colored fruit, deep set seed, good quality ....

Medium to large berry, very prolific (1913) deep set seeds.

good color and quality, medium firm

Large fruit, very prolific (1913) firm, somewhat light

colored, good quality, early round berry
Good quality, dark berry, rather prominent seeds

Good quality, firm, medium size, medium color, seeds on
the surface

Very high quality, cordate-shaped berry, comparatively!

few inconspicuous seeds ?64

Good quality, seeds on surface somewhat soft 26

251 ozs. 27i ozs,

52

21J
32

46

49J
461

491

691

24m
Hi

22^

30J

56

50|
42

3.5 lbs.

22

6.3
9.0

23.2

37.4
33.3

27,5

27.5
24.4
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During the spring of 1913 more crosses were made and a number of varieties

self-fertilized. The seeds from these pollinations after ripening were dried in

sand for a week or more and then sown in fiats. On Septeml^er loth the work of

pricking out to fifty plants per flat was begun. The seedlings remained in the

flats over winter, but when they had attained a fair size were placed in cold frames
and covered with leaves. The following are the crosses made that year

:

Early Ozark x Williams 200
" X Brandywine 20
" X Senator Dunlap 50

X Michael 100
" X Pocomoke 2

Williams x Senator Dunlap 350
" x Pocomoke 200

x Brandywine 700
X Michael 109
X Early Ozark 300

Brandywine x Michael 350
" X Pocomoke 750
" X Senator Dunlap 45
" - X Early Ozark 100

X Williams 385
Bubach x Early Ozark 300

" X Michael 50
" X Brandywine 250
" X Senator Dunlap 250
" X Pocomoke 32

Pocomoke x Early Ozark 350
" X Brandywine 125

X Williams 100

Pocomoke x Michael 300
" X Senator Dunlap 450

Sample x Williams 200
X Early Ozark 216
X Brandywine 200

" X Senator Dunlap 400
X Michael 100

" X Pocomoke 150
Michael x Williams 200

" X Brandwine 345
" X Early Ozark 3
" X Senator Dunlap 250
" X Pocomoke 100

Senator Dunlap Williams 157
Brandywine 200

X Early Ozark 500

St. Louis Prize
X Pocomoke 20
X Williams 300
X Brandywine 12
X Early Ozark 200
X Joe 150

Joe X St. Louis Prize 100

Self-fertilized Plints.

Chesapeake selfed 200
Uncle Jim selfed 100
Dornan selfed 12

Stevens Late Champion selfed 144
Bederwood selfed 12
Buster selfed 20
Enhance selfed 250
Wm. Belt selfed 27

Island King selfed 75

Fendall selfed 300
Clyde selfed ' .

.

150
Woolverton selfed 25
Glen Mary selfed 50

Oren, selfed 50
Hundred Dollar selfed 30
Thomp. Seedling selfed 70
Early Ozark selfed 80
Williams selfed 450
Brandywine selfed 30
Pocomoke selfed 200
Michael selfed 30
Senator Dunlap selfed 16
Ruby selfed 4

St. Louis Prize selfed 12

Joe selfed 100
Nettie x Williams 308

With the opening of spring the seedlings mentioned above were taken from

flats and set in the open field. Of approximately 7,600 plants set out 6,300 lived

to maturity. These fruited in the summer of 1915. Careful notes were made on

individual plants under the following heads

:

Fruit—
Quality:
Color:

Exterior.
Interior.

SJiape:

Size :

Calyx:
Core:
Seeds:

Number.
Prominence.
Color.

Productiveness:

Xotes were also carefully made on sex, season of ripening and the number of

runners produced. These and other observations made are being held with the

object of accumulating data that may be of use in scientific deductions at some later

date and for guidance in subsequent work.

3 H.S.
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In this plantation a large number of plants produced fruit of good quality,

good size and in large quantity, but only one or two were noted to be outstanding

in size and production.

There is a general apparent increase of vigor throughout the whole plantation^

with the exception of a few individual plants. In the latter case, the poor showing

is thought to be due to an outbreak of " white grubs " which weakened or destroj^ed

many of the plants shortly after transplanting, and to a small portion of the

plantation being a little lower and consequently wetter than the rest of the

plantation.

Seedling strawberries in the "flat." These have been transplanted .and are

now ready for the field.

Two hundred and seventy-nine selections of these plants that show characters

that are considered worth while have been selected and transplanted to another

part of the farm for further trial. Here they are to be compared with each other

and with the standard commercial varieties.

The seeds of the 1914 hybrids were treated similarly and the plants set in the

field to' be grown in the hill system. The following is a list of the plants set out:

Parson Beauty x Early Ozark 49
X Michael 86

" X Brandywine 290
" X Williams 46

selfed 16
Williams x Parson Beauty 223

" X Early Ozark 147
X Michael 109

" X Brandywine 60
selfed 107

Brandywine x Williams 7

Brandywine x Michael 94
" x Early Ozark 6

" X Parson Beauty 15

Early Ozark x Williams 145
" X Brandywine 3

x Michael 10

Michael x Williams 76

X Early Ozark 38

Brandywine selfed 8

Early Ozark selfed 13

Michael selfed 45
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Cross pollination was continued in the spring of 1915 as indicated in the

following table:

Commercial Crosses

Cross No. Poll. Fruits set
Fruits

gathered
Planted

Williams x Brandywine
Williams x Joe

Joe X Williams
Williams selfed

1,415
373
183

519
123
108

389
95
90

109

July 19

The method. of covering strawberries to lieep out foreign pollen.

Seeds of the F2 generation of the Williams x Brandywine cross, and Brandy-

wine selfed and Williams selfed, were secured, that is, plants of the Fi generation

of these varieties were selfed. A small number of the Fi generation plants only

was selected for this work because of limited time and space.

The seeds from the above were at once planted indoors and the plants will be

put into the field in the spring of 1916.

Viability of Pollex Tests.

)
The experiments mentioned under this head are of value only to the plant

breeder. They were carried out only to determine the accuracy of certain methods

of work. The following plants were emasculated to test how much the wind aids

in cross pollination. The pistillate varieties had the petals removed so that the

insects would not be attracted, otherwise left ordinarily exposed

:
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Variety
No. of Blooms
emasculated

Results

Highland Beauty
Crescent
Pocomoke
Glen Mary
Clyde
Warfield
Cobalt

25 perfect fruit
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The low percentage of fruit set under boxes was largely attributable to the

unnatural conditions. The plants and air remained damp for some length of time

after a rain or a heavy dew. Very often fruits covered in this way fail to mature

properly.

The 1915 tests for viability of pollen gave the following results:

Cross
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5.2.

« « 3
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Tomato x Solanum lalbisvi, 1913:

Twenty plants of each of the F, generation of this cross, or supposedly this

cross, were grown and careful observations made for any indication of them being

true hybrids but none whatever were found. However, seeds from three fruits, two

from one plant of lot 72 and one from lot 65 were saved, as they seemed to show a

reduction of seeds in the individual fruits, although the other fruits on the same

plant show a normal number of seeds. Seeds from ten other lots were saved also

from which to grow the F3 generation.

Tomato x Solanum halhisii, 1914:

From the ten fruits containing fully developed seeds last year the following

numbers of plants were secured and transplanted to the field

:

No. 1:24 A 5 plants

No.
No.
No.
No.

4:4 A 1 plant

9:15 A 15 plants

4:17 A
16:22 A

16

59

No. 19:5 A 8 plants
Xo. 19:7 A 13 "

No. 20:2 A 25 "

No. 22:5 A 22 "

,
Notice the absence of seeds in the figure at the right. The long type of Eng-

lish Cucumber will develop without pollination. The cucumber on the
left was pollinated by a variety of the white spine type.

Most of these plants grew to maturity and produced fruit but none of them'

showed any evidence whatever of being true hybrids. Owing to inclemency of

weather at the time the sacks were applied for selfing the fruits no selfed fruit was
obtained, therefore open fertilized fruit was gathered and retained for the Pg

generation. This cross was repeated in January, 1915, in the greenhouse with

four other varieties of tomatoes with the following results

:

Tomato X S. ialhisii. January, 1915:

The pollen used was gathered out-of-doors before S. balbisii plants were

killed by frost and retained for use on the tomatoes.
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Cross
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test ou S. balbisii three were found to contain seeds and three phmts were obtained

from one of these fruits, but they showed no evidence whatever of being anything

but normal S. balbisii.

Grafts of S. balbisii on tomato and tomato on S. balbisii were made and it was

found that the S. balbisii would grow quite readily and freely and develop into as

large plants as the normal plants on tomato roots, but the tomato on S. balbisii

roots were very difficult to set and then made a very short, poor, stunted growth.

A stimulation test was performed on tomatoes in which the following sub-

stances to substitute pollen were used: Apple pollen, MgCOg, CaCO,, Cement Dust

and Sulphur. Between 25 and 36 pollinations were made with each and from

these three fruits developed, all of which contained at least some developed seeds.

The three obtained were: one from MgCOg, one from Cement Dust and one from

Sulphur.

Note the absence of seeds in the Tomato x SoJanum Italbissi.

Great care has always been exercised to emasculate the blossoms before they

open or before there is danger of the anthers having burst, and the emasculated

anthers are carried away and not allowed to lie around on the ground. Ex-

perience in this work seems to indicate that the tomato is capable of developing

seeds without fertilization as well as developing as much as 2i per cent, of its

fruit without fertilization. This latter conclusion is absolutely positive, as we have

obtained normal and marketable size fruits with the seeds within remaining in the

embryonic stage. The illustration shows this condition, in wliich one is a normal

fruit with seeds, while the other has developed but the seeds have remained in the

embryonic stage.

The interesting point to observe is, that although it is difficult to make out the

presence and absence of seeds in each fruit, yet the fruit on the right is normal in

size and quality but contains no seeds, while the one on the left is an ordinary

tomato.
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POMOLOGY

TREE FRUITS.

The Work with Apples.

1. The varieties in the following list are under test;

Adonis.
Alexander.
Arabka.
Arctic.

Arkansis.
Ascot (1916).
Astrachan.
Atlas (1916).

Baldwin.
Banana.
Banks Gravenstein.
Battle.

Baxter.
Ben Davis (1911).
Ben Hur.
Bethel.
Bismark.
Bjorkman.
Black Ben.
Blenheim.
Blue Pearmain.
Boiken.
Boskoop (1909).
Boyd Delight (1913).
Canada Red (1909).
Cayuga.
Champion.
Chenango (1909).
Claire.

Clive (1911).
Cora (1911).
Cornish Aromatic.
Cranberry.
Danville (1913).
Delicious.
Diana (1916),
Donald (1916).
Duchess (Oldenburg).
Dudley.
Fall Pippin.
Fameuse (1912).
Florence.
Forest (1911).
Gano.
Garden Royal.
Gen. Grant.
Glenton (1913).

Golden Russet (N.Y.).
Gravenstein (1909).
Greening.
Grimes.
Gypsy.
Haas.
Hibernal.
Holz (1916).
Hubbardston.

Hurlburt.
Hyslop.
Jeffries.

Jonathan.
Joyce (1916).
Keswick.
King.
King David.
Kildare (1916).
Kinn (1916).
Kitchener (1912).
Krupneena.
Langford Beauty (1911).
La Salle (1912).
Lobo (1913).
Louise (1911).
Lowell.
Lubsk Reinette (1911).
Magog.
Manda (1916).
Mann.
Marengo (1909).
Martha.
McMahon.
Medford (1911).
Melba (1913).
Mendel (1911).
Milwaukee (1910).
Minnesota.
Montreal Beauty.
Mother.
Muskoka Beauty.
Muskoka Champion.
Newton Pippin.
Niobe (19t3).
North
N. W. Greening.
Ontario.
Opalescent.
Orange.
Ottawa (1911).
Peasgood.
Pedro (1916).
Peerless.

Percival (1911).
Petrel (1911).
Pewaukee.
Pinto (1913).
Powers.
Primate.
Radnor.
Ramona (1916).
Raynault.
Red June (1909).
Ribston.
Rocket (1916).
Rolfe.
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Rome. Thurso (1911).
Rosalie (1913). Transcendent.
Rosenhagen. Van Wyck.
Rufus. Vermac (1916).

Russell. Wagener.
Rustler (1916). Walbridge.
Salome. Wealthy.
Scarlet Wellington.

Seek. Windsor.
Shiawasse. Winterstein Pelham.
Siberian. Wismer.
Sonora (1911). Wolf River.

Spy. Yankee.
Stark (1916). Yellow Siberian.

Stayman (1911). .
Yellow Transparent.

St. Lawrence. ^ York Imperial.

Sutton.

These varieties are used for general study, including fire blight susceptibility

or resistance, a study of growing and fruiting habits, in a few cases for top work-

ing to seedlings and species of Pyrus, for cultivation, pruning, spraying and

thinning tests, depending on the number of trees of the particular variety and the

adaptability of the general situation for carrying on such experiments.

2. Top-worTcing.

In the spring of 1908 the following varieties, four of each, were planted for

top-working: Eed Siberian, McMahon, Tolman Sweet, Hibernal, Baxter, Haas,

Ben Davis, Duchess and Pewaukee. These varieties are on their own roots and

were top-worked to Northern Spy in 1911. The tops have made good growth and

in every case the union is strong. No crop has yet been harvested from them.

These varieties are apparently more or less dwarfing when used as root and stock

for the Northern Spy, The top, in a number of cases, already has outgrown its

support.

3. Low Headed vs. High Headed vs. Dwarf Trees.

Six trees of each of the following varieties were planted in the spring of 1908

and headed high (4 feet), headed low (18 inches), and on Doucin roots and headed

low: Astrachan, Duchess, Gravenstein, Alexander, Blenheim, Hubbardston, Cran-

berry, King, Greening, Baldwin, and Spy. The object in view was a demonstra-

Ition of the extremes of heading and a test of dwarfing stock as an assistance to

early bearing. No crop has yet been produced. This experiment has, in part,

been neglected, but the trees are again resuming the habit that was formerly ex-

pected of them. \

4. Lime Sulphur vs. Soluble Sulphur for Scab Control.

The orchard used in this experiment consists of 46 trees, 26 of which are

sprayed in the usual manner with lime giilphur and 20 with soluble sulphur. The

varieties are : Greening, Cranberry and Baldwin. The amount of scab is obtained

by counting the blemished specimens and dividing by the total number of barrels

of fruit. This gives the data in number of scabby apples per barrel of fruit picked.

In 1914, 52 1/6 barrels of apples from the trees sprayed with soluble sulphur

had 1,551 apples with scab on them or an average of 29.7 scabby apples ].er barrel

of fruit. The same year 971/2 barrels of fruit from trees sprayed'with_ lime sulphur

gave 265 scabby apples, or an average of 2.7 ^scabby apples per barrel. An attempt
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is being made also to measure the amount of foliage injury from the sprays. At no

time has the injury been severe enough to be measured. Those trees, however,

sprayed with lime sulphur may be said to have had a more thrifty appearance due to

the color of the leaf. The work is being continued.

5. Cultivation and Pruning.

Six hundred and forty-six trees are devoted to this experiment. Of the total

number 170 are planted as permanent trees and 476 as fillers. The permanent

varieties are: Hyslop, Mcintosh, Baldwin, Ehode Island Greening and Spy. The

Wagener, five years planted, summer pruned.

varieties used as fillers are: Wagener, Ontario, "Wealthy, Duchess, and Dudley.

There arc 34 rows with 19 trees to each row. The rows are divided into 6 sections

as follows

:

Section 1—Eows 1 to 5.—This section is given clean cultivation until about

August 1st and then plowed and left for winter. No manure is applied and no

cover crop is used.

Section 2—Eows 6 to 11.—This section is carefully cultivated until June 15th

when a cover crop is sown. It may be either spring or fall plowed. The plan is to

continue sowing a cover crop early.
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Section 3—Eows 12 to 17.—This section is carefully cultivated until July

15th when a cover crop is so^\ti. The cover crop must be the same as that used in

Section 2. The section is treated in every way the same as Section 2 except that

the cover crop is sown one month later.

Section 4—Eows 18-23.—In this section a three year rotation is practised,

grain crop seeded to clover, followed by the removal of a crop of hay, followed by a

hoed crop. No cover crop is used and no manure is applied.

Section 5—Eows 24 to 29.—This section is treated the same as Section 4,

except that farmyard manure is applied at the rate of twenty tons per acre im-

mediately preceding the hoed crop.

Section 6—Eows 30 to 34.—This section has been seeded to a mixture of

orchard and blue grass with a small quantity of White Dutch Clover. No crop is

removed but the grass is cut at least twice each year and allowed to lie where it

Wealthy, Wagener, Duchess and Ojuchiu. Five .\eciib inanLed, summer pruned,
and unpruned showing a heavy bloom.

falls. The first cutting of grass in 1915 was spread close in around the trees to

delay the development of a heavy sod.

In each section also is practised three different times of pruning: (a) winter

pruning, (6) summer pruning, (c) little or no pruning.

Winter Pruning : These trees are severely cut back and thinned out in March

or April. The object is to form a framework that is pleasing to the eye, and at

the same time will carry a maximum load of fruit without damage when the tree

comes into bearing. Fruit bearing is not to be taken into consideration for at least

seven years.

Summer Pruning : In this case the trees are w'ell thinned out in August and

cut back only enough to keep the tree within bounds. The object is as much as

possible to admit the maximum amount of sunlight and air, develop as many fruit

buds and fruit spurs as possible, but at the same time not to sacrifice the shape of

the tree any more than is necessary. The object is as early bearing as possible.
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Unpruned Trees: Only a few cross and broken limbs are removed from these

trees. They are left as much alone as is conveniently possible. The experiment

is so planned that each variety is treated similarly and receives the same treatment

under the various systems of cultivation. The object of the combined experiment

is an experimental study of fruit bud formation in relation to cultivation and
pruning. A careful record is made of the size and vigor of trees, number of fruit

spurs and fruit set, quantity of fruit harvested, and comparative size, color and
keeping quality. The trees were planted in the spring of 1911 and the cultivation

experiment started immediately. The pruning pe^rt of the experiment was started

in the spring of 1914.

Cherries.

The following varieties of cherries are under test;

Allen.
Baldwin (1909).
Belle de Franconville.
Belle d'Orleans.
Bessarabian (1915).
Bing (1915).
Black Bigarreau (1909).
Bohemian Black.
Brusseler Braune (1909).
California.
Chapman,
Climax (1912).
"Compass (1912).
Double Natte.
Dyehouse.
Dykeman.
Early Lyon (1909).
Early Purple (1915).
Early Rivers (1909).
Elton (1915).
English Morello.
Eugenie (1909).
Florence (1909).
Fouche Morello.
Great Bigarreau (1909).
Hortense.
Ida.

Knight Early (1910).
Lambert.
Late Duke.
Leib.

Lewelling.
Louis Philippe.
Lutovka.
May Cluster (1915).
May Duke (1910).
Mercer.
Mezel (1913).
Montmorency.
Mount Stark (1909).
Murdock Bigarreau.
Napoleon.
Ohio Beauty.
Olivet (1909).
Ontario Preserving.
Ostheim (1913).
Paul.
Pelham.
Pickering.
Richmond.
Rockport.
Schmidt Bigarreau.
Spanish (1912).
Tartarian.
Terry.
Timmie (1913).
Vladimir (1915).
Weir (1909).
White Heart (1909).
Windsor.
Wood.
Wragg (1915).

Fall vs. Spring Planting,

The variety Windsor is used alone in this test. Twelve trees were planted in

the fall of 1914 and j;welve in the spring of 1915. Of the twelve fall planted trees

six were pruned heavily and six thinned out and the top balanced only. Of the

former five died and of the latter—unpruned except for thinning out—all are

healthy. Of the spring planted all were pruned quite heavily by thinning out and
cutting back at planting time. Six did not survive the summer and six are fairly

thrifty. This work is being continued. The results so far point strongly to fall

planting, and pruning only to thin out^and shape the tree.
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Peaches.

1. The following varieties of peaches, two of each, were planted in the spring

of 1908:

Admiral Dewey.
Alton.
Arkansas Traveller.

Arp Beauty.
Arthur Chevreau.
Bailey.

Baltet.

Banner.
Barnard.
Baron Dufour.
Beer Smock.
Belle de Bordeaux.
Belle Henri Peinud.
Belle of Georgia.
Biquette Free.
Berenice.
Billmeyer.
Bilyer Late.
Bilyeu October (1915).
Bishop Early (1915).
Bokara (1915).
Bonanzo.
Bowslaugh Late.
Brackett (1915).
Brigdon.
Bronson.
Burke (1915).
Butler Late (1915).
Capt. Ede.
Cardinal (1909).
Cardindale.
Carman (1909).
Chair (1911).
Champion (1915).
Charles Ingouf (1909).
Chili.

Connett.
Cooledge (1915).
Crawford (Early and Late).
Crosby (1911).
Crothers.
Earliest of All (1909).
Early York.
Edgemont Beauty.
Edouard Andre (1909).
Elberta (Early and Late).
Engol Mammoth.
Exquisite.
Fitzgerald (1912).
Ford Late White (1915).
Fox (1915).
Galande.
Garfield (1912).
Geary Hold On (1915).
Gladstone (1909).
Globe.
Golden Drop (1912).
Goldfinch (1915).
Gold Mine (1909).
Goring Red.
Gov. Hogg.
Graves. "

Greensboro.

Grosse Mignonne Hative.
Hale.
Hative PauUard.
Heiley.
Holderbouir.
Hooker.
Hynes (1911).
Illinois.

Iron Mountain (1915).
Jennie Worthien (1915).
Kalamazoo.
Keyport.
Klondyke.
Krummel October.
La France.
Lament (1909).
Leamington.
Lee Angle.
Lemon Free.
Levy Late (1915).
Lewis.
bonghurst.
Lovell (1909).
Mamie Ross.
Marshall.
Matthews.
Mayflower.
May Lee Cling.
McCollister (1915).
McKay Late.
Michigan Beauty.
Millheiser.
Millionaire (1915).
Miss Lola.
Morris White (1912).
Mountain Rose.
Muir.
Munson Free.
New Prolific.

Niagara.
Oceania.
Oldmixon (1911).
Opoix.
Opulent.
Pearce Mammoth.
Pendleton.
Picquett.
Poole Favorite.
Prof. Villiare.

Prolific.

Pure Gold.
Purple Leaf (1915).
Ray.
Red River.
Reeves Favorite (1911).
Rex.
Richmond.
Rivers (1915).
Rouge de Maide Brigg.
Russell.
Salway (1910).
Sea Eagle.
Slappey.
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Smithson.
Smith Superb.
Smock.
Sneed.
Snow.
Stephens.
Stinson.
Strawberry.
Stump.
Surpasse Melocoton.
Susquehajina.
Tennessee.
Tenton de Venus.
Thurber.
Towusend.

Triumph.
Victor.

Waddell.
Walkers.
Wallis Heath Free.
Washington (1911).
Weed Late Barnard.
Wellington,
Wheatland.
Wheeler.
Wilder.
Willet (1915).
Williams Favorite.
Worth.

Careful records are made of blossoming dates, fruit ripening dates, length of

fruit season, yield per tree, keeping and shipping qualities of the fruit and any
outstanding or peculiar characteristic of tree or- fruit. An attempt is made also to

record a complete and corrected description of each variety. Many trees are found
not to be true to variety purchased. This is being corrected or noted where and
when possible.
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and plowed under in the spring of 1914. In early July, 1914, oats were sown at

the rate of one bushel per acre. These made a splendid growth in the fall but add

little of nitrogen to the soil. There being no crop on the trees in this year the

growtk was exceptionally heavy and required some check. The 1915 cover crop

was crowded out by extremely wet weather at the time it should have been sown.

The soil is a fairly heavy sand, several feet deep, under-drained and retentive

of moisture. The only other fertilizer the orchard has had was a medium heavy

mulching with farmyard manure in the fail of 1914.

Nitrate of Soda 30 lbs.

Muriate of Potash 40 '

'

Acid Phosphate 40 '
*

Bone Meal 40 "

Nitrate of Soda 30 lbs.
Acid Phosphate 40 "
Bone Meal 40 "

Nitrate of Soda
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rows of peaches, ten trees in a row, budded on plum stock (Prunus americana)
were used in the test. The varieties used were: Yellow St. John, Capt. Ede,
Niagara, Elberta, Greensboro, and Dewey, Side by side with these were planted
the same varieties on peach stocks. The records do not show that tffe peaches on
plum stock came into bearing any earlier than those ,on peach stocks. The trees

were dwarfed, but not to any profitable advantage. When dug out the trees on
plum stocks show a decided construction at the union of the bud as shown in the

illustration.

Peach on plum root. Notice the constriction at
point of union of root and trunk.

The suckering habit of the plum stock is a decided disadvantage. After the

orchard is seeded with cover crop it has to be hoed to keep down the suckers.

The trees on plum stock were always lapparently loose in the ground, showing
that there was an insufficient root system.. The difference in the crop yield was
decidedly in favor of the trees on peach roots.

The above conclusion indicates that there is nothing to be gained by usmg
Prunus americana as stock for peaches. It is just possible that some other plum
stock might give more satisfactory results, and if an opportunity is presented
others will be tried.

4. Other Tests,

Under the direction' of Prof. Caesar of the Agricultural College, Guelph, some
investigation work is under M^ay regarding Little Peach and Yellows. Under the

direction of Mr. W. A. McCubbin, Dominion Pathologist, St. Catharines, some
work is also under way to determine if possible the cause and control of or remedy
for Peach Canker,
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Apricots.

The following varieties of apricots are under test

:

Alexis (1911).
Harris (1911).

J. L. Budd (1911).

Montgamet (1913).
Shense (1911).
Stella (1911).

<^W
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Dorset (1912).
Dr. Joubert.
Drouard (1913).
Duchess.
Early Harvest (1912).
Easter Beurre.
Eva Baltet.

Fame (1909).
Fin Juillet.

Flemish.
Fondante d'Antoinne.
Fondante de Bois.

Forelle.
Fox.
Frederick Clapp.
Gans.
Gansel Bergamot.
Garber.
Gen. Stoessel (1909).
Geo. Boucher (1909).
Giffard.

Golden Russet.
Guyot (1909).
Heipt.
Heron (1909).
Hoosic.
Howell.
Jargonelle.

Jean d'Arc.

Josephine (1912).
Kieffer.

King Charles.
King Karl.
Koonce.
Lady Clapp.
Lamy.
Lawrence.
Le Clerc (Van Mous) 1909.
Lincoln Coreless.
Louise Bonne.
Louis Pasteur.
Lyerle.

Madame Tho. Levavassen.
Margaret.
Marguerite Marillat.

Marie Louise.
Mas (1909).
Mme. Earnest Baltet.

Notaire Lipin (1909).
Olivier.

Onandago (1909).
Ozark.
Passe Colmar (1909).
Pres. Casimir Perier.

Pres. Deviolaine.
Princess (1909).
Princess Copie (1910).
Prof. Grosdemange.
Ranee.
Reeder (1912).
Reliance (1909).
Renfrew.
Riehls.

Ritson.
Roosevelt.
Seckel.

Sheldon.
Sir de Jules Guindon (1909).
Snyder.
Souvenir.
Souvenir du Pres. Carnot (1909).
Stark (1909).
Summer Doyenne.
Superfin.

Thirriot.
Tongres (Durondeau), (1909).
Totleben (1909).
Tyson.
Vermont Beauty.
Virginia Baltet.

Wilder Early.
Winter Bartlett.

Worden.

A large percentage of these varieties has been destroyed by blight. Attempts

-were made in 191-1 and 1915 to control this disease by cutting out and disinfecting,

but only with partial success. Careful notes were made of the susceptibility of the

various varieties to blight, but in a great many cases the tree was lost completely.

But few varieties have yet fruited and no report is available on any of them.

(2) An attempt was made when the orchard was set in 1909 to test side by

side, Bartlett, Clapp, Duchess, Flemish, Anjou and Easter Beurre on Standard and

Dwarf stock. As is the case with the varieties under test, blight has destroyed a

large percentage of the trees. These have been filled in. The percentage of loss

has been much less in the dwarf than in the standard trees.

Plums.

The following varieties of plums are under test

;

Abundance.
America.
Ancaster.
Apple.
Arch Duke.
Arctic.

Bartlett.

Belgian Purple (1909).
Belle.

Belle de Louvain (1909).
Belle de Paris.

Bleeker.
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Blue Prolific.

Bradshaw.
Burbank.
Canada Orleans.
Chabot.
Climax.
Clyman.
Curlew (1909).
Daisy (1909).
Darwin Peach (Yellow Egg), (1909).
Denbigh (Cox's Emperor).
De Soto (1913).
Diamond.
Duane.
Earliest of All.

Early Prolific (Early Rivers).
Early Rivers.
Early Transparent.
Emerald.
Fellenberg.
Femmonzi.
Field.

Formosa.
French
Gaviota (1911).
German Damson.
German Prune.
Giant.
Gideon.
Gisborne.
Glass.
Golden Drop (Coe).
Golden Gage.
Goliath.

Grand Duke.
Guard.
Gueii.

Hand.
Hulings.
Hunt.
Imperial Gage.
Imperial Lombard.
Imperial Peach.
Improved Lombard.
John A.
Kahinta (1915).
Kelsey.
King Damson.
Kingston.
Klondyke.
Large Golden Prolific.

Latchford.
Lombard.
Lowry.

Lucy Gray.
Mallard.
Mary.
Mathews.
Maynard (1912).
McLaughlin.
Monarch.
Monroe.
Moyer.
Naples (1910).
Niagara (Bradshaw).
October.
Omaha (1909).
Quackenboss.
Raynes.
Red June.
Red Magnum Bonum (Red Egg).
Reine Claude.
Riley Damson.
Rockford.

^

Santa Rosa.
Sapa (1915).
Saratoga (1910).
Sargent (1909).
Satsuma.
Saunders.
Shipper.
Shropshire (1909).
Silver (1909).
Smith Orleans.
Splendor (1909).
Standard.
Stanton.
Stella.

Sugar.
Sultan (1909).
Sutton.
Tennant.
Thanksgiving,
Togo.
Tokata.
Uncle Ben.
Vesuvius.
Victoria.

Warner.
Washington.
Waugh.
Willard.
Wolf (1913).
World Beater (1909).
Wyedale (1909).
Yellow Egg.
York State Prune.

Fall vs. Spring Planting, vs. Dynamited Holes.

The variety Eeine Claude lias been used alone in these tests. The soil is a
heavy red and blue clay with a very impervious subsoil. The last plantings were
made in 1914 (fall) and 1915 (spring) and 1915 (fall) and 1916 (spring). The
first plantings were made in 1911 and 1912, but at that time the experiment did
not^ include spring planting in fall dynamited holes. Though the trees had not
fruited the general size, health and vigor of the trees in the various plantings
seemed to indicate that the trees set in holes immediately after dynamiting were for
some cause weakened and delayed in growth. This was attributed to the rapid
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drying out of the soil immediately following dynamiting, which delayed the start-

ing of the trees. To overcome this apparent difficulty the experiment was con-

tinued, with the addition of trees planted in holes d}Tiamited in the fall and allowed

to fill with water and settle. No trees have yet ]>orne any fruit.

The Wokk with Grapes.

The following is a list of the varieties in the Experimental vineyard. Thej

are arranged alphabetically without regard to species, commercial value or adapta-

tion to the district:

Adobe.
Agawam (Rogers' 15).
Amber Queen.
America.
Amlnia (R. 3a).

Armalaga.
August Giant.
Augustina.
Australis.
Bacchus.
Bailey.

Banner.
Barry (R. 43).
Bell.

Ben Hur.
Berckmans.
Black Morocco.
Brighton.
Caco.
Campbell.
Captivator.
Carman.
Carmen.
Catawba.
Champion.
Charlton.
Chasselas avec Royal.
Chasselas de Fontainebleau.
Chasselas Vibert.
Clinton.
Cloeta.

Colerain.
Concord.
Cornichon.
Cottage.
Creveling.
Cynthiana.
Dattier de Beyrouth.
Delaware.
Dog Ridge,
Diamond.
Diana.
Dracut Amber.
Duchess.
Early Daisy.
Early Ohio.
Early Victor.
Eaton.
Eclipse.

Ellen Scott.
Elvira.
Emperor.
Empire State.

Ester.
Etta,

Eumelan.
Feher Zagos,
Fern Munson.
Flame Tokay.
Gaertner (R, 14),

Geneva.
Golden Chasselas.
Golden Drop.
Golden Queen.
Green Early.
Hartford.
Hayes.
Headlight.
Herbemont.
Herbert (R. 44).

Hernito.
Hicks,
lona.
Isabella.

Italian, Walker's.
Ives.

Jaeger.
Janesville.

Jessica.

King.
King Philip,

Lady Finger.
Lady Washington.
Last Rose.
Lincoln (Read's Hybrid).
Lindley (R. 9).

Lucile.
Lukfata.
Lutie.
Malaga.
31anito.
Martha.
Mary.
Massasoit (R. 3).

McPike.
Mericadel.
Merrimac (R. 19).
Mission.
Moore Early.
Morocco.
Moyer.
Muench.
Munson.
Muscat.
Muscat Blanc.
Niagara.
Nitodal.
Patricia.

Reuse Malaga.
Perkins.
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Phillippi. Salem (R. 22).
Pierce. Sauvignon Juane.
Pocklington. Telegraph.
Prentiss. Thompson Seedless.
President. Ulster.
Reissling. Vergennes.
Requa (R. 28). White Cornichon.
Rockwood. Wilder (R. 4).
Rogers 24. Wilkins.
Rogers 26. Winchell (.Green Mountain).
Rogers 36. Woodruff.
Rommel. Worden.
Rose of Peru. Wyoming.
Sabal Kanski.

Grafting Resistant Vines.

This study of stocks for Yinifera vines is being made with the hope that by
malving use of the variations which have arisen naturally between species of grapes,

in grafting Vinifera varieties on hardier, phylloxera resistant stocks, it will enable

us to produce commercially some of the choice varieties of this species (Vitis

vinifera).

The investigation of this problem includes

:

1. A study of the characteristics and adaptability to this district of the mother
vines from which the stocks for grafting will be taken.

2. A study of the problems of grafting, namely, the making and conservation

of cuttings, the preparation of the stocks, the time of grafting, the method of

making the graft, callousing the graft, the grafting of rooted cuttings, the planting

and treatment of grafts in the nurser}-, and the advisability of field grafting.

3. A study of the affinity of the scion to the stock, and the adaptability of

both to the conditions existing in a commercial vineyard in Ontario. This will

give definite information regarding the possibility of hastening or retarding the

time of maturity of the grafted vines, their resistance to insect and fungus posts,

their ability to stand the winters of this district, and the adaptability of the stocks

used to the different soils of the Peninsula. In short, this last work is expected to

determine whether the production of some varieties of Yinifera grapes will, or will

not be a commercial success in the Niagara District.

In the summer of 1915 a very small beginning on the work outlined above was
made. "Wild vines, native to the district, and belonging to the following species

have been located: Yitis riparia (male and female), Yitis bicdlor (male), Vitis

cineria (female), and Yitis labrusca (female). Cuttings will be taken from these

vines this fall. From these cuttings mother vines will be produced to furnish

stocks for grafting and also for purposes of study.

The methods followed in grafting, callousing, planting and 'cultivating re-

sistant vines during the spring and summer of 1915 were as folloAvs:

Cuttings to be used as stocks for grafting were taken March 29th from vines

of the species Yitis rupestris, variety St. George and packed in sand in the cold

storage until April Gtli, the time of grafting. The cuttings used as scions were
obtained partly from Prof. F. T. Bioletti, Yiticulturist of the University of Cali-

fornia, and from vines shipped here from Fresno, California. These vines arrived

March 25th and were '' heeled in " in moist sand in the cellar of the packing house.

The Eupestris St. George cuttings used for grafting stock averaged six inches

long and one-quarter of an inch in diameter. When these cuttings were taken
the lower cut was made through the knot of the bud, the last internode of the

upper end was left as long, as possible, as the internodes were scarcely long enough
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for the grafting cut. All of the buds on the stock were carefully removed, not

only the main bud, but also the small adventitious buds which usually surround

its base, and which, if not cut, would produce sucker growths at the expense of the

graft. These cuttings were then soaked m water about ten minutes to free them

from any sand which might have stuck to them, and also to freshen and make them

sappy before gi-afting.

The scions were prepared in a similar way with the exception that the buds

were left. The scions were taken with two eyes, the upper cut was made about

three-eighths of an inch above the second eye, while the lower cut was made from

two inches to three inches below the first eye, thus leaving plenty of room for the

grafting cut.

The raffia used for binding the grafts was soaked in water to make it easy to

handle. Then it was cut in lengths nine inches long and kept moist and. ready for

use.

The grafting knife was not of the pattern generally used in Ontario, but was

an ordinary jack-knife with an especially thin, sharp blade.

The English cleft or whip graft was used entirely. The stock and scion were

chosen of as nearly equal diameter as possible and were cut at the same angle.

The length of the cut surface varied from three to four times the diameter of the

cuttings. The cut was made at an angle of nineteen degrees. The smaller the

cutting the longer the cut was made. The tongues were made by a longitudinal

cut, care being taken not to split the wodl, usually commencing at about one-third

the distance from the sharp end of the cutting; and were made to a depth about

equal to the diameter of the cutting.

Eaffia treated as already explained was used in binding the grafts. Accord-

ing to Prof. Bioletti, California Xo. 127, on "^Bench Grafting Eesistant Vines,"

" Grafts do better without any binding but for two reasons : first, because it is

difficult to handle unbound grafts without disturbing the union; and, second, be-

cause the callous does not form simultaneously on all parts of the union, and the

first formed tends to push apart the stock and scion, thus making it difficult or im-

possible for all parts to unite." Hence, as little raffia as possible with the

thorough firmness of the union was used.

A hot bed u?ed to grow early onion plants was partitioned off and one-third of

it was used as a callousing bed. About six inches of fine, clean, dry lake" sand was

spread on the manure of the hot bed. The bundles of grafts were placed in a

slightly inclined position, with the scions uppermost, in thf-ee rows across the bed.

The sand was packed well around and sifted between the grafts. They were then

covered to a depth of three inches with sand. The hot bed was covered with sash

so that the moisture content of the sand and the temperature could be controlled.

The temperature of the bed averaged 76 degrees F. The moisture -content of the

sand was varied to quite an extent. For the first two weeks of the callousing

period the moisture content of the sand was about four times more than it should

have been. Xo callousing took place during this time. Later when the moisture

content of the sand had been reduced by. evaporation to about 2 per cent, callousing

took place rapidly. By the 27th of April the grafts were well cemented in most

cases by a strong callous.* The excess moisture and high temperature during the

first days of the callousing period forced the scions to send out white shoots often

one and one-half inches long. Eoots had also started from the stocks, but were

much longer than they should have been.

The grafts were set nine inches apart in a furrow. Care was taken in plant-

ing to keep the unions about one and one-half inches above the surface of the soil,
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so that when the soil settled the unions would be level with the surface. To
prevent the drying out of the union the soil was mounded up to the graft, and all

excepting the top eye was covered.

The soil was moist and cool at the time of planting, but a series of short rains

coming on at this time made the soil cold and wet.

The change from the hot bed to the nursery row was so great that the shoots

which had started from the cuttings were killed. In most cases the scions tried

to produce other shoots, but their store of plant food had been drained by the first

attempt, and they failed to start again. Of the 24 grafts and 334 cuttings of

different wild species set out in the nursery this spring not one has taken. Follow-

ing is the planting list for the gra,fts and cuttings.

Planting done in the same row as the Vinifera varieties on Concord stock.

No. of Cuttings.
Varieties grafted on
Rupestris iSt. George

stock.

No. of Cuttings.
Varieties grafted on
Rupestris St. George

stock.

1

3

1

1

2

3
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The roots of the Concord stocks were thinned and cnt back to nine inches

before planting. The same method of planting was followed here as in the case

of the grafted cuttings.

On August 21st the mounds of earth around the grafts were removed, the

scion roots cut, and the number of grafts which had taken noted.

The following list gives the number of grafts planted, the number which set,

the number of scions which rooted without the graft setting, the number of stocks

which grew instead of the scions and the number of stocks which died

:

Variety.
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Eelation Between Size axd Weight of Grape Seed, axd Germixaiiox axd
Vigor of Seedlixgs Produced.

Following are a set of tables showing the results at the end of one year of a

test to ascertain, the correlation between the size and weight

:

Table 1.—Wilder x Delaware Seeds
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Table 3.—Vergennes x Concord Seeds

Seeds
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The object of this experiment was to show that by the removal of superfluous

shoots (shoots between the ground and first wires, between the first and second
wires, and non-fruiting shoots on the canes), conditions would be less favorable

for the development of fungus diseases, less time would be required to prune
summer pruning would not be necessary, and that the practice would have a
favorable effect on the yield of fruit.

The only notes available are that disbudding took one and one-half minutes
per vine while summer pruning took on an average of three and one-half minutes
per vine.

A.
B.
0.

EiNGiNG Grapes.

Ringing completed.
A "ring" that has partly grown over by fall.y
A " ring " that has completely grown over by fall

Following is the outline of an experiment to ascertain the time at which grape-

vines may be ringed with the most resulting success. The ring will be removed
from a part of the shoot just below the bunch and will be about one-third of an
inch wide.

Einging will be done at the following period, and on vines representing the-

five different systems of training practised in the vineyard:
'

1. One week before flowers open ten shoots will be ringed on two vines each

of three different varieties trained according to the Elniffen system (two upper-

wires).

2. One week after flowers open ten shoots will be ringed on two vines each

of three different varieties trained according to the Kniffen system (two lower-

wires).
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3. Three weeks after flowers open ten shoots will be ringed on two vines each

of three different varieties trained according to the Kniffeu system (Imp.).

4. Six weeks after flowers open ten shoots will be ringed on two vines each of

three different varieties trained according to the Horizontal Arm System,

5. Nine weeks after flowers open ten shoots will be ringed on two vines each

of three different varieties trained according to the Fan system.

Row.
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Row. Vine.
Date of

ringing.
Variety.

No. of

shoots
ringed.

No. of

bunches.

No. -of

shoots ! No. of

at close bunches
of sea- cut.

son.

Date of

cutting.

2
12
13
15
12
2
1

2/8/15 Concord .

.

Campbell.
Lindley .

,

Liudley .

.

Campbell

.

Concord .

.

Concord .

.

12
7

13
1.3

8

6

4

12
6
13
13
6

6
4

13/8/15
13/8/15

13/8/15

13/8/15
16/8/15
16/8/15

Remarks. '

Bow 3, vine 12—One bunch taken September 6 before it had been thoroughly

ripened.

As far as this year's results are concerned ringing may be done to the best

advantage during the last ten davs of Julv.

Small Fruits.

None of the newer varieties of raspberries or blackberries have been tested.

A plantation of the following varieties of currants and gooseberries has been

built up since 1911:

Red and White Currants.

Cherry (1913).
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No experiments are being conducted on these varieties. Some are used in

breeding and improvement work.

Easpbeekies.

An attempt was made to irrigate three varieties of raspberries : Herbert,

Cuthbert and Marlboro'. Xo increase was noted and where the soil was'kept moist

and the bushes somewhat wet from the spray and rain the fruit proved to be soft

and unfit for shipment. Experience seems to indicate that the overhead system of

irrigation is not practical for raspberries.

Some promising Seedlings from Prof. Macoun, C.E.F., Ottawa.

Strawberries.

The following varieties fruited in 1915: Sharpless, Cardinal, Bederwood,

King Edward, Superb, L. Thompson, August Luther, Excelsior, Aroma, Gandy,

Jerome, Jessie, Xew York, Enormous, Longfellow, Texas, Climax, Lovett, Splendid,

Downing's Bride, Parson's Beauty, Qrem, Cobalt, Three Ws, Glen Mary, High-
land Beauty, Pocomoke, Clyde, Crescent, Sample, Haverland, Xettie, Belt, Joe,

Michael, St. Loui's Prize, Warfield, Dunlap, AVilliams.

The following were set out in the spring of 1915 and will fruit in 1916:

Uncle Jim, Enhance, Euby, Island King, Molena, Magoon, Goodell, Jocunda,

Early Ozark, Heritage, Kellogg's Prize, Marshall, Commonwealth, Highland,

Staples, Tennessee, Arizona, Helena Davis, Dornan, Fendall, Woolverton, Bubach,
Ohio Boy, Chesapeake, Brandywine, Klondyke, Americus, Desdemona, Cassandra,

Ophelia, Valeria, Vergilia, Mariana, Julia, Cordelia, Portia, Orem, Thompson's
Seedling.

Notes are made on the vigor, hardiness, amount of bloom, blossoming dates,

fruiting season, shipping quality, and other facts that might possibly be of value

A short description is made of each variety. Detailed information is available on
all varieties that fruited in 1915.

5 H.S.
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Irrigation Tests ox Strawberries.

The varieties are so arranged when planted ihat one-half of each row can' be

irrigated regularly and the other half left dry. The plants in this test were care-

fully mulched in the fall of 19 li and the straw was raked into the row in the

spring of 1915. The mulch was so arranged that it would retain the greatest

possible amount of moisture. The irrigated plot yielded a total of 1,680 boxes and

the non-irrigated part 1,495 boxes, an increase of 1T5 boxes or 10.1 per cent. In-

formation is available on the amount of water applied and the approximate cost of

application.

VEGETABLE GARDENING

Asparagus.

Xew plantings of asparagus were made in the springs of 1914 and 1915. In

all, nine varieties or selections of varieties have been set out : Giant Argentueil,

Dreer's Argentueil, Dreer's Connover's Colossal, Palmetto, ''Lund's" Special,

Barr's Mammoth, Dreer's Eclipse and Columbian White. These varieties are used

for comparative yields, quality, disease resistance and general commercial value.

I^P ^ M 'M

nM' .
-;«.<

fit

J,
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Asparagus Seedlings in flats ready for transplanting.

The value of irrigation on asparagus is also being tested. The plants for this

experiment were set in the spring of 1914. In 1915 a total of 126 lbs. 5 oz. wera

cut from 1,015 plants. This cut is light but might be considered fairly heavy

for the first year. The irrigated plants yielded 33.1 per cent, more than the non-

irrigated plants. The gain from the irrigation apparently results from the water

applied the previous season, as only one application of water was made during the

cutting season. The increased vigor and gro^^'th from regular applications of

water during the summer shows itself in the root during the harvest season the

following spring.
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Beets.

An attempt was made to test the value of irrigation on early beets. "Water

was applied at such times as the soil appeared to require it, but no advantage was

gained. Temperature or soil heat is apparently more needed than water in early

spring. Cultivation to conserve the moisture is apparently all the roots require

to induce rapid growth in early spring. The soil, generally speaking, has an

abundance of moisture up to the second or third week in June. The work is

being continued with a portion of the plot treated with applications of nitrate of

soda.

"fe^

Cauliflower Seed. A single plant under glass.

Carrots.

The above remarks apply to carrots for early market also. For late use

water increases the yield Init because of the low price of the product does not

warrant the application.

Celery.

Two tests are being carried on with celery. In the first case an abundance

of water is supplied. The illustration shows the comparative difference when the

irrigated plants were ready for use. In the second case, in addition to the water

applications, nitrate of soda is applied at the rate of 200 lbs. per acre three times

after the celery has made some growth. No increase in size or quality was noted

from the use of nitrate of soda. The test might l3e considered a failure because a
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large part of the planting was lost from heart rot near the completion of the test.

The plants were set in single rows, double rows and beds. The tests are being

continued.

OXIONS.

Only four varieties of onions are grown : Weathersfield, Yellow Danvers, Ailsa

Craig and Prizetaker. The same tests were carried on as with the beets and
carrots. ISTo apparent gain was made in the rate of growth or early maturity from
applications of water. When the crop was harvested in the fall there was a slight

gain in total yield in favor of the non-irrigated plots. The irrigated plots were

more subject to the attacks of mildew.

The best of the bulbs from these plots are selected for seed producing purposes.

Onions in bloom for seed.

Peas.

The work of selection on nine varieties of peas was started in 1914. Selec-

tions of Abundance, Alaska, Gradus, McLeaii's Little Gem, Thomas Laxton, Tele-

phone, Gregory's Surprise, Champion of England and Horford's Market were made
in 191-4. All varieties, except two, registered an increase in the average number
of pods and peas per vine in 1915. Selections were again made and it is hoped in

this way to build up higher producing strains of these varieties. The method of

selection is, however, doubtful and is deserving further study.

In connection with the work and studies on peas the varieties used by Gregor

Mendel were also grown for crossins; and studv.
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Potatoes.

Hill selections of potatoes were made in 19Lj keeping in mind the following

points

(1) Most jjroductive hills.

(2) Uniformity of tubers.

(3) Smooth skin and shallow eyes. In 1915 one other point was added to

this : •

(1) That of blight resistance.

The following varieties were used : Gertrude, Davies' Warrior, Raleigh, Car-

man No. 3, Delaware and Irish Col)bler.

The best hill from each hill selection of 1911 was saved in 1915 and the

tubers will be planted whole in 1916 and any improvement again noted. This

method of selection for improvement is also doubtful and is being enlarged for

further stud v.

Potatoes, the product of a single hill. End hill is from one potato planted whole.

Tomatoes.

(1) The tomato work is' largely seed selection for impro\ement. The follow-

ing varieties have been selected for two years: Ruby, Earliest of All, Earliana.

Alacrity, Atlantic Prize, June Pink, Dominion Day, Chalk's Jewel, Magnus,

Golden Queen, Dwarf Aristocrat, Beauty, Bonny Best. Dwarf Champion, Living-

stone's Favorite, Imperial, Success, Danish Export, Homer's Favorite, Plentiful,

Iguotum, Ponderosa, Livingstone's Stone and Royal Red. "With the hope of

obtaining data that would he of value in making selections for certain characters,

the following selections have been made for two years from each variety:

(a) Earliest fruit.

(6) Latest fruit from earliest plant.

(c) Most productive plant.

(d) Most uniform fruit regardless of individual plant.

(e) Most uniform fruiting plant.

(/) Smallest fruit.

(g) Largest fruit.

(/() All desirable mutants.

Twentv plants have been grown from each selection for one year. The selec-

tions were repeated in the fall of 1915 with which to continue the work in 1916.

Careful records are made under the above heads including earliness, yield, uni-

formity, etc. The object is not only to develop strains by selection but if possible

to determine the best means of selection for the desired result.
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(2) The work is also carried beyond the field of production and selection in

that the various varieties are tested for canning purposes under the division of

by-products.

(3) At the request of Mr. ^^'. A. McCubbiu, some data was collected on the

comparative yields of healthy and Mosaic disease afEected plants. It was found

that not only did the disease reduce the total yield per plant from an average of

13.6 lbs. per plant to T.9 lbs. per plant, but that the number of fruits per vine and

the size of each was reduced also.

Vegetable Seed Pkodlxtiox.

Four varieties of onions, mostly Yellow Globe Danvers and Denia, with a few

Eed Weathersfield and Ailsa Craig, were planted in the spring of 1915. These

were some distance from each other to prevent cross pollination. In addition to

this, Detroit Dark Eed beet and Chantenay carrot roots were planted' for the pro-

duction of seed.

Celery irrigated and non-irrigated.

From these were selected some good individual t^'pes from which to product

seed the following year. The seed was harvested during the latter end of

September and first of October. The period of ripening was lengthened by the

late season. The seed was clipped oif by shears and placed in baskets or spread

out on the packing house floor to dry. It was considered advisable to take tbe

onion seed under cover to dry out, but the beet and carrot seed was hung outside

on small racks, where it ripened and dried.

Threshing was done by means of hand flails and rubbing. A small mill with

a complete set of screens was purchased to clean the seed. It was carefully weighed

and stored for winter. Threshing was not completed until January. On a large

scale, more complete and efficient means for threshing would be necessary to reduce

the cost of production.
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It was necessary also to wash the oniou seed in order to separate the lighter

and poorer seeds. Considerable difficulty was met with in getting the onion and
carrot seed well nibbed out because no suitable threshing machine was available.

, Beets Planted April 16, 1915

Black Detroit.

Row Selection
Weight

lbs.

Number of Total .^,bt^'^ S'" ^"'pIhk""
lbs. of Root

Roots of Seed

A. Small .

B . Medium
C . Large ,

Total

42.5
72'

55

145
181
89

415

31
25
20

76 lbs.

.21

.13

.22

.73

.34

.36

Carrots Planted April 16, 1915

Chantenay.
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Barn and Ice Cold Storage House.

The Skinner Irrigation System and Experimental Plots.
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For the Sailors and Soldiers of Freedom.

The Ice Harvest.
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Some of the various containers used for berries, plums and tomatoes.

Boxes used for raspberries from British Columbia.
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Western Raspberry Crate and Boxes.

S

V^^l^

^mmmmm

Cardboard pound package and container used occasionally for fancy sweet cherries.
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Results of Germixation Test of Seed.

January 27th, 1916.

Beets. Fifty seeds planted in each selection.

A. 34 sprouted, 72 young plants, 14i per cent.

B. 30 sprouted, 61 young plants, 122 per cent.

C. 25 sprouted, 47 young plants, 94 per cent.

Onions. The letters represent the various selections. Fifty seeds planted in

each case.

A. 46 sprouted, 92 per cent.

B. 42 sprouted, 84 per cent.

D. 38 sprouted, 76 per cent.

E. 46 sprouted, 97 per cent.

G. 35 sprouted, 70 per cent.

H. 34 sprouted, 68 per cent.

Average, 81.1 per cent, germination.

Cabbage planted for seed production.

FALL YS. SPRING PLOWING.

A section of apples, including a row of each of the following varieties: Canada

Ued, Gravenstein, Blenheim, Stark, Fameuse. Duchess, Cayuga, Wolf River. St.

Lawrence, Ribston and Astrachan, has been interplanted with Dwarf Pears. Half

of this section is fall plowed and half spring plowed, each part being treated the

same year after year.

Three cover crops are used: rye and vetch at the rate of one bushel of the

former and 20 lbs. of the latter; oats and red clover at the rate of one bushel of the

former and 10 lbs. of the latter: and buckwheat at the rate of ly^ pecks per acre.
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Notes have been made on the growth of the crop, growth of the trees, percentage

of fruit set and quantity harvested. All losses from blight and other causes have

been carefully noted. No data of value is available. The sections are equally

good.

FRUIT PACKAGES.

Some special work has been done in collecting, studying and photographing

the various packages that are used for fruit shipment and that ordinarily come

into competition with Ontario packages in the open markets. Twenty-lour distinct

types were studied in all. This does not include the various types ai^d shapes of

any one basket, such as the various climax baskets, the various bushels or all the

various berry crates.

Upper cut shows 27 qt. crate used altogether
in the Clarkson district. The 24 qt.

crate below is used largely in the
Niagara district.

Trial shipments were made in bushel peach baskets, the standard peach box

and in the four basket plum case (apricots and tomatoes), but the work has not

advanced far enough to report.

APIARY.

The farm maintains an apiary of about forty colonies. This is gradually

being reduced. Only a few colonies are being retained to ensure blossom fertili-

zation.
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BY-PKODUCTS.

The by-products work wa^ started in July jvilh the appointment ol Mr. P. E.

Culverhouse to take charge. The summer has been spent largely in studying the

situation with regard to jams, syrups, canned goods and similar products and in

getting in touch with the situation as far as the available fruits for such purposes

are concerned. Also a large room in the Administration Building has been re-

constructed and equipped in part for use as a working laboratory.

X

The cherry box without cartons, as usually used. The first layer is neatly

faced and the box then filled without any further attempt at arrang-
ing the fruit in layers.

The farm has as part of its general equipment a small canning plant 30 ft. x

30 ft. This has been overhauled and the machinery put in shape, and during the

season was used entirely for the canning of fruits, principally peaches, for the

hospitals in Britain and France. This work cut heavily into the original plans as

outlined, but was cheerfully done with the hope of adding, even in a small way.

to the cheer 'of the wounded in the hospitals. The canning work is to be continued,

but at the same time the by-products work will be given as much attention as

possible.

COXCLUSIOX.

The Director desires to express his appreciation and thanks to those who have

assisted so ably in the compilation of this report. All experiments are not re-

ported fully, but it is hoped that enough l^ given in each case to enable the reader

to understand the work in hand. Any question on any experiment will be chee.'-

fullv answered.
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Thinuiug of apples on large trees in Ontario is still an experiment.
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